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Foreword
The Symposium on Theoretical Aspects of Computer Science conference series is an international forum for original research on theoretical computer science. Typical areas are:
algorithms and data structures, including: design of parallel, distributed, approximation,
and randomized algorithms; analysis of algorithms and combinatorics of data structures;
computational geometry, cryptography, algorithmic learning theory, algorithmic game
theory;
automata and formal languages, including: algebraic and categorical methods, coding
theory;
complexity and computability, including: computational and structural complexity theory,
parameterized complexity, randomness in computation;
logic in computer science, including: finite model theory, database theory, semantics,
specification and verification, rewriting and deduction;
current challenges, for example: natural computing, quantum computing, mobile and net
computing.
STACS is held alternately in France and in Germany. This year’s conference (taking place
March 8–11 in Hannover) is the 34th in the series. Previous meetings took place in Paris
(1984), Saarbrücken (1985), Orsay (1986), Passau (1987), Bordeaux (1988), Paderborn (1989),
Rouen (1990), Hamburg (1991), Cachan (1992), Würzburg (1993), Caen (1994), München
(1995), Grenoble (1996), Lübeck (1997), Paris (1998), Trier (1999), Lille (2000), Dresden
(2001), Antibes (2002), Berlin (2003), Montpellier (2004), Stuttgart (2005), Marseille (2006),
Aachen (2007), Bordeaux (2008), Freiburg (2009), Nancy (2010), Dortmund (2011), Paris
(2012), Kiel (2013), Lyon (2014), München (2015), and Orléans (2016).
The interest in STACS has remained at a high level over the past years. The STACS
2017 call for papers led to 212 submissions with authors from 38 countries. Each paper
was assigned to three program committee members who, at their discretion, asked external
reviewers for reports. The committee selected 54 papers during a three-week electronic
meeting held in November/December. For the third time within the STACS conference
series, there was also a rebuttal period during which authors could submit remarks to the
PC concerning the reviews of their papers. As co-chairs of the program committee, we would
like to sincerely thank all its members and the many external referees for their valuable work.
The overall very high quality of the submissions made the selection a difficult task, and there
were intense and interesting discussions inside the program committee.
This year, the conference includes a tutorial. We would like to express our thanks to the
speaker Juha Kontinen for this tutorial, as well as to the invited speakers, Artur Jeż, Antoine
Joux, and Till Tantau. Special thanks go to the local organizing committee for continuous
help throughout the conference organization.
Moreover, we thank Marc Herbstritt from the Dagstuhl/LIPIcs team for assisting us
in the publication process and the final production of the proceedings. These proceedings
contain extended abstracts of the accepted contributions and abstracts of the invited talks
and the tutorial. The authors retain their rights and make their work available under a
Creative Commons license. The proceedings are published electronically by Schloss Dagstuhl
– Leibniz-Center for Informatics within their LIPIcs series.
STACS 2017 has received funds and help from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
(DFG), for which we are very grateful.
Hannover and Caen, March 2017
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Computational Aspects of Logics in Team
Semantics
Juha Kontinen
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Helsinki, Helsinki,
Finland
juha.kontinen@helsinki.fi

Abstract
Team Semantics is a logical framework for the study of various dependency notions that are important in many areas of science. The starting point of this research is marked by the publication
of the monograph Dependence Logic (Jouko Väänänen, 2007) in which first-order dependence
logic is developed and studied. Since then team semantics has evolved into a flexible framework
in which numerous logics have been studied.
Much of the work in team semantics has so far focused on results concerning either axiomatic
characterizations or the expressive power and computational aspects of various logics. This tutorial provides an introduction to team semantics with a focus on results regarding expressivity
and computational aspects of the most prominent logics of the area. In particular, we discuss
dependence, independence and inclusion logics in first-order, propositional, and modal team
semantics. We show that first-order dependence and independence logic are equivalent with
existential second-order logic and inclusion logic with greatest fixed point logic. In the propositional and modal settings we characterize the expressive power of these logics by so-called team
bisimulations and determine the complexity of their model checking and satisfiability problems.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.4.1 Mathematical Logic
Keywords and phrases team semantics, dependence logic, model checking, satisfiability problem,
team bisimulation
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Recompression: New Approach to Word
Equations and Context Unification
Artur Jeż
Institute of Computer Science, University of Wrocław, Wrocław, Poland

Abstract
Word equations is given by two strings over disjoint alphabets of letters and variables and we
ask whether there is a substitution that satisfies this equation. Recently, a new PSPACE solution
to this problem was proposed, it is based on compressing simple substrings of the equation and
modifying the equation so that such operations are sound. The analysis focuses on the way the
equation is stored and changed rather than on the combinatorics of words. This approach greatly
simplified many existing proofs and algorithms. In particular, unlike the previous solutions,
it generalises to equations over contexts (known for historical reasons as context unification):
contexts are terms with one special symbol that represent a missing argument and they can be
applied on terms, in which case their argument replaces the special constant.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.4.3 [Formal Languages] Decision Problems, F.4.2 Grammars
and Other Rewriting Systems, F.2.2 Nonnumerical Algorithms and Problems
Keywords and phrases Word equations, exponent of periodicity, semantic unification, string
unification, context unification, compression
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.STACS.2017.2
Category Invited Talk

1

Recompression for word equations

Word equations is given by two strings (U, V ) over disjoint alphabets of letters (Σ) and
variables (X ). We are to decide, whether there is a substitution S : X → Σ∗ which turns U
and V into equal strings over Σ. This problem was first solved by Makanin [6], both the
algorithm and its analysis employs nontrivial facts from word combinatorics. It took 20
years for a different solution to emerge, it was proposed by Plandowski [7]. It is based on a
different approach, still uses nontrivial word combinatorics concepts and additionally uses
compression; this algorithm works in PSPACE, which is the best computational complexity
bound known till today, and the problem is only known to be NP-hard.
The recompression approach [5], which I will survey in this talk, takes a different approach.
It focuses mostly on the compression and on the way equation is represented, and not at all
on the word combinatorics. On a high level we want to perform two compression operations
on the sides of the equation after applying the substitution to variables, which we denote by
S(U ) and S(V ):
the a-block compression replaces every maximal block a` with a (fresh) letter a` (an ablock is a subsequence consisting of letters a alone and that cannot be extended by a nor
to the left, nor to the right);
the ab pair compression, where a 6= b, replaces every occurrence of a pair ab with a fresh
letter c.
For instance, given a word aaabababaaabaa the ab pair compression returns aacccaacaa while
a block compression: a3 bababa3 ba2 .
© Artur Jeż;
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In order to apply those operations, we may need to process the equation appropriately:
given a solution S we say that ab is a crossing pair (with respect to S) if there is an occurrence
of ab in S(U ) or S(V ) that does not fully come from the equation or from a substitution
for one occurrence of a variable. A pair is noncrossing (with respect to S) otherwise. If
ab is noncrossing with respect to a solution S of an equation U = V , then performing abcompression on sides of the equation results in an equation U 0 = V 0 that has a corresponding
solution S 0 , which is obtained by also replacing every ab in S(X) by c. Then S 0 (U 0 ) and
S 0 (V 0 ) are obtained from S(U ) and S(V ) by ab-pair compression, as desired.
If ab is crossing, we uncross it: for every variable X we nondeterministically guess,
whether S(X) begins with b and if so, we replace X with bX and whether S(X) ends with a,
in which case we replace X with Xa. It is easy to show that after doing so for all variables,
the pair ab is noncrossing, and so it can be compressed.
We treat blocks similarly: when performing the a block compression, we look at maximal
blocks of a in S(U ) and S(V ) that come partially from the equation and partially from
substitution for variables. This time, though, adding one letter may be not enough, we
replace X with a` Xar , where S(X) = a` war and w does not begin, nor end, with a. Again,
performing this for all variables makes it possible to perform the a-block compression.
It is easy to see that our procedure is sound and complete, what remains is a termination
proof, we show it by proving a 4n2 bound on stored equation (for appropriate non-deterministic
choices). To this end we give a strategy for choosing a pair/block to compress: If there is a
non-crossing pair or a without crossing blocks, we perform the corresponding compression.
If not, then we choose the pair/block after compression of which the equation is the shortest.
Observe that if occurrences of a pair/blocks of a letter use α letters in the equation, then
compression of this pair/blocks of a letter removes at least α/2 letters from the equation.
On the other hand, each uncrossing introduces at most 2 letters per variable, so at most 2n
in total. As each crossing pair/letter with a crossing block corresponds to a left or right
side of an occurrence of a variable in the equation, in total there are at most 2n different
crossing pairs and letters with crossing block. Thus if the equation has length m and it has
no noncrossing pairs and no letters without crossing blocks, for some crossing pair/letter
with a crossing block
the compression is at
 the length of the equation after corresponding
1
0
2
most m = 1 − 2n m + 2n. It is easy to check that if m ≤ 4n then also m0 ≤ 4n2 .

2

Context unification

When one considers terms instead of words, equations become more involved and the first
question is: What can the variables represent? If we allow the variables to represent only
ground (closed) terms, then we end up with first order unification, for which the polynomial
time algorithm is folklore. Allowing the variables to represent functions leads to second order
unification, which is undecidable [3].
Context unification [1, 2, 8] is a fragment of second-order unification: A context is a
ground term with exactly one occurrence of a special constant ‘•’ that represents a missing
argument; one should think of ‘•’ as a ‘hole’ to be instantiated by a ground term later on:
Contexts can be applied to ground terms, which results in a replacement of ‘•’ by the given
ground term; similarly we can define a composition of two contexts, which is again a context.
In context unification we allow the variables to represent contexts; syntactically, the variables
are treated as unary function symbols. A solution assigns to each (context) variable a context
such that both sides of the equation evaluate to the same (ground) term. For ease of use, we
also allow ground variables that represent ground terms, syntactically they are treated as
constants and the solution substitutes them with ground terms.

A. Jeż
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The decidability status of context unification was unknown for years, as on one hand the
undecidability proofs for second order unification essentially used the fact that argument can
be used unbounded number of times, and on the other hand the combinatorial properties of
strings used by algorithms of Makanin and Plandowski had no equivalent in the term case.
The recompression approach and the corresponding algorithm generalise naturally to the
term case: the two compression operations can be readily applied to consecutive unary nodes.
One still needs additional operation: leaves compression. The (f, i, c) leaves compression
replaces each subterm f (t1 , . . . , ti−1 , c, tt+1 , . . . , tm ) with f (t1 , . . . , ti−1 , tt+1 , . . . , tm ). All
notions from pairs and blocks generalise to this new compression operation: The crossing
(f, i, c) is defined similarly, though the corresponding uncrossing is more involved: on one
hand, if a (ground) variable x has a solution S(x) = c and it has an occurrence in which x
is the i-th child, then we replace x with c. On the other hand, when in S(X) the symbol
above ‘•’ is f and ‘•’ is the i-th child, we replace X with X(f (x1 , . . . , xi−1 , •, xi+1 , . . . , xm )),
where x1 , . . . , xi−1 , xi+1 , xm are fresh variables.
The algorithm is similar as before: we guess a compression, perform the uncrossing if
needed and then compress. With appropriate choices the equation stays polynomial. Some
additional analysis is needed to bound the number of introduced fresh variables. Thus the
satisfiability of context unification is in PSPACE [4]; the lower bound is NP, as for words’
case.
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Discrete Logarithms in Small Characteristic Finite
Fields: a Survey of Recent Advances∗
Antoine Joux
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Abstract
The discrete logarithm problem is one of the few hard problems on which public-key cryptography
can be based. It was introduced in the field by the famous Diffie–Hellman key exchange protocol.
Initially, the cryptographic use of the problem was considered in prime fields, but was readily
generalized to arbitrary finite fields and, later, to elliptic or higher genus curves.
In this talk, we survey the key technical ideas that can be used to compute discrete logarithms,
especially in the case of small characteristic finite fields. These ideas stem from about 40 years of
research on the topic. They appeared along the long road that leads from the initial belief that
this problem was hard enough for cryptographic purpose to the current state of the art where it
can no longer be considered for cryptographic use. Indeed, after the recent developments started
in 2012, we now have some very efficient practical algorithms to solve this problem. Unfortunately,
these algorithms remain heuristic and one important direction for future research is to lift the
remaining heuristic assumptions.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.2.1 Numerical Algorithms and Problems
Keywords and phrases Cryptography, Discrete logarithms, Finite fields
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Applications of Algorithmic Metatheorems to
Space Complexity and Parallelism
Till Tantau
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Abstract
Algorithmic metatheorems state that if a problem can be described in a certain logic and the
inputs are structured in a certain way, then the problem can be solved with a certain amount
of resources. As an example, by Courcelle’s Theorem all monadic second-order (“in a certain
logic”) properties of graphs of bounded tree width (“structured in a certain way”) can be solved
in linear time (“with a certain amount of resources”). Such theorems have become a valuable
tool in algorithmics: If a problem happens to have the right structure and can be described in
the right logic, they immediately yield a (typically tight) upper bound on the time complexity
of the problem. Perhaps even more importantly, several complex algorithms rely on algorithmic
metatheorems internally to solve subproblems, which considerably broadens the range of applications of these theorems. The talk is intended as a gentle introduction to the ideas behind
algorithmic metatheorems, especially behind some recent results concerning space classes and
parallel computation, and tries to give a flavor of the range of their applications.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.4.1 Mathematical Logic, G.2.2 Graph Theory
Keywords and phrases Algorithmic metatheorems, Courcelle’s Theorem, tree width, monadic
second-order logic, logarithmic space, parallel computations
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1

Talk Summary1

Alice, a first-year student of computer science, has an evil homework assignment: Devise
an efficient algorithm for the vertex cover problem (at least I feel that tasking first-year
students with solving NP-complete problems is a trifle unfair). I guess you are right now
mentally weighing the different tools at your disposal from the vast machinery developed in
complexity theory for attacking such problems – but what would a first-year student do?
Being smart, Alice tries to apply the arguably most important and ubiquitous algorithmic
approach in computer science: divide-and-conquer. After all, the approach lies at the heart
of the fundamental algorithms she just learned about, including merge sort, quick sort, and
binary search.
Solving Vertex Cover Using Divide-And-Conquer? Naturally, Alice soon notices that the
divide-and-conquer approach fails quite miserably when applied to finding small vertex covers.

1

This summary contains some revised material from the introduction of the paper [9]. That paper is a
good starting point for a more detailed introduction to algorithmic metatheorems for logarithmic space
and circuit classes.
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The problem lies in the dividing phase: She finds no way of dividing, for instance, a clique
into parts. Alice learns an important lesson here: divide-and-conquer is only applicable to
problems whose inputs are “amenable” to dividing them into parts. After telling her professor
about her difficulties, she relents and makes the problem (much) easier by restricting the
input to trees. Now, clearly, dividing the input is no longer a problem: For a tree T with
root r we can recurse on the subtrees T1 to Tm rooted at the children c1 to cm of the root.
Alice still has to tackle the merging phase in her divide-and-conquer algorithm: How
does one assemble optimal vertex covers for the Ti into a vertex cover for the whole tree T ?
Clearly, this is not a trivial task since optimal vertex covers for each subtree do not suffice to
build an optimal overall vertex cover. The trick is to compute two optimal vertex covers for
each subtree: one for the case that the root is part of the vertex cover and one for the case
that it is not. This yields a divide-and-conquer algorithm for the vertex cover problem on
trees that runs in linear time.
The Question of Why. Algorithmic metatheorems, which this talk is about, help us in
understanding why the vertex cover problem behaves the way it does with respect to the
divide-and-conquer approach. Why does the division phase fail? Why does the merging
phase work? The first question has a fairly easy answer: arbitrary graphs do not have any
“decomposition property” at all. On the other hand, trees certainly can be decomposed very
well, and it turns out that this is still the case when the graph is “nearly” a tree, namely
a graph of bounded tree width. The second question seems harder: The answer “because
solutions can be assembled using a trick” does not generalize very well. It took the research
community quite some time to find a better answer: In 1990, Bruno Courcelle found that
the merging phase works “because the vertex cover problem can be described in monadic
second-order logic.”
The general pattern underlying algorithmic metatheorems is as follows: If a problem can
be described in a certain logic (“are amenable to merging” for the right logic) and instances
can be decomposed in a certain tree-wise fashion (“are amenable to division”), they can be
solved within a certain amount of time. The first and most famous of these theorems is
the just-mentioned Theorem of Courcelle [1]: All monadic second-order properties of graphs
of bounded tree width can be decided in linear time. A long line of further theorems have
later been obtained by varying the three “parameters” of algorithmic metatheorems: the
logic, the instance structure, and the required resources. By weakening one of them, one can
often strengthening another. For instance, for problems describable in first-order logic, we
can change the requirement on the decomposition property to, for instance, nowhere dense
graphs (a much larger class of graphs than those of bounded tree width) and still obtain
a (near) linear time bound [7] or to planar graphs and still obtain a linear time bound [4].
In another direction, when we increase the time bound to polynomial (rather than linear)
time, we can broaden the class of graphs to graphs of bounded clique-width [2]. In yet
another direction, which this talk will mainly be about, instead of the classical sequential
worst-case time bounds, one can look at the space complexity or the parallel complexity. One
important result in that direction [3] is that Courcelle’s Theorem also holds when “linear
time” is replaced by “logarithmic space.”
The Range of Applications of Algorithmic Metatheorems. The power of algorithmic
metatheorems lies in their ease of application. Had Alice known about Courcelle’s Theorem,
she could have finished her homework much more quickly: The vertex cover problem can be
described in monadic second-order logic and trees are clearly very “tree-like,” so the theorem
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tells her (and us) that there is a linear-time algorithm for the problem. Admittedly, devising
a linear time algorithm for the vertex cover problem on trees is not all that hard – but by the
logspace version of Courcelle’s Theorem, we also get a logspace algorithm for this problem
for free. You are cordially invited to try to come up with such an algorithm directly (or,
failing that, make it a homework assignment for your students).
To make the vertex cover problem accessible to algorithmic metatheorems, we had to
insist that all input graphs are trees (a ridiculously strong restriction) or, at least, that they
are tree“-like” (no longer a ridiculous restriction, but still a strong restriction). It is thus
somewhat surprising that algorithmic metatheorems can be used in contexts where the inputs
are not tree-like graphs. The underlying algorithmic approach is quite ingenious: On input
of a graph, if the graph is tree-like, apply an algorithmic metatheorem; and if the graph
is not tree-like, it must be “highly cyclic internally,” which we may be able to use to our
advantage in solving the problem.
One deceptively simple problem where the just-mentioned approach works particularly
well is the even cycle problem, which just asks whether there is a cycle of even length in
a graph. It is not difficult to show that, like the vertex cover problem and just about any
other interesting problem, the even cycle problem can be described in monadic second-order
logic. Thus, it can be solved efficiently on tree-like graphs. Now, what about those “highly
cyclic” graphs that are not tree-like? Intuitively, these many internal cycles might very well
make it easier to decide whether the graph has an even cycle. Indeed, they make it very
easy: such graphs always have an even cycle [10]. In other words, we can solve the even cycle
problem on arbitrary graphs as follows: If the input graph is not tree-like, simply answer
“yes,” otherwise apply Courcelle’s Theorem to it.
We will not always be so lucky that the to-be-solved problem more or less disappears
for non-tree-like graphs, but in the talk several interesting problems are presented where
algorithmic metatheorem play a key role in the internals of algorithms.
Related Work. As the title suggests, this talk focuses on algorithmic metatheorems for
space classes and parallel computation (mainly in the form of circuits of polylogarithmic
depth). In contrast, most algorithmic metatheorems in the literature concern time classes.
There are a number of excellent surveys on algorithmic metatheorems and their applications
regarding time-efficient computations [5, 6, 8]. An interesting aspect of the theorems covered
in the talk is that they can be used to establish completeness results for many problems for
which the classical algorithmic metatheorems do not yield an exact complexity-theoretic
classification: Using Courcelle’s Theorem and the tricks hinted at earlier, the even cycle
problem can be solved in linear time and, clearly, this is also a tight lower bound. However,
from a structural complexity-theoretic point of view, the problem is most likely not complete
for linear time; indeed, it is complete for logarithmic space and the algorithmic metatheorems
presented in the talk lie at the heart of the proof.
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Abstract
The edit operation that contracts edges, which is a fundamental operation in the theory of graph
minors, has recently gained substantial scientific attention from the viewpoint of Parameterized
Complexity. In this paper, we examine an important family of graphs, namely the family of split
graphs, which in the context of edge contractions, is proven to be significantly less obedient than
one might expect. Formally, given a graph G and an integer k, Split Contraction asks whether
there exists X ⊆ E(G) such that G/X is a split graph and |X| ≤ k. Here, G/X is the graph
obtained from G by contracting edges in X. It was previously claimed that Split Contraction
is fixed-parameter tractable. However, we show that Split Contraction, despite its deceptive
simplicity, is W[1]-hard. Our main result establishes the following conditional lower bound: under
2
the Exponential Time Hypothesis, Split Contraction cannot be solved in time 2o(` ) · nO(1)
where ` is the vertex cover number of the input graph. We also verify that this lower bound is
essentially tight. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first tight lower bound of the form
2
2o(` ) · nO(1) for problems parameterized by the vertex cover number of the input graph. In
particular, our approach to obtain this lower bound borrows the notion of harmonious coloring
from Graph Theory, and might be of independent interest.
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Keywords and phrases Split Graph, Parameterized Complexity, Edge Contraction
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1

Introduction

Graph modification problems have been extensively studied since the inception of Parameterized Complexity in the early 90’s. The input of a typical graph modification problem consists
of a graph G and a positive integer k, and the objective is to edit k vertices (or edges) so that
the resulting graph belongs to some particular family, F, of graphs. These problems are not
only mathematically and structurally challenging, but have also led to the discovery of several
important techniques in the field of Parameterized Complexity. It would be completely
appropriate to say that solutions to these problems played a central role in the growth of the
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field. In fact, just over the course of the last couple of years, parameterized algorithms have
been developed for Chordal Editing [9], Unit Interval Editing [7], Interval Vertex
(Edge) Deletion [10, 8], Proper Interval Completion [3], Interval Completion [4]
Chordal Completion [20], Cluster Editing [19], Threshold Editing [16], Chain
Editing [16], Trivially Perfect Editing [17, 15] and Split Editing [21]. This list is
not comprehensive but rather illustrative.
The focus of all of these papers, and in fact, of the vast majority of papers on parameterized
graph editing problems, has so far been limited to edit operations that delete vertices, delete
edges or add edges. Using a different terminology, these problems can also be phrased as
follows. For some particular family of graphs, F, we say that a graph G belongs to F + kv,
F + ke or F − ke if some graph in F can be obtained by deleting at most k vertices from G,
deleting at most k edges from G or adding at most k edges to G, respectively. Recently, a
methodology for proving lower bounds on running times of algorithms for such parameterized
graph editing problems was proposed by Bliznets et al. [2]. Furthermore, a well-known
result by Cai [5] states that in case F is a hereditary family of graphs with a finite set of
forbidden induced subgraphs, then the graph modification problem defined by F and the
aforementioned edit operations admits a simple FPT algorithm.
In recent years, a different edit operation has begun to attract significant scientific
attention. This operation, which is arguably the most natural edit operation apart from
deletions/insertions of vertices/edges, is the one that contracts an edge. Here, given an edge
(u, v) that exists in the input graph, we remove the edge from the graph and merge its two
endpoints. Edge contraction is a fundamental operation in the theory of graph minors. Using
our alternative terminology, we say that a graph G belongs to F/ke if some graph in F can
be obtained by contracting at most k edges in G.1 Then, given a graph G and a positive
integer k, F-Edge Contraction asks whether G belongs to F/ke. For several families of
graphs F, early papers by Watanabe et al. [34, 35] and Asano and Hirata [1] showed that
F-Edge Contraction is NP-complete. In the framework of Parameterized Complexity,
these problems exhibit properties that are quite different from those of problems where we
only delete or add vertices and edges. Indeed, for these problems, the result by Cai [5] does
not hold. In particular, Lokshtanov et al. [31] and Cai and Guo [6] independently showed
that if F is either the family of P` -free graphs for some ` ≥ 5 or the family of C` -free graphs
for some ` ≥ 4, then F-Edge Contraction is W[2]-hard.
To the best of our knowledge, Heggernes et al. [26] were the first to explicitly study
F-Edge Contraction from the viewpoint of Parameterized Complexity. They showed
that in case F is the family of trees, F-Edge Contraction is FPT but does not admit a
polynomial kernel, while in case F is the family of paths, the corresponding problem admits a
faster algorithm and an O(k)-vertex kernel. Golovach et al. [22] proved that if F is the family
of planar graphs, then F-Edge Contraction is again FPT. Moreover, Cai and Guo [6]
showed that in case F is the family of cliques, F-Edge Contraction is solvable in time
2O(k log k) · nO(1) , while in case F is the family of chordal graphs, the problem is W[2]-hard.
Heggernes et al. [25] developed an FPT algorithm for the case where F is the family of
bipartite graphs. Later, a faster algorithm was proposed by Guillemot and Marx [23].
The recent paper [24] studied the case where F is the family of split graphs, which
corresponds to the following problem.

1

Here, it might be more appropriate to replace / (in F/ke) by the operation opposite to edge contraction,
but we believe that the current notation is clearer.
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Parameter: k

Split Contraction

Input: A graph G and an integer k.
Question: Does there exist X ⊆ E(G) such that G/X is a split graph and |X| ≤ k?
The paper [24] claimed to design an algorithm that solves Split Contraction in time
2
2O(k ) · nO(1) , which proves that the problem is FPT. Our initial objective was to either
speed-up this algorithm or obtain a tight conditional lower bound. In fact, it seemed plausible
that Split Contraction, like F-Edge Contraction where F is the family of cliques,
is solvable in time 2O(k log k) · nO(1) . The algorithm in [24] first computes a set of vertices
of small size whose removal renders the graph into a split graph. Then, it is based on case
distinction. In case the remaining graph contains a large clique, the problem is solved in
2
time 2O(k log k) · nO(1) , and otherwise it is solved in time 2O(k ) · nO(1) . In particular, in case
the clique is small, the minimum size of a vertex cover of the input graph is small—it can be
bounded by O(k). Thus, the bottleneck of the proposed algorithm is captured by graphs
having small vertex covers. Interestingly, our first main result, given in Section 3, proves
that it is unlikely to overcome the difficulty imposed by such graphs.
I Theorem 1. Unless the ETH fails, Split Contraction parameterized by `, the size of
a minimum vertex cover of the input graph, does not have an algorithm running in time
2
2o(` ) · nO(1) . Here, n denotes the number of vertices in the input graph.
To the best of our knowledge, under the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) [12, 27],
this is the first tight lower bound of this form for problems parameterized by the vertex
cover number of the input graph. Lately, there has been increasing scientific interest in the
examination of lower bounds of forms other than 2o(s) · nO(1) for some parameters s. For
example, lower bounds that are “slightly super-exponential”, i.e. of the form 2o(s log s) · nO(1)
for various parameters s, have been studied in [30]. Cygan et al. [13] obtained a lower
o(k)
· nO(1) , where k is the solution size, for the Edge Clique Cover
bound of the form 22
problem. Very recently, Marx and Mitsoue [32] have further obtained lower bounds of the
o(w)

2o(w)

forms 22
· nO(1) and 22
· nO(1) , where w is the treewidth of the input graph, for
choosability problems.
In order to derive our main result, we make use of a partitioning of the vertex set V (G)
into independent sets C1 , . . . , Ct such that for each i, j ∈ [t], i 6= j, |E(G[Ci ∪Cj ])∩E(G)| ≤ 1.
Essentially, this coloring can be viewed as a proper coloring f : V (G) → [t] with the additional
property that between any two color classes we have at most one edge. (Here, we use the
standard notation [t] = {1, 2, . . . , t}.) This kind of coloring, called harmonious coloring
[29, 33, 18], has been studied extensively in the literature. We are not aware of uses of
harmonious coloring in deriving lower bound results and believe that this approach could be
of independent interest.
After we had established Theorem 1, we took a closer look at the paper [24], and were
not able to verify some of their arguments. We next prove that unless FPT=W[1]-hard, the
algorithm in [24] is incorrect, as the problem is W[1]-hard (Section 4).
I Theorem 2. Split Contraction parmeterized by the size of a solution is W[1]-hard.
We find this result surprising: one might a priori expect that “contraction to split graphs”
should be easy as split graphs have structures that seem relatively simple. Indeed, many
NP-hard problems admit simple polynomial-time algorithms if restricted to split graphs.
Consequently, our result can also be viewed as a strong evidence of the inherent complexity
of the edit operation which contracts edges. Furthermore, some of the ideas underlying the
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constructions of this reduction, such as the exploitation of properties of a special case of the
Perfect Code problem to analyze budget constraints involving edge contractions, might
be used to establish other W[1]-hard results for problems of similar flavors. We remark that
despite errors in the paper [24], it can be verified that the lower bound given by Theorem 1
is tight. For the sake of completeness, we design a standalone FPT algorithm for Split
2
Contraction that runs in time 2O(` ) · nO(1) , the details of which are omitted due to space
constraints.

2

Preliminaries

We consider only finite simple graphs. A split graph is a graph G whose vertex set V (G) can
be partitioned into two sets, A and B, such that G[A] is a clique while B is an independent
set, i.e. G[B] is an edgeless graph. We say that two disjoint vertex subsets, say S, S 0 ⊆ V (G),
are adjacent if there exist v ∈ S and v 0 ∈ S 0 such that (v, v 0 ) ∈ E(G). Further, an edge
(u, v) ∈ E(G) is between S, S 0 if u ∈ S and v ∈ S 0 (or v ∈ S and u ∈ S 0 ). For (v, u) ∈ E(G),
the result of contracting the edge (v, u) in G is the graph obtained by the following operation.
We add a vertex vu? and make it adjacent to the vertices in (N (v) ∪ N (u)) \ {v, u}, and
delete v, u from the graph. We often call such an operation a contraction of the edge (v, u).
For E 0 ⊆ E(G), we denote by G/E 0 the graph obtained by contracting the edges of E 0 in G.
A graph G is isomorphic to a graph H if there exists a bijective function φ : V (G) → V (H)
such that for v, u ∈ V (G), (v, u) ∈ E(G) if and only if (φ(v), φ(u)) ∈ E(H). A graph G is
contractible to a graph H if there exists E 0 ⊆ E(G) such that G/E 0 is isomorphic to H. In
other words, G is contractible to H if there exists a surjective function ϕ : V (G) → V (H)
with the following properties.
For all h, h0 ∈ V (H), (h, h0 ) ∈ E(H) if and only if W (h), W (h0 ) are adjacent in G. Here,
W (h) = {v ∈ V (G) | ϕ(v) = h}.
For all h ∈ V (H), G[W (h)] is connected.
Let W = {W (h) | h ∈ V (H)}. Observe that W defines a partition of the vertex set of G.
We call W a H-witness structure of G. The sets in W are called witness-sets.

3

Lower Bound for Split-Contraction Parameterized by Vertex Cover

In this section we show that unless the ETH fails, Split Contraction does not admit an
2
algorithm running in time 2o(` ) nO(1) , where ` is the size of a minimum vertex cover of the
input graph G on n vertices. We complement it by designing an algorithm (whose details
2
are omitted) for Split Contraction parameterized by `, running in time 2O(` ) nO(1) .
To obtain our lower bound, we give an appropriate reduction from Vertex Cover on
sub-cubic graphs. For this we utilize the fact that Vertex Cover on sub-cubic graphs
does not have an algorithm running in time 2o(n) nO(1) unless the ETH fails [27, 28]. For
the ease of presentation we split the reduction into two steps. The first step comprises of
reducing a special case of Vertex Cover on sub-cubic graphs, which we call Sub-Cubic
Partitioned Vertex Cover (Sub-Cubic PVC) to Split Contraction. In the second
step we show that there does not exist an algorithm for Sub-Cubic PVC running in time
2o(n) nO(1) for Sub-Cubic PVC. We remark that the reduction from Vertex Cover on
sub-cubic graphs to Sub-Cubic PVC is a Turing reduction.
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Reduction from Sub-Cubic Partitioned Vertex Cover to Split
Contraction

In this section we give a reduction from Sub-Cubic Partitioned Vertex Cover to Split
Contraction. Next we formally define Sub-Cubic Partitioned Vertex Cover.
Sub-Cubic Partitioned Vertex Cover (Sub-Cubic PVC)

Input: A sub-cubic graph G; an integer
pt; for i ∈ [t], an integer ki ≥ 0; a partition P =
{C1 , . . . , Ct } of Vp
(G) such that t ∈ O( |V (G)|) and for all i ∈ [t], Ci is an independent
set and |Ci | ∈ O( |V (G)|). Furthermore, for i, j ∈ [t], i 6= j, |E(G[Ci ∪Cj ])∩E(G)| = 1.
Question: Does G have a vertex cover X such that for all i ∈ [t], |X ∩ Ci | ≤ ki ?
We first explain (informally) the ideas behind our reduction. Let X be a hypothetical vertex
cover we are looking for. Recall that we assume the ETH holds and thus we are allowed to
use 2o(n) nO(1) time to obtain our reduction. We will use this freedom to design our reduction
and to construct an instance (G0 , k 0 ) of Split Contraction. For i ∈ [t], in V (G0 ), we have
a vertex corresponding to each possible intersection of X with Ci on at most ki vertices.
Further, we have a vertex ci ∈ V (G0 ) corresponding to each Ci , for i ∈ [t]. We want to
make sure that for each (u, v) ∈ E(G), we choose an edge of E(G0 ) (in the solution to Split
Contraction) that is incident to a vertex which corresponds to a subset containing one
of u or v and one of ci or cj . Furthermore, we want to force these selected vertices to be
contracted to the clique side in the resulting split graph. We crucially exploit the fact that
there is exactly one edge between every Ci , Cj pair, where i, j ∈ [t], i 6= j. Finally, we will
add a clique, say Γ, of size 3t and make each of its vertices adjacent to many pendant vertices,
which ensures that after contracting the solution edges, the vertices of Γ remain in the clique
side. We will assign appropriate adjacencies between the vertices of Γ and ci , for i ∈ [t]. This
will guide us in selecting edges for the solution of the contraction problem. We now move to
the formal description of the construction used in the reduction.
Construction. Let (G, P = {C1 , C2 , . . . Ct }, k1 , . . . kt ) be an instance of Sub-Cubic PVC
and n = |V (G)|. We create an instance of Split Contraction (G0 , k 0 ) as follows. For
i ∈ [t], let Si = {vY | Y ⊆ Ci and |Y | ≤ ki }. That is, Si comprises of vertices corresponding
to subsets of Ci of size at most ki . For each i ∈ [t], we add five vertices bi , ci , xi , yi , zi to
V (G0 ). The vertices {xi , yi , zi | i ∈ [t]} induce a clique (on 3t vertices) in G0 . We add the
edges (bi , sY ), (ci , sY ), (xi , sY ), (yi , sY ), (zi , sY ) for all sY ∈ Si to E(G0 ). For i, j ∈ [t], i 6= j,
we add the edges (ci , xj ), (ci , yj ), (ci , zj ) to E(G0 ). For i, j ∈ [t], i 6= j and sY ∈ Sj , we add
the edge (ci , sY ) in E(G0 ) if and only if Y covers the unique edge between Ci and Cj . For
all i ∈ [t], we add 4t + 2 pendant vertices, b0i
j , j ∈ [4t + 2], to bi . Similarly, for all i ∈ [t], we
0i
0i
add 4t + 2 pendant vertices c0i
,
x
,
y
,
and
zj0i , j ∈ [4t + 2], to ci , xi , yi and zi , respectively.
j
j
j
The pendant vertices are added in order to make sure that the vertices resulting after the
contraction of their witness sets belong to the clique side. This completes the construction of
the graph G0 . Observe that {bi , ci , xi , yi , zi | i ∈ [t]} forms a minimum vertex cover of G0 of
size 5t. Finally, we set k 0 = 2t. The resulting instance of Split Contraction is (G0 , k 0 ).
We refer the reader to Figure 1 for an illustration of the construction.
In the next few lemmata (Lemmata 3 to 8) we prove certain properties of the instance
(G0 , k 0 ) of Split Contraction. This will be helpful later for establishing the equivalence
between the original instance (G, P = {C1 , C2 , . . . Ct }, k1 , . . . kt ) of Sub-Cubic PVC and
the instance (G0 , k 0 ) of Split Contraction. In Lemmas 3 to 8 we will use the following
notations. We use T to denote a solution to Split Contraction in (G0 , k 0 ) and H = G0 /T
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Figure 1 Reduction from Sub-Cubic PVC to Split Contraction.

with Ĉ, Iˆ being a partition of V (H) inducing a clique and an independent set, respectively,
in H. We let ϕ : V (G0 ) → V (H) be the surjective function defining the contractibility of G0
to H, and W be the H-witness structure of G0 .
I Lemma 3. Let (G0 , k 0 ) be a YES instance of Split Contraction. Then, for all
v ∈ {bi , ci , xi , yi , zi | i ∈ [t]}, we have ϕ(v) ∈ Ĉ.
Proof. Consider v ∈ {bi , ci , xi , yi , zi | i ∈ [t]}. Recall that there are 4t + 2 = 2k 0 + 2 pendant
vertices vj0i , for j ∈ [2k 0 + 2] adjacent to v. At most k 0 edges in {(vj0i , v) | j ∈ [2k 0 + 2]} can
belong to T . Therefore, there exist j1 , j2 ∈ [2k 0 + 2], j1 6= j2 such that no edge incident to
vj0i1 or vj0i2 is in T . In other words, for h1 = ϕ(vj0i1 ) and h2 = ϕ(vj0i2 ), W (h1 ) and W (h2 ) are
singleton sets. Since W is a H-witness structure of G0 , (h1 , h2 ) ∈
/ E(H). Therefore, at least
ˆ
ˆ
one of h1 , h2 belongs to I, say h1 ∈ I. This implies that ϕ(v) ∈ Ĉ.
J
I Lemma 4. Let (G0 , k 0 ) be a YES instance of Split Contraction. Then, for all i ∈ [t],
there exists sYi ∈ Si such that (bi , sYi ) ∈ T .
Proof. Towards a contradiction assume that there is i ∈ [t] such that for all sY ∈ Si ,
(bi , sY ) ∈
/ T . Recall that NG0 (bi ) = Si ∪ {b0i
j | j ∈ [4t + 2]}. Let h = ϕ(bi ) and A =
{bj , cj , xj , yj , zj | j ∈ [t], j 6= i}. There exists v ∈ A such that |W (h0 )| = 1, where h0 = ϕ(v).
This follows from the fact that at most 2k 0 = 4t vertices in A can be incident to an edge in
T , although |A| = 5(t − 1) > 4t, as t can be assumed to be larger than 6, else the graph has
constantly many edges and we can solve the problem in polynomial time. From Lemma 3 it
follows that (h, h0 ) ∈ E(H), but W (h), W (h0 ) are not adjacent in G0 , contradicting that W
is an H-witness structure of G0 . Hence the claim follows.
J
For each i ∈ [t], we arbitrarily choose a vertex s?Yi ∈ Si such that (bi , s?Yi ) ∈ T . The
existence of such a vertex is guaranteed by Lemma 4.
I Lemma 5. Let (G0 , k 0 ) be a YES instance of Split Contraction and (bi , s?Yi ) ∈ T for
i ∈ [t]. Then, for hi = ϕ(s?Yi ), we have |W (hi )| ≥ 3. Furthermore, there is an edge in T
incident to bi or s?Yi other than (bi , s?Yi ).
Proof. Suppose there exists i ∈ [t], hi = ϕ(s?Yi ) such that |W (hi )| < 3. Recall that
|W (hi )| ≥ 2, since bi ∈ W (hi ). Let A = {xj , yj , zj | j ∈ [t], j =
6 i}. From Lemma 4, it
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follows that for each j ∈ [t], there is an edge (bj , s?Yj ) ∈ T , therefore the number of edges
in T incident to a vertex in A is bounded by k 0 − t = t. But |A| = 3t − 3 > 2t, therefore,
there exists a ∈ A such that for ha = ϕ(a), |W (ha )| = 1. From Lemma 3, (hi , ha ) ∈ E(H),
therefore W (hi ) and W (ha ) must be adjacent in G0 . But a ∈
/ N ({bi , s?Yi }), hence W (hi ) and
W (ha ) are not adjacent in G0 , contradicting that W is an H-witness structure of G0 .
Since |W (hi )| ≥ 3 and G[W (hi )] is connected, at least one of s?Yi , bi must be adjacent to
an edge in T which is not (s?Yi , bi ).
J
I Lemma 6. Let (G0 , k 0 ) be a YES instance of Split Contraction. Then, for all i ∈ [t],
we have |W (hi )| ≥ 2 where hi = ϕ(ci ).
Proof. Towards a contradiction assume that there exists i ∈ [t], hi = ϕ(ci ), such that
|W (hi )| < 2. Let A = {cj | j ∈ [t], j =
6 i} ∪ {xi , yi , zi }. From Lemma 4 it follows that the
edge (bj , s?Yj ) ∈ T , for each j ∈ [t]. By Lemma 5 it follows that there is an edge in T that
is adjacent to exactly one of {bj , s?Yj } in T , for all j ∈ [t]. Therefore, at most t vertices in
A can be adjacent to an edge in T , while |A| = t + 2. This implies that there exists a ∈ A,
ha = ϕ(a) such that |W (ha )| = 1. Observe that none of the vertices in A are adjacent to ci
in G0 . Therefore, it follows that W (hi ), W (ha ) are not adjacent in G0 . But Lemma 3 implies
that (hi , ha ) ∈ E(H), a contradiction to W being an H-witness structure of G0 .
J
I Lemma 7. Let (G0 , k 0 ) be a YES instance of Split Contraction and (bi , s?Yi ) ∈ T for
i ∈ [t]. Then, for each i ∈ [t], we have |W (hi )| = 3 where hi = ϕ(s?Yi ).
Proof. For i ∈ [t], let hi = ϕ(s?Yi ). From Lemma 5 we know that |W (hi )| ≥ 3. Let
C = {ci | i ∈ [t]} and S = {{bi , s?Yi } | i ∈ [t]}. From Lemmata 5 and 6 it follows that each
c ∈ C must be incident to an edge in T and each S ∈ S must have a vertex which is incident
to an edge in T with the other endpoint not in S. Since |C| = |S| = t and (bi , s?Yi ) ∈ T , for
all i ∈ [t], there are at most t edges in T that are incident to a vertex in C and a vertex in
S ∈ S. Therefore, each c ∈ C is incident to exactly one edge in T . Similarly, each S ∈ S is
incident to exactly one edge with one endpoint in S and the other not in S. This implies that
exactly one vertex c ∈ C belongs to W (hi ) for i ∈ [t], and c does not belong to W (hj ), where
i 6= j, i, j ∈ [t]. Also note that none of the vertices in {xi , yi , zi | i ∈ [t]} can be incident to
0i
0i 0i 0i
an edge in T . Similarly, none of the vertices in {b0i
j , cj , xj , yj , zj | i ∈ [t], j ∈ [4t + 2]} can
be incident to an edge in T . Hence, we get that |W (hi )| = 3, concluding the proof.
J
I Lemma 8. Let (G0 , k 0 ) be a YES instance of Split Contraction and (bi , s?Yi ) ∈ T for
i ∈ [t]. Then, for all i ∈ [t], we have ci ∈ W (hi ) where hi = ϕ(s?Yi ).
Proof. Suppose for some i ∈ [t], ci ∈
/ W (hi ) where hi = ϕ(s?Yi ). From Lemmata 5, 6 and
0
k = 2t, it follows that there exists some j ∈ [t] such that ci ∈ W (hj ), where hj = ϕ(s?Yj ).
By our assumption, j 6= i. From Lemma 7 we know that |W (hj )| = 3, therefore W (hj ) =
{bj , s?Yj , ci }. Moreover, by Lemmata 6 and 7 and since k 0 = 2t, |W (xi )| = 1. However, we
then get that W (hj ), W (xi ) are not adjacent in G0 . By Lemma 3, we obtain a contradiction
to the assumption that W is an H-witness structure of G0 . This completes the proof.
J
We are now ready to prove the main equivalence lemma of this section.
I Lemma 9. (G, P = {C1 , C2 , . . . Ct }, k1 , . . . kt ) is a YES instance of Sub-Cubic PVC if
and only if (G0 , k 0 ) is a YES instance of Split Contraction.
Proof. In the forward direction, let Y be a vertex cover in G such that for each i ∈ [t],
|Y ∩ Ci | ≤ ki . For i ∈ [t], we let Yi = Y ∩ Ci . Let T = {(bi , sYi ), (ci , sYi ) | i ∈ [t]}. Let
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H = G0 /T , ϕ : V (G0 ) → V (H) be the underlying surjective map and W be the H-witness
structure of G0 . To show that T is a solution to Split Contraction in (G0 , k 0 ), it is
0i
0i 0i 0i
enough to show that H is a split graph. Let I = ∪i∈[t] (Si \ {sYi }) ∪ {b0i
j , cj , xj , yj , zj | i ∈
[t], j ∈ [4t + 2]}. Recall that for each v ∈ I, |W (ϕ(v))| = 1. Furthermore, for v, v 0 ∈ I,
(v, v 0 ) ∈
/ E(G0 ). Hence, it follows that Iˆ = {ϕ(v) | v ∈ I} induces an independent set in H.
Let C1 = {xi , yi , zi | i ∈ [t]}. Recall that G0 [C1 ] is a clique and from the construction of T ,
|W (ϕ(c))| = 1 for all c ∈ C1 . Therefore, Cˆ1 = {ϕ(c) | c ∈ C1 } induces a clique in H. Let
C2 = {sYi | i ∈ [t]}, hi = ϕ(sYi ) for i ∈ [t], and Cˆ2 = {hi | i ∈ [t]}. From the construction
of T , we have W (hi ) = {bi , ci , sYi } for all i ∈ [t]. Observe that for c1 ∈ Cˆ1 and c2 ∈ Cˆ2 ,
W (c1 ), W (c2 ) are adjacent in G0 , therefore, (c1 , c2 ) ∈ E(H). Consider hi , hj ∈ Cˆ2 , where
i, j ∈ [t], i =
6 j. Recall W (hi ) = {bi , sYi , ci } and W (hj ) = {bj , sYj , cj }. Since Y is a vertex
cover, at least one of Yi or Yj covers the unique edge between Ci and Cj in G, say Yi covers
the edge between Ci and Cj . But then (sYi , cj ) ∈ E(G0 ), therefore (hi , hj ) ∈ E(H). The
ˆ
above argument implies that Cˆ = Cˆ1 ∪ Cˆ2 induces a clique in H. Furthermore, V (H) = Iˆ ∪ C.
This implies that H is a split graph.
In the reverse direction, let T be a solution to Split Contraction in (G0 , k 0 ). Let
H = G0 /T , ϕ : V (G0 ) → V (H) be the underlying surjective map and W be the H-witness
structure of G0 . From Lemma 4, it follows that for all i ∈ [t], there exists sYi ∈ Si such
that (bi , sYi ) ∈ T . For i ∈ [t], let Yi be the set such that (bi , sYi ) ∈ T . We let Y = ∪i∈[t] Yi .
For i ∈ [t], from the definition of the vertices in Si , it follows that |Y ∩ Ci | ≤ ki . We
will show that Y is a vertex cover in G. Towards a contradiction assume that there exists
i, j ∈ [t], i 6= j, such that Y does not cover the unique edge between Ci and Cj . From
Lemmas 4 and 8 it follows that W (hi ) = {bi , sYi , ci } and W (hj ) = {bj , sYj , cj }, where
hi = ϕ(sYi ) and hj = ϕ(sYj ). From Lemma 3 it follows that (hi , hj ) ∈ E(H). Therefore,
W (hi ) and W (hj ) are adjacent in G0 . Recall that NG0 (bi ) ∩ W (hj ) = ∅, NG0 (bj ) ∩ W (hi ) = ∅,
(ci , cj ), (sYi , sYj ) ∈
/ E(G0 ). Therefore, at least one of (ci , sYj ), (cj , sYi ) must belong to E(G0 ),
say (ci , sYj ) ∈ E(G0 ). But then by construction it follows that Yj ⊆ Y covers the unique
edge between Ci and Cj in G, a contradiction. This completes the proof.
J
Finally, we restate Theorem 1 and prove its correctness.
I Theorem 10. Unless the ETH fails, Split Contraction parameterized by `, the size
of a minimum vertex cover of the input graph, does not have an algorithm running in time
2
2o(` ) · nO(1) . Here, n denotes the number of vertices in the input graph.
Proof. Towards a contradiction assume that there is an algorithm A for Split Contraction,
2
parameterized by `, the size of a minimum vertex cover, running in time 2o(` ) nO(1) . Let
(G, P = {C1 , C2 , . . . Ct }, k1 , . . . kt ) be an instance of Sub-Cubic PVC. We create an instance
(G0 , k 0 ) of Split Contraction as described in the Construction, running in time 2o(n) ·
nO(1) , where n = |V (G)|. Recall that in the instance created, the size of a minimum vertex
√
cover is ` = 5t = O( n). Then we use algorithm A for deciding if (G0 , k 0 ) is a YES instance
of Split Contraction and return the same answer for Sub-Cubic PVC on (G, P, k1 ,
. . . kt ). The correctness of the answer returned follows from Lemma 9. But then we can
decide whether (G, P, k1 , . . . kt ) is a YES instance of Sub-Cubic PVC in time 2o(n) · nO(1) ,
which contradicts ETH assuming Theorem 11. This concludes the proof.
J

3.2

Reduction from Sub-Cubic VC to Sub-Cubic PVC

Finally, to complete our proof we show that Sub-Cubic PVC on graphs with n vertices
can not be solved in time 2o(n) nO(1) unless the ETH fails. In this section we give a Turing
reduction from Sub-Cubic VC to Sub-Cubic PVC that will imply our desired assertion.
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Let (G, k) be an instance of Sub-Cubic VC and n = |V (G)|. We first create a new
instance (G0 , k 0 ) of Sub-Cubic VC satisfying certain properties. We start by computing a
√
harmonious coloring of G using t ∈ O( n) color classes such that each color class contains
√
at most O( n) vertices. A harmonious coloring on bounded degree graphs can be computed
√
√
in polynomial time using at most O( n) colors with each color class having at most O( n)
vertices [29, 33, 18]. Let C1 , . . . , Ct be the color classes. Recall that between each pair of the
color classes, Ci , Cj for i, j ∈ [t], i 6= j, we have at most one edge. If for some i, j ∈ [t], i 6= j,
there is no edge between a vertex in Ci and a vertex in Cj , then we add a new vertex xij in
Ci and a new vertex xji in Cj and add the edge (xij , xji ). Observe that we add a matching
corresponding to a missing edge between a pair of color classes. In this process we can add at
most t − 1 new vertices to a color class Ci , for i ∈ [t]. Therefore, the number of vertices in Ci
√
for i ∈ [t] after addition of new vertices is also bounded by O( n). We denote the resulting
graph by G0 with partition of vertices C1 , · · · , Ct (including the newly added vertices, if
any). Observe that the number of vertices n0 in G0 is at most O(n). Let m be the number of
matching edges added in G to obtain G0 and let k 0 = k + m. It is easy to see that (G, k) is a
YES instance of Sub-Cubic VC if and only if (G0 , k 0 ) is a yes instance of Sub-Cubic VC.
We will now be working with the instance (G0 , k 0 ) of Sub-Cubic VC with the partition of
vertices C1 , . . . , Ct obtained by extending the color classes of the harmonious coloring of G we
started with. We guess the size of the intersection of the vertex cover in G0 with each Ci , for
P
i ∈ [t]. That is, for i ∈ [t], we guess an integer 0 ≤ ki0 ≤ min(|Ci |, k 0 ), such that i∈[t] ki0 = k 0 .
Finally, we let (G0 , P = {C1 , · · · , Ct }, k10 , · · · kt0 ) be an instance of Sub-Cubic PVC. Notice
that G0 and P satisfies all the requirements for it to be an instance of Sub-Cubic PVC. It
is easy to see that (G0 , k 0 ) is a YES instance of Sub-Cubic VC if and only if for some guess
of ki , for i ∈ [t], (G0 , P = {C1 , · · · , Ct }, k10 , · · · , kt0 ) is a YES instance of Sub-Cubic PVC.
This finishes the reduction from Sub-Cubic VC to Sub-Cubic PVC.
I Theorem 11. Unless the ETH fails, Sub-Cubic PVC does not admit an algorithm running
in time 2o(n) · nO(1) . Here, n is the number of vertices in the input graph.
Proof. Towards a contradiction assume that there is an algorithm A for Sub-Cubic PVC
running in time 2o(n) · nO(1) . Let (G, k) be an instance of Sub-Cubic VC. We apply the
above mentioned reduction to create an instance (G0 , k 0 ) of Sub-Cubic VC with vertex
√
√
partitions C1 , · · · , Ct such that t ∈ O( n) and |Ci | ∈ O( n), for all i ∈ [t]. Furthermore,
there is exactly one edge between Ci , Cj , for i, j ∈ [t], i 6= j, and Ci induces an independent
set in G0 . For each guess 0 ≤ ki0 ≤ min(|Ci |, k 0 ) of the size of intersection of vertex cover with
Ci , for i ∈ [t], we solve the instance (G0 , P, k10 , · · · , kt0 ). By the exhaustiveness of the guesses
of the size of intersection for each partition, (G0 , k 0 ) is a YES instance of Sub-Cubic VC if
and only if for some guess k10 , · · · kt0 , (G0 , P, k10 , · · · , kt0 ) is a YES instance of Sub-Cubic
PVC.
√ O(√n)
We emphasize the fact that the number of guesses we make is bounded by n
= 2o(n) ,
√
√
since |Ci | ∈ O( n) and t ∈ O( n). But then we have an algorithm for Sub-Cubic VC
running in time 2o(n) · nO(1) , contradicting the ETH. This concludes the proof.
J

4

W[1]-Hardness of Split Contraction

In this section we show that Split Contraction parameterized by the solution size is
W[1]-hard. Towards this we first define an intermediate problem from which we give the
desired reduction.
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Figure 2 W[1]-Hardness of Split Contraction.

Special Red-Blue Perfect Code (SRBPC)

Parameter: k

Input: A bipartite graph G with vertex set V (G) partitioned into R (red set) and B
(blue set). Furthermore, R is partitioned (disjoint) into R1 ] R2 ] · · · ] Rk and for all
r, r0 ∈ R, dB (r) = dB (r0 ). That is, every vertex in R has same degree, say d.
Question: Does there exist X ⊆ R, such that for all b ∈ B, |N (b) ∩ X| = 1 and for all
i ∈ [k], |Ri ∩ X| = 1?
SRBPC is a variant of Perfect Code which is known to be W[1]-hard [14]. The W[1]hardness proof of SRBPC is given by the following theorem. Proofs of the results
marked by an asterik are omitted due to space constraints.
I Theorem 12 (*). SRBPC parameterized by the number of parts in R is W[1]-hard.
Let (G, R = R1 ], R2 ] · · · ] Rk , B) be an instance of SRBPC. We will assume that
|B| = dk, otherwise, the instance is a trivial NO instance of SRBPC. For technical reasons we
assume that |B| = ` > 4k (and hence d > 4). Such an assumption is valid because otherwise,
the problem is FPT. Indeed, if |B| = ` ≤ 4k then for every partition P1 , . . . , Pk of B into k
parts such that each part is non-empty, we first guess a permutation π on k elements and
then for every i ∈ [k], we check whether there exists a vertex rπ(i) ∈ Rπ(i) that dominates
exactly all the vertices in Pi (and none in other parts Pj , j 6= i). Clearly, all this can be
done in time 2O(k log k) nO(1) . Furthermore, we also assume that k ≥ 2 , else the problem is
solvable in polynomial time. Now we give the desired reduction. We construct an instance
(G0 , k 0 ) of Split Contraction as follows. Initially, V (G0 ) = R ∪ B and E(G0 ) = E(G). For
all b, b0 ∈ B, b 6= b0 , we add the edge (b, b0 ) to E(G0 ). That is, we transform B into a clique.
Let t = 2k + 2 . For each bi ∈ B, we add a set of t vertices y1i , · · · , yti each adjacent to bi in
G0 . We add a vertex s adjacent to every vertex r ∈ R in G0 . Also, we add a set of t vertices
q1 , · · · , qt each adjacent to s in G0 . For each i ∈ [k], we add a vertex xi adjacent to each
vertex r ∈ Ri . Finally, for all i ∈ [k], we add a set of t vertices w1i , · · · wti adjacent to xi in
G0 . We set the new parameter k 0 to be 2k. This completes the description of the reduction.
We refer the reader to Figure 2 for an illustration of the reduction.
In the next four lemmata (Lemmata 13 to 16) we prove certain structural properties
of the instance (G0 , k 0 ) of Split Contraction. These will later be used in showing that
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(G, R = R1 ], R2 ] · · · ] Rk , B) is a YES instance of SRBPC if and only if (G0 , k 0 ) is a YES
instance of Split Contraction. For the next four lemmata, we let S be a solution to Split
Contraction in (G0 , k 0 ) and H = G0 /S with Ĉ, Iˆ being a partition of V (H) inducing a
clique and an independent set, respectively, in H. Let ϕ : V (G) → V (H) denote the function
defining the contractibility of G to H, and W be the H-witness structure of G.
I Lemma 13 (*). Let (G0 , k 0 ) be a YES instance of Split Contraction. Then, for all
v ∈ ({s} ∪ B ∪ {xi | i ∈ [k]}), we have ϕ(v) ∈ Ĉ.
I Lemma 14 (*). Let (G0 , k 0 ) be a YES instance of Split Contraction. Then, for all
i ∈ [k], there exists ri ∈ Ri such that (xi , ri ) ∈ S.
For each i ∈ [k] we arbitrarily choose a vertex ri? ∈ Ri such that e?i = (xi , ri? ) ∈ S. The
existence of such a vertex is guaranteed by Lemma 14.
I Lemma 15 (*). Let (G0 , k 0 ) be a YES instance of Split Contraction. Then, for all
i ∈ [k] and hi = ϕ(ri? ), we have |W (hi )| ≥ 3. Furthermore, there is an edge ei 6= e?i in S
incident to exactly one of xi , ri? and not incident to the vertices in {w1i , · · · , wti }.
From Lemma 14 we know that for each i ∈ [k], we have ri? ∈ Ri such that (xi , ri? ) ∈ S.
Similarly, from Lemma 15 we know that, for each i ∈ [k], there is an edge incident to one of
xi , ri other than e?i = (xi , ri? ) in every solution. Recall that for i, j ∈ [k], i =
6 j none of xi , ri
is adjacent to xj , rj . Hence, it follows that we have already used up our budget of k 0 = 2k
by forcing certain types of edges to be in S. Finally, we prove Lemma 16 that forces even
more structure on the witness sets.
I Lemma 16. Let (G0 , k 0 ) be a YES instance of Split Contraction. Then, for all i ∈ [k],
ri? ∈ W (ϕ(s)).
Proof. Let hs = ϕ(s) and R̂ = {ri? | i ∈ [k], ri? ∈ W (hs )}. For a contradiction assume that
|R̂| < k, otherwise the claim trivially holds. By Lemma 14, for each i ∈ [k], e?i = (xi , ri? ) ∈ S.
This implies that for all ri? ∈ R̂, xi ∈ W (hs ) and hence |W (hs )| ≥ 2|R̂| + 1. From Lemma 15
we know that there exists an edge ei 6= e?i ∈ S incident to either xi or ri? and not incident to
any vertex in {w1i , · · · , wti }. Thus, every edge in S is incident to either xi or ri? . This implies
that for every vertex z ∈ {q1 , . . . , qt } ∪ {y1j , . . . , ytj | j ∈ [`]}, |W (ϕ(z))| = 1. Now we show
that there exists a vertex in B that is not adjacent to any vertex in W (hs ). Observe that the
only vertices in W (hs ) that can be adjacent to a vertex in B are in R̂. However, every vertex
in R̂ has exactly d neighbours in B. This together with the fact that |B| = ` = dk > d|R̂|
implies that there exists a subset B 0 of size d(k − |R̂|) such that none of these vertices are
adjacent to any vertex in R̂. However, at most (k − |R̂|) vertices in B 0 can be incident to
an edge in S. This implies that there exists a vertex b ∈ B 0 with h = ϕ(b) such that it is
not incident to any edge in S and thus |W (h)| = 1. But then we can conclude that W (h)
and W (hs ) are not adjacent in G0 . However, by Lemma 13 we know that hs , h ∈ Ĉ and thus
there is an edge (h = ϕ(b), hs ) ∈ E(H 0 ), a contradiction. This contradicts our assumption
that |R̂| < k and proves the claim.
J
We are now ready to prove the equivalence between the instance (G, R, B) of SRBPC
and the instance (G0 , k 0 ) of Split Contraction.
I Lemma 17. (G, R = R1 ] · · · Rk , B) is a YES instance of SRBPC if and only if (G0 , k 0 )
is a YES instance of Split Contraction.
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Proof. In the forward direction, let Z = {ri | ri ∈ Ri , i ∈ [k]} ⊆ R be a solution to
(G, R, B) of SRBPC. Let Z 0 = {(ri , xi ), (ri , s) | i ∈ [k]}. Observe that |Z 0 | = 2k. Let
T = {ri , xi | i ∈ [k], ri ∈ Z}. We define the following surjective function ϕ : V (G0 ) →
V (G0 ) \ T . If v ∈ T ∪ {s} then ϕ(v) = s, else ϕ(v) = v. Observe that G0 [W (s)] is connected
and for all v ∈ V (G0 ) \ (T ∪ {s}), W (v) is a singleton set. Consider the graph H with
V (H) = V (G0 ) \ T and (v, u) ∈ E(H) if and only if ϕ−1 (v), ϕ−1 (u) are adjacent in G0 . Note
that the graphs G0 /Z 0 and H are isomorphic, therefore we prove that H is a split graph. Let
ˆ ϕ−1 (v) = {v} and ϕ−1 (u) = {u}
Ĉ = {ϕ(v) | v ∈ B ∪ {s}} and Iˆ = V (H) \ Ĉ. For v, u ∈ I,
and {v}, {u} are non-adjacent in G0 . Therefore, (v, u) ∈
/ E(H). This proves that Iˆ is an
0
0
independent set in H. For b, b ∈ B ⊂ Ĉ, (b, b ) ∈ E(G0 ), therefore (ϕ(v), ϕ(u)) ∈ E(H).
Since Z is a solution to SRBPC in (G, R, B), for each b ∈ B, there exists ri ∈ Z such that
(b, ri ) ∈ E(G0 ), therefore, W (s) and b are adjacent in G0 . Hence, (ϕ(s), ϕ(b)) ∈ E(H 0 ). This
finishes the proof that Ĉ induces a clique in H and that H is a split graph.
In the reverse direction, let S be a solution to (G0 , k 0 ) of Split Contraction, and
denote H = G0 /S. Let W be the H-witness structure of G0 , ϕ be the associated surjective
function and hs = ϕ(s). From Lemmas 14 and 16 it follows that for all i ∈ [k], there exists
ri? ∈ Ri such that (xi , ri? ) ∈ S and ri? , xi ∈ W (hs ). Let Z = {ri? | i ∈ [k]}. We will show
that Z is a solution to SRBPC in (G, R, B). Since |W (hs )| = k 0 + 1 = 2k + 1, it holds
that for all v ∈ V (H) \ {hs }, |W (v)| = 1. This implies that for all b ∈ B, b ∈
/ W (hs ). Also
observe that since xi ∈ W (hs ) for all i ∈ [k] and |W (hs )| = k 0 + 1 = 2k + 1, we have that
|W (hs ) ∩ Ri | = 1. This implies that |Z| = k and |Z ∩ Ri | = 1, for all i ∈ [k]. To show that
Z is indeed a solution, it is enough to show that for all bj ∈ B, |Z ∩ N (bj )| = 1. Towards a
contradiction, assume there exists bj ∈ B such that |Z ∩ N (bj )| 6= 1. Let hbj = ϕ(bj ). We
consider the following two cases.
If |Z ∩ N (bj )| < 1. Recall that W (hbj ) = {bj }. Further, NG0 (bj ) ⊆ R ∪ {y1j , . . . , ytj },
Z = W (hs ) ∩ R and by our assumption Z ∩ NG0 (bj ) = ∅. But then W (hs ) and W (hbj )
are not adjacent in G0 . However, Lemma 13 implies that (hs , hbj ) ∈ E(H), contradicting
our assumption that |Z ∩ N (bj )| < 1.
If |Z ∩ N (bj )| > 1, then there exists j, j 0 ∈ [k], j =
6 j 0 such that rj? , rj?0 ∈ NG0 (b). Then
?
it follows that | ∪i∈[k] N (ri )| < ` = dk. But then there exists b0 ∈ B such that W (ϕ(b0 ))
and W (hs ) are non-adjacent, contradicting that (ϕ(b0 ), hs ) ∈ E(H) from Lemma 13.
This completes the proof.
J
We now restate Theorem 2.
I Theorem 2 (restated). Split Contraction parmeterized by the size of a solution is
W[1]-hard.
Proof. Proof follows from construction, Lemma 17 and Theorem 12.

5

J

Conclusion

In this paper, we have established two important results regarding the complexity of Split
Contraction. First, we have shown that under the ETH, this problem cannot be solved
2
in time 2o(` ) · nO(1) where ` is the vertex cover number of the input graph, and this lower
bound is tight. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first tight lower bound of the form
2
2o(` ) · nO(1) for problems parameterized by the vertex cover number of the input graph.
Second, we have proved that Split Contraction, despite its deceptive simplicity, is actually
W[1]-hard with respect to the solution size. We believe that techniques integrated in our
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constructions can be used to derive conditional lower bounds and W[1]-hardness results in
the context of other graph editing problems where the edit operation is edge contraction.
We would like to conclude our paper with the following intriguing question. In the exact
setting, it is easy to see that Split Contraction can be solved in time 2O(n log n) . Can it
be solved in time 2o(n log n) ? A negative answer would imply, for instance, that it is neither
possible to find a topological clique minor in a given graph in time 2o(n log n) , which is an
interesting open problem [11]. It might be possible that tools developed in our paper, such
as the usage of harmonious coloring, can be utilized to shed light on such problems.
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They model the situation in which one player (Despot) wishes to minimize the growth rate of
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1
1.1

Introduction
Entropy games and matrix multiplication games

Entropy games have been introduced by Asarin et al. [5]. They model the situation in which
two players with conflicting interests, called “Despot” and “Tribune”, wish to minimize or to
maximize a topological entropy representing the freedom of a half-player, “People”. Entropy
games are special “matrix multiplication games”, in which two players alternatively choose
matrices in certain prescribed sets; the first player wishes to minimize the growth rate of the
infinite matrix product obtained in this way, whereas the second player wishes to maximize it.
Whereas general matrix multiplication games are hard in general (computing joint spectral
radii is a special case), entropy games correspond to a tractable subclass of multiplication
games, in which the matrix sets have the property of being invariant by row interchange, the
so called independent row uncertainty (IRU) assumption. In particular, Asarin et al. showed
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in [5] that the problem of comparing the value of an entropy game to a given rational number
is in NP ∩ coNP, giving to entropy games a status somehow comparable to other important
classes of games with an unsettled complexity, including mean payoff games, simple stochastic
games, or stochastic mean payoff games, see [4] for background.
Another motivation to study entropy games arises from risk sensitive control [13, 14, 3]:
as we shall see, essentially the same class of operators arise in the latter setting. Further
motivations originate from symbolic dynamics [21, Chapter 1.8.4].

1.2

Contribution

We first show that entropy games, which were introduced as a new class of games, are
equivalent to a class of zero-sum mean payoff stochastic games with perfect information,
in which some action spaces are simplices, and the instantaneous payments are given by a
Kullback-Leibler entropy. Hence, entropy games fit in a classical class of games, with a “nice”
payment function over infinite action spaces.
To do so, we introduce a more expressive variant of the model of Asarin et al [5], called
here extended entropy games for clarity, in which the initial state is prescribed (the initial
state is chosen by one player, People, in the original model). This extension is needed to
develop an operator approach and derive consequences from it. We show that the main results
known for stochastic mean payoff games with finite actions space, namely the existence of the
value and the existence of optimal positional strategies, are still valid for extended entropy
games (Theorems 2 and 3). This is derived from a model theory approach of Bolte, Gaubert,
and Vigeral [8], together with the observation that the dynamic programming operators of
extended entropy games are definable in the real exponential field. Another consequence
of the operator approach is the existence of Collatz-Wielandt optimality certificates for
entropy games, Theorem 12. When specialized to the one player case, this leads to a convex
programming characterization of the value, Corollary 13, which can also be recovered from a
characterization of Anantharam and Borkar [3].
This leads us to our main result, Theorem 14, showing that (extended) entropy games
in which Despot has a fixed number of significant states (states with a nontrivial choice)
can be solved in polynomial time. Thus, entropy games are somehow similar to stochastic
mean payoff games, for which an analogous fixed-parameter tractability result holds (by
reducing the one player case to a linear program). This also reveals a fundamental asymmetry
between the players Despot and Tribune: our approach does not lead to a polynomial bound
if one fixes the number of states of Tribune. The proof relies on several ingredients: ellipsoid
method, separation bounds between algebraic numbers, results from Perron-Frobenius theory.
The operator approach also allows one to obtain practically efficient algorithms to solve
entropy games. In this way, the classical policy iteration of Hoffman-Karp [19] can be
adapted to entropy games. We report experiments showing that when specialized to one
player problems, policy iteration yields a speedup by one order of magnitude by comparison
with the “spectral simplex” method recently introduced by Protasov [23].
Let us finally complete the discussion of related works. The formulation of entropy
games in terms of “classical” mean payoff games in which the payments are given by a
Kullback-Leibler entropy builds on known principles in risk sensitive control [14, 3]. It can
be thought as a version for two player problems of the Donsker-Varadhan characterization of
the Perron-eigenvalue [11]. A Donsker-Varadhan type formula for risk sensitive problems,
which can be applied in particular to Despot-free player entropy games, has been recently
obtained by Anantharam and Borkar, in a wider setting allowing an infinite state space [3].
In a nutshell, for Despot-free problems, the Donsker-Varadhan formula appears to be the
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(convex-analytic) dual of the Collatz-Wielandt formula. Chen and Han [10] developed a
related convex programming approach to solve the entropy maximization problem for Markov
chains with uncertain parameters. We also note that the present Collatz-Wielandt approach,
building on [2], yields an alternative to the approach of [5] using the “hourglass alternative”
of [20] to produce concise certificates allowing one to bound the value of entropy games.
Finally, the identification of tractable subclasses of matrix multiplication games can be traced
back at least to the work of Blondel and Nesterov [7].

2
2.1

Entropy games
Entropy games with prescribed initial state

An extended entropy game Γeent is a perfect information game played on a finite directed
weighted graph G. There are 2 players, “Despot”, “Tribune”, and a half-player with a
nondeterministic behavior, “People”. The set of nodes of the graph is written as the disjoint
union D ∪ T ∪ P , where D, T and P represent sets of states in which Despot, Tribune, and
People play. We assume that the set of arcs E is included in (D × T ) ∪ (T × P ) ∪ (P × D),
meaning that Despot, Tribune, and People alternate their actions. A weight mpd , which
is a positive real number, is attached to every arc (p, d) ∈ P × D. All the other arcs in E
¯
have weight 1. An initial state, d¯ ∈ D, is known to the players. A token, initially in node d,
is moved in the graph according to the following rule. If the token is currently in a node
d belonging to D, then, Despot chooses an arc (d, t) ∈ E and moves the token to node t.
Similarly, if the token is currently in a node t ∈ T , Tribune chooses an arc (t, p) ∈ E and
moves the token to node p. Finally, if the token is in a node p ∈ P , People chooses an arc
(p, d0 ) ∈ E and moves the token to a node d0 ∈ D. We will assume that every player has at
least one possible action in each state in which it is his or her turn to play. In other words,
for all d ∈ D, the set of actions {(d, t) ∈ E} must be nonempty, and similar conditions apply
to t ∈ T and p ∈ P .
A history of the game consists of a finite path in the digraph G, starting from the initial
¯ The number of turns of this history is defined to be the length of this path, each arc
node d.
counting for a length of one third. The weight of a history is defined to be the product of
the weights of the arcs arising on this path. For instance, a history (d0 , t0 , p0 , d1 , t1 , p1 , d2 , t2 )
where di ∈ D, ti ∈ T and pi ∈ P , makes 2 and 1/3 turn, and its weight is mp0 d1 mp1 d2 .
A strategy of Player Despot is a map δ which assigns to every history ending in some
node d in D an arc of the form (d, t) ∈ E. Similarly, a strategy of Player Tribune is a map τ
which assigns an arc (t, p) ∈ E to every history ending with a node t in T .
¯
For every integer k, we define as follows the game in horizon k with initial state d,
eent
¯
Γ (k, d). We assume that Despot and Tribune play according to the strategies δ, τ . Then,
People plays in a nondeterministic way. Therefore, the pair of strategies δ, τ allows for
different histories. The payment received by Tribune, in k turns, is denoted by Rdk¯(δ, τ ). It
is defined as the sum of the weights of all the paths of the digraph G of length k with initial
node d¯ determined by the strategies δ and τ : each of these paths corresponds to different
successive choices of People, leading to different histories allowed by the strategies δ, τ . The
payment received by Despot is defined to be the opposite of Rdk¯(δ, τ ), so that the game in
horizon k is zero-sum. In that way, the payment Rdk¯ measures the “freedom” of People,
Despot wishes to minimize it whereas Tribune wishes to maximize it.
¯ in horizon k with initial state d¯ has the value V ¯k and
We say that the game Γeent (k, d)
d
that δ ∗ , τ ∗ are optimal strategies of Despot and Tribune if for all strategies δ, τ of Despot
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and Tribune, we have the saddle point property:
Rdk¯(δ, τ ∗ ) > Rdk¯(δ ∗ , τ ∗ ) = Vd¯k > Rdk¯(δ ∗ , τ ) .

(1)

¯ we define the value vector of the
If the value Vd¯k exists for all choices of the initial state d,
game Γeent (k, ·) in horizon k, to be V k := (Vdk )d∈D ∈ RD .
¯ in which the payment received by
We now define the infinite horizon game Γeent (∞, d),
Tribune is given by
k
1/k
Rd∞
¯ (δ, τ ) := lim sup(Rd¯(δ, τ ))
k→∞

and the payment received by Despot is the opposite of the latter payment. (The choice of
limsup is somehow arbitrary, we could choose liminf instead without affecting the results
¯ and the optimal
which follow.) The value Vd¯∞ of the infinite horizon game Γeent (∞, d),
strategies in this game, are still defined by a saddle point condition, as in (1), the payment
Rdk¯(δ, τ ) being now replaced by Rd∞
¯ (δ, τ ).
We denote by V ∞ = (Vd∞ )d∈D ∈ RD the value vector of the infinite energy game
Γeent (∞, ·).
We associate to the latter games the dynamic programming operator F : RD → RD , such
that, for all X ∈ RD , and d ∈ D,
X
Fd (X) = min max
mpd0 Xd0 .
(2)
(d,t)∈E (t,p)∈E

(p,d0 )∈E

The existence of the value for the finite horizon game follows from a standard dynamic
programming argument.
I Proposition 1. The value of the extended entropy game in horizon k, Γeent (k, ·), does exists.
The value vector V k of this game is determined by the relations V 0 = e, V k = F (V k−1 ),
k = 1, 2, . . . , where e is the unit vector of RD .
Recall that a strategy is said to be positional or is called a policy if the decision taken at a
given stage depends only on the last state which has been visited. The following theorem
follows from Theorem 9 stated in Section 3, by using an equivalence with a special class of
stochastic mean payoff games with infinite actions spaces, through log-glasses.
I Theorem 2. The infinite horizon extended entropy game has a value and it has optimal
positional strategies. Moreover, for all initial states d, Vd∞ = limk→∞ (Vdk )1/k .
The following result is deduced from Theorem 11, using the same technique as for Theorem 2.
We denote by PD (resp. PT ) the set of policies (i.e., positional strategies) of Despot (resp.
Tribune). If one fixes a strategy δ ∈ PD or τ ∈ PT , we end up with a one player infinite
horizon entropy game (a two player game in which either Despot or Tribune has no options),
whose value is denoted by Vd∞ (δ, ?) (resp. Vd∞ (?, τ )). Similarly, if we fix the two strategies,
we end up in a game in which only People has options, and the value of this game, denoted
by Vd∞ (δ, τ ), coincides with Rd∞
¯ (δ, τ ).
I Theorem 3. We have
Vd∞ = min Vd∞ (δ, ?) = max Vd∞ (?, τ ) .
τ ∈PT

δ∈PD

Moreover, for all δ ∈ PD and for all τ ∈ PT ,
Vd∞ (δ, ?) = max
Vd∞ (δ, τ 0 ),
0
τ ∈PT

Vd∞ (?, τ ) = min
Vd∞ (δ 0 , τ ),
0
δ ∈PD
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I Example 4. Take D = {d1 , d2 , d3 }, T = {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 }, P = {a, b, c, d}, E = {(d1 , t1 ),
(d1 , t2 ), (d2 , t2 ), (d3 , t3 ), (d3 , t4 ), (t1 , a), (t2 , a), (t2 , b), (t3 , c), (t3 , d), (t4 , c), (a, d1 ), (b, d2 ),
(b, d3 ), (c, d2 ), (d, d2 ), (d, d3 )} and mpdi = 1 for all p ∈ P and 1 6 i 6 3 such that (p, di ) ∈ E.
The corresponding graph and dynamic programming operator are given by:



F1 (X) = min X1 , max(X1 , X2 + X3 ) ,



F2 (X) = max X1 , X2 + X3 ,



F3 (X) = min max(X2 , X2 + X3 ), X2 .

One can check that V k = (1, φk+1 , φk ), where φ0 = φ1 = 1 and φk+2 = φk + φk+1 is
the Fibonacci sequence. Hence,√by Theorem 2, the value vector of this entropy game is
V ∞ = (1, ω, ω) where ω := (1 + 5)/2.

2.2

The original entropy game model

The original entropy game model of Asarin et al. [5] is a zero-sum game defined in a similar
way, up to a difference: in their model, the initial state is not prescribed. The payment of
Tribune in horizon k, instead of being Rdk¯(δ, τ ), is the quantity R̄k (δ, τ ), defined now as the
sum of weights of all paths of length k starting at a node in D and ending at a node in D.
P
Hence, R̄k (δ, τ ) = d∈D Rdk (δ, τ ). The payment of Tribune can be defined in their game as
follows R̄∞ (δ, τ ) = lim supk→∞ (R̄k (δ, τ ))1/k . This game is denoted by Γent (∞), we denote
by V̄ ∞ the value of this game, which is shown to exist in [5].
Note that in the initial model in [5], the weights mpd0 are equal to 1. The generalization
to weighted entropy games, in which the weights mpd0 are integers is discussed in Section
6 of [5]. The case in which the weights mpd0 take rational values can be reduced to the
latter case by multiplying all the weights by an integer factor. Therefore, we will ignore the
restriction that mpd0 = 1 in our definition of Γent (∞) and will refer to the entropy game
model with rational weights as the entropy game model. The next result, which can be
deduced from the existence of the value of the extended entropy game (Theorem 2 above),
shows that the value of the original entropy game can be recovered from the value vector of
the extended one:
I Proposition 5. The value of the original entropy game Γent (∞) coincides with the maximum
of the values of the extended entropy games Γeent (∞, d), taken over all initial states: V̄ ∞ =
maxd∈D Vd∞ .
I Example 6. This is illustrated by the game of Example
√ 4. In the original model of [5], the
value, defined independently of the initial state, is (1 + 5)/2, whereas our model associates
to the initial state d1 a value 1 which differs from the values of d2 and d3 .
In [5], entropy games were compared with matrix multiplication games. We present
here this correspondence in the case of general weights mpd0 . Given policies δ ∈ PD and
τ ∈ PT , let A(δ) ∈ RD×T and B(τ ) ∈ RT ×D be such that A(δ)dt = 1 if t = δ(d) and 0
otherwise, and B(τ )td = mτ (t)d if (τ (t), d) ∈ E and 0 otherwise, for all (d, t) ∈ D × T . We
shall think of A(δ) and B(τ ) as rectangular matrices. Then R̄k (δ, τ ) = k(A(δ)B(τ ))k k1 ,
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P
where for any A ∈ RD×D , Ak denotes its kth power and kAk1 = dd0 |Add0 | its `1 norm.
From this, one deduces that R̄∞ (δ, τ ) = ρ(A(δ)B(τ )), where ρ(A) denotes the spectral radius
of the matrix A. Moreover, let A and B denote the sets of all matrices of the form A(δ) and
B(τ ) respectively, and let AB be the set of all matrices AB with A ∈ A and B ∈ B. The
sets A, B and AB are subsets of matrices M satisfying the property that all elements of M
have same dimension and if Mi is the set of ith rows of the elements of M, then M is the
set of matrices the ith row of which belongs to Mi . Such a property defines the notion of
IRU matrix sets (for independent row uncertainty sets) in [5]. The following property proved
in [5] is the analogue of Theorem 3, Vd∞ being replaced by V̄ ∞ :
V̄ ∞ = min max ρ(AB) = max min ρ(AB) .
A∈A B∈B

B∈B A∈A

(3)

A more general property is proved in [2, Section 8], as a consequence of the Collatz-Wielandt
theorem (see Theorem 12 below).

3

Stochastic mean payoff game with Kullback-Leibler payments

We next show that extended entropy games are equivalent to a class of mean payoff games
in which some action spaces are simplices, and payments are given by the Kullback-Leibler
divergence.
To the extended entropy games Γeent , we associate a family of stochastic zero-sum games
with Kullback-Leibler payments, denoted Γkl and defined as follows. These new games are
still played on the weighted digraph G. For any node p ∈ P , we denote by Ep := {(p, d) ∈ E}
the set of actions available to People in state p, and we denote by ∆p the set of probability
measures on Ep . Therefore, an element of ∆p can be identified to a vector ν = (νp,d )(p,d)∈Ep
with nonnegative entries and sum 1. The actions of Despot and Tribune in the states d ∈ D
and t ∈ T are the same in the games Γkl and in the games Γeent . However, the two games
have different rules when the state is in P , since the nondeterministic half-player, People, is
now replaced by a standard probabilistic half-player, Nature. In the game Γkl , Tribune, who
arrived in a state p ∈ P by choosing first an action in some state t ∈ T , so that (t, p) ∈ E,
has to play again in state p, by choosing a probability measure ν ∈ ∆p . Then, Nature chooses
the next state d according to probability νp,d , and Tribune receives the payment −Sp (ν; m),
where Sp (ν; m) is the relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler divergence:
Sp (ν; m) :=

X

νpd log(νpd /mpd ) .

(p,d)∈Ep

An interesting special case arises when m ≡ 1, as in [5]. Then, Sp (ν; m) = Sp (ν) :=
P
(p,d)∈Ep νpd log νpd is nothing but the Shannon entropy of ν.
A history in the game Γkl now consists of a finite sequence (d0 , t0 , p0 , ν0 , d1 , t1 , p1 , . . . ),
which encodes both the states and actions which have been chosen. A strategy δ of Despot
is still a function which associates to a history ending in a state in d an arc (d, t) in
Ed := {(d, t) ∈ E}. A strategy of Tribune has now two components (τ, π), τ is a map
which assigns to a history ending in a state in t an arc (t, p) ∈ E, as before, whereas
π assigns to the same history and to the next state p = τ (d) chosen according to τ a
probability measure on ∆p . To each history corresponds a path in G, obtained by ignoring
the occurrences of probability measures. For instance, the path corresponding to the history
h = (d0 , t0 , p0 , ν0 , d1 , t1 , p1 ) is (d0 , t0 , p0 , d1 , t1 , p1 ). Again, the number of turns of a history
is defined as the length of this path, each arc counting for 1/3. So the number of turns
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of h is 1 and 2/3. Choosing strategies δ and (τ, π) of both players and fixing the initial
state d0 = d¯ determines a probability measure on the space of histories h. We denote
by rdk¯(δ, (τ, π)) := −E Sp0 (ν0 ; m) + · · · + Spk−1 (νk−1 ; m) the expectation of the payment
received by Tribune, in k turns, with respect to this measure, We also consider the infinite
¯ in which the payment of Tribune is now
horizon or mean payoff game Γkl (∞, d),
−1 k
rd∞
rd¯(δ, (τ, π)) .
¯ (δ, (τ, π)) = lim sup k
k→∞

We define the value of the game in horizon k, vdk¯, and the value of the infinite horizon game,
vd∞
¯ , as well as optimal strategies, by saddle point conditions, as in Section 2.1. We have the
following dynamic programming principle.
I Proposition 7. The value vector v k = (vdk )d∈D in horizon k of the stochastic game
with Kullback-Leibler payments, Γkl , does exists. It is determined by the relations v 0 = 0,
v k = f (v k−1 ), k = 1, 2, . . ., where
X

fd (x) = min max log
mpd0 exp(xd0 ) ,
(4)
(d,t)∈E (t,p)∈E

(p,d0 )∈E

and we have vdk = log Vdk .
The explicit form of f in (4) originates from the following expression of the Legendre-Fenchel
transform of Shannon entropy, which is a classical result in convex analysis, see e.g. [25].
P
I Lemma 8. The function x 7→ log( 16i6n exi ) is convex and it satisfies
log

X

X

exi = max
νi (xi − log νi );

16i6n

16i6n

νi > 0, 1 6 i 6 n,

X

νj = 1 .

16i6n

The following result shows that the extended entropy game Γeent is equivalent to the
stochastic mean payoff game Γkl , through logarithmic glasses. Theorem 2 above is deduced
from it. We define the projection of a pair of strategy (δ, (τ, π)) in Γkl to be the strategy
(δ, τ ) in Γeent .
I Theorem 9. The stochastic mean payoff game with Kullback-Leibler payments, Γkl (∞, ·),
has a value. For all states d ∈ D, we have
vd∞ = log Vd∞ ,

vd∞ = lim

k→∞

1 k
v .
k d

Moreover, the optimal strategies of Γeent (k) are precisely the projections of the optimal
strategies of Γkl (k), for all k integer or equal to ∞.
This theorem shows that extended entropy games are particular stochastic mean payoff
games (with compact action spaces). Asarin et al. [5] remarked that the special deterministic
entropy games, in which People has only one possible action in each state, can be reencoded
as deterministic mean payoff games. This can also be recovered from our approach: in this
deterministic case, the simplices ∆p are singletons and the entropy function vanishes.
We next sketch the derivation of Theorem 9 from a result of Bolte, Gaubert and Vigeral [8]
on the escape rate of nonexpansive mappings that are definable in an o-minimal structure.
A map f is nonexpansive with respect to a norm k · k if kf (x) − f (y)k 6 kx − yk. Recall
that an o-minimal structure [12, 28] consists, for each integer n, of a family of subsets
of Rn . A subset of Rn is said to be definable with respect to this structure if it belongs
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to this family. It is required that definable sets are closed under the Boolean operations,
under every projection map (elimination of one variable) from Rn to Rn−1 , and under the
lift, meaning if A ⊂ Rn is definable, then A × R ⊂ Rn+1 and R × A ⊂ Rn+1 are also
definable. It is finally required that when n = 1, definable subsets are precisely finite unions
of intervals. A function f from Rn to Rk is said to be definable if its graph is definable.
An important example of o-minimal structure is the real exponential field Ralg,exp . The
definable sets in this structure are the subexponential sets [28], i.e., the images under the
projection maps Rn+k → Rn of the exponential sets of Rn+k , the latter being sets of the
form {x | P (x1 , . . . , xn+k , ex1 , . . . , exn+k ) = 0} where P is a real polynomial. A theorem of
Wilkie [29] implies that Ralg,exp is o-minimal, see [28].
If f : Rn → Rn is nonexpansive in any norm, given any 0 < α < 1, we define the
discounted value vector zα ∈ Rn by f (αzα ) = zα . This vector exists and is unique (apply
Banach fixed point theorem to the contraction mapping x 7→ f (αx)).
I Theorem 10 ([8]). Let f : Rn → Rn be nonexpansive in any norm, and suppose that f
is definable in an o-minimal structure. Then, the limit limk→∞ f k (0)/k does exists, and it
coincides with the limit limα→1− (1 − α)zα .
The vector zα is nothing but the value of the discounted variant of the stochastic game Γkl ,
where α is the discount factor. The map f in (4) is nonexpansive in the sup-norm, and it is
definable in the real exponential field. So Theorem 10 can be applied to it. The existence of
the limit in Theorem 9 is deduced from this result.
A policy in a discounted game is said to be Blackwell optimal if it is optimal for all
discount factors sufficiently close to one. The existence of Blackwell optimal policies is a
basic feature of perfect information zero-sum stochastic games with finite action spaces
(see [24, Chap. 10] for the one-player case, the two-player case builds on similar ideas, e.g. [15,
Lemma 26]). It allows one to reduce the mean payoff problem to the discounted problem.
We next show that this result has an analogue for entropy games. We shall say that a pair of
strategies (δ, τ ) ∈ PD × PT is Blackwell optimal if there is a real number 0 < α0 < 1 such
that, for all α ∈ (α0 , 1), (δ, τ ) is the projection of a pair of optimal policies (δ, (τ, π)) in the
discounted version of the game Γkl . The fact that the value of the entropy games commutes
with maxima and minima of policies (Theorem 3) is derived by combining Theorem 10 with
the following result, whose proof relies, again, on an o-minimality argument.
I Theorem 11. The stochastic perfect information game with Kullback-Leibler payments,
Γkl , has Blackwell optimal strategies.

4

Applying the Collatz-Wielandt theorem to entropy games

The classical Collatz-Wielandt formulæ provide the following characterizations of the spectral
radius ρ(M ) of a nonnegative matrix M :
D
ρ(M ) = inf{λ > 0 | ∃X ∈ int RD
+ , M X 6 λX} = max{λ > 0 | ∃X ∈ R+ \ {0}, M X = λX},
D
D
where RD
+ denotes the nonnegative orthant of R , and int R+ its interior, i.e, the set of
positive vectors. This has been extended to non-linear, order preserving and continuous
self-maps of the standard positive cone [22, 2]. In particular, the following result can be
derived from the non-linear Collatz-Wielandt formulæ in these works.
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I Theorem 12 (Corollary of [2]). The value V̄ ∞ of the original entropy game Γent (with a
free initial state) coincides with any of the following expressions
inf{λ > 0 | ∃X ∈ int RD
+ , F (X) 6 λX}
max{λ > 0 | ∃X ∈
max{λ > 0 | ∃X ∈

RD
+
RD
+

(5)

\ {0}, F (X) = λX}

(6)

\ {0}, F (X) > λX} ,

(7)

where F is the dynamic programming operator (2).
The value of these expressions is called the non-linear spectral radius of F . The CollatzWielandt formulæ are helpful to establish strong duality results, like (3), see also [1] for
an application to mean payoff games and tropical geometry. Our main interest here lies in
the following application of (5). We say that a state d of Despot is significant if the set of
actions of Despot in this state, {(d, t) ∈ E}, has at least two elements (i.e., Despot has to
make a choice in this state). We say that an entropy game is Despot-free if the Despot player
does not have any significant state. A Despot-free game is essentially a one (and half) player
problem, since the minimum term in the corresponding dynamic programming operator (2)
vanishes. Indeed, for each d ∈ D, there is a unique node t such that (d, t) ∈ E, and we define
the map σ : D → T by σ(d) = t. The following corollary, which follows from Theorem 12 by
making the change of variables µ = log λ and x = log X, is also a special case of a result of
Anantharam and Borkar [3].
I Corollary 13. The logarithm of the value of a Despot-free entropy game is given by
inf µ, µ ∈ R, x ∈ RD ,
X
µ + xd > log(
mp,d0 exd0 ) for all d ∈ D, p ∈ P such that (σ(d), p) ∈ E .

(8)

d0 ∈D

5

Polynomial time solvability of entropy games with a few significant
Despot positions

By solving strategically an (extended) entropy game, we mean, finding a pair of optimal
policies. We assume from now that the weights mp,d are integers. Since policies are
combinatorial objects, solving strategically the game is a well posed problem in the Turing
(bit) model of computation. Once optimal policies are known, the value of the game, which
is an algebraic number, can be obtained as the Perron root of an associated integer matrix.
Our main result is the following.
I Theorem 14. Despot-free entropy games can be solved strategically in polynomial time.
We indicate here the main arguments of proof.
Step 1. Reduction to the irreducible case. First, we associate to a Despot-free extended
entropy game a projected digraph Ḡ, with node set D and an arc d → d0 if there is a path
(d, t, p, d0 ) in the original digraph G. We say that the game is irreducible if Ḡ is strongly
connected. It is not difficult to see that in a Despot-free extended entropy game, the value of
a state d is the maximum of the value of the irreducible games corresponding to the different
strongly connected components of Ḡ to which d has access under some policy of Tribune
(this is a special case of a more general known property, see [15, Th.29]). Hence, we will
assume that the game is irreducible in the rest of the proof.
The following result is a consequence of the non-linear Perron-Frobenius theorem in [16].
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I Lemma 15. The value of an irreducible Despot-free extended entropy game is independent
∗
of the initial state. Moreover, there is a vector U ∈ int RD
+ and a scalar λ > 0 such that
∗
∗
F (U ) = λ U , and λ coincides with the value of any initial state in this game.
Thanks to this lemma, we will speak of “value” without making explicit the initial state. We
set W := max(p,d)∈E mp,d and n := |D|.
Step 2. Reduction to a convex program with bounded feasible set. To prove Theorem 14,
we apply the ellipsoid method. To do so, we must replace the convex program (8) by
another convex program whose feasible set is included in a ball B2 (a, R), (the Euclidean
ball with center a and radius R), and contains a Euclidean ball B2 (a, r), where log(R/r) is
polynomially bounded in the size of the input. The following key lemma allows us to do so.
I Lemma 16. Suppose the game is Despot-free and irreducible. Then, the value λ∗ of the
game is such that 1 6 λ∗ 6 nW . Moreover, there exists a vector U ∈ int Rn+ such that
F (U ) = λ∗ U , and for all d ∈ D, 1 6 Ud 6 (nW )n−1 .
We denote by K the set of pairs (u, µ) ∈ RD × R ' Rn+1 , such that
f (u) 6 µe + u,

0 6 ud 6 (n − 1)dlog(nW )e,

0 6 µ 6 dlog(nW )e + 2 ,

(9)

where dte denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to t, and f is given by (4),
recalling that e denotes the unit vector of Rn . By combining Corollary 13, Lemma 15 and
Lemma 16, we arrive at the following result.
I Proposition 17. The value of a Despot-free irreducible entropy game coincides with the
exponential of the value of the convex program: min µ, (u, µ) ∈ K. Moreover,
B2 (a, r) ⊂ K ⊂
√
B2 (a, R) where a = (e, dlog(nW )e+1) ∈ RD ×R, r := 1/3, and R := 2 D + 1(n−1) log(nW ).
Step 3. Show the existence of a polynomial time approximate separation oracle [17] for the
program of Proposition 17. The non-trivial separating half-spaces are obtained by computing
the differential of the logarithmic expressions in (8). To do so, we use the fact that the values
of the logarithm and exponential function can be approximated in polynomial time [9].
Step 4. Show that if any two policies of Tribune yield different values λ and λ0 , then, |λ−λ0 |
is bounded below by a rational number ηsep > 0 whose number of bits is polynomially bounded
in the size of the input. This relies on separation results between algebraic numbers [27],
since the value of a strategy of Tribune is an eigenvalue of a n × n matrix with integer
coefficients bounded by the number W .
Step 5. Synthesize an optimal strategy of Tribune from an approximate solution of the
program in Proposition 17.
To any policy τ of Tribune, we associate a dynamic programming operator F τ , which
P
is the self-map of RD defined by Fdτ (X) = (τ (σ(d)),d0 )∈E mτ (σ(d))d0 Xd0 . In other words,
F τ (X) = M τ X, where M τ = (mτ (σ(d))d0 )d,d0 ∈D is a |D| × |D| matrix with nonnegative
entries.
To explain our method, we make first the restrictive assumption that for every policy
τ , the matrix M τ is irreducible. In particular, we can take an optimal policy τ ∗ . By a
∗
standard result of Perron-Frobenius theory [6], M τ has a left eigenvector π with positive
∗
∗
entries, associated to the maximal eigenvalue λτ := ρ(M τ ), called Perron root. Hence,
∗
∗
∗
πM τ = λτ π. Since τ ∗ is optimal, λτ = λ∗ . Moreover, by applying Lemma 16 to the linear
∗
map U 7→ (M τ )T U , where T denotes the transposition, we deduce that πd /πd0 6 (nW )n−1 .
For any rational number  > 0, the ellipsoid algorithm, applied to the optimization
problem of Proposition 17, yields in polynomial time a vector u and a scalar µ such that
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f (u) 6 (log λ∗ + )e + u and λ∗ 6 exp(µ) 6 λ∗ exp(). Taking U := (Ud )d∈D with Ud :=
exp(ud ), we get F (U ) 6 λ∗ exp()U . We choose any policy τ such that F (U ) = M τ U .
Therefore, τ (σ(d)) is chosen to be any term attaining the maximum when evaluating Fd (U ).
We claim that τ is optimal if  is sufficiently small.
∗
To show the latter claim, we observe that M τ U 6 F (U ). Moreover, for all d ∈ D,
P
∗
0 6 πd (λ∗ exp()Ud − Fd (U )) 6 πd (λ∗ exp()Ud − (M τ (U ))d ) 6 d0 ∈D πd0 (λ∗ exp()Ud0 −
∗
∗
(M τ U )d0 ) = π(λ∗ exp()U − M τ U ) = λ∗ (exp() − 1)πU . Using πd /πd0 6 (nW )n−1
and Ud /Ud0 6 (nW )n−1 , we deduce that F (U ) > λU , where λ := λ∗ [exp() − (exp() −
1)n(nW )2(n−1) ]. Since, M τ U > λU , we have ρ(M τ ) > λ. It follows that we can choose
 > 0, with a polynomially bounded number of bits, such that λ > λ∗ − ηsep . Moreover, since
λ∗ is the maximum of the values of all the policies, λ 6 λ∗ . By definition of the separation
parameter ηsep , this implies that λ = λ∗ , and so the policy τ of Tribune which we just
constructed is optimal, showing the claim.
When some policies τ yield a reducible matrix M τ , the synthesis of the optimal policy τ
still exploits the same idea with an additional technicality, since we can only guarantee that
the inequality Fd (U ) > λUd is valid for every state d such that πd > 0.
Theorem 3, showing that Vd∞ = minδ∈PD Vd∞ (δ, ?), allows us to solve an entropy game
by enumerating the policies δ ∈ PD and solving the Despot-free entropy
game determined by

Q
each δ. This leads to an algorithm with execution time
, where the factor
|E
|
T
d
D-free
d∈D
TD-free is polynomial in the size of the input. We have in particular:
I Corollary 18. Entropy games in which Despot has a fixed number of significant states can
be solved strategically in polynomial time.

6

Multiplicative policy iteration algorithm and comparison with the
spectral simplex method of Protasov

The equivalence between extended entropy games and some special class of stochastic mean
payoff games, through logarithmic glasses (see Section 3), allows us to adapt classical
algorithms for one or two player zero sum games, such as the value iteration and the policy
iteration algorithm. We next present a multiplicative version of the policy iteration algorithm,
which follows by adapting policy iteration ideas of Hoffman and Karp [19] and Rothblum [26].
To simplify the presentation, we consider first a Despot-free entropy game. Without
loss of generality, we assume that D = T = {1, . . . , |T |} and σ is the identity. Let F τ and
M τ , τ ∈ PT , be defined as in the previous section. If M τ is irreducible, in particular if
all its entries are positive, M τ has an eigenvector X τ > 0, associated to the Perron root
λτ := ρ(M τ ). Moreover, X τ is unique up to a multiplicative constant and is called a Perron
eigenvector. If all the matrices M τ , τ ∈ PT are irreducible, one can construct the following
multiplicative version of the policy iteration algorithm.
This algorithm has a dual version, in which maximization is replaced by minimization.
Then, the Hoffman-Karp’s idea [19] is readily adapted to the multiplicative setting: a sequence
δ k is constructed in a similar way as τ k in the dual version of Algorithm 1, except that in
k
k
Step 3, λδ and X δ are computed by applying Algorithm 1 to the dynamic programming
k
operator F δ in which the strategy of Despot is fixed to δ k . We call this the multiplicative
Hoffman-Karp algorithm. A variation of the original proof shows that this algorithm,
implemented in exact arithmetics, terminates and is correct if for any pair of policies of the
two players, the associated transition matrix is irreducible.
In [23], Protasov introduced the Spectral Simplex Algorithm. His algorithm is a variant
of Algorithm 1 in which the policy is improved only at one state, which is the first state t
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Algorithm 1 Multiplicative policy Iteration for Despot-free entropy game.
1: Initialize k = 1, τ 0 , τ 1 6= τ 0 randomly.
2: while τ k 6= τ k−1 do
3:
4:

k

k

k

Compute the Perron root λτ and a Perron eigenvector X τ of M τ .
Compute a new policy τ k+1 such that, for all t ∈ T ,

τ k+1 (t) ∈

k

argmax
τ (t)∈P, τ ∈PT

X

Ftτ (X τ ) = argmax
p∈P, (t,p)∈E

k

mp,t0 Xtτ0 ,

t0 ∈T, (p,t0 )∈E

and set τ k+1 (t) = τ k (t) if this choice is compatible with the former condition.
5:
k ←k+1
6: end while
k
k
k
7: return the optimal policy τ k , the Perron root λτ and Perron eigenvector X τ of M τ .

Table 1 Comparing multiplicative policy iteration with spectral simplex.
Number of states

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Time : Policy Iteration
Time : Spectral Simplex-D
Time : Spectral Simplex
Iterations : Policy Iteration
Iterations : Spectral Simplex-D
Iterations : Spectral Simplex

0.0018
0.0026
0.0034
3
5.6
15.4

0.0037
0.0083
0.0149
3
7.4
22

0.0057
0.0158
0.0350
3.4
10.2
40.8

0.0095
0.0317
0.0934
3
10
53.4

0.0115
0.0433
0.1419
3
11.8
57.8

0.0141
0.0511
0.1615
3
13.4
83

0.0171
0.0797
0.3070
3.2
14.8
87

0.0283
0.1261
0.5835
3.2
14.2
102.2

0.0308
0.1533
0.7418
3
16
106.8

0.0363
0.1950
1.0257
3.2
17.2
122.8

k

k

k

such that Ft (X τ ) > λτ Xtτ . We also considered another version of Algorithm 1, in which
k
k
k
we change the policy at only one state t, which maximizes the expression Ft (X τ ) − λτ Xtτ .
We shall refer to this algorithm as “Spectral Simplex-D” since this is analogous to Dantzig’s
pivot rule in the original simplex method [30].
We next report numerical experiments in the case of Despot-free entropy game, in order
to compare Protasov’s spectral simplex algorithm (with the improvement of Dantzig’ pivot
rule) with the multiplicative Policy Iteration algorithm (Algorithm 1). In Table 1, these
algorithms are respectively named “Policy Iteration”, “Spectral Simplex” and “Spectral
Simplex-D”.
We constructed random Despot-free instances in which D = T has cardinal n, and every
P
coordinate of the operator is of the form Ft (X) = max16p6q t0 Aptt0 Xt0 , where (Aptt0 ) is a
3-dimensional tensor whose entries are independent random variables drawn with the uniform
law in [0, 1]. All the results below are the average made over 10 simulations, they concern
the situation in which the number of actions q is kept constant, equal to 10, whereas n varies.
The time is given in seconds. The number of “iterations” denotes the number of times that
the algorithm goes through the main loop, regardless of how many operations are performed
inside the loop. The computations were performed on Matlab R2016a, using an Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-6500 CPU @ 2.59GHz processor with 12,0Go of RAM.
Spectral Simplex-D appears to be more efficient than the Spectral Simplex algorithm with
its original rule [23]. Both algorithms are experimentally outperformed by policy iteration,
by one order of magnitude, when n → ∞.
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Concluding remarks

We developed an operator approach for entropy games, relating them with risk sensitive
control via non-linear Perron-Frobenius theory. This leads to a theoretical result (polynomial
time solvability of the Despot-free case), and this allows to adapt policy iteration to these
games. Several issues concerning policy iteration in the spectral setting remains unsolved. A
first issue is to understand what kind of approximate eigenvalue algorithms are best suited.
A second issue is to identify significant classes of entropy games on which the Hoffman-Karp
type policy iteration algorithm can be shown to run in polynomial time (compare with [30, 18]
in the case of Markov decision processes).
Acknowledgments. We thank all the referees for their comments. We thank especially one
referee for detailed suggestions and for pointing out reference [10].
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Abstract
We show that checking if a given hypergraph has an automorphism that moves exactly k vertices
is fixed parameter tractable, using k and additionally either the maximum hyperedge size or the
maximum color class size as parameters. In particular, it suffices to use k as parameter if the
hyperedge size is at most polylogarithmic in the size of the given hypergraph.
As a building block for our algorithms, we generalize Schweitzer’s FPT algorithm [ESA 2011]
that, given two graphs on the same vertex set and a parameter k, decides whether there is an
isomorphism between the two graphs that moves at most k vertices. We extend this result to
hypergraphs, using the maximum hyperedge size as a second parameter.
Another key component of our algorithm is an orbit-shrinking technique that preserves permutations that move few points and that may be of independent interest. Applying it to a
suitable subgroup of the automorphism group allows us to switch from bounded hyperedge size
to bounded color classes in the exactly-k case.
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Introduction

The Graph Automorphism problem GA asks whether a given graph has a nontrivial automorphism. We additionally require the automorphism to have small weight. The weight of a
permutation is the number of its non-fixpoints. We are interested in the following problems:
GA≤k : Given a graph X = (V, E) and k ∈ N, does X have a nontrivial automorphism that
moves at most k vertices?
GI≤k : Given two graphs X1 = (V, E1 ) and X2 = (V, E2 ) on the same vertex set and k ∈ N,
is there an isomorphism from X1 to X2 that moves at most k vertices?
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Likewise, let GA=k and GI=k denote the exact weight-k automorphism and isomorphism
problems, respectively. By HGA=k , HGA≤k , HGI=k and HGI≤k we denote the hypergraph
versions of these problems.
In [12], Schweitzer showed that GI≤k parameterized by k is in FPT, giving a k O(k) poly(n)
time algorithm for it. Schweitzer’s algorithm can easily be adapted to also solve GA≤k .
Our results. In Section 3, we generalize Schweitzer’s result [12] to hypergraphs with hyper2
edge size bounded by d, giving (dk)O(k ) poly(N ) time algorithms for HGI≤k and HGA≤k
(throughout the paper we use N to denote the size |V | · |E| of the input hypergraphs).
Consequently, for hypergraphs with poly(log N ) size hyperedges the problems remain in FPT
when parameterized only by k. Note that although Hypergraph Isomorphism is known to
be reducible to Graph Isomorphism, there is no known reduction from HGI=k to GI=k (or
from HGI≤k to GI≤k ).
In Section 4 we consider HGI≤k for vertex-colored hypergraphs of unbounded hyperedge
2
size. For hypergraphs with color classes of size at most b, we obtain a (kb!)O(k ) poly(N )
time algorithm.
In Section 6, we use color coding [1] to give FPT algorithms for HGA=k parameterized
by k and additionally either by the maximum hyperedge size d or by the maximum color
class size b; the runtime bounds are the same as those mentioned above. In particular, it
follows that GA=k parameterized only by k is in FPT. For general hypergraphs we show
that HGA=k is in FPTGI .
In contrast to the above results, if X is a colored graph with red and blue vertices and
we want to test if X has a nontrivial automorphism π that moves at most k blue vertices
then the problem is W[1]-hard. This confirms a claim from [5, Exercise 9.02] (see also [6,
Exercise 20.3.2]). As the hint given there does not work out and we require quite different
ideas, we have included our proof in Section 7.
Related work. The parametric dual to GA≤k asks for an automorphism that has at most k
fixpoints. It is NP-complete even when restricted to k = 0, where it is known as the fixpoint
free automorphism problem [11].
A fundamental problem in algorithmic coding theory is the minimum weight codeword
problem: Given a system of linear equations Ax = 0 over F2 as instance, the problem is
to find the minimum weight of a nonzero solution to it. It is known to be NP-hard even
to approximate to a constant factor [15, 10]. The parameterized complexity of its decision
version (called Even) is also well studied [7, 2].
Even. Given a binary matrix A defining the linear code Ax = 0 over F2 and a parameter k,
is there is a non-zero codeword of weight at most k?
Whether Even is in FPT or W[1]-hard remains open. In contrast, ExactEven (which
asks for a codeword of weight exactly k) is known to be W[1]-hard [7, 2]. It is interesting
to compare this to our result that GA=k is in FPT. A natural generalization is to consider
permutation groups G ≤ Sn as input, where G is given by a generating set S, and ask for a
permutation in G of minimum weight. Formally, the problem of interest1 is:
PermCode. Given S with G = hSi ≤ Sn and a parameter k ∈ N, does G \ {id} contain a
permutation of weight at most k?

1

It is called Hamming Distance Minimum Weight Problem in [4].
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PermCode generalizes both GA≤k and Even. Indeed, an instance (X, k) of GA≤k can
be transformed into an instance (S, k) of PermCode by computing a generating set S for
the automorphism group of X. Computing this efficiently requires a GI oracle.
Let (A, k) be an instance of Even, where A has n columns. It can be reduced to an
instance (S, 2k) of PermCode with G = hSi ≤ S2n as follows: Using Gaussian elimination,
compute from A an n × r matrix B over F2 whose columns generate the solution space of
Ax = 0, where r is the solution-space dimension. For each column (b1 , . . . , bn )T of B, include
in S the permutation in S2n that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, transposes 2i and 2i − 1 if bi = 1 and fixes
2i and 2i − 1 if bi = 0.
In particular, this shows that the hardness results for Even also apply to PermCode,
even when the latter is restricted to groups with orbit size 2. In Section 5, we prove that
PermCode for a permutation group G is reducible in polynomial time to PermCode for a
subgroup G0 of G whose orbits are of size bounded by the parameter k. We use this reduction
in our algorithms for HGA=k .

2

Preliminaries

A permutation group G is a subgroup of Sym(V ), where Sym(V ) is the group of all permutations on a finite set V . If V = [n] we denote Sym(V ) by Sn . We denote the image of v ∈ V
under a permutation π by v π and sometimes also by π(v). For a subset U ⊆ V , we write
U π = π(U ) = {uπ | u ∈ U }. We apply permutations from left to right so that v ϕπ = (v ϕ )π .
We write H ≤ G when H is a subgroup of G. If ϕ is an element of G then Hϕ denotes
the coset {πϕ | π ∈ H}. For S ⊆ Sym(V ), the group hSi generated by S is the smallest
subgroup of Sym(V ) containing S. For an element v ∈ V , the set {v π | π ∈ G} is the G-orbit
of v. In case G = h{π}i we call the resulting set {π i (v) | i ∈ N} also the π-orbit of v.
The analysis of our algorithms relies on some measures on permutations. The support
of π ∈ Sym(V ) is supp(π) = {u ∈ V | uπ =
6 u}, i.e., the set of non-fixpoints of π. Its
complexity compl(π) is the size of supp(π) minus the number of π-orbits having size at least 2.
Equivalently, compl(π) is the minimum number of transpositions whose product is π.
I Definition 2.1. Let G ≤ Sym(V ) and π ∈ Sym(V ); this includes the case π = id.
1. A permutation σ ∈ Gπ \ {id} has minimal support in Gπ if there is no ϕ ∈ Gπ \ {id}
with supp(ϕ) ( supp(σ).
2. A permutation σ ∈ Gπ \ {id} has minimal complexity in Gπ if there are no ϕ ∈ G \ {id}
and ψ ∈ Gπ \ {id} with σ = ϕψ and compl(σ) = compl(ϕ) + compl(ψ), i.e., if for every
way to express σ as the product of a minimum number of transpositions σ = τ1 · · · τcompl(σ)
and every i ∈ {2, . . . , compl(σ)} it holds that τi · · · τcompl(σ) ∈
/ Gπ.
In particular, these notions apply to elements of the automorphism group Aut(X) of a
graph X and to elements of the coset Iso(X, Y ) of isomorphisms between two graphs X and Y.
I Lemma 2.2. Let Gπ be a coset of a permutation group G and let σ ∈ Gπ \ {id}. Then
for some ` ≥ 1 there are σ1 , . . . , σ`−1 ∈ G with minimal complexity in G and σ` ∈ Gπ
with minimal complexity in Gπ such that σ = σ1 · · · σ` and supp(σi ) ⊆ supp(σ) for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , `}. Moreover, all these inclusions become equalities if π = id and σ has minimal
support in G.
Proof. If σ has minimal complexity in Gπ, we have ` = 1 and σ1 = σ. Otherwise, there are
ϕ ∈ G\{id} and ψ ∈ Gπ \{id} such that σ = ϕψ and compl(σ) = compl(ϕ)+compl(ψ). This
implies supp(ϕ) ⊆ supp(σ) and supp(ψ) ⊆ supp(σ), and these inclusions become equalities
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if π = id and σ has minimal support in G. If ϕ and ψ do not have minimal complexity
in G and Gπ, respectively, they can be decomposed further. This process terminates, as
ϕ and ψ both have lower complexity than σ.
J

3

Bounded hyperedge size

Let X = (V, E) and Y = (V, E 0 ) be hypergraphs such that for each e ∈ E we have |e| ≤ d.
We show that a nontrivial element π ∈ Iso(X, Y ) of weight at most k, if it exists, can be
found in (dk)O(k) poly(N ) time.
This generalizes Schweitzer’s result [12] shown for usual graphs, to hypergraphs of
bounded hyperedge size. In order to find an isomorphism π between two given graphs
such that π has support size at most k, Schweitzer’s algorithm constructs π by iteratively
adding transpositions that bring the input graphs closer to each
 other. To find suitable
2k
transpositions, it explores a search tree of depth k and degree 2 . In each step, it computes
a candidate set of at most 2k vertices and tries all transpositions among them. For each
isomorphism π between the input graphs that has support size at most k, this candidate set
contains two vertices that are in the same orbit of π. Vertex covers play a crucial role in
computing the candidate set. To extend this algorithm to hypergraphs of bounded hyperedge
size, we need a generalization of vertex covers.
I Definition 3.1. Let X be a hypergraph on a vertex set V, and let C ⊆ V. A hyperedge e
of X is q-covered by C if |e ∩ C| ≥ min(q, |e|). The set C is a q-strong vertex cover of X if it
q-covers every hyperedge of X.
I Definition 3.2. Let X and Y be hypergraphs on a vertex set V. X 4 Y is the hypergraph
with edge set E(X) 4 E(Y ) and having as vertex set the union of all edges in E(X) 4 E(Y ).
For the following results, let X and Y be two non-identical hypergraphs on the same
vertex set V and let π be an isomorphism from X to Y with |supp(π)| ≤ k.
I Lemma 3.3. Let C be a q-strong vertex cover of X 4 Y such that no two distinct points
in C belong to the same π-orbit. Then for no hyperedge e of X 4 Y with |e ∩ C| ≤ q it holds
that e ∩ supp(π) ⊆ C.
Proof. Let e = {u1 , . . . , ut } ∈ E(X) 4 E(Y ) be a hyperedge such that u1 , . . . , us ∈ C and
us+1 , . . . , ut 6∈ C for some s ≤ q. Suppose, to the contrary, that e ∩ supp(π) ⊆ C, i.e.,
uπi = ui for i ∈ {s + 1, . . . , t}. W.l.o.g. let e ∈ E(X) \ E(Y ). Let ` be the length of the π-orbit
of e. It is the least positive integer such that π ` (e) = e. We claim that π i−1 (e) ∈ E(X)
implies π i (e) ∈ E(X), for 1 ≤ i < `. This contradicts π `−1 (e) 6∈ E(X), which follows from
π ` (e) = e 6∈ E(Y ) because π is an isomorphism from X to Y.
To prove the claim, fix any j ∈ {1, . . . , s} with π i (uj ) 6= uj . Such a j must exist because
otherwise π i (e) = e for i < `, contradicting the definition of `. As uj ∈ C and no two
distinct points in C belong to the same π-orbit, it follows that π i (uj ) 6∈ C, implying that
π i (e) is not q-covered by C and thus cannot be contained in E(X) 4 E(Y ). Finally, as
π is an isomorphism from X to Y, π i−1 (e) ∈ E(X) implies that π i (e) ∈ E(Y ), but since
π i (e) 6∈ E(X) 4 E(Y ), it follows that π i (e) ∈ E(X).
J
I Lemma 3.4. If C is a q-strong vertex cover of X 4 Y such that no two distinct points in C
belong to the same π-orbit, then C ∪ supp(π) is a (q + 1)-strong vertex cover of X 4 Y.
Proof. For all hyperedges e of X 4 Y with |e∩C| ≤ q we have e∩supp(π) 6⊆ C by Lemma 3.3.
Hence, supp(π) covers at least one additional vertex in each such hyperedge.
J
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Algorithm 1 CandidateSetk,d (X 4 Y )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: The symmetric difference X 4 Y of two hypergraphs X 6= Y on vertex
set V = [n] containing some hyperedge of size at most d
Output: A candidate set C of size at most dk that contains for any isomorphism
π ∈ Iso(X, Y ) with |supp(π)| ≤ k two elements belonging to the same π-orbit
C0 ← ∅; q ← 0
while X 4 Y has a (q + 1)-strong vertex cover Cq+1 ⊇ Cq with |Cq+1 | ≤ |Cq | + k
and q < d do q ← q + 1
return Cq

I Lemma 3.5. If C is a q-strong vertex cover for X 4 Y and some hyperedge e of X 4 Y has
size at most q, then C contains two distinct points belonging to the same π-orbit.
Proof. As C is a q-strong vertex cover and e has size at most q it follows that C contains e.
If no two distinct points in C belong to the same π-orbit, then Lemma 3.3 implies that
C does not even contain e ∩ supp(π), a contradiction.
J
Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 suggest the following algorithm for computing a candidate set; it
can be plugged into Schweitzer’s isomorphism test [12, Algorithm 1], cf. Algorithm 2 below.
Observe that, by construction, Algorithm 1 returns a candidate set Cq of size at most dk.
The following lemma shows that Cq also has the other desired property and gives an FPT
bound on the running time of the procedure.
I Lemma 3.6. If X, Y are hypergraphs such that X 4 Y has an hyperedge of size at most d,
and π is an isomorphism from X to Y with |supp(π)| ≤ k, then the set Cq returned by
CandidateSetk,d (X 4 Y ) contains two vertices in the same π-orbit. Moreover, the running
time of the procedure is O(dk+1 poly(N )), where N is the length of the encoding of X 4 Y.
Proof. Observe that C0 = ∅ is a 0-strong vertex cover. Lemma 3.4 guarantees that for
q < d, the condition of the while-loop can only be violated if Cq contains two vertices in
the same π-orbit. Furthermore, Lemma 3.5 guarantees that this also holds in the case that
q reaches the value d.
It remains to show the bound on the running time. The only critical step is to
extend a q-strong vertex cover Cq of X 4 Y to a (q + 1)-strong one Cq+1 in Line 6.
This
can be reduced to finding a hitting set S of size at most k for the hypergraph

e ∈ E(X) 4 E(Y ) e \ Cq 6= ∅ ∧ |e ∩ Cq | = q and taking Cq+1 = Cq ∪ S. The latter
problem is fixed parameter tractable by the classical bounded search tree technique in time
O(dk poly(N )) (see, e.g., [8, Theorem 1.14]).
J
The following is a search version of Schweitzer’s algorithm adapted to hypergraphs.
Finding all isomorphisms of support size at most k is not possible in FPT time; e.g.
between two complete graphs there are Ω(nk ) of them. However, the following lemma shows
that Algorithm 2 finds a meaningful subset of them.
I Lemma 3.7. Let X 6= Y be two hypergraphs on the vertex set V with hyperedge size bounded
by d, and let c, k ∈ N. Then the set returned by ISOk,d (X, Y, c) is a subset of Iso(X, Y )
containing every complexity-minimal isomorphism ϕ from X to Y with |supp(ϕ)|
≤ k and

compl(ϕ) ≤ c. Further, ISOk,d (X, Y, c) runs in time O (dk)O(ck) poly(N ) , where N is the
length of the encodings of X and Y.
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Algorithm 2 ISOk,d (X, Y, c)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Input: Two hypergraphs X and Y on vertex set V = [n] with hyperedge size bounded
by d and a natural number c ≤ k that bounds the recursion depth
Output: A set P of isomorphisms from X to Y
if X 4 Y is empty then return {id}
P ←∅
if c > 0 then
C ← CandidateSetk,d (X 4 Y )
foreach v1 , v2 ∈ C with v1 6= v2 do
P 0 ← ISOk,d (X, Y (v1 v2 ) , c − 1)
P ← P ∪ {ϕ0 · (v1 v2 ) | ϕ0 ∈ P 0 } // compose with (v1 v2 ) ∈ Iso(Y (v1 v2 ) , Y )

return ϕ ∈ P |supp(ϕ)| ≤ k

Proof. Clearly, the set returned by ISOk,d (X, Y, c) only contains isomorphisms from X to Y.
It remains to show that every complexity-minimal isomorphism ϕ from X to Y with
|supp(ϕ)| ≤ k and compl(ϕ) ≤ c is in this set. By Lemma 3.6, the candidate set C contains
two vertices v1 and v2 that belong to the same orbit of ϕ. Thus we get ϕ = ϕ0 · (v1 v2 ) for
some ϕ0 with compl(ϕ0 ) = compl(ϕ) − 1. Note that if ϕ0 6= id then ϕ0 has minimal complexity
in Iso(X, Y (v1 v2 ) ). Indeed, ϕ0 = ϕ1 ϕ02 with ϕ1 ∈ Aut(X) \ {id}, ϕ02 ∈ Iso(X, Y (v1 v2 ) ) and
compl(ϕ0 ) = compl(ϕ1 ) + compl(ϕ02 ) would imply ϕ = ϕ1 ϕ2 with ϕ1 ∈ Aut(X) \ {id},
ϕ2 = ϕ02 · (v1 v2 ) ∈ Iso(X, Y ) and compl(ϕ) = compl(ϕ1 ) + compl(ϕ2 ), contradicting that
ϕ has minimal complexity in Iso(X, Y ).
Now it suffices to show that when v1 and v2 are considered in the loop starting in Line 8,
the permutation ϕ0 is contained in the set returned by ISOk,d (X, Y (v1 v2 ) , c − 1). This follows
by induction on the complexity of ϕ, with the base case ϕ = id taken care of by Line 4.
To show the bound on the running time, it suffices
 to observe that the depth of the
recursion tree is c and, as |C| ≤ dk, there are O (dk)2c recursive calls in total. In each call,
it takes O(dk+1 poly(N )) time to compute C (Lemma 3.6), and the rest of the work is linear
in the size of the recursion tree.
J
We remark that an isomorphism ϕ in the set P returned by ISOk,d has minimal complexity
if and only if there is no σ ∈ P with compl(σ) < compl(ϕ) and compl(ϕ) = compl(ϕσ −1 ) +
compl(σ); note that this condition can be checked in polynomial time.
I Theorem 3.8. Given two hypergraphs
6 Y with hyperedge size bounded by d, it can
 X =
O(k2 )
poly(N ) whether there is an isomorphism from X to Y of
be decided in time O (dk)
support size at most k, where N is the length of the encodings of X and Y.
Proof. The algorithm runs ISOk,d (X, Y, k) and accepts if the returned set is not empty. Every
isomorphism ϕ from X to Y with |supp(ϕ)| ≤ k trivially satisfies compl(ϕ) ≤ k and can be
decomposed by Lemma 2.2, obtaining a minimal-complexity isomorphism ϕ0 from X to Y
with supp(ϕ0 ) ⊆ supp(ϕ). By Lemma 3.7, ϕ0 is in the set returned by ISOk,d (X, Y, k).
J
We conclude this section by showing how to decide the problem
 HGA≤k for hypergraphs
2
with hyperedge size bounded by d in time O (dk)O(k ) poly(N ) .
I Theorem 3.9. Given a hypergraph X on n vertices with hyperedge size bounded by d,
the algorithm AUTk,d (X) enumerates all complexity-minimal automorphisms of X with support size at most k (plus possibly some more that do not have minimal complexity) in
2
O (dk)O(k ) poly(N ) time.
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Algorithm 3 AUTk,d (X)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: A hypergraph X on vertex set V = [n] with hyperedge size bounded by d.
Output: A set P of automorphisms of X.
P ←∅
foreach v1 , v2 ∈ V do
P 0 ← ISOk,d (X, X (v1 v2 ) , k − 1)
P ← P ∪ {ϕ0 · (v1 v2 ) | ϕ0 ∈ P 0 } // compose with the isomorphism (v1 v2 )
from X (v1 v2 ) to X

return ϕ ∈ P |supp(ϕ)| ≤ k

Proof. Clearly, all elements in the returned set are automorphisms of X with support size
at most k. The fact that every complexity-minimal automorphism ϕ with |supp(ϕ)| ≤ k is
found follows from Lemma 3.7 using the same decomposition argument as in the proof of the
latter. Also the time bound follows immediately from Lemma 3.7.
J
We remark that there is no FPT algorithm that enumerates all automorphisms with
support size at most k (including those that do not have minimal support), as e.g. Kn has
Pk
n
i=1 k k! such automorphisms, which is not an FPT number. However, by Lemma 2.2
each σ ∈ Aut(X) \ {id} with support size at most k can be written as a product of minimalcomplexity automorphisms of X with support size at most k. Thus σ ∈ hSi, where S is the
set returned by AUTk,d (X).

4

Bounded color class size

In this section we consider vertex colored hypergraphs using the maximum color class size b
as an additional parameter. We call a colored hypergraph b-bounded if the size of each
of its color classes is bounded by b. We give an FPT algorithm for HGI≤k for b-bounded
hypergraphs. More precisely, given hypergraphs X = (V, E) and Y = (V, E 0 ) along with a
partition C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm } of V into (pairwise disjoint)
 color classes Ci with |Ci | ≤ b,
2
our algorithm will compute in time O (kb!)O(k ) poly(N ) a color-preserving isomorphism
from X to Y of weight at most k (if it exists). For a permutation π ∈ Sym(V ) let C[π] =
{Ci ∈ C | ∃v ∈ Ci : v π 6= v} be the subset of color classes that intersect supp(π). Suppose
π ∈ Iso(X, Y ) is an isomorphism of weight at most k and that C[π] = {Ci1 , Ci2 , . . . , Ci` },
` ≤ k/2. In order to search for the color classes in C[π] we will apply the color-coding
method of Alon-Yuster-Zwick [1]. Consider the FKS [9] family H of perfect hash functions
h : [m] → [`]. We can use each h ∈ H to partition the color classes C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm into
` bags B1 , . . . , B` , where Bj contains all color classes Ci labeled with h(i) = j. Since H is a
perfect family of hash functions, some h ∈ H is good for π in the sense that the color classes
Ci1 , . . . , Ci` all have distinct labels in [`], i.e., {h(i1 ), h(i2 ), . . . , h(i` )} = [`].
For j ∈ [`], we define the hypergraphs Xj = (Vj , Ej ) and Yj = (Vj , Ej0 ) as follows:
S
Vj = Bj , Ej = {e ∩ Vj | e ∈ E}, and Ej0 = {e ∩ Vj | e ∈ E 0 }.
Notice that if h ∈ H is good for the target isomorphism π ∈ Iso(X, Y ), then the restriction
of π to Vj is an isomorphism from Xj to Yj that moves only vertices of exactly one color
class in Bj . We say that a color class Ci ∈ Bj allows to move a hyperedge e ∈ E if there is an
isomorphism π ∈ Iso(Xj , Yj ) that moves only vertices of color class Ci and (e ∩ Vj )π =
6 e ∩ Vj .
We denote the set of all color classes Ci ∈ Bj that allow to move e by Moversj (e) and define
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S`
Movers(e) = j=1 Moversj (e). The next claim shows that the size of Movers(e) is bounded
P`
by j=1 log|Ej0 | ≤ ` log|E 0 | = ` log|E|.
I Claim. For each j ∈ [`] and each hyperedge e ∈ E, there at most log|Ej0 | many color
classes Ci ∈ Bj that allow to move e.
Proof of the claim. Suppose there are t > log|Ej0 | many color classes Cj1 , . . . , Cjt ∈ Bj that
allow to move e. Let πjr ∈ Iso(Xj , Yj ), for r ∈ [t], be corresponding isomorphisms such that
πjr fixes all color classes in Bj except Cjr and (e ∩ Vj )πjr =
6 e ∩ Vj . Clearly, for each subset
Q
Q
T ⊆ [t], the product r∈T πjr is in Iso(Xj , Yj ) and all the images
r∈T πjr (e ∩ Vj ), for
T ⊆ [t], are distinct. Hence the total number of distinct edges in Ej0 , generated as such
images of (e ∩ Vj ), will be 2t > |Ej0 | which is impossible.
J
Now we show the main result of this section. Before proceeding we introduce a definition
that is important for the rest of the paper.
I Definition 4.1.
C = {C1 , . . . , Cm }
(
vπ ,
πC 0 (v) =
v,

Let X = (V, E) and Y = (V, E) be two hypergraphs with color class set
and let π ∈ Sym(V ). For a subset C 0 ⊆ C[π] define the permutation πC 0 as
if v ∈

S

C0,

if v 6∈

S

C0.

An isomorphism π =
6 id from X to Y is said to be color-class-minimal, if for any set C 0 with
0
∅ ( C ( C[π], the permutation πC 0 is not in Iso(X, Y ).
We notice that all isomorphisms having minimal support are also color-class-minimal.
Another immediate consequence of Definition 4.1 is the following lemma for decomposing
automorphisms of hypergraphs.
I Lemma 4.2. Let X = (V, E) be a hypergraph with color class set C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm }.
Each nontrivial automorphism π of X can be written as a product of nontrivial color-classminimal automorphisms π1 , π2 , . . . , π` of X, where the support color class sets C[πi ], for
1 ≤ i ≤ `, are pairwise disjoint and form a partition of the support color class set C[π].
We now describe an algorithm that computes isomorphisms between hypergraphs by
building them color class by color class. Let {B1 , . . . , B` } be a partition of the color class set
C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm } and let k = k1 + · · · + k` . Then we call a permutation π ∈ Sym(V )
(k1 , . . . , k` )-good for {B1 , . . . , B` }, if each bag Bj contains exactly one of the color classes
in C[π] (say Cij ) and |supp(π) ∩ Cij | = kj for j = 1, . . . , `.
The following lemma shows that Algorithm 4 finds a meaningful set of isomorphisms.
I Lemma 4.3. Let X 6= Y be two b-bounded hypergraphs. Then the set returned by the algorithm ColoredIsok1 ,...,k` ,b,B1 ,...,B` (X, Y, id) contains all color-class-minimal isomorphisms ϕ
from X to Y thatare (k1 , . . . , k` )-good for B1 , . . . , B` . Furthermore, Algorithm 4 runs in time
O (b!)k poly(N ) .
Proof. Let ϕ be such an isomorphism, and let π = ϕC 0 for some subset C 0 ( C[ϕ] of the color
classes that intersect supp(ϕ). We show by induction on the number of color classes in C[ϕ]\C 0
touched by supp(ϕ) but not by supp(π) that ColoredIsok1 ,...,k` ,b,B1 ,...,B` (X, Y, π) finds ϕ. If
this number is 0, we have ϕ = π, and Line 5 ensures that ϕ is found. Otherwise, the colorclass-minimality of ϕ implies that π 6∈ Iso(X, Y ). Since ϕ is (k1 , . . . , k` )-good for B1 , . . . , B` ,
S
for any hyperedge e ∈ E(X) with eπ 6∈ E(Y ), there is a bag Bj with supp(π) ∩ Bj = ∅
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Algorithm 4 ColoredIsok1 ,...,k` ,b,B1 ,...,B` (X, Y, π)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Input: Hypergraphs X and Y on vertex set V = C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cm with color classes
Ci of size |Ci | ≤ b and a permutation π ∈ Sym(V )
Output: A set P of color-preserving isomorphisms from X to Y
if π is a (k1 , . . . , k` )-good isomorphism from X to Y for B1 , . . . , B` then
return {π}
else
P ←∅
pick a hyperedge e ∈ E(X) with eπ 6∈ E(Y )
S
foreach bag Bj with supp(π) ∩ Bj = ∅ do
foreach color class C ∈ Moversj (e) do
foreach σ ∈ Sym(V ) with supp(σ) ⊆ C and |supp(σ)| = kj do
P ← P ∪ ColoredIsok1 ,...,k` ,b,B1 ,...,B` (X, Y, πσ)
return P

and a color class C ∈ Moversj (e) such that |C ∩ supp(ϕ)| = kj . By the inductive hypothesis,
ϕ is found in the iteration of the inner loop where σ = ϕ{C} .
To show the bound on the running time, it suffices to observe that the recursion tree
has degree bounded by |Movers(e)| · |Sym(C)| ≤ k log|E| · b! and depth bounded by k/2, and
that all steps in each recursive call can be implemented in O(N ) time.
J
To compute all color-class-minimal isomorphisms between two b-bounded hypergraphs
X 6= Y of support size exactly k, we add an initial branching over all ` ∈ [k] and all FKS
partitions B1 , . . . , B` of C and trying all partitions k = k1 + · · · + k` . This adds only an extra
k O(k) factor and yields the algorithm ColoredIsok,b (X, Y ) for computing all color-classminimal isomorphisms from X to Y of support size exactly k. Further, we can also handle the
case X = Y, i.e., computing all color-class-minimal automorphisms of support size exactly k,
by adding another initial branching over all color classes to choose the first one that is
permuted. This adds the number of vertices n as an additional factor to the running time and
yields the algorithm ColoredAutk,b (X) for computing all color-class-minimal automorphisms
of X with support size exactly k.
I Theorem 4.4. Given two b-bounded hypergraphs X and Y on vertex set V = [n] and k ∈ N,
the set of all color-class-minimal isomorphisms
from X to Y with support size exactly k can

2
be computed in O (kb!)O(k ) poly(N ) time, where N is the size of the input hypergraphs.
As each isomorphism having minimum support size k is also color-class-minimal, we can
state the following corollary.
I Corollary 4.5. There is an algorithm for HGI≤k
 that decides for two given b-bounded
2
hypergraphs X and Y in time O (kb!)O(k ) poly(N ) if there is an isomorphism from X to Y
of weight at most k and computes such an isomorphism if it exists.

5

Shrinking orbits while preserving small weight permutations

In this section, we show how to reduce instances of the PermCode problem to other instances
on subgroups with orbit sizes bounded by the parameter k.
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Algorithm 5 PermCode reduction
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Input: A generating set A of a group G = hAi ≤ Sn and a parameter k
Output: A generating set B for a subgroup hBi ≤ G with orbits of size bounded by k
while G has an orbit O of size more than k do
pick u ∈ O
compute a generating set B for Gu using the Schreier-Sims algorithm [13]
G ← hBi
return B

I Lemma 5.1. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that on input an instance (A, k) of
PermCode, where G = hAi ≤ Sn and k ∈ N, computes an equivalent instance (B, k) with
G0 = hBi ≤ G and the property that every orbit of G0 has size bounded by k. Moreover, for
every π ∈ G with |supp(π)| ≤ k there is a π 0 ∈ G0 with |supp(π 0 )| = |supp(π)|.
Proof. The reduction is an application of the following simple group-theoretic observation.
I Claim. Let O be a G-orbit of size more than k and let u be any point in O. Then,
for any element π ∈ G of support size |supp(π)| ≤ k, there is an element π 0 ∈ Gu with
|supp(π 0 )| = |supp(π)| where Gu = {ϕ ∈ G | uϕ = u}.
To prove the claim, we only have to consider the case that u ∈ supp(π), since otherwise
π ∈ Gu . Let v be a point in O \ supp(π) and let σ ∈ G such that v σ = u. Then it follows
immediately that the permutation π 0 = σ −1 πσ belongs to Gu and has the same support size
as π. The claimed reduction is given by the following simple algorithm that stabilizes points
in orbits of size larger than k until no such orbits exist anymore.
The correctness of the reduction is a direct consequence of the claim above. Further,
the reduction is polynomial-time computable as the Schreier-Sims algorithm has polynomial
running time and the while loop runs for at most n iterations.
J

6

Exact support size

In this section we show that the problem HGA=k of computing automorphisms of support
size exactly k is also solvable in FPT for hypergraphs having hyperedges or color classes of
bounded size. We will first focus on hypergraphs having hyperedges of size bounded by d and
show that the HGA=k problem for such graphs is FPT reducible to the HGA=k problem
for k-bounded hypergraphs.
We stress that Schweitzer’s algorithm [12], for ordinary graphs, cannot guarantee finding
isomorphisms of weight exactly k. This is because exact weight k isomorphisms (and
automorphisms), unless of minimal complexity, may not get enumerated in either Schweitzer’s
algorithm [12] or our generalization in Section 3 to bounded hyperedge size hypergraphs.
However, each weight k automorphism is expressible as a product of automorphisms
enumerated by the search. We state this as a simple corollary of Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.9.
I Corollary 6.1. Let X be a hypergraph with hyperedges of size bounded by d and let S be
the set returned by the algorithm AUTk,d (X). Then the subgroup G = hSi of Aut(X) contains
all automorphisms of X of weight at most k. In particular, G includes all automorphisms of
weight exactly k.
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I Lemma 6.2. Let X = (V, E) be a hypergraph with hyperedges of size bounded by d. In
FPT time we can reduce the search for an exact weight k automorphism of X to finding an
exact weight k automorphism of X that is vertex colored with k-bounded color classes.
Proof. Let X = (V, E) be a hypergraph with hyperedges of size bounded by d. Applying
Theorem 3.9, we can enumerate the set B of all complexity-minimal automorphisms of X
that are of weight at most k. Clearly, any weight at most k automorphism (including the
exact weight k ones) of X is in the subgroup G = hBi of Aut(X). Next, we can apply
Lemma 5.1 to the permutation group G and replace it by the subgroup G0 whose orbits are
of size at most k such that if G has an exact weight k automorphism then G0 also has an
exact weight k automorphism.
We can designate the orbits of G0 (which are all of size at most k) as color classes of X
to obtain a k-bounded hypergraph. I.e. we assign different colors to vertices that are in
different orbits of G0 and consider only color-preserving automorphisms. Clearly, the exact
weight k automorphisms of X that survive in G0 are also color-preserving automorphisms of
this k-bounded colored version of hypergraph X.
J
I Theorem 6.3. There is an algorithm for HGA=k for b-bounded hypergraphs X = (V, E)
2
that decides in time (kb!)O(k ) poly(N ) if there is an exact weight k automorphism of X and
computes such an automorphism if it exists.
Proof. We apply the algorithm of Theorem 4.4 to enumerate the set A of all color-class2
minimal automorphisms of X of weight at most k in time (kb!)O(k ) poly(N ). By Lemma 4.2,
we know that for any exact weight k color-preserving automorphism π of X there is an
` ≤ k such that π is expressible as π = π1 π2 . . . π` , where each πs is a color-class-minimal
automorphism of X of weight at most k and C[πs ], for 1 ≤ s ≤ `, forms a partition of C[π].
I.e. each candidate πs is in the enumerated set A. Let C[π] = {Ci1 , Ci2 , . . . , Cir }, where
r ≤ k (because only k vertices are moved by π).
We will again use color coding [1] to search for the πs , 1 ≤ s ≤ `. Let H be the FKS family
of perfect hash functions h : [m] → [r], where m is the total number of color classes in X,
and r ≤ k, as above, is the number of color classes in C[π]. For each j ∈ [r] define the bags
Bj = {Ci | h(i) = j}. By the property of the FKS family, there is some h such that for
j = 1, . . . , r, each bag Bj contains exactly one color class from C[π]. Notice the following
simple claim.
I Claim. The total number of partitions of the set {i1 , i2 , . . . , ir } into ` sets is bounded by 2r`
and we can cycle through all such partitions in time 2O(r`) .
One of the 2r` many partitions, say I1 t I2 t · · · t I` of {i1 , i2 , . . . , ir } will be the partition
such that C[πs ] = {Ci | i ∈ Is }, 1 ≤ s ≤ `. Assume we are considering this partition
I1 t I2 t · · · t I` . Then in |A| time we partition A into subsets As , with 1 ≤ s ≤ `, defined by

As = ψ ∈ A Ci ∈ C[ψ] iff i ∈ Is .
Finally, we can try all partitions k = k1 + k2 + · · · + k` (there are at most 22k many). For
each partition we look for an element πs of weight exactly ks in As in time |As | poly(N ). J
I Corollary 6.4. There is an algorithm for HGA=k for hypergraphs X with hyperedges of
2
size bounded by d that decides in time dO(k) 2O(k ) poly(N ) if there is an exact weight k
automorphism of X and computes such an automorphism if it exists.
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Proof. By Lemma 6.2 we can transform X = (V, E) into a hypergraph with k-bounded color
classes in time (dk)O(k) poly(|V |, |E|) such that X has an exact weight k automorphism if
and only if there is an exact weight k color-preserving automorphism of X. Hence, we can
apply the algorithm of Theorem 6.3 to solve the problem.
J
I Remark. For the general case of hypergraphs of unbounded edge size it is easy to see that
we have an FPTGI algorithm for the problem HGA=k to find an exact weight k automorphism
(and hence it is unlikely to be W[1]-hard). We use the GI oracle in order to first compute
a generating set for Aut(X) and then using Lemma 5.1 we can reduce the instance to a
k-bounded hypergraph to which Theorem 6.3 can be applied.

7

The Colored Graph Automorphism problem is W[1]-hard

The ColoredGraphAutomorphism problem [5, p. 460] is defined as follows: given a
red/blue graph X = (R, B, E) and the parameter k ∈ N, does X have a color-preserving
automorphism whose support contains exactly k vertices in B (the blue vertices)?
Exercise 9.0.2 in [5] (Exercise 20.3.2 in [6]) is to show that this problem is W[1]-hard. The
book gives a reduction, as hint, from the Weighted Antimonotone 2-CNF-Sat problem.
The exercise is to show that the input formula has a weight k satisfying assignment if and
only if the constructed graph has an automorphism that moves exactly 2k blue vertices. This
hint does not work: the resulting graph has no nontrivial automorphisms. However, we now
present a proof for the W[1]-hardness of ColoredGraphAutomorphism by giving an FPT
reduction from ExactEven, which is known to be W[1]-hard [7].
I Theorem 7.1. ExactEven is FPT reducible to ColoredGraphAutomorphism.
Proof. The reduction is based on a gadget in [3, 14] for simulating a circuit with parity
gates as an instance of Graph Isomorphism.
Let ⊕ denote the addition
in F2 . We define the


undirected graph X2 = (V, E) by V = xa , ya , za a ∈ {0, 1} ∪ ua,b a, b ∈ {0, 1} and

E = (xa , ua,b ), (yb , ua,b ), (ua,b , za⊕b ) a, b ∈ {0, 1} .
This graph gadget simulates a fan-in 2 parity gate. The x and y vertices encode the
inputs of the gate while the z vertices encode the output. Any automorphism in the graph
mapping the input nodes corresponding to any 0-1 input values for the gate, must map the
output nodes according to the value of the parity gate being simulated.
I Lemma 7.2 ([14]). For any a, b ∈ {0, 1}, there is a unique automorphism ϕ of X2 that
maps xi to xa⊕i and yi to yb⊕i for i ∈ {0, 1}. Moreover, this automorphism maps zi to za⊕b⊕i .
For the simulation of a circuit with fan-in 2 parity gates, one has to construct a parity
gadget for each gate, and connect by an edge the output nodes of the gadgets (z nodes)
with the input nodes (x and y nodes) of the corresponding gadget as indicated in the circuit
description. Any automorphism of the constructed graph mapping the input nodes as the
input values of the circuit (x0 to xa if the input value of the x gate is a ∈ {0, 1}) must map
node z0 from the output gate to zb , where b is the output value of the circuit.
Now for the reduction from ExactEven: given a system of equations S, we construct a
red/blue graph X = (R, B, E) in the following way: For every variable ei in the system we
define two blue vertices e0i and e1i in B. These are the only blue vertices in the construction.
For every equation ei,1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ei,ki = 0 in S we want to translate the property that the
number of variables being set to 1 in this equation has to be even. For this, we can consider
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the circuit (formula) of fan-in 2 parity gates that computes the addition modulo 2 of the
variables in the equation, and transform this circuit into a graph as described above. To
ensure that no automorphism permutes the vertices z0 and z1 of the output gate, we add an
additional neighbor to z0 . To ensure that any automorphism stabilizes the set {e0i , e1i } for
each i, we add a vertex ei adjacent to both e0i and e1i , and also add i additional neighbors
to ei . Now there is an assignment with exactly k ones satisfying all the equations in the
system if and only if there is an automorphism in X moving exactly 2k blue vertices.
J
Acknowledgments. We thank the anonymous referees for their valuable comments.
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Abstract
We are considering distributed network computing, in which computing entities are connected by a
network modeled as a connected graph. These entities are located at the nodes of the graph, and
they exchange information by message-passing along its edges. In this context, we are adopting
the classical framework for local distributed decision, in which nodes must collectively decide
whether their network configuration satisfies some given boolean predicate, by having each node
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then it is known that not every Turing-decidable network property can be decided locally.
In this paper, we show that every Turing-decidable network property can be decided locally if
nodes are running alternating Turing machines (ATM), and this holds even if nodes are bounded
to perform identity-oblivious guesses. More specifically, we show that, for every network property,
there is a local algorithm for ATMs, with at most 2 alternations, that decides that property. To
this aim, we define a hierarchy of classes of decision tasks where the lowest level contains tasks
solvable with TMs, the first level those solvable with NTMs, and level k contains those tasks
solvable with ATMs with k alternations. We characterize the entire hierarchy, and show that
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1

Introduction

1.1

Context and objective

In the framework of network computing, distributed decision is the ability to check the legality
of network configurations using a distributed algorithm. In this paper, we are interested in
local distributed decision. We insist on locality, as we want the checking protocols to avoid
involving long-distance communications across the network, for they are generally costly
and potentially unreliable. More specifically, we consider the standard LOCAL model of
computation in networks [14]. Nodes are assumed to be given distinct identities, and each
node executes the same algorithm, which proceeds in synchronous rounds where all nodes
start at the same time. In each round, every node sends messages to its neighbors, receives
messages from its neighbors, and performs some individual computation. The model does not
limit the amount of data sent in the messages, neither it limits the amount of computation
that is performed by a node during a round. Indeed, the model places emphasis on the
number of rounds before every node can output, as a measure of locality. (Note however
that, up to some exceptions, our positive results involve messages of logarithmic size, and
polynomial-time computation). A local algorithm is a distributed algorithm A satisfying
that there exists a constant t ≥ 0 such that A terminates in at most t rounds in all networks,
for all inputs. The parameter t is called the radius of A. In other words, in every network
G, and for all inputs to the nodes of G, every node executing A just needs to collect all
information present in the t-ball around it in order to output, where the t-ball of u is the
ball BG (u, t) = {v ∈ V (G) : dist(u, v) ≤ t}.
The objective of the paper is to determine what network properties can be decided locally,
as a function of the individual computing power of the nodes.
Following the guidelines of [6], we define a configuration as a pair (G, x) where G = (V, E)
is a connected simple undirected graph, and x : V (G) → {0, 1}∗ is a function assigning an
input x(u) to every node u ∈ V . A distributed language L is a set of configurations (we
consider only Turing-decidable sets). A configuration (G, x) ∈ L is said to be legal w.r.t. L.
Note that the membership of a configuration in a distributed language is independent of
the identity that may be assigned to the nodes in the LOCAL model (this is because one
may want to study the same language under different computational models, including ones
that assume anonymous nodes). The class LD is the set of all distributed languages that
are locally decidable. That is, LD is the class of all distributed languages L for which there
exists a local algorithm A satisfying that, for every configuration (G, x),
(G, x) ∈ L ⇐⇒ A accepts (G, x)
where one says that A accepts if it accepts at all nodes. More formally, given a graph G, let
ID(G) be the set of all injective functions from V (G) to positive integers, i.e., ID(G) denote
the set of all possible identity assignments to the nodes of G. Then LD is the class of all
distributed languages L for which there exists a local algorithm A satisfying the following:
for every configuration (G, x),
(G, x) ∈ L
(G, x) ∈
/L

⇒
⇒

∀id ∈ ID(G), ∀u ∈ V (G), AG,x,id (u) = accept
∀id ∈ ID(G), ∃u ∈ V (G), AG,x,id (u) = reject

where AG,x,id (u) is the output of Algorithm A running on the instance (G, x) with identityassignment id, at node u. For instance, the language prop-col, composed of all (connected)
properly colored graphs, is in LD. Similarly, the class LCL of “locally checkable labelings”,
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defined in [13], satisfies LCL ⊆ LD. In fact, LCL is precisely LD restricted to configurations
on graphs with constant maximum degree, and inputs of constant size.
The class NLD is the non-deterministic version of LD, i.e., the class of all distributed
languages L for which there exists a local algorithm A verifying L, i.e., satisfying that, for
every configuration (G, x),
(G, x) ∈ L ⇐⇒ ∃c, A accepts (G, x) with certificate c.
More formally, NLD is the class of all distributed languages L for which there exists a local
algorithm A satisfying the following: for every configuration (G, x),
(G, x) ∈ L
(G, x) ∈
/L

⇒
⇒

∃c ∈ C(G), ∀id ∈ ID(G), ∀u ∈ V (G), AG,x,c,id (u) = accepts
∀c ∈ C(G), ∀id ∈ ID(G), ∃u ∈ V (G), AG,x,c,id (u) = rejects

where C(G) is the class of all functions c : V (G) → {0, 1}∗ , assigning certificate c(u) to each
node u. Note that the certificates c may depend on the network and on the input to the
nodes, but should be set independently of the actual identity assignment to the nodes of the
network. In the following, for the sake of simplifying the notations, we shall omit specifying
the domain sets C(G) and ID(G) unless they are not clear from the context. It follows from
the above that NLD is a class of distributed languages that can be locally verified, in the sense
that, on legal instances, certificates can be assigned to nodes by a prover so that a verifier
A accepts, and, on illegal instances, the verifier A rejects (i.e., at least one node rejects)
systematically, and cannot be fooled by any fake certificate. For instance, the language
tree = {(G, x) : G is a tree}
is in NLD, by selecting a root r of the given tree, and assigning to each node u a counter
c(u) equal to its hop-distance to r. If the given (connected) graph contains a cycle, then no
counters could be assigned to fool an algorithm checking that, at each node u with c(u) 6= 0,
a unique neighbor v satisfies c(v) < c(u). In [5], NLD was proved to be exactly the class of
distributed languages that are closed under lift.
Finally, [6] defined the randomized versions BPLDp,q and BPNLDp,q , of the aforementioned
classes LD and NLD, respectively, by replacing the use of a deterministic algorithm with
the use of a randomized algorithm characterized by its probability p of acceptance for legal
instances, and its probability q of rejection for illegal instances. By defining BPNLD =
∪p2 +q≥1 BPNLDp,q , the landscape of local decision was pictured as follows:
LD ⊂ NLD ⊂ BPNLD = All
where all inclusions are strict, and All is the set of all distributed languages. That is, every
distributed language can be locally verified with constant success probabilities p and q, for
some p and q satisfying p2 + q ≥ 1. In other words, by combining non-determinism with
randomization, one can decide any given distributed language.

1.2

Our contributions

Following up the approach recently applied to distributed graph automata in [15], and to the
CONGEST model in [2], we observe that the class LD and NLD are in fact the basic levels of
loc
loc
a “local hierarchy” defined as follows. Let Σloc
0 = Π0 = LD, and, for k ≥ 1, let Σk be the
class of all distributed languages L for which there exists a local algorithm A satisfying that,
for every configuration (G, x),
(G, x) ∈ L ⇐⇒ ∃c1 , ∀c2 , . . . , Qck , A accepts (G, x) with certificates c1 , c2 , . . . , ck
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NLD = Σloc
2

All = Πloc
2
miss
exts

Πloc
1
iter
LD

miss↑
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and

tree

co-NLD

co-Πloc
1

miss↑

iter
co-LD
diamk

amos

or

Figure 1 Relations between the different decision classes of the local hierarchy (the definitions of
the various languages can be found in the text).

where the quantifiers alternate, and Q is the universal quantifier if k is even, and the
existential one if k is odd. The class Πloc
k is defined similarly, by starting with a universal
quantifier, instead of an existential one. A local algorithm A insuring membership to a
loc
loc
class C ∈ {Σloc
k , k ≥ 0} ∪ {Πk , k ≥ 0} is called a C-algorithm. Hence, NLD = Σ1 , and, for
loc
loc
instance, Π2 is the class of all distributed languages L for which there exists a Π2 -algorithm,
that is, a local algorithm A satisfying the following: for every configuration (G, x),
(G, x) ∈ L ⇒ ∀c1 , ∃c2 , ∀id, ∀u ∈ V (G), AG,x,c1 ,c2 ,id (u) = accept;
(G, x) ∈
/ L ⇒ ∃c1 , ∀c2 , ∀id, ∃u ∈ V (G), AG,x,c1 ,c2 ,id (u) = reject.

(1)

Our main results are the following.
loc
loc
I Theorem 1. LD ⊂ Πloc
1 ⊂ NLD = Σ2 ⊂ Π2 = All, where all inclusions are strict.
loc
loc
loc
That is, Πloc
1 ⊃ Π0 , while Σ2 = Σ1 , and the whole local hierarchy collapses to the
loc
second level, at Π2 . In other words, while not every Turing-decidable network property can
be decided locally if nodes are running non-deterministic Turing machines (NTM), Theorem 1
says that every Turing-decidable network property can be decided locally if nodes are running
alternating Turing machines (ATM). More specifically, for every network property, there is a
local algorithm for ATMs, with at most 2 alternations, that decides that property.
We complete our description of the local hierarchy by a collection of separation and
completeness results regarding the different classes and co-classes in the hierarchy. In
particular, we revisit the completeness results in [6], and show that the notion of reduction
introduced in this latter paper is too strong, and may allow a language outside NLD to
be reduced to a language in NLD. We introduce a more restricted form of local reduction,
called label-preserving, which does not have this undesirable property, and we establish the
following.

I Theorem 2. NLD and Πloc
2 have complete distributed languages under local label-preserving
reductions.
Finally, Figure 1 summarizes all our separation results.

1.3

Related Work

Several form of “local hierarchies” have been investigated in the literature, with the objective
of understanding the power of local computation, and/or for the purpose of designing
verification mechanisms for fault-tolerant computing. In particular, [15] has investigated the
case of distributed graph automata, where the nodes are finite automata, and the network is
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anonymous (which are weaker assumptions than those in our setting), but also assuming an
arbitrary global interpretation of the individual decisions of the nodes (which is a stronger
assumption than those in our setting). It is shown that all levels Σaut
k , k ≥ 0, of the resulting
hierarchy are separated, and that the whole local hierarchy is exactly composed of the MSO
(monadic second order) formulas on graphs.
In the framework of distributed computing, where the computing entities are Turing
machines, proof-labeling schemes (PLS) [8], extended to locally checkable proofs (LCP) [7],
give the ability to certify predicates using certificates that can take benefits of the node
identities. That is, for the same network predicate, and the same legal network configuration,
the distributed proof that this configuration is legal may be different if the node identities
are different. In this context, the whole hierarchy collapses at the first level, with Σlcp
1 = All.
However, this holds only if the certificates can be as large as Ω(n2 ) bits. In [2], the class
LogLCP [7], which bounds the certificate to be of size O(log n) bits is extended to a hierarchy
that fits to the CONGEST model. In particular, it is shown that MST stands at the second
level ΠLogLCP
of that hierarchy, while there are languages outside the hierarchy.
2
In [6], the authors introduced the model investigated in this paper. In particular, they
defined and characterized the class NLD, which is nothing else than Σloc
1 , that is, the class
of languages that have a proof-labeling scheme in which the certificates are not depending
on the node identities. It is proved that, while NLD 6= All, randomization helps a lot, as
the randomized version BPNLD of NLD satisfies BPNLD = All. It is also proved that, with
the oracle #nodes providing each node with the number of nodes in the network, we get
NLD#nodes = All. Interestingly, it was proved [5] that restricting the verification algorithms
for NLD to be identity-oblivious, that is, enforcing that each node decides the same output for
every identity-assignment to the nodes in the network, does not reduce the ability to verify
languages. This is summarized by the equality NLDO = NLD where the “O” in NLDO stands
for identity-oblivious. In contrast, it was recently proved that restricting the algorithms to
be identity-oblivious reduces the ability to decide languages locally, i.e., LDO ( LD (see [4]).
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the ability to decide a distributed language locally has
impact on the ability to design construction algorithms [12] for that language (i.e., computing
outputs x such that the configuration (G, x) is legal w.r.t. the specification of the task). For
instance, it is known that if L is locally decidable, then any randomized local construction
algorithm for L can be derandomized [13]. This result has been recently extended [1] to
the case of languages that are locally decidable by a randomized algorithm (i.e., extended
from LD to BPLD according to the notations in [6]). More generally, the reader is invited to
consult [3, 9, 10, 11, 14, 16] for good introductions to local computing, and/or samples of
significant results related to local computing.

2

All languages are Πloc
2 decidable

In this section, we show the last equality of Theorem 1.
I Proposition 3. Πloc
2 = All.
Proof. Let L be a distributed language. We give an explicit Πloc
2 -algorithm for L, i.e., a
local algorithm A such that, for every configuration (G, x), Eq. (1) is satisfied. For this
purpose, we describe the distributed certificates c1 and c2 . Intuitively, the certificate c1 aims
at convincing each node that (G, x) 6∈ L, while c2 aims at demonstrating the opposite. More
precisely, at each node u in a configuration (G, x), the certificate c1 (u) is interpreted as a
triple (M (u), data(u), index(u)) where M (u) is an m × m boolean matrix, data(u) is a linear
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array with m entries, and index(u) ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Informally, c1 (u) aims at proving to node u
that it is node labeled index(u) in the m-node graph with adjacency matrix M (u), and that
the whole input data is data(u). We denote by n the number of nodes of the actual graph G.
For a legal configuration (G, x) ∈ L, given c1 , the certificate c2 is then defined as follows.
It is based on the identification of a few specific nodes, that we call witnesses. Intuitively,
a witness is a node enabling to demonstrate that the structure of the configuration (G, x)
does not fit with the given certificate c1 . Let dist(u, v) denote the distance between any two
nodes u and v in the actual network G, that is, dist(u, v) equals the number of edges of a
shortest path between u and v in G. A certificate c2 (u) is of the form (f (u), σ(u)) where
f (u) ∈ {0, . . . , 4} is a flag, and σ(u) ∈ {0, 1}∗ depends on the value of the flag.
6 v 0 such that (M (v), data(v)) 6= (M (v 0 ), data(v 0 )),
Case 0. There are two adjacent nodes v =
or there is at least one node v in which c1 (v) cannot be read as a triple (M (v), data(v), index(v)).
Then we set one of these nodes as witness w, and we set c2 (u) = (0, dist(u, w)) at every
node u.
Otherwise, i.e., if the pair (M (u), data(u)) is identical to some pair (M, data) at every node u:
Case 1. (G, x) is isomorphic to (M, data), preserving the inputs, denoted by (G, x) ∼
(M, data), and index() represents the isomorphism. Then we set c2 (u) = (1) at every node u.
Case 2. n > m, i.e., |V (G)| is larger than the dimension m of M , or index() is not injective.
Then we set the certificate c2 (u) = (2, i, d(u, w), d(u, w0 )) where i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, and w 6= w0
are two distinct nodes such that index(w) = index(w0 ) = i. These two nodes w and w0 are
both witnesses.
Case 3. n < m and index() is injective. Then we set c2 (u) = (3, i) where i ∈ {1, . . . , m} is
such that index(v) 6= i for every node v.
Case 4. n = m and index() is injective, but (G, x) is not isomorphic to (M, data). Then
we set as witness a node w whose neighborhood in (G, x) does not fit with what it should be
according to (M, data), and we set c2 (u) = (4, d(u, w)) for every node u.
The local verification algorithm A then proceeds as follows. First, every node u checks
whether its flag f (u) in c2 (u) is identical to all the ones of its neighbors, and between 0
and 4. If not, then u rejects. Otherwise, u carries on executing the verification procedure.
Its behavior depends on the value of its flag.
If f (u) = 0, then u checks that at least one of its neighbors has a distance to the witness
that is smaller than its own distance. A node with distance 0 to the witness checks that
there is indeed an inconsistency with its c1 certificate (i.e., its c1 certificate cannot be
read as a pair matrix-data, or its c1 certificate is distinct from the one of its neighbors).
Every node accepts or rejects accordingly.
If f (u) = 1, then u accepts or rejects according to whether (M (u), data(u)) ∈ L (recall
that, by definition, we consider only distributed languages L that are Turing-decidable).
If f (u) = 2, then u checks that it has the same index i in its certificate c2 as all its
neighbors. If that is not the case, then it rejects. Otherwise, it checks each of the two
distances in its certificate c2 separately, each one as in the case where f (u) = 0. A node
with one of the two distances equal to 0 also checks that its c1 index is equal to the
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index i in c2 . If that is not the case, or if its two distances are equal to 0, then it rejects.
If all the test are passed, then u accepts.
If f (u) = 3, then u accepts if and only if it has the same index i in its c2 certificate as all
its neighbors, and index(u) 6= i.
If f (u) = 4, then u checks the distances as in the case where f (u) = 0. A node with
distance 0 also checks that its neighborhood in the actual configuration (G, x) is not what
it should be according to (M, data). It accepts or rejects accordingly.
To prove the correctness of this Algorithm A, let us first consider a legal configuration
(G, x) ∈ L. We show that the way c2 is defined guarantees that all nodes accept, because
c2 correctly pinpoints inconsistencies in c1 , witnessing any attempt of c1 to certify that the
actual configuration is illegal. Indeed, in Case 0, by the setting of c2 , all nodes but the
witness accept. Also, the witness itself accepts because it does witness the inconsistency of
the c1 certificate. In Case 1, all nodes accept because (G, x) ∼ (M, data) and (G, x) ∈ L. In
Case 2, by the setting of c2 , all nodes but the witnesses accept, and the witnesses accept too
because each one checks that it is the vertex with index i in M . In Case 3, all nodes accept
by construction of the certificate c2 . Finally, in Case 4, by the setting of c2 , all nodes but
the witness accept. Also, the witness itself accepts because, as in Case 0, it does witness the
inconsistency of the c1 certificate. So, in all cases, all nodes accept, as desired.
We are now left with the case of illegal configurations. Let (G, x) ∈
/ L be such an illegal
configuration. We set c1 (u) = (M, data, index(u)) where (M, data) ∼ (G, x) and index(u) is
the index of node u in the adjacency matrix M and the array data. We show that, for any
certificate c2 , at least one node rejects. Indeed, for all nodes to accept, they need to have
the same flag in c2 . This flag cannot be 1 because, if f (u) = 1 then u checks the legality of
(M, data). In all other cases, the distance checking should be passed at all nodes for them
to accept. Thus, the flag is distinct from 0 and 4 because every radius-1 ball in (G, x) fits
with its description in (M, data). Also, the flag is distinct from 2 because there are no two
distinct nodes with the same index i in the c1 certificate. Finally, also the flag is distinct
from 3, because, by the setting of c1 , every index in {1, . . . , n} appears at some node, and
this node would reject. Hence, all cases lead to contradiction, that is, not all nodes can
accept, as desired.
J
To conclude the section, let us define a simple decision task in Πloc
2 \ NLD. Let exts,
which stands for “exactly two selected” be the following language. We set (G, x) ∈ exts
if x(u) ∈ {⊥, >} for every u ∈ V (G), and |{u ∈ V (G) : x(u) = >}| = 2. Proving that
exts ∈
/ NLD is easy using the following characterization of NLD. Let t ≥ 1. A configuration
(G0 , x0 ) is a t-lift of a configuration (G, x) iff there exists a mapping φ : V (G0 ) → V (G) that,
for every u ∈ V (G0 ), induces an isomorphism between BG (φ(u), t) and BG0 (u, t), preserving
inputs (i.e., x(φ(u)) = x0 (u) for all u ∈ V (G0 )). A distributed language L is closed under lift
if there exists t ≥ 1 such that, for every (G, x), we have (G, x) ∈ L implies (G0 , x0 ) ∈ L for
every (G0 , x0 ) that is a t-lift of (G, x).
I Lemma 4 ([5]). NLD is the class of distributed languages closed under lift.
Since exts is not closed under lift, it results from Lemma 4 that exts ∈
/ NLD.

3

On the impact of the last universal quantifier

loc
In this section, we prove the part of Theorem 1 related to the two classes Πloc
1 and Σ2 .
These two classes have in common that the universal quantifier is positioned last. It results
that these two classes seem to be limited, as witnessed by the following two propositions.
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Figure 2 An illustration of the distributed language iter.

I Proposition 5. Σloc
2 = NLD.
To show that Πloc
1 6= NLD, we consider the language alts, which stands for “at least two
selected”. (Note that alts is the complement of the language amos introduced in [6], where
amos stands for “at most one selected”). We set (G, x) ∈ alts if x(u) ∈ {⊥, >} for every
node u ∈ V (G), and |{u ∈ V (G) : x(u) = >}| ≥ 2. To separate NLD and Πloc
1 , we show that
alts ∈ NLD \ Πloc
.
1
I Proposition 6. Πloc
1 ⊂ NLD (the inclusion is strict).
While Πloc
1 is in NLD, the universal quantifier adds some power compared to LD. We
loc
show that LD =
6 Πloc
1 by exhibiting a language in Π1 \ LD. Note that the existence of this
language is not straightforward as it must involve Turing-computability issues. Indeed, if one
does not insist on the fact that the local algorithm must be a Turing-computable function,
then the two classes LD and Πloc
1 would be identical. For instance, given a t-round algorithm
A deciding a language L in Πloc
1 , one could define the following mechanism for deciding the
same language in LD. Given a t-ball B centered at u, node u accepts if and only if there are
no certificate assignments to the nodes of B that could lead A to reject at u. However, this
mechanism is not a Turing-computable function. Interestingly, NLD would still not collapse
to LD even if using non Turing-computable decision mechanisms. To see why, assume that
we are given the ability to try all possible certificates of an NLD algorithm A. The simple
decision mechanism at every node u consisting in rejecting at u as long as A rejects one of
the certificates at u, which works fine for Πloc
1 , does not work for NLD. Indeed, a node that
rejects a configuration for some certificate cannot safely reject because it might be a legal
configuation with an incorrect certificate. We show that, in fact, Πloc
1 \ LD 6= ∅.
I Proposition 7. LD ⊂ Πloc
1 where the inclusion is strict.
Proof. We describe the distributed language iter, which stands for “iteration”. Let M
be a Turing machine, and let us enumerate lexicographically all the states of the system
tape-machine where M starts its execution on the blank tape, with the head at the beginning
of the tape. We define the function fM : N → N by fM (0) = 0, fM (1) = 1, and, for i > 1,
fM (i) equal to the index of the system state after one step of M from system state i. We
define iter as the collection of configurations (G, x) representing two sequences of iterations
of a function fM on different inputs a and b (see Figure 2).
More precisely, let M be a Turing machine, and let a and b be two non-negative integers.
We define the following family of configurations (see Figure 2). A configuration in iter
mainly consists of a path P with a special node v, called the pivot, identified in this path.
So P = LvR where L and R are subpaths, respectively called left path and right path.
All nodes of the path are given the machine M as input, and the pivot v is also given a
and b as inputs. The node of the left path (resp., right path) at distance i from v is given
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a value fi,L (resp., fi,R ) as input. To be in the language, it is required that, for every i,
(i)
(i)
fi,L = fM (a) and fi,R = fM (b), where g (i) denotes the ith iterated of a function g. Let u`
and ur be the two nodes at the extremity of the left path and of the right path, respectively.
The configuration is in the language if and only if the f -values at both extremities of the
path P are 0 or 1, and at least one of them is equal to 0. That is, the configuration is in the
language if and only if:
(f|L|,L ∈ {0, 1} and f|R|,R ∈ {0, 1}) and (f|L|,L = 0 or f|R|,R = 0).

(2)

In fact, for technical reasons, it is also required that both |L| and |R| are powers of 2. Indeed,
on top of L and R are two complete binary trees TL and TR , respectively, with horizontal
paths connecting nodes of the same depth in each tree (see Figure 2). The nodes of L and R
are the leaves of these two trees. Finally, every node u of the graph receives as input a pair
of labels (`1 , `2 ) ∈ {0, 1, 2}2 . The label `1 is the distance modulo 3 from u to the right-most
node (resp., left-most node) of the path if u is an internal node of TL (resp., TR ), and, for
nodes in the path P , `1 is simply the distance modulo 3 from the pivot v. The label `2 is the
height of the node in its tree modulo 3. (The pivot, which belongs to none of the trees, has
height 0). A configuration (G, x) ∈ iter if and only if (G, x) satisfies all the above conditions
with respect to the given machine M .
In other words, fM is defined so that 1 denotes the rejecting state with any tape content,
and any head position, while 0 denotes the accepting state with any tape content, and any
head position. All the other configurations uniquely identify the entire tape content, the
head position, and the current non halting state. In essence, when the machine switches
from some configuration i > 1 to another configuration j > 1, we keep track of the tape
content and the head position. If the machine halts, then we discard the tape content as
(i)
well as the head position, and we simply set fM equal to 0 or 1 accordingly. A configuration
is in the language if the machine terminates on both inputs a and b, and accepts at least one
of these two inputs.
Let us consider a weaker version of iter, denoted by iter− where the condition of
Eq. (2) is replaced by just: f|L|,L ∈ {0, 1} and f|R|,R ∈ {0, 1}. Thanks to the labeling
(`1 , `2 ) at each node, which “rigidifies” the structure, we have iter− ∈ LD using the same
arguments as the ones in [4]. Moreover, iter ∈ Πloc
1 . To see why, we describe a local
algorithm A using certificates. The algorithm first checks whether (G, x) ∈ iter− . All nodes,
but the pivot v, decide according to this checking. If the pivot rejected (G, x) ∈ iter− ,
then it rejects in A as well. Otherwise, it carries on its decision process by interpreting its
(k)
(k)
certificate as a non-negative integer k, and accepts in A unless fM (a) = 1 and fM (b) = 1.
To show the correctness of A, let (G, x) ∈ iter. We have f|L|,L = 0 or f|R|,R = 0, i.e.,
(|L|)

(|R|)

(|L|)

(k)

fM (a) = 0 or fM (b) = 0. W.l.o.g., assume fM (a) = 0. If k ≥ |L| then fM (a) = 0
(k)
since fM (0) = 0, and thus v accepts. If k < |L| then fM (a) 6= 1 since fM (1) = 1, and thus v
accepts. Therefore, all certificates lead to acceptance. Let us now consider (G, x) ∈
/ iter.
If (G, x) ∈
/ iter− then at least one node rejects, independently of the certificate. So, we
(|L|)
(|R|)
assume that (G, x) ∈ iter− \ iter. Thus, fM (a) = 1 and fM (b) = 1. The certificate is
set to k = max{|L|, |R|}. Let us assume, w.l.o.g., that k = |L| ≥ |R|. By this setting, we
(k)
(k)
have fM (a) = 1. Moreover, since k ≥ |R|, and since fM (1) = 1, we get that fM (b) = 1.
loc
Therefore, A rejects, as desired. Thus, iter ∈ Π1 .
It remains to show that iter ∈
/ LD. Let us assume, for the purpose of contradiction,
that there exists a t-round algorithm A deciding iter. Since iter− ∈ LD, this algorithm
(|L|)
(|R|)
is able to distinguish an instance with fM (a) = 1 and fM (b) = 1 from instances in
(|L|)
(|R|)
which fM (a) 6= 1 or fM (b) 6= 1. Observe that a node at distance greater than t from
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the pivot can gather information related to only one of the two inputs a and b. Therefore,
(|L|)
(|R|)
(|L|)
the distinction between the case fM (a) = 1 and fM (b) = 1 and the case fM (a) 6= 1 or
(|R|)
fM (b) 6= 1 can only be made by a node at distance at most t from the pivot. Therefore,
by simulating A at all nodes in the ball of radius t around v, with identities between 1 and
the size of the ball of radius 2t around the pivot, a sequential algorithm can determine,
given a Turing machine M , and given a and b, whether there exist ` and r such that
(`)
(r)
fM (a) = fM (b) = 1 or not, which is actually Turing undecidable. This contradiction implies
that, indeed, iter ∈
/ LD.
J

4

Complement classes

Given a class C of distributed languages, the class co-C is composed of all distributed languages
L such that L̄ ∈ C, where L̄ = {(G, x) ∈
/ L}. For instance, co-Πloc
1 is the class of languages L
for which there exists a local algorithm A such that, for every configuration (G, x),
(G, x) ∈ L ⇒ ∃c, ∀id, ∃u ∈ V (G), AG,x,c,id (u) = accepts;
(G, x) ∈
/ L ⇒ ∀c, ∀id, ∀u ∈ V (G), AG,x,c,id (u) = rejects.
Note in particular, that the rejection must now be unanimous, while the acceptance requires
only one node to accept. Let us define the following two languages: each input to every
node belongs to {true, false} = {1, 0}, and a configuration is in and (resp., in or) if and
only if the logical conjunction (resp., disjunction) of the inputs is true. These two languages
enable to separate LD from its co-class. Indeed, or ∈
/ LD as every node that sees only zeros
must accept because there might exist far away nodes with input 1. Hence, an all-0 instance
would be accepted, which is incorrect. Instead, and ∈ LD: every node accepts if and only if
its input is 1. The class LD ∩ co-LD is quite restricted. Nevertheless, it contains distributed
languages such as diamk , the class of graphs with diameter at most k, for any fixed k. We
have the following separation.
loc
I Proposition 8. or ∈ co-LD \ Πloc
1 , and and ∈ LD \ co-Π1 .

Similarly, the languages alts and amos introduced in the proof of Proposition 6 enable
to separate NLD from its co-class. Indeed, alts = amos, alts is closed under lift, and amos
is not closed under lift. Moreover, consider the language exts defined at the end of Section 2.
Both exts and exts are not closed under lift. So, overall, by Lemma 4, we get:
I Proposition 9. alts ∈ NLD \ co-NLD, amos ∈ co-NLD \ NLD, and exts ∈
/ NLD ∪ co-NLD.
More interesting is the position of the Πloc
1 w.r.t. NLD and co-NLD:
loc
I Proposition 10. Πloc
1 ∪ co-Π1 ⊂ NLD ∩ co-NLD, where the inclusion is strict.

5

Complete problems

In this section, we prove Theorem 2. Let G be a connected graph, and U be a set (typically,
U
U = {0, 1}∗ ). Let e : V (G) → U , and let S : V (G) → 22 . That is, e assigns an
element e(u) ∈ U to every node u ∈ V (G), and S assigns a collection of sets S(u) =
{S1 (u), . . . , Sku (u)} to every node u ∈ V (G), with ku ≥ 1 and Si : V (G) → 2U for every
i ≥ 1. We say that S covers e if and only if there exists u ∈ V (G), and there exists
i ∈ {1, . . . , ku }, such that Si (u) = {e(v) | v ∈ V (G)}. In [6], the authors defined the language
cover = {(G, x) : ∀u ∈ V (G), x(u) = (S(u), e(u)) such that S covers e}
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and proved that cover is the “most difficult decision task”, in the sense that every distributed
language can be locally reduced to cover. However cover is closed under lift as lifting does
not create new elements and preserves the sets. Therefore, by Lemma 4, cover ∈ NLD.1
This is in contradiction with the claim in [6] regarding the hardness of cover. The reason
for this contradiction is that the local reduction used in [6] for reducing any language to
cover is too strong. Indeed, it transforms a configuration (G, x) into a configuration (G, x0 )
where the certificates used for proving x0 may depend on the identities of the nodes in G.
loc
This is in contradiction with the definitions of the classes Σloc
k and Πk , k ≥ 0, for which the
certificates must be independent of the identity assignment. In this section, we show that
completeness results can be obtained using a more constrained notion of reduction which
preserves the membership to the classes.
Recall from [6] that a local reduction of L to L0 is a local algorithm R which maps any
configuration (G, x) to a configuration (G, y), where y = R(G, x, id) may depend on the
identity assignment id, such that: (G, x) ∈ L if and only if, for every identity assignment
id to the nodes of G, (G, y) ∈ L0 where y = R(G, x, id). Ideally, we would like R to be
identity-oblivious, that is, such that the output of each node does not depend on the identity
assignment, but this appears to be too restrictive. So, instead, we use a concept somewhat
intermediate between identity-oblivious reduction and the unconstraint reduction in [6].
I Definition 11. Let C be a class of distributed languages, and let L and L0 be two distributed
languages. Let A be a C-algorithm deciding L0 , and let R be a local reduction of L to L0 .
We say that (R, A) is label-preserving for (L, L0 ) if and only if, for any configuration (G, x),
the existential certificates used by the prover in A for (G, y) where y = R(G, x, id) are the
same for all identity assignments id to G.
The following result shows that the notion of reduction in Definition 11 preserves the
classes of distributed languages.
I Lemma 12. Let C be a class of distributed languages. Let L and L0 be two distributed
languages with L0 ∈ C, and let (R, A) be a label-preserving local reduction for (L, L0 ). Then
L ∈ C.
We now exhibit a language that is among the hardest decision tasks, under local labelpreserving reductions. In the following decision task, every node u of a configuration (G, x)
is given a family F(u) of configurations, each described by an adjacency matrix representing
a graph, and a 1-dimensional array representing the inputs to the nodes of that graph.
In addition, every node u has an input string x0 (u) ∈ {0, 1}∗ . Hence, (G, x0 ) is also a
configuration. The actual configuration (G, x) is legal if (G, x0 ) is missing in all families F(u)
for every u ∈ V (G), i.e., (G, x0 ) ∈
/ F where F = ∪u∈V (G) F(u). In short, we consider the
language
miss = {(G, x) : ∀u ∈ V (G), x(u) = (F(u), x0 (u)) and (G, x0 ) ∈
/ F}
We show that miss is among the hardest decision tasks, under local label-preserving reductions.
Note that miss ∈
/ NLD (it is not closed under lift: it may be the case that (G, x0 ) ∈
/ F but a
0
lift of (G, x ) is in F).
I Proposition 13. miss is Πloc
2 -complete under local label-preserving reductions.
1

In fact, one can show that there exists a local verification algorithm for cover using certificates of size
quasi linear in n whenever the ground set U is of polynomial size.
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Proof. Let L be a distributed language. We describe a local label-preserving reduction
(R, A) for (L, miss) with respect to Πloc
2 .
In essence, the local algorithm A for deciding miss in Πloc
2 is the generic algorithm
described in the proof of Proposition 3. Recall that, in this generic algorithm, on a legal
configuration (G, x), the existential c2 certificate in A is pointing to an inconsistency in the
given c1 certificate which is supposed to describe the configuration (G, x). And, on an illegal
configuration (G, x), the existential c1 certificate in A does provide an accurate description
of the configuration (G, x). For the purpose of label-preservation, we slightly modify the
generic algorithm for miss. Instead of viewing c1 as a description of the configuration (G, x),
the algorithm views it as a description of (G, x0 ) where, at each node u, x0 (u) is the second
item in x(u) (the first item is the family F(u)). The algorithm is then exactly the same as
the generic algorithm with the only modification that the test when the flag f (u) = 1 is not
regarding whether (G, x0 ) ∈ miss, but whether (G, x0 ) ∈
/ F(u). On a legal configuration, all
nodes accept. On an illegal instance, a node with (G, x0 ) ∈ F(u) rejects.
The reduction R from L to miss proceeds as follows, in a way similar to the one in [6]. A
node u with identity id(u) and input x(u) computes its width ω(u) = 2|id(u)|+|x(u)| where |s|
denotes the length of a bit-string s. Then u generates all configurations (H, y) ∈
/ L such that
H has at most ω(u) nodes and y(v) has value at most ω(u), for every node v of H. It places
all these configurations in F(u). The input x0 (u) is simply x0 (u) = x(u). If (G, x) ∈ L, then
(G, x) ∈
/ F since only illegal instances are in F, and thus (G, R(G, x)) ∈ miss. Conversely, if
(G, x) ∈
/ L, then (G, R(G, x)) ∈
/ miss. Indeed, there exists at least one node u with identity
id(u) ≥ n, which guarantees that u generates the graph G. If no other node u0 has width
ω(u0 ) > n then u generates (G, x) ∈ F(u). If there exists a node u0 with ω(u0 ) > n then u0
generates (G, x) ∈ F(u0 ). In each case, we have (G, x) ∈ F, and thus (G, R(G, x)) ∈
/ miss.
It remains to show that the existential certificate used in A for all configurations
(G, R(G, x)) are the same for any given (G, x), independently of the identity assignment to
G used to perform the reduction R. This directly follows from the nature of A since the
certificates do not depend on the families F(u)’s but only on the bit strings x0 (u)’s.
J
The following language is defined as miss by replacing F by the closure under lift F ↑
of F. That is, F ↑ is composed of F and all the lifts of the configurations in F.
miss↑ = {(G, x) : ∀u ∈ V (G), x(u) = (F(u), x0 (u)) and (G, x0 ) ∈
/ F ↑}
We show that miss↑ is among the hardest decision tasks in NLD.
I Proposition 14. miss↑ is NLD-complete (and miss↑ is co-NLD-complete) under labelpreserving reduction.

6

Conclusion

This paper is aiming at providing a proof of concept for the notion of interactive local
verification: Πloc
2 can be viewed as the interaction between two players, with conflicting
objectives, one is aiming at proving the instance, while the other is aiming at disproving it.
As a consequence, for this first attempt, we voluntarily ignored important parameters such
as the size of the certificates, and the individual computation time, and we focussed only on
the locality issue. The impact of limiting the certificate size was recently investigated in [2].
Regarding the individual computation time, our completeness results involve local reductions
that are very much time consuming at each node. Insisting on local reductions involving
polynomial-time computation at each node is crucial for practical purpose. At this point, we
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do not know whether non-trivial hardness results can be established under polynomial-time
local reductions. Proving or disproving the existence of such hardness results is left as an
open problem.
Acknowledgement. The authors are thankful to Laurent Feuilloley for fruitful discussions
about the topic of the paper.
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Abstract
Let P be a planar n-point set in general position. For k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, the Voronoi diagram
of order k is obtained by subdividing the plane into regions such that points in the same cell
have the same set of nearest k neighbors in P . The (nearest point) Voronoi diagram (NVD)
and the farthest point Voronoi diagram (FVD) are the particular cases of k = 1 and k = n − 1,
respectively. It is known that the family of all higher-order Voronoi diagrams of order 1 to K for
P can be computed in total time O(nK 2 + n log n) using O(K 2 (n − K)) space. Also NVD and
FVD can be computed in O(n log n) time using O(n) space.
For s ∈ {1, . . . , n}, an s-workspace algorithm has random access to a read-only array with
the sites of P in arbitrary order. Additionally, the algorithm may use O(s) words of Θ(log n)
bits each for reading and writing intermediate data. The output can be written only once and
cannot be accessed afterwards.
We describe a deterministic s-workspace algorithm for computing an NVD and also an FVD
for P that runs in O((n2 /s) log s) time. Moreover, we generalize our s-workspace algorithm for
√
computing the family of all higher-order Voronoi
diagrams of P up to order K ∈ O( s) in

2
6
total time O n sK log1+ε K · (log s/ log K)O(1) , for any fixed ε > 0. Previously, for Voronoi
diagrams, the only known s-workspace algorithm was to find an NVD for P in expected time
O((n2 /s) log s + n log s log∗ s). Unlike the previous algorithm, our new method is very simple
and does not rely on advanced data structures or random sampling techniques.
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1

Introduction

In recent years, we have seen an explosive growth of small distributed devices such as tracking
devices and wireless sensors. These devices are small, have only limited energy supply, are
easily moved, and should not be too expensive. To accommodate these needs, the amount of
memory on them is tightly budgeted. This poses a significant challenge to software developers
and algorithm designers: how to create useful and efficient programs in the presence of strong
memory constraints?
Memory constraints have been studied since the introduction of computers (see for
example Pohl [27]). The first computers often had limited memory compared to the available
processing power. As hardware progressed this gap became smaller, other concerns became
more important, and the focus of algorithms research shifted away from memory-constrained
models. Memory constraints are again an important problem to tackle with these new devices
as well as huge datasets available through cloud computing.
An easy way to model algorithms with memory constraints is to assume that the input
is stored in a read-only memory. This is appealing for several reasons. From a practical
viewpoint, writing to external memory is often a costly operation, e.g., if the data resides on
a read-only medium such as a DVD or on hardware where writing is slow and wears out the
hardware, such as flash memory. Similarly, in concurrent environments, writing operations
may lead to race conditions. Thus, from a practical viewpoint, it is useful to limit or simply
disallow writing operations. From a theoretical viewpoint, this model is also advantageous:
keeping the working memory separate from the (read-only) input memory allows for a more
detailed accounting of the space requirements of an algorithm and for a better understanding
of the required resources. In fact, this is exactly the approach taken by computational
complexity theory to define complexity classes that model sublinear space requirements, such
as the complexity class of problems that use logarithmic amount of memory space [3].
Some of the earliest results in this setting concern the sorting problem [24, 25]. Suppose
we want to sort data items whose total description complexity is n bits, all of them residing
in a read-only memory. For our computations we can use a workspace of O(b) bits freely
(both read and write operations are allowed). Then it is known that the time-space product
must be Ω(n2 ) [13], and a matching upper bound for the case b ∈ Ω(log n) ∩ O(n/ log n) was
given by Pagter and Rauhe [26] (b is the available workspace in bits). A result along these
lines is known as a time-space trade-off [28].
The model used in this work was introduced by Asano et al. [6], following similar earlier
models [14, 17]. Asano et al.provided constant workspace algorithms for many classic problems
from computational geometry, such as computing convex hulls, Delaunay triangulations,
Euclidean minimum spanning trees, or shortest paths in polygons [6]. Since then, the model
has enjoyed increasing popularity, with work on shortest paths in trees [7] and time-space
trade-offs for computing shortest paths [4, 20], visibility regions in simple polygons [9, 11],
planar convex hulls [10, 18], general plane-sweep algorithms [19], or triangulating simple
polygons [4, 5, 2]. We refer the reader to [21] for a deeper survey of the latest results.
Let us specify our model more precisely: we are given a planar point set P of n points
stored in a read-only array that allows random access. Furthermore, we may use O(s)
variables (for a parameter s ∈ {1, . . . , n}) for reading and writing. We assume that all the
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data items and pointers are represented by Θ(log n) bits. Other than this, the model allows
the usual word RAM operations.
We consider the problem of computing various Voronoi diagrams for P , namely the
nearest point Voronoi diagram NVD(P ), the furthest point Vornoi diagram FVD(P ), and the
√
family of higher-order Voronoi diagrams up to a given order K ∈ O( s). In most workspaces,
the output cannot be stored explicitly. Thus, we require that the algorithm reports the edges
of the Voronoi diagrams one-by-one in a write-only data structure (once written, they cannot
be read or further modified). Note that we may report edges of the Voronoi diagrams in any
order, but we are not allowed to report an edge more than once.
Previous Work. If we forego memory constraints, it is well known that both NVD(P ) and
FVD(P ) can be computed in O(n log n) time using O(n) space [8, 12]. For computing a single
order-k Voronoi diagram, the best randomized algorithm takes O(n log n + nk log k) expected
time [16] using O(nk) space, and the best deterministic algorithm takes O(nk log1+ε k ·
(log n/ log k)O(1) ) time [15] and O(nk) space, for ε > 0 (as usual, the big O notation hides
multiplicative factors that depend on ε). The family of all higher-order Voronoi diagrams up
to order K can be computed in O(nK 2 + n log n) time using O(K 2 (n − K)) space [1, 23].
Very few memory-constrained algorithms that compute Voronoi diagrams exist in the
literature. Asano et al. [6] showed that NVD(P ) can be found in O(n2 ) time in a O(1)
workspace. Korman et al. [22] gave a time-space trade-off for computing Voronoi diagrams.
Their algorithm is based on random sampling and achieves an expected running time of
O((n2 /s) log s + n log s log∗ s)) using O(s) words of workspace.
Results. In this paper we introduce a time-space trade-off algorithm that improves these
results, and gives a simpler and more flexible approach to obtain the diagrams. In Section 3
we show that the approach of Asano et al. [6] can be used to compute FVD(P ). In Section 4
we introduce a new time-space trade-off for computing NVD(P ) and FVD(P ). Unlike the
approach of Korman et al. [22], this new algorithm is deterministic, and slightly faster (it
runs in O((n2 /s) log s) time using O(s) words of workspace).
Finally, in Section 5, we use the s-workspace algorithm as a base in a novel pipelined
√
fashion to compute the family of all Voronoi
diagrams of order 1 to K ∈ O( s) in total time

2
6
O n sK log1+ε K · (log s/ log K)O(1) , for ε > 0, using O(s) words of workspace. The main
idea is to compute edges of the different Voronoi diagrams simultaneously. To compute the
edges of a diagram we use edges of the previous order Voronoi diagram. However, this needs
to be coordinated carefully, in order to prevent edges from being reported multiple times.

2

Preliminaries and Notation

Throughout the paper we denote by P = {p1 , . . . , pn } a set of n ≥ 3 sites in the plane.
We assume general position, which here means that no three sites of P lie on a common
line and no four sites of P lie on a common circle. The nearest point Voronoi diagram of
P , NVD(P ), is obtained by classifying the points in the plane according to their nearest
neighbors in P . To define our terminology, we recall some classic and well-known properties
of NVD(P ) [8, 12]. For each site p ∈ P , the open set of points in R2 that have p as their
unique nearest neighbor in P is called the Voronoi cell of p. Each Voronoi edge between two
points p, q ∈ P consists of all points in the plane with p, q as their only two nearest neighbors.
Whenever it exists, the Voronoi edge is a subset of the bisector B(p, q) of p, q defined as the
line containing all points that are equidistant to p and q. Note that our general position
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C n−1 (p)
γ
b

l
B(p, l)

p

r
B(p, r)

Figure 1 An illustration of Fact 3.2: if p is on conv(P ), we can find a ray that intersects the
boundary of C n−1 (p).

assumption together with n ≥ 3 guarantees that each Voronoi edge is an open segment or
halfline. Finally, Voronoi vertices are the points in the plane that have exactly three nearest
neighbors in P . By general position, every point in R2 is either a Voronoi vertex, or it lies
on a Voronoi edge or in a Voronoi cell. The Voronoi vertices and the Voronoi edges form the
set of vertices and edges of a plane graph whose faces are the Voronoi cells. The complexity
of this graph is O(n).
The farthest point Voronoi diagram of P , FVD(P ), is defined analogously. Farthest
Voronoi cells, edges, and vertices are obtained by replacing the term “nearest neighbor”
by the term “farthest neighbor” in the respective definitions. Again, the farthest Voronoi
vertices and edges constitute the vertices and edges of a plane graph of complexity O(n).
However, unlike in NVD(P ), in FVD(P ) it is not necessarily the case that all sites in P have
a corresponding cell in FVD(P ). In fact, the sites with non-empty farthest Voronoi cells
correspond exactly to the sites on the convex hull of P , conv(P ). Furthermore, all the cells
in FVD(P ) are unbounded, and hence FVD(P ), considered as a plane graph, is a tree.
Now for k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, the Voronoi diagram of order k is obtained by classifying
the points in the plane according to the set of their nearest k neighbors in P . We denote
the k-order Voronoi diagram of P by VDk (P ). Observe that NVD(P ) = VD1 (P ) and
FVD(P ) = VDn−1 (P ). For each subset Q ⊂ P of k sites from P , we denote the Voronoi
cell of order k of Q by C k (Q). We know that VDk (P ) is a plane graph of complexity
O(k(n − k)) [8, 23]. For simplicity, the Voronoi cell of p ∈ P in NVD(P ) and FVD(P ) are
denoted respectively by C 1 (p) and C n−1 (p).

3

A Constant Workspace Algorithm for FVDs and NVDs

We are given a planar n-point set P = {p1 , . . . , pn } in a read-only array, and our task is to
report the edges of NVD(P ) and of FVD(P ) using only a constant amount of additional
workspace. First, we show how to find a single edge of a cell of NVD(P ) or of FVD(P ).
Then, we extend this approach to find all the edges of NVD(P ) and FVD(P ). We summarize
the properties of FVD(P ), that are required by our algorithms, in the following two facts.
See, e.g., the book by Aurenhammer, Klein, and Lee [8] for more details.
I Fact 3.1. Let P be a planar n-point set in general position and p ∈ P . The cell C n−1 (p)
is empty if and only if p is in the interior of the convex hull of P . If p is on the convex hull
of P and r, l ∈ P are the two adjacent sites of p on conv(P ), then both a subset of B(p, l)
and a subset of B(p, r) are unbounded edges of C n−1 (p).
I Fact 3.2. Let P be a planar n-point set in general position. Let p ∈ P be on conv(P ) and
let l, r ∈ P be its adjacent sites on conv(P ). Let b be the intersection point of B(p, l) and
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B(p, r). Then, the ray γ from p towards b intersects the boundary of C n−1 (p) (not necessarily
at b); see Figure 1.
I Lemma 3.3. Let P be a planar n-point set in general position in a read-only array. For any
p ∈ P , we can determine whether C n−1 (p) is empty, in O(n) time and constant workspace.
Furthermore, if C n−1 (p) is not empty, we can find a ray that intersects the boundary of
C n−1 (p) in the same time and space.
Proof. By Fact 3.1, it suffices to check whether p lies inside conv(P ). This can be done using
simple gift-wrapping: Pick an arbitrary site q ∈ P \{p}. Scan through P and find the sites pcw
and pccw in P which make, respectively, the largest clockwise angle and the largest counterclockwise angle with the ray pq, such that both angles are at most π. Thus, pcw and pccw are
easily obtained in O(n) time using constant workspace. If the angle pcw ppccw (that contains
q) is larger than π, then p is inside conv(P ) and consequently C n−1 (p) is empty. Otherwise,
p is on conv(P ), and both pcw and pccw are its adjacent sites on conv(P ). By Fact 3.2, the
ray from p through B(p, pcw ) ∩ B(p, pccw ) intersects the boundary of C n−1 (p).
J
I Lemma 3.4. Let P be a planar n-point set in general position in a read-only array. Suppose
we are given a site p ∈ P and a ray γ that emanates from p and intersects the boundary of
C 1 (p) (or C n−1 (p)). Then, we can report the edge e of C 1 (p) (or C n−1 (p)) that intersects γ,
in O(n) time using O(1) words of workspace.
Proof. For all sites p0 ∈ P , we consider the bisector B(p, p0 ). Among all these bisectors, we
find the bisector `e that intersects γ closest to (farthest from) p. The edge e is a subset of `e .
We can find `e by scanning the sites of P and storing the closest (farthest) bisector so far
in each step. To find the portion of `e that forms a Voronoi edge in NVD(P ) (or FVD(P )),
we do a second scan of P . For any p0 ∈ P we check where B(p, p0 ) intersects `e . Each such
intersection removes a section from `e which cannot appear in NVD(P ) (or FVD(P )). From
each infinite side of `e , there is at most one intersection that removes the biggest portion
of `e and thus defines the endpoint of e from that side. Thus, in each step we store only the
most restricted intersection from each side (if it exists). Overall, we can find the edge e of
C 1 (p) (or of C n−1 (p)) in O(n) time using O(1) words of workspace.
J
I Theorem 3.5. Suppose we are given a planar n-point set P = {p1 , . . . , pn } in general
position in a read-only array. We can find all the edges of NVD(P ) (or of FVD(P )) in O(n2 )
time using O(1) words of workspace.
Proof. We restate the strategy that was previously used by Asano et al. [6] for NVD(P ).
We give the details and show that a similar strategy works for FVD(P ).
We go through the sites in P one by one. In step i, we process pi ∈ P to detect all
edges of C 1 (pi ) (or C n−1 (pi )). To do this, we first need a ray γ to apply Lemma 3.4. For
NVD(P ) we choose a ray γ from pi to an arbitrary site of P \ {pi }. In this way, we know
that γ intersects the boundary of C 1 (pi ). For FVD(P ) first check if the Voronoi cell of pi is
non-empty. If so, we use Lemma 3.3 to find a ray γ that intersects the boundary of C n−1 (pi ).
From here on, the algorithms for enumerating the edges of NVD(P ) and FVD(P ) are similar.
Having the ray γ at hand, we use Lemma 3.4 to find an edge e of C 1 (pi ) (or of C n−1 (pi )).
We consider the ray γ 0 from pi to the left endpoint of e (if it exists), and we apply Lemma 3.4
to find the adjacent edge e0 of e in C 1 (pi ) (or in C n−1 (pi )). Note that the ray will now
hit both e and e0 . This can be fixed by making a symbolic perturbation to γ 0 so that only
e0 is hit. We proceed in a similar manner to find further edges of C 1 (pi ) (or C n−1 (pi )) in
counterclockwise direction. The process continues until we reach e again or until we find an
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unbounded edge of C 1 (pi ) (or of C n−1 (pi )). In the latter case, we start again from the right
endpoint of e (if it exists), and we find the remaining edges of C 1 (pi ) (or of C n−1 (pi )) in
clockwise direction, stopping the process when the current edge is unbounded.
Using this process we detect each edge twice (i.e., edges that are a subset of B(pi , pj )
will be detected when processing pi and pj ). To avoid reporting the same edge twice, when
we find an edge e of C 1 (pi ) (or of C n−1 (pi )) with e ⊆ B(pi , pj ) we report e if and only if
i < j. Since NVD(P ) (or FVD(P )) has O(n) edges, and reporting one edge takes O(n) time
and O(1) words of workspace, the result follows.
J

4

Obtaining a Time-Space Trade-off

Now we adapt the previous algorithm to a time-space trade-off in which we have a workspace
of O(s) variables. As before, we are given a planar n-point set P = {p1 , . . . , pn } in general
position in a read-only array, and we would like to report the edges of NVD(P ) or FVD(P ) as
quickly as possible. For this, we first show how to find one edge of s different cells of NVD(P )
or FVD(P ) simultaneously. After that, we describe how to coordinate these simultaneous
searches to find all the edges of NVD(P ) or FVD(P ).
I Lemma 4.1. Suppose we are given a set V = {v1 , . . . , vs } of s sites in P , and for each
i = 1, . . . , s, a ray γi emanating from vi such that γi intersects the boundary of C 1 (vi ) (or
FVD(P )). Then we can report for each i = 1, . . . , s, the edge ei of C 1 (vi ) (or FVD(P )) that
intersects γi , in O(n log s) total time using O(s) words of workspace.
Proof. For ease of reading we provide the proof only for NVD(P ) (the proof for FVD(P ) is
obtained by simply replacing NVD(P ) by FVD(P )). The algorithm has two phases. In the
first phase, for i = 1, . . . , s, we find the line `i that contains ei , and in the second phase, for
i = 1, . . . , s, we find the portion of `i which is in NVD(P ), i.e., we find the endpoints of ei .
The first phase proceeds as follows: we select the first batch Q1 = {p1 , . . . , ps }, of s sites
of P , and we compute NVD(V ∪ Q1 ). Since V ∪ Q1 has O(s) sites, we can compute it in
O(s log s) time using O(s) workspace. Now, for i = 1, . . . s, we find the edge e0i ∈ NVD(V ∪Q1 )
of the cell of vi that intersects γi , we store the line spanned by e0i in `i , and proceed to the
next batch of s sites. In general in step j, for j = 1, . . . , n/s, we select Qj which is the j th
batch of s sites of P , and we compute NVD(V ∪ Qj ). Then, for i = 1, . . . , s, we find the
edge of the cell of vi in NVD(V ∪ Qj ) that intersects γi . We update `i to the line spanned
by this new edge only if it intersects γi closest to vi .
We claim that after all n/s batches of P have been scanned, `i is the line that contains
the edge of C 1 (vi ) that intersects γi . To see this, recall that the edge ei in NVD(P ) lies
on a bisector between vi and another site p ∈ P \ {vi }. Thus, this line is among the lines
considered in NVD(V ∪ Qj ), for j = 1, . . . , n/s.
In the second phase, we again process P in batches of size s. In the first step, we take
the first batch of s sites of P , Q1 = {p1 , . . . , ps }, and we again compute NVD(V ∪ Q1 ). For
i = 1, . . . , s, we find the portion of `i inside the cell of vi in NVD(V ∪ Q1 ), and we store
it in ei . In step j, for j = 1, . . . , n/s, we select Qj , the j th batch of s sites of P , and we
compute NVD(V ∪ Qj ). For i = 1, . . . , s, we update the endpoints of ei (the new ei is simply
the intersection of the previous ei and the cell of vi in NVD(V ∪ Qj )). At the end of step
j, the variable ei represents the best candidate that we have found so far. In other words,
ei contains the portion of `i whose nearest site is vi (among the sites V ∪jk=1 Qk ). Further
note that, due to the Voronoi properties, ei is a connected subset of `i (that is, a ray or a
segment). In particular, it can be described with its at most two endpoints. Thus, after n/s
steps, ei is the edge of C 1 (vi ) that intersects γi .
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In each step of each phase, we construct a Voronoi diagram in O(s log s) time using O(s)
workspace. Since the total number of steps is n/s, the running time of the algorithm is
O(n log s). At each step we store only O(s) sites (and a constant amount of information on
each site), so the space bounds are not exceeded.
J

Now we can describe our algorithm. We repeatedly use Lemma 4.1 to find an edge of s
different sites at once. Once all edges of a site have been found, it is discarded and we
proceed to the next one. Since the Voronoi diagram has O(n) edges and at each iteration we
find s edges, after O(n/s) steps, fewer than s sites will remain to be processed. At this step
we stop using Lemma 4.1. We do so because if the number of edges remaining to be found for
each site is unbalanced, we cannot afford to continue using Lemma 4.1 (each iteration will
still cost O(n log s) to execute but o(s) edges would be found). Instead, we will treat these
remaining sites differently. We say that a site is small if all of its edges are found while using
Lemma 4.1, and big otherwise. By the way in which our algorithm works, small sites have
O(n/s) edges in their Voronoi cell, but big ones may have many edges (if they are among
the last sites to be processed they do not have necessarily many edges).
Our algorithm has three phases. In the first phase we process the whole input to detect
which sites are the big ones (no edge will be reported in this phase). The second phase scans
the input again and reports all edges that belong to a bisector between a small site and some
other site. The third and final phase reports edges between two big sites.

First phase. Recall that the aim of this phase is to identify the big sites. We describe how
we use Lemma 4.1 in more details. We want to scan all sites whose associated Voronoi cell
is nonempty. For NVD(P ), this is trivial since all sites have a nonempty cell in NVD(P ).
Hence, it suffices to scan them sequentially. The starting ray can be constructed in the
same way as in Theorem 3.5. If we are interested in computing FVD(P ) instead, we use the
algorithm of Darwish and Elmasry [18]. This algorithm reports all sites that belong to the
n2
convex hull of P in O( s log
n ) time using O(s) words of workspace. Sites are reported one by
one in clockwise order along the convex hull. Thus, we will use the output of the algorithm
of Darwish and Elmasry as our input instead: we run their algorithm storing any sites that
would be reported. Whenever we gathered s sites, we pause the execution of the convex hull
computation and process those sites. Whenever more sites are needed, we simply resume the
execution of the convex hull algorithm. Since sites are reported in clockwise order, whenever
a site is reported we know both of its neighbors. This allows us to use Fact 3.2 to find a
starting ray for each site.
Regardless of the order in which we process the sites, we keep s sites from P in memory.
Now we apply Lemma 4.1 to compute, for every site in memory, one edge of its cell. Once the
edge is computed, as in Theorem 3.5, we update the rays to look for the next edge of each
cell. Whenever all edges of a cell have been found we remove the corresponding site from
memory, and we insert the next site from P into the working memory. Since the Voronoi
diagram has O(n) edges, and at each iteration we find s edges, after O(n/s) steps, fewer
than s sites remain in memory, and all the other sites of P have been processed.
When the first phase of the algorithm ends, we identified the big sites (those remaining
to be processed). Since they cannot be more than s, we store them explicitly sorted (say, in
increasing index) in a table B so that membership queries can be answered in O(log s) time.
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Second phase. The second phase is very similar to the first one1 : pick s sites to process,
use Lemma 4.1 to find an edge for each site, once all edges of a site have been found, replace
it with another site, and continue until only big sites remain. The main difference is that
we now report every edge of the diagram that we compute provided that (i) it does not lie
on a bisector between two big sites, and (ii) it has not been reported before. The second
condition is detected as follows: suppose while scanning the cell of vi we find an edge e that
lies on the bisector of vi and vj . We report e only if either (iia) both vi and vj are small
sites and i < j, or (iib) vi is a small site and vj is a big site.
Third phase. The aim of the third phase is to report every edge of the diagram that is on
the bisector between two big sites. For this, we compute the Voronoi diagram of the big sites
in O(s log s) time. Let EB denote the set of its edges. The edges of EB that are also present
in the Voronoi diagram of P are the ones that need to be reported (note that possibly only a
portion of these edges need to be reported).
In order to confirm which edges of EB remain in the diagram we proceed in a similar way
as the second scan of Lemma 4.1: in each step we compute the Voronoi diagram of B and a
batch of s sites of P . For any edge of EB , we check whether it is cut off in the new diagram.
If so, we update its endpoints in EB and we continue with the next batch of s sites of P .
After processing all the sites of P , the remaining O(s) edges in EB that have not become
empty constitute all the edges of the Voronoi diagram of P which are on a bisector of two
big sites. Notice that in this procedure, in contrast to Lemma 4.1, we report O(s) edges that
are not necessarily incident to s different cells.
I Theorem 4.2. Let P = {p1 , . . . , pn } be a planar n-point set in general position stored in a
read-only array. We can report edges of NVD(P ) (or FVD(P )) in O((n2 /s) log s) time using
O(s) words of workspace.
Proof. Lemma 4.1 certifies that edges reported in the second phase are part of NVD(P ) (or
FVD(P )). Also, conditions (iia) and (iib) make sure that no edge is reported more than once.
The reasoning for edges reported in the third phase is similar. Clearly, if an edge e ∈ NVD(P )
(or e ∈ FVD(P )) is between two big sites, the same edge (possibly a superset) must also be
present in NVD(B) (or FVD(B)). The reverse inclusion follows from exhaustiveness: for
each edge of NVD(B) (or FVD(B)) we consider all sites of P and for each one, we remove
only the portion of the edge that is on the wrong side of the bisector.
Now we argue about running time. Computationally speaking, the most expensive part
of the algorithm is in the O(n/s) executions of Lemma 4.1 that are done in the first and
second phases. Other than that, creating table B needs O(s log s) time, and we make O(n)
lookups in B, two per edge of NVD(P ) (or FVD(P )). Each lookup needs O(log s) time, so
O(n log s) in total. The third phase makes a single scan of the input, thus it takes O(n log s)
time. For the Farthest Voronoi algorithm we also compute the vertices of the convex hull
using the approach of Darwish and Elmasry [18] for which the running time is o((n2 /s) log s),
so non-critical.
During the execution of the algorithm we store only s sites that are currently being
processed (along with O(1) information attached to each of them), the structure B of less
than s big sites, the batch of s sites being processed (and its associated Voronoi diagram).
All of this can be stored using O(s) words of workspace, as claimed.
J
1

Indeed, the first and second phases are so similar that they can be merged. However, as we will see
afterwards, this is not possible for higher order Voronoi diagrams. Thus, for coherence we split the
phases even for the k = 1 case.
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Higher-Order Voronoi Diagrams

We now consider the case of higher-order Voronoi diagrams. More precisely, we are given an
√
integer K ∈ O( s), and we would like to report the edges of all Voronoi diagrams of order
up to K. For this, we generalize our approach from the previous section, and we combine
it with a recursive procedure: for k = 1, . . . , K − 1, we compute the edges of VDk+1 (P ) by
using previously computed edges of VDk (P ). To make efficient use of available memory,
we perform the computations of VDk (P ) in a pipelined fashion, so that in each stage, the
necessary edges of the previous Voronoi diagram are available.
We begin with some preliminary remarks. We call a cell C of VDk (P ) a k-cell, and we
represent it as the set of k sites that are closest to all points in C. Similarly, we call a vertex
v of VDk (P ) a k-vertex, and we represent it as a set of k + 2 sites of P , namely k − 1 sites that
are closest to v, and the three sites that come next in the distance order and are equidistant
to v. Finally, the edges of VDk (P ) are called k-edges. We represent them in a somewhat
unusual manner: each edge of VDk (P ) is split into two directed half-edges, such that the
half-edges are oriented in opposing directions and such that each half-edge is associated with
the k-cell to its left. A half-edge e is represented by k + 3 sites of P : the k − 1 sites closest to
e, the two sites that come next in the distance order and are equidistant to e, and two more
sites needed to define the vertices at the endpoints of e. The order of the vertices encodes
the direction of the half-edge. The half-edge is directed from the tail vertex to the head
vertex. We will need several well-known properties of higher-order Voronoi diagrams: (I)
let Q1 , Q2 ⊂ P be two k-subsets such that the k-cells C k (Q1 ) and C k (Q2 ) are non-empty
and adjacent (i.e., share an edge e). Then, the set Q = Q1 ∪ Q2 has size k + 1, and C k+1 (Q)
is a non-empty (k + 1)-cell [23]. (II) Let Q ⊂ P be a (k + 1)-subset such that C k+1 (Q) is
non-empty. Then, the portion of VDk (P ) restricted to C k+1 (Q) is identical to (i.e., has the
same vertices and edges as) the portion of FVD(Q) restricted to C k+1 (Q). Furthermore, the
edges of FVD(Q) in C k+1 (Q) do not intersect the boundary, but their endpoints either lie
in the interior of C k+1 (Q) or coincide with vertices of C k+1 (Q). Hence, every (k + 1)-cell
contains at most O(k + 1) k-edges and at least one k-edge, and these edges form a tree [23].
(III) Every k-vertex is either also a (k − 1)-vertex or also a (k + 1)-vertex. In particular, every
vertex appears in exactly two Voronoi diagrams of consecutive order. We call a k-vertex old,
if it is also a (k − 1)-vertex, and new otherwise. (All 1-vertices are new).
Next, we describe a procedure to generate all (directed) (k + 1)-half-edges, assuming that
we have the k-half-edges at hand. Later, we will combine these procedures in a space-efficient
manner. At a high level, our idea is as follows: let e be a k-half-edge. By property (II),
the half-edge e lies inside a (k + 1)-cell C. We will see that we can use e as a starting
point to report all half-edges of C, similarly as in Lemma 4.1. However, if we repeat this
procedure for every k-half-edge, we may report a (k + 1)-half-edge Ω(k) times. This will lead
to problems when we combine the algorithms for computing the different orders. To avoid
this, we do the following. We call a k-half-edge relevant if its tail vertex lies on the boundary
of the (k + 1)-cell that contains it. For each (k + 1)-cell C, we partition the boundary of C
into intervals of (k + 1)-half-edges that lie between two consecutive tail vertices of relevant
k-half-edges. We assign each interval to the relevant k-half-edge of its clockwise endpoint.
Now, our algorithm goes through all k-half-edges. If the current k-half-edge e is not relevant,
the algorithm does nothing. Otherwise, it reports the (k + 1)-half-edges of the interval
assigned to e. This ensures that every half-edge is reported exactly once. As in the previous
section, we distinguish between big and small cells in VDk+1 (P ), lest we spend too much
time on cells with many incident edges. A more detailed description follows below.
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The following lemma describes an algorithm that takes s k-half-edges and for each of
them either determines that it is not relevant or finds the first edge of the interval of
(k + 1)-half-edges assigned to it.
I Lemma 5.1. Suppose we are given s different k-half-edges ek1 , . . . , eks represented by the
subsets E1 , . . . , Es of P . There is an algorithm that, for i = 1, . . . , s, either determines
that eki is not relevant, or finds ek+1
, the first (k + 1)-edge of the interval assigned to eki .
i
The algorithm takes total time O(nk log1+ε k · (log s/ log k)O(1) ) and uses O(ks) words of
workspace.
Proof. Our algorithm proceeds analogously to Lemma 4.1. First, we inspect all k-half-edges
eki . If the additional site defining the tail vertex of eki is one of the k + 1 sites defining eki
(i.e., the sites which are closest in the distance order to eki ), then the tail vertex of eki lies in
the interior of a (k + 1)-cell, and the edge is not relevant. Otherwise, the tail vertex will be
an old (k + 1)-vertex, and we need to determine the first (k + 1)-half-edge for the interval
assigned to eki . Let I be the set of all indices i such that eki is relevant.
To determine the first half-edge of each interval, we process the sites in P in batches of size
S
s. In each iteration, we pick a new batch Q of s sites. Then, we construct VDk+1 i∈I Ei ∪ Q
in O(sk log1+ε k · (log s/ log k)O(1) ) time [15]. By construction, the tail vertex of each eki with
i ∈ I belongs to the resulting diagram. Thus, we iterate over all batches, and for each eki , we
determine the edge fik+1 that appears in one of the resulting diagrams such that (i) fik+1
is incident to the tail vertex of eki ; (ii) fik+1 is to the right of the directed line spanned by
eki ; and (iii) among all such edges, fik+1 makes the smallest angle with eki . We need O(n/s)
iterations to find fik+1 . Now, for each i ∈ I, the desired (k + 1)-half-edge ek+1
is a subset of
i
fik+1 . Thus, as in Lemma 4.1, we perform a second scan over P to find the other endpoint
of ek+1
. We orient ek+1
such that the cell containing eki lies to the left of it.
i
i
It follows that we can process s edges of VDk (P ) in O(nk log1+ε k · (log s/ log k)O(1) ) time
using a workspace with O(ks) words to store the s different subsets for the edges.
J
The algorithm from Lemma 5.1 is actually more general. If, instead of a k-half-edge eki
that lies inside a (k + 1)-cell C, we have a (k + 1)-half-edge ek+1
that lies on the boundary
i
of C, the same method of processing P in batches of size s allows us to find the next
(k + 1)-half-edge incident to C in counterclockwise order from ek+1
. These two kinds of edges
i
can be handled simultaneously.
I Corollary 5.2. Suppose we are given s half-edges e1 , . . . , es such that each ei is either
a k-half-edge or a (k + 1)-half-edge. Then, we can find in total time O(nk log1+ε k ·
(log s/ log k)O(1) ) and using O(ks) words of workspace a sequence f1 , . . . , fs of (k + 1)half-edges such that, for i = 1, . . . , s, we have
1. if ei is a relevant k-half-edge, then fi is the first (k + 1)-half-edge of the interval for ei ;
2. if ei is k-half-edge-that is not relevant, then fi =⊥; or
3. if ei is a (k + 1)-half-edge, then fi is the counterclockwise successor of ei .
I Lemma 5.3. Using two scans over all k-half-edges, we can report the (k + 1)-half-edges in
batches of size at most s such thateach (k + 1)-half-edge is reported exactly once. This takes
2 2
O n sk log1+ε k · (log s/ log k)O(1) time using O(ks) words of workspace.
Proof. The algorithm consists of three phases: In the first phase, we keep s half-edges
e1 , . . . , es such that each ei is either a k-half-edge or a (k + 1)-half-edge. In each iteration, we
apply Corollary 5.2 to these half-edges, to obtain s new (k + 1)-half-edges f1 , . . . , fs . Now, for
each i = 1, . . . , s, three cases apply: (i) fi =⊥, i.e., ei was not relevant. In the next iteration,
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we replace ei with a fresh k-half-edge; (ii) fi 6=⊥. Now we need to determine whether fi is
the last half-edge of its interval. For this, we check whether the head vertex of fi is a new
(k + 1)-vertex. As in Lemma 5.1, this can be done by checking whether the additional site
that determines the head vertex of fi is among the k + 2 sites determining fi . If fi is not
the last half-edge of its interval, we set ei to fi for the next iteration; otherwise, we set ei to
a fresh k-half-edge. We repeat this procedure until there are no fresh k-half-edges left.
The remaining k-half-edges in the working memory are incident to the big (k + 1)-cells.
We store them in an array B k+1 , sorted according to the lexicographic order of the indices
of their sites. We emphasize that in the first phase, we do not report any (k + 1)-edge.
In the second phase, we repeat the same procedure as in the first phase. However, this
time we report (i) every (k + 1)-half-edge incident to a small (k + 1)-cell; and (ii) the opposite
direction of every (k + 1)-half-edge e incident to a small (k + 1)-cell, so that the (k + 1)-cell
on the right of e is a big (k + 1)-cell. We use B k+1 to identify the big cells.
In the third phase we report every (k + 1)-half-edge e that is incident to a big (k + 1)-cell,
while the (k + 1)-cell on the right of e is also a big (k + 1)-cell. Let {B k+1 } denote the
sites that define the big (k + 1)-cells. We construct VDk+1 ({B k+1 }) in the working memory.
Then, we go through the sites in P in batches of size s, adding the sites of each batch
to VDk+1 ({B k+1 }). While doing this, as in the algorithm for Lemma 4.2, we keep track
of how the edges of VDk+1 ({B k+1 }) are cut by the new diagrams. In the end, we report
all (k + 1)-edges of VDk+1 ({B k+1 }) that are not empty. By report, we mean report two
(k + 1)-half-edges in opposing directions. As we explained in the algorithm for Lemma 4.2,
these (k + 1)-half-edges cover all the (k + 1)-half-edges incident to a big (k + 1)-cell, while
their right cell is also a big (k + 1)-cell.
Regarding the running time, the first and the second phase consists
of O(nk/s) applications

1+ε
n2 k 2
O(1)
of Corollary 5.2 which takes O s log
k · (log s/ log k)
time. Sorting the big (k + 1)cells in B k+1 takes O(ks(log k + log s)) steps: we sort the indices of the sites of each big
(k + 1)-cell in O(k log k) steps. Then we sort the big cells, where each comparison in the
lexicographic order requires O(k) steps, for a total of O(ks log s) steps.
A query in B k+1 takes O(k log k + log s) time: given a query (k + 1)-cell C we sort its
indices in O(k log k) time. Then we use binary-search to find cells in B k+1 with the same
first index as C. Among these, we continue the binary-search with comparing the second
indices, and so on. Thus, in each step we compare only one index of two (k + 1)-cells, and
either the size of search set is halved, or the search continues with the next index of C. Thus,
searching a cell C with sorted index in B k+1 requires O(k + log s) time.
The algorithm performs at most two searches in B k+1 per each (k + 1)-half-edge, for a
total of O(nk) edges. In the third phase, constructing a (k + 1)-order Voronoi diagram of
O(ks) sites takes O(sk log1+ε k · (log s/ log k)O(1) ) time. We repeat it O(n/s) times, which
takes O(nk log1+ε k · (log s/ log k)O(1) ) time in total.

2 2
Overall, the running time of the algorithm simplifies to O n sk log1+ε k ·(log s/ log k)O(1) .
The algorithm uses a workspace of O(sk) words, for running Corollary 5.2, for storing big
(k + 1)-cells and for constructing Voronoi diagrams of size O(ks).
J
Now, in order to find k-half-edges for all k = 1, . . . , K, we proceed as follows: first,
we compute s 1-edges (notice that we report every 1-edge as two 1-half-edges in opposing
directions). Then, we apply Lemma 5.3 in a pipelined fashion to obtain k-half-edges for
all k = 2, . . . , K. In each iteration, the algorithm from Lemma 5.3 consumes at most s
k-half-edges from the previous order and produces at most 2s (k + 1)-half-edges to be used at
the next order. This means that if we have between s and 3s new k-half-edges available in a
buffer, then we can use them one by one whenever the algorithm for computing k-half-edges
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Figure 2 This diagram shows the algorithm in stage k. For i = 1, . . . , K, Algo i is the algorithm
for computing i-edges. The roman numerals I, II and III refer, respectively, to the first, second and
third phase of Algo i. The white and the tiled rectangles are, respectively, active and inactive parts
i
in stage k of the main algorithm. Ew
, Ebi and B i indicate memory cells, and they are, respectively,
the working memory of Algo i, the buffer for i-edges, and the big i-cells. The algorithm in stage k,
does not use the tiled memory cells, and it uses the gray ones only for reading the data that has
been produced in previous stages. The arrows show reading from or writing to memory cells, and
the dashed arrows are inactive in stage k. In stage k, all the k-half-edges are reported and the big
(k + 1)-cells are inserted into B k+1 for being used in the next stages.

in Lemma 5.3 requires such a new k-half-edge. Whenever a buffer falls below s half-edges,
we run the algorithm for the previous order until the buffer size is again between s and 3s.
Applying this idea for all the orders k = 1, . . . , K − 1, we need to store K − 1 buffers, each
containing up to 3s half-edges for the corresponding diagram. Furthermore, for each diagram,
we need to store the current workspace required by the algorithm to produce new edges (as
in Lemma 5.3). Since a k-edge is represented by O(k) sites from P , the buffer for k-edges
requires O(ks) words of memory. We denote it by Ebk . Furthermore, by Lemma 5.3, the new
k
k-edges can be found using O(ks) words of workspace, which we denote by Ew
.
√
I Theorem 5.4. Let K ∈ O( s) and P = {p1 , . . . , pn } be a planar n-point set in general
position, given in a read-only array. We can report all the edges of VD1 (P ), . . . , VDK (P ) in
2
6
O n sK log1+ε K · (log s/ log K)O(1) time using a workspace of size O(s).
Proof. We compute the half-edges of VD1 (P ), . . . , VDK (P ) simultaneously, in a pipelined
fashion. For k = 1 we use the algorithm of Theorem 4.2 and for k = 2, . . . , K, we run
the algorithm from Lemma 5.3 to compute k-edges. The algorithm for computing VDk (P ),
k
has its own working memory, denoted by Ew
and an output buffer Ebk . In addition, it has
k
an array B to store the big k-cells for being used in the second and third phase of the
algorithm. Each of these arrays should be able to store O(s0 ) half-edges and cells of VDk (P ),
for s0 = s/K 2 . Since we need O(k) sites to represent a k-half-edge or a k-cell, the total space
requirement for all algorithms is O(s).
We now describe how the simultaneous algorithms interact. Our algorithm works in
stages. In stage 0, we perform only the first phase of Theorem 4.2, to find the O(s0 ) big cells
of VD1 (P ), and we store them in B 1 . Now we know the big 1-cells. Then, in stage 1, we
perform the second phase of Theorem 4.2 to find and report the half-edges of VD1 (P ) in
batches of size at most 2s0 , and we store these 1-half-edges in Eb1 . Whenever we have at least
s0 half-edges in Eb1 , we pause the algorithm of Theorem 4.2, and we perform the first phase
of Lemma 5.3 to find half-edges of VD2 (P ) with Eb1 as input. Whenever the algorithm for
VD2 (P ) requires new 1-half-edges, and the buffer Eb1 falls below s0 half-edges, we continue
running the algorithm for VD1 (P ). When the algorithm for VD2 (P ) has consumed all
2
1-half-edges and there are less than s0 half-edges in Ew
, then we stop the algorithm for
2
2
VD (P ) . The half-edges in Ew
represent the big cells of VD2 (P ), and we store them in B 2 .
This concludes stage 1.
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In general, in stage k of the algorithm, we identified the big cells B 1 , . . . , B k of the first
k diagrams. We perform the second and the third phase of Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 5.3 in a
pipelined fashion to generate the half-edges of VD1 (P ), . . . , VDk (P ) and store them in the
buffers Eb1 , . . . , Ebk . We report the half-edges of VDk (P ) and if k 6= K, we also use Ebk as an
input of the first phase of Lemma 5.3, which gives us B k+1 for the next stage; see Figure 2.
Using this procedure, we report every half-edge of VD1 (P ), . . . , VDK (P ) exactly once.
Regarding the running time, in each stage k = 1, . . . , K, we have to compute all diagrams

2 3
VD1 (P ), . . . , VDk (P ), using Lemma 5.3. This takes O n sk0 log1+ε k · (log s0 / log k)O(1) time.
2
4
The running time for stage 0 is negligible. The complete algorithm takes O n sK
log1+ε K ·
0


2
6
(log s0 / log K)O(1) time, which is O n sK log1+ε K · (log s/ log K)O(1) , in terms of s.
J
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Abstract
We consider the problem of delivering m messages between specified source-target pairs in an
undirected graph, by k mobile agents initially located at distinct nodes of the graph. Each
edge has a designated length and each agent consumes energy proportional to the distance it
travels in the graph. We are interested in optimizing the total energy consumption for the team
of agents. Unlike previous related work, we consider heterogeneous agents with different rates
of energy consumption (weights wi ). To solve the delivery problem, agents face three major
challenges: Collaboration (how to work together on each message), Planning (which route to
take) and Coordination (how to assign agents to messages).
We first show that the delivery problem can be 2-approximated without collaborating and that
this is best possible, i.e., we show that the benefit of collaboration is 2 in general. We also show
that the benefit of collaboration for a single message is 1/ ln 2 ≈ 1.44. Planning turns out to be
NP-hard to approximate even for a single agent, but can be 2-approximated in polynomial time
if agents have unit capacities and do not collaborate. We further show that coordination is NPhard even for agents with unit capacity, but can be efficiently solved exactly if they additionally
wi
have uniform weights. Finally, we give a polynomial-time (4 max w
)-approximation for message
j
delivery with unit capacities.
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1

Introduction

Recent technological progress in robotics allows the mass production of inexpensive mobile
robots which can be used to perform a variety of tasks autonomously without the need
for human intervention. This gives rise to a variety of algorithmic problems for teams of
autonomous robots, hereafter called mobile agents. We consider here the delivery problem of
moving some objects or messages between various locations. A mobile agent corresponds
to an automated vehicle that can pick up a message at its source and deliver it to the
intended destination. In doing so, the agent consumes energy proportional to the distance
it travels. Our goal is to design a centralized algorithm for the agents such that the total
energy consumed is minimized.
In general the agents may not be all identical; some may be more energy efficient than
others if they use different technologies or different sources of power. We assume each agent
has a given weight which is the rate of energy consumption per unit distance traveled by this
agent (here we use the term weights, since the rates are weights of the objective function).
Moreover, the agents may start from distinct locations. Thus it may be sometimes efficient
for an agent to carry the message to some intermediate location and hand it over to another
agent which carries it further towards the destination. On the other hand, an agent may
carry several messages at the same time. Finding an optimal solution that minimizes the
total energy cost involves scheduling the moves of the agents and the points where they pick
up or handover the messages. We study this problem (called WeightedDelivery) for a
graph G which connects all sources and destinations. The objective is to deliver m messages
between specific source-target pairs using k agents located in arbitrary nodes of G. Note that
this problem is distinct from the connectivity problems on graphs or network flow problems
since the initial location of the agents are in general different from the sources where the
messages are located, which means we need to consider the cost of moving the agents to the
sources in addition to the cost of moving the messages. Furthermore, there is no one-to-one
correspondence between the agents and the messages in our problem.
Previous approaches to energy-efficient delivery of messages by agents have focused on
a bottleneck where the agents have limited energy (battery power) which restricts their
movements [1, 8]. The decision problem of whether a single message can be delivered without
exceeding the available energy for any agent is known as the DataDelivery problem [9] or
the BudgetedDelivery problem [4] and it was shown to be weakly NP-hard on paths [9] and
strongly NP-hard on planar graphs [4].
Our Model. We consider an undirected graph G = (V, E). Each edge e ∈ E has a cost (or
length) denoted by le . The length of a simple path is the sum of the lengths of its edges.
The distance between nodes u and v is denoted by dG (u, v) and is equal to the length of
the shortest path from u to v in G. There are k mobile agents denoted by a1 , . . . ak and
having weights w1 , . . . wk . These agents are initially located on arbitrary nodes p1 , . . . , pk of
G. We denote by d(ai , v) the distance from the initial location of ai to node v. Each agent
can move along the edges of the graph. Each time an agent ai traverses an edge e it incurs
an energy cost of wi · le . Furthermore there are m pairs of (source, target) nodes in G such
that for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, a message has to be delivered from source node si to a target node ti .
A message can be picked up by an agent from any node that it visits and it can be carried
to any other node of G, and dropped there. The agents are given a capacity κ which limits
the number of messages an agent may carry simultaneously. There are no restrictions on
how much an agent may travel. We denote by dj the total distance traveled by the j-th
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An optimal, feasible schedule:
(a1 , s1 , m1 , +), (a2 , s2 , m2 , +), (a1 , u , m1 , −),
(a2 , u , m2 , −), (a1 , u , m2 , +), (a1 , t2 , m2 , −),
(a2 , u , m1 , +), (a2 , t1 , m1 , −)

Figure 1 Example of an optimal, feasible schedule for two messages and two agents.

agent. WeightedDelivery is the optimization problem of minimizing the total energy
Pk
j=1 wj · dj needed to deliver all messages.
A schedule S describes the actions of all agents as a sequence (ordered list) of pick-up
actions (aj , p, mi , +) and drop-off actions (aj , q, mi , −), where each such tuple denotes the
action of agent aj moving from its current location to node p (node q) where it picks up
message mi (drops message mi , respectively). A schedule S implicitly encodes all the pick-up
Pk
and drop-off times and it is easy to compute its total energy use of cost(S) := j=1 wj dj .
We denote by S|aj the subsequence of all actions carried out by agent aj and by S|mi the
subsequence of all actions involving pick-ups or drop-offs of message mi . We call a schedule
feasible if every pick-up action (_, p, mi , +), p 6= si , is directly preceded by a drop-off action
(_, p, mi , −) in S|mi and if all the messages get delivered, see Figure 1.
Our Contribution. Solving WeightedDelivery naturally involves simultaneously solving
three subtasks, collaboration, individual planning, and coordination: First of all, if multiple
agents work on the same message, they need to collaborate, i.e., we have to find all intermediate
drop-off and pick-up locations of the message. Secondly, if an agent works on more than
one message, we have to plan in which order it wants to approach its subset of messages.
Finally, we have to coordinate which agent works on which subset of all messages (if they
do this without collaboration, the subsets form a partition, otherwise the subsets are not
necessarily pairwise disjoint). Even though these three subtasks are interleaved, we investigate
collaboration, planning and coordination separately in the next three sections. This leads us
to a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for WeightedDelivery, given in Section 5.
In Section 2 we consider the Collaboration aspect of WeightedDelivery. We first
present a polynomial time solution for WeightedDelivery when there is only a single
message (m = 1). The algorithm has complexity O(|V |3 ) irrespective of the number of
agents k. In general, we show that any algorithm that only uses one agent for delivering
every message cannot achieve an approximation ratio better than what we call the benefit of
m
collaboration (BoC) which is at least 1/ ln ((1 + 1/(2m)) (1 + 1/(2m + 1))). We show this
to be tight for m = 1 (where BoC ≥ 1/ ln 2) and m → ∞ (where BoC → 2).
In Section 3 we look at the Planning aspect of WeightedDelivery. Individual planning
by itself turns out to be NP-hard on planar graphs and NP-hard to approximate within a
factor of less than 367
366 . On the positive side, we give approximation guarantees for restricted
versions of WeightedDelivery which turn out to be useful for the analysis in Section 5.
In Section 4 we study the Coordination aspect of WeightedDelivery. Even if collaboration and planning are taken care of (i.e., a schedule is fixed except for the assignment of
agents to messages), Coordination also turns out to be NP-hard even on planar graphs. The
result holds for any capacity, including κ = 1. This setting, however, becomes tractable if
restricted to uniform weights of the agents.
In Section 5 we give a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for WeightedDelivery
wi
with an approximation ratio of 4 · max w
for κ = 1. Due to the limited space, some proofs
j
are omitted, but can be found in the full version of the paper [6].
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Related Work. The problem of communicating or transporting goods between sources
and destinations in a graph has been well studied in a variety of models with different
optimization criteria. The problem of finding the smallest subgraph or tree that connects
multiple sources and targets in a graph is called the point-to-point connection problem and
is known to be NP-hard [25]. The problem is related to the more well-known generalized
Steiner tree problem [28] which is also NP-hard. Unlike these problems, the maximum flow
problem in a network [14], puts a limit on the number of messages that can be transported
over an edge, which makes the problem easier allowing for polynomial time solutions. In all
these problems, however, there are no agents carrying the messages as in our problem.
For the case of a single agent moving in a graph, the task of optimally visiting all nodes,
called the Traveling salesman problem or visiting all edges, called the Chinese postman
problem have been studied before. The former is known to be NP-hard [2] while the latter
can be solved in O(|V |2 |E|) time [13]. For metric graphs, the traveling salesman problem has
a polynomial-time 32 -approximation for tours [10] and for paths with one fixed endpoint [18].
For multiple identical agents in a graph, Demaine et al. [12] studied the problem of moving
the agents to form desired configurations (e.g. connected or independent configurations) and
they provided approximation algorithms and inapproximability results. Bilo et al. [7] studied
similar problems on visibility graphs of simple polygons and showed many motion planning
problems to be hard to approximate.
Another optimization criteria is to minimize the maximum energy consumption by any
agent, which requires partitioning the given task among the agents. Frederickson et al. [17]
studied this for uniform weights and called it the k-stacker-crane problem and they gave
approximation algorithms for a single agent and multiple agents. Also in this minmax context,
the problem of visiting all the nodes of a tree using k agents starting from a single location
is known to be NP-hard [16]. Anaya et al. [1] studied the model of agents having limited
energy budgets. They presented hardness results (on trees) and approximation algorithms
(on arbitrary graphs) for the problem of transferring information from one agent to all others
(Broadcast) and from all agents to one agent (Convergecast). For the same model, message
delivery between a single s-t node pair was studied by Chalopin et al. [8, 9, 4] as mentioned
above. A recent paper [11] shows that these three problems remain NP-hard for general
graphs even if the agents are allowed to exchange energy when they meet.

2

Collaboration

In this section, we examine the collaboration of agents: Given for each message mi all the
agents ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aix which at some point carry the message, we need to find all pickup and drop-off locations (handovers) h1 , . . . , hy for the schedule entries (ai1 , _, mi , +),
(ai1 , _, mi , −), . . . , (aix , _, mi , −). Note, that in general we can have more than two action
quadruples (aij , _, mi , +/−) per agent aij . When there is only a single message overall
(m = 1), we will use a structural result to tie together WeightedDelivery and Collaboration.
For multiple messages, however, this no longer holds: In this case, we analyze the benefit we
lose if we forgo collaboration and deliver each message with a single agent.

2.1

An Algorithm for WeightedDelivery of a Single Message

I Lemma 1. In any optimal solution to WeightedDelivery for a single message, if the
message is delivered by agents with weights w1 , w2 , . . . wk , in this order, then
(i) wi ≥ wj whenever i < j, and
(ii) without loss of generality, wi 6= wj for i 6= j.
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v0,2n
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Figure 2 Lower bound construction for the benefit of collaboration.

Hence there is an optimal schedule S in which no agent aj has more than one pair of
pick-up/drop-off actions.
I Theorem 2. An optimal solution of WeightedDelivery of a single message in a graph
G = (V, E) with k ≤ |V | agents can be found in O(|V |3 ) time.
Proof. We use the properties of Lemma 1 to create an auxiliary graph on which we run
Dijkstra’s algorithm for computing a shortest path from s to t. Given an original instance of
single-message WeightedDelivery consisting of the graph G = (V, E), with s, t ∈ V , we
obtain the auxiliary, directed graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) as follows:
For each node v ∈ V and each agent ai , there is a node vai in G0 .
Furthermore G0 contains two additional vertices s and t.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there is an arc (s, sai ) of cost wi · dG (pi , s) and an arc (tai , t) of cost 0.
For (u, v) ∈ E and 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there are two arcs (uai , vai ) and (vai , uai ) of cost wi · l(u,v) .
For u ∈ V and agents ai , aj with wi > wj , there is an arc (uai , uaj ) of cost wj · dG (pj , u).
Note that any solution to the WeightedDelivery that satisfies the properties of Lemma 1
corresponds to some s-t-path in G0 such that the cost of the solution is equal to the length of
this path in G0 and vice versa. This implies that the length of the shortest s-t path in G0 is the
cost of the optimal solution for WeightedDelivery in G. Assuming that k ≤ |V |, the graph
G0 has |V | · k + 2 ∈ O(|V |2 ) vertices and at most 2k + (k 2 |V | + |V |2 k)/2 − |V | · k ∈ O(|V |3 )
arcs. The edge-costs of the graph G0 can be computed in O(|V |3 ) time if we use the Floyd
Warshall all pair shortest paths algorithm [15, 27] in G. Finally, we compute the shortest
path from s to t in G0 in time O(|V |3 ), using Dijkstra’s algorithm with Fibonacci heaps. J
Unfortunately, the structural properties of Lemma 1 do not extend to multiple messages.
In the next two subsections we investigate how the quality of an optimal solution changes if
we only allow every message to be transported by one agent. Different messages may still
be transported by different agents and one agent may also transport multiple messages at
the same time as long as the number of messages is at most the capacity κ. To this end we
define the Benefit of Collaboration as the cost ratio between an optimal schedule Opt and a
best-possible schedule without collaboration S, BoC = minS cost(S)/cost(Opt).

2.2

Lower Bound on the Benefit of Collaboration

I Theorem 3. On instances of WeightedDelivery with agent capacity κ and m messages,
an algorithm using one agent for delivering every message cannot achieve an approximation
r
ratio better than 1/ ln ((1 + 1/(2r)) (1 + 1/(2r + 1))), where r := min{κ, m}.
Proof. Consider the graph G = (V, E) given in Figure 2, where the length le of every edge e
is 1/n. This means that G is a star graph with center v0,n and r + 1 paths of total length
1 each. We have r messages and message i needs to be transported from vi,0 to v0,2n for
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2r
i = 1, . . . , r. There further is an agent ai,j with weight wi,j = 2r+j/n
starting at every vertex
vi,j for (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , r} × {0, . . . , n − 1} ∪ {0} × {n, . . . , 2n}.
We first show the following: If any agent transports s messages i1 , . . . , is from vij ,0 to
v0,2n , then this costs at least 2s. Note that this implies that any schedule S for delivering
all messages by the agents such that every message is only carried by one agent satisfies
cost(S) ≥ 2r.
So let an agent ai,j transport s messages from the source to the destination v0,2n .
Without loss of generality let these messages be 1, . . . , s, which are picked up in this order.
By construction, agent ai,j needs to travel a distance of at least nj to reach message 1, then
distance 1 to move back to v0,n , then distance 2 for picking up message i and going back to
v0,n for i = 2, . . . , s, and finally it needs to move distance 1 from v0,n to v0,2n . Overall, agent
ai,j therefore travels a distance of at least 2s + nj . The overall cost for agent ai,j to deliver
2r
2s
≥ (2s + nj ) · 2s+j/n
the s messages therefore is at least (2s + nj ) · wi,j = (2s + nj ) · 2r+j/n
= 2s.
Now, consider a schedule Scol , where the agents collaborate, i.e., agent ai,j transports
message i from vi,j to vi,j+1 for i = 1, . . . , r, j = 0, . . . , n − 1, where we identify vi,n with
v0,n . Then agent a0,j transports all r messages from v0,j to v0,j+1 for j = n, . . . , 2n − 1. This
is possible because r ≤ κ by the choice of r. The total cost of this schedule is given by
1

Z
cost(Scol ) = r ·

Z
fstep (x)dx +

0

2

fstep (x)dx,
1

where fstep (x) is a step-function defined on [0, 2] giving the current cost of transporting
2r
the message, i.e., fstep (x) = 2r+j/n
on the interval [j/n, (j + 1)/n) for j = 0, . . . , 2n − 1.
The first integral corresponds to the first part of the schedule, where the r messages are
transported separately and therefore the cost of transporting message i from vi,j to vi,j+1 is
R (j+1)/n
2r
exactly j/n
fstep (x)dx = n1 · 2r+j/n
. The second part of the schedule corresponds to the
part, where all r messages are transported together by one agent at a time.
1
Observe that the function f (x) = 2r · 2r−1/n+x
satisfies f (x) ≥ fstep (x) on [0, 2], hence
Z

1

cost(Scol ) ≤ r
0

= 2r ln

2



1
2
f (x)dx = 2r r ln(2r − n1 + x) + ln(2r − n1 + x)
0
1
1
r 



 
n→∞
2r−1/n+1
2r−1/n+2
1 r
1
→ 2r ln 1 + 2r
1 + 2r+1 .
2r−1/n
2r−1/n+1
Z

f (x)dx +


Thus, the approximation ratio of an algorithm transporting
by only
 every message
 one agent
 
cost(S)
1 r
1
is bounded from below by BoC ≥ minS cost(S
≥
1/
ln
1
+
1
+
.
J
2r
2r+1
col )

r
By observing that limr→∞ 1/ ln ((1 + 1/(2r)) (1 + 1/(2r + 1))) = 1/ ln e1/2 = 2, we
obtain the following corollary.
I Corollary 4. A schedule for WeightedDelivery where every message is delivered by
a single agent cannot achieve an approximation ratio better than 2 in general, and better
than 1/ ln 2 ≈ 1.44 for a single message.

2.3

Upper Bounds on the Benefit of Collaboration

We now give tight upper bounds for Corollary 4. The following theorem shows that the
benefit of collaboration is 2 in general. We remark that finding an optimal schedule in
which every message is transported from its source to its destination by one agent, is already
NP-hard, as shown in Theorem 8.
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I Theorem 5. Let Opt be an optimal schedule for a given instance of WeightedDelivery.
Then there exists a schedule S such that every message is only transported by one agent and
cost(S) ≤ 2 · cost(Opt).
Proof Sketch. We may assume (without loss of generality) that the optimal schedule Opt
transports each message along a simple path, and we construct a directed multigraph GS
with the same set of vertices and an arc for every move of an agent in Opt. We label every
arc by the exact set of messages that were carried during the corresponding move in Opt.
For every arc in GS we add a backwards arc with the same label.
Obviously, every connected component of GS is Eulerian, and we claim that any agent
in each component can follow some Eulerian tour that allows to deliver all messages. In
particular, the agent needs exactly twice as many moves as the total number of moves of all
agents in the component in Opt. If we choose the cheapest agent (in terms of weight) in
each component, we obtain a tour with at most twice the cost of Opt.
We compute the Eulerian for the cheapest agent of a component as a combination of
multiple tours, respecting arc labels in the following sense: During every move along a
forward arc, the agent carries the exact set of messages prescribed by the arc label, and
during every move along a backward arc, the agent does not carry any messages. This
ensures that all messages travel along the same path as in Opt. Whenever the agent is at
a vertex v and is missing message i in order to proceed along some path, this means the
current vertex must lie on i’s path in Opt, and thus there must be a path of backwards
edges to the current location of i. The agent follows this path and recursively brings the
message back to v. In the process, more recursive calls may be necessary, but we can prove
that there cannot be a circular dependence between messages.
Therefore, the procedure eventually terminates after computing a closed tour. Note
that, so far, the tour is still “virtual” in the sense that the agent didn’t actually move but
merely computed the tour. We remove the tour from GS , update all message positions,
and recursively apply the procedure starting from the last vertex along the tour that is
still adjacent to untraversed edges. By combining all (virtual) tours that we obtain in the
recursion, we eventually get a Eulerian tour for the agent that obeys all arc labels. This
means that the agent can successfully simulate all moves in Opt while ensuring that it is
carrying the required messages before each move.
J
Single Message. For the case of a single message, we can improve the upper bound of 2 on
the benefit of collaboration from Theorem 5, to a tight bound of 1/ ln 2 ≈ 1.44.
The idea of the proof is to use that the weights are non-increasing by Lemma 1. After
scaling appropriately, we assume the message path to be the interval [0, 1] and then choose a
b
b such that the function x+1
is a lower bound on the weight of the agent transporting the
b
message at point x on the message path. The intersection of x+1
and the step-function f
representing the weight of the agent currently transporting the message then gives an agent,
which can transport the message with at most (1/ ln 2)-times the cost of an optimal schedule.
I Theorem 6. For WeightedDelivery with m = 1, there exists a (1/ ln 2)-approximation
algorithm using a single agent.
No Intermediate Dropoffs. For the capacities κ = 1 and κ = ∞, the upper bound of 2 on
the benefit of collaboration still holds if we additionally demand that each message is carried
by its single agent without any intermediate dropoffs. We will make use of this result later
in the approximation algorithm for WeightedDelivery with κ = 1 (Section 5).
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Figure 3 Finding a Hamiltonian cycle via WeightedDelivery with a single agent. Picking x to
be large enough, e.g. x = |V |, allows us to enforce that the agent will end in p01 .

I Theorem 7. Let Opt be an optimal schedule for a given instance of WeightedDelivery
with κ ∈ {1, ∞}. Then there exists a schedule S such that (i) every message is only transported
by a single agent, with exactly one pick-up and one drop-off, (ii) cost(S) ≤ 2 · cost(Opt),
and (iii) every agent aj returns to its starting location pj .

3

Planning

We now look in isolation at the problem of ordering the messages within the schedule of an
agent, which we call Planning. Formally, the Planning aspect of WeightedDelivery is the
following task: Given a schedule S and one of its agents aj , reorder the actions in S|aj in
such a way that the schedule remains feasible and the costs are minimized.
Generally speaking, for a complex schedule with many message handovers, the reordering
options for a single agent aj might be very limited. First of all, we must respect the capacity
of aj , i.e., in every prefix of S|aj , the number of pick-up actions (aj , ∗, ∗, +) cannot exceed
the number of drop-off actions (aj , ∗, ∗, −) by more than κ. Even then, reordering S|aj might
render S infeasible because of conflicts with some other subschedule S|ax . But Planning also
includes the instances where a single agent delivers all the messages, one after the other
straight to the target, and where the only thing that has to be decided is the ordering. We
show now that in this setting, where there is no non-trivial coordination or collaboration
aspect, WeightedDelivery is already NP-hard.
I Theorem 8. Planning of WeightedDelivery problem is NP-hard for all capacities κ
even for a single agent on a planar graph.
The hardness follows by a reduction from Hamiltonian cycles on a grid graph H, a
problem shown to be NP-hard by Itai et al. [21]: We put an isolated message at every node of
H, forcing the agent to visit each node exactly once. A longer edge for the isolated message
at the start forces the agent to come back to the start node towards the end, see Figure 3.
Using similar ideas, we can use recent results for the approximation hardness of metric
TSP [22] to immediately show that Planning of WeightedDelivery can not be approximated arbitrarily well, unless P = NP.
I Theorem 9. It is NP-hard to approximate the Planning of WeightedDelivery to within
any constant approximation ratio less than 367/366.

3.1

Polynomial-time Approximation for Planning in Restricted Settings

Motivated by Theorem 7, we now look at the restricted setting of planning for a feasible
schedule S R of which we know that each message is completely transported by some agent
aj without intermediate drop-offs, i.e., for every message mi there must be an agent j with
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S R |mi = (aj , si , mi , +), (aj , ti , mi , −). This allows us to give polynomial-time approximations
for planning with capacity κ ∈ {1, ∞}:
I Theorem 10. Let S R be a feasible schedule for a given instance of WeightedDelivery
with the restriction that ∀i ∃j : S R |mi = (aj , si , mi , +), (aj , ti , mi , −). Denote by Opt(S R )
a reordering of S R with optimal cost. There is a polynomial-time planning algorithm Alg
which gives a reordering Alg(S R ) such that cost(Alg(S R )) ≤ 2 · cost(Opt(S R )) if κ = 1
and cost(Alg(S R )) ≤ 3.5 · cost(Opt(S R )) if κ = ∞.
Proof. By the given restriction, separate planning of each S R |aj independently maintains
feasibility of S R . We denote by mj1 , mj2 , . . . , mjx the messages appearing in SaRj . We
define a complete undirected auxiliary graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) on the node set V 0 = {pj } ∪
{sj1 , sj2 , . . . , sjx } ∪ {tj1 , . . . , tjx } with edges (u, v) having length dG (u, v).
For κ = 1, the schedule Opt(S R )|aj corresponds to a Hamiltonian path H in G0 of
minimum length, starting in pj , subject to the condition that for each message mji the visit
of its source sji is directly followed by a visit of its destination tji . We can lower bound
the length of H with the total length of a spanning tree T 0 = (V 0 , E(T )0 ) ⊆ G0 as follows:
Starting with an empty graph on V 0 we first add all edges (sji , tji ). Following the idea
of Kruskal [23], we add edges from {pj } × {sj1 , . . . , sjx } ∪ {tj1 , . . . , tjx } × {sj1 , . . . , sjx } in
increasing order of their lengths, disregarding any edges which would result in the creation of
a cycle. Now a DFS-traversal of T 0 starting from pj visits any edge (sji , tji ) in both directions.
Whenever we cross such an edge from sji to tji , we add (aj , sji , mji , +), (aj , tji , mji , −) as a
suffix to the current schedule Alg(S R )|aj . We get an overall cost of cost(Alg(S R )|aj ) ≤
P
P
2 · e∈E(T 0 ) le ≤ 2 · e∈H le = 2 · cost(Opt(S R )|aj ).
For κ = ∞, the idea is to first collect all messages by traversing a spanning tree (with
cost ≤ 2 · cost(Opt(S R )|aj )) and then delivering all of them in a metric TSP path fashion
(with cost ≤ 32 · cost(Opt(S R )|aj )).
J
I Remark. If we assume as an additional property that the agent returns to its starting
position pj (as for example in the result of Theorem 7), we can get a better approximation
for the case κ = 1. Instead of traversing a spanning tree twice, we can model this as the
stacker-crane problem for which a polynomial-time 1.8-approximation is known [16].

4

Coordination

In this section, we focus on the Coordination aspect of WeightedDelivery. We assume
that collaboration and planning are taken care of. More precisely, we are given a sequence
containing the complete fixed schedule S − of all actions (_, si , mi , +), . . . , (_, h, mi , −),
. . . , (_, tj , mj , −), but without an assignment of the agents to the actions. Coordination is
the task of assigning agents to the given actions. Even though coordination appears to have
the flavor of a matching problem, it turns out to be NP-hard to optimally match up agents
with the given actions. This holds for any capacity, in particular for κ = 1. The latter,
however, has a polynomial-time solution if all agents have uniform weight.

4.1

NP-Hardness for Planar Graphs

We give a reduction from planar 3SAT: From a given planar 3SAT formula F we construct
an instance of WeightedDelivery that allows a schedule S with “good” energy cost(S)
if and only if F is satisfiable.
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Figure 4 (left) A restricted plane embedding of a 3CNF F which is satisfied by (v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 ) =
(true, f alse, f alse, true). (right) Its transformation to the corresponding delivery graph.

Planar 3SAT. Let F be a three-conjunctive normal form (3CNF) with x boolean variables
V (F ) = {v1 , . . . , vx } and y clauses C(F ) = {c1 , . . . , cy }. Each clause is given by a subset
of at most three literals of the form l(vi ) ∈ {vi , vi }. We define a corresponding graph
H(F ) = (N, A) with a node set consisting of all clauses and all variables (N = V (F ) ∪ C(F )).
We add an edge between a clause c and a variable v, if v or v is contained in c. Furthermore
we add a cycle consisting of edges between all pairs 
of consecutive variables, i.e., A = A1 ∪ A2 ,
where A1 = {{ci , vj } | vj ∈ ci or vj ∈ ci } , A2 = vj , v(j mod x)+1 | 1 ≤ j ≤ x . We call
F planar if there is a plane embedding of H(F ). The planar 3SAT problem of deciding
whether a given planar 3CNF F is satisfiable is known to be NP-complete. Furthermore the
problem remains NP-complete if at each variable node the plane embedding is required to
have all arcs representing positive literals on one side of the cycle A2 and all arcs representing
negative literals on the other side of A2 [26]. We will use this restricted version in our
reduction and assume without loss of generality that the graph H(F ) \ A2 is connected and
that H(F ) is a simple graph (i.e. each variable appears at most once in every clause).
Building the Delivery Graph. We first describe a way to transform any planar 3CNF graph
H(F ) into a planar delivery graph G = G(F ), see Figure 4.
We transform the graph in five steps: First we delete all edges of the cycle A2 , but we
keep in mind that at each variable node all positive literal edges lie on one side and all
negative literal edges on the other side. Secondly let degH(F ),A1 (v) denote the remaining
degree of a variable node v in H and surround each variable node by a variable box. A
variable box contains two paths adjacent to v on which internally we place degH(F ),A1 (v)
copies of v: One path (called henceforth the true-path) contains all nodes having an adjacent
positive literal edge, the other path (the false-path) contains all nodes having an adjacent
negative literal edge. In a next step, we add a single node between any pair of node copies
of the previous step. As a fourth step, we want all paths to contain the same number of
nodes, hence we fill in nodes at the end of each path such that every path contains exactly
2y ≥ 2 degH(F ),A1 (v) internal nodes. Thus each variable box contains a variable node v, an
adjacent true-path (with internal nodes vtrue,1 , . . . , vtrue,2y−1 and a final node vtrue,2y ) and a
respective false-path. Finally for each clause node c we add a new node c0 which we connect
to c. The new graph G(F ) has polynomial size and all the steps can be implemented in such
a way that G(F ) is planar.
Messages, Agents and Weights. We are going to place one clause message on each of the
y clause nodes and a literal message on each of the 2x paths in the variable boxes for a total
of 4xy messages. More precisely, on each original clause node c we place exactly one clause
message which has to be delivered to the newly created node c0 . Furthermore we place a
literal message on every internal node vtrue,i of a true-path and set its target to vtrue,i+1
(same for the false-path). We set the length of all edges connecting a source to its target to 1.
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Figure 5 Agent positions () and weights (in black); Messages (→) and edge lengths (in color).

Next we describe the locations of the agents in each variable box. We place one variable
agent of weight 1 on the variable node v. The length of the two adjacent edges are set to
ε, where ε := (8xy)−2 . Furthermore we place y literal agents on each path: The i-th agent
is placed on vtrue,2(y−i) (respectively vfalse,2(y−i) ) and gets weight 1 + iε. It remains to set
the length of edges between clause nodes and internal nodes of a path. By construction the
latter is the starting position of an agent of uniquely defined weight 1 + iε; we set the length
of the edge to 1−iε
1+iε . For an illustration see Figure 5, where each agent’s starting location is
depicted by a square and each message is depicted by a colored arrow.
Reduction. The key idea of the reduction is that for each variable u, the corresponding
variable box contains a variable agent who can either deliver all messages on the true-path
(thus setting the variable to true), or deliver all messages on the false-path (thus setting
the variable to false). Assume u is set to true. If u is contained in a clause c, then on the
adjacent node vtrue,i there is a (not yet used) literal agent. Intuitively, this agent was freed
by the variable agent and can thus be sent to deliver the clause-message. If u is contained
in c, the corresponding literal on the false-path can’t be sent to deliver the clause message,
since it needs to transport messages along the false-path.
There is such a feasible schedule Sol of the agents in G(F ) if and only if there is a
satisfiable assignment (a solution) for the variables of a 3CNF F . Its total (energy) cost
is cost(Sol) := 4xy + 2y + x(y 2 + y + 1)ε ([6, Lemma 12]). Furthermore, we can show
that any schedule S which doesn’t correspond to a satisfiable variable assignment has cost
cost(S) > cost(Sol) ([6, Lemma 13, 14 and 15]). This is true independent of whether S
adheres to the schedule without agents S − or not and holds for any capacity κ.
Fixed Sequence (Schedule without Agent Assignment). It remains to fix a sequence S −
that describes the schedule Sol described in the reduction idea but which does not allow us
to infer a satisfiable assignment: This is the case for any S − consisting of consecutive pairs
(_, si , mi , +), (_, ti , mi , −) such that if mi lies to the left of mj on some true- or false-path,
it precedes mj in the schedule.
I Theorem 11. Coordination of WeightedDelivery is NP-hard on planar graphs for all
capacities κ, even if we are given prescribed collaboration and planning.

4.2

Polynomial-time Algorithm for Uniform Weights and Unit Capacity

Note that Coordination is NP-hard even for capacity κ = 1. Next we show that this setting
is approachable once we restrict ourselves to uniform weights.
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Figure 6 Illustration of the coordination of the schedule S = (_, s1 , m1 , +), (_, s2 , m2 , +),
(_, s3 , m1 , −), (_, s3 , m3 , +), (_, t2 , m2 , −), (_, t3 , m3 , −), (_, s3 , m1 , +), (_, t1 , m1 , −).
(left) Instance with 3 messages and 2 agents of uniform weight. (center) Equivalent weighted bipartite
matching problem G0 . (right) The resulting trajectories of the agents.

I Theorem 12. Given collaboration and planning in the form of a complete schedule with
missing agent assignment, Coordination of WeightedDelivery with capacity κ = 1 and
agents having uniform weights can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. As before, denote by S − = (_, si , mi , +), . . . , (_, h, mi , −), . . . , (_, tj , mj , −) the
prescribed schedule without agent assignments. Since all agents have the same uniform
Pk
weight w, the cost cost(S) of any feasible schedule S is determined by cost(S) = w· j=1 dj .
Hence at a pick-up action (_, q, mi , +) it is not so much important which agent picks up the
message as where / how far it comes from.
Because we have capacity κ = 1, we know that the agent has to come from either its starting position or from a preceding drop-off action (_, p, mj , −) ∈ S − . This allows us to model
the problem as a weighted bipartite matching, see Figure 6 (center). We build an auxiliary
graph G0 = (A ∪ B, E10 ∪ E20 ). A maximum matching in this bipartite graph will tell us for
every pick-up action in B, where the agent that performs the pick-up action comes from in A.
Let A := {p1 , . . . , pk }∪{(_, ∗, ∗, −)} and B := {(_, ∗, ∗, +)}. We add edges between all agent
starting positions and all pick-ups, E10 := {p1 , . . . , pk } × {(_, q, m, +) | (_, q, m, +) ∈ B} of
weight dG (pi , q). Furthermore, we add edges between drop-offs and all subsequent pick-ups
E20 := {((_, p, mj , −), (_, q, mi , +)) | (_, p, mj , −) < (_, q, mi , +) in S − } of weight dG (p, q).
A maximum matching of minimum cost in G0 captures the optimal assignment of agents
to messages and can be found by solving the classic assignment problem, a special case
of the minimum cost maximum flow problem. Both of these problems can be solved in
polynomial time for instance using the Hungarian method [24] or the successive shortest path
algorithm [14], respectively. The cost of this optimum matching corresponds to the cost of the
agents moving around without messages. The cost of the agents while carrying the messages
can easily be added: Consider the schedule S − restricted to a message mi . This subsequence
S − |mi is a sequence of pairs of pick-up/drop-off actions ((_, q, mi , +), (_, p, mi , −)), and in
P
every pair the message is brought from q to p on the shortest path, so we add
dG (q, p).
Concatenating these piecewise shortest paths gives the trajectory of each agent in the
optimum solution, as illustrated in Figure 6 (right).
J
Our algorithm is remotely inspired by a simpler problem at the ACM ICPC world finals
2015 [19]. The official solution is pseudo-polynomial [20], Austrin and Wojtaszczyk [3] later
sketched a min-cost bipartite matching solution.

5

Approximation Algorithm

We have seen in Section 2 that the cost of an optimal schedule Opt for WeightedDelivery
can be approximated to within a factor of two by restricting ourselves to schedules S R in
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which every message is only transported by a single agent, with exactly one pick-up and one
drop-off (Theorem 7). Let OptR be an optimal restricted schedule. Given an auxiliary graph
G0 on a vertex set consisting of all agent positions and all message source and destination
nodes, we construct in polynomial time a minimum tree cover of G0 from which be build a
schedule S ∗ in which agents travel at most twice the distance of their counterparts in OptR
(similarly to Theorem 10). Here we require capacity κ = 1. In order for our method to work,
we need to be indifferent between different weights; we achieve this by boosting each agent’s
wi
:
weight wj to max wi , resulting in an additional loss in the approximation factor of max w
j
I Theorem 13. There is a polynomial-time (4 max
WeightedDelivery with capacity κ = 1.

wi
wj )-approximation

algorithm for
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Abstract
We revisit the much-studied problem of space-efficiently estimating the number of triangles in a
graph stream, and extensions of this problem to counting fixed-sized cliques and cycles. For the
important special case of counting triangles, we give a 4-pass, (1 ± ε)-approximate, randomized
e −2 m3/2 /T ) space, where m is the number of edges and T is a promised
algorithm using O(ε
lower bound on the number of triangles. This matches the space bound of a recent algorithm
(McGregor et al., PODS 2016), with an arguably simpler and√more general technique. We
give an improved multi-pass lower bound of Ω(min{m3/2 /T, m/ T }), applicable at essentially
all densities Ω(n) 6 m 6 O(n2 ). We prove other multi-pass lower bounds in terms of various
structural parameters of the input graph. Together, our results resolve a couple of open questions
raised in recent work (Braverman et al., ICALP 2013).
Our presentation emphasizes more general frameworks, for both upper and lower bounds. We
give a sampling algorithm for counting arbitrary subgraphs and then improve it via combinatorial
means in the special cases of counting odd cliques and odd cycles. Our results show that these
problems are considerably easier in the cash-register streaming model than in the turnstile model,
where previous work had focused (Manjunath et al., ESA 2011; Kane et al., ICALP 2012). We
use Turán graphs and related gadgets to derive lower bounds for counting cliques and cycles,
with triangle-counting lower bounds following as a corollary.
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bounds
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1

Introduction

Algorithms for analyzing large graphs have been the topic of two decades of intense research.
The theory of such algorithms encompasses two large disciplines: streaming algorithms [25, 14],
where the input graph is presented as a stream of edges that must be read sequentially,
in one or more passes, using space sublinear in the total input size; and property-testing
algorithms [16, 17], where the input graph may be randomly accessed and the goal is to
decide whether it satisfies some property or is far from doing so, while reading a sublinear
fraction of the input. This paper is concerned with streaming algorithms.
∗
†
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Table 1 Results from prior work. See the discussion at the start of Section 1.1.
Problem

Space

Remarks

Source


e mn/T 2
O

e m∆2 /T
O

e mn/T
O

e
O m3 /T 2

e m∆/T
O

e mγ/T
O

–
∆ = maximum degree
n known a priori
turnstile
∆ = maximum degree
γ = tangle coefficient (Section 2)

[3]
[19]
[8]
[21]
[28]
[28]

J = max # triangles containing an edge

[27]

C = vertex cover, P2 = # of 2-paths

[15]

√ 
e mJ/T + m/ T
O
Triangle
counting
(tri-cnt)

e P2 /T
C +O
√ 
e
O m/ T



2.5

dependence on ε is 1/ε



multi-pass

[24]

multi-pass

[24]


Ω n

Ω n/T

Ω m

Ω m/T

Ω m3 /T 2

Ω m/T 2/3
√ 

one pass, T = 1
multi-pass, T < n
one pass, m ∈ [c1 n, c2 n2 ], T < n
multi-pass
one pass, optimal

[3]
[19]
[7]
[7]
[22]

multi-pass

[11]

2

√
multi-pass, for m = Θ(n T )

Ω m/ T

Clique counting
(clq-cnth )
Cycle counting
(cyc-cnth )

[11]

e m3/2 /T
O
√ 
e m/ T
O

h(h−1)/2

e m
O

/T

e η(h)/T
O
e mh /T
O




2

2


α

[11]

turnstile

[21]

h−2α

[28]

η(h) = max{m ∆

: α ∈ {1, bh/2c}}

turnstile

[23]

Specifically, this paper is about the subgraph-counting problem, which asks for an
(approximate) count of the number of occurrences of a particular constant-sized subgraph,
H, in an input graph, G, which has n vertices and m edges. We denote this problem
sub-cntH . After giving a basic algorithm for sub-cntH , we provide improvements (in terms
of space usage) for special classes of subgraphs, namely, when H is either an h-clique Kh (the
clique-counting problem, or clq-cnth ) or an h-cycle Ch (the cycle-counting problem,
or cyc-cnth ). We also give upper and lower bounds, several of them optimal, for the very
important special case of triangle-counting (henceforth, tri-cnt), when H is a triangle.
The number of triangles in a graph is a basic parameter of interest for a variety of reasons,
including social network analysis [26] and spam and fraud detection [4]; see [12, 31] for a more
thorough discussion of applications. The tri-cnt problem has been the focus of a remarkably
large number of papers. Nevertheless, the definitive upper and lower bounds on its space
complexity have not yet been obtained, leaving us with several mutually incomparable results
(Table 1). Notably, distinguishing a triangle-free graph from a graph containing one or
more triangles requires Ω(n2 ) space in general [3], ruling out unconditional sublinear-space
solutions. Therefore, nontrivial bounds must either assume some structural guarantees on
the input graph or provide space guarantees that depend on some structural parameter.

1.1

Our Results and Comparison with Prior Work

To set the context for our results, we summarize the salient related results from prior work
(most of which are about tri-cnt) in Table 1. The ubiquitous parameter “T ” represents a
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e
Table 2 Our main results. The O-notation
hides 1/ε2 and log m factors; h is considered a constant.
The upper bounds use 4 passes for counting odd cliques and odd cycles (including triangles) and 2
passes in all other cases. The notations ∆, γ, ρ, and β are as discussed at the start of Section 1.1.
Problem

Upper bounds
multi-pass

one pass

Lower bounds
multi-pass

tri-cnt

e m3/2 /T
O



Remarks


√
Ω min m3/2 /T, m/ T




optimal


Ω m∆/T

Ω mγ/T


–

optimal
optimal
optimal

Ω m/ρ

clq-cnth
cyc-cnth
sub-cntH

e h/2 /T )
O(m

Ω(mh /T 2 )

e h/2 /T )
O(m

Ω(mh/2 /T )

h/2

e
O(m

/T )

e β(H) /T )
O(m

h

2

Ω(m /T )
–





Ω min mh/2 /T, m/T 1/(h−1)
Ω mh/2 /T





h/2

Ω min m





/T, m/T

even h
1/(h−1)



odd h

–

guaranteed lower bound on the number of copies of the target subgraph (triangle, Kh , or Ch )
in the input graph G. Some of the results involve additional graph parameters (definitions
in Section 2): the maximum degree ∆ = ∆(G), the triangle density ρ = ρ(G), the tangle
coefficient γ = γ(G) and, for the problem sub-cntH , the edge cover number β = β(H).
In reading Table 1, note that all upper bounds represent randomized algorithms that
provide (1 ± ε)-multiplicative approximations with high constant probability, and work in
one pass, except as noted. Their space usage involves a factor of log m and an ε-dependent
factor that, with one exception, equals 1/ε2 . We omit these factors for clarity, hiding them
e notation. Lower bounds are proven by studying the communication complexity
into an O(·)
of distinguishing between “high” and “low” values of T . As can be seen, there are not many
multi-pass lower bounds in prior work and none that explain the form of any of the upper
bounds. Our lower bounds in this paper serve to fill this explanatory gap. Meanwhile, our
upper bounds demonstrate the power of using a small constant number of passes, rather
than one pass, for these problems. Table 2 summarizes our main contributions.
Our first upper bound is for sub-cntH . We give a 2-pass algorithm based on (implicitly)
sampling a suitable set of vertices and then counting copies of H induced by this set. Since
the edge cover number, β(H), equals dh/2e when H is either Kh or Ch , our general upper
bound for sub-cntH already implies the claimed upper bounds for clq-cnth and cyc-cnth
for even h. To improve these bounds in the case of odd h – in particular, tri-cnt – we bring
in some combinatorial ideas from Eden et al. [13], who were interested in a query complexity
version of tri-cnt; an overview of these ideas appears at the start of Section 3.2. We believe
that the resulting algorithms are conceptually novel in a streaming context.
Braverman et al. [7] introduced the parameter triangle density, ρ, defining it to be the
number of vertices that belong to some triangle in G. They conjectured a lower bound
of Ω(m/ρ) for multi-pass triangle-counting. Our Theorem 4.12 settles this conjecture
positively. Further, they posed the problem of designing a multi-pass algorithm for trianglecounting with space complexity depending only on m and T (presumably they meant one
that beats the one-pass upper bound of Kane et al. [21]). We address this in Algorithm 2.
Pavan et al. [28] introduced the tangle coefficient, γ; see Section 2. Our results in Theorem 4.13
e
and Corollary 4.14 show that each of their one-pass upper bounds – namely, O(mγ/T
) and
O(m∆/T ) – is matched by a multi-pass lower bound.
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√
Jha et al. [18] gave an O(m/ T )-space algorithm for a variant of tri-cnt where the error
guarantee is additive; they also showed how to multiplicatively estimate a related quantity
called the clustering coefficient. While related, these results are not directly comparable to
ours, or to the ones in Table 1. Very recently,
√ McGregor et al. [24] extended some ideas from
e
this work of Jha et al., obtaining an O(m/ T )-space algorithm for tri-cnt. In the same
e 3/2 /T )-space 4-pass1 algorithm for tri-cnt, which matches
paper, they also gave an O(m
the space bound of our algorithm for tri-cnt (Corollary 3.9). However, their algorithm
relies on a more complex primitive of fast `p sampling and is not immediately generalizable
to counting larger subgraphs. Our algorithm, which uses only basic sampling, is arguably
simpler, solves a more general problem, and is space-optimal for counting cliques and odd
cycles in some parameter regimes.
On the lower bound side, at a high level we proceed along the expected lines of reducing
from the index and set-disjointness communication problems, for one-pass and multi-pass
bounds, respectively. The meat of the work is in designing appropriate gadgets, mostly
based on Turán graphs, for the reductions. The most closely-related
work is by Cormode
√
and Jowhari [11], who give multi-pass Ω(m/T 2/3 ) and Ω(m/ T ) lower bounds2 for tri-cnt.
Their constructions imply these lower bounds for specific settings of the edge-density and
number-of-triangles parameters. Our own lower bounds for tri-cnt (Corollary 4.11) apply
at all edge densities between m = Θ(n) and m = Θ(n2 ) and at all triangle counts between
T = 1 and T = m3/2−δ . Moreover, our bounds generalize to clq-cnt and cyc-cnt.

2

Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, our input graph will be G = (V, E), a simple undirected graph with
|V | = n and |E| = m. For a vertex v ∈ V , Nv denotes its set of neighbors and dv = |Nv |
denotes its degree. We put ∆ = maxv∈V dv . The input graph is presented as a stream of
edges (e1 , e2 , . . . , em ) in some adversarial order. Each edge in E appears exactly once and
the stream only builds up the graph: there are no edge deletions. This is sometimes called
the cash-register streaming model.
For an edge e ∈ E, slightly abusing notation, Ne denotes the set of edges in E that are
adjacent to e. Let Ne> be the set of edges in Ne that come after e in the streaming order;
thus Ne> ⊆ Ne . Let T denote the set of triangles in G. We now define some special graph
parameters that are useful in the context of subgraph counting algorithms: the first two were
introduced in the context of the tri-cnt problem.
I Definition 2.1. The triangle density [7] ρ = ρ(G) is the number of vertices that belong to
some triangle in G. With T = |T |, we have Θ(T 1/3 ) 6 ρ 6 3T , where the lower and upper
bounds correspond to a clique and T vertex-disjoint triangles, respectively.
I Definition 2.2. Suppose T = |T | > 0. For τ ∈ T , let e(τ ) be the edge in τ appearing
earliest in the stream order. The tangle coefficient [28] of the stream presentation of G,
P
>
>
denoted γ = γ(G), is defined as γ = (1/T ) τ ∈T |Ne(τ
) |. Clearly, γ 6 2∆, since |Ne(τ ) | 6 2∆.
I Definition 2.3. An edge cover of a graph is a set of edges that covers all the vertices. For
a graph H, its edge cover number, denoted β(H), is the cardinality of its smallest edge cover.

1

2

McGregor et al. state their result as a 3-pass algorithm in a nonstandard model where vertex degrees
can be queried for free. In this model, our algorithm for tri-cnt would also use only 3 passes.
√
e 3/2 /T )
The Cormode–Jowhari lower bound of Ω(m/ T ), √
does not contradict our upper bound of O(m
because their lower bound holds only at m = Θ(n T ) and T 6 n2 triangles.
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We fix a total ordering on the vertices of G according to their degrees. For vertices u
and v, let u ≺ v if either du < dv , or du = dv and u < v lexicographically. We record an
important observation made in Eden et al. [13].
√
I Fact 2.4 (Eden et al. [13]). For each u ∈ V , |{v ∈ Nu : u ≺ v}| 6 2m.
Let Q be some nonnegative function of an input stream that we wish to estimate. Let
ε, δ ∈ [0, 1] be certain parameters. If an algorithm A produces an estimate Q̂ for Q such
that Pr[Q̂ ∈ (1 ± ε)Q] > 1 − δ, then A is called an (ε, δ)-estimator for Q. Our algorithms
will follow the common strategy of designing an unbiased “basic estimator” for Q – i.e., a
random variable with expectation Q – and bounding its variance. We note the following
widely-used lemma that combines several such basic estimators (computed in parallel) into
an (ε, δ)-estimator.
I Lemma 2.5 (Median-of-Means Improvement [2, 9]). Let X be the distribution of an unbiased
estimator for a real quantity Q. Let {Xij }i∈[t],j∈[k] be a collection of i.i.d. copies of X, where
2
t = c log(1/δ) and k = 3 Var[X]/(ε
E[X]2 ), for a certain universal positive constant c. Let

Pk
1
Z = mediani∈[t] k j=1 Xij . Then Pr[Z ∈ (1 ± ε)Q] > 1 − δ.

3

Algorithms for Counting Subgraphs

In this section we present multi-pass algorithms for sub-cntH , the problem of estimating the
number of occurrences of a fixed subgraph H of constant order. We first consider general H
e dh/2e /T )
and give a 2-pass algorithm. When specialized to Kh and Ch , this algorithm uses O(m
space. Later, for the case of odd h = 2` + 1, we introduce additional combinatorial ideas
to improve the exponent of m from ` + 1 to ` + 21 , at the cost of two additional passes. In
e 3/2 /T )-space tri-cnt algorithm.
particular, this gives us an O(m

3.1

A Sampling-Based Algorithm for Arbitrary Subgraphs

I Theorem 3.1. Let H be a graph of constant order whose edge cover number is β. There is an
e
(ε, 1/3)-estimator for sub-cntH that uses two passes and O(S)
space, provided S = Ω(mβ /T ),
where T is the number of distinct occurrences of H in the input graph.
e β /T ) with T being a
I Remark. The above bound could instead have been stated as O(m
promised lower bound on the number of distinct occurrences of H. Similar remarks apply to
e hides 1/ε2 and log m factors.
our other upper bounds. We remind the reader that O(·)
Proof. Let V (H) and E(H) be the vertex set and edge set of H, respectively. Let ξ be the
number of lists of distinct edges of H that form minimum-sized edge covers of H.3 Note that
β and ξ are constants, independent of the input graph G. Therefore the following algorithm,
e
which reads a stream of the m edges of G and computes an estimator X, uses O(1)
space.
The analysis of Algorithm 1 is handled by the next two lemmas, which show that X is
an unbiased estimator and that its variance can be controlled. Let H1 , H2 , . . . , HT be the
occurrences of H in G. Let Ti be an indicator random variable to denote whether Hi is
β PT
detected in Pass 2, at Line 4. Then X = mξ
i=1 Ti .
I Lemma 3.2. For each i, E[Ti ] = ξ/mβ . Thus, E[X] = T .
3

E.g., if H is C4 , with edges a, b, c, d in cyclic order, these lists are (a, c), (b, d), (c, a), and (d, b); so ξ = 4.
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Algorithm 1 Basic estimator for sub-cntH .
Pass 1:
1:
select β edges {ei = {ui , vi }}βi=1 independently and u.a.r., using reservoir sampling
2:
if {u1 , v1 , . . . , uβ , vβ } does not have exactly |V (H)| distinct vertices then
3:
X ← 0; abort
Pass 2:
c ← number of distinct copies of H on {u1 , v1 , . . . , uβ , vβ } that contain each of
e1 , . . . , e β
5:
X ← cmβ /ξ
4:

I Lemma 3.3. Var[X] = O(mβ T ).
Proof. By Lemma 3.2,




T
2β
X
 2  m2β X
 2 X
T
ξ
m
E [Ti Tj ] . (1)
Var[X] 6 E X = 2 
E Ti +
E [Ti Tj ] = 2  β +
ξ
ξ
m
i=1
i6=j

i6=j

The term E[Ti Tj ], with i 6= j, is nonzero iff Hi and Hj can be simultaneously detected
at Line 4. Examining the logic of the algorithm, we see that this can happen only if
V (Hi ) = V (Hj ) and there is a set of β edges that forms a minimum edge cover of both Hi
and Hj . When these conditions hold, we shall say that Hi and Hj are neighbors. Since H
is a constant-order graph, each Hi has O(1) many neighbors: a crude bound, but one that
suffices for our purposes.
Thus, in the double summation in (1), only O(T ) terms are nonzero. For each nonzero
term, we have E [Ti Tj ] = Pr [Ti = 1 ∧ Tj = 1] 6 Pr[Ti = 1] = mξβ . Plugging this into (1), we
obtain our required estimate.
J
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1, we invoke Lemma 2.5 on the unbiased estimator X
and use the above bound on Var[X].
J
Let us specialize the above result to the problems clq-cnth and cyc-cnth . We have
β(Kh ) = β(Ch ) = dh/2e. Therefore, Theorem 3.1 gives us a 2-pass estimator that uses
e
O(S)
space, provided S = Ω(mdh/2e /T ), where T is the number of h-cliques or h-cycles (as
appropriate) in the input graph. We shall later show, in Theorem 4.2, that this bound is
optimal for clq-cnth when h is even.

3.2

An Improved Algorithm for Odd Cliques and Odd Cycles

We now present an algorithm for clq-cnt2`+1 , for constant `, improving the space bound
e `+1 /T ), as implied by Theorem 3.1, to O(m
e `+ 21 /T ). As before, all space bounds
from O(m
are for an (ε, 1/3)-estimator.
Our algorithm builds on ideas from Pavan et al. [28] and Eden et al. [13]. The former
paper gives a streaming algorithm for estimating the number of triangles T in a graph. The
idea is to sample an edge uniformly at random from the stream, using reservoir sampling;
then sample one more edge uniformly at random from the neighborhood of previously chosen
edge; and finally, check whether these two edges are closed by any edge in the “future stream”
to form a triangle. This leads to an unbiased estimator for T with variance bounded by
e
O(m∆T ). This leads to an O(m∆/T
)-space (ε, 1/3)-estimator, with the caveat that prior
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knowledge of ∆ is required. We build on their algorithm by improving the bound on the
e 3/2 /T ) space estimator
variance of the unbiased estimator to O(m3/2 T ). This gives an O(m
for tri-cnt as well as removes the dependency on ∆. We reduce the variance of our estimator
by repeating the neighborhood sampling step for edges whose endpoints have “large” degree.
The challenge now is to reduce the number of triangles that an edge participates in. For
this, we use an idea of vertex ordering from Eden et al. [13], who tackled triangle counting
in a property testing model. They fix a total ordering on the vertices of G according to
their degrees. For vertices u and v, let u ≺ v if either du < dv , or du = dv and u < v
lexicographically. Now let τ = {v1 , v2 , v3 } be a triangle in G with v1 ≺ v2 ≺ v3 . Then τ
can be associated with (e1 , v3 ) where e1 = {v1 , v2 }. Observe that each triangle τ in G is
uniquely associated with a distinct edge. Let the number of triangles √
associated with edge e
P
be Te . Clearly, e∈E(G) Te = T . From Fact 2.4, it follows that Te 6 2m. Since each edge
is associated with not-too-many triangles, we get a “strong” upper bound on the variance. In
fact the idea of vertex ordering has been proved to be useful for counting triangles in other
(offline) settings as well [30]. By invoking a result from Chiba et al. [10], we show that in
spite of such repetition the space usage for our estimator remains constant in expectation.
We in fact show that we can generalize this idea for larger cliques.
Now we formally describe our estimator for clq-cnt. We fix a total ordering of V (G) as
described above. Let τ = {v1 , v2 , . . . , v2` , v2`+1 } induce a K2`+1 in G with v1 ≺ v2 ≺ . . . ≺
v2` ≺ v2`+1 . We associate τ with (e1 , e2 , . . . , e` , v2`+1 ) where ei = {v2i−1 , v2i }. Observe that
each K2`+1 in G is uniquely associated with ` distinct edges. Let the number of (2`+1)-cliques
associated with (e1 , e2 , . . . , e` ) be T(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) . Then, we have the following simple lemma.
√
P
I Lemma 3.4. Each T(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) 6 2m. Further, (e1 ,e2 ,...,e` )∈E(G)` T(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) = T .
We shall also need the following combinatorial lemma, from Chiba and Nishizeki [10].
I Lemma 3.5 (Based on Lemmas 1(a) and 2 of [10]). Let G = (V, E) be a graph
 with n
P
vertices and m edges such that m = Ω(n). Then {u,v}∈E min{du , dv } = O m3/2 .
Algorithm 2 computes our basic estimator X.
I Theorem 3.6. Suppose the input graph G contains T copies of K2`+1 . Then Algorithm 2
1
e
leads to an O(S)-space
(ε, 1/3)-estimator for T when S = Ω(m`+ 2 /T ).4
Proof. Let E(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) be the event that edges e1 = {u1 , v1 }, e2 = {u2 , v2 }, . . . , e` = {u` , v` }
are sampled at Line 1 and the algorithm does not abort in Pass 1. WLOG assume ui ≺ vi
for all i ∈ [`]. In the next two lemmas, we shall show that X is an unbiased estimator and
its variance can be controlled. Then we shall analyze the space usage of Algorithm 2.
I Lemma 3.7. For each E(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) , E[Zk | E(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) ] = T(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) . Thus, E[X] = T .
I Lemma 3.8. Var[X] = O(m`+1/2 T ).


Proof. As in the previous lemma, E Zk2 E(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) = du1 T(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) . Next, note that
Zk1 and Zk2 are independent for k1 6= k2 , even after conditioning on E(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) . Therefore
2
E[Zk1 Zk2 | E(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) ] = E[Zk1 | E(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) ] · E[Zk2 | E(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) ] = T(e
.
1 ,e2 ,...,e` )

4

(2)

Please see the remark after Theorem 3.1 for an alternate interpretation of the space bound.
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Algorithm 2 Basic estimator for clq-cnt2`+1 .
Pass 1:
select ` edges {ei = {ui , vi }}`i=1 independently and u.a.r., using reservoir sampling
2:
if {u1 , v1 , . . . , u` , v` } does not have exactly 2` distinct vertices then
3:
X ← 0; abort
Pass 2:
4:
count dui and dvi for all i ∈ [`]
1:

Pass 3: 
√ 
r ← min{du1 , dv1 }
m
6:
by renaming vertices if needed, ensure that ui ≺ vi for all i ∈ [`]
7:
for k ← 1 to r do
8:
Zk ← 0; select a vertex wk from Nu1 u.a.r., using reservoir sampling

5:

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Pass 4:
compute dw1 , . . . , dwr
for k ← 1 to r do
if (e1 , . . . , e` , wk ) forms a K2`+1 and u1 ≺ v1 ≺ u2 ≺ . . . ≺ u` ≺ v` ≺ wk then
Zk ← du1
Pr
Y ← (1/r) k=1 Zk
X ← m` Y

Now, using Lemma 3.7,


!2
r
X
 2

1
E Y | E(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) = 2 E 
Zk
E(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) 
r
k=1

=
6

1
r2

r
X
k=1




1 X 
E Zk2 E(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) + 2
E Zk1 Zk2 E(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` )
r
k1 6=k2

du1
2
T(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) + T(e
=
1 ,e2 ,...,e` )
r

√

2
m T(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` ) + T(e
.
1 ,e2 ,...,e` )

Therefore,
Var[X] = m2` Var[Y ] 6 m2` E[Y 2 ] = m2` ·
6 m`+1/2

X

1
m`

X
(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` )∈E `

X

T(e1 ,...,e` ) + m`

(e1 ,...,e` )∈E `



E Y 2 E(e1 ,e2 ,...,e` )
2
T(e
= (1 +
1 ,...,e` )

√

2) m`+1/2 T ,

(e1 ,...,e` )∈E `

where the final step uses both parts of Lemma 3.4.

J

We return to the proof of Theorem 3.6. Invoking Lemma 2.5, we get an (ε, 1/3)e `+ 12 · B/T ) bits, where B is the space used by
approximation algorithm for T with space O(m

√ 
Algorithm 2. To estimate B, note that Algorithm 2 keeps r = min{du1 , dv1 }
m many
neighboring vertices of u1 . Recall that the edge {u1 , v1 } is chosen uniformly at random.
Hence the expected space usage is


X
X
min{du , dv }
1
min{du , dv }
1
√
√
61+
= O(1) ,
m
m
m
m
{u,v}∈E(G)

where the final step uses Lemma 3.5.

{u,v}∈E(G)
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We can easily turn this expected space bound – call it B0 – into a worst-case space bound
that holds w.h.p. We simply abort the algorithm if we find that r would exceed 10B0 (say).
9
By Markov’s inequality, this ensures that B 6 10B0 = O(1), with probability at least 10
.
1
`+ 2
e
/T ), as required.
J
Thus, the overall space usage of our final estimator is O(m
Given the importance of the problem of counting triangles, it is worthwhile to record the
following immediate corollary of Theorem 3.6.
I Corollary 3.9. For a graph with n vertices, m edges, and T triangles,the tri-cnt problem
e
admits a four-pass O(S)-space
(ε, 1/3)-estimator when S = Ω m3/2 /T .
A similar improvement is possible for counting odd cycles of constant order. Details,
including a pseudocode description of the relevant algorithm, appear in the full paper.
cyc-cnt
I Theorem 3.10. For a graph with m edges, and T copies of C2`+1
2`+1 problem

 , the
`+ 12
e
/T .
admits a four-pass O(S)-space (ε, 1/3)-estimator when S = Ω m

4

Lower Bounds

The remainder of this paper is concerned with lower bounds. Unless otherwise stated, all the
lower bounds are for randomized algorithms with success probabilities at least 2/3. We first
prove multi-pass lower bounds for clq-cnt and cyc-cnt. The latter turns out to require
different constructions for the cases of odd cycles and even cycles. In particular, this makes
the lower bound for cyc-cnth more restrictive when h is even. Next, we give single pass
lower bounds for clq-cnt and cyc-cnt: our lower bound for even cycles is weaker than
that for odd cycles. Finally, we focus on tri-cnt and establish tight space lower bounds
in terms of special structural parameters of the input graph, these parameters being ones
studied in previous works on triangle counting.
For some intuition on why even cycles are harder to deal with, we recall an important
result from extremal graph theory [6, 5]: for each integer ` > 2, ex(n, C2` ) = O(`n1+1/` ),
where ex(n, H) = max{m : ∃ graph on n vertices and m edges that does not contain H}.
Our lower bounds for clq-cnth and cyc-cnt2`+1 depend on constructing dense Kh -free
and C2`+1 -free graphs (respectively). However, in view of the above bound, dense C2` -free
graphs do not exist, necessitating weaker constructions.

4.1

Multi-Pass Lower Bounds

The source of these lower bounds is the following promise version of the set-disjointness
problem that is of central importance in communication complexity theory. Alice and Bob
have two N -bit strings x and y respectively, each with exactly R ones. They want to
decide whether there exists an index i ∈ [N ] such that xi = 1 = yi . Let this problem be
R
denoted as disjR
N . The randomized communication complexity R(disjN ) = Ω(R) for all
R 6 N/2 [20, 29].
Our reductions from disjR
N naturally lead to lower bounds on a clique detection problem,
where the goal is to distinguish input graphs G that have no h-cliques from ones that have
“many” h-cliques. Note that this provides a legitimate counterpart to our upper bounds, all
of which will safely report “0” on input graphs that are h-clique-free.
I Definition 4.1 (Clique and cycle detection problems). Consider two graph families: G1
consisting of h-clique-free graphs with n vertices and m edges; G2 consisting of graphs with
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n vertices, m edges, and at least T h-cliques. Given a streamed input graph G ∈ G1 ∪ G2 ,
clq-detecth (p, n, m, T ) is the problem of deciding whether G ∈ G1 or G ∈ G2 with success
probability at least 2/3, using at most p passes over the edge stream. Analogously, we define
the cycle detection problem cyc-detecth (p, n, m, T ).
We shall prove the following two theorems about clique detection.
I Theorem 4.2. For
 each constant h and constant p, solving clq-detecth (p, n, m, T )
requires Ω mh/2 /T bits of space, provided T = Ω(m(h−1)/2 ). Furthermore, this holds for
any m = Θ(nr ), 1 6 r 6 2, and any T with Ω(m(h−1)/2 ) 6 T 6 m(h−1)/2+δ , where δ is an
arbitrary constant in [0, 1/2).
I Theorem 4.3. For each constant h, constant p, and for any T with 1 6 T 6 m(h−1)/2 ,
solving clq-detecth (p, n, m, T ) requires Ω m/T 1/(h−1) bits of space.
I Remark. Our lower bounds admit the possibility that there may exist more efficient
algorithms when the number of cliques is relatively small in the graph.
We note that McGregor et al. [24] have given two algorithms that match our lower bounds
when the subgraph of interest is a triangle (3-clique).
N/3

We present a detailed proof of Theorem 4.2 via reductions from disjN ; for the proof
of Theorem 4.3, see the full paper. Turán graphs play a central role. Recall that a Turán
graph is a complete multipartite graph where the blocks (of the vertex partition) are as close
as possible to being equal in size. Let T (n, t) denote an n-vertex t-partite Turán graph: it
has t − (n mod t) blocks with bn/tc vertices each and another (n mod t) blocks with dn/te
vertices each. As is well known, T (n, t) is the densest n-vertex graph that is Kt+1 -free.
N/3

Proof of Theorem 4.2. We reduce disjN to clq-detecth (p, n, m, T ) by constructing a
certain graph that has some fixed edges, some edges depending on Alice’s input, x, and some
edges depending on Bob’s input, y.
Let H = (VH , EH ) be a copy of the Turán graph T (b(h − 1), h − 1), with Bj denoting
the jth block in VH . By construction, |Bj | = b for all j ∈ [h − 1], and
[
EH =
{{u, v} : u ∈ Bi , v ∈ Bj } .
i6=j

To this fixed graph H, we add N additional blocks of vertices, denoted V1 , . . . , VN , with each
|Vi | = d. Then Alice and Bob add edge sets EAlice and EBob respectively, defined as follows
[
[
EAlice =
{{u, v} : u ∈ Vi , v ∈ Bj } , EBob =
{{u, v} : u ∈ Vj , v ∈ Bh−1 } .
i:xi =1 ,
j∈[h−2]

j:yj =1

In words, for each index i with xi = 1, Alice constructs a complete bipartite subgraph
between Vi and Bj for all j ∈ [h − 2]. Similarly, for each index j with yj = 1, Bob creates a
complete bipartite subgraph between Vj and Bh−1 . Let the final resulting graph be denoted
Gclique = (Vclique , Eclique ) where Vclique = VH ∪(V1 ∪. . .∪VN ), and Eclique = EH ∪EAlice ∪EBob .
I Lemma 4.4. The graph Gclique is Kh -free iff x and y are disjoint.
Proof. Observe that graphs GA = (Vclique , EH ∪ EAlice ) and GB = (Vclique , EH ∪ EBob )
are both Kh -free. Thus, any h-clique in Gclique must of the form {v1 , . . . , vh } where v1 ∈
B1 , . . . , vh−1 ∈ Bh−1 , and vh ∈ Vi for some i ∈ [N ]. But this implies that Vi is connected to
Bi for all i ∈ [h − 1]. Hence, xi = yi = 1.
J
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 2
2
Next, we record some important parameters of Gclique . First, |EH | = h−1
2 b = Θ(b ).
Put n = |Vclique |, m = |Eclique |. Let TH denote the number of h-cliques in the graph. Recall
N/3
that, as an instance of disjN , each of x and y has exactly N/3 ones. Thus,
n = |VH | +

N
X

m = |EH | + |EAlice | + |EBob | = Θ(b2 ) + Θ(N bd) ,

|Vi | = Θ(b) + N d ,

i=1

TH = 0 ,

if x ∩ y = ∅ ;

TH > bh−1 d ,

otherwise .

Setting b = N and d = 1, we get n = Θ(N ), m = Θ(N 2 ), and TH > N h−1 if x and y are not
disjoint. Suppose that there is an algorithm A that solves clq-detecth (p, n, m, T ) with
T = N h−1 in only o(mh/2 /T ) space, for some constant p. Then there exists a communication
N/3
protocol with cost o(R) that solves disjN . This gives us the main result of Theorem 4.2.
The proof so far applies to a graph with m = Θ(n2 ). To generalize it to arbitrary m
and T , assume m = Θ(nr ), and T = m(h−1)/2+δ for some fixed r, δ such that 1 6 r 6 2,
and 0 6 δ < 1/2. We modify the construction of Gclique as follows (note that δ = 1/2 gives
the maximum possible number of h-cliques in a graph with m edges). We set b = N q and
qr−2

d = N q−1 where q = 1/ 2r − δr . Now mark br/2 vertices in each block Bi and d 2(q−1)
vertices in each set Vi as active vertices. Then we only add edges between active vertices of
each block. In the modified Gclique , we have
n = Θ(N q ) ,
TH = 0 ,

r

qr−2

m = Θ(br ) + Θ(N b 2 d 2(q−1) ) = Θ(N qr ) ,
 hqr 
qr−2
r
if x ∩ y = ∅ ; TH > b(h−1) 2 d 2(q−1) = Θ N 2 −1 ,

otherwise .



Plugging in q = 1/ 2r − δr , we get TH = Θ m(h−1)/2+δ when x and y are not dis
N/3
joint. The lower bound of Ω(N ) for disjN implies a lower bound of Ω mh/2 /T for
clq-detecth (p, n, m, T ) with T = m(h−1)/2+δ .
J
In the full paper, we prove the following lower bounds for cyc-detecth (p, n, m, T ). The
first two, for odd h, are analogous to Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, except that Turán
graphs are replaced with an appropriate dense gadget. The third lower bound, for even h,
uses a different, “sparse” gadget, leading to a more restrictive lower bound.
I Theorem 4.5. For
 each odd constant h and constant p, solving cyc-detecth (p, n, m, T )
requires Ω mh/2 /T bits of space, provided T = Ω(m(h−1)/2 ). Furthermore, this holds for
any m = Θ(nr ), 1 6 r 6 2, and any T with Ω(m(h−1)/2 ) 6 T 6 m(h−1)/2+δ , where δ is an
arbitrary constant in [0, 1/2).
I Theorem 4.6. For each odd constant h, constant p, and for any T with 1 6 T 6 m(h−1)/2 ,
solving cyc-detecth (p, n, m, T ) requires Ω m/T 1/(h−1) bits of space.
I Theorem 4.7. For each even constant h and constant p, there is a family of instances
with m = Θ(n)
and T = Θ(m(h−2)/2 ), such that solving cyc-detecth (p, n, m, T ) requires

h/2
Ω m /T bits of space.

4.2

Single Pass Lower Bounds

We also obtain one-pass streaming lower bounds for the special subgraph counting problems
studied in the previous section. Proofs appear in the full paper. These bounds use reductions
from the indexN communication problem: Alice has a N -bit string, x, and Bob has an
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index z ∈ [N ]. The goal is to output the bit xz . The one-way randomized communication
complexity R→ (indexN ) = Ω(N ) [1].
Lower bounds for clq-cnt and cyc-cnt are obtained by studying the corresponding
detection problems clq-detect and cyc-detect. As before, cyc-detecth is treated
differently for odd h and even h. In each of these theorems, h is a constant.
Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 4.10 have the weakness that they apply only at carefully
chosen parameter settings, à la Theorem 4.7. A more thorough treatment of these theorems
is deferred to the full paper.
I Theorem 4.8. Solving clq-detecth (1, n, m, T ) requires Ω(mh−ε /T 2 ) space for every
small constant ε > 0.
I Theorem 4.9. For odd h, solving cyc-detecth (1, n, m, T ) requires Ω(mh /T 2 ) space.

I Theorem 4.10. For even h, cyc-detecth (1, n, m, T ) requires Ω mh/2 /T space.

4.3

Special Lower Bounds for Triangle Counting

Finally, we present some tight multi-pass space lower bounds for tri-cnt in terms of
graph structural parameters introduced in previous works. Analogous to Definition 4.1,
we define tri-detect(p, n, m, T ), where the goal is to distinguish between graphs from
“no triangles” family and “at least T triangles” family. tri-detect-density(p, n, m, T, ρ),
tri-detect-tangle(p, n, m, T, γ), and tri-detect-degree(p, n, m, T, ∆) are variants of
this problem where the triangle density ρ, the tangle coefficient γ, and maximum degree ∆
(respectively) are supplied as parameters.
In each of the following theorems, the number of passes, p, is a constant.
As a direct consequence of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, we have the following basic
lower bound.

√ 

space.
I Corollary 4.11. Solving tri-detect(p, n, m, T ) requires Ω min m/T 2/3 , m/ T
We can prove the following lower bounds for other variants of tri-detect by reductions
from disjR
N using suitable gadgets. Details appear in the full paper.
I Theorem 4.12. Solving tri-detect-density(p, n, m, T, ρ) requires Ω(m/ρ) space.
I Theorem 4.13. Solving tri-detect-tangle(p, n, m, T, γ) requires Ω(mγ/T ) space.
I Theorem 4.14. Solving tri-detect-degree(p, n, m, T, ∆) requires Ω(m∆/T ) space.

5

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have made several advances in our understanding of the space complexity
of subgraph counting problems. Nevertheless, a number of key problems remain open and
we end by highlighting some significant ones.
Consider the data streaming problems clq-cnth (for arbitrary constant h) and cyc-cnth
(for odd constant h), using a constant number of passes.
In each case, we have given a

h/2
1/(h−1)
e h/2 /T ).
space lower bound of Ω min m /T, m/T
and an upper bound of O(m
Suppose that T , the actual number of cliques or cycles (as applicable) in the input graph,
is relatively small: to be precise, suppose that T 6 m(h−1)/2 . In this regime, there is a
gap between the upper and lower bounds, as discussed
after Theorem 4.3. Can we design

e m/T 1/(h−1) space?
a constant-pass algorithm using O
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We have proved a one-pass lower bound of Ω(mh /T 2 ) for clq-detect
h . The best

e mh(h−1)/2 /T 2 [21]. Bridging this gap
known one-pass upper bound for clq-cnth is O
remains an open problem. The situation for cycle counting is better: the upper bound of
e mh /T 2 for cyc-cnth [23] matches our lower bound up to a logarithmic factor, when
O
h is odd.
Can one improve the one-pass and multi-pass lower bounds for cyc-cnth for even h
to match those for odd h? Since it is impossible to construct a “dense” graph without
creating even cycles, one may hope that there exist more efficient algorithms for counting
even cycles. It would be very interesting to settle the problem either way.
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Abstract
We study approximation of Boolean functions by low-degree polynomials over the ring Z/2k Z.
More precisely, given a Boolean function F : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, define its k-lift to be Fk : {0, 1}n →
{0, 2k−1 } by Fk (x) = 2k−F (x) (mod 2k ). We consider the fractional agreement (which we refer
to as γd,k (F )) of Fk with degree d polynomials from Z/2k Z[x1 , . . . , xn ].
Our results are the following:
Increasing k can help: We observe that as k increases, γd,k (F ) cannot decrease. We give two
kinds of examples where γd,k (F ) actually increases. The first is an infinite family of functions
F such that γ2d,2 (F ) − γ3d−1,1 (F ) ≥ Ω(1). The second is an infinite family of functions F
such that γd,1 (F ) ≤ 21 + o(1) – as small as possible – but γd,3 (F ) ≥ 12 + Ω(1).
Increasing k doesn’t always help: Adapting a proof of Green [Comput. Complexity, 9(1):16–38,
2000], we show that irrespective of the value of k, the Majority function Majn satisfies
γd,k (Majn ) ≤

1 O(d)
+ √ .
2
n

In other words, polynomials over Z/2k Z for large k do not approximate the majority function
any better than polynomials over Z/2Z.
We observe that the model we study subsumes the model of non-classical polynomials in the
sense that proving bounds in our model implies bounds on the agreement of non-classical polynomials with Boolean functions. In particular, our results answer questions raised by Bhowmick and
Lovett [In Proc. 30th Computational Complexity Conf., pages 72—87, 2015] that ask whether
non-classical polynomials approximate Boolean functions better than classical polynomials of the
same degree.
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1

Introduction

Many lower bound results in circuit complexity are proved by showing that any small sized
circuit in a given circuit class can be approximated by a function from a simple computational
model (e.g., small depth circuits by low-degree polynomials) and subsequently showing that
this is not possible for some suitable “hard” function.
A classic case in point is the work of Razborov [12] which shows lower bounds for AC0 [⊕],
the class of constant depth circuits made up of AND, OR and ⊕ gates. Razborov shows
that any small AC0 [⊕] circuit C can be well approximated by a low-degree multivariate
polynomial Q(x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ F2 [x1 , . . . , xn ] in the sense that
Pr

x∼{0,1}n

[Q(x) 6= C(x)] = o(1).

The next step in the proof is to show that the hard function, on the other hand, does not have
any such approximation. Razborov does this for a suitable symmetric function, Smolensky [13]
for the MODq function (for constant odd q), and Szegedy [15] and Smolensky [14] for the
Majority function Majn on n bits.
Given the importance of the above lower bound, polynomial approximations in other
domains and metrics have been intensely investigated and have resulted in interesting
combinatorial constructions and error-correcting codes [8, 4], learning algorithms [11, 9] and
more recently in the design of algorithms for combinatorial problems [17, 1] as well.
To describe the model of polynomial approximation considered in this paper, we first
recall the Razborov [12] model of polynomial approximation. Given a Boolean function
F : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} and degree d ≤ n, Razborov considers the largest γ such that there
is a degree d polynomial Q ∈ F2 [x1 , . . . , xn ] that has agreement at least γ with F (i.e.,
Prx [Q(x) = F (x)] ≥ γ). Call this γd (F ). In this notation, Szegedy [15] and Smolensky’s [14]
results for the Majority function can be succinctly stated as
γd (Majn ) ≤

1 O(d)
+ √ .
2
n

We consider a generalization of the above model to rings Z/2k Z in the following simple
manner. To begin with, we consider the ring Z/4Z. Given a Boolean function F , let
F2 : {0, 1}n → {0, 2} ⊆ Z/4Z be the 2-lift of F defined as F2 (x) := 22−F (x) (i.e., F2 (x) := 0
if F (x) = 0 and F2 (x) := 2 otherwise). Once again, we can define γd,2 (F ) to be the largest γ
such that there exists a degree d polynomial Q2 ∈ Z/4Z[x1 , . . . , xn ] that has agreement γ
with F2 . Note that γd,2 (F ) ≥ γd (F ) since if, for instance, Q(x) = x1 x2 + x3 ∈ F2 [x1 , . . . , xn ]
has agreement γ with F , then Q2 := 2(x1 x2 + x3 ) ∈ Z/4Z[x1 , . . . , xn ] also has the same
agreement γ with F2 . Hence, proving upper bounds for γd,2 (F ) is at least as hard as proving
upper bounds for γd (F ).
More generally, we can extend these definitions to γd,k (F ), the agreement of Fk , the k-lift
of F , defined as Fk (x) = 2k−F (x) mod 2k , with degree d polynomials from Z/2k Z[x1 , . . . , xn ].
It is not hard to show that γd,k+1 (F ) ≥ γd,k (F ) and hence as k increases, the problem of
proving upper bounds on γd,k (F ) can only get harder.
Our motivation for this model comes from a recent work of Bhowmick and Lovett [3], who
study the maximum agreement between non-classical polynomials of degree d and a Boolean
function F , which is similar to γd,d (F ) (see Section 5 for an exact translation between the
above model and non-classical polynomials). In particular, non-classical polynomials of
degree d can be considered as a subset of the degree d polynomials in Z/2d Z[x1 , . . . , xn ].
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With respect to correlation1 , Bhowmick and Lovett showed that there exist non-classical
polynomials (and hence polynomials in Z/2d Z[x1 , . . . , xn ]) of logarithmic degree that have
very good correlation with the Majn function. With respect to agreement, they show that
low-degree non-classical polynomials can only have small agreement with the Majority
function. Their results stated in our language, imply that
γd,d (Majn ) ≤

1 O(d · 2d )
√
+
.
2
n

In particular, if d = Ω(log n), this result unfortunately does not give any non-trivial bound
on the maximum agreement between non-classical polynomials of degree d and the Majn
function. Bhowmick and Lovett, however, conjectured that this result could be improved and
left open the question of whether non-classical polynomials of degree d can do any better
than classical polynomials of the same degree in approximating the Majority function. More
generally, they informally conjectured that although non-classical polynomials achieve better
correlation with Boolean functions than their classical counterparts, they possibly do not
approximate Boolean functions any better than classical polynomials. Our work stems from
trying to answer these questions.

1.1

Our results

We prove the following results about agreement of Boolean functions with polynomials over
the ring Z/2k Z:
1. We explore whether there exist Boolean functions for which agreement can increase by
increasing k. In particular, do there exist Boolean F such that γd,k (F ) > γd,1 (F )?
It is not hard to show that this is impossible for d = 1. Further, it can be shown that if
γd,k (F ) > 1 − 21d , then γd,k( F ) = γd,1 (F ). Keeping this in mind, the first place where we
can expect larger k to show better agreement is γ2,2 vs. γ2,1 . Our first result shows that
there are indeed separating examples in the regime.
(a) Fix d ∈ N to be any power of 2. For infinitely many n, there exists a Boolean function
F : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} such that γ3d−1,1 (F ) ≤ 5/8 + o(1) but γ2d,2 (F ) ≥ 3/4.
Note that since F is Boolean, γd,k (F ) ≥ 1/2 for any d, k. We then ask if there exist
Boolean functions F such that γd,1 (F ) is more or less the trivial bound of 1/2, while
γd0 ,k (F ) is significantly larger for d0 ≤ d and some k > 1. In this context, we show the
following result.
(b) Fix any ` ≥ 2. For large enough n, there is a Boolean function F : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}
such that γ2` −1,1 (F ) ≤ 1/2 + o(1) but γd,3 (F ) ≥ 9/16 − o(1), for d = 2`−1 + 2`−2 ≤
2` − 1.
2. We show that for Majn , the majority function on n bits, and any d, k ∈ Z+ ,
γd,k (Majn ) ≤

1 O(d) 2
+ √ ,
2
n

by adapting a proof due to Green [7] of a result on the approximability of the parity
function by low-degree polynomials over the ring Z/pk Z for prime p 6= 2.

1

The correlation between F, G : {0, 1}n → Z/2k Z is defined to be Ex [ω F (x)−G(x) ] where ω is the primitive
2k th root of unity in C. If F, G are {0, 2k−1 }-valued, then this quantity is exactly 2γ − 1 where γ is the
agreement between F and G. Otherwise, however, it does not measure agreement.
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Coupled with the observation that the class of polynomials over rings Z/2k Z subsumes the
class of non-classical polynomials, part (b) of the first result provides a counterexample to an
informal conjecture of Bhowmick and Lovett [3] that, for any Boolean function F , non-classical
polynomials of degree d do not approximate F any better than classical polynomials of the
same degree, and the second result confirms their conjecture that non-classical polynomials
do not approximate the Majority function any better than classical polynomials.

1.2

Organization

We start with some preliminaries in Section 2. In Section 3, we show some separation results.
Next, in Section 4, we prove upper bounds for γd,k (Majn ). Finally, in Section 5, we discuss
how our model relates to non-classical polynomials, answering questions raised by Bhowmick
and Lovett.

2

Preliminaries

For x ∈ {0, 1}n , |x| denotes the Hamming weight of x, and for i ≥ 0, |x|i is the (i + 1)th
least significant bit of |x| in base 2. For d ∈ N, we use {0, 1}n≤d (resp. {0, 1}n=d ) to denote
the set of elements in {0, 1}n of Hamming weight at most d (resp. exactly d). We use Fn to
denote the collection of all Boolean functions defined on {0, 1}n .

2.1

Elementary symmetric polynomials

Recall that for t ≥ 1, the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree t over F2 , St (x1 , . . . , xn ),
L
is defined as St (x1 , . . . , xn ) = 1≤a1 <...<at ≤n xa1 . . . xat . Here ⊕ denotes addition modulo
two. This may be interpreted as
 
|x|
St (x1 , . . . , xn ) =
mod 2.
(1)
t
A direct consequence of Lucas theorem (see, e.g., [10, Section 1.2.6, Ex. 10]) and
Equation (1) is the following:
Q
I Lemma 2.1. For every ` ≥ 0, S2` (x) = |x|` . More generally, St (x) = i |x|i where the
product runs over all i ≥ 0 such that the (i + 1)th least significant bit of the binary expansion
of t is 1.
The following result follows from the work of Green and Tao [6, Theorem 11.3], who build
upon the ideas of Alon and Beigel [2].
I Theorem 2.2 (Alon-Beigel [2]). Fix ` ≥ 0. Then, for every multilinear polynomial
P ∈ F2 [x1 , . . . , xn ] of degree at most 2` − 1, we have Prx∼{0,1}n [S2` (x) = P (x)] ≤ 1/2 + o(1).
Theorem 2.2 has a nice corollary:
I Corollary 2.3. For every fixed ` ≥ 0, the functions {S2i (x)}0≤i≤` are almost balanced and
almost uncorrelated, i.e.
∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ `, | Pr[S2i (x) = 0] − Pr[S2i (x) = 1]| = o(1)
V
1
∀ a0 , . . . , a` ∈ {0, 1}, | Pr[ 0≤i≤` S2i (x) = ai ] − 2`+1
| = o(1).
2

The constant in the O(·) is an absolute constant.
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Combining Corollary 2.3 with Lemma 2.1, we get another useful fact:
I Lemma 2.4. Let x be uniformly distributed over {0, 1}n . Then, for every fixed r ≥ 1, the
random variables {|x|i }0≤i≤r−1 are almost uniform and almost r-wise independent i.e.
∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, | Pr[|x|i = 0] − Pr[|x|i = 1]| = o(1).
∀ (a0 , . . . , ar−1 ) ∈ {0, 1}r , | Pr[(|x|0 , . . . , |x|r−1 ) = (a0 , . . . , ar−1 )] − 21r | = o(1).

2.2

Boolean functions and polynomials over Z/2k Z

Given an F ∈ Fn and k ≥ 1, we define the k-lift of F to be the function Fk : {0, 1}n → Z/2k Z
defined as follows. For any x ∈ {0, 1}n ,

0
if F (x) = 0,
Fk (x) =
2k−1 otherwise.
For d ∈ N, k ≥ 1, Pd,k will denote the set of multilinear polynomials in Z/2k Z[x1 , . . . , xn ]
of degree at most d .
For functions F, G : D → R for some finite domain D and range R, define the agreement
of F and G – denoted agr(F, G) – to be the fraction of inputs where they agree: i.e.,
agr(F, G) = Pr [F (x) = G(x)] .
x∼D

We will consider how well multilinear polynomials of a certain degree can approximate
Boolean functions in the above sense. More precisely, for any Boolean function F ∈ Fn , we
define
γd,k (F ) = max agr(Fk , Q).
Q∈Pd,k

Following [5], we call a set I ⊆ {0, 1}n an interpolating set for Pd,k if the only polynomial
P ∈ Pd,k that vanishes at all points in I is zero everywhere. Formally, for any P ∈ Pd,k ,
(∀x ∈ I P (x) = 0) ⇒ (∀y ∈ {0, 1}n P (y) = 0).
We now state a number of standard facts regarding Boolean functions and multilinear
polynomials over Z/2k Z. The proofs are either easy or well-known, and appear in the full
version of the paper (see https://arxiv.org/abs/1701.06268).
Unless mentioned otherwise, let n, d, k be any integers satisfying n ≥ 1, d ≥ 0, k ≥ 1.
I Lemma 2.5. Any polynomial Q ∈ Pd,k satisfies the following:
1. If Q is non-zero, then Prx∼{0,1}n [Q(x) 6= 0] ≥ 21d .
2. Q is the zero polynomial iff Q(x) = 0 for all x ∈ {0, 1}n .
P
Q
3. (Möbius Inversion) Say Q(x) = |S|≤d cS xS , where cS ∈ Z/2k Z and xS denotes i∈S xi .
P
Then, cS = T ⊆S (−1)|S|−|T | Q(1T ) where 1T ∈ {0, 1}n is the characteristic vector of T .
4. ({0, 1}n≤d is an interpolating set) Q vanishes at all points in {0, 1}n iff Q vanishes at all
points of {0, 1}n≤d . By shifting the origin to any point of {0, 1}n , the same is true of any
Hamming ball of radius d in {0, 1}n .
I Lemma 2.6. Fix any F ∈ Fn .
1. γd,k (F ) ≥ 12 .
2. γd,k+1 (F ) ≥ γd,k (F ).
3. γd,k (F ) > 1 − 21d ⇒ γd,k (F ) = γd,1 (F ).
4. γ1,k (F ) = γ1,1 (F ).
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3

Some separation results

3.1

A separation at k = 2

Let d ∈ N be any power of 2. In this section, we show that there are functions F for which
γ2d,2 (F ) > γ3d−1,1 (F ).
I Theorem 3.1. For large enough n, there exists a function F ∈ F2n such that γ2d,2 (F ) ≥
3
5
4 − o(1) but γ3d−1,1 (F ) ≤ 8 + o(1).
In particular, we see that γ2,2 (F ) > γ2,1 (F ). This result is notable, since it shows that there
is a separation at the first place where it is possible to have one (Recall that γ1,k (F ) = γ1,1 (F )
for any F ∈ Fn by Lemma 2.6).
Let us begin the proof of Theorem 3.1. We first define a family of Boolean functions

on {0, 1}2n . We denote the 2n variables by x1 , . . . , xn and y1 , . . . , yn . We use |x|
d  to
denote the dth elementary symmetric polynomial from the ring Z/4Z[x1 , . . . , xn ], i.e., |x|
d =
P
Q
3
x
.
i∈S i
S∈([n])
d

The following theorem due to Kummer (see, e.g., [10, Section 1.2.6, Ex. 11]) determines
the largest power of a prime that divides a binomial coefficient.
I Theorem 3.2 (Kummer). Let p be a prime and N, M ∈ N such that N ≥ M . Suppose r
N
is the largest integer such that pr | M
. Then r is equal to the number of borrows required
when subtracting M from N in base p.
We will need the following easy corollary of Kummer’s theorem.
I Corollary
3.3. Let d be a power of 2. Then, for N ≥ d, the highest power of 2 dividing

N
is
equal
to the highest power of 2 dividing b Nd c.
d
 |y|
2n
Let S = {(x, y) | |x|
→ {0, 1}, we
d , d ≡ 1 (mod 2)}. Given any function H : {0, 1}
define the Boolean function FH (x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn ) as follows:

 |y|

0
if |x|

d  · d  ≡ 0 (mod 4),
|y|
FH (x, y) =
1
if |x|
d · d ≡ 2 (mod 4),

 H(x, y)
otherwise.
 |y|
Define P (x, y) = |x|
d · d ∈ Z/4Z[x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn ]. Note that FH (x, y) is defined
so that its 2-lift agrees with P (x, y) on points (x, y) where P (x, y) ∈ {0, 2}. Also Corollary 3.3
implies that the following is an alternate equivalent definition of FH in terms of elementary
symmetric polynomials modulo 2.

0
if Sd (x) = Sd (y) = 0,



S2d (y) if Sd (x) = 1 and Sd (y) = 0,
FH (x, y) =
(2)

S (x) if Sd (x) = 0 and Sd (y) = 1,

 2d
H(x, y) otherwise.
First of all, let us note that for any choice of H, we have:
I Lemma 3.4. γ2d,2 (FH ) ≥
3

We distinguish between
in F2 [x1 , . . . , xn ].

|x|
d



3
4

− o(1).

and Sd (x) since the former is from Z/4Z[x1 , . . . , xn ] and latter a polynomial
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Proof. Consider the polynomial P (x, y) ∈ P2d,2 defined above. From Equation (2), it follows
that the probability that P (x, y) 6= FH,2 (x, y)4 is less than or equal to the probability that
Sd (x) = Sd (y) = 1, which is 14 + o(1) by Corollary 2.3. This gives the claim.
J
The main lemma is the following.
I Lemma 3.5. Say H : {0, 1}2n → {0, 1} is chosen uniformly at random. Then,


5
Pr γ3d−1,1 (FH ) > + o(1) = o(1).
H
8
This will prove Theorem 3.1.
The outline of the proof of the above lemma is as follows. Fix any polynomial Q ∈
F2 [x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn ] of degree at most 3d−1. We need to show that agr(FH , Q) ≤ 85 +o(1)
. The function H : {0, 1}2n → {0, 1} we choose will be a random function, which ensures
that any Q cannot agree with H on significantly more than half the inputs in S. For inputs
outside S, we need a more involved argument, following Alon and Beigel [2]. We show that
for any Q we can find somewhat large sets I and J of x and y variables respectively such
that when we set the variables outside I ∪ J, we obtain a polynomial that is symmetric in
the variables of I ∪ J. This is a Ramsey theoretic argument ála Alon-Beigel [2].
Following this argument, we only need to prove the agreement upper bound for Q that is
symmetric in x and y variables. This can be done by reduction to a constant-sized problem.
A careful computation to solve the constant-sized problem finishes the proof.
The complete technical details of the proof of Lemma 3.5 appear in the full version of the
paper.

3.2

Symmetric functions as separating examples
1
2

We know from Theorem 2.2 that, for every fixed ` ≥ 2, γ2` −1,1 (S2` ) ≤
the main result of this section shows that
I Theorem 3.6. For every fixed ` ≥ 2, γd,3 (S2` ) ≥

9
16

+ o(1). In contrast,

− o(1), where d = 2`−1 + 2`−2 .

Notice that 2`−1 + 2`−2 ≤ 2` − 1 for ` ≥ 2. This implies that, for ` ≥ 2, S2` (x) is an
example of a function F for which there exist k, d ∈ N such that γd,1 (F ) ≤ 12 + o(1) but
γd0 ,k (F ) ≥ 12 + Ω(1) for some d0 ≤ d.
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Lemma 2.1 from Section 2 tells us that S2` (x) = |x|` . Thus,
S2` ,3 (x) ∈ Z/8Z[x1 , . . . , xn ], the 3-lift of S2` (x), is given by
S2` ,3 (x) =

(
4

if |x|` = 1

0

otherwise

(3)

Fix d to be 2`−1 + 2`−2 and consider the polynomial P (x) =
Z/8Z[x1 , . . . , xn ]. To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that
Pr

x∼{0,1}n

4

[P (x) = S2` ,3 (x)] ≥

P

T ⊆[n]:|T |≤d

Q

i∈T

xi in

1
1
+
− o(1).
2 16

FH,2 denotes the 2-lift of FH .
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|x|
Clearly, P (x) =
mod 8, and
d

 
|x|


0 if 8 |
d
 
P (x) =
|x|
|x|


but 8 4 if 4 |
d
d

(4)

Let B(x) be the number of borrows required when subtracting d from |x|. Rewriting (4)
in terms of B(x) using Kummer’s theorem (See Theorem 3.2), we get
P (x) =

(
4

if B(x) = 2

0

if B(x) ≥ 3

(5)

We will need the following lemma.
I Lemma 3.7. P (x) = S2` ,3 (x) if
1. |x|`−2 = 0, or
2. if (|x|`−2 , |x|`−1 , |x|` , |x|`+1 ) = (1, 0, 0, 0).
Proof. Since d = 2`−1 + 2`−2 , all the bits of d except d`−1 and d`−2 are zero. An important
observation is that, when subtracting d from |x|, no borrows are required by the bits |x|i ,
0 ≤ i ≤ ` − 3.
Using the above observation, the reader can verify that when (|x|`−2 , |x|`−1 , |x|` , |x|`+1 ) =
(1, 0, 0, 0) the number of borrows required is at least 3 i.e. B(x) ≥ 3, which in turn implies
that P (x) = 0. Since |x|` = 0, S2` ,3 (x) = 0. This proves the second part of the lemma.
To prove the first part, suppose |x|`−2 = 0. Since d`−1 = d`−2 = 1, it follows that both
|x|`−2 and |x|`−1 will need to borrow when subtracting d from |x|. As argued before, no
borrows are required by the bits before (i.e. less significant than) |x|`−2 , and thus the total
number of borrows required by the bits |x|i , 0 ≤ i ≤ ` − 1, is 2.
Note that the bit |x|`−1 borrows from |x|` . Consider the following case analysis:
Case |x|` = 1: |x|` will not need to borrow since d` = 0. In fact, none of the bits after
(i.e. more significant than) |x|` will need to borrow, and thus B(x) = 2. This implies that
P (x) = 4. We also have S2` ,3 (x) = 4 and hence P (x) = S2` ,3 (x).
Case |x|` = 0: |x|` will require a borrow and this means B(x) ≥ 3. This would imply
P (x) = 0. Since |x|` = 0, it follows that P (x) = S2` ,3 (x).
This completes the proof.
J
By Lemma 3.7, we have
Pr[P (x) = S2` ,3 (x)] ≥ Pr[|x|`−2 = 0] + Pr [(|x|`−2 , |x|`−1 , |x|` , |x|`+1 ) = (1, 0, 0, 0)]

(6)

Using Lemma 2.4 from Section 2, we have
Pr[|x|`−2 = 0] ≥

1
− o(1)
2

Pr[(|x|`−2 , |x|`−1 , |x|` , |x|`+1 ) = (1, 0, 0, 0)] ≥

1
− o(1)
16

which, together with (6), implies
Pr[P (x) = S2` ,3 (x)] ≥

1
1
+
− o(1).
2 16

J
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Upper bounds for γd,k (Majn )

In this section, we show an upper bound on γd,k (Majn ) where Majn denotes the Majority
function on n bits.5
I Theorem 4.1. For any k ≥ 1, d ∈ Z+ , γd,k (Majn ) ≤

1
2

+

10d
√ .
n

The proof of Theorem 4.1 presented below is an adaptation of techniques appearing in a
work of Green [7], who proved a similar result on the approximability of the parity function
by polynomials over the ring Z/pk Z, for prime p 6= 2.
We will need some definitions and facts about Pd,k .
We use π to denote the unique ring homomorphism from Z/2k Z to Z/2Z. Its kernel
−1
π (0) = {a ∈ Z/2k Z | 2k−1 a = 0} is the set of non-invertible elements in Z/2k Z.
We call a set S ⊆ {0, 1}n forcing for Pd,k if any polynomial P ∈ Pd,k that vanishes over
S is forced to take a value in π −1 (0) at all points x ∈ {0, 1}n . Formally,
(∀x ∈ S P (x) = 0) ⇒ (∀y ∈ {0, 1}n π(P (y)) = 0).
Define the polynomial π(P ) ∈ Z/2Z[x1 , . . . , xn ] to be the polynomial obtained by applying
the map π to each of the coefficients of P . Since a multilinear polynomial in Z/2k Z[x1 , . . . , xn ]
is the zero polynomial iff it vanishes at all points of {0, 1}n (by Lemma 2.5), we see that S is
forcing iff (∀x ∈ S P (x) = 0) ⇒ π(P ) = 0.
Note that any interpolating set for Pd,k (see Theorem 2 for the definition) is forcing for
Pd,k , but the converse need not be true.
We now adapt the proof of Lemma 11 in [7] to bound the size of forcing sets for Pd,k .

n
I Lemma 4.2. If S is forcing for Pd,k , then |S| ≥ |{0, 1}n≤d | = ≤d
.
The proof of the above lemma appears in the full version of the paper.
We now use Lemma 4.2 to prove Theorem 4.1.
√

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We assume throughout that 1 ≤ d ≤ 10n ; otherwise, there is nothing
to prove. Let Majn,k : {0, 1}n → Z/2k Z be the k-lift of the Majn function. Let P ∈ Pd,k
be arbitrary and let SP = {x ∈ {0, 1}n | P (x) = Majn,k (x)}. We want to show that
√ ). We will argue by contradiction. So assume that |SP | > 2n · ( 1 + 10d
√ ).
|SP | ≤ 2n · ( 12 + 10d
2
n
n
Let EP be the complement of SP , i.e. the set of points where P makes an error in
√ ). We will try to find a degree D (for suitable
computing Majn,k . We have |EP | < 2n ( 12 − 10d
n
D ≤ bn/2c) polynomial Q such that Q vanishes at all points in EP but has the property that
Q(x) is a unit (i.e. π(Q(x)) 6= 0) for some x ∈ {0, 1}n . To be able to do this, we need the
fact that EP is not forcing for PD,k . By Lemma 4.2, if EP is indeed forcing for PD,k , then


bn/2c  
bn/2c  
D  
X
X
X n
n
n 
|EP | ≥
=
−
i
i
i
i=0
i=0
i=D+1


n
≥ 2n−1 − (bn/2c − D) ·
bn/2c




1 2(bn/2c − D)
1
4d
n
n
√
≥2 ·
−
=2 ·
−√
2
2
n
n

5

We define the majority function as Majn (x) = 1 iff |x| > n/2.
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where the last equality follows if we choose D = bn/2c − 2d. This contradicts our upper
bound on the size of |EP |. Hence, EP cannot be forcing for PD,k . In particular, we can find
Q that vanishes on EP and furthermore, π(Q(x)) 6= 0 for some x ∈ {0, 1}n .
We now claim that π(Q(x0 )) 6= 0 for some x0 of Hamming weight > n/2. To see this,
consider the polynomial Q1 = π(Q). By construction of Q, we know that Q1 is a non-zero
polynomial of degree D. Hence, by Lemma 2.5, Q1 is non-zero when restricted to the
Hamming ball of radius D < n/2 around the all 1s vector. In particular, this implies
that there is an input x0 of Hamming weight > n/2 where Q1 (x0 ) is non-zero and hence
π(Q(x0 )) 6= 0, or equivalently 2k−1 Q(x0 ) 6= 0. Fix this x0 for the remainder of the proof.
Note that x0 6∈ EP since Q vanishes on EP .
Now, consider the polynomial R(x) = Q(x) · P (x). We first show that R(x) = 0 for all
x of Hamming weight ≤ n/2. Consider any x of Hamming weight ≤ n/2. If x ∈ EP , then
R(x) = 0 since Q(x) = 0. On the other hand, if x 6∈ EP , then P (x) = Majn,k (x) = 0 since x
has Hamming weight ≤ n/2. Thus, R vanishes at all inputs of Hamming weight ≤ n/2.
Since the degree of R is at most deg(Q) + deg(P ) = D + d = (bn/2c − 2d) + d ≤ bn/2c − d
and R vanishes at all inputs of {0, 1}n≤n/2 , this implies (by Lemma 2.5) that R must be 0
everywhere. However, at x0 , R(x0 ) = Q(x0 )P (x0 ) = Q(x0 )Majn,k (x0 ) = 2k−1 Q(x0 ) 6= 0.
This yields the desired contradiction.
J

5

Connection to non-classical polynomials

Let T = R/Z denote the one dimensional torus. Observing that the additive structure of
F2 is isomorphic to the additive subgroup {0, 1/2} < T, we can think of a Boolean function
F : Fn2 → F2 as a function F : Fn2 → {0, 1/2}, and conversely, a map F : Fn2 → {0, 1/2} as a
Boolean function.
Tao and Ziegler [16] give a characterization of non-classical polynomials as follows:
I Definition 5.1 (Tao and Ziegler [16]). A function F : Fn2 → T is a non-classical polynomial
of degree ≤ d if and only if it has the following form:
F (x1 , . . . , xn ) = α +

ce1 ,...,en ,k xe11 . . . xenn
(mod 1)
2k

X
P

0≤e1 ,...,en ≤1,k≥1:

i

ei +(k−1)≤d

Here α ∈ T, and ce1 ,...,en ,k ∈ {0, 1} are uniquely determined. α is called the shift of F , and
the largest k such that ce1 ,...,en ,k 6= 0 for some (e1 , . . . , en ) ∈ {0, 1}n is called the depth of F .
Since we are interested in the agreement of a non-classical polynomial with Boolean (i.e.
{0, 1/2}-valued) functions, we will only consider polynomials with shift α = 2Ak , where k is
the depth of the polynomial and A ∈ {0, . . . , 2k − 1}.
I Remark. Classical polynomials are non-classical polynomials with α ∈ {0, 1/2} and depth
= 1. It is easy to see that every classical polynomial corresponds to a Boolean function.
It is also not hard to show that every Boolean function can be represented as a classical
polynomial.
The following lemma relates our model to non-classical polynomials (the proof is given in
the full version of the paper):
I Lemma 5.2. Let F be a Boolean function, and d, k ∈ Z+ , d ≥ k.
1. If there is a non-classical polynomial P of degree d and depth k satisfying agr(F, P ) = γ,
then there is a P 0 ∈ Pd,k satisfying agr(Fk , P 0 ) = γ, where Fk is the k-lift of F .
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2. If there is a P ∈ Pd,k satisfying agr(Fk , P ) = γ, then there is a non-classical polynomial
P 0 of degree ≤ d + k − 1 and depth k satisfying agr(F, P 0 ) = γ.
The first part of Lemma 5.2 implies the following corollary of Theorem 4.1:
I Corollary 5.3. Let F : Fn2 → T be a non-classical polynomial of degree d. Then,
Prn [Majn (x) = F (x)] ≤

x∼F2

1
+O
2



d
√
n


.

This proves a conjecture of Bhowmick and Lovett [3] that non-classical polynomials of degree
d do not approximate the Majority function any better than classical polynomials of the
same degree.
The following is a consequence of Theorem 2.2 and the first part of Lemma 5.2:
I Corollary 5.4. Let ` ≥ 2. Then, for every classical polynomial P : Fn2 → T of degree
≤ 2` − 1,
Pr [P (x) = S2` (x)] ≤

x∼Fn
2

1
+ o(1) .
2

On the other hand, the second part of Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 3.6 imply
I Corollary 5.5. For every ` ≥ 2, there is a non-classical polynomial F : Fn2 → T of degree
≤ 2`−1 + 2`−2 + 2 and depth 3 such that
Pr [F (x) = S2` (x)] ≥

x∼Fn
2

9
− o(1) .
16

Noting that 2`−1 + 2`−2 + 2 < 2` for ` ≥ 4, Corollary 5.4 and Corollary 5.5 imply the
following:
I Theorem 5.6. There is a Boolean function F : Fn2 → {0, 1/2} and d ≥ 1, such that for
every classical polynomial P of degree at most d, we have
Pr [F (x) = P (x)] ≤

x∼Fn
2

1
+ o(1),
2

but there is a non-classical polynomial P 0 of degree d0 ≤ d satisfying
Pr [F (x) = P 0 (x)] ≥

x∼Fn
2

1
+ Ω(1).
2

This provides a counterexample to an informal conjecture of Bhowmick and Lovett [3] that,
for any Boolean function F , non-classical polynomials of degree d do not approximate F any
better than classical polynomials of the same degree.
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1

Introduction

1.1

The Setting

Algorithmic Game Theory has come to take into account and accomodate computational issues
into the classical setting of Game Theory. Thus, one of its major trends seeks to determine
tight complexity bounds for algorithmic problems originating from Game Theory. Along this
trend, strong emphasis has been put on algorithmic problems about Nash equilibria [19, 20],
states where no player could improve her payoff by unilateral switching. This is no surprise
given that the Nash equilibrium is the most influential equilibrium concept in Game Theory.
In this work, we continue the complexity-theoretic study of Nash equilibria. We focus on
decision problems, asking whether or not a given game has a Nash equilibrium with some
natural property; recently, such decision problems about Nash equilibria, whose complexitytheoretic study dates back to the seminal work of Gilboa and Zemel [17], attracted a lot
of flourishing interest and attention – see, e.g., [2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 16, 23].1 The complexity
of deciding the existence of approximate Nash equilibria with certain properties has been
studied in [1, 6, 13, 18].
A key factor affecting the complexity of decision problems about Nash equilibria is the
number of players. Due to the rationality of Nash equilibria for bimatrix games, decision
problems about Nash equilibria for bimatrix games are placed in N P; on the other hand,
there were early found 3-player games whose Nash equilibria were all irrational [19, 20]; under

1

There is a distinct thread of breakthrough results providing exact characterizations of the complexity
of the search problem about Nash equilibria for r-player games with r ≥ 2 – see [9, 12, 14, 21]. The
characterizations amount to completeness for the complexity classes PPAD [21] and FIX P [14]. By a
recent breakthrough result in [22], there is no PTAS for a Nash equilibrium in bimatrix games, asssuming
the Exponential Time Hypothesis for PPAD.
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standard complexity-theoretic assumptions, this dashes the hope that decision problems
about Nash equilibria for multi-player games could be placed in N P. Such considerations
suggest that the tight bound for the complexity of decision problems about Nash equilibria
for multi-player games must be some complexity class encompassing N P. Recent pioneering
work by Schaefer and Štefankovič [23] identified ∃R, a complexity class associated with the
Existential Theory of the Reals [24], as such a class; it is known that ∃R ⊆ PSPACE [8].
The first decision problem about Nash equilibria shown ∃R-complete for multi-player
games was the problem asking, given an r-player game with r ≥ 3 and a rational %, whether
there is a Nash equilibrium with no probability exceeding % [23, Corollary 3.5]. Using this,
four additional decision problems were subsequently shown, via a chain of problem-specific
reductions, ∃R-complete for multi-player games in [16, Section 3]. The present authors
presented in [4], via a single unifying reduction, a catalog of such ∃R-complete problems
for multi-player games, encompassing all the decision problems that had been shown N Pcomplete for (symmetric) bimatrix games in [2, 11, 17]; the catalog encompassed the four
∃R-complete decision problems for r-player games with r ≥ 3 from [16].
In this work, we focus on symmetric multi-player games; symmetric means that all players
are identical and indistinguishable: they have the same strategy sets and there is a common
payoff function depending only on the player’s chosen strategy and on the number of players
choosing each strategy. Symmetric games have been studied extensively; already in 1951
Nash proved that every symmetric game has a symmetric Nash equilibrium [20]: one where
all players play the same mixed strategy. Very recently decision problems about the existence
of a symmetric Nash equilibrium with some additional property for a symmetric game were
introduced by Garg et al. [16]; they showed that deciding the existence of a symmetric Nash
equilibrium where all strategies played with non-zero probability are in a given set (resp., a
given set of strategies are played with non-zero probability) is ∃R-complete for symmetric
multi-player games with a constant number r ≥ 3 of players [16, Theorem 23].

1.1.1

Contribution, Techniques and Significance

As our main result, we present a catalog with ten ∃R-complete decision problems about the
existence of a symmetric Nash equilibrium with certain properties for symmetric r-player
games with constant r ≥ 3 (Theorem 10). Such decision problems include the ones of deciding
the existence of a second Nash equilibrium, or of a Nash equilibrium where the expected
payoff to each player is at most (resp., at least) a given number. The properties associated
with the decision problems in our catalog come originally from the decision problems about
Nash equilibria in bimatrix games, which were shown N P-complete in [2, 11, 17]; the same
properties are also found in the decision problems about the existence of a Nash equilibrium
with certain properties for multi-player games, which were shown ∃R-complete in [4, 16].
To show the ∃R-completeness results, we present a unifying, polynomial time, many-toone reduction from the decision problem asking about the existence of a symmetric Nash
equilibrium where all strategies played with non-zero probability come from a given set T; this
is ∃R-complete [16, Theorem 23]. The many-to-one reduction amounts to a simple symmetric
game reduction 2 we design and analyze (Section 4), which maps a pair of symmetric r-player
e and G,
b called the input game and the gadget game, respectively, to a symmetric
games G
e is accompanied with a set of strategies T.
r-player game G with a larger set of strategies; G

2

By symmetric game reduction we mean any transformation of some game(s) into a symmetric game
that preserves certain properties.
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D
E
e T represents an instance of the decision problem above, which the many-to-one
Thus, G,
reduction reduces from; the symmetric game reduction is tailored to this decision problem.
The symmetric game reduction provides certain correspondences between the symmetric
e and G,
b respectively. Going backwards, a symmetric
Nash equilibria for G and those for G
e or G
b (Lemma 7).
Nash equilibrium for G subsumes a symmetric Nash equilibrium for either G
b
Going forward, a symmetric Nash equilibrium for G always induces a symmetric Nash
e induces a symmetric
equilibrium for G (Lemma 8); but a symmetric Nash equilibrium for G
Nash equilibrium for G if and only if all strategies played by it with non-zero probability
come from the given set of strategies T (Lemma 9).
As a tool for the symmetric game reduction, we construct and use the symmetric rb
b
player gadget game G[m],
for any integer m ≥ 3 (Section 3). G[m]
generalizes the classical
rock-paper-scissors game to an arbitrary number of players r and an arbitrary number of
b
strategies m ≥ 3. By construction, G[m]
has the crucial property of zero-sum.
We use the forward and backward correspondences between symmetric Nash equilibria
given by the symmetric game reduction to conclude that the constructed symmetric game G
has a symmetric Nash equilibrium with the considered property if and only if the input game
e has a symmetric Nash equilibrium where all strategies played by it with non-zero probability
G
come from the given set T (Lemmas 11, 12, 13 and 14). These yield the ∃R-hardness of
deciding the existence of a symmetric Nash equilibrium with the property (Theorem 10).
These ∃R-completeness results essentially settle the chapter on the complexity of decision
problems about symmetric Nash equilibria for symmetric r-player games, with r ≥ 3.

1.2

Related Work and Comparison

The symmetric game reduction in Section 4 follows the structure of the game reduction in [4,
Section 3]. Specifically, what the two reductions have in common is the idea of transforming
b and an input game G
e into a game G. Each of the two reductions
a pair of a gadget game G
b are always preserved while only the
is such that the Nash equilibria of the gadget game G
Nash equilibria of the input game that have certain properties are preserved. The game
reduction in [4, Section 3] is tailored to the decision problem asking, given a 3-player game
and a rational %, whether there is a Nash equilibrium with no probability exceeding %; on
the other hand, the symmetric game reduction is tailored to the decision problem asking,
given a symmetric 3-player game with a strategy set T, whether there is a Nash equilibrium
where all strategies played with non-zero probability all come from T.
Our proof techniques (specifically, the symmetric game reduction) apply directly to
r-player symmetric games with r ≥ 3, thanks to the r-player symmetric gadget game G[m].
In contrast, the corresponding techniques in [16, Section 4] deal first with symmetric 3-player
games [16, Theorems 20 & 21], obtained by employing the technique of symmetrization (cf. [7])
to transform a 3-player game into a symmetric 3-player game; then, they apply separately
a rather lengthy and complicated reduction from symmetric 3-player games to symmetric
r-player games with r > 3 [16, Theorem 23].3 Thus, our direct reduction yields a handful of
∃R-completeness results while it is much simpler and more elegant and transparent than the
long sequence of reductions in [16, Section 4]. Note also that the symmetric game reduction
is the first symmetric reduction that works entirely within the realm of decision problems

3

Note that there is no known trivial reduction of symmetric 3-player games to symmetric r-player games
with r > 3; this is unlike the case of the trivial reduction of 3-player games to r-player games with r > 3,
which allows establishing complexity results for decision problems about Nash equilibria for r-player
games with r ≥ 3 by focusing on the case r = 3 (cf. [4] and [16, Section 3]).
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about Nash equilibria: the reduction in [11], though yielding a symmetric game, involves
SAT; the reductions in [4, 16] are not symmetric – in fact, [16] resorts to symmetrization
(cf. [7]) in order to extend ∃R-hardness from arbitrary to symmetric 3-player games.

2

Framework

Our presentation closely follows [4, Section 2].

2.1

Games and Nash Equilibria

D
E
A game is a triple G = [r], {Σi }i∈[r] , {Ui }i∈[r] , where (i) [r] = {1, . . . , r} is a finite set of
players with r ≥ 2, and (ii) for each player i ∈ [r], Σi is the set of strategies for player i, and
Ui is the payoff function Ui : ×k∈[r] Σk → R for player i; G is called an r-player game.
For each player i ∈ [r], set Γ−i := ×k∈[r]\{i} Σk ; set Γ := ×k∈[r] Σk . A profile is a tuple
s ∈ Γ of r strategies, one per player. The vector U(s) = hU1 (s), . . . , Ur (s)i is the payoff
vector for s. A partial profile s−i is a tuple of r − 1 strategies, one for each player other
than i; so s−i ∈ Γ−i . For a profile s and a strategy t ∈ Σi , denote as s−i  t the profile
obtained by substituting the strategy t for si in s. Denote as u(G) = mins∈Σ,i∈[r] {Ui (s)} and
u(G) = maxs∈Σ,i∈[r] {Ui (s)} the minimum payoff and the maximum payoff for G, respectively.
The game G is symmetric if Σ1 = Σ2 = . . . = Σr := Σ, and for each permutation π of the
set of players [r], for each player i ∈ [r], Ui (s1 , . . . , si , . . . , sr ) = Uπ(i) sπ(1) , . . . , sπ(i) , . . . ,
sπ(r) ; so, the payoff to a player playing a particular strategy is determined by the multiset
of strategies played by the other players, and there is no discrimination among the players.
A mixed strategy for player i ∈ [r] is a probability distribution σi on her strategy set Σi : a
P
function σi : Σi → [0, 1] such that s∈Σi σi (s) = 1. Denote as ∆i the set of mixed strategies
on Σi . Denote as Supp(σi ) the set of strategies s ∈ Σi with σi (s) > 0. A mixed profile
σ = {σi }i∈[r] is a tuple of mixed strategies, one per player. So, a profile is the degenerate
case of a mixed profile where all probabilities are either 0 or 1. Set ∆ = ∆(G) := ×k∈[r] ∆k ;
so, σ ∈ ∆. A partial mixed profile σ−i is a tuple of r − 1 mixed strategies, one per player
other than i. For a mixed profile σ and a mixed strategy τi of player i ∈ [r], denote as
σ−i  τi the mixed profile obtained when substituting τi for σi in the mixed profile σ.
A mixed profile σ induces a probability measure Pσ on Γ in the natural way; so, for a
Q
profile s ∈ Γ, Pσ (s) = k∈[r] σk (sk ). Say that the profile s (resp., the partial profile s−i )
is supported in the mixed profile σ (resp., the partial mixed profile σ−i ), and write s ∼ σ
(resp., s−i ∼ σ−i ), if Pσ (s) > 0 (resp., Pσ−i (s−i ) > 0. Under the mixed profile σ, the payoff
of each player becomes a random variable. So associated with σ is the expected payoff for
each player i ∈ [r], denoted as Ui (σ), which
 is the expectation according to Pσ of her payoff;
P
Q
so, clearly, Ui (σ) = s∈Γ
σ
(s
)
· Ui (s).
k∈[r] k k
A pure Nash equilibrium is a profile s ∈ Γ such that for each player i ∈ [r] and for each
strategy t ∈ Σi , Ui (s) ≥ Ui (s−i  t). A mixed Nash equilibrium, or Nash equilibrium for
short, is a mixed profile σ such that for each player i ∈ [r] and for each mixed strategy τi ,
Ui (σ) ≥ Ui (σ−i  τi ). Denote as N E(G) the set of Nash equilibria for G. For each game G,
N E(G) 6= ∅ [19, 20]. We shall make extensive use of the following characterization of Nash
equilibria.
I Lemma 1. The mixed profile σ is a Nash equilibrium if and only if for each player i ∈ [r],
(1) for each strategy t ∈ Supp(σi ), Ui (σ) = Ui (σ−i  t), and (2) for each strategy t 6∈ Supp(σi ),
Ui (σ) ≥ Ui (σ−i  t).
For an arbitrary number δ, denote as G + δ the game obtained from G by adding δ to each
possible value of the payoff function. We recall a simple fact:
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b := G + δ, for some number δ.
I Lemma 2. Consider the pair of r-player games G and G
b
Then, N E(G) = N E(G). Moreover, for each pair of a player i ∈ [r] and a Nash equilibrium
b U
b i (σ) = Ui (σ) + δ.
σ ∈ N E(G),
A Nash equilibrium σ is fully mixed if for each player i ∈ [r], Supp(σi ) = Σi . A Nash equilibrium is symmetric if all mixed strategies are identical. For a symmetric Nash equilibrium σ,
denote as Supp(σ) the common support of all mixed strategies. Denote as SN E(G) the set
of symmetric Nash equilibria for G. For each symmetric game G, SN E(G) 6= ∅ [19, 20].

2.2

Decision Problems about Symmetric Nash Equilibria

Here are the formal statements of the decision problems about symmetric Nash equilibria for
symmetric games we shall consider; they are given in the style of Garey and Johnson [15],
where I. and Q. stand for Instance and Question, respectively.
∃ SECOND SNE
I.:
Q.:

A symmetric game G.
Is there a second symmetric Nash equilibrium?

∃ SNE WITH LARGE PAYOFFS
I.:
Q.:

A symmetric game G and a number u.
Is there a symmetric Nash equilibrium σ s/t for each player i ∈ [r], Ui (σ) ≥ u?

∃ SNE WITH SMALL PAYOFFS
I.:
Q.:

A symmetric game G and a number u.
Is there a symmetric Nash equilibrium σ s/t for each player i ∈ [r], Ui (σ) ≤ u?

∃ SNE WITH LARGE TOTAL PAYOFF
I.:
Q.:

A symmetric game G and a number u.
P
Is there a symmetric Nash equilibrium σ s/t
U (σ) ≥ u?
i∈[r] i

∃ SNE WITH SMALL TOTAL PAYOFF
I.:
Q.:

A symmetric game G and a number u.
P
Is there a symmetric Nash equilibrium σ s/t
U (σ) ≤ u?
i∈[r] i

∃ SNE WITH LARGE SUPPORTS
I.:
Q.:

A symmetric game G and an integer k ≥ 1.
Is there a symmetric Nash equilibrium σ s/t for each player i ∈ [r], |Supp(σi )| ≥ k?

∃ SNE WITH SMALL SUPPORTS
I.:
Q.:

A symmetric game G and an integer k ≥ 1.
Is there a symmetric Nash equilibrium σ s/t for each player i ∈ [r], |Supp(σi )| ≤ k?

∃ SNE WITH RESTRICTING SUPPORTS
I.:
Q.:

A symmetric game G and a subset of strategies T ⊆ Σ.
Is there a symmetric Nash equilibrium σ s/t T ⊆ Supp(σ)?

∃ SNE WITH RESTRICTED SUPPORTS
I.:
Q.:

A symmetric game G and a subset of strategies T ⊆ Σ.
Is there a symmetric Nash equilibrium σ s/t Supp(σ) ⊆ T?
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b ) := {i ∈ [r] : σi 6= σ
b , denote as Diff (σ, σ
Given two mixed profiles σ and σ
bi } the set
b . A Nash equilibrium σ is Strongly
of players with different mixed strategies in σ and σ
b where there is player i ∈ [r] with Ui (b
Pareto-Optimal if for each mixed profile σ
σ ) > Ui (σ)
b ) such that Uj (b
for some player i ∈ [r], there is a player j ∈ Diff(σ, σ
σ ) ≤ Uj (σ); so, there
is no other profile where at least one player is strictly better off and every player using a
different strategy is strictly better off. We have two additional decision problems.
∃ ¬ PARETO-OPTIMAL SNE
I.:
Q.:

A symmetric game G.
Is there a symmetric Nash equilibrium which is not Pareto-Optimal?

∃ ¬ STRONGLY PARETO-OPTIMAL SNE
I.:
Q.:

2.3

A symmetric game G.
Is there a symmetric Nash equilibrium which is not Strongly Pareto-Optimal?

The Class ∃R

The Existential Theory of the Reals, denoted as ETR, is the set of true sentences of the
form (∃x1 , . . . , xn )(ϕ(x1 , . . . , xn )), where ϕ is a quantifier-free (∨, ∧, ¬)-boolean formula over
the signature (0, 1, +, ∗, <, ≤, =), interpreted over the real numbers. ∃R is the complexity
class associated with ETR: A decision problem belongs to ∃R if there is a polynomial-time,
many-to-one reduction from it to ETR, and it is ∃R-hard if there is a polynomial-time
many-to-one reduction from each problem in ∃R to it; it is ∃R-complete if it belongs to ∃R
and it is ∃R-hard. Since satisfiability of a propositional boolean formula (SAT) is expressible
in ETR, N P ⊆ ∃R; so, ETR is for ∃R what SAT is for N P, and an ∃R-complete problem is
in N P if and only if ETR is in N P. We shall use a result from [16, Theorem 23]:
I Theorem 3 ([16]). The problems ∃ SNE WITH RESTRICTING SUPPORTS and ∃ SNE
WITH RESTRICTED SUPPORTS are ∃R-complete for symmetric r-player games with constant
r ≥ 3.

3

b
The Symmetric Gadget Game G[m]

b
For any two integers r and m such that r ≥ 3 and m ≥ 3, G[m]
is a symmetric r-player
game with Σ = [m]. We assume a cyclic ordering on the strategy set [m] so that strategy m
precedes strategy 1 (i.e., “1 − 1 = m”) and strategy 1 follows strategy m (i.e., “m + 1 = 1”).
For each strategy s ∈ [m], say that s wins against strategy s − 1, loses against s + 1 and
ties against any other strategy s0 ∈
/ {s − 1, s + 1}. Say that player i wins (resp., loses
or ties against player j if i chooses a strategy which wins (resp., loses or ties) against the
b
strategy chosen by j. The payoff functions of G[m]
are defined as follows. Fix a profile s.
S
If i∈[r] {si } = {j, j + 1} for some strategy j ∈ [m], define W(s) := {i ∈ [r] : si = j + 1}
and L(s) := {i ∈ [r] : si = j}. Each player i ∈ L(s) gets payoff −1; each player i ∈ W(s)
|L(s)|
gets payoff
.
|W(s)|
Otherwise all players get payoff 0.
b
Note that, by construction, G[m]
is zero-sum. Also, by the payoff functions, a player gets a
positive (resp., negative) payoff in a profile s only if she is choosing a strategy which wins
(resp., loses) in the profile s. We show:
I Lemma 4. Fix an odd integer m ≥ 3. Then, every symmetric Nash equilibrium σ for
b
b i (σ) = 0 for each player i ∈ [r].
G[m]
is fully mixed and has U
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Case

Condition on the profile s

Ui (s)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

A(s) = [r]
C(s) = [r]
si ∈ A and A(s) 6= [r]
si = j ∈ B and Aα (s) = [r] \ {i}
si = j ∈ B, A(s) = [r] \ {i} and Aα (s) 6= [r] \ {i}
i ∈ B(s) and A(s) 6= [r] \ {i}
i ∈ C(s) and C(s) 6= [r]
None of the above

e i (s)
U
b i (s)
U
φ−1
e i (s−i  (j − n))
U
θ
φ
φ+1
φ−1

Figure 1 The payoff functions for the game G.

Note that in Lemma 4 we are only interested in determining (in order to use later) the
cardinality of the support and the utilities in a symmetric Nash equilibrium. Although it
may be possible that the symmetric Nash equilibrium is unique, we did not consider this
issue since it is beyond our purposes.

4

The Symmetric Game Reduction

The symmetric game reduction takes as input a pair of symmetric r-player games, where
r ≥ 3 is a fixed constant:
e with Σ(G)
e = [n], coming together with a set of strategies T ⊆ Σ(G)
e with
The input game G,
e
|T| = α; G and T form together an instance of ∃ SNE WITH RESTRICTED SUPPORTS.
e
Assume, without loss of generality, that T consists of the first α strategies in Σ(G).
b
b
The gadget game G, with Σ(G) = [m].


e G
b having G
e and G
b as subgames.
It constructs a symmetric r-player game G = G G,

4.1

Construction of the Symmetric Game

n
o
e + 1 and φ := min u(G),
e u(G)
b − 1. We construct the game G as follows:
Set θ := u(G)
Σ(G) = [p], with p = n + α + m. We partition [p] into three blocks A, B and C as follows:
e
A is the set of the first n strategies in Σ(G), which come from Σ(G).
b
C is the set of the last m strategies in Σ(G), which come from Σ(G).
B is the set of the remaining “middle” α strategies in Σ(G), which come from T.
Denote as Aα the subset of the first α strategies in A.
Fix a profile s. For any set of strategies X ∈ {A, Aα , B, C}, set X(s) := {i ∈ [r] | si ∈ X}; so
X(s) is the set of players choosing strategies from X in the profile s. The payoff functions
are given in Figure 1. Since G is symmetric, we only need to specify, for a given profile s,
the payoff Ui (s) for any fixed player i ∈ [r].
e and G.
b Note that by Case (1),
Clearly, G is constructed in time polynomial in the sizes of G
e is a subgame of G; by Case (2), G
b is a subgame of G. So, the blocks A and C correspond to
G
e and G,
b respectively.
the games G
−
We shall need some notation. For an n-dimensional vector x ∈ Rn , denote as →
x ∈ Rp
→
−
→
−
the p-dimensional vector with x j = xj for j ∈ [n] and x j = 0 for n < j ≤ p. Similarly,
− ∈ Rp the p-dimensional vector with
for an m-dimensional vector x ∈ Rm , denote as ←
x
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←
− = 0 for i ∈ [n + α] and ←
− = x for n + α < j ≤ p. Thus, for a mixed profile σ ∈ ∆(G),
e
x
x
j
j
j
−
→
−
→
−
→
←
−
←
−
←
−
b
(σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σr ) ∈ ∆(G); for a mixed profile σ ∈ ∆(G), (σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σr ) ∈ ∆(G).

4.2

Correspondences Between Nash Equilibria

e and G,
b and those for G.
We establish correspondences between the Nash equilibria for G

4.2.1

Backward Correspondence: From the Game G to the Subgames

e or
We first prove that a Nash equilibrium for G is induced by a Nash equilibrium for either G
b
G. We start with two claims about a Nash equilibrium for G. We first prove that if some
player is playing some strategy outside A, then no other player is playing a strategy in A.
I Lemma 5. Fix a Nash equilibrium σ ∈ N E(G) for which there is a player i0 ∈ [r] such
that Supp(σi0 ) \ A 6= ∅. Then, for every player i 6= i0 , Supp(σi ) ∩ A = ∅.
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that there is a player i 6= i0 with Supp(σi ) ∩ A 6= ∅.
Fix an arbitrary strategy k ∈ Supp(σi ) ∩ A. Lemma 1 (Condition (1)) implies that
X
Ui (σ) = Ui (σ−i  k) =
Ui (s−i  k) · Pσ−i (s−i ) .
s−i ∼σ−i

Lemma 1 (Condition (2)) implies that
Ui (σ) ≥ Ui (σ−i  (k + n)) =

X

Ui (s−i  (k + n)) · Pσ−i (s−i ) .

(1)

s−i ∼σ−i

Consider the choices of the players other than i in the partial profile s−i supported in σ−i :
(C.1) All of them choose a strategy from Aα : Then, s−i  k falls into Case (1) of the payoff
e i (s−i  k); on the other hand, s−i  (k + n) falls into Case
functions, with Ui (s−i  k) = U
e i (s−i  k). Thus, Ui (s−i  k) = Ui (s−i  (k + n)).
(4), with Ui (s−i  (k + n)) = U
(C.2) All of them choose a strategy from A and at least one chooses a strategy from A \ Aα .
e i (s−i  k) < θ;
Then, s−i  k falls into Case (1) of the payoff functions with Ui (s−i  k) = U
on the other hand, s−i  (k + n) falls into Case (5), with Ui (s−i  (k + n)) = θ. Thus,
Ui (s−i  k) < Ui (s−i  (k + n)).
(C.3) At least one player chooses a strategy outside A. Then, s−i  k falls into Case (3) of
the payoff functions, with Ui (s−i  k) = φ − 1; on the other hand, s−i  (k + n) falls into
Case (6), with Ui (s−i  (k + n)) = φ. Thus, Ui (s−i  k) < Ui (s−i  (k + n)).
The assumption that Supp(σi0 ) \ A 6= ∅ implies that there is at least one profile supported in
σ−i  (k + n) falling into case (C.3) above. Hence, the case analysis implies that
X
X
Ui (s−i  k) · Pσ−i (s−i ) <
Ui (s−i  (k + n)) · Pσ−i (s−i ) ,
s−i ∼σ−i

s−i ∼σ−i

or Ui (σ) < Ui (σ−i  (k + n)). A contradiction to (1).

J

We continue to prove that if some player is playing no strategy from A, then the remaining
r − 1 players are playing only strategies from C.
I Lemma 6. Fix a Nash equilibrium σ ∈ N E(G) for which there is a player i0 with Supp(σi0 )∩
A = ∅. Then, for each player i 6= i0 , Supp(σi ) ⊆ C.
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Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that there is a player i 6= i0 with Supp(σi ) \ C 6= ∅.
Fix an arbitrary strategy k ∈ Supp(σi )\C and an arbitrary strategy h ∈ C. Since k ∈ Supp(σi ),
Lemma 1 (Condition (1)) implies that
X
Ui (σ) = Ui (σ−i  k) =
Ui (s−i  k) · Pσ−i (s−i ) .
s−i ∼σ−i

Lemma 1 (Condition (2)) implies that
X
Ui (σ) ≥ Ui (σ−i  h) =
Ui (s−i  h) · Pσ−i (s−i ) .

(2)

s−i ∈σ−i

Fix now a partial profile s−i supported in σ−i . Since Supp(σi0 ) ∩ A = ∅, it follows that s−i  k
falls into either Case (3) or Case (6) of the payoff functions, with Ui (s−i  k) ≤ φ; on the
other hand, s−i  h falls into either Case (2) or Case (7), with Ui (s−i  h) ≥ φ + 1. This
implies that Ui (σ−i  h) > Ui (σ). A contradiction to (2).
J
We are now ready to prove:
I Lemma 7. Fix a Nash equilibrium σ ∈ N E(G). Then, there are only two possible cases:
−
−
−
e
σ = (→
τ1 , →
τ2 , . . . , →
τr ) for some Nash equilibrium τ ∈ N E(G).
←
−
←
−
←
−
b
σ = ( τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τr ) for some Nash equilibrium τ ∈ N E(G).
−
−
−
e
τ1 , →
τ2 , . . . , →
τr ) for some mixed profile τ ∈ ∆(G),
Proof. By Lemmas 5 and 6, either (i) σ = (→
←
−
←
−
←
−
b
e
or (ii) σ = ( τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τr ) for some mixed profile τ ∈ ∆(G). The conditions that τ ∈ N E(G)
b follow from that each of G
e and G
b is a subgame of G.
and τ ∈ N E(G)
J

4.2.2

Forward Correspondence: From the Subgames to the Game G

e and G
b that induce corresponding
We now characterize the Nash equilibria for the subgames G
b (Lemma 8) and
Nash equilibria for G. Specifically, these are all the Nash equilibria for G
e
every Nash equilibrium for G where all players play strategies in the restricted support
(Lemma 9), respectively. We first prove:
b Then, h←
I Lemma 8. Fix a Nash equilibrium σ ∈ N E(G).
σ−1 , ←
σ−2 , . . . , ←
σ−r i ∈ N E(G).
Proof. By Case (2) of the payoff functions, for each player i ∈ [r], Ui h←
σ−1 , ←
σ−2 , . . . , ←
σ−r i =
b
b
Ui (σ) ≥ φ + 1. Since σ ∈ N E(G), no player could improve her payoff by switching to
a strategy from C. Switching to a strategy outside C results in a partial mixed profile
supporting only profiles from Cases (3) and (6). So the expected payoff of the switching
player is at most φ.
J
We continue to prove:
→, −
→
−
→
e Then, h−
I Lemma 9. Fix a Nash equilibrium σ ∈ N E(G).
σ
1 σ2 , . . . , σr i ∈ N E(G) if and
only if for each player i ∈ [r], Supp(σi ) ⊆ [α].
→, −
→
−
→
Proof. Assume first that h−
σ
1 σ2 , . . . , σr i ∈ N E(G). Fix an arbitrary player i ∈ [r] and a
strategy k ∈ Supp(σi ). Then, by Lemma 1 (Condition (1)),
→, −
→
−
→
Ui (h−
σ
1 σ2 , . . . , σr i) = Ui (σ−i  k)
X
=
Ui (s−i  k) · Pσ−i (s−i )
s−i ∈Γ−i

=

X

Ui (s−i  k) · Pσ−i (s−i ) .

s−i ∈e
Γ−i
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Assume, by way of contradiction, that there is a player i0 ∈ [r] for which Supp(σi0 ) 6⊆ [α].
Denote as e
Γα
−i the set of partial profiles in which all players in [r]\{i} choose a pure strategy in
[α]. Note that the assumption implies that there is at least one partial profile s−i ∈ e
Γ−i \ e
Γα
−i
with Pσ−i (s−i ) > 0. Consider now player i switching to the strategy k + n. By Cases (4)
and (5) of the payoff functions, we get that
X
Ui (σ−i  (k + n)) =
Ui (s−i  (k + n)) · Pσ−i (s−i )
s−i ∈Γ−i

=
=

X

Ui (s−i  (k + n)) · Pσ−i (s−i )

s−i ∈e
Γ−i
X

e i (s−i  (k + n)) · Pσ (s−i )
U
−i

s−i ∈e
Γα
−i

X

+

e i (s−i  (k + n)) · Pσ (s−i )
U
−i

s−i ∈Γ−i \Γα
−i

e

=

X

e

s−i ∈e
Γα
−i

>

X

X

e i (s−i  k) · Pσ (s−i ) +
U
−i

θ · Pσ−i (s−i )

s−i ∈e
Γ−i \e
Γα
−i

e i (s−i  k) · Pσ (s−i )
U
−i

s−i ∈e
Γ−i

→, −
→
−
→
= Ui (h−
σ
1 σ2 , . . . , σr i) .
→, −
→
−
→
a contradiction to the assumption that h−
σ
1 σ2 , . . . , σr i ∈ N E(G).
Assume now that for each player i ∈ [r], Supp(σi ) ⊆ [α]. Fix an arbitrary player i ∈ [r].
Clearly, by Case (1) of the payoff functions, player i cannot improve her payoff by switching
to a strategy from A. Also, by Case (7) of the payoff functions, player i cannot improve her
payoff by switching to a strategy from C. So it remains to consider player i switching to the
strategy h + n ∈ B, with h ∈ [α]. Since h ∈ [α], Lemma 1 (Condition(2)) implies that
X
→, −
→
−
→
e i (s−i  h) · Pσ (s−i ) .
Ui (h−
σ
U
1 σ2 , . . . , σr i) ≥
−i
e
s−i ∈Γ−i
By Case (4) of the payoff functions, we get that
X
Ui (σ−i  (h + n)) =
Ui (s−i  (h + n)) · Pσ−i (s−i )
s−i ∈Γ−i

=

X

Ui (s−i  (h + n)) · Pσ−i (s−i )

s−i ∈e
Γ−i

=

X

e i (s−i  h) · Pσ (s−i ) .
U
−i

s−i ∈e
Γ−i

→, −
→
−
→
It follows that h−
σ
1 σ2 , . . . , σr i ∈ N E(G). The proof is now complete.

5

J

The ∃R-Complete Decision Problems

We now present the ∃R-completeness results. We show:
I Theorem 10. Restricted to r-player symmetric games with constant r ≥ 3, the following
decision problems are ∃R-complete:
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Group I

Group II

∃
∃
∃
∃
∃
∃
∃

∃ SNE WITH LARGE PAYOFFS
∃ SNE WITH LARGE TOTAL PAYOFF
∃ SNE WITH SMALL SUPPORTS

SECOND SNE
SNE WITH SMALL PAYOFFS
SNE WITH SMALL TOTAL PAYOFF
SNE WITH LARGE SUPPORTS
SNE WITH RESTRICTING SUPPORTS
¬ PARETO-OPTIMAL SNE
¬ STRONGLY PARETO-OPTIMAL SNE

Membership of the decision problems (for r-player games with r ≥ 3) in ∃R is established with
standard techniques by employing simple ETR formulas to define their properties (cf. [16]).
Proof. By reduction from ∃ SNE WITH RESTRICTED SUPPORT (Theorem 3). Consider
e of ∃ SNE WITH RESTRICTED SUPPORT, called the input game. Assume,
an instance G
e = [n]. We start with an informal outline of the proof.
without loss of generality, that Σ
The reduction will be the composition of (i) the construction of a gadget game, and (ii) the
symmetric game reduction from Section 4. For each of Group I and Group II, we shall
b called the gadget game, which may be constructed from the input
employ a suitable game G,
e
e and G
b as
game G. Then, we apply the symmetric DgameEreduction from Section 4 with G
e G
b ; G is the instance of the decision problem
the subgames to obtain the game G := G G,
(from the corresponding Group) associated with some particular property of symmetric Nash
e
equilibria; to prove that the decision problem is ∃R-hard, we need to establish: The game G
has a symmetric Nash equilibrium in which all players play strategies from [α] if and only
if the game G has a symmetric Nash equilibrium with the property (resp., the set of Nash
equilibria for G has the property, as for the decision problem ∃ SECOND SNE). We now
present the formal proof. We treat separately each of Group I and Group II.
b where each player i ∈ [r]
gadget game G,
Group I: Construct the trivial r-playersymmetric

e +1. Clearly, G
b is constructed in time polynomial
has a unique strategy giving her payoff u G
e Furthermore, G
b has a unique symmetric Nash equilibrium.
in the size of the inbox game G.
Apply now the symmetric game reduction from Section 4 to construct the game G from the
e and G.
b Since (i) G is constructed in time polynomial in the sizes of G
e and G,
b
subgames G
b
e
and (ii) G is constructed in time polynomial in the size of G, it follows that G is constructed
e Lemmas 7, 8 and 9 immediately imply:
in time polynomial in the size of G.
e has no Nash equilibrium in the restricted
I Lemma 11. Assume that the inbox game G
support. Then, G has a unique symmetric
 Nash equilibrium σ with the following properties:
e + 1 = θ; (ii) Supp(σ) = {n + α + 1}; (iii) σ is
(i) for each player i ∈ [r], Ui (σ) = u G
Pareto-Optimal; (iv) σ is Strongly Pareto-Optimal.
On the other hand, Lemma 9 immediately implies:
e has a Nash equilibrium in the restricted support.
I Lemma 12. Assume that the inbox game G
Then, G has a Nash equilibrium τ with the following properties: (i) for each player i ∈ [r],
e < θ; (ii) Supp(τ ) ⊂ [α] with |Supp(τ )| ≥ h for some integer h ≥ 2; (iii) τ is
Ui (τ ) ≤ u(G)
not Pareto-Optimal; (iv) τ is not Strongly Pareto-Optimal.
Now, given the ∃R-hardness of ∃ SNE WITH RESTRICTED SUPPORTS for games with a
constant number of players r ≥ 3 (Theorem 3), combining corresponding properties from the
two families of properties in Lemmas 11 and 12 immediately yields the ∃R-hardness of the
following decision problems:
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∃ SECOND SNE.
e < u ≤ θ.
∃ SNE WITH SMALL PAYOFFS, by taking u with u(G)
e < u ≤ r · θ.
∃ SNE WITH SMALL TOTAL PAYOFF, by taking u with r · u(G)
∃ SNE WITH LARGE SUPPORTS, by taking k with 2 ≤ k ≤ h.
∃ SNE WITH RESTRICTING SUPPORTS, by taking T := {s} for any strategy s ∈ [n].
∃ NON-PARETO-OPTIMAL SNE.
∃ NON-STRONGLY PARETO-OPTIMAL SNE.
Group II: Fix an odd integer m > α with size polynomial in the size of n. Construct the
b := G[m] + u(G)
e − 1, where G[m] is the gadget game
symmetric r-player gadget game G
b
e
from Section 3. Clearly, the game G is constructed in time polynomial in the size of G.
b
(By Lemmas 2 and 4, each symmetric Nash equilibrium σ for G is fully mixed and has
b i (σ) = u(G)
e − 1 for each i ∈ [r].) Apply now the symmetric game reduction from Section 4
U
e and G.
b Note that by construction, G is
to construct the game G from the subgames G
e
constructed in time polynomial in the size of G. Lemmas 7, 8 and 9 immediately imply:
e has no Nash equilibrium in the restricted
I Lemma 13. Assume that the input game G
support. Then, each symmetricNash
equilibrium
σ for G has the following properties: (i) for

e − 1; (ii) |Supp(σ)| = [m].
each player i ∈ [r], Ui (σ) = u G
On the other hand, Lemma 9 immediately implies:
e has a Nash equilibrium in the restricted support.
I Lemma 14. Assume that the inbox game G
Then, G has a symmetric Nash equilibrium τ with the following properties: (i) for each player
e (ii) |Supp(τ )| ≤ α.
i ∈ [r], Ui (τ ) ≥ u(G);
Now, given the ∃R-hardness of ∃ SNE WITH RESTRICTED SUPPORTS with a constant
number of players r ≥ 3 (Theorem 3), combining corresponding properties from the two
families of properties in Lemmas 13 and 14 immediately yields the ∃R-hardness of the
following decision problems:
e − 1 < u ≤ u(G).
e
∃ SNE WITH LARGE PAYOFFS, by taking u with u(G)


e − 1 < u ≤ r · u(G).
e
∃ SNE WITH LARGE TOTAL PAYOFF, by taking u with r · u(G)
∃ SNE WITH LARGE SUPPORTS, by taking k with α ≤ k < m.

J

We recall that ∃ SNE WITH RESTRICTING SUPPORTS was shown ∃R-complete for symmetric
r-player games, r ≥ 3 also in [16, Theorem 23] (Theorem 3 in the present paper).

6

Conclusion

We presented a handful of ∃R-complete decision problems about symmetric Nash equilibria
for symmetric r-player games, where r ≥ 3 is a fixed constant, which completely settles their
precise complexity. Approximate versions of these decision problems are yet to be considered.
There so remain decision problems about symmetric Nash equilibria for symmetric win-lose rplayer games, with r ≥ 3. It remains very challenging to identify special classes of symmetric
multi-player games where such decision problems about symmetric Nash equilibria (or their
approximations) become polynomial time solvable.
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Abstract
Equivalence of deterministic pushdown automata is a famous problem in theoretical computer
science whose decidability has been shown by Sénizergues. Our first result shows that decidability
no longer holds when moving from finite words to infinite words. This solves an open problem
that has recently been raised by Löding. In fact, we show that already the equivalence problem
for deterministic Büchi one-counter automata is undecidable. Hence, the decidability border is
rather tight when taking into account a recent result by Löding and Repke that equivalence
of deterministic weak parity pushdown automata (a subclass of deterministic Büchi pushdown
automata) is decidable.
Another known result on finite words is that the universality problem for vector addition
systems is decidable. We show undecidability when moving to infinite words. In fact, we prove
that already the universality problem for nondeterministic Büchi one-counter nets (or equivalently
vector addition systems with one unbounded dimension) is undecidable.
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1

Introduction

One of the most prominent results in theoretical computer science is the decidability of the
equivalence problem for deterministic pushdown automata, shown by Sénizergues [17]. Stirling
proved the first complexity bound for this problem [18], namely a tower of exponentials
of elementary height, see also [8] for a more recent proof by Jančar. Still there remains
a remarkable complexity gap for this problem, to the best of the authors’ knowledge the
best-known lower bound is P-hardness, which trivially follows from the emptiness problem.
Although a doubly-exponential upper bound has been proved during the nineteen seventies
by Valiant [19], too, the regularity problem for deterministic pushdown automata seems to
be far from being understood: to the best of the authors’ knowledge the best-known lower
bound is P-hardness, again trivially following from the emptiness problem.
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Although it is unclear whether to lower the upper bound or to raise the lower bound for
these central problems, it seems fair to say that we lack techniques to show lower bounds for
them. Indeed, the presence of determinism seems to be too restrictive to encode computations
of Turing machines into instances of the respective problems. To date, we do not even know
if equivalence of deterministic pushdown automata is hard for NP – the upper bound of a
tower of exponentials of elementary height leaves a huge complexity gap for this problem.
Therefore, subclasses have been studied in the literature for which tight complexity
bounds have been obtained, such as deterministic 1-counter [2], 1-counter nets [7], visibly
pushdown automata [1], normed context-free processes [3, 4, 6, 5], and height-deterministic
pushdown automata [12], to mention a few.
One should bear in mind that for deterministic models universality is typically equally
hard as emptiness. For nondeterministic models however universality becomes undecidabile
very quickly, for instance already for 1-counter automata. Decidability of universality can
be regained for such a nondeterministic model by disallowing the automata to test for zero:
even universality of vector addition systems can be shown decidable by applying standard
well-quasi order arguments. For its subclass 1-counter nets (i.e. 1-counter automata that
cannot test for zero) universality has recently been proven to be Ackermann-complete by
Hofman and Totzke [7].
The situation on infinite words. Unfortunately, equivalence and universality have not
gained much attention on infinite words beyond ω-regular languages so far, in particular for
pushdown automata. Recently Löding and Repke have studied the equivalence problem of
deterministic pushdown automata on infinite words and proved that this problem is decidable
for weak parity conditions [10, 9, 15] (this is a strict subclass of deterministic Büchi pushdown
automata). In fact they showed that given two deterministic weak parity pushdown automata
A and B one can effectively construct two deterministic pushdown automata A0 and B 0
running on finite words such that A and B accept the same infinite words if, and only if,
A0 and B 0 accept the same finite words. Extending this decidability result to deterministic
parity pushdown automata, or first to the class of deterministic Büchi pushdown automata
did not seem to be achievable that easily. In a recent article [9] Löding explicitly raised the
question if equivalence of deterministic parity pushdown automata is decidable.
Our contributions. In this paper we show that two central decision problems that are
decidable on finite words, become undecidable on infinite words. First, we prove that the
equivalence problem is already undecidable for deterministic 1-counter automata with a
Büchi acceptance condition (even without ε-transitions). This solves the above-mentioned
question raised by Löding in [9]. This undecidability result can be considered as rather tight
since, as mentioned above, equivalence of deterministic weak parity pushdown automata is
decidable [10].
Our proof heavily exploits the infinity of the input words and we are confident that our
proof technique may be applied to related problems on infinite words. As mentioned before,
significant lower bounds involving deterministic automata are typically difficult to prove. In
fact, to the best of our knowledge, there are no handy lower bound techniques known for
equivalence problem of deterministic automata.
Moreover, we consider this undecidability result as somewhat surprising since from a
given deterministic 2-counter automaton we construct a deterministic 1-counter automaton
such that for all two of its configurations all ω-words that distinguish the two configurations
must end in the quite restrictive form (w#)ω , where w is the unique halting computation of
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the initial deterministic 2-counter automaton, if it exists. We contrast our undecidability
result on infinite words with a recent NL-completeness result for deterministic 1-counter
automata on finite words [2].
As a second result we show that on infinite words universality becomes undecidable
on Büchi 1-counter nets. This is shown by a sequence of reductions starting from the
boundedness problem for decremental-error vector addition systems, which is undecidable
due to Schnoebelen [16]. In the final step of these reductions we again heavily rely on the
fact that we employ a Büchi condition.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge comparable jumps from decidability on finite words
to undecidability on infinite words appear for satisfiability of metric temporal logic [13, 14].
Organization of this paper. In Section 2 we introduce the necessary definitions and state
our main results. The equivalence problem for deterministic Büchi 1-counter automata is
shown to be undecidable in Section 3. Universality of Büchi 1-counter nets is shown to
be undecidable in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5. Some of the proofs appear in the
appendix due to space restrictions.

2

Preliminaries

By N = {0, 1, . . . , } we denote the non-negative integers. For each non-negative integer k we
denote by [1, k] the set {1, . . . , k}. If X is a non-empty set and x = (x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ X k we
write x(i) to denote xi , i.e. the i-th component of x. We use bold-face font only to denote such
vectors. For every integer z ∈ Z we denote its signum by sgn(z) = −1 if z < 0, sgn(z) = 0
if z = 0 and sgn(z) = 1 if z > 0. Given a set Σ and some finite word w = a1 · · · an ∈ Σn
with ai ∈ Σ we define the infix w[i, j] = ai ai+1 · · · aj and w[i] = w[i, i] = ai . Similar remarks
apply to infinite words w = a1 a2 · · · ; moreover we write w[i, ∞] to denote ai ai+1 ai+2 · · · .
For each k ≥ 1 a k-counter automaton is a tuple A = (QA , ΣA , δA , q0 , FA ), where QA is a
finite set of states, ΣA is a non-empty finite alphabet, δA ⊆ QA ×ΣA ×{0, 1}k ×{−1, 0, 1}k ×QA
is a set of transitions, q0 ∈ QA is an initial state, and FA ⊆ δA is a set of final transitions. It
is worth mentioning that typically the accepting condition is given by a set of states rather
than by a set of transitions. But it is not hard to see that the two formalisms are effectively
equivalent: indeed one can translate one formalism to the other in polynomial time.
When it is not of importance we sometimes also drop the last component of A. We say
A is deterministic if for every (q, a, σ) ∈ QA × ΣA × {0, 1}k there is at most one transition
τ = (p, b, µ, u, p0 ) ∈ δA with p = q, b = a and µ = σ. A configuration of A is an element
(q, n) ∈ QA × Nk that we also write as q(n) in the following. The bit vector σ ∈ {0, 1}k
that appears in a transition determines which sign each counter is expected to have for
the transition to be applicable. More formally, for two configurations p(m) and q(n) and
τ
a transition of the form τ = (p, a, σ, u, q) we write p(m) −
→ q(n) if σ(i) = sgn(m(i)) and
τ
n(i) = m(i) + u(i) for all i ∈ [1, k]. The relation −
→ is extended to finite words over δA
ε
∗
inductively as follows, where ρ ∈ δA
and τ ∈ δA : p(m) −
→ p(m) for all configurations p(m)
ρτ
ρ
τ
and p(m) −→ q(n) if p(m) −
→ q(n) for some configuration r(`). We write
→ r(`) and r(`) −
ρ
∗
∗
→ q(n) if p(m) −
→ q(n) for some ρ ∈ δA . The following decision problem is well-known
p(m) −
to be undecidable in its full generality by [11].
Reachability
Input:
A k-counter automaton A = (QA , ΣA , δA , q0 ) and a control state qf ∈ QA .
∗
Question: q0 (0) −
→ qf (0)?
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For every transition τ = (p, a, σ, u, q) let Read(τ ) = a denote the letter of the transition.
∗
We extend Read to a (letter-to-letter) morphism from δA
to Σ∗A in the usual way.
ρ
w
∗
∗
For words w ∈ ΣA we write p(m) −
→ q(u) if p(m) −
→ q(n) for some ρ ∈ δA
with
Read(ρ) = w. In this case we also say that ρ is a run of A for the word w from p(m) to
∗
q(n). We say that a finite run ρ is accepting if ρ ∈ δA
FA , i.e. the last transition of ρ is
accepting, otherwise we say ρ is rejecting.
The only acceptance condition on infinite words that we study in this paper is the Büchi
acceptance condition. Given an infinite word w ∈ Σω
A an ω-run of A for w from configuration
ω
p(m) is an infinite sequence ρ ∈ δA
such that every finite prefix π of ρ is a run from p(m)
to some configuration, and Read(π) is a prefix of w. We say that the ω-run ρ is accepting
if ρ[i] ∈ FA for infinitely many i ≥ 1, otherwise we say ρ is rejecting. The language of a
configuration p(m) of A is defined as
L(A, p(m)) = {w ∈ Σ∗A | there is an accepting run from p(m) for w}.
Similarly the ω-language of a configuration p(m) of A is defined as
Lω (A, p(m)) = {w ∈ Σω
A | there is an accepting ω-run from p(m) for w}.
We sometimes just write L(p(m)) or Lω (p(m)) if A is clear from the context.
Given a finite alphabet ΣA and a language L ⊆ Σ∗A (resp. ω-language R ⊆ Σω
A ) we say L
(resp. R) is universal if L = Σ∗A (resp. R = Σω
).
A
We say k-counter automaton A = (QA , ΣA , δA , q0 , FA ) is a k-counter net if the test for
zero is not allowed, formally for any transition (p, a, σ, u, q) ∈ δA and for any µ ∈ {0, 1}k
the transition (p, a, µ, u, q) is in δA as well. As the third component of any transition of a kcounter net no longer plays a role we omit it, i.e. we stipulate δA ⊆ QA ×ΣA ×{−1, 0, 1}k ×QA .
The following monotonicity property holds immediately by definition of k-counter nets (see
for instance [7]).
I Lemma 1. L(B, p(m)) ⊆ L(B, p(n)) if m ≤ n (and where ≤ is meant component-wise)
and B is a one-counter net.
The following problems will be of central interest in this paper, where the latter is a special
case of the former.
ω-Language Equivalence
Input:
A k-counter automaton A and two configurations p(m) and q(n).
Question: Lω (p(m)) = Lω (q(n))?
Our first main result is the following.
I Theorem 2. ω-Language Equivalence is undecidable for deterministic 1-counter
automata.
ω-Universality
Input:
A k-counter automaton A and a configuration p(m).
Question: Lω (p(m)) = Σω
A?
Our second main result is the following.
I Theorem 3. ω-Language Universality is undecidable for 1-counter nets.
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The equivalence problem for deterministic Büchi 1-counter
automata is undecidable

We reduce from Reachability for deterministic 2-counter automata, which is undecidable
[11]. Our construction does not rely on the fact that our 2-counter automaton is deterministic
but it makes the constructions easier to state as distuingishing words of two configurations
of the constructed deterministic Büchi 1-counter automaton must repeatedly encounter the
unique sequence of transitions from the initial configuration q0 (0, 0) to the configuration
qf (0, 0).
Let us therefore fix some deterministic 2-counter automaton A = (QA , ΣA , δA , q0 ) and
some state qf ∈ QA . We show how to construct a deterministic 1-counter automaton
(1)
(2)
B = (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F ), where Q will contain state q0 and q0 such that
∗

q0 (0, 0) −
→ qf (0, 0)

if, and only if,

(1)

(2)

Lω (q0 (0)) 6= Lω (q0 (0)) .

We can assume without loss of generality that ΣA = {a} is a singleton and that there is no
(q, a, σ, u, q 0 ) ∈ δA with q = qf . Under this assumption and the fact that A is deterministic
ρ
∗
we have that if q0 (0, 0) −
→ qf (0, 0), then there exists a unique run q0 (0, 0) −
→ qf (0, 0).
Let Q(1) = {q (1) | q ∈ QA } and Q(2) = {q (2) | q ∈ QA } be fresh copies of QA . We set
Q = Q(1) ] Q(2) ] {p(1) , p(2) }, where p(1) and p(2) are two fresh control states. A mode is an
element from (Q(1) ∪ Q(2) ) × {0, 1}.
The idea is that B’s configuration in states Q(1) are there to mimic the first counter of A,
whereas the configurations in states Q(2) are there to mimic the second counter of A. To this
end, we define that a mode (q (i) , σ) ∈ (Q(1) ∪ Q(2) ) × {0, 1} is compatible with a transition
τ = (r, a, σ, u, r0 ) if q = r and σ is the same signum as τ ’s signum of the counter that is to
be mimicked, formally σ = σ(i). Moreover, those configurations with control state in p(1) or
in p(2) are denoted to be erroneous. Let us define the remaining components of B.
We define the alphabet to be Σ = δA ] {#}, where # is a fresh symbol. The transitions
are defined as δ = δsim ∪ δrestart ∪ δreset ∪ δerr , whose components we successively list
and comment on below; in addition a general structure of the construction is presented in
Figure 1.
The transitions in δsim correspond to faithful simulations of transitions in A in which, as
already mentioned above, a state q (i) is supposed to mimic the behavior on counter i:
δsim = {(q (i) , τ, σ(i), u(i), r(i) ) | (q (i) , σ(i)) is comp. with τ = (q, a, σ, u, r), i ∈ {1, 2}}
The letter # is to be understood as a letter to restart the simulation of the machine A
and is only treated as non-erroneous when executed from the configurations {p(1) (0), p(2) (0)}
(1)
(2)
or from {qf (0), qf (0)}.
δrestart

=

(3−i)

{(p(i) , #, 0, 0, q0

(i)

(i)

) | i ∈ {1, 2}} ∪ {(qf , #, 0, 0, q0 ) | i ∈ {1, 2}}

(1)

The next type of transitions are transitions that are executed in order to reset the
simulation, that is to lead back to a simulation of A from configuration q0 (0, 0), possibly by
decrementing the counter for it to eventually equal zero.
δreset

=

{(p(i) , τ, 1, −1, p(i) ), (p(i) , τ, 0, 0, p(i) ) | τ ∈ δA , i ∈ {1, 2}}
(i)

(i)

∪ {(p , #, 1, −1, p ) | i ∈ {1, 2}}

(2)
(3)

The last type of transitions that remain are erroneous transitions – they all lead to erroneous configurations. The first kind of erroneous transitions can be applied at configurations
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(1)

(1)

(qf , #, 0, 0, q0 )

τ = (q, a, σ, u, q 0 )

Q(1)

q0

q

qf

q0

QA

(q (1) , τ, σ(1), u(1), q 0(1) )

q 0(1)
(1)

(1)

q (1)

q0

qf

(1)

(q0 , #, 1, 0, p(1) )
(q (1) , #, σ(1), 0, p(1) )
incompatible
(1)

(p

(2)

(qf , τ, σ(1), 0, p(1) )

(1)
, #, 0, 0, q0 )

(p(1) , τ, 1, −1, p(1) )
(p

(2)

, τ, 1, −1, p

(2)

, #, 1, −1, p

(2)

(p(1) , τ, 0, 0, p(1) )

(p

(p(1) , #, 1, −1, p(1) )

)
(p(2) , τ, 0, 0, p(2) )

p(2)
(2)

p(1)

)
(2)

(p(1) , #, 0, 0, q0 )
incompatible
q 0(2)
(2)
qf

q

(2)

(q (2) , τ, σ(2), u(2), q 0(2) )

(2)

q0

Q(2)
(2)

(2)

(qf , #, 0, 0, q0 )

Figure 1 On the left hand side there is a cloud that is an emblematic description of the
deterministic 2-counter automaton A with the set of states QA . On the right hand side the structure
of the automaton B is presented. Two clouds stand for two copies of QA , where the bottom copy
that represents Q(2) is graphically flipped. Red dashed arrows are elements of δerr , blue arrows are
elements of δreset , thick green arrows are accepting.

of the form q (i) (n) ∈ (Q(1) ∪ Q(2) ) × N whose mode (q (i) , sgn(n)) is incompatible with the
letter τ ∈ δA to be read. The second kind of erroneous transitions are transitions that read
the symbol # in a moment when a restart was not expected.
δerr

=

{(q (i) , τ, σ, 0, p(i) ) | (q (i) , σ) is incompatible with τ ∈ δA , i ∈ {1, 2}}
(i)

(i)

∪ {(q , #, σ, 0, p ) | q ∈ QA \ {qf }, σ ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ {1, 2}}
∪

(i)
{(qf , #, 1, 0, p(i) )

| i ∈ {1, 2}}

(4)
(5)
(6)

Since A is deterministic it is readily checked that B is deterministic as well. The set of
(1)
(1)
(1)
final transitions is defined to be F = {(qf , #, 0, 0, q0 ), (p(2) , #, 0, 0, q0 )}.
For any two sets X and Y let ∆(X, Y ) = X \ Y ∪ Y \ X denote their symmetric difference.
∗

(1)

(2)

I Lemma 4. If q0 (0, 0) −
→ qf (0, 0), then Lω (q0 (0)) 6= Lω (q0 (0)).
ρ

Proof. Assume there exists a run q0 (0, 0) −
→ qf (0, 0) in A. Since B is deterministic there exists
(1)

π

(1)

(1)

(2)

π (2)

(2)

a unique run q0 (0) −−→ qf (0) and a unique run q0 (0) −−→ qf (0) with Read(π (1) ) =
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∗
Read(π (2) ) = ρ in B. Since ρ ∈ δA
it follows π (1) , π (2) ∈ (δ \ F )∗ , i.e. neither π (1) nor
(1)

(1)

(1)

(qf ,#,0,0,q0 )

(1)

π (2) contains any final transition. Moreover we have qf (0) −−−−−−−−−−→ q0 (0) and
(2)

(2)

(2)

(qf ,#,0,0,q0 )

(2)

qf (0) −−−−−−−−−−→ q0 (0), by construction of B, where the former used transition is final
and the latter used transition is not final.
(1)
Hence, on the infinite word (ρ#)ω the unique ω-run from q0 (0) encounters infinitely many
(2)
final transitions, whereas the unique ω-run from q0 (0) does not encounter any final transition.
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
Thus (ρ#)ω ∈ ∆(Lω (q0 (0)), Lω (q0 (0))) and hence Lω (q0 (0)) 6= Lω (q0 (0)).
J
Let us fix a sequence of transitions π ∈ δ ω . For j ∈ {1, 2} we say π is j-pure if
π[i] ∈ Q(j) × Σ × {0, 1} × {−1, 0, 1} × Q(j) for all i ≥ 1.
I Lemma 5. Let π be the ω-run from some configuration in B such that # appears infinitely
often in Read(π). Then π is rejecting if, and only if, π[`, ∞] is 2-pure for some ` ≥ 1.
Proof.
(1)
“If”: If π is 2-eventually, then clearly is π rejecting since every accepting transition has q0
as last component.
“Only-if”: Assume π is a rejecting ω-run from the configuration q (i) (n) in B. Since # appears
infinitely often in Read(π) a simple inspection of the rules in B (in particular the resetting
behavior at states p(1) and p(2) , see also Figure 1) shows that π must contain infinitely many
occurrences of at least one of the following transitions:
(2)
τ1 = (p(1) , #, 0, 0, q0 )
(1)
τ2 = (p(2) , #, 0, 0, q0 )
(1)
(1)
τ3 = (qf , #, 0, 0, q0 )
(2)

(2)

τ4 = (qf , #, 0, 0, q0 )
Surely, both τ2 and τ3 can only appear finitely often in π since F = {τ2 , τ3 } and π is assumed
to be rejecting. Bearing in mind that Read(π) contains infinitely many #’s one further
observes that by construction of B the transition τ1 can only appear infinitely often if the
transition τ2 appears infinitely often. Therefore all the transitions τ1 , τ2 and τ3 can only
appear finitely often in π. Hence there exists some ` ∈ N such that π[`, ∞] contains neither
of the transitions τ1 , τ2 nor τ3 . Since Read(π[`, ∞]) still contains infinitely many #’s it
follows that π[`, ∞] is 2-pure by construction of B.
J
Let π be a run or an ω-run of B. For any state r ∈ Q, we say that π is r-free if none
of the transitions that appears in π contains r as first or as last component. The following
lemma shows that in case an infinite word lies in the symmetric difference of the language of
any two configurations of B, then it eventually repeatedly simulates the unique run from
q0 (0, 0) to qf (0, 0) with a separating symbol # in between, if such a run exists.
I Lemma 6. Let s(m) and t(n) be two arbitrary configurations of B. Then the following
holds:
1. Every w ∈ ∆(Lω (s(m)), Lω (t(n))) contains infinitely many #’s.
2. Let w ∈ ∆(Lω (s(m)), Lω (t(n))), let α be the unique run from s(m) and let β be the unique
run from t(n) such that Read(α) = Read(β) = w. Then there is some j ∈ {1, 2} such
that
(a) α[h1 , ∞] is j-pure and β[h1 , ∞] is (3 − j)-pure for some h1 ≥ 1 and moreover
ρ
∗
(b) q0 (0, 0) −
→ qf (0, 0) and w ∈ Σ∗ (ρ#)ω , where q0 (0, 0) −
→ qf (0, 0) is the unique run
from q0 (0, 0) to qf (0, 0).
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Proof. Point (1) immediately follows from the fact that Read(τ ) = # for all τ ∈ F .
α
→
Let us show (2). Let us fix an arbitrary w ∈ ∆(Lω (s(m)), Lω (t(n))). Let s(m) −
β

be the unique run from s(m) and let t(m) −
→ be the unique run from t(n) such that
Read(α) = Read(β) = w. Without loss of generality let us assume that α is accepting and
that β is rejecting. Then there exists a position h0 ∈ N such that
β[h0 , ∞] is 2-pure, due to Lemma 5.

(7)

This in turn, by construction of B and recalling that any transition having p(2) as source or
target state is not 2-pure, implies that every transition in β that reads a # must lead to the
(2)
configuration q0 (0), i.e.:
∀i ≥ h0 :

(Read(β[i])) = #

=⇒

(2)

(2)

β[i] = (qf , #, 0, 0, q0 )

(8)

For establishing (2.a), it suffices to show that α[h1 , ∞] is 1-pure for some h1 ≥ h0 . For
this, we prove the following claim, whose proof we postpone to the end.
I Claim 7. α[h0 , ∞] is p(1) -free.
We will show that α[h1 , ∞] is 1-pure for some h1 ≥ h0 . As α is accepting and α[h0 , ∞] is
p(1) -free the only possible accepting transition that appears infinitely often in α must be the
(1)
(1)
transition (qf , #, 0, 0, q0 ). Hence there exists some h1 ≥ h0 such that α[h1 , ∞] does not
(1)

contain the other accepting transition, namely (p(2) , #, 0, 0, q0 ). Altogether we have that
(1)
(1)
the only transition labeled with # in α[h1 , ∞] is (qf , #, 0, 0, q0 ). So α[h1 , ∞] is 1-pure
which immediately follows from construction of B and from the fact that Read(α[h1 , ∞])
contains infinitely many #’s. This shows (2a.).
Let us finally prove (2b.). Still, the word w[h1 , ∞] contains infinitely many #’s. That is,
we can uniquely factorize w[h1 , ∞] as
w[h1 , ∞] = w0 #w1 # · · ·
∗
where w` ∈ δA
for each ` ≥ 0. Since α[h1 , ∞] is 1-pure and therefore p(1) -free and β[h1 , ∞]
is 2-pure and therefore p(2) -free it follows from construction of B that for all ` ≥ 0:
w[1,h1 −1]w1 #w2 ···#w`

#

(1)

(1)

s(m) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ qf (0) −→ q0 (0) and
w[1,h1 −1]w1 #w2 ···#w`

(2)

#

(2)

t(n) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ qf (0) −→ q0 (0).
Therefore
∀` ≥ 1 :

(1)

w

(1)

`
q0 (0) −−→
qf (0) and

(2)

w

(2)

`
q0 (0) −−→
qf (0)

.

(9)

Recall that Read(α[h1 , ∞]) = Read(β[h1 , ∞]) = w1 #w2 # · · · Again since α[h1 , ∞] is
1-pure and β[h1 , ∞] is 2-pure we can conclude from (9) and the construction of B that
∀` ≥ 1 :

w

`
q0 (0, 0) −−→
qf (0, 0) .

But since A is assumed to be deterministic and the latter is clearly only possible when
∗
q0 (0, 0) −
→ qf (0, 0) we must therefore have w` = ρ for all ` ≥ 1, where ρ denotes the unique
run from q0 (0, 0) to qf (0, 0). Hence Point (2b.) follows.
Proof of the Claim. Assume by contradiction that α[h0 , ∞] is not p(1) -free. Then there
exists some k ≥ h0 such that α[k] = (q, x, σ, u, p(1) ) ∈ δ α[k] = (p(1) , x, σ, u, q) ∈ δ for some
q ∈ Q, some x ∈ Σ, some σ ∈ {0, 1}, and some u ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. We only treat the case α[k] =
α[1,k]

(q, x, σ, u, p(1) ) ∈ δ here, the other case is analogous. Hence, s(m) −−−−→ p(1) (m1 ) for some
β[1,k]

m1 ∈ N. In the same moment (recalling that β[h0 , ∞] is 2-pure) we have t(n) −−−→ q (2) (n1 )
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for some n1 ∈ N and some q (2) ∈ Q(2) . Of course w[k + 1, ∞] still contains infinitely many
#’s. Let z be the shortest finite prefix of w[k + 1, ∞] of length at least m1 + 1 that ends
with a #. Note that w[1, k]z is a finite prefix of our infinite word w.
z
(2)
We have p(1) (m1 ) −
→ q0 (0) by definition of z and the construction of B and therefore
w[1,k]z

w[1,k]z

(2)

s(m) −−−−→ q0 (0). Moreover, since z ends with a # we have t(n) −−−−→ q (2) (0) by (8).
w[1,k]z

(2)

w[1,k]z

Thus, both s(m) −−−−→ q0 (0) and t(n) −−−−→ q (2) (0). Since B is deterministic this clearly
contradicts w ∈ ∆(Lω (s(m)), Lω (t(n))) and ends the proof of the claim.
J
J
∗

(1)

Lemma 4 and Lemma 6 together imply that q0 (0, 0) −
→ qf (0, 0) if, and only if, Lω (q0 (0)) 6=
(2)
Lω (q0 (0)). Hence Theorem 2 follows.

4

The universality problem for 1-counter nets

In this section we will work with k-counter automata that have incremental errors. For
this it is convenient to denote for each i ∈ [1, k] the unit vector ei ∈ Nk , i.e. ei (i) = 1 and
ei (j) = 0 for all j ∈ [1, k] \ {i}. We define E = {ei | i ∈ [1, k]}. Given a k-counter automaton
τ
A = (QA , ΣA , δA , q0 , FA ) we define an incrementing-error transition relation −
→+ as follows,
where τ ranges over δA ∪ E and p(m) and q(n) are configurations:
(
τ

p(m) −
→+ q(n) if

a

τ ∈ δA and p(m) −
→ q(n), or
τ = ei and p = q and n = m + ei

τ

→+ is naturally extended to words over δA ∪ E. An inc-run is a run of the form
The relation −
ρ
p(m) −
→+ q(n) for some ρ ∈ (δA ∪ E)∗ . We say that q(n) is inc-reachable from p(m) (and
ρ
∗
also write p(m) −
→+ q(n) for this) if p(m) −
→+ q(n) for some ρ ∈ (δA ∪ E)∗ . Finally, for a
ρ
w
word w ∈ (ΣA ∪ E)∗ we write p(m) −
→+ q(n) if there is ρ an inc-run p(m) −
→+ q(n) such
that Read(ρ) = w where Read is defined like in Section 2 and stipulating Read(ei ) = ei
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
∗
∗
Let qf ∈ Q. We write q0 (N, 0, . . . , 0) −
→+ qf (0) if for all n ∈ N we have q0 (n, 0, . . . , 0) −
→+
qf (0). We also say that qf is forall inc-reachable from q0 .
The following lemma can be proven by reduction from the boundedness problem for
decremental-error k-counter automata (a.k.a. lossy counter machines) [16].
I Lemma 8. Given a k-counter automaton and two of its states q0 and qf , the question if
qf is forall inc-reachable from q0 is undecidable.
The following lemma states that one can simulate inc-runs of k-counter automata in
terms of a universality problem for 1-counter nets. The construction was essentially already
present in Theorem 3 in [7], however we need a more general simulation lemma since we are
interested in simulating runs that start in particular configurations (and not in configurations
that have all its counters zero).
I Lemma 9. For a given k-counter automaton A = (QA , ΣA , δA , q0 ) and a state qf ∈ QA
one can construct a 1-counter net B = (QB , ΣB , δB , qB , δB ) with a state qz ∈ QB such that
for every n ∈ N the two following statements are equivalent.
∗
q0 (n, 0 . . . 0) −
→+ qf (0) in A.
L(B, qB (n)) ∪ L(B, qz (0)) is not universal.
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phase 2
(p, ΣB ∪ {♥}, 0, p)

p

(qD , ♥, 0, p)

(qD , ΣB , 0, qD )

qD

(p, ♥, 0, qz )

phase 3
qz

B
(q, ♥, 0, u)

(p+ , ΣB , 0, p+ )

p+

(q, ♥, 0, u)
(u, ΣB , 0, u)

phase 1

(qD , ♥, 0, p+ )

(q, ♥, 0, u)

(p+ , ♥, 0, qB )

qB

u
(q, ♥, 0, u)

(u, ♥, 0, u)

(p+ , ♥, 1, p+ )
(qD , {♥} ∪ ΣB , 0, qC )

qC C

Figure 2 Picture of the one counter net D. The green thick transitions are accepting (the
accepting transitions in C are hidden). Transitions that have a set of letters instead of a single letter,
like (qD , ΣB , 0, qD ), denotes a set of transitions, one for every element of the set of letters.

I Remark. Note that all transitions in the constructed net B are accepting. Thus, if a word
w does not belong to the language L(B, qz (0)) ∪ L(B, qB (n)), then there is no run for the
word w in B that starts in qz (0) or in qB (n). This will be used in the proof of Claim 12.
Lemma 8 and Lemma 9 immediately imply the following undecidability result.
I Corollary 10. Given a 1-counter net B = (QB , ΣB , δB , qB , δB ) and a state qz ∈ QB it is
undecidable if for all n ∈ N we have that L(B, qB (n)) ∪ L(B, qz (0)) is not universal.

4.1

Proof of Theorem 3

We reduce the problem proven to be undecidable in Corollary 10 to ω-universality of
1-counter nets.
Formally, for a given 1-counter net B = (QB , ΣB , δB , qB , δB ) we construct a 1-counter net
D = (QD , ΣD , δD , qD , FD ) such that the ω-language Lω (D, qD (0)) is universal if, and only if,
L(B, qB (n)) ∪ L(B, qz (0)) is universal for some n ∈ N.
We first define the following gadget: given the finite alphabet ΣB and a symbol ♥ 6∈ ΣB
we construct the Büchi 1-counter net C = (QC , ΣB ∪ {♥}, δC , qC , FC ) such that Lω (C, qC (0)) =
(ΣB ∪ {♥})∗ Σω
B , which is in fact even an ω-regular language.
Define C as follows:
QC

= {qC , q1 }

δC

= {(qC , a, 0, qC ), (qC , a, 0, q1 ), (q1 , a, 0, q1 ) | a ∈ ΣB } ∪ {(qC , ♥, 0, qC )}

FC

= {(q1 , a, 0, q1 ) | a ∈ ΣB }.

It is easy to check that the language accepted by C is indeed (Σ∗B ♥)∗ Σω
B.
Figure 2 depicts the construction of D. The idea is that we introduce a special symbol ♥
such that the only relevant words are those that contain infinitely many ♥’s. We filter out all
words with finite number of ♥ using the gadget C. Next, the net D has three phases between
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which we switch reading the symbol ♥. The first phase is responsible for setting up the
inputs to the net B. It reads ♥’s and nondeterministically decides to increment the counter
or go to the second phase. The second phase tests if L(B, qB (n)) ∪ L(B, qz (0)) is not universal
for a given n. The third phase is to accept if it happens that for a given n the language
L(B, qB (n)) ∪ L(B, qz (0)) is universal. Now observe that if there is some n ∈ N such that
L(B, qB (n)) ∪ L(B, qz (0)) is universal, then for every run with infinitely many occurrences
of ♥ we can increment the counter to the value n then go to the second phase in which we
cannot get stuck due to the universality of L(B, qB (n)) ∪ L(B, qz (0)). Finally, seeing the
next ♥ we jump to the third phase where we accept. Conversely, if for all n ∈ N we have
L(B, qB (n)) ∪ L(B, qz (0)) is not universal, then one can build an ω-word such that no matter
how long we wait in the first phase incrementing the counter, when we decide to jump to
the second phase we will get stuck in it before having the possibility to jump to phase 3; so
there is no possibility of accepting this specially designed word.
Formally, the 1-counter net D is defined as follows:
QD

= {qD , p, p+ , u} ∪ QC ∪ QB

ΣD

=

δD

= δC ∪ δB

ΣB ∪ {♥}
∪ {(u, a, 0, u), (p, a, 0, p), (p+ , a, 0, p+ ), (qD , a, 0, qD ) | a ∈ ΣB }
∪ {(u, ♥, 0, u), (p, ♥, 0, p), (p+ , ♥, 1, p+ )}
∪ {(qD , ♥, 0, p), (qD , ♥, 0, p+ ), (qD , ♥, 0, qC )}
∪ {(p, ♥, 0, qz ), (p+ , ♥, 0, qB )}
∪ {(q, ♥, 0, u) | q ∈ QB }

FD

= FC ∪ {(u, ♥, 0, u)}

We start with a general observation on D. The language Lω (D, qD (0)) can be partitioned into
two sets, each of them being accepted by a different subset of the set of accepting transitions.
1. The set of words in which the letter ♥ appears finitely often. They are indeed all accepted
by D, namely by runs in which one of the transitions (qD , ♥, 0, qC ) or (qD , a, 0, qC ) for
a ∈ ΣB is used, finally allowing transitions in FC to be used infinitely often.
2. The set of words in which the letter ♥ appears infinitely often. In this case acceptance
has to be due to an infinite number of occurrences of the transition (u, ♥, 0, u).
Due to case 1 universality of Lω (D, qD (0)) holds if, and only if, (Σ∗B ♥)ω ⊆ Lω (D, qD (0)).
I Claim 11. If L(B, qB (n)) ∪ L(B, qz (0)) is universal for some n ∈ N, then (Σ∗B ♥)ω ⊆
Lω (D, qD (0)).
Let w ∈ (Σ∗B ♥)ω , i.e. w contains infinitely many ♥’s. Let w0 be the infix of w that is strictly
in between the (n + 2)-th and (n + 3)-th occurrence of the letter ♥. Due to our assumption
w0 belongs to L(B, qz (0)) or to L(B, qB (n)).
If w0 ∈ L(B, qz (0)), then w is accepted by the following run. We wait for the first ♥
in state qD and then we use transition (qD , ♥, 0, p). Next, we loop in the state p until the
(n + 2)-th occurrence of the letter ♥ on which we move to the configuration qz (0) using the
transition (p, ♥, 0, qz ). At this point, we follow an accepting run in B starting from qz (0) for
the word w0 and then on the next occurrence of ♥ we move to state u via the transition
(q, ♥, 0, u) for some q ∈ QB . Finally, in u we accept by performing the transition (u, ♥, 0, u)
infinitely often.
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If w0 ∈ L(B, qB (n)), then w is accepted by the following run. We wait for the first
occurrence of ♥ in state qD . Next we use transition (qD , ♥, 0, p+ ) ,then we stay in state p+
just before the (n + 2)-th occurrence of ♥, increasing the counter value to n. Now on upon
reading ♥ we move to the configuration qB (n) using transition (p+ , ♥, 0, qB ). At this moment
we follow an accepting run in B starting from qB (n) for the word w0 and then on the next
occurrence of ♥ we move to state u via the transition (q, ♥, 0, u) for some q ∈ QB . Finally,
in u we accept performing transition (u, ♥, 0, u) infinitely often. This finishes the proof of
the claim.
I Claim 12. If L(B, qB (n)) ∪ L(B, qz (0)) is not universal for all n ∈ N, then (Σ∗B ♥)ω 6⊆
Lω (D, qD (0)).
First, observe for every n ∈ N there is a finite word wn ∈ Σ∗B such that wn 6∈ L(B, qz (0)) ∪
L(B, qB (n)).
Let vω = ♥♥w0 ♥w1 ♥w2 ♥ · · · . Since vω contains infinitely many ♥’s, it can only be
accepted by infinitely many transitions of the form (u, ♥, 0, u), due to construction of D.
Moreover, a run using the transition (u, ♥, 0, u) infinitely often must exactly once use
either (p, ♥, 0, qB ) or (p+ , ♥, 0, qz ). Each of these two transitions read the letter ♥. For
the sake of contradiction, suppose vω ∈ Lω (D, qD (0)) is accepted by the run ρ. We split
ρ into three parts ρ = ρ0 ρ1 ρ2 , where ρ0 is the longest prefix of ρ that does not contain
(p, ♥, 0, qB ) or (p+ , ♥, 0, qz ), ρ1 is either of the latter two transitions (length one), and ρ2
is a remaining infinite suffix. Suppose, the symbol ♥ appears (i + 2) times in Read(ρ0 ),
then the configuration of the net B after reading ρ0 can be p(0) or p+ (i). So after reading
ρ0 ρ1 the run has reached either qz (0) or qB (i). Moreover we have Read(ρ2 ) = wi ♥wi+1 . . ..
However, we know that there is no run for word wi in the net B, neither one starting from
qz (0) nor one starting from qB (i), thus ρ2 cannot be a run in D starting from qz (0) or qB (i).
Concluding, we have established a contradiction to the fact that ρ was an accepting run.
Thus, vω (Σ∗B ♥)ω \ Lω (D, qD (0)).

5

Conclusion and outlook

In this paper we have shown that the following two problems are undecidable on infinite
words although being decidable finite words. First, we showed that the equivalence problem
of deterministic Büchi 1-counter automata is undecidable (Theorem 2). Second, we have
shown that the universality problem for Büchi 1-counter nets is undecidable (Theorem 3)
by a sequence of reductions from the boundedness problem for incremental-error k-counter
machines.
The exact recursive complexity of both problems is yet unclear to us and is planned to
be investigated in the full version of this paper.
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Abstract
The classic algorithm of Bodlaender and Kloks [J. Algorithms, 1996] solves the following problem
in linear fixed-parameter time: given a tree decomposition of a graph of (possibly suboptimal)
width k, compute an optimum-width tree decomposition of the graph. In this work, we prove that
this problem can also be solved in mso in the following sense: for every positive integer k, there
is an mso transduction from tree decompositions of width k to tree decompositions of optimum
width. Together with our recent results [LICS 2016], this implies that for every k there exists an
mso transduction which inputs a graph of treewidth k, and nondeterministically outputs its tree
decomposition of optimum width.
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1

Introduction

Consider the following problem: given a tree decomposition of a graph of some width k,
possibly suboptimal, we would like to compute an optimum-width tree decomposition of
the graph. A classic algorithm of Bodlaender and Kloks [4] solves this problem in linear
fixed-parameter time complexity, where the input width k is the parameter.
I Theorem 1 (Bodlaender and Kloks, [4]). There exists an algorithm that, given a graph G
3
on n vertices and its tree decomposition of width k, runs in time 2O(k ) · n and returns a tree
decomposition of G of optimum width.
The algorithm of Bodlaender and Kloks proceeds by a bottom-up dynamic programming
procedure on the input decomposition. For every subtree, a set of partial optimum-width
decompositions is computed. The crucial ingredient is a combinatorial analysis of partial
decompositions which shows that only some small subset of them, of size bounded only by a
function of k, needs to be remembered for future computation.
The algorithm of Bodlaender and Kloks is a key subroutine in the linear-time algorithm
for computing the treewidth of a graph, due to Bodlaender [2]. The fact that the algorithm
is essentially governed by a run of a finite-state automaton on the input tree decomposition
was also used in the recent approximation algorithm of Bodlaender et al. [3]. The notion of
∗
†
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typical sequences, which is the main component of the analysis of partial decompositions, has
found applications in algorithms for computing other width measures, like branchwidth [5],
cutwidth [16, 17], or pathwidth of matroids [12]. The concept of typical sequences originates
in the previous work of Courcelle and Lagergren [8] and of Lagergren and Arnborg [15].
Our results. The main result of this paper (Theorem 2) is that the problem of Bodlaender
and Kloks can be solved by an mso transduction, which is a way of describing nondeterministic
transformations of relational structures using monadic second-order logic. More precisely,
we show that for every k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} there is an mso transduction that inputs a tree
decomposition of width k of a graph G, and outputs nondeterministically a tree decomposition
of G of optimum width.
As a corollary of our main result, we show (Corollary 3) that an mso transduction can
compute an optimum-width tree decomposition, even if the input is only the graph and not a
(possibly suboptimal) tree decomposition. This application is obtained by combining the main
result of this paper with Theorem 2.4 from [6], which says that for every k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} there
is an mso transduction which inputs a graph of treewidth k and outputs nondeterministically
one of its tree decompositions of possibly suboptimal width at most f (k), for some function f .
In particular, we thus strengthen Theorem 2.4 of [6] by making the output a decomposition
of exactly the optimum width, instead of only bounded by a function of the optimum.
Our proof is divided into a few steps. First, we prove a result called the Dealternation
Lemma, which shows that there always exists an optimum-width tree decomposition that
has bounded “alternation” with respect to the input suboptimal decomposition. Intuitively,
small alternation is the key property allowing an optimum-width tree decomposition to be
captured by an mso transduction or by a dynamic programming algorithm that works on
the input suboptimal decomposition. This part of the proof essentially corresponds to the
machinery of typical sequences of Bodlaender and Kloks. However, we find the approach via
alternation more intuitive and combinatorially less complicated, and we hope that it will
find applications for computing other width measures. In fact, a similar approach has very
recently been used by Giannopoulou et al. [10] in a much simpler setting of cutwidth to give
a new fixed-parameter algorithm for this graph parameter.
Next, we derive a corollary of the Dealternation Lemma called the Conflict Lemma,
which directly prepares us to construct the mso transduction for the Bodlaender-Kloks
problem. The Conflict Lemma is stated in purely combinatorial terms, but intuitively it
shows that some optimum-width tree decomposition of the graph can be interpreted in
the given suboptimum-width tree decomposition using subtrees that cross each other in a
restricted fashion, guessable in mso. Finally, we formalize the intuition given by the Conflict
Lemma in mso, thus constructing the mso transduction promised in our main result.

2

Preliminaries and statement of the main result

Trees, forests and tree decompositions. Throughout this paper all graphs are undirected,
unless explicitly stated. A forest (which is sometimes called a rooted forest in other contexts)
is defined to be an acyclic graph, where every connected component has one designated node
called the root. This naturally imposes parent–child and ancestor–descendant relations in a
(rooted) forest. We use the usual tree terminology: root, leaf, child, parent, descendant and
ancestor. We assume that every node is its own descendant, to exclude staying in the same
node we use the name strict descendant. Likewise for ancestors. For forests we often use the
name node instead of vertex. A tree is the special case of a forest that is connected and thus
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has one root. Two nodes in a forest are called siblings if they have a common parent, or if
they are both roots. Note that there is no order on siblings, unlike some models of unranked
trees and forests where siblings are ordered from left to right.
A tree decomposition of a graph G is a pair t = (F, β), where F is a rooted forest and β
is a function that associates bags to the nodes of F .A bag is a nonempty subset of vertices of
G. We require the following two properties:
(T1) whenever uv is an edge of G, then there exists a node of F whose bag contains both u
and v; and
(T2) for every vertex u of G, the set of nodes of F whose bags contain u is nonempty and
induces a connected subtree in F .
The width of a tree decomposition is its maximum bag size minus 1, and the treewidth of a
graph is the minimum width of its tree decomposition. An optimum-width tree decomposition
is one whose width is equal to the treewidth of the underlying graph. Note that throughout
this paper all tree decompositions will be rooted forests. This slightly diverges from the
literature where usually the shape of a tree decomposition is an unrooted tree.
For a tree decomposition t = (F, β) of a graph G, and each node x of F , we define the
following vertex sets:
The adhesion of x, denoted σ(x), is equal to β(x) ∩ β(x0 ), where x0 is the parent of x
in F . If x is a root of F , we define its adhesion to be empty.
The margin of x, denoted µ(x), is equal to β(x) \ σ(x).
The component of x, denoted α(x), is the union of the margins of all the descendants of
x (including x itself). Equivalently, it is the union of the bags of all the descendants of x,
minus the adhesion of x.
Whenever the tree decomposition t is not clear from the context, we specify it in the subscript,
i.e., we use operators βt (·), σt (·), µt (·), and αt (·).
Observe that, by property (T2) of a tree decomposition, for every vertex of G there is a
unique node whose bag contains u, but the bag of its parent (if exists) does not contain u. In
other words, there is a unique node whose margin contains u. Consequently, the margins of
the nodes of a tree decomposition form a partition of the vertex set of the underlying graph.
Relational structures and MSO. Define a vocabulary to be a finite set of relation names,
each with associated arity that is a nonnegative integer. A relational structure over the
vocabulary Σ consists of a set called the universe, and for each relation name in the vocabulary,
an associated relation of the same arity over the universe. To describe properties of relational
structures, we use logics, mainly monadic second-order logic (mso for short). This logic
allows quantification both over single elements of the universe and also over subsets of the
universe. For a precise definition of mso, see [7].
We use mso to describe properties of graphs and tree decompositions. To do this, we
need to model graphs and tree decompositions as relational structures. A graph is viewed as
a relational structure, where the universe is a disjoint union of the vertex set and the edge set
of a graph. There is a single binary incidence relation, which selects a pair (v, e) whenever
v is a vertex and e is an incident edge. The edges can be recovered as those elements of
the universe which appear on the second coordinate of the incidence relation; the vertices
can be recovered as the rest of the universe. For a tree decomposition of a graph G, the
universe of the corresponding structure consists of the disjoint union of: the vertex set of G,
the edge set of G, and the node set of the tree decomposition. There is the incidence relation
between vertices and edges, as for graphs, a binary descendant relation over the nodes of
the tree decomposition, and a binary bag relation which selects pairs (v, x) such that x is
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a node of the tree decomposition whose bag contains vertex v of the graph. The nodes of
the decomposition can be recovered as those which are their own descendants, since we
assume that the descendant relation is reflexive. Note that thus, the representation of a tree
decomposition as a relational structure contains the underlying graph as a substructure.
MSO transductions. Suppose that Σ and Γ are vocabularies. Define a transduction with
input vocabulary Σ and output vocabulary Γ to be a set of pairs
(input structure over Σ, output structure over Γ)
which is invariant under isomorphism of relational structures. When talking about transductions on graphs or tree decompositions, we use the representations described in the previous
paragraph. Note that a transduction is a relation and not necessarily a function, thus it can
have many different possible outputs for the same input. A transduction is called deterministic if it is a partial function (up to isomorphism). For example, the subgraph relation
is a transduction from graphs to graphs, but it is not deterministic since a graph can have
many subgraphs. On the other hand, the transformation that inputs a tree decomposition
and outputs its underlying graph is a deterministic transduction.
This paper uses mso transductions, as defined in the book of Courcelle and Engelfriet [7],
which are a special case of transductions that can be defined using the logic mso. The
precise definition is in Section 5, but the main idea is that an mso transduction is a finite
composition of transductions of the following types: copy the input a fixed number of times,
nondeterministically color the universe of the input, and add new predicates to the vocabulary
with interpretations given by mso formulas over the input vocabulary. We refer to Courcelle
and Engelfriet [7] for a broader discussion of the role of mso transduction in the theory of
formal languages for graphs.
The main result. We now state the main contribution of this paper, which is an mso
version of the algorithm of Bodlaender and Kloks.
I Theorem 2. For every k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} there is an mso transduction from tree decompositions to tree decompositions such that for every input tree decomposition t:
if t has width at most k, then there is at least one output; and
every output is an optimum-width tree decomposition of the underlying graph of t.
We remark that the transduction of Theorem 2 is not deterministic, i.e. it might have several
outputs on the same input. Using Theorem 2, we prove that an mso transduction can
compute an optimum-width tree decomposition given only the graph.
I Corollary 3. For every k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} there is an mso transduction from graphs to tree
decompositions such that for every input graph G:
if G has treewidth at most k, then there is at least one output; and
every output is a tree decomposition of G of optimum width.
Proof. Theorem 2.4 of [6] says that for every k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} there is an mso transduction
with exactly the properties stated in the statement, except that when the input has treewidth
k, then the output tree decompositions have width at most f (k), for some function f : N → N.
By composing this transduction with the transduction given by Theorem 2, applied to f (k),
we obtain the claim.
J
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Structure of the paper. The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. In
Section 3 we formulate the Dealternation Lemma. Intuitively, this result says that any
optimum-width tree decomposition s can be adjusted without increasing the width so that it
behaves nicely with respect to the input suboptimal decomposition t in the following sense:
for every subtree of t, the vertices appearing in the bags of this subtree are partitioned into
few “connected blocks” in s. This part holds the essence of typical sequences of Bodlaender
and Kloks [4], but in the full version of the paper (see https://arxiv.org/abs/1701.06937)
we give a self-contained proof in order to achieve stronger assertions and highlight the key
combinatorial properties we use later on. Then, we prove a corollary of the Dealternation
Lemma, which we call the Conflict Lemma. This result intuitively states that some optimumwidth tree decomposition of the graph can be interpreted in the given suboptimum-width tree
decomposition. This intuition is formalized in the last section, where we introduce formally
mso transductions and use the combinatorial property given by the Conflict Lemma to prove
Theorem 2.

3

Dealternation

This section is devoted to the Dealternation Lemma, which intuitively says that for a tree
decomposition t of bounded, though possibly suboptimal width, there always exists an
optimum-width decomposition in which every subtree of t is broken into small number of
“pieces”. We begin by defining factors, which is our notion of “pieces” of a tree decomposition.
Factors and factorizations. Intuitively, a factor is a set of nodes in a forest that respects
the tree structure. We define three kinds of factors: tree factors, forest factors, and context
factors. A tree factor in a forest is a set of nodes obtained by taking all (not necessarily
strict) descendants of some node, which is called the root of the tree factor. Define a forest
factor to be a nonempty union of tree factors whose roots are siblings. These roots are called
the roots of the forest factor. In particular, a tree factor is also a forest factor, with one root.

roots of the forest factor
root of the context factor

non-roots of the forest factor

non-roots of the context factor

outside the forest factor

appendices of the context factor
outside the context factor
X

a forest factor

Y

X

a context factor

A context factor is the difference X − Y for a tree factor X and a forest factor Y , where
the root of X is a strict ancestor of every root of Y . For a context factor X − Y , its root
is defined to be the root of X, while the roots of Y are called the appendices. Note that a
context factor always contains a unique node that is the parent of all its appendices.
Forest factors and context factors will be jointly called factors. The following lemma can
be proved by a straightforward case study, and hence we leave its proof to the reader.
I Lemma 4. The union of two intersecting factors in the same forest is also a factor.
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For a subset U of nodes of a forest, a U -factor is a factor that is entirely contained in U .
A factorization of U is a partition of U into U -factors. A U -factor is maximal if no other
U -factor contains it as a strict subset.
I Lemma 5. For every subset of nodes U in a forest, the maximal U -factors form a
factorization of U .
Proof. Every node of U is contained in some factor, e.g., a singleton factor (which has forest
or context type depending on whether the node is a leaf or not). Thus, every node of U
is also contained in some maximal U -factor. On the other hand, two different maximal
U -factors must be disjoint, since otherwise by Lemma 4, their union would also be a U -factor,
contradicting maximality.
J
The set of all maximal U -factors will be called the maximal factorization of U , and will be
denoted by fact(U ). We specify the forest in the subscript whenever it is not clear from the
context. Lemma 5 asserts that fact(U ) is indeed a factorization of U . Note that the maximal
factorization of U is the coarsest in the following sense: in every factorization of U , each of
its factors is contained in some factor of fact(U ). In particular, the maximal factorization
has the smallest number of factors among all factorizations of U .
In the sequel, we will need the following simple result about relation between the maximal
factorizations of a set and of its complement. Its proof is a part of the proof of the
Dealternation Lemma, and can be found in the full version of the paper.
I Lemma 6. Suppose (U, W ) is a partition of the node set of a rooted forest F , and let k be
the number of factors in the maximal factorization of W . Then the maximal factorization of
U has at most k + 1 forest factors and at most 2k − 1 context factors.
Separation forests. The general definition of a tree decomposition is flexible and allows
for multiple combinatorial adjustments. Here, we will rely on a normalized form that we
call separation forests, which are essentially tree decompositions where all the margins have
size exactly 1. The definition of treewidth via separation forests resembles the definition of
pathwidth via the so-called vertex separation number [14].
I Definition 7. Suppose G is a graph. A separation forest of G is a rooted forest F on the
same vertex set as G such that G is contained in the ancestor-descendant closure of F ; that
is, whenever uv is an edge of G, then u is an ancestor of v in F or vice versa.
Separation forests are used to define the graph parameter treedepth, which is equal to the
minimum depth of a separation forest of a graph. To define treewidth, we need to take a
different measure than just the depth, as explained next.
Suppose F is a separation forest of G. Endow F with the following bag function β(·).
For any vertex u of G, assign to u the bag β(u) consisting of u and all the ancestors of u in
F that have a neighbor among the descendants of u in F . The following claim follows by
verifying the definition of a tree decomposition; we leave the easy proof to the reader.
I Claim 8. If F is a separation forest of G and β(·) is defined as above, then (F, β) is a tree
decomposition of G. Moreover, for every vertex u of G, the margin of u in (F, β) is {u}.
The tree decomposition (F, β) defined above is said to be induced by the separation
forest F . Observe that if t = (F, β) is induced by F , then for any vertex u, the component
of u in t consists of all the descendants of u in F .
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Figure 1 Construction of the induced tree decomposition from a separation forest. The graph
edges are depicted in black, the child-parent relation of the forest is depicted as dashed grey lines.

One can reformulate the construction given above as follows. First, put every vertex u
into its bag β(u). Then, examine every neighbor v of u, and if v is a descendant of u in F ,
then add u to every bag on the path from v to u in F . Thus, every vertex u is “smeared”
onto a subtree of F , where u is the root of this subtree and its leaves correspond to those
neighbors of u that are also its descendants in F . This construction is depicted in Figure 1.
The width of a separation forest is simply the width of the tree decomposition induced by
it. Consequently, the width of a separation forest is never smaller than the treewidth of a
graph. The next result shows that in fact there is always a separation forest of optimum
width. The proof follows by a simple surgery on an optimum-width tree decomposition, and
can be found in the full version of the paper.
I Lemma 9. For every graph G there exists a separation forest of G whose width is equal to
the treewidth of G.
Dealternation Lemma. We are finally ready to state the Dealternation Lemma.
I Lemma 10 (Dealternation Lemma). There exist functions f (k) ∈ O(k 2 ) and g(k) ∈ O(k 3 )
such that the following holds. Suppose that t is a tree decomposition of a graph G of width k.
Then there exists an optimum-width separation forest F of G such that:
(D1) for every node x of t, the maximal factorization factF (αt (x)) has at most f (k) factors;
(D2) for every node x of t, there are at most g(k) children of x in the set
{y : y is a node of t with at least one context factor in factF (αt (y))}.
Note that in the statement of the Dealternation Lemma, the vertex set of G is at the
same time the node set of the forest F . Thus, factF (αt (x)) denotes the maximal factorization
of αt (x), treated as a subset of nodes of F .
The proof of the Dealternation Lemma uses essentially the same core ideas as the
correctness proof of the algorithm of Bodlaender and Kloks [4]. We include our proof in
the full version of the paper for several reasons. First, unlike in [4], in our setting we
cannot assume that t has binary branching, as is the case in [4]. In fact, condition (D2)
is superfluous when t has binary branching. Second, our formulation of the Dealternation
Lemma highlights the key combinatorial property, which is expressed as the existence of
a single separation forest F that behaves nicely with respect to the input decomposition t.
This property is somehow implicit [4], where the existence of nicely-behaved optimum-width
tree decompositions is argued along performing dynamic programming. For this reason, we
find the new formulation more explanatory and potentially interesting on its own.
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4

Using the Dealternation Lemma

In this section we use the Dealternation Lemma to show that an optimum-width separation
forest of a graph can be interpreted in a suboptimum-width tree decomposition. For this,
we need to develop a better understanding of the combinatorial insight provided by the
Dealternation Lemma, which is expressed via an auxiliary graph, called the conflict graph.
Suppose G is a graph, t is a tree decomposition of G of width k, and F is a separation
forest of G. Let φ be the mapping that sends each vertex u of G to the unique node of t that
contains u in its margin. For a vertex u of G, we define the stain of u, denoted Su , which
is a subgraph of the underlying forest of t, as follows. For every child v of u in F , find the
unique path in t between φ(u) and φ(v). Then stain Su consists of the node φ(u) and the
union of these paths. Note that if u is a leaf of F , then the stain Su consists only of the node
φ(u). Define the conflict graph H(t, F ) as follows. The vertices of H(t, F ) are the vertices of
G, and vertices u and v are adjacent in H(t, F ) if and only their stains Su and Sv have a
node in common. The main result of this section can be formulated as follows.
I Lemma 11 (Conflict Lemma). There is a function h(k) ∈ O(k 5 ) such that if t and F are
as in the Dealternation Lemma, then their conflict graph H(t, F ) admits a proper coloring
with h(k) colors.
Recall here that a proper coloring of a graph is a coloring of its vertex set such that no
two adjacent vertices receive the same color. The rest of this section is devoted to the proof
of the Conflict Lemma. From now on, we assume that G, t, F are as in the Dealternation
Lemma, and we denote H = H(t, F ).
Observe that the conflict graph H is an intersection graph of a family of subtrees of a
forest. It is well-known (see, e.g., [11]) that this property precisely characterizes the class
of chordal graphs (graphs with no induced cycle of length larger than 3), so H is chordal.
Chordal graphs are known to be perfect (again see, e.g., [11]), hence the chromatic number
of a chordal graph (the minimum number of colors needed in a proper coloring) is equal
to the size of the largest clique in it. On the other hand, subtrees of a forest are known to
satisfy the so-called Helly property: whenever F is some family of subtrees such that the
subtrees in F pairwise intersect, then in fact there is a node of the forest that belongs to all
the subtrees in F. This means that the largest clique in an intersection graph of a family of
subtrees of a forest can be obtained by taking all the subtrees that contain some fixed node.
Therefore, to prove the Conflict Lemma it is sufficient to prove the following claim.
I Claim 12. There exists a function h(k) ∈ O(k 5 ) such that every node of t belongs to at
most h(k) of the stains {Su : u ∈ V (G)}.
In the remainder of this section we prove Claim 12. Fix any node x of t, and let
y1 , y2 , . . . , yp be its children in t. Consider the following partition of the vertex set of G:
Π = (αt (y1 ), αt (y2 ), . . . , αt (yp ), µt (x), V (G) \ αt (x))
Define a factorization Φ of the whole node set of F as follows: for each set X from the
partition Π, take its maximal factorization factF (X), and define Φ to be the union of these
maximal factorizations. Thus, Φ is a factorization that refines the partition Π. Since the
number of children yi is unbounded, we cannot expect that Φ has a small number of factors,
but at least it has a small number of context factors.
I Claim 13. Factorization Φ contains at most g(k) · f (k) + 2f (k) + k context factors, where
f and g are as in the Dealternation Lemma.
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Proof. By the Dealternation Lemma, the maximal factorization in F of each of the sets
αt (y1 ), . . . , αt (yp ), αt (x) has at most f (k) factors. Moreover, only at most g(k) of the sets
αt (y1 ), . . . , αt (yp ) can have a context factor in their maximal factorizations. Hence, the
maximal factorizations of sets αt (y1 ), . . . , αt (yp ) introduce at most g(k) · f (k) context factors
to the factorization Π. Since the maximal factorization of αt (x) has at most f (k) factors as
well, by Lemma 6 we deduce that the maximal factorization of V (G) \ αt (x) has at most
2f (k) − 1 context factors. Finally, the cardinality of µt (x) is at most k + 1, so in particular
its maximal factorization has at most k + 1 factors in total. Summing up all these upper
bounds, we conclude that Φ has at most g(k) · f (k) + 2f (k) + k context factors.
J
With Claim 13 in hand, we complete now the proof of Claim 12. Take any vertex u such
that x belongs to the stain Su . This means that either
(i) u belongs to the margin of x, or
(ii) u does not belong to the margin of x, but u has a child v in F such that the unique
path in t between φ(u) and φ(v) passes through x.
The number of vertices u satisfying 1 is bounded by the size of the margin of x, which is
at most k + 1, hence we focus on vertices u that satisfy 2. Observe that condition 2 in
particular means that u and v belong to different parts of partition Π, so also to different
factors of factorization Φ. Since u is the parent of v in F , this means that the unique factor
of Φ that contains u must be a context factor, and u must be the parent of its appendices.
Consequently, the number of vertices u satisfying 2 is upper bounded by the number of
context factors in factorization Φ, which is at most g(k) · f (k) + 2f (k) + k by Claim 13. We
conclude that the number of stains Su containing x is at most
h(k) := g(k) · f (k) + 2f (k) + 2k + 1;
in particular h(k) ∈ O(k 5 ). This concludes the proof of Claim 12, so also the proof of the
Conflict Lemma is complete.

5

Constructing the transduction

We now use the understanding gathered in the previous sections to give an mso transduction
that takes a tree decomposition of a graph of suboptimum width, and produces an optimumwidth tree decomposition. First, we need to precisely define mso transductions.
MSO transductions. Formally, an mso transduction is any transduction that can be
obtained by composing a finite number of transductions of the following kinds. Note that
kind 1 is a partial function, kinds 2, 3, 4 are functions, and kind 5 is a relation.
1. Filtering. For every mso sentence ϕ over the input vocabulary there is transduction
that filters out structures where ϕ is satisfied. Formally, the transduction is the partial
identity whose domain consists of the structures that satisfy the sentence. The input and
output vocabularies are the same.
2. Universe restriction. For every mso formula ϕ(x) over the input vocabulary with one free
first-order variable there is a transduction, which restricts the universe to those elements
that satisfy ϕ. The input and output vocabularies are the same, the interpretation of
each relation in the output structure is defined as the restriction of its interpretation in
the input structure to tuples of elements that remain in the universe.
3. MSO interpretation. This kind of transduction changes the vocabulary of the structure
while keeping the universe intact. For every relation name R of the output vocabulary,
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there is an mso formula ϕR (x1 , . . . , xk ) over the input vocabulary which has as many
free first-order variables as the arity of R. The output structure is obtained from the
input structure by keeping the same universe, and interpreting each relation R of the
output vocabulary as the set of those tuples (x1 , . . . , xk ) that satisfy ϕR .
4. Copying. For k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, define k-copying to be the transduction which inputs a
structure and outputs a structure consisting of k disjoint copies of the input. Precisely,
the output universe consists of k copies of the input universe. The output vocabulary is
the input vocabulary enriched with a binary predicate copy that selects copies of the same
element, and unary predicates layer1 , layer2 , . . . , layerk which select elements belonging to
the first, second, etc. copies of the universe. In the output structure, a relation name R of
the input vocabulary is interpreted as the set of all those tuples over the output structure,
where the original elements of the copies were in relation R in the input structure.
5. Coloring. We add a new unary predicate to the input structure. Precisely, the universe
as well as the interpretations of all relation names of the input vocabulary stay intact, but
the output vocabulary has one more unary predicate. For every possible interpretation of
this unary predicate, there is a different output with this interpretation implemented.
We remark that the above definition is easily equivalent to the one used in [6], where filtering,
universe restriction, and mso interpretation are merged into one kind of a transduction.
Proving the main result. We are finally ready to prove our main result, Theorem 2. The
proof is broken down into several steps. The first, main step shows that an mso transduction
can output optimum-width separation forests. Here, a separation forest of a graph G is
encoded by enriching the relational structure encoding G with a single binary relation
interpreted as the child relation of F . Note that the definition of a separation forest is
mso-expressible: there is an mso sentence that checks whether the additional relation indeed
encodes a separation forest of the graph.
I Lemma 14. For every k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}, there is an mso transduction from tree decompositions to separation forests such that for every input tree decomposition t:
every output is a separation forest of the underlying graph of t; and
if t has width at most k, then there is at least one output that is a separation forest of
optimum width.
Proof. Observe that the verification whether the width of t is at most k can be expressed by
an mso sentence, so we can first use filtering to filter out any input tree decomposition t
whose width is larger than k; for such decompositions, the transduction produces no output.
Let G be the underlying graph of t, and let φ be the mapping that sends each vertex u of G
to the unique node of t whose margin contains u. By the Conflict Lemma, there exists some
separation forest F of G of optimum width such that the conflict graph H(t, F ) admits some
proper coloring λ with h(k) colors. The constructed mso transduction attempts at guessing
and interpreting F as follows.
First, using coloring and filtering, we guess the coloring λ, represented as a partition of
the vertex set of G. Then, again using coloring and filtering, for every vertex u of G we guess
whether u is a root of F , and if not, then we guess the color under λ of the parent of u in F .
Next, for every color c used in λ, we guess the forest
[
Mc :=
Su ,
u∈λ−1 (c)

where Su is the stain of u in t, defined as in Section 4 for the separation forest F . Note
that the stains {Su : u ∈ λ−1 (c)} are pairwise disjoint, because λ is a proper coloring of
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the conflict graph H(t, F ). Thus, the connected components of Mc are exactly these stains.
Observe also that Mc is a subgraph of the decomposition t, so we can emulate guessing Mc
in an mso transduction working over t by guessing the subset of those nodes of t, for which
the edge of t connecting the node and its parent belongs to Mc .
Having done all these guesses, we can interpret the child relation of F using an mso
predicate as follows. Fix a pair of vertices u and v, and let c be the guessed color of u
under λ. Then one can readily check that u is the parent of v in F if and only if the following
conditions are satisfied:
we have guessed that v is not a root of F ,
we have guessed that the color of the parent of v in F is c, and
u is the unique vertex of color c such that φ(u) belongs to the same connected component
of Mc as φ(v).
It can be easily seen that these conditions can be expressed by an mso formula with two free
variables u and v.
Finally, we filter out all the wrong guesses by verifying, using an mso sentence, whether
the interpreted child relation on the vertices of G indeed forms a rooted forest, and whether
this forest is a separation forest of G. Obviously, the separation forest F was obtained for
at least one of the guesses, and survives this filtering. At the end, we remove the nodes of
decomposition t from the structure using universe restriction.
J
Next, we need to construct the induced tree decomposition out of a separation forest.
I Lemma 15. There is an mso transduction from separation forests to tree decompositions
that on each input separation forest has exactly one output, which is the tree decomposition
induced by the input.
Proof. We copy the vertex set of the graph two times, and declare the second copies to be the
nodes of the constructed tree decomposition. Using the child relation of the input separation
forest, we can interpret in mso the descendant relation in the forest of the decomposition.
Finally, the bag relation in the induced tree decomposition, as defined in Section 3, can be
easily interpreted using an mso formula.
J
Finally, so far the transduction can output tree decompositions of suboptimal width,
which should be filtered out. For this, we need the following mso-expressible predicate.
I Lemma 16. For every k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}, there is an mso-sentence over tree decompositions
that holds if and only if the given tree decomposition has width at most k and its width is
optimum for the underlying graph.
Proof. Let t be the given tree decomposition of a graph G. Obviously, we can verify using
an mso sentence whether the width of t is at most k. To check that the width of t is
optimum, we could use the fact that graphs of treewidth k are characterized by a finite list of
forbidden minors, but we choose to apply the following different strategy. Let Rk be the mso
transduction that is the composition of the transductions of Lemmas 14 (for parameter k)
and 15. Provided the input tree decomposition t has width at most k, transduction Rk
outputs some set of tree decompositions of G among which one has optimum width. Hence, t
has optimum width if and only if the output Rk (t) does not contain any tree decomposition
of width smaller than t.
The Backwards Translation Theorem for mso transductions [7] states that whenever T
is an mso transduction and ψ is an mso sentence over the output vocabulary, then the set
of structures on which T outputs at least one structure satisfying ψ, is mso-definable over
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the input vocabulary. Hence, for every p < k, there exists an mso sentence ϕp that verifies
whether Rk (t) outputs at least one tree decomposition of width at most p. Therefore, we
can check whether t has optimum width by making a disjunction over all ` with 0 ≤ ` ≤ k
of the sentences stating that t has width exactly ` and Rk (t) does not output any tree
decomposition of width less than `.
J
Theorem 2 now follows by composing the mso transductions given by Lemmas 14 and 15,
and at the end applying filtering using the predicate given by Lemma 16.

6

Conclusions

In this work we have constructed an mso transduction that, given a constant-width tree
decomposition of a graph, computes a tree decomposition of this graph of optimum width. As
we have shown, this transduction can be conveniently composed with the mso transduction
given in [6] to prove that given a graph of constant treewidth, some optimum-width tree
decomposition can be computed by means of an mso transduction.
One direct application of this result is a strengthening of the main result of [6]. There,
we have proved that if a class of graphs of treewidth at most k is recognizable (see [6] for
omitted definitions), then it can be defined in mso with modular counting predicates. The
main technical component of this proof was Theorem 2.4, which states that for every k
there is an mso transduction from graphs to tree decompositions, which given a graph of
treewidth k outputs some its tree decomposition of width bounded by f (k), for some doublyexponential function f . Then the proof of the main result of [6] used f (k)-recognizability, i.e.,
recognizability within the interface (sourced) graphs with at most f (k) interfaces (sources).
By replacing the usage of Theorem 2.4 of [6] with Corollary 3 of this paper, we deduce that
only k-recognizability of a class of graphs of treewidth at most k is sufficient to prove that it
can be defined in mso with modular counting predicates. However, this strengthening was
already known: Courcelle and Lagergren [8] proved that if a class of graphs of treewidth
at most k is k-recognizable, then it is also k 0 -recognizable for all k 0 ≥ k. In fact, the proof
technique of Courcelle and Lagergren essentially uses the same technique as Bodlaender and
Kloks [4] and as we do in this work; the main technical component of [8] can be interpreted
as a variant of our Local Dealternation Lemma (see the full version of the paper).
Finally, we see potential algorithmic applications of our main result. Namely, it seems
that the existing results, in particular the literature on constructing answers to mso queries
on trees [1, 9, 13], are likely to imply the following algorithmic statement. Suppose R is
an mso transduction whose domain are rooted forests labelled by a finite alphabet. Then,
given a forest t, one can compute in time f (k) · (n + m) any member of the output of R on t,
or conclude that this output is empty. Here, n is the size of t, m is the size of the output
structure (or 0 if transduction R applied to t yields no output), k is the size of the description
of R, and f is some function. Assuming such an algorithmic statement, the algorithmic
result of Bodlaender and Kloks [4] (without a specified dependency on k of the running time)
would basically follow from applying it to the mso transduction constructed in this paper.
However, such a tool could be of more general use. It would essentially reduce designing
constructive dynamic programming algorithms on tree decompositions, which most often
is a tedious and complicated task, to describing the corresponding transformations using
mso transductions, similarly as Courcelle’s theorem reduces designing dynamic programming
algorithm for decision problems to expressing them in mso. We will explore these algorithmic
applications in the journal version of our work.
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Abstract
In the Token Swapping problem we are given a graph with a token placed on each vertex.
Each token has exactly one destination vertex, and we try to move all the tokens to their destinations, using the minimum number of swaps, i.e., operations of exchanging the tokens on two
adjacent vertices. As the main result of this paper, we show that Token Swapping is W [1]hard parameterized by the length k of a shortest sequence of swaps. In fact, we prove that, for
any computable function f , it cannot be solved in time f (k)no(k/ log k) where n is the number of
vertices of the input graph, unless the ETH fails. This lower bound almost matches the trivial
nO(k) -time algorithm.
We also consider two generalizations of the Token Swapping, namely Colored Token
Swapping (where the tokens have colors and tokens of the same color are indistinguishable), and
Subset Token Swapping (where each token has a set of possible destinations). To complement
the hardness result, we prove that even the most general variant, Subset Token Swapping, is
FPT in nowhere-dense graph classes.
Finally, we consider the complexities of all three problems in very restricted classes of graphs:
graphs of bounded treewidth and diameter, stars, cliques, and paths, trying to identify the
borderlines between polynomial and NP-hard cases.
1998 ACM Subject Classification G.2.2 Graph Theory, F.2.2 Nonnumerical Algorithms and
Problems
Keywords and phrases token swapping, parameterized complexity, NP-hardness, W[1]-hardness
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.STACS.2017.16

1

Introduction

In reconfiguration problems, one is interested in transforming a combinatorial or geometric
object from one state to another, by performing a sequence of simple operations. An important
example is motion planning, where we want to move an object from one configuration to
another. Elementary operations are usually translations and rotations. It turns out that
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πstart
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Figure 1 Every token placement can be uniquely described by a permutation.

motion planning can be reduced to the shortest path problem is some higher dimensional
Euclidean space with obstacles [7].
Finding the shortest flip sequence between any two triangulations of a convex polygon is a
major open problem in computational geometry. Interestingly it is equivalent to a myriad of
other reconfiguration problems of so-called Catalan structures [4]. Examples include: binary
trees, perfect matchings of points in convex position, Dyck words, monotonic lattice paths,
and many more. Reconfiguring permutations under various constraints is heavily studied
and usually called sorting.
An important class of reconfiguration problems is a big family of problems in graph theory
that involves moving tokens, pebbles, cops or robbers along the edges of a given graph, in
order to reach some final configuration [30, 5, 9, 14, 2, 28, 20, 8, 12]. In this paper, we study
one of them.
The Token Swapping problem, introduced by Akers and Krishnamurthy [1], and stated
more recently by Yamanaka et al. [31], fits nicely into this long history of reconfiguration
problems and can be regarded as a sorting problem with special constraints.
The problem is defined as follows, see also Figure 1. We are given an undirected connected
graph with n vertices v1 , . . . , vn , a set of tokens T = {t1 , . . . , tn } and two permutations πstart
and πtarget . These permutations are called start permutation and target permutation. Initially
vertex vi holds token tπstart (i) . In one step, we are allowed to swap tokens on a pair of adjacent
vertices, that is, if v and w are adjacent, v holds the token s, and w holds the token t, then
the swap between v and w results in the configuration where v holds t, w holds s, and all the
other tokens stay in place. The Token Swapping problem asks if the target configuration
can be reached in at most k swaps. Thus, a solution for the Token Swapping problem is a
sequence of edges, where the swaps take place. The solution is optimal if its length is shortest
possible. To see the correspondence to sorting note that every placement of tokens can be
regarded as a permutation and the target permutation can be regarded as the sorted state.
It has been observed, for example in [1, 31], that every instance of Token Swapping
has a solution, and its length is O(n2 ). Moreover, Ω(n2 ) swaps are sometimes necessary. It
is interesting to note that some special cases of Token Swapping have been studied in the
context of sorting permutations with additional restrictions (see Knuth [21, Section 5.2.2] for
paths, Pak [27] for stars, Cayley [6] for cliques, and Heath and Vergara [16] for squares of a
path). Recently the problem was also solved for a special case of complete split graphs (see
Yasui et al. [33]). Is is also worth mentioning that a very closely related concept of sorting
permutations using cost-constrained transitions was considered by Farnoud et al. [11], and
Farnoud and Milenkovic [10].
The complexity of the Token Swapping problem was investigated by Miltzow et al. [25].
They show that the problem is NP-complete and APX-complete. Moreover, they show
that any algorithm solving the Token Swapping problem in time 2o(n) would refute the
Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) [17]. The results of Miltzow et al. [25] carry over also to
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some generalization of the Token Swapping problem, called Colored Token Swapping,
first introduced by Yamanaka et al. [32]. In this problem, vertices and tokens are partitioned
into color classes. For each color c, the number of tokens colored c equals the number of
vertices colored c. The goal is to reach, with the minimum number of swaps, a configuration
in which each vertex contains a token of its own color. Token Swapping corresponds to the
special case where each color class comprises exactly one token and one vertex. NP-hardness
of Colored Token Swapping was first shown by Yamanaka et al. [32], even in the case
where only 3 colors exist.
We introduce the Subset Token Swapping problem, which is an even further generalization of Token Swapping. Here a function D : T → 2V specifies the set D(ti ) of possible
destinations D(ti ) for the token ti . Observe that Subset Token Swapping also generalizes
Colored Token Swapping. It might happen that there is no satisfying swapping sequence
at all to this new problem. Though, this can be checked in polynomial time by deciding if
there is a perfect matching in the bipartite token-destination graph. Thus we shall always
assume that we have a satisfiable instance.
In this paper we continue and extend the work of Miltzow et al. [25]. They presented a
very simple algorithm which solves the instance of the Token Swapping problem in nO(k)
time and space, where k denotes the number of allowed swaps. In Section 3 we show that this
algorithm can be easily generalized to Colored Token Swapping and Subset Token
Swapping problems. One of the main bottlenecks for exponential-time algorithms is not
time, but space consumption. Thus we present a slightly slower exact algorithm, using only
polynomial space (in fact, only slightly super-linear).
The existence of an XP algorithm (i.e., with time complexity O(nf (k) ) for some computable
function f ) for the Token Swapping problem gives rise to the question whether the problem
can be solved in FPT time (i.e., f (k) · nO(1) , for some computable function f ). There is some
evidence indicating that this could be possible. First, observe that an instance with more
than 2k misplaced tokens, is a No-instance, as each swap moves only two tokens. Further,
one can safely remove all vertices from the graph that are at distance more than k from all
misplaced tokens. This preprocessing yields an equivalent instance, where every connected
component has diameter O(k 2 ). Thus if the maximum degree ∆ is bounded by k, each
component has size bounded by a function of k. The connected components of f (k) size
can be solved separately by exhaustively guessing (still in FPT time) the number of swaps
to perform in each of them. Moreover, even the generalized Subset Token Swapping
problem is FPT in k + ∆ (see Proposition 6). For those reasons, one could have hoped for
an FPT algorithm for general graphs. However, as the main result of this paper, we show in
Section 4 that this is very unlikely.
I Theorem 1 (Parameterized Hardness). Token Swapping is W [1]-hard, parameterized by
the number k of allowed swaps. Moreover, assuming the ETH, for any computable function
f , Token Swapping cannot be solved in time f (k)(n + m)o(k/ log k) where n and m are
respectively the number of vertices and edges of the input graph.
Observe that this lower bound shows that the simple nO(k) -time algorithm is almost best
possible. It is worth mentioning that the parameter for which we show hardness is in fact
number of swaps + number of initially misplaced tokens + diameter of the graph, which
matches the reasoning presented in the previous paragraph.
To show the lower bound, we introduce handy gadgets called linkers. They are simple
and can be used to give a significantly simpler proof of the lower bounds given by Miltzow et
al. [25].
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Table 1 The parameterized complexity of Token Swapping, Colored Token Swapping, and
Subset Token Swapping.

TS
CTS
STS

k+∆

k + diam

k, nowhere-dense
/ k + tw

tw + diam

FPT ([25])
FPT
FPT (Prop 6)

W[1]-h (Th 1)
W[1]-h
W[1]-h

FPT
FPT
FPT (Th 2)

paraNP-c (Th 4)
paraNP-c
paraNP-c

Since there is no FPT algorithm for the Token Swapping problem (parameterized by
the number k of swaps), unless FPT = W [1], a natural approach is to try to restrict the
input graph classes, in hope to obtain some positive results. Indeed, in Section 5 we show
that FPT algorithms exist, if we restrict our input to the so-called nowhere-dense graph
classes.
I Theorem 2 (FPT in nowhere dense graphs). Subset Token Swapping is FPT parameterized by k on nowhere-dense graph classes.
The notion of nowhere-dense graph classes has been introduced as a common generalization
of several previously known notions of sparsity in graphs such as planar graphs, graphs
with forbidden (topological) minors, graphs with (locally) bounded treewidth or graphs with
bounded maximum degree. Grohe, Kreutzer, and Siebertz [15] proved that every property
definable as a first-order formula ϕ is solvable in O(f (|ϕ|, ε) n1+ε ) time on nowhere-dense
classes of graphs, for every ε > 0. We use this meta-theorem to show the existence of an
FPT time algorithm for the Subset Token Swapping problem, restricted to nowhere-dense
graph classes. In particular, this implies the following results.
I Corollary 3. Subset Token Swapping is FPT
(a) parameterized by k + tw(G),
(b) parameterized by k in planar graphs.

It is often observed that NP-hard graph problems become tractable on classes of graphs
with bounded treewidth (or, at least, with bounded tree-depth; see Nešetřil and Ossona
de Mendez [26, Chapter 10] for the definition and some background of tree-depth and
related parameters). It is not uncommon to see FPT algorithms running in time f (tw)nO(1)
(or f (td)nO(1) ) or XP algorithms running in time nf (tw) (or nf (td) ), for some computable
functions f . Especially, in light of Corollary 3(a), we want to know if there exists an algorithm
that runs in polynomial time for constant treewidth. In Section 6 we rule out the existence
of such algorithms by showing that Token Swapping remains NP-hard when restricted to
graphs with tree-depth 4 (treewidth and pathwidth 2; diameter 6; distance 1 to a forest).
I Theorem 4 (Hard on Almost Trees). Token Swapping remains NP-hard even when both
the treewidth and the diameter of the input graph are constant, and cannot be solved in time
2o(n) , unless the ETH fails.

The Table 1 shows the current state of our knowledge about the parameterized complexity
of Token Swapping (TS), Colored Token Swapping (CTS), and Subset Token
Swapping (STS) problems, for different choices of parameters.
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Table 2 The complexity of Token Swapping (TS), Colored Token Swapping (CTS), and
Subset Token Swapping (STS) on very restricted classes of graphs. The results in bold are proved
in this paper. The three polynomial algorithms for Token Swapping on cliques, stars, and paths,
are folklore and can be found for instance in [25, 19].

TS
CTS
STS

trees

cliques

stars

paths

?
?
NP-c

P
NP-c
NP-c

P
P
NP-c

P
P
?

While we think that our results give a fairly detailed view on the complexity landscape of
the Token Swapping problem, we also want to point out that our reductions are significantly
simpler than those by Miltzow et al. [25].
Since the investigated problems seem to be immensely intractable, we investigate their
complexities in very restricted classes of graphs, namely cliques, stars, and paths. We focus
on finding the borderlines between easy (polynomially solvable) and hard (NP-hard) cases.
The summary of these results is given in Table 2. Observe that cliques distinguish the
complexities of the Token Swapping and the Colored Token Swapping problems,
while stars distinguish the complexities of the Colored Token Swapping and the Subset
Token Swapping problems.
The paper concludes with several open problems in Section 7.

2

Preliminaries

For a token t, let dist(t) denote the distance from the position of t to its destination. For
P
an instance I of the Token Swapping problem, we define L(I) := t dist(t), i.e., the sum
of distances to the destination over all the tokens. Clearly, after performing a single swap,
dist(t) may change by at most 1. We shall also use the following classification of swaps: for
x, y ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, x ≤ y, by a (x, y)-swap we mean a swap, in which one token changes its
distance by x, and the other one by y. Intuitively, (−1, −1)-swaps are the most “efficient”
ones, thus we will call them happy swaps. Since each swap involves two tokens, we get the
following lower bound.
I Proposition 5 ([25]). The length of an optimal solution for an instance I of Token
Swapping is at least L(I)/2. Besides, it is exactly L(I)/2 iff there is a solution using happy
swaps only.
When designing algorithms, it is natural to ask about lower bounds. However, the standard
complexity assumption used for distinguishing easy and hard problems, P 6= NP, cannot
rule out, say, subexponential time algorithms. The stronger assumption that is typically
used for this purpose is the so-called Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH), formulated by
Impagliazzo and Paturi [17]. We refer the reader to the survey by Lokshtanov and Marx for
more information about ETH and conditional lower bounds [22]. The version we present
below (and is most commonly used) is not the original statement of this hypothesis, but its
weaker version (see also Impagliazzo, Paturi, and Zane [18]).
I Exponential Time Hypothesis (Impagliazzo and Paturi [17]). There is no algorithm solving
every instance of 3-Sat with N variables and M clauses in time 2o(N +M ) .
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ϕ(u1 )
V2

V1
u1

u2

u4

u3

ϕ(u2 )

ϕ(u4 )
V4

ϕ(u3 )
V3

Figure 2 On the left is the pattern graph P ; on the right, the host graph H. We indicate the
image of ϕ with white vertices. To keep the example small, we did not make P 3-regular.

3

Algorithms

First, we prove that Subset Token Swapping (and therefore also Colored Token
Swapping as its restriction) is FPT in k + ∆, where k is the number of allowed swaps, and
∆ is the maximum degree of the input graph. This generalizes the observation of Miltzow et
al. [25] for the Token Swapping problem. Furthermore, we show that the simple algorithm
for the Token Swapping problem, presented by Miltzow et al. [25], carries over to the
generalized problems, i.e., Colored Token Swapping and Subset Token Swapping. At
last, we will present an algorithm that has polynomial space complexity.
I Proposition 6. Subset Token Swapping problem is FPT in k + ∆ and admits a kernel
of size 2k + 2k 2 · ∆k .
Miltzow et al. [25] show that an optimal solution for the Token Swapping problem can
be found by performing a breath-first-search on the configuration graph, that is, the graph
whose vertices are all possible configurations of tokens on vertices, and two configurations are
adjacent when one can be obtained from the other with a single swap1 . We observe that the
same approach works for the Colored Token Swapping and the Subset Token Swapping
problems, the only difference is that we terminate on any feasible target configuration.
The main drawback of such an approach is an exponential space complexity. Here we
show the following complementary result, inspired by the ideas of Savitch [29].
I Theorem 7. Let G be a graph with n vertices, and let k be the maximum number of allowed
swaps. The Subset Token Swapping problem on G can be solved in time 2O(n log n log k) =
2
2O(n log n) and space O(n log n log k) = O(n log2 n).

4

Lower Bounds on parameterized Token Swapping

Let us start by defining an auxiliary problem, called Multicolored Subgraph Isomorphism (also known as Partitioned Subgraph Isomorphism; see Figure 2).

1

The configuration graph of a Token Swapping instance on a graph G with n vertices can also be seen
as the Cayley graph Γ(Pn , S) where Pn is the symmetric group on n elements and S is the set of all
transpositions (u v) where uv is an edge of G.
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In Multicolored Subgraph Isomorphism, one is given a host graph H whose vertex
set is partitioned into k color classes V1 ] V2 ] . . . ] Vk and a pattern graph P with k
vertices: V (P ) = {u1 , . . . , uk }. The goal is to find an injection ϕ : V (P ) → V (H) such
that ui uj ∈ E(P ) implies that ϕ(ui )ϕ(uj ) ∈ E(H) and ϕ(ui ) ∈ Vi for all i, j. Thus we
can assume that each Vi forms an independent set. Further, we assume without loss of
generality that E(Vi , Vj ) := {ab ∈ E(H) : a ∈ Vi , b ∈ Vj } is non-empty iff ui uj ∈ E(P ). In
other words, we try to find k vertices v1 ∈ V1 , v2 ∈ V2 , . . ., vk ∈ Vk such that, for any
i < j ∈ [k],2 there is an edge between vi and vj iff E(Vi , Vj ) is non-empty. The W [1]-hardness
of Multicolored Subgraph Isomorphism problem follows from the W [1]-hardness of
the Multicolored Clique. Marx [23] showed that assuming the ETH, Multicolored
Subgraph Isomorphism cannot be solved in time f (k)(|V (H)| + |E(H)|)o(k/ log k) , for any
computable function f , even when the pattern graph P is 3-regular and bipartite (see also
Marx and Pilipczuk [24]). In particular, k has to be an even integer since |E(P )| is exactly
3k/2. We finally assume that for every i ∈ [k] it holds that |Vi | = t, by padding potentially
smaller classes with isolated vertices. This can only increase the size of the host graph by a
factor of k, and does not create any new solution nor destroy any existing one.
Now we are ready to prove the following theorem.
I Theorem 1 (Parameterized Hardness). Token Swapping is W [1]-hard, parameterized by
the number k of allowed swaps. Moreover, assuming the ETH, for any computable function
f , Token Swapping cannot be solved in time f (k)(n + m)o(k/ log k) where n and m are
respectively the number of vertices and edges of the input graph.
Proof (Sketch). We will present a reduction from Multicolored Subgraph Isomorphism.
To show the parameterized hardness of the Token Swapping problem, we introduce a very
handy linker gadget. This gadget has a robust and general ability to link decisions. As such,
it permits to reduce from a wide range of problems. Its description is short and its soundness
is intuitive. Because it yields very light constructions, we can rule out fairly easily unwanted
swap sequences. We describe the linker gadget and provide some intuitive reason why it
works (see Figure 3).
Linker gadget. Given two integers a and b, the linker gadget La,b contains a set of a vertices,
called finishing set and a path on a vertices, that we call starting path. The tokens initially on
vertices of the finishing set are called local tokens; they shall go to the vertices of the starting
path in the way depicted in Figure 3. The tokens initially on vertices of the starting path
are called global tokens. Global tokens have their destination in some other linker gadget. To
be more specific, their destination is in the finishing set of another linker.
We describe and always imagine the finishing set and the starting paths to be ordered
from left to right. Below the finishing set and to the left of the starting path, stand b disjoint
induced paths, each with a vertices, arranged in a grid, see Figure 3. We call those paths
private paths. The private tokens on private paths are already well-placed. Every vertex in
the finishing set is adjacent to all private vertices below it and the leftmost vertex of the
starting path is adjacent to all rightmost vertices of the private paths.
For local tokens to go to the starting path, they must go through a private path. As its
name suggests, the linker gadget aims at linking the choice of the private path used for every
local token. Intuitively, the only way of benefiting from a2 happy swaps between the a local
tokens and the a global tokens is to use a common private path (note that the destination

2

For an integer p, by [p] we denote the set {1, . . . , p}.
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finishing set
local token
|

global token
{z

b

starting path
}

private token

|

{z
a

}
private paths

Figure 3 The linker gadget La,b . Black tokens are initially properly placed. Dashed arcs represent
where tokens of the finishing set should go in the starting path. At the bottom left, we depict the
gadget after all the local tokens are swapped to a single private path. At the bottom right, we see
the result after swapping all the local tokens to the starting path. In this case, the global tokens go
to that private path.

of the global tokens will make those swaps happy). That results in a kind of configuration
as depicted in the bottom right of Figure 3, where each global token is in the same private
path. The fate of the global tokens has been linked.
Construction. We present a reduction from Multicolored Subgraph Isomorphism
with cubic pattern graphs to Token Swapping where the number of allowed swaps is linear
in k. Let (H, P ) be an instance of Multicolored Subgraph Isomorphism. For any color
class Vi = {vi,1 , vi,2 , . . . , vi,t } of H, we add a copy of the linker L3,t that we denote by Li . We
denote by j1 < j2 < j3 the indices of the neighbors of ui in the pattern graph P . The linker
Li will be linked to 3 other gadgets and it has t private paths (or choices). The finishing set of
Li contains, from left to right, the vertices a(i, j1 ), a(i, j2 ), and a(i, j3 ). We denote the tokens
initially on the vertices a(i, j1 ), a(i, j2 ), and a(i, j3 ) by local(i, j1 ), local(i, j2 ), local(i, j3 ),
respectively.
The starting path contains, from left to right, vertices b(i, j1 ), b(i, j2 ), and b(i, j3 ) with
tokens global(i, j1 ), global(i, j2 ), and global(i, j3 ).
For each p ∈ [3], local(i, jp ) shall go to vertex b(i, jp ), whereas global(i, jp ) shall go to
a(jp , i) in the gadget Ljp . Observe that the former transfer is internal and may remain within
the gadget Li , while the latter requires some interplay between the gadgets Li and Ljp . For
any h ∈ [t], by U(i, h) we denote the h-th private path. This path represents the vertex vi,h .
The path U(i, h) consists of, from left to right, vertices u(i, h, j1 ), u(i, h, j2 ), u(i, h, j3 ). We
S
set U(i) := h∈[t] U(i, h). Initially, all the tokens placed on vertices of U(i) are already well
placed.
We complete the construction by adding every edge of the form u(i, h, j)u(j, h0 , i) if
vi,h vj,h0 is an edge in E(Vi , Vj ) (see Figure 5). Let G be the graph that we built, and let I

b(i, j3 )

b(i, j2 )

Li
b(i, j1 )

U (i, 1)
U (i)
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a(i, j3 )

local(i, j2 )

a(i, j2 )

a(i, j1 )
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U (i, 2)

global(i, j2 )

U (i, 3)
u(i, 3, j2 )
a(j1 , i)
Lj1

a(j2 , i)
Lj2

a(j3 , i)
Lj3

Figure 4 The different labels for tokens, vertices, and sets of vertices.

V7

E(V3 , V7 )

V3
v3,1
v3,2

v7,1
v7,2

v3,3

v7,3

u(3, 1, 7)

u(7, 1, 3)

u(3, 2, 7)

u(7, 2, 3)

u(3, 3, 7)

u(7, 3, 3)

Figure 5 The way linkers (in that case, L3 and L7 ) are assembled together, with t = 3.

be the whole instance of Token Swapping (with the initial position of the tokens). We
claim that (H, P ) is a Yes-instance of Multicolored Subgraph Isomorphism if and
only if I has a solution of length at most ` := 16.5k = O(k). Recall that k is even, so 16.5k
is an integer.

Correctness. As already described above, the local tokens can reach their target vertices
more efficiently if they all use the same private path. This private path represents a choice of
the corresponding vertex in the original Multicolored Subgraph Isomorphism instance.
Thereafter, each global token can go with a single swap to its correct target gadget, if there
were an edge between the corresponding vertices. This sequence needs exactly 16.5k swaps.
The reverse direction is more difficult. Observe that, except from the swaps involving
private tokens, all the swaps in the described solution are happy. However, it can be shown
that the swaps that are not happy are necessary. In particular, any deviation from the
intended solution requires additional swaps.
J
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5

Token Swapping on nowhere-dense classes of graphs

As we have seen in Section 4, there is little hope for an FPT algorithm for the Token
Swapping problem (parameterized by k), unless FPT = W [1]. Now let us show that FPT
algorithms exist, if we restrict our input to nowhere-dense graph classes.
The formal definition of nowhere-dense graphs is technical, so we refer the reader to the
comprehensive book of Nešetřil and Ossona de Mendez [26, Chapter 13].
As graphs with bounded degree are nowhere-dense, this result generalizes Proposition 6.
I Theorem 2 (FPT in nowhere dense graphs). Subset Token Swapping is FPT parameterized by k on nowhere-dense graph classes.
We derive the following corollary.
I Corollary 8. Subset Token Swapping is FPT
(a) parameterized by k + tw(G),
(b) parameterized by k in planar graphs.
To see Corollary 3 (a), recall that bounded-treewidth graphs are nowhere-dense. Thus
by Theorem 2 there exists an algorithm with running time O(f (k) n1+ε ), for any ε > 0 and
treewidth bounded by some constant c. Observe that the constant hidden in the big-O
notation depends on the constant c. In particular c has no influence on the exponent of n.

6

Token Swapping on almost trees

This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.
I Theorem 4 (Hard on Almost Trees). Token Swapping remains NP-hard even when both
the treewidth and the diameter of the input graph are constant, and cannot be solved in time
2o(n) , unless the ETH fails.
Proof. In Exact Cover by 3-Sets, one is given a family S = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm } of 3-element
subsets of the universe X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, where 3 divides n. The goal is to find n/3
subsets in S that partition (or here, equivalently, cover) X. The problem can be seen as a
straightforward generalization of the 3-Dimensional Matching problem. This problem is
NP-complete and has no 2o(n) algorithm, unless the ETH fails, even if each element belongs
to exactly 3 triples [13, 3]. Therefore we can reduce from the restriction of the Exact Cover
by 3-Sets problem, where each element belongs to 3 sets of S, and obviously |S| = |X| = n.
Construction. For each set Sj ∈ S, we add a set gadget consisting of a tree on 10 vertices
(see Figure 6). In the set gadget, the four gray tokens should cyclically swap as indicated by
j
the dotted arrows: gij shall go where gi+1
is, for each i ∈ [4] (addition is computed modulo 4).
The three black tokens, as usual, are initially well placed. The three remaining vertices are
called element vertices. They represent the three elements of the set. The tokens initially on
the element vertices are called element tokens. For each element of X, there are 3 element
tokens and 3 element vertices.
We add a vertex c that is linked to all the element vertices of the set gadgets and to all
the vertices g0j . Each token originally on an element vertex should cyclically go to its next
occurrence (see Figure 7). The token initially on c is well placed.
The constructed graph G has 10n + 1 vertices. If one removes the vertex c the remaining
graph is a forest, which means that the graph has a feedback vertex set of size 1 and, in
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g2

g3

Figure 6 The set gadget for red, green and blue. We voluntarily omit the superscript j.

c

...

...

Figure 7 The overall picture. Each element appears exactly 3 times, so there are 3 red tokens.

particular, treewidth 2. G has its diameter bounded by 6, since all the vertices are at distance
at most 3 of the vertex c. We now show that the instance S of Exact Cover by 3-Sets
admits a solution iff there exists a solution for our instance of Token Swapping of length
at most ` := 11 · n/3 + 9 · 2n/3 + 2n = 35n/3 = 11n + 2n/3.
Soundness. The correctness of the construction relies mainly on the fact that there are
two competitive ways of placing the gray tokens. The first way is the most direct. It
consists of only swapping along the spine of the set gadget. By spine, we mean the 7 vertices
initially containing gray or black tokens. From hereon, we call that swapping the gray tokens
internally.
I Claim 9. Swapping the gray tokens internally requires 9 swaps.
Proof. In 6 swaps, we can first move g3 to its destination (where g0 is initially). Then, g0 ,
g1 , and g2 need one additional swap each to be correctly placed. We observe that, after we
do so, the black tokens are back to their respective destination.
J
We call the second way swapping the gray tokens via c. Basically, it is the way one would
have to place the gray tokens if the black tokens (except the one in c) were removed from
the graph. It consists of, first (a) swapping g0 with the token on c, then moving g0 to its
destination, then (b) swapping g1 with the current token on c, moving g1 to its destination,
(c) swapping g2 with the token on c, moving g2 to its destination, finally (d) swapping g3
with the token on c and moving it to its destination.
I Claim 10. Swapping the gray tokens via c requires 11 swaps.
Proof. Steps (a), (b), and (c) take 3 swaps each, while step (d) takes 2 swaps.

J

Considering that swapping the gray tokens via c takes 2 more swaps than swapping them
internally, and leads to the exact same configuration where both the black tokens and the
element tokens are back to their initial position, one can question the interest of the second
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way of swapping the gray tokens. It turns out that, at the end of steps (a), (b), and (c),
an element token is on vertex c. We will take advantage of that situation to perform two
consecutive happy swaps with its two other occurrences. By doing so, observe that the first
swap of steps (b), (c), and (d) are also happy and place the last occurrence of the element
tokens at its destination.
We assume that there is a solution Sa1 , . . . , San/3 to the Exact Cover by 3-Sets
instance. In the corresponding n/3 set gadgets, swap the gray tokens via c and interleave
those swaps with doing the two happy swaps over element tokens, whenever such a token
reaches c. By Claim 10, this requires 11 · n/3 + 2n swaps. At this point, the tokens that are
misplaced are the 4 · 2n/3 gray tokens in the 2n/3 remaining set gadgets. Swap those gray
tokens internally. This adds 9 · 2n/3 swaps, by Claim 9. Overall, this solution consists of
29n/3 + 2n = 35n/3 = `.
Let us now suppose that there is a solution s of length at most ` to the Token Swapping
instance. At this point, we should observe that there are alternative ways (to Claim 9 and
Claim 10) of placing the gray tokens at their destination. For instance, one can move g3 to
g1 along the spine, place tokens g2 and g3 , then exchange g0 with the token on c, move g0
to its destination, swap g3 with the token on c, and finally move it to its destination. This
also takes 11 swaps but moves only one element token to c (compared to moving all three of
them in the strategy of Claim 10). One can check that all those alternative ways take 11
swaps or more. Let r ∈ [0, n] be such that s does not swap the gray tokens internally in r set
gadgets (and swap them internally in the remaining n − r set gadgets). The length of s is at
least 11r + 9(n − r) + 2(n − q) + 4q = 11n + 2(r + q), where q is the number of elements of
X for which none occurrence of its three element tokens has been moved to c in the process
of swapping the gray tokens. Indeed, for each of those q elements, 4 additional swaps will
be eventually needed. For each of the remaining n − q elements, only 2 additional happy
swaps will place the three corresponding element tokens at their destination. It holds that
3r > n − q, since the element tokens within the r set gadgets where s does not swap internally
represent at most 3r distinct elements of X. Hence, 3r + q > n. Also, s is of length at most
` = 11n + 2n/3, which implies that r + q 6 n/3. Thus, n 6 3r + q 6 3r + 3q 6 n. Therefore,
q = 0 and r = n/3. Let Sa1 , . . . , San/3 be the n/3 sets for which s does not swap the gray
tokens internally in the correponding set gadgets. For each element of X, an occurrence of
a corresponding element token is moved to c when the gray tokens are swapped in one of
those gadgets. So this element belongs to one Sai and therefore Sa1 , . . . , San/3 is a solution
to the instance of Exact Cover by 3-Sets.
The ETH lower bound follows from the fact, that the size of constructed graph is O(n). J

7

Conclusion

We conclude the paper with several ideas for further research. First, we believe that it would
be interesting to fill the missing entries in Table 2. In particular, we conjecture that the
Token Swapping problem remains NP-complete even if the input graph is a tree.
Another interesting problem is the following. By Miltzow et al. [25, Theorem 1], the
Token Swapping problem can be solved in time 2O(n log n) , and there is no 2o(n) algorithm,
unless the ETH fails. We conjecture that the lower bound can be improved to 2o(n log n) .
It would also be interesting to find single-exponential algorithms for some restricted graph
classes, such as graphs with bounded treewidth or planar graphs.
Finally, to prove Corollary 3, we use the powerful and very general meta-theorem by
Grohe, Kreutzer, and Siebertz [15]. It would be interesting to obtain elementary FPT
algorithms for planar graphs and graphs with bounded treewidth (or even trees).
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Abstract
We introduce Monte Carlo computability as a probabilistic concept of computability on infinite
objects and prove that Monte Carlo computable functions are closed under composition. We then
mutually separate the following classes of functions from each other: the class of multi-valued
functions that are non-deterministically computable, that of Las Vegas computable functions, and
that of Monte Carlo computable functions. We give natural examples of computational problems
witnessing these separations. As a specific problem which is Monte Carlo computable but neither
Las Vegas computable nor non-deterministically computable, we study the problem of sorting
infinite sequences that was recently introduced by Neumann and Pauly. Their results allow us to
draw conclusions about the relation between algebraic models and Monte Carlo computability.
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1

Introduction

It is folklore in computational complexity theory that different machine models such as
deterministic machines, non-deterministic machines and probabilistic machines describe
the same classes of computable problems while they potentially yield different classes of
polynomial-time computable problems. The complexity classes NP, BPP and ZPP are classes
of decision problems which are polynomial-time computable on non-deterministic machines,
Monte Carlo machines, and Las Vegas machines, respectively. The separation of these classes
is a major and challenging problem in computational complexity theory.
In recent years it emerged that the situation for computations on infinite objects is
somewhat different in that the classes of problems which are non-deterministically computable
or probabilistically computable are actually strictly larger than the class of deterministically
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Figure 1 Classes of non-deterministically and probabilistically computable problems.

computable problems from the mere point of view of computability theory even without time
complexity considerations.
Computability over infinite objects is understood here in the well-established sense of
computable analysis [28, 13] and the Weihrauch lattice [6, 24] is used as a fine-grained tool
to express these results. Intuitively, it offers a notion of many-one reducibility for partial
multi-valued functions f :⊆ X ⇒ Y that can be used to compare computational problems in
a very natural and straightforward way.
Work on probabilistic notions in this setting has been started by Brattka and Pauly
[15], Dorais, Dzhafarov, Hirst, Mileti and Shafer [18], Bienvenu and Porter [2] and others.
In recent work Brattka, Gherardi and Hölzl [7, 8] have proposed the concept of Las Vegas
computable functions and studied its computational power. The problem of computing Nash
equilibria is an example of a Las Vegas computable problem, which is not deterministically
computable.
Roughly speaking, a function f :⊆ X ⇒ Y is Las Vegas computable if it can be computed
on a Turing machine upon input of (a name of) some x ∈ dom(f ) with the help of an
additional advice r ∈ 2N subject to the following conditions:
1. If the advice r ∈ 2N is not helpful, then the machine recognizes this in finite time and
stops the computation with a failure signal.
2. If the advice r ∈ 2N is helpful, then the machine computes forever and produces a correct
result, that is, (a name of) some y ∈ f (x).
3. The set of helpful advices r for each fixed name of input x has to be of positive measure.
We continue this work in the present article and propose the new concept of Monte Carlo
computability, which is different from Las Vegas computability in that we relax condition 1.
Roughly speaking, we consider f : ⊆ X ⇒ Y as Monte Carlo computable if the fact that
the advice r ∈ 2N is not helpful can be recognized (only) in the limit. As a consequence of
this relaxation such a machine might compute forever without producing a correct result.
However, with positive probability it will produce a correct result.
In the Weihrauch lattice we can identify the classes WKL, WWKL and WWKL0 × C0N as
being complete for non-deterministically computable, Las Vegas computable and Monte Carlo
computable problems, respectively. All these classes are variants of Weak Kőnig’s Lemma
(WKL) and will be formally defined below. In a vague analogy these classes correspond to
the complexity classes NP, ZPP and BPP, respectively.
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In contrast to the situation in computational complexity theory, we can separate the
classes WKL, WWKL and WWKL0 × C0N and provide natural computational problems as
witnesses for these separations. The picture that emerges is illustrated in Figure 1. The
problems given in the picture have been studied before:
1. Differentiation is the problem d : ⊆ C[0, 1] → C[0, 1], f 7→ f 0 to determine the derivative of a continuously differentiable function f : [0, 1] → R [27] and it is neither nondeterministically computable nor probabilistically computable in any form [8].
2. The fixed point problem BFT : C([0, 1]n , [0, 1]n ) ⇒ [0, 1]n , f 7→ {x : f (x) = x}, that is,
the problem of determining a fixed point of a continuous function f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1]n for
n ≥ 2 [14], is non-deterministically computable but not probabilistically computable in
any form [8]. BFT stands for “Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem”.
3. The zero problem IVT : ⊆ C[0, 1] ⇒ [0, 1], f 7→ f −1 {0}, that is, the problem that maps
every continuous function f : [0, 1] → R with f (0) · f (1) < 0 to one of its zeros [5], is
non-deterministically computable, has a Monte Carlo algorithm, but is not Las Vegas
computable [8]. IVT stands for “Intermediate Value Theorem”.
4. Nash is the problem that maps a bi-matrix game (A, B) ∈ Rm×n × Rm×n to one of its
Nash equilibria [23] and is Las Vegas computable [8].
5. Sorting stands for the problem SORT2 : 2N → 2N of sorting a binary sequence [22]. It is
not non-deterministically computable but has a Monte Carlo algorithm, as we will show.
The given classifications of these problems (also illustrated in Figure 1) follow from results
in the given references, except for the case of sorting, which we will precisely define and
discuss in Section 5. This section contains the main technical contributions of this article.
In Section 2 we start with recalling the definition of Weihrauch reducibility and some basic
algebraic operations, followed by an introduction of the concept of Monte Carlo computability
in Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss versions of Weak Weak Kőnig’s Lemma. We close this
article with a brief discussion of algebraic computation models in Section 6.

2

The Weihrauch Lattice

Formally, the Weihrauch lattice is formed by equivalence classes of partial multi-valued
functions f : ⊆ X ⇒ Y on represented spaces X, Y . We will simply call such functions
problems here and they are, in fact, computational challenges in the sense that for every
x ∈ dom(f ) the goal is to find some y ∈ f (x). In this case dom(f ) contains the admissible
instances x of the problem and for each instance x the set f (x) contains the corresponding
solutions. Some typical problems f such as solving some type of equation or sorting a given
sequence are mentioned above.
A represented space (X, δ) is a set X together with a surjective partial map δ : ⊆ NN → X
that assigns names p ∈ NN to points δ(p) = x ∈ X. These representations allow us to describe
computations on all representable spaces using Turing machines that operate on the names
corresponding to points in the space. We refer the reader to [28, 13] for details.
For problems f : ⊆ X ⇒ Y and g : ⊆ Y ⇒ Z we define the composition g ◦ f : ⊆ X ⇒ Z
by g ◦ f (x) = {z ∈ Z : (∃y ∈ f (x)) z ∈ g(y)}, where dom(g ◦ f ) := {x ∈ X : f (x) ⊆ dom(g)}.
We also denote the composition briefly by gf .
The intuition behind Weihrauch reducibility is that f ≤W g holds if there is a computational procedure for solving f during which a single application of the computational
resource g is allowed. There are actually two slightly different formal versions of this reduction, which are both needed. In expressions like H(x, gK(x)) we tacitly use the definition of
the composition as given above.
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Figure 2 Visualization of Weihrauch reducibility f ≤W g.

I Definition 1 (Weihrauch reducibility). Let f : ⊆ X ⇒ Y and g : ⊆ W ⇒ Z be problems.
1. f is called Weihrauch reducible to g, in symbols f ≤W g, if there are computable
K : ⊆ X ⇒ W , H : ⊆ X × Z ⇒ Y such that ∅ =
6 H(x, gK(x)) ⊆ f (x) for all x ∈ dom(f ).
2. f is called strongly Weihrauch reducible to g, in symbols f ≤sW g, if there are computable
K : ⊆ X ⇒ W , H : ⊆ Z ⇒ Y such that ∅ =
6 HgK(x) ⊆ f (x) for all x ∈ dom(f ).
The concept of Weihrauch reducibility is illustrated in Figure 2. The strong version of
Weihrauch reducibility can be illustrated similarly without the direct input access of H.
Weihrauch reducibility induces a lattice with a rich and very natural algebraic structure.
We briefly summarize some of these algebraic operations for problems f : ⊆ X ⇒ Y and
g : ⊆ W ⇒ Z:
f × g is the product of f and g and represents the parallel evaluation of problem f on
some input x and g on some input w.
f ∗ g := sup{f0 ◦ g0 : f0 ≤W f and g0 ≤W g} is the compositional product and represents
the consecutive usage of the problem f after the problem g.
F∞
f ∗ := n=0 f n is the finite parallelization and allows an evaluation of the n–fold product f n for some arbitrary given n ∈ N.
f 0 denotes the jump of f , which is formally the same problem, but the input representation
0
δX of X is replaced by its jump δX
:= δX ◦ lim.
Here lim : ⊆ NN → NN , hp0 , p1 , p2 , ...i 7→ limi→∞ pi is the usual limit map on Baire space
for pi ∈ NN , where h i denotes a standard infinite tupling function. One can also define a
coproduct operation t and a sum operation u that play the role of supremum and infimum
for ordinary Weihrauch reducibility ≤W , respectively. But we are not going to use these
operations here. The resulting Weihrauch lattice is not complete as infinite suprema do not
need to exist, but the supremum f ∗ g always exists as shown by Brattka and Pauly [16].
The finite parallelization is a closure operator in the Weihrauch lattice. Further information
on the algebraic structure can be found in [16].
An important problem in the Weihrauch lattice is closed choice CX : ⊆ A− (X) ⇒ X,
A 7→ A, which maps every closed set A ⊆ X to its points. The crucial fact here is that
closed sets A ∈ A− (X) are represented with respect to negative information, essentially by
enumerating open balls that exhaust their complement. That is, closed choice CX is the
following problem: given a closed set A by a description that lists everything that does not
belong to A, find a point x ∈ A (see [4] for further information). We also consider PCX ,
which is the restriction of CX to sets of positive measure, where we assume that we have
some given natural Borel measure on X. In case of Cantor space X = 2N we are going to
use the uniform measure µ2N , in case of the reals X = R we use the Lebesgue measure µR .
Different classes of problems have been characterized by different forms of closed choice in
the following ways [4, 8]:
f ≤W CN ⇐⇒ f is computable with finitely many mind changes.
f ≤W C2N ⇐⇒ f is non-deterministically computable.
f ≤W PC2N ⇐⇒ f is Las Vegas computable.
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Here non-deterministic computability is understood in the way defined by Martin
Ziegler [29] for the advice space 2N .

3

Monte Carlo Computability

The notion of Las Vegas computability was introduced by Brattka, Gherardi and Hölzl [7, 8]
and analogously we are going to introduce the notion of Monte Carlo computability here.
The intuition of Monte Carlo computability was already described in the introduction and
it is illustrated in Figure 3. The essential difference between Las Vegas and Monte Carlo
computations is that in the former case we can recognize the failure of the advice in finite
time, whereas in the latter case we can only recognize the failure in the limit. Indeed, one
can even relax this condition further and obtain a whole hierarchy of notions of Monte Carlo
computations, but we are not going to discuss this hierarchy here.
Instead of introducing Monte Carlo machines formally, we implicitly define them by using
ordinary computable functions. Essentially, the computation of a Monte Carlo machine is
governed by two functions F1 and F2 . Roughly speaking, F1 is responsible to provide the
result of the computation upon some input and some additional advice r ∈ 2N and F2 is
responsible to recognize whether the advice r fails.
The status of the advice is captured using Sierpiński space S = {0, 1}, which is equipped
with the topology {∅, {1}, S} and a corresponding representation δS . This space provides an
asymmetric way to capture the status of the computation, very much in the same way as
being computably enumerable is an asymmetric version of decidability. The point is that
failure of an advice is supposed to be a recognizable event (in the limit), but success cannot
necessarily be recognized in the same way. Monte Carlo computability can now be formalized
as follows.
I Definition 2 (Monte Carlo computability). Let (X, δX ) and (Y, δY ) be represented spaces.
A problem f : ⊆ X ⇒ Y is said to be Monte Carlo computable if there exists a computable
function F1 : ⊆ NN → NN and a limit computable function F2 : ⊆ NN → S such that
hdom(f δX ) × 2N i ⊆ dom(F2 ) and for each p ∈ dom(f δX ) the following hold:
1. Sp := {r ∈ 2N : F2 hp, ri = 0} is non-empty and µ2N (Sp ) > 0,
2. δY F1 hp, ri ∈ f δX (p) for all r ∈ Sp .
This difference to Las Vegas computability lies in the fact that F2 is only required to
be limit computable (which is the same as effectively Σ02 –measurable) and not necessarily
computable. While computable characteristic functions χ2N \A : 2N → S capture exactly
co-c.e. closed sets A (that is, effective Π01 –sets in the Borel hierarchy), limit computable
characteristic functions χ2N \A capture exactly effective Gδ –sets A (that is, effective Π02 –sets
in the Borel hierarchy) (see Pauly [25]). Hence, it should not come as a big surprise that
Monte Carlo computability is closely related to choice for Gδ –sets, which we define next. By
Π02 (2N ) we denote the class of Gδ –subsets of 2N .
I Definition 3 (Positive Gδ –choice). By Π02 PC2N : ⊆ Π02 (2N ) ⇒ 2N , A 7→ A we denote the
positive Gδ –choice problem, defined for all A ∈ Π02 (2N ) with µ2N (A) > 0.
The crucial idea for a simple proof of the following result is to use a synthetic representation
for the class of Gδ –sets. There is a canonical function space representation [δ2N → δS ] of
the continuous functions χ : 2N → S and likewise [δ2N → δS0 ] is a representation of the
Σ02 –measurable functions [25] that we are going to use to represent Π02 (2N ). This synthetic
representation enables us to apply the methods of evaluation and type conversion. Hence we
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Figure 3 Illustration of a Monte Carlo machine that computes f : ⊆ X ⇒ Y .

can transfer the proof of [4, Theorem 7.2] by Brattka, de Brecht and Pauly literally to our
setting.
I Theorem 4 (Monte Carlo computability). f ≤W Π02 PC2N if and only if f is Monte Carlo
computable.
The class Π02 PC2N has been studied before and the following theorem was proved by
Brattka, Gherardi, Hölzl, Nobrega and Pauly [9].
I Theorem 5 (Positive Gδ –Choice). Π02 PC2N ≡sW PC0R .
In our context PC0R is somewhat easier to handle than Π02 PC2N and Theorems 4 and 5
lead to the following corollary.
I Corollary 6 (Monte Carlo computability). f ≤W PC0R if and only if f is Monte Carlo
computable.
Bienvenu and Kuyper [1] answered a number of questions related to composition and
they proved the following result on the compositional product of PC0R .
I Theorem 7 (Composition). PC0R ∗ PC0R ≡W PC0R .
In light of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 we obtain a second independent proof of this
theorem along the lines of the Independent Choice Theorem of Brattka, Gherardi and
Hölzl [8, Theorem 4.3], which is essentially based on Fubini’s Theorem. The synthetic
representation of Π02 (2N ) allows us to transfer the proof of the Independent Choice Theorem
directly to a proof of the fact that Π02 PC2N ∗ Π02 PC2N ≡W Π02 PC2N and hence we obtain
Theorem 7 with the help of Theorem 5. The importance of Theorem 7 for us lies in the
following conclusion.
I Corollary 8. Monte Carlo computable functions are closed under composition.
This conclusion ensures that Monte Carlo computability satisfies one of the necessary
conditions that any reasonable concept of computability should satisfy. Due to the definition
it is also clear that every Las Vegas computable function is Monte Carlo computable.
I Corollary 9. Every Las Vegas computable function is Monte Carlo computable.
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The inverse implication is clearly false, as there are functions that are Monte Carlo
computable but not Las Vegas computable. An example is the equality test = : R×R → {0, 1};
it is Monte Carlo computable since it is reducible to CN ≤W PC0R , but cannot be Las Vegas
computable since it is not even non-deterministically computable [6].

4

Weak Weak Kőnig’s Lemma and Jumps

In this section we discuss the relation of Weak Weak Kőnig’s Lemma to Monte Carlo
computations. Weak Kőnig’s Lemma and Weak Weak Kőnig’s Lemma are principles that
have been intensively studied in reverse mathematics [26]. The classical lemma of Kőnig says
(in its weak version) that every infinite binary tree has an infinite path. Here we understand
Weak Kőnig’s Lemma as the mathematical problem
WKL : ⊆ Tr ⇒ 2N , T 7→ [T ]
that maps an infinite binary tree T ⊆ 2∗ to an infinite path p ∈ [T ] of this tree. By Tr we
denote the set of all binary trees (represented via their characteristic functions) and by [T ]
we denote the set of infinite paths of such a tree. We assume that dom(WKL) is the set of
infinite binary trees. Weak Weak Kőnig’s Lemma is the restriction of WKL to trees T such
that µ2N ([T ]) > 0, that is, such that the set of infinite paths has positive measure. Some
basic facts known about these principles are the following (see [21, 8, 10]):
WKL ≡sW C2N .
WWKL ≡sW PC2N .
WWKL × CN ≡sW PCR .
WWKL <sW WKL and WWKL <sW PCR .
KN <sW WWKL and CN <sW PCR .
Here KN := C∗2 is also called compact choice because it can be seen as CN restricted to sets
A ⊆ N that are given together with an upper bound.
In the context of Monte Carlo computability we need to transfer some of these results to
jumps of the involved principles. For the forwards direction one can usually use monotonicity
of jumps with respect to strong Weihrauch reducibility. The following lemma was proved by
Brattka, Gherardi and Marcone [11, Proposition 5.6].
I Lemma 10 (Monotonicity). f ≤sW g =⇒ f 0 ≤sW g 0 .
We note that a corresponding result for ordinary Weihrauch reducibility ≤W does not
hold. This is one of the reasons why the study of strong Weihrauch reductions seems to be
unavoidable. Even if one is interested only in results about ordinary Weihrauch reducibility
of jumps, this typically requires to study strong Weihrauch reductions.
Surprisingly, we were also able to prove a certain inverse result of the above monotonicity
property, which we formulate next. Here “relative to the halting problem” is supposed to
mean that the reduction functions H, K used for the reduction f ≤W g both have access to
the halting problem.
I Theorem 11 (Jumps and relativization). f 0 ≤W g 0 =⇒ f ≤W g relative to the halting problem.
Proof. Let f 0 ≤W g 0 . Then there are computable functions H, K : ⊆ NN → NN such that
Hhr, GK(r)i is a name for an output of f 0 on the input specified by r ∈ NN , whenever G is
a realizer for g 0 . For r actually any sequence is allowed that converges to an input q of f and
K(r) must be a sequence converging to a name of an input of g in this situation. Without
loss of generality we can assume that range(K) ⊆ 2N . By a theorem of Brattka, Hendtlass
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and Kreuzer [12, Theorem 14.11] there are functions K0 : ⊆ NN → 2N and K1 : ⊆ NN → NN
that are computable with access to the halting problem and such that
K0 (q) = lim KK1 (q) and lim K1 (q) = q
for all q ∈ dom(lim ◦K ◦ lim−1 ). Then K1 (q) = r is a sequence that converges to q and
such that K0 (q) = lim K(r) is a name of an input of g. Let H0 be defined by H0 hq, ui :=
HhK1 (q), ui for all q, u. Then H0 is computable relative to the halting problem and we
obtain that G lim is a realizer of g 0 for every realizer G of g and hence
H0 hq, GK0 (q)i = HhK1 (q), GK0 (q)i = Hhr, G lim K(r)i,
which is name for an output of f 0 on input r and hence an output for f on input lim r = q.
This proves f ≤W g relative to the halting problem.
J
An analogous statement holds for ≤sW in place of ≤W . Often separations of problems
are proved in a topological way by showing that there are not even continuous reduction
functions H, K. In such a situation, H, K cannot even be computable with respect to the
halting problem. Hence, topological separations of f and g are very useful when it comes to
separating f 0 and g 0 .
The diagram in the upper half of Figure 5 illustrates some important reductions for jumps
of Weak Weak Kőnig’s Lemma and related principles

5

Sorting

Sorting infinite sequences is a basic computational task that was introduced and studied
by Neumann and Pauly [22] in the binary case. We generalize this problem by defining
SORTn : {0, 1, ..., n − 1}N → {0, 1, ..., n − 1}N by
SORTn (p) := 0k0 1k1 ...(m − 1)km−1 m
b
if m < n is the smallest digit that appears infinitely often in p and each digit i < m appears
exactly ki times in p. Here m
b = mmm... denotes the infinite sequence which has the constant
value m. This definition is understood such that SORTn (p) = b
0 if 0 appears infinitely often
in p. In Figure 4 SORT5 is illustrated.
For n ≤ 1 the problem SORTn is computable, since SORT0 is the nowhere defined function
and SORT1 is the constant function. Neumann and Pauly [22, Proposition] proved that
CN ≤W SORT2 and in fact it is easy to see that even a strong reduction holds.
I Proposition 12. CN ≤sW SORT2 .
Here we want to discuss probabilistic solutions for the problem SORTn and the interesting
observation is the following.
I Proposition 13. SORTn ≤sW WWKL0 for all n ∈ N.
Proof. Given a sequence p ∈ {0, ..., n−1}N as input to SORTn we want to compute SORTn (p)
Sn−1
with the help of WWKL0 . We produce a sequence of binary trees (Ti )i with Ti := m=0 Ti,m .
Here for each m ∈ {0, ..., n − 1}
Ti,m := 0m 10k0 10k1 ...10km−1 1{0, 1}km ,
where kj denotes the number of appearances of digit j ∈ {0, ..., m} in the initial segment
p(0), ..., p(i). The sequence (Ti,m )i converges to a tree Sm . If no j ≤ m appears infinitely
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0 3 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 ...
SORT5
0 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 ...
Figure 4 Application of SORT5 to some example sequence (that continues alternately with 4, 3).

often in p, then [Sm ] = ∅. If m appears infinitely often in p and no smaller j < m appears
infinitely often in p, then
[Sm ] = 0m 10k0 10k1 ...10km−1 1{0, 1}N ,
where kj is the number of appearances of digit j in p for j ∈ {0, ..., m − 1}. If l < m is the
minimal digit that appears infinitely often in p, then
[Sm ] = {0m 10k0 10k1 ...10kl−1 1b
0},
where kj is the number of appearances of digit j in p for j ∈ {0, ..., l − 1}. The sequence (Ti )i
Sn−1
converges to the tree T := m=0 Sm . Since one digit m < n is the minimal digit that appears
infinitely often in p, we have µ([T ]) ≥ µ([Sm ]) > 0. Given some q ∈ [T ], we can reconstruct
SORTn (p), since there is some m < n and there is some l < m or some r ∈ {0, 1}N such that
exactly one of the following cases holds:
1. q = 0m 10k0 10k1 ...10kl−1 1b
0 =⇒ SORTn (p) = 0k0 1k1 ...(l − 1)kl−1 b
l,
m
k0
k1
km−1
2. q = 0 10 10 ...10
1r =⇒ SORTn (p) = 0k0 1k1 ...(m − 1)km−1 m.
b
J
Brattka, Gherardi and Hölzl proved that WWKL (and hence WWKL0 ) is strongly idempotent [8, Corollary 4.5], that is, WWKL0 × WWKL0 ≡sW WWKL0 , and hence Proposition 13
can be strengthened in the following way.
I Corollary 14. SORT∗n ≤sW WWKL0 for all n ∈ N.
Since WWKL0 ≤W PC0R we also obtain the following conclusion.
I Corollary 15. SORT∗n is Monte Carlo computable for every n ∈ N.
The next observation is that the Intermediate Value Theorem IVT is reducible to SORT2 .
We study IVT here in the slightly easier form of connected choice CC[0,1] , that is, C[0,1]
restricted to connected subsets of [0, 1]. The equivalence IVT ≡sW CC[0,1] was proved by
Brattka and Gherardi [5, Theorem 6.2] (where CC[0,1] appears under the name CI ).
I Proposition 16. CC[0,1] ≤W SORT2 .
Proof. Let two monotone rational sequences (an )n and (bn )n in [0, 1] be given, the first one
increasing, the second one decreasing, and such that an ≤ bn for all n. We computably
produce an input p for SORT2 by writing a 1 every second step and by producing occasionally
a 0 according to the following algorithm: whenever we find an n ∈ N such that |bn −an | < 2−k ,
then we ensure that we have k digits 0 included in p. Hence, p will include exactly k zeros if
k is the largest number such that there is some n with |bn − an | < 2−k and it will include
infinitely many zeros if for every k there is such an n. Given the output of SORT2 (p) and the
original input (an )n and (bn )n we can find a point x ∈ [0, 1] with an ≤ x ≤ bn for all n as
follows. If we see at least k zeros in SORT2 (p), then we search for n with |bn − an | < 2−k and
produce xk := an + 12 (bn − an ) as approximation of x of precision 2−k . In the moment where
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we see that there are k and not more zeros in SORT2 (p), that is, we see the first 1 at position
k + 1, we continue to produce xk+i := xk as approximation for x of any higher precision
2−k−i . Since there is no n with |bn − an | < 2−k−1 , it is guaranteed that an ≤ xk+i ≤ bn for
all i ∈ N.
J
In particular, this result implies that zero finding, that is, the Intermediate Value Theorem
IVT, is Monte Carlo computable.
I Corollary 17. The Intermediate Value Theorem IVT is Monte Carlo computable.
Brattka, Gherardi and Hölzl proved CC[0,1] ≤W WWKL0 [8, Corollary 15.9], which also
implies Corollary 17. However, Proposition 16 generalizes the aforementioned result via
Proposition 13. We note that CC[0,1] 6≤sW SORT2 since IVT 6≤sW WWKL0 by [8, Corollary 15.8].
Brattka and Rakotoniaina proved CC[0,1] ≤W C0N [17, Proposition 5.21], a result which is
generalized by the following observation.
I Proposition 18. SORTn ≤sW C0N for all n ∈ N.
Proof. By [11, Theorem 9.4] we have CLN ≡sW C0N , where CLN denotes the cluster point
problem (i.e., the problem to find a cluster point of a given sequence of natural numbers that
has one). Given a sequence p ∈ {0, 1, ..., n − 1}N we compute a sequence q ∈ NN as follows:
we inspect p and whenever we find a new occurrence of the digit m ∈ {0, 1, ..., n − 1}, then
we add a number hm, hk0 , k1 , ..., km−1 ii ∈ N to q, where each ki ∈ N counts the occurrences
of digit i in p so far. One fixed such tuple hm, hk0 , k1 , ..., km−1 ii appears infinitely often in q
if and only if m appears infinitely often in p and each number i ∈ {0, 1, ..., m − 1} appears
exactly ki times in p altogether. CLN (q) determines one such tuple that appears infinitely
often and hence it is easy to reconstruct SORTn (p) from CLN (q).
J
We note that the proof even shows SORTn ≤sW UC0N , where UC0N is the unique version
of C0N . Proposition 18 also yields an independent proof of Corollary 15. With the help of the
fact that C0N × C0N ≡sW C0N we obtain the following corollary.
I Corollary 19. SORT∗n ≤sW C0N for all n ∈ N.
One could ask whether this result can be strengthened to the upper bound K0N , which is
not the case.
I Proposition 20. CC[0,1] 6≤W K0N .
Proof. By [11, Theorem 9.4] we have K0N ≡sW BWTN , where BWTN denotes the restriction
of CLN to bounded sequences. Let us assume that CC[0,1] ≤W BWTN holds via computable
reduction functions K, H. We construct sequences (an )n and (bn )n of rational numbers in
[0, 1] with an ≤ an+1 ≤ bn+1 ≤ bn for all n ∈ N as an input for CC[0,1] . We start with
choosing an := 0 and bn := 1 for all n ∈ N. Upon this input K will produce a sequence
(xn )n of natural numbers as an input to BWTN . This sequence has to contain only finitely
many different numbers y0 , ..., yj . Each of these numbers is a possible output of BWTN and
hence for each of these numbers yi and the original input, H has to select a point zi ∈ [0, 1]
with an ≤ zi ≤ bn for all n ∈ N. Since H is continuous, there is a certain input length k
such that upon input of a0 , ..., ak and b0 , ..., bk the function H already approximates each
number zi up to precision 2−j−2 . It is clear that j + 1 intervals of diameter 2−j−1 cannot
cover the entire interval [0, 1] and in fact the uncovered part has non-empty interior. We can
also assume that k is large enough such that by continuity of K actually all the numbers
y0 , ..., yj already appear in the output of K upon input of a0 , ..., ak and b0 , ..., bk . Now we
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lim0
PC0R ≡sW WWKL0 × C0N
PC02N ≡sW WWKL0

C0N
K0N

lim
C2N ≡sW WKL

SORTn+2
CC[0,1] ≡sW IVT

Σ02 –measurable

CN

Σ03 –measurable
Figure 5 Sorting in the Weihrauch lattice.

can choose a new proper interval [a, b] that does not overlap with any of the approximations
of the zi and we modify the original input by choosing ak+i := a and bk+i := b for all i ∈ N.
Upon this modified input K has to produce a new number y ∈ N, which is not among the
numbers y0 , ..., yj , since otherwise the output that is produced by the reduction is not in
[a, b]. We can now inductively repeat the above construction and in this way we construct
an input (an )n , (bn )n to CC[0,1] such that K produces a sequence (xn )n with infinitely many
different numbers xn in its range (none of which appear infinitely often, in fact). This is not
an admissible input to BWTN and hence a contradiction.
J
Neumann and Pauly [22, Corollary 27] proved that SORT2 is low2 in the sense that
lim ∗ lim ∗SORT2 ≡W lim ∗ lim. However, it is not closed under composition and not low as,
for instance, the following result shows.
I Proposition 21. C0n ≤W SORTn ∗ SORTn ≤W C0N for all n ∈ N.
Proof. We obtain C0n ≤W limn ∗SORTn ≤W CN ∗ SORTn ≤W SORTn ∗ SORTn ≤W C0N . The
first reduction holds since SORTn (p) is always a converging sequence and its limit is a
cluster point of p. We have C0n ≡W CLn for the cluster point problem CLn by a result of
Brattka, Gherardi and Marcone [11, Theorem 9.4]. The second reduction follows since
limn ≤W limN ≤W CN and the third reduction follows from Proposition 12. The reduction
SORTn ∗ SORTn ≤W C0N follows from Proposition 18 and the fact that C0N ∗ C0N ≡W C0N (which
one can easily see by a direct proof).
J
As a consequence of this result we obtain SORTn 6≤W WKL for n ≥ 2 since WKL ∗
WKL ≡W WKL by [21, Theorem 6.14] and hence we get the following conclusion.
I Corollary 22. SORTn is not non-deterministically computable for n ≥ 2.
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In the diagram in Figure 5 we have collected some of the results on sorting. The solid
lines indicate strong Weihrauch reductions against the direction of the arrows, the dashed
line indicates an ordinary Weihrauch reduction against the direction of the arrow.

6

Algebraic Computation Models

One reason that Neumann and Pauly studied the binary sorting problem is that SORT∗2
characterizes the strength of strongly analytic machines as defined by Gärtner and Hotz
[19, 20]. Essentially these strongly analytic machines are real random access machines over
the field of real numbers (with computable constants) as studied by Blum, Shub and Smale
and others [3] and extended by semantics that allows one to approximate the output. They
are called strongly analytic if the machine also provides an error bound for the approximation
of the output. Neumann and Pauly proved the following theorem [22, Observation 30,
Corollary 34 and 11].
I Theorem 23 (Algebraic machine models). Consider a function of type f : R∗ → R∗ .
1. If f is computable by a strongly analytic machine, then f ≤W SORT∗2 and SORT∗2 is
equivalent to a function computable by a strongly analytic machine.
2. If f is computable by a BSS machine, then f ≤W CN and CN is equivalent to a function
computable by a BSS machine.
Using this result we obtain the following corollary; note that while the class of functions
computable by strongly analytic machines is not closed under composition, the corollary
does hold for such compositions as well.
I Corollary 24. Any finite composition of functions f : R∗ → R∗ that are computable on
strongly analytic machines is Monte Carlo computable.
Since functions that are computable on a Blum, Shub and Smale machine (BSS machine)
are a special case, we obtain the following corollary.
I Corollary 25. Every function f : R∗ → R∗ that is computable on a BSS machine is Monte
Carlo computable.
Corollary 25 could already be deduced from the observation that CN ≤W PCR and does
not require our results on sorting. However, it is worth pointing out that in general
functions computable on a BSS machine (even the equality test) are not non-deterministically
computable and, in particular, not Las Vegas computable.
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Abstract
We consider the problem of finding a subcomplex K0 of a simplicial complex K such that K0 is
homeomorphic to the 2-dimensional sphere, S2 . We study two variants of this problem. The
first asks if there exists such a K0 with at most√ k triangles, and we show that this variant is
W[1]-hard and, assuming ETH, admits no O(no( k) ) time algorithm. We also give an algorithm
that is tight with regards to this lower bound. The second problem is the dual of the first, and
asks if K0 can be found by removing at most k triangles from K. This variant has an immediate
O(3k poly(|K|)) time algorithm, and we show that it admits a polynomial kernelization to O(k 2 )
triangles, as well as a polynomial compression to a weighted version with bit-size O(k log k).
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1

Introduction

Topology is the study of the properties of spaces that are preserved under continuous
deformations of the space. Intuitively, this can be summed up by the joke description of a
topologist as a mathematician who cannot tell the difference between a coffee mug and a
doughnut, as each can be continuously deformed into the other. In this paper we discuss
manifolds, which are topological spaces that locally look like Euclidean space. That is to say,
every point in a d-manifold (without boundary) has a neighborhood homeomorphic to Rd .
The simplest manifold is the d-sphere, which is the boundary of a (d + 1)-dimensional ball,
where the (d + 1)-dimensional ball is simply a closed neighborhood of Rd+1 . In particular, the
2-sphere which we will discuss is the 2-dimensional surface of a 3-dimensional ball (such as a
soccer ball) that would live in the 3-space of our physical world. The sphere is of interest as
it relates to the connected sum operation on manifolds. A connected sum of two d-manifolds
is found by removing a (d + 1)-dimensional ball from each manifold, and identifying the two
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components along the boundaries of the respective balls. The d-sphere forms the identity
element of this operation. Finding embedded d-spheres that can separate a manifold into two
non-trivial components is therefore the topological equivalent of the factorization of integers.
Indeed, a manifold that has no such spheres is called prime, and a prime decomposition of a
manifold is a decomposition into prime manifolds.
In this paper we will use (abstract) simplicial complexes to combinatorially represent
manifolds. At an informal level, a simplicial complex is a collection of simplices that are
glued by identifying some faces. In principle, the abstract simplicial complex does not live in
any ambient space, although we can always represent it geometrically using spaces of high
enough dimension. A formal definition is given in Section 2.
Arguably, the most natural question to ask regarding a simplicial complex is whether it
represents a manifold. The question is easy to answer for 2-manifolds: it suffices to check
whether each edge is adjacent to exactly two triangles. Additionally, in two dimensions we
can recognize the manifold by calculating the Euler characteristic of the simplicial complex,
itself a simple enumeration of vertices, edges and faces, and checking whether it is orientable.
Recognizing the manifold of a simplicial 3-complex is far harder, even for the 3-sphere [19].
The recognition of 4-dimensional manifolds and the 5-sphere is an undecidable problem (see
for example the appendix of [18]), while the recognition of the 4-sphere is a notorious open
problem. Interestingly, in dimensions 4 and higher there exists manifolds (such as the E8
manifold) which can not even be represented as a simplicial complex [10].
Our work. We return to a basic problem for 2-dimensional simplicial complexes: does a
given simplicial complex contain a subcomplex that is (homeomorphic to) a 2-sphere? The
problem is known to be NP-hard, and we study its parameterized complexity with respect to
the solution size (number of triangles in the subcomplex) and its dual (number of triangles
not in the subcomplex); we begin with the former problem.
2-dim-sphere
Input: A pair (K, k) where K is a 2-dimensional simplicial complex and k is a positive
integer.
Question: Does K contain a subcomplex with at most k triangles that is homeomorphic
to the 2-dimensional sphere?
We show that this problem is W[1]-hard with respect to k. In fact we show that, assuming
the Exponential
Time Hypothesis (ETH; see preliminaries), the problem cannot be solved
√
in no( k) time. ETH implies a core hypothesis of parameterized complexity, namely that
FPT 6= W[1] (comparable to the hypothesis that P 6= NP). Together with its twin SETH (the
Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis) it is known to imply a wide range of lower bounds,
often matching known algorithmic results, for various NP-hard problems. (To note, a very
active branch of research uses SETH for tight lower bounds for problems in P.)
I Theorem 1. The 2-dim-sphere√problem is W[1]-hard with respect to parameter k and,
unless ETH fails, it has no f (k)no( k) -time algorithm for any computable function f .
Note that the related problem variant of finding a subcomplex with at least k triangles
that is homeomorphic to the 2-dimensional sphere is NP-hard for k = 0, as this is simply
NP-hard problem of testing whether there is any subcomplex that is homeomorphic to the
2-sphere. (Note that hardness for finding a subcomplex with at most k triangles also implies
hardness for finding one with exactly k triangles.)
√
We complement Theorem 1 by giving an algorithm for 2-dim-sphere that runs in nO( k)
time, which is essentially tight; it can also be used to find a solution with exactly k triangles.
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I Theorem 2. The 2-dim-sphere problem can be solved in time nO(

k)

.

For the dual problem, we are interested in the parameterized complexity relative to the
number k of triangles that are not in the solution (i.e., not in the returned subcomplex that
is homeomorphic to the 2-sphere). In other words, the question becomes that of deleting k
triangles (plus edges and vertices that are only incident with these triangles) to obtain a
subcomplex that is homeomorphic with the 2-sphere. Similarly to before, deleting at least k
triangles is NP-hard for k = 0 as that is just asking for existence of any subcomplex that is
homeomorphic to the 2-sphere. We consider the question of deleting at most k triangles.
Deletion-to-2-dim-sphere
Input: A pair (K, k) where K is a 2-dimensional simplicial complex and k is a positive
integer.
Question: Can we delete at most k triangles in K so that the remaining subcomplex
is homeomorphic to the 2-dimensional sphere?
There a simple O(3k poly(|K|)) time algorithm for this problem: While there is an edge
incident with at least three triangles, among any three of these triangles at least one must be
deleted. Recursive branching on these configurations gives rise to search tree with at most
3k leaves, each of which is an instance with (1) k = 0 and at least one edge is shared by at
least three triangles, or (2) k ≥ 0 and each edge is shared by at most two triangles. The
former instances can clearly be discarded, the latter can be easily solved in polynomial time:
Connected components with a boundary can be discarded (updating budget k accordingly);
connected components without boundary have each edge being shared by exactly two triangles
and we can efficiently test which ones are homeomorphic to the 2-sphere (keeping the largest).
Knowing, thus, that Deletion-to-2-dim-sphere is fixed-parameter tractable for parameter k, we ask whether it admits a polynomial kernelization or compression, i.e., an efficient
preprocessing algorithm that returns an equivalent instance of size polynomial in k. We
prove that this is the case by giving, in particular, a compression to almost linear bit-size.
I Theorem 3. The Deletion-to-2-dim-sphere problem admits a polynomial kernelization
to instances with O(k 2 ) triangles and bit-size O(k 2 log k) and a polynomial compression to
weighted instances with O(k) triangles and bit-size O(k log k).
Related work. A sketch of NP-hardness for the 2-dim-sphere problem was given by
Ivanov [11] in a Mathoverflow question.
Our work is one of the few ones combining topology and fixed parameter tractability. In
this direction there have been recent results focused on algorithms in 3-manifold topology
[2, 4, 5, 6, 13]. The problem of finding a shortest 1-dimensional cycle Z2 -homologous to a
given cycle in a 2-dimensional cycle was shown to be NP-hard by Chao and Freedman [8].
Erickson and Nayyeri [9] showed that the problem is fixed-parameter tractable for surfaces,
when parameterized by genus of the surface. The result has been extended [7] to arbitrary
2-dimensional simplicial complexes parameterized by the first Betti number. Finally, let us
mention that deciding whether a graph (1-dimensional simplicial complex) can be embedded
in surface of genus g is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the genus [12, 16].
Organization. We begin with preliminaries on computational topology and parameterized
complexity (Section 2). The proofs for Theorems 1 and 2 about 2-dim-sphere are given in
Section 3 and 4. The preprocessing result for Deletion-to-2-dim-sphere, i.e., Theorem 3,
is proved in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6 with some open problems.
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2

Background and notation

For each positive integer n we use [n] to describe the set {1, . . . , n}.
Topological background. We give a very succinct summary of the topological background
we need and refer the reader to [15, Chapter 1] or [17, Chapter 1] for a comprehensive
introduction. The results we mention are standard and available in several books.
A homeomorphism between two topological spaces is a continuous mapping between the
two spaces whose inverse is also continuous. If such a homeomorphism exists, we say that the
two spaces are homeomorphic. Any topological property is invariant under homeomorphisms.
A d-manifold is a topological space where each point has a neighborhood homeomorphic
to Rd or the closed half-space {(x1 , . . . , xd ) ∈ Rd | x1 ≥ 0}. A point of the manifold where
no neighborhood is homeomorphic to Rd is a boundary point. In this paper we focus on
2-manifolds, often called surfaces, which are locally equivalent to the Euclidean plane or a
half-plane. It is known that the boundary of a (compact) 2-manifold is the union of finitely
many 1-manifolds (circles). A surface can be described by a collection of triangles and a
collection of pairs of edges of triangles that are identified. If each edge appears in some
pairing, then the surface has no boundary.
0
A geometric d-simplex is the convex hull of d + 1 points in Rd that are not contained in
any hyperplane of dimension d − 1; this requires d0 ≥ d. A face of simplex σ is a simplex
of a subset of the points defining σ. A geometric simplicial complex K is a collection of
geometric simplices where each face of each simplex of K is also in K, and any non-empty
intersection of any two simplices of K is also in K. The carrier of K, denoted by ||K||, is
the union of all the simplices in K. A geometric simplicial complex K is a triangulation of
X if X and ||K|| are homeomorphic. Quite often we talk about properties of K when we
mean properties of its carrier ||K||. For example, we may say that a geometric simplicial
simplex K is homeomorphic to a topological space X when we mean that ||K|| and X are
homeomorphic.
An (abstract) simplicial complex K is a finite family of sets with the property that any
subset of any set of K is also in contained K. An example of abstract simplicial complex
is {∅, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}, {1, 3, 4}}. The singletons of K are
called vertices and the set of vertices is denoted by V (K). We can assume without loss of
generality that V (K) = [n] for some natural number n, as we already had in the previous
example. The dimension of the (abstract) simplicial complex K is maxσ∈K |σ| − 1.
In this paper we focus on (abstract) simplicial complexes and we will remove the adjective
"abstract" when referring to them. Here we are interested in 2-dimensional simplicial
complexes. We can describe them by giving either the list of all simplices or a list of the
inclusion-wise maximal simplices. Since in dimension 2 the length of these two lists differ by
a constant factor, the choice is asymptotically irrelevant. (For unbounded dimensions, this
difference is sometimes relevant.)
0
A geometric realization of a simplicial complex K is an injective mapping f : V (K) → Rd
such that {CH(f (σ)) | σ ∈ K \ {∅}} is a geometric simplicial complex, where CH(·) denotes
the convex hull. It is easy to show that the carriers of any two geometric realizations of a
simplicial complex are homeomorphic. Abusing terminology, we will talk about properties
of a simplicial complex when (the carrier of) its geometric realizations have the property.
For example, we say that a simplicial complex K is triangulation of the 2-sphere when we
mean that some geometric realization of K is a triangulation of the 2-sphere (and thus all
geometric realizations of K are triangulations of the 2-sphere).
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Parameterized complexity. A parameterized problem is a language Q ⊆ Σ∗ × N where
Σ is any finite alphabet and N denotes the non-negative integers; the second component
k of an instance (x, k) ∈ Σ∗ × N is called its parameter. A parameterized problem Q is
fixed-parameter tractable if there is an algorithm A, a constant c, and a computable function
f : N → N such that A correctly decides (x, k) ∈ Q in time f (k) · |x|c for all (x, k) ∈ Σ∗ × N.
A kernelization of a parameterized problem Q with size h : N → N is a polynomial-time
algorithm K that on input (x, k) ∈ Σ∗ × N takes time polynomial in |x| + k and returns an
instance (x0 , k 0 ) of size at most h(k) such that (x, k) ∈ Q if and only if (x0 , k 0 ) ∈ Q. If h(k) is
polynomially bounded then K is a polynomial kernelization. If the output of K is instead an
instance of any (unparameterized) problem L0 then we called it a (polynomial) compression.
The prevalent method of showing that a parameterized problem Q0 ⊆ Σ0∗ × N is not
fixed-parameter tractable is to give a parameterized reduction from a problem Q ⊆ Σ∗ × N
that is hard for a class called W[1], which contains the class FPT of all fixed-parameter
tractable problems; it is assumed that FPT 6= W[1]. A parameterized reduction from Q to
Q0 is an algorithm R that on input (x, k) ∈ Σ∗ × N takes time f (k) · |x|c and returns an
instance (x0 , k 0 ) ∈ Σ0∗ × N such that: (x, k) ∈ Q if and only if (x0 , k 0 ) ∈ Q0 and such that
k 0 ≤ g(k); here f, g : N → N are computable functions and c is a constant, all independent of
(x, k). Parameterized reductions can also be used to transfer lower bounds on the running
time. A common starting point for this is the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) which
posits that there is a constant δ3 > 0 such that no algorithm solves 3-SAT in time O(2δ3 n )
where n denotes the number of variables. In particular, this rules out subexponential-time
algorithms for 3-SAT and, by appropriate reductions, for a host of other problems.

3

Hardness of 2-dim sphere

In this section we provide a proof for Theorem 1,√ namely that 2-dim-sphere is W[1]-hard for
parameter k and, under ETH, admits no O(no( k) ) time algorithm. To obtain the result we
give a polynomial-time reduction from the Grid Tiling problem introduced by Marx [14].
Grid Tiling
Input: A triple (n, k, S) where n is a positive integer, k is a positive integer, and S is
a tuple of k 2 nonempty sets Si,j ⊆ [n] × [n], where i, j ∈ [k].
Question: Can we choose for each i, j ∈ [k] a pair (ai,j , bi,j ) ∈ Si,j such that
ai,j = ai,j+1 for all i ∈ [k], j ∈ [k − 1], and bi,j = bi+1,j for all i ∈ [k − 1], j ∈ [k]?
It is convenient to visualize the input elements as displayed in a (k × k)-tiled square. The
squares are indexed like matrices: the top left tile corresponds to the index (i, j) = (1, 1) and
the bottom left tile corresponds to the index (i, j) = (k, 1). Inside the (i, j)-tile we put the
elements of Si,j . The task is to select a 2-tuple in each tile such that the selected elements in
each row have the same first coordinate and the selected elements in each column have the
same second coordinate. The following lower bound is known for Grid Tiling.
I Theorem 4 ([14]). Grid Tiling is W[1]-hard and, unless ETH fails, it has no f (k)no(k) time algorithm for any computable function f .
Consider an instance (n, k, S) of Grid Tiling. We are going to construct an equivalent
instance (K, k 0 ) to 2-dim-sphere where k 0 = Θ(k 2 ).
Let σ be the simplicial complex shown in Figure 1, left. It is a triangulation of a square
with a middle vertex, denoted center(σ). We denote the consecutive 2-edge paths on the
boundary as left(σ), top(σ), right(σ) and bottom(σ). The orientation of the path, indicated
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b1

b2
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b4

Figure 1 Left: The triangulated square σ. Right: back sheet when k = 4.

with an arrow, defines the way we glue in later steps of the construction. In our figures we will
always orient the squares to match these names in the intuitive way. For our construction, the
important property of σ is that there is no triangle containing center(σ) and one boundary
edge and that there is no triangle containing two boundary edges of σ.
For each (a, b) in each Si,j we make a new copy of σ and denote it by σ(a, b, i, j). We
make some identifications, according to the following rules:
For each i ∈ [k], j ∈ [k − 1], and a ∈ [n], we identify together all the 2-edge paths
right(σ(a, b, i, j)), where (a, b) ∈ Si,j , and all the 2-edge paths left(σ(a, b0 , i, j + 1)), where
(a, b0 ) ∈ Si,j+1 . Thus, for each i, j, a we have identified |{b ∈ [n] | (a, b) ∈ Si,j }| + |{b0 ∈
[n] | (a, b0 ) ∈ Si,j+1 }| 2-edge paths into a single one.
For each i ∈ [k − 1], j ∈ [k], and b ∈ [n], we identify together all the 2-edge paths
bottom(σ(a, b, i, j)), where (a, b) ∈ Si,j , and all the 2-edge paths top(σ(a0 , b, i + 1, j)),
where (a0 , b) ∈ Si+1,j . Thus, for each i, j, b we have identified |{a ∈ [n] | (a, b) ∈
Si,j }| + |{a0 ∈ [n] | (a0 , b) ∈ Si+1,j }| 2-edge paths into a single one.
For each i, j ∈ [n], we identify the vertices center(σ(a, b, i, j)) over all (a, b) ∈ Si,j . Thus,
we identified |Si,j | vertices into a single one.
To finalize the construction, we triangulate a square such that it has 2k edges on each side, as
shown in Figure 1, right. We will refer to this simplicial complex as the back sheet. We split
the boundary of the square into 2-edge paths and label them, in a clockwise traversal of the
boundary of the square, by t1 , . . . , tk , r1 , . . . , rk , bk , . . . , b1 , `k , . . . , `1 . (We use t as intuition
for top, r as intuition for right, etc.) Note that the indices for b and ` run backwards. In
the figure we also indicate the orientation of the 2-edge paths, that are relevant for the
forthcoming identifications.
Then we make the following additional identifications.
For each i ∈ [n] and each (a, b) ∈ Si,1 , we identify left(σ(a, b, i, 1)) and `i .
For each i ∈ [n] and each (a, b) ∈ Si,k , we identify right(σ(a, b, i, k)) and ri .
For each j ∈ [n] and each (a, b) ∈ S1,j , we identify top(σ(a, b, 1, j)) and tj .
For each j ∈ [n] and each (a, b) ∈ Sk,j , we identify bottom(σ(a, b, k, j)) and bj .
Note that whenever we identify the endpoints of two edges in pairs, we also identified the
edges. Thus, we have constructed a simplicial complex. (In any case, we could always use
barycentric subdivisions to ensure that we have a simplicial complex.) Let K = K(n, k, S)
denote the resulting simplicial complex. Set k 0 = 16 · k 2 + 8k. With the following lemmas we
prove that (K, k 0 ) is yes for 2-dim-sphere if and only if (n, k, S) is yes for Grid Tiling.
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I Lemma 5 (∗1 ). If (n, k, S) is a yes-instance for Grid Tiling, then K contains a subcomplex
with k 0 triangles that is homeomorphic to the 2-sphere.
Proof. Since (n, k, S) is a yes-instance for Grid Tiling, there are pairs (ai,j , bi,j ) ∈ Si,j ,
where i, j ∈ [k], such that ai,j = ai,j+1 (for i ∈ [k], j ∈ [k − 1]) and bi,j = bi+1,j (for
i ∈ [k − 1], j ∈ [k]).
e of K induced by the squares σ(ai,j , bi,j , i, j), where i, j ∈ [k].
Consider the subcomplex K
During the identifications we have glued σ(ai,j , bi,j , i, j) to σ(ai,j+1 , bi,j+1 , i, j + 1) when
making the identification right(σ(ai,j , bi,j , i, j)) = left(σ(ai,j+1 , bi,j+1 , i, j + 1)) because ai,j =
ai,j+1 (for i ∈ [k], j ∈ [k − 1]). Similarly, we have glued σ(ai,j , bi,j , i, j) to σ(ai+1,j , bi+1,j , i +
1, j) when making the identification bottom(σ(ai,j , bi,j , i, j)) = top(σ(ai+1,j , bi+1,j , i + 1, j))
e is a "big square" obtained by glueing
because bi,j = bi+1,j (for i ∈ [k − 1], j ∈ [k]). Thus K
k 2 copies of σ in a (k × k)-grid-like way. Together with the back sheet, that is glued to the
e we get a triangulation of the 2-sphere. Since each square σ(·) has 16 triangles
boundary of K,
and the back sheet has 8k triangles, the resulting triangulation has 16k 2 + 8k triangles. A
formal argument to prove this can also be carried out using Euler’s formula.
J
I Lemma 6. If K contains a subcomplex K0 homeomorphic to the 2-sphere, then (n, k, S) is
a yes-instance for Grid Tiling.
Proof. We show this by first demonstrating that, for any pair i, j ∈ [k], the subcomplex K0
cannot contain two distinct squares σ(a, b, i, j) and σ(c, d, i, j). We then show that for any
pair i, j ∈ [k], at least one of the squares σ(a, b, i, j) must be part of K0 . Lastly we combine
these two facts to construct a solution for the Grid Tiling instance (n, k, S).
We begin by noting that K0 cannot be empty, and that if for any values of a, b, i, j, the
subcomplex K0 contains one triangle from σ(a, b, i, j), then K0 must contain all triangles from
σ(a, b, i, j). This follows from the fact that the 2-dimensional sphere has no boundary. In
the rest of this argument, we need only consider whether K0 does or does not contain all of
σ(a, b, i, j) for any values of a, b, i, j.
Now assume that, for some pair i, j ∈ [k], the subcomplex K0 contains two distinct squares
σ(a, b, i, j) and σ(c, d, i, j) and consider the neighborhood of center(σ(a, b, i, j)). Recalling
that center(σ(a, b, i, j)) is identified with center(σ(c, d, i, j)), we see that this point has no
neighborhood homeomorphic to a plane, and so clearly K0 cannot contain both of these
distinct squares.
We now show that, for any pair i, j ∈ [k], K0 must contain some square of the form
σ(a, b, i, j). If K0 contains no squares σ(·) at all then it can only contain either part of, or
the whole of, the back sheet but either way K0 cannot be a 2-sphere. Thus we know that
K0 must contain σ(a, b, i, j) for at least one set of values a, b, i, j. Given this, assume we
have a pair i0 , j 0 ∈ [n] such that σ(a0 , b0 , i0 , j 0 ) is not in K0 for each pair (a0 , b0 ) ∈ Si0 ,j 0 . Let
σ(a, b, i, j) be a square in K0 for some pair a, b, and without loss of generality, assume that
i0 = i − 1 and j 0 = j. This is equivalent to choosing two adjacent cells where one contains a
square in K0 and the other does not contain any square in K0 , and can always be achieved by
appropriate selection of values (and possibly rotating or flipping the whole construction).
Consider an edge of the 2-edge path top(σ(a, b, i, j)) in K0 . Since K0 is a 2-dimensional
sphere, this edge cannot be a boundary and thus must separate two distinct triangles. One
of these triangles is present in σ(a, b, i, j). By our construction, the other triangle is either
in σ(a0 , b, i − 1, j) (where top(σ(a, b, i, j)) is identified with bottom(σ(a0 , b, i − 1, j))) or in

1

(Full) proofs of statements marked ∗ will appear in the journal version of this paper.
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Figure 2 A simplicial complex K (left side) and its barycentric subdivision Sd(K) (right side).

σ(c, b, i, j) with a 6= c (where top(σ(a, b, i, j) is identified with top(σ(c, b, i, j)). This means
that one of σ(c, b, i, j) or σ(a0 , b, i − 1, j) must be in K0 . By our earlier argument, σ(a, b, i, j)
and σ(c, b, i, j) cannot both be in K0 . This means that σ(a0 , b, i − 1, j) must be in K0 , and
thus our assumption must be false. Therefore for each pair i, j ∈ [n], at least one square
σ(a, b, i, j) must be in the subcomplex K0 .
Combining these results we see that if the subcomplex K0 is a 2-sphere, then K0 contains
exactly one square σ(ai,j , bi,j , i, j) for each pair i, j ∈ [n]. Since for each values i, j, a, b we
have that σ(ai,j , bi,j , i, j) ∈ K if and only if (ai,j , bi,j ) ∈ Si,j , we obtain that (ai,j , bi,j ) ∈ Si,j
for each i, j ∈ [k]. As top(σ(a, b, i, j)) is identified with bottom(σ(a0 , b, i − 1, j)), by induction
we see that, for each j ∈ [k], we have b1,j = b2,j = . . . = bk,j . A similar argument shows that
for each i ∈ [k] we have ai,1 = ai,2 = . . . = ai,k . We deduce that (ai,j , bi,j ), for each pair
i, j ∈ [k], is a solution for (n, k, S).
J
Lemmas 5 and 6 establish correctness of our reduction from Grid Tiling to 2-dimsphere. Clearly, the reduction can be performed in polynomial time, and the parameter
value of a created instance is O(k 2 ). Thus, Theorem 1 now follows directly from Theorem 4.

4

A tight algorithm for 2-dim-sphere

For each simplicial complex K, let Sd(K) be its barycentric subdivision. Its construction for
the 2-dimensional case is as follows (see also Figure 2). Each vertex, edge and triangle of K
is a vertex of Sd(K). To emphasize the difference, for a simplex τ of K we use vτ for the
corresponding vertex in Sd(K). There is an edge vτ vτ 0 in Sd(K) between any two simplices τ
and τ 0 of K precisely when one is contained in the other. There is a triangle vτ1 vτ2 vτ3 in
Sd(K) whenever there is a chain of inclusions τ1 ( τ2 ( τ3 . It is well-known, and not difficult
to see, that Sd(K) and K are homeomorphic. See for example [15, Chapter 1] or [17, Chapter
2]. Let Sd1 (K) be the 1-skeleton of Sd(K), which is a graph.
An isomorphism between two simplicial complexes K1 and K2 is a bijective map
f : V (K1 ) → V (K2 ) such that, for all {v1 , . . . , vk } ⊆ V (K1 ), the simplex {v1 , v2 , . . . , vk }
is in K1 precisely when {f (v1 ), f (v2 ), . . . , f (vk )} is a simplex of K2 . Two simplicial complexes
are isomorphic if and only if there exists some isomorphism between them. When two simplicial complexes are isomorphic, then they are also homeomorphic. (We can make geometric
realizations for both simplicial complexes with the same carrier.) Note that isomorphism of
simplicial complexes of dimension 1 matches the definition of isomorphism of graphs.
Testing isomorphism of simplicial complexes can be reduced to testing isomorphism of
colored graphs, as follows. Let G and H be graphs and assume that we have colorings
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cG : V (G) → N and cH : V (H) → N. (The term coloring here refers to a labeling; there is no
relation to the standard graph colorings.) A color-preserving isomorphism between (G, cG )
and (H, cH ) is a graph isomorphism f : V (G) → V (H) such that, for each vertex v ∈ V (G),
it holds cH (f (v)) = cG (v). Thus, the isomorphism preserves the color of each vertex. We say
that (G, cG ) and (H, cH ) are color-preserving isomorphic if there is some color-preserving
isomorphism between them. We will use the dimension dim of the simplex as the coloring
for the graph Sd1 (·). Thus dim(vτ ) = |τ | − 1 for each simplex τ of the simplicial complex.
I Lemma 7 (∗). Two simplicial complexes K1 and K2 are isomorphic if and only if
(Sd1 (K1 ), dim) and (Sd1 (K2 ), dim) are color-preserving isomorphic.
I Lemma 8. Let K1 and K2 be simplicial complexes. The simplicial complex K1 has a
subcomplex isomorphic to K2 if and only if Sd1 (K1 ) has a subgraph G such that (G, dim) and
(Sd1 (K2 ), dim) are color-preserving isomorphic.
Proof. Note that for each subcomplex K10 of K1 we have that Sd1 (K10 ) is exactly the subgraph
of Sd1 (K1 ) induced be the vertices vτ , for τ ∈ K10 \ {∅}. Therefore, if K1 has a subcomplex K10
isomorphic to K2 , then the graph G = Sd1 (K10 ) is a subgraph of Sd1 (K1 ) and, by Lemma 7,
(G, dim) and (Sd1 (K2 ), dim) are color-preserving isomorphic.
Assume, for the other direction, that (G, dim) and (Sd1 (K2 ), dim) are color-preserving
isomorphic for some subgraph G of Sd(K1 ). Let f be such a color-preserving isomorphism.
First we show that G is Sd1 (K10 ) for some subcomplex K10 of K1 . Indeed, consider any vertex
vτ of G such that for no superset τ̃ of τ we have vτ̃ in G. The vertex f (vτ ) is a vertex vτ2 for
τ2 ∈ K2 and moreover |τ | = |τ2 | as f preserves color and therefore dimension. Each subset τ20
of τ2 has some vertex vτ20 in Sd1 (K2 ). For each such τ20 ⊂ τ2 we have some distinct vertex vτ10
in G such that f (vτ10 ) = vτ20 and vτ10 must be adjacent to vτ . Since τ and τ2 have the same
cardinality, they have the same number of subsets, and thus τ10 iterates over all subsets of τ ,
when τ20 iterates over the subsets of τ2 . This means that vτ 0 is in G for all subsets τ 0 ⊂ τ .
Therefore, if we take K10 = {τ ∈ K1 | vτ ∈ V (G)} ∪ {∅}, then K10 is a simplicial complex and
G = Sd1 (K10 ). From Lemma 7 it follows that K10 and Sd1 (K2 ) are isomorphic.
J
I Lemma 9. Let K be a simplicial complex with n simplices and let K0 be a simplicial
complex with k simplices. Let t be the treewidth of Sd1 (K0 ). In time nO(t) we can decide
whether K contains a subcomplex isomorphic to K0 .
Proof. Alon, Yuster and Zwick [1, Theorem 6.3] show how to find in a graph G a subgraph
isomorphic to a given graph H in time 2O(|V (H)|) |V (G)|O(tH ) , where tH is the treewidth of
H. The technique is color-coding. For this, one tries several different colorings of the vertices
of G with |V (H)| colorings, and then uses dynamic programming to search for a copy of
H in G where all the colors of the vertices are distinct. Thus, if the vertices of H and G
are already classified into some classes, then this can only help the algorithm. The class
of a vertex can be considered as part of the coloring. This means that the algorithm can
be trivially adapted to the problem of subgraph color-preserving isomorphism: given two
pairs (G, cG ) and (H, cH ), where cG and cH are colorings of the vertices, is there a subgraph
G0 of G such that (G0 , cG0 ) and (H, cH ) are color-preserving isomorphic, where cG0 is the
restriction of cG to G0 .
Because of Lemma 8, deciding whether K contains a subcomplex isomorphic to K0
is equivalent to deciding whether Sd1 (K) contains a subgraph G such that (G, dim) and
(Sd1 (K0 ), dim) are color-preserving isomorphic. Apply the color-coding algorithm of Alon et
0
al. as, discussed before, we spend 2O(|V (Sd1 (K ))|) |V (Sd1 (K))|O(t) = 2O(k) nO(t) time.
J
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Proof of Theorem 2. There are 2O(k) different (unlabeled) triangulations of the 2-sphere
with at most k triangles; see for example [20, 3], using that k triangles entail having at most
O(k) vertices. For each such triangulation, let Ki be the corresponding simplicial
√ complex.
Then Sd1 (Ki ) is a planar graph with
O(k)
vertices
and
thus
has
treewidth
O(
k). Using
√
O(k) O( k)
Lemma 9 we can decide in 2
n
time whether K has a subcomplex isomorphic
to Ki .
√
Iterating over all the 2O(k) triangulations we spend in total 2O(k) · 2O(k) nO( k) time and the
result follows.
J

5

Kernelization and compression for Deletion-to-2-dim-sphere

In this section, we prove that Deletion-to-2-dim-sphere admits a polynomial kernelization
that returns instances with O(k 2 ) triangles and has bit-size O(k 2 log k), respectively a
polynomial compression to a weighted version with bit-size O(k log k). We first give a few
simple reduction rules and then show how to reduce (and possibly encode) the resulting
instances. The rules are to be applied in order, i.e., preference is given to earlier rules.
Recall that input instances (K, k) consist of a 2-dimensional simplicial complex K and an
integer k, and ask whether deletion of at most k triangles from K yields a subcomplex that
is homeomorphic to the 2-dimensional sphere S2 .
In what follows, we will delete subcomplexes from an instance of our problem and at
the same time reduce the value of k. If at any point in time k becomes negative we know
that our original instance was a no-instance, so we will assume that k is always non-negative.
Additionally we point out that whenever deleting a subcomplex from our simplicial complex,
any vertices or edges which would no longer be contained in any triangle are also deleted.
I Reduction Rule 1. If any triangle T ∈ K has an edge face that is not a face of any other
triangle in K then delete T from K and reduce k by one.
Clearly, such a triangle T cannot be contained in a subcomplex K0 ⊆ K that is homeomorphic to the 2-sphere, and hence it must be among the k deleted triangles in any solution
(if one exists). Note that when Rule 1 does not apply, each edge in K is shared by at least
two triangles of K. On the other hand, in the desired subcomplex that is homeomorphic
with the 2-sphere each edge is shared by exactly two triangles. Denote by T ⊆ K the set of
triangles that share at least one of their edges with more than one other triangle. There is a
simple upper bound for the size of T if (K, k) is a yes-instance.
I Proposition 10. If (K, k) is a yes-instance of Deletion-to-2-dim-sphere then |T | ≤ 7k.
Proof. Let D be a given solution with at most k triangles. Each triangle in T \ D must share
at least one edge with a triangle in D. Additionally, each triangle in D can share an edge
with at most six triangles in T \ D, as each of the three edges of a triangle in D is shared
between at most two triangles of T \ D. Thus, |T \ D| ≤ 6 · |D|, giving |T | ≤ 7k.
J
I Reduction Rule 2. Reject the instance if |T | > 7k.
Observe now that in KT := K \ T all edges are shared by at most two triangles, and
that edges shared with triangles in T are only part of one triangle in KT . Accordingly,
triangles in KT form connected components that can be homeomorphic to, e.g., the 2-sphere
or to a punctured disk. Say that the boundary of a component is the set of edges L that
are contained in exactly one triangle of the component; these are exactly the edges that
participate also in triangles of T . We distinguish components according to whether or not
they have a boundary.
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For any component without boundary the procedure is simple: It cannot have any edge
L in common with a triangle of T since then three or more triangles of K would share L and
all incident triangles would be in T . Accordingly, such a component can only be part of the
desired 2-sphere if it itself is homeomorphic to the 2-sphere since it is not connected with
other triangles in K. The only other option is to delete the entire component since deleting
it partially would always leave a boundary.
I Reduction Rule 3. Let C be a connected component of KT that has no boundary. If C is
homeomorphic to the 2-sphere S2 and |K \ C| ≤ k then answer yes (and return K \ C as a
solution). Else, if C is not homeomorphic to the 2-sphere or if |K \ C| > k, then delete all
triangles of C from K and reduce k by |C|.
Using Rules 1 through 3 we either solve the instance or we arrive at the situation where
|T | ≤ 7k and all components of KT = K \ T have boundaries. Observe that, among these, we
can safely delete each component C that is not homeomorphic to a (punctured) disk: While C
may contain subcomplexes that are homeomorphic to a (punctured) disk, such a subcomplex
cannot be extended to a subcomplex of K that is homeomorphic to the 2-sphere since the
requirement of having two triangles incident with each edge implies using all triangles of C.
I Reduction Rule 4. If C is a connected component of KT that has a boundary but is not
homeomorphic to a (punctured) disk then delete all triangles of C from K and reduce k by |C|.
It remains to consider the case where |T | ≤ 7k and all components of KT (have boundaries
and) are homeomorphic to (punctured) disks. As a first step, let us observe an upper bound on
the total length of all component boundaries (in terms of number of edges) for yes-instances.
I Proposition 11. If (K, k) is a yes-instance of Deletion-to-2-dim-sphere then the total
length of all boundaries of components of KT is at most 21k.
Proof. By Rule 1 each boundary edge of a component of KT = K \ T is incident with at
least two triangles of K, and hence with at least one triangle of T . The upper bound of
3 · |T | ≤ 21k follows.
J
Note that from the upper bound of 21k for the total boundary length we immediately
get an upper bound of 7k for the number of components of KT since each component with a
boundary must have at least three boundary edges. To get an upper bound on the number of
triangles it now suffices to replace large components by “equivalent” ones without changing
the status of the instance using Proposition 12. This has two vital aspects: (1) Replaced
components must have same boundary and topology. (2) We must avoid creating false
positives, as smaller components can be deleted at a lower cost. In Proposition 12 we show
how components with boundary length ` can be replaced by equivalent ones with O(`)
triangles, addressing (1), and later give two options for addressing (2).
I Proposition 12 (∗). Given a simplicial complex K of a punctured sphere where K contains
` boundary edges, there exists a simplicial complex K0 such that the following hold:
1. K0 contains O(`) triangles,
2. K is homeomorphic to K0 ,
3. there exists an isomorphism f : ∂(K) 7→ ∂(K0 ), and
4. if a, b are edges of K such that a, b ∈ ∂(K) and there exists a triangle t of K such that
a, b ∈ t, then there exists a triangle t0 ∈ K0 such that f (a), f (b) ∈ t0 .
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To avoid false positives we have two options. First, we can store for each component
its initial number of triangles, i.e., the cost for deleting it entirely, noting that costs larger
than k can be replaced by k + 1. (Recall that partially deleting a component is infeasible.)
The output would then be an instance of a weighted version of the problem, and we could
encode it using O(k log k) bits, where the log-factor is needed to encode costs in binary and
to represent a list of the triangles including vertex names. (We could also assign a larger
cost to one triangle per component such that the total is equal to the original value.)
Second, we could apply the replacement only to components with more than k triangles,
and afterwards increase their size to k + O(1) by adding additional triangles. Since budget
of k does not allow the deletion of large components, this yields an equivalent instance. The
total number of triangles per component is then O(k), and O(k 2 ) for the entire instance; this
can be encoded in O(k 2 log k) bits. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
The compression result can be lifted to a smaller parameter, namely the number of
conflict triangles, i.e., triangles incident with at least one edge that is shared by at least three
triangles. Recall that nontrivial instances with budget k have O(k) conflict triangles, and
observe that having few conflict triangles does not bound the size k of the desired 2-sphere.
I Corollary 13 (∗). The Deletion-to-2-dim-sphere problem admits a polynomial compression to weighted instances with O(t) triangles and bit-size O(t2 ) where t is the number
of conflict triangles in the input.

6

Conclusion

Our hardness results can be extended easily to cases of finding some other surfaces, such as
a torus. Indeed, we can replace in the construction the back sheet with any other shape that
has the target topology. Similarly, the positive results can also be extended to the search for
small surfaces, again like the torus.
It is clear that the simplicial complex we use to show hardness cannot be embedded in
3-dimensional space. It is unclear how hard the problem 2-dim-sphere is when restricted to
simplicial complexes that are embedded in R3 . Note that it is not meaningful to parameterize
the problem by the dimension of some ambient space because any 2-dimensional simplicial
complex can be embedded in R5 using the moment curve ([15, Section 1.6]).
A simplicial complex can be generalized to something called, unsurprisingly, a generalized
triangulation (or sometimes just referred to as a triangulation). In this setting, we are allowed
to identify facets of a common simplex. That is, in a 2-dimensional generalized triangulation
we may identify together two distinct edges of the same triangulation. This relaxation can
make it harder to even detect a manifold, as there are more cases to consider. Our work
here, and related problems, are all still of interest in this setting.
Lastly, the problems discussed in this paper generalize, where possible, in the obvious
manner to higher dimensions. In particular, fast detection of 3-sphere subcomplexes (or
sub-triangulations) that do not bound a ball are of particular interest for the recognition of
the prime decomposition of 3-manifolds.
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Abstract
A pattern is encountered in a word if some infix of the word is the image of the pattern under
some non-erasing morphism. A pattern p is unavoidable if, over every finite alphabet, every
sufficiently long word encounters p. A theorem by Zimin and independently by Bean, Ehrenfeucht
and McNulty states that a pattern over n distinct variables is unavoidable if, and only if, p itself
is encountered in the n-th Zimin pattern. Given an alphabet size k, we study the minimal length
f (n, k) such that every word of length f (n, k) encounters the n-th Zimin pattern. It is known
that f is upper-bounded by a tower of exponentials. Our main result states that f (n, k) is lowerbounded by a tower of n − 3 exponentials, even for k = 2. To the best of our knowledge, this
improves upon a previously best-known doubly-exponential lower bound. As a further result, we
prove a doubly-exponential upper bound for encountering Zimin patterns in the abelian sense.
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1

Introduction

A pattern is a finite word over some set of pattern variables. A pattern matches a word if the
word can be obtained by substituting each variable appearing in the pattern by a non-empty
word. The pattern xx matches the word nana when x is replaced by the word na. A word
encounters a pattern if the pattern matches some infix of the word. For example, the word
banana encounters the pattern xx (as the word nana is one of its infixes). The pattern xyx
is encountered in precisely those words that contain two non-consecutive occurrences of the
same letter, as e.g., the word abca.
A pattern is unavoidable if over every finite alphabet every sufficiently long word encounters the pattern. Equivalently, by Kőnig’s Lemma, a pattern is unavoidable if over every
finite alphabet all infinite words encounter the pattern. If it is not the case, the pattern is
said to be avoidable. The pattern xyx is easily seen to be unavoidable since every sufficiently
long word over a non-empty finite alphabet must contain two non-consecutive occurrences of
the same letter. On the other hand, the pattern xx is avoidable as Thue [19] gave an infinite
word over a ternary alphabet that does not encounter the pattern xx.
A precise characterization of unavoidable patterns was found by Zimin [20] and independently by Bean, Ehrenfeucht and McNulty [6], see also [13] for a more recent proof. This
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characterization is based on a family (Zn )n≥0 of unavoidable patterns, called the Zimin patterns. The Zimin patterns over the pattern variables {x1 , x2 , . . .} are defined by Z0 = ε and
Zn+1 = Zn xn+1 Zn for all n ≥ 0. A pattern over n distinct pattern variables is unavoidable
if, and only if, the pattern itself is encountered in the n-th Zimin pattern Zn . Zimin patterns
can therefore be viewed as the canonical patterns for unavoidability.
Due to the canonical status of Zimin patterns, it is natural to investigate the smallest
word length f (n, k) that guarantees that every word over a k-letter alphabet of this length
encounters the n-th pattern Zn . Computing the exact value of f (n, k) for n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2,
or at least giving upper and lower bounds on its value, has been the topic of several articles
in recent years [2, 18, 12, 3]. For small values of n and k, known results from [12, 11] are
summarized in the following table, taken from [12] and enriched with results from [11].

1
2
3
4
n

2
1
5
29
∈ [10483, 236489]

3
1
7
≤ 319

4
1
9
≤ 3169

5
1
11
≤ 37991

k
1
2k + 1
√
≤ e2k (k + 1)! + 2k + 1

In general, Cooper and Rorabaugh [2, Theorem 1.1] showed that the value of f (n, k) is
upper-bounded by a tower of exponentials of height n − 1. To make this more precise let
us define the tower function Tower : N × N → N inductively as follows: Tower(0, k) = 1 and
Tower(n + 1, k) = k Tower(n,k) for all n, k ∈ N.
I Theorem 1 (Cooper/Rorabaugh [2]). For all n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2, f (n, k) ≤ Tower(n − 1, K),
where K = 2k + 1.
In stark contrast with this upper bound, Cooper and Rorabaugh showed that f (n, k) is
lower-bounded doubly-exponentially in n for every fixed k ≥ 2. To our knowledge, this is the
best known lower bound for f .
I Theorem 2 (Cooper/Rorabaugh [2]). f (n, k) ≥ k 2

n−1

(1+o(1))

.

This lower bound is obtained by estimating the expected number of occurrences of Zn in
long words over a k-letter alphabet using the first moment method.
In the conclusion, we address the limitation of this method to show non-elementary lower
bounds for f .
Our contributions. Our main contribution is to prove a lower bound for f (n, k) that is
non-elementary in n even for k = 2. We use Stockmeyer’s yardstick construction [17] to
construct for each n ≥ 1, a family of words of length at least Tower(n − 1, 2) (that we call
higher-order counters here). We then show that a counter of order n does not encounter Zn
(for n ≥ 3). As these words are over an alphabet of size 2n − 1, this immediately establishes
that f (n, 2n − 1) ≥ Tower(n − 1, 2) (cf. Corollary 12).
Stockmeyer’s yardstick construction is a well-known technique to prove non-elementary
lower bounds in computer science, for instance it is used to show that the first-order theory
of binary words with order, is non-elementary, see for instance [10] for a proof.
By using a carefully chosen encoding we are able to prove a lower bound for f over a
binary alphabet. Namely for all n ≥ 4, it holds f (n, 2) ≥ Tower(n − 3, 2) (cf. Corollary 14).
As a spin-off result, we also consider the abelian setting. Matching a pattern in the
abelian sense is a weaker condition, where one only requires that all infixes that are matching
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a pattern variable must have the same number of occurrences of each letter (instead of being
the same words). This gives rise to the notions of avoidability and unavoidability of patterns
in the abelian sense. Every pattern that is unavoidable is in particular unavoidable in the
abelian sense. However, the converse does not hold in general as witnessed by the pattern
xyzxyxuxyxzyx, as shown in [5]. Even though Zimin patterns lose their canonical status in
the abelian setting, the function g(n, k), which is an abelian analog of the function f (n, k),
has been studied [18]. For this function, Tao [18] establishes a lower bound that turns out
to be doubly-exponential from the estimations in [9]. The upper bound is inherited from
the non-abelian setting and is hence non-elementary. We improve this upper bound to be
doubly-exponential (Theorem 22). We also provide a simple proof using the first moment
method that g admits a doubly-exponential lower bound which does not require the elaborate
estimations of [9].
Connection to the equivalence problem of deterministic pushdown automata. The equivalence problem for deterministic pushdown automata (dpda) is a famous problem in
theoretical computer science. Its decidability has been established by Sénizergues in 1997
and Stirling proved in 2001 the first complexity-theoretic upper bound, namely a tower of
exponentials of elementary height [16] (in F3 in terms of Schmitz’ classification [14]), see
also [8] for a more recent presentation.
In [15, p. 24, C1] Sénizergues outlines a link between the complexity of Stirling’s algorithm
and the function f (n, k) and remarks that f (n, k) seems to be non-elementary in n for all
fixed k ≥ 2. The present article substantiates this remark.
Organization of the paper. We introduce necessary notations in Section 2. We show that
f (n, 2n − 1) ≥ Tower(n − 1, 2) in Section 3. We lift this result to unavoidability over a binary
alphabet in Section 4, where we show that f (n, 2) ≥ Tower(n − 3, 2) for all n ≥ 4. Our
doubly-exponential bounds on abelian avoidability are presented in Section 5. We conclude
in Section 6.

2

Preliminaries

For every two integers i, j, we write [i, j] for the set {i, i + 1, . . . , j} and [j] for {1, . . . , k}.
By N we denote the non-negative integers and by N+ the positive integers.
If A is a finite set of symbols, we denote by A∗ the set of all words over A and by A+
the set of all non-empty words over A. We write ε for the empty word. For a word u ∈ A∗ ,
we denote by |u| its length. For two words u and v, we denote by u · v (or simply uv) their
concatenation. A word v is a prefix of a word u, denoted by v v u, if there exists a word
z such that u = vz. If z is non-empty, we say that v is a strict prefix 1 of u. A word v is a
suffix of a word u if there exist a word z such that u = zv. If z is non-empty, we say that v
is a strict suffix of u. A word v is an infix of a word u if there exists z1 and z2 such that
u = z1 vz2 . If both z1 and z2 are non-empty, v is a strict infix of u. If v is an infix u and
u can be written as z1 uz2 , the integer |z1 | is called an occurrence of v in u. For a ∈ A, we
denote by |u|a the number of occurrences of the symbol a in u.
Given two non-empty sets A and B, a morphism is a function φ : A∗ → B ∗ that satisfies
φ(a1 a2 ) = φ(a1 )φ(a2 ) for all a1 , a2 ∈ A. Thus, every morphism can simply be written as a

1

Our definition of strict prefix is slightly non-standard as ε is a strict prefix of any non-empty word.
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function from A to B ∗ . A morphism φ is said to be non-erasing if φ(a) 6= ε for all a ∈ A and
φ is alphabetic if ψ(a) ∈ B for all a ∈ A.
Let us fix a countable set X = {x1 , x2 , . . .} of pattern variables. A pattern is a finite word
over X . Let ρ = ρ1 · · · ρn be a pattern of length n. A finite or infinite word w matches ρ if
w = ψ(ρ) for some non-erasing morphism ψ. A finite or infinite word w encounters ρ if some
infix of w matches ρ. A pattern ρ is said to be unavoidable if for all k ≥ 1 all but finitely
many finite words (equivalently every infinite word, by Kőnig’s Lemma) over the alphabet
[k] encounter ρ. Otherwise we say ρ is avoidable. Unavoidable patterns are characterized by
the so-called Zimin patterns. For all n ≥ 0, the n-th Zimin pattern Zn is given by:
Z0 = ε

and

Zn+1 = Zn xn+1 Zn

for all n ≥ 0.

For instance, we have Z1 = x1 , Z2 = x1 x2 x1 and Z3 = x1 x2 x1 x3 x1 x2 x1 .
The following theorem gives a decidable characterization of unavoidable patterns.
I Theorem 3 (Bean/Ehrenfeucht/McNulty [6], Zimin [20]). A pattern ρ containing n different
variables is unavoidable if, and only if, Zn encounters ρ.
For instance, the pattern x1 x2 x1 x2 is avoidable because it matches x1 x1 which itself is
not encountered in Zn for all n ∈ N. This characterization justifies the study of the following
Ramsey-like function.
I Definition 4. Let n, k ≥ 1. We define f (n, k) = min{` ≥ 1 | ∀w ∈ [k]` : w encounters Zn }.
As we mainly work with Zimin patterns, we introduce the notions of Zimin type (i.e.
the maximal Zimin pattern that matches a word) and Zimin index (i.e. the maximal Zimin
pattern that a word encounters) and their basic properties.
The Zimin type ZType(w) of a word w is the largest n such that w = ϕ(Zn ) for some
non-erasing morphism ϕ. For instance, we have ZType(aaab) = 1, ZType(aba) = 2 and
ZType(a7 ba7 ) = 4. Note that the Zimin type of any non-empty word is greater or equal to 1
and the Zimin type of the empty word is 0.
Following the definition of the Zimin patterns, the Zimin type of a word can be inductively
characterized as follows:
I Fact 5. For any non-empty word w, ZType(w) = 1 + max{ZType(α) | w = αβα : α, β 6=
ε}, with the convention that the maximum of the empty set is 0.
I Definition 6. The Zimin index Zimin(w) of a non-empty word w is the maximum Zimin
type of an infix of w.
For instance, we have Zimin(aaab) = 2 and Zimin(bbaba) = 2. As a further example note
that Zimin(baaabaaa) = 3 although ZType(baaabaaa) = 1.
I Lemma 7. For any word w, we have the following properties:
ZType(w) ≤ Zimin(w),
for any infix w0 of w, Zimin(w0 ) ≤ Zimin(w),
Zimin(w) ≤ blog2 (|w| + 1)c.
Proof. The first two points directly follow from the definition. For the last point, note that
for a word w to encounter the n-th Zimin pattern Zn , it must be of length a least |Zn |. As
Zn has length 2n − 1, we have 2Zimin(w) − 1 ≤ |w|, which implies the announced bound. J
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The Zimin index of higher-order counters

In this section we show that there is a family of words, that we refer to as “higher-order
counters”, whose lengths are non-elementary in n and whose Zimin index is n − 1, allowing
us to show that f (2n − 1, n) ≥ Tower(n − 1, 2). In Section 3.1 we introduce higher-order
counters and in Section 3.2 we show that their Zimin index is precisely n − 1 including the
mentioned lower bound on f .

3.1

Higher-order counters à la Stockmeyer

In this section we introduce counters that encode values ranging from 0 to a tower of
exponentials. To the best of our knowledge this construction was introduced by Stockmeyer
to show non-elementary complexity lower bounds and is often referred to as the “yardstick
construction” [17]. We refer to such counters as “higher-order counters” in the following.
To make the notation less cluttered, we define τ : N → N, the tower of twos function
which satisfies τ (n) = Tower(n, 2) for all n ≥ 0. For all n ≥ 1, we define an alphabet Σn by
taking Σ1 = {01 , 11 } and for all n > 1, Σn = Σn−1 ∪ {0n , 1n }. We say the symbols 0n and
1n have order n. We define Σ = ∪n≥1 Σn to be set of all these symbols.
For all n ≥ 1 and for all i ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1], we define a word over Σn called the i-th counter
of order n and denoted by [[ i ]]n . The definition proceeds by induction on n. For n = 1,
there are only two counters [[ 0 ]]1 and [[ 1 ]]1 (recall that τ (1) = 2). We define [[ 0 ]]1 = 01 and
[[ 1 ]]1 = 11 and for n ≥ 1 and i ∈ [0, τ (n + 1) − 1] we define
[[ i ]]n+1 = [[ 0 ]]n b0 [[ 1 ]]n b1 · · · [[ τ (n) − 1 ]]n bτ (n)−1 ,
where b0 b1 · · · bτ (n)−2 bτ (n)−1 is the binary decomposition of i over the alphabet {0n+1 , 1n+1 }
Pτ (n)−1
with b0 the least significant bit (i.e. i = j=0 bj · 2j where bj = 0 if bj = 0n+1 and bj = 1
if bj = 1n+1 ).
For [[ 11 ]]3 , we have 11 = 1 · 20 + 1 · 21 + 0 · 22 + 1 · 23 and hence
[[ 11 ]]3 = 01 02 11 02 13 01 12 11 02 13 01 02 11 12 03 01 12 11 12 13 .
| {z } | {z } | {z } | {z }
[[ 0 ]]2

[[ 1 ]]2

[[ 2 ]]2

[[ 3 ]]2

The following lemma can easily be proven by induction on n.
I Lemma 8. Let n ≥ 1.
1. For all i 6= j ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1] we have [[ i ]]n 6= [[ j ]]n .
2. If n > 1, then for all i ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1] and j ∈ [0, τ (n − 1) − 1] the counter [[ j ]]n−1 has
exactly one occurence in [[ i ]]n .
The length Ln of an order-n counter satisfies the following equations: L1 = 1 and
Ln+1 = τ (n) · (Ln + 1) for n ≥ 1. Note that in particular we have Ln ≥ τ (n − 1) for all
n ≥ 1.

3.2

Higher-order counters have small Zimin index

The aim of this section is to give an upper bound on the Zimin index of counters of order n.
A first simple remark is that the Zimin index of any counter of order n is bounded by the
Ziminindex of [[ 0 ]]n .
I Lemma 9. For all n ≥ 1 and for all i ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1], Zimin([[ i ]]n ) ≤ Zimin([[ 0 ]]n ).
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Proof Sketch. Let n ≥ 1 and i ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1]. Consider the morphism ϕ defined by
ϕ(0n ) = ϕ(1n ) = 0n and ϕ(x) = x for x ∈ Σn−1 . We have ϕ([[ i ]]n ) = [[ 0 ]]n . Moreover as
ϕ is alphabetic, if an infix α of [[ i ]]n matches Z` for some ` ≥ 0 then ϕ(α) is an infix of
ϕ([[ i ]]n ) = [[ 0 ]]n that also matches Z` . The inequality claimed follows.
J
This leads us to the main result of this section.
I Theorem 10. For all n ≥ 3, Zimin([[ 0 ]]n ) ≤ n − 1.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on n ≥ 3. The base case can be checked using a
computer program.
Assume that the property holds for some n ≥ 3. Let us show that Zimin([[ 0 ]]n+1 ) ≤ n.
Let αβα be an infix of [[ 0 ]]n+1 for some non-empty words α and β. It is enough to show that
ZType(α) ≤ n − 1. We distinguish the following cases depending on the number occurrences
of 0n+1 in α.
Case 1: α contains no occurrences of 0n+1 . Then α is an infix of some [[ i ]]n for some
i ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1]. Using Lemma 9 and the induction hypothesis, we have ZType(α) ≤
Zimin(α) ≤ Zimin([[ i ]]n ) ≤ Zimin([[ 0 ]]n ) ≤ n − 1.
Case 2: α contains at least two occurrences of 0n+1 . By definition of counters, α has
an infix of the form 0n+1 [[ i ]]n 0n+1 for some i ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1]. Hence [[ 0 ]]n+1 would contain
two occurrences of 0n+1 [[ i ]]n 0n+1 which is not possible (cf. Lemma 7).
Case 3: α contains exactly one occurrence of 0n+1 . By definition of [[ 0 ]]n+1 , there exists
i 6= j ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1] such that α is of the form u0n+1 v with u a suffix of both [[ i ]]n and [[ j ]]n
and v a prefix of both [[ i + 1 ]]n and [[ j + 1 ]]n .
Consider the morphism ψ the erases all symbols in Σn−1 and replaces 0n and 1n by 0
and 1, respectively. Let us assume that
ψ(u) = bτ (n−1)−`0 · · · bτ (n−1)−1

and

ψ(v) = c0 · · · c`1 −1

for some `0 ∈ [0, τ (n − 1)] and `1 ∈ [0, τ (n − 1)] and bk ∈ {0, 1} for all k ∈ [τ (n − 1) −
`0 , τ (n − 1) − 1] and ck ∈ {0, 1} for all k ∈ [0, `1 − 1].
Let us start by showing that `0 + `1 < τ (n − 1).
By definition of counters, bτ (n−1)−1 is the most significant bit of the binary representation
(of length τ (n − 1)) of i and j and c0 is the least significant bit of the binary representation
of both i + 1 and j + 1. More formally, there exist xi and xj ∈ [0, 2τ (n−1)−`0 − 1] and yi and
yj ∈ [0, 2τ (n−1)−`1 − 1] such that
i = xi + 2τ (n−1)−`0 · B
with B =

`0P
−1
k=0

2 `1

j = xj + 2τ (n−1)−`0 · B

bτ (n−1)−`0 −k · 2k and C =

`1P
−1

i + 1 = C + 2 `1 y i

j + 1 = C + 2 `1 y j

ck · 2k .

k=0

Assume by way of contradiction that `0 + `1 ≥ τ (n − 1). In particular, this implies
≥ 2τ (n−1)−`0 . And hence,
xi

=
=
=

i mod 2τ (n−1)−`0
C − 1 + 2`1 yi mod 2τ (n−1)−`0
C − 1 mod 2τ (n−1)−`0

by definition of i
as 2τ (n−1)−`0 divides 2`1 .
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A similar reasoning shows that xj = C − 1 mod 2τ (n−1)−`0 . Hence xi = xj and hence
i = j which brings the contradiction.
As `0 + `1 < τ (n − 1), there exists some i0 ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1] such that v is a prefix and u is a
suffix of [[ i0 ]]n . That is, the binary representation of i0 of length τ (n − 1) has c0 · · · c`1 −1 as
`1 least significant bits and bτ (n−1)−`0 · · · bτ (n−1)−1 as `0 most significant bits. In particular,
as `0 + `1 < τ (n − 1), we have that [[ i0 ]]n = vru for some non-empty r.
We claim that ZType(α) ≤ Zimin([[ i0 ]]n ) by which we would be done since then
ZType(α) ≤ Zimin([[ i0 ]]n ) ≤ Zimin([[ 0 ]]n ) ≤ n − 1 by Lemma 9 and the induction hypothesis.
Assume that α can be written as γδγ for non-empty γ and δ. Using Fact 5, it is
enough to show that ZType(γ) + 1 ≤ Zimin([[ i0 ]]n ). Recall that α = u0n+1 v and α
contains only one occurrence of 0n+1 . It follows that γ must be a prefix of u and a
suffix of v. In particular, [[ i0 ]]n = vru contains γrγ as an infix. And hence, we have
ZType(γ) + 1 ≤ ZType(γrγ) ≤ Zimin([[ i0 ]]n ).
J
The upper bound on the Zimin index of higher-order counters established in the previous
theorem is tight.
I Theorem 11. For all n ≥ 3 and i ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1], Zimin([[ i ]]n ) = n − 1.
For n ≥ 3, the counter [[ 0 ]]n over the alphabet {01 , 11 , . . . , 0n−1 , 1n−1 , 0n } of size 2n − 1
has Zimin index at most n − 1. In particular, [[ 0 ]]n does not encounter the pattern Zn .
Therefore its length Ln ≥ τ (n − 1) gives a lower bound for the value of f (n, 2n − 1).
I Corollary 12. For all n ≥ 3, f (n, 2n − 1) ≥ τ (n − 1) = Tower(n − 1, 2).

4

Reduction to the binary alphabet

In this section, we show how to encode a higher-order counter seen in Section 3 over the
binary alphabet {0, 1} while still preserving a relatively low Zimin index. For this we apply
to higher-order counters, the morphism ψ defined for all n ≥ 1, as follows
ψ(0n ) = 00 (01)n−1 00

ψ(1n ) = 11 (01)n−1 11.

For all n ≥ 1 and i ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1], we define {{ i }}n = ψ([[ i ]]n ).
The set of images of the letters in Σ by this morphism forms what is known as an
infix code, i.e. ψ(a) is not an infix of ψ(b) for any two letters a, b ∈ Σ with a 6= b. In
addition to being an infix code, the morphism was designed so that we are able to attribute
a non-ambiguous partial decoding to most infixes of an encoded word (cf. Lemma 17) and
the encoding of 0n and 1n differ by their first and last symbol.
Applying a non-erasing morphism to a word can only increase its Zimin index. We will
see in the remainder of this section that the Zimin index of higher-order counters is increased
by at most 2 when the morphism ψ is applied. It is possible that another choice of morphism
would bring a better upper bound. However, note that the proof we present is tightly linked
to the above-mentioned properties of ψ that are decisive for the proof to work.
This section is devoted to establishing the following theorem.
I Theorem 13. For all n ≥ 2 and for all i ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1], Zimin({{ i }}n ) ≤ n + 1.
Recalling that an order-n counter has length at least τ (n − 1) and that applying ψ can
only increase the length, we immediately obtain from Theorem 13 a non-elementary lower
bound for f (n, 2) whenever n ≥ 4.
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I Corollary 14. For all n ≥ 4, f (n, 2) ≥ τ (n − 3) = Tower(n − 3, 2).
The proof of Theorem 13 which is essentially a reduction to the proof of Theorem 10 is
given in Section 4.2. To perform this reduction, we first establish basic properties of the
morphism ψ and its decoding in Section 4.1.

4.1

Parsing the code ψ

A word w ∈ {0, 1}∗ is coded by ψ (or simply a coded word) if it is the image by ψ of some
word v over Σ∗ . As the image of ψ is an infix code, the word v ∈ Σ∗ is unique. However in
our proof, we need to take into consideration all infixes of a coded word. To be able to reuse
the proof techniques of Theorem 10, it is necessary to associate to an infix of a coded word a
partial decoding called a parse.
Let us therefore consider the following sets, C = ψ(Σ) = {ψ(0k ) | k ≥ 1} ∪ {ψ(1k ) | k ≥ 1}
the image of the morphism, L = {v ∈ {0, 1}∗ | ∃u ∈ {0, 1}+ , uv ∈ C} the set of strict
suffixes of C, R = {u ∈ {0, 1}∗ | ∃v ∈ {0, 1}+ , uv ∈ C} the set of strict prefixes of C and
F = {v ∈ {0, 1}∗ | ∃u, w ∈ {0, 1}+ , uvw ∈ C} the set of strict infixes of C.
It is easy to see that every infix of a coded word belongs to F ∪ LC ∗ R. This leads us
to define a parse p as a triple (`, u, r) in L × Σ∗ × R. The word u will be called the center
of the parse p. The value of the parse (`, u, r) is the word `ψ(u)r ∈ {0, 1}∗ . We say that α
admits a parse p if α is the value of p.
By the above fact, for all coded words all of its infixes not belonging to F have at
least one parse. However, the parse is not necessarily unique. For instance, consider the
infix α = 0000000000 = 010 which appears in ψ(01 01 01 ). It can be parsed as (ε, 01 01 , 00),
(0, 01 01 , 0) and as (00, 01 01 , ε). However, we will provide sufficient conditions on an infix to
admit a unique parse.
I Definition 15. A word α ∈ {0, 1}∗ is simple if either |α| < 11, or α belongs to F or 010 is
an infix of α or 110 is an infix of α.
This definition will be justified by the fact that for non-simple infixes there is exactly one
possible parse. Moreover the term simple is justified in the context of this proof by the fact
that simple infixes of {{ i }}n can be shown to have Zimin index at most n − 1 for all n ≥ 4
and all i ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1].
I Lemma 16. For all n ≥ 4, for all i ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1], all simple infixes of {{ i }}n have Zimin
index at most n − 1.
I Lemma 17. Any non-simple infix of a coded word admits a unique parse.
Thus, we will refer to the unique parse of a non-simple infix α of a coded word as the
parse of α.
The notion of occurrence naturally extends to parses. Let w = w0 · · · w|w|−1 ∈ Σ∗ and
p = (`, u = u0 · · · u|u|−1 , r) be a parse, an occurrence of p in w is an occurrence m of u in w
such that whenever ` is non-empty we have m 6= 0 and ` is suffix of ψ(wm−1 ) and similarly
whenever r is non-empty we have m + |u| < |w| and r is a prefix of ψ(wm+|u| ). For a word
w ∈ Σ∗ and a non-simple infix α of ψ(w), there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
occurrences of α in ψ(w) and the occurrences of its parse pα in ψ(w).
I Definition 18. For an occurence m of a parse p = (`, u, r) in w, we define its context as
the word in Σ∗ equal to w[m − δ0 , m + |u| + δ1 ], where δ0 = 0 if ` = ε and δ0 = 1 otherwise
and δ1 = 0 if r = ε and δ1 = 1 otherwise.
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By definition the context c of some occurrence of a parse p = (`, u, r) in w is an infix of
w containing u as an infix. Moreover the value α of p is an infix of ψ(c).

4.2

Upper bound on the Zimin index

To establish Theorem 13, we prove the following stronger statement.
I Theorem 19. For all n ≥ 2 and for all i ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1],
Zimin({{ i }}n ψ(0n+1 )) ≤
Zimin(ψ(0n+1 ){{ i }}n ) ≤

n + 1,
n + 1,

Zimin({{ i }}n ψ(1n+1 )) ≤ n + 1,
Zimin(ψ(1n+1 ){{ i }}n ) ≤ n + 1.

Proof Sketch. We proceed by induction on n. For the case n = 2 and n = 3, the property
is checked using a computer program. For the induction step assume that the property
holds for some n ≥ 3 and let us show that it holds for n + 1. Let i ∈ [0, τ (n + 1) − 1], we
will only show that Zimin({{ i }}n+1 ) ≤ n + 2. The upper bound on Zimin({{ i }}n+1 ,ψ(0n+2 )),
Zimin({{ i }}n+1 ψ(1n+2 )), Zimin(ψ(0n+2 ){{ i }}n+1 ) and Zimin(ψ(1n+2 ){{ i }}n+1 ) can be deduced from this, but still require a tedious case analysis.
Let αβα be an infix of {{ i }}n+1 for some non-empty α and β. It is enough to show that
ZType(α) ≤ n + 1. By Lemma 16, we only need to consider the case when α is non-simple.
Let (`, u, r) be the parse of α.
Let m be an occurrence of αβα in {{ i }}n+1 . In particular, m and m + |αβ| are two
occurrences of α in {{ i }}n+1 . Hence there are two corresponding occurrences m1 and m2 of
the parse p in [[ i ]]n+1 . Consider the contexts c1 and c2 of p that correspond to the occurrences
m1 and m2 , respectively. Note that without further hypothesis c1 and c2 are not necessarily
equal.
We distinguish cases depending on the number of occurrences of a symbol of order n + 1
in c1 . The cases where c1 contains 0 or more than 2 symbols of order n + 1 are treated in a
similar fashion as in the proof of Theorem 10. Assume that c1 contains one and only one
symbol of order n + 1.
As c1 is an infix of [[ i ]]n+1 with one symbol of order n + 1, there exists k0 ∈ [0, τ (n) − 2]
and some b ∈ {0n+1 , 1n+1 } such that c1 = xby where x ∈ Σ∗n is a suffix of [[ k0 ]]n and y ∈ Σ∗n
is a prefix of [[ k0 + 1 ]]n .
Note that if x or y are empty, we can conclude using the induction hypothesis. From
now on, we assume that x and y are non-empty. In particular, the center u of the parse
p = (`, u, r) contains b and can therefore be uniquely written as u = xby. Thus, c1 = xby,
α = `ψ(x)ψ(b)ψ(y)r, x = sx and y = yt for some s and t such that s = ε if ` = ε and s ∈ Σ
otherwise, where ` is a suffix of ψ(s) and t = ε if r = ε and t ∈ Σ otherwise, where r is a
prefix of ψ(t).
Claim 1. The context c2 (of the second occurrence m2 of α) is equal to c1 .
As c1 = c2 = xby and as b belongs to the center u of the parse, the infix α can be written
as α = x̃ψ(b)ỹ where x̃ is a suffix of ψ(x) and ỹ is a prefix of ψ(y).
Claim 2. There exists j0 ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1] and a non-empty χ such that ỹχx̃ = {{ j0 }}n .
Let us now consider an arbitrary decomposition of α as δγδ for non-empty δ and γ. Recall
that it is enough to show that ZType(α) ≤ n + 1 or that ZType(δ) ≤ n. There are several
cases to consider depending on how the decompositions of α as x̃ψ(b)ỹ and δγδ overlap. We
only present here one of the 6 cases where |δ| < |x̃| ≤ |δγ| and |x̃ψ(b)| ≤ |δγ|.
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z1

z2
ỹ

ψ(b)

x̃

α=

γ

δ

δ

In this case γ = z1 ψ(b)z2 with z1 6= ε such that x̃ = δz1 and ỹ = z2 δ. Recall that
there exists j0 ∈ [0, τ (n) − 1] and a non-empty χ such that ỹχx̃ = {{ j0 }}n . We have
Zimin({{ j0 }}n ) ≤ Zimin({{ j0 }}n ψ(0n+1 )) ≤ n + 1, where the last inequality follows from the
induction hypothesis. Hence, {{ j0 }}n = ỹχx̃ = z2 δχδz1 has Zimin index at most n + 1. This
implies that δ has Zimin type of at most n which concludes this case.
J

5

Avoiding Zimin patterns in the abelian sense

Matching a pattern in the abelian sense is a weaker condition, where one only requires that
all infixes that are matching a pattern variable must have the same number of occurrences of
each letter (instead of being the same words). Hence, for two words x, y ∈ A∗ we write x ≡ y
if |x|a = |y|a for all a ∈ A. Let ρ = ρ1 · · · ρn be a pattern, where ρi ∈ X is a pattern variable
for all i ∈ [k]. An abelian factorization of a word w ∈ A∗ for the pattern ρ is a factorization
w = w1 · · · wn such that wi 6= ε for all i ∈ [n] and ρi = ρj implies wi ≡ wj for all i, j ∈ [n].
A word w ∈ A∗ matches the pattern ρ in the abelian sense if there is an abelian factorization
of w for ρ. The definitions when a word encounters a pattern in the abelian sense and when
a pattern is unavoidable in the abelian sense are as expected.
We note that every pattern that is unavoidable is in particular unavoidable in the
abelian sense. However, the converse does not hold in general as witnessed by the pattern
xyzxyxuxyxzyx as shown in [5].
To the best of the authors’ knowledge abelian unavoidability still lacks a characterization
in the style of general unavoidability in terms of Zimin patterns; we refer to [4] for some open
problems and conjectures. Although being possibly less meaningful as for general unavoidability, the analogous Ramsey-like function for abelian unavoidability has been studied. For
n, k ≥ 1 we define g(n, k) = min{` ≥ 1 | ∀w ∈ [k]` : w encounters Zn in the abelian sense}.
Clearly, g(n, k) ≤ f (n, k) and to the best of the authors’ knowledge no elementary upper
bound has been shown for g so far. By applying a combination of the probabilistic method [1]
and of analytic combinatorics [7] Tao showed a lower bound for g given by the first inequality
below. Unfortunately, it was not clear to us what the asymptotic behavior of this lower
bound is. However Jugé [9] provided us with an estimate of its asymptotic behavior.
I Theorem 20 (Tao [18], Corollary 3. Jugé [9]). Let k ≥ 4. Then
v
u n−1 " ∞
u Y X 1
g(n, k) ≥ (1+o(1))t2
k 2j `
j=1 `=1

X
i1 +···+ik =`



`
i1 , . . . , ik

#−1


≥

 2n−1
1
k
√ + o(1)
.
(n+1)/2
k
21

In Section 5.1 we prove another doubly-exponential lower bound on g by applying the
first moment method [1]. Our lower bound on g is not as good as the one obtained by
Theorem 20 but its proof seems more direct. The proof follows a similar strategy as the
(slightly better) doubly-exponential lower bound for f from [2], but again, seems to be more
direct. Our novel contribution is to provide a matching doubly-exponential upper bound on
g in Section 5.2. Note that Tao in [18] only provides a non-elementary upper bound for the
non-abelian case.
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A simple lower bound via the first-moment method

For all n ≥ 1 let Xn = {x1 , . . . , xn } denote the set of the first n pattern variables. Note that
the variable xi appears precisely 2n−i times in Zn and its first occurrence is at position 2i−1
for all i ∈ [1, n]. An abelian occurrence of Zn in a word w is a pair (j, λ) ∈ [0, |w|−1]×NXn for
which there is an factorization w = uvz with |u| = j and an abelian factorization v1 · · · v2n −1
of v for Zn satisfying λ(xi ) = |v2i−1 |.
By applying the probabilistic method [1] we show a lower bound for g(n, k) that is
doubly-exponential in n for every fixed k ≥ 2. The proof is similar the lower bound proof
from [2].
2n

I Theorem 21. For all n ≥ 1 and all k ≥ 2, g(n, k) > k b n+2 c−1 .
Proof. For n, ` ≥ 1 let ∆n,k,` denote the expected number of abelian occurrences of Zn in
a random word in the set [k]` . Note that we always consider the uniform distribution over
words. If ∆n,k,` < 1, then by the probabilistic method [1] there exists a word of length `
over the alphabet [k] that does not encounter Zn in the abelian sense; hence we can conclude
that g(n, k) > `. Therefore we investigate those ` = `(n, k) for which we can guarantee that
∆n,k,` < 1. We need two intermediate claims.
Claim 1. Let Ak,h denote the event that two independent random words u and v in [k]h
satisfy u ≡ v. Then Pr(Ak,h ) ≤ 1/k for all h ≥ 1.
It follows that the probability that m random words w1 , w2 . . . , wm ∈ [k]h satisfy w1 ≡ w2 ≡
· · · ≡ wm is at most (1/k)m−1 . Recall that Zn = y1 · · · y2n −1 , where yi ∈ {x1 , . . . , xn }
for all i ∈ [2n − 1] and that the variable xi appears precisely 2n−i times in Zn . We recall
that we would like to bound the expected number of occurrences (in the abelian sense) of
Zn in a random word of length ` over the alphabet [k]. To account for this, we define for
Pn
each mapping λ : Xn → N+ its width as width(λ) = i=1 2n−i · λ(xi ). For every word v
of length width(λ) its (unique) decomposition with respect to λ is the unique factorization
v = v1 · · · v2n −1 such that yj = xi implies |vj | = λ(xi ) for all j ∈ [2n − 1] and all i ∈ [n].
Using the estimations in Claim 1 one can now show the following claim.
Claim 2. Let λ : Xn → N+ of width d and let Bλ denote the event that (0, λ) is an
n
occurrence in the abelian sense of Zn in a random word from [k]d . Then Pr(Bλ ) ≤ k n−2 +1 .
The probability that (j, λ) is an occurrence of Zn in a random word from [k]` with ` ≥
j + width(λ) is equal to the probability that (0, λ) is an occurrence of Zn in a random word
from [k]d (which is Pr(Bλ )). Thus, this probability does not depend on j.
We are ready to prove an upper bound for ∆n,k,` , keeping in mind that any occurrence
(j, λ) of Zn in a random word of length ` must satisfy width(λ) ≥ 2n − 1.

∆n,k,`

≤

`
`−d
X
X
d=2n −1 j=0

≤

`
`−d
X
X
d=2n −1

≤

j=0

`
`−d
X
X
d=2n −1 j=0

X



Pr (j, λ) is an ab. occ. of Zn in a random word in [k]`

λ:Xn →N+
width(λ)=d

X

Claim 2

≤

Pr(Bλ )

d=2n −1

λ:Xn →N+
width(λ)=d

dn · k n−2

`
`−d
X
X

n

+1

≤

`2 · `n
k 2n −n−1

j=0

=

X

k n−2

n

+1

λ:Xn →N+
width(λ)=d

`n+2
k 2n −n−1

(1)
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It remains to determine a sufficiently large ` that guarantees ∆n,k,` < 1. Using the
2n

previous inequalities it is not difficult to show that ` = k b n+2 c−1 ensures that ∆n,k,` < 1. J

5.2

A doubly-exponential upper bound

Let us finally prove an upper bound for g(n, k) that is doubly-exponential in n.
n

I Theorem 22. For all n, k ≥ 1, g(n, k) ≤ 2(4k)

(n−1)!

.

Proof. For all n ≥ 1, we will show the following inequality:
g(n + 1, k)

≤

(g(n, k) + 1)(g(n, k)kn + 1)

(2)

A simple induction on n then shows the claimed upper bound.
To show (2), we consider words w over [k] of length at least (g(n, k)+1)(g(n, k)kn +1). Such
words can always be written as w1 a1 w2 a2 · · · wm am z, where m = g(n, k)kn + 1, |wj | = g(n, k)
and aj ∈ [k] for all j ∈ [m] and z ∈ [k]∗ .
By definition of g(n, k), for all j ∈ [m], the word wj encounters Zn in the abelian sense,
(1)
(2n −1)
witnessed in some infix vj by some abelian factorization vj = vj · · · vj
for Zn . For each
such abelian factorization, it is natural to associate with every i ∈ [n], the (unique) Parikh
(h)
image of the words vj of the factorization that correspond to the different occurrences of
(1)

(2n −1)

the variable xi in Zn . Formally, each of the above abelian factorizations vj = vj · · · vj
(2i −1)

induces a mapping ψj : Xn → N[k] such that ψi (xi )(a) = |vj
|a for all j ∈ [m], all i ∈ [n]
and all a ∈ [k]. As expected, we write ψj ≡ ψh if ψj (xi ) = ψj (xi ) for all i ∈ [n]. Note that if
there are distinct j, h ∈ [1, m] with ψj ≡ ψh , then w encounters Zn+1 = Zn xn+1 Zn in the
abelian sense. It is easy to see that there are at most g(n, k)kn different equivalence classes
for the ψj with respect to ≡. Therefore as m = g(n, k)kn + 1, there are always two distinct
indices i, j ∈ [1, m] that satisfy ψi ≡ ψj and we have established (2).
J

6

Conclusion

We have established a lower bound for f (n, k) that is already non-elementary when k = 2.
A natural question is whether the non-elementary lower bound for f (n, k) obtained by an
explicit construction in this article can be obtained using the probabilistic method. A first
hint of an answer is that the first moment method used in [2] cannot be used to obtain
a lower bound that is asymptotically above doubly-exponential. Indeed, as for a length
n
` ≥ k 2 −n−2 + 2n , the expected number ∆n,k,` of occurrences Zn in a random word in [k]` is
greater than 1.
To see this, recall that |Zn | = 2n − 1 and hence there is at most one possible occurrence
of Zn in any word of length 2n − 1. Let An denote the event that Zn is encountered in a
Qn
n
n−i
n
random word in [k]2 −1 . We have Pr(An ) = i=1 (1/k)2 −1 = k −2 +n+2 .
n
n
Assume that ` ≥ k 2 −n−2 + 2n . For each i ∈ [0, k 2 −n−2 ], let Xi be the indicator
random variable marking that the infix, of a random word in [k]` , occurring at i and of
length 2n − 1 matches Zn . By linearity of the expectation, the following lower bound holds,
PK
1
n
∆n,k,` ≥ i=0 E(Xi ) ≥ (K + 1) Pr(An ) = 1 +
≥ 1, where K = k 2 −n−2 .
K
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Abstract
We present new quantum algorithms for Triangle Finding improving its best previously known
quantum query complexities for both dense and sparse instances. For dense graphs on n vertices,
we get a query complexity of O(n5/4 ) without any of the extra logarithmic factors present in
the previous algorithm of Le Gall [FOCS’14]. For sparse graphs with m ≥ n5/4 edges, we get
√
a query complexity of O(n11/12 m1/6 log n), which is better than the one obtained by Le Gall
and Nakajima [ISAAC’15] when m ≥ n3/2 . We also obtain an algorithm with query complexity
√
O(n5/6 (m log n)1/6 + d2 n) where d2 is the variance of the degree distribution.
Our algorithms are designed and analyzed in a new model of learning graphs that we call
extended learning graphs. In addition, we present a framework in order to easily combine and
analyze them. As a consequence we get much simpler algorithms and analyses than previous
algorithms of Le Gall et al based on the MNRS quantum walk framework [SICOMP’11].
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1

Introduction

Decision trees form a simple model for computing Boolean functions by successively reading
the input bits until the value of the function can be determined. In this model, the query
complexity is the number of input bits queried. This allows us to study the complexity of a
function in terms of its structural properties. For instance, sorting an array of size n can be
done using O(n log n) comparisons, and this is optimal for comparison-only algorithms.
In an extension of the deterministic model, one can also allow randomized and even
quantum computations. Then the speed-up can be exponential for partial functions (i.e.
problems with promise) when we compare deterministic with randomized computation, and
randomized with quantum computation. The case of total functions is rather fascinating.
For them, the best possible gap can only be polynomial between each models [20, 4], which
is still useful in practice for many problems. But surprisingly, the best possible gap is still an
open question, even if it was improved for both models very recently [3, 1]. In the context of
quantum computing, query complexity captures the great algorithmic successes of quantum
∗
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computing like the search algorithm of Grover [13] and the period finding subroutine of
Shor’s factoring algorithm [22], while at the same time it is simple enough that one can often
show tight lower bounds.
Reichardt [21] showed that the general adversary bound, formerly just a lower bound
technique for quantum query complexity [14], is also an upper bound. This characterization
has opened an avenue for designing quantum query algorithms. However, even for simple
functions it is challenging to find an optimal bound. Historically, studying the query
complexity of specific functions led to amazing progresses in our understanding of quantum
computation, by providing new algorithmic concepts and tools for analyzing them. Some of
the most famous problems in that quest are Element Distinctness and Triangle Finding [10].
Element Distinctness consists in deciding if a function takes twice the same value on a domain
of size n, whereas Triangle Finding consists in determining if an n-vertex graph has a triangle.
Quantum walks were used to design algorithms with optimal query complexity for Element
Distinctness. Later on, a general framework for designing quantum walk based algorithms
was developed with various applications [18], including for Triangle Finding [19].
For seven years, no progress on Triangle Finding was done until Belovs developed his
beautiful model of learning graphs [5], which can be viewed as the minimization form of the
general adversary bound with an additional structure imposed on the form of the solution.
This structure makes learning graphs easier to reason about without any background on
quantum computing. On the other hand, they may not provide always optimal algorithms.
Learning graphs have an intuitive interpretation in terms of electrical networks [7]. Their
complexity is related to the total conductance of the underlying network and its effective
resistance. Moreover this characterization leads to a generic quantum implementation based
on a quantum version of random walks which is time efficient and preserves query complexity.
Among other applications, learning graphs have been used to design an algorithm for Triangle Finding with query complexity O(n35/27 ) [6], improving on the previously known bound
Õ(n1.3 ) obtained by a quantum walk based algorithm [19]. Then the former was improved
by another learning graph using O(n9/7 ) queries [16]. This learning graph has been proven
optimal for the original class of learning graphs [9], known as non-adaptive learning graphs,
for which the conductance of each edge is constant. Then, Le Gall showed that quantum
walk based algorithms are indeed stronger than non-adaptive learning graphs for Triangle
Finding by constructing a new quantum algorithm with query complexity Õ(n5/4 ) [11]. His
algorithm combines in a novel way combinatorial arguments on graphs with quantum walks.
One of the key ingredient is the use of an algorithm due to Ambainis for implementing
Grover Search in a model whose queries may have variable complexities [2]. Le Gall used
this algorithm to average the complexity of different branches of its quantum walk in a quite
involved way. In the specific case of sparse graphs, those ideas have also demonstrated their
advantage for Triangle Finding on previously known algorithms [12].
The starting point of the present work is to investigate a deeper understanding of learning
graphs and their extensions. Indeed, various variants have been considered without any
unified and intuitive framework. For instance, the best known quantum algorithm for kElement Distinctness (a variant of Element Distinctness where we are now checking if the
function takes k times the same value) has been designed by several clever relaxations of
the model of learning graphs [5]. Those relaxations led to algorithms more powerful than
non-adaptive learning graphs, but at the price of a more complex and less intuitive analysis.
In Section 3, we extract several of those concepts that we formalize in our new model of
extended learning graphs (Definition 3.1). We prove that their complexity (Definition 3.2)
is always an upper bound on the query complexity of the best quantum algorithm solving
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the same problem (Theorem 3.3). We also introduce the useful notion of super edge
(Definition 3.4) for compressing some given portion of a learning graph. We use them
to encode efficient learning graphs querying a part of the input on some given index set
(Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8). In some sense, we transpose to the learning graph setting the
strategy of finding all 1-bits of some given sparse input using Grover Search.
In Section 4, we provide several tools for composing our learning graphs. We should
first remind the reader that, since extended learning graphs cover a restricted class of
quantum algorithms, it is not possible to translate all quantum algorithms in that model.
Nonetheless we succeed for two important algorithmic techniques: Grover Search with variable
query complexities [2] (Lemma 4.1), and Johnson Walk based quantum algorithms [19, 18]
(Theorem 4.2). In the last case, we show how to incorporate the use of super edges for
querying sparse inputs.
We validate the power and the ease of use of our framework on Triangle Finding in
Section 5. First, denoting the number of vertices by n, we provide a simple adaptive
learning graph with query complexity O(n5/4 ), whose analysis is arguably much simpler
than the algorithm of Le Gall, and whose complexity is cleared of logarithmic factors
(Theorem 5.1). This also provides a natural separation between non-adaptive and adaptive
learning graphs. Then, we focus on sparse input graphs and develop extended learning
graphs. All algorithms of [9] could be rephrased in our model. But more importantly, we
show that one can design more efficient ones. For sparse graphs with m ≥ n5/4 edges, we get
√
a learning graph with query complexity O(n11/12 m1/6 log n), which improves the results
of [12] when m ≥ n3/2 (Theorem 5.2). We also construct another learning graph with query
√
complexity O(n5/6 (m log n)1/6 + d2 n), where d2 is the variance of the degree distribution
(Theorem 5.3). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first quantum algorithm for
Triangle Finding whose complexity depends on this parameter d2 .

2

Preliminaries

We will deal with Boolean functions of the form f : Z → {0, 1}, where Z ⊆ {0, 1}N . In the
query model, given a function f : Z → {0, 1}, the goal is to evaluate f (z) by making as few
queries to the z as possible. A query is a question of the form ‘What is the value of z in
position i ∈ [N ]?’, to which is returned zi ∈ {0, 1}.
In this paper we will discuss functions whose inputs are graphs viewed through their
adjacency
 matrice. Then z will encode an undirected graph G on vertex set [n], that is
n
N = 2 in order to encode the possible edges of G. Then zij = 1 iff ij is an edge of G.
In the quantum query model, these queries can be asked in superposition. We refer the
reader to the survey [15] for precise definitions and background on the quantum query model.
We denote by Q(f ) the number of queries needed by a quantum algorithm to evaluate f
with error at most 1/3. Surprisingly, the general adversary bound, that we define below, is a
tight characterization of Q(f ).
I Definition 2.1. Let f : Z → {0, 1} be a function, with Z ⊆ {0, 1}N . The general adversary
bound Adv± (f ) is defined as the optimal value of the following optimization problem:
X
X
minimize: max
Xj [z, z] subject to:
Xj [x, y] = 1, when f (x) 6= f (y),
z∈Z

j∈[N ]

j∈[N ] : xj 6=yj

Xj  0, ∀j ∈ [N ],

where the optimization is over positive semi-definite matrices Xj with rows and columns
labeled by the elements of Z, and Xj [x, y] is used to denote the (x, y)-entry of Xj .
I Theorem 2.2 ([14, 17, 21]). Q(f ) = Θ(Adv± (f )).
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3

Extended learning graphs

Consider a Boolean function f : Z → {0, 1}, where Z ⊆ {0, 1}N . The set of positive inputs
(or instances) will be usually denoted by Y = f −1 (1). A 1-certificate for f on y ∈ Y is a
subset I ⊆ [N ] of indices such that f (z) = 1 for every z ∈ Z with zI = yI , where zI = (zi )i∈I .

3.1

Model and complexity

Intuitively, learning graphs are simply electric networks of a special type. The network is
embedded in a rooted directed acyclic graph, which has few similarities with decision trees.
Vertices are labelled by subsets S ⊆ [n] of indices. Edges are basically from any vertex labelled
by, say, S to any other one labelled S ∪ {j}, for some j 6∈ S. Such an edge can be interpreted
as querying the input bit xj , while xS has been previously learnt. The weight on the edge
is its conductance: the larger it is, the more flow will go through it. Sinks of the graph
are labelled by potential 1-certificates of the function we wish to compute. Thus a random
walk on that network starting from the root (labelled by ∅), with probability transitions
proportional to conductances, will hit a 1-certificate with average time proportional to the
product of the total conductance by the effective resistance between the root of leaves having
1-certificates [7]. If weights are independent of the input, then the learning graph is called
non-adaptive. When they depend on previously learned bits, it is adaptive. But in quantum
computing, we will see that they can also depend on both the value of the next queried bit
and the value of the function itself! We call them extended learning graphs.
Formally, we generalize the original model of learning graphs by allowing two possible
weights on each edge: one for positive instances and one for negative ones. Those weights
are linked together as explained in the following definition.
I Definition 3.1 (Extended learning graph). Let Y ⊆ Z be finite sets. An extended learning
graph G is a 5-tuple (V, E, S, {wzb : z ∈ Z, b ∈ {0, 1}}, {py : y ∈ Y }) satisfying
(V, E) is a directed acyclic graph rooted in some vertex r ∈ V;
S is a vertex labelling mapping each v ∈ V to S(v) ⊆ [N ] such that S(r) = ∅ and
S(v) = S(u) ∪ {j} for every (u, v) ∈ E and some j 6∈ S(u);
Values wzb (u, v) are in R≥0 and depend on z only through zS(v) , for every (u, v) ∈ E;
wx0 (u, v) = wy1 (u, v) for all x ∈ Z \ Y, y ∈ Y and edges (u, v) ∈ E such that xS(u) = yS(u)
and xj 6= yj with S(v) = S(u) ∪ {j}.
py : E → R≥0 is a unit flow whose source is the root and such that py (e) = 0 when
wy1 (e) = 0, for every y ∈ Y .
We say that G is a learning graph for some function f : Z → {0, 1}, when Y = f −1 (1) and
each sink of py contains a 1-certificate for f on y, for all positive input y ∈ f −1 (1).
We also say that G is an adaptive learning graph when wz0 = wz1 for all z ∈ Z. If
furthermore wz0 is independent of z, G is a non-adaptive learning graph. Unless otherwise
specified, by learning graph we mean extended learning graph.
When there is no ambiguity, we usually define S by stating the label of each vertex. We
also say that an edge e = (u, v) loads j when S(v) = S(u) ∪ {j}.
 A transition of length k is
a sequence of edges of the form (v1 , v2 ), (v2 , v3 ), . . . , (vk−1 , vk ) , with vi 6= vj for i 6= j.
The complexity of extended learning graphs is defined similarly to the one of other
learning graphs by choosing the appropriate weight function for each complexity terms.
I Definition 3.2 (Extended learning graph complexity). Let G be an extended learning graph
for a function f : Z → {0, 1}. Let x ∈ Z \ f −1 (1), y ∈ f −1 (1), and F ⊆ E. The negative
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complexity of F on x and the positive complexity of F on y (with respect to G) are respectively
defined by
X
X py (e)2
C 0 (F, x) =
wx0 (e) and C 1 (F, y) =
.
wy1 (e)
e∈F

e∈F

0
Then the negative and positive complexities of F are C 0 (F) = max
px∈f −1 (0) C (F, x) and
1
1
0
1
C (F) = maxy∈f −1 (1) C (F, y). The complexity of F is C(F) = C (F)C (F) and the
complexity of G is C(G) = C(E). Last, the extended learning graph complexity of f , denoted
LG ext (f ), is the minimum complexity of an extended learning graph for f .

Most often we will split a learning graph into stages F, that is, when the flow through F
has the same total amount 1 for every positive input. This allows us to analyze the learning
graph separately on each stage.
As for adaptive learning graphs [6, 8], the extended learning graph complexity is upper
bounding the standard query complexity.
I Theorem 3.3. For every function f : Z → {0, 1}, we have Q(f ) = O(LG ext (f )).
Proof. We assume that f is not constant, otherwise the result holds readily. The proof
follows the lines of the analysis of the learning graph for Graph collision in [5]. We already
know that Q(f ) = O(Adv± (f )) by Theorem 2.2. Fix any extended learning graph G for f .
Observe from Definition 2.1 that Adv± (f ) is defined by a minimization problem. Therefore
finding any feasible solution with objective value C(G, f ) would conclude the proof. Without
0
1
loss
we can multiply all weights by
p of generality, assume that C (G) = C (G) (otherwise
p
1
0
C (G)/C (G)). Then both complexities become C 0 (G)C 1 (G) and the total complexity
remains C(G).
For each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E with S(v) = S(u) ∪ {j}, define a block-diagonal matrix
P
e
Xj = α (Yje )α , where the sum is over all possible assignments α on S(u). Each (Yje )α is
defined as (ψ0 ψ0∗ + ψ1 ψ1∗ ), where for each z ∈ {0, 1}n and b ∈ {0, 1}

p
1


z (e)/ wz (e) if zS(u) = α, f (z) = 1 and zj = 1 − b,
 p
p
ψb [z] =
wz0 (e)
if zS(u) = α, f (z) = 0 and zj = b,


 0
otherwise.
P
Define now Xj = e Xje where the sum is over all edges e loading j. Fix any x ∈ f −1 (0) and
y ∈ f −1 (1). Then we have Xje [x, x] = wx0 (e) and Xje [y, y] = (py (e))2 /wy1 (e). So the objective
value is




X
X
X
max n
Xj [z, z] = max
max
X
X
j [x, x], max
j [y, y]
x∈f −1 (0)

z∈{0,1}
y∈f −1 (1)
j
j
j∈[N ]
 0
= max C (G), C 1 (G) = C(G).
Consider the cut F over G of edges (u, v) ∈ E such that S(v) = S(u)∪{j} and xS(u) = yS(u)
but xj 6= yj . Then each edge e ∈ F loading j satisfies wx0 (e) = wy1 (e) and therefore
P
P
Xje [x, y] = py (e). Thus, j: xj 6=yj Xj [x, y] = e∈F py (e) = 1. Hence the constraints of
Definition 2.1 are satisfied.
J

3.2

Compression of learning graphs into super edges

We will simplify the presentation of our learning graphs by introducing a new type of edge
encoding specific learning graphs as sub-procedures. Since an edge has a single ‘exit’, we can
only encode learning graphs whose flows have unique sinks.
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I Definition 3.4 (Super edge). A super edge e is an extended learning graph Ge such that
each possible flow has the same unique sink. Then its positive and negative edge-complexities
on input x ∈ Z \ Y and y ∈ Y are respectively c0 (e, x) = C 0 (Ge , x) and c1 (e, y) = C 1 (Ge , y).
Consider an edge e of a learning graph G with flow p. We can view e as a super edge with
c0 (e, x) = wx0 (e) and c1 (e, y) = 1/wy1 (e). We have to take into account the fact that, in G, its
flow is not 1 but pz (e) for each z, so C 0 (e, x) = c0 (e, x) and C 1 (e, y) = py (e)2 × c1 (e, y). We
use these notions in order to define the complexity of learning graphs with super edges.
Any learning graph with super edges is equivalent to a learning graph without super edges
by doing recursively the following replacement for each super edge e = (ue , ve ): (1) replace it
by its underlying learning graph Ge , plugging the root to all incoming edges and the unique
flow sink to all outgoing edges, and changing the labels as follows: we enrich the labels of
vertices in Ge using the label of ue , that it, if S and Se are the vertex labelling mappings of
G and Ge respectively, for each vertex w of Ge the label becomes Se (w) ∪ S(u); (2) root the
incoming flow as in Ge . Let us call this learning graph the expansion of the original one with
super edges. Then, a direct inspection leads to the following result that we will use in order
to compute complexities directly on our (extended) learning graphs.
I Lemma 3.5. Let G be a learning graph with super edges for some function f . Then the
expansion of G is also a learning graph for f . Moreover, let exp(F) be the expansion of
F ⊆ E. Then exp(F) has positive and negative complexities
X
X
C 0 (exp(F), x) =
c0 (e, x) and C 1 (exp(F), y) =
py (e)2 × c1 (e, y).
e∈F

e∈F

Fix some stage F ⊆ E of G such that the flow through F has total amount 1 for each
positive input. We will use the following lemma (adapted from non-adaptive learning graphs)
to assume that a learning graph has positive complexity at most 1 on F. The expectation
involved here comes from the factor T , which is a parameter called the speciality of F.
I Lemma 3.6 (Speciality [5]). Let G be a learning graph for f : Z → {0, 1}. Let F ⊆ E be a
stage of G whose flow always uses the ratio 1/T of transitions and every transition receives
the same amount of flow. Then there is a learning graph Fe composed of the edges of F
equipped with new weights such that, denoting c1 (e) = maxy0 ∈f −1 (1) c1 (e, y 0 ),
e x) ≤ T E
C 0 (F,

 0

c (e, x)c1 (e)

e∈F

and

e y) ≤ 1,
C 1 (F,

∀x ∈ f −1 (0), y ∈ f −1 (1).

Proof. Let ntotal be the number of transitions in F and nused the number of them used by
each flow (i.e. with positive flow). Therefore T = ntotal /nused . By assumption, the flow
on each edge is either 0 or 1/nused . For each edge e in F, let λe = c1 (e)/nused . For every
input z, we multiply wzb (e) by λe , and we name Fe the set F with the new weights. Then
0
0
1
e x) = P
for any x ∈ f −1 (0), C 0 (F,
e λe c (e, x) = T Ee∈Fe c (e, x)c (e) . Similarly, for any
e∈F
P
2 1
e y) =
y ∈ f −1 (1), C 1 (F,
e py (e) c (e, y)/λe ≤ 1, since terms in the sum are positive only
e∈F
for edges with positive flow.
J

3.3

Loading sparse inputs

We study a particular type of super edges, that we will use repeatedly in the sequel. To
construct a learning graph for a given function, one often needs to load a subset S of the
labels. This can be done by a path of length |S| with negative and positive complexities |S|,
which, after some rebalancing, leads directly to the following lemma.
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I Lemma 3.7. For any set S, there exists a super edge denoted DenseLoadS loading S with
the following complexities for any input z ∈ {0, 1}N :
c0 (DenseLoadS , z) = |S|2

and

c1 (DenseLoadS , z) = 1.

When the input is sparse one can do significantly better as we describe now, where |zS |
denotes the Hamming weight of zS .
I Lemma 3.8. For any set S, there exists a super edge denoted SparseLoadS loading S with
the following complexities for any input z ∈ {0, 1}N :
c0 (SparseLoadS , z) ≤ 6|S|(|zS | + 1) log(|S| + 1)

and

c1 (SparseLoadS , z) ≤ 1.

Proof. Let us assume for simplicity that N = |S| and S = {1, . . . , N }. We define the
learning graph SparseLoadS as the path through edges e1 = (∅, {1}), e2 = ({1}, {1, 2}), . . . ,
eN = ({1, . . . , N − 1}, S). The weights are defined as, for b ∈ {0, 1} and z ∈ Z,
(
3 · (|z[j−1] | + 1) · log(N + 1) if zj = b,
b
wej (z) =
3N · log(N + 1)
if zj = 1 − b,
When |z| > 0, let us denote i0 = 0, i|z|+1 = N + 1 and (ik )k=1,...,|z| the increasing sequence
of indices j such that zj = 1. Then, for k = 1, . . . , |z| + 1, we define mk as the number of
indices j ∈ (ik−1 , ik ) such that zj = 0. More precisely, mk = ik − ik−1 − 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ |z|
P|z|+1
and m|z|+1 = N − i|z| . So k=1 mk = N − |z|. Then, for any input z,

 3N · log(N + 1)
if |z| = 0,


C 0 (SparseLoadS , z) =
P|z|+1
 3 · |z|N + i=1 i × mi · log(N + 1) otherwise,
P|z|+1
which is bounded above by 6N ·(|z|+1)·log(N +1). Moreover, using i=1
we get


|z|+1
X 1
1
1
(N − |z|) +
 ≤ 1.
C 1 (SparseLoadS , z) =
3 · log(N + 1)
N
i
i=1

4

1
i

≤ log(|z|+1)+1,

J

Composition of learning graphs

To simplify our presentation, we will use the term empty transition for an edge between
two vertices representing the same set. They carry zero flow and weight, and they do not
contribute to any complexity.

4.1

Learning graph for OR

Consider n Boolean functions f1 , . . . , fn with respective learning graphs G 1 , . . . , G n . The
W
following lemma explains how to design a learning graph GOR for f = i∈[n] fi whose
complexity is the squared mean of former ones. We will represent GOR graphically as
i
Gi
∅
This result is similar to the one of [2], where a search procedure is designed for the case
of variable query costs, or equivalently for a search problem divided into subproblems with
variable complexities.
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I Lemma 4.1. Let G1 , . . . , Gn be learning graphs for Boolean functions f1 , . . . , fn over Z.
Assume further that for every x such that f (x) = 1, there is at least k functions fi such that
W
fi (x) = 1. Then there is a learning graph G for f = i∈[n] fi such that for every z ∈ Z


n
 C 0 (G, z) ≤ × E C 0 (Gi , z)C 1 (Gi )
k i∈[n]
 C 1 (G, z) ≤ 1

when f (z) = 0,
when f (z) = 1.

Proof. We define the new learning graph G by considering a new root ∅ that we link to the
roots of each G i . In particular, each G i lies in a different connected component. For n = 3,
the graph is displayed below:
∅
G1

G2

G3

Then, we rescale the original weights of edges in each component G i by λi = C 1 (Gi )/k.
The complexity C 0 (G, x) for a negative instance x is
C 0 (G, x) =

n
X
i=1

λi C 0 (Gi , x) =


n
× E C 0 (Gi , x)C 1 (Gi ) .
k
i

Consider now a positive instance y. Then y is also a positive instance for at least k
functions fi . Without loss of generality assume further that these k functions are f1 , f2 , . . . , fk .
We define the flow of G (for y) as a flow uniformly directed from ∅ to G i for i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
In each component G i , the flow is then routed as in G i . Therefore we have
C 1 (G, y) =

k
X
1
C 1 (Gi , y)
×
≤ 1.
2
k
λi
i=1

Finally, observe that by construction the flow is directed to sinks having 1-certificates, thus
W
GOR indeed computes f = i∈[n] fi .
J

4.2

Learning graph for Johnson walks

We build a framework close to the one of quantum walk based algorithms from [19, 18] but
for extended learning graphs. To avoid confusion we encode into a partial assignment the
corresponding assigned location, that is, zS = {(i, zi ) : i ∈ S}.
Fix some parameters r ≤ k ≤ n. We would like to define a learning graph GJohnson for
W
f = A fA , where A ranges over k-subsets of [n] and fA are Boolean functions over Z, but
differently than in Lemma 4.1. For this, we are going to use a learning graph for fA when the
input has been already partially loaded, that is, loaded on I(A) for some subset I(A) ⊆ [N ]
depending on A only. Namely, we assume we are given, for every partial assignment λ, a
learning graph GA,λ defined over inputs Zλ = {z ∈ Z : z(I(A)) = λ} for fA restricted to Zλ .
Then, instead of the learning graph of Lemma 4.1, our learning graph GJohnson factorizes
the load of input z over I(A) for |A| = k and then uses GA,zI(A) . This approach is more
efficient when, for every positive instance y, there is a 1-certificate I(Ty ) for some r-subset
Ty , and A 7→ I(A) is monotone. This is indeed the analogue of a walk on the Johnson Graph.
We will represent the resulting learning graph GJohnson graphically using r + 1 arrows:
one for the first load of (k − r) elements, and r smaller ones for each of the last r loads of a
single element. For example, when r = 2 we draw:
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A

∅

GA,xI(A)

In the following, LoadS denotes any super edge loading the elements of S, such as
DenseLoad or SparseLoad that we have defined in Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8.
I Theorem 4.2. For every subset S ⊆ [N ], let LoadS be any super edge loading S with
W
c1 (LoadS ) ≤ 1. Let r ≤ k ≤ n and let f = A fA , where A ranges over k-subsets of [n] and
fA are Boolean functions over Z.
Let I be a monotone mapping from subsets of [n] to subsets of [N ] with the property that,
for every y ∈ f −1 (1), there is an r-subset Ty ⊆ [n] whose image I(Ty ) is a 1-certificate for y.
Let S, U > 0 be such that every x ∈ f −1 (0) satisfies

C 0 (LoadI(A0 ) , z) ≤ S2 ;
(1)
E
A0 ⊂[n] : |A0 |=k−r

E

A0 ⊂A00 ⊆[n] : |A0 |=|A00 |−1=i

C 0 (LoadI(A00 )\I(A0 ) , z)



≤ U2 ,

for k − r ≤ i < k .

(2)

Let GA,λ be learning graphs for functions fA on Z restricted to inputs Zλ = {z ∈ Z :
z(I(A)) = λ}, for all k-subsets A of [n] and all possible assignments λ over I(A). Let finally
C > 0 be such that every x ∈ f −1 (0) satisfies

C 0 (GA,xI(A) , x)C 1 (GA,xI(A) , f ) ≤ C2 .
(3)
E
A⊆[n] : |A|=k

Then there is a learning graph GJohnson for f such that for every z ∈ Z


 n r


 C 0 (GJohnson , z) = O S2 +
k × U 2 + C2
when f (z) = 0,
k

 C 1 (G
, z) = 1
when f (z) = 1.
Johnson

Proof.
Construction. We define GJohnson by emulating a walk on the Johnson graph J(n, k) for
searching a k-subset A having an r-subset Ty such that I(Ty ) is a 1-certificate for y. In that
case, by monotonicity of I, the set I(A) will be also a 1-certificate for y.
Our learning graph GJohnson is composed of (r + 2) stages (that is, layers whose total
incoming flow is 1), that we call Stage `, for ` = 0, 1, . . . , r + 1. An example of such a learning
graph for n = 4, k = 3 and r = 1 is represented below:
∅

{1, 2}

{1, 3}

{1, 2, 3}

{1, 4}

{1, 2, 4}

{2, 3}

{1, 3, 4}

{2, 4}

{3, 4}

{2, 3, 4}


n
Stage 0 of GJohnson consists in (k−r)
disjoint paths, all of same weights, leading to
vertices labelled by some (k − r)-subset A0 and loading I(A0 ). They can be implemented by
the super edges LoadI(A0 ) . For positive instances y, the flow goes from ∅ to subsets I(A0 )
such that I(A0 ) ∩ Ty = ∅.
For ` = 1, . . . , r, Stage ` consists in (n − (k − r) − ` + 1) outgoing edges from each node
labeled by a (k − r + ` − 1)-subset A0 . Those edges are labelled by (A0 , j) where j 6∈ A0 and
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load I(A0 ∪ {j}) \ I(A0 ). They can be implemented by the super edges LoadI(A0 ∪{j})\I(A0 ) .
For positive instances y, for each vertex A0 getting some positive flow, the flow goes out only
to the edge (A0 , j` ), with the convention Ty = {j1 , . . . , jr }.
The final Stage (r + 1) consists in plugging in nodes A the corresponding learning graph
GA,xI(A) , for each k-subset A. We take a similar approach than in the construction of
GOR above. The weights of the edges in each component GA,zI(A) are rescaled by a factor
λA = C 1 (GA,xI(A) )/ n−r
k−r . For a positive instance y, the flow is directed uniformly to each
GA,yI(A) such that Ty ⊆ A, and then according to GA,yI(A) .
Observe that by construction, on positive inputs the flow reaches only 1-certificates of f .
Therefore GJohnson indeed computes f .
Analysis. Remind that the positive edge-complexity of our super edge Load is at most 1.

n
At Stage 0, the (k−r)
disjoint paths are all of same weights. The flow satisfies the
hypotheses of Lemma 3.6 with a speciality of O(1). Therefore, using inequality (1), the
complexity of this stage is O(S2 ) when f (x) = 0, and at most 1 otherwise.
For ` = 1, . . . , r, at Stage ` consists of (n − (k − r) − ` + 1) outgoing edges to each node
labeled by a (k − r + ` − 1)-subset. Take a positive instance y. Recall that, for each vertex
A0 getting some positive flow, the flow goes out only to the edge (A0 , j` ). By induction on `,
the incoming flow is uniform when positive. Therefore, the flow on each edge with positive
flow is also uniform, and the speciality of the stage is O(( nk )` · k). Hence, by Lemma 3.6 and
n `
2
using inequality 2, the
 cost of each such stage is O(( k ) · k · U ). The dominating term is
n r
2
thus O ( k ) · k · U .
The analysis of the final stage (Stage (r + 1)) is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1. For a
negative instance x, the complexity of this stage is:

n
X

0
k
λA C (GA,xI(A) , x) = n−r E C 0 (GA,xI(A) , x)C 1 (GA,xI(A) )
A

k−r

=O

A

 
n r
k

× E C 0 (GA,xI(A) , x)C 1 (GA,xI(A) )

5.1


.

A

Similarly, when f (y) = 1, we get a complexity at most 1.

5



J

Application to Triangle Finding
An adaptive Learning graph for dense case

We start by reviewing the main ideas of Le Gall’s algorithm in order to find a triangle in
an input graph G with n vertices. More precisely, we decompose the problem into similar
subproblems, and we build up our adaptive learning graph on top of it. Doing so, we get rid
of most of the technical difficulties that arise in the resolution of the underlying problems
using quantum walk based algorithms.
Let V be the vertex set of G. For a vertex u, let Nu be the neighborhood of u, and for
two vertices u, v, let Nu,v = Nu ∩ Nv . Figure 1 illustrates the following strategy for finding a
potential triangle in some given graph G, with x, a, b integer parameters to be specified later.
First, fix an x-subset X of vertices. Then, either G has a triangle with one vertex in X
or each (potential) triangle vertex is outside X. The first case is quite easy to deal with, so
we ignore it for now and we only focus on the second case. Thus there is no need to query
any possible edge between two vertices u, v connected to the same vertex in X. Indeed, if
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B2

u
w
∆(X, B, w)

t

v
Nt2

X2

A2

Figure 1 Sets involved in Le Gall’s algorithm.

A
∅

w

B

∆(X, B, w)

X
t

uv

Figure 2 Learning graph for Triangle Finding with complexity O(n5/4 ).

such an edge exists, the first case will detect a triangle. Therefore one only needs to look for
a triangle edge in ∆(X) = {(u, v) ∈ V 2 : Nu,v ∩ X = ∅}.
Second, search for an a-subset A with two triangle vertices in it. For this, construct the
set ∆(X, A) = A2 ∩ ∆(X) of potential triangle edges in A2 . The set ∆(X, A) can be easily
set once all edges between X and A are known.
Third, in order to decide if ∆(X, A) has a triangle edge, search for a vertex w making a
triangle with an edge of ∆(X, A).
Otherwise, search for a b-subset B of A such that w makes a triangle with two vertices of
B. For this last step, we construct the set ∆(X, B, w) = (Nw )2 ∩ ∆(X, B) of pairs of vertices
connected to w. If any of such pairs is an actual edge, then we have found a triangle.
We will use learning graphs of type GOR for the first step, for finding an appropriate
vertex w, and for deciding weither ∆(X, B, w) has an edge; and learning graphs of type
GJohnson for finding subsets A and B.
More formally now, let Triangle be the Boolean function such that Triangle(G) = 1 iff
graph input G has a triangle. We do the following decomposition. First, observe that
W
Triangle = X : |X|=x (hX ∨ fX ) with hX (G) = 1 (resp. fX (G) = 1) iff G has a triangle with
a vertex in X (resp. with no vertex in X). Then, we pursue the decomposition for fX (G) as
W
W
fX (G) = A : |A|=a fX,A (G) and fX,A (G) = w∈V fX,A,w (G), for A ⊆ V and w ∈ V , where
fX,A (G) = 1 iff G has a triangle between two vertices in A \ X and a third one outside X;
fX,A,w (G) = 1 iff w 6∈ X and G has a triangle between w and two vertices in A \ X.
W
Last, we can write fX,A,w (G) = B⊂A, |B|=b fX,B,w (G).
With our notations introduced in Section 4, our adaptive learning graph G for Triangle
Finding can be represented as in Figure 2.
Using adaptive learning graphs instead of the framework of quantum walk based algorithms
from [18] simplifies the implementation of the above strategy because one can consider all the
possible subsets X instead of choosing just a random one. Then one only needs to estimate
the average complexity over all possible X. Such an average analysis was not considered
in the framework of [18]. In addition, we do not need to estimate the size of ∆(X, A, w)
at any moment of our algorithm. As a consequence, our framework greatly simplifies the
combinatorial analysis of our algorithm as compared to the one of Le Gall, and lets us shave
off some logarithmic factors.
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u

(Nw ∩ B)2

w

B2
v

Figure 3 Sets involved in the sparse decomposition.

w

(Nw ∩ B)2

B

e 5/6 m1/6 + d2 √n) log n).
Figure 4 Learning graph for Triangle Finding with complexity O((n
I Theorem 5.1. The adaptive learning graph of Figure 2 with |X| = x, |A| = a, |B| = b,
and using Load = DenseLoad, has complexity
s
O


!
 n 2 
 a 2 
2
b
.
a · x 2 + n b2 +
b+
xn2 + (ax)2 +
a
b
x

In particular, taking a = n3/4 and b = x =

5.2

√

n leads to Q(Triangle) = O(n5/4 ).

Sparse graphs

In the sparse case we now show to use extended learning graphs in order to get a better
complexity than the one of Theorem 5.1.
First, the same learning graph of Theorem 5.1 has a much smaller complexity for sparse
graphs when SparseLoad is used instead of DenseLoad.
I Theorem 5.2. The learning graph of Figure 2, using Load = SparseLoad, has complexity
over graphs with m edges
s
O

!


 n 2 
 a 2 
2
m
m
m
b
xm + (ax)2 · 2 +
a · x 2 · 2 + n b2 · 2 +
b+
log n .
n
a
n
n
b
x

In particular, taking a = n3/4 and b = x =
√
O(n11/12 m1/6 log n) when m ≥ n5/4 .

√

n/(m/n2 )1/3 leads to a complexity of

We now end with an even simpler learning graph (see Figure 3) whose complexity depends
on its average of squared degrees. It consists in searching for a triangle vertex w. In order to
check if w is such a vertex, we search for a b-subset B with an edge connected to w. For this
purpose, we first connect w to B, and then check if there is an edge in (Nw ∩ B)2 .
W
Formally, we do the decomposition Triangle = w∈V fw , with fw (G) = 1 iff w is a triangle
W
vertex in G. Then, we pursue the decomposition with fw (G) = B⊆V : |B|=b fw,B (G) where
fw,B (G) = 1 iff G has a triangle formed by w and two vertices of B. Using our notations,
the resulting learning graph is represented
diagram in Figure 4.
q  by the

2
In the following theorem, d2 = Ev |Nv | denotes the variance of the degrees.
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I Theorem 5.3. Let b ≥ n2 /m. The learning graph of Figure 4, using SparseLoad for the
first stage of GJohnson and DenseLoad otherwise, has complexity over graphs with m edges
s 

!
2
2 (d )2
n
b
m
2
.
O
n b2 2 log n + 2 b +
n
b
n2
√
Taking b = n4/3 /(m log n)1/3 leads to a complexity of O(n5/6 (m log n)1/6 + d2 n).
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Abstract
We consider the problem of elimination in communication complexity, that was first raised by
Ambainis et al. [1] and later studied by Beimel et al. [4] for its connection to the famous direct
sum question. In this problem, let f : {0, 1}2n → {0, 1} be any boolean function. Alice and Bob
get k inputs x1 , . . . , xk and y1 , . . . , yk respectively, with xi , yi ∈ {0, 1}n . They want to output a
k-bit vector v, such that there exists one index i for which vi 6= f (xi , yi ). We prove a general
result lower bounding the randomized communication complexity of the elimination problem for
f using its discrepancy. Consequently, we obtain strong lower bounds for the functions InnerProduct and Greater-Than, that work for exponentially larger values of k than the best previous
bounds.
To prove our result, we use a pseudo-random notion called regularity that was first used by
Raz and Wigderson [19]. We show that functions with small discrepancy are regular. We also
observe that a weaker notion, that we call weak-regularity, already implies hardness of elimination.
Finally, we give a different proof, borrowing ideas from Viola [23], to show that Greater-Than is
weakly regular.
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Introduction

There is a great interest in computational complexity in so called direct sum questions
which consider the complexity of solving k independent instances of a problem at once. In
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most reasonable models of computation one would expect the cost of solving k independent
instances at once to be k-times the cost of solving a single instance. This is indeed true in
some models of computation such as decision trees [18, 10]. However, in some computational
models we know that one can achieve savings when solving k-instances simultaneously: in
randomized communication complexity [12], in distributional complexity [21] and in zero-error
average complexity [15]. For some other models of computations such as boolean circuits
we do not know whether some savings are possible. However, in all these cases there is a
great interest in the direct sum question as its understanding would shed light on various
aspects of complexity. A direct sum theorem for communication complexity would imply
the separation of N C 1 from N C 2 [13]. The direct sum for information complexity is used
to prove lower bounds in communication complexity (see for example [2, 11, 3, 5]). This
motivates the study of the direct sum question.
There are several other problems that are closely related to the direct sum question.
In a problem introduced by Beimel et al. [4], one gets k independent instances of some
computational problem and has to decide the correct answer for one of the instances of his
choice. Provided that the instances are independent there is a hope of picking some easy
instance among the k instances. Another problem studied in the literature is the problem of
selection, where one should select a positive instance among a k independent instances. This
problem was studied exhaustively in the context of structural complexity theory (starting
with [20]). Another problem is the problem of distinguishing k positive instances from k
negative instances [4].
The least difficult among all these problems is the problem of elimination. If f : {0, 1}2n →
{0, 1} is a two-player boolean function, the elimination problem elim ◦ f k gives Alice and
Bob k n-bit strings each, and asks them to find a k-bit vector z of answers to the k instances
which differs from the correct answer for at least one of the instances (i.e. zi 6= f (xi , yi )
for some i). Hence, one eliminates a single incorrect vector of answers. In the context of
communication complexity this problem was posed by Ambainis et al. [1] and further studied
by Beimel et al. [4]. To solve the elimination problem one merely has to solve one of the k
instances and negate its answer. Both papers [1, 4] provide examples where one can achieve
some savings, typically  k bits of communication, and they also provide lower bounds for
particular functions.
Ambainis et al. established Ω(n/ log n log log n) lower bound on randomized communication complexity of elimination for the Inner-Product – elim ◦ IPk – and Disjointness –
elim ◦ Disjk – for constant k. Their result can be extended to slightly growing k, but for
k ≥ Ω(log n) the lower bound becomes trivial. Beimel et al. [4] establish a general relationship,
showing that the (public-coin) randomized communication complexity of elimination for f k is
lower-bounded by the (public-coin) randomized complexity of f with error roughly 12 − 2−k .
Due to this large allowed error, the lower bound also becomes trivial for large k.
In this work we also consider the problem of elimination in the setting of (public-coin)
randomized communication complexity. We identify two properties of boolean functions
that are closely related to the randomized communication complexity of elimination: the
regularity and weak-regularity. Regularity can be thought of as a generalization of discrepancy
for functions with non-boolean output. The notion was used by Raz and Wigderson [19] to
prove lower bounds in communication complexity. We establish a close relationship between
regularity of f k and the discrepancy of f for any function f . We then relax the notion of
regularity to weak-regularity and show that weak-regularity implies lower bounds for the
elimination problem. The two results together allow us to lower-bound the randomized
communication-complexity of the elimination problem by the inverse-log of discrepancy:
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I Theorem 1. For any boolean function f and a distribution µ on inputs of f ,
Rε (elim ◦ f k ) ≥ log

1
− log k + log(1 − ε · 2k ) − O(1).
Disc(f )

One corollary of this theorem is a lower-bound of Ω(n) for elimination of IPk for k as
large as exponential in n. The best known result before our work, due to Beimel et al., does
not give any non-trivial lower bound for k ≥ n. Similarly, we show a bound of Ω(log n) for
the elimination of GTk , for k < n1/4 , where GT is the Greater-Than function. Previous
results yielded interesting bounds only for k ≤ log n.
Our discrepancy to regularity reduction relies on a sophisticated result of Lee et al. [17]
which establishes a direct product theorem for discrepancy. For the Greater-Than function
GT we also provide an elementary proof of weak-regularity. This gives a hope of establishing
stronger lower bounds for the elimination of functions that have large discrepancy, such
as set disjointness. Our proof of weak-regularity designs a hard distribution for GT. Our
distribution borrows ideas from the work of Viola [23], but extends them in a novel way.
While Viola’s distribution is easy for distinguishing k negative instances from k positive
instances for k = O(n), our distribution seems hard even for distinguishing exponentially
many positive or negative instances.

2

The elimination problem

For a boolean function f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, its corresponding elimination problem,
denoted elim ◦ f k for k ≥ 1, is defined as follows: Alice and Bob are given k strings
x̄ = x1 , . . . , xk , and ȳ = y1 , . . . , yk respectively, of n-bits each; they must then communicate
in order to agree on an output string out ∈ {0, 1}k , such that out 6= f k (x̄, ȳ) – i.e., they must
eliminate a single possibility for the value of f (x1 , y1 ) . . . f (xk , yk ), from among all possible
2k values it could take.
The elimination problem was first studied in the context of communication complexity
in [1], and later in [4]. Other problems of a similar flavor are studied in those works –
enumeration and selection in [1], choice and agreement in [4] – but, in fact, any lower-bounds
for elimination will imply the same lower-bounds for these problems. Since proving lowerbounds for elimination will give the same lower-bounds for these other problems, we will not
describe the other problems in further detail.
Instead, we will focus on proving lower-bounds against randomized protocols for the
elimination problem. In this setting, we say that Alice and Bob succeed when they output a
string out ∈ {0, 1}k other than f k (x̄, ȳ), as above; otherwise we say that they made an error.
I Definition 2. The randomized communication complexity of elim◦f k , denoted Rε (elim◦f k ),
is the maximum length of the smallest randomized protocol with shared randomness, which
on every input x̄, ȳ will succeed except with error probability ≤ ε.

2.1

Basic observations

The first thing to realize is that if both players compute f for a single instance, then they can
output any vector that negates f at that coordinate. So clearly Rε (elim◦f k ) ≤ Rε (f ) ≤ D(f ),
where Rε (f ) and D(f ) denote the randomized and deterministic communication complexity
of f , respectively.
The next thing to notice is that the randomized task becomes trivial for ε ≥ 2−k . Indeed,
both players can use their shared randomness to choose a uniformly random out ∈ {0, 1}k ,
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and outputting this out causes them to succeed with probability 1 − 2−k . Hence we will
assume from this point onward that ε ≤ 2−k .
As usual, we will make use of Yao’s principle to prove our lower-bounds. So let ρ ∼
{0, 1}2nk be a distribution, and f : {0, 1}2n → {0, 1} a boolean function as before.
I Definition 3. The communication complexity of elim ◦ f k over ρ, denoted Dρε (elim ◦ f k ),
is the maximum length of the smallest deterministic protocol which succeeds with error
probability ≤ ε on inputs drawn from ρ.
Yao’s principle then tells us that
Rε (elim ◦ f k ) = sup Dρε (elim ◦ f k ).
ρ

We will use the easy direction (≥) to prove lower-bounds, by presenting a hard distribution ρ
for which Dρε (elim ◦ f k ) is high.
In preparation to this, let us think what it means when we say Dρε (elim ◦ f k ) ≤ C. It
means that we can partition the space {0, 1}nk × {0, 1}nk into ≤ 2C combinatorial rectangles
R = A × B, and in each rectangle we will output a single out = out(R) ∈ {0, 1}k . Now, each
rectangle R is itself naturally partitioned into 2k pieces, one piece for each z ∈ {0, 1}k :
Rz = {(x̄, ȳ) ∈ R | f k (x, y) = z}.
(These pieces are possibly empty and non-rectangular.) Then if the success probability is
high, it must happen that on the ρ-large rectangles, Rout has very little mass. Indeed, the
error probability is the sum of every ρ(Rout(R) ) over the various rectangles R induced by the
protocol.
This (vague) condition is both necessary and sufficient, because if we do have a (protocolinduced) partition of {0, 1}nk × {0, 1}nk into rectangles, and on every such rectangle R there
is a piece Rz with very little mass (less than 2−k ρ(R), say), we may simply output out = z
on this rectangle, and we will have a non-trivial protocol for elimination.

2.2

Regularity

So a natural way of proving a lower-bound would be to show that, under some carefully
chosen hard distribution ρ, every rectangle R gets split into pieces Rz all of which are
non-vanishing. We may eventually come to the following natural definition:
I Definition 4. Let n, k ≥ 1 be natural numbers, and δ ∈ [0, 1]; let f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n →
{0, 1} be a boolean function, and ρ be a distribution over {0, 1}nk × {0, 1}nk .
Then f is said to be δ-weakly-regular with respect to ρ if for every R and z,
ρ(Rz ) ≥ 2−k (ρ(R) − δ),
where R ranges over combinatorial rectangles in {0, 1}nk × {0, 1}nk and z ranges over {0, 1}k .
In this definition, if ρ(R) < δ then the condition is satisfied trivially so δ bounds from
below the mass of rectangles for which each Rz should have non-trivial mass.
Now take any protocol π communicating less than C bits, and let R range over the
monochromatic rectangles induced by π. Then if f is δ-weakly-regular w.r.t. ρ, π’s error
probability is
X
X


ε=
ρ(Rout(R) ) ≥
2−k ρ(R) − δ ≥ 2−k 1 − δ · 2C .
R

R
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This proves that:
I Theorem 5. If f is δ-weakly-regular with respect to ρ, then
Dρε (elim ◦ f k ) ≥ log

1 − ε · 2k
.
δ

The notion of weak regularity naturally arises from first considerations of the elimination
problem. Interestingly, it is the weak version of a stronger notion, which we define below,
variants of which first appeared in a paper of Raz and Wigderson [19]1 on randomized
communication complexity of Karchmer–Wigderson games [14], and also later – in disguise –
in related work on simulation theorems [9]2 .
The stronger notion says that f is regular with respect to ρ if every large rectangle R is
partitioned into rectangles Rz of roughly equal mass (i.e., each Rz comprises approximately
2−k fraction of all the ρ-mass of R). Formally:
I Definition 6. Let n, k, δ, f , and ρ be as in Definition 4. Then f is said to be δ-regular
with respect to ρ if for every R and z


2−k ρ(R) − δ ≤ ρ(Rz ) ≤ 2−k ρ(R) + δ ,
where R ranges over combinatorial rectangles in {0, 1}nk × {0, 1}nk and z ranges over {0, 1}k .
It is obvious that regularity implies weak regularity. We conjecture that the opposite is
not true, i.e., that the two notions can be separated for some function f . A formal statement
of our conjecture appears in the conclusion (§5). In Section 3 we will establish a strong
two-way connection between regularity and matrix discrepancy.
The reader may wonder why the notion is called regularity. Indeed, if we think of a
bipartite graph Gz with {0, 1}nk on each side, and put an edge between x̄ and ȳ if f k (x̄, ȳ) = z,
then the regularity property implies that the edge-density between any two large sets A and
B will be roughly what one would expect if the edges of Gz had been chosen at random.
This is regularity in the sense of Szemerédi [22].

Regularity is a form of pseudo-randomness
We now give an alternative definition for regularity, which we found curious and worth noting.
Say that a set G ⊂ {0, 1}nk × {0, 1}nk is δ-pseudorandom against combinatorial rectangles
under ρ if for any such rectangle R ⊂ {0, 1}nk ×{0, 1}nk we have ρ(R)−δ ≤ ρ(R∩G)
ρ(G) ≤ ρ(R)+δ.
Call G a δ-hitting set for combinatorial rectangles under ρ if ρ(R∩G)
ρ(G) ≥ ρ(R) − δ.
k
Now suppose that ρ = µ , where µ is a balanced distribution over {0, 1}n . It then
follows that f is δ-regular with respect to ρ if and only if, for every z ∈ {0, 1}k , (f k )−1 (z)
is δ-pseudorandom against combinatorial rectangles under ρ. In the same way, f is weakly
regular if every inverse image (f k )−1 (z) is a δ-hitting set
It should also be clear that, if δ is small enough and π is a sufficiently-short protocol, or
part of a protocol, then whatever output or transcript distribution π may have on ρ, the
corresponding distribution on the conditional ρ | (f k )−1 (z) will be close, so, in some sense, π
cannot distinguish the two distributions. We found this to be a good intuition, although in
our results it is used only implicitly.
1
2

See the comments on p. 10, before Lemma 2.2, of the full (preprint) version.
When the authors show that block-wise density implies uniformity, they are essentially showing that
large R are broken into equally sized Rz .
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2.3

The contents of our paper

The next two sections form the core of the paper. In Section 3 we will explain the relationship
between discrepancy and regularity, and this will give us the strongest possible randomized
lower-bounds for the elimination problem of any function with sufficiently high discrepancy.
This result improves the bound from [4] (we will see how in Section 3), and establishes that
regularity holds for a large class of functions, a result which is interesting in its own right.
We then present, in Section 4, a proof of weak regularity of the Greater-Than function.
Braverman and Weinstein [6] have proven that the Greater-Than function has small discrepancy (O( √1n )), and this, together with the previous Section 3, is enough to prove a
comparable lower-bound. However, we feel that this proof is interesting for two reasons.
First of all, it is a proof from first principles, whereas the proof that discrepancy implies
regularity uses the XOR lemma for discrepancy of Lee et al. [17], which can be considered
heavy machinery. Second, perhaps more importantly, it is noteworthy that we are still unable
to prove elimination lower-bounds for functions with large discrepancy, such as disjointness.
Because regularity is a stronger property than discrepancy, there is little hope to use the
regularity property to prove such lower-bounds. But because our second proof is based on
weak regularity, we can hope that the techniques therein will one day allow us to understand
the elimination problem for high-discrepancy functions.

3

Discrepancy and regularity

For the remainder of this section, let n, k ≥ 1 be natural numbers; let f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n →
{0, 1} be a boolean function, and µ be a distribution over {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n ; let the letter R
always denote a combinatorial rectangle in {0, 1}nk × {0, 1}nk and let z always denote an
element of {0, 1}k . For a given R, let Rz be as defined in Section 2:
Rz = {(x̄, ȳ) ∈ R | ∀i f (xi , yi ) = zi }.
Begin by recalling the well-known notion of matrix discrepancy [16]:
I Definition 7. The discrepancy of f with respect to µ equals
Discµ (f ) =

max
n

A⊂{0,1} ,B⊂{0,1}n

X

µ(a, b)(−1)f (a,b) .

a∈A,b∈B

We will now show that discrepancy and regularity (Definition 6) are closely related. On
one hand, it is easy to see that regularity for k = 1 is equivalent to discrepancy. To see this,
notice that f is δ-regular with respect to µ if and only if µ(R0 ) and µ(R1 ) are both within
µ(R)
µ(R)
δ
δ
2 − 2 and
2 + 2 for all R, which again happens if and only if Discµ (f ) ≤ δ.
I Lemma 8. Let k = 1. Then f is δ-regular with respect to µ if and only if Discµ (f ) ≤ δ.
It is somewhat harder to show the relation for k > 1. Our proof makes use of the following
remarkable result, which was proven in [17, Theorem 19]:
I Lemma 9 (XOR-lemma for discrepancy). Let µt be the t-fold product of µ, and ⊕t f be the
t-fold XOR of f . Then
Discµt (⊕t f ) ≤ 64t · Discµ (f )t
Our main result in this section is the following:
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1
64Discµ (f ) .

The constant hidden in the O-notation is 64e (e is Euler’s number).
Proof. Abbreviate ρ ≡ µk . For any given rectangle R = A × B ⊂ {0, 1}nk × {0, 1}nk , we
will compute ρ(Rz ) directly. Let a range over A and b over B, and set fj = f when zj = 1
and fj = 1 − f when zj = 0; then
ρ(Rz ) =

X

ρ(a, b)

a,b

Y 1 + (−1)fj (aj ,bj )
;
2

j∈[k]

Expanding the product and separating out the resulting “1” term:

ρ(Rz ) = 2−k 


X

ρ(a, b) +

X

ρ(a, b)

Y

σT  ,

∅6=T ⊂[k]

a,b

σT =

X

(−1)fj (aj ,bj )

j∈T

a,b

The left term is simply ρ(R), so we now bound |σT |. Say |T | = t; let a0 ∈ {0, 1}n(k−t) range
over the projection3 A[k]\T and let a00 range over the elements of AT such that a0 a00 ∈ A;
similarly for b0 and b00 with respect to B; then

|σT | ≤

X

µk−t (a0 , b0 ) ·

a0 ,b0

X

µt (a00 , b00 )

a00 ,b00

Y

00

00

(−1)f (aj ,bj ) .

j∈T

This inequality follows from the triangle inequality, since ρ = µk . Notice that fj may be
replaced by f , since any resulting multiplication with −1 gets absorbed by taking the absolute
value. Now the innermost sum is upper-bounded by Discµt (⊕t f ). Let D = 64 · Discµ (f ).
Now Lemma 9 allows us to simplify:
|σT | ≤

X

µk−t (a0 , b0 ) · Dt ≤ Dt .

a0 ,b0

But then
X
∅6=T ⊂[k]

|σT | ≤

k  
X
k
t=1

t

Dt = (1 + D)k − 1.

By taking the derivative with respect to D, we find that (1 + D)k − 1 ≤ ekD whenever
1
k≤D
. So we conclude that
ρ(R) · 2−k − ekD · 2−k ≤ ρ(Rz ) ≤ ρ(R) · 2−k + ekD · 2−k .

3

J

AS for S ⊂ [k] is the projection of A into the coordinates in S, i.e., those settings a0 of the coordinates
in S which can be completed with some a00 in the coordinates in [p] \ S to get a string in A.
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Lower-bounds from discrepancy
The connection between regularity and discrepancy results in a general lower-bound for the
elimination problem of small-discrepancy functions:
I Corollary 11. For any boolean function f : {0, 1}2n → {0, 1}, any distribution µ over
1
,
{0, 1}2n , and any k ≤ 64Disc
µ (f )
Dµε k (elim ◦ f k ) ≥ log

1
− log k + log(1 − ε · 2k ) − O(1).
Discµ (f )

From Corollary 11, Yao’s principle now gives us Theorem 1 mentioned in the introduction.
This result should be compared with a similar result, which is implicit in [4]:
I Proposition 12 ([4]). For any f and µ,
Dµε k (elim ◦ f k ) ≥ log

1
− k + log(1 − ε · 2k ) − O(1).
Discµ (f )

As the reader may see, the gain that we achieve is to show the theorem for much larger k.
Our result will still hold for an exponentially larger k than what was previously allowed.
Recall the Greater-Than function GTn – GTn (x, y) = 1 if and only if x ≥ y, where x and
y are two n-bit numbers written in base 2. Braverman and Weinstein [6] have provided a
distribution µ on which Discµ (GTn ) = Ω( √1n ), and so as a corollary we obtain the following
lower-bound:
I Corollary 13. Rε (elim ◦ GTkn ) ≥

1
2

log n − log k + log(1 − ε · 2k ).

When IPn equals the Inner-Product mod-2 function, we get:
I Corollary 14. Rε (elim ◦ IPkn ) ≥

n
2

− log k + log(1 − ε · 2k ).

While our improvement may seem minor at first, we believe it is actually very significant.
Notice that, remarkably, the Inner-Product lower-bound is linear even for k = 2Ω(n) . For the
Greater-Than function, the previously known lower-bounds would be meaningless for any
k ≥ log n, whereas our lower-bounds can go as far as k = Ω(n). We conjecture that these
lower-bounds are optimal when the allowed error is Ω(2−k ); we will have more to say in the
conclusion.

4

Lower-bound for elim ◦ GT from first principles

Our “hard” distribution µ on {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n is as follows. Let m and ` be integers such
√
that n = m`. (Think of m = n.) We split each n-bit output into m blocks of ` bits each.
We set X = X1 . . . Xm , where each block Xi is uniformly and independently selected from
the set B` = {0, 1}` − {0` , 1` } (i.e. we forbid the all-0s and all-1s strings). Then we pick
a uniformly-random block-index J ∈ [m], and a uniformly-random bit Z ∈ {−1, 1}, and
set Y = X1 . . . XJ−1 (XJ + Z)0 . . . 0, where XJ is interpreted as an integer. Let µ̄ denote
the distribution of (X, Y, Z, J) generated by this process; then µ is the projection of µ̄ onto
(X, Y ).
Then the main theorem of this section is:
I Theorem 15. GTn is n−1/17 -weakly-regular with respect to µk , provided k ≤ n1/4 .
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Our proof is inspired by a paper of Viola [23] who proved lower bound on the randomized
communication complexity of GTn . To prove Theorem 15 we will review some basic lemmas
and definitions.
If A and B are two random variables over the same universe, we will use ∆(A; B) to
denote the statistical distance (or total variation distance) of their distributions; we use H(A)
to denote the entropy of A’s distribution. Definitions of these concepts may be found on [7],
or via a simple internet search.
I Lemma 16 (Pinsker’s inequality). Let V be a random variable
taking values in a set S,
p
and let U be a uniform variable over S. Then ∆(V ; U ) ≤ log |S| − H(V ).
See [8, p. 44] for a proof of the above.
I Lemma 17. For x ≥ 2, it holds log(2x − 2) ≥ x −

1
2x−2 .

Proof. We will prove an equivalent inequality
log(2x − 2) − log(2x ) ≥ −

1
.
2x−2

By convexity of the exponential function we have 1 − y ≥ 2−2y for y ∈ [0; 21 ]. Then
log(2x − 2) − log(2x ) = log(1 − 21−x ) ≥ log(2−2

2−x

)=−

1
2x−2

.

J

Proof of Theorem 15. Let the random variables X = X 1 . . . X k , Y = Y 1 . . . Y k , J =
J 1 . . . J k and Z = Z 1 . . . Z k be drawn according to the distribution µ̄k , by the process given
above, so that (X, Y ) is distributed according to µk .
Fix a large rectangle R = R1 ×R2 – i.e., a rectangle such that µk (R) ≥ n1 . Let X = (B` )mk
be the support of X. Since µk has zero mass outside of X × {0, 1}kn , assume without loss of
generality that R1 ⊂ X .
Let W denote a random variable distributed as Y conditioned on X ∈ R1 , and Wz be
distributed as Y conditioned on X ∈ R1 and Z = z. We will prove that, for any z ∈ {0, 1}k ,
∆(W ; Wz ) ≤

1
.
n1/17

(I)

This implies Theorem 15, because4
2k µk (Rz ) = 2k · Pr[X × Y ∈ Rz ]
µk

k

= 2 · Pr[X ∈ R1 , Y ∈ R2 , Z = z]
µk

= Pr[X ∈ R1 ] · Pr[Y ∈ R2 | X ∈ R1 , Z = z]
µk
µk


1
≥ Pr[X ∈ R1 ] · Pr[Y ∈ R2 | X ∈ R1 ] − 1/17
n
µk
µk
1
≥ Pr[X ∈ R1 ] · Pr[Y ∈ R2 | X ∈ R1 ] − 1/17
n
µk
µk
1
= µk (R) − 1/17
n
4

We should note that the same property will trivially hold if µk (R) <

1
n.
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V11

Vj11

V12

Vj22

...
V1k−1
V1k

Vjk−1
k−1

Vm1

V11

Vm2

V12

...

...

Vj22 − z2

Vmk−1 V1k−1
Vmk

Vjkk

Vj11 − z1

V1k

Vjk−1
− zk−1
k−1
Vjkk − zk

V

Wz

Figure 1 V and Wz . V<j appears in dark gray; light gray marks zeros.

To prove (I), it suffices bounding ∆(Wb ; Wa ) ≤

1
n1/17

for arbitrary a, b ∈ {1, −1}k , because:

1X
Pr[W = ȳ] − Pr[Wa = ȳ]
2 ȳ
X
1X
=
Pr[Z = b] · Pr[Wb = ȳ] − Pr[Wa = ȳ]
2 ȳ
k

∆(W ; Wa ) =

b∈{1,−1}

≤

X
b∈{1,−1}k

1 1X
Pr[Wb = ȳ] − Pr[Wa = ȳ] =
·
2k 2 s

X
b∈{1,−1}k

1
∆(Wb ; Wa )
2k

Then let V denote a random variable distributed as X conditioned on X ∈ R1 ; since R1 ⊂ X
and X is uniform over X , V itself is drawn uniformly from R1 . First we prove that
H(V ) ≥ nk − o(1) − log n

(II)

Since V is uniform on R1 , H(V ) = log |R1 |. As we assumed R was large,
|R1 |
1
= P r(X,Y ) [X ∈ R1 ] ≥ .
|X |
n
Thus by Lemma 17:
H(V ) ≥ log

n


|X |
1 
= log (2n/m −2)mk −log n ≥ mk
− n −2 −log n = nk−o(1)−log n.
n
m 2m

The variable V can be divided into same blocks as the variable X. Thus, V = V 1 , . . . , V k
where each V i is an n-bit number. Each V i is V1i . . . Vmi where each Vji is an `-bit number.
Let j be a vector in [m]k . By V<j we denote all blocks Vsi for i ∈ [k] and s < ji . The universe
of V<j is denoted by V<j . For j ∈ [m]k , v ∈ V<j and z ∈ {−1, 1}k , let Vj,v,z be the random
variable Vj11 − z1 , . . . , Vjkk − zk , conditioned on V<j = v. This is the same distribution as the
projection of Y , conditioned on J = j, Z = z and V<j = v, onto blocks given by j. Figure 1
illustrates the notation.
Then from the triangle inequality we get
X X
∆(Wb ; Wa ) ≤
Pr [J = j, V<j = v] ∆(Vj,v,b ; Vj,v,a ).
j∈[m]k v∈V<j

J,V

Now notice that Vj,v,a = π(Vj,v,b ) = π 0 (Vj ) for some permutations π and π 0 of the domain
nk
nk
{0, 1} m ; then for U uniform over {0, 1} m ,
∆(Vj,v,b ; Vj,v,a ) ≤ ∆(Vj,v,b ; U ) + ∆(U ; Vj,v,a ) = 2∆(U ; Vj11 , . . . , Vjkk | V<j = v).
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p0

R
}

m

Figure 2 An example how to cover all blocks in the sum M (gray blocks) and the variable L and
n
R. Each rectangle represents a block of m
bits.

q
k
1
Pinsker’s inequality then tells us that ∆(Vj ; U ) ≤ nk
m − H(Vj1 , . . . , Vjk | V<j = v). We may
thus bound
r
nk
1 X
Pr[V<j = v]
− H(Vj11 . . . Vjkk |V<j = v)
∆(Wb ; Wa ) ≤
mk jv V
m
s

 nk
√
1 X
1 . . . V k |V
≤
=
v)
(by concavity of ·)
P
r
[V
=
v]
−
H(V
<j
V
<j
jk
j1
k
m jv
m
s
nk
1 X
=
− k
H(Vj11 . . . Vjkk |V<j )
(by definition of conditional entropy)
m
m j
P
Now we need to bound the sum j H(Vj11 . . . Vjkk |V<j ). The sum is over all vectors j in
[m]k . We will divide the summands into parts that allow us to use the chain rule. We call
a vector p ∈ [m]k a pattern if p contains 1 in some coordinate. We denote the set of all
patterns by P. For a pattern p ∈ P we define a width w(p) of pattern p as the maximum of
entries of p:
w(p) = max pi .
i∈[k]

Denote the set of all patterns of width w by Pw . For an integer s, (p + s) = (p1 + s, p2 +
s, . . . , pk + s). In this way, we can rewrite the sum of entropies:
X
j∈[m]k

H(Vj11 . . . Vjkk |V<j ) =

X X m−w
X

H(Vp11 +s . . . Vpkk +s |V<(p+s) ).

(III)

w∈[m] p∈Pw s=0

Pm−w
Let fix some pattern p ∈ Pw and bound the last sum M = s=0 H(Vp11 +s . . . Vpkk +s |V<(p+s) ).
Let p0 be a vector such that we add m − w to every entry of p, i.e., p0 = (p + m − w). Let L
be blocks of V “to the left” of p and R be blocks “to the right” of p0 . Formally,
L = V11 . . . Vp11 −1 . . . V1k . . . Vpkk −1

R = Vp101 +1 . . . Vm1 . . . Vpk0 +1 . . . Vmk
k

The variables L and R are chosen in a way that they, together with the blocks used in the
sum M , “cover” all blocks of V . For a better understanding see Figure 2.
n
Note that variables L and R contains together (w − 1)k blocks (i.e., m
(w − 1)k bits)
independently of the choice of p ∈ Pw . The chain rule then says that H(V ) = H(L) + M +
H(R|V≤p0 ), and so
M = H(V ) − H(L) − H(R|V≤p0 ) ≥ H(V ) −

n
(w − 1)k.
m
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We are ready to bound the sums from Equation (III).
X X m−w
X

H(Vp11 +s . . . Vpkk +s |V<(p+s) ) ≥

w∈[m] p∈Pw s=0

X X

H(V ) −

w∈[m] p∈Pw

n
nk − o(1) − log n − (w − 1)k
≥
m
w∈[m] p∈Pw




nk X X
m − w + 1 − |P| o(1) + log n
=
m
w∈[m] p∈Pw


nk
= mk
− |P| o(1) + log n
m
X X

n
(w − 1)k
m
(by II)

Bounding the number of all patterns by |P| ≤ kmk−1 , we can also bound
s
1 X
nk
∆(Wa ; Wb ) ≤
− k
H(Vj11 . . . Vjkk |V<j )
m
m j
r


nk
1  nk
≤
− k mk
− |P| o(1) + log n
m
m
m
r
k−1

√
km
=
log n + o(1)
(for m = n, k ≤ n1/4 )
k
m
r

1
1
=
J
1 log n + o(1) ≤
1
n4
n 17

5

Conclusion and open problems

We have given strong lower bounds on the elimination problem with an exponentially improved
dependence on k for functions with small discrepancy. We have singled out two measures of
complexity, regularity and weak regularity, which appeared implicitly in previous works on
communication complexity. We have found regularity to be a natural property to keep in
mind, whenever Alice and Bob are given multiple instances x1 , y1 , . . . xk , yk , and must solve
some problem that depends on the pointwise application f k (x̄, ȳ).
The first question that is not at all clear to us is: how do these notions relate to each
other? Is there a function f for which the elimination problem is hard, and which is still not
weakly-regular? Is there a function f which is weakly-regular but not regular?
Open problem. Can we separate the notion of elimination from weak regularity, and weak
regularity from regularity?
The second problem we would like to understand is the following. As far as we are able
to tell, it could be that elimination is simply as hard as communication of a single instance.
We would like to see settled the following conjecture:
Conjecture (Elimination is as hard as communication)
Rε (elim ◦ f k ) ≥ Ω(Rδ (f ))

δ

(for δ = Ω(1), ε = Ω(2−k ) and k ≤ 2Ω(R

(f ))

)

Third, and finally, we would like to know if our lower-bounds are tight with respect to
the parameter k. We do not know whether this is the case. For example, it could be that if
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k is as large as 10n, say, then it would be possible to solve elim ◦ GTk with o(log n) bits; or
if k ≥ 210n , say, solving elim ◦ IPkn would be possible with o(n) bits of communication. Or it
could be that stronger lower-bounds can be proven, with much larger k. This is an open
question.
Acknowledgements. Part of the research for this work was done at the Institut Henri
Poincaré, as part of the Nexus of Information and Computation Theories workshop.
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Abstract
We study approximation and parameterized algorithms for R||Cmax , focusing on the problem
when the rank of the matrix formed by job processing times is small. Bhaskara et al. [2] initiated
the study of approximation algorithms with respect to the rank, showing that R||Cmax admits
a QPTAS (Quasi-polynomial time approximation scheme) when the rank is 2, and becomes
APX-hard when the rank is 4.
We continue this line of research. We prove that R||Cmax is APX-hard even if the rank is
3, resolving an open problem in [2]. We then show that R||Cmax is FPT parameterized by the
rank and the largest job processing time pmax . This generalizes the parameterized results on
P ||Cmax [17] and R||Cmax with few different types of machines [15]. We also provide nearly tight
lower bounds under Exponential Time Hypothesis which suggests that the running time of the
FPT algorithm is unlikely to be improved significantly.
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Introduction

We consider the classical problem of scheduling independent jobs on parallel machines. In
this problem, every job j is required to be processed non-preemptively on one of the machines,
and has a processing time pij ∈ N if it is processed on machine i. The goal is to assign
jobs to machines such that the makespan (maximum job completion time) is minimized.
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This problem is usually referred to as unrelated machine scheduling (with the objective of
makespan minimization), and denoted as R||Cmax . Specifically, if pij = pj /si , the problem
is called uniformly related machine scheduling, and denoted as Q||Cmax . Furthermore, if
pij = pj , the problem is called identical machine scheduling and denoted as P ||Cmax .
As we will provide details later, the unrelated machine scheduling problem R||Cmax
is considerably harder than its special cases Q||Cmax and P ||Cmax . From the perspective
of approximation algorithms, Q||Cmax admits a PTAS (Polynomial Time Approximation
Scheme) [11], while a (1.5 − )-approximation algorithm with  > 0 being any small constant
for R||Cmax implies P = N P [16]. From the perspective of FPT (Fixed Parameter Tractable)
algorithms, P ||Cmax and Q||Cmax are FPT parameterized by pmax (the largest job processing
time) [15, 17], while R||Cmax remains NP-hard even if pmax is 3 [16]. Consequently, various
intermediate models are studied in literature, aiming to bridge the way from P ||Cmax or
Q||Cmax to R||Cmax . Recently, Bhaskara et al. studied the scheduling problem from a
new perspective. In their seminal paper [2], they consider the rank of the matrix formed
by the processing times of jobs, i.e., the rank of P = (pij )m×n where m, n are the number
of machines and jobs, respectively. From this point of view, Q||Cmax is the scheduling
problem with a matrix of rank 1, while R||Cmax is the scheduling problem with a matrix
of an arbitrary rank, specifically, the rank may be as large as m. It thus becomes a very
natural question that whether we can find better algorithms for R||Cmax if the rank is small.
For simplicity, from now on we call the problem of minimum makespan scheduling with
the matrix of processing times that has the rank of d as rank-d scheduling. It is shown
by Bhaskara et al. [2] that rank-2 scheduling admits a QPTAS (Quasi-polynomial Time
Approximation Scheme), while rank-4 scheduling becomes APX-hard, leaving open the
approximability of rank-3 scheduling.
We continue this line of research in this paper by studying approximation and parameterized algorithms for R||Cmax with respect to the rank of the matrix. Our first result is the
following theorem, which answers the open problem in [2].
I Theorem 1. Assuming P 6= N P , for any fixed ρ < 2−14 there does not exist a (1 + ρ)approximation algorithm for R||Cmax , even if the rank of the matrix formed by job processing
times is 3.
In contrast to the APX-hardness of the rank-3 scheduling, we show that R||Cmax is FPT
parameterized by pmax and d.
I Theorem 2. There is an FPT algorithm for R||Cmax that runs in 22
time.

O(d log pmax )

+ nO(1)

Notice that R||Cmax remains NP-hard even if pmax = 3 [16] or d = 1 [8], therefore
parameterizing by only pmax or d does not suffice.
We complement this algorithmic result by the following lower bound.
I Theorem 3. There is no 22
Time Hypothesis) fails.

o(d log pmax )

time algorithm for R||Cmax , unless ETH (Exponential

The approximability of rank d scheduling is not smooth with respect to the rank d, as is
already observed by Bhaskara et al. [2], yet it is FPT parameterized by pmax and d, with a
running time doubly exponential in d. Furthermore, such a running time is unlikely to be
improved significantly, as is suggested by the lower bound.
We also discuss the possibility of replacing the parameter pmax by p̄, which is the number of
distinct processing times in matrix P . It is shown by Goemans and Rothvoss [9] that P ||Cmax
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is in XP parameterized by p̄, i.e., there exists a polynomial time algorithm for P ||Cmax if p̄
is a constant. Indeed, they establish a structural theorem on integer programming, through
which we can further show that R||Cmax is in XP parameterized by p̄ and d. It remains as
an important open problem whether P ||Cmax is FPT parameterized by p̄.
I Theorem 4. R||Cmax can be solved in (log pmax )2
ζ = 2O(d log p̄) .

O(ζ)

+ 22

O(ζ 2 )

(log pmax )O(1) time, where

Related work. Scheduling is a fundamental problem in combinatorial optimization and has
received considerable attention in history. In the following we provide a very brief overview
with the focus on approximation and parameterized algorithmic results.
In 1988, Hochbaum and Shmoys [11] presented a PTAS for P ||Cmax as well as Q||Cmax .
2
Their algorithm has a running time of (n/)O(1/ ) . Subsequent improvements on the running
time of the PTAS can be found in [1, 13]. So far, the best PTAS for Q||Cmax is due to Jansen,
O(1)
1/)
Klein and Verschae [14] and has a running time of 2O(1/ log
+ O(n). It is further
shown by Chen, Jansen and Zhang [5] that such a running time is essentially the best possible
unless ETH fails, even for P ||Cmax . For the unrelated machine scheduling problem R||Cmax ,
Lenstra, Shmoys and Tardos [16] showed that it does not admit any approximation algorithm
with a rato strictly smaller than 1.5 unless P = N P . They also provided a 2-approximation
algorithm, which was slightly improved to a (2 − 1/m)-approximation algorithm by Shchepin
et al. [20].
A lot of intermediate models between R||Cmax and Q||Cmax or P ||Cmax are studied in
literature. In this paper, we are most concerned with the rank of the matrix formed by job
processing times on machines, i.e., the rank of P = (pij )m×n . Bhaskara et al. [2] initiated
the study on approximation algorithms for R||Cmax with respect to the parameter rank.
They showed that rank-2 scheduling admits a QPTAS, while rank-4 scheduling is already
APX-hard. Very recently Chen et al. [6] further improves their result by showing that rank-4
scheduling does not admit any approximation algorithm with a ratio that is strictly smaller
than 1.5, unless P = N P .
This new model of scheduling with a small matrix rank is closely related to the problem
of scheduling unrelated machines of few different types, which is another intermediate model
that receives much study in literature [4, 7, 19, 15]. In the problem of scheduling unrelated
machines of few different types, there are K different types of machines. If two machines i
and i0 are of the same type, then for every job j it follows that pij = pi0 j . Simply speaking,
machines could be divided into K disjoint groups such that machines belonging to the same
group are identical. It is shown by Bonifaci and Wiese [4] that if K is a constant, then
there exists a PTAS. A PTAS of improved running time was recently presented by Gehrke
et al. [19]. It is very easy to see that the problem of scheduling unrelated machines of K
different types is actually a special case of the scheduling problem with a matrix of rank K.
Compared with the study on approximation algorithms for the scheduling problem,
the study on parameterized algorithms is relatively new. Mnich and Wiese [17] were the
first to study FPT algorithms for the scheduling problem. They showed that P ||Cmax is
FPT parameterized by pmax , the largest job processing times. Meanwhile R||Cmax is FPT
parameterized by the number of machines m and the number of distinct job processing times
p̄. As all job processing times are integers, p̄ is upper bounded by pmax . Hence, their results
also imply that R||Cmax is FPT parameterized by m and pmax . Very recently, Knop and
Koutecký [15] considered the problem of scheduling unrelated machines of few different types,
and showed that R||Cmax is FPT parameterized by pmax and K, where K is the number
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of different types of machines. FPT algorithms for the scheduling problem with different
models have also received much study in literature, see, e.g., [3, 22].
It is, however, not clear whether R||Cmax is FPT parameterized by K and p̄. A recent
O(p̄)
paper by Goemans and Rothvoss [9] showed that P ||Cmax could be solved in (log pmax )2
time. Therefore P ||Cmax is in XP parameterized by p̄, i.e., if there is only a constant number
of distinct job processing times, then P ||Cmax could be solved in polynomial time. Indeed,
the general structural theorem established in their paper further implies that R||Cmax is in
XP parameterized by K and p̄.

2

Preliminaries

Let P = (pij )m×n with pij ∈ N being the processing time of job j on machine i. Let d
be the rank of P . By linear algebra, the matrix P can be expressed as P = M J, where
M is an m × d matrix and J is a d × n matrix. We can interpret each row vector ui of
M as the d-dimensional speed vector of machine i, and each column vector vjT of J as the
d-dimensional size vector of job j. The processing time of job j on machine i is then the
product of the two corresponding vectors, i.e., pij = ui · vjT . Bhaskara et al. [2] formally
define the scheduling problem with low rank processing time matrix by explicitly giving the
speed vector of every machine and the size vector of every job. In our paper, we do not
necessarily require that the speed and size vectors are given. If these vectors are not given,
we take an arbitrary decomposition of the matrix P into P = M J. Therefore, throughout
this paper, we do not necessarily require an entry in a speed vector or a size vector to be an
integer or a non-negative number.
Some lower bounds on the running time of algorithms in this paper are based on the
following Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH), which was introduced by Impagliazzo, Paturi,
and Zane [12]:
Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH): There is a positive real δ such that 3SAT with n
variables and m clauses cannot be solved in time 2δn (n + m)O(1) .
Using the Sparsification Lemma by Impagliazzo et al. [12], ETH implies that there is no
algorithm for 3SAT with n variables and m clauses that runs in time 2δm (n + m)O(1) for
some δ > 0 as well.

3

APX-hardness for rank-3 scheduling

The whole section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. For ease of presentation, when we
prove the APX-hardness for rank-3 scheduling, we may construct jobs of fractional processing
times. However, by scaling we can easily make all the fractional values into integers.
We start with the one-in-three 3SAT problem, which is a variation of the 3SAT problem.
An input of the one-in-three 3SAT problem is a boolean formula that is a conjuction of clauses,
where each clause is a disjunction of exactly three 3 literals. The formula is satisfied if and
only if there exists a truth assignment of variables such that in every clause there is exactly
one true literal, i.e., every clause is satisfied by exactly one variable. It is proved in [18] that
it is NP-complete to determine whether an arbitrary given instance of the one-in-three 3SAT
problem is satisfiable.
We reduce from a variation of the one-in-three 3SAT problem. Given an instance of the
one-in-three 3SAT problem, say, Isat , we can apply Tovey’s method [21] to transform it into
0
Isat
such that:
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each clause of Isat contains two or three literals;
each variable appears three times in clauses. Among its three occurrences there are either
two positive literals and one negative literal, or one positive literal and two negative
literals;
0
there exists a truth assignment for Isat
where every clause is satisfied by exactly one
literal if and only if there is a truth assignment for Isat where every clause is satisfied by
exactly one literal.
The transformation is straightforward. For any variable z, if it only appears once in
the clauses, then we add a dummy clause as (z ∨ ¬z). Otherwise suppose it appears d ≥ 2
times in the clauses, then we replace its d occurrences with d new variables as z1 , z2 , · · · , zd ,
and meanwhile add d clauses as (z1 ∨ ¬z2 ), (z2 ∨ ¬z3 ), · · · , (zd ∨ ¬z1 ) to enforce that these
new variables should take the same truth assignment. It is not difficult to verify that the
constructed instance satisfies the above requirements.
0
Throughout the following part of this section we assume that Isat
contains n variables
and m clauses. Let  be an arbitrary small positive number. Let τ = 23 , r = 211 τ = 214 ,
N = n/2 . We will construct an instance Isch of the rank-3 scheduling problem such that:
0
if there is a truth assignment for Isat
where every clause is satisfied by exactly one variable,
then Isch admits a feasible schedule whose makespan is r + c for some constant c;
if Isch admits a feasible schedule whose makespan is strictly less than r + 1, then there
0
exists a truth assignment for Isat
where every clause is satisfied by exactly one variable.
We claim that, given the above construction, Theorem 1 follows. To see why, suppose
on the contrary that there exists a (1 + ρ)-approximation algorithm for some constant
1−214 ρ
ρ < 2−14 . We set  = 1−rρ
cρ =
cρ , and apply this algorithm to the constructed instance
0
Isch . There are two possibilities. If Isat
is satisfiable, then the approximation algorithm
returns a feasible solution whose makespan is at most (r + c)(1 + ρ) = r + rρ + cρ ·  < r + 1.
0
If Isat
is not satisfiable, then Isch does not admit a feasible schedule whose makespan is
strictly less than r + 1, i.e., any feasible schedule has a makespan at least r + 1, whereas the
(1 + ρ)-approximation algorithm returns a solution whose makespan is at least r + 1. Thus,
0
we can use the (1 + ρ)-approximation algorithm to determine the satisfiability of Isat
, and
consequently the satisfiability of Isat in polynomial time, which contradicts the NP-hardness
of the one-in-three 3SAT problem.
Construction of the scheduling instance. To construct the scheduling instance, we construct the size vector of every job and speed vector of every machine. Each vector is a triple
of three positive numbers. The processing time of a job on a machine is then the inner
product of the two corresponding vectors. As we describe in Section 2, the constructed
instance is a feasible instance of rank-3 scheduling.
Recall that r = 214 , τ = 23 , N = n/2 . Indeed, if we do not care much about the value
of ρ and only want to show APX-hardness, it suffices to think r as some value significantly
larger than τ . For a job j we denote by s(j) its size vector.
We construct two main kinds of jobs, element jobs and tuple jobs. In the following we
first construct element jobs, which are further divided into variable jobs, truth-assignment
jobs, clause jobs and dummy jobs.
γ
Variable jobs. For every variable zi , we construct 8 variable jobs, vi,k
for k = 1, 2, 3, 4
and γ = T, F . Their size vectors are:
T
s(vi,1
) = (N 4i+1 , 0, r/8 − 10τ − 2),

T
s(vi,2
) = (N 4i+2 , 0, r/8 − 20τ − 2),
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T
s(vi,3
) = (N 4i+3 , 0, r/8 − 18τ − 2),

T
s(vi,4
) = (N 4i+4 , 0, r/8 − 12τ − 2).

F
T
s(vi,k
) = s(vi,k
) − (0, 0, 2), k = 1, 2, 3, 4

Truth-assignment jobs. For every variable zi , we construct eight truth-assignment jobs,
aγi , bγi , cγi dγi with γ = T, F . Their size vectors are:
s(aTi ) = (0, N i , r/64 + 2τ + 1),

s(bTi ) = (0, N i , r/64 + 4τ + 1),

s(cTi ) = (0, N i , r/64 + 8τ + 1),

s(dTi ) = (0, N i , r/64 + 16τ + 1).

s(τiF ) = s(τiT ) + (0, 0, 1), τ = a, b, c, d
Clause jobs. For every clause ej , if it contains two literals, then we construct two clause
jobs, uTj and uF
j . Otherwise it contains three literals, and we construct three clause jobs,
one uTj and two uF
j . Their size vectors are:
s(uTj ) = (0, N N +j , r/4 + 2),

N +j
s(uF
, r/4 + 4).
j ) = (0, N

Dummy jobs. We construct 2n − m true dummy jobs φT and m − n false dummy jobs
φF . Their size vectors are:
s(φF ) = (0, 0, r/16 + 4),

s(φT ) = (0, 0, r/16 + 2).

We finish the description of the element jobs and now define tuple jobs. Indeed, there is
a one-to-one correspondence between tuple jobs and machines. For ease of description, we
first construct machines, and then construct tuple jobs.
We construct 8n machines, which are further divided into truth-assignment machines,
clause machines and dummy machines. For a machine i we denote by g(i) its speed vector.
Truth-assignment machines. For every variable zi , we construct 4n truth-assignment
machines, denoted as (vi,1 , ai , ci ), (vi,2 , bi , di ), (vi,3 , ai , di ), (vi,4 , bi , ci ). The symbol of a
machine actually indicates the jobs that we will put on it. The speed vectors are:
g(vi,1 , ai , ci ) = (N −4i−1 , N −i , 1),

g(vi,2 , bi , di ) = (N −4i−2 , N −i , 1),

g(vi,3 , ai , di ) = (N −4i−3 , N −i , 1),

g(vi,4 , bi , ci ) = (N −4i−4 , N −i , 1).

Clause machines. For every clause ej : if the positive (or negative) literal zi (or ¬zi )
appears in it for the first time (i.e., it does not appear in ek for k < j), then we construct a
clause machine (vi,1 , uj ) (or (vi,3 , uj )); if it appears for the second time, then we construct
a clause machine (vi,2 , uj ) (or (vi,4 , uj )). The speed vectors are:
g(vi,k , uj ) = (N −4i−k , N −N −j , 1).
Dummy machines. Recall that for every variable, in all the clauses there are either one
positive literal and two negative literals, or two positive literals and one negative literal.
If zi appears once and ¬zi appears twice, then we construct a dummy machine (vi,2 , φ),
otherwise we construct a dummy machine (vi,4 , φ). The speed vectors are:
g(vi,2 , φ) = (N −4i−2 , 0, 1),

g(vi,4 , φ) = (N −4i−4 , 0, 1).

According to our construction, it is not difficult to verify that if zi appears once and ¬zi
appears twice, then we construct machines (vi,k , ujk ) for k = 1, 3, 4, 1 ≤ jk ≤ m, and
machine (vi,2 , φ). Otherwise we construct machines (vi,k , ujk ) for k = 1, 2, 3, 1 ≤ jk ≤ m,
and machine (vi,4 , φ). This completes the construction of machines.
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Tuple jobs. Finally, we construct tuple jobs. There is one tuple job corresponding to each
machine. For simplicity, tuple jobs corresponding to truth-assignment, clause, dummy
machines are called tuple-truth-assignment, tuple-clause, tuple-dummy jobs, respectively.
We also use the symbol of a machine to denote its corresponding tuple job. The size
vectors of tuple jobs are:
s(vi,1 , ai , ci ) = (N 4i+1 , N i , 27r/32),

s(vi,2 , bi , di ) = (N 4i+2 , N i , 27r/32),

s(vi,3 , ai , di ) = (N 4i+3 , N i , 27r/32),

s(vi,4 , bi , ci ) = (N 4i+4 , N i , 27r/32).

s(vi,1 , uj ) = (0, N N +j , 5r/8 + 10τ ),

s(vi,2 , uj ) = (0, N N +j , 5r/8 + 20τ ),

s(vi,3 , uj ) = (0, N N +j , 5r/8 + 18τ ),

s(vi,4 , uj ) = (0, N N +j , 5r/8 + 12τ ).

s(vi,2 , φ) = (0, N 2N , 13r/16 + 20τ ),

s(vi,4 , φ) = (0, N 2N , 13r/16 + 12τ ).

Note that the size vectors of tuple-dummy jobs and tuple-clause jobs are actually independent of the index i.
This completes the construction of the whole scheduling instance. Recall that the
processing time of a job on a machine is the inner product of the two corresponding vectors.
Given our construction of machines and jobs, we have the following simple observation.
I Observation 5. Let x be an arbitrary job whose size vector is s(x) = (s1 (x), s2 (x), s3 (x)).
Then the processing time of x is at least s3 (x) on every machine. Furthermore, its processing
time is s3 (x) + O() if one of the following holds:
x is an element job and is scheduled on a machine whose symbol contains x;
x is a tuple job and is scheduled on its corresponding machine.
We remark that, it is possible for a job x to have a processing time s3 (x) + O() on a
machine even if the two conditions of the above observation do not hold, that is, the two
conditions are not necessary.
The overall structure of our construction is similar to that of the paper [5] by Chen, Jansen
and Zhang. We construct variable jobs corresponding to variables, clause jobs corresponding
to clauses, truth-assignment jobs corresponding to the truth assignment of the SAT instance.
Such kinds of jobs also appear in the reduction of [5] when they reduce 3SAT to the scheduling
problem P ||Cmax . However, the reduction of Chen et al. [5] is for P ||Cmax which belongs to
the rank 1 scheduling problem and does not work for higher ranks. To show APX-hardness,
we need to construct completely different job processing times.
We first prove the following lemma.
0
where every clause is satisfied by
I Lemma 6. If there exists a truth assignment for Isat
exactly one variable, then Isch admits a feasible schedule whose makespan is r + O().

We give a brief overview of the proof and the reader may refer to the full version of
this paper for details. It can be found at https://www.researchgate.net/publication/
313852592_Parameterized_and_approximation_results_for_scheduling_with_a_low_
rank_processing_time_matrix. We schedule jobs according to the first two columns of
Table 1. Notice that the first two columns specify which job is on which machine, except
that for an element job, say, ai , it does not specify whether it is aTi or aF
i . There are two
possibilities regarding to the superscripts of element jobs on every machine, as is indicated
by the third and fourth columns of Table 1. Either way ensures that the total processing
times of jobs on each machine is r + O(). The technical part of the proof shows how to
0
choose a proper way for every machine (based on the truth assignment of Isat
) so that all
the jobs get scheduled.
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Table 1 Overview of the schedule.
machines
(vi,1 , ai , ci )
(vi,2 , bi , di )
(vi,3 , ai , di )
(vi,4 , bi , ci )
(vi,k , uj )
(vi,k , φ)

jobs
vi,1 , ai , ci , (vi,1 , ai , ci )
vi,2 , bi , di , (vi,2 , bi , di )
vi,3 , ai , di , (vi,3 , ai , di )
vi,4 , bi , ci , (vi,4 , bi , ci )
vi,k , uj , (vi,k , uj )
vi,k , φ, (vi,k , φ)

Feasible ways
T
vi,1
, aTi , cTi
T
vi,2
, bTi , dTi
T
vi,3 , aTi , dTi
T
vi,4
, bTi , cTi
T
vi,k
, uTj
T
vi,k , φT

of scheduling
F
F
vi,1
, aF
i , ci
F
F
vi,2
, bF
i , di
F
F
vi,3 , ai , dF
i
F
F
vi,4
, bF
,
c
i
i
F
vi,k
, uF
j
F
vi,k
, φF

I Lemma 7. If there is a solution for Isch whose makespan is strictly less than r + 1, then
0
there exists a truth assignment for Isat
where every clause is satisfied by exactly one literal.
According to Observation 5, the total processing time of all jobs in any feasible solution is
at least the summation of the third coordinates of all jobs, which is at least 8nr with simple
calculations. Let Sol∗ be the solution whose makespan is strictly less than r + 1. We have
the following structural lemma.
I Lemma 8. In Sol∗ , the followings are true:
on a truth-assignment machine, there is exactly one tuple-truth-assignment job, two
truth-assignment jobs and one variable job;
on a clause machine, there is exactly one tuple-clause job, one clause job and one variable
job;
on a dummy machine, there is exactly one tuple-dummy job, one dummy job and one
variable job.
Proof Idea. The first and second coordinates of the speed and size vectors restrict the
scheduling of jobs, e.g., by checking the second coordinate we can conclude that the processing
time of a tuple-dummy job is Ω(N ) on any clause machine or truth-assignment machine,
hence it has to be on a dummy machine. The third coordinate of a size vector gives a lower
bound on the job processing time and allows us to derive some overall structure, e.g., each
tuple job has a processing time at least 5r/8, hence there can not be two tuple jobs on
one machine. Given that the number of tuple jobs equals the number of machines, there is
exactly one tuple job on one machine. Lemma 8 follows by combining the above basic idea
with a careful analysis of job processing times. The reader may refer to the full version of
this paper for all the details.
J
A machine is called matched, if all the jobs on this machine coincide with the symbol of
this machine, i.e., jobs are scheduled according to the second column of Table 1. Specifically,
we say a machine is matched with respect to variable, or clause, or truth-assignment, or tuple
jobs, if the variable, or clause, or truth-assignment, or tuple jobs on this machine coincide
with the symbol of this machine.
I Lemma 9. We may assume that every machine is matched with respect to variable jobs.
γ
Proof. Consider the eight jobs vn,k
where γ = T, F , k = 1, 2, 3, 4. For any machine denoted
as (vj,k , ∗) or (vj,k , ∗, ∗), the first coordinate of its speed vector is N −4j−k , thus the processing
time of vn,k on this machine becomes Ω(N ) if j < n. Furthermore, vn,4 can only be on
machines whose symbols are (vn,4 , ∗) or (vn,4 , ∗, ∗), since if it is put on a machine whose
symbol is (vn,k , ∗) or (vn,k , ∗, ∗) where k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then its processing time also becomes
T
Ω(N ). Notice that there are two jobs with the symbol vn,4 (one true job vn,4
and one
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F
false job vn,4
), and two machines with the symbol (vn,4 , ∗) or (vn,4 , ∗, ∗) (either machines
(vn,4 , bn , cn ) and (vn,4 , φ), or machines (vn,4 , bn , cn ) and (vi,4 , ujn ) for some jn ). According
to Lemma 8, there is one variable job on every machine. Thus the two machines with the
symbol (vn,4 , ∗) or (vn,4 , ∗, ∗) are matched with respect to variable jobs.
Next we consider the two variable jobs vn,3 . Using the same arguments as above, we can
show that they can only be scheduled on a machine whose symbol is (vn,k , ∗) or (vn,k , ∗, ∗)
where k ∈ {3, 4}. Furthermore, we have already shown that the variable job on a machine
with the symbol (vn,4 , ∗) or (vn,4 , ∗, ∗) is vn,4 , and by Lemma 8 there can only be one variable
job on every machine. Hence, the two jobs vn,3 can only be on the two machines whose
symbols are (vn,3 , ∗) or (vn,3 , ∗, ∗), and consequently these two machines are matched with
respect to variable jobs.
Iteratively applying the above arguments we can prove that every machine is matched
with respect to variable jobs.
J

We can further prove that every machine is matched with respect to clause jobs, tuple
jobs and truth-assignment jobs, and therefore the following Lemma 10 is proved. The basic
idea is similar to the proof of Lemma 9, but a more careful estimation of job processing
times is required. A case by case analysis is needed several times to eliminate certain ways
of scheduling. The reader may refer to the full version of this paper for details.
I Lemma 10. We may assume that every machine is matched in Sol∗ .
Finally, we consider the superscripts of jobs on every machine. A machine is called truth
benevolent, if except the tuple job, all the jobs on it are either all true or all false, i.e., jobs
are scheduled according to the third or fourth column of Table 1. The following lemma
follows by a case by case analysis showing that other ways of scheduling will lead to a total
processing time larger than r + 1 on some machine.
I Lemma 11. Every machine is truth benevolent.
Proof of Lemma 7. According to Lemma 11, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, on truth-assignment
T
T
F
F
F
F F
machines jobs are either scheduled as (vi,1
, aTi , cTi ), (vi,2
, bTi , dTi ), (vi,3
, aF
i , di ), (vi,4 , ai , ci )
F
F F
F
F
F
T
T
T
T
T T
or (vi,1 , ai , ci ), (vi,2 , bi , di ), (vi,3 , ai , di ), (vi,4 , ai , ci ). If the former case happens, we let
the variable zi be false, otherwise we let zi be true. We prove that, by assigning the truth
0
value in this way, every clause of Isat
is satisfied by exactly one literal.
Consider any clause, say, ej . It contains two or three variables and we let them be vi1 ,k1 ,
vi2 ,k2 and vi3 ,k3 where k1 , k2 , k3 ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (if it contains two variables then vi3 ,k3 does not
T
T
exist). Since there is one uTj and one or two uF
j , we assume that uj is scheduled with vi1 ,k1 .
We prove that ej is satisfied by variable zi1 . Notice that according to Lemma 10 and
Lemma 11, uTj and viT1 ,k1 are scheduled together on machine (vi1 ,k1 , uj ). There are two
possibilities. Suppose k1 ∈ {1, 2}. According to the construction of the scheduling instance,
machine (vi1 ,k1 , uj ) is constucted if the positive literal zi appears in clause ej for the first or
second time. According to our truth assignment in the paragraph above, variable zi is true,
for otherwise viT1 ,k1 is scheduled with aTi , cTi or bTi , dTi , thus ej is satisfied by variable zi1 .
Otherwise k1 ∈ {3, 4}. According to the construction of the scheduling instance, machine
(vi1 ,k1 , uj ) is constructed if the negative literal ¬zi appears in clause ej for the first or second
time. Again according to our truth assignment in the paragraph above, the variable zi is
false, thus ej is satisfied by variable zi1 .
We prove that ej is not satisfied by variable zi2 or zi3 . Consider zi2 . Notice that according
F
to Lemma 10 and Lemma 11, uF
j and vi2 ,k2 are scheduled together on machine (vi2 ,k2 , uj ).
There are two possibilities. Suppose k2 ∈ {1, 2}. According to the construction of the
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scheduling instance, machine (vi2 ,k2 , uj ) is constructed if the positive literal zi2 appears in
ej for the first or second time. Meanwhile, variable zi2 is false because otherwise viF2 ,k2 is
F
F
F
scheduled with aF
i , ci or bi , di according to our truth assignment of variables. Thus ej is
not satisfied by variable zi2 . Similarly, we can prove that if k2 ∈ {3, 4}, ej is not satisfied by
variable zi2 , either. The proof is the same for variable zi3 , if it exists.
J

4
4.1

Parameterized algorithms and lower bounds
Parameterizing by by pmax and d

We show R||Cmax is FPT parameterized by pmax and the rank d. It is indeed a combination
of a simple observation together with the following result by Knop and Koutecký [15].
I Theorem 12 ([15]). R||Cmax is FPT parameterized by pmax and K, where K is the
number of different kinds of machines.
I Remark. In [15], machine kind is such defined that if two machines are of the same kind,
then the processing time of every job is the same on them. Using our terminology, K is the
number of distinct speed vectors. It is implicitly shown in [15] that the FPT algorithm runs
2
in 2O(Θ K log pmax ) + nO(1) time, where Θ is the number of distinct size vectors.
We observe that, if both the numbers of distinct speed vectors and size vectors are
bounded by some function of pmax and d, then Theorem 2 follows directly from Theorem 12.
In the following we show an even stronger result.
I Lemma 13. Let p̄ be the number of distinct processing times in the matrix P = (pij )m×n ,
and d be the rank of this matrix. There are at most p̄d + 1 distinct speed vectors, and p̄d + 1
distinct size vectors.
Proof. We show that the number of distinct speed vectors is bounded by p̄d + 1. Due to
symmetry the number of distinct size vectors is also bounded by the same value.
Consider all the size vectors. Since the matrix P has rank d, we are able to find d distinct
size vectors that are linearly independent. Let them be v1 , v2 , · · · , vd . Suppose there are
n0 ≥ p̄d + 1 distinct speed vectors and we consider each ui · v1T (recall that ui is the speed
vector of machine i). As jobs have at most p̄ distinct processing times, the product ui · v1T
can take at most p̄ distinct values. According to the pigeonhole principle there exist at least
dn0 /p̄e ≥ p̄d−1 + 1 distinct speed vectors leading to the same product. Similarly, among
these speed vectors we can further select at least p̄d−2 + 1 ones such that their product with
v2 are the same. Carry on the argument, eventually we can find at least 2 distinct speed
vectors, say, u1 and u2 , such that their product with v1 , v2 , · · · , vd are always the same, i.e.,
(u1 − u2 ) · viT = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. However, v1 , v2 , · · · , vd are linearly independent, hence
u1 − u2 = 0, which contradicts the fact that u1 and u2 are different.
J
Next we prove Theorem 3, which suggests that the FPT algorithm in Theorem 2 is
essentially the best possible under ETH. We reduce from 3-dimensional matching.
3-Dimensional Matching (3DM)
Input: 3 disjoint sets of elements W = {w1 , w2 , · · · , wn }, X = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn }, Y =
{y1 , y2 , · · · , yn } such that |W | = |X| = |Y | = n. A set T ⊆ W × X × Y .
Output: Decide whether there exists a perfect matching of size n, i.e., a subset T 0 ⊆ T such
that |T | = n, and for any two distinct triples (w, x, y), (w0 , x0 , y 0 ) it follows that w =
6 w0 ,
x 6= x0 , y 6= y 0 .
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The traditional NP-hardness proof (see, e.g., [8]) for the 3-dimensional matching problem
reduces a 3SAT instance of n variables to a 3DM instance with O(n) elements, hence the
following corollary follows.
I Corollary 14. Assuming ETH, there is no 2o(n) time algorithm for 3DM .
Given an arbitrary instance of 3DM , we construct in the following a scheduling instance
with |T | machines and 3|T | jobs such that the scheduling instance admits a feasible schedule of
makespan at most 11109Γ if and only if the 3DM instance admits a perfect matching, where
Pτ
Γ = i=1 i · (τ − i) with integer τ being the smallest integer such that τ ! ≥ n (consequently,
τ = O(log n/ log log n)). Furthermore, the scheduling instance we construct satisfies that
d = O(τ ), pmax = τ O(1) . Now it is easy to verify that d log pmax = O(log n). We claim that
Theorem 3 follows from the reduction above. To see why, suppose on the contrary that
o(d log pmax )
Theorem 3 is false. Then there exists an algorithm of running time 22
for R||Cmax .
We apply this algorithm to the constructed scheduling instance. As d log pmax = O(log n), in
2o(n) time the algorithm determines whether the constructed scheduling instance admits a
feasible schedule of makespan at most 11109Γ, and consequently whether the given 3DM
instance admits a perfect matching. This, however, is a contradiction to Corollary 14.
Construction of the scheduling instance. Note that τ ! ≥ n, hence we can map each integer
1 ≤ i ≤ n to a unique permutation of integers {1, 2, · · · , τ }. Let σ be such a mapping. For
ease of notation, we denote by σi the permutation that i is mapped to by σ. Consequently
σi (k) denotes the integer on the k-th position of the permutation σi .
We construct |T | machines, each corresponding to one triple (wi , xj , yk ) ∈ T . The machine
corresponding to (wi , xj , yk ) has the speed vector (1, φ(wi ), φ(xj ), φ(yk )) where
φ(wi ) = (σi (1), σi (2), · · · , σi (τ )),

φ(xj ) = (σj (1), σj (2), · · · , σj (τ )),

φ(yk ) = (σk (1), σk (2), · · · , σk (τ )).
For every element z ∈ W ∪ X ∪ Y , let η(z) denote the number of occurrences of z in the
set of triples T . We construct η(z) jobs for every element z. Among the η(z) jobs, there is
one true job of size vector (gT (z) · Γ, ψw (z), ψx (z), ψy (z)). Each of the remaining η(z) − 1
jobs is called a false job, having a size vector of (gF (z) · Γ, ψw (z), ψx (z), ψy (z)), where
ψw (wi ) = (τ − σi (1), τ − σi (2), · · · , τ − σi (τ )), ψw (xj ) = ψw (yk ) = (0, 0, · · · , 0),
{z
}
|
τ

ψx (xj ) = (τ − σj (1), τ − σj (2), · · · , τ − σj (τ )), ψx (wi ) = ψx (yk ) = (0, 0, · · · , 0),
|
{z
}
τ

ψy (yk ) = (τ − σk (1), τ − σk (2), · · · , τ − σk (τ )), ψy (wi ) = ψy (xj ) = (0, 0, · · · , 0),
|
{z
}
τ

gT (wi ) = 102 + 4,

gT (xj ) = 103 + 1,

gT (yk ) = 104 + 1,

gF (wi ) = 102 + 2,

gF (xj ) = 103 + 2,

gF (yk ) = 104 + 2.

We show that the constructed scheduling instance admits a feasible solution of makespan
at most 11109Γ if and only if the 3DM instance admits a perfect matching.
Suppose the given 3DM instance admits a perfect matching T 0 . For every (wi , xj , yk ) ∈ T 0 ,
we put the three true jobs corresponding to wi , xj , yk onto the machine corresponding to
this triple. It is easy to verify that the total processing time of the three jobs sum to exactly
11109Γ. For every (wi0 , xj 0 , yk0 ) ∈ T \ T 0 , we put three false jobs corresponding to wi0 , xj 0 ,
yk0 onto the machine corresponding to this triple. It is also easy to verify that the total
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processing times sum up to 11109Γ. Note that there is one true job corresponding to each
element, while every element appears once in T 0 , all the jobs are scheduled and we derive a
feasible schedule of makespan 11109Γ.
Suppose the scheduling instance admits a feasible schedule of makespan bounded by
11109Γ, we prove in the following that the 3DM instance admits a perfect matching.
Consider the processing time of a job corresponding to z on a machine corresponding
to (wi , xj , yk ). The processing time is gT (z) · Γ + λ(z, (wi , xj , yk )), if it is a true job, or
gF (z) · Γ + λ(z, (wi , xj , yk )) otherwise. We observe that the processing time consists of two
parts. The machine-independent value, which is gT (z) · Γ or gF (z) · Γ that only relies on
the job, and the machine-dependent value, which is λ(z, (wi , xj , yk )). The following lemma
provides a lower bound on λ(z, (wi , xj , yk )).
I Lemma 15. For any element z and triple (wi , xj , yk ), the following is true.
λ(z, (wi , xj , yk )) = (1, φ(wi ), φ(xj ), φ(yk )) · (0, ψw (z), ψx (z), ψy (z))T ≥ Γ.
Furthermore, the equality holds if and only if z = wi or z = xj or z = yk .
Lemma 15 follows immediately from the following Rearrangment Inequality [10].
I Theorem 16 (Rearrangment Inequality). Let a1 < a2 < · · · < an , b1 < b2 < · · · < bn be
two lists of real numbers, then
an b1 + an−1 b2 + · · · + a1 bn ≤ aπ(1) b1 + aπ(2) b2 + · · · + aπ(n) bn ≤ a1 b1 + a2 b2 + · · · + an bn
holds for any permutation π. Furthermore, the lower bound is attained if and only if
π(i) = n + 1 − i, and the upper bound is attained if and only if π(i) = i.
I Lemma 17. A job corresponding to an element z is scheduled on a machine corresponding
to a triple that contains z.
Proof. We sum up the processing time of all jobs. There are n true jobs and |T | − n
false jobs corresponding to elements of W . The machine-independent value of these jobs
sum up to 104nΓ + 102(|T | − n)Γ = 102|T | · Γ + 2nΓ. Similarly, it is easy to verify that
the machine-independent value of jobs corresponding to elements of X and Y sum up to
1001nΓ+1002(|T |−n)Γ = 1002|T |·Γ−nΓ and 10001nΓ+10002(|T |−n)Γ = 10002|T |·Γ−nΓ,
respectively. Hence the machine-independent value of all jobs sum up to 11106|T | · Γ. As the
makespan is 11109Γ, the total processing time of all jobs is at most 11109|T | · Γ, implying
that the summation of machine-dependent value of all jobs is at most 3|T | · Γ. According
to Lemma 15, the machine-dependent value of each job is at least Γ, regardless of which
machine it is scheduled on. Given that there are 3|T | jobs, the machine-dependent value of
every job is exactly Γ. Again due to Lemma 15, a job corresponding to z must be scheduled
on machine corresponding to a triple that contains z.
J
For simplicity, we call a job corresponding to an element of W (X or Y ) as a w-job (x-job
or y-job). We have the following lemma.
I Lemma 18. There are three jobs on each machine, one w-job, one x-job and one y-job.
Proof. Notice that the machine-dependent value of each job in the schedule is exactly Γ,
hence the machine-independent value of jobs on each machine sum up to at most 11106Γ.
Notice that the machine-independent value of a y-job at least 104 Γ, there is at most one
y-job on each machine. Furthermore, there are exactly |T | machines and y-jobs, hence, there
is exactly one y-job on each machine. Similarly, we can show that there is one x-job and one
w-job on each machine.
J
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Combining the above two lemmas, we have the following.
I Lemma 19. On the machine corresponding to (wi , xj , yk ), the three jobs correspond to wi ,
xj , yk , respectively.
Finally, we check whether jobs are true or false on each machine. Indeed, as the machineindependent value of the three jobs on each machine sum up to 11106Γ, they are either all
true jobs or all false jobs, hence, there are n machines on which all jobs are true jobs, and
the triples corresponding to these machine form a perfect matching.

4.2

Parameterizing by p̄ and d

We remark that, although it is not written explicitly, the general structural theorem in [9]
actually implies an XP algorithm for R||Cmax parameterized by p̄ and K, where K is the
number of different kinds of machines. Combining this result with Lemma 13, Theorem 4
follows directly. For the completeness of this paper, we give all the proofs in the full version
of this paper.
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1

Introduction

Introduced in the 1950s, rectifier networks are one of the oldest and most basic models in the
theory of computing. They are directed acyclic graphs with distinguished input and output
nodes; a rectifier network is said to compute (or express) the Boolean matrix M that has
a 1 in the entry (i, j) iff there is a path from the jth input to the ith output. Equivalently,
rectifier networks can be viewed as Boolean circuits that consist entirely of OR gates of
arbitrary fan-in. This simple model of computation has attracted a lot of attention [11],
because it captures the “topological” core of other models: complexity bounds for rectifier
networks extend in one way or another to Boolean circuits (i.e., circuits with Boolean gates)
and to switching circuits [24, 21].
Given a matrix M , what is the smallest number of edges in a rectifier network that
computes M ? Denote this number by OR(M ) – this is a complexity measure on Boolean
matrices. This measure is fairly well understood: it is known, by the results of Nechiporuk [23],
that the maximum of OR(M ) grows as n2 /2 log n as n → ∞ if M is n × n; it is also known
that random n × n-matrices have complexity very close to n2 /2 log n. The “shape” of these
two facts is reminiscent of the standard circuit complexity of Boolean functions over AND,
OR, and NOT gates – but for them, the maximum is 2n /n instead of n2 /2 log n.
However, much more is, in fact, known about the measure OR(·): there are explicit
sequences of matrices that have complexity within a factor no(1) from the maximum. In
this context, such factors are usually regarded as small (note that, in contrast, for circuits
over AND, OR, and NOT gates, exhibiting a single sequence of functions that require a
superlinear number of gates would be a tremendous breakthrough). In fact, nowadays a
range of methods are available for obtaining upper and lower bounds on OR(M ) for specific
matrices M ; we refer the interested reader to the recent book by Jukna and Sergeev [11].
Many natural questions, however, remain open. Jukna and Sergeev list 19 open problems
about OR(·) and related complexity measures. Several of them refer to very restricted
submodels, such as rectifier networks of depth 2: that is, networks where all paths contain
(at most) 2 edges. A depth-2 rectifier network expressing a matrix M is essentially a covering
of M – a collection of (rectangular) all-1 submatrices of M whose disjunction is M . In our
work, we look into the corresponding complexity measure OR2 (·) as well as OR(·). We build
upon the connection between rectifier networks and (weighted) set coverings and explore two
ideas that have previously found few applications in the study of rectifier networks: they are
associated with fractional and greedy coverings respectively.
Fractional coverings are a generalization of usual set coverings. In the usual set cover
problem, each set S can be either included or not included in the solution (i.e., in the
covering); in the fractional version each set can be partially included: a solution assigns
to each set S a real number xS ∈ [0; 1], and for every element s of the universe the sum
P
s∈S xS should be equal to or exceed 1. In other words, fractional coverings arise from linear
relaxation of the integer program that expresses the set cover problem. Greedy coverings are,
in contrast, usual coverings; they are the outcome of applying the standard greedy heuristic
to an instance of the set cover problem: at each step, the algorithm picks a set S that covers
the largest number of yet uncovered elements s. In our work, we use fractional and greedy
coverings to obtain estimates on the values of OR2 (M ) and OR(M ).

Our results
First, we demonstrate that OR2 (Tn ) = n(blog2 nc + 2) − 2blog2 nc+1 , where Tn is the so-called
full triangular matrix: an upper-triangular matrix that has 1s everywhere above the main
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diagonal and 0s on the diagonal and below. In this problem, the upper bound is easy and the
challenge is to prove the lower bound. This bound was obtained by Krichevskii [15], and our
paper provides a new proof of independent interest (which also serves as an illustration of our
techniques). In fact, we prove an even stronger statement: all fractional coverings of Tn have
large associated cost (Theorem 4). To this end, we take the linear program that expresses
the fractional set cover problem and find a good feasible solution to the dual program. The
value of this solution then gives a lower bound on the cost of all feasible solutions to the
primal – that is, on the cost of fractional coverings. Since integral coverings are just a special
case of fractional coverings, the result follows.
Second, we improve the upper bound on the value of OR2 (Dn ), where Dn is the disjointness
matrix, also known as the Kneser-Sierpiński matrix. This constitutes progress on open
problem 7.3 in Jukna and Sergeev’s book [11], where the previously known bounds are
obtained. The previous upper bound is O(n1.28 ), and our Theorem 9 improves it to O(n1.17 ),
while the best known lower bound is Ω(n1.16 ). To achieve this improvement, we subdivide
the instance of the weighted set cover problem (in which the optimal value is OR2 (Dn )) into
polylog(n) natural subproblems and reduce them, by imposing an additional restriction, to
instances of unweighted set cover problems. We then solve these instances with the greedy
heuristic; the upper bound in the analysis invokes the so-called greedy covering lemma
by Sapozhenko [27], also known as the Lovász–Stein theorem [17, 31]. This gives us the
desired upper bound on OR2 (Dn ); in fact, the greedy strategy turns out to be optimal, and
the optimal exponent in OR2 (Dn ) comes from a numerical optimization problem. As an
intermediate result we determine, up to a polylogarithmic factor,
the value of OR2 (Dkm )

k
m
where Dk is the adjacency matrix of the Kneser graph on 2 m vertices.
Finally, we obtain (Theorem 13) a form of direct product theorem for the OR(·) measure:
∗
OR(K ⊗ M ) ≥ rk∨
(K) · OR(M ), where K ⊗ M denotes the Kronecker product of matrices K
∗
and M , and rk∨ (K) is a fractional analogue of the Boolean rank of K. This resolves, up to a
logarithmic factor, open problem 7.5 in the list of Jukna and Sergeev [11], which asks for the
∗
lower bound of rk∨ (K) · OR(M ) where rk∨ (K) ≥ rk∨
(K) is the Boolean rank of K. (In fact,
a related question for unambiguous rectifier networks, or SUM-circuits, is originally due to
Find et al. [5]; our technique applies to this model as well, giving an analogous inequality
for the measure SUM(·), see Corollary 14.) Suppose K is an m × n matrix; then, by the
∗
argument due to Lovász [18], the greedy heuristic shows that rk∨
(K) ≥ rk∨ (K)/(1 + log mn),
so our lower bound is indeed at most a logarithmic factor away from the “full” direct product
theorem. To prove our lower bound, we take the linear programming formulation of the
fractional set cover problem for the matrix K and use components of the optimal solution
to the dual program to guide our argument. It is interesting to see how reasoning about
coverings, or, equivalently, about depth-2 rectifier networks, enables us to obtain meaningful
lower bounds on the size of rectifier networks that have unbounded depth.

2

Discussion and related work

We use the matrix language in this paper, but all results can be restated in terms of biclique
coverings of bipartite graphs.
The OR2 -complexity of full triangular matrices, Tn , is tightly related to results
on biclique coverings of complete undirected (non-bipartite) graphs from the early days
of the theory of computing. The n log n lower bound, in one form or another, was known
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to Hansel [7], Krichevskii [15], Katona and Szemerédi [14], and Tarján [32].1 On the one
hand, our lower bound is obtained in a setting with an asymmetry restriction: for OR2 (Tn ),
one needs to cover entries (i, j) with i < j in the matrix, whereas in biclique coverings of
undirected graphs, it suffices to cover either of (i, j) and (j, i). On the other hand, to the best
of our knowledge, ours is the only proof that goes via linear programming (LP) duality and
provides a tight lower bound on the size of fractional coverings. This result is new; moreover,
we are not aware of any other lower bounds for rectifier networks that come from feasible
solutions to the LP dual (in approximation algorithms, a related technique is known as “dual
fitting” [37, Section 9.4]). Apart from purely combinatorial considerations, the interest in
the problem is motivated by its applications in formula and switching-circuit complexity of
the Boolean threshold-2 function (which takes on the value 1 iff at least two of its inputs are
set to 1). For more context, see treatments by Radhakrishnan [26] and Lozhkin [20].
As for the greedy heuristics, while we are not the first to use them in the context
of rectifier networks (see Nechiporuk [24, Sect. 1.6]), they were never previously used to
study the complexity of individual matrices. The disjointness matrix, Dn , which we apply
this technique to, is a well-studied object in communication complexity [16]; it is a discrete
version of the Sierpiński triangle. For arbitrary-depth networks, the values OR(Dn ) and
SUM(Dn ) are Θ(n log n), as shown by Boyar and Find [1] and Selezneva [28].2 In depth 2,
the previous bounds are due to Jukna and Sergeev [11]; it is unknown if greedy heuristics
are also of use for SUM-circuits, as our upper bound for Dn does not extend to this model
(our coverings are not partitions).
Direct sum and direct product theorems in the theory of computing are statements
of the following form: when faced with several instances of the same problem on different
independent inputs, there is no better strategy than solving each instance independently.3
For rectifier networks, these questions are associated with the complexity of Kronecker
(tensor) products of matrices. Indeed, denote the k × k-identity matrix by Ik , then Ik ⊗ M
is the block-diagonal matrix with k copies of M on the diagonal. It is not difficult to show
that OR(Ik ⊗ M ) ≥ k · OR(M ), and a natural generalization asks whether OR(K ⊗ M ) ≥
rk∨ (K)·OR(M ) for any matrix K – see Find et al. [5] and Jukna and Sergeev [11, Sections 2.4,
3.6, and open problem 7.5]. To date, this inequality is only known to hold in special cases.
For example, Find et al. [5] can show this lower bound when the matrix K has a fooling set
of size rk∨ (K); however, the size of the largest fooling set does not approximate the Boolean
rank, as observed, e.g., by Gruber and Holzer [6] (they use the graph-theoretic language,
with bipartite dimension instead of rk∨ ). As another example, denote by |M | the number of
1s in the matrix M and assume that M has no all-1 submatrices of size (k + 1) × (l + 1).
Then the inequality OR(M ) ≥ |M |/kl is a well-known lower bound due to Nechiporuk [24],
subsequently rediscovered by Mehlhorn [21], Pippenger [25], and Wegener [36]; Jukna and
Sergeev [11, Theorem 3.20] extend it to OR(K ⊗ M ) ≥ rk∨ (K) · |M |/kl for any square
matrix K. To the best of our knowledge, the current literature has no stronger lower bounds
on the OR-complexity of Kronecker products; our Theorem 13 answers this need, coming
logarithmically close to the bound in question. For SUM-complexity, the previous state of
the art and our contribution are analogous to the OR case. The related notion of a fractional
biclique cover has appeared, e.g., in the papers of Watts [35] and Jukna and Kulikov [10].

1
2

3

Not all of these arguments compute the exact value of OR2 (Tn ).
Recall that the SUM(·) measure corresponds to unambiguous rectifier networks, in which every inputoutput pair is connected by at most one path; or, equivalently, to arithmetic circuits over nonnegative
integers with addition (SUM) gates. For any matrix M , OR(M ) ≤ SUM(M ) and OR2 (M ) ≤ SUM2 (M ).
In some contexts, the terms “direct sum theorem” and “direct product theorem” have slightly different
meanings [29], but in the current context we do not distinguish between them.
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(a) Rectifier network of depth 3

(b) Matrix B

(c) Rectifier network of depth 2

Figure 1 Illustrations for Example 1.

Also related to our work is the study of the size of smallest biclique coverings, under the
name of the bipartite dimension of a graph (as opposed to the cost of such coverings and the
OR2 -complexity; see Section 3). This quantity corresponds to the Boolean rank of a matrix and
is known to be PSPACE-hard to compute [6] and NP-hard to approximate to within a factor of
n1−ε [2]. Finally, we note that results on OR2 -complexity have corollaries for descriptional
complexity of regular languages. Indeed, take a language where all words have length two,
L ⊆ Σ · ∆, with Σ = {a1 , . . . , am } and ∆ = {a1 , . . . , an }. Let M L be its characteristic m × n
L
matrix: Mi,j
= 1 iff ai · aj ∈ L. Then OR2 (M L ) coincides with the alphabetic length of the
shortest regular expression for L; for example, it follows from Corollary 5 that the optimal
regular expression for the language Ln = {ai aj | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} has n(blog2 nc+2)−2blog2 nc+1
occurrences of letters (Σ = ∆ = {a1 , . . . , an }). The values of OR(M L ) and OR2 (M L ) are also
related to the size of the smallest nondeterministic finite automata accepting L; see [8] and
the full version of the present paper (see http://arxiv.org/abs/1509.07588) for details.

3

Rectifier networks and coverings

Rectifier networks
Define a rectifier network with n inputs and m outputs as a 4-tuple N = (V, E, in, out),
where V is a set of vertices, E ⊆ V 2 a set of edges such that the directed graph GN = (V, E)
is acyclic, and in : {1, . . . , n} → V and out : {1, . . . , m} → V are injective functions whose
images contain only sources (resp., only sinks) of GN . The network N is said to have size |E|.
A rectifier network N expresses a Boolean m × n matrix M = M (N ) such that Mij = 1 if
GN contains a directed path from in(j) to out(i) and Mij = 0 otherwise. A rectifier network
N is said to have depth d if all maximal paths in GN have exactly d edges. Given a Boolean
matrix A ∈ {0, 1}m×n , let OR2 (A) denote the smallest size of a depth-2 rectifier network that
expresses A and let OR(A) denote the smallest size of any rectifier network that expresses A.
This notation is justified by the following observation. A rectifier network N may be
viewed as a circuit: its Boolean inputs are located at the vertices in({1, . . . , n}), and gates at
all other vertices compute the disjunction (Boolean OR) of their inputs. From this point of
view, the circuit computes a linear operator over the monoid ({0, 1}, OR), and the matrix of
this linear operator is exactly the Boolean matrix expressed by the rectifier network N .
I Example 1. A depth-3 rectifier network is shown in Figure 1a. It expresses the matrix B
in Figure 1b, showing that OR3 (B) ≤ 19. In fact, this network is optimal and OR3 (B) = 19;
see the full version of the paper for a proof of a more general statement. At the same time,
OR2 (B) = 20: the upper bound is achieved by the network in Figure 1c, and the lower bound
is due to Jukna and Sergeev [11, Theorem 3.18].
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w(S) xS → min

P

w(S) xS → min

P

yu → max

S∈F

S∈F

u∈U

xS ∈ {0, 1} for all S ∈ F
P
xS ≥ 1 for all u ∈ U

0 ≤ xS ≤ 1 for all S ∈ F
P
xS ≥ 1 for all u ∈ U

yu ≥ 0 for all u ∈ U
P
yu ≤ w(S) for all S ∈ F

S∈F :
u∈S

S∈F :
u∈S

u∈S

(a) Integer program

(b) Linear relaxation

(c) Dual of the linear relaxation

Figure 2 Integer and linear programs for the set cover problem.

Coverings of Boolean matrices
Let us describe an alternative way of defining the function OR2 (·). Given a Boolean
matrix A ∈ {0, 1}m×n , a rectangle (or a 1-rectangle) is a pair (R, C), where R ⊆ {1, . . . , m}
and C ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, such that for all (i, j) ∈ R × C we have Aij = 1. A rectangle (R, C) is
said to cover all pairs (i, j) ∈ R × C. The cost of a rectangle (R, C) is defined as |R| + |C|.
Suppose a matrix A is fixed; then a collection of rectangles is called a covering of A if for
every (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , m} × {1, . . . , n} there exists a rectangle in the collection that covers
(i, j). The cost of a collection is the sum of costs of all its rectangles.
Given a Boolean matrix A ∈ {0, 1}m×n , the cost of A is defined as the smallest cost of a
covering of A. It is not difficult to show that the cost of A equals OR2 (A) as defined above.
Similarly, we can think of minimizing the size of a covering, i.e., the number of rectangles
in a collection instead of their total cost. The smallest size of a covering of A is called the
OR-rank (or the Boolean rank) of A, denoted rk∨ A.

4

Fractional and greedy coverings

In the rest of the paper we interpret the covering problems for Boolean matrices as special
cases of the general set cover problem. In this section we recall this general setting and present
two main techniques that we apply: linear programming duality and greedy heuristics.
An instance of the (weighted) set cover problem consists of a set U , a family of its subsets,
F ⊆ 2U , and a weight function, which is a mapping w : F → N. Every set S ∈ F is said to
cover all elements s ∈ S ⊆ U . The goal is to find a subfamily F 0 ⊆ F that is a covering (i.e.,
S
it covers all elements from U : S∈F 0 S = U ) and has the smallest possible total weight (i.e.,
P
it minimizes the functional S∈F 0 w(S) amongst all coverings). In the unweighted version of
the problem, w(S) = 1 for all S ∈ F, so the total weight of a covering is just its size (number
of elements in F 0 ). In both versions, F is usually assumed to be a feasible solution, which
S
means that every s ∈ U belongs to at least one set from F: that is, S∈F S = U .
It is instructive, throughout this section, to have particular instances of the set cover
problem in mind, namely those of covering Boolean matrices with rectangles as in Section 3. In
the following sections, we refer to them as weighted and unweighted set covering formulations;
their optimal solutions correspond to the values of OR2 (A) and rk∨ A respectively.

Fractional coverings
The set cover problem can easily be recast as an integer program: see Figure 2a. For each
S ∈ F, this program has an integer variable xS ∈ {0, 1}: the interpretation is that xS = 1
if and only if S ∈ F 0 , and the constraints require that every element is covered. Feasible
solutions are in a natural one-to-one correspondence with coverings of U , and the optimal
value in the program is the smallest weight of a covering.
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The linear programming relaxation of this integer program is obtained by interpreting
variables xS over reals: see Figure 2b. Now 0 ≤ xS ≤ 1 for each S ∈ F. Feasible solutions
to this program are called fractional coverings. Suppose the optimal cost in the original
set cover problem is τ . Then the integer program in Figure 2a has optimal value τ , and its
relaxation in Figure 2b optimal value τ ∗ ≤ τ .
Finally, define the dual of this linear program: this is also a linear program, and it has a
(real) variable yu for each element u ∈ U ; see Figure 2c. This is a maximization problem,
and its optimal value coincides with τ ∗ by the strong duality theorem.
The following lemma (see, e.g., [12]) summarizes the properties needed for the sequel.
P
I Lemma 2. If (yu )u∈U is a feasible solution to the dual, then u∈U yu ≤ τ ∗ ≤ τ . There
P
exists a feasible solution to the dual, (yu∗ )u∈U , such that u∈U yu∗ = τ ∗ .
We use the first part of Lemma 2 in Section 5 to obtain a lower bound on τ and the
second part in Section 7 to associate “weights” with 1-elements in the matrix.

Greedy coverings
The greedy heuristic for the unweighted set cover problem works as follows. It maintains the
set of uncovered elements, initially U , and iteratively adds to F 0 (which is initially empty) a
set S ∈ F which covers the largest number of yet-uncovered elements. Any covering obtained
by this (nondeterministic) procedure is called a greedy covering. (There is a natural extension
to the weighted version as well.)
A standard analysis of the greedy heuristic is performed in the framework of approximation
algorithms: the size of a greedy covering is at most O(log |U |) times larger than that of
the optimal covering [3, 18]. But for our purposes a different upper bound will be more
convenient: an “absolute” upper bound in terms of the “density” of the instance. Such a
bound is given by the following result, which is substantially less well-known:
I Lemma 3 (greedy covering lemma). Suppose every element s ∈ U is contained in at least
γ|F| sets from F, where 0 < γ ≤ 1. Then the size of any greedy covering does not exceed


1 +
1
ln (γ|U |) + ,
γ
γ
where ln+ (x) = max(0, ln x) and ln x is the natural logarithm.
Several versions of the lemma can be found in the literature. It was proved for the first
time in 1972 by Sapozhenko [27] and appears in later textbooks [33, Lemma 9 in Section 3,
pp. 136–137], [34, pp. 134–135]. A slightly different form, attributed to Stein [31] and
Lovász [17], was independently obtained later and is sometimes known as the Lovász–Stein
theorem; yet another proof is due to Karpinski and Zelikovsky [13]. Recent treatments with
applications and more detailed discussion can be found in Deng et al. [4] and in Jukna’s
textbook [9, pp. 34–37].
Since the upper bound of Lemma 3 is hardly a standard tool in theoretical computer
science as of now, a remark on the proof is in order. A standalone proof goes via the following
fact: on each step of the greedy algorithm the number of yet-uncovered elements shrinks
by a constant factor, determined by the density parameter γ and the size of the instance.
Alternatively, one can use the result due to Lovász [17] that the size of any greedy covering is
within a factor of 1 + log |U | from the optimal fractional covering. Since assigning the value
(mins∈U |{S ∈ F : s ∈ S}|)−1 = 1/γ|U | to all xS , S ∈ F, in the linear program in Figure 2b
leads to a feasible solution, an upper bound of (1/γ) · (1 + log |U |) follows.
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(a) Portion of the matrix M .

a→

d
↓

e = max C
↓

6= 0

6= 0

rows R
b→
c = max R →

0
0
6= 0
0
0

(b) Definition of a, b, c, d, e.

Figure 3 Illustrations for the proof of Theorem 4.

We use Lemma 3 in Section 6 to obtain an upper bound on the OR2 -complexity of
Kneser-Sierpiński matrices. We remark that instead of greedy coverings one can use random
coverings to essentially the same effect (cf. Deng et al. [4]).

5

Lower bound for the full triangular matrices

Define the n × n full triangular matrix Tn = (tij )0≤i,j<n by tij = 1 if i < j and tij = 0
otherwise. This matrix Tn is the adjacency matrix of the Hasse diagram of the strict linear
order 0 < 1 < · · · < n − 1; it has 1s everywhere above the main diagonal and 0s on the
diagonal and below. In this section, we study the smallest size of depth-2 rectifier networks
that express Tn .
Define s(n) = n(blog2 nc + 2) − 2blog2 nc+1 for n ≥ 1. Note that s(n) is the so-called binary
entropy function, sequence A003314 in Sloane’s Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [30]. Its
properties were studied previously by Morris [22] because of its connection with mergesort.
I Theorem 4. All fractional coverings of Tn have cost of at least s(n).
I Corollary 5. OR2 (Tn ) = s(n).
We discuss the proof of Theorem 4 below. Note that the equality of Corollary 5 gives
the exact value of OR2 (Tn ). The upper bound of the theorem is an easy divide-and-conquer
argument, and the main challenge is to obtain the lower bound.
Consider the weighted set covering formulation for Tn , where the optimal value is OR2 (Tn )
as discussed in Section 4. By Lemma 2, it suffices to find a feasible solution to the dual linear
program with the value s(n). Our feasible solution is given by a certain infinite diagonal
matrix M , with rows and columns indexed by the natural numbers, defined as follows:


2, if j − i = 1;

Mi,j = 1, if j − i = 2q for some q ≥ 1;


0, otherwise.
The first 17 rows and columns of M are displayed in Figure 3a. Notice that each row is a
shift, by 1, of the preceding row.
I Lemma 6. The sum of the elements of M (n) , the n × n upper left submatrix of M , is
equal to s(n).
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Proof. M (n+1) is obtained from M (n) by concatenating a row of 0’s on the bottom, and a
column that contains a single 2 and 1’s corresponding to the powers of 2 that are ≤ n. In
other words, s(n + 1) = s(n) + blog2 nc + 2. The result now follows by an easy induction. J
I Lemma 7. yi,j = Mi,j for 0 ≤ i < j < n is a feasible solution to the dual program.
Proof. Let R correspond to a choice of rows of M and C to a choice of columns. To prove
feasibility, we need to see that for each pair of nonempty sets R, C ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} with
max R < min C – only such pairs (R, C) are rectangles of Tn , because the matrix has 0s
everywhere on the main diagonal and below – we have
X
Mi,j ≤ |R| + |C|.
(1)
i∈R
j∈C

Suppose there exists a counterexample to (1). Among all counterexamples to (1), consider
one with the smallest possible value of |R| + |C|. If |R| = 1 then since at most one entry in
P
each row is 2 and all others are either 0 or 1, we clearly have i∈R Mi,j ≤ |C| + 1 = |R| + |C|.
j∈C

Hence |R| ≥ 2. The same argument applies if |C| = 1. Thus the minimal counterexample to
(1) has at least two rows and columns.
We now observe that the row sum of each row in our counterexample is at least 2. For
if it is 0 or 1 we could omit that row, and (1) would still be violated. The same argument
applies to the column sums. We can prove the following statement (the details can be found
in the full version of the paper):
I Claim 8. Suppose there are at least two nonzero elements in the submatrix of M formed
by rows 0, 1, . . . , b and column e of M . Then e ≤ 2b.
Now let us assume that our minimal counterexample has c = max R. Let e = max C.
Since column e has 2 nonzero elements, by the Claim above we know e ≤ 2c. Now let b be
the largest element ≤ c in R for which there is a nonzero element in column e; this must
exist since column e has at least two nonzero elements. Let a be any row < b in R with a
nonzero element in column e. Again, this must exist since column e has at least two nonzero
elements. Finally, let d be any column < e in C with a nonzero element in row a. This must
exist because every row in R has at least two nonzero elements. We claim d ≤ c.
To see this, note that b = e − 2j ≤ c for some j ≥ 0. (In fact, j = dlog2 (e − c)e.)
Then we must have a = e − 2k ≥ 0 where k ≥ j + 1. Then d − a = 2` for some `. So
d − a = d − (e − 2k ) = 2` and hence d = e + 2` − 2k . Since d < e, we have ` < k. So
d ≤ e + 2k−1 − 2k = e − 2k−1 ≤ e − 2j = b ≤ c. This is illustrated in Figure 3b.
Now max R < min C, but d ≤ c while d ∈ C and c ∈ R, a contradiction. Hence there are
no minimal counterexamples and no counterexamples at all. Thus (1) holds. It follows that
M represents a feasible solution. This concludes the proof of Lemma 7.
J
Let us complete the proof of Theorem 4. Apply the first part of Lemma 2 to the weighted
set covering formulation of the problem and take the solution yi,j = Mi,j , 0 ≤ i < j < n,
as described above. This solution has value s(n) by Lemma 6 and is feasible by Lemma 7.
Hence, all fractional coverings have cost at least s(n).

6

Upper bound for Kneser-Sierpiński matrices

Suppose n = 2k . A Kneser-Sierpiński matrix (or a disjointness matrix) of size 2k × 2k is the
matrix Dn defined as follows. Rows and columns of the matrix are indexed from 0 to 2k − 1.
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The matrix has a 1 at all positions (i, j) such that i and j have no common 1 in their binary
expansion; all other elements of the matrix are 0.
Note that if we identify each number from {0, . . . , n − 1} with a subset of {1, . . . , k} in
the natural way, then Dn is naturally associated with a Boolean function that maps a pair
of subsets of {1, . . . , k} to 1 if they are disjoint, and to 0 if they have an element in common.
n Dn
An alternative way to define Dn is by a recurrence D2n = D
for n ≥ 1; D1 = (1);
Dn 0
here subsets of {1, . . . , k} are ordered lexicographically. Using the antilexicographic order for
rows and the lexicographic order for columns would lead to a lower triangular matrix.
What is the size of smallest depth-2 rectifier networks that express Kneser-Sierpiński
matrices? Jukna and Sergeev [11, Lemma 4.2] prove that
1

n 2 log 5 / polylog(n) ≤ OR2 (Dn ) ≤ nlog(1+

√

2)

· polylog(n),

(2)

and in this section, we prove the following result:
I Theorem 9. OR2 (Dn ) ≤ nlog(9/4) · polylog(n).
√
Note that 12 log 5 ≈ 1.16096, log(9/4) ≈ 1.16993, and log(1 + 2) ≈ 1.27.
x,y
Suppose n = 2k as above, and let D[k]
be the submatrix of Dn whose rows and columns
x,y
correspond to x-sized and y-sized subsets of {1, . . . , k}, respectively. This matrix D[k]
has


x,x
size xk × ky . If x = y, then D[k]
is the adjacency matrix of the Kneser graph [19].
 2z 4
k
For 0 ≤ y ≤ x ≤ k, write z = (k − x − y)/2 and f (x, y) = x,z,k−x−z
/ z . Jukna and
x,x
Sergeev [11, Lemma 4.2] show that all coverings of D[k] have cost at least f (x, x)/ poly(k),
and this gives the lower bound in equation (2): taking x = 0.4k brings f (x, x) to its maximum
1
of n 2 log 5 , if we disregard factors polylogarithmic in n = 2k . Our Theorem 9 follows from
Lemmas 10 and 12 below.
x,y
I Lemma 10. There exists a covering of D[k]
with cost at most f (x, y) · poly(k).

Proof. Consider F, the family of all ordered bipartitions of {1, . . . , k} into sets of size x + z
and y + z, where z = (k − x − y)/2. Technically, an ordered bipartition is simply a subset
of {1, . . . , k}, but it is more instructive to view it as an ordered pair: this subset and its
x,y
complement. Every such bipartition, (S, S), corresponds to a (maximal) rectangle in D[k]
;
x,y
elements of D[k] covered by the rectangle are pairs (X, Y ) of disjoint sets that respect the
bipartition: X ⊆ S and Y ⊆ S.
Use the greedy covering
lemma (Lemma 3) for the unweighted set covering formulation

k
with F. There are x+z
bipartitions in this family, and every pair of disjoint sets (X, Y ) of

 k 
2z
size x and y respects 2z
z of them, so γ = z / x+z and any greedy covering will contain
at most N sets, where


k
k
N=

x+z

2z
z

· (1 + ln(4k )) + 1 =

x+z

2z
z

· poly(k).


x,y
For every bipartition in the covering, the corresponding 1-rectangle in D[k]
will include x+z
z


rows and y+z
columns; its cost will be at most 2 x+z
as y ≤ x. So the total cost of the
z
z
covering will not exceed
x+z
z

4



· 2N =

k
2 (x+z
)(x+z
z )·poly(k)
2z
z

( )

=

k
(x,z,k−x−z
)·poly(k)
= f (x, y) · poly(k).
(2z
z)

We use the standard notation for multinomial coefficients:

k
a,b,c



=

k!
a! b! c!

J

provided that a + b + c = k.
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m,m
I Corollary 11. Suppose 0 ≤ m ≤ k/2 and let Dkm = D[k]
be the adjacency matrix of
the (bipartite) Kneser graph: vertices in each part are size-m subsets of {1, . . . , k}, and
two vertices from different parts are adjacent if and only if the subsets are disjoint.
 k−2mThen

k
d(m, k)/ poly(k) ≤ OR2 (Dkm ) ≤ d(m, k) · poly(k) where d(m, k) = m,k/2−m,k/2
/ k/2−m .

I Lemma 12. If 0 ≤ y ≤ x ≤ k, then f (x, y) ≤ 2k log(9/4) · poly(k), and there exists a pair
(x∗ , y ∗ ) such that f (x∗ , y ∗ ) ≥ 2k log(9/4) / poly(k).
To complete the proof of Theorem 9, it remains to note that a union of coverings
x,y
of matrices D[k]
for all pairs x, y with 0 ≤ x, y ≤ k constitutes a covering of Dn . For
0 ≤ y ≤ x ≤ k, the coverings are constructed by Lemma 10, and for x ≤ y the construction
just swaps the roles of x and y. Since there are only (k + 1)2 = polylog(n) pairs x, y in total,
the desired upper bound follows from Lemma 12.
I Remark. Although Theorem 9 leaves a gap between the bounds on OR2 (Dn ), the greedy
x,y
strategy is, in fact, optimal up to a polylog(n) factor: For each D[k]
, it suffices to use
bipartitions into sets of size ` and k − `, for some ` = `(k; x, y). (See the full version of the
paper for details.) Our choice of ` in Lemma 10 is ` = x + (k − x − y)/2, and the optimal
choice, ` = `∗ (k; x, y), will deliver a tight upper bound on OR2 (Dn ). Numerical experiments
1
seem to indicate that the actual value of OR2 (Dn ) is within a polylog(n) factor from n 2 log 5 ,
but no formal proof is known to us.

7

Lower bound for Kronecker products

Given two matrices K ∈ {0, 1}m1 ×n1 and M ∈ {0, 1}m2 ×n2 , their Kronecker (or tensor)
product is the Boolean matrix K ⊗ M of size (m1 · m2 ) × (n1 · n2 ) defined as follows. Its
rows are indexed by pairs (i1 , i2 ) and its columns by pairs (j1 , j2 ) where 1 ≤ is ≤ ms and
1 ≤ js ≤ ns for s = 1, 2. The entry of K ⊗ M at position ((i1 , i2 ), (j1 , j2 )) is defined as
Ki1 ,j1 · Mi2 ,j2 .
In this section we prove a lower bound on the OR(·)-measure of Kronecker products.
Recall that the Boolean rank rk∨ (K) is the optimal value of the unweighted set covering
formulation (as in Figure 2a) where the set of 1-entries in the matrix K is covered by all-1
rectangles. In the linear relaxation of this problem (as in Figure 2b), the goal is to assign
P
weights w(R) ∈ [0, 1] to each 1-rectangle R such that (i,j)∈R w(R) ≥ 1 for each 1-entry (i, j)
P
∗
of K, minimizing
w(R). Let the fractional rank rk∨
(K) be the optimal value of this linear
relaxation. The integrality gap result for the set cover problem [17] and the duality theorem
∗
imply that rk∨ (K)/(1 + log m1 n1 ) ≤ rk∨
(K) ≤ rk∨ (K). In the graph-theoretic language, the
∗
number rk∨ (K) is the fractional biclique cover number, denoted by bc∗ (G) where K is the
adjacency matrix of the (bipartite) graph G. Fractional rank is known to be bounded from
below by the fooling set number, see Watts [35, Theorem 2.2].
∗
I Theorem 13. For any pair K, M of Boolean matrices, OR(K ⊗ M ) ≥ rk∨
(K) · OR(M ).

Proof. First consider the unweighted set covering formulation for K, where the optimal
value is rk∨ (K) as discussed in Section 4, and take its linear relaxation, with the optimal
∗
value rk∨
(K). By Lemma 2, there is an assignment of weights to 1-elements of this matrix,
w(i, j) ∈ [0, 1] for all (i, j) with Ki,j = 1, such that the following two conditions are satisfied
P
(see Figure 2c). First, for each 1-rectangle R × C of K, the sum (i,j)∈R×C w(i, j) is at
P
∗
most 1. Second, (i,j):Ki,j =1 w(i, j) = rk∨
(K).
Now let N = (V, E, in, out) be a rectifier network of size OR(K ⊗ M ) that expresses
Q = K ⊗ M , where K and M have size as above. For an edge e ∈ E, let To(e) ⊆
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{1, . . . , m1 } × {1, . . . , m2 } be the set of row indices (i1 , i2 ) of Q such that the node out(i1 , i2 )
is reachable from the target of e. Similarly, let From(e) ⊆ {1, . . . , n1 } × {1, . . . , n2 } be the
set of column indices (j1 , j2 ) of Q such that the source of e is reachable from in(j1 , j2 ). Then
R(e) = (To(e), From(e)) is a rectangle of Q. Moreover, define πs ((i1 , i2 ), (j1 , j2 )) = (is , js )
for s = 1, 2 and πs (R) = {πs (r, c) : (r, c) ∈ R}. Then π1 (R(e)) and π2 (R(e)) are rectangles
in K and M respectively.
We assign real weights based on w to each edge e of N by the following rule:
X
w0 (e) =
w(i, j).
(i,j)∈π1 (R(e))

Since π1 (R(e)) is a rectangle of K, one of the constraints on w ensures that w0 (e) ≤ 1 for each
P
edge e of N . Consequently, e∈E w0 (e) ≤ |E| = OR(K ⊗ M ); furthermore, the following
chain of inequalities holds:
X
X
X
OR(K ⊗ M ) ≥
w0 (e) =
w(i1 , j1 )
e∈E

=

X

e∈E (i1 ,j1 )∈π1 (R(e))

w(i1 , j1 ) · |{e ∈ E : (i1 , j1 ) ∈ π1 (R(e))}|

(i1 ,j1 ):Ki1 ,j1 =1

=

X

w(i1 , j1 ) · |{e ∈ E : i1 ∈ π1 (To(e)), j1 ∈ π1 (From(e))}|.

(3)

(i1 ,j1 ):Ki1 ,j1 =1

Fix an arbitrary entry (i1 , j1 ) of K with Ki1 ,j1 = 1. Consider the subgraph Nj1 i1 of N
induced by the nodes that are reachable from some source of the form in(j1 , j2 ) and from
which a node of the form out(i1 , i2 ) is reachable – in other words, take all nodes and edges
on all paths from in(j1 , j2 ) to out(i1 , i2 ) for some i2 , j2 . Then, since Ki1 ,j1 = 1, the node
out(i1 , i2 ) is reachable from in(j1 , j2 ) in Nj1 i1 if and only if Mi2 ,j2 = 1. So the network
Nj1 i1 expresses M (with the mappings in0 (j2 ) = in(j1 , j2 ) and out0 (i2 ) = out(i1 , i2 )). Hence,
the number of edges in Nj1 i1 is at least OR(M ). But by our definitions, the relations
i1 ∈ π1 (To(e)) and j1 ∈ π1 (From(e)) hold together exactly for the edges e of N present in
Nj1 i1 . Thus |{e ∈ E : i1 ∈ π1 (To(e)), j1 ∈ π1 (From(e))}| ≥ OR(M ) and we conclude from
equation (3) that
X
∗
OR(K ⊗ M ) ≥
w(i1 , j1 ) · OR(M ) = rk∨
(K) · OR(M ).
J
(i1 ,j1 ):Ki1 ,j1 =1

I Remark. Let SUM(K) be the smallest size of an unambiguous rectifier network that
expresses K. A rectifier network is unambiguous if for all i, j it has at most one path from
in(j) to out(i). Such networks are also known under the names of SUM-circuits [11] and
cancellation-free circuits [1]. The same construction as above also proves the inequality
∗
SUM(K ⊗ M ) ≥ rk∨
(K) · SUM(M ).
I Corollary 14. For any pair of matrices K ∈ {0, 1}m1 ×n1 and M ∈ {0, 1}m2 ×n2 , and
L ∈ {OR, SUM}, it holds that L(K ⊗ M ) ≥ rk∨ (K) · L(M )/(1 + log m1 n1 ).
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Stasys Jukna, Alexander Kulikov, Igor Sergeev,
and anonymous reviewers for comments and discussions.
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Abstract
Given two families of sets F and G, the F-separability problem for G asks whether for two given
sets U, V ∈ G there exists a set S ∈ F, such that U is included in S and V is disjoint with S. We
consider two families of sets F: modular sets S ⊆ Nd , defined as unions of equivalence classes
modulo some natural number n ∈ N, and unary sets, which extend modular sets by requiring
equality below a threshold n, and equivalence modulo n above n. Our main result is decidability
of modular and unary separability for the class G of reachability sets of Vector Addition Systems,
Petri Nets, Vector Addition Systems with States, and for sections thereof.
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1

Introduction

We investigate separability problems for sets of vectors from Nd . We say that a set U is
separated from a set V by a set S if U ⊆ S and V ∩ S = ∅. For two families of sets F and G,
the F-separability problem for G asks for two given sets U, V ∈ G whether U is separated
from V by some set from F. Concretely, we consider F to be modular sets or unary sets1 ,
and G to be reachability sets of Vector Addition Systems or generalizations thereof.
Motivation. The separability problem is a classical problem in theoretical computer science.
It was investigated most extensively in the area of formal languages, for G being the family of
all regular word languages. Since regular languages are effectively closed under complement,
the F-separability problem is a generalization of the F-characterization problem, which asks
whether a given language belongs to F. Indeed, L ∈ F if and only if L is separated from its
complement by some language from F. Separability problems for regular languages attracted
recently a lot of attention, which resulted in establishing the decidability of F-separability for

∗
1
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Since S separates U from V iff its complement separates V from U , and since F is closed under
complement, we could equally well have defined a symmetric version of the separability problem by
saying that S separates {U, V } iff U ⊆ S and V ∩ S = ∅.
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the family F of separators being the piecewise testable languages [3, 21] (recently generalized
to finite ranked trees [6]), the locally and locally threshold testable languages [20], the
languages definable in first order logic [23], and the languages of certain higher levels of the
first order hierarchy [22], among others.
Separability of nonregular languages attracted little attention till now. The reasons
for this are twofold. First, for regular languages one can use standard algebraic tools, like
syntactic monoids, and indeed most of the results have been obtained with the help of such
techniques. Second, some strong intractability results have been known already since the
70’s, when Szymanski and Williams proved that regular separability of context-free languages
is undecidable [24]. Later Hunt [11] generalized this result: he showed that F-separability of
context-free languages is undecidable for every class F which is closed under finite boolean
combinations and contains all languages of the form wΣ∗ for w ∈ Σ∗ . This is a very
weak condition, so it seemed that nothing nontrivial can be done outside regular languages
with respect to separability problems. Furthermore, Kopczyński has recently shown that
regular separability is undecidable even for languages of visibly pushdown automata [13],
thus strengthening the result by Szymanski and Williams. On the positive side, piecewise
testable separability has been shown decidable for context-free languages, languages of Vector
Addition Systems (VAS languages), and some other classes of languages [4]. This inspired us
to start a quest for decidable cases beyond regular languages.
To the best of our knowledge, beside [4], separability problems for VAS languages have
not been investigated before.
Our contribution. In this paper, we get a step closer towards solving regular separability
of VAS languages. Instead of VAS languages themselves (i.e., subsets of Σ∗ ), in this paper
we investigate their commutative closures, or, alternatively, subsets of Nd represented as
reachability sets of VASes, VASes with states, or Petri nets. A VAS reachability set is just
the set of configurations of a VAS which can be reached from a specified initial configuration.
Towards a unified treatment, instead of considering separately VASes, VASes with states,
and Petri nets, we consider sections of VAS reachability sets (abbreviated as VAS sections
below), which turn out to be expressive enough to represent sections of VASes with states
and Petri nets, and thus being a convenient subsuming formalism. A section of a set of
vectors X ⊆ Nd is the set obtained by first fixing a value for certain coordinates, and then
projecting the result to the remaining coordinates. For example, if X is the set of pairs
{(x, y) ∈ N2 | x divides y}, then the section of X obtained by fixing the first coordinate to 3
is the set {0, 3, 6, . . . }. It can be easily shown that VAS sections are strictly more general
than VAS reachability sets themselves, and they are equiexpressive with sections of VASes
with states and Petri nets.
We study the separability problem of VAS sections by simpler classes, namely, modular
and unary sets. A set X ⊆ Nd is modular if there exists a modulus n ∈ N s.t. X is
closed under the congruence modulo n on every coordinate, and it is unary if there exists
a threshold n ∈ N s.t. it is closed under the congruence modulo n above the threshold n
on every coordinate. Clearly, VAS sections are more general than both unary and modular
sets, and unary sets are more general than modular sets. Moreover, unary sets are tightly
connected with commutative regular languages, in the sense that the Parikh image2 of a
commutative regular language is a unary set, and vice versa, the inverse Parikh image of a

2

The Parikh image of a language of words L ⊆ {a1 , . . . , ak } is the subset of Nk obtained by counting
occurrences of letters in L.
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unary set is a commutative regular language. As our main result, we show that the modular
and unary separability problems are decidable for VAS sections (and thus for sections of
VASes with states and Petri nets). Both proofs use similar techniques, and invoke two
semi-decision procedures: the first one (positive) enumerates witnesses of separability, and
the second one (negative) enumerates witnesses of nonseparability. A separability witness
is just a modular (or unary) set, and verifying that it is indeed a separator easily reduces
to the VAS reachability problem. Thus, the hard part of the proof is to invent a finite and
decidable witness of nonseparability, i.e., a finite object whose existence proves that none of
infinitely many modular (resp. unary) sets is a separator. Our main technical observation is
that two nonseparable VAS reachability sets always admit two linear subsets thereof that
are already nonseparable.
From our result, thanks to the tight connection between unary sets and commutative
regular languages mentioned above, we can immediately deduce decidability of regular
separability for commutative closures of VAS languages, and commutative regular separability
for VAS languages. This constitutes a first step towards determining the status of regular
separability for languages of VASes. Full proofs can be found in the technical report [2].
Related research. Choffrut and Grigorieff have shown decidability of separability of rational
relations by recognizable relations in Σ∗ × Nd [1]. Rational subsets of Nd are precisely the
semilinear sets, and recognizable (by morphism into a monoid) subsets of Nd are precisely
the unary sets. Thus, by ignoring the Σ∗ component, one obtains a very special case of our
result, namely decidability of the unary separability problem for semilinear sets. Moreover,
since modular sets are subsets of Nd which are recognizable by a morphism into a monoid
which happens to be a group, we also obtain a new result, namely, decidability of separability
of rational subsets of Nd by subsets of Nd recognized by a group.
From a quite different angle, our research seems to be closely related to the VAS reachability problem. Leroux [16] has shown a highly nontrivial result: the reachability sets of two
VASes are disjoint if, and only if, they can be separated by a semilinear set. In other words,
semilinear separability for VAS reachability sets is equivalent to the VAS (non-)reachability
problem. This connection suggests that modular and unary separability are interesting
problems in themselves, enriching our understanding of VASes. Finally, we show that VAS
reachability reduces to unary separability, thus the problem does not become easier by considering the simpler class of unary sets as opposed to semilinear sets. For modular separability
we have a weaker complexity lower bound, i.e. ExpSpace-hardness, by a reduction from
control state reachability for VASSes.

2

Preliminaries

Vectors. By N and Z we denote the set of natural and integer numbers, respectively. For
a vector u = (u1 , . . . , ud ) ∈ Zd and for a coordinate i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, we denote by u[i] its
i-th component ui . The zero vector is denoted by 0. The order ≤ and the sum operation +
naturally extend to vectors pointwise. Moreover, if n ∈ Z, then nu is the vector (nu1 , . . . , nud ).
These operations extend to sets element-wise in the natural way: For two sets of vectors
U, V ⊆ Zd we denote by U + V its Minkowski sum {u + v | u ∈ U, v ∈ V }. For a (possibly
infinite) set of vectors S ⊆ Zd , let Lin(S) and Lin≥0 (S) be the set of linear combinations
and non-negative linear combinations of vectors from S, respectively, i.e.,
Lin(S) = {a1 v1 + . . . + ak vk | v1 , . . . , vk ∈ S, a1 , . . . , ak ∈ Z}, and
Lin≥0 (S) = {a1 v1 + . . . + ak vk | v1 , . . . , vk ∈ S, a1 , . . . , ak ∈ N}.
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When the set S = {v1 , . . . , vk } is finite, we alternatively write Lin(v1 , . . . , vk ) instead of
Lin({v1 , . . . , vk }), and similarly for Lin≥0 (v1 , . . . , vk ).
Modular, unary, linear, and semilinear sets. Two vectors x, y ∈ Zd are n-modular equivalent, written x ≡n y, if, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, we have x[i] ≡ y[i] mod n. Moreover,
two non-negative vectors x, y ∈ Nd are n-unary equivalent, written x ∼
=n y, if x ≡n y and
x[i] ≥ n ⇐⇒ y[i] ≥ n for all i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. A d-dimensional set S ⊆ Nd is modular if there
exists a number n ∈ N, s.t. S is a union of n-modular equivalence classes. Unary sets S ⊆ Nd
are defined similarly w.r.t. n-unary equivalence classes.
A set S ⊆ Nd is linear if it is of the form S = {b} + Lin≥0 (p1 , . . . , pk ) for some base
b ∈ Nd and some periods p1 , . . . , pk ∈ Nd . A set is semilinear if it is a finite union of linear
sets. Note that a modular set is also unary (since ∼
=n is finer than ≡n ), and that unary set
is in turn a semilinear set, which can be presented as a finite union of linear sets in which all
the periods are parallel to the coordinate axes, i.e., they have exactly one non-zero entry.
Separability. For S, U, V ⊆ Nd , we say that S separates U from V if U ⊆ S and V ∩ S = ∅.
The set S is also called a separator of U, V . For a family F of sets, we say that U is
F separable from V if U is separated from V by a set S ∈ F. In this paper, the set of
separators F will be the modular sets and the unary ones. Since both classes are closed
under complement, the notion of F separability is symmetric: U is F separable from V iff V
is F separable from U . Thus we use also a symmetric notation, in particular we say that U
and V are F separable instead of saying that U is F separable from V . For two families of
sets F and G, the F separability problem for G asks whether two given sets U, V ∈ G are F
separable. In this paper we mainly consider two instances of F, namely modular sets and
unary sets, and thus we speak of modular and unary separability problems, respectively.
Vector Addition Systems. A d-dimensional Vector Addition System (VAS) is a pair V =
(s, T ), where s ∈ Nd is the source configuration and T ⊆fin Zd is the set of finitely many transitions. A partial run ρ of a VAS V = (s, T ) is a sequence (v0 , t0 , v1 ), . . . , (vn−1 , tn−1 , vn ) ∈
Nd × T × Nd such that for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} we have vi + ti = vi+1 . The source of this
partial run is the configuration v0 and the target of this partial run is the configuration vn , we
write source(ρ) = v0 , target(ρ) = vn . The labeling of ρ is the sequence t0 . . . tn−1 ∈ T ∗ ,
we write label(ρ) = t0 . . . tn−1 . For a sequence α ∈ T ∗ and a partial run ρ such that
α
label(ρ) = α, source(ρ) = u and target(ρ) = v we write u −→ v to denote this unique
partial run. A partial run ρ of (s, T ) with source(ρ) = s is called a run. The set of all runs
of a VAS V is denoted as Runs(V ). The reachability set Reach(V ) of a VAS V is the set of
targets of all its runs; the sets Reach(V ) we call VAS reachability sets in the sequel. The
family of all VAS reachability sets we denote as Reach(VAS).
I Example 1. Consider a VAS V = (s, T ), for a source configuration s = (1, 0, 0) and a set
of transitions T = {(−1, 2, 1), (2, −1, 1)}. One easily proves that
Reach(V ) = {(a, b, c) ∈ N3 | a + b = c + 1 ∧ a − b ≡ 1

mod 3}.

Vector Addition Systems with states. A d-dimensional VAS with states (VASS) is a triple
V = (s, T, Q), where Q is a finite set of states, s ∈ Q × Nd is the source configuration
and T ⊆fin Q × Zd × Q is a finite set of transitions. Similarly as in case of VASes, a run
ρ of a VASS V = (s, T, Q) is a sequence (q0 , v0 , s0 , q1 , v1 ), . . . , (qn−1 , vn−1 , sn−1 , qn , vn ) ∈
Q × Nd × Zd × Q × Nd such that (q0 , v0 ) = s and for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} we have
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(qi , si , qi+1 ) ∈ T and vi + si = vi+1 . We write target(ρ) = (qn , vn ). The reachability set of
a VASS V in state q is Reachq (V ) = {v ∈ Nd | (q, v) = target(ρ) for some run ρ}. The
family of all such reachability sets of all VASSes we denote as Reach(VASS).
I Example 2 (cf. [9]). Let V be a 3-dimensional VASS with two states, p and p0 , the source
configuration (p, (1, 0, 0)), and four transitions:
(p, (−1, 1, 0), p),

(p, (0, 0, 0), p0 ),

(p0 , (2, −1, 0), p0 ),

(p0 , (0, 0, 1), p).

Then Reachp (V ) = {(a, b, c) ∈ N3 | 1 ≤ a + b ≤ 2c }.

3

Sections

VAS reachability sets are central for this paper. However, in order to make this family of sets
more robust, we prefer to consider the slightly larger family of sections of VAS reachability
sets. The intuition about a section is that we fix values on a subset of coordinates in vectors,
and collect all the values that can occur on the other coordinates. For a vector u ∈ Nd and a
subset I ⊆ {1, . . . , d} of coordinates, by πI (u) ∈ N|I| we denote the I-projection of u, i.e., the
vector obtained from u by removing coordinates not belonging to I. The projection extends
element-wise to sets of vectors S ⊆ Nd , denoted πI (S). For a set of vectors S ⊆ Nd , a subset
I ⊆ {1, . . . , d}, and a vector u ∈ Nd−|I| , the section of S w.r.t. I and u is the set
secI,u (S) := πI ({v ∈ S | π{1,...,d}\I (v) = u}) ⊆ N|I| .
We denote by SecReach(VAS) the family of all sections of VAS reachability sets, which we
abbreviate as VAS sections below. Similarly, the family of all sections of VASS-reachability
sets we denote by SecReach(VASS).
I Example 3. Consider the VAS V from Example 1. For I = {1, 2} and u = 7 ∈ N1 we
have secI,u (Reach(V )) = {(0, 8), (3, 5), (6, 2)}.
Note that in a special case of I = {1, . . . , d}, when u is necessarily the empty vector,
secI,u (S) = S. Thus Reach(VAS) is a subfamily of SecReach(VAS), and likewise for
VASSes. We argue that VAS sections are a more robust class than VAS reachability sets.
Indeed, as shown below VAS sections are closed under positive boolean combinations, which
is not the case for VAS reachability sets.
Reachability sets of VASes are a strict subfamily of reachability sets of VASes with states,
which in turn are a strict subfamily of sections of reachability sets of VASes. However,
when sections of reachability set are compared, there is no difference between VASes and
VASes with states, which motivates considering sections in this paper. These observations
are summarized in the following two propositions:
I Proposition 4. Reach(VAS) ( Reach(VASS) ( SecReach(VAS).
I Proposition 5. SecReach(VAS) = SecReach(VASS).
I Remark. In a similar vein one shows that reachability sets of Petri nets include Reach(VAS)
and are included in Reach(VASS). Therefore, as long as sections are considered, there is no
difference between VASes, Petri nets, and VASSes. In consequence, our results apply not
only to VASes, but to all the three models.
We conclude this section by stating closure property of VAS sections. By positive
boolean combination we mean sets obtained by taking only intersections and unions, but not
complements.
I Proposition 6. The family of VAS sections is closed under positive boolean combinations.
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4

Results

As our main technical contribution, we prove decidability of the modular and unary separability problems for the class of sections of VAS reachability sets.
I Theorem 7. The modular separability problem for VAS sections is decidable.
I Theorem 8. The unary separability problem for VAS sections is decidable.
The proofs are postponed to Sections 5–7. Furthermore, as a corollary of Theorem 8 we
derive decidability of two commutative variants of the regular separability of VAS languages
(formulated in Theorems 9 and 10 below).
To consider languages instead of reachability sets, we need to assume that transitions of
a VAS are labeled by elements of an alphabet Σ, and thus every run is labeled by a word
over Σ obtained by concatenating labels of consecutive transitions of a run. We allow for
silent transitions labeled by ε, i.e., transitions that do not contribute to the labeling of a run.
The language L(V ) of a VAS V contains labels of those runs of V that end in an accepting
configuration. Our results work for several variants of acceptance; for instance, for a fixed
configuration v0 , we may consider a configuration v accepting if:
v ≥ v0 , this choice yields the so called coverability languages; or
v = v0 , this choice yields reachability languages.
The Parikh image of a word w ∈ Σ∗ , for a fixed total ordering a1 < . . . < ad of Σ, is
a vector in Nd whose ith coordinate stores the number of occurrences of ai in w. We lift
the operation element-wise to languages, thus the Parikh image of a language L, denoted
Π(L), is a subset of Nd . Two words w, v over Σ are commutatively equivalent if their Parikh
images are equal. The commutative closure of a language L ⊆ Σ∗ , denoted cc(L), is the
language containing all words w ∈ Σ∗ commutatively equivalent to some word v ∈ L. A
language L is commutative if it is invariant under commutatively equivalence, i.e., L = cc(L).
Note that a commutative language is uniquely determined by its Parikh image. The Parikh
image of any commutative regular language is unary: A finite automaton recognizing a
commutative language can only count modulo n above threshold n for each letter in the
alphabet independently. Moreover, all unary set can be obtained as the Parikh image of
a commutative regular language. Similarly, the inverse Parikh image of a unary set is a
commutative regular language, and all commutative regular languages can be obtained in
this way. In this sense, commutative regular languages and unary sets are in correspondence
with each other.
As a corollary of Theorem 8 we deduce decidability of the following two commutative
variants of the regular separability of VAS languages:
commutative regular separability of VAS languages: given two VASes V, V 0 , decide whether
there is a commutative regular language R that includes L(V ) and is disjoint from L(V 0 );
regular separability for commutative closures of VAS languages: given two VASes V, V 0 ,
decide whether there is a regular language R that includes cc(L(V )) and is disjoint from
cc(L(V 0 )).
I Theorem 9. Commutative regular separability is decidable for VAS languages.
Indeed, given two VASes V, W one easy constructs another two VASes V 0 , W 0 s.t. Π(L(V ))
is a section of Reach(V 0 ), and similarly for W 0 . By the tight correspondence between
commutative regular languages and unary sets, we observe that L(V ) and L(W ) are separated
by a commutative regular language if, and only if, their Parikh images Π(L(V )) and Π(L(W ))
are separated by a unary set, which is is decidable by Theorem 8.
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I Theorem 10. Regular separability is decidable for commutative closures of VAS languages.
Similarly as above, we reduce to unary separability of VAS reachability sets (which is
decidable once again by Theorem 8), which is immediate once one proves the following crucial
observation.
I Lemma 11. Two commutative languages L, K ⊆ Σ∗ are regular separable if, and only if,
their Parikh images are unary separable.
Proof. For the “if” direction, let Π(K) and Π(L) be separable by some unary set U ⊆ Nd .
Let S = {w ∈ Σ∗ | Π(w) ∈ U }. It is easy to see that S is (commutative) regular since U is
unary, and that S separates K and L. For the “only if” direction, let K and L be separable
by a regular language S, say K ⊆ S and S ∩ L = ∅. Let M be the syntactic monoid of
S and ω be its idempotent power, i.e., a number such that mω = m2ω for every m ∈ M .
In particular, for every word u ∈ Σ∗ we have (P) uv ω w ∈ S ⇐⇒ uv 2ω w ∈ S; in other
words, one can substitute v ω by v 2ω and vice versa in every context. Let Σ = {a1 , . . . , ad }.
For u = (u1 , . . . , ud ) ∈ Nd define the word wu = au1 1 · · · aud d . For every u, v ∈ Nd such that
u∼
=ω v, by repetitive application of (P) we get wu ∈ S iff wv ∈ S. As K is commutative and
K ⊆ S, we have wu ∈ S for all u ∈ Π(K); similarly, we have wv 6∈ S for all v ∈ Π(L). Thus,
for all u ∈ Π(K), v ∈ Π(L) we have u ∼
6 ω v. Let U = {x ∈ Nd | ∃y∈Π(K) x ∼
=
=ω y}. The set U
separates Π(K) and Π(L) and, being a union of ∼
J
=ω equivalence classes, it is unary.

5

Modular separability of linear sets

The rest of the paper is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 7 and 8. In this section we
prove two preliminary results that will be later used in Section 6, where the proof of
Theorems 7 is completed. First, we prove a combinatorial result on linear combinations (cf.
Lemma 12 below). Second, we prove that modular separability of linear sets is decidable
(cf. Corollary 15). While this second result follows from [1] and is thus not a new result, we
provide here another simple proof to make the paper self-contained.
Linear combinations modulo n. We start with some preliminary results from linear algebra.
≥0
For n ∈ N, let Lin≥0
(v1 , . . . , vk ) modulo n, i.e.,
n (v1 , . . . , vk ) be the closure of Lin
d
Lin≥0
n (v1 , . . . , vk ) = {v ∈ N | ∃u∈Lin≥0 (v1 ,...,vk ) v ≡n u}.

Similarly one defines Linn (v1 , . . . , vk ) be the closure of Lin(v1 , . . . , vk ) modulo n. Observe
however that Linn (v1 , . . . , vk ) = Lin≥0
n (v1 , . . . , vk ). Indeed, if v ≡n l1 v1 + . . . + lk vk for
l1 , . . . , lk ∈ Z then v ≡n (l1 + N n)v1 + . . . + (lk + N n)vk for any N ∈ N. The following
observation connects linear combinations to the modular closure of non-negative linear
combinations.
T
I Lemma 12. Lin(v1 , . . . , vk ) = n>0 Lin≥0
n (v1 , . . . , vk ).
Modular separability. In the rest of the paper, we heavily rely on the following straightforward characterization of modular separability.
I Proposition 13. Two sets U, V ⊆ Nd are modular separable if, and only if, there exists
n ∈ N such that for all u ∈ U , v ∈ V we have u 6≡n v.
In the special case of linear sets, the characterization above boils down to the following
property:
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I Lemma 14. Two linear sets {b}+Lin≥0 (P ) and {c}+Lin≥0 (Q) are not modular separable
if, and only if, b − c ∈ Lin(P ∪ Q).
Since the condition in the lemma above is effectively testable being an instance of
solvability of systems of linear Diophantine equations, we get the following corollary:
I Corollary 15. Modular separability of linear sets is decidable.
I Remark. Since linear Diophantine equations are solvable in polynomial time, we obtain
the same complexity for modular separability of linear sets. This observation however will
not be useful in the sequel.
I Remark. The unary separability problem is decidable for linear sets, as shown in [1], but
we will not need this fact in the sequel. Moreover, it follows from our stronger decidability
result stated in Theorem 8, since linear sets are included in VAS sections.

6

Modular separability of VAS sections

In this section we prove Theorem 7, and thus provide an algorithm to decide modular
separability for VAS reachability sets. Given two VAS sections U and V , the algorithm
runs in parallel two semi-decision procedures: one (positive) which looks for a witness of
separability, and another one (negative) which looks for a witness of nonseparability. Directly
from the characterization of Proposition 13, the positive semi-decision procedure simply
enumerates all moduli n ∈ N and checks whether u 6≡n v for all u ∈ U and v ∈ V . The latter
condition can be decided by reduction to the VAS (non)reachability problem [19, 17].
I Lemma 16. For two VAS sections U and V and a modulus n ∈ N, it is decidable whether
there exist u ∈ U and v ∈ V s.t. u ≡n v.
It remains to design the negative semi-decision procedure, which is the nontrivial part. In
Lemma 22, we show that if two VAS reachability sets are not modular separable, then in
fact they already contain two linear subsets which are not modular separable. In order to
construct such linear witnesses of nonseparablity, we use the theory of well quasi orders and
some elementary results in algebra, which we present next.
The order on runs. In this section, we define a certain well quasi order on runs E which
will prove useful in the following; a weaker version of this order was defined in [12].
A quasi order (X, 4) is a well quasi order (wqo) if for every infinite sequence x0 , x1 , . . . ∈ X
there exist indices i, j ∈ N, i < j, such that xi 4 xj . It is folklore that if (X, 4) is a wqo,
then in every infinite sequence x0 , x1 , . . . ∈ X there even exists an infinite monotonically
non-decreasing subsequence xi1 4 xi2 4 . . .. We will use Dickson’s [5] and Higman’s [8]
Lemmas to define new wqo’s on pairs and sequences. For two qos (X, ≤X ) and (Y, ≤Y ), let
the product (X × Y, ≤X×Y ) be ordered componentwise by (x, y) ≤X×Y (x0 , y 0 ) if x ≤X x0
and y ≤Y y 0 .
I Lemma 17 (Dickson [5]). If (X, ≤X ) and (Y, ≤Y ) are wqos, then (X × Y, ≤X×Y ) is a wqo.
As a corollary, if two qos (X, ≤1 ) and (X, ≤2 ) on the same domain are wqos, then also their
intersection is a wqo. For a qo (X, ≤), let (X ∗ , ≤∗ ) be quasi ordered by the subsequence
order ≤∗ , defined as x1 x2 · · · xk ≤∗ y1 y2 . . . ym if there exist 1 ≤ i1 < . . . < ik ≤ m such that
xj ≤ yij for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
I Lemma 18 (Higman [8]). If (X, ≤) is a wqo then (X ∗ , ≤∗ ) is a wqo.
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By considering the finite set of transitions T well quasi ordered by equality, we define the
order ≤1 on triples Nd × T × Nd componentwise as (u, s, u0 ) ≤1 (v, t, v 0 ) if u ≤ v, s = t, and
u0 ≤ v 0 , which is a wqo by Dickson’s Lemma. We further extend ≤1 to an order E on runs by
defining, for two runs ρ and σ in (Nd ×T ×Nd )∗ , ρEσ if ρ ≤1∗ σ and target(ρ) ≤ target(σ);
Here, ≤1∗ is the extension of ≤1 to sequences, and thus a wqo by Higman’s Lemma, which
implies that E is itself a wqo. Our order E is very similar to the weaker order defined in
[12], which is the same as E, except that it does not include target configurations.
I Proposition 19. E is a well quasi order.
The following lemma is a quantitative version of monotonicity of VASes, and it says not
only that larger runs can do more than smaller runs, but also that all nonnegative linear
combinations of increments of larger runs can in fact be realized.
I Lemma 20. Let ρ0 , ρ1 , . . . , ρk be runs of a VAS s.t., for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, ρ0 E ρi , and
let δi := target(ρi ) − target(ρ0 ) ≥ 0. For any δ ∈ Lin≥0 (δ1 , . . . , δk ), there exists a run ρ
s.t. ρ0 E ρ and δ = target(ρ) − target(ρ0 ).
We conclude this part by showing that any (possibly infinite) subset of Zd can be
overapproximated by taking linear combinations of a finite subset thereof. This will be
important below in order to construct linear sets as witnesses of nonseparability.
I Lemma 21. For every (possibly infinite) set of vectors S ⊆ Zd , there exist finitely many
vectors v1 , . . . , vk ∈ S s.t. S ⊆ Lin(v1 , . . . , vk ).
Proof. Treat Zd as a freely finitely generated abelian group, and consider the subgroup Lin(S)
of Zd generated by S, i.e., the subgroup containing all linear combinations of finitely many
elements of S. We use the following result in algebra: every subgroup of a finitely generated
abelian group is finitely generated (see for instance Corollary 1.7, p. 74, in [10]). By this
result applied to Lin(S) we get a finite set of generators F ⊆ Lin(S) s.t. Lin(F ) = Lin(S).
Every element of F is a linear combination of finitely many elements of S. Thus let v1 , . . . , vk
be all the elements of S appearing as a linear combination of some element from F . Then
clearly F ⊆ Lin(v1 , . . . , vk ), and thus S ⊆ Lin(S) = Lin(F ) ⊆ Lin(Lin(v1 , . . . , vk )) =
Lin(v1 , . . . , vk ), as required.
J
I Remark. In fact one can show that the generating set F has at most d elements. However,
no upper bound on k follows, and even for d = 1 the number of vectors k can be arbitrarily
large. Indeed, let p1 , . . . , pk be different prime numbers, let ui = (p1 · . . . · pk )/pi and
S = {u1 , . . . , uk }. Then for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the number ui is not a linear combination
of numbers uj , j 6= i, as ui is not divisible by pi , while all the others are. Therefore we need
all the elements of S in the set {v1 , . . . , vk }.
Modular nonseparability witness. We now concentrate on the negative semi-decision procedure. Let U, V ⊆ Nd be two VAS sections:
U = secI,ū (RU ) ⊆ Nd

and

V = secJ,v̄ (RV ) ⊆ Nd ,

where RU ⊆ NdU and RV ⊆ NdV are the reachability sets of the two VASes WU and WV ,
and I ⊆ {1, . . . , dU } and J ⊆ {1, . . . , dV } with |I| = |J| = d are projecting coordinates, and
ū ∈ NdU −d , v̄ ∈ NdV −d are two sectioning vectors.
Observe that by padding coordinates we can assume w.l.o.g. that the two input VASes
have the same dimension d0 = dU = dV . Furthermore, we can also assume w.l.o.g. that
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ū = v̄ = 0. Indeed, one can add an additional coordinate, such that for performing any
transition it is necessary that this coordinate is nonzero and a special, final transition, which
causes the additional coordinate to be equal zero and subtracts ū (or v̄) from the other
coordinates. The result of adding this gadget is that now we can assume ū = v̄ = 0, but the
section itself does not change.
Finally, by reordering coordinates we can guarantee that the coordinates that are projected
away appear on the same positions in both VASes, i.e., I = J. With these assumptions, we
observe that modular separability of sets U, V ⊆ Nd is equivalent to modular separability of
0
sets U 0 , V 0 ⊆ Nd , defined as U, V but without projecting onto the subset I of coordinates:
U 0 = {v ∈ RU | π{1,...,d0 }\I (v) = 0}

V 0 = {v ∈ RV | π{1,...,d0 }\I (v) = 0}.

We call the set U 0 (resp. V 0 ) the expansion of U (resp. V ).
0
We say that a linear set L = {b} + Lin≥0 (p1 , . . . , pk ) ⊆ Nd is a U -witness if WU admits
runs ρ, ρ1 , . . . , ρk s.t. ρ E ρ1 , . . . , ρ E ρk , and
b = target(ρ) ∈ U 0
b + pi = target(ρi ) ∈ U 0

for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}

(1)

Analogously one defines V -witnesses, but with respect to WV .
I Lemma 22. For two VAS sections U, V ⊆ Nd , the following conditions are equivalent:
1. U, V are not modular separable;
2. the expansions U 0 , V 0 of U, V are not modular separable;
3. there exist linear subsets L ⊆ U 0 , M ⊆ V 0 that are not modular separable;
4. there exist a U -witness L and a V -witness M that are not modular separable.
Proof. Equivalence of points 1 and 2 follows by the definition of expansion. Point 4 implies
3, as a U -witness is necessarily a subset of the expansion U 0 by Lemma 20. Point 3 implies 2,
since if two sets are separable, also subsets thereof are separable (moreover, the separator
remains the same). It remains to show that 2 implies 4.
0
Let U 0 , V 0 ⊆ Nd be the expansions of two VAS sections U, V ⊆ Nd , as above, and assume
0
that they are not modular separable. We construct two linear sets L, M ⊆ Nd constituting a
U -witness and a V -witness, respectively. By Proposition 13, there exists an infinite sequence
of pairs of reachable configurations (u0 , v0 ), (u1 , v1 ), . . . ∈ U 0 × V 0 s.t. un ≡n vn for all
n ∈ N. By taking an appropriate infinite subsequence we can ensure that even un ≡n! vn
for all n ∈ N. Let us fix for every n ∈ N runs ρn and σn such that un = target(ρn )
and vn = target(σn ). Since E is a wqo by Proposition 19, we can extract a monotone
non-decreasing subsequence, and thus we can ensure that even ρ0 E ρ1 E · · · and σ0 E σ1 E · · · .
Here we use the fact that un ≡n! vn in the original sequence, and thus un ≡i vn for every
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, consequently the new subsequence still has un ≡n vn for all n ∈ N. For
all n ∈ N, let δn := un − u0 and γn := vn − v0 , and consider the set of corresponding
differences Sinf := {δn − γn | n ∈ N}. By Lemma 21, there exists a finite subset thereof
S := {δi1 − γi1 , . . . , δik − γik } such that Sinf ⊆ Lin(S), and thus there exist two finite subsets
P := {δi1 , . . . , δik } and Q := {γi1 , . . . , γik } such that
≥0
Sinf ⊆ Lin(P − Q) ⊆ Lin(P ) − Lin(Q) ⊆ Lin≥0
n (P ) − Linn (Q),

where the last inclusion follows from Lemma 12. Let L and M be defined as
L := {u0 } + Lin≥0 (P )

and

M := {v0 } + Lin≥0 (Q).

(2)
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By construction, L is a U -witness and M a V -witness. It remains to show that L and
M are not modular separable. For any n, by Eq. 2 we have δn − γn ≡n δn0 − γn0 for
some δn0 ∈ Lin≥0 (P ) and γn0 ∈ Lin≥0 (Q). Consider now the two new infinite sequences
u01 , u02 , · · · ∈ L and v10 , v20 , · · · ∈ M defined as u0n := u0 + δn0 and vn0 := v0 + γn0 . Then,
u0n − vn0 = (u0 + δn0 ) − (v0 + γn0 )
= (u0 − v0 ) + (δn0 − γn0 )

(by def. of δn0 , γn0 )

≡n (u0 − v0 ) + (δn − γn )
= (u0 + δn ) − (v0 + γn )
= un − vn ≡n 0

(by def. of un , vn ) ,

and thus u0n ≡n vn0 . This, thanks to the characterization of Proposition 13, implies that L
and M are not modular separable.
J
I Remark. Note that a modular nonseparability witness exists even in the case when the
two reachability sets U, V have nonempty intersection. In this case, it is enough to consider
two runs ρ0 and σ0 ending up in the same configuration target(ρ0 ) = target(σ0 ), and
considering the linear sets L := M := {target(ρ0 )}.
Using the characterization of Lemma 22, the negative semi-decision procedure enumerates
all pairs L, M , where L is a U -witness and M is a V -witness and checks whether L and M
are modular separable, which is decidable due to Corollary 15. Enumerating U -witnesses
(and V -witnesses) amounts of enumerating finite sets of runs {ρ, ρ1 , . . . , ρk } satisfying (1).
I Remark. It is also possible to design another negative semi-decision procedure using
Lemma 22. This one enumerates all linear sets L and M (not necessarily only those in the
special form of U - or V - witnesses) and checks whether they are modular separable and
included in U and V , respectively. While this procedure is conceptually simpler than the one
we presented, we now need the two extra inclusion checks L ⊆ U and M ⊆ V . Indeed, U - and
V -witnesses were designed in such a way that the two inclusions above hold by construction
and do not have to be checked. The problem whether a given linear set is included in a given
VAS reachability set is decidable [15], however we chose to present the previous semi-decision
procedure in order to be self contained.

7

Unary separability of VAS sections

The proof of Theorem 8 goes along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 7. It uses an
immediate characterization of unary separability, which is the same as Proposition 13, with
unary equivalence ∼
=n in place of modular equivalence ≡n .
I Proposition 23. Two sets U, V ⊆ Nd are unary separable if, and only if, there exists n ∈ N
such that, for all u ∈ U and v ∈ V , we have u 6∼
=n v.
As before, basing on the characterization of Proposition 23, the positive semi-decision
procedure enumerates all n ∈ N and checks whether the ∼
=n -closures of the two reachability
sets are disjoint, which is effective thanks to the following fact:
I Lemma 24. For two VAS sections U and V and n ∈ N, it is decidable whether there exist
u ∈ U and v ∈ V such that u ∼
=n v.
This can be proved in a way similar to Lemma 16, with the adjustment that we allow on
every coordinate a decrement by n only if the value is above 2n. The negative semi-decision
procedure enumerates nonseparability witnesses, and bases on the exact copy of Lemma 22,
except that “modular” is replaced by “unary”:
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I Lemma 25. For two VAS sections U, V ⊆ Nd , the following conditions are equivalent:
1. U, V are not unary separable;
2. the expansions U 0 , V 0 of U, V are not unary separable;
3. there exist linear subsets L ⊆ U 0 , M ⊆ V 0 that are not unary separable;
4. there exist a U -witness L and a V -witness M that are not unary separable.

8

Final remarks

We have shown decidability of modular and unary separability for sections of VAS reachability
sets, which include (sections of) reachability sets of VASes with states and Petri nets. As
a corollary, we have derived decidability of regular separability of commutative closures of
VAS languages, and of commutative regular separability of VAS languages. The decidability
status of regular separability for VAS languages remains an intriguing open problem.
Complexity. Most of the problems shown decidable in this paper are easily shown to be
at least as hard as the VAS reachability problem. In particular, this applies to unary
separability of VAS reachability sets, and to regular separability of commutative closures of
VAS languages. Indeed, for unary separability, it suffices to notice that a configuration u
cannot reach a configuration v if, and only if, the set reachable from u can be unary separated
from the singleton set {v}, also a VAS reachability set. When the separator exists, it can be
taken to be the complement of {v} itself, which is unary.
While the problem of modular separability is ExpSpace-hard, we do not know whether
it is as hard as the VAS reachability problem. The hardness can be shown by reduction from
the control state reachability problem in VASSes, which is ExpSpace-hard [18]. For a VASS
V and a target control state q thereof, we construct two new VASSes V0 and V1 , which are
copies of V with one additional coordinate, which at the beginning is zero for V0 and one
for V1 . We also add one new transition from control state q, which allows V1 to decrease
the additional coordinate by one. One can easily verify that the two VASS reachability
sets definable by V0 and V1 are modular separable if, and only if, the control state q is not
reachable in V , which finishes the proof of ExpSpace-hardness.
The unarity and modularity characterization problems. Closely related problems to separability are the modularity and unarity characterization problems: is a given section of a
VAS reachability set modular, resp., unary? We focus here on the unarity problem, but
the other one can be dealt in the same way. Decidability of the unarity problem would
follow immediately from Theorem 8, if sections of VAS reachability sets were (effectively)
closed under complement. This is however not the case. Indeed, if the complement of a VAS
reachability set is a section of another VAS reachability set, then both sets are necessarily a
section of a Presburger invariant [16], hence semilinear. But we know that VAS reachability
sets can be non-semilinear, and thus they are not closed under complement. However, the
unarity problem can be shown to be decidable directly, at least for VAS reachability sets,
by using the following two facts: first, it is decidable if a given VAS reachability set U
is semilinear (see the unpublished works [7, 14]); second, when a VAS reachability set is
semilinar, a concrete representation thereof as a semilinear set is effectively computable [15].
Indeed, if a given U is not semilinear, it is not unary either; otherwise, compute a semilinear
representation, and check if it is unary. The latter can be checked directly, or can be reduced
to unary separability of semilinear sets.
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Abstract
We consider the parameterized problem of counting all matchings with exactly k edges in a given
input graph G. This problem is #W[1]-hard (Curticapean, ICALP 2013), so it is unlikely to
admit f (k) · nO(1) time algorithms. We show that #W[1]-hardness persists even when the input
graph G comes from restricted graph classes, such as line graphs and bipartite graphs of arbitrary
constant girth and maximum degree two on one side.
To prove the result for line graphs, we observe that k-matchings in line graphs can be equivalently viewed as edge-injective homomorphisms from the disjoint union of k paths of length two
into (arbitrary) host graphs. Here, a homomorphism from H to G is edge-injective if it maps any
two distinct edges of H to distinct edges in G. We show that edge-injective homomorphisms from
a pattern graph H can be counted in polynomial time if H has bounded vertex-cover number
after removing isolated edges. For hereditary classes H of pattern graphs, we obtain a full complexity dichotomy theorem by proving that counting edge-injective homomorphisms, restricted
to patterns from H, is #W[1]-hard if no such bound exists.
Our proofs rely on an edge-colored variant of Holant problems and a delicate interpolation
argument; both may be of independent interest.
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Introduction

Since Valiant’s seminal #P-hardness result for the permanent [35], the complexity theory
of counting problems has advanced to a classical subfield of computational complexity. As
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it turned out that many interesting counting problems are #P-hard, various relaxations of
the original problems were introduced, giving rise to approximate [26], modular [3], and
subexponential counting [17], with additional restrictions on the input classes [25, 38].
In this paper, we focus on a recent relaxation of hard counting problems by studying
their parameterized complexity [18]. In this paradigm, the input to a given counting problem
comes with a parameter k ∈ N, and we ask whether the problem is fixed-parameter tractable
(FPT): That is, can it can be solved in time f (k) · poly(|x|) for some computable function f
that may grow super-polynomially? For instance, the #P-complete problem of counting
vertex-covers of size k in an n-vertex graph can be solved in time 2k · poly(n) (and even faster)
and is hence FPT [18]. For other parameterized problems however, such as counting cliques,
cycles, paths, or matchings of size k in n-vertex graphs, the best known algorithms run in
time nO(k) , and FPT-algorithms are not believed to exist. To substantiate this belief, Flum
and Grohe [18] introduced the class #W[1] and identified the problem of counting k-cliques
to be complete for #W[1] under parameterized reductions. Hence this problem is not FPT,
unless the classes FPT and #W[1] coincide, which is considered unlikely. Subsequently,
#W[1]-completeness was also shown for counting k-cycles and k-paths [18], and later on for
counting k-matchings [11, 13]. Interestingly, the decision versions of these last three problems
are in fact FPT [1] (or even polynomial-time solvable in the case of matchings).
As it turns out, the problem of counting k-matchings plays a central role in parameterized
counting. This is partially due to its obvious similarity to Valiant’s classical problem of
counting perfect matchings. More importantly however, k-matchings represent an important
reduction source to prove the hardness of other problems. For example, they constitute
the bottleneck problem for counting general small subgraph patterns: Given a graph class
H, we can define a problem #Sub(H) that asks, given a pattern graph H ∈ H and a host
graph G, to count the occurrences of H as a subgraph in G. The problem #Sub(H) can be
solved in polynomial time if the graphs in H have a constant upper bound on the size of
their matchings, whereas classes H with matchings of unbounded size make the problem
#W[1]-complete [13]. This shows in particular that counting k-matchings is the minimal
hard case for #Sub(H).
In this paper, we proceed from the #W[1]-hardness of counting k-matchings in two
directions: First, we strengthen this particular hardness result by showing that counting
k-matchings remains #W[1]-complete even on natural restricted graph classes, such as line
graphs and bipartite graphs where one side has maximum degree 2. As an instrument in our
proofs, we introduce the notion of edge-injective homomorphisms, which interpolates between
the classical notions of homomorphisms and (subgraph) embeddings. In the second part of
the paper, we study the parameterized complexity of counting edge-injective homomorphisms
as a topic in itself. The proofs of lemmas, claims and theorems marked with ? appear in the
full version of this paper, which can be found at http://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05447.

1.1

Counting matchings in restricted graph classes

In non-parameterized counting complexity, restrictions of hard problems to planar and
bounded-degree graphs were studied extensively: We can count perfect matchings on planar
graphs in polynomial time by the FKT method [33, 27], and several dichotomies show which
counting versions of constraint satisfaction problems become easy on planar graphs [6, 2].
For the particular problem of counting (not necessarily perfect) matchings, a line of
research [25, 15, 34] culminated in the work of Xia et al. [38] who showed that the problem
remains #P-hard even on planar bipartite graphs whose left and right side have maximum
degree 2 and 3, respectively. In the parameterized setting, counting k-matchings is FPT
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in planar or bounded-degree graphs [20], which rules out a parameterized analogue of the
hardness result by Xia et al. [38]. It was however shown that counting k-matchings remains
#W[1]-complete on bipartite graphs [13], which was essential for the subsequent reductions
to the general subgraph counting problem. In the first part of the paper, we find additional
restricted graph classes on which counting k-matchings remains #W[1]-complete.

1.1.1

Restricted bipartite graphs of high girth

In [13], the #W[1]-completeness of counting k-matchings in bipartite graphs was actually
shown for an edge-colorful variant where the edges of the bipartite graph are (not necessarily
properly) colored with k colors and we wish to count k-matchings that pick exactly one edge
from each color. This variant can be reduced to the uncolored one via inclusion–exclusion.
In this paper, we strengthen the #W[1]-hardness result for counting edge-colorful kmatchings in bipartite graphs G and show that we may restrict one side of G to have
maximum degree two. We may additionally assume any constant lower bound on the girth of
G, that is, the length of the shortest cycle in G. For counting (edge-colorful) k-matchings, it
is known that an algorithm with running time f (k) · no(k/ log k) for any computable function f
would refute the counting exponential-time hypothesis #ETH [17]. That is, if such an
algorithm existed, we could count satisfying assignments to 3-CNF formulas on n variables
in time 2o(n) . Our result establishes the same lower bound in the restricted case.
I Theorem 1 (?). For every c ∈ N, counting (edge-colorful or uncolored) k-matchings is
#W[1]-complete, even for bipartite graphs of girth at least c whose right side vertices have
degree at most two. Furthermore, unless #ETH fails, neither of these problems has an
f (k) · no(k/ log k) -time algorithm, for any computable function f .
We sketch the proof in §3 by extending the so-called Holant problems [36, 4] to an edge-colored
variant that proves to be useful for parameterized counting problems. In classical Holant
problems, we are given as input a graph G = (V, E) with a signature fv at each vertex v ∈ V .
Here, fv is a function fv : {0, 1}I(v) → Z, where {0, 1}I(v) is the set of binary assignments
to the edges incident with v. The problem is to compute Holant(G), a sum over all binary
Q
assignments x ∈ {0, 1}E , where each assignment x is weighted by v∈V fv (x).
In our edge-colored setting, the graph G is edge-colored and Holant(G) ranges only over
assignments that pick exactly one edge from each color. We apply the recent technique of
combined signatures [14] in this setting, an approach that is also implicit in [13]. This gives
a reduction from counting edge-colorful k-matchings in general graphs to 2k instances of the
restricted bipartite case. Previously, combined signatures were used only for problems with
structural parameterizations, such as counting perfect matchings in graphs whose genus or
apex number is bounded [14]. Our edge-colorful approach allows us to apply them also when
the parameter is the solution size k.

1.1.2

Line graphs

Building upon Theorem 1, we then prove that counting k-matchings is #W[1]-complete even
when the input graph is a line graph. We also obtain a lower bound under #ETH.
I Theorem 2. The problem of counting k-matchings is #W[1]-complete, even when restricted
to line graphs. Furthermore, unless #ETH fails, this problem does not have an f (k)·no(k/ log k)
time algorithm, for any computable function f .
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Line graphs are claw-free, that is, they exclude K1,3 as induced subgraphs. In fact, the
class of line graphs can be characterized by a set S of nine (for large graphs seven) minimal
subgraphs such that G is a line graph if and only if G contains none of the graphs from S as
an induced subgraph [24, 37]. Line graphs can be recognized in linear time [28], and several
classical NP-complete problems are polynomial-time solvable on line graphs, such as finding
a maximum independent set [32], a maximum cut [23], or a maximum clique [30]. In contrast,
Theorem 2 shows that counting k-matchings remains #W[1]-hard on line graphs.
To prove Theorem 2, one might be tempted to first prove hardness of counting edgecolorful k-matchings in line graphs, and then reduce this problem via inclusion–exclusion
to the uncolored case. This approach however fails: While the colored problem is easily
shown to be #W[1]-complete (even on complete graphs), we cannot use inclusion–exclusion
to subsequently reduce to counting uncolored matchings, since doing so would lead to graphs
that are not necessarily line graphs. Hence we do not know how to prove Theorem 2 in the
framework of edge-colorful Holant problems directly, as we do for Theorem 1.
Instead, we prove Theorem 2 in §4 by means of a delicate interpolation argument,
most similar to techniques used in the first hardness proof for uncolored k-matchings [11].
Using a simple gadget and k-matchings in line graphs as the oracle for our reduction, we
generate a linear system of equations such that one of the unknowns is the number of
k-matchings in a general input graph G, which is #W[1]-complete to compute. The system
turns out not to have full rank, but a careful analysis shows that the unknown we are
interested in can still be uniquely determined in polynomial time.

Perfect matchings in (perfect) line graphs
Completing the picture, we show that the non-parameterized problem of counting perfect
matchings also remains #P-hard on line graphs. This holds even for line graphs of bipartite
graphs, which are known to be perfect, and which play an important role in the proof of the
strong perfect graph theorem by Chudnovsky, Seymour, and Robertson [10].
I Theorem 3 (?). The problem of counting perfect matchings is #P-complete even for graphs
that have maximum degree 4 and are line graphs of bipartite graphs. On the other hand, the
problem is polynomial-time solvable on 3-regular line graphs.
To prove this theorem, we invoke a dichotomy theorem for Holant problems by Cai, Lu,
and Xia [7]: We show that the positive case of Theorem 3 can be reduced to a polynomialtime solvable Holant problem, while hardness in the negative case of Theorem 3 follows
by reduction from a #P-complete Holant problem. Due to space limitations the proof is
deferred to the journal version of this paper.

1.2

Counting edge-injective homomorphisms

To prove Theorem 2, we actually prove the equivalent statement that counting edge-injective
homomorphisms from the graph k · P2 to host graphs G is #W[1]-complete. Here, we
write k · P2 for the graph consisting of k disjoint copies of the path P2 with two edges. A
homomorphism f from H to G is edge-injective if, for any distinct (but not necessarily
disjoint) edges e = uv and e0 = u0 v 0 of H, the edges f (u)f (v) and f (u0 )f (v 0 ) in G are distinct
(but not necessarily disjoint). The number of edge-injective homomorphisms from k · P2 to G
is easily seen to be equal to the number of k-matchings in L(G), up to a factor of k! · 2k ,
which is the size of the automorphism group of a k-matching.
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Starting from their application in the proof of Theorem 2, we observe that edge-injective
homomorphisms are an interesting concept on its own, since they constitute a natural
interpolation between homomorphisms and subgraph embeddings (which are vertex-injective
homomorphisms). To study the complexity of counting edge-injective homomorphisms from
general patterns, we define the problems #Hom∗ (H) for fixed graph classes H: Given graphs
H ∈ H and G, the problem is to count the edge-injective homomorphisms from H to G.
Similar frameworks exist for counting subgraphs [13], counting/deciding colorful subgraphs
[13, 31, 22], counting/deciding induced subgraphs [9], and counting/deciding (not necessarily
edge-injective) homomorphisms [21, 16]. In all of these cases, precise dichotomies are known
for the parameterized complexity of the problem when the pattern is chosen from a fixed class
H and the parameter is |V (H)|. For instance, homomorphisms from H can be counted in
polynomial time if H has bounded treewidth, and the problem is #W[1]-complete otherwise
[16]. A similar statement holds for the decision version of this problem, but here only the
cores of the graphs in H need to have bounded treewidth [21].
Our main outcome is a similar result for counting edge-injective homomorphisms: To
state it, let the weak vertex-cover number of a graph G be defined as the size of the minimum
vertex-cover in the graph obtained from G by deleting all isolated edges, that is, connected
components with two vertices. Furthermore, a graph class H is hereditary if H ∈ H implies
F ∈ H for all induced subgraphs F of H.
I Theorem 4 (?). Let H be any class of graphs. The problem #Hom∗ (H) can be solved in
polynomial time if there is a constant c ∈ N such that the weak vertex-cover number of all
graphs in H is bounded by c. If no such constant exists and H additionally is hereditary,
then #Hom∗ (H) is #W[1]-complete.
To prove this theorem in §5, we first adapt an algorithm for counting subgraphs of bounded
vertex-cover number [13] to the setting of edge-injective homomorphisms. Then we use a
Ramsey argument to show that any graph class with unbounded weak vertex-cover number
contains one of six hard classes as induced subgraphs. This gives a full dichotomy for
the complexity of #Hom∗ (H) on hereditary graph classes H, however leaving out several
interesting non-hereditary classes such as paths, cycles, and Pc -packings. Here, a Pc -packing
for c ∈ N is a disjoint union of paths Pc , that is, paths consisting of c edges. We handle these
specific classes individually.
I Theorem 5 (?). The problem #Hom∗ (H) is #W[1]-complete if H is the class of paths,
the class of cycles, or the class of Pc -packings, for any c ≥ 2.
We conclude this introduction with a possible future application of edge-injective homomorphisms. A wide open problem in parameterized complexity lies in classifying the subgraph
patterns whose existence is easy to decide. The problem is known to be FPT on patterns of
bounded treewidth [1], and it seems reasonable to believe that all classes H of unbounded
treewidth are W[1]-hard. However, even W[1]-hardness for the class of complete bipartite
graphs was only shown recently in a major breakthrough [29]. On the other hand, the
complexity is much better understood for deciding the existence of homomorphisms from a
pattern class H: As stated above, the treewidth of the cores is the criterion for the complexity
dichotomy [21]. Since subgraph embeddings are vertex-injective homomorphisms, the notion
of edge-injective homomorphisms interpolates between the solved case of homomorphisms
and the unsolved case of subgraphs. In light of this fact, we also consider our results on
edge-injective homomorphisms as an initial investigation of a potential avenue towards a
dichotomy for deciding subgraph patterns.
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2

Preliminaries
∗

A parameterized counting problem is a function Π : {0, 1} → N that is endowed with a
∗
computable parameterization κ : {0, 1} → N; it is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) if there
is a computable function f : N → N and an f (k) · poly(n)-time algorithm to compute Π(x),
where n = |x| and k = κ(x).
An fpt Turing reduction is a Turing reduction from a problem (Π, κ) to a problem (Π0 , κ0 ),
such that the reduction runs in f (k) · poly(n)-time and each query y to the oracle satisfies
κ0 (y) ≤ g(k). Here, both f and g are computable functions. A problem is #W[1]-hard if
there is an fpt Turing reduction from the problem of counting the cliques of size k in a given
graph; since it is believed that the latter does not have an FPT-algorithm, #W[1]-hardness
is a strong indicator that a problem is not FPT. For more details, see [19].
The counting exponential-time hypothesis (#ETH) is the claim that there exists a constant
 > 0 for which there is no 2n -time algorithm to compute the number of satisfying assignments
for an n-variable 3-CNF formula. For the counting k-cliques problem, #ETH implies that
there is no f (k) · no(k) -time algorithm [8]. Whenever an fpt Turing reduction from counting
k-cliques (or any source problem) to another parameterized counting problem increases the
parameter k by at most a constant factor, then the same running time lower bound under
#ETH holds for the target problem as well.
Let H and G be graphs. A function ϕ : V (H) → V (G) is a homomorphism from H
to G if ϕ(e) ∈ E(G) holds for all e ∈ E(H), where ϕ({u, v}) = {ϕ(u), ϕ(v)}. The set of all
homomorphisms from H to G is denoted by Hom(H, G). A homomorphism ϕ ∈ Hom(H, G)
is called edge-injective if all e, f ∈ E(H) with e 6= f satisfy ϕ(e) 6= ϕ(f ). We denote the
set of all edge-injective homomorphisms from H to G by Hom∗ (H, G). A homomorphism
ϕ ∈ Hom(H, G) is an embedding of H in G if it is a (vertex-)injective homomorphism from
H to G. The set of all embeddings from H to G is denoted by Emb(H, G).
For a class H of graphs, let #Hom∗ (H) denote the following computational problem:
Given H ∈ H and a simple graph G, compute the number #Hom∗ (H, G), parameterized
by |V (H)|. The problems #Hom(H) and #Emb(H) are defined analogously.
The line graph L(G) of a simple graph G is the graph whose vertex set satisfies V (L(G)) =
E(G) such that e, f ∈ E(G) with e =
6 f are adjacent in L(G) if and only if the edges e and f
are incident to the same vertex in G. A line graph is called line-perfect if it is the line graph
of a bipartite graph.

3

Matchings in restricted bipartite graphs

In this section, we prove Theorem 1. Our arguments make heavy use of k-edge-colored graphs,
for k ∈ N, which are graphs G with a (not necessarily proper) edge-coloring c : E(G) → [k]. A
matching in G is colorful if it contains exactly one edge from each color. We let #ColMatch(G)
be the number of such matchings and #ColMatch be the corresponding computational
problem; this problem is #W[1]-hard by the following theorem.
I Theorem 6 ([13], Theorem 1.2). The problem #ColMatch is #W[1]-complete. Unless
#ETH fails, it cannot be solved in time f (k) · no(k/ log k) for any computable f .
A straightforward application of the inclusion–exclusion principle reduces the edge-colorful
version to the uncolored one (see, e.g., [12, Lemma 1.34] or [13, Lemma 2.7] ).
I Lemma 7. There is an fpt Turing reduction from #ColMatch for k-edge-colored graphs to
the problem of counting k-matchings in uncolored subgraphs of G; the reduction makes at
most 2k queries, each query is a subgraph of G, and the parameter of each query is k.
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Colorful Holant problems

We first adapt Holant problems to an edge-colorful setting by introducing edge-colored
signature graphs and colorful Holant problems. In the uncolored setting, the notion of a
“Holant” was introduced by Valiant [36] and later developed to a general theory of Holant
problems by Cai, Lu, Xia, and various other authors [4, 5]. In Section 3.2, we will use colorful
Holants to prove Theorem 1 by a reduction from #ColMatch. A more general exposition of
this material appears in the first author’s PhD thesis [12, Chapters 2 and 5.2].
I Definition 8. For a graph G, we denote the edges incident with a given vertex v ∈ V (G)
by I(v). For k ∈ N, a k-edge-colored signature graph is a k-edge-colored graph Ω that has a
signature fv : {0, 1}I(v) → Q associated with each vertex v ∈ V (Ω). The graph underlying Ω
may feature parallel edges.
Given such an Ω, denote its color classes by E1 , . . . , Ek ⊆ E(Ω). An assignment x ∈
{0, 1}E(Ω) is colorful if, for each i ∈ [k], there is exactly one edge e ∈ Ei with x(e) = 1. Given
a set S ⊆ E(Ω), we write x|S for the restriction of x to S, which is the unique assignment in
{0, 1}S that agrees with x on S. We then define ColHolant(Ω) as the sum
X
Y

ColHolant(Ω) =
fv x|I(v) .
x∈{0,1}E(Ω) v∈V (Ω)
colorful

If all signatures in Ω map to {0, 1}, then ColHolant(Ω) simply counts those edge-colorful
assignments x with fv (x|I(v) ) = 1 for all v ∈ V (Ω). In the following, we will use this simple
fact to rephrase #ColMatch as ColHolant(Ω) for an edge-colored signature graph Ω.
For assignments x ∈ {0, 1}∗ , write hw(x) for the Hamming weight of x. For a statement ϕ,
let [ϕ] be defined to be 1 if ϕ holds and 0 otherwise.
I Fact 9. Let k ∈ N and let G be a k-edge-colored graph. Define the k-edge-colored signature
graph Ω = Ω(G) by associating with each vertex v ∈ V (G) the signature hw≤1 : {0, 1}I(v) →
{0, 1}; for any x ∈ {0, 1}∗ , this signature is defined as hw≤1 (x) = [hw(x) ≤ 1]. Then we can
verify that ColHolant(Ω) = #ColMatch(G) holds.
If a signature graph Ω has a vertex v with some complicated signature f associated with
it, we can sometimes simulate the effect of f by replacing v with a graph fragment that has
only the signature hw≤1 associated with its vertices. Since ColHolant(Ω) of signature graphs
Ω featuring only hw≤1 can be expressed as a number of edge-colorful matchings via Fact 9,
this will allow us to reduce from ColHolant(Ω) to #ColMatch. The graph fragments we are
looking for are formalized as edge-colored matchgates:
I Definition 10. An edge-colored matchgate is an edge-colored signature graph Γ that
contains a set D ⊆ E(Γ) of dangling edges. These are edges with only one endpoint in V (Γ),
and we consider them to be labeled with 1, . . . , |D|. Furthermore, we require the signature
hw≤1 to be associated with all vertices in Γ. The colors on edges E(Γ) \ D will be denoted
as internal colors.
We say that an assignment y ∈ {0, 1}E(Γ) extends an assignment x ∈ {0, 1}D if y agrees
with x on D. The signature ColSig(Γ) : {0, 1}D → Q of Γ is defined as
X
Y

ColSig(Γ, x) =
fv y|I(v) .
v∈V (Γ)
y∈{0,1}E(Γ)
colorful, extends x

If Ω is a k-edge-colored signature graph and Γ is an edge-colored matchgate with internal
colors disjoint from [k], then we can insert Γ at a vertex v ∈ V (Ω) as follows (see Figure 1):
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Figure 1 A matchgate Γ is inserted into a signature graph Ω at vertex v.

First delete v from Ω, but keep I(v) as dangling edges in Ω. Then insert a disjoint copy
of Γ into Ω and identify its dangling edges with I(v). That is, if e is a dangling edge with
endpoint u in Ω and e is identified with a dangling edge of the same color with endpoint v
in Γ, then we consider e as an edge uv in the resulting graph.1
I Remark. When inserting Γ into a signature graph Ω, we implicitly assume that the edgecolors of dangling edges are a subset of the edge-colors in Ω. Furthermore, note that the
insertion of matchgates can result in multigraphs.
A simple calculation shows that inserting a matchgate Γ at a vertex v with signature fv
preserves ColHolant(Ω), provided that ColSig(Γ) = fv . Applying this insertion operation
repeatedly, we obtain the following fact, as proved in Fact 2.17 and Lemma 5.16 of [12].
I Fact 11. Let Ω be a k-edge-colored signature graph such that each v ∈ V (Ω) is associated
with some signature fv . If there is a matchgate Γv with ColSig(Γv ) = fv for every vertex v,
P
P
then we can efficiently construct an edge-colored graph G on O( v |V (Γv )| + v |E(Γv )|)
vertices and edges such that ColHolant(Ω) = #ColMatch(G).
In some cases, Fact 11 may not be applicable, since the involved signatures cannot
be realized by matchgates. For such cases, Curticapean and Xia [14] define combined
signatures: Rather than realizing a given signature f via matchgates, we may be able to
express f as a linear combination of t ∈ N signatures that do admit matchgates. If there
are s ∈ N occurrences of such signatures in Ω, then we can compute ColHolant(Ω) as a
linear combination of ts colorful Holants, where all involved signatures can be realized by
matchgates.
I Lemma 12 (?). Let Ω be a k-colored signature graph. Let s, t ∈ N and let w1 , . . . , ws be
distinct vertices of Ω such that the following holds: For all κ ∈ [s], the signature fκ at wκ
Pt
admits coefficients cκ,1 , . . . , cκ,t ∈ Q and signatures gκ,1 , . . . , gκ,t such that fκ = i=1 cκ,i ·gκ,i
holds. Here, the linear combination is to be understood point-wise.
Given a tuple θ ∈ [t]s , let Ωθ be the edge-colored signature graph defined by replacing, for
each κ ∈ [s], the signature fκ at wκ with gκ,θ(κ) . Then we have
!
s
X Y
ColHolant(Ω) =
cκ,θ(κ) · ColHolant(Ωθ ).
(1)
θ∈[t]s

κ=1

Lemma 12 allows us to prove hardness results under fpt Turing reductions if ColHolant(Ω)
is #W[1]-hard to compute and the values ColHolant(Ωθ ) for all θ can be computed by
reductions to the target problem. This is our approach in the remainder of this section.
1

We assume I(v) to be ordered as e1 , . . . , ed(v) in some arbitrary way; then eb is identified with dangling
edge b for all b ∈ [d(v)]. This also requires eb and dangling edge b to have the same color.
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k-Matchings in bipartite graphs

In the following, we use the techniques from Section 3.1 to prove Theorem 1. We reduce
from #ColMatch, which is #W[1]-complete by Theorem 6. Let k ∈ N and let G be a simple
k-edge-colored graph for which we want to compute #ColMatch(G). We first construct a
certain bipartite signature graph Ωbip with ColHolant(Ωbip ) = #ColMatch(G).
I Lemma 13 (?). Given a k-edge-colored graph G, let Ωbip = Ωbip (G) denote the signature
graph on edge-colors [k] × [2] constructed as follows: Initially, Ωbip is G, where each vertex
is associated with the signature hw≤1 . Then, for each i ∈ [k], perform the following:
1. Add a fresh vertex wi to Ωbip .
2. For e ∈ E(G), of color i and with e = uv, delete e and insert an edge uwi of color (i, 1)
and an edge wi v of color (i, 2). Annotate the added edges with π(uwi ) = π(wi v) = e.
3. Note that every colorful assignment x ∈ {0, 1}I(wi ) at a vertex wi has precisely two
edges e1 (x) and e2 (x) that are incident to wi and assigned 1 by x. We associate wi with
the signature fi that maps x ∈ {0, 1}I(wi ) to fi (x) = [π(e1 (x)) = π(e2 (x))].
The constructed signature graph Ωbip satisfies ColHolant(Ωbip ) = #ColMatch(G).
We now realize the signatures fi in Ωbip by linear combinations of the signatures of
edge-colored matchgates. For i ∈ [k], let Ei (G) denote the edges of color i in G. Let
mi = |Ei (G)| and consider the edges in Ei (G) to be ordered in some arbitrary fixed way.
I Lemma 14 (?). Recall the definition of Ωbip from Lemma 13. For i ∈ [k], let m = mi
and let Γi,1 denote the matchgate on dangling edges I(wi ) that consists of 2m vertices and is
defined as follows: First, create independent sets a1 , . . . , am and b1 , . . . , bm , which we call
“external” vertices. Then, for all j ∈ [m] and all edges e, e0 ∈ E(Ωbip ) of colors (i, 1) and
(i, 2) with π(e) = π(e0 ): If π(e) is the j-th edge in the ordering of Ei (G), for j ∈ N, then
attach e as dangling edge to aj and e0 as dangling edge to bj .
Let Γi,2 be defined likewise, with the following addition: For all j ∈ [m], add an extra
vertex cj , an edge aj cj of color (i, 3) and an edge cj bj of color (i, 4).
Recall the signature fi from Lemma 13. We can express fi as a linear combination of
ColSig(Γi,1 ) and ColSig(Γi,2 ) by fi = (m2 − 3m + 3) · ColSig(Γi,1 ) − ColSig(Γi,2 ).
Using Lemmas 12, 13 and 14, we can now reduce counting edge-colorful matchings in
graphs G to the same problem in subdivisions of G. If G is a k-colored graph and t ∈ N is
some number, then a t-subdivision of G for t ∈ N is obtained by replacing each edge of G by
a path with exactly t inner vertices. We may assign any colors to the new edges.
I Lemma 15 (?). Let G be a k-edge-colored graph on n vertices and m edges. Then we
can compute #ColMatch(G) with O(2k ) oracle calls #ColMatch(G0 ) for graphs G0 that are
subgraphs of a 3-subdivision of G. Furthermore, G0 has at most 4(n + m) vertices and edges
and at most 4k colors.
Theorem 1 now follows easily from the hardness of #ColMatch and repeated applications
of Lemma 15. The full proof is given in the full version of this paper.

4

Matchings in line graphs

We now sketch the proof of Theorem 2, stating that counting k-matchings in line graphs is
#W[1]-hard. A wedge is any graph isomorphic to P2 , the path with two edges, and a wedge
packing k · P2 is the vertex-disjoint union of k wedges. For any graph G, we observe that
the number of embeddings of a k-matching in L(G) is equal to the number of edge-injective
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Figure 2 Example of the construction of Gr as used in the proof of Theorem 17. The second
row illustrates the correspondence between a 3-matching in G and the image of an edge-injective
homomorphism from a wedge packing of size 3 such that all wedges are good. Furthermore we give
examples for the image of a test wedge and a bad wedge.

homomorphisms from a wedge packing k · P2 to G. To prove Theorem 2, we reduce from the
k-matching problem in well-structured bipartite graphs to the latter problem. The following
technical lemma encapsulates the delicate interpolation argument used in the reduction. For
t ∈ N, let (x)t = (x) · (x − 1) · · · (x − t + 1) denote the falling factorial.
I Lemma 16 (?). For all g, b ∈ N, let ag,b ∈ Q be unknowns, and for all r ∈ N, let Pr (y) be
the univariate polynomial such that
Pr (y) =

r X
k
X
k=0 t=0

at,k−t ·

 
r
· (y − t)2(r−k) .
k

There is a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a number k and the coefficients of Pr (y) for
all r ∈ N with r ≤ O(k), computes the numbers at,k−t for all t ∈ {0, . . . , k}.
We then prove Theorem 2 by showing the following equivalent theorem.
I Theorem 17. If H is the class of all wedge packings, then #Hom∗ (H) is #W[1]-hard.
Furthermore, unless #ETH fails, the problem cannot be solved in time f (k) · no(k/ log k) .
Proof. We reduce from the problem of counting k-matchings in bipartite graphs whose
right-side vertices have degree ≤ 2 and where any two distinct left-side vertices have at
most one common neighbor. For this problem, Theorem 1 for bipartite graphs with girth
greater than 4 implies #W[1]-hardness and the desired bound under #ETH. Let (G, k)
be an instance of this problem, and let L(G) and R(G) be the left and right vertex sets,
respectively. For r ∈ N, we construct a graph Gr as follows (see Figure 2):
1. Insert a vertex 0 that is adjacent to all vertices of L(G).
2. Add r special vertices 1, . . . , r as well as the edges 01, 02, . . . , 0r.
3. For every vertex v ∈ R(G) with deg(v) = 2, remove v and add the set N (v) as an edge
to Gr . Note that |N (v)| = 2, so N (v) can indeed be considered as an edge.
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Since G is a simple graph and any two distinct vertices u, v ∈ L(G) have at most one common
neighbor in G, the graph Gr is again simple. Let H = H1 ∪˙ · · · ∪˙ Hk be the graph that
consists of k vertex-disjoint copies of P2 . For ϕ ∈ Hom∗ (H, G0 ), we say that a wedge Hi is
test if ϕ(Hi ) contains two edges incident to 0,
good if ϕ(Hi ) contains exactly one edge incident to 0, and
bad if ϕ(Hi ) uses no edge incident to 0.
Let αg,b be the number of edge-injective homomorphisms ϕ ∈ Hom∗ (H, G0 ) for which there
are 0 test wedges, g good wedges, and b bad wedges.
I Claim 18 (?). The number of k-matchings in G is equal to αk,0 /(2k · k!).
We aim at determining the number αk,0 by using an oracle for #Hom∗ (H). Since we
cannot directly ask the oracle to only count homomorphisms with a given number of bad
and good wedges, we query the oracle multiple times and recover these numbers via a very
specific form of interpolation fueled by Lemma 16. To apply the lemma, we observe the
following identity.
I Claim 19 (?). Let k, r ∈ N. Then βk (Gr ) := #Hom∗ (H, Gr ) satisfies


X
k
r
βk (G ) =
αg,b ·
· (n + r − g)2t .
g+b
t,g,b∈N
t+g+b=k

Note that βk (Gr ) is a polynomial in r of degree at most 2k. Setting y = n + r, Claim 19 yields
a polynomial identity that is exactly of the form required by Lemma 16, and thus we can
compute the unknowns αg,b for all g, b ∈ N with g + b ≤ k from the polynomials β0 , . . . , βO(k) .
Overall, the reduction runs in polynomial time, makes at most O(k 2 ) queries to the oracle,
and the parameter of each query is at most O(k). This proves the #W[1]-hardness and the
lower bound under #ETH.
J

5

Edge-injective homomorphisms

We sketch the proof of Theorem 4, our dichotomy theorem for counting edge-injective
homomorphisms. Let H be a graph. Recall that a set S ⊆ V (H) is a weak vertex-cover if
every edge e ∈ E(H) either has a non-empty intersection with S or e does not have any
other edges incident to it. The weak vertex-cover number of G is the minimum size of a
weak vertex-cover of G. A family of graphs H has bounded weak vertex-cover number if this
number can be uniformly bounded by a constant c = c(H) for all graphs H ∈ H; otherwise
this number is unbounded.

5.1

Polynomial-time counting for bounded weak vertex-cover number

The polynomial-time cases of our dichotomy are established in the following theorem.
I Theorem 20 (?). If H is a family of graphs with bounded weak vertex-cover number, then
#Hom∗ (H) is polynomial-time computable.
The algorithm is based on dynamic programming. Let H ∈ H and G be the input for the
algorithm. Isolated edges of H can be removed easily, as their contribution to the number
of edge-injective homomorphisms admits a closed formula. The basic idea now is to guess
which c vertices in G the vertex-cover of H maps to; after this part of the homomorphism
is fixed, all vertices of H outside of the vertex-cover form an independent set, and they
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Figure 3 Example graphs from each of the six minimal graph classes that do not have bounded
weak vertex-cover number according to Lemma 21: K6 , K3,3 , W3 , 4 · K3 , 5 · P2 , and SS5 .

can only be distinguished if their neighborhoods are distinct. Since there are at most 2c
different neighborhoods, the graph H has a very simple structure, and a surprisingly technical
c
dynamic programming algorithm achieves a running time of nO(2 ) .

5.2

Hardness for hereditary graph classes

We now consider graph classes H that do not have bounded weak vertex-cover number, and
we prove that #Hom∗ (H) is #W[1]-complete if H is also hereditary. To do so, we first show
that every class of unbounded weak vertex-cover number contains one of six basic graph
classes (depicted in Figure 3) as induced subgraphs.
For the purposes of this paper, we say that Wk is a windmill of size k if it is a matching
of size k with an additional center vertex adjacent to every other vertex. Moreover, the
subdivided star SSk is a k-matching with a center vertex that is adjacent to exactly one
vertex of each edge in the matching. A triangle packing k · K3 is the disjoint union of k
triangles, a wedge is a path P2 that consists of two edges, and a wedge packing k · P2 is the
disjoint union of k wedges.
I Lemma 21 (?). Let us say that a class H contains another class C as induced subgraphs
if, for every C ∈ C, there is some H ∈ H such that H contains C as induced subgraph. If H
is a class of graphs with unbounded weak vertex-cover number, then H contains at least one
of the following classes as induced subgraphs:
(i) the class of all cliques,
(ii) the class of all bicliques,
(iii) the class of all subdivided stars,
(iv) the class of all windmills,
(v) the class of all triangle packings, or
(vi) the class of all wedge packings.
Since hereditary classes H are closed under induced subgraphs, Lemma 21 guarantees
that any hereditary class H with unbounded weak vertex-cover number contains at least
one of the six graph families defined above as an actual subset of H. We prove hardness for
each of these six families in the journal version of this paper; the hardness for hereditary
classes H and Theorem 4 then follows.

5.3

Hardness for some non-hereditary graph classes

The dichotomy for #Hom∗ (H) with hereditary graph classes H leaves open some nonhereditary graph classes of interest. In the final part of the paper, we investigate #Hom∗ (H)
for several such classes, namely those of cycles, paths, and packings of constant-length paths.
It turns out that the problem of counting edge-injective homomorphisms is #W[1]-hard in
all of these cases (excluding the class of matchings, which are packings of length-1 paths).
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I Theorem 22 (?). For the classes C and P of all cycles and paths, respectively, the
problems #Hom∗ (C) and #Hom∗ (P) are #W[1]-hard. Furthermore, the problem of counting
all edge-disjoint s-t-walks in a given graph is #W[1]-hard.
I Theorem 23 (?). For c ∈ N, let PP c be the class of packings of the path Pc . Then
#Hom∗ (PP c ) is #W[1]-hard for c ≥ 2 and computable in polynomial time otherwise.
Acknowledgments. The authors thank Cornelius Brand and Markus Bläser for interesting
discussions, and Johannes Schmitt for pointing out a proof of Lemma 16.
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Abstract
Binary search finds a given element in a sorted array with an optimal number of log n queries.
However, binary search fails even when the array is only slightly disordered or access to its
elements is subject to errors. We study the worst-case query complexity of search algorithms
that are robust to imprecise queries and that adapt to perturbations of the order of the elements.
We give (almost) tight results for various parameters that quantify query errors and that measure
array disorder. In
√ particular, we exhibit settings where query complexities of log n + ck, (1 +
ε) log n + ck, and cnk + o(nk) are best-possible for parameter value k, any ε > 0, and constant c.
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1

Introduction

Imagine a large register with n files from which you wish to extract a particular file. All files
are indexed by some key and the files are sorted by key value. Not knowing the distribution
of the keys, you probably use binary search since looking at log n keys is best possible in
the worst case. Unfortunately, however, other users have accessed files before you and have
only returned the files to approximately the right place. As a result, the register is unsorted,
but at least each file is within some small number k of positions of where it should be. How
should you proceed? If you knew k and n, at what ratio of k vs. n should you resort to a
linear search of the register? If you do not know k, can you still do reasonably well? What if
the register was recently moved, by packing the files into boxes, but in the process the order
of the boxes got mixed up, and now there are large blocks of files that are far away from
their correct locations? What if you misread some of the keys? Situations like these are close
to searching in a sorted register and there are plenty of parameters that measure closeness to
a sorted array, e.g., maximum displacement or minimum block moves to sort, respectively
persistent or temporary read errors. We give (almost) optimal algorithms for a large variety
of these measures, and thereby establish for each of them exact regimes in which we can
outperform a linear search of all elements, or even be almost as good as binary search.
More formally, we study the fundamental topic of comparison-based search, which is
central to many algorithms and data structures [20, 24, 31]. In its most basic form, the
search problem can be phrased in terms of locating an element e within a given array A. In
order to search A efficiently, we need structure in the ordering of its elements: In general,
we cannot hope to avoid querying all entries to find e. The most prominent example of an
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efficient search algorithm that exploits special structure is binary search for sorted arrays.
Binary search is best-possible for this case. It needs only logarithmically many queries and is
thus very well suited for searching extremely large collections of data. However, it heavily
relies on perfect order and reliable access to the data. For large and dynamically changing
collections of data, both requirements may be difficult to ensure, but it may be reasonable
to assume the number of imperfections to be bounded. Accordingly, we ask: What is the
best-possible search algorithm if the data may be disordered or we cannot access it reliably?
In what regime of the considered measure is it better than linear search?
We provide (almost) tight bounds on the query complexity of searching an array A with n
entries for an element e in a variety of settings. Each setting is characterized by bounding a
different parameter k that quantifies the imperfections regarding either our access to array
elements or regarding the overall disorder of the data. Note that one can always resort to
linear search, which rules out lower bounds stronger than n comparisons.1 Table 1 gives an
overview of the parameters we analyze and our respective results. Qualitatively, our results
can be grouped into three groups of settings leading to different query complexities, and we
briefly highlight each group in the following.
The first group contains the parameters ksum , kmax , and kinv , which quantify the summed
and maximum distance of each element from its position in sorted order and the number of
element pairs in the wrong relative order, respectively (detailed definitions can be found the
the corresponding sections). For all of these parameters we are able to show that log n + ck
queries are necessary and sufficient, for constant c. Intuitively, this is the best complexity we
can hope for: We cannot do better than log(n) queries, and the impact of k on the query
complexity is linear and can be isolated.
The second group of results is with respect to the parameters klies , kfaults , as well as
multiple parameters for edit distances that measure the number of element operations needed
to sort A. The parameter klies limits the number of queries that yield the wrong result,
and kfaults limits the number of array positions that yield wrong query outcomes. For
bounded values of klies and kfaults we show that e cannot be found with log n + ck queries
using any binary-search-like algorithm.2 On the other hand, we provide an algorithm that
needs (1 + 1/c) log n + ck queries, for any c ≥ 1. For bounded edit distances, it is easy to see
that we need n queries if e need not be at its correct position relative to sorted order, since e
can be moved anywhere with just 2 edits, forcing us to scan the whole array. If we assume e
to be at its correct location, we can carry over the results for klies and kfaults to obtain the
same bounds for the edit-distance related parameters krep , kseq , kmov , and kswap .
Lastly, we consider the parameter kainv that counts the number of adjacent elements that
are in the wrong relative order, as well as several parameters measuring the number of block
operations needed to sort A. Intuitively, these settings are much more difficult for a search
algorithm, as it takes relatively small parameter values to introduce considerable
√ disorder.
For the case that e is guaranteed to be at the correct position, we show that cnk + o(nk)
queries are necessary and sufficient to locate e.
The algorithms for kainv and related parameters assume that the parameter value is
known to the algorithm a priori. In contrast, all our other algorithms are oblivious to the
parameter, in the sense that they do not require knowledge of the parameter value as long

1
2

Accordingly, all (lower) bounds of the form f (n, k) throughout the paper are to be understood
as min{f (n, k), n}. A naive bound of n can easily be obtained by scanning the whole array.
We interpret the array as a binary tree (rooted at entry n/2, with the two children n/4, 3n/4, etc.), and
call an algorithm “binary-search-like” if it never queries a node (other than the root) before querying its
parent.
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Table 1 Overview of our results, with main results in boldface.1 (o : even if oblivious to parameter
value; c : for all c ≥ 1; t : for tree-algorithms; e : for pos(e) = rank(e))
bounds
parameter description

lower

upper

Section 3 – number of imprecise queries
klies
wrong outcomes
log n + ck [Th. 3]ct
kfaults indices with wrong outcomes
log n + ck [Th. 3]ct
Section 4.1 – displacement of elements
ksum total displacement
kmax maximum displacement

(1+ 1c ) log n + (2c+2)k [Th. 2]oc
(1+ 1c ) log n + (2c+2)k [Th. 4]oc

log n/k + 2k + O(1)
log n/k + 3k + O(1)

[Th. 5]o
[Th. 6]o

Section 4.2 – number of inversions
kinv
all inversions
log n/k+2k+O(1) [Co. 7]
log n/k + 4k + O(1)
√
√
kainv adjacent inversions
8nk + o( nk) [Th. 10,9]e
Section 4.3 – element operations needed to sort the array
krep
element replacements
log n + ck [Co. 14]cte
kseq
n − |max ordered subseq.|
log n + ck [Co. 14]cte
kmov element moves
log n + ck [Co. 14]cte
kswap element swaps
log n + ck [Co. 14]cte
kaswap adj. element swaps
log n/k+2k+O(1) [Co. 15]

[Co. 7]o

(1+ 1c ) log n + (4c+4)k [Th. 13]oe
(1+ 1c ) log n + (4c+4)k [Th. 13]oe
(1+ 1c ) log n + (4c+4)k [Th. 13]oe
(1+ 1c ) log n + (8c+8)k [Th. 13]oe
log n/k + 4k + O(1) [Co. 15]o

Section 4.4 – block operations needed to sort the array
√
√
kbswap block swaps
4 nk + o( nk) [Th. 17]e
√
√
√
√
krbswap equal size block swaps
2 2nk + o( nk) [Th. 18]e
4 nk + o( nk)
√
√
kbmov block moves
2 2nk + o( nk) [Th. 19]e

[Th. 18]e

as the target element e is guaranteed to be present in the array. Note that if e need not be
present and we have no bound on the disorder, we generally need to inspect every entry of
the array in case we cannot find e. For the parameter klies , we do not even know how long
we need to continue querying the same elements until we may conclude that e is not part
of the array. Any of our oblivious algorithms can trade the guarantee that e ∈ A against
knowledge of the parameter value k: Compute from k the maximum number m of queries
that it would take without knowing k when e ∈ A. If the algorithm does not stop within m
queries then it is safe to answer that e is not in A.
Overall, our results point out several parameters for which a fairly large regime of k
(as a function of n) allows search algorithms that are provably better than linear search.
For example, while moving only a single element by a lot can lead to bounds of Ω(n) on
the values of several parameters, and hence trivial guarantees, moving many elements by
at most k places gives kmax = k and yields better bounds than linear search (roughly) for
k < n3 , and as good as binary search when k = O(log n). Moving only few elements by an
arbitrary number of spaces, in turn, still leads to good bounds via parameters such as kmov
or kswap , as long as the target is in the correct place. Parameters such as kainv grow even
more slowly, for certain types of disorder, but, on the other hand, only a small regime allows
for better than trivial guarantees. While, for each individual parameter we study, there are
“easily searchable” instances where the parameter becomes large and makes the corresponding
bound trivial, our results often allow for good bounds by resorting to a different parameter.
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1.1

Related Work

Our work falls into the area of adaptive analysis of algorithms, which aims at a fine-grained
analysis of polynomial-time algorithms with respect to structural parameters of the input.
An objective of this field is to find algorithms whose running-time dependence on input
size and the structural parameters interpolates smoothly between known (good) bounds for
special cases and the worst-case bound for general inputs. The topic of adaptive sorting,
i.e., sorting arrays that are presorted in some sense, has attracted a lot of attention, see,
e.g., [4, 13, 23, 28].
We now discuss results that are specific to searching in arrays. Several authors addressed
the question of how much preprocessing, i.e., sorting, helps for searching, if we take into
account the total time investment [8, 22, 29]. Fredman [18] gave lower bounds on searching
regarding both queries and memory accesses. A classic work of Yao [32] established that the
best way of storing n elements in a table such as to minimize number of queries for accessing
an element is by keeping the elements sorted, which requires log n queries, provided that the
key space is large enough. Regarding searching in (partially) unordered arrays, there is a
nice result of Biedl et al. [5] about insertion sort based on repeated binary searches.
Under appropriate assumptions, namely that array is sorted and its elements are drawn
from a known distribution (e.g., searching for a name in a telephone book), one can do much
better than binary search, since the distribution allows a good prediction of where the target
should be located. In this case O(log log n) queries suffice on average (cf. [31]); to avoid
having to query the entire array, previous work suggests combinations of algorithms that
perform no worse than binary search in the worst case [10, 6]. Another interesting branch of
study is related to search in arrays of more complicated objects such as (long) strings [1, 17]
or abstract objects with nonuniform comparison cost [19, 2].
Many papers have studied searching in the presence of different types of errors, e.g., [7,
15, 16, 25], see [11, 27] for surveys. A popular error model for searching allows for a linear
number of lies [3, 7, 12, 14, 26], for which Borgstrom and Kosaraju [7] gave an O(log n)
search algorithm. In contrast, we bound the number of lies separately via the parameter klies .
Rivest et al. [30] gave an upper bound of log n + k log log n + O(k log k) queries for this
parameter. Their algorithm is based on a continuous strategy for the (equivalent) problem
of finding an unknown value in [1, n], up to a given precision, using few yes-no questions.
Our algorithm (Theorem 2) uses asymptotically fewer queries if klies = ω(log n/ log log n).3
The works of Finocchi and Italiano [16] and Finocchi et al. [15] consider a parameter
very similar to kfaults , with the additional assumption that faults may affect also the working
memory of the algorithm, except for O(1) “safe” memory words. Finocchi and Italiano [16]
give a deterministic searching algorithm that needs O(log n + k 2 ) queries. Brodal et al. [9]
improve this bound to O(log n+k) and Finocchi et al. [15] provide a lower bound of Ω(log n+k)
even for randomized algorithms. Our results are incomparable as our result for parameter
kfaults uses only (1 + 1c ) log n + (2c + 2)k queries, getting arbitrarily close to log n + O(k)
(cf. Theorem 4), but does not consider faults in the working memory; the high level approach
of balancing progress in the search with security queries is the same as in [9], but more careful
counting is needed to get small constants. For parameter klies we give a simpler algorithm
with 2 log n + 4k queries and using only O(1) words of working memory, but it is not clear
whether the result can be transferred to kfaults without increasing the memory usage.

3

A technical report of Long [21] claims that the actual tight bound of the algorithm of Rivest et al. [30]
is O(log n + k), which is consistent with our results.
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Finally, we comment on the measures of disorder we adopt in this paper. We study
various well-known measures that are mostly folklore. Detailed overviews of measures and
their relations were given by Petersson and Moffat [28] and Estivill-Castro and Wood [13].
For the sake of completeness and to get all involved coefficients the full version of this work,
accessible at http://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05932, provides proofs of all pairwise relations
between our parameters; these are depicted in Figure 1.

2

Preliminaries

In this paper we consider the following problem: Given an array A of length n and an
element e, find the position of e in A or report that e ∈
/ A with as few queries as possible.
We use A[i], i ∈ 1, . . . , n to denote the i-th entry of A. We allow access to the entries of A
only via queries to its indices, regarding the relation of the corresponding element to e. We
write query(i) for the operation of querying A at index i, and let query(i) = ‘<’ (respectively,
‘>’ or ‘=’) denote the outcome indicating that A[i] < e (respectively A[i] > e or A[i] = e).
Note that in faulty settings the query outcome need not be accurate.
To keep notation simple, we generally assume the entries of A to be unique unless explicitly
stated otherwise. We emphasize that none of our results relies on this assumption. We can
then define pos(a) to denote the index of a in A, by setting pos(a) = i if and only if A[i] = a.
Further, let rank(a) = |{i : A[i] < a}| + 1 be the “correct” position of a with respect to a
sorted copy of A, irrespective of whether or not a ∈ A. We often use an element a ∈ A and
its index pos(a) interchangeably, especially for the target element e. Note that, as discussed
in the introduction, for oblivious algorithms we generally assume e ∈ A.

3

Searching with imprecise queries

In this section, we consider the problem of finding the index pos(e) of an element e in a
sorted array A of length n = 2d , d ∈ N in a setting where queries may yield erroneous results.
We say that ‘<’ is a lie (the truth) for index i if A[i] ≥ e (A[i] < e), and analogously for ‘>’
and ‘=’. To quantify the number of lies, we introduce two parameters klies and kfaults . The
first parameter klies simply bounds the number of queries with erroneous results, which we
interpret as the number of lies allowed to an adversary. The second parameter kfaults bounds
the number of indices i for which query(i) (consistently) returns the wrong result, allowing the
conclusion that e ∈
/ A in case query(e) yields the wrong result. Equivalently, for an unsorted
array A, we can require all queries to be truthful and define kfaults (e) to be the number of
inversions involving e, i.e., kfaults (e) = |i : (i < pos(e) ∧ A[i] > e) ∨ (i > pos(e) ∧ A[i] < e)|.
Observe that both definitions of kfaults are equivalent. For clarity, we write kfaults when
considering the adversarial interpretation, and kfaults (e) when considering it as a measure of
disorder of an unsorted array. For both klies and kfaults , we only allow queries to e to yield ‘=’.
The algorithms of this section operate on the binary search tree rooted at index r = n/2
that contains a path for each possible sequence of queries in a binary search of the array, and
identify nodes of the tree with their corresponding indices. We write next> (i) and next< (i)
to denote the two successors of node i, e.g., next> (r) = n/4 and next< (r) = 3n/4. Similarly,
we write prev(i) to denote the predecessor of i in the binary search tree, and prevq (i) = v
for the last vertex v on the unique r-i-path such that nextq (v) also lies on the r-i-path
(prevq (i) = ∅ if no such node exists). Intuitively, prevq (i) is the last vertex corresponding
to an array entry larger (if q =“>”) or smaller (if q =“<”) than A[i]. For convenience,
query(∅) = ∅, prev</> (r) = ∅, and next</> (i) = i if i is a leaf of the tree. We further denote
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm with 2 log n + 4klies queries.
the algorithm stops once a query yields ‘=’
i ← n/2
// start at the root
while (q ← query(i)) 6=‘=’ do
// by definition, ‘=’ cannot be a lie
i0 ← prev¬q (i) // ∅ if all queries on the path from the root yielded q
while i 6= i0 ∧ query(i0 ) = q do // while query(i0 ) contradicts its previous
outcome...
i ← prev(i)
// ...backtrack towards i0
if i 6= i0 then
i ← nextq (i)

// if we did not backtrack all the way to i0 ...
// ...proceed according to q

by d(i, j) the length of the path from node i to node j in the search tree. We say that an
algorithm operates on the binary search tree if no index is queried before its predecessor in
the tree.
We start by considering the parameter klies . If we knew the value of this parameter, we
could try a regular binary search, replace every query with 2klies + 1 queries to the same
element and use the majority outcome in each step. However, this would give (2klies + 1) log n
queries, where ideally we should not use more than log n + f (k) queries. We first give an
algorithm that achieves the separation between n and klies while being oblivious to the value
of klies . Importantly, the algorithm only needs O(1) memory words, which also makes it
applicable to settings where “safe” memory, that cannot be corrupted during the course of
the algorithm, is limited. This algorithm still needs 2 log n + f (k) queries, but we will show
later how to build on the same ideas to (almost) eliminate the factor of 2.
Intuitively, Algorithm 1 searches the binary search tree defined above, simply proceeding
according to the query outcome at each node. In addition, the algorithm invests queries
to double check past decisions. We distinguish left and right turns, depending on whether
the algorithm proceeds with the left or the right child. In particular, before proceeding, the
algorithm queries the last vertex on the path from the root where it decided for a turn in
the opposite direction. While an inconsistency to previous queries is detected, i.e., a query
to a vertex where it turned right (or left) gives ‘>’ (or ‘<’), the algorithm backtracks one
step. In this manner, the algorithm guarantees that it never proceeds along a wrong path
without the adversary investing additional lies. Note that if the algorithm only ever turned
right (or left), i.e., there was no previous turn in the opposing direction, it does not double
check any past decisions until the query outcome changes. This is alright since either the
algorithm is on the right path or the adversary needs to invest a lie in each step.
I Theorem 1. We can find e obliviously using 2 log n + 4klies queries and O(1) memory.
Proof. We claim that Algorithm 1 achieves the bound of the theorem. Note that prev¬q (i)
only depends on i and not on the outcome of previous queries, therefore, we can determine
it with O(1) memory words. We will show that in each iteration of the outer loop of the
algorithm, the potential function Φ = 2d(i, e) + 4k decreases by at least one for each query,
where k is the number of remaining lies the adversary may make. This proves the claim,
since Φ ≥ 0 and initially Φ ≤ 2 log n + 4klies . We analyze a single iteration of the outer loop.
Observe that if z is the number of iterations of the inner loop, then the total number
of queries is z + 2 if the inner loop terminates because query(i0 ) = ¬q, and z + 1 if it
terminates because i = i0 . If an iteration of the inner loop is caused by query(i0 ) being a
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm with (1 + 1c ) log n + (2c + 2)klies queries.
the algorithm stops once a query yields ‘=’
i ← n/2
// start at the root
while (q ← query(i)) 6=‘=’ do
// by definition, ‘=’ cannot be a lie
i0 ← prev¬q (i) // ∅ if all queries on the path from the root yielded q
while 0 < c∆i0 < d(i, i0 ) + 1 do
// while we do not have sufficient
support to proceed...
query(i0 )
// ...query i0 for support
if ∆i0 = 0 then
i ← i0
else
i ← nextq (i)

// if we ran out of support at i0 altogether...
// ...backtrack to i0
// if we have sufficient support at i0 ...
// ...proceed according to q

lie, then in this iteration ∆Φ ≤ 2 − 4 = −2, and otherwise, d(i, e) is decreased by one and
likewise ∆Φ = −2 + 0 = −2. Overall, the change in potential during the inner loop is always
∆Φ = −2z. If the inner loop terminates because i = i0 , then z ≥ 1 and the total change in
potential is ∆Φ ≤ −2z ≤ −z − 1, enough to cover all z + 1 queries.
Now consider the case that the inner loop terminates because query(i0 ) = ¬q. If ¬q is a
lie for i0 or q is a lie for i, the adversary invested an additional lie, and even if the last update
to i increases d(i, e), the total change in potential is bounded by ∆Φ ≤ −2z − 4 + 2 ≤ −2z − 2,
enough to cover all z + 2 queries. On the other hand, if ¬q is the truth for i0 and q is the
truth for i, then e ∈ {i0 , . . . , i} and i must lie on the unique r-e-path in the search tree (and
i 6= e). The final update to i thus decreases d(i, e) by 1 and the total change in potential is
∆Φ = −2z − 2, again enough to cover all z + 2 queries.
J
We now adapt Algorithm 1 to minimize the impact of potential lies on the dependency
on log n in the running time. Intuitively, instead of backing up each query q ← query(i) by
a query to prev¬q (i), we back only one in c queries (cf. Algorithm 2). During the course of
the algorithm and its analysis, we let nq,j denote the number of queries (so far) to node j
that resulted in q ∈ {<, >} and ∆j := |n<,j − n>,j |.
I Theorem 2 (∗4 ). For every c ≥ 1, we can find e obliviously using (1+ 1c ) log n+(2c+2)klies
queries.
Proof Sketch. We show that Algorithm 2 achieves the bound of the theorem. Instead of
backing up every query as in Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 only invests one supporting query
for every c consecutive queries with the same outcome (for integral c). To capture this, our
potential function needs to manage additional potential used to account for these irregular
backup queries. This gets more involved, as the algorithm will not usually backtrack by
increments of c, and we need to allow for fractional contributions to the potential in each
query. We introduce a potential function of the form
1
1
1
Φ = (1 + )d(i, e) + (2 + )L + T + (2c + 2)k,
c
c
c
where k is the number of lies remaining to the adversary, and L and T will not be formally
defined in this proof sketch. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, assuming Φ ≥ 0 and
4

Due to space restrictions, proofs for results marked with ∗ are deferred to the full version of this work.
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initially L, T = 0, we need to show that (on average) the potential function decreases by at
least 1 for each query the algorithm makes. We outline intuitively how this is achieved.
The first term of the potential function releases a small amount of potential for every
step (in the tree) towards the target element and stores the same amount of potential for
every step away from the target. The fourth term releases a lot of potential whenever the
adversary invests a lie.
To understand the role of the central terms intuitively, consider an iteration of the
algorithm, where it just turned left or right (i.e., moved to a left or right child) and reached
node i, and let i0 be the last vertex where it turned in the opposite direction. Now if the next
query result of q at node i is a lie, the potential function releases a lot of potential that we
can use to pay for the query, the possible backup query, and the change in the other terms
of the potential. Let us therefore assume that q is the truth for i.
We need to distinguish two situations, depending on whether the turn at i0 was correct
or not, i.e., whether the (majority of) backup query outcomes were truthful. If the turn
at i0 was wrong, with every step that the algorithm proceeds down the tree, the distance
to the target increases, but on the other hand, the adversary needs to invest a lie for each
additional backup query. This means that we can afford to store potential with every new
backup query, but need to invest potential for every step down the tree. Accordingly, the
contribution to L in the potential function is defined to be c∆j 0 − d(j, j 0 ) and there is no
contribution to T . If the turn at i0 was correct, since q is also the truth for i and since the
turns at i and i0 are in opposing directions, the algorithm must still be on a path towards
the target e. Hence, we can store potential with every step down the tree, but have to invest
potential to pay for the backup queries. Accordingly, the contribution to T in the potential
function is defined to be d(j, j 0 ) − c(∆j 0 − 1) and there is no contribution to L.
Now, at some point earlier in the execution of the algorithm, i0 had the role of i and there
was a node i00 with the role of i0 . Since the algorithm may backtrack to i0 in the future, the
potential function also needs to remember the contributions of the pair (i0 , i00 ) to L and T ,
as well as the contributions of each earlier such zig-zag pair along the path to the root. By
carefully defining L and T , we can balance all costs in such a way that, in each iteration
of the outer loop of Algorithm 2, the potential reduction is at least equal to the number of
queries made during that iteration.
J
To provide a strong lower bound, we restrict ourselves to algorithms that operate on the
binary search tree. Such algorithms interpret the array as a binary tree (rooted at entry n/2,
with the two children n/4, 3n/4, etc.), and never query a node (other than the root) before
querying its parent.
I Theorem 3 (∗). For every c ∈ N and k ∈ {klies , kfaults }, no algorithm operating on the
search tree can find e with less than log n + ck queries in general.1
We show how to translate any algorithm with a performance guarantee with respect
to klies to an algorithm with the same guarantee for kfaults .
I Theorem 4 (∗). Let f : N2 → N. If we can find e with f (n, klies ) queries, then we can
find e with f (n, kfaults ) queries.

4

Searching disordered arrays

In this section, we consider the problem of finding the index pos(e) of an element e in array A
of length n = 2d , d ∈ N. In contrast to Section 3, we do not assume A to be sorted but
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krep =kmov =kseq

kainv

kbmov
2

kmax

2

2
kbswap

krbswap

kswap

kaswap =kinv

2

ksum

Figure 1 Overview of relations between measures of disorder. A solid black path from k to k0
means that k ≤ ck0 , where c is the product of the edge labels along the path (c = 1 for unlabeled
edges). If there is no solid black path from k to k0 , then k cannot be bounded by ck0 for any constant c.
Every arc is proved explicitly in the full paper (dashed red arcs correspond to unboundedness results),
and all other relationships are implied.

expect all queries to yield correct results. We study a variety of parameters that quantify
the disorder of A and provide algorithms and lower bounds with respect to the different
parameters. Figure 1 gives the relationship between every pair of parameters.

4.1

Bounded displacement

We first consider the two parameters ksum and kmax that quantify the displacement of
elements between A and the sorted counterpart A? of A. More precisely, we define ksum :=
P
x∈A | pos(x) − rank(x)| and kmax := maxx∈A | pos(x) − rank(x)|. We obtain the following
bounds.
I Theorem 5 (∗). log n/ksum + 2ksum + O(1) queries are necessary1 and sufficient to find e.
I Theorem 6 (∗). log n/kmax + 3kmax + O(1) queries are necessary1 and sufficient to find e.

4.2

Inversions

We now consider the number of inversions between elements of the array A. More precisely,
we define the number of inversions to be kinv := |{i < j : A[i] > A[j]}|, and the number
of adjacent inversions to be kainv := |{i : A[i] > A[i + 1]}|. We have ksum ≤ kinv ≤ 2ksum ,
therefore the results for ksum (Theorem 5) carry over to kinv with a gap of 2.
I Corollary 7. Every search algorithm needs at least log n/kinv + 2kinv + O(1) queries1 , and
we can find e obliviously with log n/kinv + 4kinv + O(1) queries.
In general, we cannot hope to obtain results of similar quality for the smaller parameter kainv ; already for kainv = 1 any search algorithm needs to query all n elements.
I Proposition 8. For kainv ≥ 1, no algorithm can find e with less than n queries.
Fortunately, we can do much better if the target e is guaranteed to be in the correct
position relative to sorted order, i.e., if pos(e) = rank(e). Note that this restriction still
allows us to prove a lower bound on the necessary number of queries that is much larger than
all preceding results. We complement this lower bound by a search algorithm that matches it
tightly (up to lower-order terms). Both upper and lower bound hinge on the question of how
efficiently (in terms of queries) an algorithm can find a good estimate of rank(e) by querying
the array.
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√
√
I Theorem 9 (∗). We can find e using 2 2nkainv + o( nkainv ) queries if pos(e) = rank(e).
Proof Sketch. We know that if e is in the array then pos(e) = rank(e). Since we know
neither value beforehand, the algorithm proceeds by determining an estimate
p of rank(e) over
two stages of queries. For the first stage, we define a block size p = c · n/kainv and query
every (p + 1)-st position. This partitions the array into (so far) unqueried blocks of size p,
which we classify into <<-, >>-, <>-, and ><-blocks according to the query outcomes for
the two positions adjacent to the block. Taking into account the number kainv of adjacent
inversions, the number of blocks of each type gives rise to an upper and a lower bound on
the number of elements that are smaller than e, and hence on the rank of e. Essentially, in
<<- and >>-blocks with no adjacent inversion there are p respectively 0 smaller elements,
whereas any number between 0 and p is possible if there is at least one adjacent inversion.
In ><-blocks any number between 0 and p of smaller elements is possible, but these blocks
must contain at least one adjacent inversion. In <>-blocks any number between 0 and p
of smaller elements is possible without adjacent inversions, but the number of <>-blocks
can be bounded by the number of ><-blocks and hence depending on kainv . Overall, this
leads to a range of positions that certainly contains the position of e, if e ∈ A. Unfortunately,
querying this range entirely would not lead to the claimed upper bound.
Upon second inspection, the unknown number of adjacent inversions in ><-blocks has
the biggest impact on the size of the range. Accordingly, the second stage performs a binary
search on each ><-block, which creates a number of (smaller) >>- and <<-blocks separated
by an empty ><-block between two queried positions (where the binary search terminates).
Thus, repeating the above analysis after the refinement, all ><-blocks are now of size zero
and their impact on the range of possible positions is reduced. The algorithm can now afford
to query this range entirely and either find e or be sure that it is not in A. The claimed
bound is obtained by choosing the value of c in the block size p in order to balance the cost
of making the initial queries and the cost of eventually querying the computed range.
J
√
√
I Theorem 10 (∗). Every search algorithm needs at least 2 2nkainv − o( nkainv ) queries1 ,
even if pos(e) = rank(e).
Proof Sketch. We outline an adversarial strategy for replying to queries. This strategy needs
to avoid revealing the position of e before the claimed number of queries, and simultaneously
needs to maintain that at least one realization of the array remains that is consistent with
the replies made so far, and that has at most kainv adjacent inversions and pos(e) = rank(e).
At the beginning, our strategy replies with ‘<’ to queries in the first half of A and with ‘>’
to queries in the second half. At some point, we may not be able to place e in one of the two
halves anymore: Say that the rightmost unqueried position in the left half has p positions
on its right for which we already committed to ‘<’. Since pos(e) = rank(e), the number of
elements smaller than e and on its right must be equal to the number of larger elements
on its left. Hence, a realization with e in the left half can only exist if there still remains
a way of placing p elements larger than e in the left half (leaving the rightmost unqueried
position for e), without causing more than kainv adjacent inversions. This is the case exactly
if we can still find a set of (roughly) at most kainv disjoint blocks of consecutive, unqueried
positions in the left half, which contain at least p unqueried positions overall. Analogously,
at some point, we may not be able to place e in the left half anymore. Our strategy continues
to reply to queries as before, until it has to commit to a realization and reply accordingly.
Careful analysis of the strategy yields that committing to a position for e can be avoided
until the claimed number of queries have been invested.
J
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Edit distances

We now consider parameters that bound the number of elementary array modifications
needed to sort the given array A. More precisely, a replacement is the operation of replacing
one element with a new element, and we let krep be the (minimum) number of replacements
needed to obtain a sorted array. A swap is the exchange of the content of two array positions,
and kswap is the number of swaps needed to sort A. We let kaswap be the number of swaps
of pairs of neighboring elements needed to sort A. A move is the operation of removing an
element and re-inserting it after a given position i, shifting all elements between old and new
position by one. We let kmov be the number of moves needed to sort A.
Clearly, starting from a sorted array, we can move e to any position, without using more
than a single move or swap, or two replacements involving e. To find e we then have to query
the entire array.
I Proposition 11. For kmov ≥ 1, kswap ≥ 1, or krep ≥ 2, no algorithm can find e with less
than n queries in general.
We can obtain significantly improved bounds if the element e remains at its correct
position relative to the sorted array. Recall that we can interpret kfaults as a measure of
disorder via kfaults (e) = |i : (i < pos(e) ∧ A[i] > e) ∨ (i > pos(e) ∧ A[i] < e)|.
I Lemma 12 (∗). If rank(e) = pos(e), then kfaults (e) ≤ min{2krep , 4kswap , 2kmov }.
With this lemma, we can translate the upper bounds of any algorithm for klies . Before
we do, we introduce another measure of disorder, that turns out to be closely related to kmov .
We define the parameter kseq to be such that n − kseq is the length of a longest nondecreasing
subsequence in A. It turns out that kmov = kseq , and we can thus include this parameter in
our upper bound.
I Theorem 13 (∗). Let f : N2 → N. If rank(e) = pos(e) and we can find e with f (n, klies )
queries, then we can find e with min{f (n, 2krep ), f (n, 4kswap ), f (n, 2kmov ), f (n, 2kseq )} queries.
We can also carry over the lower bound from parameter kfaults .
I Corollary 14. For every c ∈ N and pos(e) = rank(e), no algorithm operating on the search
tree can find e with less than log n + ck queries in general, for k ∈ {krep , kswap , kmov , kseq }.1
Finally, we immediately obtain bounds for kaswap from Corollary 7, because kaswap = kinv .
I Corollary 15. Every search algorithm needs at least log n/kaswap + 2kaswap + O(1) queries1 ,
and we can find e obliviously with log n/kaswap + 4kaswap + O(1) queries.

4.4

Block edit distances

In this section we consider the parameters kbswap , krbswap , and kbmov , which bound the number
of block edit operations needed to sort A. A block is defined to be a subarray A[i, i + 1, . . . , j]
of consecutive elements. A block swap is the operation of exchanging a subarray A[i, . . . , j]
with a subarray A[i0 , . . . , j 0 ] and vice versa, where i < j < i0 < j 0 . Note that a block swap
may affect the positions of other elements in case that the two blocks are of different sizes.
The parameter kbswap bounds the number of block swaps needed to sort A. For krbswap we
only allow block swaps restricted to pairs of blocks of equal sizes. Finally, for kbmov one of
the two blocks must be empty, i.e., only block moves are allowed. For all three parameters
one can easily prove that, without further restrictions, search algorithms need to query all
positions of an array to find the target.
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I Proposition 16. For kbswap ≥ 1, krbswap ≥ 1, or kbmov ≥ 1, no algorithm can find e with
less than n queries.
√
Complementing this lower bound, for all of three parameters, an upper bound of O( nk)
for finding e when pos(e) = rank(e) follows immediately from the results for kainv of Section 4.2
and the fact that kainv ≤ 2kbswap and kbswap ≤ min{krbswap , kbmov }. By inspecting the upper
and lower bounds proved for kainv , and adapting the proofs, we are able to obtain tight
leading constants in
√ the upper and lower bounds for kbmov and kbswap , and leading constants
within a factor of 2 for krbswap .
p
p
I Theorem 17 (∗). If pos(e) = rank(e), then 4 nkbswap + o( nkbswap ) queries are necessary1 and sufficient to find e.
p
p
I Theorem 18 p
(∗). If pos(e) =
rank(e), then 2 2nkrbswap + o( nkrbswap ) queries are
p
necessary1 and 4 nkrbswap + o( nkrbswap ) queries are sufficient to find e.
√
√
I Theorem 19 (∗). If pos(e) = rank(e), then 2 2nkbmov +o( nkbmov ) queries are necessary1
and sufficient to find e.

5

Conclusion

We presented upper and lower bounds for the worst-case query complexity of comparisonbased search algorithms that are robust to persistent and temporary read errors, or are
adaptive to partially disordered input arrays. For many cases we gave algorithms that are
optimal up to lower order terms. In addition, many of the algorithms are oblivious to the
value of the parameter quantifying errors/disorder, assuming the target element is present
in the array. In most cases, for small values of k, the dependence of our algorithms on the
number n of elements is close to log n, with only additive dependency on the number of
imprecisions. In other words, these results smoothly interpolate between parameter regimes
where algorithms are as good as binary search and the unavoidable worst-case where linear
search is best possible.
That said, why should one be interested in, e.g., almost tight bounds relative to the
number of block moves that take A to a sorted array, as the bounds are far from binary
search? The point is that only the total number of comparisons matter, and having a worse
function that depends on a (in this case) much smaller parameter value can be favorable
to having a much better function of a large parameter value. E.g., after a constant number
of block swaps the parameters kmax , ksum etc. may have value Ω(n) and the guaranteed
bound becomes trivial, while running the search algorithm for the case of few block swaps
√
guarantees O( n) comparisons. Similarly, having tight bounds for the various parameters
gives us the exact (worst-case) regime for the chosen parameter (in terms of n) where a
sophisticated algorithm can outperform linear search, or even be as good as binary search.
Despite having already asymptotic tightness, it would be interesting to close the gaps
between coefficients of dominant terms in upper and lower bounds for some of the cases.
Another question would be to find a different restriction than pos(e) = rank(e), i.e., the
target being in the correct position relative to sorted order, that avoids degenerate lower
bounds of Ω(n) queries for several parameters. A relaxation to allowing a target displacement
of ` and giving cost in terms of n, k, and ` seems doable in most cases, but is unlikely to be
particularly insightful. Finally, it seems interesting to study whether randomization could
lead to improved algorithms for some of the cases. The analysis of randomized lower bounds
requires entirely new adversarial strategies since the adversary must choose an instantiation
without access to the random bits of the algorithm.
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Abstract
We present a polynomial-time 9/7-approximation algorithm for the graphic TSP for cubic graphs,
which improves the previously best approximation factor of 1.3 for 2-connected cubic graphs and
drops the requirement of 2-connectivity at the same time. To design our algorithm, we prove
that every simple 2-connected cubic n-vertex graph contains a spanning closed walk of length at
most 9n/7 − 1, and that such a walk can be found in polynomial time.
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1

Introduction

The Travelling Salesperson Problem (TSP) is one of the most central problems in combinatorial optimization. The problem asks to find a shortest closed walk visiting each vertex
at least once in an edge-weighted graph, or alternatively to find a shortest Hamilton cycle
in a complete graph where the edge weights satisfy the triangle inequality. The Travelling
Salesperson Problem is notoriously hard. The approximation factor of 3/2 established by
Christofides [4] has not been improved for 40 years despite a significant effort of many
researchers. The particular case of the problem, the Hamilton Cycle Problem, was among the
first problems to be shown to be NP-hard. Moreover, Karpinski, Lampis and Schmied [10]
have recently shown that the Travelling Salesperson Problem is NP-hard to approximate
within the factor 123/122, improving the earlier inapproximability results of Lampis [12]
and of Papadimitriou and Vempala [18]. In this paper, we are concerned with an important
special case of the Travelling Salesperson Problem, the graphic TSP, which asks to find a
shortest closed walk visiting each vertex at least once in a graph where all edges have unit
weight. We will refer to such a walk as to a TSP walk.
There has recently been a lot of research focused on approximation algorithms for the
graphic TSP, which was ignited by the breakthrough of the 3/2-approximation barrier in
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the case of 3-connected cubic graphs by Gamarnik, Lewenstein and Sviridenko [7]. This
was followed by the improvement of the 3/2-approximation factor for the general graphic
TSP by Oveis Gharan, Saberi and Singh [16]. Next, Mömke and Svensson [14] designed a
1.461-approximation algorithm for the problem and Mucha [15] showed that their algorithm
is actually a 13/9-approximation algorithm. This line of research culminated with the
7/5-approximation algorithm of Sebö and Vygen [19].
We here focus on the case of graphic TSP for cubic graphs, which was at the beginning of
this line of improvements. The (3/2 − 5/389)-approximation algorithm of Gamarnik et al. [7]
for 3-connected cubic graphs was improved by Aggarwal, Garg and Gupta [1], who designed a
4/3-approximation algorithm. Next, Boyd et al. [2] found a 4/3-approximation algorithm for
2-connected cubic graphs. The barrier of the 4/3-approximation factor was broken by Correa,
Larré and Soto [5] who designed a (4/3 − 1/61236)-approximation algorithm for this class of
graphs. The currently best algorithm for 2-connected cubic graphs is the 1.3-approximation
algorithm of Candráková and Lukot’ka [3], based on their result on the existence of a TSP
walk of length at most 1.3n − 2 in 2-connected cubic n-vertex graphs. We improve this result
as follows. Note that we obtain a better approximation factor and Theorem 2 also applies to
a larger class of graphs.
I Theorem 1. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that for a given 2-connected subcubic
n-vertex graph with n2 vertices of degree two outputs a TSP walk of length at most
9
2
n + n2 − 1 .
7
7
I Theorem 2. There exists a polynomial-time 9/7-approximation algorithm for the graphic
TSP for cubic graphs.
Note that our approximation factor matches the approximation factor for cubic bipartite
graphs in the algorithm Karp and Ravi [9], who designed a 9/7-approximation algorithm for
the graphic TSP for cubic bipartite graphs. However, van Zuylen [20] has recently found
a 5/4-approximation algorithm for this class of graphs. Both the result of Karp and Ravi,
and the result of van Zuylen are based on finding a TSP walk of length of at most 9n/7 and
5n/4, respectively, in an n-vertex cubic bipartite graph. On the negative side, Karpinski and
Schmied [11] showed that the graphic TSP is NP-hard to approximate within the factor of
535/534 in the general case and within the factor 1153/1152 in the case of cubic graphs.
Our contribution in addition to improving the approximation factor for graphic TSP for
cubic graphs is also in bringing several new ideas to the table. The proof of our main result,
Theorem 1, differs from the usual line of proofs in this area. In particular, to establish the
existence of a TSP walk of length at most 9n/7 − 1 in a 2-connected cubic n-vertex graph,
we allow subcubic graphs as inputs and perform reductions in this larger class of graphs.
While we cannot establish the approximation factor of 9/7 for this larger class of graphs,
we are still able to show that our technique yields the existence of a TSP walk of length at
most 9n/7 − 1 for cubic n-vertex graphs. At this point, we should remark that we have not
attempted to optimize the running time of our algorithm.
We conclude with a brief discussion on possible improvements of the bound from Theorem 1.
In Section 5, we give a construction of a 2-connected cubic n-vertex graph with no TSP
walks of length smaller than 54 n − 2 (Proposition 16) and a 2-connected subcubic n-vertex
graph with n2 = Θ(n) vertices of degree two with no TSP walks of length smaller than
5
1
4 n + 4 n2 − 1 (Proposition 14); the former construction was also found independently by
Mazák and Lukot’ka [13]. We believe that these two constructions provide the tight examples
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for an improvement of Theorem 1 and conjecture the following. We also refer to a more
detailed discussion at the end of Section 5.
I Conjecture 3. Every 2-connected subcubic n-vertex graph with n2 vertices of degree has a
TSP walk of length at most
1
5
n + n2 − 1 .
4
4
Note that Conjecture 3 is of interest for small values of n2 ; in particular, its statement
is known to be true if n2 ≥ n/3 [14]. We would like to stress that it is important that
Conjecture 3 deals with simple graphs, i.e., graphs without parallel edges. Indeed, consider
the cubic graph G obtained as follows: start with the graph that has two vertices of degree
three that are joined by three paths, each having 2` internal vertices of degree two, and
replace every second edge of these paths with a pair of parallel edges to get a cubic graph.
The graph G has n = 6` + 2 vertices but no TSP walk of length shorter than 8` + 2.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we fix the notation used in the paper and make several simple observations
on the concepts that we use.
All graphs considered in this paper are simple, i.e., they do not contain parallel edges.
When we allow parallel edges, we will always emphasize this by referring to a considered
graph as to a multigraph. We will occasionally want to stress that a graph obtained during
the proof has no parallel edges and we will do so by saying that it is simple even if saying so
is superfluous. The underlying graph of a multigraph H is the graph obtained from H by
suppressing parallel edges, i.e., replacing each set of parallel edges by a single edge.
If G is a graph, its vertex set is denoted by V (G) and its edge set by E(G). Further, the
number of vertices of G is denoted by n(G) and the number of its vertices of degree two by
n2 (G). If w a vertex of G, then G − w is a graph obtained by deleting the vertex w and all
the edges incident with w. Similarly, if W is a set of vertices of G, then G − W is the graph
obtained by deleting all vertices of W and edges incident with them. Finally, if F is a set of
its edges, then G \ F is the graph obtained from G by removing the edges of F but none of
the vertices.
A graph with all vertices of degree at most three is called subcubic. We say that a graph
G is k-connected if it has at least k + 1 vertices and G − W is connected for any W ⊆ V (G)
containing at most k − 1 vertices (here, we deviate from the standard terminology since we
do not consider K2 to be 2-connected). If G is connected but not 2-connected, then a vertex
v such that G − v is not connected is called a cut-vertex. Maximal 2-connected subgraphs of
G and edges that are not contained in any 2-connected subgraphs of G are called blocks. A
subset F of the edges of a graph G is an edge-cut if the graph G \ F have more components
than G and F is minimal with this property. Such a subset F containing exactly k edges
will also be referred to as k-edge-cut. An edge forming a 1-edge-cut is called a cut-edge. A
graph G is k-edge-connected if it has no `-edge-cut for ` < k. Note that a subcubic graph G
with at least two vertices is 2-connected if and only if it is 2-edge-connected.
A θ-graph is a simple graph obtained from the pair of vertices joined by three parallel
edges by subdividing some of the edges several times. In other words, a θ-graph is a graph
that contains two vertices of degree three joined by three paths formed by vertices of degree
two such that at most one of these paths is trivial, i.e., it is a single edge. In our consideration,
we will need to consider a special type of cycles of length six in subcubic graphs, which
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Figure 1 A θ-cycle with poles v3 and v6 .

resembles θ-graphs. A cycle K = v1 . . . v6 of length six in a subcubic graph G is a θ-cycle, if
all vertices v1 , . . . , v6 have degree three, their neighbors x1 , . . . , x6 outside of K are pairwise
distinct, and G − V (K) has three connected components, one containing x1 and x2 , one
containing x4 and x5 , and one containing x3 and x6 . See Figure 1 for an example. The
vertices v3 and v6 of the cycle K will be referred to as the poles of the θ-cycle K.
We say that a multigraph is Eulerian if all its vertices have even degree; note that we do
not require the multigraph to be connected, i.e., a multigraph has an Eulerian tour if and
only if it is Eulerian and connected. A subgraph is spanning if it contains all vertices of the
original graphs, possibly some of them as isolated vertices, i.e., vertices of degree zero. It
is easy to relate the length of the shortest TSP walk in a graph G to the size of Eulerian
multigraphs using edges of G as follows. To simplify our presentation, let tsp(G) denote the
length of the shortest TSP walk in a graph G. The proof of the next observation is omitted
because of the space constraints.
I Observation 4. For every graph G, tsp(G) is equal to the minimum number of edges of a
connected Eulerian multigraph H such that the underlying graph of H is a spanning subgraph
of G.
We now explore the link between Eulerian spanning subgraphs and the minimum length
of a TSP walk further. For a graph G, let c(F ) denote the number of non-trivial components
of F , i.e., components formed by two or more vertices, and let i(F ) be the number of isolated
vertices of F . We define the excess of a graph F as
exc(F ) = 2c(F ) + i(F ).
If G is a subcubic graph, we define
minexc(G) = min {exc(F ) : F spanning Eulerian subgraph of G}.
Note that any subcubic Eulerian graph F is a union of c(F ) cycles and i(F ) isolated vertices,
i.e., the spanning subgraph F of a subcubic graph G with exc(F ) = minexc(G) must also
have this structure. The values of minexc(G) for simple-structured graphs are given in the
next observation.
I Observation 5. The following holds.
2 (G)
1. If G is a cycle, then minexc(G) = 2 < n(G)+n
+ 1.
4
n(G)+n2 (G))
2. If G = K4 , then minexc(G) = 2 =
+
1.
4
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3. If G is θ-graph with k1 , k2 and k3 vertices of degree two on the paths joining its two
vertices of degree three and k1 ≤ k2 ≤ k3 (note that k2 =
6 0 by the definition of a θ-graph),
2 (G)
minexc(G) = 2 + k1 ≤ n(G)+n
+
1.
4
We next relate the quantity minexc(G) to the length of the shortest TSP walk in G.
I Observation 6. Let G be a connected subcubic n-vertex graph, and let F be a spanning
Eulerian subgraph F of G. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that finds a TSP walk
of length n − 2 + exc(F ). In addition, the minimum length of a TSP walk in G is equal to
tsp(G) = n − 2 + minexc(G) .
Proof. Let F be a spanning Eulerian subgraph of G. We aim to construct a TSP walk of
length n−2+exc(F ). The subgraph F has c(F )+i(F ) components. Since F is subcubic, each
of the c(F ) non-trivial components of F is a cycle, which implies that F has n − i(F ) edges.
Since G is connected, there exists a subset S of the edges of G such that |S| = c(F ) + i(F ) − 1
and F together with the edges of S is connected. Clearly, such a subset S can be found
in linear time. Let H be the multigraph obtained from F by adding each edge of S with
multiplicity two. Since H is a connected Eulerian multigraph whose underlying graph is a
spanning subgraph of G, the proof of Observation 4 yields that it corresponds to an Eulerian
tour of length
|E(H)| = |E(F )| + 2|S| = n − i(F ) + 2(c(F ) + i(F ) − 1) = n − 2 + exc(F ),
which can be found in linear time. In particular, it holds that tsp(G) ≤ n − 2 + exc(F ).
Since the choice of F was arbitrary, we conclude that tsp(G) ≤ n − 2 + minexc(G).
To finish the proof, we need to show that n − 2 + minexc(G) ≤ tsp(G). By Observation 4,
there exists a connected Eulerian multigraph H with |E(H)| = tsp(G) such that its underlying
graph is a spanning subgraph of G. By the minimality of |E(H)|, every edge of H has
multiplicity at most two (otherwise, we can decrease its multiplicity by 2 while keeping the
multigraph Eulerian and connected). Similarly, removing any pair of parallel edges of H
disconnects H (as the resulting multigraph would still be Eulerian), i.e., the edge in the
underlying graph of H corresponding to a pair of parallel edges is a cut-edge. Let F be
the graph obtained from H by removing all the pairs of parallel edges. The number of
components of F is equal to
c(F ) + i(F ) =

|E(H)| − |E(F )|
+ 1.
2

Since F is subcubic, it is a union of c(F ) cycles and i(F ) isolated vertices, which implies
that |E(F )| = n − i(F ). Consequently, we get that
c(F ) + i(F ) =

|E(H)| − (n − i(F ))
+ 1,
2

which yields the desired inequality
n − 2 + minexc(G) ≤ n − 2 + exc(F ) = n − 2 + 2c(F ) + i(F ) = |E(H)| = tsp(G).

3

J

Reductions

In this section, we present a way of reducing a 2-connected subcubic graph to a smaller one
such that a spanning Eulerian subgraph of the smaller graph yields a spanning Eulerian
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subgraph of the original graph with few edges. We now define this process more formally.
For subcubic graphs G and G0 , let
δ(G, G0 ) = (n(G) + n2 (G)) − (n(G0 ) + n2 (G0 )) .
We say that a 2-connected subcubic graph G0 is a reduction of a 2-connected subcubic graph
G if n(G0 ) < n(G), δ(G, G0 ) ≥ 0, and there exists a linear-time algorithm that turns any
spanning Eulerian subgraph F 0 of G0 into a spanning Eulerian subgraph F of G satisfying
exc(F ) ≤ exc(F 0 ) +

1
4

· δ(G, G0 ).

(1)

For the proof of our main result, it would be enough to prove the lemmas in this section
with 14 replaced by 27 in (1). However, this would not simplify most of our arguments and we
believe that the stronger form of (1) can be useful in an eventual proof of Conjecture 3.
The reductions that we present are intended to be applied to an input subcubic 2connected graph until the resulting graph is simple or it has a special structure. A subcubic
2-connected graph is basic if it is a cycle, a θ-graph, or K4 . A subcubic 2-connected graph that
is not basic will be referred to as non-basic. The reductions involve altering a subgraph K of
a graph G such that K has some additional specific properties. This subgraph sometimes
needs to be provided as a part of an input of an algorithm that constructs G0 . We say that a
reduction is a linear-time reduction with respect to a subgraph K if there exists a linear-time
algorithm that transforms G to G0 given G and a subgraph K with the specific properties.
We will say that a reduction is a linear-time reduction if there exists a linear-time algorithm
that both finds a suitable subgraph K and performs the reduction. If a graph G admits
such a reduction, we will say that G has a linear-time reduction or that G has a linear-time
reduction with respect to a subgraph K.
As an example of our reductions, we state and prove a lemma describing the simplest
among our reductions; we leave the details of all other reductions because of the space
constraints.
I Lemma 7. Every non-basic 2-connected subcubic graph G that contains a cycle K with at
most two vertices of degree three has a linear-time reduction.
Proof. Since G is neither a cycle nor a θ-graph, it follows that V (G) 6= V (K). Since G is
2-connected, K contains exactly two vertices of degree three, say v1 and v2 . Let x1 and x2
be their neighbors outside of K, and let k1 and k2 be the the number of the internal vertices
of the two paths between v1 and v2 in K. We can assume that k1 ≤ k2 by symmetry. If
x1 = x2 , then either G is a θ-graph or x1 is incident with a cut-edge; since neither of these is
possible, it holds that x1 6= x2 .
Suppose that k1 = 0 and k2 = 1, i.e., K is a triangle. Let z be the vertex of K distinct
from v1 and v2 , and let G0 = G − z. Note that G0 is a 2-connected subcubic graph. We
claim that G0 is a reduction of G. Since n(G0 ) = n(G) − 1 and n2 (G0 ) = n2 (G) + 1, it follows
δ(G, G0 ) = 0. Consider a spanning Eulerian subgraph F 0 of G0 . If F 0 contains the edge v1 v2 ,
then let F be the spanning Eulerian subgraph of G obtained from F 0 by removing the edge
v1 v2 and adding the path v1 zv2 . If F 0 does not contain the edge v1 v2 , i.e., v1 and v2 are
isolated vertices of F , then let F be the spanning Eulerian subgraph of G obtained from F 0
by adding the cycle K. It holds that exc(F ) = exc(F 0 ) in both cases.
It remains to consider the case k1 + k2 ≥ 2. Let G0 be obtained from G − V (K) by
adding a path x1 wx2 where w is a new vertex; note that w has degree two in G0 and
δ(G, G0 ) = 2(k1 + k2 ). Since x1 6= x2 , G0 is simple. We show that G0 is a reduction of G. Let
F 0 be a spanning Eulerian subgraph of G0 ; we will construct a spanning Eulerian subgraph
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F of G. If F 0 contains the path x1 wx2 , then let F be obtained from F 0 − w by adding the
vertices of K and the edges x1 v1 , x2 v2 , and the path in K between v1 and v2 with k2 internal
vertices. Note that the k1 vertices of the other path between v1 and v2 in K are isolated in
F . Observe that
exc(F ) = exc(F 0 ) + k1 ≤ exc(F 0 ) +

k1 + k2
,
2

since k1 ≤ k2 . If w is an isolated vertex of F 0 , then let F be obtained from F 0 − w by adding
the cycle K. In this case, we get that
exc(F ) = exc(F 0 ) + 1 ≤ exc(F 0 ) +

k1 + k2
.
2

Since it holds that exc(F ) ≤ exc(F ) + 14 δ(G, G0 ) in both cases, the proof of the lemma is
finished.
J
We next summarize the facts that can be established using our reduction techniques; the
details are omitted because of the space constraints. We say that a 2-connected subcubic
graph G is a proper graph if G is non-basic, has no cycle with at most four vertices of degree
three, and has no cycle of length five or six with five vertices of degree three. We will call a
non-basic 2-connected subcubic graph G clean if none of the lemmas that we have proven
can be applied to G. Formally, a 2-connected subcubic graph G is clean if it is proper and
(CT1) no cycle of length at most 7 in G contains a vertex of degree two,
(CT2) every cycle of length six in G that is not a θ-cycle is disjoint from all other cycles of
length six,
(CT3) every cycle K = v1 . . . vm of length m ≤ 7 in G satisfies that if each of the edges
v1 vm and v2 v3 is contained in a 2-edge-cut, then the edges v1 vm and v2 v3 themselves
form a 2-edge-cut, and
(CT4) every cycle K = v1 . . . v6 of length six in G satisfies at least one of the following
(a) K is a θ-cycle, or
(b) each edge exiting K is contained in a 2-edge-cut but no two of them together form a
2-edge-cut, or
(c) each edge exiting K is contained in a 2-edge-cut, and there exists exactly one pair i
and j with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 6 such that the edges vi xi and vj xj form a 2-edge-cut, and
this pair satisfies j − i = 3, or,
(d) precisely one edge exiting K, say v1 x1 , is not contained in a 2-edge-cut, and there
exists a partition A and B of the vertices of G − V (K) such that x1 , x2 , x6 ∈ A,
x3 , x4 , x5 ∈ B, there is exactly one edge between A and B, and both A and B induce
connected subgraphs of G − V (K),
where xi is the neighbor of the vertex vi outside the cycle K, i ∈ {1, . . . , 6, }.
The next theorem summarizes our reduction results.
I Theorem 8. There exists an algorithm running in time O(n3 ) that constructs for a given
n-vertex 2-connected subcubic graph G a reduction of G that is either basic or clean.

4

Main result

We need few additional results before we can prove Theorem 1. The first concerns the
structure of cycles passing through vertices of a cycle of length six in a clean 2-connected
subcubic graph. Let v be a vertex of degree three in a graph G, and let x1 , x2 and x3 be its
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neighbors. The type of v is the triple (`1 , `2 , `3 ) such that `1 , `2 and `3 are the lengths of
shortest cycles containing paths x1 vx2 , x1 vx3 and x2 vx3 . In our consideration, the order of
the coordinates of the triple will be irrelevant, so we will always assume that the lengths
satisfy that `1 ≤ `2 ≤ `3 . A type (`01 , `02 , `03 ) dominates the type (`1 , `2 , `3 ) if `0i ≥ `i for every
i = 1, 2, 3. If K is a cycle in a graph G and each vertex of K has degree three, then the type
of the cycle K is the multiset of the types of the vertices of K. Finally, a multiset M1 of
types dominates a multiset M2 types if there exists a bijection between the types contained
in M1 and M2 such that each type of M1 dominates the corresponding type in M2 .
We can now show the following lemma (note that all vertices of the cycle K in the lemma
must have degrees three since G is assumed to be clean). The proof is omitted because of
the space constraints.
I Lemma 9. Let G be a clean 2-connected subcubic graph and let K = v1 v2 . . . v6 be a cycle
of length six in G. If K is not a θ-cycle, then the type of K dominates at least one of the
following multisets:
{(6, 7, 7), (6, 7, 7), (6, 8, 8), (6, 8, 8), (6, 8, 8), (6, 8, 8)},
{(6, 7, 7), (6, 7, 8), (6, 7, 8), (6, 8, 8), (6, 8, 8), (6, 8, 8)}, or
{(6, 7, 7), (6, 7, 8), (6, 7, 9), (6, 7, 9), (6, 8, 8), (6, 8, 8)}.
The following lemma follows from the description of the perfect matching polytope
by Edmonds [6] and the fact that the perfect matching polytope has a strong separation
oracle [17]; see e.g. [8] for further details.
I Lemma 10. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that for a given cubic 2-connected
n-vertex graph outputs a collection of m ≤ n/2 + 2 perfect matchings M1 , . . . , Mm and
non-negative coefficients a1 , . . . , am such that a1 + · · · + am = 1 and
m
X

ai χMi = (1/3, . . . , 1/3) ∈ RE(G) ,

i=1

where χMi ∈ RE(G) is the characteristic vector of Mi .
Lemma 10 gives the following; we note that variants of Lemma 11 have also been used
in [2, 7, 14].
I Lemma 11. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that for a given 2-connected n-vertex
subcubic graph outputs a collection of m ≤ n/2 + 2 spanning Eulerian subgraphs F1 , . . . , Fm
and probabilities p1 , . . . , pm ≥ 0, p1 + · · · + pm = 1 that satisfy the following. If a spanning
Eulerian subgraph F is equal to Fi with probability pi , i = 1, . . . , m, then P[e ∈ E(F )] = 2/3.
In particular, a vertex of degree three is contained in a cycle of F with probability one and a
vertex of degree two is isolated with probability 1/3.
We now combine Lemmas 9 and 11 to get the following.
I Lemma 12. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given a clean 2-connected
subcubic graph G outputs a spanning Eulerian subgraph F of G such that
exc(F ) ≤

2n(G) + 2n2 (G)
.
7

Proof of Lemma 12. We first apply the algorithm from Lemma 11 to get a collection of
m ≤ n/2 + 2 spanning Eulerian subgraphs F1 , . . . , Fm and probabilities p1 , . . . , pm . We show
that
E [exc(F )] ≤

2n(G) + 2n2 (G)
,
7

(2)
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which implies the statement of the lemma since the number of the subgraphs F1 , . . . , Fm is
linear in n and the excess of each them can be computed in linear time. In particular, the
algorithm can output the subgraph Fi with the smallest exc(Fi ).
We now show that (2) holds. We apply a double counting argument, which we phrase as
a discharging argument. At the beginning, we assign each vertex of degree three charge of
2/7 and to each vertex of degree two charge of 4/7. Let c1 (v) be the initial charge of a vertex
v. Note that the sum of the initial charges of the vertices is the right side of the inequality
(2).
We next choose a random spanning Eulerian subgraphs F among the subgraphs F1 , . . . , Fm
with probabilities given by p1 , . . . , pm . The charge of each vertex that is isolated in F is
decreased by one unit, and the charge of each vertex contained in a cycle of length k by 2/k
units. Let c2 (v) be the new charge of a vertex v. Observe that the total decrease of charge
of the vertices is equal to exc(F ), i.e.,
X
exc(F ) =
c1 (v) − c2 (v) .
v∈V (G)

Hence, it is enough to prove that


X
E
c2 (v) ≥ 0.

(3)

v∈V (G)

To prove (3), we consider the expectation of c2 (v) for individual vertices v of G.
If v is a vertex of G of degree two, then every cycle of G that contains v has length at
least eight by (CT1). With probability 1/3, the vertex v is isolated and looses one unit
charge; with probability 2/3, it is contained in a cycle and looses at most 2/8 = 1/4 units of
charge. We conclude that
E [c2 (v)] ≥

1
4 1 2 1
− − · =
>0.
7 3 3 4
14

If v is a vertex of G of degree three with type (`1 , `2 , `3 ), we proceed as follows. Since each
edge incident with v is contained in F with probability 2/3, v is contained in a cycle of F
with a particular pair of its neighbors with probability 1/3. It follows that the expected
value of c1 (v) is at least


2 1 2
2
2
E [c2 (v)] ≥ −
+
+
.
7 3 `1
`2
`3
Since G is clean, the type of v dominates (6, 6, 6). If the type of v dominates (7, 7, 7), then
E [c2 (v)] ≥ 0. Hence, we focus on vertices contained in cycles of length six in G in the rest of
the proof.
Let K = v1 . . . v6 be a cycle of length six in G. Since G is clean, each vertex of K has
degree three. Suppose that K is not a θ-cycle. By (CT2), K is disjoint from all other cycles
of length six in G. Observe that
1
if the type of vi dominates (6, 8, 8), then E [c2 (vi )] ≥ 126
,
1
if the type of vi dominates (6, 7, 7), then E [c2 (vi )] ≥ − 63
,
1
if the type of vi dominates (6, 7, 8), then E [c2 (vi )] ≥ − 252 , and
1
if the type of vi dominates (6, 7, 9), then E [c2 (vi )] ≥ 189
.
Since the type of the cycle K dominates one of the three multisets listed in Lemma 9, it
holds that
E [c2 (v1 ) + · · · + c2 (v6 )] ≥ 0 .
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It remains to analyze the case that K is a θ-cycle. By symmetry, we can assume that
the vertices v1 and v4 are its poles. Let xi be the neighbor of vi outside of K, i = 1, . . . , 6.
Further, let P = x6 v6 v1 v2 x2 , P1 = x6 v6 v1 and P2 = x2 v2 v1 . Since each of the paths P1
and P2 is contained in F with probability 1/3, the subgraph F contains the path P with
probability at most 1/3; let p be this probability. Since G is clean (and so proper), the
distance between x2 and x3 in G − V (K) is at least three; likewise, the distance between x5
and x6 in G − V (K) is at least three. Hence, any cycle containing P1 or P2 has length at
least 10, and any cycle containing P has length at least 14. Since F contains the path P
with probability p, the path P1 but not P with probability 1/3 − p, the path P2 but not P
with probability 1/3 − p, and neither P1 nor P2 with probability 1/3 + p, it follows that




2
1
1
1
1
1
13
8
1
E [c2 (v1 )] = − p · − 2
−p · −
+p · =
−
p≥
.
7
7
3
5
3
3
315 105
63
1
The symmetric argument yields that E [c2 (v4 )] ≥ 63
. Since every cycle in G containing the
1
path P2 has length at least 10, the type of v2 dominates (6, 6, 10) and thus E [c2 (v2 )] ≥ − 315
.
The same holds for vertices v3 , v5 and v6 .
Let Q1 be the set of all poles of θ-cycles in G, and let Q2 be the set of vertices contained
in θ-cycle that are not a pole of a (possibly different) θ-cycle. Since each vertex of Q2 has a
neighbor in Q1 , it follows |Q2 | ≤ 3|Q1 |. The previous analysis yields that




X
1
1
2
−3·
|Q1 | ≥ 0.
E
c2 (v) ≥ |Q1 |
=
63
315
315
v∈Q1 ∪Q2

Since the set Q1 ∪ Q2 and the vertex set of cycles of length six that are not θ-cycles are
disjoint, the inequality (3) follows.
J
We are ready to prove Theorems 1 and 2.
Proof of Theorem 1. By Observation 6, it is enough to construct a spanning Eulerian
subgraph F of G with
exc(F ) ≤

2(n(G) + n2 (G))
+ 1.
7

If G is basic, such a subgraph F exists by Observation 5, and can easily be constructed in
polynomial time. If G is not basic, we can find a reduction G0 of G that is either basic or
clean in polynomial time by Theorem 8.
If G0 is basic, then we find a spanning Eulerian subgraph with
exc(F 0 ) ≤

2(n(G0 ) + n2 (G0 ))
+1
7

as in the case when G itself is basic. If G0 is clean, then Lemma 12 yields that we can
construct in polynomial time a spanning Eulerian subgraph F 0 of G0 such that
exc(F 0 ) ≤

2(n(G0 ) + n2 (G0 ))
.
7

Since G0 is a reduction of G, we can find in polynomial time a spanning Eulerian subgraph
F of G such that
exc(F ) ≤ exc(F 0 ) +

δ(G, G0 )
2δ(G, G0 )
2(n(G0 ) + n2 (G0 ))
≤ exc(F 0 ) +
≤
+1,
4
7
7

which finishes the proof of the theorem.

J
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v1

v3
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v4
Figure 2 Replacing a vertex of degree two with a cycle of length four in Lemma 13.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let G be an input cubic graph and let n be the number of its vertices.
We assume that G is connected since G would not have a TSP walk otherwise. Let F be
the set of bridges of G, which can be found in linear time using the standard algorithm
based on DFS. Further, let G0 be the graph obtained from G by removing the edges of F ,
and let n0 and n2 be the number of its vertices of degree zero and two, respectively. Note
that G0 has no vertices of degree one since if two edges incident with a vertex v in a cubic
graph are bridges, then the third edge incident with v is also a bridge. Finally, let k be the
number of non-trivial components of G0 , i.e., the components of G0 that are not formed by a
single vertex. Observe that the number of vertices of degree two in G0 is at most 2k − 2, i.e.,
n2 ≤ 2k − 2.
We next apply the algorithm from Theorem 1 to each non-trivial component of G0 , and
obtain a collection of k TSP walks such that the sum of their lengths is at most
9
2
(n − n0 ) + n2 − k .
7
7
These k TSP walks can be connected by traversing each of the edges of F twice, which yields
a TSP walk in G of total length at most
2
9
9
(n − n0 ) + n2 − k + 2|F | ≤ (n − n0 ) + 2|F | .
7
7
7

(4)

The inequality in (4) follows from the inequality n2 ≤ 2k − 2, which we have observed
earlier in the proof. Since any TSP walk in G must have length at least (n − n0 ) + 2|F |
(it must contain at least n − n0 edges inside the non-trivial blocks and each bridge must
be traversed twice), the upper bound in (4) on the length of the constructed TSP walk is
at most the multiple of 9/7 of the length of the optimal TSP walk in G, which yields the
desired approximation factor of the algorithm.
J

5

Lower bounds

In this section, we provide two constructions of 2-connected subcubic graphs that illustrate
that the bound claimed in Conjecture 3 would be the best possible. The constructions are
based on two operations that we analyze in Lemmas 13 and 15. The proofs of the lemmas
are omitted because of the space constraints.
I Lemma 13. Let G be a 2-connected subcubic graph, let v be a vertex of G that has exactly
two neighbors, and let x and y be its two neighbors. Further, let G0 be the graph obtained
from G by removing the vertex v, adding a cycle v1 v2 v3 v4 and edges xv1 and yv3 as in
Figure 2. The graph G0 is a 2-connected subcubic graph and it holds that n(G0 ) = n(G) + 3,
n2 (G0 ) = n2 (G) + 1 and minexc(G0 ) = minexc(G) + 1.
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w11
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w2
v12

v22
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Figure 3 The operation of replacing a diamond analyzed in Lemma 15.

Repeated applications of the operation described in Lemma 13 starting with the graph
K2,3 yields the following.
I Proposition 14. For every integer n ≥ 5, n ≡ 2 mod 3, there exists a 2-connected subcubic
n-vertex graph G such that
minexc(G) =

n(G) + n2 (G)
+ 1.
4

The second operation is more involved. A diamond in a graph G is an induced subgraph
isomorphic to K4− , i.e., the graph K4 with one edge removed.
I Lemma 15. Let G be a 2-connected cubic graph containing a diamond D. Let v1 , v2 , w1 and
w2 be the vertices of the diamond as depicted in Figure 3, and let x1 and x2 be the neighbors
of v1 and v2 outside of the diamond D. Further, let G0 be the graph obtained from G by
removing the vertices of the diamond D and inserting the subgraph depicted in Figure 3. The
graph G0 is a 2-connected cubic graph with n(G0 ) = n(G)+8 and minexc(G0 ) = minexc(G)+2.
Moreover, the graph G0 contains at least two diamonds.
Consider the cubic graph formed by two diamonds and two edges joining the vertices of
degree two in different diamonds, and repeatedly apply the operation described in Lemma 15.
I Proposition 16. For every integer n ≥ 8, n ≡ 0 mod 8, there exists a 2-connected cubic
n-vertex graph G with minexc(G) = n/4.
Propositions 14 and 16, and Observation 6 yield that neither the coefficient 5/4 nor the
coefficient 1/4 in Conjecture 3 can be improved. Indeed, for every α < 5/4, there exist
infinitely many 2-connected cubic graphs G with tsp(G) > αn(G)+o(n(G)) by Proposition 16.
Likewise, for every β < 1/4, there exist infinitely many 2-connected subcubic graphs G with
tsp(G) > 54 n(G) + βn2 (G) + o(n(G)). While neither of the two coefficients in Conjecture 3
can be improved, it may be possible to prove a stronger bound that is not linear in both
n(G) and n2 (G).
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their
valuable and insightful comments on the submission.
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Abstract
By Brook’s Theorem, every n-vertex graph of maximum degree at most ∆ ≥ 3 and clique number
at most ∆ is ∆-colorable, and thus it has an independent set of size at least n/∆. We give an
approximate characterization of graphs with independence number close to this bound, and use
it to show that the problem of deciding whether such a graph has an independent set of size at
least n/∆ + k has a kernel of size O(k).
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1

Introduction

Let ∆ ≥ 3 be an integer and let G be an n-vertex graph of maximum degree at most ∆ that
does not contain a clique of size ∆ + 1. By Brooks’ Theorem [6] G is ∆-colorable, and thus
the size of the largest independent set in G (which we denote by α(G)) is at least n/∆. This
bound is tight, as evidenced by graphs obtained from a disjoint union of cliques of size ∆ by
adding a matching. However, if the bound on the size of the largest clique (which we denote
by ω(G)) is tightened, further improvements are possible.
Albertson, Bollobás and Tucker [1] proved that if a connected graph G of maximum
degree ∆ satisfies ω(G) ≤ ∆ − 1, then α(G) > n/∆, unless ∆ = 4 and G = C82 or ∆ = 5
and G = C5  K2 (see Figure 1(a) and (b)). Under the same assumptions, the bound was
further strengthened by King, Lu and Peng [18], who proved that G has fractional chromatic
2
number at most ∆ − 67
, and thus α(G) ≥ ∆−n 2 ; for particular values of ∆, this bound has
67
been further improved in [22, 16, 11, 12], and Fajtlowicz [14] gave better bounds for graphs
with smaller clique number.
In this paper, we study the case when ω(G) ≤ ∆ in more detail. How do graphs with
largest independent set close to n/∆ look like? An infinite class of examples can be obtained
by generalizing the construction from the first paragraph: if G contains a subgraph H
isomorphic to the disjoint union of cliques of size ∆ and |V (G) \ V (H)| ≤ k, then clearly
α(G) ≤ |V (H)|/∆ + |V (G) \ V (H)| ≤ n/∆ + k. For ∆ ≥ 6, we prove an approximate converse
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 1 Non-clique ∆-tight graphs.

to this statement: If max(∆(G), ω(G)) ≤ ∆ and α(G) < n/∆+k, then G contains a subgraph
H isomorphic to the disjoint union of cliques of size ∆ such that |V (G) \ V (H)| < 34∆2 k.
For ∆ ∈ {3, 4, 5}, a more technical statement is needed. We say that a graph H is ∆-tight
if
H is a clique on ∆ vertices; or
∆ = 5 and H = C5  K2 (Figure 1(a)); or
∆ = 4 and H = C82 (Figure 1(b)); or
∆ = 4 and H is the graph depicted in Figure 1(c), which we call an extended clique, and
its vertices of degree 3 are its attachments; or,
∆ = 4 and H is the graph depicted in Figure 1(d), which we call an extended double-clique;
or
∆ = 3 and H is one of the graphs depicted in Figure 1(e), which we call diamond necklaces;
or
∆ = 3 and H is one of the graphs depicted in Figure 1(f), which we call Havel necklaces;
or,
∆ = 3 and H is the graph depicted in Figure 1(g), which we call a triangle-dominated
6-cycle.
Observe that if H is ∆-tight, then α(H) = |V (H)|/∆. We say that a graph G0 is ∆-tightly
partitioned if there exists a partition of the vertices of G0 such that each part induces a ∆-
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tight subgraph of G0 . Clearly, a ∆-tightly partitioned graph G0 satisfies α(G0 ) ≤ |V (G0 )|/∆.
Our main result now can be stated as follows.
I Theorem 1. Let ∆ ≥ 3 and k ≥ 0 be integers, and let G be an n-vertex graph with
max(∆(G), ω(G)) ≤ ∆. If α(G) < n/∆ + k, then there exists a set X ⊆ V (G) of size less
than 34∆2 k such that G − X is ∆-tightly partitioned.
Note that the set X of Theorem 1 can be found in time O(∆2 n) without specifying k in
advance (cf. a stronger statement in Lemma 11 below), and that every graph containing
such a set X satisfies α(G) ≤ |V (G)|/∆ + |X|. Hence, we obtain the following algorithmic
consequence.
I Corollary 2. Let ∆ ≥ 3 be an integer, and let G be an n-vertex graph with max(∆(G), ω(G)) ≤
∆. The difference α(G) − n/∆ can be approximated up to factor 34∆2 in time O(∆2 n).
Another application of Theorem 1 (or more precisely, its refinement Lemma 11) concerns
fixed-parameter tractability. An algorithmic problem is called fixed-parameter tractable with
respect to a parameter p if there exists a computable function f , a polynomial q, and an
algorithm that solves each input instance Z in time f (p(Z))q(|Z|). This notion has been
influential in the area of computational complexity, giving a plausible approach towards
many otherwise intractable problems [8, 20, 7].
A popular choice of the parameter is the value of the solution; i.e., such fixed-parameter
tractability results show that the solution to the problem can be found quickly if its value
is small. However, in the case of the problem of finding the largest independent set when
restricted to some class of sparse graphs, this parameterization makes little sense – the
problem is fixed-parameter tractable for the trivial (and unhelpful) reason that all large
graphs in the class have large independent sets. In this setting, parameterization by the
excess of the size of the largest independent set over the lower bound for the independence
number in the class is more reasonable.
Let G be a class of graphs, and let f (n) = min{α(G) : G ∈ G, |V (G)| = n}. Let (G, α)ATLB (Above Tight Lower Bound) denote the algorithmic problem of deciding, for an n-vertex
graph G ∈ G and an integer k ≥ 0, whether α(G) ≥ f (n) + k. For specific graph classes G,
we are interested in the fixed-parameter tractability of this problem when parameterized by
k, i.e., in finding algorithms for this problem with time complexity f (k)poly(n).
The best-known case of this problem concerns the class P of planar graphs. By the
Four Color Theorem [2, 3], all n-vertex planar graphs have independent sets of size at least
dn/4e, and this lower bound is tight. However, there is not even a polynomial-time algorithm
known to decide whether α(G) > n/4 for an n-vertex planar graph G, and consequently the
complexity of (P, α)-ATLB is wide open [20, 4, 15]. The variant of the problem for planar
triangle-free graphs was solved by Dvořák and Mnich [9]. Relevantly to the current paper,
they also considered the case of planar graphs of maximum degree 4 and showed it to be
fixed-parameter√ tractable [19, 10]; for both problems, they obtained algorithms with time
complexity 2O( k) n.
As a consequence of our theory, we strengthen the last mentioned result in multiple
directions. Firstly, we can drop the assumption of planarity and relax the condition on the
maximum degree to an arbitrary integer ∆ ≥ 3 (assuming that cliques of size ∆ + 1 are
forbidden – let G∆ denote the class of such graphs). Secondly, we obtain a linear-size kernel
for the problem, i.e., we show that in polynomial time (specifically, O(∆2 n)), each instance
of the problem can be reduced to an instance of size O(∆3 k).
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I Corollary 3. There exists an algorithm with time complexity O(∆2 n) that, given as an input
an integer ∆ ≥ 3, an n-vertex graph G with max(∆(G), ω(G)) ≤ ∆, and an integer k ≥ 0,
returns an induced subgraph G0 of G with n0 ≤ 114∆3 k vertices such that α(G) ≥ n/∆ + k
if and only if α(G0 ) ≥ n0 /∆ + k.
3

Such an instance can be solved by brute force, leading to a 2O(∆ k) + O(∆2 n) algorithm
for (G∆ , α)-ATLB. Furthermore, as Robertson et al. [21] showed, an m-vertex planar graph
√
√
has tree-width O( m), and thus its largest independent set can be found in time 2O( m) .
Hence, for the case of planar graphs of maximum
degree 4 previously considered in [19, 10],
√
O( k)
we can improve the time complexity to 2
+ O(n).
After introducing graph-theoretic results on sizes of independent sets in Section 2, we
prove Theorem 1 and Corollaries 2 and 3 in Section 3.

2

Many vertices not covered by ∆-tight subgraphs

We say that a vertex v ∈ V (G) is ∆-free if v is not contained in any ∆-tight induced subgraph
of G. As a special case, Theorem 1 implies that if G has many ∆-free vertices, then its
largest independent set is much larger than the lower bound n/∆. In this section, we prove
this special case in Lemmas 7 and 9. Let us start by a simple observation.
I Lemma 4. Let ∆ > 0 be an integer and let G be a graph with ∆(G) ≤ ∆, and let K be a
clique of size ∆ in G. Consider one of the following situations:
K contains a vertex v whose degree in G is ∆ − 1, and G0 = G − V (K), or
V (G) \ V (K) contains two adjacent vertices u0 and v 0 with neighbors in K, and G0 =
G − V (K), or
V (G) \ V (K) contains two distinct non-adjacent vertices u0 and v 0 with neighbors in K,
and G0 = G − V (K) + u0 v 0 .
Then α(G) ≥ α(G0 ) + 1.
Proof. Since ∆(G) ≤ ∆, every vertex of K has at most one neighbor not in K. In the
last two cases, let u and v be the neighbors of u0 and v 0 in K, respectively. Consider an
independent set S of G0 of size α(G0 ).
In the first case, v has no neighbor in S, as all neigbors of v belong to K. In the last
two cases, since u0 v 0 ∈ E(G0 ), we can by symmetry assume that v 0 6∈ S. Hence, S ∪ {v} is in
both cases an independent set in G.
J
We say that distinct vertices u and v are ∆-adjacent in a graph G if uv 6∈ E(G) and G
contains an induced subgraph H0 with u, v ∈ V (H0 ) such that H0 + uv is ∆-tight.
For a vertex v, let NG [v] denote the set consisting of v and of the neighbors of v in G, and
S
for a set S ⊆ V (G), let NG [S] = v∈S NG [v]. We say that a set Z ⊆ V (G) is ∆-profitable if
G[Z] contains an independent set S such that NG [S] ⊆ Z and |Z| ≤ ∆|S| − 1. Thus, any
independent set of G − Z can be extended to an independent set in G by adding S, and this
way the size of the independent set increases by slightly more than |Z|/∆.
I Lemma 5. Let ∆ ≥ 4 be an integer and let G be a graph with ∆(G) ≤ ∆. Let S =
{v1 , v2 , v3 } be a subset of vertices of G. If G contains no ∆-profitable set of size at most
∆ + 10, then the vertices of S are not pairwise ∆-adjacent.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that vertices of S are pairwise ∆-adjacent, and in
particular S is an independent set. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3, let Hij be the induced subgraph of G
showing ∆-adjacency of vi and vj .
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Suppose first that all integers i and j such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3 satisfy |NG [vi ] ∩ NG [vj ]| ≥
∆ − 2. Let Z = NG [S]; by the principle of inclusion and exclusion we have
|Z| =

3
X

|NG [vi ]| −

i=1

≤

3
X
i=1

X

|NG [vi ] ∩ NG [vj ]| +

1≤i<j≤3

|NG [vi ]| −

3
X

3
\

NG [vi ]

i=1

|NG [v1 ] ∩ NG [vi ]|

i=2

≤ 3(∆ + 1) − 2(∆ − 2) = ∆ + 7 ≤ 3∆ − 1 = ∆|S| − 1.
It follows that Z is ∆-profitable, which is a contradiction.
0
Hence, we can assume that say |NG [v1 ] ∩ NG [v2 ]| ≤ ∆ − 3, and in particular H12
= H12 +
0
v1 v2 is not a clique of size ∆. Consequently, ∆ ∈ {4, 5}. Note that H12 is not an extended
clique with attachments v1 and v2 , as otherwise we would have |NG [v1 ] ∩ NG [v2 ]| = 2 = ∆ − 2.
0
0
If H12
is not an extended double-clique, then H12
is C82 , C5  K2 , or the extended clique,
and |V (H12 )| = 2∆. A vertex of V (H12 ) may only have neighbors outside of V (H12 ) in
0
G if its degree in H12
is less than ∆, or if it is one of v1 and v2 . Using this observation,
a case analysis shows that H12 contains an independent set S 0 of size three including v1
and v2 , such that |NG [S 0 ] \ V (H12 )| ≤ 7 − ∆. Letting Z 0 = NG [S 0 ] ∪ V (H12 ), we have
|Z 0 | ≤ 2∆ + (7 − ∆) = ∆ + 7 ≤ 3∆ − 1 = ∆|S 0 | − 1. Hence, Z 0 is ∆-profitable, which is a
contradiction.
0
If H12
is an extended double-clique (and ∆ = 4), then |V (H12 )| = 12 and H12 contains an
independent set S 0 of size 4 (including v1 and v2 ) such that |NG [S 0 ] \ V (H12 )| ≤ 2. Letting
Z 0 = NG [S 0 ] ∪ V (H12 ), we have |Z 0 | ≤ 14 = ∆ + 10 < 4∆ − 1 = ∆|S 0 | − 1. Again, Z 0 is
∆-profitable, which is a contradiction.
J
King, Lu and Peng [18] proved that every graph G of maximum degree at most ∆ ≥ 4
and with no ∆-tight induced subgraph has fractional chromatic number at most ∆ − 2/67.
This gives a lower bound on the independence number of graphs whose vertices are all ∆-free.
I Corollary 6. Let ∆ ≥ 4 be an integer, and let G be an n-vertex graph of maximum degree
n
1
at most ∆. If G contains no ∆-tight induced subgraph, then α(G) ≥ ∆
+ 34∆
2 n.
Proof. Since G has fractional chromatic number at most

67∆−2
67 ,

we have

67n
(67 − 2/∆)n + 2n/∆
=
67∆ − 2
67∆ − 2
2n
n
n
n
+
≥
+
.
=
∆ ∆(67∆ − 2)
∆ 34∆2

α(G) ≥

J

We now extend this result to graphs with only some ∆-free vertices.
I Lemma 7. Let ∆ ≥ 4 be an integer, and let G be an n-vertex graph with max(∆(G), ω(G)) ≤
n
1
∆. If G contains at least m ∆-free vertices, then α(G) ≥ ∆
+ 34∆
2 m.
Proof. We proceed by induction, and thus we can assume that the claim holds for all graphs
with less than n vertices.
If H is a ∆-tight induced subgraph of G that is not a clique, then observe that α(H) = t
for some t ∈ {2, 3} and that H has an independent set of size t whose closed neighborhood in
G is contained in V (H). Consequently α(G) = α(G − V (H)) + t. Furthermore, |V (H)| = t∆
and G − V (H) has at least m ∆-free vertices, and thus α(G) = α(G − V (H)) + t ≥
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n−t∆
∆

1
n
1
+ 34∆
2 m + t = ∆ + 34∆2 m by the induction hypothesis. Hence, we can without loss of
generality assume that the only ∆-tight induced subgraphs of G are cliques of size ∆.
Suppose that G contains a ∆-profitable set Z of size at most ∆ + 10, and let S be the
corresponding independent set. Note that the number of ∆-free vertices of G − Z is at least
m − |Z|, and thus

α(G) ≥ α(G − Z) + |S|
n − |Z|
1
(m − |Z|) + |S|
+
∆
34∆2
n
∆|S| − |Z| − |Z|/(34∆)
1
=
m+
+
.
∆ 34∆2
∆
≥

|Z|
Since Z is ∆-profitable, we have ∆|S| − |Z| ≥ 1 > 34∆
, and thus the inequality we seek
holds.
If ω(G) < ∆, then all vertices of G are ∆-free and the claim follows from Corollary 6. It
remains to consider the case that G contains a clique K of size ∆, but does not contain any
∆-profitable sets with at most ∆ + 10 vertices. Let S be the set of vertices outside K with a
neighbor in K. If K contains a vertex whose degree in G is ∆−1, or if S is not an independent
set, then note that G − V (K) contains at least m ∆-free vertices, and by Lemma 4 and the
1
n
1
induction hypothesis, we have α(G) ≥ α(G − V (K)) + 1 ≥ n−∆
∆ + 34∆2 m + 1 = ∆ + 34∆2 m.
Hence, suppose that S is an independent set and each vertex of K has a neighbor in S (and
thus there are precisely ∆ edges between V (K) and S).
Since ω(G) ≤ ∆, we have |S| ≥ 2. If some two vertices u, v ∈ S are not ∆-adjacent in
G − V (K), then G0 = G − V (K) + uv has at least m ∆-free vertices, and the inequality
follows again by Lemma 4 and the induction hypothesis applied to G0 . Hence, suppose that
the vertices of S are pairwise ∆-adjacent. By Lemma 5, we have |S| = 2. Since the vertices
of S are ∆-adjacent in G − V (K), they have degree at least ∆ − 2 in G − V (K). Since their
degree in G is at most ∆, the number of edges between V (K) and S is at most 4. Therefore,
there are exactly 4 = ∆ edges between V (K) and S and both vertices u and v of S have
degree exactly ∆ − 2 in G − V (K).
Let H be the 4-tight induced subgraph in G − V (K) + uv containing the edge uv.
Since both u and v have degree at most ∆ − 1 in H, we conclude that H is either the
clique on 4 vertices or the extended clique with attachments u and v. In the former case,
H 0 = G[V (K) ∪ V (H)] is an extended clique with the common neighbors of u and v in H
as attachments. In the latter case, H 0 = G[V (K) ∪ V (H)] is an extended double-clique.
In both cases, H 0 is a 4-tight induced subgraph of G distinct from a clique, which is a
contradiction.
J

Next, we prove a similar claim for graphs of maximum degree at most 3. Staton [22]
proved that every subcubic triangle-free n-vertex graph has independence number at least
5n/14. In particular, we have the following.
I Corollary 8. Let G be an n-vertex graph of maximum degree at most 3. If G contains no
1
3-tight induced subgraph, then α(G) ≥ n3 + 42
n.
We aim to generalize this result to graphs containing 3-tight subgraphs. In comparison
with Lemma 7, we will actually need to strengthen the claim even more, obtaining an increase
in the size of the independent set also for some of the vertices contained in triangles.
A diamond is an induced subgraph isomorphic to a clique on 4 vertices minus one edge.
A necklace is either a diamond necklace or a Havel necklace. A diamond in a graph G is free
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if it is not contained in an induced subgraph of G isomorphic to a necklace. For a subcubic
graph G, let m(G) = m1 + m2 , where m1 is the number of 3-free vertices of G and m2 is
the number of free diamonds of G. Note that the same bound was obtained in [17] under
more restrictive assumptions (only for diamond-free graphs without Havel necklaces and
triangle-dominated 6-cycles).
I Lemma 9. If G is an n-vertex graph with max(∆(G), ω(G)) ≤ 3, then α(G) ≥

n
1
3 + 42 m(G).

Proof. We proceed by induction, and thus we can assume that the claim holds for all graphs
with less than n vertices.
If H is an induced subgraph of G isomorphic to a necklace or a triangle-dominated
6-cycle, then observe that t = α(H) ∈ {2, 3, 4} and H has an independent set of size t
whose closed neighborhood in G is contained in V (H). Therefore, α(G) = α(G − V (H)) + t.
Furthermore, no vertex of V (H) is 3-free or contained in a free diamond of G, and thus
m(G − V (H)) ≥ m(G). Observe that |V (H)| = 3t, and hence α(G) = α(G − V (H)) + t ≥
n−3t
1
1
+ 42
m(G − V (H)) + t ≥ n3 + 42
m(G) by the induction hypothesis. Hence, we can
3
without loss of generality assume that the only 3-tight induced subgraphs of G are triangles.
Suppose that H is a diamond in G, which is necessarily free. Let G0 be obtained from G
by contracting all vertices of H into a single vertex v. Observe that v has degree at most 2
in G0 , and thus G0 is K4 -free. If v were contained in either a necklace or a triangle in G0 ,
then H would be a part of a necklace in G, contradicting the conclusion of the previous
paragraph. Consequently, we replaced a free diamond H of G by a 3-free vertex v in G0 ,
and thus m(G0 ) ≥ m(G). Moreover, for every independent set S 0 in G0 there exists an
independent set S in G such that |S| = |S 0 | + 1 (if v ∈ S 0 , we can add the two non-adjacent
vertices of H to S instead; if v 6∈ S 0 , then we can add one of the vertices whose degree in H
1
n
1
0
is 3 to S). Hence, α(G) ≥ α(G0 ) + 1 ≥ n−3
3 + 42 m(G ) + 1 ≥ 3 + 42 m(G). Therefore, we
can without loss of generality assume that G is diamond-free.
1
1
If G is triangle-free, then α(G) ≥ n3 + 42
n = n3 + 42
m(G) by Corollary 8. Hence, suppose
that H is a triangle in G, with vertices v1 , v2 , and v3 . If say v1 has degree two in G, then
every independent set in G − V (H) can be extended to an independent set in G by including
v1 . Moreover, none of the vertices in V (H) is 3-free or in a free diamond, which gives
1
m(G − V (H)) ≥ m(G). Hence, α(G) ≥ α(G − V (H)) + 1 ≥ n−3
3 + 42 m(G − V (H)) + 1 ≥
n
1
3 + 42 m(G). Therefore, we can without loss of generality assume that V (H) contains only
vertices of degree three.
For i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, let ui denote the neighbor of vi not in V (H). Since G is diamondfree, ui and uj are distinct for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3. If ui is adjacent to uj for some
1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3, then Lemma 4 and the induction hypothesis give α(G) ≥ α(G − V (H)) + 1 ≥
n−3
1
n
1
3 + 42 m(G − V (H)) + 1 ≥ 3 + 42 m(G). Hence, assume that U = {u1 , u2 , u3 } is an
independent set in G.
Suppose that ui and uj have no common neighbor for some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3. If ui is not
3-adjacent to uj in G, then let G0 be the graph obtained from G − V (H) by adding the edge
ui uj . We have m(G) ≥ m(G0 ), and Lemma 4 together with the induction hypothesis give
1
n
1
0
α(G) ≥ α(G0 ) + 1 ≥ n−3
3 + 42 m(G ) + 1 ≥ 3 + 42 m(G). Hence, we can assume that ui and uj
are 3-adjacent in G. Since G is diamond-free and ui and uj do not have a common neighbor,
we conclude that G contains an induced subgraph H0 containing ui and uj such that H0 +ui uj
is isomorphic to the diamond-free Havel necklace or the triangle-dominated 6-cycle, and G
contains a subgraph H1 isomorphic to a graph that is either depicted in Figure 2 or obtained
from one of the depicted graphs by identifying a vertex of degree 1 with another vertex
of degree at most 2. Note that |V (H1 )| ≤ 14, and as shown in the figure, H1 contains an
independent set of size 5 whose closed neighborhood in G is contained in V (H1 ). Since at most
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ui
uj

ui

uj
uj

ui
ui

uj

ui

uj

Figure 2 Subgraphs arising from a Havel necklace or a triangle-dominated 6-cycle.
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x23

v1
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v3
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u2

x13

v1
x12

u1
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Figure 3 Cases in Lemma 9.

6 vertices of V (H1 ) are 3-free in G, we have m(G − V (H1 )) ≥ m(G) − 6. Together with the
1
induction hypothesis, we obtain α(G) ≥ α(G − V (H1 )) + 5 ≥ n−14
+ 42
m(G − V (H1 )) + 5 ≥
3
n+1
1
n
1
+
(m(G)
−
6)
>
+
m(G).
3
42
3
42
Therefore, we can assume that ui and uj have a common neighbor for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3.
There are two cases – either these common neighbors are pairwise different, or there exists a
common neighbor of all vertices of U . We first consider the case that there exists a vertex x
adjacent to u1 , u2 , and u3 . We distinguish two subcases.
The first subcase is that either one of vertices of U has degree two (see Figure 3(a)),
or two vertices of U have a common neighbor distinct from x (see Figure 3(b)), and
consequently |NG [U ]| ≤ 9. If |NG [U ]| ≤ 8, then let Z = NG [U ]. If |NG [U ]| = 9, then let
Z = NG [U ] \ {y}, where y is a vertex of NG [U ] \ (V (H) ∪ U ) with only one neighbor in
U . Note that |Z| ≤ 8 and at most 5 vertices of Z are 3-free in G, and thus m(G − Z) ≥
m(G) − 5. Furthermore, observe that G[Z] contains an independent set U 0 of size 3 such
1
n
1
that NG [U 0 ] ⊆ Z. Hence, α(G) ≥ α(G0 ) + 3 ≥ n−8
3 + 42 (m(G) − 5) + 3 > 3 + 42 m(G).
The second subcase is that |NG [U ]| = 10, and thus the vertices of U have pairwise distinct
neighbors not contained in V (H) ∪ {x}. For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, let yi denote the neighbor of
ui distinct from vi and x, see Figure 3(c). Let G0 be the graph obtained from G by
removing the 8 vertices of Y = V (H) ∪ U ∪ {x, y3 } and adding the edge y1 y2 if it is not
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already present (since G is diamond-free, this does not create K4 ). All vertices of G0
that are 3-free in G are also 3-free in G0 , unless they belong to a triangle, a necklace, or
a triangle-dominated 6-cycle containing the edge y1 y2 . Note that at most one necklace or
triangle-dominated 6-cycle Q of G0 contains the edge y1 y2 (only the 6-vertex diamond
necklace can intersect another necklace, and this situation cannot arise since G is diamondfree). Furthermore, all but at most 9 vertices of V (Q) are contained in a triangle in G,
and at most 5 vertices of Y are 3-free in G. Consequently m(G0 ) ≥ m(G) − 14. Consider
any independent set S of G0 . Since y1 y2 ∈ E(G0 ), we can by symmetry assume that
y2 6∈ S. Hence, S ∪ {v1 , u2 , u3 } is an independent set in G. By the induction hypothesis,
n+1
1
1
n
1
0
this gives α(G) ≥ α(G0 ) + 3 ≥ n−8
3 + 42 m(G ) + 3 ≥ 3 + 42 (m(G) − 14) = 3 + 42 m(G).
Secondly, let us consider the case that there is no common neighbor of all vertices of
U . For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3, let xij denote a common neighbor of ui and uj , and observe that
x12 , x13 , and x23 are three distinct vertices. Since G does not contain a Havel necklace as
an induced subgraph, the set {x12 , x13 , x23 } is independent in G. Let G0 be obtained from
G − NG [V (H)] by identifying x12 , x13 , and x23 into a new vertex x. Since G does not contain
a triangle-dominated 6-cycle, G0 is K4 -free. All vertices of G0 that are 3-free in G are also
3-free in G0 , unless they belong to a triangle, a necklace, or a triangle-dominated 6-cycle
containing x. Since G is diamond-free, x is contained in at most one such subgraph of G0 , and
at most 8 vertices of this subgraph other than x are 3-free in G. We have |V (G)|−|V (G0 )| = 8,
but the vertices of H are not 3-free in G. Consequently, m(G0 ) ≥ m(G) − 14. Let S be an
independent set in G0 . If x ∈ S then (S \ x) ∪ {x12 , x13 , x23 , v1 } is an independent set of
G, see Figure 3(d). If x 6∈ S then S ∪ {u1 , u2 , u3 } is an independent set of G. This gives
1
n+1
1
n
1
0
α(G) ≥ α(G0 ) + 3 ≥ n−8
J
3 + 42 m(G ) + 3 ≥ 3 + 42 (m(G) − 14) = 3 + 42 m(G).

3

Proofs of the main results

We need the following corollary of the list-coloring version of Brook’s theorem [5, 13].
I Lemma 10 ([5, 13]). Let L be a list assignment for a graph G such that |L(v)| ≥ deg(v)
for every v ∈ V (G). If G is not L-colorable, then G contains a clique or an odd cycle K
such that all but at most one vertex of K have lists of size δ(K) = ∆(K).
A set Z ⊆ V (G) is ∆-free if either ∆ > 3 and all vertices of Z are ∆-free, or ∆ = 3 and
Z can be partitioned so that each part either induces a free diamond or contains only 3-free
vertices. We say that G is K∆ -partitioned if there exists a partition of the vertices of G
such that each part induces a clique of size ∆. We say that a subset Z of vertices of G is
∆-profitably nibbled if there exists a partition Z1 , . . . , Zr of Z such that for a = 1, . . . , r, the
Sa−1
set Za is ∆-profitable in G − i=1 Zi and |Za | ≤ ∆ + 7.
We are now ready to prove our main decomposition result.
I Lemma 11. There exists an algorithm with time complexity O(∆2 n) that, given as an
input an integer ∆ ≥ 3 and an n-vertex graph G with max(∆(G), ω(G)) ≤ ∆, returns a
partition of vertices of G to sets A, B, C, and D, such that
G[A] is ∆-tightly partitioned,
G[B] is K∆ -partitioned and |B| ≤ 3∆(|C| + |D|),
C is ∆-profitably nibbled,
D is ∆-free in G − C, and
α(G) = α(G[B ∪ C ∪ D]) + |A|/∆.
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Figure 4 Set Y for ∆ = 3 in Lemma 11.
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A1

A3

B

C

D

Figure 5 Partition of G in Lemma 11 for ∆ = 4.

Proof. See Figures 5 and 6 for an illustration of the sets that we construct. Each of the
following steps can be easily done in time O(∆2 n):
Initialize C = ∅, and while there exists a set Y ⊆ V (G) \ C such that G[Y ] is isomorphic
to
if ∆ ≥ 4, the clique on ∆ + 1 vertices minus one edge, or
if ∆ = 3, two diamond necklaces that share an edge or a diamond necklace sharing an
edge with a triangle (see Figure 4),
add NG−C [Y ] to C (note that |NG−C [Y ]| ≤ max(∆ + 3, 10) ≤ ∆ + 7 and NG−C [Y ] is
∆-profitable in C).
If ∆ ≤ 5, find all connected components of G − C of size at most 4∆ that are ∆-tight,
and let A0 be the union of their sets of vertices; otherwise, let A0 = ∅.
If ∆ = 4, find all subgraphs of G − (C ∪ A0 ) isomorphic to an extended clique (all these
subgraphs are necessarily vertex-disjoint, and vertex-disjoint from all cliques of size 4
not fully contained in the subgraph), and let A1 be the union of their sets of vertices;
otherwise, let A1 = ∅.
If ∆ = 3, find all subgraphs of G − (C ∪ A0 ) isomorphic to a necklace (all these subgraphs
are necessarily vertex-disjoint and vertex-disjoint from all triangles not fully contained
in the subgraph, by the choice of C), and let A2 be the union of their sets of vertices;
otherwise, let A2 = ∅.
Let D be the set of vertices of G − (A0 ∪ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ C) that
if ∆ ≥ 4 are not contained in cliques of size ∆, and
if ∆ = 3 are not contained in cliques of size ∆ or are contained in diamonds.
Let A03 = V (G) \ (A0 ∪ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ C ∪ D).
Note that since ∆(G) ≤ ∆, the choice of C and D ensures that any two cliques of size ∆
in G[A03 ] are vertex-disjoint, and thus A03 is K∆ -partitioned. Next, perform the following
procedure: initialize B = ∅, and as long as there exists a clique K of size ∆ in G[A03 ] such
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A2

A3

B

C

D

Figure 6 Partition of G in Lemma 11 for ∆ = 3.

that at least ∆ − 1 vertices of K have neighbors in B ∪ C ∪ D, remove V (K) from A03 and
add it to B; let A3 denote the set obtained from A03 by performing this procedure. Note that
each step of the procedure decreases the number of edges between A03 and B ∪ C ∪ D by at
least ∆ − 2, and the number of edges going out of |C ∪ D| is at most ∆(|C| + |D|), and thus
∆2
(|C| + |D|) ≤ 3∆(|C| + |D|).
|B| ≤ ∆−2
Let A = A0 ∪ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3 . Each ∆-tight graph H satisfies α(H) = |V (H)|/∆,
and since A is ∆-tightly partitioned, clearly α(G[A]) ≤ |A|/∆. It follows that α(G) ≤
α(G[B ∪ C ∪ D]) + |A|/∆.
Conversely, consider any independent set S in G[B ∪ C ∪ D]. Let L be the assignment of
lists to vertices of A defined by L(v) = {1, . . . , ∆} if v has no neighbor in B ∪ C ∪ D and
L(v) = {2, . . . , ∆} otherwise. Note that G[A] contains no clique K of size ∆ such that all
but at most one vertex of K have lists of size ∆ − 1, as otherwise we would have moved
K to B. Furthermore, if ∆ = 3, G[A] contains no odd cycle of length at least 5 with all
but one vertices having list of size 2, as otherwise G[A] would not be 3-tightly partitioned.
Hence, Lemma 10 implies that G[A] is L-colorable. Each ∆-tight subgraph H of G[A]
satisfies α(H) ≤ |V (H)|/∆, and since we are using exactly ∆ colors, H contains |V (H)|/∆
vertices of each color. Since A is ∆-tightly partitioned, the set S 0 of vertices of color 1
has size |A|/∆. Hence, S ∪ S 0 is an independent set in G of size |S| + |A|/∆. Therefore,
α(G) = α(G[B ∪ C ∪ D]) + |A|/∆.
J

Next, we show that if G does not contain independent set much larger than the lower
bound n/∆, then the sets C and D (and thus also B) are small.
I Lemma 12. Let ∆ ≥ 3 be an integer and k ≥ 0 a rational number, let G be an n-vertex
graph with max(∆(G), ω(G)) ≤ ∆, and let A, B, C, D be a partition of V (G) as in Lemma 11.
If |C| + |D| ≥ 34∆2 k, then α(G) ≥ n/∆ + k and we can in time O(∆2 n) find an induced
subgraph G0 of G with n0 ≤ 34∆2 dke vertices such that α(G0 ) ≥ n0 /∆ + k.
Proof. Let C1 , . . . , Cr be a partition of C showing that C is ∆-profitably nibbled. For
Sa−1
a = 1, . . . , r + 1 let Ga = G − i=1 Ci . For 1 ≤ a ≤ r, we have |Ca | ≤ ∆ + 7 and
∆ · (α(Ga ) − α(Ga+1 )) ≥ |Ca | + 1.
Since ∆ ≥ 3, we have |Ca | ≤ ∆ + 7 ≤ 34∆. Hence |C| ≤ r34∆. Moreover, ∆ · (α(G) −
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α(G − C)) ≥ |C| + r, and thus by Lemmas 7 and 9,
|C| + r
|C| + r n − |C|
|D|
+ α(G − C) ≥
+
+
∆
∆
∆
34∆2
n
|D|
r
|D|
r34∆
n
=
+
+
+
+
=
2
2
∆ ∆ 34∆
∆ 34∆
34∆2
n
|C| + |D|
≥
≥ n/∆ + k.
+
∆
34∆2

α(G) ≥

The graph G0 can be defined as G0 = G[C1 ∪. . .∪Cd∆ke ] if r ≥ ∆k, and as G0 = G[C ∪D0 ]
for a set D0 ⊆ D of size d34∆2 ke − |C| otherwise. This can be computed in O(∆2 n) since
the partition of V (G) to A, B, C, D can be computed in O(∆2 n) by Lemma 11.
J
Finally, we are ready to prove the results stated in the introduction.
Proof of Theorem 1. Compute the partition A, B, C, D of V (G) as in Lemma 11. By
Lemma 12, |C| + |D| < 34∆2 k, and since G[A ∪ B] is ∆-tightly partitioned, we can set
X = C ∪ D.
J
Proof of Corollary 2. Compute the partition A, B, C, D of V (G) as in Lemma 11, let
k=

|C| + |D|
,
34∆2

and return that α(G) − n/∆ ≥ k. That this is a true statement follows from Lemma 12.
On the other hand, since G[A ∪ B] is ∆-tightly partitioned, α(G) ≤ α(G[C ∪ D]) + (|A| +
|B|)/∆ ≤ |C ∪ D| + n/∆, and thus α(G) − n/∆ ≤ |C ∪ D| = 34∆2 k. Hence, the algorithm
approximates α(G) − n/∆ up to the factor 34∆2 .
J
Proof of Corollary 3. Compute the partition A, B, C, D of V (G) as in Lemma 11. If |C| +
|D| ≥ 34∆2 k, then return the induced subgraph G0 obtained in Lemma 12. If |C| +
|D| < 34∆2 k, then |B| ≤ 3∆(|C| + |D|) < 102∆3 k by the statement of Lemma 12, and
|B ∪ C ∪ D| < 114∆3 k. By Lemma 11, the graph G0 = G[B ∪ C ∪ D] satisfies α(G0 ) − n0 /∆ =
α(G) − n/∆.
J
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Abstract
The Orbit Problem consists of determining, given a linear transformation A on Qd , together
with vectors x and y, whether the orbit of x under repeated applications of A can ever reach y.
This problem was famously shown to be decidable by Kannan and Lipton in the 1980s.
In this paper, we are concerned with the problem of synthesising suitable invariants P ⊆ Rd ,
i.e., sets that are stable under A and contain x and not y, thereby providing compact and
versatile certificates of non-reachability. We show that whether a given instance of the Orbit
Problem admits a semialgebraic invariant is decidable, and moreover in positive instances we
provide an algorithm to synthesise suitable invariants of polynomial size.
It is worth noting that the existence of semilinear invariants, on the other hand, is (to the
best of our knowledge) not known to be decidable.
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1

Introduction

The Orbit Problem was introduced by Kannan and Lipton in the seminal papers [8, 9], and
shown there to be decidable in polynomial time, answering in the process a decade-old open
problem of Harrison on accessibility for linear sequential machines [7]. The Orbit Problem
can be stated as follows:
Given a square matrix A ∈ Qd×d together with vectors x, y ∈ Qd , decide whether
there exists a non-negative integer n such that An x = y.
In other words, if one considers the discrete ‘orbit’ of the vector x under repeated applications
of the linear transformation A, does the orbit ever hit the target y? Although it is not a
priori obvious that this problem is even decidable, Kannan and Lipton showed that it can
in fact be solved in polynomial time, by making use of spectral techniques as well as some
sophisticated results from algebraic number theory.
In instances of non-reachability, a natural and interesting question is whether one can
produce a suitable invariant as certificate, i.e., a set P ⊆ Rd that is stable under A (in the
© Nathanaël Fijalkow, Pierre Ohlmann, Joël Ouaknine, Amaury Pouly, and James Worrell;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
34th Symposium on Theoretical Aspects of Computer Science (STACS 2017).
Editors: Heribert Vollmer and Brigitte Vallée; Article No. 29; pp. 29:1–29:13
Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics
Schloss Dagstuhl – Leibniz-Zentrum für Informatik, Dagstuhl Publishing, Germany
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sense that AP ⊆ P) and such that x ∈ P and y ∈
/ P. The existence of such an invariant
then immediately entails by induction that the orbit of x does indeed avoid y.
Invariants appear in a wide range of contexts, from gauge theory, dynamical systems,
and control theory in physics, mathematics, and engineering to program verification, static
analysis, abstract interpretation, and programming language semantics (among others)
in computer science. Automated invariant synthesis is a topic of active current research,
particularly in the fields of theorem proving and program verification; in the latter, for
example, one might imagine that y corresponds to a faulty or undesirable program state,
and an invariant P as described above amounts to a succinct ‘safety’ certificate (here the
program or procedure in question corresponds to a simple while loop with linear updates).
The widespread use of invariants should not come as a surprise. In addition to their
obvious advantage in constituting easily understandable safety certificates, their inductive
nature makes them ideally suited to modular reasoning, often allowing one to analyse complex
systems by breaking them down into simpler parts, each of which can then be handled in
isolation. Invariants, viewed as safety certificates, also enable one to reason over large sets of
program states rather than individual instances: in the context of the Orbit Problem, for
example, an invariant P ⊆ Rd such that x ∈ P and y ∈
/ P doesn’t merely certify that y is not
reachable from x, but in fact guarantees that from any starting point x0 ∈ P, it is impossible
to reach any of the points y 0 ∈ Rd \ P.
In general, when searching for invariants, one almost always fixes ahead of time a class of
suitable potential candidates. Indeed, absent such a restriction, one would point out that
the orbit O(x) = {An x : n ≥ 0} is always by definition stable under A, and in instances of
non-reachability will therefore always constitute a safety invariant. Such an invariant will
however often not be of much use, as it will usually lack good algorithmic properties; for
example, as observed in [9], in dimension d = 5 and higher, the question of whether the orbit
O(x) reaches a given (d − 1)-dimensional hyperplane corresponds precisely to the famous
Skolem Problem (of whether an order-d linear recurrence sequence over the integers has a
zero), whose decidability has been open for over 80 years [12].
d
Thus let us assume that we are given a domain D ⊆ 2R of suitable potential invariants.
At a minimum, one would require that the relevant stability and safety conditions (i.e.,
for any P ∈ D, whether AP ⊆ P, x ∈ P, and y ∈
/ P) be algorithmically checkable (with
reasonable complexity). The following natural questions then arise:
1. In instances of non-reachability, does a suitable invariant in D always exist?
2. If not, can we characterise the exceptional instances in some way?
3. In instances of non-reachability, can we algorithmically determine whether a suitable
invariant in D exists, and when this is the case can we moreover synthesise such an
invariant?
1. and 3. are usually referred to as completeness and relative completeness respectively,
whereas 2. attempts to measure the extent to which completeness fails.
Main results. The main results of this paper concern the synthesis of semialgebraic invariants
for non-reachability instances of the Kannan-Lipton Orbit Problem, where the input is
provided as a triple (A, x, y) with all entries rational, and can be summarised as follows:
We prove that whether a suitable semialgebraic1 invariant exists or not is decidable in

1

A semialgebraic set is the set of solutions of a Boolean combination of polynomial inequalities, with the
polynomials in question having integer coefficients.
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polynomial space, and moreover in positive instances we show how to synthesise a suitable
invariant of polynomial size in polynomial space.
We provide a simple characterisation of instances of non-reachability for which there does
not exist a suitable semialgebraic invariant, and show that such instances are very ‘rare’,
in a measure-theoretic sense.
Since the existence of suitable semialgebraic invariants for the Orbit Problem does not
coincide precisely with non-reachability, our proof necessarily departs substantially from
that given by Kannan and Lipton in [8, 9]. In particular, handling negative instances relies
upon certain topological and geometrical insights into the structure of semialgebraic sets,
and positive instances require the explicit construction of suitable semialgebraic invariants of
polynomial size. We achieve this by making use of techniques from algebraic number theory
such as Kronecker’s Theorem on inhomogeneous simultaneous Diophantine approximation,
and Masser’s deep results on multiplicative relations among algebraic numbers.
The following three examples illustrate a range of phenomena that arise in searching for
semialgebraic invariants.
I Example 1. Consider the matrix
!
4
−3
A = 15
.
3 4
Matrix A defines a counterclockwise rotation around the origin by angle arctan(3/5), which
is an irrational multiple of π. Thus the topological closure of the orbit O = {x, Ax, A2 x, . . .}
is a circle in R2 . If y 6∈ O then O itself is clearly a suitable semialgebraic invariant. On other
hand, it can be shown that if y ∈ O \ O then there does not exist a suitable semialgebraic
invariant. (In passing, it is also not difficult to see that the only polygons P that are invariant
under A are ∅, {(0, 0)}, and R2 .) More general orthogonal matrices can be handled along
similar lines to the present case, but the analysis is substantially more involved. In general,
the only cases in which y 6∈ O but there need not be a semialgebraic invariant are when the
matrix A is diagonalisable and all eigenvalues have modulus one, as in the case at hand.
I Example 2. Consider the matrix


4 −3 4 −3

4 
3 4 3 4 
A=


25 0 0 4 −3
0

0

3

4

Matrix A has spectral radius 45 and so An x converges to 0 for any initial vector x ∈ Q4 . Given
a non-zero target y ∈ Q4 that does not lie in the orbit x, Ax, A2 x, . . ., a natural candidate for
an invariant is an initial segment of the orbit, together with some neighbourhood N of the
origin in R4 that excludes y and is invariant under A. Note though that A is not contractive
with respect to either the 1-norm or the 2-norm, so we cannot simply take N to be a ball of
suitably small radius with respect to either of these norms. However, for ε > 0, the set

1 2
Nε = u ∈ R4 : u21 + u22 ≤ ε2 ∧ u23 + u24 ≤ 16
ε
is invariant under A. Thus we obtain a semialgebraic invariant as the union of Nε , where ε
is chosen sufficiently small such that y 6∈ Nε , together with an (easily computable) initial
segment of the orbit x, Ax, A2 x, . . . comprising all points in the orbit that lie outside Nε .
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I Example 3. Consider the following scaled version of the matrix from the previous example:


4 −3 4 −3

1
3 4 3 4 
A= 
.
5 0 0 4 −3
0

0

3

4

Note that A is a non-diagonalisable matrix with spectral radius 1. Example 1 concerned an
orthogonal matrix, while the matrix in Example 2 was (morally speaking, if not literally)
length-decreasing. Here, by contrast, the idea is to identify a subset Q ⊆ R4 that is invariant
under A, together with a “length measure” f : Q → R that increases under application of A.
Fixing a constant c > 0, such a set is

Q = u ∈ R4 : u21 + u22 ≥ c ∧ u1 u3 + u2 u4 ≥ 0
with length measure f (u) = u21 + u22 . A key property of Q is that for any vector x ∈ R4 such
that x3 =
6 0 or x4 =
6 0, the orbit x, Ax, A2 x, . . . eventually enters Q. By choosing c suitably
large, we can exclude y from Q. Thus we obtain an invariant as the union of Q and an
appropriate finite intitial segment of the orbit x, Ax, A2 x, . . ..
We would like to draw the reader’s attention to the critical role played by the underlying
domain D of potential invariants. In the examples above as well as the rest of this paper, we
focus exclusively on the domain of semialgebraic sets. However one might naturally consider
instead the domain of semilinear sets, i.e., sets defined by Boolean combinations of linear
inequalities with integer coefficients, or equivalently consisting of finite unions of (bounded or
unbounded) rational polytopes. As pointed out above, in Example 1 no non-trivial instance
admits a semilinear invariant, whereas one can show that in Example 2 semilinear invariants
can always be found. Interestingly, the question of relative completeness (i.e., determining
in general whether or not a suitable semilinear invariant exists in non-reachability instances)
is not known to be decidable, and appears to be a challenging problem.

2

Preliminaries

It is convenient in this paper to work over the field of (complex) algebraic numbers, denoted
A. All standard algebraic operations, such as sums, products, root-finding of polynomials
and computing Jordan normal forms of matrices with algebraic entries can be performed
effectively; we refer the reader to [4] for more details on the matter.
An instance of the Orbit Problem, or Orbit instance for short, is given by a square matrix
A ∈ Ad×d and two vectors x, y ∈ Ad . The triple (A, x, y) is a reachability instance if there is
n ∈ N such that An x = y, and otherwise is a non-reachability instance.
We are interested in non-reachability certificates given as invariants. Formally, given
an Orbit instance (A, x, y) in dimension d, a set P ⊆ Cd is a non-reachability invariant if
AP ⊆ P, x ∈ P, and y ∈
/ P.
For the remainder of this paper, we focus on semialgebraic invariants. Identifying Cd with
R2d , a set P is semialgebraic if it is the set of real solutions of some Boolean combination of
polynomial inequalities with integer coefficients.
A central result about semialgebraic sets is the Tarski-Seidenberg Theorem: if S ⊆
Rn+1 is semialgebraic then the image π(S) under the projection π : Rn+1 → Rn , where
π(x1 , . . . , xn+1 ) = (x1 , . . . , xn ), is also semialgebraic. Among the consequences of this result
is the fact that the topological closure of a semialgebraic set (in either Rn or Cn ) is again
semialgebraic.
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Semialgebraic Invariants

Our main result is the following.
I Theorem 4. It is decidable whether an Orbit instance admits a semialgebraic invariant.
Furthermore, there exists an algorithm which constructs such an invariant when it exists,
and the invariant produced has polynomial-size description.
The remainder of the paper is devoted to proving Theorem 4. To this end, let ` = (A, x, y)
be a non-reachability Orbit instance in dimension d.2
As a first step, recall that every matrix A can be written in the form A = Q−1 JQ, where
Q is invertible and J is in Jordan normal form. The following lemma transfers semialgebraic
invariants through the change-of-basis matrix Q.
I Lemma 5. Let ` = (A, x, y) be an Orbit instance, and Q an invertible matrix in Ad×d .
Construct the Orbit instance `Q = (QAQ−1 , Qx, Qy). Then P is a semialgebraic invariant
for `Q if, and only if, Q−1 P is a semialgebraic invariant for `.
Proof. First of all, Q−1 P is semialgebraic if, and only if, P is semialgebraic. We have:
QAQ−1 P ⊆ P if, and only if, AQ−1 P ⊆ Q−1 P,
Qx ∈ P if, and only if, x ∈ Q−1 P,
Qy ∈
/ P, if, and only if, y ∈
/ Q−1 P.
This concludes the proof.

J

Thanks to Lemma 5, we can reduce the problem of the existence of semialgebraic invariants
for Orbit instances to cases in which the matrix is in Jordan normal form, i.e., is a diagonal
block matrix, where the blocks (called Jordan blocks) are of the form:


λ 1


.


λ ..




..

. 1
λ
Note that this transformation can be achieved in polynomial time [1, 2].
Formally, a Jordan block is a matrix λI + N with λ ∈ A, I the identity matrix and N
the matrix with 1’s on the upper diagonal, and 0’s everywhere else. The number λ is an
eigenvalue of A. A Jordan block of dimension one is called diagonal, and A is diagonalisable
if, and only if, all Jordan blocks are diagonal.
The d dimensions of the matrix A are indexed by pairs (J, k), where J ranges over the
Jordan blocks and k ∈ {1, . . . , δ} where δ is the dimension of the Jordan block J. For
instance, if the matrix A has two Jordan blocks, J1 of dimension 1 and J2 of dimension
2, then the three dimensions of A are (J1 , 1) (corresponding to the Jordan block J1 ) and
(J2 , 1), (J2 , 2) (corresponding to the Jordan block J2 ).
For a vector v and a subset S of {1, . . . , d}, we denote vS the projection vector of v on
the dimensions in S, and extend this notation to matrices. As a special case, vJ,>k denotes
the vector restricted to the coordinates of the Jordan block J whose index is greater than k.
We denote S the complement of S in {1, . . . , d}.

2

Kannan and Lipton showed the decidability of reachability for Orbit instances over rational numbers;
their proof carries over to instances with algebraic entries, however without the polynomial-time
complexity.
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There are a few degenerate cases which we handle now. We say that an Orbit instance
` = (A, x, y) in Jordan normal form is non-trivial if:
There is no Jordan block associated with the value 0, or equivalently A is invertible,
For each Jordan block J, both xJ and yJ are not the zero vector,
For each non-diagonal Jordan block J, the vector xJ has at least a non-zero coordinate
other than the first one, i.e., xJ,>1 is not the zero vector.
I Lemma 6. The existence of semialgebraic invariants for Orbit instances reduces in poylnomial time to the same problem for non-trivial Orbit instances in Jordan normal form.
Proof. Let ` = (A, x, y) be an Orbit instance in Jordan normal form.
If A is not invertible, we distinguish two cases.
If for some Jordan block J associated with the
 eigenvalue 0, we have
 that y is not the
zero vector, i.e., yJ 6= 0, then consider P = x, Ax, . . . , Ad−1 x ∪ z ∈ Cd | zJ = 0 is
a semialgebraic invariant. Indeed, the Jordan block J is nilpotent, so for any vector u
and n ≥ d, we have that J n u = 0, so in particular (An x)J = 0. Moreover, since by
assumption y is not reachable, it is not one of An x for n < d, and yJ 6= 0, so y ∈
/ P.
Otherwise, denote J the dimensions corresponding to Jordan blocks associated with the
eigenvalue 0, we have that yJ = 0. Consider the Orbit instance `J = (AJ , (Ad x)J , yJ ).
We claim that ` admits a semialgebraic invariant if, and only if, `J does.
Let P be a semialgebraic invariant for `. Construct PJ the set of vectors z in CJ
such that z augmented with 0’s in the J dimensions yields a vector in P, we argue
that PJ is a semialgebraic invariant for `J . Indeed, (Ad x)J ∈ PJ since Ad x ∈ P and
(Ad x)J = 0, because the Jordan block J is nilpotent. The stability of PJ under AJ is
clear, and yJ ∈
/ PJ because yJ = 0, so yJ ∈ PJ would imply y ∈ P.
Conversely, let PJ be a semialgebraic invariant for `J, extend it to P ⊆ Cd by
allowing any complex numbers in the J dimensions, then x, Ax, . . . , Ad−1 x ∪ P is a
semialgebraic invariant for `.
We reduced the existence of semialgebraic invariants from ` to `J , with the additional
property that the matrix is invertible.
Suppose A contains a Jordan block J such that either xJ = 0 or yJ = 0. We distinguish
three cases.

If for some Jordan block J we have xJ = 0 and yJ 6= 0, then P = z ∈ Cd | zJ = 0 is
a semialgebraic invariant for `.
If for some Jordan block
J we have xJ 6= 0 and yJ = 0, let k such that xJ,k 6= 0 and

xJ,>k = 0, then P = z ∈ Cd | zJ,k 6= 0 and zJ,>k = 0 is a semialgebraic invariant for
`.
Otherwise, denote J the dimensions corresponding to Jordan blocks for which xJ =
yJ = 0. Consider the Orbit instance `J = (AJ , xJ , yJ ), we claim that ` admits a
semialgebraic invariant if, and only if, `J does.
Let P be a semialgebraic invariant for `. Construct PJ the set of vectors z in CJ
such that z augmented with 0 in the J dimensions yields a vector in P, then PJ is a
semialgebraic invariant for `J .
Conversely, let PJ be a semialgebraic invariant for `J , extend it to P ⊆ Cd by allowing
only 0 in the J dimensions, then P is a semialgebraic invariant for `.
We reduced the existence of semialgebraic invariants from ` to `J , with the additional
property that for each Jordan block J, both xJ and yJ are not the zero vector.
If A contains a non-diagonal Jordan block J such that the vector xJ is zero except on
the first coordinate (J, 1), we distinguish two cases.
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λ7 xJ,k
P
λxJ,k
2

λ xJ,k
3

λ xJ,k

O

xJ,k

λ6 xJ,k

yJ,k
λ4 xJ,k

λ5 xJ,k

Figure 1 Case |λ| > 1. This figure represents the complex plane, which is the projection on the
coordinate (J, k).

If forsome non-diagonal Jordan block J we have that xJ,>1 = 0 and yJ,>1 6= 0, then
P = z ∈ Cd | zJ,>1 = 0 is a semialgebraic invariant for `.
Otherwise, denote J the dimensions corresponding to non-diagonal Jordan blocks for
S
which xJ,>1 = yJ,>1 = 0. Let S = J ∪ J (J, 1), i.e., the dimensions outside J plus
the first dimensions of each block in J. Consider the Orbit instance `S = (AS , xS , yS ),
we claim that ` admits a semialgebraic invariant if, and only if, `S does.
Let P be a semialgebraic invariant for `. Construct PS the set of vectors z in CS
such that z augmented with 0 in the S dimensions yields a vector in P, then PS is a
semialgebraic invariant for `S .
Conversely, let PS be a semialgebraic invariant for `S , extend it to P ⊆ Cd by allowing
only 0 in the S dimensions, then P is a semialgebraic invariant for `.
We reduced the existence of semialgebraic invariants from ` to `S , with the additional
property that for each non-diagonal Jordan block J, xJ,>1 is not the zero vector.
This concludes the proof.
J

3.1

Some eigenvalue has modulus different from one

I Lemma 7. Let ` = (A, x, y) be a non-trivial Orbit instance in Jordan normal form. Assume
that ` is a non-reachability instance. If the matrix A has an eigenvalue whose modulus is not
equal to 1, then there exists a semialgebraic invariant for `.
Proof. We distinguish two cases according to whether there exists an eigenvalue of modulus
strictly more than 1 or en eigenvalue of modulus strictly less than 1.
Suppose that A contains a Jordan block J associated with an eigenvalue λ with |λ| > 1.
In this case, some coordinate of (An x)n∈N diverges to infinity, so eventually gets larger
in modulus than the corresponding coordinate in y. This allows us to construct a
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semialgebraic invariant for ` by taking the first points and then all points having a large
coordinate in the diverging dimension. This case is illustrated in Figure 1.
By assumption xJ is non-zero, let k such that xJ,k 6= 0 and xJ,>k = 0 (Note that if the
Jordan block J is diagonal, k = 1). For all n ∈ N, we have (An x)J,k = λn xJ,k , so |(An x)J,k |
diverges to infinity. It follows that there exists n0 ∈ N such that |(An0 x)|J,k > |yJ,k |. Let


P = x, Ax, . . . , An0 −1 x ∪ z ∈ Cd | |zJ,k | ≥ |(An0 x)J,k | and zJ,>k = 0 .
We argue that P is a semialgebraic invariant for `. The non-trivial point is that P
is stable under A. Note that (An0 x)J,>k = 0, so An0 x ∈ P. Let z ∈ Cd such that
|zJ,k | ≥ |(An0 x)J,k | and zJ,>k = 0. Then (Az)J,k = λzJ,k and (Az)J,>k = 0, so Az ∈ P.
If A contains a Jordan block J associated with an eigenvalue λ with |λ| < 1.
The situation is similar to the former, except that the convergence is towards the origin.
The construction of the semialgebraic invariant is much more subtle though, for the
following reason: for k such that xJ,k =
6 0 and xJ,>k = 0, we may have that yJ,k = 0,
n
implying that ((A x)J,k )n∈N does not become smaller than yJ,k . Working on another
dimension implies to give up the following diagonal behaviour: (An x)J,k = λn xJ,k , making
it hard to find a stable set under A. To overcome this problem, the invariant we define
depends upon all the coordinates of the Jordan block J.
Denote d(J) the dimension of the Jordan block J. We have that ((An x)J )n∈N converges
to 0. It follows that there exists n0 ∈ N such that for each dimension k of the Jordan
block J, i.e., for k ∈ {1, . . . , d(J)}, we have |(An0 x)J,k | ≤ (1 − |λ|)k · ||yJ ||∞ .
Let


P = x, Ax, . . . , An0 −1 x ∪ z ∈ Cd | ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , d(J)} , |zJ,k | ≤ (1 − |λ|)k · ||yJ ||∞ .
We argue that P is a semialgebraic invariant for `. Note that y ∈
/ P since for k such that
k
||yJ ||∞ = |yJ,k |, this would imply ||yJ ||∞ ≤ (1 − |λ|) · ||yJ ||∞ , which cannot be since
k ≥ 1, yJ 6= 0 and |λ| < 1. We examine the stability of P under A. Let z ∈ Cd such that
for each dimension k ∈ {1, . . . , d(J)}, we have |zJ,k | ≤ (1 − |λ|)k · ||yJ ||∞ . Let k < d(J),
then
|(Az)J,k | = |λzJ,k + zJ,k+1 |

≤ |λ||zJ,k | + |zJ,k+1 |
≤ |λ|(1 − |λ|)k · ||yJ ||∞ + (1 − |λ|)k+1 · ||yJ ||∞
= (|λ| + (1 − |λ|))(1 − |λ|)k · ||yJ ||∞
= (1 − |λ|)k · ||yJ ||∞ .

The case k = d(J) is similar but easier.
This concludes the proof.

3.2

J

All eigenvalues have modulus one and the matrix is not
diagonalisable

I Lemma 8. Let ` = (A, x, y) be a non-trivial Orbit instance in Jordan normal form and
assume that ` is a non-reachability instance. If all the eigenvalues of the matrix A have
modulus 1 and A is not diagonalisable, then there exists a semialgebraic invariant for `.
We illustrate the construction of the semialgebraic invariant in an example following the
proof. (See also Example 3 from the Introduction.)
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Proof. By assumption, there exists a non-diagonal Jordan block J. Since ` is non-trivial,
x has a non-zero coordinate in J which is not the first one. Let k such that xJ,k 6= 0 and
xJ,>k = 0, we have k ≥ 2 and
(An x)J,k−1 = λn xJ,k−1 + nλn−1 xJ,k ,
so (|(An x)J,k−1 |)n∈N diverges to infinity since |λ| = 1. It follows that there exists n0 ∈ N such
hλx
,xJ,k i
that |(An0 x)J,k−1 | > |yJ,k−1 |. Without loss of generality we assume n0 ≥ − J,k−1
.
|xJ,k |2
The notation hu, vi designates the scalar product of the complex numbers u and v viewed as
vectors in R2 , defined by Re (uv). This quantity will appear later; note that it only depends
on x and A.
Let


n0

n0 −1
d |zJ,k−1 | ≥ |(A x)J,k−1 |, and
P = x, Ax, . . . , A
x ∪ z∈C
.
hλzJ,k−1 , zJ,k i ≥ 0, and zJ,>k = 0
We argue that P is a semialgebraic invariant for `. It is a semialgebraic set: the condition
hλzJ,k−1 , zJ,k i ≥ 0 is of the form P (z) ≥ 0 for a polynomial P with algebraic coefficients,
where z is seen as a vector in R2d . The part to be looked at closely is the stability of P
under A.
First, An0 x ∈ P. Indeed, using |λ| = 1 and the assumption on n0 :

hλ(An0 x)J,k−1 , (An0 x)J,k i = hλ · λn0 xJ,k−1 + n0 λn0 −1 xJ,k , λn0 xJ,k i
= |λn0 |2 hλxJ,k−1 , xJ,k i + n0 |λn0 xJ,k |2
= hλxJ,k−1 , xJ,k i + n0 |xJ,k |2
≥ 0.
Now, let z ∈ Cd such that |zJ,k−1 | ≥ |(An0 x)J,k−1 |, hλzJ,k−1 , zJ,k i ≥ 0 and zJ,>k = 0.
We have (Az)J,k−1 = λzJ,k−1 + zJ,k , (Az)J,k = λzJ,k and (Az)J,>k = 0. It follows that:
|(Az)J,k−1 |

2

2

= |λzJ,k−1 + zJ,k |
= |zJ,k−1 |2 + 2hλzJ,k−1 , zJ,k i + |zJ,k |2
≥ |zJ,k−1 |2
2
≥ |(An0 x)J,k−1 | ,

and:
hλ(Az)J,k−1 , (Az)J,k i =
=
=
≥

hλ(λzJ,k−1 + zJ,k ), λzJ,k i
|λ|2 hλzJ,k−1 + zJ,k , zJ,k i
hλzJ,k−1 , zJ,k i + |zJ,k |2
0.

Hence Az ∈ P, and P is a semialgebraic invariant for `.

J

I Example 9. Consider the following matrix:
 iθ

e
1
A=
,
0 eiθ
where θ ∈ R is an angle such that

θ
π

T

∈
/ Q. We start from the vector x = [1, 1] . We have

h
i
An x = einθ + nei(n−1)θ , einθ ,
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so the projection on the second coordinate is a dense subset of the unit circle, and the
projection on the first coordinate describes a growing spiral (similar to that shown in
Figure 1). A tentative invariant for excluding some vector y is the complement of a circle on
the first coordinate, large enough not to include y. However, this set is not a priori invariant.
Geometrically, the action of A on a vector [z1 , z2 ] is to rotate both z1 and z2 by an angle of
θ, and to push the first coordinate in the direction of z2 :


A [z1 , z2 ] = eiθ z1 + z2 , eiθ z2 .
A natural way to restrict the above set to make it invariant is to ensure that z2 pushes away
from the origin, i.e., that the norm of (Az)1 increases. This is achieved by requiring that
heiθ z1 , z2 i ≥ 0.

3.3

All eigenvalues have modulus one and the matrix is diagonalisable

This case is the most involved and is the only one in which it might hold that y not be
reachable and yet no semialgebraic invariant exists. (Recall Example 1 from the Introduction.)
Using results from Diophantine approximation and algebraic number theory, we show that
the topological closure of the orbit {An x : x ∈ N} is (effectively) semialgebraic. Furthermore,
using topological properties of semialgebraic sets we show that any semialgebraic invariant
must contain the closure of the orbit. It follows that there exists a semialgebraic invariant
just in case y 6∈ {An x : x ∈ N}.
We start with the following topological fact about semialgebraic sets.
I Lemma 10. Let E, F ⊆ Rn be two sets such that E = F and F is semialgebraic. Then
E ∩ F 6= ∅.
Proof. The proof uses the notion of the dimension of a semialgebraic set. The formal definition
of dimension uses the cell-decomposition theorem (see, e.g., [5, Chapter 4]). However to
establish the lemma it suffices to note the following two properties of the dimension. First,
for any semi-algebraic set X ⊆ Rn set we have dim(X) = dim(X) [5, Chapter 4, Theorem
1.8]. Secondly, if X ⊆ Y are semi-algebraic subsets of Rn that have the same dimension,
then X has non-empty interior in Y [5, Chapter 4, Corollary 1.9].
In the situation at hand, since dim(F ) = dim(F ) it follows that F has non-empty interior
(with respect to the subspace topology) in F = E. But then E is dense in E while F has
non-empty interior in E, and thus E and F meet.
J
I Lemma 11. Let ` = (A, x, y) be an Orbit instance, where A = diag(λ1 , . . . , λd ) is a diagonal
d × d matrix with entries λ1 , . . . , λd ∈ C all having modulus one. Write O = {An x : n ∈ N}
for the orbit of x under A. Then
The topological closure of O in Cd is a semi-algebraic set that is computable from ` in
polynomial space.
Any semi-algebraic invariant for ` contains O.
Proof. We start by proving the first item.
Write T for the unit circle in C. Let

LA = v ∈ Zd | λv11 · · · λvdd = 1
be the set of all multiplicative relations holding among λ1 , . . . , λd . Notice that LA is an
additive subgroup of Zd . Consider the set of diagonal d × d matrices

TA = diag(µ1 , . . . , µd ) | µ ∈ Td and ∀v ∈ LA (µv11 · · · µvdd = 1)
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whose diagonal entries satisfy the multiplicative relations in LA . Notice that TA forms a
group under matrix multiplication that is also a closed subset of Cd×d .
Using Kronecker’s Theorem on inhomogeneous simultaneous Diophantine approximation [3], it is shown in [11, Proposition 3.5] that {An : n ∈ N} is a dense subset of TA . This
immediately gives
O = {An x : n ∈ N} = {M x : M ∈ TA } .

(1)

We now show that O is semi-algebraic. Observe that LA is finitely generated, being a
subgroup of a finitely generated group. Moreover, if B ⊆ LA is a basis of LA then we can
write

TA = diag(µ1 , . . . , µd ) | µ ∈ Td and ∀v ∈ B (µv11 · · · µvdd = 1) .
It follows that TA is a semi-algebraic subset of Cd×d and thus from (1) that O is a semialgebraic set.
From an upper bound on the length of B due to Masser [10], it can be shown that one
can compute a basis for LA in polynomial space in the description of A (see [11, Corollary
3.3]) and thereby compute a description of TA as a semi-algebraic set, also in polynomial
space in the description of A.
Now we move to the second item in the statement of the lemma. Let P be a semi-algebraic
invariant for `. Our goal is to show that O ⊆ P. To show this we can, without loss of
generality, replace P by P ∩ O, since the latter is also a semi-algebraic invariant. Moreover,
since any invariant necessarily contains the orbit O, we may suppose that O ⊆ P ⊆ O, and
hence P = O.
We now prove that O ⊆ P, that is, we pick an arbitrary element z ∈ O and show that z ∈
−d
P. To this end, consider the orbit of z under the matrix A−1 . Now A−1 = diag(λ−1
1 , . . . , λd )
and we may define groups LA−1 and TA−1 analogously with LA and TA . In fact it is clear
that LA and LA−1 coincide (i.e., λ1 , . . . , λd satisfy exactly the same multiplicative relations
−1
as λ−1
1 , . . . , λd ), and hence also TA = TA−1 .
Now we claim that the following chain of equalities holds:
{A−n z : n ∈ N}

= {M z : M ∈ TA−1 }

(2)

= {M z : M ∈ TA }

(3)

= {M x : M ∈ TA }

(4)

= O = P.
Indeed, Equation (2) is an instance of (1), but with A−1 and z in place of A and x. Equation
(3) follows from the fact that TA = TA−1 . To see Equation (4), observe from (1) that z has
the form M0 x for some M0 ∈ TA . But {M M0 x : M ∈ TA } = {M x : M ∈ TA } since TA ,
being a group, contains M0−1 .
Now we have established that
{A−n z : n ∈ N} = P .
Then by Lemma 10 we have that A−n z lies in P for some n ∈ N. But since P is invariant
under A we have z ∈ P.
J
I Corollary 12. Let the Orbit instance ` be as described in Lemma 11. Then ` admits a
semi-algebraic invariant if and only if y ∈
/ O.
Proof. If y ∈
/ O, then O is a semi-algebraic invariant for ` by the first item in Lemma 11.
Conversely, if there exists a semi-algebraic invariant P for `, then O ⊆ P by the second item
in Lemma 11, implying that y ∈
/ O.
J
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3.4

Proof of Theorem 4

We now draw together the results of the previous sections to prove our main result, Theorem 4,
giving an effective characterisation of the existence of semialgebraic invariants and a procedure
to compute such an invariant when it exists.
Let ` = (A, x, y) be a non-reachability Orbit instance. First we put A in Jordan normal
form and simplify ` to obtain a non-trivial Orbit instance. We then divide into three cases.
If some eigenvalue of A has modulus different from 1 then there is a semialgebraic invariant
(see Section 3.1).
If all eigenvalues have modulus 1 and the matrix is not diagonalisable then there is a
semialgebraic invariant (see Section 3.2).
If all eigenvalues have modulus 1 and the matrix is diagonalisable, then there exists a
semialgebraic invariant if and only if the topological closure of the orbit {An x : n ∈ N}
is such an invariant, which holds if and only if the closure does not contain y (see
Section 3.3). Note therefore that non-reachability Orbit instances for which there do not
exist semialgebraic invariants are extremely sparse.
Thus we obtain an effective characterisation of the class of Orbit instances for which there
exists a semialgebraic invariant. Moreover in those cases in which there exists an invariant
we have shown how to compute such an invariant in polynomial space.

4

Conclusions

This paper is a first step towards the study of invariants for discrete linear dynamical
systems. At present, the question of the existence and of the algorithmic synthesis of suitable
invariants for higher-dimensional versions of the Orbit Problem (i.e., when the ‘target’ y to
be avoided consists of either a vector space, a polytope, or some other higher-dimensional
object) is completely open. Given, as pointed out earlier, that reachability questions with
high-dimensional targets appear themselves to be very difficult, one does not expect the
corresponding invariant synthesis problems to be easy, yet this approach might prove a
tractable alternative well worth exploring.
Our main result is a polynomial-space procedure for deciding existence and computing
semialgebraic invariants in instances of the Orbit Problem. The only obstacle to obtaining a
polynomial-time bound is the problem of computing a basis of the group of all multiplicative
relations among a given collection of algebraic numbers α1 , . . . , αd , which is not known to be
solvable in polynomial time. Less ambitiously one can ask for a polynomial-time procedure
?
to verify a putative relation α1n1 . . . αdnd = 1. Assuming that α1 , . . . , αd are represented as
elements of an explicitly given finite-dimensional algebra K over Q, Ge [6] gave a polynomialtime algorithm for verifying multiplicative relations. In our setting, however, where α1 , . . . , αd
are roots of the characteristic polynomial of matrix A, the dimension of K may be exponential
in d.
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Abstract
We investigate the logical foundations of hyperproperties. Hyperproperties generalize trace properties, which are sets of traces, to sets of sets of traces. The most prominent application of
hyperproperties is information flow security: information flow policies characterize the secrecy
and integrity of a system by comparing two or more execution traces, for example by comparing
the observations made by an external observer on execution traces that result from different
values of a secret variable.
In this paper, we establish the first connection between temporal logics for hyperproperties
and first-order logic. Kamp’s seminal theorem (in the formulation due to Gabbay et al.) states
that linear-time temporal logic (LTL) is expressively equivalent to first-order logic over the natural
numbers with order. We introduce first-order logic over sets of traces and prove that HyperLTL,
the extension of LTL to hyperproperties, is strictly subsumed by this logic. We furthermore
exhibit a fragment that is expressively equivalent to HyperLTL, thereby establishing Kamp’s
theorem for hyperproperties.
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Keywords and phrases Hyperproperties, Linear Temporal Logic, First-order Logic
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1

Introduction

Linear-time temporal logic (LTL) [19] is one of the most commonly used logics in model
checking [2], monitoring [17], and reactive synthesis [10], and a prime example for the “unusal
effectiveness of logic in computer science” [16]. LTL pioneered the idea that the correctness
of computer programs should not just be specified in terms of a relation between one-time
inputs and outputs, but in terms of the infinite sequences of such interactions captured by
the execution traces of the program. The fundamental properties of the logic, in particular its
ultimately periodic model property [21], and the connection to first-order logic via Kamp’s
theorem [18], have been studied extensively and are covered in various handbook articles
and textbooks (cf. [7, 22]).
In this paper, we revisit these foundations in light of the recent trend to consider not
only the individual traces of a computer program, but properties of sets of traces, so-called
hyperproperties [5]. The motivation for the study of hyperproperties comes from information
flow security. Information flow policies characterize the secrecy and integrity of a system by
relating two or more execution traces, for example by comparing the observations made by
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an external observer on traces that result from different values of a secret variable. Such a
comparison can obviously not be expressed as a property of individual traces, but it can be
expressed as a property of the full set of system traces. Beyond security, hyperproperties also
occur naturally in many other settings, such as the symmetric access to critical resources in
distributed protocols, and Hamming distances between code words in coding theory [12].
HyperLTL [4], the extension of LTL to hyperproperties, uses trace quantifiers and trace
variables to refer to multiple traces at the same time. For example, the formula
∀π. ∀π 0 . G (aπ ↔ aπ0 )

(1)

expresses that all computation traces must agree on the value of the atomic proposition a
at all times. The extension is useful: it has been shown that most hyperproperties studied
in the literature can be expressed in HyperLTL [20]. There has also been some success in
extending algorithms for model checking [12], monitoring [1], and satisfiability [11] from LTL
to HyperLTL. So far, however, we lack a clear understanding of how deeply the foundations
of LTL are affected by the extension. Of particular interest would be a characterization of
the models of the logic. Are the models of a satisfiable HyperLTL formula still “simple” in
the sense of the ultimately periodic model theorem of LTL?
It turns out that the differences between LTL and HyperLTL are surprisingly profound.
Every satisfiable LTL formula has a model that is a (single) ultimately periodic trace. Such
models are in particular finite and finitely representable. One might thus conjecture that
a satisfiable HyperLTL formula has a model that consists of a finite set of traces, or an
ω-regular set of traces, or at least some set of ultimately periodic traces. In Section 3, we
refute all these conjectures. Some HyperLTL formulas have only infinite models, some have
only non-regular models, and some have only aperiodic models. We can even encode the
prime numbers in HyperLTL!
Is there some way, then, to characterize the expressive power of HyperLTL? For LTL,
Kamp’s seminal theorem [18] (in the formulation due to Gabbay et al. [14]) states that LTL
is expressively equivalent to first-order logic F O[<] over the natural numbers with order.
In order to formulate a corresponding “Kamp’s theorem for HyperLTL,” we have to decide
how to encode sets of traces as relational structures, which also induces the signature of the
first-order logic we consider. We chose to use relational structures that consist of disjoint
copies of the natural numbers with order, one for each trace. To be able to compare positions
on different traces, we add the equal-level predicate E (cf. [23]), which relates the same time
points on different traces. The HyperLTL formula (1), for example, is equivalent to the
F O[<, E] formula
∀x. ∀y. E(x, y) → (Pa (x) ↔ Pa (y)).
In Section 4, we show that F O[<, E] is strictly more expressive than HyperLTL, i.e.,
every HyperLTL formula can be translated into an equivalent F O[<, E] formula, but there
exist F O[<, E] formulas that cannot be translated to HyperLTL. Intuitively, F O[<, E] can
express requirements which relate at some point in time an unbounded number of traces,
which is not possible in HyperLTL. To obtain a fragment of F O[<, E] that is expressively
equivalent to HyperLTL, we must rule out such properties. We consider the fragment where
the quantifiers either refer to initial positions or are guarded by a constraint that ensures
that the new position is on a trace identified by an initial position chosen earlier. In this
way, a formula can only express properties of the bounded number of traces selected by the
quantification of initial positions. We call this fragment HyperFO, the first-order logic of
hyperproperties. Theorem 9, the main result of the paper, then shows that HyperLTL and
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HyperFO are indeed expressively equivalent, and thus proves that Kamp’s correspondence
between temporal logic and first-order logic also holds for hyperproperties.
All proofs omitted due to space restrictions can be found in the full version [13].

2

HyperLTL

Fix a finite set AP of atomic propositions. A trace over AP is a map t : N → 2AP , denoted
by t(0)t(1)t(2) · · · . The set of all traces over AP is denoted by (2AP )ω . The projection of t
to AP0 is the trace (t(0) ∩ AP0 )(t(1) ∩ AP0 )(t(2) ∩ AP0 ) · · · over AP0 . A trace t is ultimately
AP +
periodic, if t = t0 · tω
) , i.e., there are s, p > 0 with t(n) = t(n + p) for
1 for some t0 , t1 ∈ (2
all n ≥ s. A set T of traces is ultimately periodic, if every trace in T is ultimately periodic.
The formulas of HyperLTL are given by the grammar
ϕ ::= ∃π. ϕ | ∀π. ϕ | ψ
ψ ::= aπ | ¬ψ | ψ ∨ ψ | X ψ | ψ U ψ
where a ranges over atomic propositions in AP and where π ranges over a given countable
set V of trace variables. Conjunction, implication, equivalence, and exclusive disjunction ⊕ as
well as the temporal operators eventually F and always G are derived as usual. A sentence
is a closed formula, i.e., the formula has no free trace variables.
The semantics of HyperLTL is defined with respect to a trace assignment, a partial
mapping Π : V → (2AP )ω . The assignment with empty domain is denoted by Π∅ . Given a
trace assignment Π, a trace variable π, and a trace t we denote by Π[π → t] the assignment
that coincides with Π everywhere but at π, which is mapped to t. Furthermore, Π[j, ∞]
denotes the assignment mapping every π in Π’s domain to Π(π)(j)Π(π)(j + 1)Π(π)(j + 2) · · · .
For sets T of traces and trace-assignments Π we define
(T, Π) |= aπ , if a ∈ Π(π)(0),
(T, Π) |= ¬ψ, if (T, Π) 6|= ψ,
(T, Π) |= ψ1 ∨ ψ2 , if (T, Π) |= ψ1 or (T, Π) |= ψ2 ,
(T, Π) |= X ψ, if (T, Π[1, ∞]) |= ψ,
(T, Π) |= ψ1 U ψ2 , if there is a j ≥ 0 such that (T, Π[j, ∞]) |= ψ2 and for all 0 ≤ j 0 < j:
(T, Π[j 0 , ∞]) |= ψ1 ,
(T, Π) |= ∃π. ϕ, if there is a trace t ∈ T such that (T, Π[π → t]) |= ψ, and
(T, Π) |= ∀π. ϕ, if for all traces t ∈ T : (T, Π[π → t]) |= ψ.
We say that T satisfies a sentence ϕ, if (T, Π∅ ) |= ϕ. In this case, we write T |= ϕ and say
that T is a model of ϕ. Although HyperLTL sentences are required to be in prenex normal
form, they are closed under boolean combinations, which can easily be seen by transforming
such formulas into prenex normal form.

3

The Models of HyperLTL

Every satisfiable LTL formula has an ultimately periodic model, i.e., a particularly simple
model: It is trivially finite (and finitely represented) and forms an ω-regular language. An
obvious question is whether every satisfiable HyperLTL sentence has a simple model, too.
Various notions of simplicity could be considered here, e.g., cardinality based ones, being
ω-regular, or being ultimately periodic, which all extend the notion of simplicity for the LTL
case. In this section, we refute all these possibilities: We show that HyperLTL models have
to be in general infinite, might necessarily be non-regular, and may necessarily be aperiodic.
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3.1

No Finite Models

Our first result shows that HyperLTL does not have the finite model property (in the
sense that every satisfiable sentence is satisfied by a finite set of traces). The proof is a
straightforward encoding of an infinite set of traces that appears again in the following proofs.
I Theorem 1. There is a satisfiable HyperLTL sentence that is not satisfied by any finite
set of traces.
Proof. Consider the conjunction ϕ of the following formulas over AP = {a}:
∀π. (¬aπ ) U (aπ ∧ X G ¬aπ ): on every trace there is exactly one occurrence of a.
∃π. aπ : there is a trace where a holds true in the first position.
∀π. ∃π 0 . F (aπ ∧ X aπ0 ): for every trace, say where a holds at position n (assuming the
first conjunct is satisfied), there is another trace where a holds at position n + 1.
It is straightforward to verify that ϕ is satisfied by the infinite set T = {∅n · {a} · ∅ω | n ≥ 0}
and an induction over n shows that every model has to contain T . Here, one uses the first
and second conjunct in the induction start and the first and third conjunct in the induction
step. Actually, the first conjunct then implies that T is the only model of ϕ.
J
Next, we complement the lower bound with a matching upper bound.
I Theorem 2. Every satisfiable HyperLTL sentence has a countable model.
Proof. Let ϕ be a satisfiable HyperLTL sentence and let T be a model. If T is countable, then
we are done. Thus, assume T is uncountable and thus in particular non-empty. Furthermore,
we assume w.l.o.g. ϕ = ∀π0 . ∃π00 . · · · ∀πk . ∃πk0 . ψ with quantifier-free ψ.
As T is a model of ϕ, there is a Skolem function fi : T i → T for every i ≤ k satisfying
the following property: (T, Π) |= ψ for every trace assignment Π that maps each πi to some
arbitrary ti ∈ T and every πi0 to fi (t0 , . . . , ti ). Note that the relation (T, Π) |= ψ does only
depend on Π and ψ, but not on T , as ψ is quantifier-free.
Given a subset S ⊆ T and a Skolem function fi we define
fi (S) = {fi (t0 , . . . , ti ) | t0 , . . . , ti ∈ S}.
Sk
Now, fix some t ∈ T . Define S0 = {t} and Sn+1 = Sn ∪ i=0 fi (Sn ) for every n, and
S
S = n≥0 Sn . The limit stage S is closed under applying the Skolem functions, i.e., if
t0 , . . . , ti ∈ S, then fi (t0 , . . . , ti ) ∈ S. Also, every stage Sn is finite by a straightforward
induction, hence S is countable. We conclude the proof by showing that S is a model of ϕ.
Every trace assignment Π mapping πi to some ti ∈ S and every πi0 to fi (t0 , . . . , ti ) ∈ S
satisfies (T, Π) |= ψ, as argued above. Also, as argued above, this is independent of T due to
ψ being quantifier-free. Hence, we obtain (S, Π) |= ψ. Finally, a simple induction over the
quantifier prefix shows (S, Π∅ ) |= ϕ, i.e., S is indeed a model of ϕ.
J

3.2

No Regular Models

The construction presented in the proof of Theorem 1, which pushes a single occurrence of
the proposition a through the traces to enforce the set {∅n · {a} · ∅ω | n ≥ 0} is reused to
prove the main result of this subsection. We combine this construction with an inductive
swapping construction to show that HyperLTL sentences do not necessarily have ω-regular
models. To illustrate the swapping, consider the following finite traces:
t0 = {a} · ∅ · {a} · ∅ · {a} · ∅

t2 = {a} · {a} · ∅ · {a} · ∅ · ∅

t1 = {a} · {a} · ∅ · ∅ · {a} · ∅

t3 = {a} · {a} · {a} · ∅ · ∅ · ∅
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The trace t1 is obtained from t0 by swapping the first occurrence of ∅ one position to the
right (a swap may only occur between adjacent positions, one where a holds and one where
it does not). Furthermore, with two more swaps, one turns t1 into t2 and t2 into t3 .
Our following proof is based on the following three observations: (1) In an alternating
sequence of even length such as t1 , the number of positions where a holds and where a
does not hold is equal. Such a sequence is expressible in (Hyper)LTL. (2) A swap does not
change this equality and can be formalized in HyperLTL. (3) Thus, if all occurrences of {a}
are swapped to the beginning, then the trace has the form {a}n · ∅n for some n. Hence,
if we start with all alternating sequences as in t0 , then we end up with the non-regular
language {{a}n · ∅n | n > 0}.
I Theorem 3. There is a satisfiable HyperLTL sentence that is not satisfied by any ω-regular
set of traces.
Proof. Consider the conjunction ϕ of the formulas ϕi , i ∈ {1, . . . , 8} over AP = {a, b, 1, 2, †}.
ϕ1 = ∀π. (1π ⊕ 2π ) ∧ ¬ †π ∧¬ †π U G (†π ∧ ¬aπ ).
Every trace from a set of traces satisfying ϕ1 either satisfies 1 or 2 at the first position.
Consequently, we speak of traces of type i for i ∈ {1, 2}. Also, on every such trace the truth
value of † changes exactly once, from false to true, after being false at least at the first
position. In the following, we are only interested in the unique maximal prefix of a trace
where † does not hold, which we call the window of the trace. Note that a may only hold in
the window of a trace. Considering windows essentially turns infinite traces into finite ones.
The balance bal(t) of a trace t is the absolute value of the difference between the number
of window positions where a holds and the number of those where a does not hold, i.e.,
bal(t) = | |{n | a ∈ t(n) and † ∈
/ t(n)}| − |{n | a ∈
/ t(n) and † ∈
/ t(n)}| |.
ϕ2 = ∀π. 1π → (aπ ∧ G (aπ → X ¬aπ ∧ X ¬ †π ∧X X (aπ ∨ †π )))
ϕ3 = ∃π. 1π ∧ aπ ∧ X X †π
ϕ4 = ∀π. ∃π 0 . 1π → (1π0 ∧ F (¬ †π ∧X †π ∧X X ¬ †π0 ∧X X X †π0 ))
If ϕ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ϕ4 is satisfied by a set of traces, then the projection to {a} of the window of
every type 1 trace has the form ({a} · ∅)n for some n > 0, due to ϕ2 . In particular, every
type 1 trace has balance zero. Furthermore, due to ϕ3 and ϕ4 , there is a trace with such a
window for every n > 0.
ϕ5 = ∀π. 2π → bπ ∧ bπ U G ¬bπ
Finally, ϕ5 requires every type 2 trace to have a prefix where b holds true, after which it
never holds true again. The length of this prefix is the rank of the trace, which is finite.
The next formula implements the swapping process. Each swap has to decrease the rank
until a type 1 trace is reached. This rules out models satisfying the formulas by cyclic swaps.
ϕ6 = ∀π. ∃π 0 . 2π → (F (†π ∧ †π0 ∧ X ¬ †π ∧X ¬†π0 )) ∧ ϕswp (π, π 0 ) ∧ [
(1π0 ∧ bπ ∧ X ¬bπ ) ∨
(2π0 ∧ F (bπ0 ∧ X ¬bπ0 ∧ X bπ ∧ X X ¬bπ ))]
where
ϕswp (π, π 0 ) = (aπ ↔ aπ0 ) U ((aπ ⊕ X aπ ) ∧ (aπ0 ⊕ X aπ0 ) ∧ (aπ ⊕ aπ0 ) ∧ X X G (aπ ↔ aπ0 )).
Intuitively, this formula requires for every trace t of type 2 the existence of a trace t0 of the
same window length and where the difference in the truth values of a in t and t0 is only a
single swap at adjacent positions (first line). Furthermore, if t has rank one, then t0 has to
be of type 1 (line two); otherwise, if t has rank r > 1, then t0 has to be of type 2 and has to
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have rank r − 1 (line three). Thus, the rank is an upper bound on the number of swaps that
can be executed before a trace of type 1 is reached.
An induction over the rank of type 2 traces shows that every such trace has balance zero,
as a swap as formalized by ϕswp does not change the balance.
ϕ7 = ∃π. 2π ∧ aπ
ϕ8 = ∀π. ∃π 0 . 2π → (2π0 ∧ (aπ ∧ aπ0 ) U (G ¬aπ ∧ aπ0 ∧ X G ¬aπ0 ))
The last two formulas imply for every n > 0 the existence of a trace of type 2 which has
a prefix where a holds true at exactly the first n positions, after which it never holds true
again. Due to the balance of type 2 traces being zero (assuming all previous formulas are
satisfied), the projection to {a} of the window of such a trace has the form {a}n · ∅n .
Now, towards a contradiction, assume that T |= ϕ for some ω-regular T . It follows from
the observations made above that projecting T to {a, †} and intersecting it with the ω-regular
language {a}∗ · ∅∗ · {†}ω results in the language {{a}n · ∅n · {†}ω | n > 0}, which is not
ω-regular. This yields the desired contradiction.
To conclude, it suffices to remark that ϕ is satisfied by taking the union of the set of all
required type 1 traces and of the set of all type 2 traces with finite window length, balance
zero, and with rank equal to the number of swaps necessary to reach a type 1 trace.
J
Note that this result can be strengthened by starting with type 1 traces of the form
(∅ · {a} · {a0 } · {a, a0 })+ {†}ω for some fresh proposition a0 and then modify the swap operation
to obtain sequences of the form ∅n · {a}n · {a0 }n · {a, a0 }n {†}ω . These form, when ranging
over all n, a non-ω-contextfree language (see [6] for a formal definition of these languages).
Thus, not every HyperLTL sentence has an ω-contextfree model.
I Theorem 4. There is a satisfiable HyperLTL sentence that is not satisfied by any ωcontextfree set of traces.
It is an interesting question to find a non-trivial class of languages that is rich enough for
every satisfiable HyperLTL sentence to be satisfied by a model from this class.

3.3

No Periodic Models

Next, we extend the techniques developed in the previous two subsections to show our final
result on the complexity of HyperLTL models: although every LTL formula has an ultimately
periodic model, one can construct a HyperLTL sentence without ultimately periodic models.
I Theorem 5. There is a satisfiable HyperLTL sentence that is not satisfied by any set of
ultimately periodic traces.
Proof. A trace t is not ultimately periodic, if for every s, p > 0 there is an n ≥ s with
t(n) 6= t(n + p). In the following, we construct auxiliary traces that allow us to express this
property in HyperLTL. The main difficulty is to construct traces of the form ({b}p · ∅p )ω for
every p, to implement the quantification of the period length p.
We construct a sentence ϕ over AP = {a, b, 1, 2, $} with the desired properties, which is a
conjunction of several subformulas. The first conjunct requires every trace in a model of ϕ
to have exactly one occurrence of the proposition a. If it holds at position n, then we refer
to n + 1 as the characteristic of the trace (recall that a trace starts at position 0).
As in the proof of Theorem 3, we have two special types of traces in models of ϕ, which
are identified by either 1 or 2 holding true at the first position of every trace, but there might
be other traces as well. Type 1 traces are of the form ∅c · {a} · ∅ω for c ≥ 0. As in the proof
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of Theorem 1, one can construct a conjunct that requires the models of ϕ to contain a type 1
trace for every such c, but no other traces of type 1.
The projection to {b} of a trace t of type 2 is a suffix of ({b}c · ∅c )ω , where c is the
characteristic of t. We claim that one can construct a conjunct of ϕ that requires all models
of ϕ to contain all these type 2 traces, i.e., all possible suffixes for every c > 0. This is
achieved by formalizing the following properties in HyperLTL:
1. Every type 2 trace has infinitely many positions where b holds and infinitely many
positions where b does not hold. A block of such a trace is a maximal infix whose
positions coincide on their truth values of b, i.e., either b holds at every position of the
infix, but not at the last one before the infix (if it exists) and not at the first position
after the infix or b does not hold at every position of the infix, but at the last one before
it (if it exists) and at the first position after it.
2. For every type 1 trace there is at least one type 2 trace of the same characteristic.
3. The length of the first block of every type 2 trace is not larger than its characteristic.
4. If a block ends at the unique position of a type 2 trace where its a holds, then it has to
be the first block.
5. For every type 2 trace there is another one of the same characteristic that is obtained by
shifting the truth values of b one position to the left.
Assume a set T of traces satisfies all these properties and assume there is a type 2
trace t ∈ T whose projection to {b} is not a suffix of ({b}c · ∅c )ω , where c is the characteristic
of t. The length of its first block is bounded by c, due to the third property. Thus, there
has to be a non-first block whose length ` is not equal to c. If ` > c, we can use the fifth
property to shift this block to the left until we obtain a type 2 trace of characteristic c in T
whose first block has the same length `. This trace violates the third property. If ` < c, then
we can again shift this block to the left until we obtain a trace in T of characteristic c that
has a block of length ` that ends at the unique position where a holds. Due to ` < c, this
cannot be the first block, i.e., we have derived a contradiction to the fourth property.
On the other hand, for every c > 0, there is a some type 2 trace of characteristic c in T .
As shown above, its projection to {b} is a suffix of ({b}c · ∅c )ω . Thus, applying the left-shift
operation 2c − 1 times yields all possible suffixes of ({b}c · ∅c )ω . Thus, T does indeed contain
all possible type 2 traces, if it satisfies the formulas described above.
Recall that we have to express the following property: there is a trace t such that for every
s, p > 0 there is an n ≥ s with t(n) 6= t(n + p). To this end, we first existentially quantify a
trace π (the supposedly non-ultimately periodic one). Then, we universally quantify two
type 1 traces πs and πp (thereby fixing s and p as the characteristics of πs and πp ). Thus,
it remains to state that π has two positions n and n0 satisfying s ≤ n < n0 = n + p such
that the truth value of $ differs at these positions. To this end, we need another trace πp0 of
the same characteristic p as πp so that a block of πp0 starts at position n, which allows to
determine n0 = n + p by just advancing to the end of the block starting at n.
Formally, consider the following statement: there is a trace π such that for all type 1
traces πs and πp (here, we quantify over s and p) there is a type 2 trace πp0 that has the
same characteristic as πp such that the following is true: there is a position n no earlier than
the one where a holds in πs such that
the truth value of b in πp0 differs at positions n − 1 and n (i.e., a block begins at n), and
the atomic proposition $ holds at n in π and not at n0 in π or vice versa, where n0 > n is
the smallest position such that the truth value of b in πp0 differs at n0 − 1 and n0 (i.e., the
next block begins at position n0 ), which implies n0 = n + p.
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The formalization of this statement in HyperLTL is the final conjunct of ϕ. Hence, ϕ has no
models that contain an ultimately periodic trace.
Finally, ϕ is satisfied by all models that contain all possible type 1 and all possible type 2
traces as well as at least one trace that is not ultimately periodic when projected to {$}. J
Note that the type 1 and type 2 traces above are ultimately periodic, i.e., although we
have formalized the existence of a single non-ultimately periodic trace, the model always
has ultimately periodic ones as well. By slightly extending the construction, one can even
construct a satisfiable sentence whose models contain not a single ultimately periodic trace.
To this end, one requires that every trace (in particular the type 1 and type 2 traces) is
non-ultimately periodic, witnessed by the proposition $ as above.
I Theorem 6. There is a satisfiable HyperLTL sentence that is not satisfied by any set of
traces that contains an ultimately periodic trace.
As a final note on the expressiveness of HyperLTL we show how to encode the prime
numbers. Let type 1 and type 2 traces be axiomatized as in the proof of Theorem 5. Recall
projecting a type 2 trace to {b} yields a suffix of ({b}c · ∅c )ω , where c > 0 is the trace’s
characteristic. We say that such a trace is proper, if its projection equal to ({b}c · ∅c )ω . Being
proper can be expressed in HyperLTL, say by the formula ϕprp (π) with a single free variable,
relying on the fact that the only occurrence of a induces the characteristic c. Also, we add a
new atomic proposition 0 to AP to encode the prime numbers as follows: the proposition 0
holds at the first position of a type 1 trace of characteristic c if, and only if, c is a prime
number.
Now, consider the following formula, which we add as a new conjunct to the axiomatization
of type 1 and type 2 traces:
∀π 1 . ∀π 2 . (1π1 ∧
∀π 1 . ∃π 2 . (1π1 ∧

0
2
1
2
π 1 ∧ ϕprp (π ) → ¬ψ(π , π )) ∧
¬ 0π1 → ϕprp (π 2 ) ∧ ψ(π 1 , π 2 ))

Here, the formula ψ(π 1 , π 2 ) expresses that the single a in π 1 appears at the end of a non-first
block in π 2 and that the characteristic of π 2 is strictly greater than one. Thus, ψ(π 1 , π 2 )
holds if, and only if, the characteristic of π 2 is a non-trivial divisor of the characteristic of π 1 .
Thus, the first conjunct expresses that a type 1 trace of characteristic c > 1 may only have
a 0 at the first position, if c has only trivial divisors, i.e., if c is prime. Similarly, the second
conjunct expresses that a type 1 trace of characteristic c > 1 may only not have a 0 at the first
position, if c has a non-trivial divisor, i.e., if c is not prime. Thus, by additionally hardcoding
that 1 is not a prime, one obtains a formula ϕ such that every model T of ϕ encodes the
primes as follows: c is prime if, and only if, there is a type 1 trace of characteristic c in T
with 0 holding true at its first position.

4

First-order Logic for Hyperproperties

Kamp’s seminal theorem [18] states that Linear Temporal Logic with the until-operator U
and its dual past-time operator “since” is expressively equivalent to first-order logic over the
integers with order, FO[<] for short. Later, Gabbay et al. [14] proved that LTL as introduced
here (i.e., exclusively with future-operators) is expressively equivalent to first-order logic over
the natural numbers with order. More formally, one considers relational structures of the
form (N, <, (Pa )a∈AP ) where < is the natural ordering of N and each Pa is a subset of N.
There is a bijection mapping a trace t over AP to such a structure t. Furthermore, FO[<] is
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first-order logic1 over the signature {<} ∪ {Pa | a ∈ AP} with equality. The result of Gabbay
et al. follows from the existence of the following effective translations: (1) For every LTL
formula ϕ there is an FO[<] sentence ϕ0 such that for all traces t: t |= ϕ if, and only if,
t |= ϕ0 . (2) For every FO[<] sentence ϕ there is an LTL formula ϕ0 such that for all traces t:
t |= ϕ if, and only if, t |= ϕ0 .
In this section, we investigate whether there is a first-order logic that is expressively
equivalent to HyperLTL. The first decision to take is how to represent a set of traces as a
relational structure. The natural approach is to take disjoint copies of the natural numbers,
one for each trace and label them accordingly. Positions on these traces can be compared using
the order. To be able to compare different traces, we additionally introduce a (commutative)
equal-level predicate E, which relates the same time points on different traces.
Formally, given a set T ⊆ (2AP )ω of traces over AP, we define the relational structure T =
T
(T × N, <T , ET , (Pa )a∈AP ) with
<T = {((t, n), (t, n0 )) | t ∈ T and n < n0 ∈ N},
ET = {((t, n), (t0 , n)) | t, t0 ∈ T and n ∈ N}, and
T
Pa = {(t, n) | a ∈ t(n)}.
We consider first-order logic over the signature {<, E} ∪ {Pa | a ∈ AP}, i.e., with atomic
formulas x = y, x < y, E(x, y), and Pa (x) for a ∈ AP, and disjunction, conjunction, negation,
and existential and universal quantification over elements. We denote this logic by F O[<, E].
We use the shorthand x ≤ y for x < y ∨ x = y and freely use terms like x ≤ y < z with the
obvious meaning. A sentence is a closed formula, i.e., every occurrence of a variable is in the
scope of a quantifier binding this variable. We write ϕ(x0 , . . . , xn ) to denote that the free
variables of the formula ϕ are among x0 , . . . , xn .
I Example 7.
1. The formula Succ(x, y) = x < y ∧ ¬∃z. x < z < y expresses that y is the direct successor
of x on some trace.
2. The formula min(x) = ¬∃y. Succ(y, x) expresses that x is the first position of a trace.
Our first result shows that full FO[<, E] is too expressive to be equivalent to HyperLTL.
To this end, we apply a much stronger result due to Bozzelli et al. [3] showing that a certain
property expressible in KLTL (LTL with the epistemic knowledge operator K [9]) is not
expressible in HyperCTL∗ , which subsumes HyperLTL.
I Theorem 8. There is an FO[<, E] sentence ϕ that has no equivalent HyperLTL sentence:
For every HyperLT L sentence ϕ0 there are two sets T0 and T1 of traces such that
1. T0 6|= ϕ and T1 |= ϕ, but
2. ϕ0 cannot distinguish T0 and T1 , i.e., either both T0 |= ϕ0 and T1 |= ϕ0 or both T0 6|= ϕ0
and T1 6|= ϕ0 .
Proof. Fix AP = {p} and consider the following property of sets T of traces over AP: there
is an n > 0 such that p ∈
/ t(n) for every t ∈ T . This property is expressible in FO[<, E], but
Bozzelli et al. [3] proved that it is not expressible in HyperLTL by constructing sets T0 , T1 of
traces with the desired property.2
J
1
2

We assume familiarity with the syntax and semantics of first-order logic. See, e.g., [8], for an introduction
to the topic.
Actually, they proved a stronger result showing that the property cannot expressed in HyperCTL∗ ,
which subsumes HyperLTL. As the latter logic is a branching-time logic, they actually constructed
Kripke structures witnessing their result. However, it is easy to show that taking the languages of traces
of these Kripke structures proves our claim.
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As already noted by Bozzelli et al., the underlying insight is that HyperLTL cannot
express requirements which relate at some point in time an unbounded number of traces.
By ruling out such properties, we obtain a fragment of FO[<, E] that is equivalent to
HyperLTL. Intuitively, we mimic trace quantification of HyperLTL by quantifying initial
positions and then only allow quantification of potentially non-initial positions on the traces
already quantified. Thus, such a sentence can only express properties of the bounded number
of traces selected by the quantification of initial positions.
To capture this intuition, we have to introduce some notation: ∃M x. ϕ is shorthand for
∃x. min(x) ∧ ϕ and ∀M x. ϕ is shorthand for ∀x. min(x) → ϕ, i.e., the quantifiers ∃M and
∀M only range over the first positions of a trace in T . We use these quantifiers to mimic
trace quantification in HyperLTL.
Furthermore, ∃G y ≥ x. ϕ is shorthand for ∃y. y ≥ x ∧ ϕ and ∀G y ≥ x. ϕ is shorthand
for ∀y. y ≥ x → ϕ, i.e., the quantifiers ∃G and ∀G are guarded by a free variable x and
range only over greater-or-equal positions on the same trace that x is on. We call the free
variable x the guard of the quantifier.
We consider sentences of the form
M
G
G
ϕ = QM
1 x1 . · · · Qk xk . Q1 y1 ≥ xg1 . · · · Q` y` ≥ xg` . ψ

(2)

with Q ∈ {∃, ∀}, where we require the sets {x1 , . . . , xk } and {y1 , . . . , y` } to be disjoint, every
guard xgj to be in {x1 , . . . , xk }, and ψ to be quantifier-free with free variables among the
{y1 , . . . , y` }. We call this fragment HyperFO. Note that the subformula starting with the
quantifier QG
1 being in prenex normal form and ψ only containing the variables yj simplifies
our reasoning later on, but is not a restriction.
I Theorem 9. HyperLTL and HyperFO are equally expressive.
We prove this result by presenting effective translations between HyperLTL and HyperFO
(see Lemma 12 and Lemma 13). We begin with the direction from HyperFO to HyperLTL.
Consider a HyperFO sentence ϕ as in (2). It quantifies k traces with the quantifiers ∃M and
∀M . Every other quantification is then on one of these traces. As trace quantification is
possible in HyperLTL, we only have to take care of the subformula starting with the guarded
quantifiers. After replacing these quantifiers by unguarded ones, we only have to remove
the equal-level predicate to obtain an FO[<] sentence. To this end, we merge the k traces
under consideration into a single one, which reduces the equal-level predicate to the equality
predicate (cf. [23]). The resulting sentence is then translated into LTL using the theorem of
Gabbay et al., the merging is undone, and the quantifier prefix is added again. We show
that the resulting sentence is equivalent to the original one.
Fix a HyperFO sentence ϕ as in (2) and consider the subformula
G
χ = QG
1 y1 ≥ xg1 . · · · Q` y` ≥ xg` . ψ

obtained by removing the quantification of the guards. We execute the following replacements
to obtain the formula χm :
1. Replace every guarded existential quantification ∃G yj ≥ xgj by ∃yj and every guarded
universal quantification ∀G yj ≥ xgj by ∀yj .
2. Replace every atomic formula Pa (yj ) by P(a,gj ) (yj ), where xgj is the guard of yj .
3. Replace every atomic formula E(yj , yj 0 ) by yj = yj 0 .
As we have removed all occurrences of the free guards, the resulting formula χm is actually a
sentence over the signature {<} ∪ {Pa | a ∈ AP × {1, . . . , k}}, i.e., an FO[<] sentence.
Given a list (t1 , . . . , tk ) of traces over AP, define the trace mrg(t1 , . . . , tk ) = A0 A1 A2 · · ·
Sk
over AP × {1, . . . , k} via An = j=1 tj (n) × {j}, i.e., we merge the tj into a single trace.
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I Claim 10. Let T be a set of traces and let β0 : {x1 , . . . , xk } → T × {0} be a variable
valuation of the guards x1 , . . . , xk to elements of T . Then, (T , β0 ) |= χ if, and only if,
mrg(t1 , . . . , tk ) |= χm , where tj is the unique trace satisfying β0 (xgj ) = (tj , 0).
This claim can be proven by translating a winning strategy for either player in the model
checking game [15] for (T , χ) (starting with the initial variable valuation β0 ) into a winning
strategy for the same player in the model checking game for (mrg(t1 , . . . , tk ), χm ).
Now, we apply the theorem of Gabbay et al. [14] to χm and obtain an LTL formula χ0m
over AP × {1, . . . , k} that is equivalent to χm . Let χ0 be the HyperLTL formula obtained
from χ0m by replacing every atomic proposition (a, j) by aπj , i.e., we undo the merging. The
following claim is proven by a simple structural induction over χm .
I Claim 11. Let T be a set of traces and let Π : {π1 , . . . , πk } → T be a trace assignment.
Then, mrg(Π(π1 ), . . . , Π(πk )) |= χ0m if, and only if, (T, Π) |= χ0 .
M
Now, we add the quantifier prefix Q1 π1 . · · · Qk πk . to χ0 , where Qj = ∃, if QM
j = ∃ , and
M
M
0
Qj = ∀, if Qj = ∀ . Call the obtained HyperLTL sentence ϕ .

I Lemma 12. For every HyperFO sentence ϕ, there is a HyperLTL sentence ϕ0 such that
for every T ⊆ (2AP )ω : T |= ϕ if, and only if, T |= ϕ0 .
Proof. Fix a HyperFO sentence ϕ and let the χ, χm , χ0m , χ0 , and ϕ0 be as constructed as
above. Let β0 be a variable valuation as in Claim 10, let the traces t1 , . . . , tk ∈ T be defined
as in this claim, and let the trace assignment Π map πj to tj .
Then, the following equivalences hold:
(T , β0 ) |= χ

Claim 10

⇔

mrg(t1 , . . . , tk ) |= χm

by def.

⇔ mrg(t1 , . . . , tk ) |= χ0m

Claim 11

⇔

(T, Π) |= χ0 .

Finally, the equivalence of ϕ and ϕ0 follows from the fact that one can identify quantification of initial elements of paths in T and trace quantification in T , as both ϕ and ϕ0 have
the same quantifier prefix.
J
It remains to consider the translation of HyperLTL into HyperFO, which is straightforward,
as usual.
I Lemma 13. For every HyperLTL sentence ϕ, there is a HyperFO sentence ϕ0 such that
for every T ⊆ (2AP )ω : T |= ϕ if, and only if, T |= ϕ0 .
Proof. Let π1 , . . . , πk be the trace variables appearing in ϕ and fix a set G = {x1 , . . . , xk , xt }
of first-order variables, which we use as guards: the xj with j ≤ k are identified with the
trace variables and we use variables guarded by xt to model the flow of time. We inductively
construct a formula fo(ϕ) satisfying the following invariant: For each subformula ψ of ϕ, the
free variables of the formula fo(ψ) comprise of a subset of G and one additional (different!)
variable, which we call the time-variable of fo(ψ). We require the time-variables of the
subformulas to be fresh unless stated otherwise and also different from the guards in G.
Intuitively, the time-variables are used to mimic the flow of time when translating a temporal
operator. Formally, we define:
fo(aπj ) = ∃G y ≥ xj . E(y, z) ∧ Pa (y), i.e., z is the time-variable of fo(aπj ).
fo(¬ψ1 ) = ¬fo(ψ1 ), i.e., the time-variable is unchanged.
fo(ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ) = fo(ψ10 ) ∨ fo(ψ2 ), where we assume w.l.o.g. that fo(ψ1 ) and fo(ψ20 ) have the
same time-variable, which is also the time-variable of the disjunction.
fo(X ψ1 ) = ∃G z1 ≥ xt . Succ(z, z1 ) ∧ fo(ψ1 ), where z1 is the time-variable of fo(ψ1 ). Hence,
z is the time-variable of fo(X ψ1 ).
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fo(ψ1 U ψ2 ) = ∃G z2 ≥ xt . z ≤ z2 ∧ fo(ψ2 ) ∧ ∀G z1 ≥ xt . z ≤ z1 < z2 → fo(ψ1 ), where zi is
the time-variable of fo(ψi ). Hence, z is the time-variable of fo(ψ1 U ψ2 ).
fo(∃πj . ψ) = ∃M xj . fo(ψ), i.e., the time-variable is unchanged.
fo(∀πj . ψ) = ∀M xj . fo(ψ), i.e., the time-variable is unchanged.
Now, we define ϕ0 = ∃M xt . ∃M z. xt = z ∧ fo(ϕ), where z is the time-variable of fo(ϕ).
It is straightforward to show that ϕ0 is equivalent to ϕ. Finally, ϕ0 can be rewritten into
prenex normal form (with quantifiers QM and QG !) so that the outermost quantifiers bind
the guards while the inner ones are guarded.
J

5

Conclusion and Discussion

The extension from LTL to HyperLTL has fundamentally changed the models of the logic.
While a satisfiable LTL formula is guaranteed to have an ultimately periodic model, we
have shown that there is no guarantee that a satisfiable HyperLTL formula has a model
that is finite, ω-regular, or even just ω-contextfree. Characterizing the expressive power of
HyperLTL is thus a formidable challenge. Nevertheless, the results of this paper provide a
first such characterization. With the definition of F O[<, E] and HyperFO, and the resulting
formulation and proof of Kamp’s theorem for hyperproperties, we have established the first
connection between temporal logics for hyperproperties and first-order logic. This connection
provides a strong basis for a systematic exploration of the models of hyperproperties.
While hyperproperties have recently received a lot of attention from a practical perspective
(cf. [1, 4, 12]), their logical and language-theoretic foundations are far less understood, and it
is our hope that this paper will attract more research into this exciting area. An important
open problem is to find a non-trivial class of languages so that every satisfiable HyperLTL
formula is guaranteed to be satisfied by a model from this class. In Section 3, we have ruled
out some of the obvious candidates for such a class of languages, such as the ω-regular and
ω-contextfree languages. The challenge remains to identify a class of languages that is rich
enough for every satisfiable HyperLTL formula.
Another major open problem is to find a temporal logic that is expressively equivalent to
F O[<, E]. In Section 4, we have shown that HyperLTL is less expressive than F O[<, E], by
arguing that HyperLTL cannot express requirements which relate at some point in time an
unbounded number of traces. Since KLTL [9] can express such properties, KLTL and related
epistemic temporal logics are natural candidates for logics that are expressively equivalent to
F O[<, E]. Another promising candidate is HyperLTL with past operators, motivated by the
results on HyperCTL∗ with past [3].
Acknowledgements. We thank Markus N. Rabe and Leander Tentrup for fruitful discussions.
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Abstract
Distribution testing deals with what information can be deduced about an unknown distribution
over {1, . . . , n}, where the algorithm is only allowed to obtain a relatively small number of
independent samples from the distribution. In the extended conditional sampling model, the
algorithm is also allowed to obtain samples from the restriction of the original distribution on
subsets of {1, . . . , n}.
In 2015, Canonne, Diakonikolas, Gouleakis and Rubinfeld unified several previous results,
and showed that for any property of distributions satisfying a “decomposability” criterion, there
exists an algorithm (in the basic model) that can distinguish with high probability distributions
satisfying the property from distributions that are far from it in variation distance.
We present here a more efficient yet simpler algorithm for the basic model, as well as very
efficient algorithms for the conditional model, which until now was not investigated under the
umbrella of decomposable properties. Additionally, we provide an algorithm for the conditional
model that handles a much larger class of properties.
Our core mechanism is a way of efficiently producing an interval-partition of {1, . . . , n} that
satisfies a “fine-grain” quality. We show that with such a partition at hand we can directly move
forward with testing individual intervals, instead of first searching for the “correct” partition of
{1, . . . , n}.
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1.1

Introduction
Historical background

In most computational problems that arise from modeling real-world situations, we are
required to analyze large amounts of data to decide if it satisfies a fixed property. The
amount of data involved is usually too large for reading it in its entirety, both with respect
to time and storage. In such situations, it is natural to ask for algorithms that can sample
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points from the data and obtain a significant estimate for the property of interest. The area
of property testing addresses this issue by studying algorithms that look at a small part of
the data, and then decide if the object that generated the data has the property or is far
(according to some metric) from having the property.
There has been a long line of research, especially in statistics, where the underlying object
from which we obtain the data is modeled as a probability distribution. Here the algorithm
is only allowed to ask for independent samples from the distribution, and has to base its
decision on them. If the support of the underlying probability distribution is large, it is not
practical to approximate the entire distribution. Thus, it is natural to study this problem in
the context of property testing.
The specific sub-area of property testing that is dedicated to the study of distributions is
called distribution testing. There, the input is a probability distribution (in this paper the
domain is the set {1, 2, . . . , n}) and the objective is to distinguish whether the distribution
has a certain property, such as uniformity or monotonicity, or is far in `1 distance from it.
See [7] for a survey about the realm of distribution testing.
Testing properties of distributions was studied by Batu et al. in [5], where they gave
a sublinear query algorithm for testing closeness of distributions supported over the set
{1, 2, . . . , n}. They extended the idea of collision counting, which was implicitly used for
uniformity testing in the work of Goldreich and Ron ([15]). Consequently, various properties
of probability distributions were studied, like testing identity with a known distribution
([4, 19, 2, 12]), testing independence of a distribution over a product space ([4, 2]), and
testing k-wise independence ([3]).
In recent years, distribution testing has been extended beyond the classical model. A new
model called the conditional sampling model was introduced. It first appeared independently
in [9] and [10]. In the conditional sampling model, the algorithm queries the input distribution
µ with a set S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}, and gets an index sampled according to µ conditioned on the
set S. Notice that if S = {1, 2, . . . , n}, then this is exactly like in the standard model. The
conditional sampling model allows adaptive querying of µ, since we can choose the set S
based on the indexes sampled until now. Chakraborty et al. ([10]) and Canonne et al. ([9])
showed that testing uniformity can be done with a number of queries not depending on
n (the latter presenting an optimal test), and investigated the testing of other properties
of distributions. In [10], it is also shown that uniformity can be tested with poly(log n)
conditional samples by a non-adaptive algorithm. In this work, we study distribution testing
in the standard (unconditional) sampling model, as well as in the conditional model.
A line of work which is central to our paper, is the testing of distributions for structure.
The objective is to test whether a given distribution has some structural properties like
being monotone ([6]), being a k-histogram ([16, 12]), or being log-concave ([2]). Canonne et
al. ([8]) unified these results to show that if a property of distributions has certain structural
characteristics, then membership in the property can be tested efficiently using samples from
the distribution. More precisely, they introduced the notion of L-decomposable distributions
as a way to unify various algorithms for testing distributions for structure. Informally,
an L-decomposable distribution µ supported over {1, 2, . . . , n} is one that has an interval
partition I of {1, 2, . . . , n} of size bounded by L, such that for every interval I, either the
weight of µ on it is small or the distribution over the interval is close to uniform. A property
C of distributions is L-decomposable if every distribution µ ∈ C is L-decomposable (L is
allowed to depend on n). This generalizes various properties of distributions like being
monotone, unimodal, log-concave etc. In this setting, their result for a set of distributions
C supported over {1, 2, . . . , n} translates to the following: if every distribution µ from C is
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L-decomposable, then there is an efficient algorithm for testing whether a given distribution
belongs to the property C.
To achieve their results, Canonne et al. ([8]) show that if a distribution µ supported
over [n] is L-decomposable, then it is O(L log n)-decomposable where the intervals are of
the form [j2i + 1, (j + 1)2i ]. This presents a natural approach of computing the interval
partition in a recursive manner, by bisecting an interval if it has a large probability weight
and is not close to uniform. Once they get an interval partition, they learn the “flattening”
of the distribution over this partition, and check if this distribution is close to the property
C. The term “flattening” refers to the distribution resulting from making µ conditioned
on any interval of the partition to be uniform. When applied to a partition corresponding
to a decomposition of the distribution, the learned flattening is also close to the original
distribution. Because of this, in the case where there is a promise that µ is L-decomposable,
the above can be viewed as a learning algorithm, where they obtain an explicit distribution
that is close to µ. Without the promise it can be viewed as an agnostic learning algorithm.
For further elaboration of this connection see [11].

1.2

Results and techniques

In this paper, we extend the body of knowledge about testing L-decomposable properties. We
improve upon the previously known bound on the sample complexity, and give much better
bounds when conditional samples are allowed. Additionally, for the conditional model, we
provide a test for a broader family of properties, that we call atlas-characterizable properties.
Atlas-characterizable properties include the family of symmetric properties, of which a subset
is studied in [20] in the unconditional context, and [10] studies them in the conditional model.
Our approach differs from that of [8] in the manner in which we obtain the interval
partition. We show that a partition where most intervals that are not singletons have
small probability weight is sufficient to learn the distribution µ, even though it is not the
original L-decomposition of µ. We show that if a distribution µ is L-decomposable, then the
“flattening” of µ with respect to this partition is close to µ. It turns out that such a partition
can be obtained in “one shot” without resorting to a recursive search procedure.
We obtain a partition as above using a method of partition pulling that we develop
here. Informally, a pulled partition is obtained by sampling indexes from µ, and taking the
partition induced by the samples in the following way: each sampled index is a singleton
interval, and the rest of the partition is composed of the maximal intervals between sampled
indexes. Apart from the obvious simplicity of this procedure, it also has the advantage of
providing a partition with a significantly smaller number of intervals, linear in L for a fixed
, and with no dependency on n unless L itself depends on it. This makes our algorithm
more efficient in query complexity than the one of [8] in the unconditional sampling model,
and leads to a dramatically small sampling complexity in the (adaptive) conditional model.
Another feature of the partition pulling method is that it provides a partition with small
weight intervals also when the distribution is not L-decomposable. This allows us to use the
partition in a different manner later on, in the algorithm for testing atlas-characterizable
properties using conditional samples.
The main common ground between our approach for L-decomposable properties and
that of [8] is the method of testing by implicit learning, as defined formally in [13] (see
[18]). In particular, the results also provide a means to learn a distribution close to µ if µ
satisfies the tested property. We also provide a test under the conditional query model for the
extended class of atlas-characterizable properties that we define below, which generalizes both
decomposable and symmetric properties. A learning algorithm for this class is not provided;
only an “atlas” of the input distribution rather than the distribution itself is learned.
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Table 1 Summary of our results.

L-decomposable
Unconditional
Adaptive conditional
Non-adaptive conditional
k-characterized by atlases
Adaptive conditional

Result
(testing and learning)
√
nL/poly()
L/poly()
L · poly(log n, 1/)
(testing)
k · poly(log n, 1/)

Known lower bound
√
Ω( n/2 ) for L = 1 [17]
Ω(L) for some fixed  [10]
Ω(log n) for L = 1 and some fixed 
[1]
√
Ω( log log n) for k = 1, and some
fixed  [10]

√
Our result for unconditional testing (Theorem 27) gives a nL/poly() query algorithm
in the standard (unconditional) sampling model for testing an L-decomposable property of
distributions. Our method of finding a good partition for µ using pulled partitions, that we
explained above, avoids the log n factor present in Theorem 3.3 of [8]. The same method
enables us to extend our results to the conditional query model, which we present for both
adaptive and non-adaptive algorithms. Table 1 summarizes our results and known lower
bounds1 . We note that the hidden dependencies on  in the theorems we present are not
optimized. The optimized versions will appear in the journal version of this paper.

2

Preliminaries

We study the problem of testing properties of probability distributions supported over [n]
(the set {1, . . . , n}), when given samples from the distribution. For two distributions µ
and χ, we say that µ is -far from χ if they are far in the `1 norm, that is, d(µ, χ) =
P
i∈[n] |µ(i) − χ(i)| > . For a property of distributions C, we say that µ is -far from C if
for all χ ∈ C, d(µ, χ) > .
Outside the `1 norm between distributions, we also use the `∞ norm, kµ − χk∞ =
maxi∈[n] |µ(i) − χ(i)|, the following measure for uniformity and, implicitly throughout, an
observation that is directly implied from this definition.
I Definition 1. For a distribution µ over a domain I, we define the bias of µ to be
bias(µ) = maxi∈I µ(i)/ mini∈I µ(i) − 1.
I Observation 2. For any two distributions µ and χ over a domain I of size m, d(µ, χ) ≤
1
mkµ − χk∞ . Also, kµ − UI k∞ ≤ m
bias(µ), where UI is the uniform distribution over I.
We study the problem, both in the standard model, where the algorithm is given indexes
sampled from the distribution, as well as in the model of conditional samples. The conditional
model was first studied in the independent works of Chakraborty et al. ([10]) and Canonne
et al ([9]). We first give the definition of a conditional oracle for a distribution µ.

1

The lower bounds for unconditional and non-adaptive conditional testing of L-decomposable properties
with L = 1 are exactly the lower bounds for uniformity testing; the lower bound for adaptive conditional
testing follows easily from the proved existence of properties that have no sub-linear complexity adaptive
conditional tests; finally, the lower bound for properties k-characterized by atlases with k = 1 is just a
bound for a symmetric property constructed there. About the last one, we conjecture that there exist
properties with much higher lower bounds.
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Input: Distribution µ supported over [n], parameters η > 0 (fineness) and δ > 0 (error
probability)
 
3
η

3
ηδ

1

Take m =

2

Arrange the indices sampled in increasing order i1 < i2 < · · · < ir without repetition
and set i0 = 0
for each j ∈ [r] do
if ij > ij−1 + 1 then add the interval {ij−1 + 1, . . . , ij − 1} to I;
Add the singleton interval {ij } to I

3
4
5
6
7

log

unconditional samples from µ

if ir < n then add the interval {ir + 1, . . . , n} to I;
return I
Algorithm 1: Pulling an η-fine partition.

I Definition 3 (conditional oracle). A conditional oracle to a distribution µ supported over
[n] is a black-box that takes as input a set A ⊆ [n], samples a point i ∈ A with probability
P
P
µ(i)/ j∈A µ(j), and returns i. If j∈A µ(j) = 0, then it chooses i ∈ A uniformly at random.
I Remark. The behaviour of the conditional oracle on sets A with µ(A) = 0 is as per the
model of Chakraborty et al. [10]. However, upper bounds in this model also hold in the
model of Canonne et al. [9], and most lower bounds can be easily converted to it.
Now we define adaptive conditional distribution testing algorithms. The definition of
their non-adaptive version, which we will also analyze, appears in [14].
I Definition 4. An adaptive conditional distribution testing algorithm for a property of
distributions C, with parameters , δ > 0, and n ∈ N, with query complexity q(, δ, n), is
a randomized algorithm with access to a conditional oracle of a distribution µ with the
following properties:
For each i ∈ [q], at the ith phase, the algorithm generates a set Ai ⊆ [n], based on
j1 , j2 , · · · , ji−1 and its internal coin tosses, and calls the conditional oracle with Ai to
receive an element ji , drawn independently of j1 , j2 , · · · , ji−1 .
Based on the received elements j1 , j2 , · · · , jq and its internal coin tosses, the algorithm
accepts or rejects the distribution µ.
If µ ∈ C, then the algorithm accepts with probability at least 1 − δ, and if µ is -far from C,
then the algorithm rejects with probability at least 1 − δ.

3

Fine partitions and how to pull them

We define the notion of η-fine partitions of a distribution µ supported over [n], which are
central to all our algorithms.
I Definition 5 (η-fine interval partition). Given a distribution µ over [n], an η-fine interval
partition of µ is an interval-partition I = (I1 , I2 , . . . , Ir ) of [n] such that for all j ∈ [r],
µ(Ij ) ≤ η, excepting the case |Ij | = 1. The length |I| of an interval partition I is the number
of intervals in it.
Algorithm 1 is the pulling mechanism. The idea is to take independent unconditional
samples from µ, make them into singleton intervals in our interval-partition I, and then take
the intervals between these samples as the remaining intervals in I.
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Input: Distribution µ supported over [n], parameters η, γ > 0 (fineness) and δ > 0
(error probability)
 
3
η

5
γδ

1

Take m =

2

Perform Step 2 through Step 6 of Algorithm 1.
return I
Algorithm 2: Pulling an (η, γ)-fine partition.

3

log

unconditional samples from µ

I Lemma 6. Let µ be a distribution that is supported over [n], and η, δ > 0, and suppose
that these are fed to Algorithm 1. Then, with probability at least 1 − δ, the
of intervals
I
 set 

1
returned by Algorithm 1 is an η-fine interval partition of µ of length O η1 log ηδ
.
Proof. Let I the set of intervals returned by Algorithm 1. The guarantee on the length of I
follows from the number of samples taken in Step 1, noting that |I| ≤ 2r − 1 = O(m).
Let J be a maximal set of pairwise disjoint minimal intervals I in [n], such that µ(I) ≥ η/3
for every interval I ∈ J . Note that every i for which µ(i) ≥ η/3 necessarily appears as a
singleton interval {i} ∈ J . Also clearly |J | ≤ 3/η.
We shall first show that if an interval I 0 is such that µ(I 0 ) ≥ η, then it fully contains
some interval I ∈ J . Then, we shall show that, with probability at least 1 − δ, the samples
taken in Step 1 include an index from every interval I ∈ J . By Steps 2 to 6 of the algorithm
and the above, this implies the statement of the lemma.
Let I 0 be an interval such that µ(I 0 ) ≥ η, and assume on the contrary that it contains no
interval from J . Clearly it may intersect without containing at most two intervals Il , Ir ∈ J .
Also, µ(I 0 ∩ Il ) < η/3 because otherwise we could have replaced Il with I 0 ∩ Il in J , and the
same holds for µ(I 0 ∩ Ir ). But this means that µ(I \ (Il ∪ Ir )) > η/3, and so we could have
added I \ (Il ∪ Ir ) to J , again a contradiction.
Let I ∈ J . The probability that an index from I is not sampled is at most (1 −
η/3)3 log(3/ηδ)/η ≤ δη/3. By a union bound over all I ∈ J , with probability at least 1 − δ,
the samples taken in Step 1 include an index from every interval in J .
J
The following is a definition of a variation of a fine partition, where we allow some
intervals of small total weight to violate the original requirements.
I Definition 7 ((η, γ)-fine partitions). Given a distribution µ over [n], an (η, γ)-fine interval
P
partition is an interval partition I = (I1 , I2 , . . . , Ir ) such that I∈HI µ(I) ≤ γ, where HI is
the set of violating intervals {I ∈ I : µ(I) > η, |I| > 1}.
In our applications, γ will be larger than η by a factor of L, which would allow us through
Algorithm 2 to avoid having additional log L factors in our expressions for the unconditional
and the adaptive tests.
I Lemma 8. Let µ be a distribution that is supported over [n], and γ, η, δ > 0, and suppose
that these are fed to Algorithm 2. Then, with probability at least 1 − δ, the set
 of intervals
  I
1
returned by Algorithm 2 is an (η, γ)-fine interval partition of µ of length O η1 log γδ
.
The proof of this lemma is based on Lemma 6 and appears in [14].

4

Handling decomposable distributions

The notion of L-decomposable distributions was defined and studied in [8]. They showed
that a large class of properties, such as monotonicity and log-concavity, are L-decomposable.
We now formally define L-decomposable distributions and properties, as given in [8].
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I Definition 9 ((γ, L)-decomposable distributions [8]). For an integer L, a distribution µ supported over [n] is (γ, L)-decomposable, if there exists an interval partition I = (I1 , I2 , . . . , I` )
of [n], where ` ≤ L, such that for all j ∈ [`], at least one of the following holds.
γ
1. µ(Ij ) ≤ L
.
2. maxi∈Ij µ(i) ≤ (1 + γ) mini∈Ij µ(i).
The second condition in the definition of a (γ, L)-decomposable distribution is identical
to saying that bias(µ Ij ) ≤ γ. An L-decomposable property is now defined in terms of all
its members being decomposable distributions.
I Definition 10 (L-decomposable properties, [8]). For a function L : (0, 1] × N → N, we say
that a property of distributions C is L-decomposable, if for every γ > 0, and µ ∈ C supported
over [n], µ is (γ, L(γ, n))-decomposable.
Recall that part of the algorithm for learning such distributions is finding (through
pulling) what we referred to as a fine partition. Such a partition may still have intervals
where the conditional distribution over them is far from uniform. However, we shall show
that for L-decomposable distributions, the total weight of such “bad” intervals is not high.
The next lemma shows that every fine partition of an (γ, L)-decomposable distribution
has only a small weight concentrated on “non-uniform” intervals, and thus it will be sufficient
to deal with the “uniform” intervals.
I Lemma 11. Let µ be a distribution supported over [n] which is (γ, L)-decomposable. For
every γ/L-fine interval partition I 0 = (I10 , I20 , . . . , Ir0 ) of µ, the following holds:
P
0
j∈[r]:bias(µ 0 )>γ µ(Ij ) ≤ 2γ.
I

j

Proof. Let I = (I1 , I2 , . . . , I` ) be the L-decomposition of µ, where ` ≤ L. Let I 0 =
(I10 , I20 , . . . , Ir0 ) be an interval partition of [n] such that for all j ∈ [r], µ(Ij0 ) ≤ γ/L or |Ij0 | = 1.
Any interval Ij0 for which bias(µ Ij0 ) > γ, is either completely inside an interval Ik such
that µ(Ik ) ≤ γ/L, or intersects more than one interval (and in particular |Ij0 | > 1). There
are at most L − 1 intervals in I 0 that intersect more than one interval in I. The sum of the
weights of all such intervals is at most γ.
For any interval Ik of I such that µ(Ik ) ≤ γ/L, the sum of the weights of intervals from
0
I that lie completely inside Ik is at most γ/L. Thus, the total weight of all such intervals is
bounded by γ. Therefore, the sum of the weights of intervals Ij0 such that bias(µ Ij0 ) > γ is
at most 2γ.
J
In order to get better bounds, we will use the counterpart of this lemma for the more
general (two-parameter) notion of a fine partition.
I Lemma 12. Let µ be a distribution supported over [n] which is (γ, L)-decomposable.
For every (γ/L, γ)-fine interval partition I 0 = (I10 , I20 , . . . , Ir0 ) of µ, the following holds:
P
0
j∈[r]:bias(µ 0 )>γ µ(Ij ) ≤ 3γ.
I

j

Proof. Let I = (I1 , I2 , . . . , I` ) be the L-decomposition of µ, where ` ≤ L. Let I 0 =
(I10 , I20 , . . . , Ir0 ) be an interval partition of [n] such that for a set HI of total weight at most γ,
for all Ij0 ∈ I \ HI , µ(Ij0 ) ≤ γ/L or |Ij0 | = 1.
Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 11, the total weight of intervals Ij0 ∈ I \ HI for which
bias(µ Ij0 ) > γ is at most 2γ. In the worst case, all intervals in HI are also such that
bias(µ Ij0 ) > γ, adding at most γ to the total weight of such intervals.
J
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As previously mentioned, we are not learning the actual distribution but a “flattening”
thereof. We next formally define the flattening of a distribution µ with respect to an interval
partition I. Afterwards we shall describe its advantages and how it can be learned.
I Definition 13. Given a distribution µ supported over [n] and a partition I = (I1 , I2 , . . . , I` ),
of [n] to intervals, the flattening of µ with respect to I is a distribution µI , supported over
[n], such that for i ∈ Ij , µI (i) = µ(Ij )/|Ij |.
The following lemma shows that the flattening of any distribution µ, with respect to any
interval partition that has only small weight on intervals far from uniform, is close to µ.
I Lemma 14. Let µ be a distribution supported on [n], and let I = (I1 , I2 , . . . , Ir ) be an
P
interval partition of µ such that j∈[r]:d(µI ,UI )≥γ µ(Ij ) ≤ η. Then d(µ, µI ) ≤ γ + 2η.
j

j

The proof of this lemma appears in [14]. The good thing about a flattening (for an interval
partition of small length) is that it can be efficiently learned. For this we first make a
technical definition and note a trivial observation, whose proof follows immediately from the
definition:
I Definition 15 (Coarsening). Given µ and I, where |I| = `, we define the coarsening of µ
according to I the distribution µ̂I over [`] as by µ̂I (j) = µ(Ij ) for all j ∈ [`].
I Observation 16. Given a distribution µ̂I over [`], define µI over [n] by µ(i) = µ̂I (ji )/|Iji |,
where ji is the index satisfying i ∈ Iji . This is a distribution, and for any two distributions
µ̂I and χ̂I we have d(µI , χI ) = d(µ̂I , χ̂I ). Moreover, if µ̂I is a coarsening of a distribution
µ over [n], then µI is the respective flattening of µ.
The following lemma, which is proved in [14], shows how learning can be achieved. We will
ultimately use this in conjunction with Lemma 14 as a means to learn a whole distribution
through its flattening.
I Lemma 17. Given a distribution µ supported over [n] and an interval partition I =
(I1 , I2 , . . . , I` ), using 2(`+log(2/δ))
samples, we can obtain an explicit distribution µ0I , supported
2
over [n], such that, with probability at least 1 − δ, d(µI , µ0I ) ≤ .

5

Weakly tolerant interval uniformity tests

To unify our treatment of learning and testing with respect to L-decomposable properties to
all three models (unconditional, adaptive-conditional and non-adaptive-conditional), we first
define what it means to test a distribution µ for uniformity over an interval I ⊆ [n]. The
following definition is technical in nature, but it is what we need to be used as a building
block for our learning and testing algorithms.
I Definition 18 (Weakly tolerant interval tester). A weakly tolerant interval tester is an
algorithm T that takes as input a distribution µ over [n], an interval I ⊆ [n], a maximum
size parameter m, a minimum weight parameter γ, an approximation parameter  and an
error parameter δ, and satisfies the following.
1. If |I| ≤ m, µ(I) ≥ γ, and bias(µ I ) ≤ /100, then the algorithm accepts with probability
at least 1 − δ.
2. If |I| ≤ m, µ(I) ≥ γ, and d(µ I , UI ) > , then the algorithm rejects with probability at
least 1 − δ.
In all other cases, the algorithm may accept or reject with arbitrary probability.
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Input: A distribution µ supported over [n], parameters c, r, an interval partition I
satisfying |I| ≤ r, parameters , δ > 0, a weakly tolerant interval uniformity
tester T taking input values (µ, I, m, γ, , δ).
for s = 20 log(1/δ)/ times do
Take an unconditional sample from µ and let I ∈ I be the interval that contains it
Use the tester T with input values (µ, I, n/c, /r, , δ/2s)
if test rejects then add I to B;
if |B| > 4s then reject else accept
Algorithm 3: Assessing a partition.

For our purposes we will use three weakly tolerant interval testers, one for every model.
These are summed up in the following lemma. They mostly build on previous work on
uniformity testing; the proofs are found in [14].
I Lemma 19. For the input (µ, I, m, γ, , δ), there exist these weakly tolerant interval testers:
√
1. A tester using O( m log(1/δ)/γ2 ) unconditional samples from µ.
2. A tester that adaptively takes log(1/δ)poly(log(1/))/2 conditional samples from µ.
3. A non-adaptive tester that takes poly(log n, 1/) log(1/δ)/γ conditional samples from µ,
where just the decision depends on I and the queries depend only on the other parameters.
Note that the independence of the queries of I in Item 3 is important in the sequel to
keep the algorithm using it a non-adaptive one.

6

Assessing an interval partition

Through either Lemma 6 or Lemma 8 we can construct a fine partition, and then through
either Lemma 11 or Lemma 12 respectively we know that if µ is decomposable, then most of
the weight is concentrated on intervals with a small bias. However, eventually we would like
a test that works for decomposable and non-decomposable distributions alike. For this we
need a way to assess an interval partition as to whether it is indeed suitable for learning a
distribution. This is done through a weighted sampling of intervals, for which we employ a
weakly tolerant tester. The following is the formal description, given as Algorithm 3.
To analyze it, first, for a fine interval partition, we bound the total weight of intervals
where the weakly tolerant tester is not guaranteed a small error probability; recall that T as
used in Step 3 guarantees a correct output only for an interval I satisfying µ(I) ≥ /r and
|I| ≤ n/c.
I Observation 20. Define NI = {I ∈ I : |I| > n/c or µ(I) < /r}. If I is (η, γ)-fine, where
S
cη + γ ≤ , then µ( I∈NI I) ≤ 2.
The proof of this observation appears in [14]. The following “completeness” lemma states
that the typical case for a fine partition of a decomposable distribution, i.e. the case where
most intervals exhibit a small bias, is correctly detected.
I Lemma 21. Suppose that I is (η, γ)-fine, where cη + γ ≤ . Define GI = {i : I : bias(µ I )
S
≤ /100}. If µ( I∈GI ) ≥ 1 − , then Algorithm 3 accepts with probability at least 1 − δ.
The proof of this lemma appears in [14]. The following “soundness” lemma states that if
too much weight is concentrated on intervals where µ is far from uniform in the `1 distance,
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Input: Distribution µ supported over [n], parameters L (decomposability),  > 0
(accuracy), a weakly tolerant interval uniformity tester T taking input values
(µ, I, m, γ, , δ)
Use Algorithm 2 with input values (µ, /2000L, /2000, 1/9) to obtain a partition I
with |I| ≤ r = 105 L log(1/)/
Use Algorithm 3 with input values (µ, L, r, I, /20, 1/9, T)
if Algorithm 3 rejected then reject;
Use Lemma 17 with values (µ, I, /10, 1/9) to obtain µ0I
return µ0I
Algorithm 4: Learning an L-decomposable distribution.

then the algorithm rejects. Later we will show that this is the only situation where µ cannot
be easily learned through its flattening according to I.
I Lemma 22. Suppose that I is (η, γ)-fine, where cη + γ ≤ . Define FI = {i : I : d(µ I ,
S
UI ) > }. If µ( I∈FI ) ≥ 7, then Algorithm 3 rejects with probability at least 1 − δ.
The proof of this lemma appears in [14]. Finally, we present the query complexity of the
algorithm. It is presented as generally quadratic in log(1/δ), but this can be made linear
easily by first using the algorithm with δ = 1/3, and then repeating it O(log(1/δ)) times and
taking the majority vote. When we use this lemma later on, both r and c will be linear in
the decomposability parameter L for a fixed , and δ will be a fixed constant.
I Lemma 23. Algorithm 3 requires O(q log(1/δ)/) many samples, where q is a function of
n/c, /r,  and δ/2s that is the number of samples that the invocation of T in Step 3 requires.
In particular, p
Algorithm 3 can be implemented either as an unconditional sampling
algorithm taking r n/c log2 (1/δ)/poly() many samples, an adaptive conditional sampling
algorithm taking r log2 (1/δ)/poly() many samples, or a non-adaptive conditional sampling
algorithm taking r log2 (1/δ)poly(log n, 1/) many samples.
Proof. A single (unconditional) sample is taken each time Step 2 is reached, and all other
samples are taken by the invocation of T in Step 3. This makes the total number of samples
to be s(q + 1) = O(q log(1/δ)/).
The bound for each individual sampling model follows by plugging in Items 1, 2 and 3
of Lemma 19 respectively. For the last one it is important that the tester makes its
queries completely independently of I, as otherwise the algorithm would not have been
non-adaptive.
J

7

Learning and testing decomposable distributions and properties

Here we finally put things together to produce a learning algorithm for L-decomposable
distributions. This algorithm is not only guaranteed to learn with high probability a
distribution that is decomposable, but is also guaranteed with high probability to not
produce a wrong output for any distribution (though it may plainly reject a distribution
that is not decomposable). This is presented in Algorithm 4. We present it with a fixed
error probability 2/3 because this is what we use later on, but it is not hard to move to a
general δ.
First we show completeness, that the algorithm succeeds for decomposable distributions.
I Lemma 24. If µ is (/2000, L)-decomposable, then with probability at least 2/3, Algorithm
4 produces a distribution µ0 so that d(µ, µ0 ) ≤ .
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Proof. By Lemma 8, with probability at least 8/9, the partition I is (/2000L, /2000)-fine,
P
which means by Lemma 12 that j∈[r]:bias(µ 0 )>/2000 µ(Ij0 ) ≤ 3/2000. When this occurs,
I

j

by Lemma 21 with probability at least 8/9, Algorithm 3 will accept and so the algorithm will
move past Step 3. In this situation, in particular by Lemma 14 we have that d(µI , µ) ≤ 15/20
(in fact this can be bounded much smaller here), and with probability at least 8/9 (by Lemma
17) Step 4 provides a distribution that is /10-close to µI and hence -close to µ.
J
Next we show that the algorithm will, with high probability, not mislead about the
distribution, whether it is decomposable or not.
I Lemma 25. For any µ, the probability that Algorithm 4 produces (without rejecting) a
distribution µ0 for which d(µ, µ0 ) >  is bounded by 2/9.
Proof. Consider the interval partition I. By Lemma 8, with probability at least 8/9, it is
P
(/2000L, /2000)-fine. When this happens, if I is such that j:d(µI ,UI ) µ(Ij ) > 7/20,
j

j

then by Lemma 22 with probability at least 8/9, the algorithm will reject in Step 3, and we
are done (recall that here a rejection is an allowable outcome).
P
On the other hand, if I is such that j:d(µI ,UI ) µ(Ij ) ≤ 7/20, then by Lemma 14
j

j

we have that d(µI , µ) ≤ 15/20, and with probability at least 8/9 (by Lemma 17), Step
4 provides a distribution that is /10-close to µI and hence -close to µ, which is also an
allowable outcome.
J
We now plug in the sample complexity bounds and afterwards summarize all as a theorem.
I Lemma 26. Algorithm 4 requires O(L log(1/)/ + q/ + L log(1/)/3 ) many samples,
where the value q = q(n/L, 2 /105 L log(1/), /20, /2000) is a bound on the number of
samples that each invocation of T inside Algorithm 3 requires.
In particular,√Algorithm 4 can be implemented either as an unconditional sampling
algorithm taking nL/poly() many samples, an adaptive conditional sampling algorithm
taking L/poly() many samples, or a non-adaptive conditional sampling algorithm taking
Lpoly(log n, 1/) many samples.
Proof. The three summands in the general expression follow respectively from the sample
complexity calculations of Lemma 8 for Step 1, Lemma 23 for Step 2, and Lemma 17 for Step
4 respectively. Also note that all samples outside Step 2 are unconditional. The bound for
each individual sampling model follows from the respective bound stated in Lemma 23. J
I Theorem 27. Algorithm 4 is capable of learning an (/2000, L)-decomposable distribution,
giving with probability at least 2/3, a distribution that is -close to it, such that for no
distribution will it give as output a distribution -far from it with probability more
√ than 1/3.
It can be implemented either as an unconditional sampling algorithm taking nL/poly()
many samples, an adaptive conditional sampling algorithm taking L/poly() many samples,
or a non-adaptive conditional sampling algorithm taking Lpoly(log n, 1/) many samples.
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 24, 25 and 26 respectively.

J

Algorithm 5, next, is a direct application of the above to testing decomposable properties.
I Theorem 28. Algorithm 5 is a test (with error probability 1/3) for the L-decomposable
property C. For L√= L(/4000, n), It can be implemented either as an unconditional sampling
algorithm taking nL/poly() many samples, an adaptive conditional sampling algorithm
taking L/poly() many samples, or a non-adaptive conditional sampling algorithm taking
Lpoly(log n, 1/) many samples.
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Input: Distribution µ supported over [n], function L : (0, 1] × N → N
(decomposability), parameter  > 0 (accuracy), an L-decomposable property C
of distributions, a weakly tolerant interval uniformity tester T taking input
values (µ, I, m, γ, , δ).
Use Algorithm 4 with input values (µ, L(/4000, n), /2, T) to obtain µ0
if Algorithm 4 accepted and µ0 is /2-close to C then accept else reject
Algorithm 5: Testing L-decomposable properties.

Proof. The number and the nature of the samples are determined fully by the application
of Algorithm 4 in Step 1, and are thus the same as in Theorem 27. Also by this theorem,
for a distribution µ ∈ C, with probability at least 2/3, an /2-close distribution µ0 will be
produced, and so it will be accepted in Step 2.
Finally, if µ is -far from C, then with probability at least 2/3, Step 1 will either produce
a rejection, or again produce µ0 that is /2-close to µ. In the latter case, µ0 will be /2-far
from C by the triangle inequality, and so Step 2 will reject in either case.
J

8

Introducing properties characterized by atlases

In this section, we formally define properties characterized by atlases. It is shown in [14,
Section 9], that distributions that are L-decomposable are, in particular, characterized by
atlases. First we start with the definition of an inventory.
I Definition 29 (Inventory). Given an interval I = [a, b] ⊆ [n] and a real-valued function ν :
[a, b] → [0, 1], the inventory of ν over [a, b] is the multiset M corresponding to (ν(a), . . . , ν(b)).
That is, we keep count of the function values over the interval including repetitions, but
ignore their order.
I Definition 30 (Atlas). Given a distribution µ over [n], and an interval partition I =
(I1 , . . . , Ik ) of [n], the atlas A of µ over I is the ordered pair (I, M), where M is the
sequence of multisets (M1 , . . . , Mk ) so that Mj is the inventory of µ (considered as a realvalued function) over Ij for every j ∈ [k]. In this setting, we also say that µ conforms
to A.
There can be many distributions over [n] with the same atlas. We also denote by an atlas
A any ordered pair (I, M) where I is an interval partition of [n] and M is a sequence of
multisets of the same length, so that the total sum of all members of all multisets is 1. It is a
simple observation that for every such A there exists at least one distribution that conforms
to it. The length of an atlas |A| is defined as the shared length of its interval partition and
sequence of multisets. Next we define when a property is characterized by atlases.
I Definition 31. For a function k : (0, 1] × N → N, we say that a property of distributions C
is k-characterized by atlases if for every n ∈ N and every  > 0 we have a set A of atlases of
lengths bounded by k(, n), so that every distribution µ over [n] satisfying C conforms to
some A ∈ A, while on the other hand no distribution µ that conforms to any A ∈ A is -far
from satisfying C.
In [14, Section 9], we give some examples of such properties, and show that characterizability is preserved also when switching to a tolerant testing scheme. The following is the
main result, whose proof is given in [14, Section 9].
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I Theorem 32. If C is a property of distributions that is k-characterized by atlases, then
for any  > 0 there is an adaptive conditional testing algorithm for C with query complexity
k(/5, n) · poly(log n, 1/) (and error probability bound 1/3).
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Abstract
The rigidity of a matrix A for a target rank r over a field F is the minimum Hamming distance
between A and a matrix of rank at most r. Rigidity is a classical concept in Computational
Complexity Theory: constructions of rigid matrices are known to imply lower bounds of significant importance relating to arithmetic circuits. Yet, from the viewpoint of Parameterized
Complexity, the study of central properties of matrices in general, and of the rigidity of a matrix
in particular, has been neglected. In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive study of different
aspects of the computation of the rigidity of general matrices in the framework of Parameterized
Complexity. Naturally, given parameters r and k, the Matrix Rigidity problem asks whether
the rigidity of A for the target rank r is at most k. We show that in case F = R or F is any finite
field, this problem is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to k + r. To this end, we present a
dimension reduction procedure, which may be a valuable primitive in future studies of problems
of this nature. We also employ central tools in Real Algebraic Geometry, which are not well
known in Parameterized Complexity, as a black box. In particular, we view the output of our
dimension reduction procedure as an algebraic variety. Our main results are complemented by
a W[1]-hardness result and a subexponential-time parameterized algorithm for a special case of
Matrix Rigidity, highlighting the different flavors of this problem.
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Introduction

The rigidity of a matrix is a classical concept in Computational Complexity Theory, which
was introduced by Grigoriev [7, 8] in 1976 and by Valiant [22] in 1977. Constructions of rigid
matrices are known, for instance, to imply lower bounds of significant importance relating
to arithmetic circuits. Yet, from the viewpoint of Parameterized Complexity, the study of
central properties of matrices in general, and of the rigidity of a matrix in particular, has
been neglected. The few papers that do consider such properties are restricted to the very
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special case of adjacency matrices, and therefore they are primarily studies in Graph Theory
rather than Matrix Theory [16, 17]. In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive study of
different aspects of the computation of the rigidity of general matrices in the framework of
Parameterized Complexity.
Formally, given a matrix A over a field F, the rigidity of A, denoted by RFA (r), is defined
as the minimum Hamming distance between A and a matrix of rank at most r. In other
words, RFA (r) is the minimum number of entries in A that need to be edited in order to obtain
a matrix of rank at most r. Naturally, given parameters r and k, the Matrix Rigidity
problem asks whether RFA (r) ≤ k. The case when F = Q or the edited entries must contain
integers, it is not even known whether the problem is decidable [19]. We therefore focus on
the cases where F = R or F is any finite field. Formally, we study the following forms of
Matrix Rigidity. Here, FF Matrix Rigidity is not restricted to a specific finite field Fp ,
but includes Fp as part of the input.
Real Matrix Rigidity

Parameter: r, k

Input: A matrix A with each entry an integer, and two non-negative integers r, k.
Question: Is RR
A (r) ≤ k?

FF Matrix Rigidity

Parameter: p, r, k

Input: A finite field Fp of order p, a matrix A over Fp , and two non-negative integers r, k.
F
Question: Is RAp (r) ≤ k?
Valiant [22] presented the notion of the rigidity of a matrix as a means to prove lower
bounds for linear algebraic circuits. He showed that the existence of an n × n matrix A
with RFA (n) ≥ n1+δ would imply that the linear transformation defined by A cannot be
computed by any arithmetic circuit having size O(n) and depth O(log n) in which each gate
of the circuit computes a linear combination of its inputs. Later, Razborov [18] (see [14])
established relations between lower bounds on rigidity of matrices over the reals or finite
fields and strong separation results in Communication Complexity. Although many efforts
have been made in this direction [6, 20, 12, 10] (this is not an exhaustive list), proofs of
separation lower bounds (quadratic) for explicit families of matrices still remains elusive. For
a recent survey on this topic we refer the reader to [13]. The formulation of the Matrix
Rigidity as stated in this paper was first considered by Mahajan and Sharma [15], and
it was shown to be NP-Hard for any field by Deshpande [4]. In this paper, we study the
concept of the rigidity of a matrix from a different perspective, given by the framework of
Parameterized Complexity (see Section 2).
We remark that Meesum et al. [16] and Meesum and Saurabh [17] studied the following
problems, which are related to Matrix Rigidity but are simpler than it as they are
restricted to graphs. Given a graph G = (V, E) and two non-negative integers r, k, r-Rank
Vertex Deletion (r-Rank Edge Deletion) asks whether one can delete at most k
vertices (resp. edges) from G so that the rank of its adjacency matrix would be at most r,
while r-Rank Edge Editing asks whether one can edit k edges in G so that the rank of its
adjacency matrix would be at most r.1 For undirected graphs, Meesum et al. [16] proved
that these problems are NP-Hard even if r is fixed, but can be solved in time O∗ (2O(k log r) ).
They also showed that r-Rank Edge Deletion and r-Rank Edge Editing can be solved
1

Editing an edge {u, v} means that if {u, v} ∈ E then {u, v} is deleted, and otherwise it is added.
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). Meesum and Saurabh [17] obtained similar results for directed

Our Contribution. In this paper, we establish that both Real Matrix Rigidity and FF
Matrix Rigidity are FPT with respect to r + k. Specifically, we obtain the following results.
I Theorem 1. Real Matrix Rigidity can be solved in time O∗ (2O((r+k)·log(r·k)) ).
I Theorem 2. FF Matrix Rigidity can be solved in time O∗ (f (r, k)) for a function f
that depends only on r and k.
Observe that the dependency of the running times on the dimension of the input matrix
is polynomial, and in the case of FF Matrix Rigidity, the dependency of the running
time on p is also polynomial. In the case of Real Matrix Rigidity, the dependency of
the running time on the maximum length (in binary) of any entry in both input and output
matrices is polynomial. In this context, recall that in case F = Q or the edited entries must
contain integers, it is not even known whether Matrix Rigidity is decidable [19]. We also
show that,
I Theorem 3 (?2 ). FF Matrix Rigidity is solvable in time O∗ (2O(f (r,p)
function f that depends only on r and p.

√

k log k)

) for some

Here, the dependency of the running time on k is subexponential, but the dependency of the
running time on p is unsatisfactory in case p is not fixed. This algorithm adapts ideas from
the papers [16, 17].
To obtain our main results, we first present a dimension reduction procedure, which
we believe to be a valuable primitive in future studies of problems of this nature. Our
procedure is simple to describe and given an instance of Matrix Rigidity, it outputs (in
polynomial time) an equivalent instance where the matrix contains at most O((r · k)2 ) entries.
Furthermore, the set of entries of the output matrix is a subset of the set of entries of the
input matrix. We believe this procedure to be of interest independent of our main results
as it establishes that FF Matrix Rigidity admits a polynomial kernel with respect to
r + k + p. The simplicity of our procedure also stems from its modularity—it handles rows
and columns in separate phases. On a high-level, this procedure is defined as follows. For
k + 1 steps, it repeatedly selects a set of maximum size consisting of rows that are linearly
independent, where if the size of this set exceeds r + 1, it is replaced by a subset of size
exactly r + 1. Each such set of rows is removed from the input matrix, and then it is inserted
into the output matrix. At the end of this greedy process, rows that remain in the input
matrix are simply discarded. The correctness of our procedure relies on two key insights:
(i) if the input instance contains more than k + 1 pairwise-disjoint sets of rows that are
linearly independent, and each of these sets is of size at least r + 1, then the input instance
is a NO-instance; (ii) by the pigeonhole principle, any row discarded from the input matrix
belongs to the span of at least one set of rows that cannot be edited. Having an intermediate
matrix with a small number of rows, the procedure applies the exact same process to the
input that is the transpose of this intermediate matrix, thus overall obtaining a matrix with
a small number of entries.
Armed with our dimension reduction procedure, we tackle Real Matrix Rigidity and
FF Matrix Rigidity by employing central tools in Algebraic Geometry, which are not well
2

Due to space constraints, proofs marked by ? are omitted.
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known in Parameterized Complexity, as a black box. For this purpose, we first recall that
the rank of a matrix is at most r if and only if the determinant of all of its (r + 1) × (r + 1)
submatrices is 0. Since at this point we can assume that we have a matrix containing only
O((r · k)2 ) entries at hand, we may “guess” which entries should be edited. Yet, it is not
clear how these entries should be edited. However, with the above observation in mind, we
are able to proceed by viewing our current problem in terms of an algebraic variety (such
a formulation was also used in the context of complexity analysis in [19]). In particular,
this viewpoint gives rise to the applicability of firmly established tools that determine the
feasibility of a system of polynomials [1, 9].
Our main results are complemented by a W[1]-hardness result and a subexponential-time
parameterized algorithm for a special case of Matrix Rigidity, which overall present the
different flavors of this problem and the techniques relevant to its study. We show that both
Real Matrix Rigidity and FF Matrix Rigidity are W[1]-hard with respect to the
parameter k. (The papers [16, 17] already imply that both of these problems are para-NP-Hard
with respect to the parameter r.) Our reduction is inspired by studies in Parameterized
Complexity that involve the Odd Set problem [5], and consists of four reductions, one of
which builds upon the recent work of Bonnet et al. [2].
The complexity of our reduction stems from the fact that unlike previous studies of this
nature, we establish the W[1]-hardness of our problem of interest over any finite field and
over the field of reals rather than only over a specific finite field. Thus, we first need to
define a special case of Odd Set, which we call Partitioned Odd Set, and observe that
its W[1]-hardness follows from the proof of the W[1]-hardness of Odd Set that is given in
[5]. The correctness of our reductions crucially relies on the implications of the properties
of this special case. Our first reduction translates Partitioned Odd Set to a problem
involving matrices rather than sets, which we call Partitioned Odd Matrix. Then, to
be able to discuss any finite field as well as the field of reals, we introduce new variants of
Partitioned Odd Matrix and the Nearest Codeword problem, called F-Odd Matrix
and F-Nearest Codeword, respectively. The application of our second reduction results
in an instance of F-Odd Matrix. Then, the application of our third reduction, which builds
upon [2], results in an instance of F-Nearest Codeword. Finally, we devise a reduction
whose application results in an instance of Matrix Rigidity. Here, we make explicit use
of the fact that the rank of the target matrix can be large. The overall structure of the
reduction may be relevant to studies of other problems where the field is not fixed.

2

Preliminaries

Due to space constraints, some standard notations and definitions have been omitted. The
notation [n] is used to denote the set of integers {1, . . . , n}. Given a matrix A of dimension
m × n, the i-th row of A is denoted by Ai , and the j-th column of A is denoted by Aj . The
rank of a matrix is the cardinality of a maximum-sized collection of linearly independent
e a jumbled matrix of
columns (or rows), and is denoted by rank(A). We call a matrix A
e
A if one can perform a series of row and column exchanges on A to obtain the matrix A.
e a jumbled submatrix of A if there exists a submatrix of A which
Similarly, we call a matrix A
e A mixed matrix is a matrix having either an indeterminate or a
is a jumbled matrix of A.
value at each entry. We will be dealing with mixed matrices where the values belong to a
finite field or R. We use In to denote the identity matrix of size n × n.
Qn
Let x1 , . . . , xn be variables. Then, a monomial is defined as a product i=1 xai i for
Qn
non-negative integers a1 , . . . , an . The degree of a variable xi in a monomial i=1 xai i is
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defined to be the number ai , for i ∈ [n]. The degree of a monomial is defined as the sum
of degrees of each variable occurring in it. A polynomial over a field F consists of a sum
of monomials with coefficients from the field F. The total degree of a polynomial is the
degree of a monomial having maximum degree. Given a system of polynomial equations
P = {P1 = 0, P2 = 0, . . . , Pm = 0} over a field F, we say that P is feasible over F if there
exists an assignment of values from the field F to the variables in P which satisfies every
polynomial contained in P.
Parameterized Complexity. Each problem instance is associated with a parameter k, and
we say that a problem is fixed parameter tractable (FPT) if any instance (I, k) of the problem
can be solved in time τ (k)|I|O(1) , where τ is an arbitrary function of k. Throughout this
paper, we use the standard notation O∗ to hide factors polynomial in |I|.3 On the one hand,
to prove that a problem is FPT, it is possible to give an explicit algorithm of the required
form, called a parameterized algorithm, which solves it. On the other hand, to show that a
problem is unlikely to be FPT, it is possible to use parameterized reductions analogous to
those employed in Classical Complexity. Here, the concept of W[1]-hardness replaces the one
of NP-hardness, and we need not only construct an equivalent instance in FPT time, but
also ensure that the size of the parameter in the new instance depends only on the size of
the parameter in the original instance. For our purposes, it is sufficient to note that if there
exists such a reduction transforming a problem known to be W[1]-hard to another problem
Π, then the problem Π is W[1]-hard as well.
A central notion in Parameterized Complexity is the one of kernelization. Formally,
a parameterized problem Π is said to admit a polynomial kernel if there is a polynomialtime algorithm, called a kernelization algorithm, that given any instance of Π, outputs an
equivalent instance of Π whose size is bounded by τ (k), where τ is a function polynomial in
k and independent of |I|. We say that the reduced instance is a p(k)-kernel for Π. Roughly
speaking, a kernelization algorithm can be viewed as an efficient preprocessing procedure that
satisfies a well defined restriction with respect to the size of its output. For more information
about Parameterized Complexity in general and Kernelization in particular, we refer the
reader to monographs such as [5, 3].

3

Dimension Reduction Procedure

In this section we show how to compress an input instance of Matrix Rigidity to an
equivalent instance in which the matrix has at most O(r2 · k 2 ) entries. This is a crucial step
in obtaining our FPT algorithms for Real Matrix Rigidity and FF Matrix Rigidity.
In particular, this step will imply that FF Matrix Rigidity admits a polynomial kernel
with respect to r + k + p.
Our algorithm is based on the following intuition. Suppose that A is a matrix of rank
`. If we could obtain a sequence B1 , . . . , Bk of pairwise disjoint sets of columns of A where
each set forms a column basis of A, then the answer to the question “can we reduce the
rank of A to a number r < ` by editing at most k entries in A” would have been completely
determined by the answer to the same question where the editing operations are restricted to
the submatrix of A formed by columns in the sets B1 , . . . , Bk . The same conclusion is also
true in the case where each Bi is not necessarily a basis, but simply a set of r + 1 linearly
independent columns. Keeping this intuition in mind, we turn to examine an approach where

3

That is, O∗ (τ (k)) = τ (k) · |I|O(1) .
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we greedily select and remove (one-by-one) k + 1 pairwise disjoint sets of linearly independent
columns. In each iteration, we attempt to select a set whose size is exactly r + 1, where if it
is not possible, we select a set of maximum size.
Now, let us move to the formal part of our arguments. Note that the relation “is a
jumbled matrix of” as defined in Section 2 is an equivalence relation. We need the following
simple observations which follow from the definition of the rank of a matrix.
I Observation 4. Let A ∈ Fm×n be a matrix of rank equal to r. To make the rank of A at
most r − 1, one needs to change at least one entry in A.
e be a jumbled matrix of A. Then, the instances
I Observation 5. For a matrix A, let A
T
T
e
e
(A, r, k), (A , r, k), (A, r, k) and (A , r, k) are equivalent instances of Matrix Rigidity.
e be its jumbled submatrix. Then rank(A)
e ≤ rank(A).
I Observation 6. For a matrix A, let A
Using Observation 6, we have the following.
e is a jumbled submatrix of A and (A,
e r, k) is a NO-instance of
I Observation 7. If A
Matrix Rigidity, then (A, r, k) is also a NO-instance of Matrix Rigidity.
As stated before, our procedure greedily selects a set of columns of A of appropriate
dimension iteratively. A detailed description of the procedure, called Column-Reduction,
can be found in Figure 1. We will now explain the ideas necessary to understand this
procedure, which is the heart of this section. The input to Column-Reduction consists of a
matrix A over any field, given along with non-negative integers k and r. It outputs a matrix
e whose number of columns is bounded by a function of k and r such that the instances
A
e r, k) are equivalent instances of Matrix Rigidity. The computation of a
(A, r, k) and (A,
column basis and linearly independent vectors are done in the field F over which the matrix
A is provided.
The procedure employs several variables. The variable i is used as an index variable
whose initial value is 0, and it is incremented by 1 at a time. The case when the value
of i exceeds k we will show that we are dealing with a NO-instance, otherwise the value
depends on a particular input matrix A and is at most k. The variables M0 , M1 , . . . are
submatrices of the input matrix A, satisfying the property that Mi is a submatrix of Mi−1
with M0 = A. In the first loop of Column-Reduction (line 3), if the matrix Mi has rank
at least r + 1 then the variable Li stores a set of r + 1 linearly independent columns in the
matrix Mi . Additionally, Mi can be obtained by appending the columns in Li to the matrix
Mi+1 . The variable i≤r is set to the value of i where the rank of Mi falls below r + 1—after
its initialization the value of i≤r is not changed. In the second half of the procedure, similar
to the set of variables Li , we define a set of variables Bi which store a column basis of the
matrix Mi (line 6). Recall that in this half of the procedure i ≥ i≤r , and therefore each
matrix Mi is of rank at most r. Additionally, Mi can be obtained by appending the columns
in Bi to the matrix Mi+1 , for i ≥ i≤r . Finally, the matrix L is constructed using all the
columns in each matrix Li , and the matrix B is constructed using all the columns in each
matrix Bi for appropriate values of i. By Observation 4, we have to edit at least i≤r entries
of L to make its rank at most r.
In the procedure Column-Reduction, a YES-instance of appropriate size can be
obtained by taking the matrix Z = [0] (of rank 0), which contains 0 as its only entry. Clearly,
(Z, r, k) is a YES-instance of Matrix Rigidity irrespective of the values of r and k. On the
other hand, the instance (Ir+k+1 , r, k) is a NO-instance of Matrix Rigidity. Therefore,
the matrix Ir+k+1 can be used in place of a NO-instance of appropriate size. We need Z and
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Algorithm: Column-Reduction
Input: A matrix A over some field F, and two non-negative integers r, k.
Output: A matrix having O(r · k) columns.
1. If rank(A) ≤ r then return a YES-instance of appropriate size and exit.
2. Initialize M0 = A and i = 0.
3. While rank(Mi ) ≥ r + 1:
a. Let Li be a set of columns of Mi which is linearly independent in F and whose
size is r + 1.
b. Let Mi+1 be the matrix obtained by deleting the columns in Li from Mi .
c. Increment i by 1.
4. If i > k then return a NO-instance of appropriate size and exit.
// The matrix A has more than k pairwise-disjoint blocks of the form Lj for j ≤ i,
each having r + 1 linearly independent columns. By Observation 4, each block Li
requires at least 1 edit, hence, by Observation 7, (A, r, k) is a NO-instance of Matrix
Rigidity.
5. Let i≤r = i store the index where the rank of Mi falls below r + 1.
6. While i ≤ k:
a. Let Bi be a column basis of Mi .
b. Obtain Mi+1 by deleting the columns in Bi from Mi .
c. If Mi+1 is empty (in other words, Bi = Mi ) then return A.
d. Increment i by 1.
7. Let L be a matrix formed by the columns in each Li for i ∈ {0, . . . , i≤r − 1}.
8. Let B be a matrix formed by the columns in each Bi for i ∈ {i≤r , . . . , k}.
9. Return the matrix formed by the columns in L ∪ B .
//Note that Mk+1 is non-empty if output occurs here.
Figure 1 The column reduction procedure.

Ir+k+1 to satisfy the constraint that a kernel is an instance of the same problem as the input
instance (even though, if the output is given by either line 1 or 4, we have actually solved
the input instance (A, r, k) of Matrix Rigidity in polynomial time). Using the procedure
Column-Reduction, it is straightforward to reduce the number of rows too. The details of
this procedure are given in Figure 2.
I Lemma 8. Let A be a matrix over some field F, and let r and k be two non-negative integers.
Given an instance (A, r, k), the procedure Matrix-Reduction runs in time polynomial in
e satisfying the following properties:
input size and returns a matrix A
2
2
e has at most O(r · k ) entries.
1. A
2. If the output is produced by lines 6c and 9 of Column-Reduction (when called by
e is a jumbled submatrix of A.
Matrix-Reduction), then A
e r, k) is a YES-instance.
3. (A, r, k) is a YES-instance of Matrix Rigidity if and only if (A,
Proof. The steps of procedure Column-Reduction are all computable in polynomial time,
and therefore Matrix-Reduction runs in polynomial time. We now prove the desired
e denote the output of Column-Reduction on the
properties one by one. Let the matrix N
input instance (N, r, k).
Proof of 1. We first bound the size of the output of Column-Reduction. The output of
this procedure can occur at lines 1, 4, 6c and 9. If the output happens at line 1, it has 1 column
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Algorithm: Matrix-Reduction
Input: A matrix A over some field F, and two non-negative integers r, k.
Output: A matrix having O(r · k) × O(r · k) entries.
1. Let CA = Column-Reduction(A, r, k).
T
2. Let RA = Column-Reduction(CA
, r, k).
T
3. Return RA
.
Figure 2 The dimension reduction procedure.

by construction. Similarly, if the output happens at line 4, it has r + k + 1 ≤ (r + 1) · (k + 1)
columns by construction. If the output occurs at line 6c or line 9, then the number of columns
e is at most (k + 1) · (r + 1) as it is constructed using columns of at most i ≤ k matrices,
in N
L0 , . . . , Li≤r −1 , Bi≤r , . . . , Bi , each having at most r + 1 columns.
The procedure Matrix-Reduction first obtains a matrix CA with the aforementioned
number of columns by running Column-Reduction. Then, it runs Column-Reduction
again on the transpose of CA to get its rows bounded. Thus, the dimensions of the output
matrix are as claimed.
J
Proof of 2. The relation “is a jumbled submatrix of” is a transitive relation, therefore it
suffices to show that the procedure Column-Reduction outputs a jumbled submatrix of
A. If the output happens at lines 6c and 9, then the columns in the output matrix are a
subset of the columns in the input matrix. Therefore, in the first line of procedure MatrixT
Reduction CA is a jumbled submatrix of A. Similarly, RA is a jumbled submatrix of CA
.
T
Finally note that for matrices X and Y , X is a jumbled submatrix of Y if and only if X is
T
a jumbled submatrix of Y T . Hence, the output matrix RA
is a jumbled submatrix of A. J
Proof of 3: We first show that the procedure Column-Reduction produces an equivalent
instance of Matrix Rigidity. In the forward direction, suppose that (N, r, k) is a YESinstance of Matrix Rigidity. If the output occurs at line 1, it is a YES-instance by
construction. The output cannot occur at line 4 as (N, r, k) is a YES-instance. At lines 6c
e of the input
and 9, by property 2, Column-Reduction outputs a jumbled submatrix N
matrix N . Let S denote a solution of instance (N, r, k) of Matrix Rigidity. The set
S consists of replaced entries and their indices. We denote the edited matrix obtained
e a solution of (N
e , r, k), by remembering the new positions
from N by NS . We construct S,
e
of columns and rows of N in the matrix N , and then performing the same permutations
e is a jumbled submatrix of NS , by Observation 6,
on the indices of entries in S. As N
e
S
e ) ≤ rank(NS ) ≤ r, hence (N
e , r, k) is a YES-instance of Matrix Rigidity.
rank(N
J
e
S
e , r, k) is a YES-instance of Matrix Rigidity. If
In the backward direction, suppose (N
e
the output of N occurs at lines 1 or 4, then we actually know the solution to the instance
(N, r, k) of Matrix Rigidity (as explained in the pseudocode). If the output occurs at line
e of Column-Reduction is a jumbled matrix of N and the result
6c, then the output N
holds by Observation 5. Now we are left with the case when the output occurs at line 9. Let
e , r, k) of Matrix Rigidity. The matrix edited using a
Se be any solution to the instance (N
e
e
e consists of two submatrices L and B.
solution S is denoted by NSe. Notice that the matrix N
As L consists of i≤r blocks having rank r + 1, by Observation 4, we need to edit at least i≤r
entries in L. So, we can afford to make at most k − i≤r edits in the matrix B. As B consists
of k + 1 − i≤r blocks, by pigeonhole principle there exists at least one block in B, say Bt ,
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e The block Bt has rank at most r and
which is not subject to any edit by the solution S.
spans the matrix Mk+1 (refer to pseudocode), by construction. Construct the matrix N 0 by
e
S
e and Mk+1 ; it has rank at most r as the columns of the
concatenating the columns of N
e
S
e . Similarly, construct another matrix N 0
matrix Mk+1 are in the span of the columns of N
e
S
e and Mk+1 . As observed in the first half of this proof,
by concatenating the columns of N
we can easily construct a solution S for the matrix N using N 0 , as N 0 is a jumbled matrix
e
S
e ) ≤ r, proving that the instance (N, r, k) is a
of N . Thus, rank(NS ) = rank(N 0 ) = rank(N
e
S
e
S
YES-instance of Matrix Rigidity.
To complete the proof, observe that in the procedure Matrix-Reduction, the instances
(A, r, k) and (CA , r, k) are equivalent by the argument above. By Observation 5, (CA , r, k) and
T
(CA
, r, k) are equivalent. As RA is the output of Column-Reduction,(RA , r, k) is equivalent
T
to (CA , r, k). Finally, by Observation 5, again (RA , r, k) and (RA
, r, k) are equivalent.
J
If the matrix A is over a fixed finite field F, we obtain a kernel as well.
I Theorem 9. Given an instance (A, r, k) of FF Matrix Rigidity over the field Fp , the
procedure Matrix-Reduction outputs an O(r2 · k 2 · log p)-kernel.
Proof. The number of entries in the output matrix of Matrix-Reduction is bounded by
O(r2 · k 2 ), and the bit length of each entry is at most dlog2 pe.
J
In case the field F is infinite—for example, if F is either Q or R—the procedure is not
guaranteed to produce a kernel as the bit lengths of matrix entries may not be bounded by a
function of r and k.

4

Fixed-Parameter Tractability with Respect to k + r

This section describes an algorithm for Matrix Rigidity. The formulation it presents was
also used in the context of complexity analysis in [19].
Using Lemma 8, we can reduce any instance (A, r, k) to an equivalent instance (A0 , r, k)
such that the matrix A0 is a jumbled submatrix of A and the number of entries in A0 is
O(r2 · k 2 ). Once we have such a matrix A0 , it is useful to examine an alternative definition
of the rank of a matrix, which is given in terms of the determinant of its square submatrices.
Specifically, we will rely on the following lemma.
I Lemma 10 (Chapter 7, [21]). A matrix A over R has rank at most r if and only if all the
(r + 1) × (r + 1) submatrices of A have determinant 0.
The correctness of our algorithm MatRig-Alg for Matrix Rigidity, which is described
in Figure 3, follows in a straightforward fashion using Lemma 10. This algorithm for Matrix
Rigidity crucially relies on a procedure which can decide the feasibility of a system of
polynomials over a given field. This procedure shall be the object of discussion in the rest of
the section.
Observe that each polynomial in P, as defined in the algorithm MatRig-Alg, has at
most k unknowns and its total degree is at most k. The size of P is of order (r · k)O(r) . In
the case where the underlying field is R, suppose the longest length entry has bit length L.
The coefficients of polynomials in P are obtained by computing the determinant of matrices
which have size at most r × r. By Hadamard’s inequality [11], for a matrix M of size r × r the
Q
det(M ) ≤ i∈[r] kMi k2 . If the bit length of entries in M is at most L then the coefficients
of polynomials in P can be shown to be bounded by L0 = r · L + O(r · log r).
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Algorithm: MatRig-Alg
Input: A matrix A over a field F, and two non-negative numbers r, k.
Output: Can one edit at most k entries of A to obtain a matrix of rank at most r?
1. Let A0 =Matrix-Reduction(A, r, k).
2. For each set E of k entries in A0 :
a. Replace each entry of A0 indexed by an element in E by a distinct indeterminate
to obtain a mixed matrix A0E .
b. Let P be the set of equations obtained by setting the determinant of each (r +
1) × (r + 1) submatrix of A0E to 0.
c. If P is feasible over F then return YES and exit.
3. Return NO and exit.
Figure 3 Description of the algorithm for Matrix Rigidity.

We use the following proposition, given in [1] (Proposition 13.19), to check the feasibility
of the system of polynomials P when it is defined over R.
I Proposition 11. Given a set P of ` polynomials of degree d in k variables with coefficients
in C, we can decide with complexity ` · dO(k) in D (where D is the ring generated by the real
and imaginary parts of the coefficients of the polynomials in P) whether Zer(P, C k ) is empty.
Moreover, if D = Z and the bit-sizes of the coefficients of the polynomials are bounded by τ ,
then bit-sizes of the integers appearing in the intermediate computations and the output are
bounded by (τ + log `) · dO(k) .
Applying the proposition above on the system of equations P, we get the following.
I Theorem 12. Suppose we are given a matrix A over R such that the bit length of each of
its entries is bounded by L, and let r and k be two non-negative integers. Then, the instance
(A, r, k) of Real Matrix Rigidity can be solved in time O∗ (2O((r+k)·log(r·k)) ). Here, the
bit lengths of integers appearing in intermediate computations and the output are bounded by
O(r · (log(k · r) + L)) · 2O(k·log k) .
Proof. The algorithm MatRig-Alg generates O((r · k)2k ) many systems of equations. Each
system of equations has ` = (r · k)O(r) many equations, where the degree d = k and there
are k variables. Using Proposition 11, we get the required running time and the bit lengths.
Notice that a system of equations P is feasible if and only if the chosen entries of the
matrix can be edited to reduce the rank. Since we exhaustively try all possible entries that
can be edited, the correctness of MatRig-Alg follows.
J
In the case where the underlying field Fp is finite, the coefficients of the polynomials are
elements of Fp and hence have bounded bit lengths. The feasibility of P over a finite field
can be decided using the following known algorithm which also gives us an algorithm for FF
Matrix Rigidity.
I Proposition 13 ([9]). There is a deterministic algorithm which, given an input consisting
of a finite field Fp and system of polynomials f1 , . . . , f` ∈ Fp [x1 , . . . , xk ] of total degree
O(k)
bounded by d, decides the feasibility of the system in time dk
· (` · log p)O(1) .
Similar to the proof of Theorem 12, we obtain the following.
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I Theorem 14. The problem FF Matrix Rigidity, where the input matrix A is an m × n
matrix over a field Fp , can be solved in time f (r, k)(log p + m + n)O(1) for some function f .
This algorithm for FF Matrix Rigidity has the advantage that it runs in time which
is polynomial in the logarithm of the order of the field, even though the dependence on k is
exponential.

5

W[1]-Hardness with Respect to k

In this section, we first reduce (in two steps) a special case of Odd Set to a problem that
has a formulation easier to use in our context. The latter problem is reduced to a variant of
Nearest Codeword, which, in its turn, is reduced to Real Matrix Rigidity and FF
Matrix Rigidity.
I Theorem 15. Real Matrix Rigidity and FF Matrix Rigidity for any choice of a
finite field Fp are W[1]-hard with respect to k.
Proof. Let F denote the field, which is either R or some finite field Fp , over which we define
Matrix Rigidity. First, we observe that the reduction from Multicolored Clique given
in the book [3] (Theorem 13.31) to show that Odd Set is W[1]-hard actually shows that the
following special case of Odd Set is W[1]-hard. That is, the constructed instances have the
form specified in the special case.
Partitioned Odd Set

Parameter: k

Input: A family F of sets over a universe U , a non-negative integer k, a partition
(U1 , . . . , Uk ) of U such that for every i ∈ [k], Ui ∈ F, and for every F ∈ F, there exist
i, j ∈ [k] for which F ⊆ Ui ∪ Uj .
Question: Is there a subset S ⊆ U of size at most k such that the intersection of S with
every set in F has size 1?
The arguments below will crucially rely on the fact that we restrict ourselves to this special
case. Given a vector v, we let I¯0 (v) denote the indices of the entries of v that do not contain
0. Now, we reformulate Partitioned Odd Set in the language of matrices as follows.
Partitioned Odd Matrix

Parameter: k

Input: A t × r binary matrix L over R, a non-negative integer k, a partition (U1 , . . . , Uk )
of [r] such that for every i ∈ [k], there exists j ∈ [t] for which Ui = I¯0 (Lj ), and for every
i ∈ [t], there exist j, ` ∈ [k] for which I¯0 (Li ) ⊆ Uj ∪ U` .
Question: Is there an r-dimensional binary vector x such that |I¯0 (x)| ≤ k and Lx = 1?
Given an instance (F, U, (U1 , . . . , Uk ), k) of Partitioned Odd Set, it is straightforward to
obtain (in polynomial time) an equivalent instance (Lt×r , (U10 , . . . , Uk0 ), k 0 ) of Partitioned
Odd Matrix as follows. First, we let t = |F| and r = |U |. We assume w.l.o.g. that U = [r].
Now, we associate a row Li with each set F ∈ F by letting Li contain 1 at each entry whose
index belongs to F and 0 at each of the remaining entries. That is, I¯0 (Li ) = F . Finally,
we let (U10 , . . . , Uk0 ) = (U1 , . . . , Uk ) and k 0 = k. It is easy to see that S ⊆ U is a solution to
(F, U, (U1 , . . . , Uk ), k) if and only if the binary vector xr×1 such that I¯0 (x) = S is a solution
to (Lt×r , (U10 , . . . , Uk0 ), k), and therefore the instances are equivalent.
We now incorporate the input field F.
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F-Odd Matrix

Parameter: k

Input: A t × r binary matrix L over F and a non-negative integer k.
Question: Is there an r-dimensional vector x over F such that |I¯0 (x)| ≤ k and Lx = 1?
We reduce Partitioned Odd Matrix to F-Odd Matrix as follows. Given an instance (Lt×r , (U1 , . . . , Uk ), k) of Partitioned Odd Matrix, we simply output (Lt×r , k)
as the equivalent instance of F-Odd Matrix. In one direction, let x be a solution to
(Lt×r , (U1 , . . . , Uk ), k). Recall that L is a binary matrix. Thus, since x is a binary vector
satisfying Lx = 1 over R, it must also satisfy Lx = 1 over F. Since |I¯0 (x)| ≤ k, we get that
x is a solution to (Lt×r , k). In the second direction, let x be a solution to (Lt×r , k). Since
|I¯0 (x)| ≤ k and for every s ∈ [k], there exists s0 ∈ [t] for which Us = I¯0 (Ls0 ), it must hold
that for every s ∈ [k], |I¯0 (x) ∩ Us0 | = 1. Thus, since for every s ∈ [k], Ls0 x = 1 over F, it
holds that x is a binary vector. It remains to show that Lx = 1 over R. Consider some index
i ∈ [t]. Then, there exist j, ` ∈ [k] such that I¯0 (Li ) ⊆ Uj ∪ U` . Therefore, since for every
s ∈ [k], |I¯0 (x) ∩ Us | = 1, and since both L and x are binary, it is only possible that Li x = 1
over F if |I¯0 (x) ∩ I¯0 (Li )| = 1, which allows us to conclude that Li x = 1 also over R.
In what follows, calculations are performed over F. Next, we reduce F-Odd Matrix
to the following variant of the Nearest Codeword problem. This specific reduction is
inspired by a reduction from Nearest Codeword to Odd Set of Bonnet et al. [2].
F-Nearest Codeword

Parameter: k

Input: An m × n matrix M , an m-dimensional vector b over F, and a non-negative
integer k.
Question: Is there an n-dimensional vector y over F such that the Hamming distance
between M y and b is at most k?
Given an instance (Lt×r , k) of F-Odd Matrix, we construct an instance (Mm×n , b, k 0 ) of
F-Nearest Codeword as follows. First, let k 0 = k. Now, let M be an m × n matrix, where
m = r and n = r − rank(L), such that the rows of L form a basis for the subspace orthogonal
to the column space of M . Then, an r-dimensional vector v over F satisfies Lv = 0 if and only
if v belongs to the column space of M (i.e., there is an n-dimensional vector y over F such
that M y = v). Finally, let b be an r-dimensional vector such that Lb = −1. If no such vector
exists, then there is no r-dimensional vector over F such that Lv = 1, which in particular
implies that (Lt×r , k) is a NO-instance, and thus we can return a trivial NO-instance of
F-Nearest Codeword. Therefore, next assume that b exists. To prove that the reduction
is correct, first let x be a solution to (Lt×r , k). Then, Lx = 1, and since Lb = −1, we have
that L(x + b) = Lx + Lb = Lx − 1 = 0. Therefore, by the choice of M , there exists an
n-dimensional vector y over F such that M y = (x + b). Since |I¯0 (x)| ≤ k, we have that the
Hamming distance between M y and b is at most k, which implies that y is a solution to
(Mm×n , b, k 0 ). In the other direction, let y be a solution to (Mm×n , b, k 0 ). Then, since the
Hamming distance between M y and b is at most k, there exists an m-dimensional vector x
such that |I¯0 (x)| ≤ k and M y = x + b. Therefore, by the choice of M , L(x + b) = 0. Since
Lb = −1, we get that Lx = 1, which implies that x is a solution to (Lt×r , k).
Finally, we reduce F-Nearest Codeword to Matrix Rigidity over F. For this purpose,
let (Mm×n , b, k) be an instance of F-Nearest Codeword. We assume w.l.o.g. that the
columns of M are linearly independent. We construct an equivalent instance (Aba×bb , r, b
k)
of Matrix Rigidity over F as follows. First, let b
k = k. Now, let b
a = m, r = n and
bb = (k + 1)n + 1. For each i ∈ [k + 1] and j ∈ [n], we define A(k+1)(i−1)+j = M j . Finally, we
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define A(k+1)m+1 = b. On the one hand, let y be a solution to (Mm×n , b, k). Then, there are
at most k entries that should be changed in b to obtain an m-dimensional vector b0 over F
such that M y = b0 . In the matrix A, replace the last column b by b0 . Denote the resulting
matrix by A0 . Then, the last column of A0 is a linear combination of its other columns
(by the construction of A and since M y = b0 ), and among the other columns of A0 , there
are only m distinct columns. Therefore, rank(A0 ) = n, which implies that (Aba×bb , r, b
k) is a
b
YES-instance. In the other direction, suppose that (Aba×bb , r, k) is a YES-instance. Then, it
is possible to change at most k entries in A and obtain a matrix A0 such that rank(A0 ) = n.
Since besides the last column of A, each column of A is repeated k + 1 times (i.e., more times
than the number of changes), and there are n such distinct rows, it must be that the last
column of A0 is a linear combination of the distinct columns of A excluding the last column
of A. By the construction of A, we get that there exists an n-dimensional vector y over F
such that M y = b0 , where b0 is the last column of A0 . Since the Hamming distance between
b and b0 is at most k, we have that y is a solution to (Mm×n , b, k).
J
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Abstract
Most modern libraries for regular expression matching allow back-references (i. e., repetition
operators) that substantially increase expressive power, but also lead to intractability. In order
to find a better balance between expressiveness and tractability, we combine these with the notion
of determinism for regular expressions used in XML DTDs and XML Schema. This includes the
definition of a suitable automaton model, and a generalization of the Glushkov construction.
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1

Introduction

Regular expressions were introduced in 1956 by Kleene [26] and quickly found wide use
in both theoretical and applied computer science. While the theoretical interpretation of
regular expressions remains mostly unchanged (as expressions that describe exactly the class
of regular languages), modern applications use variants that vary greatly in expressive power
and algorithmic properties. This paper tries to find common ground between two of these
variants with opposing approaches to the balance between expressive power and tractability.
The first variant that we consider are regex, regular expressions that are extended
with a back-reference operator. This operator is used in almost all modern programming
languages (like e. g. Java, PERL, and .NET). For example, the regex hx : (a ∨ b)∗ i · &x defines
{ww | w ∈ {a, b}∗ }, as (a ∨ b)∗ can create a w ∈ {a, b}∗ , which is then stored in the variable
x and repeated with the reference &x. Hence, back-references allow to define non-regular
languages; but with the side effect that the membership problem is NP-complete (cf. Aho [2]).
The other variant, deterministic regular expressions (also known as 1-unambiguous regular
expressions), uses an opposite approach, and achieves a more efficient membership problem
than regular expressions by defining only a strict subclass of the regular languages.
Intuitively, a regular expression is deterministic if, when matching a word from left to right
with no lookahead, it is always clear where in the expression the next symbol must be matched.
This property has a characterization via the Glushkov construction that converts every regular
expression α into a (potentially non-deterministic) finite automaton M(α), by treating each
terminal position in α as a state. Then α is deterministic if M(α) is deterministic. As a
consequence, the membership problem for deterministic regular expressions can be solved
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more efficiently than for regular expressions in general (more details can be found in [24]).
Hence, in spite of their limited expressive power, deterministic regular expressions are used
in actual applications: Originally defined for the ISO standard for SGML (see BrüggemannKlein and Wood [9]), they are a central part of the W3C recommendations on XML DTDs [7]
and XML Schema [22] (see Murata et al. [32]).
The goal of this paper is finding common ground between these two variants, by introducing
deterministic regex and an appropriate automaton model, the deterministic memory automata
with trap-state (DTMFA). To elaborate: We first introduce a new automaton model for
regex, the memory automata with trap-state (TMFA). While the TMFA is based on the
MFA that was proposed by Schmid [35], its deterministic variant, the DTMFA, is better
suited for complementation than the deterministic MFA. We then generalize the notion of
deterministic regular expressions to regex, and show that the Glushkov construction can
also be generalized. This allows us not only to efficiently decide the membership problem
for deterministic regex, but also whether a regex is deterministic. After this, we study the
expressive power of these models. Although deterministic regex share many of the limitations
of deterministic regular expressions (in particular, the inherent non-determinism of some
regular languages persists), their expressive power offers some surprises. Finally, we examine
a subclass of deterministic regexes and DTMFA for which polynomial space minimization is
possible, and we consider an alternative notion of determinism.
From the perspective of deterministic regular expressions, this paper proposes a natural
extension that significantly increases the expressive power, while still having a tractable
membership problem. From a regex point of view, we restrict regex to their deterministic
core, thus obtaining a tractable subclass. Hence, the authors intend this paper as a starting
point for further work, as it opens a new direction on research into making regex tractable.
For space reasons, detailed proofs are given in a full version of the paper [21].
Main contributions. The main conceptual contribution of this paper are the notion of
determinism in regex, and an appropriate deterministic automaton model. The main
challenge from this point of view was finding a natural extension of deterministic regular
expressions that preserves the following properties: A natural definition of determinism
that can be checked efficiently and also has an automata-theoretic characterization, and
an efficient Glushkov-style conversion to automata that decide the membership problem
efficiently. Regarding technical contributions, the authors would like to emphasize that, in
addition to the effort that was needed to accomplish the aforementioned goals, the paper uses
subtleties of the back-reference operator in novel ways. By using these, deterministic regex
can define non-deterministic regular languages (in particular, all unary regular languages),
as well as infinite languages that are not pumpable in the usual sense.
Related work. Regex were first examined from a theoretical point of view by Aho [2], but
without fully defining the semantics. There were various proposals for semantics, of which
we mention the first by Câmpeanu, Salomaa, Yu [10], and the recent one by Schmid [35],
which is the basis for this paper. Apart from defining the semantics, there was work on
the expressive power [10, 11, 20], the static analysis [11, 18, 19], and the tractability of the
membership problem (investigated in terms of a strongly restricted subclass of regex) [16, 17].
They have also been compared to related models in database theory, e. g. graph databases [4]
and information extraction [15, 19].
Following the original paper by Brüggemann-Klein and Wood [9], deterministic regular
expressions have been studied extensively. Aspects include computing the Glushkov au-
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tomaton and deciding the membership problem (e. g. [8, 24, 34]), static analysis (cf. [31]),
deciding whether a regular language is deterministic (e. g. [12, 24, 30]), closure properties
and descriptional complexity [28], and learning (e. g. [5]). One noteworthy extension are
counter operators (e. g. [23, 24, 27]), which we briefly address in Section 7.

2

Preliminaries

We use ε to denote the empty word. The subset and proper subset relation are denoted by ⊆
and ⊂, respectively. Let Σ be a finite terminal alphabet. Unless otherwise noted, we assume
|Σ| ≥ 2. Let Ξ be an infinite variable alphabet with Ξ ∩ Σ = ∅. Let w ∈ Σ∗ , then, for every i,
1 ≤ i ≤ |w|, w[i] denotes the symbol at position i of w. We define w0 : = ε and wi+1 : = wi · w
i
for all i ≥ 0, and, for w = a1 · · · an with ai ∈ Σ, let wm+ n = wm · a1 · · · ai for all m ≥ 0 and
all i with 0 ≤ i ≤ n. A v ∈ Σ∗ is a factor of w if there exist u1 , u2 ∈ Σ∗ with w = u1 vu2 . If
u2 = ε, v is also a prefix of w.
We use the notions of deterministic and non-deterministic finite automata (DFA and NFA)
like [25]. If an NFA can have ε-transitions, we call it an ε-NFA. Given a class C of language
description mechanisms (e. g., a class of automata or regular expressions), we use L(C) to
denote the class of all languages L(C) with C ∈ C. The membership problem for C is defined
as follows: Given a C ∈ C and a w ∈ Σ∗ , is w ∈ L(C)?

2.1

Regex

I Definition 1 (Syntax of regex). We define RX, the set of regex over Σ and Ξ, recursively:
Terminals and ε: a ∈ RX and var(a) = ∅ for every a ∈ (Σ ∪ {ε}).
Variable reference: &x ∈ RX and var(&x) = {x} for every x ∈ Ξ.
Concatenation: (α · β) ∈ RX and var(α · β) = var(α) ∪ var(β) if α, β ∈ RX.
Disjunction: (α ∨ β) ∈ RX and var(α ∨ β) = var(α) ∪ var(β) if α, β ∈ RX.
Kleene plus: (α+ ) ∈ RX and var(α+ ) = var(α) if α ∈ RX.
Variable binding: hx : αi ∈ RX and var(hx : αi) = var(α) ∪ {x} if α ∈ RX with x ∈ Ξ \ var(α).
In addition, we allow ∅ as a regex (with var(∅) = ∅), but we do not allow ∅ to occur in any
other regex. An α ∈ RX with var(α) = ∅ is called a proper regular expression, or just regular
expression. We use REG to denote the set of all regular expressions.
We add and omit parentheses freely, as long as the meaning remains clear. We use the
W
Kleene star α∗ as shorthand for ε ∨ α+ , and A as shorthand for a∈A a for non-empty A ⊆ Σ.
We define the semantics of regex using the ref-words (short for reference words) by Schmid [35].
A ref-word is a word over (Σ ∪ Ξ ∪ Γ), where Γ : ={[x , ]x , | x ∈ Ξ}. Intuitively, the symbols
[x and ]x mark the beginning and the end of the match that is stored in the variable x,
while an occurrence of x represents a reference to that variable. Instead of defining the
language of a regex α directly, we first treat α as a generator of ref-words by defining
its ref-language R(α). If α ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, R(α) : ={α}; and R(&x) : ={x} for all x ∈ Ξ.
Furthermore, R(α · β) : = R(α) · R(β), R(α ∨ β) : = R(α) ∪ R(β), and R(α+ ) : = R(α)+ .
Finally, R(hx : αi) : =([x R(α)]x ). For regular expressions, L(α) = R(α). Alternatively,
R(α) : = L(αR ), where the proper regular expression αR is obtained by replacing each
sub-regex hx : βi of α with [x βR ]x , and each &x with x.
Intuitively speaking, every occurrence of a variable x in some r ∈ R(α) functions as a
pointer to the next factor [x v]x to the left of this occurrence (or to ε if no such factor exists).
In this way, a ref-word r compresses a word over Σ, the so-called dereference D(r) of r, which
can be obtained by replacing every variable occurrence x by the corresponding factor v (note
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that v might again contain variable occurrences, which need to be replaced as well), and
removing all symbols [x , ]x ∈ Γ afterwards. See [35] for a more detailed definition, or the
following Example 2 for an illustration. Finally, we define L(α) : ={D(r) | r ∈ R(α)}.
+
I Example 2. Let α : = hx : (a ∨ b)+ i&x . Then R(α) = {[x w1 ]x · x · · · [x wn ]x · x |
n ≥ 1, wi ∈ {a, b}+ }. Hence, L(α) = (Lcopy )+ , with Lcopy : ={ww | w ∈ {a, b}+ }. Let
∗
i
αsq : = hx : &yihy : &x · ai . Then R(αsq ) = { [x y]x · [y x · a]y | i ≥ 0}. For example,
consider the ref word r3 = [x y]x · [y x · a]y · [x y]x · [y x · a]y · [x y]x · [y x · a]y with D(r3 ) = a9 .
2
2
Using induction, we can verify that D(ri ) = ai . Thus, L(αsq ) = {an | n ≥ 0}.
Hence, unlike regular expressions, regex can define non-regular languages. The expressive
power comes at a price: their membership problem is NP-complete (follows from Angluin [3]),
and various other problems are undecidable (Freydenberger [18]). Starting with Aho [2],
there have been various approaches to specifying syntax and semantics of regex. While [2]
only sketched the intuition behind the semantics, the first formal definition (using parse trees)
was proposed by Câmpeanu, Salomaa, Yu [10], followed by the ref-words of Schmid [35]. For
a comparison between these approaches and actual implementations, see the full version [21].

3

Memory Automata with Trap State

Memory automata [35] are a simple automaton model that characterizes L(RX). Intuitively
speaking, these are classical finite automata that can record consumed factors in memories,
which can be recalled later on in order to consume the same factor again. However, for our
applications, we need to slightly adapt this model to memory automata with trap-state.
I Definition 3. For every k ∈ N, a k-memory automaton with trap-state, denoted by
TMFA(k), is a tuple M = (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F ), where Q is a finite set of states that contains the
trap-state [trap], Σ is a finite alphabet, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, F ⊆ Q is the set of final states
and δ : Q × (Σ ∪ {ε} ∪ {1, 2, . . . , k}) → P(Q × {o, c, r, }k ) is the transition function (where
P(A) denotes the power set of a set A), which satisfies δ([trap], b) = {([trap], , , . . . , )},
for every b ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, and δ([trap], i) = ∅, for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The elements o, c, r and
 are called memory instructions (they stand for opening, closing and reseting a memory,
respectively, and  leaves the memory unchanged).
A configuration of M is a tuple (q, w, (u1 , r1 ), . . . , (uk , rk )), where q ∈ Q is the current
state, w is the remaining input and, for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, (ui , ri ) is the configuration of
memory i, where ui ∈ Σ∗ is the content of memory i and ri ∈ {O, C} is the status of memory
i (i. e., ri = O means that memory i is open and ri = C means that it is closed). The initial
configuration of M (on input w) is the configuration (q0 , w, (ε, C), . . . , (ε, C)), a configuration
(q, w, (u1 , r1 ), . . . , (uk , rk )) is an accepting configuration if w = ε and q ∈ F .
M can change from a configuration c = (q, vw, (u1 , r1 ), . . . , (uk , rk )) to a configuration c0 = (p, w, (u01 , r10 ), . . . , (u0k , rk0 )), denoted by c `M c0 , if there exists a transition
δ(q, b) 3 (p, s1 , . . . , sk ) with either (b ∈ (Σ ∪ {ε}) and v = b) or (b ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, sb = c and
v = ub ), and, for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
si =  ∧ri = O
si = o
si = r

⇒
⇒
⇒

(u0i , ri0 ) = (ui v, ri ),
(u0i , ri0 ) = (v, O),
(u0i , ri0 ) = (ε, C).

si =  ∧ri = C
si = c

⇒
⇒

(u0i , ri0 ) = (ui , ri ),
(u0i , ri0 ) = (ui , C),

Furthermore, M can change from a configuration (q, vw, (u1 , r1 ), . . . , (uk , rk )) to the configuration ([trap], w, (u1 , r1 ), . . . , (uk , rk )), if δ(q, b) 3 (p, s1 , . . . , sk ) for some p ∈ Q, b ∈
{1, 2, . . . , k} and sb = c, such that ub = vv 0 with v 0 6= ε and v 0 [1] 6= w[1].
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A transition δ(q, b) 3 (p, s1 , s2 , . . . , sk ) is an ε-transition if b = ε and is called consuming,
otherwise (if all transitions are consuming, then M is called ε-free). If b ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, it is
called a memory recall transition and the situation that a memory recall transition leads to
the state [trap], is called a memory recall failure.
The symbol `∗M denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of `M . A w ∈ Σ∗ is accepted
by M if cinit `∗M cf , where cinit is the initial configuration of M on w and cf is an accepting
configuration. The set of words accepted by M is denoted by L(M ).
Note that executing the open action o on a memory that already contains some word
discards the previous contents of that memory. For illustrations and examples for TMFA,
we refer to [35]. A crucial part of TMFA is the trap-state [trap], in which computations
terminate, if a memory recall failure happens. If [trap] is not accepting, then TMFA are
(apart from negligible formal differences) identical to the memory automata introduced in
[35], which characterize the class of regex language. If, on the other hand, [trap] is accepting,
then every computation with a memory recall failure is accepting (independent from the
remaining input). While it seems counter-intuitive to define the words of a language via
“failed” back-references, the possibility of having an accepting trap-state yields closure under
complement for deterministic TMFA (see Theorem 6). It will be convenient to consider the
partition of TMFA into TMFArej and TMFAacc (having a rejecting and an accepting trap-state,
respectively).
Every TMFAacc can be transformed into an equivalent TMFArej , which implies L(TMFA) =
L(TMFArej ); thus, it follows from [35] that TMFA characterize L(RX). The idea of this
construction is as follows. Every memory i is simulated by two memories (i, 1) and (i, 2),
which store a (nondeterministically guessed) factorisation of the content of memory i. This
allows us to guess and verify if a memory recall failure occurs, i. e., (i, 1) stores the longest
prefix that can be matched and (i, 2) starts with the first mismatch. For correctness, it is
crucial that every possible factorisation of the content of a memory i can be guessed.
I Theorem 4. L(TMFA) = L(TMFArej ) = L(RX).
A consequence of the proof is that TMFA inherits the NP-hardness of the membership problem
from RX. We do not devote more attention to this, as we focus on deterministic TMFA: A
TMFA is deterministic (or a DTMFA, for short) if δ satisfies |δ(q, b)| ≤ 1, for every q ∈ Q
and b ∈ Σ ∪ {ε} ∪ {1, 2, . . . , k} (for the sake of convenience, we then interpret δ as a partial
function with range Q × {o, c, r, }k ), and, furthermore, for every q ∈ Q, if δ(q, x) is defined
for some x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} ∪ {ε}, then, for every y ∈ (Σ ∪ {ε} ∪ {1, 2, . . . , k}) \ {x}, δ(q, y) is
undefined. Analogously to TMFA, we partition DTMFA into DTMFAacc and DTMFArej .
The algorithmically most important feature of DTMFA is that their membership can be
solved efficiently by running the automaton on the input word. However, for each processed
input symbol, there might be a delay of at most |Q| steps, due to ε-transitions and recalls of
empty memories, which leads to O(|Q||w|). Removing such non-consuming transitions first,
is possible, but problematic. In particular, recalls of empty memories depend on the specific
input word and could only be determined beforehand by storing for each memory whether it
is empty, which is too expensive. However, by O(|Q|2 ) preprocessing, we can compute the
information that is needed in order to determine in O(k) where to jump if certain memories
are empty, and which memories are currently empty can be determined on-the-fly while
processing the input. This leads to a delay of only k, the number of memories:
I Theorem 5. Given M ∈ DTMFA with n states and k memories, and w ∈ Σ∗ , we can
decide in time O(n2 + k|w|), whether or not w ∈ L(M ).
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Note that the preprocessing in the proof of Theorem 5 is only required once, so we can
P
solve the membership for several words wi in O(n2 + k |wi |). Moreover, if it is guaranteed
that no empty memories are recalled, then membership can be solved in O(n + |w|) (where
O(n) is needed in order to remove ε-transitions).
Similar to DFA, it is possible to complement DTMFA by toggling the acceptance of states.
However, for DTMFA, we have to remove ε-transitions and recalls of empty memories. In
particular, the construction for Theorem 6 uses the finite control to store whether memories
are empty or not, which causes a blow-up that is exponential in the number of memories.
I Theorem 6. L(DTMFA) is closed under complement.
We next discuss expressive power: If there is a constant upper bound on the lengths of
contents of memories that are recalled in accepting computations of an M ∈ DTMFA, then
memories can be simulated by the finite state control; thus, L(M ) ∈ L(REG). Consequently,
if L(M ) ∈
/ L(REG), there is a word uvw that is accepted by recalling some memory with
an arbitrarily large content v. Moreover, if [trap] is non-accepting, then no word can be
accepted that contains u as a prefix, but not uv, since this will cause a memory recall failure.
Intuitively speaking, a DTMFArej for a non-regular language makes arbitrarily large “jumps”:
I Lemma 7 (Jumping Lemma). Let L ∈ L(DTMFArej ). Then either L is regular, or for every
m ≥ 0, there exist n ≥ m and pn , vn ∈ Σ+ such that
1. |vn | = n,
2. vn is a factor of pn ,
3. pn vn is a prefix of a word from L,
4. for all u ∈ Σ+ , pn u ∈ L only if vn is a prefix of u.
I Example 8. Let L : ={ww | w ∈ Σ∗ } with |Σ| ≥ 2, which is well-known to be not regular.
Assume L ∈ L(DTMFArej ) and choose m : = 1. Then there exist n ≥ 1 and pn , vn ∈ Σ∗ that
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 7. Choose a ∈ Σ that is not the first letter of vn , and define
u : = apn a. Then vn is not a prefix of u, but pn u = (pn a)2 ∈ L, which is a contradiction.
I Example 9. Let L : ={ai baj | i > j ≥ 0}. Using textbook methods, it is easily shown that
L is not regular. Now, assuming that L ∈ L(DTMFArej ), choose m : = 4. Then there exist
n ≥ 4 and pn , vn ∈ Σ+ that satisfy the conditions of Lemma 7. As pn vn is a prefix of a word
in L, either pn = ai or pn = ai baj with i, j ≥ 0 (and i ≥ 4 or i + j ≥ 3). In the first case,
consider u : = ba. Then pn u = ai ba with i ≥ 4; hence, pn u ∈ L. But u starts with b, and
vn is a factor of pn = ai . Contradiction, as vn cannot be a prefix of u. For the second case,
let u : = a. As pn vn is a prefix of a word in L, and as |vn | = n, i > j + n ≥ j + 4 must hold.
Hence, pn u = ai baj+1 , and pn u ∈ L. Contradiction, as vn is not a prefix of u.
For unary languages, there is an alternative to Lemma 7 that is easier to apply and
characterizes unary DTMFArej -languages. It is built on the following definition: A language
L ⊆ {a}∗ is an infinite arithmetic progression if L = {abi+c | i ≥ 0} for some b ≥ 1, c ≥ 0.
I Lemma 10. Let L ∈ L(DTMFArej ) be an infinite language with L ⊆ {a}∗ . The following
conditions are equivalent:
1. L is regular.
2. L contains an infinite arithmetic progression.
3. There is b ≥ 1 such that, for every n ≥ 0, abi+cn ∈ L for some cn ≥ 0 and all 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
I Example 11. Let α : =hx : aa+ i(&x)+ (this regex is also known as “Abigail’s expression” [1]
in the PERL community). Then L(α) = {amn | m, n ≥ 2}. In other words, α generates the
language of all ai such that i is a composite number (i. e., not a prime number). As L(α) is not
regular and contains the arithmetic progression 2i + 4, Lemma 10 yields L(α) ∈
/ L(DTMFArej ).
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The following result is a curious consequence of Lemma 10:
I Proposition 12. Over unary alphabets, L(DTMFArej ) ∩ L(DTMFAacc ) = L(REG).

4

Deterministic Regex

In order to define deterministic regex as an extension of deterministic regular expressions,
we first extend the notion of a marked alphabet that is commonly used for the latter:
For every alphabet A, let Ã : ={a(n) | a ∈ A, n ≥ 1}. For every α ∈ RX, we define α̃
as a regex that is obtained by taking αR (the proper regular expression over Σ ∪ Ξ ∪ Γ
that generates the ref-language R(α)), and marking each occurrence of χ ∈ (Σ ∪ Ξ ∪ Γ)
by a unique number (to make this well-defined, we assume that the markings start at
1 and are increased stepwise). For example, if α : =hy : (a ∨ &x)∗ · (ε ∨ b · a)i · &y, then
α̃ = [y (1) (a(2) ∨ x(3) )∗ · (ε ∨ b(4) · a(5) )]y (6) · y(7) . We also use these markings in the ref-words:
For example, [y (1) a(2) a(2) x(3) a(2) ]y (6) y(7) ∈ R(α̃).
Before we explain this definition and use it to define deterministic regex, we first discuss
the special case of deterministic regular expressions: A proper regular expression α is not
deterministic if there exist words u, v1 , v2 ∈ Σ̃∗ , a terminal a ∈ Σ and positions i =
6 j such
that ua(i) v1 and ua(j) v2 are elements of L(α̃) (see e. g. [9, 24]). Otherwise, it is a deterministic
proper regular expression (or, for short, just deterministic regular expression).
The intuition behind this definition is based on the Glushkov construction for the
conversion of regular expressions into finite automata, as a regular expression α is deterministic
if and only if its Glushkov automaton M(α) is deterministic. Given a regular expression
α, we define M(α) in the following way: First, we use the marked regular expression α̃ to
construct its occurrence graph 1 Gα̃ , a directed graph that has a source node src, a sink node
snk, and one node for each a(i) in α̃. The edges are constructed in the following way: Each
node a(i) has an incoming edge from src if a(i) can be the first letter of a word in L(α̃),
and an outgoing edge to snk if it can be the last letter of such a word. Furthermore, for
each factor a(i) b(j) that occurs in a word of L(α̃), there is an edge from a(i) to b(j) . As a
consequence, there is a one-to-one-correspondence between marked words in L(α̃) and paths
from src to snk in Gα̃ . To obtain M(α), we directly interpret Gα̃ as NFA over Σ: The source
src is the starting state, each node a(i) is a state qi , and an edge from a(i) to b(j) corresponds
to a transition from qi to qj when reading b. The sink snk does not become a state; instead,
each node with an edge to snk is a final state (hence, M(α) contains the source state, and
one state for every terminal in α). This interpretation allows us to treat occurrence graphs
as an alternative notation for a subclass of NFA (namely those where the starting state is not
reachable from other states, and for each state q, there is a characteristic terminal aq such
that all transitions to q read aq ). When doing so, we usually omit the occurrence markings
on the nodes in graphical representations.
Intuitively, M(α) treats each terminal of α as a state. Recall that α is not deterministic if
there exists words ua(i) v1 and ua(j) v2 in L(α̃) with i 6= j. This corresponds to the situation
where, after reading u, M(α) has to decide between states a(i) and a(j) for the input letter a.
I Example 13. Let α : =(ε ∨((a ∨ b)+ a)). Then α̃ = (ε ∨((a1 ∨ b2 )+ a3 )), and M(α), the
Glushkov automaton of α, is defined as follows:
1

Most literature, like [9], defines the occurrence graph only implicitly by using sets first, last, and follow,
which correspond to the edge from src, the edges to snk, or to the other edges of the graph, respectively.
The explicit use of a graph is taken from the k-occurrence automata by Bex et al. [5]. We shall see that
an advantage of graphs is that they can be easily extended by describing memory actions to the edges.
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a
a(1)

a(3)

a
b a

b(2)

1

a

3

b a
b
2

To the left, M(α) is represented as an occurrence graph, to the right in standard NFA
notation. Then M(α) and α are both not deterministic: For M(α), consider state 1; for α,
consider u = a(1) , v1 = a(3) , v2 = ε, and the words ua(1) v1 and ua(3) v2 .
As shown in [9], L(DREG) ⊂ L(REG) (also see [12, 30], or Lemma 23 below). Like for
determinism of regular expressions, the key idea behind our definition of deterministic regex
is that a matcher for the expression treats terminals (and variable references) as states.
Then an expression is deterministic if the current symbol of the input word always uniquely
determines the next state and all necessary variable actions. For regular expressions, nondeterminism can only occur when the matcher has to decide between two occurrences of the
same terminal symbol; but as regex also need to account for non-determinism that is caused
by variable operations or references, their definition of non-determinism is more complicated.
I Definition 14. An α ∈ RX is not deterministic if there exist ρ1 , ρ2 ∈ R(α̃) such that any
of the following conditions is met for some r, s1 , s2 ∈ (Σ̃ ∪ Ξ̃ ∪ Γ̃)∗ and γ1 , γ2 ∈ Γ̃∗ :
1. ρ1 = r · γ1 · a(i) · s1 and ρ2 = r · γ2 · a(j) · s2 with a ∈ Σ and i 6= j,
2. ρ1 = r · γ1 · x(i) · s1 and ρ2 = r · γ2 · χ(j) · s2 with x ∈ Ξ, χ ∈ (Σ ∪ Ξ) and i 6= j,
3. ρ1 = r · γ1 · χ(i) · s1 and ρ2 = r · γ2 · χ(i) · s2 with χ ∈ (Σ ∪ Ξ) and γ1 6= γ2 ,
4. ρ1 = r · γ1 and ρ2 = r · γ2 with γ1 6= γ2 .
Otherwise, α is deterministic. We use DRX to denote the set of all deterministic regex, and
define DREG : = DRX ∩ REG as the set of deterministic regular expressions.
I Example 15. Let α1 : =(hx : ai ∨ a), α2 : =(a ∨ &x), α3 : =(hx : εi ∨ ε)a, α4 : =(hx : εi ∨ ε).
None of these regex are deterministic, as each αi meets the i-th condition of Definition 14.
We discuss this for α1 : Observe α̃1 = ([x (1) a(2) ]x (3) ) ∨ a(4) . Then choosing ρ1 = [x (1) a(2) ]x (3)
and ρ2 = a(4) , with r = ε, γ1 = [x (1) , s1 = ]x (3) , and γ2 = s2 = ε shows the condition is met.
∗
Let β1 : =hx : (a ∨ b)∗ ic · &x and β2 : = hx : &yihy : &x · ai . Both regex are deterministic,
2
with L(β1 ) : ={wcw | w ∈ {a, b}∗ } and L(β2 ) = {an | n ≥ 0} (see Example 2).
Condition 1 of Definition 14 describes cases where non-determinism is caused by two
occurrences of the same terminal (γ1 and γ2 are included for cases like α1 in Example 15).
If restricted to regular expressions, it is equivalent to the usual definition of deterministic
regular expressions. Condition 2 expresses that the matcher has to decide between a variable
reference and any other symbol; while in condition 3, the symbol is unique, but there is a
non-deterministic choice between variable operations. Finally, condition 4 describes cases
where the behaviour of variables is non-deterministic after the end of the word (while one
could consider this edge case deterministic, this choice simplifies recursive definitions). In
conditions 3 and 4, the definition not only requires that it is clear which variables are reset, but
also that it is clear which part of the regex acts on the variables. Hence, (hx : εi ∨hx : εi) is also
not deterministic. This is similar to the notion of strong determinism for regular expressions,
see [23]. As one might expect, some non-deterministic regexes define DRX-languages:
I Example 16. Let Σ = {0, 1} and α : = 1+ hx : 0∗ i(1+ &x)∗ 1+ . This regex was introduced
by Fagin et al. [15], who call its language the “uniform-0-chunk language”. Obviously, α is
not deterministic (in fact, it satisfies conditions 1, 2, and 3 of Definition 14). Nonetheless,it
is possible to express L(α) with the deterministic regex 1 1+ ∨ 0hx : 0∗ i1+ (0 · &x · 1+ )∗ .
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We now discuss the conversion from DRX to DTMFArej , which generalizes the Glushkov
construction of M(α) for regular expressions. The core idea is extending the occurrence
graph to a memory occurrence graph Gα̃ , which has two crucial differences: First, instead of
only considering terminals, each terminal and each variable reference of a regex α becomes a
node. Second, each edge is labelled with a ref-word from Γ̃∗ that describes the memory actions
(hence, there can be multiple edges from one node to another). In analogy to the occurrence
graph, each memory occurrence graph can be directly interpreted as an ε-free TMFArej .
I Theorem 17. Let α ∈ RX, and let n denote the number of occurrences of terminals and
variable references in α. We can construct an n+2 state TMFArej M(α) with L(M(α)) = L(α)
that is deterministic if and only if α is deterministic. In time O(|Σ||α|n), the algorithm
either
1. computes M(α) if α is deterministic, or
2. detects that α is not deterministic.
I Example 18. Consider the deterministic regex α : =hx : (a ∨ b)+ i · d · &x. Applying the
markings yields α̃ : = [x (1) (a(2) ∨ b(3) )+ ]x (4) · d(6) · x(7) , and M(α) is the following automaton:
a, 
[x (1)

a(2)

]x (4)

a, o
d(6)

[x (1)

b(3)

]x (4)

x(7)

2

a, 
b, o

d, c
b, 

3

6

1, c

7

d, c
b, 

To the left, M(α) is represented as the memory occurrence graph Gα̃ , to the right as the
DTMFA that can be directly derived from this graph (which uses memory 1 for x).
The construction from the proof of Theorem 17 behaves like the Glushkov construction for
regular expressions, with one important difference: On regex that are not deterministic, its running time may be exponential in the number of variables; as there are non-deterministic regex
where conversion into a TMFA without ε-transitions requires an exponential amount of transi∗
W
tions. E. g., for k ≥ 1, let α : = a · (ε ∨hx1 : εi) · · · (ε ∨hxk : εi) · b and β : = a 1≤i≤k hxi : εi b.
An automaton that is derived with a Glushkov style conversion then contains states q1 and
q2 that correspond to the terminals; and between these two states, there must be 2k different
transitions to account for all possible combinations of actions on the variables. This suggests
that converting a regex into a TMFA without ε-edges is only efficient for deterministic regex;
while in general, it is probably advisable to use a construction with ε-edges.
By combining Theorems 17 and 5, due to n ≤ |α|, we immediately obtain the following:
I Theorem 19. Given α ∈ DRX with n occurrences of terminal symbols or variable references
and k variables, and w ∈ Σ∗ , we can decide in time O(|Σ||α|n + k|w|), whether w ∈ L(α).
If we ensure that recalled variables never contain ε (or that only a bounded number of
variables references are possible in a row), we can even drop the factor k. For comparison, the
membership problem for DREG can be decided in time O(|Σ||α| + |w|) when using optimized
versions of the Glushkov construction (see [8, 34]), and in O(|α| + |w| · log log |α|) with the
algorithm by Groz, Maneth, and Staworko [24] that does not compute an automaton.
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5

Expressive Power

While Câmpeanu, Salomaa, Yu [10] and Carle and Narendran [11] state pumping lemmas for a
class of regex, these do not apply to regex as defined in this paper. However, Lemmas 7 and 10,
introduced in Section 3, shall be helpful for proving inexpressibility. A consequence of
Lemma 10 is that there are infinite unary DTMFArej -languages that are not pumpable (in
the sense that certain factors can be repeated arbitrarily often), as this would always lead
to an arithmetic progression. It is also possible to demonstrate this phenomenon on larger
alphabets, without relying on a trivial modification of the unary case:
I Example 20. The Fibonacci word Fω is the infinite word that is the limit of the sequence
of words F0 : = b, F1 : = a, and Fn+2 : = Fn+1 · Fn for all n ≥ 0. The Fibonacci word has a
number of curious properties. In particular, it includes no cubes (i. e., factors www, with
w 6= ε). This and various other properties are explained throughout Lothaire [29]. Let
∗
α : = ahx0 : bihx1 : ai hx2 : &x1 &x0 ihx3 : &x1 &x0 &x1 ihx0 : &x3 &x2 ihx1 : &x3 &x2 &x3 i .
Then L(α) = {F4i+3 | i ≥ 0}. Hence, the words of L(α) converge towards Fω . The proof of
this equivalence is straightforward, but long. It uses that Fn+3 = Fn+1 · Fn · Fn+1 holds for
all n ≥ 0 As Fω contains no cube, the same applies to all Fn . Thus, L(α) is a DRX-language
that cannot be pumped by repeating factors of sufficiently large words arbitrarily often.
For further separations, we use the following language:
∗
i
I Example 21. Let α : = a2 ·hx : a2 i· hy : &x·&xi·hx : &y ·&yi . Then L(α) = {a4 | i ≥ 1}.
From this, we define an L ∈ L(TMFA) with neither L ∈ L(DTMFArej ), nor L ∈ L(DTMFAacc ):
i

I Lemma 22. Let L : ={a4i+1 | i ≥ 0} ∪ {a4 | i ≥ 1}. Then L ∈ L(TMFA) \ L(DTMFA).
While DTMFArej -inexpressibility provides us with a powerful sufficient criterion for DRXinexpressibility, it is not powerful enough to cover all cases of DRX-inexpressibility. In
particular, there are even regular languages that are no DRX-languages:

1
I Lemma 23. Let L : = L (ab)∗ (a ∨ ε) = {(ab) 2 i | i ≥ 0}. Then L ∈ L(REG) \ L(DRX).
The language L from Lemma 23 is also known to be a non-deterministic regular language (see
e. g. [9]). Our proof can be seen as taking the idea behind the characterization of deterministic
regular languages from [9], applying it to the specific language L, and also taking variables
into account. While this accomplishes the task of proving that deterministic regex share
some of the limitations of deterministic regular expressions, the approach does not generalize
(at least not in a straightforward manner). In particular, deterministic regex can express
regular languages that are not deterministic regular, and are also quite similar to L:
3

I Example 24. Let L : ={(ab) 2 i | i ≥ 0}. Then L is generated by the non-deterministic
regular expression (ababab)∗ (ε ∨(aba)), and one can show that L is not a deterministic
regular language by using the BKW-algorithm [9] (also[12, 30]) on the minimal DFA M
∗
for L. But for α : = ahy : bihx : ai hz : &yihy : &xihx : &zi , α ∈ DRX and L(α) = L.
The “shifting gadget” that is used in Example 24 can be extended to show a far more general
result for unary languages. Considering that L(DREG) ⊂ L(REG) holds even over unary
alphabets (cf. Losemann et al. [28]), the following result might seem surprising:
I Theorem 25. For every regular language L over a unary alphabet, L ∈ L(DRX).
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L(DTMFArej )

L(DREG)

L(DTMFA)
L(REG)

L(TMFA) = L(RX)

L(DTMFAacc )

Figure 1 The proper inclusions from Theorem 26. Arrows point from sub- to superset.

As a DFA with n states is converted into a deterministic regex of length O(n), this construction
is even efficient. We summarize our observations (also see Figure 1):
I Theorem 26. L(DREG) ⊂ L(DRX) ⊂ L(DTMFArej ) ⊂ L(DTMFA) ⊂ L(TMFA) = L(RX).
The following pairs of classes are incomparable: L(DRX) and L(REG), L(DRX) and
L(DTMFAacc ), as well as L(DTMFArej ) and L(DTMFAacc ).
We can also use the examples from this section to show that L(DRX) and L(DTMFArej )
are not closed under most of the commonly studied operations on languages:
I Theorem 27. L(DRX) and L(DTMFArej ) are not closed under the following operations:
union, concatenation, reversal, complement, homomorphism, and inverse homomorphism.
L(DRX) is also not closed under intersection, and intersection with DREG-languages.
We leave open whether L(DTMFArej ) is closed under intersection (with itself or with L(DREG)),
but we conjecture that this is not the case. We also leave open whether L(DRX) and
L(DTMFArej ) are closed under Kleene plus or star.

6

Two Variants of Determinism

In this section, we examine a restriction and an extension of DRX and DTMFA. We begin
with the restriction, which we motivate with the following observation: As shown by Carle
and Narendran [11], the intersection problem for regex is undecidable. For DRX, that proof
cannot be used, but the result still holds (and by Theorem 17, this extends to DTMFA):
I Theorem 28. Given α, β ∈ DRX, it is undecidable whether L(α) ∩ L(β) = ∅.
As a consequence, DTMFA intersection emptiness problem is also undecidable. Theorem 28
applies even to very restricted DRX, as no variable binding contains a reference to another
variable, | var(α)| = 2, and | var(β)| = 3. Hence, bounding the number of variables does not
make the problem decidable. Instead, the key part seems to be that the variables occur
under Kleene stars, which means that they can be reassigned an unbounded amount of times.
Following similar observations, Freydenberger and Holldack [20] introduced the following
concept: A regex is variable-star-free (vstar-free) if each of its plussed sub-regexes contains
neither variable references, nor variable bindings. Analogously, we call a TMFA memorycycle-free if it contains no cycle with a memory transition (a transition in a TMFA that is a
memory recall, or that contains memory actions other than ). Let RXvsf be the set of all
vstar-free regex, and DRXvsf = RXvsf ∩ DRX. Let TMFAmcf be the set of all memory-cycle-free
TMFA, and define DTMFAmcf , TMFArej
mcf ,. . . analogously. The proof of Theorem 17 allows us
to conclude that M(α) ∈ DTMFAmcf holds for every α ∈ DRXvsf . Likewise, we can use the
proof of Theorem 4 to conclude L(TMFAmcf ) = L(RXvsf ). Note that for ε-free DTMFAmcf ,
the membership problem can be decided in time O(|Q| + |w|), as the preprocessing step of
Theorem 5 is not necessary (as only a bounded number of variable references is possible in
each run). Likewise, we can drop the factor k from Theorem 19 when restricted to DRXvsf .
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Tn
As shown by Freydenberger [19], it is decidable in PSPACE whether i=1 L(αi ) = ∅
for α1 , . . . , αn ∈ RXvsf . By combining the proof for this with some ideas from another
construction from [19], we encode the intersection emptiness problem for TMFAmcf in the
existential theory of concatenation with regular constraints (a PSPACE-decidable, positive
logic on words, see Diekert [13], Diekert, Jeż, Plandowski [14]). This yields the following:
Tn
I Theorem 29. Given M1 , . . . , Mn ∈ TMFAmcf , we can decide whether i=1 L(Mi ) = ∅ in
PSPACE. The problem is PSPACE-hard, even if restricted to L(α) ∩ L(β), α ∈ DRXvsf and
β ∈ DREG (if the size of Σ is not bounded), or to L(α) ∩ L(M ), α ∈ DRXvsf and M ∈ DFA.
The unbounded size of Σ comes from the PSPACE-hardness of the intersection emptiness
problem for DRX by Martens et al. [31], which has the same requirement. Using the existential
theory of concatenation for the upper bound might seem conceptually excessive – but this
cannot be avoided (see Section A.18 in the full version of the paper [21]).
We now combine the proofs of Theorems 6 and 29, and observe:
I Theorem 30. Given M1 , M2 ∈ DTMFAmcf , L(M1 ) ⊆ L(M2 ) can be decided in PSPACE.
Obviously, this implies that equivalence for DTMFAmcf is decidable in PSPACE, and, furthermore, this also holds for DRXvsf , which is an interesting contrast to non-deterministic RXvsf :
As shown by Freydenberger [18], equivalence (and, hence, inclusion and minimization) are
undecidable for RXvsf (while [18] does not explicitly mention the concept, the regex in that
proof are vstar-free, as discussed in [20]). Hence, Theorem 30 also yields a minimization
algorithm for DRXvsf and DTMFAmcf that works in PSPACE (enumerate all smaller candidates
and check equivalence). We leave open whether this is optimal, but observe that even for
DREG, minimization is NP-complete, see Niewerth [33].
Next, we discuss a potential extension of determinism. One could argue that Definition 14
is overly restrictive; e. g., consider α : =hx : a+ ihy : b+ic(&x ∨ &y). Then α is not deterministic; but as the contents of x and y always start with a or b (respectively), deterministic
choices between &x and &y are possible by looking at the current letter of the input word.
Analogous observations can be made for TMFA. More precisely, we define the notion of
`-deterministic TMFA as a relaxation of the criteria of DTMFA: In contrast to the latter, an
`-deterministic TMFA can have states q with multiple memory recall-transitions, as long as
these recall distinct memories, and if q is reached in some computation, then for each pair of
these recalled memories, the contents differ in the first ` positions. First, note that this does
not increase the expressive power (intuitively, storing the length ` prefixes of the memory
contents allows making `-deterministic memory recall transitions deterministic):
I Proposition 31. Let ` ≥ 1. For every `-deterministic M ∈ DTMFA, there is an M 0 ∈
DTMFA with L(M ) = L(M 0 ).
For the sake of the argument, let α ∈ RX be `-deterministic if and only if M(α) is.
I Proposition 32. For every ` ≥ 1, deciding whether a TMFA is `-deterministic is PSPACEcomplete. The problem is coNP-complete if the input is restricted to TMFAmcf . These lower
bounds hold even if we restrict the input to RX and RXvsf , respectively.
Hence, while we can decide efficiently whether a TMFA or a regex is deterministic, detecting `determinism is costly, even for ` = 1. The same holds if we adapt the definition to distinguish
between variables and terminals (see Section A.21 in the full version of the paper [21]).
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Conclusions and Further Directions

Based on TMFA, an automaton model for regex, we extended the notion of determinism
from regular expressions to regex. Although the resulting language class cannot express all
regular languages, it is still rich; and by using a generalization of the Glushkov construction,
deterministic regex can be converted into a DTMFA, and the membership problem can then be
solved quite efficiently. Although we did not discuss this, the construction is also compatible
with the Glushkov construction with counters by Gelade, Gyssens, Martens [23]. Hence, one
can add counters to DRX and DTMFA without affecting the complexity of membership.
Many challenging questions remain open, for example: Can the more advanced results for
DREG be adapted to DRX, i. e., can M(α) be computed more efficiently (as in [8, 34]), or is
it even possible, like in [24], to avoid computing M(α)? Is effective minimization possible for
DTMFA or DRX? Is it decidable whether a DTMFA defines a DRX-language? Are inclusion
and equivalence decidable for DRX or DTMFA? Can determinism be generalized to larger
classes of regex without making the membership problem intractable?
Acknowledgements. The authors thank Wim Martens for helpful feedback, Matthias
Niewerth, for pointing out that vn must be a factor of pn in the jumping lemma, and Martin
Braun, for creating a library and tool for DRX and DTMFA (available at [6]).
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Abstract
We prove the following decomposition theorem: every 1-register streaming string transducer that
associates a uniformly bounded number of outputs with each input can be effectively decomposed
as a finite union of functional 1-register streaming string transducers. This theorem relies on a
combinatorial result by Kortelainen concerning word equations with iterated factors. Our result
implies the decidability of the equivalence problem for the considered class of transducers. This
can be seen as a first step towards proving a more general decomposition theorem for streaming
string transducers with multiple registers.
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1

Introduction

Data management systems heavily depend upon models of transformation of data that must
be efficient both in terms of processing time and in terms of memory resources, and yet enjoy
decidable static analysis methods (e.g. algorithms for checking equivalence).
Finite transducers, that is, finite automata extended with outputs, are simple devices
that enable some effective, and even efficient reasoning on data transformations. These
models come in different variants, depending on whether they use non-determinism or not,
on whether the input is scanned only once from left to right (one-way transducers) or several
times and in different directions (two-way transducers, or two-way generalised sequential
machines 2GSM), and on the number of outputs that can be associated with each input.
Concerning the last property, transducers that associate at most one output with each input
are called functional transducers.
One may expect that the transformations computed by finite state transducers can be
equally described in logic, like monadic second-order logic (MSO), but this holds only up
to a certain extent. For instance, two-way transducers are as expressive as MSO-definable
transductions [6] when restricted to the functional case, but they become incomparable as
soon as unrestricted (i.e. relational) transductions are considered.
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Streaming String Transducers (SSTs) [2] have been introduced as a mechanical representation of transducers described by means of MSO. They gained a growing interest
in a series of works [1, 2, 3, 4], where their formal properties have been investigated and
where they have been put to applications to model transformations on data streams, heaps
etc. Intuitively, SSTs are one-way automata enhanced with a finite number of registers
to store and manipulate partial outputs. The registers can be updated by appending and
prepending symbols, and possibly by concatenating several registers into one; the register
content, however, cannot be inspected to control the flow of the computation.
Contrary to two-way transducers, not only functional SSTs are as expressive as MSOdefinable functional transductions, but also this remains true when considering relational
transductions. Therefore, as for MSO transductions, functional SSTs are equally expressive
as functional two-way transducers and incomparable to them for relational transductions.
Somehow, the equivalence of SSTs with MSO transductions is rather intuitive in view of
a result [8] that characterizes MSO tree transductions in terms of finite copying macro
tree transducers with the single use restriction. In SSTs, the finite copying mechanism is
represented by the use of a finite number of registers, while the single use restriction for
SSTs is formalized as the requirement that, during a transition of the machine, the content
of each register can be used at most once to produce the new contents (copyless SSTs).
Moreover, this result relates SSTs to much older formalisms, notably the Lindenmayer’s L
systems called D0L and HDT0L, which can be used to describe transductions and whose
generalizations to trees can be seen, in a certain way, as macro tree transducers.
This paper focuses on finite-valued transductions, which lie strictly between functional and
relational ones. Formally, a transduction is finite-valued if it associates a uniformly bounded
number of outputs (say, at most k outputs) with each input. For one-way transducers it is
known how to decide whether it is finite-valued [17], and in this case compute the maximal
number of outputs associated with some input [11]. While the decidability of this property
is still an open question for two-way transducers. What is more interesting is that, even
if finite-valued transducers capture more transductions than functional transducers, they
often enjoy properties similar to the latter ones, especially concerning the decidability of the
fundamental problems and the relationship with logic.
Of course, transducers beyond the classical one-way case pose new challenges with respect
to the fundamental problems, notably, the equivalence problem. For example, equivalence
is known to be decidable for functional SSTs, even without the copyless restriction [9],
but it is undecidable for unrestricted (i.e. relational) ones [10]. On the other hand, the
equivalence problem remains decidable for finite-valued 2GSMs [12], by an argument relying
on Ehrenfeuchts’s conjecture. The latter paper actually shows that every HDT0L language
L has an effective test set, that is, a finite subset on which equivalence of finite-valued 2GSM
w.r.t. L can be tested.
The pervasive similarity between finite-valued and functional transducers can sometimes
be explained by a quite strong decomposition theorem of the following form, where C is an
appropriate class of transducers:
Within C finite-valued transducers are equivalent to finite unions of functional
transducers.
It is known from [18] that the above statement holds when C is the class of one-way transducers.
Our main interest is in proving the decomposition theorem for the class of SSTs, since, as we
will see, this implies solutions to a certain number of open problems, notably, the decidability
of the equivalence problem for finite-valued SSTs and the equivalence to finite-valued two-way
transducers. We begin this investigation by proving a decomposition theorem for the sub-class
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of SSTs with 1 register. Unfortunately, we are not able to generalize this result to SSTs with
multiple registers. Towards the end of the paper we outline a few points of our proof that
are problematic for the generalization.

2

Preliminaries

Two-way transducers. A two-way transducer, or two-way generalized sequential machine
(abbreviated 2GSM ), is a tuple T = (Σ, Γ, Q, I, E, F ), where Σ (resp. Γ) is a finite input
(resp. output) alphabet, Q is a finite set of states, I (resp. F ) is a set of initial (resp. final)
states included in Q, and E ⊆ Q × Σ × Γ⋆ × Q × {−1, +1} is a finite set of transition rules
describing, for each state and input symbol, the possible output string, target state, and
direction of movement. To correctly define the transitions at the extremities of the input,
we use two special symbols ⊳ and ⊲ and assume that the input of a 2GSM is of the form
w = a1 . . . an , with n ≥ 2, a1 = ⊳, an = ⊲, and ai ≠ ⊳, ⊲ for all i = 2, . . . , n − 1. We say that T is
one-way if it can only move to the right, that is, (q, a, v, q ′ , d) ∈ E implies d = +1.
A configuration of T on input w is a pair (q, p) ∈ Q×{1, . . . , ∣w∣} consisting of a state and a
position in the input. The transitions of T on w connect pairs of configurations and are of the
form (q, p) Ða/v
(q ′ , p′ ), with a = w(p), (q, a, v, q ′ , d) ∈ E, and p′ = p+d. We assume that T
Ð→
T
can only move right (resp. left) at the first (resp. last) position of w, that is, (q, ⊳, v, q ′ , d) ∈ E
implies d = +1 and (q, ⊲, v, q ′ , d) ∈ E implies d = −1. A run of T on w is any sequence of
w(p1 )/v2
w(p
)/vn
0 )/v1
transitions of the form (q0 , p0 ) w(p
ÐÐÐÐ
→ (q1 , p1 ) ÐÐÐÐ
→ . . . ÐÐn−1
ÐÐ
→ (qn , pn ). The
T
T
T
output of a run ρ is the word out(ρ) = v1 v2 . . . vn . The run ρ is initial (resp. final) if q0 ∈ I
and p0 = 1 (resp. if qn ∈ F and pn = ∣w∣).
Streaming string transducers. For convenience, we define streaming string transducers in
a slightly different but equivalent way compared to [2] (this concerns in particular the definition
of the output). A streaming string transducer (SST ) is a tuple T = (Σ, Γ, Q, X, xout , U, I, E, F ),
where Σ, Γ are the usual input and output alphabets, Q is the state space, X is a finite set
of registers disjoint from Γ, xout ∈ X is a special register used to describe the final output, U
is a finite set of register updates, namely, functions from X to (X ⊎ Γ)∗ , I is a subset of Q
representing the initial states, E ⊆ Q × Σ × U × Q is a set of transition rules, describing, for
each state and input symbol, the possible updates and target states, and F ⊆ Q is a set of
final states.
To define the semantics of T , we make use of valuations, that is, functions g ∶ X → Γ∗ . A
valuation g can be homomorphically extended to words over X ⊎ Γ and to register updates, as
follows. Given a word w ∈ (X⊎Γ)∗ , g(w) is the word over Γ obtained from w by replacing every
occurrence of a register x with its valuation g(x). Similarly, given an update f ∶ X → (X ⊎Γ)∗ ,
g ○ f is the valuation that maps each register x to the word g(f (x)). A configuration of T is
a pair state-valuation (q, g). The configuration is initial (resp. final) if q ∈ I and g(x) = ε for
all registers x ∈ X (resp. q ∈ F ). When reading a symbol a, the SST moves from configuration
(q, g) to configuration (q ′ , g ′ ) if there is a transition rule (q, a, f, q ′ ) ∈ E such that g ′ = g ○ f .
We denote such a transition by (q, g) Ða/f
(q ′ , g ′ ). A run of T on w = a1 . . . an is any
Ð→
T
a1 /f1
a2 /f2
/fn
sequence of transitions of the form (q0 , g0 ) ÐÐ→
(q1 , g1 ) Ð
. . . aÐnÐ→
(qn , gn ). It is
Ð→
T
T
T
initial (resp. successful) if it begins with an initial configuration (resp. if it begins with an
initial configuration and ends with a final configuration). The output of a successful run is
the last valuation gn (xout ) of the special register xout .
A well-behaved class of SSTs is obtained by requiring that all the updates are copyless.
Formally, an SST T = (Σ, Γ, Q, X, xout , U, I, E, F ) is copyless if for every update f ∈ U , every
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register x ∈ X appears at most once in f (x1 ) ⋅ . . . ⋅ f (xk ), where X = {x1 , . . . , xk }. Hereafter
we tacitly assume that all SSTs are copyless.
Unambiguity, transductions, functionality. The following definitions apply to both twoway transducers and streaming string transducers. The input automaton of a transducer T
is a finite automaton A obtained from T by removing any information concerned with the
construction of the output (e.g. the output alphabet, the registers, etc.). For example, if T
is an SST, then the input automaton A of T has transition rules of the form (q, a, q ′ ) for all
transition rules (q, a, f, q ′ ) of T . This automaton recognizes precisely the language of input
words w that have at least one successful run of T (and hence at least one associated output).
We say that T is input-unambiguous (resp. input-k-ambiguous) if its input automaton is
unambiguous, namely, it admits at most one successful run on each input (resp. if the input
automaton admits at most k successful runs on each input).
A transduction is a relation T ⊆ Σ∗ × Γ∗ consisting of pairs of input and output words. It
is computed by a transducer T if it contains exactly those pairs (w, v) ∈ Σ∗ × Γ∗ for which
there is a successful run of T on w with output v. T is called functional if it computes a
transduction which is a partial function, namely, it associates at most one output with each
input. Similarly, it is k-valued if it associates at most k outputs with each input (in [4] such
a transducer is called finitary).
Transductions can be also defined in monadic second-order logic (MSO). Intuitively, this
is done by specifying an output (seen as a relational structure) from a fixed number of
copies of the input. We only give a short account of the definitions and we refer the reader
to [5] for the details. An MSO transduction with m copies consists of a formula Φdom (Z̄),
where Z̄ = (Z1 , . . . , Zm ) is an m-tuple of free monadic variables, a formula Φia (Z̄, x) for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and a ∈ Γ, and a formula Φi,j
≤ (Z̄, x, y) for each i, j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. For
different valuations of the free variables Z̄, which range over sets of positions of the input,
we may have different outputs associated with that input. The formula Φdom (Z̄) describes
which valuations generate an output. The formula Φia (Z̄, x) tells whether, in the output
corresponding to the valuation of Z̄, the position x in the i-th copy of the input is an element
of the output and, in this case, if it is labeled with the letter a. Similarly, the formula
Φi,j
≤ (x, y) tells whether, in the output corresponding to the valuation of Z̄, the element x of
the i-th copy of the input precedes the element y of the j-th copy of the input.

3

The conjectured decomposition theorem and its implications

We conjecture the following decomposition theorem for SSTs:
I Conjecture 1. k-valued SSTs are effectively equivalent to finite unions of functional SSTs.
In Section 5 we will give a proof of this conjecture in the restricted case of SSTs with a
single register. Even if we are not able to prove the result in its full generality, we discuss
here some important implications of the conjecture, which motivate our interest in having
such a result. A first consequence would be the decidability of equivalence for k-valued SSTs:
I Corollary 2. Assuming that Conjecture 1 holds, one can decide if two k-valued SSTs T , T ′
are equivalent.
Proof. Conjecture 1 implies that T = T1 ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ Tk and T ′ = T1′ ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ Tk′ where T1 , . . . , Tk ,
T1′ , . . . , Tk′ are all functional transducers. From [4], we know that functional SSTs can be
made deterministic, and also that the inclusion (as a transduction) of an SST within a finite
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union of deterministic SSTs is decidable. A consequence is that we can decide whether both
T ⊆ T1′ ∪ . . . ∪ Tk′ and T ′ ⊆ T1 ∪ . . . ∪ Tk hold, that is, whether T is equivalent to T ′ .
J
Another implication concerns the relationship between SSTs and 2GSMs:
I Corollary 3. Assuming that Conjecture 1 holds, k-valued SSTs and k-valued 2GSMs are
equally expressive. In addition, this would give a decomposition theorem for k-valued 2GSMs.
Proof. From [2] we know that functional SSTs are expressively equivalent to functional
MSO-definable transductions, and from [7] the latter are expressively equivalent to functional
2GSMs. So functional SSTs can be translated to equivalent functional 2GSMs. Our conjecture
would then imply that k-valued SSTs can be transformed to equivalent 2GSMs.
The proof that k-valued 2GSMs can be translated to equivalent SSTs is sketched below.
Note that this translation does not rely on any decomposition theorem for 2GSMs. In fact,
the previous arguments paired with the following proof, do imply a decomposition theorem
for k-valued 2GSMs. Consider a 2GSM T and define the crossing number of a successful run
ρ of T as the maximum number of configurations that occur in ρ at same position p of the
underlying input. Using classical techniques from [16], one can encode with a regular language
any set of successful runs of T with uniformly bounded crossing numbers. Using such an
encoding and a number of registers proportional to the bound on the crossing numbers, one
can then simulate the output produced by those runs in a single left-to-right pass, that is
by means of an SST T ′ . In general, the transduction computed by T ′ is included in that of
T . The crucial observation is that, if T is k-valued, then all its outputs can be produced by
successful runs that have crossing number at most ∣Q∣, where Q is the state space of T . The
SST T ′ is thus equivalent to T .
J

4

The classical decomposition theorem for one-way transducers

We give a short overview of the proof of a classical decomposition theorem for one-way
transducers, following the presentation of [15]:
I Theorem 4 ([18]). k-valued one-way transducers are effectively equivalent to finite unions
of functional one-way transducers.
We present this proof, not only for self-containment, but also because it allows us to isolate
the key important properties that need to be generalized in order to obtain a decomposition
theorem for SSTs. After the proof sketch, we will mention some important implications of
the theorem, notably, the decidability of the equivalence problem and the correspondence
with a suitable subclass of MSO-definable transductions.
Given two automata or transducers A, B, we say that B is a covering of A if there is a
function h from the states of B to the states of A such that
(i) h preserves the transitions, that is, if τ = (q, a, ..., q ′ ) is a transition rule of B, then
def
h(τ ) = (h(q), a, ..., h(q ′ )) is a transition rule of A,
(ii) h induces a bijection between the initial states of B and the initial states of A,
(iii) for all states q of B, h induces a bijection between the transitions of B exiting q and the
transitions of A exiting h(q), and
(iv) both h and h−1 preserve final states, that is, q is final in A iff h(q) is final in B.
Note that when B is a covering of A, there is a bijection between the (successful) runs of
B and the (successful) runs of A; in particular, B and A are equivalent (they recognize the
same language or compute the same transduction). A common way to define a covering of A
consists in equipping the states of A with additional information which can be maintained
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in a deterministic way during the transitions. In this case, the states of the covering can
be denoted by pairs of the form (q, o), where q is a state of A and o is some object (the
additional information) associated with q. Accordingly, given a run ρ of such a covering of
A, we denote by ρ∣1 the corresponding run of A.
Let T be a one-way transducer and ρ, ρ′ two runs of it on the same input and with possibly
different outputs out(ρ), out(ρ′ ). We would like to give a “measure” of the divergence of
these outputs. The size of a pair of words (u, v) ∈ Γ∗ × Γ∗ is the sum of the lengths of u and
v, i.e. ∣(u, v)∣ = ∣u∣ + ∣v∣. The lead or delay of a pair of words (x, y), denoted LD(x, y) is either
the smallest pair of words (u, v) such that x u = y v, if such a pair exists, or  otherwise. Note
that if LD(out(ρ), out(ρ′ )) ≠ , then this is a pair where at least one of the two components
is the empty word ε, and it is (ε, ε) iff ρ and ρ′ produce the same output. We also define the
lag of (ρ, ρ′ ) as the number
∆(ρ, ρ′ ) =

def

max

ρ = α β, ρ′ = α′ β ′ , ∣α∣=∣α′ ∣

∣ LD(out(α), out(α′ )) ∣

(by convention, we let ∣∣ = ∞ > n for all n ∈ N). Intuitively, ∆(ρ, ρ′ ) describes how much the
partial outputs produced by some prefixes of ρ and ρ′ of the same length have diverged.
The proof of the decomposition theorem consists in arguing as follows.
The main combinatorial property. Given a k-valued one-way transducer T , one constructs
a multi-transducer T k+1 , whose successful runs can be seen as (k + 1)-tuples of successful runs
of T spelling out the same input and possibly different outputs. One proves the following
combinatorial property (see [18]): for every successful run ρ̄ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρk+1 ) of T k+1 , there
exist distinct components ρi , ρj of ρ̄ that not only agree on the output (this is necessary since
T is k-valued), but also have ∆(ρi , ρj ) ≤ n0 , where n0 is a large enough constant computed
from T k+1 .
The idea underlying this result is that if two runs ρ, ρ′ of T on the same input have
produced at some point partial outputs that are sufficiently far from each other, i.e. ∆(α, α′ ) >
n0 for some prefixes α, α′ of ρ, ρ′ , then this difference can be augmented so much that it
cannot be overtaken by the suffixes of ρ, ρ′ that come after α, α′ — this gives two modified
runs that produce different outputs. As T is k-valued, if one considers k + 1 pairs of runs,
then at least two of them must produce the same output and have lag at most n0 .
The lag separation covering. Let Q be the state space of T and < a lexicographical order
(induced by a total order on transitions) between pairs of runs of T with the same input,
i.e. ρ < ρ′ implies ρ, ρ′ have the same input. One can construct a covering Un0 of T , whose
∗
∗
states are the pairs (q, o), with q ∈ Q and o ∶ Q → 2Γ ×Γ , such that for all initial runs ρ of
Un0 ending in (q, o) and all states r ∈ Q,
out(ρ)

= out(ρ∣1 )

(namely, the output produced by the run ρ of Un0
is the same as that of the underlying run ρ∣1 of T )
′

o(r)

initial run of T ending in r
= {LD(out(ρ∣1 ), out(ρ′ )) ∶ ρsuch
}
that ρ′ < ρ∣1 and ∆(ρ∣1 , ρ) ≤ n0

(note that the above pairs LD(out(ρ∣1 ), out(ρ′ )) have size at most n0 , so the transducer Un0
is finite; for a proof of how these pairs can be maintained in the transitions of Un0 see [15]).
From Un0 , one can then construct a transducer Vn0 whose successful runs with input w
and output x simulate precisely the least runs among the successful ones of T with input w
and output x. Formally, Vn0 is obtained from Un0 by restricting the set of final states to
those pairs (q, o) such that q is final in T and (ε, ε) ∉ o(r) for all r ∈ Q. Indeed, we have:
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1. If ρ is a successful run of Vn0 , then ρ∣1 is a successful run of T and for all other successful
runs ρ′ of T with the same input and the same output, either ρ∣1 < ρ′ or ∆(ρ∣1 , ρ) > n0 .
2. For all pairs (w, x) in the transduction defined by T , if ρ′ is the least successful run of T
with input w and output x, then there is a successful run ρ of Vn0 such that ρ′ = ρ∣1 .
This shows that Vn0 is equivalent to T .
In addition, the transducer Vn0 is input-k-ambiguous. This relies on the choice of n0 and
can be shown by way of contradiction as follows. Suppose that Vn0 admits k + 1 distinct
successful runs ρ1 , . . . , ρk+1 on the same input w. By the combinatorial property stated
above, there exist two indices i ≠ j such that ρi ∣1 and ρj ∣1 have the same input, the same
output, and satisfy ∆(ρi ∣1 , ρj ∣1 ) ≤ n0 . However, this would contradict property 1. above.
The multi-skimming covering. The last part of the proof is fully generic and consists in
decomposing a k-ambiguous automaton A (e.g. the input automaton of Vn0 ) into a finite
union of unambiguous automata A1 , . . . , Ak (the construction can be easily lifted to the
transducer Vn0 by copying the outputs generated by the transitions).
Let A be a k-ambiguous automaton with state space Q. One first defines a covering B of
A whose states are of the form (q, o), with q ∈ Q and o ∶ Q → {0, . . . , k − 1}, such that for all
initial runs of B ending in (q, o) and all states r,
o(r) = ∣{ρ′ ∶ ρ′ initial run of A ending in r such that ρ′ < ρ∣1 }∣
(see again [15] for a construction that maintains the function o along the transitions of B).
Finally, one constructs some automata B0 , . . . , Bk−1 that differ from B only in the sets of
final states. Formally, for each i = 0, . . . , k − 1, one declares a state (q, o) final in Bi iff q ∈ F
and ∑r∈F o(r) = i, where F is the set of final states of A. Note that an initial run ρ of the
automaton Bi is successful iff ρ∣1 is successful for A and there are exactly i successful runs of
A that precede ρ∣1 in the lexicographic ordering. In particular, the automata B0 , . . . , Bk−1
are all unambiguous and their union is equivalent to A.

5

The proof of the conjecture for 1-register SSTs

In this section we prove a decomposition theorem for finite-valued SSTs with a single register:
I Theorem 5. k-valued 1-register SSTs are effectively equivalent to finite unions of functional
1-register SSTs.
From the sketch of the proof of the decomposition theorem for one-way transducers we
see that there are two important results that need to be generalized in order to lift the
theorem to SSTs. The first of them is the combinatorial property related to the lag ∆(ρ, ρ′ ).
A noticeable difference is that, in the presence of an SST T with 1 register, partial outputs
are constructed by adding symbols both to the right and to the left of the register of T . This
means that, to correctly measure the distance between the register contents x, x′ of runs, we
need to take into account the possible contexts that can be added to both endpoints of x
and x′ . We thus modify the definition of lead or delay of a pair (x, x′ ):
LD(x, x′ ) = {(u, v, u′ , v ′ ) ∶ u x v = u′ x′ v ′ , (u = ε) ∨ (u′ = ε), (v = ε) ∨ (v ′ = ε)}.
def

The size of a tuple λ = (u, v, u′ , v ′ ) ∈ LD(x, x′ ) is ∣λ∣ = ∣u∣ + ∣u′ ∣ + ∣v∣ + ∣v ′ ∣.
Let reg(ρ) denote the register content at the end of an initial run ρ of T . Note that this is
precisely the output produced by ρ if ρ is successful. Intuitively, a tuple λ ∈ LD(reg(ρ), reg(ρ′ ))
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describes a possible alignment between the register contents at the end of ρ and ρ′ . Such a
tuple has one of the following forms (the annotations under the tuples describe succinctly
the type of alignment between reg(ρ) and reg(ρ′ )):
(ε, v , u′ , ε)
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸
¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¶



(ε, ε, u′ , v ′ )
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹
¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶



v

reg(ρ)
u′

u, ε, ε, v ′ )
(u
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸
¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¶


′

reg(ρ )



u, v , ε, ε)
(u
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸
¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¶


reg(ρ)
u′

reg(ρ′ )

v′

u

reg(ρ)
′

reg(ρ )
u



reg(ρ)

v′
v

reg(ρ′ )

Accordingly, we define the lag of a pair of initial runs (ρ, ρ′ ) as the number
∆(ρ, ρ′ ) =

def

max

min

ρ = α β, ρ′ = α′ β ′ , ∣α∣=∣α′ ∣ λ ∈ LD(reg(α),reg(α′ ))

∣λ∣

(as usual, we assume that min ∅ = ∞ > n for all n ∈ N).
The combinatorial property. Along the same line of the proof in Section 4, given a k-valued
SST T with 1 register, we construct the SST T k+1 with k + 1 registers that simulates k + 1
copies of T running in parallel on the same input. Given a run ρ̄ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρk+1 ) of T k+1 ,
we denote by ρ̄∣i the i-th run ρi of ρ̄. To correctly work with T k+1 , we need to assume that
T has been normalized in such a way that the register content can only grow. Formally, we
say that T = (Σ, Γ, Q, {x}, x, U, I, E, F ) is normalized if for all register updates f ∈ U , f (x)
contains exactly one occurrence of x. It is easy to transform any 1-register SST into an
equivalent normalized SST.
I Lemma 6. One can normalize any 1-register SST.
We now turn towards the main combinatorial property:
I Proposition 7. Given a normalized k-valued SST T , one can compute n0 ∈ N such that,
for all successful runs ρ̄ of T k+1 , reg(ρ∣i ) = reg(ρ∣j ) and ∆(ρ∣i , ρ∣j ) ≤ n0 for some i ≠ j.
Recall that the technique from [18] for proving the combinatorial result for one-way
transducers consists in augmenting the differences between pairs of runs of ρ̄, until the runs
are shown to produce pairwise distinct outputs. In the case of SSTs, it becomes difficult
to apply such a technique. Instead, we rely on a powerful result of Kortelainen [13] which
has been later improved and simplified by Saarela (Theorem 9 below) and that is related to
solutions of word equations with iterated factors. Word equations will indeed be obtained
by comparing the outputs produced by pumped versions of successful runs of T . Formally,
we call loop of a run ρ any factor of ρ that starts and ends in the same state. A loop of ρ
is maximal if it is not strictly contained in any other loop of ρ. Given a set L of pairwise
non-overlapping loops of ρ, we denote by pumphL (ρ) the run obtained from ρ by repeating h
times the loops in the set L (if h = 0 this amounts at removing the loops). The following
lemma is simple but crucial for our result (notice that it does not hold in general for SSTs
with more than one register).
I Lemma 8. Given an initial run ρ of a normalized 1-register SST and a set L of pairwise
non-overlapping loops of ρ, one can factorize reg(ρ) as u0 v1 u1 . . . u2m−1 v2m u2m in such a
way that, for all h ∈ N, reg(pumphL (ρ)) = u0 (v1 )h u1 . . . u2m−1 (v2m )h u2m .
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I Theorem 9 (Theorem 4.3 in [14]). The set of solutions of an equation of the form
′ h ′
u0 (v1 )h u1 . . . um−1 (vm )h um = u′0 (v1′ )h u′1 . . . um−1 (vm
) um

where h is the unknown, is either N or a finite subset of N.
Since the loops of any run ρ̄ of T k+1 can be equally seen as loops of the runs ρ∣1 , . . . , ρ∣k+1
of T , we can write pumphL (ρ∣i ) whenever L is a set of pairwise non-overlapping loops of ρ̄.
The following property is an immediate consequence of Lemma 8 and Theorem 9:
I Corollary 10. For every successful run ρ̄ of T k+1 , every set L of pairwise non-overlapping
loops of ρ̄, and every pair of indices i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1},
reg(ρ∣i ) ≠ reg(ρ∣j )

implies

∃h0 ∈ N ∀h ≥ h0

reg(pumphL (ρ∣i )) ≠ reg(pumphL (ρ∣j )).

We are now ready to prove Proposition 7 by way of contradiction, that is, we fix a large
enough n0 (see Lemma 11 below for the precise value of n0 ) and we assume that there is a
successful run ρ̄ of T k+1 such that, for all i, j, reg(ρ∣i ) = reg(ρ∣j ) implies ∆(ρ∣i , ρ∣j ) > n0 , and
we show that T outputs at least k + 1 different words on the same input w, a contradiction
with the k-valuedness of T . We will do so by exploiting an induction on the number of pairs of
runs ρ∣i , ρ∣j with the same output. For the sake of brevity, we denote by cT the capacity of T ,
that is, the maximum number of symbols that are added to the content of the register during
a single transition of T . We further define E(ρ̄) = {(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1} ∶ reg(ρ∣i ) = reg(ρ∣j )}.
We prove the following invariant, which leads towards a contradiction of k-valuedness of T :
I Lemma 11. If there is a successful run ρ̄ of T k+1 with E(ρ̄) ≠ ∅ and
∀i, j

(i, j) ∈ E(ρ̄)

implies

∆(ρ∣i , ρ∣j ) > cT ⋅ ∣Q∣k+1

(⋆)

then there is another such run ρ̄′ of T k+1 satisfying E(ρ̄′ ) ⊊ E(ρ̄) and (⋆).
Proof. For every pair (i, j) ∈ E(ρ̄), we can split the run ρ̄ at the first point where the lag
′
exceeds the value cT ⋅ ∣Q∣k+1 , that is, we can factorize ρ̄ as ᾱi,j ᾱi,j
in such a way that ᾱi,j is
k+1
the shortest prefix satisfying ∆(ᾱi,j ∣i , ᾱi,j ∣j ) > cT ⋅ ∣Q∣ . Based on this, we choose a pair
(i, j) ∈ E(ρ̄) that induces a factorization of ρ̄ with the longest prefix ᾱi,j . Clearly, for all
other pairs (i′ , j ′ ) ∈ E(ρ̄), ᾱi′ ,j ′ is a prefix of ᾱi,j , and hence
∆(ᾱi,j ∣i′ , ᾱi,j ∣j ′ ) ≥ ∆(ᾱi′ ,j ′ ∣i′ , ᾱi′ ,j ′ ∣j ′ ) = ∆(ρ̄∣i′ , ρ̄∣j ′ ) > cT ⋅ ∣Q∣k+1
′
Now that the pair (i, j) is fixed, we further factorize the suffix ᾱi,j
of ρ̄ as follows:
′
ᾱi,j
= β̄0 γ̄1 β̄1 . . . β̄m−1 γ̄m β̄m
′
where L = {γ̄1 , . . . , γ̄m } is a maximal set of pairwise non-overlapping maximal loops of ᾱi,j
.
(h)
h
(1)
Further let ρ̄ = pumpL (ρ̄), for all h ∈ N, and observe that ρ̄ = ρ̄.
We claim that there exists hi,j ∈ N such that for all h ≥ hi,j , reg(ρ̄(h) ∣i ) ≠ reg(ρ̄(h) ∣j ).
Indeed, if this were not the case, then there would exist infinitely many h ∈ N such that
reg(ρ̄(h) ∣i ) = reg(ρ̄(h) ∣j ). In particular, by Theorem 9, we would have reg(ρ̄(h) ∣i ) = reg(ρ̄(h) ∣j )
for h = 0. Note that ᾱi,j is also prefix of ρ̄(0) and the remaining part of ρ̄(0) has length at most
∣Q∣k+1 , since otherwise it would contain a loop which is either contained in one of the β̄i ’s,
in which case we would get a contradiction with the maximality of L, or is spread between
several β̄i ’s, which would then be in contradiction with the maximality of the loops γi . Now,
consider the register contents at the end of the i-th and j-th runs of ᾱi,j and ρ̄(0) ; that is,
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let x = reg(ᾱi,j ∣i ), x′ = reg(ᾱi,j ∣j ), x0 = reg(ρ̄(0) ∣i ), x′0 = reg(ρ̄(0) ∣j ). Since T is normalized,
there exist some words u, v, u′ , v ′ such that x0 = u x v and x′0 = u′ x′ v ′ . Moreover, since these
words represent the content that is added to the registers by the updates performed along
a suffix of ρ̄(0) of length at most ∣Q∣k+1 , we know that u v and u′ v ′ have length at most
cT ⋅ ∣Q∣k+1 . Since x0 = reg(ρ̄(0) ∣i ) = reg(ρ̄(h) ∣j ) = x′0 , we know that (u, v, u′ , v ′ ) ∈ LD(x, x′ ).
But, by definition, ∆(ᾱi,j ∣i , ᾱi,j ∣j ) = min {∣λ∣ ∶ λ ∈ LD(x, x′ )} ≤ cT ⋅ ∣Q∣k+1 and therefore,
∆(ᾱi,j ∣i , ᾱi,j ∣j ) ≤ ∣u∣ + ∣v∣ + ∣u′ + ∣v ′ ∣ ≤ cT ∣Q∣k+1 which contradicts the definition of ᾱi,j .
We have just proved that there is hi,j ∈ N such that, for all h ≥ hi,j , (i, j) ∉ E(ρ̄(h) ).
Consider now the other pairs (i′ , j ′ ) ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}2 ∖ E(ρ̄), namely, such that reg(ρ̄∣i′ ) ≠
reg(ρ̄∣j ′ ). By Corollary 10, for every such pair (i′ , j ′ ) there is hi′ ,j ′ ∈ N such that, for all
′
h ≥ hi′ ,j ′ , reg(ρ̄(h) ∣i′ )) ≠ reg(ρ̄(h) ∣j ′ )). We can thus define ρ̄′ = ρ̄(h ) , where h′ is the maximum
of the hi′ ,j ′ ’s for all (i′ , j ′ ) ∉ E(ρ̄). In this way we get (i, j) ∉ E(ρ̄′ ) and E(ρ̄′ ) ⊊ E(ρ̄). Finally,
it remains to verify that ρ̄′ satisfies the condition (⋆). Consider a pair (i′ , j ′ ) ∈ E(ρ̄′ ). Since
ᾱi′ ,j ′ is a prefix of ρ̄′ and ∆(ᾱi,j ∣i , ᾱi,j ∣j ) > cT ⋅∣Q∣k+1 , we conclude that ∆(ρ̄′ ∣i , ρ̄′ ∣j ) > cT ⋅∣Q∣k+1
as well.
J
The lag separation covering. The second and last point that we need to explain is the
construction of a lag separation covering of T , that is, a 1-register SST Un0 with the following
properties. The states of Un0 are the pairs (q, o), with q ∈ Q, Q state space of T , and o some
∗
∗
∗
∗
stored information determining a certain function ô ∶ Q → 2Γ ×Γ ×Γ ×Γ (we will see soon why
o cannot be directly defined as the function ô itself). For all initial runs ρ of Un0 ending in
(q, o) and all states r ∈ Q, we must have
reg(ρ)

= reg(ρ∣1 )

(namely, the register content at the end of the run ρ of Un0
is the same as that of the underlying run ρ∣1 of T )
′

ô(r)

ρ initial run of T ending in r
= ⋃ {LD(reg(ρ∣1 ), reg(ρ′ )) ∶ such
}.
that ρ′ < ρ∣1 and ∆(ρ∣1 , ρ) ≤ n0

One can then transform Un0 into an input-k-ambiguous SST Vn0 equivalent to T : this is done
as explained in Section 4 by restricting the set of final states to those pairs (q, o) such that
q is final in T and (ε, ε, ε, ε) ∉ ô(r) for all r ∈ Q. The proof that Vn0 is input-k-ambiguous
relies on the combinatorial property for normalized 1-register SSTs that we gave before.
Finally, one applies the multi-skimming covering construction to Vn0 in order to obtain k
input-unambiguous SSTs T0 , . . . , Tk−1 whose union is equivalent to T .
For the sake of brevity, let Λ≤n0 be the set of tuples λ = (u, v, u′ , v ′ ) of size at most n0 ,
and let LD≤n0 (x, x′ ) = LD(x, x′ ) ∩ Λ≤n0 . The construction of Un0 boils down to showing
that one can maintain the information about the set LD≤n0 (reg(ρ), reg(ρ′ )) while processing
any two runs ρ, ρ′ of T , provided that ∆(ρ, ρ′ ) ≤ n0 . Indeed, suppose that, by some means,
we are able to construct a deterministic automaton A, with state space S, together with
≤n0
a function ˆ ∶ S → 2Λ
such that, whenever A reads an initial run (ρ, ρ′ ) of T 2 (seen as
a sequence of pairs of transition rules of T ), then A reaches a state sρ,ρ′ such that ŝρ,ρ′ is
either the set LD≤n0 (reg(ρ), reg(ρ′ )) or the empty set, depending on whether ∆(ρ, ρ′ ) ≤ n0
or not. Using the automaton A one can construct the covering Un0 as follows:
The states of Un0 are the pairs (q, o), with q ∈ Q and o ∈ S × (2S )Q . The component q is
for simulating an initial run ρ of T on the given input. The stored information o consists
of two parts: a state s ∈ S for simulating the run of A on (ρ, ρ) and a function t ∶ Q → 2S
for simulating the possible runs of A on inputs of the form (ρ, ρ′ ), for all initial runs ρ′
of T such that ρ′ < ρ, with a partitioning based on the last state of ρ′ . The latter part t
n0
also determines the function ô ∶ Q → 2Λ associated with the stored information, that is,
ô(r) = ⋃s∈t(r) ŝ for all r ∈ Q.
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a/f
The possible transitions of Un0 are of the form (q1 , o1 ) Ð
Ð→ (q2 , o2 ), with o1 = (s1 , t1 )
Un0
and o2 = (s2 , t2 ), whenever τ = (q1 , a, f, q2 ) is a transition rule of T , (s1 , (τ, τ ), s2 ) is a
transition rule of A, and, for all r2 ∈ Q,
′
′
def
1 , (τ, τ ), s ) transition rule of A,
t2 (r2 ) = { s′ ∶ τ ′ =(s(q
}
′
′
,
a,
f
,
r
1
2 ) transistion rule of T , τ < τ

(r1 ),
∪ { s′ ∶ rs ∈∈t1Q,
1

(s, (τ, τ ′ ), s′ ) transition rule of A,
}.
τ ′ = (r1 , a, f ′ , r2 ) transition rule of T

The initial states of Un0 are the pairs (q, o0 ), with o0 = (s0 , t0 ), q initial state of T , s0
initial state of A, and t0 (r) = ∅ for all r ∈ Q. Similarly, the final states of Un0 are the
pairs (q, o), with q final state of T .
Maintaining alignments under updates. After the previous argument, we are left to outline
the construction of an automaton A that recognizes pairs of runs (ρ, ρ′ ) and from the states
of which we can extract LD≤n (reg(ρ), reg(ρ′ )) when ∆(ρ, ρ′ ) ≤ n ,for some fixed number
n. More specifically, we can focus on the following sub-goal: for a fixed n ∈ N, maintain a
suitable data structure in bounded memory (the set of these structures form the state space
of A) that determines LD≤n (x, x′ ) while the registers x, x′ are being updated, as usual under
the proviso that this set remains non-empty all along the computation. A possible way to
attain this sub-goal is to try to compute the set LD≤n (s x t, s′ x′ t′ ) directly from a given set
LD≤n (x, x′ ) and some given words s, t, s′ , t′ . Note that the actual content of the registers
x, x′ is not part of the input of this computational problem. Along this idea, we disclose the
dependencies of the sets LD≤n (xa, x′ ) and LD≤n (ax, x′ ) from LD≤n+1 (x, x′ ):
LD≤n (xa, x′ ) = { (u, ε, u′ , v ′ aa) ∶ (u, ε, u′ , v ′ ) ∈ LD≤n−1 (x, x′ ) }
∪ { (u, v , u′ , ε) ∶ (u, a vv, u′ , ε) ∈ LD≤n+1 (x, x′ ) }

(1)

LD≤n (ax, x′ ) = { (ε, v, a u′ , v ′ ) ∶ (ε, v, u′ , v ′ ) ∈ LD≤n−1 (x, x′ ) }
u, v, ε, v ′ ) ∶ (u
u aa, v, ε, v ′ ) ∈ LD≤n+1 (x, x′ ) } .
∪ { (u

(2)
≤n

Using these dependencies, one can describe any set of the form LD (x̃, x̃′ ), where x̃ = s x t
and x̃′ = s′ x′ t′ , on the basis of the set LD≤ñ (x, x′ ) and the words s, t, s′ , t′ , where ñ =
n + ∣s∣ + ∣t∣ + ∣s′ ∣ + ∣t′ ∣. However, the fact that ñ may be larger than n seems to require a
knowledge of alignments of arbitrarily large size, which we cannot assume. Luckily we can
overcome this problem by exploiting the condition that LD≤n (x, x′ ) ≠ ∅ and by using an
auxiliary data structure for maintaining some knowledge about the periodicities in x and x′ .
We say that a word x has period k ∈ N if x(i) = x(i + k) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣x∣ − k. For example,
abcab has period 3, but also period 5, 6, 7, etc. We define the two sets
p

u

def

R(x) = {(u, p) ∶ x = u y and y p is periodic with period ∣p∣}

x
q

def

L(x) = {(v, q) ∶ x = y v and q y is periodic with period ∣q∣}

p

q

v

x

Intuitively, (u, p) ∈ R(x) iff x begins with u and continues with a word y whose period ∣p∣ is
preserved under extensions with p to the right, and similarly for (v, q) ∈ L(x) (see the figure).
As usual, we let R≤m (x) (resp. L≤m (x)) be the restriction of R(x) (resp. L(x)) to the pairs
of size at most m (the size being the sum of the lengths of the words in the pair).
For any fixed m ∈ N, it is possible to devise a bounded-memory data structure that can
be maintained while the register x is being updated and that, at every moment, determines,
the sets R≤m (x) and L≤m (x). The data structure basically recalls the following information:
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the exact content of x when its length is smaller than m,
the unique pair of words (u, p) ∈ R≤m (x) (if it exists) that has the smallest length ∣u∣ + ∣p∣,
the unique pair of words (v, q) ∈ L≤m (x) (if it exists) that has the smallest length ∣v∣ + ∣q∣.
From now on we assume that the sets R≤m (x), L≤m (x), R≤m (x′ ), L≤m (x′ ) are known during
any sequence of updates of x and x′ .
Below we show that any non-empty set LD≤n (x, x′ ), paired with the information given
by the sets R≤ñ (x), L≤ñ (x), R≤ñ (x′ ), L≤ñ (x′ ), fully determines the content of LD≤ñ (x, x′ ).
Thanks to the dependencies given in Equations (1) and (2), this is sufficient for computing also
the set LD≤n (x̃, x̃′ ), where x̃ (resp. x̃′ ) is obtained from x (resp. x′ ) by prepending/appending
at most ñ − n symbols.
We define two sets, Gn,m (x, x′ ) and Hn,m (x, x′ ), on the basis of the sets LD≤n (x, x′ ),
L≤m (x), R≤m (x), L≤m (x′ ), R≤m (x′ ). The elements of Gn,m (x, x′ ) represent possible tuples
of alignment type  :
Gn,m (x, x′ ) = { (ε, p vv, u′ qq, ε) ∶ (ε, v , u′ , ε) ∈ LD≤n (x, x′ ),

(u′ , p ) ∈ P ≤m (x),
∣p∣ = ∣q∣ }
(v, q ) ∈ Q≤m (x′ ),

∪{

(ε, v , u′ , ε) ∶ (u, ε, ε, v ′ ) ∈ LD≤n (x, x′ ),

(ε, p) ∈ P ≤m (x), p = v v ′ ,
∣p∣ = ∣q∣ }
(ε, q) ∈ Q≤m (x′ ), q = u u′ ,

∪{

(ε, v , u′ qq, ε) ∶ (ε, ε, u′ , v ′ ) ∈ LD≤n (x, x′ ),

(u′ , p) ∈ P ≤m (x),
p = v v ′ , ∣p∣ = ∣q∣ }
(ε, q ) ∈ Q≤m (x′ ),

∪ { (ε, p vv, u′ , ε) ∶ (u, v , ε, ε) ∈ LD≤n (x, x′ ),

(ε, p ) ∈ P ≤m (x),
q = u u′ , ∣p∣ = ∣q∣ }.
(v, q) ∈ Q≤m (x′ ),

The set Hn,m (x, x′ ) is defined in a symmetric way, as if the underlying order of the words
were reversed. Accordingly, its elements represent possible tuples of alignment type  . For
the sake of brevity, we omit the tedious definition of Hn,m (x, x′ ).
The following lemma gives a way to compute the set LD≤ñ (x, x′ ) (and hence LD≤n (x̃, x̃′ )
for any x̃ = s x t and x̃′ = s′ x′ t′ , with ∣s∣ + ∣t∣ + ∣s′ ∣ + ∣t′ ∣ ≤ ñ − n): for this it suffices to construct
LD≤n (x, x′ ) ∪ Gn,n+ñ (x, x′ ) ∪ Hn,n+ñ (x, x′ ) and then remove from it the tuples of size larger
than ñ. Thanks to the lemma, this results in the set LD≤ñ (x, x′ ).
I Lemma 12. For all n ≤ ñ, if LD≤n (x, x′ ) is non-empty, then
LD≤ñ (x, x′ ) ⊆ LD≤n (x, x′ ) ∪ Gn,n+ñ (x, x′ ) ∪ Hn,n+ñ (x, x′ ) ⊆ LD(x, x′ ).
Tuples (LD≤n (x, x′ ), L≤2n+2cT (x), R≤2n+2cT (x), L≤2n+2cT (x′ ), R≤2n+2cT (x′ )) thus form an
adequate state space for A when x and x′ are the contents of the registers of the runs A is
recognizing. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. And, as for Corollary 2, we obtain:
I Corollary 13. One can decide if two k-valued 1-register SSTs T , T ′ are equivalent.

6

Conclusions

We have proven a decomposition theorem for finite-valued 1-register SSTs, generalizing a
similar result of Weber for one-way transducers. This result constitutes a milestone towards
a decomposition theorem for finite-valued SSTs with multiple registers paving the way to the
decidability of the equivalence problem, and to a correspondence with finite-valued two-way
transducers. This way meets however two difficulties.
The first difficulty is related to establishing the analogous of Proposition 7. Indeed, the
latter proposition relies on the exact correspondence between the number of iterations of
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loops in a successful run of an SST and the number of iterations of certain factors in the
produced output (cf. Lemma 8). This correspondence is broken in the presence of updates
that concatenate different registers, namely, functions f such that, for some register x, f (x)
contains at least two occurrences of distinct registers. In particular, iterating a loop may not
result in iterating factors in the output and, even worse, it can be the case that iterating
loops make two different runs become equal for all iteration except a finite number of them.
This is a situation which does not show up when we only deal with one register. In view of
this, one is either likely to need a more complicated induction in order to prove the analogous
of Proposition 7 for SSTs with multiple registers, or has to pertain to an argument about
string combinatorics that is more general than that of Kortelainen and Sarelaa.
Another difficulty, which is perhaps even more challenging, lies in the construction of the
lag separation covering of T , and more precisely, in the problem of defining an appropriate
notion of lead or delay between tuples of registers, and in maintaining this object in bounded
memory while the registers are being updated. In particular, it seems that taking the obvious
generalization of tuple measure we have taken for the 1-register case cannot be maintained
using a finite memory.
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Abstract
The circuit evaluation problem for finite semirings is considered, where semirings are not assumed
to have an additive or multiplicative identity. The following dichotomy is shown: If a finite
semiring R (i) has a solvable multiplicative semigroup and (ii) does not contain a subsemiring
with an additive identity 0 and a multiplicative identity 1 6= 0, then its circuit evaluation problem
is in DET ⊆ NC2 . In all other cases, the circuit evaluation problem is P-complete.
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1

Introduction

Circuit evaluation problems are among the most well-studied computational problems
in complexity theory. In its most general formulation, one has an algebraic structure
A = (D, f1 , . . . , fk ), where the fi are mappings fi : Dni → D. A circuit over the structure A
is a directed acyclic graph (dag) where every inner node is labelled with one of the operations
fi and has exactly ni incoming edges that are linearly ordered. The leaf nodes of the dag are
labelled with elements of D (for this, one needs a suitable finite representation of elements
from D), and there is a distinguished output node. The task is to evaluate this dag in the
natural way, and to return the value of the output node.
In his seminal paper [19], Ladner proved that the circuit evaluation problem for the
Boolean semiring B2 = ({0, 1}, ∨, ∧) is P-complete. This result marks a cornerstone in the
theory of P-completeness [15], and motivated the investigation of circuit evaluation problems
for other algebraic structures. A large part of the literature is focused on commutative
(possibly infinite) semirings [1, 23, 31] or circuits with certain structural restrictions (e.g.
planar circuits [14, 18, 27] or tree-like circuits [9, 24]). In [25], Miller and Teng proved that
circuits over any finite semiring can be evaluated with polynomially many processors in
time O((log n)(log dn)) on a CRCW PRAM, where n is the size of the circuit and d is the
formal degree of the circuit. The latter is a parameter that can be exponential in the circuit
size n. On the other hand, the authors are not aware of any NC-algorithms for evaluating
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general (exponential degree) circuits even for finite semirings. The lack of such algorithms is
probably due to Ladner’s result, which excludes efficient parallel algorithms in the presence
of a Boolean subsemiring unless P = NC. On the other hand, in the context of semigroups,
there exist NC-algorithms for circuit evaluation. In [8], the following dichotomy result was
shown for finite semigroups: If the finite semigroup is solvable (meaning that every subgroup
is a solvable group), then circuit evaluation is in NC (in fact, in DET, which is the class of
all problems that are AC0 -reducible to the computation of an integer determinant [10, 11]),
otherwise circuit evaluation is P-complete.
In this paper, we extend the work of [8] from finite semigroups to finite semirings. On
first sight, Ladner’s result seems to exclude efficient parallel algorithms: It is not hard to
show that if the finite semiring has an additive identity 0 and a multiplicative identity 1 6= 0
(where 0 is not necessarily absorbing with respect to multiplication), then circuit evaluation
is P-complete, see Lemma 6. Therefore, we take the most general reasonable definition of
semirings: A semiring is a structure (R, +, ·), where (R, +) is a commutative semigroup,
(R, ·) is a semigroup, and · distributes (on the left and right) over +. In particular, we neither
require the existence of a 0 nor a 1. Our main result states that in this general setting
there are only two obstacles to circuit evaluation in NC: non-solvability of the multiplicative
structure and the existence of a zero and a one (different from the zero) in a subsemiring.
More precisely, we show the following two results, where a semiring is called {0, 1}-free if
there exists no subsemiring with an additive identity 0 and a multiplicative identity 1 6= 0:
1. If a finite semiring is not {0, 1}-free, then the circuit evaluation problem is P-complete.
2. If a finite semiring (R, +, ·) is {0, 1}-free, then its circuit evaluation problem can be solved
with AC0 -circuits equipped with oracle gates for (a) graph reachability and (b) the circuit
evaluation problems for the commutative semigroup (R, +) and the semigroup (R, ·).
Together with the dichotomy result from [8] (and the fact that commutative semigroups are
solvable) we get the following result: For every finite semiring (R, +, ·), the circuit evaluation
problem is in NC (in fact, in DET) if (R, ·) is solvable and (R, +, ·) is {0, 1}-free. Moreover,
if one of these conditions fails, then circuit evaluation is P-complete.
The hard part of the proof is to show the above statement 2. We will proceed in two
steps. In the first step we reduce the circuit evaluation problem for a finite semiring R to the
evaluation of a so-called type admitting circuit. This is a circuit where every gate evaluates
to an element of the form eaf , where e and f are multiplicative idempotents of R. Moreover,
these idempotents e and f have to satisfy a certain compatibility condition that will be
expressed by a so-called type function. In a second step, we present a parallel evaluation
algorithm for type admitting circuits. Only for this second step we need the assumption that
the semiring is {0, 1}-free.
In Section 6 we present an application of our main result for circuit evaluation to
formal language theory. We consider the intersection non-emptiness problem for a given
context-free language and a fixed regular language L. If the context-free language is given
by an arbitrary context-free grammar, then we show that the intersection non-emptiness
problem is P-complete as long as L is not empty (Theorem 19). It turns out that the
reason for this is non-productivity of nonterminals. We therefore consider a restricted
version of the intersection non-emptiness problem, where every nonterminal of the input
context-free grammar must be productive. To avoid a promise problem (testing productivity
of a nonterminal is P-complete), we in addition provide a witness of productivity for every
nonterminal. This witness consists of exactly one production A → w for every nonterminal
of A where w may contain nonterminal symbols such that the set of all selected productions
is an acyclic grammar H. This ensures that H derives for every nonterminal A exactly one
string that is a witness of the productivity of A. We then show that this restricted version of
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the intersection non-emptiness problem with the fixed regular language L is equivalent (with
respect to constant depth reductions) to the circuit evaluation problem for a certain finite
semiring that is derived from the syntactic monoid of the regular language L.
Full proofs can be found in the long version [12].
Further related work. We mentioned already existing work on circuit evaluation for (possibly infinite) semirings [1, 23, 25, 31]. For infinite groups, the circuit evaluation problem
is also known as the compressed word problem [20]. In the context of parallel algorithms,
the third and fourth author recently proved that the circuit evaluation problem for finitely
generated (but infinite) nilpotent groups belongs to DET [17]. For finite non-associative
groupoids, the complexity of circuit evaluation was studied in [26], and some of the results
from [8] for semigroups were generalized to the non-associative setting. In [6], the problem of
evaluating tensor circuits is studied. The complexity of this problem is quite high: Whether a
given tensor circuit over the Boolean semiring evaluates to the (1 × 1)-matrix (0) is complete
for nondeterministic exponential time. Finally, let us mention the papers [22, 30], where
circuit evaluation problems are studied for the power set structures (2N , +, ·, ∪, ∩, ) and
(2Z , +, ·, ∪, ∩, ), where + and · are evaluated on sets via A ◦ B = {a ◦ b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.
Completeness results for a large range of complexity classes are shown in [22, 30].
A variant of our intersection non-emptiness problem was studied in [29]. There, a contextfree language L is fixed, a non-deterministic finite automaton A is the input, and the question
is, whether L ∩ L(A) = ∅ holds. The authors present large classes of context-free languages
such that for each member the intersection non-emptiness problem with a given regular
language is P-complete (resp., NL-complete).

2

Computational complexity

For background in complexity theory the reader might consult [4]. We assume that the reader
is familiar with the complexity classes NL (non-deterministic logspace) and P (deterministic
polynomial time). A function is logspace-computable if it can be computed by a deterministic
Turing-machine with a logspace-bounded work tape, a read-only input tape, and a write-only
output tape. Note that the logarithmic space bound only applies to the work tape. P-hardness
will refer to logspace reductions.
We use standard definitions concerning circuit complexity, see e.g. [33]. All circuit
families in this paper are implicitly assumed to be DLOGTIME-uniform. We will consider
the class AC0 of all problems that can be recognized by a polynomial size circuit family of
constant depth built up from NOT-gates (which have fan-in one) and AND- and OR-gates
of unbounded fan-in. The class NCk (k ≥ 1) is defined by polynomial size circuit families of
depth O(logk n) that use NOT-gates, and AND- and OR-gates of fan-in two. One defines
S
NC = k≥1 NCk . The above language classes can be easily generalized to classes of functions
by allowing circuits with several output gates. Of course, this only allows to compute
functions f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ such that |f (x)| = |f (y)| whenever |x| = |y|. If this condition
is not satisfied, one has to consider a suitably padded version of f .
We use the standard notion of constant depth reducibility: For functions f1 , . . . , fk let
0
AC (f1 , . . . , fk ) be the class of all functions that can be computed with a polynomial size
circuit family of constant depth that uses NOT-gates and unbounded fan-in AND-gates,
OR-gates, and fi -oracle gates (1 ≤ i ≤ k). Here, an fi -oracle gate receives an ordered tuple
of inputs x1 , x2 , . . . , xn and outputs the bits of fi (x1 x2 · · · xn ). By taking the characteristic
function of a language, we can also allow a language Li ⊆ {0, 1}∗ in place of fi . Note that
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the function class AC0 (f1 , . . . , fk ) is closed under composition (since the composition of two
AC0 -circuits is again an AC0 -circuit). We write AC0 (NL, f1 , . . . , fk ) for AC0 (GAP, f1 , . . . , fk ),
where GAP is the NL-complete graph accessibility problem. The class AC0 (NL) is studied
in [3]. It has several alternative characterizations and can be viewed as a nondeterministic
version of functional logspace. As remarked in [3], the restriction of AC0 (NL) to 0-1 functions
is NL. Clearly, every logspace-computable function belongs to AC0 (NL): The NL-oracle can
be used to directly compute the output bits of a logspace-computable function.
Let DET = AC0 (det), where det is the function that maps a binary encoded integer matrix
to the binary encoding of its determinant, see [10]. Actually, Cook originally defined DET as
NC1 (det) [10], but later [11] remarked that the above definition via AC0 -circuits seems to be
more natural. For instance, it implies that DET is equal to the #L-hierarchy.
We defined DET as a function class, but the definition can be extended to languages by
considering their characteristic functions. It is well known that NL ⊆ DET ⊆ NC2 [11]. From
NL ⊆ DET, it follows easily that AC0 (NL, f1 , . . . , fk ) ⊆ DET whenever f1 , . . . , fk ∈ DET.

3

Algebraic structures, semigroups, and semirings

An algebraic structure A = (D, f1 , . . . , fk ) consists of a non-empty domain D and operations
fi : Dni → D for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We often identify the domain with the structure, if it is clear
from the context. A substructure of A is a subset B ⊆ D that is closed under each of the
operations fi . We identify B with the structure (B, g1 , . . . , gk ), where gi : B ni → B is the
restriction of fi to B ni for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We mainly deal with semigroups and semirings.
In the following two subsection we present the necessary background. For further details
concerning semigroup theory (resp., semiring theory) see [28] (resp., [13]).

3.1

Semigroups

A semigroup (S, ◦) (or briefly S) is an algebraic structure with a single associative binary
operation. We usually write st for s ◦ t. If st = ts for all s, t ∈ S, we call S commutative. A
set I ⊆ S is called a semigroup ideal if for all s ∈ S, a ∈ I we have sa, as ∈ I. An element
e ∈ S is called idempotent if ee = e. It is well-known that for every finite semigroup S and
s ∈ S there exists an n ≥ 1 such that sn is idempotent. In particular, every finite semigroup
contains an idempotent element. By taking the smallest common multiple of all these n, one
obtains an ω ≥ 1 such that sω is idempotent for all s ∈ S. The set of all idempotents of S is
denoted with E(S). If S is finite, then SE(S)S = S n where n = |S|. Moreover, S n = S m
for all m ≥ n.
A semigroup M with an identity element 1 ∈ M , i.e. 1m = m1 = m for all m ∈ M , is
called a monoid. With S 1 we denote the monoid that is obtained from a semigroup S by
adding a fresh element 1, which becomes the identity element of S 1 by setting 1s = s1 = s for
all s ∈ S ∪ {1}. In case M is a monoid and N is a submonoid of M , we do not require that
the identity element of N is the identity element of M . But, clearly, the identity element of
the submonoid N must be an idempotent element of M . In fact, for every semigroup S and
every idempotent e ∈ E(S), the set eSe = {ese | s ∈ S} is a submonoid of S with identity
e, which is also called a local submonoid of S. The local submonoid eSe is the maximal
submonoid of S whose identity element is e. A semigroup S is aperiodic if every subgroup
of S is trivial. A semigroup S is solvable if every subgroup G of S is a solvable group, i.e.,
repeatedly taking the commutator subgroup leads from G to 1. Since Abelian groups are
solvable, every commutative semigroup is solvable.
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Semirings

A semiring (R, +, ·) consists of a non-empty set R with two operations + and · such that
(R, +) is a commutative semigroup, (R, ·) is a semigroup, and · left- and right-distributes
over +, i.e., a · (b + c) = ab + ac and (b + c) · a = ba + ca (as usual, we write ab for a · b).
Note that we neither require the existence of an additive identity 0 nor the existence of a
multiplicative identity 1. We denote with R+ = (R, +) the additive semigroup of R and with
R• = (R, ·) the multiplicative semigroup of R. For n ≥ 1 and r ∈ R we write n · r or just
nr for r + · · · + r, where r is added n times. For a non-empty subset T ⊆ R we denote by
hT i the subsemiring generated by T , i.e., the smallest set containing T which is closed under
addition and multiplication. An ideal of R is a subset I ⊆ R such that for all a, b ∈ I, s ∈ R
we have a + b, sa, as ∈ I. Clearly, every ideal is a subsemiring. With E(R) we denote the
set of multiplicative idempotents of R, i.e., those e ∈ R with e2 = e. Note that for every
multiplicative idempotent e ∈ E(R), eRe is a subsemiring of R in which the multiplicative
structure is a monoid. Let B2 = ({0, 1}, ∨, ∧) be the Boolean semiring.
A crucial definition in this paper is that of a {0, 1}-free semiring. This is a semiring R
which does not contain a subsemiring T with an additive identity 0 and a multiplicative
identity 1 6= 0. Note that it is not required that 0 is absorbing in T , i.e., a · 0 = 0 · a = 0 for
all a ∈ T . The class of {0, 1}-free finite semirings has several characterizations:
I Lemma 1. For a finite semiring R, the following are equivalent:
1. R is not {0, 1}-free.
2. B2 or Zd for some d ≥ 2 is a subsemiring of R.
3. B2 or Zd for some d ≥ 2 is a homomorphic image of a subsemiring of R.
4. There exist elements 0, 1 ∈ R such that 0 6= 1, 0 + 0 = 0, 0 + 1 = 1, 0 · 1 = 1 · 0 = 0 · 0 = 0,
and 1 · 1 = 1 (but 1 + 1 6= 1 is possible).
As a consequence of Lemma 1 (point 4), one can check in time O(n2 ) for a semiring of size
n whether it is {0, 1}-free. We will not need this fact, since in our setting the semiring will
be always fixed, i.e., not part of the input. Moreover, the class of all {0, 1}-free semirings is a
pseudo-variety of finite semirings, i.e., it is closed under taking subsemirings (this is trivial),
taking homomorphic images (by point 3), and direct products. For the latter, assume that
R × R0 is not {0, 1}-free. Hence, there exists a subsemiring T of R × R0 with an additive
zero (0, 00 ) and a multiplicative one (1, 10 ) 6= (0, 00 ). W.l.o.g. assume that 0 6= 1. Then
the projection π1 (T ) onto the first component is a subsemiring of R, where 0 is an additive
identity and 1 6= 0 is a multiplicative identity.

4

Circuit evaluation and main results

We define circuits over general algebraic structures. Let A = (D, f1 , . . . , fk ) be an algebraic
structure. A circuit over A is a triple C = (V, A0 , rhs) where V is a finite set of gates,
A0 ∈ V is the output gate and rhs (for right-hand side) is a function that assigns to
each gate A ∈ V an element a ∈ D or an expression of the form fi (A1 , . . . , An ), where
n = ni and A1 , . . . , An ∈ V are called the input gates for A. Moreover, the binary relation
{(A, B) ∈ V × V | A is an input gate for B} must be acyclic. The reflexive and transitive
closure of it is a partial order on V that we denote with ≤C . Every gate A evaluates
to an element [A]C ∈ A in the natural way: If rhs(A) = a ∈ D, then [A]C = a and if
rhs(A) = fi (A1 , . . . , An ) then [A]C = fi ([A1 ]C , . . . , [An ]C ). Moreover, we define [C] = [A0 ]C
(the value computed by C). If the circuit C is clear from the context, we also write [A]
instead of [A]C . Two circuits C1 and C2 over the structure A are equivalent if [C1 ] = [C2 ].
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Sometimes we also use circuits without an output gate; such a circuit is just a pair (V, rhs).
A subcircuit of C is the restriction of C to a downwards closed (w.r.t. ≤C ) subset of V . A
gate A with rhs(A) = fi (A1 , . . . , An ) is called an inner gate, otherwise it is an input gate
of C. Quite often, we view a circuit as a directed acyclic graph, where the inner nodes are
labelled with an operations fi , and the leaf nodes are labelled with elements from D. In
our proofs, it is sometimes convenient to allow arbitrary terms built from V ∪ D using the
operations f1 , . . . , fk in right-hand sides. For instance, over a semiring (R, +, ·) we might
have rhs(A) = s · B · t + C + s for s, t ∈ R and B, C ∈ V . A circuit is in normal form, if
all right-hand sides are of the form a ∈ D or fi (A1 , . . . , An ) with A1 , . . . , An ∈ V . We will
make use of the following simple fact:
I Lemma 2. A circuit can be transformed in logspace into an equivalent normal form circuit.
The circuit evaluation problem CEP(A) for some algebraic structure A (say a semigroup
or a semiring) is the following computational problem:
Input: A circuit C over A and an element a ∈ D from its domain.
Output: Decide whether [C] = a.
Note that for a finite structure A, CEP(A) is basically equivalent to its computation variant,
where one actually computes the output value [C] of the circuit: if CEP(A) belongs to a
complexity class C, then the computation variant belongs to AC0 (C), and if the latter belongs
to AC0 (C) then CEP(A) belongs to the decision fragment of AC0 (C).
Clearly, for every finite structure the circuit evaluation problem can be solved in polynomial
time by evaluating all gates along the partial order ≤C . Ladner’s classical P-completeness
result for the Boolean circuit value problem [19] can be stated as follows:
I Theorem 3 ([19]). CEP(B2 ) is P-complete.
For semigroups, the following dichotomy was shown in [8]:
I Theorem 4 ([8]). Let S be a finite semigroup.
If S is aperiodic, then CEP(S) is in NL.
If S is solvable, then CEP(S) belongs to DET.
If S is not solvable, then CEP(S) is P-complete.
In fact, in [8], the authors use the original definition DET = NC1 (det) of Cook. But
the arguments in [8] actually show that for a finite solvable semigroup, CEP(S) belongs to
AC0 (det) (which is our definition of DET). Moreover, in [8], Theorem 4 is only shown for
monoids, but the extension to semigroups is straightforward: If the finite semigroup S has a
non-solvable subgroup, then CEP(S) is P-complete, since the circuit evaluation problem for a
non-solvable finite group is P-complete. On the other hand, if S is solvable (resp., aperiodic),
then also the monoid S 1 is solvable (resp., aperiodic). This holds, since the subgroups of S 1
are exactly the subgroups of S together with {1}. Hence, CEP(S 1 ) is in DET (resp., NL),
which implies that CEP(S) is in DET (resp., NL).
Let us fix a finite semiring R = (R, +, ·) for the rest of the paper. Note that CEP(R+ )
(resp., CEP(R• )) is the restriction of CEP(R) to circuits without multiplication (resp., addition)
gates. Since every commutative semigroup is solvable, Theorem 4 implies that CEP(R+ )
belongs to DET. The main result of this paper is:
I Theorem 5. If the finite semiring R is {0, 1}-free, then the problem CEP(R) belongs to
the class AC0 (NL, CEP(R+ ), CEP(R• )). Otherwise CEP(R) is P-complete.
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Note that CEP(R) can also be P-complete for a {0, 1}-free semiring (namely in the case that
CEP(R• ) is P-complete) and that AC0 (NL, CEP(R+ ), CEP(R• )) = AC0 (CEP(R+ ), CEP(R• ))
whenever CEP(R+ ) or CEP(R• ) is NL-hard. For example, this is the case, if R+ or R• is an
aperiodic nontrivial monoid [8, Proposition 4.14] (for aperiodic nontrivial monoids one can
easily reduce the NL-complete of graph reachability problem to the circuit value problem).
The P-hardness statement in Theorem 5 is easy to show:
I Lemma 6. If the finite semiring R is not {0, 1}-free, then CEP(R) is P-complete.
Proof. By Lemma 1, R contains either B2 or Zd for some d ≥ 2. In the former case,
P-hardness follows from Ladner’s theorem. Furthermore, one can reduce the P-complete
Boolean circuit value problem over {0, 1, ∧, ¬} to CEP(Zd ): A gate z = x ∧ y is replaced by
z = x · y and a gate y = ¬x is replaced by y = 1 + (d − 1) · x.
J
Theorem 4 and 5 yield the following corollaries:
I Corollary 7. Let R be a finite semiring.
If R is {0, 1}-free and R• and R+ are aperiodic, then CEP(R) belongs to NL.
If R is {0, 1}-free and R• is solvable, then CEP(R) belongs to DET.
If R is not {0, 1}-free or R• is not solvable, then CEP(R) is P-complete.
Let us present an application of Corollary 7.
I Example 8. An important semigroup construction found in the literature is the power
construction. For a finite semigroup S one defines the power semiring P(S) = (2S \ {∅}, ∪, ·)
with the multiplication A · B = {ab | a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. Notice that if one includes the empty
set, then the semiring would not be {0, 1}-free: Take an idempotent e ∈ S. Then ∅ and {e}
form a copy of B2 . Hence, the circuit evaluation problem is P-complete.
Let us further assume that S is a monoid with identity 1 (the general case will be
considered below). If S contains an idempotent e 6= 1 then also P(S) is not {0, 1}-free: {e}
and {1, e} form a copy of B2 . On the other hand, if 1 is the unique idempotent of S, then
S must be a group G. Assume that G is solvable; otherwise P(G)• is not solvable as well
and has a P-complete circuit evaluation problem by Theorem 4. It is not hard to show that
the subgroups of P(G)• correspond to the quotient groups of subgroups of G; see also [21].
Since G is solvable and the class of solvable groups is closed under taking subgroups and
quotients, P(G)• is a solvable monoid. Moreover P(G) is {0, 1}-free: Otherwise, Lemma 1
implies that there are non-empty subsets A, B ⊆ G such that A 6= B, A ∪ B = B (and thus
A ( B), AB = BA = A2 = A, and B 2 = B. Hence, B is a subgroup of G and A ⊆ B. But
then B = AB = A, which is a contradiction. By Corollary 7, CEP(P(G)) for a finite solvable
group G belongs to DET.
Let us now classify the complexity of CEP(P(S)) for arbitrary semigroups S. A semigroup S
is a local group if for all e ∈ E(S) the local monoid eSe is a group. In a finite local group S
of size n the minimal semigroup ideal is S n = SE(S)S [2, Proposition 2.3].
I Theorem 9. Let S be a finite semigroup. If S is a local group and solvable, then CEP(P(S))
belongs to DET. Otherwise CEP(P(S)) is P-complete.
Proof. If S is a solvable local group, then the multiplicative semigroup P(S)• is solvable as
well [5, Corollary 2.7]. It remains to show that the semiring P(S) is {0, 1}-free. Towards a
contradiction assume that P(S) is not {0, 1}-free. By Lemma 1, there exist non-empty sets
A ( B ⊆ S such that AB = BA = A2 = A and B 2 = B. Hence, B is a subsemigroup of S,
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which is also a local group, and A is a semigroup ideal in B. Since the minimal semigroup
ideal of B is B n for n = |B| and B n = B, we obtain A = B, which is a contradiction.
If S is not a local group, then there exists a local monoid eSe which is not a group and
hence contains an idempotent f 6= e. Since {{f }, {e, f }} forms a copy of B2 it follows that
CEP(P(S)) is P-complete. Finally, if S is not solvable, then also P(S) is not solvable and
CEP(P(S)) is P-complete by Theorem 4.
J

5

Proof of Theorem 5

The proof of Theorem 5 will proceed in two steps. In the first step we reduce the problem to
evaluating circuits in which the computation admits a type-function defined in the following.
In the second step, we show how to evaluate such circuits.
I Definition 10. Let E = E(R) be the set of multiplicative idempotents. Let C = (V, rhs)
be a circuit in normal form such that [A]C ∈ ERE for all A ∈ V . A type-function for C is a
mapping type : V → E × E such that for all gates A ∈ V :
If type(A) = (e, f ), then [A]C ∈ eRf .
If A is an addition gate with rhs(A) = B + C, then type(A) = type(B) = type(C).
If A is a multiplication gate with rhs(A) = B · C, type(B) = (e, e0 ), and type(C) = (f 0 , f ),
then type(A) = (e, f ).
A circuit is called type admitting if it admits a type-function.
A function α : Rm → R (m ≥ 0) is called affine if there are a1 , b1 , . . . , am , bm , c ∈ R such
Pm
Pm
that α(x1 , . . . , xm ) = i=1 ai xi bi + c or α(x1 , . . . , xm ) = i=1 ai xi bi for all x1 , . . . , xm ∈ R.
We represent this affine function by the tuple (a1 , b1 , . . . , am , bm , c) or (a1 , b1 , . . . , am , bm ).
Theorem 5 is an immediate corollary of the following two propositions (and the obvious fact
that an affine function with a constant number of inputs can be evaluated in AC0 ).
I Proposition 11. Given a circuit C over the finite semiring R, one can compute in
AC0 (NL, CEP(R+ ))
an affine function α : Rm → R for some 0 ≤ m ≤ |R|4 ,
a type admitting circuit C 0 = (V 0 , rhs0 ), and
a list of gates A1 , . . . , Am ∈ V 0 such that [C] = α([A1 ]C 0 , . . . , [Am ]C 0 ).
I Proposition 12. If R is {0, 1}-free, then the restriction of CEP(R) to type admitting
circuits is in AC0 (NL, CEP(R+ ), CEP(R• )).
Notice that in Proposition 12 we do not need explicitly a type function as part of the
input. Moreover, it is not clear how to test efficiently whether a circuit is type admitting.
On the other hand, this is not a problem for us, since we will apply Proposition 12 only to
circuits resulting from Proposition 11, which are type admitting by construction.

5.1

Step 1: Reduction to typing admitting circuits

In this section, we sketch a proof of Proposition 11. Let C be a circuit in normal form over our
fixed finite semiring (R, +, ·) of size n = |R| ≥ 2 (the case n = 1 is trivial). Let E = E(R).
Note that Rn = RER is closed under multiplication with elements from R. Thus, hRn i is an
ideal. Every element of hRn i is a finite sum of elements from Rn .
In a first step, we compute from C in AC0 (NL, CEP(R+ )) a semiring element r and a
circuit D over the subsemiring hRn i = hRERi such that [C] = r + [D], where r or D (but
not both) can be missing. For the proof of this, we interpret the circuit C over the free
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semiring N[R]. It consists of all mappings f : R+ → N (where R+ is the set of non-empty
words over the alphabet R) such that supp(f ) := {w ∈ R+ | f (w) 6= 0} (the support of f ) is
P
finite and non-empty. We view an element f ∈ N[R] as a polynomial w∈supp(f ) f (w) · w,
where R is a set of non-commuting variables. Addition and multiplication of such noncommuting polynomials is defined as usual. Words w ∈ supp(f ) are also called monomials of
f . Let h : N[R] → R be the canonical evaluation homomorphism, which evaluates a given
non-commutative polynomial in R. Thereby a monomial w = a1 a2 · · · an is mapped to the
corresponding product in R. Since a semiring is not assumed to have a multiplicative identity
(resp., additive identity), we have to exclude the empty word from supp(f ) for every f ∈ N[R]
(resp., exclude the mapping f with supp(f ) = ∅ from N[R]).
The idea is to split each polynomial computed in a gate A into two parts: Those monomials
(i.e., non-empty words over R) that have length < n = |R| (called the short part of A) and
those monomials that have length ≥ n (called the long part of A). Of course the short (resp.
long) part of a gate can be empty. We then compute from the circuit C the following data:
(i) for every gate A the h-image of the short part of A if it is non-empty and (ii) a circuit over
hRn i that contains for every gate A of C the h-image of its long part (if it exists). For (i),
we need oracle access to CEP(R+ ). Oracle access to NL is needed to compute those gates
whose short (resp., long) part is non-empty.
In a second step, we compute from a circuit D over hRERi a type admitting circuit C 0
such that the value of D is an affine combination of certain gate values in C 0 . The main idea
is the following: In the circuit D all input values are sums of elements of the form set (e ∈ E,
s, t ∈ R), which we can write as se3 t. Hence, if we evaluate the circuit freely in N[R], then
every monomial that arises at a gate A is of the form segf t, where g starts (resp., ends)
with the symbol e ∈ E (resp., f ∈ E) and s, t ∈ R. Let PA is the set of all tuples (s, e, f, t)
such that at gate A a monomial of the form segf t arises. One can show that PA can be
computed in AC0 (NL). The circuit C 0 contains for every (s, e, f, t) ∈ PA a gate As,e,f,t that
computes the sum of all monomials g such that segf t is a monomial that appears at gate A.
P
The type of gate As,e,f,t is (e, f ). Moreover, [A]D is equal to (s,e,f,t)∈PA (se)[As,e,f,t ]C 0 (f t).
This shows that [D] is indeed an affine combination of certain gate values in C 0 .

5.2

Step 2: A parallel evaluation algorithm for type admitting circuits

In this section we prove Proposition 12. We present a parallel evaluation algorithm for type
admitting circuits. This algorithm terminates after at most |R| rounds, if R has a so-called
rank-function, which we define first. As before, let E = E(R).
I Definition 13. We call a function rank : R → N \ {0} a rank-function for R if it satisfies
the following conditions for all a, b ∈ R:
1. rank(a) ≤ rank(a ◦ b) and rank(b) ≤ rank(a ◦ b) for ◦ ∈ {+, ·}.
2. If a, b ∈ eRf for some e, f ∈ E and rank(a) = rank(a + b), then a = a + b.
If R• is a monoid, then one can choose e = 1 = f in the second condition in Definition 13,
which is therefore equivalent to: If rank(a) = rank(a + b) for a, b ∈ R, then a = a + b.
I Example 14 (Example 8 continued). Let G be a finite group and consider the semiring
P(G). One can verify that the function A 7→ |A|, where ∅ 6= A ⊆ G, is a rank-function for
P(G). On the other hand, if S is a finite semigroup, which is not a group, then S cannot be
cancellative. Assume that ab = ac for a, b, c ∈ S with b =
6 c. Then {a} · {b, c} = {ab}. This
shows that the function A 7→ |A| is not a rank-function for P(S).
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I Theorem 15. If the finite semiring R has a rank-function rank, then the restriction of
CEP(R) to type admitting circuits belongs to AC0 (NL, CEP(R+ ), CEP(R• )).
Proof. Let C = (V, A0 , rhs) be a circuit with the type function type. We present an algorithm
which partially evaluates the circuit in a constant number of phases, where each phase can
be carried out in AC0 (NL, CEP(R+ ), CEP(R• )) and the following invariant is preserved:
Invariant: After phase k all gates A with rank([A]C ) ≤ k are evaluated, i.e., are input gates
in phase k + 1 onwards.
Initially, i.e., for k = 0, the invariant holds, since 0 is not in the range of the rank-function.
After max{rank(a) | a ∈ R} (which is a constant) many phases, the output gate A0 is
evaluated. We present phase k of the algorithm, assuming that the invariant holds after
phase k − 1. Thus, all gates A with rank([A]C ) < k of the current circuit C are input gates.
In phase k we evaluate all gates A with rank([A]C ) = k. For this, we proceed in two steps:
Step 1. As a first step the algorithm evaluates all subcircuits that only contain addition and
input gates. This maintains the invariant and is possible in AC0 (NL, CEP(R+ )). After this
step, every addition-gate A has at least one inner input gate, which we denote by inner(A)
(if both input gates are inner gates, then choose one arbitrarily). The NL-oracle access is
needed to compute the set of all gates A for which no multiplication gate B ≤C A exists.
Step 2. Define the multiplicative circuit C 0 = (V, A0 , rhs0 ) by
(
inner(A) if A is an addition-gate,
0
rhs (A) =
rhs(A)
if A is a multiplication gate or input gate.

(1)

The circuit C 0 can be brought in logspace into normal form by Lemma 2 and then evaluated in
AC0 (CEP(R• )). A gate A ∈ V is called locally correct if (i) A is an input gate or multiplication
gate of C, or (ii) A is an addition gate of C with rhs(A) = B + C and [A]C 0 = [B]C 0 + [C]C 0 . We
compute the set W := {A ∈ V | all gates B with B ≤C A are locally correct} in AC0 (NL).
A simple induction shows that for all A ∈ W we have [A]C = [A]C 0 . Hence we can set
rhs(A) = [A]C 0 for all A ∈ W . This concludes phase k of the algorithm.
To prove that the invariant holds after phase k, we show that for each gate A ∈ V with
rank([A]C ) ≤ k we have A ∈ W . This is shown by induction over the depth of A in C. Assume
that rank([A]C ) ≤ k. By the first condition from Definition 13, all gates B <C A satisfy
rank([B]C ) ≤ k. Thus, the induction hypothesis yields B ∈ W and hence [B]C = [B]C 0 for all
gates B <C A. It remains to show that A is locally correct, which is clear if A is an input gate
or a multiplication gate. So assume that rhs(A) = B + C where B = inner(A), which implies
[A]C 0 = [B]C 0 by (1). Since B is an inner gate, which is not evaluated after phase k − 1, it
holds that rank([B]C ) ≥ k and therefore rank([A]C ) = rank([B]C ) = k. By Definition 10 there
exist idempotents e, f ∈ E with type(B) = type(C) = (e, f ) and thus [B]C , [C]C ∈ eRf . The
second condition from Definition 13 implies that [A]C = [B]C + [C]C = [B]C . We finally get
[A]C 0 = [B]C 0 = [B]C = [A]C = [B]C + [C]C = [B]C 0 + [C]C 0 . Therefore A is locally correct. J
I Example 16 (Example 8 continued). Figure 1 shows a circuit C over the power semiring
P(G) of the group G = (Z5 , +). Recall from Example 14 that the function A 7→ |A| is a rank
function for P(G). We illustrate one phase of the algorithm. All gates A with rank([A]) < 3
are evaluated in the circuit C shown on the left. The goal is to evaluate all gates A with
rank([A]) = 3. The first step would be to evaluate maximal ∪-circuits, which is already done.
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Figure 1 The parallel evaluation algorithm over the power semiring P(Z5 ).

In the second step the circuit C 0 (shown in the middle) from the proof of Theorem 15 is
computed and evaluated using the oracle for CEP(Z5 , +). The dotted wires do not belong
to the circuit C 0 . All locally correct gates are shaded. Note that the output gate is locally
correct but its right child is not locally correct. All other shaded gates form a downwards
closed set, which is the set W from the proof. These gates can be evaluated such that in
the resulting circuit (shown on the right) all gates which evaluate to elements of rank 3 are
evaluated.
To show Proposition 12, it remains to equip every finite {0, 1}-free semiring with a
rank-function.
I Lemma 17. If R is {0, 1}-free and e, f ∈ E(R) are such that ef = f e = f + f = f , then
e + f = f.
Proof. With f = 0, e+f = 1 all equations from Lemma 1 (point 4) hold; hence e+f = f . J
I Lemma 18. If the finite semiring R is {0, 1}-free, then R has a rank-function.
Proof. For a, b ∈ R we define a  b if b can be obtained from a by iterated additions and
left- and right-multiplications of elements from R. This is equivalent to the existence of
`, r, c ∈ R such that b = `ar + c, where each of the elements `, r, c can be missing. Since  is
a preorder on R, there is a function rank : R → N \ {0} such that for all a, b ∈ R we have
(i) rank(a) = rank(b) if and only if a  b  a, and (ii) rank(a) ≤ rank(b) if a  b.
We claim that rank satisfies the conditions of Definition 13. The first condition is clear,
since a  a + b and a, b  ab. For the second condition, let e, f ∈ E, a, b ∈ eRf such that
rank(a + b) = rank(a), which is equivalent to a + b  a. Assume that a = `(a + b)r + c =
`ar + `br + c for some `, r, c ∈ R (the case without c can be handled in the same way). Since
a = eaf and b = ebf , we have a = `e(a + b)f r + c and hence we can assume that ` and r are
not missing. Moreover, a = eaf = (e`e)(a + b)(f rf ) + (ecf ), so we can assume that ` = e`e
and r = f rf . After m applications of a = `ar + `br + c we get
a = `m arm +

m
X
i=1

`i bri +

m−1
X

`i cri .

(2)

i=0

Let n ≥ 1 such that nx is additively idempotent and xn is multiplicatively idempotent for
all x ∈ R. Hence nxn is both additively and multiplicatively idempotent for all x ∈ R. If
Pn
we choose m = n2 , the right hand side of (2) contains the partial sum P := i=1 `in brin .
Furthermore, e(n`n ) = (n`n )e = n`n and f (nrn ) = (nrn )f = nrn . Therefore, Lemma 17
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implies that n`n = n`n + e and nrn = nrn + f , and hence:
P =

n
X

`in brin = n(`n brn ) = n2 (`n brn ) = (n`n )b(nrn ) = (n`n + e)b(nrn )

i=1

= (n`n )b(nrn ) + eb(nrn ) = (n`n )b(nrn ) + eb(nrn + f )
!
n
X
n
n
n
in in
= (n` )b(nr ) + eb(nr ) + ebf =
` br
+ b = P + b.
i=1

Thus, the partial sum P in (2) can be replaced by P + b, which shows a = a + b.

6

J

An application to formal language theory

In this section we briefly report on an application of Corollary 7 to a particular intersection
non-emptiness problem. We assume some familiarity with context-free grammars. A circuit
over the free monoid Σ∗ can be seen as a context-free grammar producing exactly one word.
Such a circuit is also called a straight-line program, briefly SLP. It is an acyclic context-free
grammar H that contains for every non-terminal A exactly one rule with left-hand side A.
We denote with valH (A) the unique terminal word that can be derived from A.
For an alphabet Σ and a language L ⊆ Σ∗ , the intersection non-emptiness problem for L,
denoted by CFG-IP(L, Σ), is the following decision problem: Given a context-free grammar
G over Σ, does L(G) ∩ L 6= ∅ hold? For every regular language L, this problem belongs to
P: One constructs in polynomial time a context-free grammar for L(G) ∩ L from G and a
finite automaton for L and tests this grammar for emptiness, which is possible in polynomial
time. However, testing emptiness of a given context-free language is P-complete. An easy
reduction shows that the problem CFG-IP(L, Σ) is P-complete for every L 6= ∅:
I Theorem 19. For every non-empty language L ⊆ Σ∗ , CFG-IP(L, Σ) is P-complete.
By Theorem 19 we have to put some restriction on context-free grammars in order to get
NC-algorithms for intersection non-emptiness. It turns out that productivity of all nonterminals is the right assumption. Thus, we require that every non-terminal A is productive,
i.e., a terminal word can be derived from A. In order to avoid a promise problem (testing
productivity of a non-terminal is P-complete [16]) we add to the input grammar G an SLP
H, which uniformizes G in the sense that H contains for every non-terminal A exactly one
rule A → α from G. Hence, the word valH (A) is a witness for the productivity of A. For
instance, a uniformizing SLP for the grammar S → SS | aSb | A, A → aA | B, B → bB | b
would be S → A, A → B, B → b.
We define the following restriction PCFG-IP(L, Σ) of CFG-IP(L, Σ): Given a productive
context-free grammar G over Σ and a uniformizing SLP H for G, does L(G) ∩ L 6= ∅ hold?
The theorem below classifies regular languages L ⊆ Σ∗ by the complexity of PCFG-IP(L, Σ).
To do this we use the standard notion of the syntactic monoid ML of L (which is a finite
monoid for L regular). There is a surjective morphism h : Σ∗ → L and a subset F ⊆ ML
such that L = h−1 (ML ). Let us fix the regular language L ⊆ Σ∗ , M = ML , h : Σ∗ → M
and F ⊆ M . Define the equivalence relation ∼F on P(M ) by: A1 ∼F A2 (A1 , A2 ∈ P(M ))
if and only if ∀`, r ∈ M : `A1 r ∩ F =
6 ∅ ⇐⇒ `A2 r ∩ F 6= ∅. It can be shown that ∼F is a
congruence relation. In particular, P(M )/∼F is a semiring.
I Theorem 20. PCFG-IP(L, Σ) is equivalent to CEP(P(M )/∼F ) with respect to constant
depth reductions. Hence, PCFG-IP(L, Σ) is in DET (resp., NL) if (P(M )/∼F )• is solvable
(resp., aperiodic) and P(M )/∼F is {0, 1}-free; otherwise PCFG-IP(L, Σ) is P-complete.
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As an application of Theorem 20 one can show that PCFG-IP(L, Σ) is in NL for every language
of the form L = Σ∗ a1 Σ∗ a2 Σ∗ . . . ak Σ∗ for a1 , . . . , ak ∈ Σ.

7

Conclusion and outlook

We proved a dichotomy result for the circuit evaluation problem for finite semirings: If
(i) the semiring has no subsemiring with an additive and multiplicative identity and both
are different and (ii) the multiplicative subsemigroup is solvable, then the circuit evaluation
problem is in DET ⊆ NC2 , otherwise it is P-complete.
The ultimate goal would be to obtain such a dichotomy for all finite algebraic structures.
One might ask whether for every finite algebraic structure A, CEP(A) is P-complete or in
NC. It is known that under the assumption P 6= NC there exist problems in P \ NC that
are not P-complete [32]. In [7] it is shown that every circuit evaluation problem CEP(A) is
equivalent to a circuit evaluation problem CEP(A, ◦), where ◦ is a binary operation.
Acknowledgement. We are grateful to Ben Steinberg for fruitful discussions and to Volker
Diekert for pointing out to us the proof of the implication (3 ⇒ 4) in the proof of Lemma 1.
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Abstract
We show that CSP is fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by the treewidth of a backdoor into any tractable CSP problem over a finite constraint language. This result combines the
two prominent approaches for achieving tractability for CSP: (i) structural restrictions on the interaction between the variables and the constraints and (ii) language restrictions on the relations
that can be used inside the constraints. Apart from defining the notion of backdoor-treewidth
and showing how backdoors of small treewidth can be used to efficiently solve CSP, our main
technical contribution is a fixed-parameter algorithm that finds a backdoor of small treewidth.
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1

Introduction

The Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a central and generic computational problem
which provides a common framework for many theoretical and practical applications [34].
An instance of CSP consists of a collection of variables that must be assigned values subject
to constraints, where each constraint is given in terms of a relation whose tuples specify the
allowed combinations of values for specified variables. The problem was originally formulated
by Montanari [41], and has been found equivalent to the homomorphism problem for relational
structures [22] and the problem of evaluating conjunctive queries on databases [37]. CSP is
NP-complete in general, and identifying the classes of CSP instances which can be solved
efficiently has become a prominent research area in theoretical computer science [10].
One of the most classical approaches in this area relies on exploiting the structure of
how variables and constraints interact with each other, most prominently in terms of the
treewidth of graph representations of CSP instances. The first result in this line of research
dates back to 1985, when Freuder [25] observed that CSP is polynomial-time tractable if the
primal treewidth, which is the treewidth of the primal graph of the instance, is bounded by
a constant. A large number of related results on structural restrictions for CSP have been
obtained to date (see, e.g., [13, 18, 30, 31, 40, 44]).
∗
†
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X

Figure 1 An illustration of instances with neither a small backdoor into CSP(Γ) for any tractable
constraint language Γ, nor bounded primal treewidth. Here, X denotes a minimum strong backdoor
of unbounded size into CSP(Γ) for some choice of Γ. The ellipsis represents the fact that X can be
arbitrarily big, implying an unbounded number of such instances, one for each size of X.

The other leading approach used to show the tractability of constraint satisfaction relies
on constraint languages. In this case, the polynomially tractable classes are defined in terms
of a tractable constraint language Γ, which is a set of relations that can be used in the
instance. A landmark result in this area is Schaefer’s celebrated Dichotomy Theorem for
Boolean CSP [46] which says that for every constraint language Γ over the Boolean domain,
the corresponding CSP problem is either NP-complete or solvable in polynomial time. Feder
and Vardi [22] conjectured that such a dichotomy holds for all finite constraint languages.
Although the conjecture is still open it has been proven true for many important special
cases (see, e.g., [6, 7, 9, 14, 17, 33]).
Tractability due to restrictions on the constraint language and tractability due to restrictions in terms of the structure of the CSP instance are often considered complementary:
under structural restrictions the domain language can be arbitrary, whereas under constraint
language restrictions the variables and constraints can interact arbitrarily.
One specific tool that is frequently used to build upon the constraint language approach
detailed above is the notion of backdoors, which provides a means of relaxing celebrated results
on tractable constraint languages to instances which are ‘almost’ tractable. In particular, this
is done by measuring the size of a strong backdoor [47] to a selected tractable class, where a
strong backdoor is a set of variables with the property that every assignment of these variables
results in a CSP instance in the specified class. A natural way of defining such a class is
to consider all CSP instances whose constraints use relations from a constraint language Γ,
denoted by CSP(Γ). The last couple of years have seen several new results for CSP using this
backdoor-based approach (see, e.g., [11, 26, 27]. In particular, the general aim of research
in this direction is to obtain so-called fixed-parameter algorithms, i.e., algorithms where
the running time only has a polynomial dependence on the input size and the exponential
blow-up is restricted exclusively to the size of the backdoor (the parameter). Parameterized
decision problems which admit such an algorithm belong to the complexity class FPT.
We note that treewidth-based and backdoor-based approaches outlined above are orthogonal to each other. Consider, for example, on the one hand a CSP instance which is tractable
due to the used constraint language but which has high treewidth, or on the other hand an
instance consisting of many disjoint copies of CSP instances of constant primal treewidth
with a constant-size strong backdoor into a tractable constraint language (backdoor size
multiplies whereas treewidth remains constant). Hence applying either of these approaches
(treewidth-based and backdoor-based) alone will not yield satisfactory results for instances
that are not homogeneous with respect to either of these forms of restrictions. It is certainly
natural to consider the algorithmic complexity of instances which have small treewidth after
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certain simple ‘blocks’ characterized by a tractable constraint language are removed, or
instances with a large but ‘well-structured’ backdoor to a tractable class (see Fig. 1), but
until now we lacked the theoretical tools required to capture the complexity of such instances.
Our Results. We propose and develop a hybrid framework for constraint satisfaction
which combines the advantages of both the width-based and backdoor-based approaches. In
particular, we introduce the notion of backdoor-treewidth with respect to a constraint language
Γ; this is defined, roughly speaking, as the primal treewidth of the instance after contracting
(possibly large) parts of the instance into single constraints, so that the remaining variables
form a strong backdoor into CSP(Γ) in the original instance. We refer to Definition 5 for the
formal definition of backdoor-treewidth. It is not difficult to see that backdoor-treewidth is
at most the minimum of primal treewidth and the size of a backdoor into the specified class.
However, backdoor-treewidth can be arbitrarily smaller than both the primal treewidth and
the size of a backdoor, and hence promises to push the frontiers of tractability beyond the
current state of the art.
I Theorem 1. Let Γ be a fixed tractable finite constraint language. Then, CSP parameterized
by the backdoor-treewidth with respect to Γ is FPT.
We note that our result is in fact tight as far as the choice of the language Γ is concerned:
Γ must clearly be tractable, and both the backdoor-based and width-based approaches are
known to fail for infinite languages under established complexity assumptions. To be more
specific, finding strong backdoors is not even FPT parameterized by backdoor size if the arity
of relations in the language is unbounded [27], primal treewidth implicitly bounds the arity
of relations, and both approaches require bounded domain to solve CSP in FPT time [44].
In fact, our algorithm implies that even when Γ is not a fixed constraint language, CSP is
FPT when parameterized jointly by the maximum arity of the relations in Γ, the size of the
domain and the backdoor-treewidth with respect to Γ.
Two separate problems need to be dealt with in order to use backdoor-treewidth for
solving constraint satisfaction: finding a strong backdoor of small treewidth, and then using
it to actually solve the CSP instance. The latter task can be solved efficiently by a dynamic
programming procedure on a tree-decomposition. However, finding strong backdoors of small
treewidth is considerably more complicated and forms the main technical contribution of this
article. We note in particular that algorithms for finding small backdoors to tractable classes
cannot be used for this purpose, since the size of the backdoors we are interested in can be
very large. In fact, it is even far from obvious that we can detect a backdoor of treewidth at
most k in polynomial time when k is considered a constant (and the order of the polynomial
may depend on k).
Our result on backdoor-treewidth also carries over to the counting variant of CSP (#CSP).
#CSP is a prominent #P-complete extension of CSP problem which asks for the number
of variable assignments that satisfy the given constraints. Structural restrictions as well as
language restrictions have been studied for #CSP. The dynamic programming algorithm
for CSP for instances of bounded primal treewidth can be readily adapted to #CSP (see,
e.g., [21]). A constraint language Γ is #-tractable if #CSP(Γ) (#CSP restricted to instances
whose constraints use only relations from Γ) can be solved in polynomial time. Bulatov [8]
characterized all finite #-tractable constraint languages. Applying our results, we obtain the
following corollary.
I Corollary 2. Let Γ be a fixed #-tractable finite constraint language. Then, #CSP parameterized by the backdoor-treewidth with respect to Γ is FPT.
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(a) In the first part of our algorithm to detect strong backdoors of small treewidth, we
define a notion of boundaried CSP instances in the spirit of boundaried graphs and show
that for any t, k ∈ N, there is an equivalence relation ∼t,k on the set of all t-boundaried
CSP instances such that (i) this relation has at most f (k, t) equivalence classes for
some function f (all functions used in the paper can be easily seen to be computable)
depending only on k and the constraint language Γ, and (ii) for any two t-boundaried
CSP instances in the same equivalence class of ∼t,k , they ‘interact in the same way’
with every other t-boundaried CSP-instance.
(b) We then describe an algorithm that for any given t, k ∈ N runs in time O(g(t, k)) for
some function g and actually constructs a set H of f (k, t) CSP instances, one from each
equivalence class of the relation ∼t,k . Additionally, we show that each instance in this
set has size bounded by a function of k and t.
(c) In this part, we show that for any given t-boundaried CSP instance I whose size exceeds
a certain bound depending on k and t and whose incidence graph satisfies certain
connectivity properties, we can in time g(t, k)|I|O(1) correctly determine the equivalence
class that this instance belongs to and compute a strictly smaller t-boundaried CSP
instance I0 which belongs to the same equivalence class of ∼t,k as I. It follows that
once I0 is computed, we can ‘replace’ I with the strictly smaller I0 , without altering the
existence (or non-existence) of a strong backdoor of small treewidth. Our replacement
framework is inspired by the graph replacement tools dating back to the results of
Fellows and Langston [23] and further developed by Arnborg, Bodlaender, and other
authors [1, 3, 5, 19, 4].
(d) In this part, we utilize the recursive-understanding technique, introduced by Grohe et
al. [32] to solve the Topological Subgraph Containment problem and used with great
success in the design of FPT algorithms for several other fundamental graph problems
(see [36, 12]), to recursively compute a t-boundaried subinstance with the properties
required to execute Part (c). Once this process terminates, we have an instance whose
size is upper-bounded by a function of k and t which can be solved by brute force.

Related Work. Williams et al. [47, 48] introduced the notion of backdoors for the runtime
analysis of algorithms for CSP and SAT, see also [35] for a more recent discussion of backdoors
for SAT. A backdoor is a small set of variables whose instantiation puts the instance into
a fixed tractable class (called the base class). One distinguishes between strong and weak
backdoors, where for the former all instantiations lead to an instance in the base class, and
for the latter at least one leads to a satisfiable instance in the base class. Backdoors have
been studied under a different name by Crama et al. [16]. The study of the parameterized
complexity of finding small backdoors was initiated by Nishimura et al. [42] for SAT, who
considered backdoors into the classes of Horn and Krom CNF formulas. Further results
cover the classes of renamable Horn formulas [43], q-Horn formulas [28] and classes of
formulas of bounded treewidth [29, 24]. The detection of backdoors for CSP has been studied
in several works [2, 11]. Gaspers et al. [27] obtained results on the detection of strong
backdoors into heterogeneous base classes of the form CSP(Γ1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ CSP(Γd ) where for
each instantiation of the backdoor variables, the reduced instance belongs entirely to some
CSP(Γi ) (possibly to different CSP(Γi )’s for different instantiations). This direction was
recently further generalized by Ganian et al. [26] by developing a framework for detecting
strong backdoors into so-called scattered base classes with respect to Γ1 . . . Γd ; there, each
instantiation of the backdoor variables results in a reduced instance whose every connected
component belongs entirely to some CSP(Γi ) (possibly to different CSP(Γi )’s for different
components and different instantiations).
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Preliminaries

We use standard graph terminology, see for instance the handbook by Diestel [20]. For i ∈ N,
we use [i] to denote the set {1, . . . , i}.
Constraint Satisfaction. Let V be a set of variables and D a finite set of values. A constraint
of arity ρ over D is a pair (S, R) where S = (x1 , . . . , xρ ) is a sequence of variables from V
and R ⊆ Dρ is a ρ-ary relation. The set var(C) = {x1 , . . . , xρ } is called the scope of C. An
assignment α : X → D is a mapping of a set X ⊆ V of variables. An assignment α : X → D
satisfies a constraint C = ((x1 , . . . , xρ ), R) if var(C) ⊆ X and (α(x1 ), . . . , α(xρ )) ∈ R. For a
S
set I of constraints we write var(I) = C∈I var(C) and rel(I) = { R : (S, R) ∈ C, C ∈ I }.
A finite set I of constraints is satisfiable if there exists an assignment that simultaneously
satisfies all the constraints in I. The Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP, for short)
asks, given a finite set I of constraints, whether I is satisfiable. The Counting Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (#CSP, for short) asks, given a finite set I of constraints, to determine
the number of assignments to var(I) that satisfy I. CSP is NP-complete and #CSP is
#P-complete (see, e.g., [8]).
Let α : X → D be an assignment. For a ρ-ary constraint C = (S, R) with S = (x1 , . . . , xρ )
and R ⊆ Dρ , we denote by C|α the constraint (S 0 , R0 ) obtained from C as follows. R0 is
obtained from R by (i) deleting all tuples (d1 , . . . , dρ ) from R for which there is some 1 ≤ i ≤ ρ
such that xi ∈ X and α(xi ) 6= di , and (ii) removing from all remaining tuples all coordinates
di with xi ∈ X. S 0 is obtained from S by deleting all variables xi with xi ∈ X. For a set I
of constraints we define I|α as { C|α : C ∈ I }.
A constraint language (or language, for short) Γ over a domain D is a set of relations (of
possibly various arities) over D. By CSP(Γ) we denote CSP restricted to instances I with
rel(I) ⊆ Γ. A constraint language is tractable if for every finite subset Γ0 ⊆ Γ, the problem
CSP(Γ0 ) can be solved in polynomial time. A constraint language is #-tractable if for every
finite subset Γ0 ⊆ Γ, the problem #CSP(Γ0 ) can be solved in polynomial time. Throughout
this paper, we make the technical assumption that every considered tractable or #-tractable
constraint language Γ contains the redundant tautological relation of arity 2; note that if
this is not the case, then this relation can always be added into Γ and the resulting language
will still be tractable or #-tractable, respectively. Let Γ be a constraint language and I be
an instance of CSP. A variable set X is a strong backdoor to CSP(Γ) if for each assignment
α : X → D it holds that I|α ∈ CSP(Γ).
The primal graph of a CSP instance I is the graph whose vertices correspond to the
variables of I and where two variables a, b are adjacent iff there exists a constraint in I
whose scope contains both a and b. The incidence graph of a CSP instance I is the bipartite
graph whose vertices correspond to the variables and constraints of I, and where vertices
corresponding to a variable x and a constraint C are adjacent if and only if x ∈ var(C).
Observe that an incidence graph does not uniquely define a CSP instance; however, in this
paper the CSP instance from which a graph is obtained will always be clear from the context.
Hence for an incidence or primal graph G we will denote the corresponding CSP instance by
ψ(G). Furthermore, we slightly abuse the notation and use V(G) to refer to the vertices of G
that correspond to variables in ψ(G), and C(G) to refer to the vertices of G that correspond
to constraints in ψ(G). Also, for a vertex subset X ⊆ V (G), we continue to use the notations
V(X) and C(X) to refer to the sets V(G) ∩ X and C(G) ∩ X, respectively.
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Treewidth. Let G be a graph. A tree decomposition of G is a pair (T, X = {Xt }t∈V (T ) )
where T is a tree and X is a collection of subsets of V (G) such that: (1) for each edge
e = uv ∈ E(G) there exists some t ∈ V (T ) such that {u, v} ⊆ Xt , and (2) for each vertex
v ∈ V (G), T [{t | v ∈ Xt }] is a non-empty connected subtree of T . We call the vertices of T
nodes and the sets in X bags of the tree decomposition (T, X ). The width of (T, X ) is equal
to max{|Xt | − 1 | t ∈ V (T )} and the treewidth of G (denoted tw(G)) is the minimum width
over all tree decompositions of G. The primal treewidth of a CSP instance I is the treewidth
of its primal graph, and similarly the incidence treewidth of I is the treewidth of its incidence
graph. We note that if the constraints have bounded arity, then any class of CSP instances
has bounded primal treewidth if and only if it has bounded incidence treewidth [45].
I Proposition 3 ([38]). Let I be a CSP instance where the constraints have arity bounded
by ρ ∈ N. Then, the primal treewidth of the instance is at most ρ(t + 1) − 1 where t is the
incidence treewidth of the instance.
t-Boundaried CSP Instances. A t-boundaried graph is a graph G with a set Z ⊂ V (G) of
size at most t with each vertex v ∈ Z having a unique label `(v) ∈ {1, . . . , t}. We refer to Z
as the boundary of G. For a t-boundaried graph G, δ(G) denotes the boundary of G. When
it is clear from the context, we will often use the notation (G, Z) to refer to a t-boundaried
graph G with boundary Z. For P ⊆ [t], we use P (G, Z) to denote the subset of Z with labels
in P ; for i ∈ [t] we use i(G, Z) instead of {i}(G, Z) for brevity. Two t-boundaried graphs G1
and G2 can be ‘glued’ together to obtain a new graph, which we denote by G1 ⊕ G2 . The
gluing operation takes the disjoint union of G1 and G2 and identifies the vertices of δ(G1 )
and δ(G2 ) with the same label.
In some cases, we will also use a natural notion of replacement of boundaried graphs.
Let (G1 , Z1 ) be a t-boundaried graph which is an induced subgraph of a graph G such that
Z1 is a separator between V (G1 ) \ Z1 and V (G) \ V (G1 ). Let (G2 , Z2 ) be a t-boundaried
graph. Then the operation of replacement of (G1 , Z1 ) by (G2 , Z2 ) results in the graph
G0 = (G[V (G) \ (V (G1 ) \ Z1 )], Z1 ) ⊕ (G2 , Z2 ). Furthermore, if G was a j-boundaried graph
with boundary Z and Z ∩ V (G1 ) ⊆ Z1 , then the resulting graph G0 is also a j-boundaried
graph with the same boundary.
In this paper, it will sometimes be useful to lift the notions of boundaries and gluing
from graphs to CSP instances. A t-boundaried incidence graph of a CSP instance I is a
t-boundaried graph G with boundary Z such that G is the incidence graph of I and Z ⊆ V.
Similarly, we call a CSP instance I with t uniquely labeled variables a t-boundaried CSP
instance. Note that boundaried incidence graphs and boundaried CSP instances are de-facto
interchangeable, but in some cases it is easier to use one rather than the other due to technical
reasons.
The gluing operations of boundaried incidence graphs and boundaried CSP instances
are defined analogously as for standard boundaried graphs. Observe that if G1 and G2 are
t-boundaried incidence graphs of I1 and I2 , respectively, then G1 ⊕ G2 is also an incidence
graph; furthermore, ψ(G1 ⊕ G2 ) is well-defined and can be reconstructed from I1 and I2 .

3

Backdoor-Treewidth

In this section we give a formal definition of the notion of backdoor-treewidth.
I Definition 4. Let G be a graph and X ⊆ V (G). We denote by TorsoG (X) the following
graph defined over the vertex set X. For every pair of vertices x1 , x2 ∈ X, we add the edge
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(x1 , x2 ) if (a) (x1 , x2 ) ∈ E(G) or (b) x1 and x2 both have a neighbor in the same connected
component of G − X. That is, we begin with G[X] and make the neighborhood of every
connected component of G − X, a clique. When G is an incidence graph of the instance I
and X is a set of variables of I, we also refer to TorsoG (X) as TorsoI (X).
I Definition 5. Let F be a class of CSP instances and I be a CSP instance. Then the backdoortreewidth of I with respect to F, denoted btwF (I), is the smallest value of tw(TorsoI (X))
taken over all strong backdoors X of I into F. If F = CSP(Γ) for some constraint language
Γ, then we call btwF the backdoor-treewidth with respect to Γ.
As an example, observe that in Figure 1 the graph TorsoG (X) is a path. Throughout
this paper, we sometimes refer to backdoors of small treewidth simply as backdoors of small
width. Next, we show how backdoors of small treewidth can be used to solve CSP and #CSP.
I Lemma 6. Let I be a CSP instance over domain D and X be a strong backdoor of I to the
class F. There is an algorithm that, given I and X, runs in time O(|D|tw(Torso(X)) |I|O(1) )
and correctly decides whether I is satisfiable or not. Furthermore, if F is #-tractable and
X is a strong backdoor to F, then in the same time bound one can count the number of
satisfying assignments of I.
Sketch of Proof. The algorithm is a standard dynamic programming procedure over a
bounded treewidth graph and hence we only sketch it briefly. Let G denote the incidence
graph of I and let H denote the graph Torso(X) and let (T, X ) be a tree-decomposition of
H of width tw(H). Now, for every v ∈ T , we define the instance Iv as the subinstance of I
induced on the variables in Xv , the bags below it in (T, X ), and the constraints whose scope
is completely contained in the union of Xv and the bags below it. The key observation is
that for any connected component of G − X, there is a vertex v ∈ V (T ) such that the bag
Xv contains the neighbors of this component.
To solve CSP, for each v ∈ T we define a function τv which maps assignments of the
variables in Xv to 0 to 1. Let γ : Xv → D be an assignment to the variables in Xv . We define
τv (γ) = 1 if there is a satisfying assignment for Iv that extends γ and τv (γ) = 0 otherwise.
Let v ∗ denote the root of T . Clearly, the instance I is satisfiable if and only if there is a
γ : Xv∗ → D such that τv∗ (γ) = 1. At this point it suffices to describe how to dynamically
compute the function τv for each node in the tree-decomposition; this step can be facilitated
by the use of so-called nice tree-decompositions. The algorithm to solve #CSP is similar;
there τv is extended by information about how many ways there are to extend an assignment
to the variables in Xv to a satisfying assignment for Iv .
J
As the width of a backdoor can be arbitrarily smaller than its size, the width provides a
much better measure of how far away an instance is from a tractable base class. In particular,
the width lower-bounds both the primal treewidth and the backdoor size. We formalize this
below.
I Proposition 7. Let I be a CSP instance and F be a class of CSP instances. Let q be
the primal treewidth of I and r be the minimum size of a strong backdoor to F in I. Then
btwF (I) ≤ min(q, r).
In order to prove Theorem 1, we give an FPT algorithm for the problem of finding strong
backdoors parameterized by their width (formalized below). We note that since we state our
results in as general terms as possible, the dependence on k is likely to be sub-optimal for
specific languages and could be improved using properties specific to each language.
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Width Strong-CSP(Γ) Backdoor Detection

Parameter: k

Input: CSP instance I, integer k.
Objective: Return a set X of variables such that X is a strong backdoor of I to CSP(Γ)
of width at most k or correctly conclude that no such set exists.
The main technical content of the article then lies in the proof of the following theorem.
I Theorem 8. Width Strong-CSP(Γ) Backdoor Detection is FPT for every finite Γ.
Before we proceed to the description of the algorithms, we state the following simple and
obvious preprocessing routine (correctness is argued in the full version of this paper, available
at https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.03298) which will allow us to infer certain structural
information regarding interesting instances of this problem.
I Reduction Rule 9. Given a CSP instance I and an integer k as an instance of Width
Strong-CSP(Γ) Backdoor Detection, if there is a constraint in I of arity at least
p + k + 2 where p is the maximum arity of a relation in Γ, then return NO.

4

The Finite State Lemma

In this section, we prove that the problem Width Strong-CSP(Γ) Backdoor Detection
has finite state; this will allow us to construct a finite set of bounded-size representatives
(Section 5) which will play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 8 (Section 6). Let Γ
be a finite constraint language; throughout the rest of the paper, we work with this fixed
constraint language. We begin by defining a relation over the set of boundaried incidence
graphs.
I Definition 10. Let k, t ∈ N and let (G1 , Z1 ) and (G2 , Z2 ) be t-boundaried incidence graphs
of CSP instances I1 and I2 with boundaries Z1 and Z2 respectively. Then, we say that
(I1 , Z1 ) ∼t,k (I2 , Z2 ) (or (G1 , Z1 ) ∼t,k (G2 , Z2 )) if for every t-boundaried CSP instance I3
with incidence graph G3 , the instance ψ(G1 ⊕ G3 ) has a strong backdoor set of width at
most k into CSP(Γ) if and only if the instance ψ(G2 ⊕ G3 ) has a strong backdoor set of
width at most k into CSP(Γ).
It is clear that ∼t,k is an equivalence relation. Generally speaking, the high-level goal
of this section is to prove that ∼t,k has finite index. This is achieved by introducing a
second, more technical equivalence ≡t,h,ε which captures all the information about how a
t-boundaried incidence graph (G, Z) contributes to the (non)-existence of a strong backdoor
of small width after gluing. Observe that for a set X which has vertices from ‘both’ sides of
a boundary the graph Torso(X) may have edges crossing this boundary. Since we need to
take this behaviour into account, proving this lemma is in fact much more involved than
might be expected at first glance.
To define ≡t,h,ε , we will first need the notion of a configuration, which can be thought of
as one possible way a t-boundaried graph can interact via gluing; this is then tied to the
notion of a realizable configuration, which is a configuration that actually can occur in the
graph (G, Z). We let (G1 , Z1 ) ≡t,h,ε (G1 , Z1 ) if and only if both boundaried graphs have
the same set of realizable configurations. Before we proceed to the technical definition of a
configuration, we need one more bit of notation. Since we will often be dealing with labeled
minors, we fix a pair of symbols  and ♦ and express all relevant labelSsets using these
symbols. Specifically, for r, s ∈ N we let L(r, s) denote the set 2{1 ,...,r } {♦1 ,...,♦s } .
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I Definition 11. Let h, t ∈ N. A (t, h)-configuration is a tuple (P, w, w0 , P, P 0 , γ, H),
where:
1. P is a subset of [t],
2. w, w0 ∈ N and w0 ≤ (w + 1)t,
3. P = {Q1 , . . . , Qr } is a partition of [t] \ P ,
P
[w0 ]
0
4. P 0 ∈ 2( 2 ) × 2( 2 ) × 2P ×[w ] ,
0

5. γ : P → 2P × 2[w ] ,
6. H is a collection of labeled graphs on at most h vertices where the label set is L(t, w0 ).
For a set Q ∈ P with γ(Q) = (J1 , J2 ), we denote by γ i (Q) the set Ji for each i ∈ {1, 2}.
A (t, h)-configuration (P, w, w0 , P, P 0 , γ, H) is called a (t, h, ε)-configuration if w ≤ ε and
we denote the set of such (t, h)-configurations by S(t, h, ε).
Let us informally break down the intuition behind the above definition. t corresponds
to the size of the boundary of the associated t-boundaried incidence graph (as we will see
in the next definition), and h is an upper bound on the size of forbidden minors for our
target treewidth. The (t, h)-configuration then captures the following information about
interactions between a t-boundaried incidence graph (G1 , Z1 ) and a potential solution after
gluing:
(a) P represents the part of the boundary that intersects a backdoor of small width,
(b) w0 represents neighbors of the remainder of the boundary outside of G1 ,
(c) w represents the target treewidth of the torso,
(d) P represents how the part of the boundary outside of the strong backdoor will be
partitioned into connected components, i.e., how it will ‘collapse’ into the torso,
(e) P 0 represents all the new edges that will be created in the torso due to collapsing of
parts outside of the torso,
(f) γ represents connections between connected components in the boundary outside of the
strong backdoor and relevant variables in the strong backdoor, which is the second part
of information needed to encode the collapse of these components into the torso,
(g) H represents ‘parts’ of all minors of size at most h present in the torso inside G1 .
In order to formally capture the intuition outlined above, we define the result of ‘applying’
a configuration on a t-boundaried incidence graph.
I Definition 12. Let h, t ∈ N, (G, Z) be the t-boundaried incidence graph of a t-boundaried
CSP instance I and ω = (P, w, w0 , P, P 0 , γ, H) be a (t, h)-configuration. We associate with
G and ω an incidence graph Gω which is defined as follows. We begin with the graph G,
ω
add w0 new variables l1ω , . . . , lw
0 , denoting the set comprising these vertices by Lω . For every
0
J ⊆ [w ], we denote by J(Lω ) the set {liω |i ∈ J}. For each Q ∈ P, let (J1Q , J2Q ) = γ(Q)
Q
and add |Q| − 1 redundant binary constraints C1Q , . . . , C|Q|−1
(we have assumed that Γ also
contains a tautological relation of arity 2) and connect these with the variables in Q(G, Z)
to form a path which alternates between a vertex/variable in Q(G, Z) and a vertex/variable
Q
in {C1Q , . . . , C|Q|−1
}. Following this, for every variable u in J1 (G, Z) ∪ J2 (Lω ), we add a
redundant binary constraint Cu and set var(Cu ) as u and an arbitrary variable in Q(G, Z).
This completes the definition of Gω . We also define the graph G̃ω as the
 graph obtained
0 
from Gω by doing the following. Let P 0 = (X1 , X2 , X3 ) where X1 ⊆ P2 , X2 ⊆ [w2 ] and
X3 ⊆ P × [w0 ]. For every pair (i, j) ∈ X1 , we add the edge (i(G, Z), j(G, Z)). Similarly, for
every pair (i, j) ∈ X2 , we add the edge (liω , ljω ). Finally, for every pair (i, j) ∈ X3 , we add
the edge (i(G, Z), ljω ). This completes the description of G̃ω .
The graph Gω defined above can be seen as an enrichment of G by (1) adding strong
backdoor variables which will be affected by a collapse of the boundary into the torso
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ω
(l1ω , . . . , lw
0 ) and (2) enforcing the assumed partition of part of the boundary into connected
components (as per P) and (3) adding connections of these components both into the rest
of the boundary and vertices liω (as per γ). The graph G̃ω is then an extension of Gω by
edges which will be created in the torso. Note that while Gω is an incidence graph, G̃ω is
not necessarily a bipartite graph.
With G̃ω in hand, we can finally formally determine whether the information contained
in a given configuration is of any relevance for the given graph. This is achieved via the
notion of realizability.

I Definition 13. Let h, t ∈ N, (G, Z) be the t-boundaried incidence graph corresponding to a
t-boundaried CSP instance I and let ω = (P, w, w0 , P, P 0 , γ, H) be a (t, h)-configuration. We
say that ω is a realizable configuration in (G, Z) if, and only if, there is a subset S ∗ ⊆ V(G)
with the following properties:
1. S ∗ ∩ Z = P (G, Z),
2. tw(TorsoG̃ω (S ∗ ∪ Lω )) is at most w,
3. H is precisely the set of all labeled minors of (TorsoG̃ω (S ∗ ∪ Lω ), Λω ) with at most h
vertices,
4. S ∗ is a strong backdoor of ψ(G) into CSP(Γ).
If the above conditions hold, we say that S ∗ realizes ω in (G, Z).
We let S((G, Z), h, ε) denote the set of all realizable (|Z|, h, ε)-configurations in (G, Z).
We ignore the explicit reference to Z in the notation if it is clear from the context. We let
h∗ (k) denote the upper bound on the size of forbidden minors for graphs of treewidth at
most k given in [39]. For technical reasons, we will be in fact concerned with minors of size
slightly greater than h∗ (k), and hence for t ∈ N we set h∗ (k, t) = h∗ (k) + t · (k + 1).
We use Υ(t, h, ε) to denote a computable upper bound on the number of (t, h, ε)t
(ε+1)t
2
configurations. Observe that setting Υ(t, h, ε) = 2t · ε · εt · tt · 2(2) · 2( 2 ) · 2t (ε+1) ·
h
(ε+1)t
2
2t (ε+1) · 2( 2 ) h2
is sufficient. We now give the formal definition of the refined equivalence
relation.
I Definition 14. Let t, h ∈ N and let (I1 , Z1 ) and (I2 , Z2 ) be t-boundaried CSP instances
with t-boundaried incidence graphs (G1 , Z1 ) and (G2 , Z2 ) respectively. Then, (I1 , Z1 ) ≡t,h,ε
(I2 , Z2 ) (or (G1 , Z1 ) ≡t,h,ε (G2 , Z2 )) if S((G1 , Z1 ), h, ε) = S((G2 , Z2 ), h, ε).
From these definitions, it is straightforward to verify that ≡t,h,ε is indeed an equivalence
and the number of equivalence classes induced by this relation over the set of all t-boundaried
incidence graphs is at most 2Υ(t,h,ε) . The main lemma of this section, Lemma 15, then links
≡t,h,ε to ∼t,k , and in particular shows that the former is a refinement of the latter. We note
that the more refined ≡t,h,ε is used throughout the paper; it is not merely a tool for showing
finite-stateness of ∼t,k .
I Lemma 15. Let k, t ∈ N and let (G1 , Z1 ), (G2 , Z2 ) be two t-boundaried incidence graphs
satisfying (G1 , Z1 ) ≡t,h∗ (k,t),k (G2 , Z2 ). Then, (G1 , Z1 ) ∼t,k (G2 , Z2 ).

5

Computing a Bound on the Size of a Minimal Representative
of ∼t,k

In this section, we define a function α such that for every t, k ∈ N, every equivalence class of
∼t,k contains a boundaried incidence graph whose size is bounded by α(t, k). In order to do
so, we use the fact the relation ≡t,h∗ (k,t),k refines ∼t,k . The following is a brief sketch of the
proof strategy.
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In the first step, we show that for any t-boundaried incidence graph (G, Z) whose
treewidth is bounded as a function of t and k and size exceeds a certain bound also
depending only on t and k, there is a strictly smaller t-boundaried graph (G0 , Z 0 ) such
that (G, Z) ≡t,h∗ (k,t),k (G0 , Z 0 ). This in turn implies that for any t-boundaried incidence
graph (G, Z) whose treewidth is bounded by a function of t and k there is a t-boundaried
graph (G0 , Z 0 ) such that (G, Z) ≡t,h∗ (k,t),k (G0 , Z 0 ) and the size of G0 is bounded by a
function of t and k.
In the second step, we show that for any t-boundaried incidence graph (G, Z), there is a
t-boundaried incidence graph (G0 , Z 0 ) such that G0 has treewidth bounded by a function
of k and t and (G, Z) ∼t,k (G0 , Z 0 ). Combining these two steps, we obtain the following
lemma.
I Lemma 16. Let k, t ∈ N. There exists a computable function y(t, k) and a set Fs (t, h∗ (k, t),
k) of at most y(t, k) t-boundaried CSP instances that contains a t-boundaried CSP instance
from every equivalence class of ∼t,k . Furthermore, given k and t, the set Fs (t, h∗ (k, t), k)
can be computed in time O(|Fs (t, h∗ (k, t), k)|).

6

The FPT Algorithm for Width Strong-CSP(Γ) Backdoor Detection

An often-used approach in the design of FPT algorithms for graph problems is that of
finding a sufficiently small separator in the graph and then reducing one of the sides. In
the technique of ‘recursive understanding’ introduced by Grohe et al. [32], this is achieved
by performing this step recursively until we arrive at a separator where the side we want
to reduce has certain connectivity-based structure using which we can find a way reduce it
without recursing further. This approach has been combined with various problem specific
reduction rules at the bottom to obtain parameterized algorithms for several well-studied
problems. These include the k-way Cut problem, solved by Kawarabayashi and Thorup
[36], Steiner Cut and Unique Label Cover – both solved by Chitnis et al. [12]. In this
section, we will employ this technique to design our algorithm for Width Strong-CSP(Γ)
Backdoor Detection. We begin by defining a notion of nice instances which basically
capture the kind of instances we will be dealing with at the bottom of our recursion.

6.1

Solving Nice Instances

I Lemma 17. There is a function Z : N2 → N and an algorithm that, given a CSP instance
I with incidence graph G and positive integers β, k ∈ N, runs in time O(Z(β, k)|G|2 ) and
either computes a strong backdoor into CSP(Γ) of width at most k or correctly concludes that
I has no backdoor set X of width at most k that satisfies the following properties:
1. G − X has exactly one connected component C of size at least β + 1.
2. |V (G) \ N [C]| ≤ β
We now give the definition of ‘nice’ instances. Generally speaking, these are instances which
fall into either the bounded ‘classical’ treewidth case or bounded backdoor size case.
I Definition 18. Let k, β ∈ N and I be a CSP instance with incidence graph G. We say
that I is (β, k)-nice if tw(G) ≤ β + k or if I has some strong backdoor set of width at most
k, then it also has a strong backdoor set X of width at most k such that G − X has exactly
one connected component C of size at least β + 1, and |V (G) \ N [C]| ≤ β.
We now formally show that given a (β, k)-nice incidence graph, one can detect strong backdoor
sets of small width in FPT time parameterized by β + k. This will later be used to compute
small representatives of large boundaried CSP instances (specifically, in Lemma 23).
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I Lemma 19. There is a function X̂ : N → N and an algorithm that, given β, k ∈ N, a
(β, k)-nice CSP instance I with the incidence graph G, runs in time O(X̂(β + k)|G|2 ) and
either computes a strong backdoor set into CSP(Γ) of width at most k or correctly detects
that such a set does not exist.
Proof. If tw(G) ≤ β + k, then we can solve the problem directly by applying Courcelle’s
Theorem [15], as follows. First, recall that the arity of any constraint which appears in
the CSP instance ψ(G) is upper-bounded by k plus the maximum arity of relations in Γ.
Hence we can assume that the number of relations which appear in the constraints of ψ(G)
is bounded by a function of k, and we can think of G as having vertex labels which specify
which relation is used in each constraint vertex and edge labels which specify the order
in which variables appear in the incident constraint. Second, for a j-ary relation R which
appears in a constraint C in ψ(G), we say that a subset α of {1, . . . , j} is a valid choice if
the variables occurring in positions α in C form a strong backdoor for {C} into CSP(Γ).
Note that the set of valid choices for all of the relations which occur in a constraint in ψ(G)
can be precomputed in advance. Then the problem can be formulated in Monadic Second
Order logic with a sentence stating the following: there exists a set T of variables such that
(1) for each constraint C with label R it holds that the edges between T and C correspond
to a valid choice for R, and (2) the torso of T does not contain any of the forbidden minors
for treewidth at most k. Indeed, condition (1) ensures that T forms a backdoor to CSP(Γ)
and condition (2) ensures that T has width at most k.
Otherwise, we execute the algorithm of Lemma 17 that runs in time O(Ẑ(α)|G|2 ). The
function X is obtained from the function Z and the dependence of the algorithm on β + k in
the case of bounded treewidth.
J

6.2

Computing a Minimal Representative

In this subsection, we show that if a t-boundaried instance has a certain guarantee on the
(non-)existence of a small separator separating two large parts of the instance from each
other, then we can compute a t-boundaried instance of bounded size which is equivalent to it
under the relation ∼t,k .
I Definition 20. Let G be an incidence graph and (A, S, B) be a partition of V (G) where
S ⊆ V(G) and N (A), N (B) ⊆ S. We call (A, S, B) a (q, k)-separation if S has size at most
k, and A and B have size at least q.
I Lemma 21. Let G be the incidence graph of a CSP instance I. If G has no (q, k + 1)separation then I is (q, k)-nice.
I Lemma 22. Let t ∈ N and I1 be a t-boundaried CSP instance with t-boundaried incidence
graph (G, Z). Let k, q ∈ N be such that G does not admit a (8q , k + 1)-separation, and let
(H, J) be the t-boundaried incidence graph of a t-boundaried CSP instance I2 such that the
size of V (H) is at most some r ∈ N. Then the incidence graph G ⊕ H corresponding to the
instance I1 ⊕ I2 has no (8q + r, k + 1)-separation.
For the following lemma, recall the definition of the set Fs (t, h∗ (k, t), k) (Lemma 16).
The proof relies on Lemmas 22, 21, and 19.
I Lemma 23. Let t ∈ N and I1 be a t-boundaried CSP instance with incidence graph G and
boundary Z. Further, let k, q ∈ N be such that t ≤ 2(k + 1), |V (G)| > q, and G does not admit
a (8q , k + 1)-separation. Let (H, J) be the t-boundaried incidence graph of a t-boundaried
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CSP instance I2 in Fs (t, h∗ (k, t), k). Then the instance I1 ⊕ I2 is (8q + α(k, 2(k + 1)), k)-nice.
Furthermore, if q = α(k, 2(k + 1)) then one can compute in time O(M(k)|G|2 ) a t-boundaried
CSP instance I∗1 of size at most q such that I1 ∼t,k I∗1 , for some function M.

6.3

Solving the Problem via Recursive Understanding

In this subsection, we complete our algorithm for Width Strong-CSP(Γ) Backdoor
Detection by describing the recursive phase of our algorithm and the way we utilize the
subroutines described earlier to solve the problem. We note that variants of Lemma 24,
Lemma 25 and Lemma 27 are well-known in literature (see for example [12]). However the
parameters involved in these lemmas are specific to the application. Furthermore, our proofs
are simpler and avoid the color coding technique employed in [12]. Following that, we use
Lemma 24 to obtain the final ingredient for our algorithm.
I Lemma 24. There is an algorithm that, given an incidence graph G and q, k ∈ N, runs in
time O((2q)k · |G|2 ) and either computes a (q, k)-separation or concludes correctly that there
is no (q, k)-separation (A, S, B) where A and B are connected.
I Lemma 25. There is an algorithm that, given an incidence graph G and q, k ∈ N, runs
in time O((q + k)k |G|2 ) and either computes a (q, k)-separation in G or correctly concludes
that G has no (8q , k)-separation.
I Observation 26. Let (G, Z) be a t-boundaried graph with |V (G)| > q and t ≤ 2(k + 1) and
let (A, S, B) be a (q, k + 1)-separation in G. Then, one of the pairs (G[A ∪ S], S ∪ (Z ∩ A))
or (G[B ∪ S], S ∪ (Z ∩ B)) is a t0 -boundaried graph with t0 ≤ 2(k + 1).
I Lemma 27. There is an algorithm that, given a t-boundaried graph (G, Z) with |V (G)| > q
and t ≤ 2(k + 1), in time O((q + k)k |G|3 ) returns a t0 -boundaried graph (G0 , Z 0 ) where G0 is
a subgraph of G,
(a) |V (G0 )| > q,
(b) t0 ≤ 2k + 1, and
(c) G0 has no (8q , k + 1)-separation.
Proof. We begin by executing the algorithm of Lemma 25. If this algorithm returns that G
has no (8q , k + 1)-separation then we terminate the algorithm and return the graph (G, Z)
itself. Otherwise, let (X, S, Y ) be the (q, k + 1)-separation returned by this algorithm. By
Observation 26, we may assume w.l.o.g. that (G[X ∪ S], S ∪ (Z ∩ X)) is a t00 -boundaried
graph where t00 ≤ 2(k + 1). We now set G := G[X ∪ S], Z := S ∪ (Z ∩ X) and recurse. Since
the depth of recursion is bounded by the size of the input graph and each step takes time
O((q + k)k |G|2 ), the lemma follows.
J
Algorithm for the Decision version of Theorem 8. Let I be the given input CSP instance
and let G be its incidence graph. We begin by setting q = α(k, 2(k + 1)), choosing the
boundary Z to be the empty set and then executing the algorithm of Lemma 27 to compute
a t-boundaried graph (G0 , Z 0 ) where G0 is a subgraph of G, |V (G0 )| > q and t ≤ 2(k + 1)
such that G0 has no (8q , k + 1)-separation. Next, we invoke Lemma 23 on the corresponding
CSP instance, say I0 , to compute in time O(M(k)|G|2 ) a t-boundaried CSP instance I00 such
that I0 ∼t,k I00 . We then set I = I00 ⊕ (ψ(G − (V (G0 ) \ Z 0 ))) and recursively check for the
presence of a strong backdoor set of width at most k for this instance. Since we strictly
reduce the size of the instance in each step, the depth of the recursion is bounded linearly in
the size of the initial input, implying FPT running time.
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Proof of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2. Using the self-reducibility of the problem and the
algorithm for the decision variant of Theorem 8, one can compute a strong backdoor set of
width at most k (if it it exists). Following this, one can execute the algorithm of Lemma 6
to solve CSP and #CSP.
J

7

Concluding Remarks

We have introduced the notion of backdoor treewidth for CSP and #CSP by combining
the two classical approaches of placing structural restrictions and language restrictions,
respectively, on the input. Thus the presented results represent a new “hybrid” approach for
solving CSPand #CSP. Our main result, Theorem 1, is quite broad as it covers all tractable
finite constraint languages combined with the graph invariant treewidth. This can be seen
as the base case of a general framework which combines a specific graph invariant of the
torso graph with a specific class of constraint languages. Therefore, we hope it will stimulate
further research in this direction.
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Abstract
The method of partial derivatives is one of the most successful lower bound methods for arithmetic
circuits. It uses as a complexity measure the dimension of the span of the partial derivatives of
a polynomial. In this paper, we consider this complexity measure as a computational problem:
for an input polynomial given as the sum of its nonzero monomials, what is the complexity of
computing the dimension of its space of partial derivatives?
We show that this problem is ]P-hard and we ask whether it belongs to ]P. We analyze the
“trace method”, recently used in combinatorics and in algebraic complexity to lower bound the
rank of certain matrices. We show that this method provides a polynomial-time computable lower
bound on the dimension of the span of partial derivatives, and from this method we derive closedform lower bounds. We leave as an open problem the existence of an approximation algorithm
with reasonable performance guarantees.
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Introduction

Circuit lower bounds against a class of circuits C are often obtained by defining an appropriate
complexity measure which is small for small circuits of C but is high for some explicit “ hard
function.” For arithmetic circuits, one of the most successful complexity measures is based
on partial derivatives. Sums of powers of linear forms provide the simplest model where the
method of partial derivatives can be presented (see for instance Chapter 10 of the survey by
Chen, Kayal and Wigderson [2]). In this model, a homogeneous polynomial f (x1 , . . . , xn ) of
degree d is given by an expression of the form:
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) =

r
X

li (x1 , . . . , xn )d

i=1
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where the li ’s are linear functions. The smallest possible r is often called the Waring rank
of f in the algebra litterature. One takes as complexity measure dim ∂ =k f , where ∂ =k f
denotes the linear space of polynomials spanned by the partial derivatives of f of order k.
For any k ≤ d, the derivatives of order k of a d-th power of a linear form l(x1 , . . . , xn ) are
constant multiples of ld−k . Therefore, by linearity of derivatives we have for any k ≤ d the
lower bound r ≥ dim ∂ =k f on the Waring rank of f .
The method of partial derivatives was introduced in the complexity theory litterature by
Nisan and Wigderson [14], where lower bounds were given for more powerful models than (1)
such as e.g. depth 3 arithmetic circuits. In such a circuit, the d-th powers in (1) are replaced
by products of d affine functions. We then have [14] the lower bound r ≥ (dim ∂ ∗ f )/2d ,
where r denotes as in (1) the fan-in of the circuit’s output gate and ∂ ∗ f denotes the space
spanned by partial derivatives of all order. More recently, a number of new lower bound
results were obtained using a refinement of the method of partial derivatives. These new
results are based on “shifted partial derivatives” (see the continuously updated online survey
maintained by Saptharishi [17] for an extensive list of references), but we will stick to
“unshifted” derivatives in this paper.
Partial derivatives can also be used for upper bound results: see in particular Theorem 5
in [9] for an algorithm that constructs a representation in the Waring model (1) of a
polynomial given by a black box. To learn more on the complexity of circuit reconstruction
for various classes of arithmetic circuits one may consult Chapter 5 of the survey by Shpilka
and Yehudayoff [18].

Our contributions
In this paper we consider the dimension of the set of partial derivatives as a computational
problem and provide the first results (that we are aware of) on its complexity. This is quite
a natural problem since, as explained above, the knowledge of this dimension for an input
polynomial f provides estimates on the circuit size of f for several classes of arithmetic
circuits. We assume that the input polynomial f is given in the sparse representation (also
called “expanded representation”), i.e., as the sum of its nonzero monomials. We show
in Section 4 that computing dim ∂ ∗ f is hard for Valiant’s [20] counting class ]P. This
remains true even if f is multilinear, homogeneous and has only 0/1 coefficients. The precise
complexity of this problem remains open, in particular we do not know whether computing
dim ∂ ∗ f is in ]P.
As an intermediate step toward our ]P-hardness result, we obtain a result of independent
interest for a problem of topological origin: computing the number of faces in an abstract
simplicial complex. Our ]P-hardness proof for this problem proceeds by reduction from
counting the number of independent sets in a graph, a well-known ]P-complete problem [15].
It is inspired by the recent proof [16] that computing the Euler characteristic of abstract
simplicial complexes is ]P-complete.
Since the ]P-hardness result rules out an efficient algorithm for the exact computation
of dim ∂ ∗ f , it is of interest to obtain efficiently computable upper and lower bounds for
this quantity and for dim ∂ =k f . Upper bounds are easily obtained from the linearity of
derivatives. In Section 2 we give a lower bound that is based on the consideration of a single
“extremal” monomial of f . In particular,
for a multilinear
homogeneous polynomial of degree


d with s monomials we have kd ≤ dim ∂ =k f ≤ s kd for every k. In Section 3 we provide
lower bounds that take all monomials of f into account. Depending on the choice of the input
polynomial, these lower bounds may be better or worse than the lower bound of Section 2.
The lower bounds of Section 3 are based on the “trace method.” This method was recently
used in [10, 11] to lower bound the dimension of shifted partial derivatives of a specific “hard”
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polynomial, the so-called Nisan-Wigderson polynomial. In [10] this method is attributed to
Noga Alon [1].
In a nutshell, the principle of the trace method is as follows. Suppose that we want
to lower bound the rank of a matrix M . In this paper, M will be the matrix of partial
derivatives of a polynomial f (x1 , . . . , xn ). From M , we construct the symmetric matrix
B = M T .M . We have rank(M ) ≥ rank(B), with equality if the ranks are computed over the
field of real numbers. In the trace method, we replace rank(M ) = rank(B) by the “proxy
rank” Tr(B)2 /Tr(B 2 ). This is legitimate due to the the inequality
rank(B) ≥ Tr(B)2 /Tr(B 2 ),

(2)

which follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied to the eigenvalues of B. It is often
easier to lower bound the proxy rank than to lower bound the rank directly. In Section 3 we
will see that the proxy rank can be computed in polynomial time. This is not self-evident
because B may be of size exponential in the number n of variables of f . By contrast, as
explained above computing rank(B) over the field of real numbers is ]P-hard.

Organization of the paper
In Section 2 we set up the notation for the rest of the paper, and give some elementary
estimates. In particular, Theorem 1 provides a lower bound that relies on the consideration
of a single extremal monomial of f . Section 3 is devoted to the trace method. We use
this method to derive closed-form lower bounds on the dimension of the space of partial
derivatives, and compare them to the lower bound from Theorem 1. In Section 3.2 we show
that the “proxy rank” Tr(B)2 /Tr(B 2 ) is computable in polynomial time. In Section 3.3 we
show that the trace method behaves very poorly on elementary symmetric polynomials: for
certain settings of parameters, the matrix of partial derivatives has full rank but the trace
method can only show that its rank is larger than 1. Finally, we show in Section 4 that it is
]P-hard to compute dim ∂ ∗ f and to compute the number of faces in an abstract simplical
complex.

Open problems
Here are three of the main problems that are left open by this work.
1. Give a nontrivial upper bound on the complexity of computing dim ∂ ∗ f and dim ∂ =k f .
In particular, are these two problems in ]P?
2. Give an efficient algorithm that approximates dim ∂ ∗ f or dim ∂ =k f , and comes with
a reasonable performance guarantee (or show that such an algorithm does not exist).
The proxy rank Tr(B)2 /Tr(B 2 ) is efficiently computable, but certainly does not fit
the bill due to its poor performance on symmetric polynomials. For counting the
number of independent sets in a graph (the starting point of our reductions), there is
already a significant amount of work on approximation algorithms [13, 4] and hardness of
approximation [13, 3].
3. We recalled at the beginning of the introduction that partial derivatives are useful as a
complexity measure to prove lower bounds against several classes of arithmetic circuits.
We saw that computing this measure is hard, but is it hard to compute the Waring
rank of a homogeneous polynomial f given in expanded form, or to compute the size of
the smallest (homogeneous) depth 3 circuit for f ? The former problem is conjectured
to be NP-hard already for polynomials of degree 3: see Conjecture 13.2 in [8] which is
formulated in the language of symmetric tensors.
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2

Elementary bounds

We use the notation ∂β f for partial derivatives of a polynomial f (x1 , . . . , xn ). Here β is a
n-tuple of integers, and βi is the number of times that we differentiate f with respect to xi .
We denote by ∂ =k f the linear space spanned by the partial derivatives of f of order k, and
by ∂ ∗ f the space spanned by partial derivatives of all order. For α ∈ {0, 1}n , we denote by
αn
α
1
xα the multilinear monomial xα
1 . · · · .xn . More generally, if α is a n-tuple of integers, x
α1
αn
denotes the monomial x1 . · · · .xn /(α1 ! · · · αn !). These monomials form a basis of the space
R[x1 , . . . , xn ] of real polynomials in n variables, which we refer to as the “scaled monomial
basis.” Dividing by the constant α1 ! · · · αn ! is convenient since differentiation takes the simple
form: ∂β xα = xα−β . We agree that xα−β = 0 if one of the components of α − β is negative.
Qn
For a monomial f = xα , dim ∂ ∗ xα = i=1 (αi + 1). One can compute dim ∂ =k xα by
dynamic programming thanks to the recurrence relation:
dim ∂ =k xα =

α1
X

αn
2
dim ∂ =k−j (xα
2 . · · · .xn ).

j=0

It takes altogether O((deg f )2 ) additions to compute the deg(f ) + 1 numbers dim ∂ =k f for
k = 0, . . . , deg(f ). Equivalently, dim ∂ =k xα can be computed as the coefficient of tk in the
polynomial
(1 + t + . . . + tα1 ).(1 + t + . . . + tα2 ). · · · .(1 + t + . . . + tαn ).
For a polynomial with more than one monomial, one can obtain simple upper bounds
thanks to the linearity of derivatives since dim ∂ ∗ (f +g) ≤ dim ∂ ∗ f +dim ∂ ∗ g and dim ∂ =k (f +
g) ≤ dim ∂ =k f + dim ∂ =k g. Lower bounding the dimension of the space of partial derivatives
is slightly less immediate.
I Theorem 1. For any polynomial f there is a monomial m in f such that dim ∂ =k f ≥
dim ∂ =k m for every
k. In particular, if all monomials in f contain at least r variables then

r
=k
dim ∂ f ≥ k for every k.
Proof. The second claim clearly follows from the first claim. Let n be the number of variables
in f . In order to find the monomial m, we fix a total order ≤ on n-tuple of integers which is
compatible with addition, for instance the lexicographic order (different orders may lead to
different m’s). We will use ≤ to order monomials as well as tuples β in partial derivatives
such as ∂β f . We will also use the partial order ⊆ defined by: β ⊆ α iff βi ≤ αi for all
i = 1, . . . , n. Let m = xα be the smallest monomial for ≤ with a nonzero coefficient in f .
To complete the proof of the theorem, we just need to show that the partial derivatives
∂β f where β ⊆ α are linearly independent. The dimension of the space spanned by these
partial derivatives is equal to the rank of a certain matrix M . The rows of M are indexed
by the n-tuples β such that β ⊆ α, and row β contains the coordinates of ∂β f in the scaled
P
monomial basis (xγ ). If f = γ aγ xγ , we therefore have Mβ,γ−β = aγ . Let us order the
rows and columns of M according to ≤. We have seen that M contains a nonzero coefficient
in row β and column α − β. This coefficient is strictly to the left of any nonzero coefficient
in any row above β. Indeed, we have α − β < α0 − β 0 if α0 ≥ α and β 0 < β. Our matrix is
therefore in row echelon form, and does not contain any identically zero row. It is therefore
of full row rank.
J
I Remark. Recall that the Newton polytope of f is the convex hull of the n-tuples of
exponents of monomials of f . By changing the order ≤ in the proof of Theorem 1 we can
take for m any vertex of the Newton polytope.
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Theorem 1 lower bounds dim ∂ =k f by the same dimension computed for a suitable monomial
of f . This is of course tight if f has a single monomial. We note that adding more monomials
Qd Pq
does not necessarily increase dim ∂ =k f . For instance, the polynomial f = i=1 j=1 xij

has q d monomials but dim ∂ =k f remains equal to kd for any q.
homogeneous polynomial of degree d with s monomials we
I Corollary
2. For a multilinear


have kd ≤ dim ∂ =k f ≤ s kd for every k.
Proof. The upper bound follows from the linearity of derivatives, and the lower bound from
Theorem 1.
J

3

The trace method

The lower bound on dim ∂ =k f in Theorem 1 takes a single monomial of f into account. In
this section we give a more “global” result which takes all monomials into account. We will
in fact lower bound the dimension of a subspace of ∂ =k f , spanned by partial derivatives
of the form ∂I f where I ∈ {0, 1}n . In other words, we will differentiate at most once with
respect to any variable.1 We can of course view I as a subset of [n] rather than as a vector
in {0, 1}n .
We form a matrix M of partial derivatives as in the proof of Theorem 1. The rows of M
are indexed by subsets of [n] of size k, and row I contains the expansion of ∂I f in the basis
P
(xJ ). If f = j aJ xJ , we have seen in Section 2 that MI,J = aI+J . In order to lower bound
the rank of M , we will apply the following lemma to the symmetric matrix B = M T .M .
I Lemma 3. For any real symmetric matrix B 6= 0 we have
rank(B) ≥

(TrB)2
.
Tr(B 2 )

Lemma 3 is easily obtained by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the vector of
nonzero eingenvalues of B. Note that B = M T .M has same rank as M since we have:
xT Bx = 0 ⇔ M x = 0 for any vector x.
We first consider the case of polynomials with 0/1 coefficients, for which we have the
following lower bound.
I Theorem 4. For f a real polynomial with 0/1 coefficients we have

P
sup(P )
dim ∂ =k f ≥

P ∈M

|M|2

k

(3)

where M denotes the set of monomials occuring in f , and sup(P ) the number of distinct
variables occuring in monomial P .


The right-hand side of (3) is sandwiched between supmin
/|M| and supmax
/|M|, where
k
k
supmin and supmax denote respectively the minimum and maximum number of variables
occuring in a monomial of f . Theorem 1 provides a better lower bound (by a factor of |M|)

1

One could lift this restriction and derive similar results for the “full” matrix of k-th order derivatives,
i.e., for the case where several differentiations with respect to
 the same variable are allowed. This would
)
have the effect of replacing the binomial coefficients sup(P
in the lower bounds of the present section
k
by dim ∂ =k P . Here P denotes a monomial of f ; we have explained at the beginning of Section 2 how to
compute dim ∂ =k P . We will stick here to a single differentiation for the sake of notational simplicity.
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when all the monomials of f have supports of same size. Theorem 4 becomes interesting when
all but a few monomials in f have large support. Indeed, the presence of a few monomials of
small support can ruin the lower bound of Theorem 1.
Pn
I Example 5. Let f (x1 , . . . , xn ) = x1 .x2 . · · · .xn + i=1 xni . The Newton polytope of f is an
n-simplex whose vertices correspond to the monomials xn1 , . . . , xnn . The point corresponding
to the monomial x1 .x2 . · · · .xn is the barycenter of this simplex, and in particular it is not
a vertex of the Newton polytope. As a result, by Remark 2 the lower bound method of
Theorem 1 can only show that dim ∂ =k f ≥ 1. Theorem 4 shows the better lower bound:
dim ∂

=k

f≥

n
k



+n
.
(n + 1)2

It is not hard to check by a direct calculation that for this example, the correct value of
dim ∂ =k f is:
1 for k ∈ {0, n};
n for k ∈ {1, n − 1};

n
k + n for 2 ≤ k ≤ n − 2.
Let us now proceeed with the proof of Theorem 4. In view of Lemma 3, we need a lower
bound on Tr(B) and an upper bound on Tr(B 2 ).
I Lemma 6. Tr(B) =

P

P ∈M

sup(P )
k



.
T

2
MI,J
. Since MI,J ∈ {0, 1}, this

)
is nothing but the number of nonzero entries in M . Monomial P contributes sup(P
such
k
entries and they are all distinct.
J

Proof. By definition of B, Tr(B) =

I Lemma 7. Tr(B 2 ) ≤ |M|2

P

P

P ∈M

J (M

sup(P )
k

Proof. Since B is symmetric, Tr(B 2 ) =
P
I MI,K .MI,L . Therefore
Tr(B 2 ) =

X

.M )J,J =



P

I,J

.

P

K,L (BK,L )

2

.

By definition of B, BK,L =

MI,K .MI,L .MJ,K .MJ,L .

I,J,K,L

In this formula, I, J range over row indices (subsets of [n] of size k), and K, L range over
column indices. Hence Tr(B 2 ) is equal to the number of quadruples (I, J, K, L) such that
all 4 entries MI,K , MI,L , MJ,K , MJ,L are nonzero. Let us say that a quadruple is valid if
this condition is satisfied. A quadruple is valid if and only if the 4 coefficients aI+K , aI+L ,
P
)
aJ+K , aJ+L are nonzero. This implies that there are at most |M|2 P ∈M sup(P
valid
k
quadruples. Let us indeed denote
by
P,
Q,
R
the
3
n-tuples
I
+
K,
I
+
L,
J
+
K.
For
every

)
fixed P we have at most sup(P
choices for I since I is contained in the support of P , and at
k
2
most |M| choices for the pair (Q, R). The result follows since the quadruple (I, J, K, L) is
completely determined by the choices of P, Q, R and I: we must have K = P − I, L = Q − I,
J = R − K.
J
Theorem 4 follows immediately from Lemmas 3 to 7.
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Extension to real coefficients

In this section we generalize Theorem 4 to polynomials with real coefficients. Theorem 8 could
itself be generalized to polynomials with complex coefficients by working with a Hermitian
matrix in Lemma 3 rather than with a symmetric matrix.
I Theorem 8. For any real polynomial f we have

P
sup(P ) 2
aP
P ∈M
=k
k
P
dim ∂ f ≥
2
|M| P ∈M aP

(4)

where M denotes the set of monomials occuring in f .
To make sense of the lower bound in this theorem, it is helpful to look at a couple of special
cases. If the coefficients aP all have the same absolute
value, e.g., |aP | = 1 for all P ∈ M,

P
)
2
the right-hand side of (4) reduces to P ∈M sup(P
/|M|
. This is exactly the lower bound
k
in Theorem 4 (but now the coefficients of f may be in {−1, 0, 1} rather than {0, 1}).
)
Our lower bound becomes weaker when the vectors ( sup(P
)P ∈M and (a2P )P ∈M are
k
approximately orthogonal. This can happen when the monomials with large support have
small coefficients. In this case, as should be expected, Lemma 3 is effectively unable to
detect the presence of monomials of large support. A probabilistic analysis shows that
this bad behavior is atypical. Consider for instance the following semirandom model: we
first choose a set M of monomials in some arbitrary (worst case) way, and then the aP
are drawn independently at random from some common probability distribution such that
Pr[aP = 0] = 0.

P
sup(P ) 2
aP
P ∈M
k
P
I Corollary 9. Let L(f ) =
be the lower bound on the right-hand side
2
|M| P ∈M aP
of (4).
In the semirandom model described above, the expectation of L(f ) is:
X sup(P )
E[L(f )] =
/|M|2 .
k
P ∈M

We omit the (simple) proof due to lack of space. Note that we obtain for E[L(f )] the lower
bound from the case where |aP | = 1 for all P ∈ M.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 8. We follow the proof
of Theorem 4. In particular, we still differentiate at most once with respect to each variable,
we define the same matrix M of partial derivatives and the symmetric matrix B = M T .M .
We again have dim ∂ =k f ≥ rank(M ) = rank(B); hence Theorem 8 follows from Lemma 3
and from the next two lemmas.

P
) 2
I Lemma 10. Tr(B) = P ∈M sup(P
aP .
k
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 6, Tr(B) is equal to the sum of squared entries of M ; and we
have MI,P −I = aP for each set I of size k contained in the support of P .
J

P
2
I Lemma 11. Tr(B 2 ) ≤ |M|Tr(B)
R∈M aR .
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 7,
X
Tr(B 2 ) =
aI+K .aI+L .aJ+K .aJ+L .

(5)

(I,J,K,L)
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Here I, J range over row indices of M while K, L range over column indices. As in the proof
of Lemma 7, we call such a quadruple “valid” if the coefficients aI+K , aI+L , aJ+K , aJ+L are
all nonzero. Let V be the set of valid quadruples. Trying to mimic the proof of Lemma 7, we
will write
X
Tr(B 2 ) =
aP .aQ .aR .aQ+R−P
(6)
(P,Q,R,I)∈U

where U is the set of quadruples (P, Q, R, I) such that:
1. P, Q, R and Q + R − P belong to M (the set of monomials of f ) and I is a row index of
M , i.e., I ∈ {0, 1}n and |I| = k.
2. I ≤ P and I ≤ Q.
3. There exists a (unique) row index J such that P − I = R − J.
Equation (6) follows from (5) due to the following one-to-one correspondence between
quadruples of U and V:
(i) Given a quadruple (I, J, K, L) ∈ V, set P = I + K, Q = I + L, R = J + K. The
quadruple (P, Q, R, I) is in U since Q + R − P = J + L and P − I = R − J = K.
(ii) A quadruple (P, Q, R, I) ∈ U has a unique preimage (I, J, K, L) ∈ V, which is obtained
as follows. A preimage must satisfy K = P − I, L = Q − I, J = R − K. This defines a
quadruple (I, J, K, L) such that P − I = R − J, so J must be a row index by condition 3
in the definition of U: J ∈ {0, 1}n and |J| = k. It follows that (I, J, K, L) ∈ V and that
this quadruple is indeed a preimage of (P, Q, R, I).
Since 2aP .aQ .aR .aQ+R−P ≤ (aP .aR )2 + (aQ .aQ+R−P )2 , it follows from (6) that
X
X
2Tr(B 2 ) ≤
a2P .a2R +
a2Q .a2Q+R−P .
(7)
(P,Q,R,I)∈U

(P,Q,R,I)∈U

The first sum is upper bounded by
!
!
X sup(P )
X
2
2
|M|.
aP .
aR
k
P ∈M

(8)

R∈M

since there are at most |M| choices for Q and we must have I ≤ P for a quadruple in U.
This is equal to
!
X
2
|M|Tr(B)
aR
R∈M

by Lemma 10. Likewise, the second sum in (7) is upper bounded by
X sup(Q)
a2Q a2Q+R−P
k
P,Q,R∈M

P
since we have I ≤ Q for a quadruple in U. For any fixed Q ∈ M, P,R∈M a2Q+R−P ≤
P
|M|. S∈M a2S since each term a2S on the right-hand side can appear at most |M| times on
the left-hand side. We conclude that the second sum in (7) admits the same upper bound (8)
as the first sum, and the lemma is proved.
J

3.2

Polynomial-time computable lower bounds

The lower bound

P
sup(P ) 2
aP
P ∈M
k
P
L(f ) =
2
|M| P ∈M aP
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in Theorem 8 is clearly computable in polynomial time from f and k. Recall that we have
obtained this lower bound by constructing a symmetric matrix B such that dim ∂ =k f ≥
Tr(B)2 /Tr(B 2 ) ≥ L(f ). The quantity Tr(B)2 /Tr(B 2 ) is therefore a better lower bound on
dim ∂ =k f than L(f ). Like L(f ), it turns out to be computable in polynomial time. This is
not self-evident because B may be of exponential size (which is the source of the ]P-hardness
result in the next section).
I Theorem 12. There is an algorithm which, given f and k, computes the lower bound
Tr(B)2 /Tr(B 2 ) on dim ∂ =k f in polynomial time (as in the rest of this paper, we assume that
f is given as the sum of its nonzero monomials).
Proof. We build on the proof of Theorem 8. Lemma 10 shows that Tr(B) can be computed
in polynomial time, so it remains to do the same for Tr(B 2 ). In the proof of Lemma 11, we
have defined a set of quadruples U such that
X
Tr(B 2 ) =
aP .aQ .aR .aQ+R−P .
(P,Q,R,I)∈U

This can be rewritten as:
X
Tr(B 2 ) =
N (P, Q, R).aP .aQ .aR .aQ+R−P
(P,Q,R)∈M

where we denote by N (P, Q, R) the number of row indices I such that (P, Q, R, I) ∈ U. It
therefore remains to show that N (P, Q, R) can be computed in polynomial time. Toward
this goal we make two observations.
(i) Condition 2 in the definition of U means that I ≤ min(P, Q), where the n-tuple min(P, Q)
is the coordinatewise minimum of P and Q.
(ii) The equality P − I = R − J in condition 3 is equivalent to P − R = I − J, hence
P − R ∈ {−1, 0, 1}n since I, J ∈ {0, 1}n . Moreover, since I and J each have k nonzero
coordinates, P − R must contain the same number of 1’s and −1’s. By observation (i),
the positions of 1’s must be positive in min(P, Q).
We can therefore compute N (P, Q, R) as follows.
1. If Q + R − P is not a monomial of f , N (P, Q, R) = 0.
2. If P − R is not in {−1, 0, 1}n , N (P, Q, R) = 0.
3. If P − R does not contain the same number of 1’s and −1’s, N (P, Q, R) = 0.
4. If some of the positions of 1’s in P − R contain a 0 in min(P, Q), N (P, Q, R) = 0.
5. Let ones(P, R) be the number of 1’s in P − R and zeros(P, Q, R) the number of 0’s in
P − R such that we have a positive entry in min(P, Q) at the same position. Then
N (P, Q, R) = zeros(P,Q,R)
: from the relation P − R = I − J, the positions with a 1
k−ones(P,R)
in P − R must contain a 1 in I. So it remains to choose the remaining k − ones(P, R)
nonzero positions of I. We can only choose them among the positions that are positive
in min(P, Q) (by (i)) and contain a 0 in P − R.
J

3.3

Elementary symmetric polynomials
2

A natural question is whether the inequality rank(B) ≥ (TrB)
Tr(B 2 ) in Lemma 3 is tight when
T
B = M .M and M comes from a partial derivatives matrix. It is well known that this
inequality is in general far from tight, since it is obtained by means of the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality. However in our case, due to the particular shape of the matrix B, it is not a
2
priori clear whether a large gap can exist between rank(B) and (TrB)
Tr(B 2 ) . In the following, we
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show that arbitrarily large gaps can indeed be achieved. Our source of examples are the
P
elementary symmetric polynomials Symd,n (x1 , . . . , xn ) = |I|=d xI .
Here the vector I of exponents belongs to {0, 1}n , and xI denotes as usual the multilinear
monomial xi11 . · · · .xinn .
More precisely, we will show the following.
I Proposition 13. For any fixed positive integers d, k < d, the family of polynomials
fn = Symd,n has the following property: if we consider un = rank(Bn ) = dim ∂ =k fn the
2
n)
sequence of dimensions of partial derivatives, and vn = (TrB
2 ) the sequence of lower bounds
Tr(Bn
for the dimension, we have that vn → 1, whereas Bn is of full rank and, hence, un → +∞.
Note that since d is fixed, the polynomial fn is sparse: it contains only nO(1) monomials.
Proof. The matrix M of partial derivatives of fn has only 0/1-coefficients and the coefficient
MI,J is non-zero iff I ∩ J = ∅ (with |I| = k, |J| = d − k). This matrix is commonly known
as the disjointness matrix and has proved useful in communication complexity [12] and of
2
course in algebraic complexity [14] for the study of elementary symmetric polynomials.
 n In
n
=k
particular, by [6], we have that M is of full rank, i.e., that un = dim ∂ fn = min{ k , d−k }.
This directly implies that un → +∞.
We already know that vn ≥ 1 for all n, so we only need to compute an upper bound on vn
that tends to 1 to obtain vn → 1. To do so, we first compute the coefficients of the matrix
B = M T .M :


X
X
n − |I ∪ J|
BI,J =
MI,K MJ,K =
1=
d−k
|K|=d−k

|K|=d−k
K∩I=K∩J=∅


Notice that the value of a diagonal entry BI,I = n−k
is independent of I, hence we can
d−k
 
n−k n
easily compute the trace of B: Tr(B) = d−k k . A diagonal entry of B 2 is of the form
P
(B 2 )I,I = |J|=k (BI,J )2 . In order to obtain an upper bound on vn , it is enough to lower
bound Tr(B 2 ). Since all the terms are non-negative, we will consider the following subsum:
2

(B )I,I ≥

X
|J|=k
I∩J=∅

X n − 2k 2 n − 2k 2 n − k 
(BI,J ) =
=
.
d−k
d−k
k
2

|J|=k
I∩J=∅

P
Hence T r(B 2 ) = |I|=k (B 2 )I,I ≥
bound
 
n−k 2 n 2
vn ≤

d−k
k
−−−→

 −
n−2k 2 n−k n
n→∞
d−k
k
k

1


 
n−2k 2 n−k n
d−k
k
k .

Finally, we obtain the following upper

(9)
J

This proves that for constant k, d, the gap can be as large as we want, but one can ask
whether such large gaps can also be achieved when k and d are increasing functions of n. Let
us consider the case where k and d are proportional to n, i.e., k = αn and d = βn for some
constants α, β < 1. Now, it is no longer true that vn → 1. For example, for α = 0.2 and
2

Variations on this matrix also proved useful for the analysis of the shifted partial derivatives of symmetric
polynomials [5].
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β = 0.4 we have that vn → ∞. However, we can still prove that uvnn → 0 for certain values
of α and β. In the following proposition, to make sure that k = αn and d = βn are always
integers we set k = k 0 m, d = d0 m and n = n0 m where m is a new parameter and k 0 , d0 , n0 are
constants (so α = k 0 /n0 and β = d0 /n0 ).
I Proposition 14. For any positive integers k 0 , d0 , n0 such that k 0 < d0 < n0 /2, the family of
0
polynomials fm = Symd0 m,n0 m has the following property: if we consider um = dim ∂ =k m fm
2
vm
m)
and vm = (TrB
Tr(B 2 ) , we have um → 0.
m

The proof is omitted due to lack of space.

4

]P-hardness result for the space of partial derivatives

In this section it is convenient to work with the space ∂ + f spanned by partial derivatives of
f of order r where 1 ≤ r ≤ deg(f ) − 1. We will work with homogeneous polynomials, and
for those polynomials we have dim ∂ + f = dim ∂ ∗ f − 2.
I Theorem 15. It is ]P-hard to compute dim ∂ ∗ f for an input polynomial f given in
expanded form (i.e., written as a sum of monomials). This result remains true for multilinear
homogeneous polynomials with coefficients in {0, 1}.
We proceed by reduction from the problem of counting the number of independent sets in
a graph, and use as an intermediate step a problem of topological origin. Recall that an
(abstract) simplical complex is a family ∆ of subsets of a finite set S such that for every F
in ∆, all the nonempty subsets of F are also in ∆. The elements of ∆ are also called faces
of the simplicial complex. We denote by |∆| the number of faces of ∆, and more generally
by |X| the cardinality of any finite set X. The dimension of a face X ∈ ∆ is |X| − 1. The
dimension of ∆ is the maximal dimension of its faces. If every face of ∆ belongs to a face of
dimension dim(∆), the simplicial complex is said to be pure.
The simplicial complex generated by a family F1 , . . . , Fm of subsets of S is the smallest
simplicial complex containing all of the Fi as faces. This is simply the family of nomempty
subsets Y ⊆ S such that Y ⊆ Fi for some i.
I Theorem 16. The following problem is ]P-complete: given a family F1 , . . . , Fm of subsets
of [n] = {1, . . . , n}, compute the number of faces of the simplical complex ∆ that it generates.
This result remains true if ∆ is pure, i.e., if F1 , . . . , Fm have the same cardinality.
We deduce Theorem 15 from Theorem 16. Let ∆ be the pure simplicial complex generated
by a family F1 , . . . , Fm of subsets of [n], with |Fi | = d for all i. We associate to each
Q
Fi the monomial mi = j∈Fi Xj , and to ∆ the polynomial f (X1 , . . . , Xn , Y1 , . . . , Ym ) =
Pm
i=1 Yi .mi (X1 , . . . , Xn ). This is a multilinear homogeneous polynomial of degree d + 1 in
m + n variables. Theorem 15 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 16 and of the following
lemma.
I Lemma 17. A basis of the linear space spanned by ∂ + f consists of the following set of
2|∆| polynomials:
Q
(i) The |∆| monomials of the form j∈F Xj , where F is a face of ∆.
(ii) The |∆| polynomials of the form ∂f /∂F , where F is a face of ∆ (we denote by ∂f /∂F
the polynomial obtained from f by differentiating with respect to all variables Xj with
j ∈ F ).
In particular, dim(∂ + f ) = 2|∆|.
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Proof. We first note that a polynomial (ii) belongs to ∂ + f by definition. A polynomial in (i)
also belongs to ∂ + f since it can be obtained by picking a maximal face Fi containing F ,
differentiating with respect to Yi , and then with respect to all variables Xj where j ∈ Fi \ F .
Conversely, any partial derivative which is not identically 0 is of the form (i) if we have
differentiated f with respect to exactly one Yi , or of the form (ii) if we have not differentiated
f with respect to any of the variables Yi . It therefore remains to show that the polynomials
in our purported basis are linearly independent.
The monomials in (i) are linearly independent since they are pairwise distinct. To show
that the polynomials in (ii) are linearly independent, consider a linear combination

g=

|∆|
X

αj

j=1

∂f
,
∂Gj

where G1 , . . . , G|∆| are the faces of ∆. By construction of f ,


|∆|
X
∂mi 
.
g=
Yi . 
αj
∂Gj
i=1
j=1
m
X

(10)

Assume that some coefficient αj , for instance α1 , is different from 0. The face G1 belongs to
P|∆|
1
some maximal face of ∆, for instance to F1 . We claim that j=1 αj ∂m
6 0. Indeed, the
∂Gj =
faces Gj which are not included in F1 contribute nothing to this sum, and the faces that are
included in F1 contribute pairwise distinct monomials. It follows from (10) that g 6= 0, and
that the polynomials in (ii) are indeed linearly independent.
To complete the proof of the lemma, it remains to note that the spaces spanned by (i)
and (ii) are in direct sum. Indeed, the first space is included in Q[X1 , . . . , Xn ] while the
Pm
second is included in i=1 Yi Q[X1 , . . . , Xn ].
J

4.1

Proof of Theorem 16

Let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertex set V = [n] and m = |E| edges. We associate to G
the simplicial complex ∆ generated by the complements of the edges of G, i.e., by the sets
V \ {u, v} where uv ∈ E. This is a pure simplicial complex of dimension n − 2. The faces of
∆ are the complements of the dependent sets of G. Hence |∆| = 2n − Ind(G), where Ind(G)
denotes the number of independents sets in G. Computing the number of independent sets
of a graph is a well-known ]P-complete problem. It was shown to be ]P-complete even for
bipartite graphs [15], for planar bipartite graphs of degree at most four [19] and for 3-regular
graphs [7]. It follows that computing |∆| is ]P-hard, and membership in ]P is immediate
from the definition. This completes the proof of Theorem 16.
We note that it is easy to shortcircuit Theorem 16 and construct the polynomial f in the
proof of Theorem 15 directly from G: we have
X
Y
f=
Yuv .
Xw
uv∈E

w6∈{u,v}

and dim ∂ + f = 2(2n − Ind(G)). Since the maximal faces of ∆ have n − 2 elements, we have
the following refinement of Theorem 15.
I Corollary 18. It is ]P-hard to compute dim ∂ ∗ f for a multilinear homogenous polynomial

f of degree n − 1 with coefficients in {0, 1}, m monomials and n + m variables with m ≤ n2 .
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Abstract
We consider the non-adaptive bit-probe complexity of the set membership problem, where a
set S of size at most n from a universe of size m is to be represented as a short bit vector in
order to answer membership queries of the form “Is x in S?” by non-adaptively probing the
bit vector at t places. Let sN (m, n, t) be the minimum number of bits of storage needed for
such a scheme. Buhrman, Miltersen, Radhakrishnan, and Srinivasan [4] and Alon and Feige [1]
investigated sN (m, n, t) for various ranges of the parameter t. We show the following.
2
2
General upper bound (t ≥ 5 and odd): For odd t ≥ 5, sN (m, n, t) = O(tm t−1 n1− t−1 lg 2m
n ).
4
This improves on a result of Buhrman et al. that states for odd t ≥ 5, sN (m, n, t) = O(m t+1 n).
1
For small values of t (odd t ≥ 3 and t ≤ 10
lg lg m) and n ≤ m1− ( > 0), we obtain adaptive
2
2
2t
schemes that use a little less space: O(exp(e )m t+1 n1− t+1 lg m).
√
Three probes (t = 3) lower bound: We show that sN (m, n, 3) = Ω( mn) for n ≥ n0 for
some constant n0q
. This improves on a result of Alon and Feige that states that for n ≥ 16 lg m,
sN (m, n, 3) = Ω( lgmn
m ). The complexity of the non-adaptive scheme might, in principle, depend
on the function that is used to determine the answer based on the three bits read (one may assume
that all queries use the same function). Let sfN (m, n, 3) be the minimum number of bits of storage
required in a three-probe non-adaptive scheme where the function f : {0, 1}3 → {0, 1} is used to
answer the queries. We show that for large class of functions f (including the majority function
1
on three bits), we in fact have sN (m, n, 3) = Ω(m1− cn ) for n ≥ 4 and some c > 0. In particular,
three-probe non-adaptive schemes that use such query functions f do not give any asymptotic
savings over the trivial characteristic vector when n ≥ log m.
1998 ACM Subject Classification E.1 Data Structures, E.4 Coding and Information Theory
Keywords and phrases Data Structures, Bit-probe model, Compression, Bloom filters, Expansion
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.STACS.2017.38

1

Introduction

The set membership problem is a fundamental problem in the area of data structures and
information compression and retrieval. In its abstract form we are given a subset S of size
at most n from a universe of size m and required to represent it as a bit string so that
membership queries of the form “Is x in S?” can be answered using a small number of probes
into the bit string. The characteristic function representation provides a solution to this
problem: just one bit-probe is needed to answer queries, but all sets are represented using
m-bit strings (which is very wasteful when n is promised to be small).
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The trade-off between the number of bits in the representation and the number of probes
is the subject of several previous works: it was studied by Minsky and Papert in their 1969
book Perceptrons [11]; more recently, Buhrman, Miltersen, Radhakrishnan and Venkatesh [4]
showed the existence of randomized schemes that answer queries with just one bit probe
and use near optimal space. In contrast, they showed that deterministic schemes that
answer queries by making a constant number of probes cannot use optimal space. The
deterministic worst-case trade-off for this problem was also considered in the same paper and
in several subsequent works (e.g., Radhakrishnan, Raman and Rao [12], Alon and Feige [1],
Radhakrishnan, Shah and Shannigrahi [14], Viola [15], Lewenstein, Munro, Nicholson and
Raman [8], Garg and Radhakrishnan [5]). For sets where each element is included with
probability p, Makhdoumi, Huang, Médard and Polyanskiy [10] showed, in particular, that no
savings over the characteristic vector can be obtained in this case for non-adaptive schemes
with t = 2.
In this work, we focus on deterministic schemes with non-adaptive probes, where the
probes are made in parallel (or equivalently the location of probes do not depend on the value
read in previous probes). Such schemes have been studied in several previous works. Let
sN (m, n, t) be the minimum number of bits of storage required in order to answer membership
queries with t non-adaptive probes.
I Definition 1. A non-adaptive (m, n, s, t)-scheme consists of a storage function and a query
s
scheme. The storage function has the form φ : [m]
≤n → {0, 1} that takes a set of size at most
n and returns its s-bit representation. The query scheme associates with each element x the t
probe locations(i1 (x), . . . , it (x)) ∈ [s]t and a function fx : {0, 1}t → {0, 1}. We require that
for all S ∈ [m]
≤n and all x ∈ [m]: x ∈ S iff fx (φ(S)[i1 (x)], φ(S)[i2 (x)], . . . , φ(S)[it (x)]) = 1.
Let sN (m, n, t) denote the minimum s such that there is an (m, n, s, t)-scheme.
In our discussion, we use s(m, n, t) (without the subscript N ) to denote the minimum space
required for adaptive schemes. Using the above notation, we now describe our results and
their relation to what was known before. All asymptotic claims below hold for large m.

1.1

General non-adaptive schemes

I Theorem 2 (Result 1, non-adaptive schemes). For odd t ≥ 5, we have
2

2

sN (m, n, t) = O(tm t−1 n1− t−1 lg

2m
).
n
4

In comparison, for odd t ≥ 5, Buhrman et al. showed that sN (m, n, t) = O(m t+1 n). The
exponent of m in their upper bound result is roughly four times the exponent of m appearing
in their lower bound result. Their schemes are non-adaptive and use the MAJORITY function
to answer membership queries. We exhibit schemes that still use MAJORITY but need less
1
1
space. Buhrman et al. also show a lower bound of s(m, n, t) = Ω(tm t n1− t ) valid (even for
adaptive schemes) when n ≤ m1− (for  > 0 and t  lg m). Note that the exponent of m in
our result is twice the exponent of m appearing in the lower bound result. These schemes,
as well as the non-adaptive scheme for t = 4 due to Alon and Feige [1], have implications for
the problem studied by Makhdoumi et al. [10]; unlike in the case of t = 2, significant savings
are possible if t ≥ 4, even with non-adaptive schemes1 . Using a similar proof idea, we obtain
slightly better upper bound with adaptive schemes when t is small and n is at most m1− .

1

We are grateful to Tom Courtade and Ashwin Pananjady for this observation.
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I Theorem 3 (Result 2, adaptive schemes). For odd t ≥ 3 and t ≤
2
2
( > 0), we have s(m, n, t) = O(exp(e2t )m t+1 n1− t+1 lg m).

1
10

lg lg m and for n ≤ m1−

Technique. To justify our claim, we need to describe the query scheme, that is, (i1 (x), i2 (x),
. . . , it (x)) for each x ∈ [m] and the query function fx : {0, 1}t → {0, 1}. For fx we use
the MAJORITY on t bits (t is odd). The locations to be probed for each element will be
obtained using a probabilistic argument. Once a query scheme is fixed, we need to show how
the assignment to the memory is obtained. For this, we describe a sequential algorithm. We
show that the random assignment of locations ensures sufficient expansion allowing us to
start with a greedy argument arrange that most queries are answered correctly, and then use
Hall’s bipartite graph matching theorem to find the required assignment for the remaining
elements. Versions of this argument have been used in previous works [9, 4, 7, 1, 5].

1.2

Three non-adaptive probes

For one probe and m ≥ 2, it is easy to show that no space can be saved over the characteristic
vector representation. For two non-adaptive probes, only for the special case n = 1, some non√
trivial savings over the characteristic vector representation are possible: sN (m, 1, 2) = θ( m)).
For n ≥ 2, Buhrman et al. [4] showed sN (m, n, 2) = m. The smallest number of probes
for which the complexity of problem with non-adaptive probes is not settled is three.
Observe that any scheme with two adaptive probes can be converted to a scheme with
three non-adaptive probes; the two probe decision tree has at most three nodes. Thus,
using the two adaptive probes upper bound result of Garg and Radhakrishnan [5], we
1
have sN (m, n, 3) ≤ s(m, n, 2) = O(m1− 4n+1 ). Thus, non-trivial savings in space over the
characteristic vector representation is possible when n = o(lg m). Consequently, the question
is whether more space can be saved or is this upper bound tight? We are not aware of any
three-probe non-adaptive scheme that manages with o(m) space for
q sets of size ω(lg m). Alon
and Feige [1] show the following lower bound: sN (m, n, 3) = Ω( lgmn
m ) for n ≥ 16 lg m.
In order to obtain better lower bounds for three-probe non-adaptive schemes, we proceed
as follows. In any three-probe non-adaptive scheme, the query scheme specifies, for each
element, the three locations to probe and a three variable boolean function to be applied on
three values read. In principle, for different elements, the query scheme can specify different
boolean functions. But since there are only a finite number (256) of boolean functions
on three variables, some set of at least m/256 elements of the universe use a common
function. We may thus restrict attention to this part of the universe, and assume that the
function being employed to answer queries is always the same. Furthermore, we may place
functions obtained from one another by negating and permuting variables in a common
equivalence class, and restrict our attention to one representative in each class. For three
variable boolean functions, Pólya counting yields that there are twenty-two equivalence
classes. This classification of the 256 functions into twenty-two classes is already available in
the literature [16]. We show the following.
I Theorem 4 (Result 3).
(a) If the query function f : {0, 1}3 → {0, 1} is not equivalent to (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ⊕ z or
1
(x, y, z) 7→ 1 iff x + y + z = 1, then sN (m, n, 3) = Ω(m1− cn ) for n ≥ 4 and some c > 0.
(b) If the query function f : {0, 1}3 → {0, 1} is equivalent to (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ⊕ z or
√
(x, y, z) 7→ 1 iff x + y + z = 1, then sN (m, n, 3) = Ω( mn).
(c) If the query function f : {0, 1}3 → {0,q
1} is equivalent to (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ⊕ z and
lg m ≤ n ≤

m
lg m ,

lg

m

then sN (m, n, 3) = Ω( mn lg lgnm ).
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The best upper bounds for non-adaptive schemes with four or more probes use the
MAJORITY function to answer membership queries. Our result implies that for three nonadaptive probes, when queries are answered by computing MAJORITY, the space required
1
is at least Ω(m1− cn ) for some constant c. In fact, similar lower bound holds if membership
queries are answered using most boolean functions. Our results do not yield a similar lower
bound for (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ⊕ z and (x, y, z) 7→ 1 iff x + y + z = 1 types. For these two
types of query functions, we get a slightly better lower bound than what is implied by [1].
Thus, further investigations on three probes non-adaptive schemes need to focus on just
(x, y, z) 7→ 1 iff x + y + z = 1 and (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ⊕ z as the query functions.
Technique. As mentioned above, there are twenty-two types of functions for which we
need to prove a lower bound. Seven of the twenty-two classes contain functions that can be
represented by a decision tree of height at most two. Thus, for these functions, the two probe
adaptive lower bound in [5] implies the result. These functions are: constant 0, constant
1, the DICTATOR function (x, y, z) 7→ x, the function (x, y, z) 7→ x ∧ y, its complement
(x, y, z) 7→ x̄ ∨ ȳ, (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ∨ (x̄ ∧ z), and (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ∨ (x̄ ∧ ȳ).
After this, fifteen classes remain. Functions in some eleven of the remaining fifteen classes
admit a density argument, similar in spirit to the adaptive two-probes lower-bound proof
in [5]. To streamline the argument, we classify these eleven classes into two parts. The
first part contains the MAJORITY function. The second part contains the AND function,
the ALL-EQUAL function, the functions (x, y, z) 7→ (x ⊕ y) ∧ z, (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∨ y) ∧ z,
(x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y ∧ z) ∨ (ȳ ∧ z̄), and their complements. For functions in the second part
we deal with two functions—a function and its complement—with a single proof. In these
proofs, we produce sets S and T of size at most n such that storing S and not storing T
leads to a contradiction. The proof for the complement function works with a small twist:
storing T and not storing S leads to the contradiction. Thus, these eleven cases are handled
by six proofs. In each of these proofs we roughly argue (sometimes probabilistically) that if
the scheme is valid, it must conceal a certain dense graph that avoids small cycles. Standard
graph theoretic results (the Moore bound) that relate density and girth then gives us the
lower bound.
For the remaining four classes, we employ linear-algebraic arguments. Representatives
chosen from these classes are PARITY, (x, y, z) 7→ 1 iff x + y + z 6= 1, (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ⊕ z,
and (x, y, z) 7→ 1 iff x + y + z = 1. For PARITY and (x, y, z) 7→ 1 iff x + y + z 6= 1, we show
using standard dimension argument, that if the space used is smaller than the universe size
m, then there is some element u ∈ [m] that is (linearly) dependent on the other elements.
Not storing the other elements, leaves the scheme with no choice for u, thus leading to a
contradiction. For (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ⊕ z and (x, y, z) 7→ 1 iff x + y + z = 1 a modification of
an algebraic argument of Radhakrishnan, Sen and Venkatesh [13] implies a lower bound of
√
mn. (Interestingly, we need to choose an appropriate characteristic of the field (2 or 3)
based on which function we deal with.) For (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ⊕ z, we further improve on this
argument by employing random restrictions. These results together improve the previous
best lower bound (due to Alon and Feige [1]) irrespective of the query function used.

2

General non-adaptive upper bound

In this section, we prove the general non-adaptive upper bound result: Theorem 2.
I Definition 5. A non-adaptive (m, s, t)-graph is a bipartite graph G with vertex sets
U = [m] and V (|V | = ts). V is partitioned into t disjoint sets: V1 , . . . , Vt ; each Vi has s
vertices. Every u ∈ U has a unique neighbour in each Vi . A non-adaptive (m, s, t)-graph
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naturally gives rise to a non-adaptive (m, ts, t)-query scheme TG as follows. We view the
memory (an array L of ts bits) to be indexed by vertices in V . On receiving the query “Is
u in S?”, we answer “Yes” iff the MAJORITY of the locations in the neighbourhood of u
contain a 1. We say that the query scheme TG is satisfiable for a set S ⊆ [m], if there is
an assignment to the memory locations (L[v] : v ∈ V ), such that TG correctly answers all
queries of the form “Is x in S?”.
We now restrict attention to odd t ≥ 5. First, we identify an appropriate property of the
underlying non-adaptive (m, s, t)-graph G that guarantees that TG is satisfiable for all sets S
2
2
of size at most n. We then show that such a graph exists for some s = O(m t−1 n1− t−1 lg 2m
n ).
I Definition 6 (Non-adaptive admissible graph). We say that a non-adaptive (m, s, t)-graph
G is admissible for sets of sizeat most n if the following two properties hold:
t+1
(P1) ∀R ⊆ [m] (|R| ≤ n + 2n lg 2m
n ): |ΓG (R)| ≥
2 |R|, where ΓG (R) is the set of
neighbors of R in G.


(P2) ∀S ⊆ [m] (|S| = n): |TS | ≤ 2n lg 2m
n , where TS = {y ∈ [m] \ S : |ΓG (y) ∩ ΓG (S)| ≥
t+1
2 }.
Our theorem will follow from the following claims.
I Lemma 7. If a non-adaptive (m, s, t)-graph G is admissible for sets of size at most n, then
the non-adaptive (m, ts, t)-query scheme TG is satisfiable for every set S of size at most n.
2

2

I Lemma 8. There is a non-adaptive (m, s, t)-graph, with s = O(m t−1 n1− t−1 lg 2m
n ), that
is admissible for every set S ⊆ [m] of size at most n.
Proof of Lemma 7. Fix an admissible graph G. Thus, G satisfies (P1) and (P2) above. Fix
a set S ⊆ [m] of size at most n. We will show that there is a 0-1 assignment to the memory
such that all queries are answered correctly by TG .


Let S 0 ⊆ [m] be suchthat S ⊆ S 0 and |S 0 | = n. From (P2), we know |TS 0 | ≤ 2n lg 2m
n .
Hence, |S 0 ∪ TS 0 | ≤ n + 2n lg 2m
n . From (P1) and Hall’s theorem, we may assign to each
element u ∈ S 0 ∪ TS 0 a set Au ⊆ V such that (i) |Au | = t+1
2 and (ii) the Au ’s are disjoint.
For each u ∈ S ⊆ S 0 , we assign the value 1 to all locations in Au . For each u ∈ (S 0 ∪ TS 0 ) \ S,
t
0
0
we assign the value 0 to all locations in Au . Since t+1
2 > 2 , all queries for u ∈ S ∪ TS are
answered correctly.
Assign 0 to all locations in ΓG ([m] \ (S 0 ∪ TS 0 )). For y ∈ [m] \ (S 0 ∪ TS 0 ), |ΓG (y) ∩ ΓG (S)| ≤
t−1
0
0
2 . As a result, queries for elements in [m]\(S ∪TS ) are answered correctly, as the majority
evaluates to 0 for each one of them.
J
Proof of Lemma 8. In the following, set


2
2
2m
s = 60m t−1 n1− t−1 lg
.
n
We show that a suitable random non-adaptive (m, s, t)-graph G is admissible for sets of size
at most n with positive probability. The graph G is constructed as follows. Recall that
S
V = i Vi . For each u ∈ U , one neighbor is chosen uniformly and independently in each Vi .


(P1) holds. If (P1) fails, then for some non-empty W ⊆ U , (|W | ≤ n + 2n lg 2m
n ), we have
|ΓG (W )| ≤ t+1
a set W of size r ≥ 1 and L ⊆ V of size t+1
2 |W | − 1. Fix P
2 r − 1. Let L
have `i elements in Vi ; thus, i `i = t+1
r
−
1.
Then,
2
r  t+1
tr
t 
Y
( 2 )r − 1
`i
Pr[ΓG (W ) ⊆ L] ≤
≤
,
|Vi |
ts
i=1
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where the last inequality is a consequence of GM ≤ AM. We conclude, using the union
bound over choices of W and L, that (P1) fails with probability at most
n+d2n lg

2m
n

X
r=1
n+d2n lg

≤

e  
  t+1
tr
m
ts
2 r−1
t+1
r
ts
2 r−1
2m
n

X

e

r=1
n+d2n lg

≤

2m
n

e"

X

em r
r
(e



t+3
1
2 −r

tes
t+1
2 r−1
)mr
1
r

(s )s

r=1

(1)

 t+1
 t+1
2 r−1
2

t−1
1
2 −1+ r

#r
≤

t−1
2

r−1
ts

tr

1
,
3

(2)

where the last inequality holds because we have chosen s large enough.
(P2)
 holds.
For (P2) to fail, there must exist a set S ⊆ [m] of size n such that |TS | >
2n lg 2m
n . Fix a set S of size n. Fix a y ∈ [m] \ S.

Pr[y ∈ TS ] ≤

   t+1
n 2
n
≤
,
t+1
s
10m
2
t

n
where the last inequality holds because of choice of s and m is large. Thus, E[|TS |] ≤ 10
.
To conclude that |TS | is bounded with high probability, we will use the following version of
PN
Chernoff bound: if X = i=1 Xi , where each random variable Xi ∈ {0, 1} independently,
then if γ > 2eE[X], then Pr[X > γ] ≤ 2−γ . Then, for all large m,

Pr[|TS | > 2n lg

2m
2m
] ≤ 2−2n lg n .
n

Using the union bound, we conclude that
Pr[(P2) fails] ≤

 em n
n

2−2n lg

Thus, with probability at least

3

1
3

2m
n

≤

1
.
3

the random graph G is admissible.

J

Three non-adaptive probes lower bound

In this section, we prove the three probe lower bound result: Theorem 4.
I Definition 9 (Equivalent). Two boolean functions are called equivalent if one can be
obtained from the other by negating and permuting the variables.
I Proposition 10. Let f, g : {0, 1}t → {0, 1} be equivalent. If s1 and s2 are the minimum bits
of space required for non-adaptive (m, n, s1 , t) and (m, n, s2 , t)-schemes with query functions
f and g respectively, then s1 = s2 .
For three variable boolean functions, there are twenty-two equivalence classes (see [16]).
To prove Theorem 4, we provide proofs for these twenty-two query functions, each from a
different class. In many proofs below we assume that the memory consists of three arrays
of size s each, and the three probes are made on different arrays. Given any scheme that
uses space s, we can always modify it to meet our assumption, by expanding the space by
factor 3.

M. Garg and J. Radhakrishnan
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Decision trees of height two

Seven of the twenty-two classes contain functions that can be represented by a decision tree of
height at most two. Thus, for these functions, the two probe adaptive lower bound [5] implies
the result. These functions are: constant 0, constant 1, the DICTATOR function (x, y, z) 7→ x,
the function (x, y, z) 7→ x ∧ y, its complement (x, y, z) 7→ x̄ ∨ ȳ, (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ∨ (x̄ ∧ z),
and (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ∨ (x̄ ∧ ȳ).

3.2

MAJORITY

Let Φ be a non-adaptive (m, n, s, 3)-scheme with MAJORITY as the query function. The
memory is a bit array A[1, · · · , s] of length s. For each element u ∈ [m], x(u), y(u), z(u) ∈ [s]
are the three distinct locations in A that are probed to determine whether u is in the set
or not. For each set S ⊆ [m] of size at most n, the assignment σ(S) ∈ {0, 1}s to A is such
that for all elements u ∈ [m], Maj(A[x(u)], A[y(u)], A[z(u)]) is 1 iff u ∈ S, where Maj is the
MAJORITY of 3 bits.
I Definition 11. (model-graph for Φ, third vertex, meet) Let Φ be a (m, n, s, 3)-scheme
with MAJORITY as the query function. Fix a graph G such that V (G) = [s], |E(G)| = m
and edge labels: {lab(e)|e ∈ E(G)} = [m] (there is a unique edge for each label in [m]). G is
called a model-graph for Φ if for each u ∈ [m] the edge labelled u has the set of endpoints
u
in {{x(u), y(u)}, {y(u), z(u)}, {z(u), x(u)}}. For example, the graph G = ([s], {x(u) ←→
y(u)|u ∈ [m]}) is a model graph for Φ.
In a model-graph for Φ, let e be the set of endpoints of the edge with label u. The element
in the singleton ({x(u), y(u), z(u)} \ e) is defined to be the third vertex of u.
Two edge-disjoint cycles C1 and C2 are said to meet in a model-graph for Φ if there exist
elements u, v ∈ [m] such that the third vertices of u and v are the same vertex and the edges
labelled u and v are in the different cycles C1 and C2 respectively.
I Definition 12. A model-graph G for an (m, n, s, 3)-scheme with MAJORITY as the query
function is said to be forced if at least one of the following three conditions hold.
(P1) ∃ edge-disjoint odd cycles C1 , C2 in G with lengths at most n each that intersect at a
vertex.
(P2) ∃ edge disjoint even cycles C1 , C2 in G with lengths at most n each and C1 and C2
meet.
(P3) ∃ an even cycle C of length at most n, such that some two edges in C, labelled e and
f say, have an even number of edges between them (while traversing the edges of the
cycle in order) and the third vertices of e and f are the same vertex.
I Lemma 13. A model-graph for a scheme with MAJORITY as the query function cannot
be forced.


1− n 1
+1
1
b
c
2
I Lemma 14. Any (m, n, 6 m
, 3)-scheme with MAJORITY as the query function
has a forced model-graph.
From lemmas 13 and 14, it follows that when MAJORITY is used as the query function,
1−

sN (m, n, 3) > 16 m

1

b n2 c+1 .

Proof of Lemma 13. Fix a (m, n, s, 3)-scheme Φ with MAJORITY as the query function.
Fix a model-graph G for Φ. Assume G is forced, that is, it satisfies (P1) or (P2) or (P3)
above.
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Case: (P1) holds. (P1) implies that there are edge-disjoint cycles C1 and C2 in G such that,
e

e

e2k+1

f1

f2

f2l+1

1
2
C1 : u0 −→
u1 −→
· · · −→ u2k+1 = u0 ,

C2 : u0 −→ v1 −→ · · · −→ v2l+1 = u0 ,
and 2k + 1, 2l + 1 ≤ n. Let S0 = {e1 , e3 , · · · , e2k+1 } ∪ {f2 , f4 , · · · , f2l } and S1 =
{e2 , e4 , · · · , e2k } ∪ {f1 , f3 , · · · , f2l+1 }. Note that |S0 | = |S1 | ≤ n. We claim that Φ cannot
represent any set S such that
S0 ⊆ S ⊆ S¯1 .
In particular, Φ cannot represent the set S0 . Assume Φ represents such an S. We claim
that u0 cannot be assigned a 0. If u0 is assigned a 0, then since e1 ∈ S, u1 must be
assigned a 1. Otherwise, Maj(A[x(e1 )], A[y(e1 )], A[z(e1 )]) = Maj(0, 0, b) = 0, where b is
the bit assigned to the location in {x(e1 ), y(e1 ), z(e1 )} \ {u0 , u1 }. Since, u1 is assigned a
1 and e2 ∈
/ S, u2 must be assigned a 0. Similarly, since e3 ∈ S, u3 must be assigned a 1
and so on. Finally, u2k+1 = u0 must be assigned a 1. A contradiction. Hence u0 cannot
be assigned a 0.
Again, we claim u0 cannot be assigned a 1. For if u0 is assigned a 1, since f1 ∈
/ S, v1
must be assigned a 0. Again, since f2 ∈ S, v2 must be assigned a 1 and so on. Finally,
v2k+1 = u0 must be assigned a 0. A contradiction.
Since u0 can neither be assigned a 0 or a 1, we get a contradiction.
I Remark. In the proofs below, we will often encounter similar arguments, where we
will have a cycle of dependencies: assigning a particular bit to a location will force the
assignment to the next location along the cycle.
Case: (P2) holds. (P2) implies that there are edge-disjoint cycles C1 and C2 in G such that,
e

e

e

f1

f2

f2l

1
2
2k
C1 : u0 −→
u1 −→
· · · −→
u2k = u0 ,

C2 : v0 −→ v1 −→ · · · −→ v2l = v0 ,
2k, 2l ≤ n, and the third vertices of e1 and f1 are the same vertex w. Let S0 =
{e1 , e3 , · · · , e2k−1 } ∪ {f2 , f4 , · · · , f2l } and S1 = {e2 , e4 , · · · , e2k } ∪ {f1 , f3 , · · · , f2l−1 }.
Note that |S0 | = |S1 | ≤ n. We claim that Φ cannot represent any set S such that
S0 ⊆ S ⊆ S¯1 .
In particular, Φ cannot represent the set S0 . Assume Φ represents such an S. Since e1 ∈ S,
either the location u0 or the location u1 of the memory A must be assigned a 1, otherwise
Maj(A[x(e1 )], A[y(e1 )], A[z(e1 )]) = Maj(A[u0 ], A[u1 ], A[w]) = Maj(0, 0, A[w]) = 0. Assume
u1 is assigned a 1. Then, since e2 is not in the set, using a similar argument, u2 must
be assigned a 0. Similarly, u3 must be assigned a 1 and so on. Finally, u2k = u0 must
be assigned a 0. Similarly, if u0 was assigned a 1, then u1 must be assigned a 0. Thus,
Maj(x(e1 ), y(e1 ), z(e1 )) = Maj(0, 1, A[w]) = A[w]. Hence w must be assigned a 1.
Again, since f1 is not in S, either v0 or v1 is assigned a 0. If v1 is assigned 0, v2
must be assigned a 1, v3 a 0, and so on. Finally, v2l = v0 must be assigned a 1.
Similarly, if v0 is assigned 1, then v1 is assigned a 0. Therefore, Maj(x(f1 ), y(f1 ), z(f1 )) =
Maj(A[v0 ], A[v1 ], A[w]) = Maj(0, 1, A[w]) = A[w]. Since f1 ∈
/ S, w must be assigned a 0.
A contradiction.
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Case: (P3) holds. (P3) implies that there is a cycle C:
e

e

e

1
2k
2l
v0 −→
v1 · · · −→
v2k · · · −→
v2l = v0 ,

2k ≤ 2l ≤ n and the third vertices of e1 and e2k are the same vertex w. Let S0 =
{e1 , e3 , · · · , e2l−1 } and S1 = {e2 , e4 , · · · , e2k , · · · , e2l }. Note that |S0 | = |S1 | ≤ n. We
claim that Φ cannot represent any set S such that
S0 ⊆ S ⊆ S¯1 .
In particular, Φ cannot represent the set S0 . Assume Φ represents such an S. Since
e1 ∈ S, either v0 or v1 must be assigned a 1. Assume that v1 is assigned a 1. Then,
since e2 ∈
/ S, v2 must be assigned a 0. Again, since e3 ∈ S, v3 must be assigned a
1 and so on. All locations in R := {v2r |0 ≤ r ≤ l} must be assigned a 0 and all
locations in Q := {v2r+1 |0 ≤ r ≤ l − 1} must be assigned a 1. Else if v0 is assigned
a 1, then all locations in R must be assigned a 1 and all locations in Q must be
assigned a 0. Now, Maj(x(e1 ), y(e1 ), z(e1 )) = Maj(A[v0 ], A[v1 ], A[w]) = Maj(0, 1, A[w]) =
A[w]. Since e1 ∈ S, w must be assigned a 0. Similarly, Maj(x(e2k ), y(e2k ), z(e2k )) =
Maj(A[v2k−1 ], A[v2k ], A[w]) = Maj(0, 1, A[w]) = A[w]. Since e2k ∈
/ S, w must be assigned
a 1. A contradiction.
J
In order to prove Lemma 14 we will make use of the following proposition, which
is a consequence of a theorem of Alon, Hoory and Linial [2] (see also Ajesh Babu and
Radhakrishnan [3]).
I Proposition 15. Fix a graph G such that the average degree d ≥ 2. Then,
(d − 1)k > |V (G)| =⇒ ∃ a cycle C ⊆ E(G), |C| ≤ 2k.


1− n 1
+1
1
b
c
2
Proof of Lemma 14. Fix an (m, n, 6 m
, 3)-scheme Φ that uses MAJORITY as


1
1− n
the query function. Note that s := 16 m b 2 c+1 implies
1+

m≥s

1

b n2 c + 4s + 1.

(?)

For Φ we will come up with a model-graph which is forced, that is, one of (P1), (P2) or (P3)
holds. We will start with an initial model-graph G for Φ. We will observe that the average
degree of G is high and invoke Proposition 15 to find a small cycle C. If |C| is odd, we will
bin it in ODD, delete C and repeat. If |C| is even and all the third vertices of the labels of
edges in C are distinct, we will bin C in EVEN, delete the edges of C and repeat; otherwise,
we will either discover that property (P3) holds or we will modify our model-graph and find
an odd cycle in it and bin it in ODD, delete it and repeat. The moment the sum of the
lengths of the deleted cycles exceeds 2s, we know either the sum of the lengths of odd or
even cycles exceeds s and two odd cycles intersect or even cycles with distinct third vertices
meet, which means either (P1) or (P2) holds. Formally, the procedure can be described as
below. We will maintain the following invariant. EVEN will contain edge-disjoint cycles of
length even and at most n each and the third vertices of the labels in such a cycle will be all
distinct. ODD will contain edge-disjoint cycles of length odd and at most n. Furthermore
([s], E(G) ∪ EVEN ∪ ODD) will always be a model-graph for Φ.
u

Step 0: Initialization. EVEN = ∅. ODD = ∅. G = ([s], {x(u) ←→ y(u)|u ∈ [m]}). Observe
G is a model-graph for Φ.
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P
Step 1. If C∈EVEN∪ODD |C| > 2s , END (this ensures that either (P1) or (P2) holds).
Else, using Proposition 15 fix a cycle C ⊆ E(G) such that |C| ≤ n.
Step 2. If |C| is odd, ODD ← ODD ∪ {C} and E(G) ← E(G) \ C and GOTO Step 1.
Step 3. If |C| is even and all the third vertices of the labels of edges in C are distinct,
EVEN ← EVEN ∪ {C} and E(G) ← E(G) \ C and GOTO Step 1.
Step 4. If |C| is even and the third vertices of the labels of two edges in C which have an
even number of edges between them while traversing the edges of C in order, then END
(Note this means that (P3) holds).
Step 5. If |C| is even and the third vertices of the labels of two edges in C have an odd
number of edges between them (while traversing the edges of C in order), then represent
C as
e2k+1

e

e

1
2l
C : v0 −→
v1 · · · v2k −→ v2k+1 · · · −→
v2l = v0 ,

such that the third vertices of e1 and e2k+1 are the same vertex w. We modify the
model-graph G by changing the endpoints of the edges appearing with labels e1 , e2k+1
from {v0 , v1 }, {v2k , v2k+1 } to {v1 , w}, {v2k , w} respectively, thus obtaining a shorter odd
cycle C 0 in G:
e

e2k+1

e

e2k+1

1
1
E(G) ← (E(G) \ {v0 ←→
v1 , v2k ←→ v2k+1 }) ∪ {v1 ←→
w, v2k ←→ w}

(Observe: G with E(G) ∪ {e|e ∈ ODD ∪ EVEN} continues to be a model-graph for Φ).
e

e

e2k+1

1
2
C 0 ⊆ E(G) : w −→
v1 −→
v2 · · · v2k −→ w

is an odd length cycle of length at most n in G.
ODD ← ODD ∪ {C 0 }. E(G) ← E(G) \ C 0 . GOTO Step 1.
1
n

> s b 2 c + 2 (from ?)
In Step 1, if |E(G)| ≤ 2s, then the average degree d is at least m−2s
s
n
and (d − 1)b 2 c > s which implies from Proposition 15 that there is a cycle of length at most
n.
We claim that the procedure terminates only by encountering an END statement in Step
1 or in Step 4. Observe that once the procedure finds a cycle in Step 1, then exactly one
of the four if conditions in Steps 2-5 holds. If the procedure does not encounter an END
statement in Step 4, then the procedure moves to Step 1 again as each of the Steps 2, 3 and
5 end in a ‘GOTO Step 1’ statement.
If the procedure encounters the END statement in Step 4, then (P3) holds. If the
procedure encounters the END statement in Step 1, then from the pigeonhole principle,
P
P
either C∈ODD |C| > s or C∈EVEN |C| > s. In the first case, (P1) holds. In the second
case, since each edge in a cycle in EVEN has a distinct third vertex, two cycles in EVEN
meet.
Finally, we observe that the procedure terminates. If the procedure does not terminate
in Step 4, then the procedure repeatedly finds edge disjoint cycles and deletes them. If the
number of edges in the deleted cycle exceeds 2s, then the procedure will terminate when it
encounters the END statement in Step 1.
J

3.3

Degree argument

In this section we provide lower bound proofs for the query functions (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ⊕ z
and (x, y, z) 7→ 1 iff x + y + z = 1.
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(x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ⊕ z

Let Φ be a scheme with (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ⊕ z as the query function. The memory consists
of three distinct bit arrays: A[1, · · · , s], B[1, · · · , s] and C[1, · · · , s]. For any element u ∈ [m],
the scheme probes three locations x(u) ∈ A, y(u) ∈ B and z(u) ∈ C to determine if u is in
the set or not. We treat each location as a boolean variable. Given any set S ⊆ [m] of size at
most n the assignment σ(S) ∈ {0, 1}3s to A, B and C is such that for all elements u ∈ [m],
(x(u) ∧ y(u)) ⊕ z(u) is 1 iff u ∈ S.
√
We first prove that s = Ω( mn) by specializing the lower bound proof in [13] to our case.
I Definition 16 (Field F2 , vector space V , polynomials PS ). Let F2 denote the field {0, 1}
with mod 2 arithmetic. The query function (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ⊕ z is same as (x, y, z) 7→ xy + z
(over F2 ).
Let V be the vector space over the field F2 of all multilinear polynomials of total degree
at most 2n in the 3s variables: A[1], · · · , A[s], B[1], · · · , B[s], C[1], · · · , C[s] with coefficients
coming from F2 .
For each set S ⊆ [m], we define the polynomial PS in 3s variables and coefficients coming
from the field F2 as follows:
Y
PS =
(x(u)y(u) + z(u)).
u∈S

We make PS multilinear by reducing the exponents of each variable using the identity
x2 = x for each variable x. This identity holds since we will be considering only 0-1 assignment
to the variables.
To prove the theorem for (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ⊕ z, we use the following two lemmas.

I Lemma 17. The set of m
n multilinear polynomials {PS : |S| = n} is linearly independent
in the vector space V .

I Lemma 18. V has a spanning set of size at most 3s+2n
.
2n
Using these two lemmas, we first prove the theorem and provide the proofs of the lemmas
later.
Proof. Now, since the size of a linearly independent set is at most the size of a spanning set,
using Lemmas 17 and 18, we have
  

m
3s + 2n
≤
n
2n
 m n  e(3s + 2n) 2n
≤
=⇒
n
2n
√
2√ √
=⇒ 3s ≥
n( m − e n)
e
√
18 √
m
1√
=⇒ 3s ≥
mn (when n ≤
{ =⇒ e n ≤
m}).
10e
900
10
m
When n ≥ 900
, the fact that the assignments to the memory for storing
different sets of size

√
are different implies that the space required is at least lg d m
≥
Ω(m)
≥ Ω( mn). J
m
e

m
d 900
e

900

Now, we prove the two lemmas.
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Proof of Lemma 17. First observe that any S of size n, the polynomial PS has n factors of
degree 2 each. Hence, the degree of PS is at most 2n.
For sets S, S 0 ⊆ [m] of size n each, the evaluation of the polynomial PS on the assignment
σ(S 0 ) is
(
0 if S 6= S 0
PS (σ(S 0 )) =
1 if S = S 0 .
Since S 6= S 0 and |S| = |S 0 | = n ≥ 1, there exists u ∈ S such that u ∈
/ S 0 and thus under
0
0
the assignment σ(S ), the factor x(u)y(u) + z(u) in PS (σ(S )) evaluates to 0. While, when
0
S = S 0 , for each u ∈ S the factor x(u)y(u) + z(u) in PS (σ(S
 )) evaluates to 1.
m
In particular, this proves that {PS : |S| = n} has size n . Further we use this observation
below to prove the lemma.
P
Let
S:|S|=n αS PS = 0 where each αS ∈ F2 . To show that the PS ’s are linearly
independent, we need to show that each αS is 0. Consider an arbitrary set S 0 of size n,
consider the assignment σ(S 0 ) to the variables in the above identity.
X
0=
αS PS (σ(S 0 ))
S:|S|=n

= αS 0 PS 0 (σ(S 0 )) +

X

αS PS (σ(S 0 ))

S:S6=S 0 ,|S|=n

= αS 0 PS 0 (σ(S 0 )) (since, PS (σ(S 0 )) = 0 for each S 6= S 0 )
= αS 0

(since, PS 0 (σ(S 0 )) = 1).

J

Proof of Lemma 18. The monomials of total degree at most 2n form a spanning set; each
polynomial in V can be written as a linear combination of these monomials. Thus, the size
of this spanning set is


2n  
X
3s
3s + 2n
≤
,
k
2n
k=0

where the last inequality follows from the fact that T 7→ T ∩ [3s] is an onto map from

[3s]
to ≤2n
.

3.3.2

[3s+2n]
2n



J

(x, y, z) 7→ 1 iff x + y + z = 1

The lower bound proof for (x, y, z) 7→ 1 iff x + y + z = 1 is similar to the lower bound proof
for (x, y, z) 7→ (x ∧ y) ⊕ z. The only difference here is that instead of looking at the query
function over the field F2 , we consider the query function over the field F3 (the set of three
elements {0, 1, 2} with mod 3 arithmetic). Over the field F3 , the query function (x, y, z) = 1
iff x + y + z = 1 is same as (x, y, z) 7→ x + y + z + xy + yz + zx (a degree 2 polynomial).
Accordingly, the multilinear polynomial corresponding to a set S of size n is defined to be
Y
PS =
(x(u) + y(u) + z(u) + x(u)y(u) + y(u)z(u) + z(u)x(u)).
u∈S

where we reduce the exponents using the identity x2 = x for each variable x (this identity
holds as we consider only 0-1 assignments). Notice that PS has degree at most 2n and the
rest of the proof is same as before.
The proofs for functions from the remaining classes, the proofs of Theorems 4(c) and 3
are available in the full version of the paper [6].
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Introduction

The pseudovariety of aperiodic monoids has long played a fundamental role in finite semigroup
theory and automata theory. The famous Schützenberger theorem [32] proved that the
aperiodic monoids recognize precisely the star-free languages. This class, which also coincides
with the class of languages recognizable by counter-free automata, was later shown by
McNaughton and Papert [27] to be the class of first-order definable languages, also see
Straubing’s book [35]. Algorithmic questions about aperiodic languages lead to challenges
that the algebraic approach can often help resolve. In particular, aperiodic monoids play a
prime role in two of the oldest and most difficult open problems in automata theory: the
dot-depth problem [10, 29, 28] and the Krohn-Rhodes complexity problem [23].
Within this algebraic approach to aperiodic languages, free pro-aperiodic monoids are a
useful tool. The importance of profinite monoids in automata theory and finite semigroup
theory was first highlighted, starting in the late eighties, by Almeida [1]; also see the
more recent monograph by Rhodes and the second-named author [30], or Straubing and
Weil’s handbook article [36]. The structure of free pro-aperiodic monoids has been studied
recently by several authors, e.g., [4, 20, 22, 6], but many difficult questions remain open.
Many of the existing results about free pro-aperiodic monoids are about the submonoid
of elements definable by ω-terms and rely on an ingenuous normal form algorithm due to
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McCammond [25], which solves the word problem for ω-terms. In our new approach to
pro-aperiodic monoids we replace the use of normal forms by the model-theoretic concept of
saturated word.

Contributions of this paper
Our contributions can be separated into useful theoretical results about pro-aperiodic monoids
on the one hand, and applications of this theory to structural and decidability results for
pro-aperiodic monoids on the other hand.
The main theoretical results (Section 4) are the following:
Identification of the free pro-aperiodic monoid with a monoid of elementary equivalence
classes of pseudofinite words (Theorem 10), and of homomorphisms with substitutions
(Theorem 12).
Substitution-invariance of ω-saturated words (Theorem 15).
A classification of the factors of the image of a substitution (Theorem 18).
The main applications of these results (Sections 5–7) are the following:
Decidability of the word problem for aperiodic ω-terms that avoids McCammond’s normal
forms (Section 5).
New, easier proofs of known facts about factors of ω-terms, notably that factors of ω-terms
are given by ω-terms (Theorem 22).
Having a well-quasi-order of factors, prefixes, or suffixes is stable under substitutions
(Theorem 23); in particular, ω-terms have these properties (Corollary 26).
Having a regular language of factors, prefixes, or suffixes is stable under non-erasing
substitutions (Theorem 28); in particular, ω-terms have these properties (Corollary 29).

Methodology
Early on in the study of profinite monoids, Almeida [1] made the important observation
that the Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of the free pro-V monoid can be identified with
the Boolean algebra of V-recognizable languages; in other words, the free pro-V monoid
is the Stone dual of the Boolean algebra of V-recognizable languages. In recent years, a
number of authors have made explicit use of Stone duality theory to redevelop and expand
the foundations of the profinite approach to studying varieties of languages in the sense
of Eilenberg [14]; most closely related to our work here is the work of Gehrke, Pin et al.
[16, 17, 18, 15], Bojańczyk [9], and Rhodes and the second-named author [30, Chapter 8].
In this paper we apply Stone duality in the case where V is the variety of aperiodic
monoids to study the structure theory of free pro-aperiodic monoids. The crucial idea is
that we can view elements of the free pro-aperiodic monoid as complete first-order theories
containing the theory of finite words. By the completeness theorem of first-order logic, these
in turn can be identified with elementary equivalence classes of so-called pseudofinite words,
models of the theory of finite words. These models can be concatenated in a natural way,
allowing us to recover the algebraic structure as well as the topological structure from this
approach. See Section 3 for details.
In addition to Stone duality, the correspondence between aperiodic monoids and first-order
logic allows us to import techniques from first-order model theory, in particular EhrenfeuchtFraïssé games, which are commonly used in logic on words, and more importantly ω-saturated
models. In our context, an ω-saturated model is a word where every possible factorization is
realized in the word itself; see Section 4 for details. These ω-saturated words allow us to
perform an explicit combinatorial analysis of the factors of elements of pro-aperiodic monoids.
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We leave model-theoretic prerequisites to a minimum; for the precise correspondence to
the general model-theoretic concepts and other technical proofs, we refer the reader to our
extended technical report [19], where we provide more background information than space
permits here.

2

Logic on words

We briefly recall the necessary preliminaries on logic on words. We mostly follow the standard
terminology as in, e.g., [35].
Words. In what follows, A, B, . . . denote non-empty finite alphabets. In this paper, by a
word over A, or A-word, we mean a tuple W = (|W |, <W , (PaW )a∈A ), where
|W | is a set,
the relation <W is a discrete linear order with endpoints on |W |, i.e., there are a first
and a last element, every element except the last has a unique immediate <W -successor
and every element except the first has a unique immediate <W -predecessor,
(PaW )a∈A is a partition of |W |.
An A-word is called finite if |W | is finite. We denote by ε the unique A-word with |W | = ∅.
Let W be an A-word. For any i ∈ |W |, we write W (i) for the unique letter a such that
i ∈ PaW ; we write W (<i) for the A-word obtained by restricting W to the set of positions
strictly less than i (the ray left of i), and similarly we define W (>i) (the ray right of i).
For i, j ∈ |W |, we write W (i, j) for the open interval, W [i, j] for the closed interval of W
between these positions, and half-open intervals W [i, j) and W (i, j]. Since the order on an
A-word is discrete with endpoints, any (half-)open interval or ray can be written as a closed
interval; we use this fact without mention in what follows.
Logic. An atomic formula is an expression of the form x < y or Pa (x), where, here and in
what follows, x and y denote first-order variables and a denotes a letter from the alphabet.
A first-order formula is an expression built up from atomic formulas by inductively applying
the connectives ∧, ∨, ¬, →, ∃x, and ∀x. The notation ϕ(x) indicates that all the variables
that occur freely in ϕ lie in x. A sentence is a formula without free occurrences of variables.
For a first-order formula ϕ(x), a word W and an assignment xW of the variables x in
|W |, one defines W, xW |= ϕ(x) if ϕ(x) is true in W under the assignment xW . The language
defined by an FO-sentence ϕ is the set Lϕ of finite A-words W such that W |= ϕ.
The first-order definable languages form a strict subclass of the regular languages. Indeed,
recall [32, 27] that a language L of finite A-words is first-order definable if and only if the
syntactic monoid of L is finite and aperiodic. This fundamental result is the starting point
for our perspective on the free pro-aperiodic monoid, cf. Section 4 below.
Quantifier depth and games. The quantifier depth of a formula ϕ is the maximum nesting
depth of quantifiers in ϕ. If U and V are A-words, we write U ≡k V if U and V satisfy
exactly the same first-order sentences ϕ of quantifier depth at most k; in this case, we say
that U and V are elementarily equivalent up to quantifier depth k or simply k-equivalent. We
write U ≡ V if U ≡k V for all k, i.e., U and V satisfy exactly the same first-order sentences;
in this case, we say that U and V are elementarily equivalent. Importantly, for each k ≥ 0,
there are only finitely many k-equivalence classes, and each such class is definable by a
first-order sentence [21, Thm. 3.3.2], see also [35, Sec. IV.1].
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One can alternatively describe k-equivalence using Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé games, cf., e.g.,
[21, Ch. 3] or [35, Sec. IV.1]. These games allow us to prove the following lemma. If U and
V are A-words, i ∈ |U | and j ∈ |V |, we say that the position i in U k-corresponds to the
position j in V provided that U (<i) ≡k V (<j), U (i) = V (j), and U (>i) ≡k V (>j).
I Lemma 1. Let U and V be A-words. For all k ≥ 0, U ≡k+1 V if and only if for every
i ∈ |U |, there exists j ∈ |V | that k-corresponds to i, and for every j ∈ |V |, there exists i ∈ |U |
that k-corresponds to j.

3

Pro-aperiodic monoids as Stone dual spaces

In this section, we define free pro-aperiodic monoids and a new object Λ(A), and identify
them with spaces of elementary equivalence classes of models.
Pro-aperiodic monoids. A profinite monoid is an inverse limit of finite discrete monoids in
the category of topological monoids (i.e., monoids whose underlying set is equipped with
a topology in which the monoid operation is continuous). Equivalently, a profinite monoid
is a topological monoid whose underlying space is a Boolean or Stone space, i.e., compact,
Hausdorff and zero-dimensional. Profinite monoids inherit many properties of finite monoids.
Of particular interest to us is the fact that any element x in a profinite monoid has a unique
idempotent, denoted xω , in its orbit-closure {xn | n ≥ 1}. A pro-aperiodic monoid M is a
profinite monoid in which xω = xω x for all x ∈ M . Equivalently, a pro-aperiodic monoid
is an inverse limit of finite aperiodic monoids; here, finite monoids are equipped with the
discrete topology, and the inverse limit is taken in the category of topological monoids.
The free pro-aperiodic monoid generated by a finite set A is a pro-aperiodic monoid
FbA (A) containing A such that any function f : A → M , with M a finite aperiodic monoid,
extends uniquely to a continuous homomorphism f : FbA (A) → M , where M is given the
discrete topology. The free pro-aperiodic monoid is unique up to topological isomorphism,
and the same extension property still holds if in the previous sentence M is replaced by an
arbitrary pro-aperiodic monoid.
Let M be a monoid and u, v elements of M . Then u ≤J v means that there exist x and
y such that u = xvy, and in this case v is called a factor of u; u ≤L v means that there
exists x such that u = xv, and in this case v is called a suffix of u; u ≤R v means that there
exists y such that u = vy, and in this case v is called a prefix of u. Each of these relations
is a quasi-order on M ; the equivalence relations they induce are denoted J , L and R, e.g.,
u J v means that u ≤J v and v ≤J u.
Stone duality. We make use of Stone duality, which, we briefly recall, is the dual equivalence
between the categories of Boolean algebras and Boolean spaces that takes a Boolean space X
to its algebra K(X) of clopen sets, and a Boolean algebra B to the set of ultrafilters Spec(B)
b := {x ∈
of B, which is given a Boolean topology by declaring, for each L ∈ B, the set L
b is
Spec(B) | L ∈ x} to be open. Stone’s duality theorem [34] says that the assignment L 7→ L
an isomorphism from B to K(Spec(B)), and that moreover Boolean algebra homomorphisms
B1 → B2 are in natural bijection with continuous functions Spec(B2 ) → Spec(B1 ).
Spaces of first-order theories. Recall that, for T a set of sentences in first-order logic, the
Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra LT(T ) of T is the Boolean algebra of T -equivalence classes of
first-order sentences. Here, two first-order sentences ϕ and ψ are T -equivalent if, in any
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model W where all sentences in T are true, ϕ and ψ are either both true or both false. Stone
dual spaces of Lindenbaum-Tarski algebras are well understood in logic.
I Proposition 2. Let T be a set of first-order sentences. The Stone dual space of LT(T ) is
homeomorphic to the Boolean space X whose points are elementary equivalence classes of
models of T , in which the clopen sets are exactly the truth sets
ϕ
b := {x ∈ X | ϕ is true in the models in the class x}, for ϕ any first-order sentence.
Theories of A-words. For a finite alphabet A, we denote by TA the (finitely axiomatized)
theory of A-words, that is, the set of first-order sentences deducible from axioms expressing
that the order is a discrete linear order with endpoints, and that exactly one letter predicate
holds at each position. We further let TAfin denote the theory of finite A-words, i.e., the set of
first-order sentences that are true in all finite A-words. A model of the theory TAfin is called
a pseudofinite A-word.1 The theories TA and TAfin do not coincide in general; in fact, they
coincide only if the alphabet A contains a single letter. In this case, both theories TA and
TAfin are the theory of discrete linear orders with endpoints, with a unary predicate that is
true everywhere.
As soon as A contains at least two letters, the situation is very different. In particular,
there are A-words that are not pseudofinite.
I Example 3. Let W be the word aaaa . . . . . . bbbb, i.e., W is the word over the alphabet
{a, b} with underlying order N + Nop , where W (i) = a for all i ∈ N and W (i) = b for all
i ∈ Nop . The sentence ∃xPa (x) → ∃x(Pa (x) ∧ ∀y(y > x → ¬Pa (y)), expressing ‘if there
exists an a-position, then there exists a last such’ is true in every finite A-word, and therefore
lies in TAfin , but it fails to hold in W . Thus, W is not pseudofinite.
I Remark. In [19, Sec. 4], we discuss the axiomatizability of the theory TAfin of finite Awords. In particular, we show that the theory is not finitely axiomatizable, and we give an
axiomatization of it using an axiom scheme similar to the one given by Doets [13].
Pro-aperiodic monoids as spaces of theories. We will denote by Λ(A) the Stone dual space
of LT(TA ). By Proposition 2, Λ(A) is the space of elementary equivalence classes of A-words.
Combining this with the characterization theorem [32, 27] that first-order languages are
exactly the aperiodic-recognizable languages, we obtain the following lemma and proposition.
I Lemma 4. The Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra LT(TAfin ) of the theory TAfin is isomorphic to
the algebra RecA (A) of aperiodic-recognizable languages of finite A-words.
I Proposition 5. The subspace of Λ(A) consisting of the elementary equivalence classes of
pseudofinite A-words is homeomorphic to the space underlying the free pro-aperiodic monoid
over A.
We will see in the next section that there is a natural multiplication on Λ(A) which
makes it into a pro-aperiodic monoid, and makes the homeomorphism of Proposition 5 into
a topological isomorphism of pro-aperiodic monoids.2

1
2

This is an instance of the general model-theoretic use of the term ‘pseudofinite’, cf., e.g., [37].
Here and in what follows, we use the term ‘homeomorphism’ to indicate an isomorphism in the category
of topological spaces, and ‘topological isomorphism’ for an isomorphism in the category of topological
monoids.
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4

Substitutions, saturated words, and factorizations

This is the main theoretical section of the paper. We introduce substitutions and saturated
words and state our main results about them.

Substitutions
Suppose that V is a word over a finite alphabet B, and that for each b ∈ B, Ub is a word
over a finite alphabet A. The substitution of the A-words (Ub )b∈B into the B-word V is the
A-word W = V [b/Ub ] defined as follows.
The underlying order of W is the lexicographic order on the disjoint union |W | :=
F
def
W
(i0 , j 0 ) ⇐⇒ i <V i0 , or i = i0 and j <UV (i) j 0 .
i∈|V | |UV (i) |, i.e., (i, j) <
The letter at position (i, j) in W is the letter at position j in UV (i) .
There are two important special cases of substitution. If U0 and U1 are A-words, then the
concatenation U0 · U1 of U0 and U1 is defined as the substitution of (Ub )b∈{0,1} into the
{0, 1}-word 01. If U is an A-word and λ is a discrete linear order with endpoints, then the
λ-power U λ of U is defined as the substitution of Ub = U into the unique {b}-word with
underlying order λ.
Importantly, the operation of substitution respects the equivalence relations ≡k .
I Proposition 6. Let k ≥ 0. For any finite alphabets A and B and any B-indexed collections
of A-words (Ub )b∈B and (Ub0 )b∈B such that Ub ≡k Ub0 for each b ∈ B, if V and V 0 are A-words
such that V ≡k V 0 , then V [b/Ub ] ≡k V 0 [b/Ub0 ].
I Corollary 7. If V ≡ V 0 and Ub ≡ Ub0 for each b ∈ B, then V [b/Ub ] ≡ V 0 [b/Ub0 ].

Pro-aperiodic monoids of elementary equivalence classes
Corollary 7 in particular implies that there is a well-defined binary operation of concatenation
on the set Λ(A) of elementary equivalence classes of A-words.
I Theorem 8. The Stone space Λ(A), equipped with the operation of concatenation up to
elementary equivalence, is a pro-aperiodic monoid. The ω-power of an element [U ]≡ is [U λ ]≡ ,
where λ is any infinite discrete linear order with endpoints.
We showed in Proposition 5 that the space underlying the free pro-aperiodic monoid, FbA (A),
is homeomorphic to the subspace of Λ(A) consisting of the elementary equivalence classes of
pseudofinite A-words. Indeed, we can prove more.
I Proposition 9. The set of elementary equivalence classes of pseudofinite A-words is a
topologically closed submonoid of Λ(A) which is closed under taking factors.
We now establish our first main theoretical contribution.
I Theorem 10. Let A be a finite alphabet. The free pro-aperiodic monoid over A is
topologically isomorphic to the pro-aperiodic monoid of elementary equivalence classes of
pseudofinite A-words.
I Convention. In view of Theorem 10, we henceforth identify the free pro-aperiodic monoid
FbA (A) with the closed submonoid PF(A) of Λ(A) consisting of the elementary equivalence
classes of pseudofinite A-words.
I Remark. The pro-aperiodic monoids Λ(A) and FbA (A) can also be usefully described as
inverse limits of chains of finite monoids of k-equivalence classes, cf. [19, Sec. 3].
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I Proposition 11. Let (Ub )b∈B be a B-indexed collection of A-words. The function
f : Λ(B) → Λ(A), which sends an element [V ]≡ of Λ(B) to [V [b/Ub ]]≡ , is a well-defined
continuous homomorphism.
We call a continuous homomorphism f : Λ(B) → Λ(A) a substitution if it arises as in
Proposition 11. Restricting attention to the free pro-aperiodic monoids, we obtain the
following theorem.
I Theorem 12. The continuous homomorphisms from FbA (B) to FbA (A) are exactly the
substitutions of pseudofinite A-words into pseudofinite B-words.

Saturated words
Let A be a finite alphabet and let U be an A-word. For any position i ∈ |U |, define the triple
tU (i) := ([U (<i)]≡ , U (i), [U (>i)]≡ ), an element of the Cartesian product Λ(A) × A × Λ(A).
We call tU (i) the (complete 1-)type of i in U (see [19, Prop. A.3] for the correspondence with
types in model theory). We refer to the product space Λ(A) × A × Λ(A), where the middle
component A has the discrete topology, as the type space.
We write RT(U ) for the set of types realized in U , i.e., RT(U ) is the subset {tU (i) | i ∈ |U |}
of the type space. If V is an A-word elementarily equivalent to U and j ∈ |V |, then we say
the type tV (j) is consistent with U . We write CT(U ) for the set of types consistent with U ,
i.e., CT(U ) is the subset {tV (j) | V ≡ U, j ∈ |V |} of the type space.
I Definition 13. Let U be an A-word. We say that U is
weakly saturated if every type consistent with U is realized in U , i.e., CT(U ) = RT(U );
ω-saturated if every closed interval U [i, j] in U is weakly saturated;
countably saturated if the underlying set |U | is countable and U is ω-saturated.
It is well-known in model theory that any elementary equivalence class contains an ω-saturated
model, which typically has an uncountable underlying set; also see [19, Prop. A.5].
I Example 14. Consider the case of a one-letter alphabet, {a}. All infinite {a}-words
are elementarily equivalent and pseudofinite. Hence, FbA ({a}) = Λ({a}) is topologically
isomorphic to the topological monoid N ∪ {ω}, i.e., the one-point compactification of N with
the usual addition, where ω is an absorbing element. The space of types of {a}-words is
FbA ({a}) × {a} × FbA ({a}). Concretely, types of {a}-words are of the following four forms:
(an , a, am ) for n, m ∈ N;
(an , a, aω ) for n ∈ N;
(aω , a, am ) for m ∈ N;
(aω , a, aω ).
Consider the following infinite {a}-words:
op
1. W1 := aN+N ,
op
2. W2 := aN+Z+N ,
op
3. W3 := aN+Q×Z+N .
The word W1 is not weakly saturated, because the elementarily equivalent word W2 realizes
the type (aω , a, aω ), which is not realized in W1 , that is, (aω , a, aω ) ∈ CT(W1 ) \ RT(W1 ).
The word W2 is weakly saturated, because it realizes all the types. However, W2 is not
ω-saturated, because the ray to the left of i, where i is any point in the summand Z, is
isomorphic to W1 , and not weakly saturated. Notice that any closed interval in the word in
W3 is either finite or isomorphic to W3 , using the well-known fact that any open interval in
the order Q is isomorphic to Q (cf. e.g., [21, p. 100]). Since finite words and W3 are weakly
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saturated, the word W3 is in fact ω-saturated. Since |W3 | is countable, W3 is countably
saturated.
The key technical result about saturated words is the following.
I Theorem 15. If V is an ω-saturated B-word and (Ub )b∈B is a B-indexed collection of
A-words that are ω-saturated, then V [b/Ub ] is ω-saturated.
Note that Theorem 15 has the following immediate consequence.
I Corollary 16. The concatenation of two ω-saturated words is ω-saturated. The power of
an ω-saturated word by an ω-saturated linear order is ω-saturated.

Factorizations
A useful fact about ω-saturated words is that they realize any finite factorization of their
elementary equivalence class.
I Lemma 17. Let W be an ω-saturated A-word and suppose that W ≡ W1 · · · Wn with
W1 , . . . , Wn non-empty A-words. Then we can find positions i1 < i2 < · · · < in−1 in |W |
such that W (<i1 ) ≡ W1 , W (≥in−1 ) ≡ Wn and W [ij , ij+1 ) ≡ Wj+1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 2.
As a first application of Theorem 15, we will now analyze what factors of the result of a
substitution can look like in Λ(A) (and hence, by Proposition 9, in FbA (A)).
I Theorem 18. Let f : Λ(B) → Λ(A) be a substitution. Let v ∈ Λ(B) and w ∈ Λ(A).
1. f (v) ≤J w if and only if one of the following holds:
(a) w = ε, or
(b) there exists b ∈ B such that v ≤J b and f (b) ≤J w, or
(c) there exist b1 , b2 ∈ B, x, y ∈ Λ(A) and z ∈ Λ(B) such that v ≤J b1 zb2 , f (b1 ) ≤L x,
f (b2 ) ≤R y, and w = xf (z)y.
2. f (v) ≤R w if and only if w = ε or there exist x ∈ Λ(A), b ∈ B, and z ∈ Λ(B) such that
f (b) ≤R x, v ≤R zb, and w = f (z)x.›
3. f (v) ≤L w if and only if w = ε or there exist y ∈ Λ(A), c ∈ B, and z ∈ Λ(B) such that
f (c) ≤L y, v ≤L cz, and w = yf (z).
Theorem 18 can be viewed as extension of [7, Lemma 8.2], where the special case that v
is a finite word is handled in the context of the free profinite monoid.
We may usefully summarize Theorem 18 by recalling some more notation. For any
u ∈ Λ(A), write ↑J u := {w ∈ Λ(A) | w ≥J u} for the set of factors of u, and similarly ↑R u
for the set of prefixes of u, and ↑L u for the set of suffixes of u. Also, for any subset L of
Λ(A) and a, b ∈ A, write a−1 L := {u ∈ Λ(A) | au ∈ L} and Lb−1 := {u ∈ Λ(A) | ub ∈ L},
and a−1 Lb−1 := {u ∈ Λ(A) | aub ∈ L}. Finally, if u ∈ Λ(A), write C(u) := {a ∈ A | u ≤J a}
for the content of u. The following restates Theorem 18 in this notation.
I Corollary 19. Let f : Λ(B) → Λ(A) be a substitution. For any v ∈ Λ(B), we have:
[
[ 




↑J f (v) = {ε} ∪
↑J f (b) ∪
↑L f (b1 ) · f b−1
↑J v b−1
· ↑R f (b2 ) ,
1
2
b1 ,b2 ∈B

b∈C(v)

↑R f (v) = {ε} ∪

[

f (↑R v) b

−1



· (↑R f (b)) ,

b∈B

↑L f (v) = {ε} ∪

[
c∈B


(↑L f (c)) · f c−1 (↑L v) .
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I Remark. Several known structural results about FbA (A) are easy to prove using the
saturated-models approach, as one can apply identical arguments to usual combinatorics on
words, also see [19, Section 6] or the appendix to this paper. In particular, we can recover
the result [20, 3] that FbA (A) is equidivisible; a monoid M is called equidivisible if for all
u, v, u0 , v 0 ∈ M , if uv = u0 v 0 then there exists x ∈ M such that either ux = u0 and xv 0 = v,
or u0 x = u and xv = v 0 . The pro-aperiodic monoid Λ(A) is equidivisible as well. We also
re-prove in this way that the L- and R-orders on Λ(A) and FbA (A) are unambiguous, and
are total on stabilizers. This was used in [20] to establish the decidability of membership in
a number of semidirect products of the form V ∗ A.

5

The word problem for omega-terms

In this section, we use our techniques to give an improved proof of the decidability of the
word problem for ω-terms in FbA (A). We begin with a few definitions. An ω-term over A is
a term built up from finite words by using concatenation and ω-power. If M is a profinite
monoid containing the alphabet A, then any ω-term t has a natural interpretation [[t]]M in
M , which can be defined inductively using the multiplication and the unary operation ()ω
on the profinite monoid M . In the case M = FbA (A), we will now inductively define, for
any ω-term t, a particular A-word Ut in the class [[t]]Fb (A) . Let ρ denote the linear order
A
N + Q × Z + Nop , which is countably saturated (cf. Example 14).
If t is a term representing a finite word, let Ut be that finite word.
If t = t1 · t2 , let Ut be the A-word Ut1 · Ut2 .
If t = sω , let Ut be the A-word (Us )ρ .
I Proposition 20. For any ω-term t, the A-word Ut is a countably saturated A-word in the
elementary equivalence class [[t]]Fb (A) .
A

Proof. Finite words are countably saturated. Concatenations and ρ-powers of countably
saturated A-words are clearly countable, and, by Corollary 16, ω-saturated. An easy induction,
using Theorem 8 for the step involving ω-power, shows that Ut lies in [[t]]Fb (A) .
J
A

I Theorem 21. For any ω-terms t1 , t2 , the following are equivalent:
1. [[t1 ]]Fb (A) = [[t2 ]]Fb (A) ,
A
A
2. Ut1 is isomorphic to Ut2 .
Proof. (2) ⇒ (1) is clear, since isomorphic A-words are elementarily equivalent. (1) ⇒
(2). By Proposition 20, both Ut1 and Ut2 are countably saturated models in the same
elementary equivalence class. By the uniqueness of countably saturated models (cf., e.g., [12,
Thm. 2.3.9]), Ut1 and Ut2 are isomorphic.
J
In order to decide the word problem for ω-terms in FbA (A), one can now proceed as in [22]
and use a decidability procedure for isomorphism of regular words (cf. [8] or [24]) to decide
isomorphism of the countably saturated A-words interpreting the ω-terms.
I Remark. The original proof of decidability was due to McCammond [26], who introduced
normal forms based on an inductively defined notion of rank. The separation of normal forms
makes use of his solution to the word problem for free Burnside semigroups of sufficiently large
exponent [25], which inspired the definition of the normal forms in the first place. Recently,
Almeida, Costa and Zeitoun [6] have provided a new proof that distinct McCammond normal
forms represent distinct ω-terms in FbA (A) by introducing star-free languages associated to
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normal forms whose closures can be used to separate them. Huschenbett and Kufleitner
developed in [22] a new algorithm to solve the word problem for ω-terms in FbA (A) using
model-theoretic ideas. They assign the same A-word that we did above to each ω-term. They
then prove that two such interpretations of ω-terms are elementarily equivalent to each other
if and only if they are isomorphic by making use of the non-trivial direction McCammond’s
normal form theorem. They use work of Bloom and Esik [8] to prove that isomorphism can
be decided in exponential time in the size of the expression as an ω-term; in the conference
presentation of this result they announced that this can be improved to polynomial time
using recent work of Lohrey and Mathissen [24]. Here, countably saturated models allow
us to give a direct proof of the correctness of the Huschenbett and Kufleitner algorithm,
circumventing McCammond’s results entirely.

6

Factors of omega-terms and well-quasi-orders

In this section and the next, we exploit our model-theoretic view of Λ(A) and FbA (A) to
analyze the J -orderings on sets of factors of elements in Λ(A). As special cases of our more
general results, we recover several of the structural results on factors of ω-terms that were
obtained in [4, 5] using McCammond’s normal forms. Again, our proofs avoid such normal
forms altogether; instead, we use Theorem 18 on factors of a substitution.
We first show how our results in Section 4 give a simple proof of the following result that
was proved in an entirely different way by Almeida, Costa, and Zeitoun [5, Theorem 7.4].
I Theorem 22. Prefixes, suffixes and factors of elements in FbA (A) that are interpretations
of ω-terms are again interpretations of ω-terms.
Proof. We prove the statement for prefixes. We write [[t]] as shorthand for [[t]]Fb (A) . The
A
statement for suffixes then follows by symmetry, and the statement for factors, in turn, then
follows because any factor is a suffix of a prefix. We will prove by induction on the complexity
of an ω-term t that, for any w ∈ FbA (A) \ {ε} such that [[t]] ≤R w, we have w = [[s]] for some
ω-term s. Prefixes of a finite word are finite words. If t = t0 · t1 for some ω-terms t0 and t1 ,
and [[t]] ≤R w, we apply Theorem 18.2 in the special case of a concatenation, which we recall
is the substitution of u0 := [[t0 ]] and u1 := [[t1 ]] into the {0, 1}-word v := 01. If [[t0 ]] ≤R w,
then we are done immediately by induction. Otherwise, we have w = [[t0 ]] · v for some v with
[[t1 ]] ≤R v. By induction, pick an ω-term s0 such that [[s0 ]] = v. Then for the ω-term s := t0 s0 ,
we have [[s]] = w. If t = rω for some ω-term r, and [[t]] ≤R w, we apply Theorem 18.2 in the
special case of an ω-power, which we recall is the substitution of u := [[r]] into the {b}-word
v := bω . There exist z ∈ FbA (1) = N ∪ {ω} and x ∈ FbA (A) with [[r]] ≤R x such that w = rz x.
By the induction hypothesis, pick an ω-term s0 such that [[s0 ]] = x. The ω-term s := rz s0
gives [[s]] = w.
J
I Remark. Almeida, Costa and Zeitoun also proved that interpretations of ω-terms have
only finitely many regular J -classes above them. In [19, Section 8], we easily prove this
result using our new method; we omit this here for reasons of space.
Recall that a well-quasi-order (wqo) is a quasi-order that does not contain infinite
antichains or infinite descending chains; equivalently, for every infinite sequence (qi )i∈ω in Q,
there exist i < j such that qi  qj (see e.g. [31, §10.3]). We will call an element u ∈ Λ(A)
well-factor-ordered (wfo) if the reverse J -order, ≥J , is a well-quasi-order on the set ↑J u of
factors of u. Similarly, we call u ∈ Λ(A) well-prefix-ordered (wpo) if ≥R is a wqo on ↑R u
and well-suffix-ordered (wso) if ≥L is a wqo on ↑L u.
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I Remark. Note that, by Proposition 9, FbA (A) is upward closed in Λ(A) with respect to the
J -, R- and L-orders, so that the following results apply immediately to FbA (A), as well.
The proof of the following theorem uses Theorem 18 to analyze the factors of the result
of substituting wfo elements into wfo elements.
I Theorem 23. Let f : Λ(B) → Λ(A) be a substitution. If f (b) is well-factor-ordered for
each b ∈ B, and v ∈ Λ(B) is well-factor-ordered, then f (v) is well-factor-ordered.
Analogous results, with simpler proofs, hold for well-prefix-ordered and well-suffix-ordered
elements.
I Theorem 24. Let f : Λ(B) → Λ(A) be a substitution. If f (b) is well-prefix-ordered for
each b ∈ B, and v ∈ Λ(B) is well-prefix-ordered, then f (v) is well-prefix-ordered.
By symmetry, we have the following corollary.
I Corollary 25. Let f : Λ(B) → Λ(A) be a substitution. If f (b) is well-suffix-ordered for
each b ∈ B, and v ∈ Λ(B) is well-suffix-ordered, then f (v) is well-suffix-ordered.
The following special case of the above three results recovers [5, Corollary 5.6] and [5,
Theorem 7.3].
I Corollary 26. The sets of well-factor-ordered, well-prefix-ordered, and well-suffix-ordered
elements in Λ(A) are closed under concatenation and ω-power. In particular, interpretations
of ω-terms in FbA (A) are well-factor-ordered.
We end this section by showing that there are many more well-factor-ordered elements in
FbA (A) and Λ(A) than just the interpretations of ω-terms. Almeida showed [2, Theorem 2.6]
that FbA (A) \ A∗ contains maximal elements with respect to the J -ordering and that they
correspond in a sense that can be made precise to uniformly recurrent words. Moreover, it is
shown in [5, Proposition 3.2] that every element of FbA (A) \ A∗ is J -below a maximal element.
Notice that ω is the unique maximal element of FbA (1) \ N. The J -maximal elements of
FbA (A) \ A∗ are in particular J -maximal in Λ(A) \ A∗ , and all of the latter elements are
well-factor-ordered:
I Proposition 27. Let w be a maximal element of Λ(A) \ A∗ in the J -order. Then w is
well-factor-ordered.
It follows that the smallest submonoid of FbA (A) containing all finite words and J -maximal
elements that is closed under the ω-power consists of well-factor-ordered elements. Also,
substituting ω-terms into J -maximal elements will provide new example of well-factor-ordered
elements.

7

Regular languages of factors

We call an element u ∈ Λ(A) factor-regular if the set F (u) := ↑J u ∩ A∗ of finite factors of
u is a regular language. We call u prefix-regular if P (u) := ↑R u ∩ A∗ is a regular language,
and suffix-regular if S(u) := ↑L u ∩ A∗ is a regular language. If u ∈ Λ(A) \ A∗ is prefixregular, then so is any element of uΛ(A), and dually for suffix-regular elements. We call
a substitution f : Λ(B) → Λ(A) non-erasing if f (b) 6= ε for every b ∈ B. Notice that a
non-erasing substitution f sends the ideal Λ(B) \ B ∗ to the ideal Λ(A) \ A∗ .
In the following theorem, which is another application of Theorem 18, we prove that
prefix-regularity and suffix-regularity are stable under non-erasing substitutions, and so is
factor-regularity under certain additional assumptions.
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I Theorem 28. Let f : Λ(B) → Λ(A) be a non-erasing substitution and v ∈ Λ(B).
1. If f (b) is prefix-regular, for each b ∈ B, and v is prefix-regular, then f (v) is prefix-regular.
2. If f (b) is suffix-regular, for each b ∈ B, and v is suffix-regular, then f (v) is suffix-regular.
3. If f (b) is factor-regular, prefix-regular and suffix-regular, for each b ∈ B, and v is
factor-regular, then f (v) is factor-regular.
Proof. We only prove (3), referring to the appendix for the proofs of (1) and (2). Put
C = {b ∈ B ∗ | f (b) ∈ A∗ }. Using Corollary 19, it is straightforward to verify that
[
[
−1
F (f (v)) =
F (f (b)) ∪
S(f (b1 ))f (C ∗ ∩ b−1
1 F (w)b2 )P (f (b1 ))
b∈B∩F (v)

b1 ,b2 ∈B∪{ε}

and so the desired result follows from closure of regular languages under boolean operations,
product, left and right quotients and homomorphic image.
J
For a finite alphabet A and b 6∈ A, let f : Λ(A ∪ {b}) → Λ(A) be the substitution erasing
b and fixing A. Note that if v ∈ Λ(A) is not prefix-regular, then bω v is prefix-regular, but
f (bω v) = v is not. Thus, the assumption in Theorem 28 that f is non-erasing is necessary.
The next corollary recovers [5, Corollary 7.6].
I Corollary 29. Interpretations of ω-terms are prefix-, suffix- and factor-regular.
I Remark. There are more factor-regular elements than just interpretations of ω-terms. In
particular, the minimal ideal I of FbA (A) consists of those elements containing every finite
word as a factor, so every element of I is factor-regular. Thus if we substitute ω-terms over
B into an element of the minimal ideal of FbA (A), then we obtain factor-regular elements of
FbA (B). It is not the case that every element of the minimal ideal of FbA (A) is prefix-regular
or suffix-regular. In fact, it is easy to see using the pumping lemma that w ∈ Λ(A) \ A∗ is
prefix-regular if and only if w = uv ω z with u, v finite and v 6= ε. A dual description holds for
suffix-regular elements.

8

Conclusion

In this paper we gave a new approach to the free pro-aperiodic monoid by viewing its elements
as elementary equivalence classes of pseudofinite words. This view led us to consider FbA (A)
as a closed submonoid of the larger monoid Λ(A) consisting of elementary equivalence classes
of arbitrary A-words. The model-theoretic fact that each such class contains an ω-saturated
model enabled us to analyze factors in Λ(A) combinatorially. Thus, we substantiate the
claim made in [20] that one may “transfer arguments from Combinatorics on Words to the
profinite context”: our approach using saturated models makes this idea precise.
The newly identified pro-aperiodic monoid Λ(A) poses several interesting questions for
future work. In particular, it would be interesting to study the algebraic structure of Λ(A) in
more detail. Here, connections with the work of Carton, Colcombet and Puppis on algebras
for words over countable linear orderings [11] are to be expected.
We also plan to explore in future work how this method might be extended to other
profinite monoids. In particular, one could try to analyze the absolutely free profinite monoid
in this way, but this would require replacing first-order model theory by monadic second-order
model theory. In this direction, we foresee connections to Shelah’s seminal work [33].
In a different direction, we hope that our approach could be useful for more easily analyzing
aperiodic pointlike sets and related notions, in particular because a logical approach has
recently proved useful for deciding problems in the first-order quantifier alternation hierarchy
[29].
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Abstract
We consider the algorithmic problem of generating each subset of [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n} whose size is
in some interval [k, l], 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ n, exactly once (cyclically) by repeatedly adding or removing
a single element, or by exchanging a single element. For k = 0 and l = n this is the classical
problem of generating all 2n subsets of [n] by element additions/removals, and for k = l this is
the classical problem of generating all nk subsets of [n] by element exchanges. We prove the
existence of such cyclic minimum-change enumerations for a large range of values n, k, and l,
improving upon and generalizing several previous results. For all these existential results we
provide optimal algorithms to compute the corresponding Gray codes in constant time O(1) per
generated set and space O(n). Rephrased in terms of graph theory, our results establish the
existence of (almost) Hamilton cycles in the subgraph of the n-dimensional cube Qn induced
by all levels [k, l]. We reduce all remaining open cases to a generalized version of the middle
levels conjecture, which asserts that the subgraph of Q2k+1 induced by all levels [k − c, k + 1 + c],
c ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}, has a Hamilton cycle. We also prove an approximate version of this conjecture,
showing that this graph has a cycle that visits a (1 − o(1))-fraction of all vertices.
1998 ACM Subject Classification G.2.1 Combinatorics, G.2.2 Graph Theory
Keywords and phrases Gray code, subset, combination, loopless algorithm
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.STACS.2017.40

1

Introduction

Generating all objects in a combinatorial class such as permutations, subsets, combinations,
partitions, trees, strings etc. is one of the oldest and most fundamental algorithmic problems,
and such generation algorithms appear as core building blocks in a wide range of practical
applications (see the survey [30]). In fact, half of the most recent volume [21] of Donald
Knuth’s seminal series The Art of Computer Programming is devoted entirely to this fundamental subject. The ultimate goal for algorithms that efficiently generate each object of a
particular combinatorial class exactly once is to generate each new object in constant time,
which is best possible. Such optimal algorithms are sometimes called loopless algorithms, a
term coined by Ehrlich in his influential paper [10]. Note that a constant-time algorithm
requires in particular that consecutively generated objects differ only in a constant amount,
e.g., in a single transposition of a permutation, in adding or removing a single element from
a set, or in a single tree rotation operation. These types of orderings have become known as
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combinatorial Gray codes. Here are two fundamental examples for this kind of generation
problems: (1) The so-called reflected Gray code is a method to generate all 2n many subsets
of [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n} by repeatedly adding or removing a single element. It is named after
Frank Gray, a physicist and researcher at Bell Labs, and appears in his patent [13]. The
reflected Gray code has many interesting properties (see [21, Section 7.2.1.1]), and there is a
simple loopless algorithm to compute it [2, 10]. (2) Of similar importance in practice is the
problem of generating all nk many k-element subsets of [n] by repeatedly exchanging a single
element. Also for this problem, loopless algorithms are well-known [2, 4, 8, 9, 10, 18, 28, 35]
(see also [21, Section 7.2.1.3]).
In this work we consider far-ranging generalizations of the classical problems (1) and (2).
Specifically, we consider the algorithmic problem of generating all (or almost all) subsets of
[n] whose size is in some interval [k, l], 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ n, by repeatedly adding or removing a
single element, or by exchanging a single element (this will made more precisely in a moment).
We recover the classical problems (1) and (2) mentioned before as special cases by setting
k = 0 and l = n, or by setting k = l, respectively. It turns out that the entire parameter
range in between these special cases offers plenty of room for surprising discoveries and hard
research problems (take a peek at the known results in Figure 1 below).
In a computer a subset of [n] is conveniently represented by the corresponding characteristic bitstring x of length n, where all the 1-bits of x correspond to the elements contained in
the set, and the 0-bits to the elements not contained in the set. The before-mentioned subset
generation problems can thus be rephrased as Hamilton cycle problems in subgraphs of the
cube Qn , the graph that has as vertices all bitstrings of length n, with an edge between any
two vertices (=bitstrings) that differ in exactly one bit. We refer to the number of 1-bits
in a bitstring x as the weightof x, and we refer to the vertices of Qn with weight k as the
k-th level of Qn (there are nk vertices on level k). Moreover, we let Qn,[k,l] , 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ n,
denote the subgraph of Qn induced by all levels [k, l]. In terms of sets, the vertices of the
cube Qn correspond to subsets of [n], and flipping a bit along an edge corresponds to adding
or removing a single element. The weight of a bitstring corresponds to the size of the set,
and the vertices on level k correspond to all k-element subsets of [n].
One of the hard instances of the before-mentioned general enumeration problem in Qn,[k,l]
is when n = 2k + 1 and l = k + 1. The existence of a Hamilton cycle in the graph Q2k+1,[k,k+1]
for any k ≥ 1 is asserted by the well-known middle levels conjecture, raised independently in
the 80’s by Havel [16] and Buck and Wiedemann [3]. The conjecture has also been attributed
to Dejter, Erdős, Trotter [20] and various others, and also appears in the popular books
[5, 21, 36]. The middle levels conjecture has attracted considerable attention over the last 30
years [6, 7, 12, 15, 17, 19, 20, 27, 29, 31, 32, 33], and a positive solution, an existence proof
for a Hamilton cycle in Q2k+1,[k,k+1] for any k ≥ 1, has been announced only recently.
I Theorem 1 ([23]). For any k ≥ 1, the graph Q2k+1,[k,k+1] has a Hamilton cycle.
The following generalization of the middle levels conjecture was proposed in [15].
I Conjecture 2 ([15]). For any k ≥ 1 and c ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}, the graph Q2k+1,[k−c,k+1+c] has
a Hamilton cycle.
Conjecture 2 clearly holds for all k ≥ 1 and c = k as Q2k+1,[0,2k+1] = Q2k+1 (this is
problem (1) from before). It is known that the conjecture also holds for all k ≥ 1 and
c = k − 1 [11, 22] and c = k − 2 [15]. By Theorem 1 it also holds for all k ≥ 1 and c = 0.
Another generalization of Theorem 1 in a slightly different direction (still a special case
in our general framework) is the following result.
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I Theorem 3 ([26]). For any n ≥ 3 and k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 2}, the graph Qn,[k,k+1] has a
cycle that visits all vertices in the smaller bipartite class.
The idea for the proof of Theorem 3 (induction over n) was first presented in [16]. In
that paper, the theorem was essentially proved conditional on the validity of the hardest case
n = 2k + 1, the middle levels conjecture, which was established as a theorem (Theorem 1)
only much later. In [26], Theorem 3 was proved unconditionally, and the proof technique was
refined further to also prove Hamiltonicity results for the so-called bipartite Kneser graphs,
another generalization of the middle levels conjecture.
Conjecture 2 and Theorem 3 immediately suggest the following common generalization:
For which intervals [k, l] does the cube Qn,[k,l] have a Hamilton cycle? The graph Qn,[k,l] is
bipartite (the two partition classes are given by the parity of the number of 1-bits of the
vertices), and it is clear that a Hamilton cycle can exist only if the two partition classes
have the same size, which happens only for odd dimension n and between two symmetric
levels k and l = n − k (Conjecture 2). However, we may slightly relax this question, and
ask for a long cycle. To this end, we denote for any bipartite graph G by v(G) the number
of vertices of G, and by δ(G) the difference between the larger and the smaller partition
class. Note that in any bipartite graph G (as Qn,[k,l] ) the length of any cycle is at most
v(G) − δ(G) (i.e., the cycle visits all vertices in the smaller partition class). We call such
a cycle a saturating cycle. Observe that if both partition classes have the same size (i.e.
δ(G) = 0), then a saturating cycle is a Hamilton cycle. Hence saturating cycles naturally
generalize Hamilton cycles for unbalanced bipartite graphs. The right common generalization
of Conjecture 2 and Theorem 3 therefore is:
I Question 4. For which intervals [k, l] does the cube Qn,[k,l] have a saturating cycle?
A saturating cycle necessarily omits some vertices (exactly δ(Qn,[k,l] ) many) from the
larger bipartite class. However, if we insist on all vertices of Qn,[k,l] to be included in a
cycle, then this can be achieved by allowing steps where instead of only a single bitflip, two
bits are flipped (the underlying graph Qn,[k,l] is augmented by adding distance-2 edges). In
this case we may ask for a (cyclic) enumeration of all vertices of Qn,[k,l] that minimizes the
number of these ‘cheating’ distance-2 steps, i.e., for an enumeration that has only δ(Qn,[k,l] )
many distance-2 steps (this is clearly the least number one can hope for). We call such an
enumeration a tight enumeration. A tight enumeration can be seen as a travelling salesman
tour of length v(Qn,[k,l] ) + δ(Qn,[k,l] ) through all vertices of Qn,[k,l] , where distances are
measured by Hamming distance (=number of bitflips). We may ask in full generality:
I Question 5. For which intervals [k, l] is there a tight enumeration of the vertices of Qn,[k,l] ?
If both partition classes of Qn,[k,l] have the same size (i.e. δ(Qn,[k,l] ) = 0), then a tight
enumeration is a Hamilton cycle in this graph. Note also that Question 5 is a sweeping
generalization of the following well-known result regarding problem (2) mentioned before.
I Theorem 6 ([35]). For any n ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 there is a cyclic enumeration of all
weight k bitstrings of length n such that any two consecutive bitstrings differ in exactly 2 bits.
In fact, several of the subsequently mentioned results of this paper will be proved by
extending the original approach from [35] to prove Theorem 6.

1.1

Our results

In this work we answer Question 4 and Question 5 for a large range of values n, k and
l. The different ranges of parameters covered by our results are illustrated in Figure 1.
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Moreover, we provide optimal algorithms to compute the corresponding saturating cycles/tight
enumerations.
Our first set of results resolves Question 4 positively for all possible values of k and l
except the cases covered by Conjecture 2 (the case l = k + 1 is already covered by Theorem 3),
see the left-hand side of Figure 1.
I Theorem 7. For any n ≥ 3 the graph Qn,[k,l] has a saturating cycle in the following
cases:
(i) If 0 = k < l ≤ n or 0 ≤ k < l = n and l − k ≥ 2.
(ii) If 1 ≤ k < l ≤ n − 1 and l − k ≥ 2 is even.
(iii) If 1 ≤ k < l ≤ dn/2e or bn/2c ≤ k < l ≤ n − 1 and l − k ≥ 3 is odd.
(iv) If 1 ≤ k < l ≤ n − 1 and l − k ≥ 3 is odd, under the additional assumption that
Q2m+1,[m−c,m+1+c] , c := (l − k − 1)/2, has a Hamilton cycle for all m = c, c +
1, . . . , (min(k + l, 2n − k − l) − 1)/2.
Our second set of results resolves Question 5 positively for all possible values of k and l
except the cases covered by Conjecture 2 (the case l = k is already covered by Theorem 6),
see the right-hand side of Figure 1.
I Theorem 8. For any n ≥ 3 there is a tight enumeration of the vertices of Qn,[k,l] in the
following cases:
(i) If 0 = k < l ≤ n or 0 ≤ k < l = n.
(ii) If 1 ≤ k < l ≤ n and l − k ≥ 2 is even.
(iii) If 1 ≤ k < l ≤ n − 1 and l − k = 1.
(iv) If 1 ≤ k < l ≤ dn/2e or bn/2c ≤ k < l ≤ n − 1 and l − k ≥ 3 is odd.
(v) If 1 ≤ k < l ≤ n − 1 and l − k ≥ 3 is odd, under the additional assumption that
Q2m+1,[m−c,m+1+c] , c := (l − k − 1)/2, has a Hamilton cycle for all m = c, c +
1, . . . , (min(k + l, 2n − k − l) − 1)/2.
Note that the last part (iv) of Theorems 7 and 8 is conditional on the validity of
Conjecture 2. In fact, by what we said before (recall the paragraph below Conjecture 2)
we know that the additional assumption in (iv) is satisfied for m ∈ {c, c + 1, c + 2} (so the
statement could be slightly strengthened).
The tight enumerations we construct to prove Theorem 8 have the additional property
that all distance-2 steps are within single levels (but never between two different levels k and
k + 2). In terms of sets, these steps therefore correspond to exchanging a single element.
For all the unconditional results in Theorems 7 and 8 we provide corresponding optimal
generation algorithms.
I Theorem 9.
(a) For any interval [k, l] as in case (i) or (ii) of Theorems 7 and 8, respectively, there is a
corresponding loopless algorithm that generates each bitstring of a saturating cycle or a
tight enumeration of the vertices of Qn,[k,l] in time O(1).
(b) For any interval [k, l] as in case (iii) of Theorems 7 and 8, respectively, there is a
corresponding algorithm that generates each bitstring of a saturating cycle or a tight
enumeration of the vertices of of Qn,[k,l] in time O(1) on average.
It should be noted that the algorithms for part (a) of Theorem 9 are considerably simpler
than those for part (b). The reason is that the underlying constructions are entirely different.
In particular, for part (b) we repeatedly call the (average) constant-time algorithm to compute
a Hamilton cycle in Q2m+1,[m,m+1] , m ≤ b(n − 1)/2c, an algorithmic version of Theorem 1,
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Folklore ([13])
Conjecture 2 (case c = k − 1 solved in [11, 21])
Conjecture 2 (case c = k − 2 solved in [14])
Theorem 1 (Conjecture 2 case c = 0 solved in [22])
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Figure 1 The different cases of k and l covered by our two main theorems on saturating cycles
(left, Theorem 7) and on tight enumerations (right, Theorem 8) in Qn,[k,l] for the case n = 11. A
more extensive animation of the entire parameter space (n, k, l) is available on the second author’s
website [1].

presented in [24, 25] (and this algorithm is admittedly rather complex). The initialization
time of our algorithms is O(n), and the required space is O(n).
We implemented all these algorithms in C++, and we invite the reader to experiment
with this code, which can be found on our website [1].
In view of these results, the only remaining (and therefore even more interesting) open
case is the question whether the cube of odd dimension has a Hamilton cycle between any two
symmetric levels, i.e., Conjecture 2 (these open cases are represented by crosses in Figure 1).
Given the results from [15] and [23], the next natural step towards resolving this conjecture
would be to investigate whether the graphs Q2k+1,[3,2k−2] or Q2k+1,[k−1,k+2] have a Hamilton
cycle for all k ≥ 1.
In this work we provide the following partial result towards the general conjecture: We
show the existence of long cycles in the graph Q2k+1,[k−c,k+1+c] , c ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}. This
approximate version of the conjecture is similar in spirit to the line of work [12, 19, 29, 31]
that preceded the proof of Theorem 1.
I Theorem 10. For any k ≥ 1 and c ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}, the graph Q2k+1,[k−c,k+1+c] has a cycle

2
1
that visits at least a (1 − )-fraction of all vertices, where  := 2(c+1)
min 1, exp( (c+1)
k−c ) − 1 .
In particular, for any c and k → ∞, the cycle visits a (1 − o(1))-fraction of all vertices.

1.2

Related work

In [10] an algorithm is presented that generates the vertices of Qn,[k,l] (for an arbitrary
interval [k, l]) such that any two consecutive vertices have Hamming distance 1 or 2, where
the value 2 appears only between vertices on level k and l, but the Hamming distance between
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the first and last vertex is arbitrary (possibly n). The running time of this algorithm is O(n)
per generated vertex. In addition, this paper presents a loopless algorithm (time O(1) per
vertex) to generate all vertices in Qn,[k,l] level by level, using only distance-2 steps in each
level. In particular, these enumerations are not cycles in Qn,[k,l] , and they are not tight.
In [34] the authors present algorithms for enumerating all vertices of Qn,[k,l] (for an
arbitrary interval [k, l]) such that any two consecutive bitstrings have Levenshtein distance at
most 2 and Hamming distance at most 4. The Levenshtein distance is the minimum number
of bit insertions, deletions, and bitflips necessary to transform one bitstring into the other.
Again, these enumerations are not cycles in Qn,[k,l] and they are not tight. However, the
corresponding generation algorithms are very simple and fast (loopless). Improving on this,
as a byproduct of the results mentioned in the previous section we obtain a simple loopless
algorithm to enumerate all vertices of Qn,[k,l] (for an arbitrary interval [k, l]) such that any
two consecutive bitstrings have Hamming distance (and Levenshtein distance) at most 2.

1.3

Outline of this paper

In this extended abstract we restrict ourselves to only explaining the main ideas behind
our constructions, algorithms and proofs. Lengthy pseudocode and proofs of auxiliary
statements are omitted. Specifically, in Sections 2 and 3 we present our constructions for
proving Theorems 7 and 8, respectively. In Section 4 we present our algorithm for part (a) of
Theorem 9. The algorithm for part (b) and the proof of Theorem 10 as well as other omitted
proofs can be found in the full version [14].

2

Saturating cycles

2.1

Trimming Gray codes and proof of Theorem 7 (i)+(ii)

In this section we sketch how to prove cases (i) and (ii) from Theorem 7 by showing that
the standard reflected Gray code in Qn mentioned in the introduction (see [13] and [21,
Section 7.2.1.1]) can be ‘trimmed’ to any number of consecutive levels of Qn so that it visits
all these vertices except possibly some vertices from the first and last levels. This technique
is a generalization of the approach presented in [35] to prove Theorem 6, and it yields the
following result:
I Theorem 11. For any n ≥ 3 and k, l with 0 ≤ k < l ≤ n and l − k ≥ 2, the graph Qn,[k,l]
has a cycle that visits all vertices except possibly some vertices from levels k and l.
Note that if l − k is even, then the first and last level of Qn,[k,l] are from the same
bipartite class, so the cycle obtained from Theorem 11 is saturating, which immediately
yields Theorem 7 (ii).
The (n-dimensional) reflected Gray code Γn is a (cyclic) sequence Γn of all vertices of Qn
defined recursively by
Γ1 = (0, 1) ,
Γn+1 = (Γn ◦ 0, rev(Γn ) ◦ 1) ,

(1a)
n≥1 ,

(1b)

where Γn ◦ 0 and Γn ◦ 1 denote the sequences obtained from Γn by attaching a 0-bit or 1-bit
to every entry of Γn , respectively, and rev(Γn ) denotes the reversed sequence. See Figure 2
for an illustration.
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Figure 2 The hypercube Q5 (left), where the grey area represents all 16 edges along which the
last bit is flipped, and the reflected Gray code Γ5 in Q5 (right), where the numbers are indices of
vertices in Γ5 (starting from 0). The dashed edge represents the adjacency between the last and first
vertex of Γ5 .

The reflected Gray code Γn is the standard example how to enumerate all bitstrings of
length n such that any two consecutive bitstrings differ in exactly one bit. For an explicit
definition of Γn and further interesting properties see [21, Section 7.2.1.1].
For any 0 ≤ k ≤ n let Γn,k be the subsequence of Γn that contains all vertices in level k.
Moreover, we let sΓn,k (x) = s(x) denote the successor of x in Γn,k (if x is the last vertex of
Γn,k , then s(x) is the first vertex of Γn,k ). Similarly, let sΓn (x) denote the successor of x in
Γn .
As already observed in [35], any two consecutive vertices in Γn,k differ in exactly two
positions. The sequence Γn,k therefore provides an enumeration of all k-element subsets of [n]
such that any two consecutive k-sets differ in exchanging a single element (recall Theorem 6).
I Lemma 12 ([35]). For any n ≥ 2 and 0 < k < n let x be a vertex of Γn,k and y := sΓn,k (x).
Then x and y differ in exactly 2 bits.
Clearly, any two vertices x, y in level k at distance 2 have a unique common neighbor in
level k − 1 and a unique common neighbor in level k + 1, let us denote them by down(x, y) and
up(x, y), respectively. The key idea in trimming the reflected Gray code to a given sequence
of consecutive levels [k, l], where l − k ≥ 2, is to replace the subpath P of Γn in Qn between
a vertex x in level l − 1 and its consecutive vertex sΓn,l−1 (x) by the path (x, up(x, s(x)), s(x))
if P ascends above level l − 1, and between a vertex x in level k + 1 and its consecutive
vertex sΓn,k+1 (x) by the path (x, down(x, s(x)), s(x)) if P descends below level k + 1. See
Figure 3 for an illustration.
Formally, we say that a vertex x of Qn in level k is an upward vertex if sΓn (x) is in
level k + 1, and a downward vertex if sΓn (x) is in level k − 1 (no other case is possible).
Thus, the reflected Gray code Γn ascends from upward vertices and descends from downward
vertices. For any 0 < k ≤ n, we let up(Γn,k ) denote the sequence of all vertices up(x, s(x))
in level k + 1, where x is an upward vertex of Γn,k , in the order induced by Γn,k . Similarly,
for any 0 ≤ k < n we let down(Γn,k ) denote the sequence of all vertices down(x, s(x)) in
level k − 1, where x is a downward vertex of Γn,k , in the order induced by Γn,k .
The next lemma captures the key property guaranteeing that in trimming the reflected Gray code as described above we will never visit the same vertex twice. Note that
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Figure 3 Schematic drawing of Γ5 (left) highlighting the order in which levels are visited, and the
corresponding sequences Γ5,k , 0 ≤ k ≤ 5. See Figure 2 what the actual vertices are. The sequences
up(Γ5,2 ), down(Γ5,2 ), and Γ5 trimmed to levels 1 up to 3 of Q5 (right).

by a cyclic rotation of a sequence (u1 , . . . , um−1 , um ) to the right we mean the sequence
(um , u1 , . . . , um−1 ).
I Lemma 13. For any n ≥ 2 and 0 < k < n, up(Γn,k ) is a subsequence of Γn,k+1 , and
cyclically rotating down(Γn,k ) once to the right yields a subsequence of Γn,k−1 .
With Lemma 13 in hand we are ready to prove Theorem 11.
Proof of Theorem 11. We build the desired cycle by trimming the reflected Gray code Γn
to levels [k, l]. Subpaths of Γn within the levels [k + 1, l − 1] remain unchanged (including
the orientation). Each subpath P of Γn that descends from some downward vertex x at
level k + 1 to lower levels returns back to level k + 1 at the vertex y := sΓn,k+1 (x). As x and
y differ in exactly 2 bits by Lemma 12, we may replace P by the path P 0 = (x, down(x, y), y).
Note that P 0 has the same end vertices and orientation as P , and visits only a single vertex
at level k. After trimming all these descending paths, we visit on level k precisely the vertices
of down(Γn,k+1 ). Since down(Γn,k+1 ) (after one rotation to the right) is a subsequence of
Γn,k by Lemma 13, all these vertices are distinct, and hence distinct trimmed paths may
have at most end vertices in level k in common.
Similar arguments apply for trimming subpaths of Γn ascending from upward vertices at
level l − 1 to levels above. In this case the trimmed subpaths visit at level l precisely the
vertices of up(Γn,l−1 ), and since this is a subsequence of Γn,l by Lemma 13, all these vertices
are distinct. Therefore trimming correctly produces a cycle visiting all vertices in levels [k, l]
except the vertices from level k that are not in down(Γn,k+1 ) and the vertices from level l
that are not in up(Γn,l−1 ).
J
Proof of Theorem 7 (ii). Follows immediately from Theorem 11, using that if l − k is even,
then the first and last level of Qn,[k,l] are from the same bipartite class.
J
Proof of Theorem 7 (i). We only consider the case 0 = k < l ≤ n, the other case follows by
symmetry, using that Qn,[k,l] is isomorphic to Qn,[n−l,n−k] . The proof proceeds very similarly
to the proof of Theorem 11, but we only trim the subpaths of Γn ascending above level l − 1,
so that the highest level where vertices are visited is level l (no trimming is applied at the
bottom level 0). We therefore obtain a cycle that visits all vertices in levels [0, l], except the
vertices from level l that are not in up(Γn,l−1 ). As the cycle omits only vertices from level l,
it must be saturating.
J
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Figure 4 Notations used in the proof of Theorem 7 (iii). The removed edges are dashed, the
added edges are bold.

2.2

Gluing saturating cycles and proof sketch of Theorem 7 (iii)+(iv)

Trimming the reflected Gray code Γn to levels [k, l] as described in the last section does
not yield a saturating cycle when l − k ≥ 3 is odd unless k = 0 or l = n. In general the
trimmed cycle omits some vertices from both levels k and l, which are from different bipartite
classes for odd l − k. We therefore use a different strategy to prove Theorem 7 (iii): We glue
together several saturating cycles obtained from Theorem 3 (see Figure 4 for an illustration).
To be able to join the cycles across different levels, each cycle between levels i and i + 1 is
first transformed by applying a suitable bit permutation (an automorphism of Qn,[i,i+1] ), in
such a way that the permuted cycle visits certain distinguished vertices ai and bi in levels i
and i + 1 in a certain order, and so that it omits certain other vertices. The cycles are then
glued together by removing one or two edges from each cycle and by joining the resulting
paths by adding a few other cube edges. The details of this construction, in particular the
definition of the vertices ai and bi , can be found in the full version [14]. This gluing approach
yields a saturating cycle only if all involved levels are either below or above the middle (this
is reflected by the conditions l ≤ dn/2e or bn/2c ≤ k in Theorem 7 (iii)). Otherwise the
omitted vertices would be from different bipartite classes, so the resulting cycle would not be
saturating. To prove Theorem 7 (iv), we inductively glue together pairs of saturating cycles
of smaller dimension. Both proofs are similar to the approach presented in [26].

3

Tight enumerations

We call a sequence C that contains each vertex of Qn,[k,l] exactly once an enumeration
of the vertices of Qn,[k,l] (recall that the successor of the last vertex of C equals the first
P
vertex of C). The total distance of the enumeration C is td(C) := u∈C d(u, sC (u)), where
d(x, y) denotes the Hamming distance between x and y. As any two consecutive bitstrings
in any enumeration have distance at least 1 and distance at least 2 if they are from the same
bipartite class of Qn,[k,l] , we have
td(C) ≥ v(Qn,[k,l] ) + δ(Qn,[k,l] )

(2)
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(both the number of vertices v(Qn,[k,l] ) and the difference between the larger and smaller
partition class δ(Qn,[k,l] ) can be easily computed explicitly). A tight enumeration is an
enumeration for which the lower bound (2) is attained. Clearly, an enumeration is tight, if
and only if it has only distance-1 and distance-2 steps, and all the distance-2 steps are within
the same partition class of Qn,[k,l] (this will be the larger partition class, and there will be
exactly δ(Qn,[k,l] ) such distance-2 steps in this class).
The proof of Theorem 8 is very similar to the proof of Theorem 7, and the key ideas
in the different cases (i)–(iv) are the same. In this extended abstract, we only present the
proofs for cases (i)–(ii). The proofs for cases (iii)–(iv) can be found in [14].

3.1

Proof of Theorem 8 (i)–(ii)


For k = l we have v(Qn,[k,k] ) = δ(Qn,[k,k] ) = nk and a tight enumeration of all weight k
bitstrings of length n is given by Γn,k , by Lemma 12 (this is exactly the proof of Theorem 6
presented in [35]). We now proceed to prove cases (i)–(ii) of Theorem 8.
Proof of Theorem 8 (ii). We trim the reflected Gray code Γn to levels [k, l], but in a slightly
different fashion from the proof of Theorem 11. Specifically, subpaths of Γn within the
levels [k, l] remain unchanged (including the orientation). Moreover, each subpath P of Γn
that descends from a downward vertex x in level k returns back to level k at the vertex
y := sΓn,k (x), and we replace P by the distance-2 step (x, y) (recall Lemma 12). Similarly,
each subpath P of Γn that ascends from an upward vertex x in level l returns back to level l
at the vertex y := sΓn,l (x), and we replace P by the distance-2 step (x, y). This yields an
enumeration C of all vertices of Qn,[k,l] . Moreover, since l − k is even, levels k and l of Qn,[k,l]
belong to the same bipartite class, so all distance-2 steps of C are within the same bipartite
class. It follows that C is a tight enumeration.
J
Proof of Theorem 8 (i). We only consider the case 0 = k < l ≤ n, the other case follows by
symmetry. The proof proceeds very similarly as the proof of part (ii), but we only trim the
subpaths of Γn ascending above level l (no trimming is applied at the bottom level 0). This
yields an enumeration C of all vertices of Qn,[0,l] . Moreover, all distance-2 steps of C are
within the same bipartite class (in level l), implying that C is a tight enumeration.
J

4

A loopless algorithm for trimmed Gray codes

In this section we present a loopless algorithm to generate trimmed Gray codes, which is
needed to prove part (a) of Theorem 9 (algorithms for cases (i) and (ii) of Theorems 7 and
8). The correctness proof and the runtime analysis for this algorithm can be found in the
full version [14]. Also, the description of an efficient algorithm to compute glued Gray codes,
which is needed to prove part (b) of Theorem 9 (algorithms for case (iii) of Theorems 7 and
8), can be found in [14].
Loopless algorithms both for the reflected Gray code Γn and for its restriction Γn,k to
one level of the cube (i.e, an algorithmic version of Theorem 6) were already provided in
[2, 10]. However, these two algorithms cannot simply be merged into a loopless algorithm
producing the trimmed Gray code. Instead, we provide a loopless algorithm that is based
on an explicit description of successor vertices. This description is a simple (constant-time
computable) rule describing which bit positions of a given vertex x from Γn,k have to be
flipped to reach the next vertex sΓn,k (x). In this extended abstract we do not explicitly state
these rules, they are however used implicitly in the following pseudocode.
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Algorithm 1: TrimGC(n, k, l)
Input: Integers n ≥ 2 and 0 ≤ k < l ≤ n, l − k ≥ 2.
Result: The algorithm visits all vertices of the trimmed Gray code in Qn,[k,l] (which is
a saturating cycle in cases (i) and (ii) of Theorem 7).
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15

c := k + 1; x := 1c 0n−c ;
/* initialize current level c, vertex x ...
νc := 1; for i := 1 to c do pi := c − i + 1
/* ... and (ν1 , . . . , νc ), (p1 , . . . , pc )
while not enough vertices visited do
if (c is even ∧ x1 = 0) ∨ (c is odd ∧ pc < n ∧ xpc +1 = 0) then up := true else up := false
if (up = true ∧ c < l − 1) then
/* follow Γn up
if c is even then
/* x1 = 0
x1 := 1; Visit(x); c := c + 1; pc := 1
if x2 = 0 then νc := c else νc := νc−1

*/
*/

*/
*/

else
/* c is odd and xi+1 = 0 */
i := pc ; xi+1 := 1; Visit(x); c := c + 1; pc := i; pc−1 := i + 1
if (i + 1 = n ∨ xi+2 = 0) then νc := c − 1 else νc := νc−2
else if (up = false ∧ c > k + 1) then
if c is even then
x1 := 0; Visit(x); c := c − 1
if x2 = 1 then νc := νc+1

/* follow Γn down */
/* x1 = 1 */

T16
T17
T18

else
/* c is odd and xi+1 = 1 */
i := pc ; xi+1 := 0; Visit(x); c := c − 1; pc := i; νc := c
if xi+2 = 1 then νc−1 := νc+1

T19
T20
T21
T22

else if (up = true ∧ c = l − 1) then
/* follow Γn,c through up(x, sΓn,c (x)) */
if c is even then
/* xi−1 = 0 and xi = 1 */
i := pc ; xi−1 := 1; Visit(x); xi := 0; Visit(x); pc := i − 1
if xi+1 = 1 then νc−1 := νc ; νc := c

T23
T24
T25

else
/* c is odd, xi+1 = 0 and xi = 1 */
i := pc ; xi+1 := 1; Visit(x); xi := 0; Visit(x); pc := i + 1
if (i + 2 ≤ n ∧ xi+2 = 1) then νc := νc−1

T26
T27
T28
T29
T30
T31

else
/* up = false ∧ c = k + 1; follow Γn,c through down(x, sΓn,c (x)) */
if x1 = 0 then i := 1 else i := pνc + 1
/* i is minimal s.t. xi = 0 */
if c ≡
6 i mod 2 then
/* xi−2 = 1 and xi = 0 */
xi−2 := 0; Visit(x); xi := 1; Visit(x); pνc +1 := i − 1; pνc := i
if (i + 1 ≤ n ∧ xi+1 = 1) then ννc +1 := ννc −1 else ννc +1 := νc
if i > 3 then νc := νc + 2

T32
T33
T34
T35
T36
T37
T38

else
/* c ≡ i mod 2; j > i is minimal s.t. xj = 1 */
if x1 = 0 then a := c; j := pa else a := νc − 1; j := pa
if j = n then xn := 0; Visit(x); xi := 1; Visit(x); p1 := i; νc := 1
else if xj+1 = 0 then
/* j < n, xi−1 = 1 and xj+1 = 0 */
xi−1 := 0; Visit(x); xj+1 := 1; Visit(x); pνc := j; pνc −1 := j + 1
if (j + 2 ≤ n ∧ xj+2 = 1) then ννc := ννc −2 else ννc := νc − 1
if i > 2 then νc := νc + 1

T39
T40
T41
T42

else
/* j < n, xj+1 = 1 and xi = 0 */
xj+1 := 0; Visit(x); xi := 1; Visit(x); pa := i; pa−1 := j
if (j + 2 ≤ n ∧ xj+2 = 1) then νa−2 := νa
if j = i + 1 then νc := a − 1 else νa−1 := a − 1, νc := a
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Consider now the algorithm TrimGC(n, k, l) that computes a trimmed Gray code between
levels k and l with l −k ≥ 2 of Qn as described in Section 2.1 (Theorem 11), i.e., the algorithm
produces a saturating cycle for cases (i) and (ii) of Theorem 7. At the end of this section we
describe how to modify the algorithm to produce a tight enumeration for cases (i) and (ii) of
Theorem 8.
The algorithm maintains the current vertex in the variable x and the current level in the
variable c, k < c < l. Both are initialized in line T1 to c = k + 1 and x = 1c 0n−c , where bk
denotes the k-fold repetition of the symbol b ∈ {0, 1} (the code can easily be modified to
start at a different vertex). The algorithm visits the sequence of vertices along the trimmed
Gray code by the calls Visit(x), which could be some user-defined function that reads x. For
simplicity the main while-loop does not have an explicit termination criterion, but this can
be added easily (e.g., by providing an additional argument to the algorithm that specifies
the number of vertices to be visited before termination). If the while-loop is not terminated,
then the same cycle is traversed over and over again. There are four main cases distinguished
in the while-loop of the algorithm: If the current level is between k + 1 and l − 1, then we
either follow Γn by flipping a 0-bit to a 1-bit (if the condition in line T5 is satisfied), or we
follow Γn by flipping a 1-bit to a 0-bit (if the condition in line T12 is satisfied). If the current
level is c = l − 1 and x is an upward vertex (the condition in line T19 is satisfied), then we
first flip a 0-bit to the vertex up(x, y), y := sΓn,c (x), and then a 1-bit to the vertex y. On
the other hand, if the current level is c = k + 1 and x is a downward vertex (the condition in
line T26 is satisfied), then we first flip a 1-bit to the vertex down(x, y), y := sΓn,c (x), and
then a 0-bit to the vertex y.
The key to our loopless algorithm is to be able to determine in constant time the smallest
integer i ≥ 1 with xi = 1 or with xi = 0 (this part of the before-mentioned successor
rule computation). Furthermore, we also need the smallest integer j > i with xj = 1. To
achieve this the algorithm maintains the following data structures: We maintain an array
(p1 , p2 , . . . , pc ) with the positions of the 1-bits in x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) where pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ c, is
the position of the i-th 1-bit in x counted from the right (from the highest index n). Thus
pc is the position of the first 1-bit in x from the left (from the lowest index 1). It turns out
that adding and removing 1’s happens around the position pc , so the length of this array
changes dynamically. For i > c the value of pi is undefined (the algorithm does not ‘clean
up’ those values after using them). We also maintain an array (ν1 , ν2 , . . . , νc ) to quickly find
the smallest integer j > i with xj = 0 where i is the smallest integer with xi = 1. However,
the value of νi , 1 ≤ i ≤ c, is defined only if pi is a starting position of a substring of 1-bits in
x; i.e., xpi = 1 and xpi −1 = 0, or pi = 1. In this case, the value of νi is the index such that
pνi is the position where the corresponding substring of 1-bits ends in x. In particular, since
pc is the position of the first 1 in x, the value pνc + 1 is the smallest integer greater than
pc such that x has a 0-bit at this position. Initially, there is only one substring of 1-bits in
x = 1c 0n−c that starts at position pc = 1 and ends at position p1 = c, so we have νc = 1 (see
line T2). Assuming that the algorithm correctly computes the positions to flip the next bit(s)
of x, it can be verified straightforwardly that it also correctly updates all relevant entries of
p and ν in the four main cases (and their subcases).
To obtain a loopless algorithm that generates a tight enumeration of the vertices of
Qn,[k,l] (instead of a saturating cycle), we simply call TrimGC(n, k − 1, l + 1) and omit the
first of the two Visit(x) calls in each of the lines T21, T24, T29, T34, T36 and T40. The
algorithm then moves directly with a distance-2 step from a vertex x in level k or l to the
vertex sΓn,k (x) or sΓn,l (x), respectively, without visiting down(x, sΓn,k (x)) or up(x, sΓn,l (x))
in between. Also, if k = 0 then line T2 has to be omitted, and the special case c = 1 and
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x = 0n−1 1 must be treated separately in lines T17 and T18 (by setting i := n − 1). This
completes the description of the algorithms for part (a) of Theorem 9. As mentioned before,
the missing correctness proofs and the runtime analysis can be found in [14].
Acknowledgements. The authors thank Jiří Fink, Jerri Nummenpalo and Robert Šámal for
several stimulating discussions about the problems discussed in this paper and the anonymous
reviewers for their helpful comments.
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Abstract
Markov chains defined on the set of permutations of 1, 2, . . . , n have been studied widely by
mathematicians and theoretical computer scientists [15, 4, 1]. We consider chains in which a
position i < n is chosen uniformly at random, and then σ(i) and σ(i+1) are swapped with
probability depending on σ(i) and σ(i+1). Our objective is to identify some conditions that
assure rapid mixing.
One case of particular interest is what we call the “gladiator chain,” in which each number g
is assigned a “strength” sg and when g and g 0 are swapped, g comes out on top with probability
sg /(sg + sg0 ). The stationary probability of this chain is the same as that of the slow-mixing
“move ahead one” chain for self-organizing lists, but an open conjecture of Jim Fill’s implies that
all gladiator chains mix rapidly. Here we obtain some positive partial results by considering cases
where the gladiators fall into only a few strength classes.
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1

Introduction

For any arbitrary natural number n ∈ N, we define Sn to be the set that contains all the
permutations of numbers 1, 2, . . . , n. A natural Markov chain on Sn is the chain which picks
a number 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1 uniformly at random and operating on σ ∈ Sn , puts σ(i+1) ahead
of σ(i) w.p. pσ(i),σ(i+1) . We call such chains adjacent transposition Markov chains. These
chains have been studied widely for various choices of pi,j [15, 5, 1, 2].
In this paper, we consider the total variation mixing time, which is defined as the time
it takes until the total variation distance between the distribution of the current state and
stationarity is less than  (where  is some fixed quantity in (0,1)). For a Markov chain M
we denote this time by t (M), or if  = 1/4, simply by t(M).
Jim Fill1 conjectured that: If the adjacent transposition Markov chain is monotone, then
it is rapidly mixing (meaning the mixing time is polynomial in n). Monotonicity in this
context means that for all i, j satisfying 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, pi,j ≥ 1/2 and pi,j−1 ≤ pi,j and
pi+1,j ≤ pi,j . [5].
Here we provide a brief history of the results on adjacent transposition Markov chains.
All of the chains below are monotone and rapidly mixing. Wilson and Benjamini’s papers
[15, 1] led to Fill’s conjecture [5]; Bhakta et al. [2] verified the conjecture in two cases.

∗
1
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Fill considered the spectral gap (another measure of mixing) in his study. Here, we are interested in
total variation mixing time, which in this case is within a polynomial factor of the spectral gap.
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1. The simple chain. In the case where pi,j = 1/2 for all i and j, the chain will have a
simple description: Given a permutation σ, pick two adjacent elements uniformly at random,
and flip a fair coin to decide whether to swap them. We call this chain, whose stationary
distribution is uniform, the simple chain. Ironically, proving precise mixing results for this
chain was not simple. Many papers targeted this problem [4, 3], and finally Wilson [15]
showed the mixing time for this chain is Θ(n3 log n) (proving lower and upper bounds within
constant factors).

2. The constant-bias chain. After Wilson’s paper, Benjamini et al. [1] studied the case
where pi,j = p > 1/2 for all i < j, and pj,i = 1−p, and they showed the constant-bias chain,
mixes in Θ(n2 ) steps.

3. “Choose your weapon" and “league hierarchy" chains. The following two special
cases were studied by Bhakta et al. [2]: the choose your weapon chain where pi,j is only
dependent on i, and the league hierarchy chain given by a binary tree T with n leaves. Each
interior node v of T is labeled with some probability 1/2 ≤ qv ≤ 1, and the leaves are labeled
by numbers 1 . . . n. The probability of putting j ahead of i for j > i is equal to pi,j = qj∧i
where j ∧ i is the node that is the lowest common ancestor of i and j in T . Bhakta et
al. showed that the choose your weapon chain mixes in O(n8 log n) steps and the league
hierarchy chain mixes in O(n4 log n) steps.
Here we are interested in gladiator Markov chains which constitute a subclass of the
monotone adjacent transposition chains. These chains have a connection to self organizing
lists, and were introduced by Jim Fill.
Fill was interested in probabilistic analysis of algorithms for self-organizing lists (SOLs).
Self-organizing lists are data structures that facilitate linear searching in a list of records; the
objective of a self-organizing list is to sort the records in non-decreasing order of their access
frequencies [13]. Since these frequencies are not known in advance, an SOL algorithm aims to
move a particular record ahead in the list when access on that record is requested. There are
two widely used SOL algorithms: the move ahead one algorithm (MA1) and the move to front
algorithm (MTF). In MA1, if the current state of the list is (x1 , x2 , . . . , xi−1 , xi , xi+1 , . . . , xn )
and the ith record is requested for access, it will go ahead in the list only one position and the
list will be modified to (x1 , x2 , . . . , xi , xi−1 , xi+1 , . . . , xn ). In MTF it will go to the front and
the list will be modified to (xi , x1 , x2 , . . . , xi−1 , xi+1 , . . . , xn ). It appears that MA1 should
perform better than MTF when the list is almost sorted and worse when the low frequency
records are standing in front; however, this has not been analytically studied [6]. Considering
the adjacent transposition Markov chain corresponding to MA1, Fill shows [5] that there are
cases in which the chain is not rapidly mixing. Hence, he poses the question of sampling
from the stationary distribution of MA1, and he introduces the gladiator chain which has
the same stationary distribution as MA1 and seems to be rapidly mixing for arbitrary choice
of parameters.
In a gladiator chain, each element i can be thought of as a gladiator with strength s(i).
Every permutation of numbers 1, 2, . . . n can be thought of as a ranking of gladiators. In
each step of the Markov chain we choose 1 ≤ k < n uniformly at random, i.e. we choose
adjacent gladiators σ(k) = i and σ(k + 1) = j. These gladiators will fight over their position
in ranking. With probability pj,i = s(i)/(s(i) + s(j)), gladiator i will be the winner of the
game and will be placed ahead of j in σ if it isn’t already. With probability pi,j = 1 − pj,i , j
is put ahead of i. If Fill’s conjecture holds the gladiator chain must mix rapidly.
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Another interesting Markov chain which has received a lot of attention is the exclusion
process ([11, 10]). In this Markov chain we have a graph G = hV, Ei and m < |V | particles on
the vertices of G. The sample space is the set containing all the different placements of the
m particles on vertices of G. At each step of the Markov chain we pick a vertex v uniformly
at random with probability 1/|V | and one of its adjacent vertices, w with probability 1/d(v).
If there is a particle in one of the vertices and not the other one, we swap the position of the
particle with a constant probability p. We are interested in the exclusion process when the
graph is a finite path with n vertices. We will see that this chain has connections with the
gladiator chain. This chain was studied by Benjamini et al. [1] and is known to mix in Θ(n2 )
steps2 .

Our Contribution. We study the gladiator chain when the gladiators fall into a constant
number of teams, and gladiators in each team have the same strength (Definition 1). We
then extend the definition of the exclusion process (studied by Benjamini et al.) by allowing
particles of different types to swap their positions on a linear line. We call this new chain a
linear particle system (Definition 2). We show that mixing results for linear particle systems
can produce mixing results in gladiator Markov chains (Theorem 4).
We study the linear particle system in which there are three particle types, and in
Theorem 5 we extend Benjamini et al.’s result by showing the three particle system mixes
rapidly; this is our main result. Having Theorem 5 we conclude that the following adjacent
transposition chains mix rapidly, and hence confirming Fill’s conjecture in these cases: the
gladiator chain when there are three teams of same-strength gladiators, and the league
hierarchy chain for ternary trees (extending Bhakta et al.’s work [2]).
I Remark. We believe the linear particle systems, like the exclusion processes are interesting
Markov chains that may appear as components of other Markov chains, and thus would
facilitate studying mixing times of other chains (For instance see Corollary 7 in which we
extend a result about binary trees to ternary trees).
Definitions and results are presented in Section 2, along with the correspondence between
gladiator chains and linear particle systems. Section 3 contains the proof that the three-type
system mixes rapidly under certain conditions.

2

Definitions and Results

I Definition 1. Gladiator chain (Playing in teams). Consider the Markov chain on state
space Sn that has the following properties: The set [n] (i.e. gladiators) can be partitioned
into subsets: T1 , T2 , . . . , Tk (k teams). We have the following strength function: s : [n] → R,
s(g) = sj iff g ∈ Tj . At each step of Markov chain, we choose i ∈ [n−1] uniformly at random.
Given that we are at state σ, and σ(i) = g, σ(i+1) = g 0 , we put g ahead of g 0 with probability
s(g)
s(g)+s(g 0 ) . We denote a gladiator chain having n gladiators playing in k different teams by
Gk (n).3

2
3

Benjamini et al. use this result to prove that the constant-biased adjacent transposition chain is rapidly
mixing.
Although the notation Gk (n1 , n2 , . . . , nk ) would be more precise (ni being cardinality of Ti ), we avoid
using it for simplicity and also because our analysis is not dependent on n1 , n2 , . . . , nk .
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This is a reversible Markov chain and the stationary distribution π is
π(σ) =

n
Y

s(i)σ

−1

(i)

/Z.

(Z is a normalizing factor.)

(1)

i=1

Note that by writing σ(i) = g we mean gladiator g is located at position i in σ. By
writing σ −1 (g) we are referring to the position of gladiator g in the permutation σ. We
use this notation throughout the text and for permutations presenting both gladiators and
particles.
I Definition 2. Linear particle systems. Assume we have k types of particles and of each
Pk
type i, we have ni indistinguishable copies. Let n = i=1 ni . Let Ωn1 ,n1 ,...nk be the state
space containing all the different linear arrangements of these n particles. If the current
state of the Markov chain is σ, choose i ∈ [1, n − 1] uniformly at random. Let σ(i) be of
type t and σ(i + 1) be of type t0 . If t = t0 do nothing. Otherwise, put σ(i) ahead of σ(i + 1)
w.p. pt,t0 and put σ(i + 1) ahead of σ(i) w.p. 1 − pt,t0 . We denote the linear particle system
having n particles of k different types by Xk (n).
This chain is also a reversible Markov chain. In a special case where pt,t0 =
stationary distribution π is
π(σ) =

n
Y

s(i)σ

−1

(i)

/Z 0 .

(Z 0 is a normalizing factor.)

s(t)
s(t)+s(t0 )

the

(2)

i=1

I Proposition 3. By regarding gladiators of equal strength as indistinguishable particles, we
associate to any gladiator system a linear particle system.
Note that the state space of the gladiator system has cardinality n! for n different
gladiators but the linear particle system has only n!/(n1 !n2 ! . . . nk !) states, since particles of
the same type are indistinguishable. Thus, Z 0  Z. The following theorem, whose proof will
be presented later, shows the connection between the mixing times of the two chains.
I Theorem 4. Let t(Xk ) and t(Gk ) be respectively the mixing times for a linear particle
system and its corresponding gladiator chain. Then, t(Gk ) ≤ O(n8 ) t(Xk ).
Our main result, which extends the results of Benjamini et al. [1] on exclusion processes,
is the following:
I Theorem 5. Let X3 (n) be a linear particle system of Definition 2, having particles of type
A, B and C. Assume that we have strength functions assigned to each particle type, namely
sA < sB < sC , and thus swapping probabilities pB,A = sA /(sA + sB ), pB,C = sC /(sC + sB )
and pA,C = sC /(sA + sC ). If sA /sB , sB /sC < 1/2, then the mixing time of X3 (n) satisfies
t(X3 (n)) ≤ O(n10 ).
bound on
I Remark. The condition sA /sB , sB /sC ≤ 1/2 comes from the following simple

r
q-binomials that the reader should be able to verify easily: If q < 1/2 then, m
<
2
< ( 1q )r .
r q
Better bounds on q-binomials would allow the result to be improved.
We will prove Theorem 5 in Section 3. Having Theorem 5, we deduce the following case
of Fill’s conjecture:
I Corollary 6. The mixing time of G3 (n) satisfies t(G3 (n)) ≤ O(n18 ), if sA /sB < 1/2 and
sB /sC < 1/2, where C is the strongest playing team among the three, and the gladiators in
team B are stronger than the gladiators in team A.
Proof. From Theorems 5 and 4.

J
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I Corollary 7. (Generalization of league hierarchies) Let T be a ternary tree with n leaves.
The children of each interior node v are labeled with labels A(v), B(v), and C(v), and they
have strength values sA(v) , sB(v) , and sC(v) . The leaves are labeled by numbers 1, 2, . . . , n.
The probability of putting j ahead of i for j > i is equal to pi,j = sX(v) /(sX(v) + sY (v) ) where
v is the node that is the lowest common ancestor of i and j in T , and X(v) is the child of v
which is an ancestor of j, and Y (v) is the child of v which is an ancestor of i. If for each
v ∈ T , sA(v) , sB(v) , and sC(v) satisfy the conditions in Theorem 5, then the mixing time of
the league hierarchy chain is O(n10 log n).
Proof. A correspondence between the league hierarchies for binary trees (having n leaves)
and a product of n−1 copies of the simple exclusion processes is presented in [2]. Using
this correspondence and employing Benjamini’s result ([1]), Bhakta et al prove that the
binary tree league hierarchies mixes rapidly. The correspondence introduced in [2] is in fact
a correspondence between the k-ary league hierarchy chains and Xk , and they prove that the
mixing times of the league hierarchy and the linear particle system are related. Theorem 5
can be used to extend the results in [2] to ternary trees satisfying the restrictions.
J
We finish this section by proving Theorem 4.

2.1

Gladiators and Particles (Proof of Theorem 4)

Consider the gladiator chain Gk (n) for arbitrary n being the number of gladiators and k the
Pk
number of teams. Assume that we have ni gladiators playing at team i; hence, i=1 ni = n.
At each step of the chain, one of two things is happening:
1. Whisking: gladiators of the same team are fighting.
2. Sifting: gladiators of different teams are fighting.
If we were restricted to whisking steps the chain would be equivalent to a product of several
simple chains analyzed by Wilson [15]. If we were restricted to sifting steps the chain would
be the linear particle system chain introduced in Definition 2. In order to study the mixing
time of the gladiator chain we analyze sifting and whisking steps separately, and then we
employ the following decomposition theorem:
I Theorem 8 (Decomposition Theorem [9]). Let M be a Markov chain on state space Ω
partitioned into Ω1 , Ω2 , . . . , Ωk . For each i, let Mi be the restriction of M to Ωi that rejects
moves going outside of Ω. Let πi (A) = π(A ∩ Ωi )/π(Ωi ) for A ⊆ Ωi . We define the Markov
P
chain M̄ on state space {1, . . . k} as follows: P rM̄ (i, j) = x∈Ωi ,y∈Ωj πi (x)P rM (x, y), where
P rM and P rM̄ are transition probabilities of M and M̄ respectively. Then:
t(M) ≤ 2t(M̄) max{t(Mi )}.
i

To apply the decomposition theorem, we partition Sn to Sσ1 ,σ2 ,...,σk for all choices of
σ1 ∈ Sn1 , σ2 ∈ Sn2 , . . . , σk ∈ Snk ; each Sσ1 ,σ2 ,...,σk being the set of all permutations in Sn in
which all the gladiators corresponding to particle i preserve the ordering associated to them
by σi . The restriction of Gk (n) to Sσ1 ,σ2 ,...,σk is equivalent to Xk (n). We define Ḡ to be the
Qk
Markov chain on i=1 Sni with the following transition probabilities:
P rḠ (Sσ1 ,σ2 ,...,σi ,...,σk , Sσ1 ,σ2 ,...,σi0 ,...,σk ) =

1
π(Sσ1 ,σ2 ,...,σi ,...,σk )

X

π(x)P rG (x, y),

x∈Sσ1 ,σ2 ,...,σi ,...,σk ,
y∈Sσ ,σ ,...,σ0 ,...,σ
1

2

i

k
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where σi and σi0 are only different in swapping j and j+1st elements and P rG (x, y) = 1/2(n−1)
iff j and j+1st copies of particle i are adjacent in x and swapped in y. Moreover, we observe
that:
X
1
π(x) ≥ 1/(n − 1).
π(Sσ1 ,σ2 ,...,σi ,...,σk )
x∈Sσ1 ,σ2 ,...,σi ,...,σk ,
y∈Sσ ,σ ,...,σ0 ,...,σ
1

2

i

k

We can verify the above equation by the following reasoning: consider an arbitrary permutation z ∈ Sσ1 ,σ2 ,...,σi ,...,σk in which jth and j+1st copies of particle i are not adjacent. We
can map z to two other permutations z1 and z2 where in z1 we take the the jth copy of
particle i down to make it adjacent to the j+1st copy, and in z2 we take the the j+1st copy
of particle i up to make it adjacent to the jth copy. We will have π(z)/π(z1 ) = π(z2 )/π(z),
and hence one of π(z1 ) or π(z2 ) will be larger than π(z). This mapping is in worst case n−1
to 1, hence the above equation holds.
Having the above observations, we realize Ḡ is the product of k adjacent transposition
Markov chains, and in each of these Markov chains we swap two adjacent elements with
probability at least 1/2(n − 1)2 . Let these chains be Ḡ1 , Ḡ2 , . . . , Ḡk . By comparing the
conductance (for more information about conductance, see [8]) of this chain to the simple
chain analyzed by Wilson [15], for each i we will have t(Ḡi ) ≤ n8i . We know by a result
of Bhakta et al. [2] that if Ḡ is a product of k independent Markov chains {Ḡi }ki=1 and it
updates each Ḡi with probability pi , then
t (Ḡ) ≤ max

i=1,...,n

2
t  (Ḡi ).
pi 2k

Plugging in pi = ni /n, we have t(Ḡ) ≤ max(2n/ni )n8i ≤ 2n8 . Summing up and employing
the Decomposition Theorem,
t(Gk (n)) ≤ 4n8 t(Xk (n)).

3

Three Particle Systems (Proof of the Main Theorem)

In this section we prove Theorem 5 which states that t(X3 (n)) ≤ O(n10 ) if sA /sB , sB /sC ≤
1/2.
Assume that we have a copies of particle A, b copies of particle B, and c copies of particle
C. We denote the set containing all the different arrangements of these particles by Ωa,b,c .
We introduce another Markov chain Xt (n) on the same sample space Ωa,b,c . Using the
comparison method (see [12]) we will show that the mixing times of X3 (n) and Xt (n) are
related.
Then we will use the path congestion technique to show Xt (n) mixes in polynomial time,
and hence we deduce Theorem 5.
Comparison

mixing time of X3 (n) ←−−−−−−− mixing time of Xt (n)
technique

Notation. We denote the substring σ(i)σ(i + 1) . . . σ(j) by σ[i, j], and by B t we refer to a
string which is t copies of particle B.
I Definition 9. Let Xt (n) be a Markov chain on state space Ωa,b,c and n = a + b + c. If the
current state is σ, we choose natural numbers 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n uniformly at random and swap
them following these rules (Figure 1):
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B
B
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Jump :
.
.
B
A
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$

A
B
B
.
.
.
B
C

B
B
B
.
Hop :
.
.
B
A

$

A
B
B
.
.
.
B
B

B
B
B
.
.
.
B
C

$

C
B
B
.
.
.
B
B

Figure 1 Jumps and Hops are the transitions in the Markov chain Xt .

1. If σ(i) = A and in σ(j) = C or vice versa and σ[i+1, j−1] = B j−i−1 . Then, put σ(i) and
σ(j) in increasing order of their strength w.p. (sC /sA )(j−i) /(1 + (sC /sA )(j−i) ). With
probability 1/(1 + (sC /sA )(j−i) ), put them in decreasing order. We call this move a Jump
and we denote it by Jij (A, C) if σ(i) = A and σ(j) = C; and Jij (C, A) for vice versa.
2. If σ[i, j−1] = B j−i and σ(j) = A or if σ[i + 1, j] = B j−i and σ(i) = A. Then, put σ(i)
and σ(j) in increasing order of their strength w.p. (sB /sA )j−i /(1 + (sB /sA )j−i ). With
probability 1/(1 + (sB /sA )j−i ), put them in decreasing order. We call this move a Hop,
and we denote it by Hij (A, B) if σ(i) = A and σ(j) = B; and Hij (B, A) for vice versa.
Similar rules and notation apply when swapping B and C.
3. Else, do nothing.
It can be easily checked that Xt is reversible and its stationary distribution is the π in
Equation 2.
I Lemma 10. t(X3 (n)) ≤ 2n4 t(Xt (n)).
Proof. We use the comparison technique4 in the proof of Lemma 10 (see [3, 12]). To
any edge (σ, τ ) in Xt , we correspond a path from σ to τ in X3 . Let ei (p, p0 ) be a move
in X3 which swaps particles p and p0 located at positions i and i + 1 in an arrangement. To e = (σ, τ ) making Jij (A, C) in Xt , we correspond the following path in X3 :
ei (A, B), ei+1 (A, B), . . . ej−2 (A, B), ej−1 (A, C), ej−2 (B, C), . . . ei (B, C). We denote this path
by γστ , and the set contaning all such paths by ΓJ . Similarly, to e = (σ, τ ) making Hij (A, B) in
Xt , we correspond the following path in X3 : ei (A, B), ei+1 (A, B), . . . ej−2 (A, B), ej−1 (A, B).
We denote this path by γσ,τ , and the set contaning all such paths by ΓH . Let Γ =
{γσ,τ }σ,τ ∈Ωa,b,c = ΓJ ∪ ΓH .
We now bound the congestion placed by Γ on edges of X3 . Consider an arbitrary
e = (α, β) making swap ei (A, B) and assume α[i − t − 1, i + d + 1] = pB t AB d p0 where p
and p0 are particles different from B. For any σ and τ in Ωa,b,c if e ∈ γσ,τ then, there must
be i − t ≤ j ≤ i − 1 and i + 1 ≤ k ≤ i + d such that γστ corresponds to Hjk (A, B) or it
corresponds to Jji+d+1 (A, p0 ). Thus, the congestion placed on e only by paths in ΓH is:
P

{σ,τ |e∈γστ ∈ΓH }

C(e)

|γσ,τ |C(σ, τ )

i−1
i+d
X
X
|γσ,τ |(sB /sA )i−j (1 + sB /sA )
=
(1 + (sB /sA )k+1−j )
j=i−t
k=i+1

0
t X
d
d
X
X
(sB /sA )j (sB /sA )
sB /sA
≤ 2(d+t)
≤
2t(d+t)
≤ n2 .
0
0
j +k )
k0
(1
+
(s
/s
)
(s
B
A
B /sA )
0
0
0

j =1 k =1

4

k =1

The comparison method was introduced by Diaconis and Saloff-Coste [3] and then Randall and Tetali
extended it and employed it for analysis of Glauber dynamics [12]. For more information about this
method we encourage the reader to refer to [8].
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We can similarly show that the congestion placed on e by ΓJ is less than n2 , where n is
the length of the arrangements or total number of particles. For each e ∈ E(M), let Ae be
the congestion Γ places on e. We will have Ae ≤ 2n2 . We also know πmin ≥ q n(n+1) , where
q = max{sA /sB , sB /sC } (we consider q to be a constant). Hence, employing the Comparison
Theorem we have
t(X3 (n)) ≤ max Ae πmin t(Xt (n)) ≤ (2n4 )t(Xt (n)).
e∈E(M)

J

Having the above connection it suffices to bound the mixing time of Xt (n). In the rest of
this section our goal is to bound t(Xt ). We use the path congestion theorem, which is stated
below. In particular, for any two arbitrary states σ, τ ∈ Ωa,b,c , we introduce a path γσ,τ .
Then we show that none of the edges of the Markov chain Xt (n) is congested heavily by these
paths. Formally, we employ Theorem 11 and in Theorem 13 we show that t (Xt (n)) ≤ O(n4 ).
I Theorem 11 (Canonical Paths Theorem [7]). Let M be a Markov chain with stationary
distribution π and E the set of the edges in its underlying graph. For any two states σ and
τ in the state space Ω we define a path γσ,τ . The congestion factor for any edge e ∈ E is
P
1
x,y π(x)π(y). We can bound the mixing time
denoted by Φe and is defined by Φe = C(e)
e∈γx,y

−1
of M using the congestion factor: t (M) ≤ 8Φ2 (log πmin
+ log ), where Φ = maxe∈E φe ,
πmin = minx∈Ω π(x) and  is the convergence parameter.

The Paths. For each σ, τ ∈ Ωa,b,c , we introduce the following path in Xt from σ to τ : We
partition σ and τ to b + 1 blocks; the end points of these blocks are locations of Bs in τ . For
instance if in τ , the first B is located at position i and the second B is located at position
j then, the first block in both σ and τ is [1, i], and the second is [i + 1, j]. Starting from
the first block, we change each block in two steps, first we use Jump moves and change the
relative position of A and Cs in σ to become in the order in which they appear in τ . Then,
we bring the B in that block to its location in τ . Formally, we repeat the following loop:
Notation. By saying k = Bj (σ), we mean the jth copy of particle B is located at position
k in σ.
Starting from σ, we repeat the following steps until τ is reached.
Initially, let i, j = 1.
1. Let k = Bj (τ ). We define the jth block of σ and τ to be the substring starting from i
and ending in k. Note that in τ , each blocks starts right after a B and ends with a B. In
the jth iteration, the goal is to change σ[i, k] until σ[1, k] = τ [1, k], i.e. the first j blocks
equal in σ and τ .
2. Using Jumps, and starting from the lowest index i, we bring particles C or A down until
A and C particles in the block [i, k] have the same order in σ and τ .
3. We use Hops and bring the jth B in σ to Bj (τ ). In this process, we may need to bring
several copies of particle B out of the jth block in σ. In that case, we choose a random
ordering of Bs and move them with respect to that order (details explained in the proof
of Claim 12).
4. Set i = Bj (τ ) + 1.
5. Increment j.
I Claim 12. Let {γσ,τ }σ,τ ∈Ωa,b,c be the set of paths defined as above. Then, for any arbitrary
edge e in the Markov chain Xt the congestion Φe , defined in Theorem 11 satisfies Φe ≤ n.
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1st iteration:
σ:

C
A
B
C
A
C
B
C
A

Jump

−→
Step 1

2nd iteration:
C
A
B
C
A
C
B
A
C

Jump

−→
Step 1

C
A
B
C
A
A
B
C
C

Jump

−→
Step 1

C
A
B
C
A
A
B
C
C

Hop

−→
Step 2

C
A
B
C
A
B
A
C
C

Hop

−→
Step 2

C
A
B
C
B
A
A
C
C

Hop

−→
Step 2

3rd iteration:
C
A
C
B
B
A
A
C
C

τ :

Jump

−→
Step 1

A
C
C
B
B
A
A
C
C

Figure 2 We use the path congestion technique to bound t(Xt ). In each iteration we fix a block
in σ until τ is reached.

9=4+4+1
τ1 :

9=4+3+2

9=3+3+3

τ2 :
C
B
C
C
C
B
B

τ3 :
C
C
B
C
B
C
B

C
C
C
B
B
B
C

Figure 3 Correspondence of partition functions with q-binomials: There are three integer
partitions of 9 that fit into a 3×4 rectangle, and there are threearrangements of gladiators in Ω0,3,4
with q(τ1 ) = q(τ2 ) = q(τ3 ) = q 9 . i.e. the coefficient for q 9 in 73 q equals 3.

Proof. In order to verify the claim, we analyse the congestion of Jump and Hop edges
separately. In both of the analyses, we consider an edge e = (α, β), and to any σ, τ such that
e ∈ γσ,τ we assign a Fe (σ, τ ) ∈ Ωa,b,c . The reverse image of F could be a subset of Ωa,b,c ×
P
Ωa,b,c . However, using q−binomials 5 we show that σ,τ are mapped to the same ζ π(σ)π(τ ) is
bounded by a polynomial function of n multiplied by π(ζ), and then we conclude the claim. A
key factor of our analysis is the use of q-binomials. Note the following observations: Assume
that we have no copies of particle A, b copies of B, and c copies of particle C. Let M ∈ Ω0,b,c
be the arrangement with maximum stationary probability, i.e. M = B b C c . Note that for
each σ ∈ Ω0,b,c , π(σ)/π(M ) = (sB /sC )t , where t is the number of transpositions needed to
get from M to σ. For a constant t, the number of σs requiring t transpositions is equal to
the number of integer partitions of t fitting in an b × c rectangle (see Figure 3). Thus:


X π(σ)
b+c
=
; q = sB /sC .
π(M )
b
q
σ∈Ω0,b,c

Consider an edge e = (α, β) corresponding to Jkk+g (C, A). Assume that k = Cl (α),
k + d = Am (α) (remember the notation k = pm (σ) meaning the mth copy of particle p is
located at position k in σ), i.e. this edge is swapping the lth C with the mth A in α.
It follows from the way we set the paths that, for some j, Am (α) ≤ j < Am+1 (α), Am (σ) =

5

More information about q-binomials can be found in Richard Stanley’s course “Topics in Algebraic
Combinatorics,” Chapter 6 (see [14]). Here we use the the following
 bound
Qr which can be simply verified
by expanding the formula for q-binomials: if q < 1/2 then, m
< i=1 1/(1 − q) < 2r < ( 1q )r .
r
q
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↵

⌧

⇣

⇠

6

[j, n] = ↵[j, n]
?

✏
◆
✓

j
.
..
⇣
i
⌘

A

A

A

A

AH
YH
A

C

C

C
A

C
A

AH
jA
H
A

-

i

⌧ [i, n] = ⇠[i, n] = ⇣[i, n]

co(⇣)

6

-

A
[1, i

⌧ [1, i] = ↵[1, i]
?

1] = ⇠[1, i

1]

1

Figure 4 We define Fe (σ, τ ) = ζ. To produce ζ we first concat σ[1, i − 1] and τ [i, n] then, we
substitute some particles.

j and for some i, Am−1 (β) < i ≤ Am (β), Am (τ ) = i. The preceding blocks of α have been
changed in accordance with τ , and the succeeding blocks of α have not been changed yet, hence
they resemble σ blocks. Therefore we have α[1, i−1] = τ [1, i−1] and α[j+1, n] = σ[j+1, n]
(see Figure 4).
We define the function Fe : Ωa,b,c × Ωa,b,c → Ωa,b,c as follows: For any σ, τ satisfying
e ∈ γσ,τ , let ξσ,τ := σ[1, i − 1]|τ [i, n] (the symbol | denotes concatenation.) Since the
arrangements of particles is changing we may have ξσ,τ ∈
/ Ωa,b,c . For instance we may have
τ [i, n] ∈ Ωx,y,z and σ[1, i − 1] ∈ Ωx0 ,y0 ,z0 but x + x 6= a or y + y 0 6= b or z + z 0 6= c. However,
we know a − (x + x0 ) + (b − (y + y 0 )) + (c − (z + z 0 )) = 0, which means there is a way to
substitute the particles in σ[1, i − 1] to change ξ to ζ so that ζ ∈ Ωa,b,c . We call this stage the
substitution stage, in which we identify the particle or particles with extra copies in σ[1, i − 1],
and we substitute the lowest copies of them with inadequate particles and produce ζ ∈ Ωa,b,c .
Then, we define Fe (σ, τ ) := ζ. For instance, if a − (x + x0 ) + (b − (y + y 0 )) = −(c − (z + z 0 )),
then substitute the lowest c − (z + z 0 ) copies of A and B with Cs, and produce Fe (σ, τ ) = ζ.
The substitution stage will cause a substitution cost, we denote the substitution cost by
co(ζ), and define it as: co(ζ) = π(ζ)/π(ξ), where ξ = σ[1, i − 1]|τ [i, n]. Note that if we make
t substitutions, the substitution cost is at most (sC /sA )t . To make the analysis simpler
we only analyze the worst case in which we assume we have substituted t Cs with As in
σ[1, i − 1]. This assumption also means that in σ[i, j] we have t more As and t fewer Cs than
in α[i, j].
Consider σ, τ such that e ∈ γσ,τ . Let Fe (σ, τ ) = ζ. We have,


 i

π(ζ)
π(τ )
π(σ)
w (α[i, j])
=
co(ζ),
π(α)
π(α)
π(α)
wi (σ[i, j])
Qj
−1
where the later term is the substitution cost, and wi (σ[i, j]) := k=i s(k)i+σ (k) . Having
g = Am (α) − Cl (α) we will get:


X
X
π(σ)
π(τ ) 

Φe = (1 + (sA /sC )g ) 
 π(α)
π(α)
π(α)
σ;
τ;
α[j+1,n]=σ[j+1,n]

α[1,i−1]=τ [1,i−1]

Let St be the set of all σs with t substitutions. We have:

 i

X
1 X X π(Fe (σ, τ ))
w (σ[i, j])
Φe ≤
π(α).
co(ζ) τ
π(α)
wi (α[i, j])
ζ needs t
substititions

σ∈St
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Let Mt (α) be the arrangement that we get from replacing the lowest t copies of particle
P
wi (Mt )QiB̄ (Mt (α))
wi (σ[i,j])
C with copies of particle A in α[i, j]. We have:
, where
σ∈St wi (α[i,j]) =
wi (α[i,j])
Qj
P
i
i
i+σ −1 (k)
w (σ[i, j]) := k=i s(k)
, and QB̄ (Mt (α)) := σ:fix the positions of all Bs π(σ)/π(Mt (α)).
in Mt (α) and rearrange
the rest of particles

i
Note that wi (Mt )QB̄ (Mt ) ≤ q t(t+1)−2t
j]), where q = max{sA /sB , sB /sC }. This
 w (α[i,−2t
y
inequality holds because QB̄ (Mt ) ≤ t s /s ≤ q
and w(Mt )/w(α[i, j]) ≤ q t(t+1) .
A
C
P
0
t+b
1
≤ q −2t , where b0 is the number of Bs in σ[0, i − 1]
Moreover,
ζ needs t co(ζ) ≤
t
q2
substititions

and q = max{sA /sB , sB /sC }.
Putting all of the above inequalities together, we will have that each edge of Move 2 is
only congested by:
X
Φe ≤ (1 + q g )
(q t(t+1)−4t ) ≤ n.
t

So far, we showed that any Jump edge is only congested by a factor of a polynomial
function of n. Consider an edge corresponding to a Hop, namely e. We denote this edge by
e = (α, β). Assume we are swapping A and B.
Consider a state σ traversing e to get to τ , and assume we traversed e while fixing block
[i, j]. Since we are making a Hop, As and Cs in the block are fixed according to τ , and we
are bringing the kth B to its position in τ .
Before we proceed to the proof there is a subtlety about using a Hop that needs to be
explained. If Ak has to go down to reach its position in τ or if there is only one copy of it in
the block there is no complication. Let’s assume we have t copies of particle B in σ[i, j]. All
of the t copies of B should move up and stand out of block σ[i, j] to reach their position in
τ . In order to accomplish this, we choose a subset S of {1k , . . . 1t+k } uniformly at random
and we move the elements of S in decreasing order of their index out of the block.
Assume, when going from σ to τ we used e = (α, β) and in α[i, j] we have t copies of
particle B: Bk , . . . , Bk+t and swapping Bk+l , Bk+l+1 , . . . , Bk+d with the next A. We have,
τ [1, i] = α[1, i], σ[j + t, n] = α[j + t, n] , and for any i if Bk+i (α) < Bl+k (α) then, Bk+i (α) =
Bk+i (σ). The following information about S can be determined by examining α and β:
Bk+d+1 , . . . Bk+t ∈
/ S while S may contain any of Bk , . . . Bk+l . Therefore, among the random
paths connecting σ to τ , there are 2l subsets traversing through e and hence the congestion
they place on e is π(τ )π(σ)/2t−l .
To bound Φe for each e we introduce correspondence Fe : Ωa,b,c ×Ωa,b,c → Ωa,b,c satisfying:
P
∀ζ ∈ Fe (Ωa,b,c );

σ,τ ;
Fe−1 (ζ)=(σ,τ )

π(α)

π(σ)π(τ )
≤ 2t−l π(ζ);

(3)

where c is the number of Cs in α[i, j] and Fe (σ, τ ) 6= NULL if and only if, e = (α, β) ∈ γσ,τ .
Let σ and τ be two ends of a path traversing through e, we define Fe := σ[1, i − 1]|τ [i, n],
)
π(σ) π(τ )
to verify Equation 3 take ζ = Fe (σ, τ ). We have, π(σ)π(τ
= π(α)
π(α)
π(α) π(α). Thus,
π(ζ)
π(α)

=
=

π(ζ[1,i−1]) π(ζ[i,j−1]) π(ζ[j,n])
π(α[1,i−1]) π(α[i,j−1]) π(α[j,n])
π(σ 0 ) π(σ) π(τ )
π(σ) π(α) π(α) ,

=

π(σ[1,i−1]) π(τ [i,j−1]) π(τ [j,n])
π(α[1,i−1]) π(α[i,j−1]) π(α[j,n])

where σ 0 is the following arrangement: σ 0 := α[1, i−1]|σ[i, j−1]|α[j, n]. We have π(σ 0 )/π(α) =
π(σ[i, j])/π(α[i, j]). Hence,
X
X π(σ 0 )
π(σ)π(τ )
=
π(ζ).
π(α)
π(σ)
σ,τ
σ,τ ;F (σ,τ )=ζ

F (σ,τ )=ζ
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Mixing of Permutations by Biased Transposition

Since we have t − l Bs with undecided position between j−i other elements we have
P π(σ0 )
P π(σ0 )
j−i+t−l
t−l
, where q = max{sA /sB , sB /sC }. Thus, we have
. Hence,
π(σ) ≤
t−l
π(σ) ≤ 2
q
the congestion placed on e is:
Φe=(α,β) = (1 + q g )

X π(σ)π(τ )
≤ 1.
π(α)2t−l
σ,τ
e∈γσ,τ

Summing up, we showed the for any arbitrary edge e, Φe ≤ max{n, 1}.

J

Having the above claim, we now use the path congestion Theorem (Theorem 11) to bound
t(Xt (n)):
I Theorem 13. If sA /sB , sB /sC ≤ 1/2, then t(Xt (n)) ≤ O(n4 ).
Proof. Since πmin ≥ q n(n+1) , q being maximum of sA /sB and sB /sC , we can apply Theorem 11 and we will have, t (Xt ) ≤ 8n2 (n2 + ln(−1 )) =⇒ t(Xt ) ≤ 8n4 .
J
Finally, from Lemma 10 and Theorem 13 we conclude Theorem 5.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Dana Randall for a very helpful conversation
about the gladiator problem and Fill’s conjecture, and Sergi Elizalde for his help and
knowledge concerning generating functions.
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Abstract
We give a quantum algorithm for finding a marked element on the grid when there are multiple
marked elements. Our algorithm uses quadratically fewer steps than a random walk on the grid,
ignoring logarithmic factors. This is the first known quantum walk that finds a marked element
in a number of steps less than the square-root of the extended hitting time. We also give a new
tighter upper bound on the extended hitting time of a marked subset, expressed in terms of the
hitting times of its members.
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1

Introduction

Searching structured and unstructured data is one of the most fundamental tasks in computer
science. In many search problems in quantum computing, we are given a set of N elements
of which M elements are marked, and our task is to find and output a marked element.
Search problems have been studied intensively and found many applications, both classically and quantumly. The first result on search within quantum computing was given
by
p
Bennett et al. [9], who showed in 1994 that any quantum algorithm requires Ω( N/M )
steps to find a marked element.
√ Grover [18] showed next that a quantum computer can find
such a marked element in O( N ) steps, compared to Ω(N ) for a classical computer. This
quadratic speed-up was then generalized to arbitrary unstructured search problems by a
generic amplitude amplification process by Brassard et al. [10].
Grover’s algorithm and amplitude amplification are directly applicable to unstructured
global search problems, but not to search problems relying on a local realization. Consider we
have just inspected one of the N elements and found that it is not marked, and we want next
to inspect another of the N elements. Many search problems have the localized property that
it is less costly to inspect an element that is close to the most recently inspected element, as
opposed to inspecting an arbitrary element. Many probabilistic algorithms for such problems
use random walks, and the quantum analogue of such are called quantum walks.
Quantum walks have proven very successful in quantum computing, with applications in
diverse settings such as communication complexity [1], element distinctness problems [3, 8],
∗
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testing group commutativity [24], and triangle finding [27, 16]. Excellent surveys on quantum
walks, their history and applications, include [2, 19, 32, 36, 31].
The expected number of steps H required to find a marked element by a random walk is
called the hitting time. The hitting time depends on the structure being searched as well as
the number and locations of the marked elements.
Quantum walks have been studied for many structures, and in particular for the torus.
A torus is a graph containing N vertices laid out in a two-dimensional square structure. It is
also called a grid or a two-dimensional lattice. The first work on the
√ torus was by Aaronson
and Ambainis [1], who showed that a torus can be searched in O( N log2 N ) steps. Their
breakthrough result is remarkably close to the quadratic speed-up that is attainable for
unstructured search problems, and it raised the question of determining the limitations of
quantum walks in general and on a torus in particular.
√
For the torus, Ambainis et al. [5] next gave a quantum walk using O( N log N ) steps.
The question of whether one could find a marked element any faster was solved Tulsi [34]
√
who found a quantum algorithm using O( N log N ) steps, obtained by attaching an ancilla
qubit and thereby modifying the search space. The above results assume the torus contains
a single marked element. If there are multiple marked elements, one can probabilistically
reduce the number of marked elements, potentially incurring an increased cost, and not what
we would naturally expect and desire, a decreased cost.
For general walks, Szegedy [33] showed in an influential paper how to construct a quantum
walk from any given symmetric random walk. Szegedy’s
algorithm detects the presence of
√
a marked element in a number of steps of order H which is quadratically smaller than
classical hitting time H. Szegedy’s algorithm applies to any number M of marked elements,
but does not necessarily find a marked element. In some cases, it outputs a marked element
with success probability no better than if we simply sampled from the stationary distribution.
Magniez et al. [26] next showed how phase estimation can be applied to the larger class
of reversible random walk, and gave an algorithm that both detects and finds a marked
element. Their algorithm applies to any number of marked elements, but does not guarantee
a quadratic speed-up in the hitting time. Magniez et al. [25] gave a quantum algorithm
√
that detects the presence of a marked element for any reversible random walk in O( H)
steps. As Szegedy’s algorithm, it applies to any number of marked elements, but it does not
necessarily find a marked element. Magniez
et al. [25] also gave a quantum algorithm that
√
finds a unique marked element in O( H) steps for any state-transitive random walk.
Krovi et al. [23] next introduced the novel idea of interpolating walks. Krovi et al. [22]
show that interpolated walks can find a marked element for any reversible random walk, even
with multiple marked elements. The algorithm does not guarantee a quadratic speed-up
when there are multiple marked elements. Dohotaru and Høyer [15] introduced controlled
quantum walks and showed that such walks also find a marked element for any reversible
random walk, even with multiple marked elements, but again, not quadratically faster when
there are multiple marked elements. The quantum algorithms given in both papers [22]
and [15] use a number of steps in the order of a quantity called the extended hitting time.
The question of finding a marked element in quadratically fewer steps than by a random
walk when there are multiple marked elements, has thus remained the main open question.
The torus has continued to be a canonical graph of study. Ambainis and Kokainis [6] show
that for the torus, the extended hitting time can be Θ(N ) while the hitting time is O(1) when
there are multiple marked elements. On the torus, we can find a unique marked element in
√
O( N log N ) steps with success probability of order 1/ log N by a continuous-time quantum
walk [13] and by a coin-less quantum walk [7]. Ambainis et al. [4] show that the algorithm for
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√
the torus in [5] can be modified, yielding a quantum algorithm that uses O( N log N ) steps
and finds a unique marked element with constant probability. Nahimovs and Santos [30]
show that the probability the algorithm of [5] finds a marked element can be as small as
O(1/N ) when there are two marked elements. Nahimovs and Rivosh [29] show that the
locations of multiple marked elements on the torus can significantly impact the hitting time.
In this work, we give a quantum algorithm that finds a marked element quadratically
faster than classically, up to a logarithmic factor, on the torus, no matter the number of
marked elements. This is the first known quantum algorithm that finds a marked element
faster than the square-root of the extended hitting time. For some instances, the extended
hitting time is a factor of N larger than the hitting time.
We also analyze the extended hitting time. We give a new upper bound on the extended
hitting time and prove that it is convex in the marked subset, with respect to the stationary
distribution. These results are stated as Theorem 2 and Corollary 3 in Section 2. These
two results yield in themselves a simplification of known quantum walks that are based on
pruning the number of marked elements.
We next define and discuss the torus graph in Section 3. A major obstacle in finding a
better quantum algorithm for the torus has been its locality properties. In Section 4, we
investigate the locality properties of a random walk on the torus, and we turn these into our
advantage, instead of being a disadvantage. We are sculpturing the connectivity. As argued
by Meyer and Wong in [28], connectivity in itself is a poor indicator of fast quantum search.
The idea of using properties of the underlying graph to direct the quantum walk to specific
parts of the search space has been used elsewhere, e.g. by Le Gall in [16] to obtain the best
known quantum algorithm for triangle finding.
In Section 5, we give our new quantum algorithm for finding a marked element on the
torus when there are multiple marked elements. Our algorithm uses quadratically fewer steps
than a random walk, ignoring logarithmic factors.

2

Bounds on the extended hitting time

Consider a Markov chain on a discrete finite state space X of size N . We represent its
transition function as an N × N matrix P. The entries of P are real and non-negative. Entry
Pyx denotes the probability of transitioning from state x to state y in one step. The entries in
each column sum to one, implying that P is column-stochastic. We can consider the matrix
P as the adjacency matrix of an underlying directed weighted graph.
We assume that the chain P is ergodic, which implies that it has a unique stationary
distribution π satisfying that Pπ = π. It follows from the Perron–Frobenius theorem that
the stationary distribution π has real and positive entries. A Markov chain is ergodic if its
underlying graph is strongly connected and acyclic.
We also assume that P is reversible. A Markov chain is reversible if Pyx πx = Pxy πy for
all states x, y ∈ X in the state space. This condition expresses that the same amount of
probability transition in either direction between any two states x and y in the stationary
distribution. From now on, we will only consider Markov chains that are both ergodic and
reversible, and we will also refer to such chains as random walks. Reversibility permits us to
apply spectral analysis, following the seminal work of Szegedy [33].
Let M ⊂ X be the subset of marked states, and let U = X \ M be the remaining states
which are unmarked. We form the absorbing walk P0 from P by modifying all outgoing edges
from marked states into self-loops. That is, if x ∈ M is marked, we set P0xx = 1 and P0yx = 0
0
for all other states y ∈ X \ {x}. We set Pyx
= Pyx for all unmarked states x ∈ U and all
states y ∈ X. We will interchangeably refer to states as “elements.”
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The main goal of the random walk P is to find a marked state. The walk starts in a state
drawn from the stationary distribution π. We keep applying the transition function until we
reach a marked state, at which point the walk halts. The hitting time is the expected number
of steps it takes for the random walk to find a marked state, and it is denoted by HT(P, M).
We use spectral analysis to study the hitting time of random walks, √
as in Szegedy [33].
The discriminant of any given random walk P is the matrix D(P ) = P ◦ PT , where T
denotes matrix transposition, and where the Hadamard product ◦ denotes entry-wise product
and the square-root is taken entry-wise. The discriminant is a symmetric real matrix by
definition and thus has real eigenvalues.
We use both the discriminant of the walk P and its absorbing walk P0 . The discriminant
D(P) of P has real eigenvalues 1 = λ1 > λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λN > −1 with corresponding eigenvectors
|λ1 i, |λ2 i, . . . , |λN i. The spectral gap of P is δ = 1 − λ2 .
The discriminant D(P0 ) of the absorbing walk P0 has |M| eigenvectors |xi with eigenvalue +1, one for each marked state x ∈ M. The remaining N − |M| eigenvectors
|λ01 i, |λ02 i, . . . , |λ0N −|M| i have eigenvalues 1 > λ01 ≥ λ02 ≥ · · · ≥ λ0N −|M| > −1 that are
strictly less than one in absolute value and they span the unmarked subspace.
The hitting time of P can then be expressed in terms of the spectra of the discriminant D(P0 )
P
√
for the absorbing walk. Let |πi = x∈X πx |xi denote the column vector corresponding to
the stationary distribution, normalized entry-wise. For any subset S ⊆ X of elements, let
P
S = x∈S πx denote the probability that the stationary distribution is in a state in S. Let
P
√
|Sπ i = √1S x∈S πx |xi denote the normalized projection of the stationary distribution |πi
onto the subspace spanned by elements in a non-empty subset S. Let |Sπ i be the vector of
length zero if subset S is empty. In particular, we use M and U , as well as |Mπ i and |Uπ i,
to denote the quantities for the marked and unmarked subsets, respectively.
I Lemma 1 (see e.g. [33, 31, 22]). The hitting time of a reversible ergodic Markov chain P
with marked elements M is
N −|M|

HT(P, M) =

X |hλ0 |Uπ i|2
k
.
1 − λ0k

(1)

k=1

The hitting time is the expected number of steps of P0 required to reach a marked vertex,
starting from a random unmarked vertex, picked according to the stationary distribution π.
We define the effective hitting time HTeff (P, M) as the number of steps of P0 required to reach
a marked vertex with probability at least 2/3, again starting from a random unmarked vertex,
picked according to the stationary distribution π. By Markov’s inequality, the effective
hitting time is at most three times larger than the hitting time.
In his seminal paper, Szegedy [33] proved that we can detect whether a marked element
exists or not quadratically faster by a quantum algorithm. If there
p are |M| > 0 marked
elements M, it suffices to run Szegedy’s quantum algorithm for O HTeff (P, M) steps to
determine the existence of a marked element with bounded one-sided error [33, 25].
A breakthrough for quantum walks with multiple marked elements was achieved by Krovi
et al. [23, 21, 22]. They introduced a walk P(s) = (1 − s)P + sP0 which is an interpolation
between the non-absorbing walk P and the absorbing walk P0 . The walk is parameterized by
a quantity 0 < s < 1, which is chosen to be very close to 1, implying that the walk is almost
absorbing. They prove that their algorithm both detects and finds a marked element, even
when there are multiple marked elements. The limitation is that their quantum walk does
not necessarily guarantee a quadratic speedup over a classical walk. To measure the number
of steps of their algorithm, they introduce a quantity HT+ (P, M) called the extended hitting
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p
time. Their algorithm takes a number of steps that is of order HT+ (P, M), the square-root
of the extended hitting time, ignoring logarithmic factors.
Their work raises two main questions. The first question is to determine the extent to
which the extended hitting time can exceed the hitting time. The second question is to
continue the quest for the discovery of a quantum algorithm that finds a marked element
quadratically faster than a random walk when there are multiple marked elements.
Ambainis and Kokainis [6] considered the question of determining the largest possible
ratio between the extended hitting time and the hitting time for a natural search space.
They show that especially for the torus, the ratio can be exceptionally large by providing
an example of a set of marked elements M on the torus for which HT(P, M) ∈ O(1), yet
HT+ (P, M) ∈ Θ(N ). That is, the hitting time is a constant, yet the extended hitting time is
linear in the size of the torus. Searching with multiple marked elements on the torus in the
square-root of the extended hitting time can be remarkably slow.
In the case there is a single marked element (M = {m}), the extended hitting time is
identical to the hitting time, and thus HT+ (P, {m}) = HT(P, {m}). For multiple marked
elements, Ambainis and Kokainis [6] proved a general upper bound on the extended hitting
time of HT+ (P, M) ≤ 1 1δ , which implies that the extended hitting time can be at most a
factor of 1δ larger than the hitting time HT(P, M). For the torus, the spectral gap δ is of
order N1 , which is so small that it permits the above ratio of order N of the extended hitting
time over the hitting time.
To derive an efficient quantum algorithm for the torus for multiple marked elements, we
first provide a new upper bound on the extended hitting time. We show that the extended
hitting time on a marked set M is never more than the weighted average of the hitting times
of any its constituents.
I Theorem 2. Let P be a reversible ergodic random walk with stationary distribution π.
Let M = ∪i Mi be the disjoint union of non-empty subsets Mi of marked elements. The
extended hitting time on M is at most the weighted average of the extended hitting times of
its subsets,
!
X i
+
+
HT (P, Mi ) .
HT (P, M) ∈ O
M
i
P
P
Here i = x∈Mi πx is the probability that π is in marked subset Mi , and M = i∈M i is
the total probability that π is in a marked state.
As a corollary, by letting each subset Mi be a singleton set, we obtain that the extended
hitting time of a set is never more than the worst-case hitting time of its members.
I Corollary 3. The extended hitting time HT+ (P, M) on a marked subset M is in the order
of the maximum of the hitting times HT(P, {m}) of its members m ∈ M.
There are two technical obstacles in analyzing and understanding the extended hitting
time. Firstly, it is defined as a limit of the hitting time of the interpolated walk P(s) as the
parameter s approaches 1. Secondly, it is expressed in terms of the spectra of the absorbing
walk P0 , and that spectra changes as we change the set of marked elements. Fortunately, we
can circumvent both obstacles by applying the following theorem from [15].
I Theorem 4 ([15]). For any reversible ergodic random walk P with marked elements M,


1
HT+ (P, M) ∈ Θ
E(P, Mπ ) .
(2)
M
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The theorem expresses the extended hitting time as a product of two factors. The first
1
factor is M
, the inverse of the probability that the stationary distribution is in a marked
state. The second factor is defined below and is a quantity that is expressed in terms of
the spectra of P, the original walk and not the absorbing walk P0 . Theorem 4 permits us
to analyze the extended hitting time by analyzing the original walk P, a task that is often
simpler than analyzing the absorbing walk P0 .
I Definition 5. For any normalized vector |gi over the state space of the walk P, the escape
time of |gi is
E(P, |gi) =

N
X
|hλk |gi|2
k=2

1 − λk

.

(3)

For any non-trivial subset S ⊆ X of elements, define the escape time of S with respect to π
as E(P, Sπ ) = E(P, |Sπ i).
We will often omit the subscript π and simply write E(P, S) for E(P, Sπ ). By definition,
the escape time is a weighted average over the reciprocals of all of the spectral gaps 1 − λk
of the original walk P. It follows the escape time is at most the inverse of the (smallest) gap
δ = 1 − λ2 . Equation 2 then permits us to re-derive that the extended hitting time is at
1 1
most M
δ , as shown by Ambainis and Kokainis [6]. The escape time is at least 1/2 for any
normalized vector |gi orthogonal to the principal eigenvector |λ1 i, since the denominator in
Eq. 3 is upper bounded by 2. We next show that the escape time is at most additive.
I Lemma 6. For any two disjoint subsets of elements S1 and S2 ,
E(P, S1 ∪ S2 ) ≤ E(P, S1 ) + E(P, S2 ).
Proof. Fix a distribution over the vertex set V , e.g. the stationary distribution π. The lemma
holds trivially if S1 or S2 is the empty set, and thus assume that both sets are non-empty.
Write the normalized state |S1 ∪ S2 i = a|S1 i+b|S2 i as a linear combination of the normalized
and orthogonal elements |S1 i and |S2 i. Noting that a2 + b2 = 1, by the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality, |hλk |S1 ∪ S2 i|2 is then at most the sum of |hλk |S1 i|2 and |hλk |S2 i|2 . We can thus
2
2
1 ∪S2 i|
k |S1 i|
upper bound the sum of the terms |hλk |S
by one sum over terms of the form |hλ1−λ
,
1−λk
k
plus another sum over terms of the form
the latter the escape time of S2 .

|hλk |S2 i|2
1−λk .

The former sum is the escape time of S1 ,
J

We next use the sub-additivity of the escape time to prove that the extended hitting time
on a marked subset M is never more than the extended hitting time of any of constituents.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let M = M1 ∪ M2 be a disjoint union of two non-empty subsets of
marked elements. Let 1 = M1 be the probability that the stationary distribution π is in a
marked state in M1 , and let 2 = M2 be defined similarly. Let M = 1 + 2 .
Using Equation 2 and Lemma 6, and omitting asymptotic tight factors, write
1
E(P, M)
M

1
≤
E(P, M1 ) + E(P, M2 )
M
1 1
2 1
=
E(P, M1 ) +
E(P, M2 )
M 1
M 2
1
2
=
HT+ (P, M1 ) +
HT+ (P, M2 ).
M
M

HT+ (P, M) =

Theorem 2 follows by linearity.

J
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Corollary 3 has an important and previously unrecognized consequence. Consider we are
given some computational problem that has multiple solutions, and assume that we know
how to solve the problem when there is a unique solution. Then we may be able to device
a randomized polynomial-time reduction that probabilistically makes all solutions but one
into non-solutions, and then find the only remaining solution. Such pruning ideas have been
used in e.g. reducing SAT to unique-SAT [35] and finding a marked element on the torus by
Aaronson and Ambainis [1]. As stated in e.g. [25], randomized reductions of multiple marked
elements to a unique marked element may increase the cost by a poly-logarithmic factor.
Theorem 2 yields an alternative to such reductions. We simply just run either the
controlled quantum walk of [15] or the interpolated quantum walk of [22]. Both algorithms
take a number of steps in the order of the square-root of the extended hitting time, ignoring
logarithmic factors. By Theorem 2, the extended hitting time of a subset M is upper
bounded by the average of the hitting times of its members, where the average is with
respect to the stationary distribution π. Provided we are given an estimate ˜ of M satisfying
˜
≤ 34 , then we find a marked element with probability at least 1/5. (Apply
that 23 ≤ M
1
e.g. Theorem 7 in [22] with the value 2 = 100
in their proof.)
I Corollary 7. Given a reversible ergodic Markov chain P with marked elements M, and
˜
an estimate ˜ of M satisfying that 23 ≤ M
≤ 34 , we can find a marked state by a quantum
p
walk with probability at least 1/5 using in the order of HT(P, {m}) steps, where m ∈ M is
chosen to maximize the upper bound.
One advantage of applying an algorithm that runs in the square-root of the extended
hitting time, is that no direct pruning is necessary. We do not need to turn marked elements
into non-marked elements. It suffices to guess an estimate ˜ of the probability M of measuring
a marked state in the stationary distribution. A second advantage is that the extended
hitting time of a subset can be significantly less than the average of the hitting times of
its members. The bounds in Theorem 2 and Lemma 6 are only upper bounds, not tight
bounds. The bounds can not be improved in general as they are tight for some instances.
One such example is the case considered by Nahimovs and Rivosh [29] of the torus with
multiple marked elements packed as densely as possible into a sub-square.

3

The torus graph

We consider walks on two-dimensional square torus graphs. The graph contains N = n2
vertices organized into n rows and n columns. There is one vertex at location (r, c) for each
row 0 ≤ r < n and column 0 ≤ c < n. The graph is directed and every vertex has in-degree 4
and out-degree 4.
We consider two types of boundary conditions. We define the torus graph in the usual
way, with vertices along the boundary connecting to vertices on the opposite boundary. A
vertex at location (r, c) is connected to its four neighbors at locations (r − 1, c), (r + 1, c),
(r, c − 1), and (r, c + 1), where the addition is modulo n.
We define the grid graph to have self-loops on vertices on the boundary. A vertex
at location (r, c) has four out-going edges pointing to the locations (max{r − 1, 0}, c),
(min{r + 1, n − 1}, c), (r, max{c − 1, 0}), and (r, min{c + 1, n − 1}). Every vertex has
in-degree 4 and out-degree 4, as for the torus.
Prior to this Section, all of our discussions have been for the torus, not the grid. Our
algorithm given in Section 5 uses both the torus and grid graphs. Since one cannot replace a
walk on a torus that crosses the boundary by a walk on a grid without potentially incurring
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a cost, we need to clearly distinguish between the two graphs. Our algorithm in Section 5
works for both the torus and grid.
We form a random walk PG on a graph G by taking the adjacency matrix Adj(G) of G
and normalize its columns. For every directed edge (u, v) ∈ G, we set entry (v, u) in PG to
be the inverse of the out-degree of vertex u. All other entries of PG are zero. Since both
the torus and grid are regular graphs G with out-degree 4, their random walk operators
PG = 14 Adj(G) are scaled versions of their adjacency matrices.
Our proposed quantum algorithm for finding a marked state on the torus uses both the
torus and grid graphs. Since the torus and grid are so closely related, it seems intuitively
obvious that walking on either graphs should have little influence on the complexity of the
algorithm. Indeed, the escape times on the torus and grid with N = |V | vertices of an
element m ∈ V are both of order log N .
I Fact 8. The escape times of an element m ∈ V on the torus and grid are both of order
log N ,
E(Ptorus , {m}) ∈ Θ(log N )

and

E(Pgrid , {m}) ∈ Θ(log N ).

The above fact can be derived from known facts that the hitting time of a unique element
on the torus and grid are of order N log N and then applying Theorem 4. The fact can also
be shown directly by first computing the spectra for the torus and grid, as done in e.g. [5]
for the torus, and then applying Definition 5.

4

Locality of random walks on the torus

To obtain a faster quantum algorithm, we first need to resolve the main obstacle that a
random walk on a torus is localized.
I Lemma
9. The
 √
 probability that a random walk of T steps on an infinite line stays within
distance 4 T from the initial position is at least 1 − 1/745.
Proof. Consider a walk on a doubly-infinite line. The walk starts in some fixed initial
position, and we measure distances from this initial position. The probability that the walk is
2
at distance (strictly) more than k from the initial position after ` steps is at most 2 exp(− k2` )
by the Azuma–Hoeffding inequality.
The conditional probability that the walk ends at a distance larger than k, conditioned on
that the walk ever reaches distance k + 1, is at least 1/2 by the reflection principle: once the
walk reaches distance k + 1, the walk is equally likely to end on either side of that location.
By Bayes’s rule, the probability that the walk
√ reaches distance k + 1 is then at most
2
4 exp(− k2` ) which is at most 4e−8 when k = 4 T . Finally, 4e−8 is less than 1/745.
J
Since the grid is the cartesian graph product of two line graphs, we immediately get that
a walk on the grid is also locally contained.
I Lemma
10. The probability that a random walk of T steps on an infinite grid stays within
 √
distance 4 T in all four directions from the initial position is at least 1 − 2/745.
 √ 
Let us say that a walk is localized if it stays within distance 4 T in all four directions
from its initial position u.
This locality property implies that we can substitute the global walk by disjoint local
walks. Consider a torus of size n × n, and fix an integer 1 ≤ d < n. We cut the torus into
Θ(( nd )2 ) disjoint graph components by removing edges from the torus. We remove edges that
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cross graph cuts so that each resulting component is a sub-grid (without self-loops on the
boundary vertices) and so that all components have length and width that are at least D
and at most D + 1, for some d ≤ D < 2d. We next add self-loops to every vertex on the
boundaries of the resulting graph components. The overall effect is that we have modified
the n × n torus into Θ(( nd )2 ) disjoint grid graphs, each of size roughly D × D, by turning
edges between adjacent components into self-loops.
2
Now, consider a random walk of T steps
 √onthe torus of size N = n starting from the
stationary distribution π. We set d = 2 4 T and modify the torus into Θ( N
T ) disjoint
N
sub-grids as described above. We next sample one of these Θ( T ) sub-grids according to the
stationary distribution π for the torus. That is, we sample the sub-grid G with probability
P
G = v∈G πv . The next lemma shows that the probability that a random sub-grid G
contains at least one marked vertex is high.
I Lemma 11. If a random walk of T steps on the torus of size N finds a marked vertex with
1
probability at least p, for p ≥ 74
, then the probability pG that a random sub-grid, sampled from
N
the Θ( T ) sub-grids as described above, contains at least one marked vertex is at least 15 p.
Proof. We define the probabilities pml and pGl below and prove the following three inequalities,
p−

2
≤ pml ≤ pGl ≤ 4pG .
745

1
By these three inequalities, when p ≥ 74
then pG ≥ 15 p, and the lemma follows.
Sample a random walk ω of length T as follows: Pick a vertex u on the torus according
to the stationary distribution π, and apply the stochastic matrix Ptorus a number of T times,
starting at u.
Let pml be the probability that a sampled walk is localized and visits a marked vertex.
Let pGl be the probability that a sampled walk is localized and visits a vertex that is in a
sub-grid that contains a marked vertex. Clearly, pml ≤ pGl , proving the second inequality.
The unconditional probability that the walk ω visits a marked vertex is at least p. The
2
unconditional probability that ω is not localized is at most 745
by Lemma 10. The joint
2
probability that ω visits a marked vertex and is localized, is then at least p − 745
, proving
the first inequality.
Fix any sub-grid G and consider the joint probability that the sampled walk ω is localized
and
 √ visits
 G. For a localized walk ω to visit G, its starting
 √ vertex must be within distance
4 T of G. Since G has width and length at least 2 4 T , the number of such vertices is
at most four times the number of vertices in G. The probability of sampling any of these as
the starting vertex u from the stationary distribution π, which is uniform, is then at most
four times the probability of sampling the starting vertex u from G itself. This proves the
third inequality, and thus also the lemma.
J

In the next Section, we use this locality property in the design of our quantum algorithm
and give an efficient algorithm for the torus with multiple marked elements.

5

An efficient quantum algorithm for the torus

An implementation of a random walk is done as follows. We first pick a starting node v ∈ V
for the random walk. This node is picked according to the stationary distribution π. The
cost of generating v is called the setup cost and is denoted by S. We next apply the absorbing
walk P0 for some number T steps. Each step consists of two parts: We first check whether
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the node v we are currently located at is marked or not. The cost of checking whether a node
is marked or not is called the checking cost and is denoted by C. If v is marked, we halt the
algorithm and output v. If v is not marked, we next apply the operator P once. The cost of
applying P is called the update cost and is denoted by U. After repeating these two parts for
T steps, we check whether the final node v is marked or not. If so, we output v, and if not, we
output “failed search.” A random walk with T steps has total cost S + (T + 1)C + T U, which
we write as S + T (U + C) by letting the setup cost include the cost of the first checking cost.
The walk outputs a marked element with constant probability when T ∈ Ω(HTeff (Ptorus , M)).
A quantum walk is implemented similarly [33, 32, 31]. We first create some initial state
P
√
|initi from the state |πi = v∈V πv |vi, where π is the stationary distribution. We next
apply some number Tq steps of the quantum walk, where each step consists of one application
of each of two quantum operators, one denoted Ref(M) and one denoted W(P), corresponding
to the checking and update operators applied in a random walk. The algorithm stops after
Tq steps in some final state. The costs of these three operators are also denoted S, C, and U,
and are in general comparable in cost to the corresponding operators for the random walk.
The quantum algorithm has total cost S + Tq (U + C).
A measurement of the final state of the quantum walk will not necessarily produce a
marked state with constant probability. Had that been the case, then we would have had a
quantum algorithm that finds a marked element in cost S + Tq (U + C). Instead, the quantum
walk evolves the initial state |initi away from the initial state, and this evolution away
from the initial state is sufficient to detect
that a marked
state exists. Szegedy [33] show
p

that after Tq steps, for some Tq ∈ Θ HTeff (P, M) , the final state has overlap bounded
away from 1 with the initial state. A change by a constant in overlap can be detected by
standard techniques such as the swap test [12]. If the swap test shows the final state is
different from the initial state, we deduce there is a marked state. We learn that there exists
a marked element, but we do not necessarily find one. It is possible to efficiently estimate
the speed of the change in overlap by applying eigenvalue estimation [20] similar to its uses
in e.g. quantum counting [11], phase estimation [14], and quantum walks [26, 25, 22].
I Theorem 12. There exists a quantum algorithm that given a reversible ergodic random
walk P with marked elements M ⊂ X, with probability at least 2/3 performs as follows: (1)
it outputs an estimate h̃ ∈ O(HTeff (P, M)) satisfying that if we apply P0 for h̃ steps starting
from the initial distribution π,
√ we find a marked state with probability at least 3/4 and (2) it
has cost in the order of S + h̃(U + C).
Theorem 12 states that there is a quantum algorithm that, with probability at least
2/3, computes an accurate estimate of the effective hitting time efficiently. With complementary probability at most 1/3, this does not happen. We can prevent that the
algorithm in Theorem 12 never terminates or terminates after a significant cost. Let
Hunique = HTeff (Ptorus , {m}) ∈ Θ(N log N ) be the effective hitting time for the torus when
there
is a unique marked element. If the algorithm in Theorem 12 has not halted after
p
Hunique steps, we halt the algorithm and output Hunique as our estimate h̃.
With this, we can give our quantum algorithm for finding a marked element on the torus.
Our algorithm works for multiple marked elements, finds a marked element with probability
at least 1/ log N , and has cost in the order of
p
p
S + min
H log H, N log N (U + C),
where H = HTeff (Ptorus , M) is the effective hitting time on marked subset M. This is within
a poly-logarithmic factor of being a quadratic speed-up over the cost of a random walk,
which has cost the effective hitting time.
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I Theorem 13 (Main). There is a quantum algorithm that, given a torus Ptorus with marked
vertices M ⊂ V , with probability at least 2/3, outputs amarked element m ∈ M with success
√
√
probability at least log1N in cost in the order of S + min
H log H, N log N (U + C), where
H = HTeff (Ptorus , M) is the effective hitting time.
The input to the algorithm in Theorem 13 is a torus Ptorus of size n × n with some subset
M ⊂ V of vertices being marked. The algorithm is as follows.
(Ptorus , M)) using Theorem 12. If the algorithm in
1. Compute an estimate h̃ ∈ O(HTeffp
Theorem 12 has not halted after Hunique steps, where Hunique = HTeff (Ptorus , {m}),
halt it and use
H
as our estimate h̃.
 √  unique
2. Set d = 2 4 h̃ . If d > n, then set d = n.
3. Divide the n × n torus into disjoint sub-grids so that each sub-grid has length and width
between D and D + 1, for some d ≤ D < 2d.
P
√
4. Create the initial state |πi = v∈Ptorus πv |vi over all vertices in the torus corresponding
to the stationary distribution π for the torus.
5. For each vertex v ∈ Ptorus , assign the name of the sub-grid that v belongs to in an ancilla
P
√
register, v∈Ptorus πv |vi|subgrid(v)i, in superposition.
6. Set ˜ = 21k , where integer k is picked uniformly at random satisfying 1 ≤ 2k < N .
√
7. Run a controlled quantum walk with estimate ˜ on each sub-grid for Θ(D log D) steps
in superposition over all sub-grids, by conditioning the walk on the name of the sub-grid
in the ancilla register.
8. Measure the final state, producing a vertex v of the torus. Check if v is marked. If so,
output v. If not, output “unsuccessful search.”
We first prove the correctness of the algorithm. Assume that the first step of the algorithm
outputs a suitable estimate for the effective hitting time as given in Theorem 12. This event
happens with probability at least 23 . Then the probability that a random sub-grid contains
3
at least one marked vertex is at least 15 × 43 = 20
, by Lemma 11. For each of those sub-grids,
by Corollary 7, the controlled quantum walk in step seven finds a marked element with
probability at least 15 , for at least one of the log N possible values for k. Note that in step
seven, each of the conditional walks on the sub-grids start the walk on the state corresponding
to the stationary distribution for that sub-grid. The entire algorithm thus outputs a marked
3
1
element with probability at least 23 × 20
× 15 = 50
for at least one of the log N possible values
for k.
The cost of the algorithm is easily deduced. With probability at least 2/3, two properties
hold: (1) the estimate h̃ computed in the first step is in the order of the effective hitting time
HTeff (Ptorus , M), and (2) the firstpand seventh steps of the algorithm each uses a number of
steps that is in the order of S + h̃ log h̃(U + C). Further, in all events, each of the seven
√
steps of the algorithm never uses more than in the order of N log N (U + C) steps of a
quantum walk. Theorem 13 follows.
We remark that we can test all log N possible values for k by testing each of them in
turn. This will increase the overall cost by a factor of log N and lead to an algorithm with
constant success probability. By applying amplitude amplification [10], the increase in cost
√
can be improved to being a factor of order log N . By testing each value of k in increasing
order in turn, our algorithm can be made to have the same cost as the best known quantum
algorithms when there is a unique marked element.
We remark that in step seven, we need to run a quantum walk that finds a marked element
in the sub-grid, even if the sub-grid contains multiple marked elements. The controlled
√
quantum walk of [15] and the interpolated walk of [22] both do so in O(D log D) steps,
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when provided an estimate of the probability M . We also remark that one may omit the
conditioning of the quantum walk in step seven by measuring the ancilla register containing
the name of a sub-grid immediately after step five. Conducting measurements as early as
possible in a quantum algorithm is frequently used when no further computations are required.
An early example of such is the semi-classical quantum Fourier transform by Griffiths and
Niu [17].

6

Concluding remarks

We have given an efficient quantum algorithm for a finding a marked element on the torus
with probability at least 1/ log N when there are multiple marked elements. Our algorithm
√
has cost in the order of S + Heff log Heff (U + C), where Heff = HTeff (Ptorus , M) is the
number of steps used by the random walk Ptorus to find any one of the marked elements M.
This is a quadratic speed-up, up to a poly-logarithmic factor. It is the first known quantum
walk that has cost less than the square-root of the extended hitting time. It is, for the torus,
an affirmative answer to the main open question in quantum walks whether it is possible to
find a marked element efficiently when there are multiple marked elements.
The study of the torus has proven influential for at least two reasons. Firstly, much
progress in quantum walks has been initiated by work on the cycle and the torus, and then
later generalized to arbitrary graphs. Secondly, the torus is a hard test-case because the
ratio between its hitting time and the reciprocal of its δ bound [33] is large. For a unique
marked element, the hitting time is of order N log N , and the reciprocal of the δ bound is
of order N 2 , and thus almost quadratically bigger.
In this work, we have proposed to use localization to our advantage in quantum search,
and not as an obstacle to be overcome. We show that localization makes quantum search
efficient when there are multiple marked elements on the torus.
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1

Introduction

An ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) is a way to represent Boolean functions [3]. A
Boolean function is represented as a branching program with two sinks such that on every
path from the source to a sink variables appear in the same order. This restriction on the
order of variables allows to handle the diagrams (compute binary Boolean operations on
diagrams, compute projections, or test satisfiability) very efficiently.
Atserias, Kolaitis and Vardi [1] proposed an OBDD-based proof system. This system
is meant to prove that a given CNF formula is unsatisfiable. For some order of variables
π we represent clauses of the input formula as a π-ordered BDD; we may derive a new
OBDD applying either the conjunction rule or the weakening rule. (The authors of [1]
supplied the system with one more rule – the projection, which derives ∃xD from D; we
consider this rule as a special case of the weakening rule, so we do not need to allow it
explicitly). A proof in this system is a derivation of an OBDD that represents the constant
false function. We refer to this proof system as the OBDD(∧, weakening)-proof system. The
OBDD(∧, weakening)-proof system simulates Cutting Plane with unary coefficients and thus
it is stronger than Resolution. This proof system provides also short refutations for the
formulas that represent unsatisfiable systems of linear equations over F2 [1], while linear
systems are hard for Resolution. This observation motivates the study of the OBDD-based
algorithms (notice that the popular DPLL and CDCL algorithms correspond to tree-like and
DAG-like Resolutions).
Several exponential lower bounds are known for different versions of OBDD-proof
systems. Segerlind [16] proved an exponential lower bound for the tree-like version of
OBDD(∧, weakening)-proof system using the communication complexity technique proposed
in [2]. Krajíček [10] proved an exponential lower bound for the DAG-like version of it using
monotone feasible interpolation. Several papers study the OBDD-based proof system that
has only one inference rule – the conjunction rule (we refer to this system as OBDD(∧)-proof
system). Groote and Zantema [8] showed that Resolution does not simulate OBDD(∧).
Tveretina, Sinz and Zantema [18] proved the lower bound 2Ω(n) for the pigeonhole principle
PHPn+1
in the OBDD(∧)-proof system and proved that OBDD(∧) does not simulate Resolun
tion. Friedman and Xu [6] proved an exponential lower bound for the complexity of random
unsatisfiable 3-CNF formulas in restricted versions of OBDD(∧)-proof systems (with a fixed
order of the variables) and an exponential lower bound for the running time on random
unsatisfiable 3XOR formulas of restricted versions of OBDD(∧)-proof systems (with fixed
orders of application of rules).
An interesting approach to solving propositional satisfiability was suggested by Pan and
Vardi [15]. They proposed an algorithm that chooses some order π on the variables of the
input CNF formula F and creates the current π-ordered BDD D that initially represents
the constant true function, and a set of clauses S that initially consists of all clauses of the
formula F . Then the algorithm applies the following operations in an arbitrary order:
1. conjunction (or join): choose a clause C ∈ S, delete it from S and replace D by the
π-ordered BDD representing C ∧ D;
2. projection (or ∃-elimination): choose a variable x that has no occurrence in the clauses
from S and replace D by the π-ordered BDD representing ∃xD.
When S becomes empty, the algorithm stops and reports “unsatisfiable” if D represents
the constant false function and “satisfiable” otherwise. Every particular instance of this
algorithm uses its own strategies to choose an order of variables π and an order of application
of the operations. We refer to these algorithms as OBDD(∧, ∃)-algorithms.
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The lower bounds for the OBDD(∧, weakening)-proof systems mentioned above imply
the same lower bounds for the OBDD(∧, ∃)-algorithms.
Pan and Vardi [15] investigated some specific strategies and compared them with DPLL
based SAT solvers and compared the strategies with SAT solvers based on OBDDs without
quantifier eliminations (we call them OBDD(∧)-algorithms). Experiments showed in particular that OBDD(∧, ∃)-algorithms are faster than OBDD(∧)-algorithms and DPLL based
algorithms on many natural formulas.
One of these formulas was PHPn+1
. The result of [4] implies that an OBDD(∧, ∃)-algorithm
n
n+1
can solve PHPn in polynomial time in compare to OBDD(∧)-algorithms and DPLL based
algorithms.

1.1

Statement of the problem

It is known that changing the order of the variables in an OBDD can be performed in time
polynomial in the sizes of the input and the output. So it seems to be very restrictive to
use the same order of variables in all OBDDs in the proof. Hence we propose to supply the
proof system with a supplementary rule that dynamically reorders the variables in OBDDs.
In OBDD-proofs, the reordering rule may be applied to an arbitrary OBDD from the
proof but the conjunction rule may be applied only to OBDDs with the same order since the
verification of the application of the conjunction to OBDDs in different orders is hard (this
problem is indeed coNP-complete, see [14, Lemma 8.14]).
The first aim of this paper is to prove lower bounds for the OBDD-based algorithms and
proof systems that use the reordering rule. The second aim is to show that reordering of the
variables is really useful; we give examples of formulas that are hard for the OBDD-based
proof systems without reordering and easy with reordering.

1.2

Our results

In Section 3 we consider the OBDD(∧, reordering)-proof system. We prove two exponential
lower bounds for the size of a OBDD(∧, reordering)-derivation of the pigeonhole principle
PHPn+1
and Tseitin formulas based on constant-degree algebraic expanders. The lower bound
n
for pigeonhole principle extends the result of Tveretina et al. [18] from OBDD(∧)-proofs to
OBDD(∧, reordering)-proofs. (Besides, we believe that our argument is simpler than the
proof in [18]). The result for Tseitin formulas, to the best of out knowledge, was not known
even for the more restrictive OBDD(∧)-proofs. In both arguments we use the same strategy.
At first step, we prove an exponential lower bound on the size of the OBDD-representation
for an appropriate satisfiable formula. Assume for simplicity that the original unsatisfiable
formula is minimally unsatisfiable. Roughly speaking, the satisfiable formula under
consideration is equal to the original unsatisfiable formula with one canceled clause. For
example, for the pigeonhole principle the appropriate satisfiable formula would be PHPnn ;
for the Tseitin formulas such an appropriate formula is a satisfiable Tseitin formula. This
part of the proof is quite cumbersome but it involves only rather elementary techniques
of lower bounds for OBDD.
Consider the last derivation step. It consists in the conjunction for F1 and F2 in the
same order π. Our goal is to prove that at least one of F1 and F2 has an exponential size.
Both F1 and F2 are satisfiable and they are conjunctions of different sets of clauses from
the initial formulas. The idea is to construct partial substitutions ρ1 and ρ2 with the
same support such that the formula F1 |ρ1 ∧ F2 |ρ2 is isomorphic to the satisfiable formula
from the first step. Then any OBDD representation of F1 |ρ1 ∧ F2 |ρ2 has exponential size.
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Hence, the size of either F1 |ρ1 or F2 |ρ2 is large for the order π. Thus, the size of either
F1 or F2 is large for the order π.
Though our method has limitations, it may be applied to not minimally unsatisfiable
formulas as well. Roughly speaking, our proof requires that all minimally unsatisfiable
subformulas of the formula have simple structures. For example, our proof for PHPn+1
n
transfers to onto-FPHPn+1
almost literally since the unique minimal unsatisfiable subformula
n
of onto-FPHPn+1
is exactly PHPn+1
. We do not believe that the same technique applies to a
n
n
random 3-XOR.
In Section 4 we construct an example of a family of formulas that are easy for the
OBDD(∧, reordering)-proof system but hard for the OBDD(∧)-proof system.
In Section 5 we study OBDD(∧, ∃, reordering)-algorithms. At first, we notice that there
exists an OBDD(∧, ∃)-algorithm that solves satisfiable and unsatisfiable Tseitin formulas in
polynomial time. In contrast, we show that there exist formulas representing systems of linear
equations over F2 that are hard for OBDD(∧, ∃, reordering)-algorithms. More specifically,
we describe a randomized construction of a family of satisfiable formulas Fn on n variables
in O(1)-CNF such that every OBDD(∧, ∃, reordering)-algorithm runs at least 2Ω(n) steps on
Fn .
The plan of the proof is as follows.
We prove that if C ⊆ {0, 1}n is the set of codewords of a list-decodable code that allows
to correct 23 n of erasures, then every OBDD that represents the characteristic function
of C (χC ) has a big size (this size proves to be close to the number of all codewords in
the code). Moreover, this property holds even for the projections of χC onto any 16 n
coordinates. Notice that a similar result was known for error-correcting codes with large
enough minimal distance (see for example the paper of Duris et al. [5]). Guruswami [9]
showed that the codes with large enough minimal distance are erasure list-decodable but
the opposite statement does not hold.
We give a randomized construction of the required linear code. This construction is based
on random checksum matrix. We use the codes of Gallager [7] that contain O(1) ones
per row. We prove that such a random code with a high probability enjoys the following
expansion property: every 16 n columns of the matrix contain ones in almost all rows.
We consider the execution of an OBDD(∧, ∃, reordering)-algorithm on a CNF formula
that corresponds to the CNF representation of the checksum matrix of the code. We
study two cases:
1. the algorithm applies the projection rule less than n6 times;
2. the projection rule is applied at least n6 times.
In the first case, we focus on the OBDD at the end of the execution of the algorithm;
its size should be exponential due to the properties of the code. In the second case,
we consider the first moment in the computational process when we apply exactly n6
projection operations. By the expansion property, OBDD D is a projection of almost the
entire formula, thus its size should be close to the size of the OBDD of the characteristic
function of the code. That is, the size of D should be large enough.
As we mentioned above, the previously known lower bounds for tree-like and DAG-like
OBDD(∧, weakening)-proofs imply lower bounds for OBDD(∧, ∃)-algorithms. So, what is
new in our results comparative to the lower bounds proven by Segerlind [17] and Krajíček
[10]? First of all, our lower bound also works for the reordering operation. The second
advantage of our construction is that we come up with quite a natural class of formulas (our
formulas represent linear systems of equations that define some error correcting codes), while
the constructions in [17] and [10] seem to be rather artificial. Further, we prove the lower
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bound 2Ω(n) for a formula with n variables, whereas the previously known lower bounds are

of the type 2n (for some  < 1/5). Besides, we proposed a new technique that might be
applicable for other classes of formulas.

1.3

Open problems

The first open problem is to prove a superpolynomial lower bound for the OBDD(∧, weakening,
reordering)-proofs. The second open problem is to separate the OBDD(∧, weakening,
reordering) and the OBDD(∧, weakening) proof systems.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Ordered binary decision diagrams

An ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) is a data structure that is used to represent
Boolean function [3]. Let Γ = {x1 , . . . , xn } be a set of propositional variables. A binary
decision diagram is a directed acyclic graph with one source. Every vertex of the graph is
labeled by a variable from Γ or by constants 0 or 1. If a vertex is labeled by a constant, then
it is a sink (has out-degree 0). If a vertex is labeled by a variable, then it has exactly two
outgoing edges: one edge is labeled by 0 and the other edge is labeled by 1. Every binary
decision diagram defines a Boolean function {0, 1}n → {0, 1}. The value of the function for
given values of x1 , . . . , xn is computed as follows: we start a path at the source and on every
step we go along the edge that corresponds to the value of the variable at the current vertex.
Every such path reaches the vertex labeled by the constant; this constant is the value of the
function.
Let π be a permutation of the set {1, . . . , n}. A π-ordered binary decision diagram (BDD)
is a binary decision diagram such that on every path from the source to a sink every variable
has at most one occurrence and variable xπ(i) can not appear before xπ(j) if i > j. An
ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) is a π-ordered binary decision diagram for some
permutation π. The size of an OBDD is the number of vertices in it.
OBDDs have the following nice property: for every order of variables every Boolean
function has a unique minimal OBDD. For a given order π, the minimal OBDD of a function
f may be constructed in polynomial time from any π-ordered BDD for the same f . There are
also known polynomial-time algorithms that efficiently perform the operations of conjunction,
negation, disjunction and projection (operation that maps diagram D computing Boolean
function f (x, y1 , . . . , yn ) to diagram D0 computing Boolean function ∃x f (x, y1 , . . . , yn )) to
π-ordered ODDs [13]. There is an algorithm running in time polynomial in the size of the
input and the output that gets as input a π-ordered diagram A, a permutation ρ and returns
the minimal ρ-ordered diagram that represents the same function as A [13].

2.2

OBDD-proofs

If F is a CNF formula, we say that the sequence D1 , D2 , . . . , Dt is an OBDD-derivation of
F if Dt is an OBDD that represents the constant false function, and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t, Di is
an OBDD that represents a clause of F or can be obtained by one of the following inference
rules:
1. (conjunction or join) Di is a π-ordered OBDD, that represents Dk ∧ Dl for 1 ≤ l, k < i,
where Dk , Dl have the same order π;
2. (weakening) there exists a j < i such that Dj and Di have the same order π, and Dj
semantically implies Di , that is every assignment that satisfies Dj also satisfies Di ;
3. (reordering) Di is an OBDD that is equivalent to an OBDD Dj with j < i.
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We consider several different OBDD-proof systems with different sets of allowed rules. When
we need to denote some specific proof system, we indicate the rules specific for this system
in brackets. For example, the OBDD(∧)-proof system uses only the conjunction rule and
hence we may assume that all OBDDs in a proof have the same order. We use the notation
π-OBDD(∧)-proof if all diagrams in this proof have order π.

2.3

OBDD-algorithms for SAT

Pan and Vardi [15] proposed for the Boolean satisfiability problem the following family of
algorithms based on OBDDs and symbolic quantifier elimination.
The algorithm gets as an input a CNF formula F , it chooses some order π on the variables
and creates a π-ordered OBDD D (which initially is equal to the constant true function) and
a set of clauses S (which initially consists of all clauses of the formula F ). While S is not
empty the algorithm applies one of the following three operations:
1. (join or conjunction) delete some clause C from S and replace D by a π-ordered BDD
that represents the conjunction D ∧ C;
2. (projection) choose a variable x that has no occurrences in the clauses from S and replace
D by a π-ordered BDD for the function ∃x D;
3. (reordering) choose a new order on variables π 0 and replace D by the equivalent π 0 -ordered
diagram. Assign π := π 0 . (Note that Pan and Vardi did not consider this rule in [15]).
After every step of the algorithm, the following invariant is mainteined: F is satisfiable if and
V
only if
C ∧ D is satisfiable. After the termination of the algorithm the set S is empty;
C∈S

if the diagram D has a path from the source to a vertex labeled by 1, then the algorithm
returns “Satisfiable” and returns “Unsatisfiable” otherwise.
We refer to the algorithms of this type as OBDD(∧, ∃, reordering)-algorithms. Besides,
we use a similar notation for algorithms that use some of the rules: we just enumerate the
used rules in the brackets. For example, the OBDD(∧)-algorithms use only the conjunction
rule and the OBDD(∧, ∃)-algorithms use only the conjunction and projection rules.
Since join and projection for OBDDs may be performed in polynomial time and reordering
may be performed in time polynomial on the sizes of the input and the output, the running
time of an OBDD(∧, ∃, reordering)-algorithm are polynomially related with the total sum of
the sizes of all values in the diagram D. We ignore the time spent on choosing π and other
operations with the permutation.

2.4

Error-correcting codes

By a code we mean a subset of binary strings with a fixed length. A code C ⊆ {0, 1}n has
a relative distance δ if for any two codewords c1 , c2 ∈ C the Hamming distance between c1
and c2 is at least δn.
A linear code a set of all n-bits vectors x = (x1 . . . xn ) from some linear subspace in Fn2 .
If k is the dimension of this space, then the ratio k/n is called the rate of the code.
A linear code can be specified by a system of linear equations. For a code of dimension
k this system should consist of m ≥ n − k linear equations involving n variables. The set
of all solutions of the system should give exactly our code, so the rank of the system must
be equal to n − k. If we require in addition that the equations in the system are linearly
independent, then the number of equations is equal to m = n − k. The matrix of this linear
system is called a checksum matrix of the code.
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For a checksum matrix (hij ) over F2 we say that a column i intersects a row j, if hij = 1.
Further, we say that a tuple of columns hi1 , . . . , is i intersects some row j if at least one of
the columns i1 , . . . , is intersects row j.
We say that a code C recovers a fraction of ρ erasures by a list of size L (or C is
(ρ, L)-erasure list-decodable) if for any w ∈ {0, 1, ?}n such that the number of “?00 in w does
not exceed ρn, there exist at most L elements in C that are consistent with w. A string
s ∈ {0, 1}n is consistent with w if for all i, wi ∈ {0, 1} implies si = wi .
I Theorem 1 ([9, Lemma 2]). If C is a code with relative distance δ, then for every  > 0
the code C is ((2 − )δ, 2 )-erasure list-decodable.

3
3.1

Lower bounds for OBDD(∧, reordering)
Tseitin formulas

In this Section we prove an exponential lower bound on the size of OBDD(∧, reordering)proofs of Tseitin formulas.
A Tseitin formula T SG,c is based on an undirected graph G(V, E) with degree bounded
by a constant d. Every edge e ∈ E has the corresponding propositional variable pe (in
fact variables for loops are not used). There is a function c : V → {0, 1}, we call it the
labelling function. For every vertex v ∈ V we write down a formula in CNF that encodes
P
(mod 2). The conjunction of the formulas described above
u∈V :(u,v)∈E,u6=v p(u,v) ≡ c(v) P
is called a Tseitin formula. If v∈U c(v) = 1 for some connected component U ⊆ V , then
the Tseitin formula is unsatisfiable. Indeed, if we sum up (modulo 2) all equalities stated in
P
vertices from U we get 0 = 1 since every variable has exactly 2 occurrences. If v∈U c(v) = 0
for every connected component U , then the Tseitin formula is satisfiable ([19, Lemma 4.1]).
Note that if formulas T SG,c and T SG,c0 are satisfiable and c 6= c0 then T SG,c and T SG,c0
are different functions since any satisfying assignment of T SG,c can not satisfy T SG,c0 .
In the following, we denote the number of connected components of a graph G by ]G.
I Theorem 2. Let graph G with vertices V and edges E have the following property: for
some m ∈ [|E|] and k > 0 for all subsets E 0 ⊆ E of the size m the inequality ]G0 + ]G00 ≤ k
holds, where G0 and G00 are graphs with vertices V and edges E 0 and E \ E 0 respectively. If
T SG,c is satisfiable then any OBDD for T SG,c has at least 2|V |−k vetices on the distance m
from the source.
Proof. Let us fix an order π of the variables of T SG,c (i.e. π orders the edges of G). Let
E 0 be the set of the first m edges in this order. We show that there are at least 2|V |−k
substitutions to the variables from E 0 such that applying each of these substitutions to T SG,c
results in 2|V |−k different functions. It implies that the size of every OBDD representing
T SG,c has at least 2|V |−k vetices on the distance m from the source, since these substitutions
correspond to paths in the OBDD with different endpoints.
Let c0 : V → {0, 1} be a labeling function that corresponds to a partial substitution with
support E 0 : in every vertex v, c(v) is the sum modulo 2 of the values of all edges from E 0
that are incident to v. Note that making a partial substitution to a Tseitin formula T SG,c
gives as the resulting formula again a Tseitin formula – some formula T SG00 ,c+c0 , where G00
is a graph with vertices V and edges E \ E 0 , and c + c0 is the sum of the functions c and c0
modulo 2.
We will prove a lower bound for the number of different c0 such that they can be obtained
by a substitution and T SG00 ,c+c0 is satisfiable. The required properties of c0 can be described
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by a system of linear equations with variables c0 (v) for v ∈ V : for every connected component
P
0
U of graph G0 with vertices V and edges E 0 we put down the equation:
v∈U c (v) = 0
0
(this subsystem states that c can be obtained by a substitution or in other words that
T SG0 ,c0 is satisfiable) and for each connected component W of G00 we put down the equation:
P
0
00
0
v∈W c(v) + c (v) = 0 (this subsystem corresponds to the satisfiability of T SG ,c+c ).
The system has a solution since T SG,c is satisfiable. There are |V | variables and at
most ]G0 + ]G00 ≤ k equations. Hence there is at least 2|V |−k solutions. Different solutions
corresponds to different satisfiable formulas T SG00 ,c+c0 and thus to different functions. J
We will apply Theorem 2 to algebraic expanders.
I Definition 3. A graph G with vertices V and edges E is an (n, d, α)-algebraic expander, if
|V | = n, the degree of any vertex in V equals d and the absolute value of the second largest
eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of G is not greater than αd.
It is well known that for all α > 0 and all large enough constants d there exists a family
Gn of (n, d, α)-algebraic expanders. There are explicit constructions such that Gn can be
constructed in poly(n) time [12]. Also, it is known that a random d-regular graph is a good
enough expander with high probability.
I Theorem 4. Let G(V, E) be an (n, d, α)-algebraic expander for α < 21 . Then for any
n
E 0 ⊆ E if |E 0 | = 4d
, then ]G0 + ]G00 ≤ n(1 − ) + 2, where G0 is a graph with vertices V and
1
0
00
edges E , G is a graph with vertices V and edges E \ E 0 and  = 8d(αd+1)
− d12 . Note that
 > 0 if α < 1/32 and d ≥ 4.
1
I Corollary 5. If graph G is an (n, d, α)-algebraic expander for α < 32
and d ≥ 4, and a
Tseitin formula T SG,c is satisfiable, then the size of any OBDD for T SG,c is 2Ω(n) .

Proof. Follows from Theorems 2 and 4.

J

1
I Theorem 6. Let G be an (n, d, α)-algebraic expander with d ≥ 50, α < 32
. Then any
OBDD(∧, reordering)-proof of any unsatisfiable Tseitin formula T SG,c has the size at least
2Ω(n) .

Sketch of the Proof. We consider the last step of the proof: the conjunction of OBDDs F1
and F2 is the identically false function but both F1 and F2 are satisfiable. Both F1 and
F2 are conjunctions of several clauses of T SG,c . We use that a satisfiable Tseitin formula
based on an expander has only exponential sized OBDDs. Moreover, if the underlying graph
differs from some expander by o(n) edges, then any of its OBDD representations has also an
exponential size, since the number of connected component of graphs G0 and G00 in Theorem 4
changes by at most o(n).
Note that F1 and F2 together contains all clauses of T SG,c . The main case is the following:
there are two nonadjacent vertices u and v such that F1 does not contain a clause Cu that
corresponds to the vertex u and F2 does not contain a clause Cv that corresponds to v. We
consider two partial substitutions ρ1 and ρ2 that are defined on edges adjacent with u and
v and on the edges of the shortest path p between u and v. The substitutions ρ1 and ρ2
assign opposite values to edges from the path p and are consistent on all other edges. The
substitution ρ1 satisfies Cv and refutes Cu and ρ2 satisfies Cu and refutes Cv .
By the construction F1 |ρ1 ∧ F2 |ρ2 is the satisfiable Tseitin formula based on the graph
that is obtained from G by deletion of the vertices u and v and all edges from the path p (it
is also possible that this formula does not contain some clauses for the vertices from p). The
size of an OBDD representation of such a formula is exponential since the difference of the
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underlying graph from the expander is at most o(n). (Note that p is the shortest path in the
expander, thus p contains at most O(log n) edges). Hence we get that either F1 or F2 has an
exponential size in the given order.
J

3.2

Pigeonhole principle

Let m and n be integers and pi,j be different variables; pi,j states whether the ith pigeon
is in the jth hole or not. A formula PHPm
Clauses of the first
n has two types of clauses.
Wn
type (long clauses) states that every pigeon is in at least one hole: j=1 pi,j for all i ∈ [m].
Clauses of the second type (short clauses) states that in every hole there is at most one
pigeon: ¬pi,k ∨ ¬pj,k for all k ∈ [n] and all i 6= j ∈ [m].
I Theorem 7. Any OBDD(∧, reordering)-proof of the pigeonhole principle formula PHPn+1
n
has size at least 2Ω(n) .

4

OBDD(∧, reordering) is stronger than OBDD(∧)

In this section we give an example of a family of unsatisfiable formulas Φn that have
OBDD(∧, reordering)-proofs of polynomial size while all OBDD(∧)-proofs have size at least
2Ω(n) .
I Theorem 8. Let Ψn (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) be a family of unsatisfiable formulas of size poly(n)
that satisfies the following conditions:
there exists an order τ such that Ψn has τ -OBDD(∧) refutation of the size poly(n);
there exists a polynomial p(n), a function k : N → N with k(n) ≤ log p(n) and permutations σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σ2k(n) ∈Sn such that for any permutation π ∈ Sn there exists i ∈ [2k(n) ]
such that any πσi -OBDD(∧)-proof of Ψn has the size at least 2Ω(n) .
Then the formula
Φn (w1 , w2 , . . . , wk , x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) =

k(n)
2^

(w = i − 1) → Ψ(xσi (1) , xσi (2) , . . . , xσi (n) )



i=1

has an OBDD(∧, reordering)-proof of the size poly(n), but any OBDD(∧)-proof has the size
at least 2Ω(n) . Here the equality w = i−1 means that w1 w2 . . . wk(n) is a binary representation
of the integer i − 1. We assume that Φn is written in CNF as follows: we add a clause
¬(w = i − 1) to every clause of Ψ(xσi (1) , xσi (2) , . . . , xσi (n) ).
The similar construction was used by Segerlind [17] in order to show that tree-like OBDD(∧,
weakening) does not sumulate Resolution.
Sketch of the Proof. The lower bound. Consider an OBDD(∧)-proof T of the formula Φn ,
let τ be the order of the variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xn that is induced by the order from T . By the
statement of the theorem, there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k such that all (τ σi )-OBDD(∧)-proofs of
Ψ have at least exponential size. We make a substitution w = i − 1 to the proof T . This
substitution converts the proof of Φn into a proof of Ψn with the order τ σi . Hence, T has an
exponential size.
The upper bound. Since there exists a polynomial sized OBDD(∧)-proof of Ψn , then for
all i there is an order πi (we may assume after the permutation π the variables w get the
leftmost positions) such that there is a πi -OBDD(∧) derivation of the diagram representing
w 6= i − 1. From all such diagrams for different i we may construct a polynomial sized
refutation of Φn , since w contains only O(log n) variables.
J
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Now we construct a family of unsatisfiable formulas Ψn that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 8. We use an argument similar to the proofs of the lower bounds for OBDD(∧, reordering)proofs. At first, we construct a function that has the sizes of OBDD representations in
different orders close to the required sizes of proofs for Ψn .
Let EQn : {0, 1}2n → {0, 1} be the equality predicate on pairs of n-bits strings. We denote
it EQn (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn ); in this notation the value of EQn is true iff x1 x2 . . . xn =
y1 y2 . . . yn .
I Proposition 9. In the order x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , . . . , xn , yn the function EQn has an OBDD
representation of the size 3n + 2.
Proof. The proof can be easily done by induction, using the following equation:
EQn (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn ) = (x1 = y1 ) ∧ EQn−1 (x2 , . . . , xn , y2 , . . . , yn ).
J
The proof of the following lemma is similar to the proof of the Ω(n) lower bound on the
best communication complexity of the shifted equality function [11, Example 7.9].
I Lemma 10. Let σi for i ∈ [n] be a cyclic permutation of the variables y that maps
yj to yi+j mod n+1 for any j ∈ [n]. Formally σi (j) = j for j ∈ [n] and σi (n + j) =
n + (i + j − 1 mod n) + 1 for j ∈ [n]. Then for any order π on 2n variables there exists
i ∈ [n] such that every πσi -OBDD representation of EQn has the size at least 2Ω(n) .
Now we are ready to construct a formula that may be used in Theorem 8. Consider a formula
Ψn (x, y, z) from 3n + 1 variables (here x, y are vectors of n variables and z is a vector of
n + 1 variables) that is the conjunction of CNF representations of the following conditions:
xi = yi for all i ∈ [n]; z0 ; (xi = yi ) → (zi−1 → zi ) for all i ∈ [n]; ¬zn . Note that Ψn (x, y, z)
is unsatisfiable since we have that xi = yi for all i; it implies that zi = 1 for all i, but zn
should be zero. The following statement is straightforward.
I Proposition 11. Ψn has a OBDD(∧)-proof of polynomial size in the order
z0 , x1 , y1 , z1 , x2 , y2 , z2 , . . . , xn , yn , zn .
I Lemma 12.
√ For any order π on the variables x, y, z 0the size of a π-OBDD(∧)-proof of Ψn
1
is at least 10 S, where S is the size of the shortest π -OBDD representation of EQn (x, y),
where π 0 is the order induced by π on the variables x, y.
I Theorem 13. There exists an unsatisfiable CNF formula Φn of size poly(n) such that
there exists a polynomial size OBDD(∧, reordering)-proof of Φn but every OBDD(∧)-proof
of Φn has the size 2Ω(n) .
√
1
Proof. By Lemma 12 for every order π a size of π-OBDD(∧)-proof of Ψn is at least 10
S,
0
0
where S is the size of the shortest π -OBDD representation of EQn and π is the order induced
by π. By Lemma 10 there exists a family of permutations σi of [2n] for i ∈ [n] such that for
every order τ there exists an i ∈ [n] such that the size of any τ σi -OBDD(∧)-proof of Ψn is
at least 2Ω(n) . By Proposition 11 there exists a required order τ and a τ -OBDD(∧)-proof of
Ψn of size poly(n). Theorem 8 gives a construction of the desired formula Φn .
J

5

OBDD(∧, ∃, reordering)-algorithms

It is known that OBDD(∧, ∃)-algorithms can prove PHPn+1
in polynomial time [4]. Now we
n
show that the Tseitin formulas are also easy for OBDD(∧, ∃)-algorithms.
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I Proposition 14. There exists an OBDD(∧, ∃)-algorithm that solves Tseitin formulas in
polynomial time.
Sketch of the Proof. Notice that the projection of two linear equations over the common
variable is just the sum of these equations. Since every variable has exactly two occurrences
in Tseitin formulas, we can sum up all equations in every connected component.
J
Now we show that there are satisfiable linear systems over F2 that are hard for OBDD
(∧, ∃, reordering). At first we notice that every OBDD for a characteristic function of a good
enough code has at least exponential size.
I Theorem 15. Let C ⊆ {0, 1}n be a ( 12 + , L)-erasure list decoding code. Then every OBDD
representing the characteristic function of C has the size at least |C|
L2 .
Moreover, for every tuple of k ∈ [2n] different indices i1 , . . . , ik ∈ [n] every OBDD for
the Boolean function ∃xi1 . . . ∃xik χC (x1 , . . . , xn ) has the size at least |C|
L2 .
I Lemma 16. Let A be an m × n checksum matrix of a (ρ, L)-erasure list decodable code.
The matrix A0 is the result of deleting r rows from A. Then A0 is a checksum matrix of a
(ρ, 2r L)-erasure list-decodable code.
I Theorem 17. Let C ⊆ {0, 1}n be a linear code with relative distance 13 such that the
checksum matrix H of the code C has the following properties:
H has size αn × n, where α ∈ (0; 1) is a constant;
every row of H contains at most t(n) ones, where t is some function;
every 16 n columns of H intersect (contains ones in) at least (α − δ)n rows, where δ ∈
(0, 1−α
2 ) is a constant.
Let the formula Fn be the standard representation of H(x) = 0 as a t-CNF of size at most
αn2t(n)−1 t(n) (every equation is represented in a straightforward way, without any additional
variables). Then every OBDD(∧, ∃, reordering)-algorithm runs on the formula Fn for at least
2Ω(n) steps.
7
Proof. The code C has the relative distance 13 . Hence, C is ( 12
, 8)-erasure list-decodable
1
by Theorem 1, choosing  = 4 . We consider the execution of an OBDD(∧, ∃)-algorithm
on the formula Fn . We prove that at some moment size of a diagram D will be at least
2Ω(n) . Assume that the algorithm during its execution applies the projection operation
at least k = 16 n times. We consider the diagram D just after the first moment when the
algorithm applies the projection operation k times. Let D represent a function of type
∃y1 , . . . , yk φ(x1 , . . . , xn−k , y1 , . . . , yk ), where φ is the conjunction of several clauses from Fn .
The projection operation on a variable x can be applied only if all clauses from S do not
depend on x. Then all clauses corresponding to the linear equations with the variable x must
be among clauses of φ. By the assumption of the theorem any k columns of H have ones
in at least (α − δ)n rows. Thus, φ contains all clauses from the representation of (α − δ)n
equations and possibly several other clauses from other equations.
7
Lemma 16 implies that φ is a characteristic function of a ( 12
, 8 · 2δn )-erasure list-decodable
code. The number of satisfying assignments of φ is at least the number of solutions of the
system Hx = 0, hence size of the code defined by φ is at least 2(1−α)n . By Theorem 15
1
size of every OBDD for ∃y1 , . . . , yk φ(x1 , . . . , xn−k , y1 , . . . , yk ) is at least 2(1−α)n 2−2δn 16
>
(1−α−2δ)n−4
for every order of variables.
2
If the algorithm applies the projection operations less than 16 n times, the argument is
similar; we just need to consider the last diagram D.
J
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In the next section, we will show that there exist linear codes matching the requirements
of Theorem 17. These constructions together with Theorem 17 imply the following result:
I Corollary 18. For all large enough n there exists a CNF formula of size O(n) with n
Boolean variables, such that every OBDD(∧, ∃, reordering)-algorithm runs on this formula at
least 2Ω(n) steps.

6

Code construction

In this section, we use Low Density Parity Codes (LDPC) of Gallager [7] with quite standard
parameters (a constant number of ones in each row and in each column of the checksums
matrix). We supplement the usual definition of LDPCs with a rather nonconventional
property of uniformity. In what follows we prove that most random Gallager’s codes with
suitably chosen parameters enjoy this property.
First of all we recall the classic construction of random LDPC from [7]. Let us fix some
integer parameters t, r, and n (assuming that t divides n). Define the “basic” matrix A of
size (n/t) × n as a concatenation of t copies of the identity matrix (n/t) × (n/t).
Notice that each column of A contains one non-zero element; in each row of A there
are exactly t non-zero elements. Further, we consider the family of all matrices H of size
(rn/t) × n that consist of r horizontal “blocks” of size (n/t) × n, where each block is obtained
as a permutation of columns of A. It is easy to see that in each column of this matrix there
are r ones, and in each row there are exactly t ones. We introduce the uniform distribution on
all matrices of this type. We can interpret these matrices H as checksums matrices of some
linear codes. Gallager proved that most of these codes have rather large minimal distance.
I Proposition 19 (see [7]). Most (say, at least 90%) of matrices in Gallager’s family define
a linear code with parameters approaching Gilbert–Varshamov bound. More precisely, for
every δ ∈ (0, 12 ) and for every t there exists r = r(t) such that for large enough n most
matrices from the defined family have the minimal distance ≥ δn. Moreover, the ratio r(t)/t
approaches h(2δ) as t goes to infinity, where h(x) = −x log x − (1 − x) log(1 − x) (the binary
entropy). This means that the rate of the code can be made arbitrarily close to 1 − h(2δ)
(i.e., to the Gilbert–Varshamov bound).
A family of linear codes defined above can be specified by parameters r, t, n. However, it
is more convenient to specify these codes by another triple of numbers – by (δ, t, n) (assuming
that the value r = r(δ, t, n) is defined implicitly as the minimal integer such that most
codes of the family have the minimal distance greater than δn). Now we can state the main
technical lemma of this section.
I Lemma 20. For all β ∈ (0, 1), γ < 1, and δ ∈ (0, 12 ), for all large enough t most (say, at
least 90%) of linear codes from Gallager’s family with parameters (δ, t, n) satisfy the following
property: every βn columns in the checksum matrix of the code intersect at least a fraction γ
of all rows of the matrix.
I Corollary 21. For the distribution defined above, the system of linear equations Hx = 0
with probability close to 1 can be represented as a CNF of size O(n).
Thus, we obtain Corollary 18 for CNF of size O(n) (with n Boolean variables). In other
words, for every N there exists a CNF formula of size N such that every OBDD(∧, ∃, reordering)algorithm runs on this formula at least 2Ω(N ) steps.
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Abstract
We derive several new results on multiple random walks on “low dimensional” graphs.
First, inspired by an example of a weighted random walk on a path of three vertices given by
Efremenko and Reingold [7], we prove the following dichotomy: as the path length n tends to
infinity, we have a super-linear speed-up w.r.t. the cover time if and only if the number of walks
k is equal to 2. An important ingredient of our proofs is the use of a continuous-time analogue
of multiple random walks, which might be of independent interest. Finally, we also present the
first tight bounds on the speed-up of the cover time for any d-dimensional grid with d > 2 being
an arbitrary constant, and reveal a sharp transition between linear and logarithmic speed-up.
1998 ACM Subject Classification G.3 Probability and Statistics
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1

Introduction

Markov chains are a family of stochastic processes first considered by Markov in 1906. More
than a century later, Markov chains are an ubiquitous tool in many areas, including computer
science, mathematics, physics and many others (for more background on Markov chains we
refer to the textbook [13]). Random walks on graphs are a fundamental instance of a Markov
chain, where a particle starts at a given vertex, and at each time-step 1, 2, . . . moves to a
random adjacent vertex. One fundamental quantity of random walks is the time it takes to
visit all vertices, known as the cover time.
In computer science, random walks, or slightly more general, Markov chains, have
been instrumental in various breakthrough results. In complexity theory for instance,
random walks have played a key role in understanding the space-complexity of algorithms,
amplifying the success probability of randomized algorithms and derandomizing algorithms
(pseudorandomness). Many sampling tasks in areas like streaming algorithms or sub-linear
algorithms can be only solved via random walks. In distributed computing applications,
multiple random walks are used in protocols for dynamic and anonymous networks, which
take advantage of the Markovian property and location-independence of the random walk
process, as well as the benefits of random walk parallelization. Such applications include
the fundamental tasks of graph exploration with a team of agents [1, 11, 5] and of spreading
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Figure 1 Illustration of the asymptotic values of the speed-up Scov of the cover time of k
independent multiple random walks with identical start vertices over the cover time of a single
random walk.

information in a network using multiple tokens [17]. Concurrent random walks are also
used in token circulation routines, ensuring mutual exclusion properties in self-stabilizing
computation [9], sampling applications [18] and population protocols [16].
Although many of these applications involve multiple and possibly concurrent random
walks, comparatively little is known about the theory of multiple random walks. In particular,
one might be interested in the so-called speed-up that quantifies “how much are k random
walks faster than one”. In one of the first studies, Broder et al. [3] derived bounds on cover
time of k random walks, each starting from a stationary distribution. Their main motivation
was to derive time-space tradeoffs for the s-t-connectivity problem on undirected graphs.
However, being able to launch several random walks at randomly chosen vertices might not
be always possible in large sampling applications such as crawling massive networks like
Facebook or Twitter. Also from a theoretical perspective, it might be natural to study a
“worst-case” version of the speed-up.
This might have been one reason why in 2006, Alon et al. [1] introduced the following
(k)
intriguing mathematical notion of the speed-up: the speed-up Scov is the ratio of the single
worst-case cover time of one random walk to the worst-case cover time of k independent and
concurrent random walks (see Section 2 for a formal definition and further background on
(concurrent) random walks). This definition of speed-up is very natural and captures the
“parallelism” of random walks in the time they explore a network.
(k)
Unfortunately, determining speed-up Scov , or equivalently determining the k-walk cover
time exactly turns out to be surprisingly difficult, even for basic topologies [1, 7]. Nonetheless,
Alon et al. [1] and subsequent studies [7, 19, 8] have revealed a surprisingly broad spectrum
of how the speed-up behaves, sometimes even on the same graph, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Based on the two extreme cases of an expander and a cycle, Alon et al. [1] conjectured
that the speed-up is always at most O(k) and at least Ω(log k). While some progress has
been made towards establishing weaker version of these conjectures (cf. [8, 7]), it is still
unknown whether they hold in full generality.
From a mathematical perspective, multiple random walks pose a number of intricate
challenges, since unlike in case of a single random walk, we often have to look into complex
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α

α

Figure 2 The Markov chain given by Efremenko and Reingold [7]. The cover time for the single
5
random walk equals 1−α
, while the cover time for the two random walks starting from any endpoint
2.25
is 1−α + o(1/(1 − α)), as α → 1.

distributions such as the hitting time distribution (as opposed to simply estimating the
expectation in case of a single random walk). In addition to that, we often have to work
with “short” random walks, meaning that the random walks’ distribution may be still far
from the stationary distribution. This challenge has been identified in several previous works,
including in sampling [14] and property-testing [6]. It was also mentioned by Efremenko and
Reingold [7], who further highlighted the general complexity of multiple random walks by
the following remarkable example.
Take a path with just three vertices (see also Figure 2 on the next page), and consider
the speed-up of two random walks. The worst-case start vertex for the single random walk is
the middle vertex, while it is not difficult to compute that the worst-case start configuration
for two random walks is when they start from the same endpoint. Taking the ratio of the
single walk to the 2-walk cover time, one obtains a speed-up of 2.25! This intriguing example
serves as a motivation of our study here, as it leads to the following questions:
1. Can we find other, possibly larger, graphs for which the speed-up is super-linear?
2. What happens in case of the path, if k or n grows?
3. One subtle detail in the example (Figure 2) are loop probabilities that need to be
sufficiently large. Are the loop probabilities necessary, and how do the loop probabilities
impact the speed-up?
In this work we will shed some light on the questions above, in particular, the second
and third one. Apart from that, we also analyze the speed-up on the higher-dimensional
(k)
relatives of the path and derive the first complete asymptotic characterisation of Scov .
Our Contributions. In the following, we will describe our main results in more detail and
sketch how to derive them. Our first result extends the example of Efremenko and Reingold
in two parameters, n and k, and reveals an interesting dichotomy:
I Theorem (Main Result 1). Consider a path with n vertices, where n → ∞. Then the
following results hold regardless of the loop-probability of the random walk:
(k)
For k = 2, the speed-up satisfies Scov > 2.
(k)
For k > 3, the speed-up satisfies Scov < k.
The most challenging part of this result is the analysis for k = 2. We first prove that k
discrete-time random walks explore the graph in nearly the same time as k continuous-time
random walks (see Section 3, in particular Theorem 3.6, for a more precise statement). Then
we relate the continuous-time random walks to a so-called multi-dimensional Gambler’s ruin
problem, that was analyzed by Kmet and Petkovšek in [10]. This Gambler’s ruin problem
provides us with a fairly accurate estimate of the cover time for the case where both random
(k)
walks start from the same endpoint. However, to get a lower-bound on Scov , we have to derive
an upper bound on the cover time of k random walks for any start vertex. We eventually
achieve this by a series of coupling arguments and reductions to the base case.
The sub-linear speed-up for k > 3 is also derived via the relation to the Gambler’s ruin
problem; one difficulty are cases where k is a very large constant. To bootstrap from smaller
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Figure 3 Overview of our results on tcov for the two-dimensional grid/torus on the left hand side,
and for the d-dimensional grid/torus, d > 3, on the right hand side.

to larger values of k, we derive a general result that the speed-up of the hitting time between
the two endpoints is sub-linear in k (Lemma 4.5).
Finally, the fact that, as n → ∞, the effect of the loop-probability becomes negligible, rests
on the connection to continuous-time random walks; in fact, it holds not only for paths but
also for arbitrary graphs (see Section 3.2 for our results on the impact of loop-probabilities).
For two-dimensional grids, we provide the first asymptotic characterization of S (k) that
holds for any 1 6 k 6 n (previous work [1, 8] had only determined S (k) up to logarithmic
factors.) We find that for 1 6 k 6 log2 n, the speed-up is linear, while for log2 n 6 k 6 n,
the speed-up is logarithmic. While a weaker dichotomy was established before [8], our new
result demonstrates a very sharp transition behavior between these two extreme cases.
I Theorem (Main Result 2). Consider the two-dimensional grid/torus with n vertices as
n → ∞. Then:
(k)

For any k ∈ [1, log2 n], tcov = Θ( n log
k
(k)

2

n

(k)

) and thus Scov = Θ(k).
(k)

For any k ∈ [log2 n, n], tcov = Θ( log(k/nlog2 n) ) and thus Scov = Θ(log2 n · log(k/ log2 n)).
The upper bounds on the cover time follow from a second-moment type argument about
return times (a similar technique has been used by Cooper et al. [4]). Deriving the lower
bounds appears to be more challenging, in particular for small values of k, where we elaborate
on our connection to continuous-time random walks and apply a lower-bound technique from
Zuckerman [20] to multiple random walks.
For three or higher dimensions, the situation is very similar; the only difference is that
the transition point moves further up towards n, and that all cover times are reduced by a
log n-factor, which is in analogy to the behavior of single random walks.
I Theorem (Main Result 3). Consider the d-dimensional grid/torus, with n vertices as
n → ∞, where d > 3 is any fixed constant. Then:
(k)

(k)

n
For any k ∈ [1, n1−2/d log n], tcov = Θ( n log
k ) and thus Scov = Θ(k).

(k)
(k)
k
)
For any k ∈ [n1−2/d log n, n], tcov = Θ n2/d / log( n1−2/d
and therefore Scov =
log n


k
Θ n1−2/d · log n · log( n1−2/d
) .
log n

Figure 3 summarizes our results for two-dimensional grid/torus and d-dimensional grid/torus
for d > 3.
Organisation. In Section 2 we provide the required mathematical notation and basic
definitions. Section 3 deals with the connection between continuous and discrete-time
multiple random walks. Then in Section 4 we analyze the two cases k = 2 and k > 3 for a
path with n vertices. Section 5 contains our results for 2-dimensional grids (the results for
d > 3-dimensional grids are derived in a similar fashion). We close our paper in Section 6 by
pointing to some interesting open questions.
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Notation and Definitions

Unless mentioned otherwise, we always consider simple random walks on an undirected,
simple, connected and unweighted graph G = (V, E), where n = |V | is the number of vertices.
More specifically, a random walk starts from an arbitrary prespecified vertex and then at
each step 1, 2, . . . the random walk moves to a neighbor chosen uniformly at random. This
can be encoded by a transition matrix P , where pu,v = 1/ deg(u) if {u, v} ∈ E(G), pu,v = 0
otherwise. Further, we denote by ptu,v the probability for a random walk starting from u
to be at vertex v at time-step t. Finally, we denote by π the stationary distribution that
satisfies π(u) = deg(u)
2|E| .
By τ (k) ((u1 , . . . , uk ), v) we denote the first passage time, i.e., the first time one of k
independent and concurrent random walks hits v, where the i-th random walk starts from
vertex ui . Then the hitting time is the expectation of the first passage time, in symbols
h
i
(k)
thit ((u1 , . . . , uk ), v) := E τ (k) ((u1 , . . . , uk ), v) .
Similarly, ζ (k) (u1 , . . . , uk ) denotes the first time k independent and concurrent random walks
have visited all vertices in V , where again the i-th random walk starts from vertex ui . Then
the cover time is the expectation of that random variable, in symbols
h
i
(k)
t(k)
(u
,
.
.
.
,
u
)
:=
E
ζ
(u
,
.
.
.
,
u
)
.
1
k
1
k
cov
For single random walks, we will often drop the (1) -superscript and simply write tcov (u) and
(k)
(k)
thit (u, v). Finally, we define tcov := maxu tcov (u) and tcov := maxu tcov (u, . . . , u). Since in
many cases we will work with start configurations where all k random walks start from the
same vertex, we may just write ~u instead of (u, . . . , u).
The speed-up for the cover time is the following function of k (and the underlying graph):
(k)
Scov
:=

tcov
(k)
tcov

=

maxu tcov (u)
(k)

.

maxu tcov (~u)

This has been the common definition of speed-up introduced by Alon et al. [1] and the focus
of subsequent works [7, 8, 19]. However, we will also briefly discuss a slightly different version
(k)
of Scov at the end of Section 4. Similarly, the speed-up for the hitting time between u and v
is the following function:
(k)

Shit (u, v) :=

thit (u, v)
(k)

.

thit (~u, v)

If the random walk is lazy, i.e. it stays with some non-zero probability α > 0 at the current
vertex and otherwise moves to a randomly chosen neighbor, we adjust the notation and write
(α)
(k,α)
(k,α)
thit (u, v), thit (~u, v) and Shit (u, v) to reflect the dependency on α.

3
3.1

Continuous-Time Multiple Random Walks
Relating Continuous to Discrete-Time Multiple Random Walks

In the following we will relate the original, k discrete-time random walks to a continuous-time
variant. In the continuous-time variant, the waiting time between any two transitions of a
random walk are independent and identically distributed exponential random variables. We
(k)
will denote the corresponding quantities by a superscript e, e.g., tg
is the cover time of
cov
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k concurrent continuous-time random walks. In terms of all conventional and “reasonable”
definitions of speed-ups, it turns out that the mean of the waiting time scales all hitting and
cover times linearly, and is therefore irrelevant. Therefore the mean 1 is chosen for the sake
of convenience unless mentioned otherwise. That means, the waiting time between any two
transitions of a random walk are independent exponential random variables with parameter 1
(for further details we refer the reader to [13, Chapter 20.1]).
Furthermore, it is a well-known fact from the theory of Poisson processes that if we focus
on one of the k walks, then the times at which a transition happens follows a Poisson point
process. In fact something analogous holds if we consider all transitions among k walks, as
described in the next lemma:
I Lemma 3.1. Let G be any graph. Then continuous-time multiple random walks, with λ as
the waiting-time parameter for each of the k walks, are a Poisson point process in which in
each transition exactly one of the k walks performs a transition, and the waiting-times between
two successive transitions are exponentially distributed random variables with parameter kλ.
We continue to establish that for single random walks all hitting times and cover times
are identical for discrete-time and continuous-time random walks.
I Lemma 3.2. For a single random walk on an arbitrary graph G, we have the following
equalities: (i) for any pair of vertices u, v ∈ V , thit (u, v) = tf
hit (u, v) and (ii) for any node
u ∈ V , tcov (u) = tg
cov (u).
The proof of Lemma 3.2 makes use of a natural coupling between two types of random walks
and Wald’s equation ([13, Exercise 6.6]).
Before we connect the cover times and hitting times of continuous to their discrete-time
counterparts, we recall the following useful lower bound on the cover time of k random walks
(recall our notation ~u = (u, . . . , u)):
I Lemma 3.3 ([8, Theorem 4.2]1 ). Let G be any graph with n vertices and u be an arbitrary
start vertex of k independent discrete-time random walks, where nε 6 k 6 n for some
arbitrary ε > 0. Then
h
i


ε n
Pr t(k)
u) > · · log n > 1 − exp −n−ε/8 .
cov (~
8 k
In the following lemma we show that the cover times of the continuous-time random walk
are not much larger than those of a discrete-time random walk.
I Lemma 3.4. For any graph G and 1 6 k 6 n,
tg
cov

(k)

(~u) 6 42 · t(k)
u).
cov (~

h
i
(k)
Furthermore, if the graph G and k satisfy Pr tcov (~u) > f (n) > 1 − o(1) for some function
f (n) = ω(log n), then the above inequality can be strengthened to:
tg
cov
1

(k)

(~u) 6 (1 + o(1)) · t(k)
u).
cov (~

While the result stated in [8] involves the worst-case start vertices, the proof does not make use of this
fact which is why we immediately obtain this slightly more general statement.
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Proof. Fix any integer t > 18 log n. For any of the k continuous-time random walks, let Eti
be the event that occurs if the time for the i-th random walk to perform the first t transition
is at most t + 20t2/3 (log n)1/3 . To this end, note that the number of transitions within time
t + 20t2/3 (log n)1/3 has a Poisson distribution with mean µ = t + 20t2/3 (log n)1/3 . Hence by
a Chernoff bound for Poisson random variables ([2, Theorem A.1.15])


 
h i
20t2/3 (log n)1/3
i
Pr Et = Pr [ P < t ] 6 Pr P < 1 −
·µ
µ




400t4/3 (log n)2/3
6 exp −
6 exp −4t1/3 (log n)2/3 ,
2µ
where in the last inequality we used the fact that the assumption t >
Sk
Let Et := i=1 E i . By a Union bound over all k 6 n random walks,


1/3
Pr [ Et ] 6 n · exp −4t1/3 (log n)2/3 = n · n−4·(t/ log n) 6 n−1 .
(k)

1
8

log n implies µ 6 41t.

(k)

To relate tg
(~u) (cover time for k continuous-time walks) to tcov (~u) (cover time for k
cov
discrete-time walks), we consider again the straightforward coupling, where the random walk
i (in discrete and continuous case) performs the same sequence of transitions. In other words,
the two trajectories in discrete-time and continuous-time are identical, and only the times at
which the transitions happen will be different. With this, we can now begin to upper bound
(k)
tg
(~u) by decomposing the expectation:
cov
tg
cov

(k)

(~u) =

∞
X

h
i
h
i
(k)
Pr ζ (k) (~u) = t · E tg
(~u) ζ (k) (~u) = t
cov

t=0





(k)
1
1
(k)
(~
u
)
ζ
(~
u
)
6
·
log
n
6 Pr ζ (k) (~u) 6 · log n · E tg
cov
8
8
∞
h
i
h
i
X
(k)
+
Pr ζ (k) (~u) = t · E tg
(~u) ζ (k) (~u) = t .
cov
t= 18 ·log n



To bound Pr ζ (k) (~u) 6 18 · log n , we can apply the bound from Theorem 3.3 for k = n
(k)
(since
ζ (n) (~ui)), and combine it with the simple bound
h ζ(k) (~u) is stochastically dominated
i
h by (k)
E tg
(~u) ζ (k) (~u) 6 1 · log n 6 E tg
(~u) to obtain
cov
cov
8

tg
cov

(k)

1/8

(~u) 6 e−n

h
i
(k)
E tg
(~
u
)
+
cov

∞
X

h
i h
i
(k)
(k)
Pr ζ (k) (~u) = t E tg
(~
u
)
ζ
(~
u
)
=
t
.
cov

t= 18 ·log n

h
i
(k)
In the following, we shall derive an upper bound on E tg
(~u) ζ (k) (~u) = t . First, by
cov
conditioning on the event Et we obtain
h
i
(k)
E tg
(~u) ζ (k) (u) = t
cov
h
i
h
i
 
(k)
(k)
= E tg
(~u) ζ (k) (~u) = t, Et Pr [ Et ] + E tg
(~u) ζ (k) (~u) = t, Et Pr Et
(1)
cov
cov
We shall now proceed by bounding the two conditional expectations in eq. (1). First, we have
h
i
(k)
E tg
(~u) ζ (k) (u) = t, Et 6 (t + 20t2/3 (log n)1/3 ),
cov
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since conditional on Et , all k random walks perform at least t transitions within the time1/3
interval [0, t + 20t2/3 (log
h n)(k) ].
i
To upper bound E tg
(~u) ζ (k) (u) = t, Et note that Et only affects the random walks
cov
within the time interval [0, t + 20t2/3 (log n)1/3 ]. Therefore we have,
h
i 
h
i
(k)
(k)
E tg
(~u) ζ (k) (u) = t, Et 6 t + 20t2/3 (log n)1/3 + E tg
(~u) ζ (k) (u) = t .
cov
cov
Combining these two bounds and plugging these into equation (1) yields
i
h
 
(k)
E tg
(~u) ζ (k) (u) = t 6 (t + 20t2/3 (log n)1/3 ) · 1 − Pr Et +
cov

h
i
 
(k)
t + 20t2/3 (log n)1/3 + E tg
(~u) ζ (k) (~u) = t · Pr Et
cov
h
i
 
(k)
= t + 20t2/3 (log n)1/3 + E tg
(~u) ζ (k) (~u) = t · Pr Et .
cov
 
Using Pr Et 6 n−1 and rearranging gives

h
i

(k)
1
2/3
1/3
.
E tg
·
t
+
20t
(log
n)
(~u) ζ (k) (~u) = t 6
cov
1 − n−1
(k)

(~u) yields
Using this bound and returning to the upper bound on tg
cov
∞
h
i


X
1/8
(k)
1
2/3
1/3
tg
(~u) · (1 − e−n ) 6
Pr ζ (k) (~u) = t ·
·
t
+
20t
(log
n)
(2)
cov
1 − n−1
1
t= 8 ·log n

6

∞
X

h
i
Pr ζ (k) (~u) = t ·

t=1

41t
,
1 − n−1
(k)

(k)
where the final step holds because t + 20t2/3 (log n)1/3 6 41t. Hence, tg
(~u) 6 42 · tcov (~u).
cov
To prove the tighter inequality, we proceed similarly. Details can be found in the full
version.
J

The next lemma is the corresponding lower bound variant of Lemma 3.4:
I Lemma 3.5. For any graph G and 1 6 k 6 n, there is a constant c > 0 (independent of k
and n) so that
tg
cov

(k)

(~u) > c · t(k)
u).
cov (~

h
i
(k)
Furthermore, if the graph G and k satisfy Pr tcov (~u) > f (n) > 1 − o(1) for some function
f (n) = ω(log n), then the above inequality can be strengthened to:
tg
cov

(k)

(~u) > (1 − o(1)) · t(k)
u).
cov (~

The proof of this Lemma is similar to that of Lemma 3.4, and is therefore given in the
appendix only. It might be worth mentioning that it is not possible to drop the upper bound
(k)
on k in the precondition of Lemma 3.5; clearly, as k → ∞, tcov (u) > diam, where diam is
(k)
the diameter of the underlying graph, however, as k → ∞, tg
(u) → 0.
cov
Combining the three previous lemmas above, we conclude the following.
I Theorem 3.6. Let G be any graph. For any speed-up of the cover time with 1 6 k 6 o(n),
(k)
(k)
(k)
(k)
Scov = (1 ± o(1)) · Sg
. Moreover, for any 1 6 k 6 n, Scov = Θ(Sg
).
cov
cov
Analogous results
also hold for

 hitting times, but in this case one would need a lower
bound like Pr τ (u, v) > 18 log n > 1 − o(1), which may not be possible for all pairs of
vertices.
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The Effect of Loop Probabilities

Our first result demonstrates that the influence of the loop probabilities on the speed-up
diminishes, as n → ∞.
I Theorem 3.7. Let G be any graph and 0 6 α1 < α2 6 1 be any pair of loop prob(k,α )
(k,α )
abilities.
Then for iany pair of vertices u, v, Scov 1 (u) = Θ(Scov 2 (u)). Further, if
h
(k,0)
(k,α )
Pr tcov (~u) > f (n) > 1 − o(1) for some f (n) = ω(log n), then Scov 1 (u) = (1 + o(1)) ·
(k,α2 )

Scov

(u)).

The proof of Theorem 3.7 is based on the following two steps. Firstly, we use the connection
between continuous-time and (non-lazy) discrete-time random walks derived above. Secondly,
we make use of the fact that in continuous-time, increasing the loop-probabilities from 0 to
some value is just a scaling operation, which leaves the speed-up unchanged.
For hitting times, we can prove an even stronger result stating that the speed-up of
hitting times between any pair of vertices is non-decreasing in the loop-probability.
I Lemma 3.8. Let G be any graph. Then for any combination of n and k, the speed-up
(k,α)
Shit (u, v) of any hitting time pair for random walks with loop probability α > 0 is at least
(k,0)
as large as the speed-up Shit (u, v) in the non-lazy setting.
Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2, the proof of Lemma 3.8 involves a natural coupling
between lazy and non-lazy random walks and an application of Wald’s equation.
We now establish a useful duality between ‘very lazy’ random walks and continuous-time
random walks.
(k,α)

I Lemma 3.9. Let G be any graph and u,v be any two vertices. Then limα→1 Shit (u, v) =
(k)
(k)
(k,α)
g
S
(u, v) and limα→1 Scov = Sg
.
hit
cov
The proof of this lemma revolves around the idea that if the loop-probability is sufficiently
large, then with high probability in each step among the k discrete-time multiple random
walks at most one will move to a neighboring vertex. Hence there are no “concurrency
effects”, and the discrete-time and continuous-time random walks behave correspondingly.

4

Speed-up on the Path

For convenience, we shall consider a path with n + 1 nodes labelled from 0 to n, and n is
even. We defer the straightforward but tedious adjustments for odd n to the full version.
Before delving into further specifics of the analyses for k = 2 and k = 3, let us briefly
mention the following fact for the single random walks (k = 1). To determine the cover time
from the vertex, say, n/2, we can use the Gambler’s ruin problem to infer that the time until
one of the vertices 0 or n is reached equals (n/2 − 0) · (n − n/2) = n2 /4. Then, the time until
the opposite endpoint is reached equals thit (0, n) = thit (n, 0) = n2 (cf. [15]). Combining this,
we arrive at the following simple yet crucial observation:
I Observation 4.1. For a single random walk (k = 1) on a path with endpoints 0 and n,
tcov (n/2) = 54 · n2 . Furthermore, tcov (u) is maximized for u = n/2.
(k)

Recalling the definition of Scov , the strategy to establish a sub-linear speed-up for
(k)
k > 3 is to find a vertex u so that tcov (~u) > k1 · 45 · n2 . A both natural and convenient
candidate is to pick the endpoint, and we shall indeed establish in the next subsection that
(k)
(k)
tcov (~0) = thit (~0, n) > k1 · 54 · n2 .
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k

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

ck

1

1.178

1.349

1.512

1.670

1.823

1.973

2.118

2.261

Figure 4 The numerical values for ck as given in [10] rounded down to the third significant digit.

In contrast to this, establishing a super-linear speed-up for k = 2 turns out to be more
(k)
demanding because in this case we have to upper bound tcov (~u) for any vertex u.

4.1

k > 3: Sub-linear Speed-up

In this section we shall prove that the speed-up for cover times on paths is sub-linear as soon
as k > 3. We should mention that for sufficiently large values of k, i.e., k being super-constant,
[1] proved that on the cycle with n vertices that S k = Θ(log k), as n → ∞. Unfortunately, it
seems difficult to apply the result (or proof) of [1] to the case of a path with a small constant
k. Here we will show the following theorem, that captures all values of k > 3:
I Theorem 4.2. Consider a discrete-time random walk on a path with endpoints 0 and n.
(k)
(k)
2
2
Then for any k > 3, as n → ∞, tcov (~0) = thit (~0, n) > 5/4
k · n − o(n ).
Since tcov (n/2) =
following result:

5
4

· n2 by Observation 4.1, the theorem above immediately implies the
(k)

I Theorem 4.3. For any path with endpoints 0 and n and k > 3, as n → ∞, Scov < k.
Before proving Theorem 4.2, we list three auxiliary results. The theorem below follows
from a work by Kmet and Petkovsek [10] on the k-dimensional Gambler’s ruin problem.
I Theorem 4.4 (cf. [10]). Consider a continuous-time random walk on a path with endpoints
0, n. Then for any 1 6 k 6 10,
tg
cov

(k)

(k)
ck
(~0) = tf
(~0, n) >
· n2 − o(n2 /k),
hit
k

where the ck ’s are the numerical values given in the table below.
The following lemma establishes that the speed-up is at most sub-linear, however, this is
for the hitting time between two endpoints.
I Lemma 4.5. For the path with endpoints 0 and n, we have for any pair of integers ` > 1
(`·k)
(k)
and k > 1, thit (~0, n) > 1` · thit (~0, n).
Proof. Let X = τ (k) (~0, n) be the random variable describing the first visit to n of a random
(k)
walk starting from 1; so E [ X ] = thit (~0, n). For the ` · k random walks, let X1 , X2 , . . . , X`·k
be ` · k independent copies of X. We have:
(`·k)
thit (~0, n) =

∞
X

Pr [ min{X1 , . . . , Xk } = i ] +

i=1

=1+

∞
X
i=1

∞
X
i=1

Pr [ X > i ]

`

Pr [ min{X1 , . . . , Xk } > i ]
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`

Note that Pr [ X > ` · i ] can be upper bounded by Pr [ X > i ] . This follows by dividing
the time into consecutive blocks of length i each, and noting that the probability that a fixed
random walk does not hit n in any of the blocks is upper bounded by Pr [ X > i ]. Therefore,
(`·k)
thit (~0, n) > 1 +

∞
X

Pr [ X > ` · i ] = 1 −

i=1

∞
X
i=1

>

∞
X
i=1

Pr [ X = ` · i ] +

∞
X

Pr [ X > ` · i ]

i=1

Pr [ X > ` · i ] = E [ X/` ] =

1 (k) ~
· t (0, n).
` hit

J

(k)
Finally, we shall need the following simple lower bound on thit (~0, n), that will enable us
to apply Lemma 3.4:
h
i
(k)
I Lemma 4.6. For any 1 6 k 6 n, Pr thit (~0, n) > n2 / log2 n > 1 − o(1).

The basic outline of the proof of Theorem 4.2 is now as follows. We use the lower bound
from Theorem 4.4 for smaller values of k as a base case. Then we use Lemma 3.4 to derive
corresponding lower bounds for discrete-time random walks. Finally, we use Lemma 4.5 to
“bootstrap” the lower bounds from smaller values of k to larger values.

4.2

k = 2: Super-linear Speed-up

First let us recall that c2 is the constant from the two-dimensional Gambler’s ruin problem and
was shown to be at most 1.179 [10] (see also Theorem 4.4 and Figure 4 in this manuscript).
We first derive several upper bounds on the cover time for four special cases. The proofs
of these three estimates are non-trivial but similar. In essence, they use couplings in order to
reduce the cover time to the “base case” where the two random walks start from the same
endpoint, for which we have a fairly accurate estimate (Theorem 4.4).
I Lemma 4.7. Let G be a path
0 and n. Then, as n → ∞:
 2 with endpoints
(2)
3c2
3
2
1. tcov (n/2, n/2) 6 8 + 16 n + o(n ) 6 0.59602 · n2 + o(n2 ).
(2)
2. tcov (n/4, n/4) 6 0.6128 · n2 + o(n2 ).
3. For any n/4 6 w 6 n/2,




1
c2 n2
1 1
1 n n c2 2
t(2)
(w,
n/2)
6
·
(2
−
)
·
+
·
w
·
(n
−
w)
+
·
·
+
·
n
+ o(n2 ),
cov
2
2
4
2 2
2 2 2
2
where the cover time is under the implicit assumption that all vertices between w and n/2
are already visited.
(2)
4. For any 0 6 w < n/4, tcov (0, w) 6 c22 · n2 − c42 · w2 + o(n2 ), where the cover time is under
the implicit assumption that all vertices between 0 and w are already visited.
(2)

Equipped with the three auxiliary estimates above, we now analyze tcov (w, w).
I Proposition 4.8. Let G be a path with endpoints 0 and n. Then, as n → ∞:
(2)
1. For any n/4 6 w 6 n/2, tcov (w, w) 6 0.6244 · n2 + o(n2 ) < 58 · n2 .
(2)
2. For any 0 6 w < n/4, tcov (w, w) 6 0.6128 · n2 + o(n2 ) < 85 · n2 .
With the estimates from Lemma 4.7 at hand, the proof of the first statement is essentially a
repeated application of the corresponding bounds in Lemma 4.7, depending which of the two
endpoints 0 or n/4 the first and second random walk reach first (cf. appendix).
Finally, by using the two results in the above propositions and noting the simple symmetry
(2)
(2)
that tcov (w, w) = tcov (n − w, n − w) for any 0 6 w 6 n/2, we obtain:
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I Theorem 4.9. For the path with vertices 0, . . . , n, as n → ∞, then for any 1 6 w 6 n,
(2)
(k)
tcov (w, w) < 85 · n2 . Consequently, as n → ∞, Scov > 2.
Let us briefly mention that even if we were to redefine the speed-up as the quantity
(k)
cov (u)
, our results above for u = n/2 would imply a super-linear speed-up.
Scov := maxu∈V t(k)
tcov (~
u)

5

Speed-up on d-Dimensional Grid/Torus

A d-dimensional grid is the graph with vertex set V = [−n1/d /2, +n1/d /2]d , and two vertices
are connected iff they differ in one coordinate by 1 and all other coordinates are identical.
A d-dimensional torus is almost same as the d-dimensional grid, but additionally we have
“wrap-around” edges, e.g., for d = 2, we have additional edges between (x, n/2) and (x, −n/2),
and (n/2, x) and (−n/2, x) for any −n/2 6 x 6 n/2.
Due to space limitations, we only sketch the analysis for d = 2 here. The analysis for
d > 3 is quite similar and even slightly easier than the one for d = 2. To avoid any periodicity
issues, we shall always consider lazy random walks with loop probability 1/2.

5.1

Preliminaries

Pt
psuv
I Lemma 5.1. For any graph G and any integer t, Pr [ τ (u, v) 6 t ] > 1+E[s=0
Ru (t) ] , where
Pt
E [ Ru (t) ] = i=1 piu,u is the expected number of returns to u until step t.
We next note an elementary fact about the limiting behaviour of the t-step transition
probabilities. It can be easily derived by relating the random walk to the infinite grid Zd
and then applying the central limit theorem (e.g. [12]).
I Lemma 5.2. Consider a d-dimensional grid or torus, where d is constant, and let n → ∞
be sufficiently large. Then for any pair of vertices u, v ∈ V , there is a constant c1 > 0 so that
ptu,v 6 π(v) + c1 · t−d/2 . Moreover, for any pair of vertices u, v ∈ V , there is a constant c > 0
so that


d · ku − vk22
t
−d/2
pu,v > c · t
· exp −
− c · t−(d+2)/2 .
t

5.2

d = 2 and k ∈ [1, log2 n]: Linear Speed-Up

We begin this part by deriving the upper bound on the cover time. First, we point out that
(k)
for 1 6 k 6 log n, the desired bound tcov = O(n log2 n/k) follows from [1, Theorem 4]. To
cover also the missing regime log n 6 k 6 log2 n, we show the following lemma:
I Lemma 5.3. For k ∈ [1, log2 n] the cover time of k independent lazy random walks on a
2-dimensional torus is O(n log2 n/k).
This result is a fairly straightforward application of Lemma 5.1. The derivation of the
lower bound is more involved, and is based on the following result:
I Lemma 5.4 ([20, Lemma 2]). Let V 0 ⊆ V such that |V 0 | > nδ , δ > 0 and let t such that for
i ∈ V 0 , at most 1/nβ fraction of the j ∈ V 0 satisfy thit (u, v) < t. Then for any start vertex
v ∈ V , tcov (v) > t · (γ ln n − 2), where γ = min(δ, β).
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d = 2 and k ∈ [log2 n, n]: Logarithmic Speed-Up

I Lemma 5.5. For k ∈ [log2 n, n] the cover time of k independent lazy random walks on a
2-dimensional torus is Θ(n/ log(k/ log2 n)).

6

Summary and Open Problems

While a focus of this work has been the speed-up of multiple random walks on paths and
grids, an important general insight is the benefit of using continuous-time random walks.
In that regard, Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.6 (all holding for arbitrary graphs)
might be useful for future work, since one can conveniently switch between continuous-time
and discrete-time walks.
One interesting open problem is to analyze the speed-up on the cycle, where for k = 2,
simulations indicate that the speed-up may be very close to 2. Secondly, in light of our result
that already for the cover time on the path the speed-up can be super-linear, a logical next
(k)
step would be to explore whether Shit (u, v) 6 k holds (for the special case of the path and u
and v being the endpoints, Lemma 4.5 provides a positive answer).
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Abstract
Lyndon factorization and Lempel-Ziv (LZ) factorization are both important tools for analysing
the structure and complexity of strings, but their combinatorial structure is very different. In this
paper, we establish the first direct connection between the two by showing that while the Lyndon
factorization can be bigger than the non-overlapping LZ factorization (which we demonstrate by
describing a new, non-trivial family of strings) it is always less than twice the size.
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Introduction

Given a string (or word) x, a factorization of x partitions x into substrings f1 , f2 , . . . ft , such
that x = f1 f2 . . . ft . In the past 50 years or so, dozens of string factorizations have been
studied, some purely out of combinatorial interest (e.g. [12, 1, 22, 2]) and others because the
internal structure that they reveal allows the design of efficient string processing algorithms.
Perhaps the two most important factorizations in string processing are the Lempel-Ziv (LZ)
factorization [26] and the Lyndon factorization1 [10].
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The LZ factorization has its origins in data compression, and is still used in popular file
compressors2 and as part of larger software systems (see, e.g., [7, 16] and references therein).
More recently it has been used in the design of compressed data structures for indexed
pattern matching [13] and other problems [5]. Each factor fi in the LZ factorization must
be as long as possible and must be either the first occurrence of a letter in x or occur in
f1 . . . fi−1 .3 The Lyndon factorization, on the other hand, was first studied in the context
of combinatorics on words [20, Sect. 5], and later found use in algorithms; for example,
in a bijective variant of the Burrows-Wheeler transform [14, 18], in suffix sorting [21] and
in repetition detection [4]. Each factor fi in the Lyndon factorization must be a Lyndon
word: a string that is lexicographically smaller than all its proper suffixes; and the factors
must be lexicographically non-increasing. Lyndon words themselves have deep combinatorial
properties [20] and have wide application [6, 9, 11, 15, 18, 19, 20, 23].
For some problems each factorization (Lempel-Ziv or Lyndon) leads to quite different
solutions. Perhaps the best known example of this is the computation of all the maximal
repetitions – also known as the “runs” – in a string. In 1999 Kolpakov and Kucherov proved
that ρ(n), the number of runs in a string of length n, is O(n), and showed how to exploit
the structure of the LZ factorization to compute all the runs in linear time [17]. Much more
recently, Bannai et al. [3] used properties of the Lyndon factorization to obtain a much
simpler constructive proof that ρ(n) < n. This later result also leads to a straight-forward
linear-time algorithm for computing the runs from the Lyndon factorization [4].
Our overarching motivation in this paper is to obtain a deeper understanding of how
these two fundamental factorizations – Lempel-Ziv and Lyndon – relate. Toward this aim,
we ask: by how much can the sizes of the factorizations of the same word differ? Here the
size of the Lempel-Ziv factorization s = p1 · · · pz is z and the size of the Lyndon factorization
em
s = f1e1 · · · fm
, where each ei is positive and each fi is lexicographically strictly greater
than fi+1 , is m. For most strings, the number of Lyndon factors is much smaller. Indeed,
any string has a rotation with a Lyndon factorization of size one. So the actual question
is how big can m be with respect to z. For a lower bound, we show that there are strings
√
with m = z + Θ( z). Our main result is the upper bound: the inequality m < 2z holds
for all strings. This result improves significantly a previous, indirect bound by I et al. [25],
who showed that the number of Lyndon factors cannot be more than the size of the smallest
straight line program (SLP). Since the smallest SLP is at most a logarithmic factor bigger
than the LZ factorization [24, 8], this establishes an indirect, logarithmic factor bound, which
we improve to a constant factor two.

2

Basic Notions

We consider finite strings over an alphabet Σ = {a1 , . . . , an }, which is linearly ordered:
a1 ≺ a2 ≺ · · · ≺ an . For strings, we use the array notation: s = s[1..|s|], where |s| stands
for the length of s. The empty string ε has length 0. Any pair i, j such that 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ |s|
specifies a substring s[i..j] in s. A string u equal to some s[i..j] is a factor of s (a prefix, if
i = 1, and a suffix, if j = |s|). A prefix or suffix of s is called proper if it is not equal to s. A
factor u may be equal to several substrings of s, referred to as occurrences of u in s. The
occurrences of a given factor u are totally ordered by their positions in s, so we can speak
about “leftmost” or “previous” occurrence. By uk we denote the concatenation of k copies of
string u. If k = 0 we define uk = ε.

2
3

For example gzip, p7zip, lz4, and snappy all have the LZ factorization at their core.
This is the non-overlapping version of the LZ factorization.
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A string u over Σ is lexicographically smaller or equal than a string v (denoted by u  v)
if either u is a prefix of v or u = xaw1 , v = xbw2 for some strings x, w1 , w2 and some letters
a ≺ b. In the latter case, we refer to this occurrence of a (resp., of b) as the mismatch of
u with v (resp., of v with u). A string w is called a Lyndon word if w is lexicographically
smaller than all its non-empty proper suffixes. The Lyndon factorization of a string s is its
em
unique (see [10]) factorization s = f1e1 · · · fm
such that each fi is a Lyndon word, ei ≥ 1,
and fi  fi+1 for all 1 ≤ i < m. We call each fi a Lyndon factor of s, and each Fi = fiei a
Lyndon run of s. The size of the Lyndon factorization is m, the number of distinct Lyndon
factors, or equivalently, the number of Lyndon runs.
The non-overlapping LZ factorization (see [26]) of a string s is its factorization s = p1 · · · pz
built left to right in a greedy way by the following rule: each new factor (also called an LZ
phrase) pi is either the leftmost occurrence of a letter in s or the longest prefix of pi · · · pz
which occurs in p1 · · · pi−1 .

3

Upper Bound

The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem.
em
and nonI Theorem 1. Every string s having Lyndon factorization s = f1e1 · · · fm
overlapping LZ factorization s = p1 · · · pz satisfies m < 2z.

Let us fix an arbitrary string s and relate all notation (fi , ei , Fi , pi , m, z) to s. The main
line of the proof is as follows. We identify occurrences of some factors in s that must contain a
boundary between two LZ phrases. Non-overlapping occurrences contain different boundaries,
so our aim is to prove the existence of more than m/2 such occurrences. We start with two
basic facts; the first one is obvious.
I Lemma 2. For any strings u, v, w1 , w2 , the relation uw1 ≺ v ≺ uw2 implies that u is a
prefix of v.
I Lemma 3. The inequality j < i implies fj  Fi .
Proof. We prove that fj  fik for any k, arguing by induction on k. The base case k = 1
follows from the definitions. Let fj  fik−1 . In the case of mismatch, fj  fik holds trivially.
Otherwise, fj = fik−1 x for some x 6= ε. If x = fi or x ≺ fi , then x ≺ fj , and so fj is not a
Lyndon word. Hence x  fi and thus fj = fik−1 x  fik . Thus, the inductive step holds. J
The next lemma locates the leftmost occurrences of the Lyndon runs and their products.
I Lemma 4. Let d ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ m − d + 1, and assume that Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 has an
occurrence to the left of the trivial one in s. Then:
1. The leftmost occurrence of Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 is a prefix of fj for some j < i;
2. Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 is a prefix of every fk with j < k < i.
Proof. (1) Let j be the smallest integer such that the leftmost occurrence of Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1
in s overlaps Fj . Suppose first that the leftmost occurrence of Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 is not entirely
contained inside a single occurrence of fj . Then there exists a non-empty suffix u of fj that
is equal to some prefix of one of the factors fi , . . . , fi+d−1 , say fi0 . We cannot have u = fj
because then fj  fi0 which is impossible since j < i0 . Thus u must be a proper suffix of fj .
But then u  fi0 ≺ fj , which contradicts fj being a Lyndon word.
Suppose then that the leftmost occurrence of Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 in s is entirely contained
inside fj but is not its prefix, i.e., fj = vFi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 w for some strings v =
6 ε and w.
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1
1
2

d
1, 2, 3
Fj

···

Fi−1
Fi
extdomd (Fi )

domd (Fi )

···

Fi+d−1
s[i]: a b b a b b a b a b b a b a b b b a b a b b a b a
i: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Figure 1 Left: Graphical notation used to illustrate domd (Fi ) = Fj · · · Fi−1 . Also shown is
extdomd (Fi ) = Fj · · · Fi+d−1 . Right: all non-empty domains for the example string with the Lyndon
factorization of size 5. Note that due to Lemma 6 there are no non-trivial intersections between
domains.

Since fj is a Lyndon word we have fj ≺ Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 w. Consider the position of the
mismatch of Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 w with fj . If the mismatch occurs inside Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 ,
we can write fj = Fi · · · Fi0 −1 fie0 x where i ≤ i0 < i + d, 0 ≤ e < ei , and x is a suffix of
fj that satisfies x ≺ fi0 ≺ fj , which contradicts fj being a Lyndon word. On the other
hand, the mismatch inside w implies that fj begins with Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 , contradicting the
assumption that the inspected occurrence of Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 is the leftmost in s.
(2) We prove this part by induction on d. Let d = 1. By Lemma 3 we have fj  fk  Fi .
Since fj begins with Fi by statement 1, so does fk by Lemma 2. Assume now that the claim
holds for all d0 < d. From the inductive assumption Fi and Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 are both prefixes
of fk . Let y, y 0 , and z be such that fj = Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 y, fk = Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 y 0 = Fi z.
We have j < k and thus fk ≺ fj must hold which, since Fi is a prefix of both fj and
fk , implies z ≺ Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 y. On the other hand, since fk is a Lyndon word, we have
fk = Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 y 0 ≺ z. By Lemma 2, Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 y 0 ≺ z ≺ Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 y implies
that Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 is a prefix of z or equivalently that Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 is a prefix of fk . J

3.1

Domains

Lemma 4 motivates the following definition.
I Definition 5. Let d ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ m − d + 1. We define the d-domain of Lyndon
run Fi as the substring domd (Fi ) = Fj Fj+1 · · · Fi−1 , j ≤ i of s, where Fj is the Lyndon
run (which exists by Lemma 4) starting at the same position as the leftmost occurrence of
Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 in s. Note that if Fi Fi+1 · · · Fi+d−1 does not have any occurrence to the
left of the trivial one then domd (Fi ) = ε. The integers d and i − j are called the order and
size of the domain, respectively.
The extended d-domain of Fi is the substring extdomd (Fi ) = domd (Fi )Fi · · · Fi+d−1 of s.
Lemma 4 implies two easy properties of domains presented below as Lemma 6. These
properties lead to a convenient graphical notation to illustrate domains (see Fig. 1).
I Lemma 6. Let domd (Fi ) = Fj · · · Fi−1 , j ≤ i. Then:
For any d0 > d, domd0 (Fi ) is a suffix of domd (Fi );
For any d0 ≥ 1, domd0 (Fk ) is a substring of domd (Fi ) if j ≤ k < i.
I Definition 7. Consider domd (Fi ) for some d ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m − d + 1, and let α =
Fi · · · Fi+d−1 . We say that the leftmost occurrence of α in s is associated with domd (Fi ).
For example, in Fig. 1, s[7..9] is associated with dom2 (s[23..24]); s[7..17] is associated
with dom1 (s[7..17]) even though it is not shown, since dom1 (s[7..17]) = ε. Observe that due
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to Lemma 6 this implies that domd (s[7..17]) = ε for any d > 1, and hence for example the
substring of s associated with dom2 (s[7..17]) is s[7..22].
A substring s[i..i+k], k ≥ 0 is said to contain an LZ phrase boundary if some phrase of
the LZ-factorization of s begins in one of the positions i, . . . , i+k. Clearly, non-overlapping
substrings contain different phrase boundaries. Furthermore, if the substring of s does not
have any occurrence to the left (in particular, if it is the leftmost occurrence of a single
symbol), it contains an LZ phrase boundary, thus we obtain the following easy observation.
I Lemma 8. Each substring associated with a domain contains an LZ phrase boundary.

3.2

Tandem Domains

I Definition 9. Let d ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ m − d. A pair of domains domd+1 (Fi ), domd (Fi+1 ) is
called a tandem domain if domd+1 (Fi )·Fi = domd (Fi+1 ) or, equivalently, if extdomd+1 (Fi ) =
extdomd (Fi+1 ). Note that we permit domd+1 (Fi ) = ε.
For example, dom3 (s[18..22]), dom2 (s[23..24]) is a tandem domain in Fig. 1, because we
have extdom3 (s[18..22]) = extdom2 (s[23..24]) = s[7..25].
I Definition 10. Let domd+1 (Fi ), domd (Fi+1 ) be a tandem domain. Since Fi+1 · · · Fi+d is a
prefix of Fi by Lemma 4, we let Fi = Fi+1 · · · Fi+d x. The leftmost occurrence of Fi · · · Fi+d in
s can thus be written as Fi+1 · · · Fi+d xFi+1 · · · Fi+d . We say that this particular occurrence
of the factor xFi+1 · · · Fi+d is associated with the tandem domain domd+1 (Fi ), domd (Fi+1 ).
I Remark. Note that the above definition permits domd+1 (Fi ) = ε. If domd+1 (Fi ) 6= ε, then
α, the substring of s associated with domd+1 (Fi ), domd (Fi+1 ), is (by Lemma 4) a substring
of Fj , where Fj , j < i is the leftmost Lyndon run inside domd+1 (Fi ). Otherwise, α overlaps
at least two Lyndon runs. In both cases, however, α is a substring of extdomd+1 (Fi ).
I Lemma 11. Each substring associated with a tandem domain contains an LZ phrase
boundary.
Proof. Let domd+1 (Fi ), domd (Fi+1 ) be a tandem domain and let u = xFi+1 · · · Fi+d be the
associated substring of s. Suppose to the contrary that u contains no LZ phrase boundaries.
Then some LZ-phrase pt contains u and the letter preceding u. Since we consider a nonoverlapping LZ variant, the previous occurrence of pt in s must be a substring of p1 · · · pt−1 .
Note, however, that u is preceded in s by the leftmost occurrence of Fi+1 · · · Fi+d , which is
the prefix of Fj (see Definition 10). Thus, the leftmost occurrence of u in s either immediately
precedes the associated substring, or overlaps it, or coincides with it. This, however, rules out
the possibility that the previous occurrence of pt occurs in p1 · · · pt−1 , a contradiction. J
We say that a tandem domain domd+1 (Fi ), domd (Fi+1 ) is disjoint from a tandem domain
dome+1 (Fk ), dome (Fk+1 ) if all i, i + 1, k, k + 1 are different, i.e., i + 1 < k or k + 1 < i.
I Lemma 12. Substrings associated with disjoint tandem domains do not overlap each other.
Proof. Let domd+1 (Fi ), domd (Fi+1 ) and dome+1 (Fk ), dome (Fk+1 ) be tandem domains
called the d-tandem and e-tandem, respectively. Without the loss of generality let i + 1 < k.
Case 1: domd+1 (Fi ) 6= ε and dome+1 (Fk ) 6= ε. First observe that if the d-tandem and
e-tandem begin with different Lyndon runs, then the associated substrings trivially do
not overlap by the above Remark. Assume then that all considered domains start with
Fj , j < i. By Definition 10 we can write Fj as Fj = Fi+1 · · · Fi+d xFi+1 · · · Fi+d y, where
|Fi+1 · · · Fi+d x| = |Fi | and xFi+1 · · · Fi+d is the substring of s associated with the d-tandem.
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Similarly we have Fj = Fk+1 · · · Fk+e x0 Fk+1 · · · Fk+e y 0 where |Fk+1 · · · Fk+e x0 | = |Fk | and
x0 Fk+1 · · · Fk+e is the substring of s associated with the e-tandem. However, by Lemma 4,
Fk · · · Fk+e is a prefix of Fi+1 and thus |Fk+1 · · · Fk+e x0 Fk+1 · · · Fk+e | ≤ |Fi+1 |, i.e., the
substring of s associated with the e-tandem is inside the prefix Fi+1 of Fj and thus is on the
left of the substring associated with the d-tandem.
Case 2: domd+1 (Fi ) = Fj · · · Fi−1 , j < i, and dome+1 (Fk ) = ε. In this case the substring
associated with the e-tandem begins in Fk by the above Remark and thus is on the right of
the substring associated with the d-tandem.
Case 3: domd+1 (Fi ) = ε and dome+1 (Fk ) = ε. This is only possible if i + d < k since
otherwise Fk (and thus also Fk+1 · · · Fk+e ) occurs in Fi , contradicting dome (Fk+1 ) = Fk .
Then, extdomd+1 (Fi ) does not overlap extdome+1 (Fk ), and the claim holds by above Remark.
Case 4: domd+1 (Fi ) = ε and dome+1 (Fk ) = Fj · · · Fk−1 , j < k. Then, the substring of
s associated with e-tandem is a substring of Fj . If i > j, then clearly extdomd+1 (Fi ) does
not overlap Fj . On the other hand, if i < j, it must also hold i + d < j since otherwise Fj
(and thus also Fk · · · Fk+e ) occurs in Fi , contradicting dome+1 (Fk ) = Fj · · · Fk−1 , and thus
again, extdomd+1 (Fi ) does not overlap Fj . In both cases the Remark above implies the claim.
Finally, if i = j, we must also have i + 1 < k from the assumption about the disjointness of
d- and e-tandem. By Lemma 4 we can write Fi = Fi+1 · · · Fi+d x, Fi+1 = Fk · · · Fk+e x0 and
hence also Fi · · · Fi+d = Fk · · · Fk+e x0 Fi+2 · · · Fi+d xFi+1 · · · Fi+d . In this decomposition, the
substring associated with the e-tandem occurs inside the prefix Fk · · · Fk+e , and the substring
associated with the d-tandem is the suffix xFi+1 · · · Fi+d , which proves the claim.
J

3.3

Groups

We now generalize the concept of tandem domain.
I Definition 13. Let d ≥ 1, 2 ≤ p ≤ m, and 1 ≤ i ≤ m − d − p + 2. A set of p
domains domd+p−1 (Fi ), domd+p−2 (Fi+1 ), . . ., domd (Fi+p−1 ) is called a p-group if for all t =
0, . . . , p−2 the equality domd+p−1−t (Fi+t )·Fi+t = domd+p−2−t (Fi+t+1 ) holds or, equivalently,
extdomd+p−1 (Fi ) = . . . = extdomd (Fi+p−1 ). Note that we permit domd+p−1 (Fi ) = ε.
I Lemma 14. Substrings associated with tandem domains from the same group do not
overlap each other.
Proof. Consider a p-group, p ≥ 3 and assume first that p = 3. By Lemma 4 we have Fi =
Fi+1 · · · Fi+d+1 x0 and Fi+1 = Fi+2 · · · Fi+d+1 x for some words x0 and x. We can thus write the
leftmost occurrence of Fi · · · Fi+d+1 in s as Fi+2 · · · Fi+d+1 xFi+2 · · · Fi+d+1 x0 Fi+1 · · · Fi+d+1 .
It is easy to see that those occurrences of xFi+2 · · · Fi+d+1 and x0 Fi+1 · · · Fi+d+1 are associated
with (resp.) tandem domains domd+1 (Fi+1 ), domd (Fi+2 ) and domd+2 (Fi ), domd+1 (Fi+1 ),
and thus the claim holds.
For p > 3 it suffices to consider all subgroups of size three, in left-to-right order, to
verify that the substrings associated with all tandem domains occur in reversed order as a
contiguous substring and thus no two substrings overlap each other.
J
The above Lemma is illustrated in Fig. 2. It also motivates the following definition which
generalizes the concept of associated substring from tandem domains to groups.
I Definition 15. Consider a p-group domd+p−1 (Fi ), domd+p−2 (Fi+1 ), . . ., domd (Fi+p−1 )
for some p ≥ 2. From Lemma 4, Fi+p−1 · · · Fi+p+d−2 is a prefix of Fi . Thus, the leftmost
occurrence of Fi · · · Fi+p+d−2 in s can be written as Fi+p−1 · · · Fi+p+d−2 xFi+1 · · · Fi+p+d−2 .
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Figure 2 Illustration of Lemma 14. In the examples u, v, w, x, y are Lyndon runs from the
Lyndon factorization of s. The top figure shows a 3-group: dom3 (w) = u · · · v, dom2 (x) = u · · · vw,
dom1 (y) = u · · · vwx. αwx is a substring associated with the tandem domain dom3 (w), dom2 (x),
and αxy is a substring associated with the tandem domain dom2 (x), dom1 (y). Observe that the
substrings associated with tandem domains occur as a contiguous substring and in reverse order
(compared to the order of the corresponding tandem domains in s). The bottom figure shows a
4-group: dom5 (u) = ε, dom4 (v) = u, dom3 (w) = uv, dom2 (x) = uvw and demonstrates the case
when the leftmost domain in a group is empty.

We say that this particular occurrence of the substring xFi+1 · · · Fi+p+d−2 is associated with
the p-group domd+p−1 (Fi ), domd+p−2 (Fi+1 ), . . ., domd (Fi+p−1 ).
It is easy to derive a formal proof of the following Lemma from the proof of Lemma 14.
I Lemma 16. The substring associated with a p-group is the concatenation, in reverse order,
of the p − 1 substrings associated with the tandem domains belonging to the p-group.
Our consideration of groups culminates in the next two results.
I Corollary 17. The substring associated with a p-group contains at least p − 1 different LZ
phrase boundaries.
We say that a p-group domd+p−1 (Fi ), . . ., domd (Fi+p−1 ) is disjoint from a p0 -group
domd0 +p0 −1 (Fk ), . . ., domd0 (Fk+p0 −1 ) if i + p − 1 < k or k + p0 − 1 < i. By combining
Lemma 12 and Lemma 16 we obtain the following fact.
I Lemma 18. Substrings associated with disjoint groups do not overlap.

3.4

Subdomains

The concept of p-group does not easily extend to p = 1. If we simply define the 1-group
as a single domain and extend the notion of groups to include 1-groups then Lemma 18 no
longer holds (e.g. in Fig. 1 the substring associated with tandem domain dom3 (s[18..22]),
dom2 (s[23..24]) is s[10..14] and the substring associated with domain dom1 (s[7..17]) is
s[7..17]). Instead, we introduce a weaker lemma (Lemma 20) that also includes single
domains.
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I Definition 19. We say that a domain dome (Fk ) is a subdomain of a domain domd (Fi ) =
Fj · · · Fi−1 , j ≤ i if k = i and e = d (i.e., the domain is its own subdomain), or j ≤ k < i
and extdome (Fk ) is a substring of extdomd (Fi ) (or equivalently, if k + e ≤ i + d). In other
words, Fk has to be one of the Lyndon runs among Fj , . . ., Fi−1 and the extended domain
of Fk cannot extend (to the right) beyond the extended domain of Fi .
I Lemma 20. Consider a tandem domain dome+1 (Fk ), dome (Fk+1 ) such that dome+1 (Fk )
and dome (Fk+1 ) are subdomains of domd (Fi ). Then, the substring associated with the tandem
domain dome+1 (Fk ), dome (Fk+1 ) does not overlap the substring associated with domd (Fi ).
Proof. First, observe that in order for a tandem domain consisting of two subdomains to
exist, domd (Fi ) has to be non-empty. Thus, let domd (Fi ) = Fj · · · Fi−1 for some j < i. This
implies (Lemma 4) that the substring associated with domd (Fi ) is a prefix of Fj .
Assume first that dome+1 (Fk ) = Fj 0 · · · Fk−1 , j < j 0 ≤ k. The substring associated with
the tandem domain is a substring of extdome+1 (Fk ) thus it trivially does not overlap Fj .
Assume then that dome+1 (Fk ) = Fj · · · Fk−1 . If k + 1 < i then by Lemma 4, Fi · · · Fi+d−1
is a prefix of Fk+1 . By Definition 10 the leftmost occurrence of Fk · · · Fk+e in s can be
written as Fk+1 · · · Fk+e xFk+1 · · · Fk+e . Thus clearly the leftmost occurrence of Fi · · · Fi+d−1
(associated with domk (Fi )) occurs in a prefix Fk+1 not overlapped by xFk+1 · · · Fk+e (which
is a substring associated with the tandem domain).
The remaining case is when k + 1 = i. Then by Definition 19 we must have e = d and
again the claim holds easily from Definition 10.
J
For any domain domd (Fi ) = Fj · · · Fi−1 , j < i we define the set of canonical subdomains
as follows. Consider the following procedure. Initialize the set of canonical subdomains to
contain domd (Fi ). Then initialize δ = d and start scanning the Lyndon runs Fj , . . ., Fi−1
right-to-left. When scanning Ft we check if domδ+1 (Ft ) = Fj · · · Ft−1 .
If yes, we include domδ+1 (Ft ) into the set, increment δ and continue scanning from Ft−1 .
Otherwise, i.e., if domδ+1 (Ft ) = Fj 0 · · · Ft−1 for some j 0 > j, we include the domain
domδ+1 (Ft ) into the set. Then we set δ = 0 and continue scanning from Fj 0 −1 . All
domains that were included into the set of canonical subdomains in this case are called
loose subdomains.
See Fig. 3 for an example. The above procedure simply greedily constructs groups of
domains, and whenever the candidate for the next domain in the current group does not
have a domain that starts with Fj , we terminate the current group, add the loose subdomain
into the set and continue building groups starting with the next Lyndon run outside the
(just included) loose subdomain.
Note that the current group can be terminated when containing just one domain, so
it is not a group in this case. Hence we call the resulting sequences of non-loose domains
clusters, i.e., a cluster is either a single domain, or a p-group, p ≥ 2. Note also that during
the construction we may encounter more than one loose subdomain in a row, so clusters and
loose subdomains do not necessarily alternate, but no two clusters occur consecutively.
Finally, observe that the sequence of clusters and loose subdomains always ends with a
cluster (possibly of size one) containing domd0 (Fj ) for some d0 (d0 = 3 for the example in
Fig. 3), since domd0 (Fj ) = ε for all d0 .

3.5

Proof of the Main Theorem

We are now ready to prove the key Lemma of the proof. Recall that the size of domd (Fi ) =
Fj · · · Fi−1 , j ≤ i is defined as i − j.
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Figure 3 An example showing the set of canonical subdomains of dom2 (F15 ). Using notation
from Lemma 21, the set has p = 4 clusters of size (left-to-right): `1 = 3, `2 = 1, `3 = 2, `4 = 3, and
t = 3 loose subdomains: dom2 (F6 ) = F4 F5 , dom3 (F9 ) = F8 , dom5 (F12 ) = ε of size k1 = 2, k2 = 1,
k3 = 0. Note how the extended domains of loose subdomains do not overlap each other. Furthermore,
note that extdom2 (F15 ) = F1 · · · F16 can be factorized as F1 · · · F`1 concatenated
Pp with the extended
domains. By Corollary 17 and Lemmas 18 and 20, F1 · · · F`1 contains 1 + h=1 (`h − 1) = 6 LZ
phrase
boundaries, while the extended domains extdom2 (F6 ), extdom3 (F9 ), extdom5 (F12 ) contain
Pt
(dk
h /2e + 1) = 5 LZ phrase boundaries by Lemma 21.
h=1

I Lemma 21. Let domd (Fi ) be a domain of size k ≥ 0. Then extdomd (Fi ) contains at least
dk/2e + 1 different LZ phrase boundaries.
Proof. Let domd (Fi ) = Fj · · · Fi−1 , j ≤ i and k = i − j. The proof is by induction on k. For
k = 0, extdomd (Fi ) is the substring of s associated with domd (Fi ) (see Definition 7) and
thus by Lemma 8, extdomd (Fi ) contains at least one LZ phrase boundary.
Let k > 0 and assume now that the claim holds for all smaller k. Consider the set Ci,d
of canonical subdomains of domd (Fi ). If Ci,d contains no loose subdomain, it consists of a
single cluster which is a (k + 1)-group. By Corollary 17, the substring associated with this
group contains k phrase boundaries; by Lemma 20, one more boundary is provided by the
domain domd (Fi ) itself. We have 1 + k ≥ 1 + dk/2e, which concludes the proof of this case.
For the rest of the proof assume that Ci,d contains t ≥ 1 loose subdomains, denoted, left
to right, by domd1 (Fi1 ), . . . , domdt (Fit ). Note that dt > d. Let kh be the size of domdh (Fih ),
h = 1, . . . , t. Further, let ` ≥ 1 be the size of the leftmost cluster (the one that contains some
domain of Fj ). By the construction of the canonical set we have
extdomd (Fi ) = Fj · · · Fj+`−1 extdomd1 (Fi1 )extdomd2 (Fi2 ) · · · extdomdt (Fit ).

(1)

Both clusters and loose subdomains contribute some number of LZ phrase boundaries into
their total. The boundaries contributed by clusters are all different by Lemma 18; let S be
their number. These boundaries are also different from the boundary inside the substring
associated with domd (Fi ) by Lemma 20. Furthermore, it is easy to see from the proof of
Lemma 20 that all these phrase boundaries are located inside Fj · · · Fj+`−1 . The number of
phrase boundaries inside the extended domains of loose subdomains can be estimated by
the inductive assumption (by Eq. 1, these external domains do not overlap each other or
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Fj · · · Fj+`−1 ). So we obtain that extdomd (Fi ) contains at least
1+


t 
X
kh
h=1

2


+1 +S

(2)

Pt
different LZ phrase boundaries. Let us evaluate h=1 kh . By the construction, a loose
dh -subdomain is followed by exactly dh Lyndon runs which are outside loose subdomains;
then another loose subdomain follows (cf. Fig. 3). The only exception is the rightmost loose
subdomain, which is followed by dt − d Lyndon runs outside loose subdomains (note that we
only count Lyndon runs inside domd (Fi )). Then
t
X

kh = k − ` −

h=1

t
X

dh + d.

(3)

h=1

Next we evaluate S. By Corollary 17, a cluster of size r contributes r − 1 phrase boundaries.
Then the leftmost (resp., rightmost) cluster contributes ` − 1 (resp., dt − d − 1) boundaries.
Each of the remaining clusters is preceded by a loose dh -subdomain, where dh > 1, and
contributes dh − 2 boundaries. Using Knuth’s notation [predicate] for the numerical value (0
or 1) of the predicate in brackets, we can write
S =`−1+

t
X

dh − t − d −

h=1

t−1
X

[dh > 1].

(4)

h=1

Finally, we estimate the number in Eq. 2 using Eq. 3 and Eq. 4:

t 
X
kh

Pt

t
t−1
X
X
k − ` − h=1 dh + d
+`−1+
dh −t−d−
[dh > 1]
+ 1 +S ≥ 1+t+
2
2
h=1
h=1
h=1

t
t−1
t−1 
` + dt − d k X dh
k
k ` X dh d X
− −
[dh > 1] =
+ +
− [dh > 1] ≥ 1 + .
= + +
2 2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1+

h=1

h=1

h=1

The obtained lower bound for an integer can be rounded up to 1 + dk/2e, as required.

J

Using the above Lemma we can finally prove the main Theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1. Partition the string s into extended domains as follows: take the
string s0 such that s = s0 · extdom1 (Fm ) and partition s0 recursively to get
s = extdom1 (Fi1 ) · · · extdom1 (Fit ), where it = m.
By Lemma 21, each extended domain extdom1 (Fih ) contains at least dkh /2e + 1 phrase
Pt
boundaries, where kh is the size of the domain dom1 (Fih ). Clearly, h=1 kh = m − t; hence
the total number z of the boundaries satisfies
z≥


t 
X
kh
h=1

as required.

2


+1






m−t
m+t
m
≥
+t=
> ,
2
2
2
J
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Lower Bound

The upper bound on the number of factors in the Lyndon factorization of a string, given in
of Theorem 1, is supported by the following lower bound. Consider a string sk = B0 · · · Bk a,
k ≥ 0, where:
B0 = b,
B1 = ab,
B2 = a2 baba2 b,
···
Bk = (ak ba1 b) · · · (ak bak−1 b)ak b.
For example, s3 = (b)(ab)(a2 baba2 b)(a3 baba3 ba2 ba3 b)(a).
I Theorem 22. Let f1 · · · fmk and p1 · · · pzk be the Lyndon factorization and the nonoverlapping LZ factorization of the string sk , k ≥ 2. Then mk = k 2 /2 + k/2 + 2, zk =
√
k 2 /2 − k/2 + 4, and thus mk = zk + Θ( zk ).
Proof. First we count Lyndon factors. All factors will be different, so their number coincides
with the number of Lyndon runs. By the definition of Lyndon factorization, the block Bi
(0 < i ≤ k) is factorized into i Lyndon factors:
Bi = ai ba1 b · ai ba2 b · · · ai bai−1 b · ai b.

(5)

For any suffix u of B0 · · · Bi−1 and any prefix v of Bi , u  v holds since ai is a prefix of
Bi and this is the leftmost occurrence of ai . Thus there is no Lyndon word that begins in
B0 · · · Bi−1 and ends in Bi . This implies that the factorization of sk is the concatenation of
the first b, then k factorizations Eq. 5, and the final a, k 2 /2 + k/2 + 2 factors in total.
Let LZ (sk ) denote the LZ factorization of sk . The size of LZ (s2 ) = b · a · ba · aba · baaba
is 5. For k ≥ 3, we prove by induction that
LZ (sk ) = LZ (sk−1 ) · ak−1 babak−1 · aba2 bak−1 · · · abak−2 bak−1 · abak−1 bak ba.

(6)

For k = 3 we have LZ(s3 ) = LZ(s2 ) · aababaa · abaabaaaba and thus the claim holds. If
k > 3, by the inductive hypothesis the last phrase in LZ (sk−1 ) is p = abak−2 bak−1 ba. The
factor p has only one previous occurrence: it occurs at the boundary between Bk−2 and
Bk−1 , followed by b. So, p remains a phrase in LZ (sk ). Each of subsequent k − 2 phrases of
Eq. 6 also has a single previous occurrence (inside Bk−1 ), and this occurrence is followed by b
because Bk−1 has no factor ak . Thus, Eq. 6 correctly represents LZ (sk ). Direct computation
now gives zk = k 2 /2 − k/2 + 4.
J
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Abstract
We introduce a general problem about bribery in voting systems. In the R-Multi-Bribery
problem, the goal is to bribe a set of voters at minimum cost such that a desired candidate wins
the manipulated election under the voting rule R. Voters assign prices for withdrawing their
vote, for swapping the positions of two consecutive candidates in their preference order, and for
perturbing their approval count for a candidate.
As our main result, we show that R-Multi-Bribery is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by the number of candidates for many natural voting rules R, including Kemeny rule, all
scoring protocols, maximin rule, Bucklin rule, fallback rule, SP-AV, and any C1 rule. In particular, our result resolves the parameterized of R-Swap Bribery for all those voting rules, thereby
solving a long-standing open problem and “Challenge #2” of the 9 Challenges in computational
social choice by Bredereck et al.
Further, our algorithm runs in single-exponential time for arbitrary cost; it thus improves
the earlier double-exponential time algorithm by Dorn and Schlotter that is restricted to the
unit-cost case for all scoring protocols, the maximin rule, and Bucklin rule.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.2.2 Nonnumerical Algorithms and Problems, G.2 Discrete
Mathematics, J.4 Social and Behavioral Sciences
Keywords and phrases Parameterized algorithm, swap bribery, n-fold integer programming
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1

Introduction

In this work we address algorithmic problems from the area of voting and bribing. In
these problems, we are given as input an election, which consists of set C of candidates
and a set V of voters v, each of which is equipped with a total order ≺v indicating their
preferences over the candidates. Further, we have a fixed voting rule R (that is not part
of the input), which determines how the orders of the voters are aggregated to determine
the winner(s) of the election among the candidates. Popular examples of voting rules R
include “scoring protocols” like plurality – where the candidate(s) ranked first by a majority
of voters win(s) – or the Borda rule, where each candidate receives |C| − i points from being
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Table 1 R-Multi-Bribery generalizes several studied bribery problems. For Kemeny rule, no
previous results are known to us. Also, XP denotes an algorithm with run time nf (|C|) and FPT-AS
a fixed-parameter approximation scheme.

Problem

Specialization of
R-Multi-Bribery

Previous best result
(except Kemeny rule)

R-$Bribery

πi = 0, αi = ∞, ai = di = ∞

22

R-Manipulation
R-CCAV/R-CCDV
R-Swap Bribery
R-Shift Bribery
R-Support Brib.
R-Mixed Brib.
R-Extension Brib.
R-Possible Win.
Dodgson Score
Young Score

ιi = 0 for i ∈ S, ιi = ∞ for i ∈
/S
ιi = 0, πi = αi = ∞

O(|C|)

nO(1) [9]

2O(|C|)

· nO(1) [9]

2O(|C|)

· nO(1) [9]

2
2

2O(|C|)

αi = ∞, ai = di = ∞, ιi = 0
R-Swap Bribery with
πi (a, b) = ∞ for a, b 6= c1
πi = ai = di = ∞, ιi = 0
ai = di = ∞, ιi = 0
πi (a, b) = 0 if ranki (a, b) > li ,
else πi (a, b) = ∞, ai = di = ∞, ιi = 0

2
· nO(1) , unit cost [13]
XP, arbitrary cost,
FPT-AS, restricted cost [10]
NP-c [26]
NP-c [14]
NP-c [2]

reduce to R-Swap Bribery [14, Thm 2]

22

O(|C|)

· nO(1) [4]

22

O(|C|)

· nO(1) [1]

Condorcet-Swap Bribery with πi = 1
R-CCDV with R = Condorcet, di = 1

2

2O(|C|)

· nO(1) [27]

ranked i-th by a voter and the candidate with most points wins; and the Copeland rule,
which orders candidates by their number of pairwise victories minus their number of pairwise
defeats. The goal is to manipulate the given election (C, V ) by some actions Θ in such a
way that a designated candidate c1 ∈ C wins the perturbed election (C, V )Θ under the fixed
voting rule R. Such manipulation problems model various real-life issues, such as actual
bribery, or campaign management, or post-election checks, as in destructive bribery (known
as margin of victory). Manipulation is performed by the actions of swapping the position
of two adjacent candidates in the preference order of some voter, by support changes that
perturb the approval count of a voter, and control changes that (de)activate some voters.
The algorithmic problem is to achieve the goal by performing the most cost-efficient actions.
To measure cost of swaps, we consider the model introduced by Elkind et al. [14] where each
voter may assign different prices for swapping two consecutive candidates in their preference
order; this captures the notion of small changes and comprises the preferences of the voters.
We additionally allow voter-individual cost for support changes and control changes. We call
this the R-Multi-Bribery problem.
Various special cases of the R-Multi-Bribery problem have been studied in the literature;
see Table 1 for an overview which problems are captured by R-Multi-Bribery.
For instance, Faliszewski et al. [18] introduced the R-Swap Bribery problem, where
only swaps are permitted. Of particular interest has been to understand the computational
complexity such problems with respect to the number |C| of candidates [1, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
13, 19]. A common outcome are fixed-parameter algorithms that find an optimal solution
of each instance I in time f (|C|) · |I|O(1) for some function f ; for example, Dorn and
O(|C|)
Schlotter [13] show how to solve R-Swap Bribery with unit costs in time 22
· |I|O(1)1
for so-called linearly describable voting rules R. In general, the function f grows quite fast,
often double-exponential in |C| which stems from solving a certain integer linear program
(ILP) at some point of the algorithm. This observation led Bredereck et al. [6] to put forward

1

Bredereck et al. [7] pointed out that the algorithm by Dorn and Schlotter only works for unit costs.
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the following “Challenge #1”, as part of their “Nine Research Challenges in Social Choice”:
Many [FPT results in computational social choice] rely on a deep result from combinatorial optimization due to Lenstra [that] is mainly of theoretical interest; this may
render corresponding fixed-parameter tractability results to be of classification nature
only. Can the mentioned ILP-based [...] results be replaced by direct combinatorial [...]
fixed-parameter algorithms?
Another downside of the “ILP-based approach” is that it inherently treats voters not as
individuals, but as groups which share preferences. This makes it difficult to obtain algorithms
where voters from the same group differ in some way, such as by the cost of bribing them.
Their “Challenge #2” thus reads:
[T]here is a huge difference between [...] problems, where each voter has unit cost
for being bribed, and the other flavors of bribery, where each voter has individually
specified price [...] and it is not known if they are in FPT or hard for W[1]. What is
the exact parameterized complexity of the R-Swap Bribery and R-Shift Bribery
parameterized by the number of candidates, for each voting rule R?
Our contribution. Our main result is a fixed-parameter algorithm for R-Multi-Bribery
parameterized by the number of candidates, for many fundamental voting rules R. In
particular, our algorithm works for voter-dependent cost functions, and it runs in time that
is only single-exponential in |C|.
I Theorem 1. R-Multi-Bribery is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by the number
of candidates, and can be solved in time
6
2O(|C| log |C|) · n3 if R is a scoring protocol, any C1 rule, or SP-AV,
6
2O(|C| log |C|) · n4 if R is the maximin, Bucklin or fallback rule, and
6
2O(|C|! ) · n3 if R is the Kemeny rule.
We argued R-Multi-Bribery generalizes many well-studied voting and bribing problems,
parameterized by the number of candidates. A direct corollary of Theorem 1 is:
I Corollary 2. Let R be a scoring protocol, a C1 rule, the maximin rule, the Bucklin rule,
the SP-AV rule, the fallback rule, or Kemeny rule. Then R-Swap Bribery with arbitrary
cost is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by the number |C| of candidates.
This solves “Challenge #2” by Bredereck et al. [6]. In particular, for scoring protocols,
maximin rule and Bucklin rule, Corollary 2 extends and improves an algorithm by Dorn
and Schlotter [13] that is restricted to the unit-cost case of R-Swap Bribery, and requires
O(|C|)
double-exponential run time 22
· nO(1) .
Furthermore, we avoid using Lenstra’s algorithm for solving ILPs with bounded number
of variables, and thereby achieve the exponential improvements over previous run times for
R-Swap Bribery. This way, we substantially contribute towards resolving “Challenge #1”
by Bredereck et al.
We remark that it is unclear (cf. [19, p. 338]) if the Kemeny rule can be described by
linear inequalities as defined by Dorn and Schlotter [13]; even if it does, ours is the first
fixed-parameter algorithm for R-Swap Bribery under the Kemeny rule, as Dorn and
Schlotter’s algorithm only applies to the unit-cost case.
Another corollary of Theorem 1 is the following:
I Corollary 3. R-Shift Bribery is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by the number
of candidates, for R being the Borda rule, the maximin rule and the Copelandα rule.
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This way, we simultaneously improve the fixed-parameter algorithm by Dorn and Schlotter [13]
for unit cost, the XP-algorithm and the fixed-parameter approximation scheme for arbitrary
cost by Bredereck et al. [7].
Further, we have the following:
I Corollary 4. Approval-$Bribery, Approval-$CCAV and Approval-$CCDV can be solved
6
in time 2O(|C| log |C|) · n4 .
This improves a recent result by Bredereck et al. [9] who solved these problems in time that
is double-exponential in |C|.
Our approach. Our approach to prove Theorem 1 is to formulate the R-Multi-Bribery
problem in terms of an n-fold integer program (IP). Unlike fixed-dimension ILPs, which can
be handled by Lenstra’s algorithm [23], n-fold IPs allow variable dimension at the expense of
a more rigid block structure of the constraint matrix. We manage to encode many voting
rules R in a constraint matrix that has this required structure. While the dimension of the
IP is not bounded in terms of the number of candidates, we bound the dimension of each
block by a function of |C|. Then we solve the n-fold IP via the fixed-parameter algorithm
of Hemmecke, Onn and Romanchuk [22], parameterized by the largest coefficient and the
largest dimension of each block of the IP.
We complement our positive results by a complexity lower bound for solving n-fold IPs:
√
3

I Theorem 5. Assuming ETH, there is no algorithm solving n-fold IPs in time ao( r·s·t) ·
nO(1) , where a is the largest absolute value in the constraint matrix and r, s, t bound the
dimension of each block. Further, solving n-fold IPs is W[1]-hard parameterized by r, s, t.
We defer the proof of Theorem 5 to the full version of this paper.
Related work. Bribery problems in voting systems are well-studied [7, 13, 14, 19]. Bredereck
et al. [7] consider shift bribery, where candidates can be shifted up a number of positions
in a voter’s preference order; this is a special case of swap bribery. An extension of their
model [11] allows campaign managers to affect the position of the preferred candidate in
multiple votes, either positively or negatively, with a single bribery action, which applies to
large-scale campaigns. In a different model [10], complexity of bribery of elections admitting
for multiple winners, such as when committees are formed, has been studied. Also, different
cost models have been considered: Faliszewski et al. [18] require that each voter has their
own price that is independent of the changes made to the bribed vote. The more general
models of Faliszewski [17] and Faliszewski et al. [20] allow for prices that depend on the
amount of change the voter is asked for by the briber. For various other bribery models that
have been investigated algorithmically, cf. Rothe [3, Chapter 4.3.5].
Regarding ILPs, tractable fragments include ILPs whose defining matrix is totally unimodular (due to the integrality of the corresponding polyhedra and the polynomiality of
linear programming), and ILPs in fixed dimension [23]. Courcelle’s theorem [12] implies that
solving ILPs is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by the treewidth of the constraint
matrix and the maximum domain size of the variables. Ganian and Ordyniak [21] showed
fixed-parameter tractability for the combined parameter the treedepth and the largest absolute value in the constraint matrix, and contrasted this with a W[1]-hardness result when
treedepth is exchanged for treewidth.
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Voting and Bribing Problems

We give notions for the problems we deal with; for background, cf. Brams and Fishburn [5].
Elections. An election (C, V ) consists of a set C candidates and a set V = Va ∪ V` of voters,
where Va are active voters and V` are latent voters. Only active voters participate in an
election, but through a control action (defined later) latent voters can become active or
active voters can become latent. Unless specified otherwise, we assume that V = Va . Each
voter i is a linear order i over the set C which we call a preference order. For distinct
candidates a and b, we write a i b if voter i prefers a over b. We denote by rank(c, i) the
position of candidate c ∈ C in the order i .
Swaps. Let (C, V ) be an election and let i ∈ V be a voter. A swap γ = (a, b)i in preference
order i means to exchange the positions of a and b in i ; denote the resulting order by γi ;
the cost of (a, b)i is πi (a, b). A swap γ = (a, b)i is admissible in i if rank(a, i) = rank(b, i)−1.
A set Γ of swaps is admissible in i if they can be applied sequentially in i , one after the
other, in some order, such that each one of them is admissible. Note that the obtained vote,
denoted by Γi , is independent from the order in which the swaps of Γ are applied. We also
extend this notation for applying swaps in several votes and denote it V Γ .
Support changes. In voting rules such as SP-AV or Fallback, each voter i also has an
approval count li ∈ {0, . . . , |C|}. For voter i and t ∈ {−li , . . . , |C| − li }, a support change ti
changes the approval count of voter i to li + t. We denote a set of support changes by Σ, and
the changed set of voters by V Σ . The cost of support change ti is αi (t); always αi (0) = 0. If
voter i is involved in a swap or support change, a one-time influence cost ιi occurs.
Control changes. The set of voters may be changed by activating some latent voters from V`
or deactivating some active voters from Va ; we call this a control change. We denote the
changed set of voters by V ` ∪ V a . The cost of activating voter i ∈ V` is ai and the cost of
deactivating voter i ∈ Va is di ; always ai = 0 for i ∈ Va and di = 0 for i ∈ V` .
Voting rules. A voting rule R is a function that maps an election (C, V ) to a subset W ⊆ C,
called the winners. We study the following voting rules:
|C|
Scoring protocols. A scoring protocol is defined through a vector s = (s1 , . . . , s|C| ) ∈ N0
with s1 ≥ · · · ≥ s|C| ≥ 0. A candidate receives sj points for each voter that ranks it as j-th
best. The candidate with the maximum number of points is the winner. Examples include
the Plurality rule (s = (1, 0, . . . , 0)), d-Approval (s = (1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0) with d ones), and the
|C|
Borda rule (s = (|C| − 1, |C| − 2, . . . , 1, 0)). Throughout, we assume that maxj=1 sj ≤ |C|,
which is the case for the aforementioned popular rules.
Bucklin. The Bucklin winning round is a number k such that using the k-approval rule
yields a candidate with more than n2 points, but (k − 1)-approval does not. The Bucklin
winner is the candidate with maximum points when k-approval is used.
Condorcet consistent rules. A candidate c ∈ C is a Condorcet winner if any other c0 ∈
C \ {c} satisfies |{i ∈ V | c i c0 }| > |{i ∈ V | c0 i c}|. A voting rule is Condorcet
consistent if it selects the Condorcet winner in case there is one. Such rules are classified
by Brams and Fishburn [5] as C1, C2 or C3, depending on the kind of information needed
to determine the winner. For a, b ∈ C let v(a, b) = |{i ∈ V | a i b}|; we write a <M b if a
beats b in a head-to-head contest, that is, if v(a, b) > v(b, a).
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Let R be a Condorcet consistent rule. We say R is C1 if knowing <M suffices to
determine the winner. C1 rules include the Copelandα rule, the Slater rule, and others.
E.g., the Copelandα rule for α ∈ [0, 1] specifies that for each head-to-head contest between
two distinct candidates, if some candidate is preferred by a majority of voters then (s)he
obtains one point and the other candidate obtains zero points, and if a tie occurs then both
candidates obtain α points; the candidate with largest sum of points wins.
We say R is C2 if it is not C1 and knowing v(a, b) for all a, b ∈ C is sufficient for
determining the winner. The following two rules are C2:
Maximin. Declares c ∈ C is a winner if it maximizes v∗ (c) = min{v(c, a) | c 6= a ∈ C}.
Kemeny. Declares c ∈ C a winner if there exists a ranking of candidates R such that c
Pn
is first in R and R maximizes the total agreement with voters i=1 |{(a, b) | ((a R b) ⇔
(a i b)) ∀a, b ∈ C}| among all rankings.
We say R is C3 if it is neither C2 nor C3. The following two rules are C3:
Dodgson. The Dodgson score of a candidate c is the minimum number of swaps needed
such that c becomes the Condorcet winner. A candidate c is the Dodgson winner if their
Dodgson score is minimum.
Young. Analogously, the Young score of a candidate c is the minimum number of voters
that need to be deleted from an election for c to become the Condorcet winner. The candidate
with the lowest Young score is the Young winner.
Additionally, if approval counts are given for each voter, other voting rules are possible:
SP-AV. A candidate c gets a point from every voter i with rank(c, i) ≤ li . The candidate
with maximum number of points wins.
Fallback. Delete, for each voter i , the non-approved candidates (i.e., all c with
rank(c, i) > li ) from its order. Then, use the Bucklin rule, which might fail due to step one;
in that case, use the SP-AV rule.

3

A grammar for n-fold integer programming

We now set up our main tool, a grammar for n-fold IPs. For background on n-fold IPs, we
refer to the books of Onn [25] and De Loera et al. [24].
n-fold integer programs. Given nt-dimensional integer vectors b, u, l, w, an n-fold integer
programming problem (IP )E (n) ,b,l,u,w in variable dimension nt is defined as

n
o
min wx : E (n) x = b , l ≤ x ≤ u , x ∈ Znt ,

where E

(n)




:= 
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0
0
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0

0

···
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is an (r + ns) × nt-matrix, D ∈ Zr×t is an r × t-matrix and A ∈ Zs×t is an s × t-matrix.
Hemmecke et al. [22] developed a dynamic program to show:
I Proposition 6 ([22, Thm. 6.1]). There is an algorithm solving (IP )E (n) ,b,l,u,w in time
2
aO(trs+t s) · O(n3 L), where a = max{kDk∞ , kAk∞ } and L is the length of the input.
The structure of E (n) allows us to divide the nt variables into n bricks of size t. We use
subscripts to index within a brick and superscripts to denote the index of the brick, i.e. xij is
the j-th variable of the i-th brick with j ∈ {1, . . . , t} and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
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Also note that there are two types of constraints, given by either the row of matrices D,
or by the matrix A for each brick. These types lead us to define globally and locally uniform
expressions. A globally uniform expression for a t-tuple of coefficients (a1 , . . . , at ) is:
n X
t
X

aj xij .

i=1 j=1

Observe that constraints given by a row of matrices D have the form of a globally uniform
expression equalling a number on the right hand side. We call them globally uniform
constraints; typically they assure that the solution fits a budget or other global condition.
A locally uniform expression for (a1 , . . . , at ) is an expression
t
X

aj xij − bi ,

i = 1, . . . , n .

j=1

Notice that a locally uniform expression is in fact a set of n expressions which only differ in
their additive constants. All constraints which are not globally uniform have the form of
a locally uniform expression equaling some right hand side. We call them locally uniform
constraints and typically use them to give variables within a brick their intended meaning.
As we have just seen, unlike with general IPs, n-fold IPs obey a uniform block structure.
Many “integer programming tricks” are known for expressing logical connectives and other
operations within IP; however, it is not obvious if they can be implemented also in n-fold IP.
Our goal is to establish that all constraints constructed in a particular way are valid uniform
constraints, and determine the parameters r, s, t and a in the run time of Theorem 6.

Expressions and constraints. We define an n-fold IP grammar as follows, where lue and
gue stands for “locally uniform expression” and “globally uniform expression”:
♥ ::= =|<|>|≤|≥
♦ ::=♥ |6=
luem ::=xi |
k
X

a variable per brick with li , ui s.t. max ui − min li ≤ m
i

aj luemj |

i

for k integers a1 , . . . , ak

j=1

luem +oi |
(luem ) |
λ

for n integers o1 , . . . , on
to clarify operator priority
an empty expression

gue ::= luem
The subscript luem denotes an external guarantee that the result of this expression lies in
{L, . . . , U } with |U − L| ≤ m. Notice that in the above, one lue actually describes n objects,
one in each brick. These objects differ from each other in exactly two ways. One, when a
variable xi is added to each brick, its lower and upper bounds li , ui may be different for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Second, in the expression luem +oi , the additive constant oi may be different
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
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Special attention is given to binary lue: lueb is lue1 which is always in {0, 1}.
lueb ::= lueb → lueb | ¬ lueb | lueb ∧ lueb |
lueb ∨ lueb | lueb ⊕ lueb |
boolm (luem ) |

0 if luem is 0, else 1

boolm (luem ♦ luem )

1 if luem ♦ luem , else 0
−1 if luem neg., 1 if pos., 0 otherwise.

lue2 ::= signm (luem )

Then, locally and globally uniform constraints (luc and guc) are defined as:
luc ::= luem ♦ luem0

and

guc ::= gue ♥ gue

Finally, an n-fold IP recipe is a tuple (G, L) where G and L are the sets of locally and globally
uniform constraints, respectively. Let t0 ∈ N be the number of variables introduced to each
0
brick. Let Sol(G, L) ⊆ Znt be the set of all vectors that satisfy all constraints in (G ∪ L).
Constructing n-fold IP from recipe. Now we shall describe how to turn an n-fold IP recipe
into a system of lower and upper bounds and linear equalities satisfying the n-fold format,
proving this theorem:
I Theorem 7. Let (G, L) be an n-fold IP recipe with G ∪ L build by m applications of the
grammar rules such that a is an upper bound on |aj | in all coefficients and all m0 appearing
in boolm0 and signm0 . Then in time O(|G ∪ L|), one can compute numbers r, s, t ∈ O(m),
an n-fold matrix E (n) ∈ Znt , a right hand side b ∈ Zr+sn and lower and upper bounds
l, u ∈ Zr+sn such that O(a) is an upper bound on the absolute value of the coefficients of
E (n) , and Sol(G, L) = {(x1 |t0 , . . . , xn |t0 | E (n) (x1 , . . . , xn ) = b, l ≤ x ≤ u}, where xi |t0 is
the restriction of xi to its first t0 variables.
For the proof, to determine the parameters r, s, t of the resulting n-fold IP, we define
the s-increase of luem and t-increase of luem , denoted ∆s(luem ) and ∆t(luem ), and
analogously for luc’s and gue’s. The s-increase ∆s(luem ) and the t-increase ∆t(luem ) are
the number of auxiliary equalities and auxiliary variables needed to express a luem or luc.
We note the s- and t-increase of each rule after defining it.
Pk
Rewriting luem to j=1 aj xj + b̄i for i = 1, . . . , n. Rewriting luem in some expression
means replacing it with a new variable z and adding locally uniform constraints to L. These
constraints assure that the variable z will carry the desired meaning. The result is that every
Pt
luem is rewritten to the format j=1 aj xj + bi as introduced in Sect. 3. In this phase we
may still be adding constraints that are not in the n-fold format (contain inequalities etc.)
as they will be dealt with later. Also note that we use the notation lue simply to distinguish
between various lue; do not confuse this with negation.
lueb ::= lue0b ∨lueb ⇒ create a new binary variable s and set 2z = lue0b +lueb + s.
∆s(lueb ) = ∆s(lue0b ) + ∆s(lueb ) + 1, ∆t(lueb ) = ∆t(lue0b ) + ∆t(lueb ) + 2.
lueb ::= ¬ lue0b ⇒ z = 1 − lue0b .
∆s(lueb ) = ∆s(lue0b ) + 1, ∆t(lueb ) = ∆t(lue0b ).
lueb ::= lueb → lueb | lueb ∧ lueb | lueb ⊕ lueb : it is folklore [16] that all logical
connectives can be constructed with ¬ and ∨.
∆s(lueb ) = ∆s(lue0b ) + ∆s(lueb ) + O(1), ∆t(lueb ) = ∆t(lue0b ) + ∆t(lueb ) + O(1)
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lueb ::= boolm (luem ) and lue2 ::= signm (luem ) : We assume that −L < luem < U
for L, U ∈ N and that m = max{L, U }2 . Because we will introduce a coefficient upper
bounded by m into the system, we will denote the operation boolm (x). Let v, u be two
new variables such that v = 1 if and only if luem ≥ 0, and u = 1 if and only if luem ≤ 0:
v, u ∈ {0, 1} :

1 + luem ≤ U v ≤ U + luem

&

1 − luem ≤ Lu ≤ L − luem

Then if lueb ::= boolm (luem ) let z = ¬(v ∧ u) and if lueb ::= signm (luem ) let z = v − u.
∆s(lueb ) = ∆(luem ) + O(1), ∆t(lueb ) = ∆t(luem ) + O(1) and analogously for lue2 .
lueb ::= boolm (lue0m ♦luem ) ⇒
♦ is “=”: z = boolm (lue0m −luem )
♦ is “6=”: z = 1 − boolm (lue0m −luem )
♦ is “>”: z = boolm (signm (lue0m −luem ) = 1)
♦ is “≥”: z = boolm (lue0m > luem ) ∨ boolm (lue0m = luem )
And analogously when ♦ is “<” and “≤”.
∆s(lueb ) = ∆s(lue0b ) + ∆s(lueb ) + O(1), ∆t(lueb ) = ∆t(lue0b ) + ∆t(lueb ) + O(1)
Pk
luem ::= λ | (luem ) | luem +oi | j=1 aj luemj | xi are rewritten in the obvious way.
Rewriting luc ::= luem ♦ luem0 to luem00 = bi
when ♦ is “=”: luem = luem0 ⇒
luem − luem0 = 0.
∆s(luc) = ∆s(luem ) + ∆s(luem0 ) and ∆t(luc) = ∆t(luem ) + ∆t(luem0 ).
when ♦ is “6=”: luem 6= luem0 ⇒
boolm+m0 (luem 6= luem0 ) = 1. Then,
∆s(luc) = ∆s(boolm+m0 (luem 6= luem0 )) and ∆t(luc) = ∆t(boolm+m0 (luem =
6 luem0 )).
when ♦ is not “=”, intuitively we want to add a slack variable:
Pn
luem ♦ luem0 ⇒
luem − luem0 + i=1 y i = 0 with y i for i = 1, . . . , n being n
new variables with li = ui = 0 for i > 1 and with
l1 = 0 and u1 = ∞ when ♦ is “≤”,
l1 = 1 and u1 = ∞ when ♦ is “<”,
l1 = −∞ and u1 = 0 when ♦ is “≥”, and
l1 = −∞ and u1 = −1 when ♦ is “>”,
“∞” stands for a sufficiently large number, which is usually clear from the context. Then,
∆s(luc) = ∆s(luem ) + ∆s(luem0 ) and ∆t(luc) = ∆t(luem ) + ∆t(luem0 ) + 1.
Finally, rewrite the globally uniform constraints in G. Since gue ::= luem and luem gets
Pt
rewritten to j=1 aj xij as required, the above rules suffice to obtain a globally uniform
expression as defined in Sect. 3, and similarly for guc ::= gue ♥ gue0 . Let ∆t(guc) =
∆t(gue) + ∆t(gue0 ) if ♥ is “=” and ∆t(guc) = ∆t(gue) + ∆t(gue0 ) + 1 otherwise and let
∆t(gue) = ∆t(luem ).
It remains to compute the parameters r, s, t. Let #variables be the number of distinct
variables introduced through luem ::= xi . Then,
P
P
t = #variables + lucj ∈L ∆t(lucj ) + guc ∈G ∆t(gucj ),
j
P
s = |L| + lucj ∈L∆s(lucj ) ,
r = |G|, and
Pk
all coefficients are bounded in absolute value by max{max{|aj | | aj in
j=1 aj luem },
max{m | boolm , signm ∈ luc ∈ L}} ∈ O(a).
Clearly, r, s, t ∈ O(m) and this concludes the proof of Theorem 7.
2

This is without loss of generality: when L < luem < U with L, U ∈ N, luem is always positive and
boolm (luem ) is always 1; analogously when luem is always negative.
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A demonstration of the rewriting process. We want m variables x1 , . . . , xm in each brick
Pm
describing a permutation of {1, . . . , m}. That is equivalent to j=1 xj =  m+1
and xj 6= xk
2
for all j 6= k and xj ∈ {1, . . . , m} for all j. This is expressible by 1 + m
luc’s:
2


m
X
^
m+1
xj =
xj 6= xk for all j 6= k .
(1)
2
j=1
The first luc is already in the format required in Sect. 3. However, for the other luc’s,
rewriting rules are applied. Fix j, k. The resulting n-fold IP will contain these constraints
(for brevity we omit rewriting inequalities by slack variables as this is standard):
w

= xj − xk

1+w

≤ mv ≤ m + w

1−w

≤ mu ≤ m − w
^
= 1 − v u¬ = 1 − u

v¬
2z∨

express z¬ bool = ¬(v ∧ u) = ¬v ∨ ¬u
v, u, s ∈ {0, 1}

= v¬ + u¬ + s

z¬ bool

=

1 − z∨

z¬ bool

=

0 .

and set ¬ bool(xj − xk ) = 0

Further, given n permutations oi1 , . . . , oim for i = 1, . . . , n, one for each brick, we want to
compare the permutation x1 , . . . xm to o1 , . . . , om and determine which indices are inverted,
that is, xj < xk ⇔ oj > ok . In other words, we want to determine when the sign of (xj − xk )
equals the sign of (ok − oj ). So, for each j 6= k we add a new indicator variable sjk as follows:
sjk = bool2 (signm (xj − xk ) = signm (oik − oij ))

(2)

Notice that signm (oik −oij ) is a constant oikj so the expression above turns to bool2 (signm (xj −
xk ) − oikj ) which is now clearly a lueb and is rewritten similarly as before.
An example of what is not expressible in the n-fold IP grammar is the (nonsensical)
Pm
expression j=1 oij xj . This is not a lue since the numbers oij appear not as additive constants
but as coefficients. However, coefficients are required to be identical across bricks in the
Pk
grammar rule luem ::= j=1 aj luemj .
I Remark. Naturally, we ask if the bool() operation can be implemented without introducing
a number a depending on the lower and upper bounds, as a becomes the base of the run
time in Theorem 6. One can show that such dependence is necessary (proof deferred):
I Lemma 8. Unless FPT = W[1], for any computable function f it is impossible to express
the bool() operation consistently with the n-fold IP format while introducing only numbers
bounded by f (k), and introducing only f (k) new variables. Moreover, solving n-fold IP
parameterized only by the dimensions r, s, t (and not by the largest entry a) is W[1]-hard.

4

Single-Exponential Algorithms for Voting and Bribing

We now establish a formulation of R-Multi-Bribery as an n-fold IP, for various rules R.
To this end, we first describe the part of the IP which is common to all such rules. Thereafter,
we add the parts of the formulation which depend on R. Given an instance (C, V ) of
R-Multi-Bribery, we construct an n-fold IP whose variables describe the situation after
bribery actions (swaps, support changes, control changes) were performed. From these
variables we also derive new variables to express the cost function. In the following we always
describe the variables and constraints added per voter, and there is one brick per voter.
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Swaps. We describe the preference order with swaps Γ applied by variables x1 , . . . , x|C|
with the intended meaning xij = rank(cj , i)Γ . Recall from Sect. 3 that constraints (1) enforce
that (x1 , . . . , x|C| ) is a permutation of {1, . . . , |C|}; we add them to the program.
To express the swaps performed by Γ, for each pair of candidates cj , ck ∈ C we introduce
binary variables sjk , skj so that sjk = 1 if and only if cj and ck are swapped. We use the
fact (cf. [15, Proposition 3.2]) that for two orders , 0 , the admissible set of swaps Γ such
that 0 =Γ is uniquely given as the set of pairs (ci , cj ) for which either ci  cj ∧ cj 0 ci or
cj  ci ∧ ci 0 cj . Thus, we only need to set constraint (2) from Sec. 3 with oij = rank(cj , i).
Support changes. To indicate support changes, we introduce binary variables r−|C| , . . . , r|C|
where r0 = 1 means no change, rj = 1 means support change j. We set the lower and upper
bounds to ensure that rj = 0 for all j 6∈ {−li , |C| − li }. Finally, we introduce a variable
xα ∈ {1, . . . , |C|} indicating the approval count after the support change:
P|C|

j=−|C| rj

= 1,

xα = li +

P|C|
j=−|C|

jrj .

Influence bit. We introduce a binary variable xι taking value
P1 if a swapPor a support

change is performed, and value 0 otherwise: xι = bool|C|2 +2|C|
s
+
r
j6=k jk
j6=0 j .
Control changes. We introduce two binary variables xa , x` such that xa = 1, x` = 0 if
voter i is active, and xa = 0, x` = 1 if voter i latent: xa + x` = 1.
Further, for each pair cj , ck ∈ C of candidates we introduce a variable xjk which takes
value 1 if cj γi ck and 0 otherwise. We will also frequently (and implicitly) use the following
variable-splitting trick:
I Lemma 9. Let x be an integral variable with lower bound ` and upper bound u and let z
be a binary variable. It is possible to introduce a variable xz and auxiliary lue constraints
with ∆s = O(1) and ∆t = O(1) such that xz = x if z = 1 and xz = 0 if z = 0.
Proof. First, add `z ≤ xz ≤ uz; then z = 0 implies xz = 0 and does not influence xz when
z = 1. Second, add boolb (boolb (z = 1) → boolm (xz = x) = 1) with m = O(−` + u).
J
Objective function. Finally, the linear objective function is given as follows:
 P

i
Pn hP
m
i
i
i
i
i
w(x, s, r) = i=1
.
j6=k πi (j, k)sjk +
j=−m αi (j)rj + ιi xι + ai xa + di x`
Let us determine the values of the parameters r, s, t and a. We have introduced O(|C|2 )
variables and imposed O(|C|2 ) constraints on them, so s = t = O(|C|2 ). The coefficients aj
obey maxj |aj | ≤ O(|C|), and we use the boolM operation with M ∈ O(|C|2 ), so a = O(|C|2 ).
Now we describe the part specific to the voting rules. A voting rule R is incorporated
in the IP in two steps. First, optionally, new variables are derived using locally uniform
constraints. Then, globally uniform constraints are imposed.
Often we can only set up the IP knowing certain facts about how the winning condition
is satisfied. We guess those facts, construct the IP, solve it and remember the objective value.
Finally, we choose the minimum over all guesses.
Scoring protocol s = (s1 , . . . , s|C| ). We introduce variables σc where σc is the number of
points a voter gives candidate c. Then, an “active” copy of each new variable (denoted σia
for i = 1, . . . , |C|) is created such that we can disregard the contribution of latent voters. To
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do this we use Lemma 9 with x := σi , z := xa , and xz := σia for every i = 1, . . . , |C|. Then
we add the following globally uniform constraints:
Pn
Pn
a
a
i=1 σj <
i=1 σ1 for j = 2, . . . , |C| .
Any C1 rule R. We guess the resulting <M such that c1 is a winner with respect to R;
2
there are O(3|C| ) guesses. Knowing <M means that for any pair cj , ck of distinct candidates,
we know if v(cj , ck ) > v(ck , cj ), v(ck , cj ) > v(cj , ck ) or v(cj , ck ) = v(cj , ck ). We thus add:
Pn
Pn
Pn
Pn
a
a
a
a
i=1 xjk >
i=1 xkj (if cj <M ck ) and
i=1 xjk =
i=1 xkj (if v(cj , ck ) = v(ck , cj )) .
Maximin rule. For c1 to be winner with the maximin rule means that there is a B ∈
{1, . . . , |V |} such that v∗ (c1 ) = B, while for all c ∈ C \ {c1 }, v∗ (cj ) < B. That, in turn,
means, that for every candidate cj there is a candidate cj 0 such that v(cj , cj 0 ) < B. Guess B
and cj 0 for every cj ; there are at most n · |C|2 guesses. Then add the following constraints:
Pn
Pn
a
a
and
j = 2, . . . , |C| .
i=1 x1j ≥ B
i=1 xjj 0 < B,
Pn
Bucklin. Guess the number |V a | ∈ {1, . . . , n} of active voters and set i=1 xia = |V a |.
Then, guess the winning round k and note that the winning score will be larger than
|V a |/2. Altogether there are O(|C||V |) guesses. Similarly to scoring protocols, we introduce
variables σj (number of points for candidate j in k-approval) and σ̃j (number of points for
candidate j in (k − 1)-approval). We omit the details of how to split variables into active
and latent:
and σ̃j = bool|C| (xj < k − 1),

σj = bool|C| (xj < k)

j = 1, . . . , |C| .

Then, the winning condition is expressed as:
n
X
i=1

σ1a > |V a |/2

n
^ X
i=1

σja <

n
X
i=1

σ1a for j = 2, . . . , |C|

n
^ X

σ̃ca < |V a |/2, c ∈ C .

i=1

SP-AV. In SP-AV, each candidate c receives a point if it ranks above the approval count.
As before, we introduce variables σc for points received by a candidate c and split them into
active and latent (again using Lemma 9).
^ Pn
Pn
a
a
σj = bool|C| (xj < xα ) for j = 1, . . . , |C|
i=1 σj <
i=1 σ1 for j = 2, . . . , |C| .
Fallback. In the fallback rule, the non-approved candidates are discarded, the Bucklin
rule is applied and if it fails to select a winner, the SP-AV rule is applied. We guess the
Bucklin winning round k or if SP-AV is used and the number |V a | of active voters; there are
O(|V | · |C|) guesses. (SP-AV is used exactly when the winning score is less than |V a |/2.) If
Bucklin is used, we need a slight modification to take support changes into account. Instead
of σj = bool|C| (xj < k) we have σj = [bool|C| (xj < k) ∧ bool|C| (k ≤ xα )]; similarly for σ̃j .
As argued, for each rule we introduced O(|C|2 ) variables and locally uniform constraints,
and O(|C|2 ) globally uniform constraints. Thus, by Theorem 7 we get an n-fold matrix with
parameters r = s = t = a = O(|C|2 ). Proposition 6 is then used to solve the n-fold IP in
6
2
time 2O(|C| log |C|) n3 . Also, O(3|C| ) guesses suffice for each rule except Maximin, Bucklin
and Fallback, where O(|C|2 |V |) guesses suffice.
An exception to this run time is the Kemeny rule:
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Kemeny. For c1 to be a Kemeny winner, there has to be a ranking R∗ of the candidates
P|V |
that ranks c1 first and R∗ maximizes the total agreement with voters i=1 {(a, b) | ((a R∗
b) ⇔ (a i b)), a, b ∈ C} among all rankings. In other words, the number of swaps sufficient
to transform every i into R∗ is smaller than the number of swaps needed to transform
every i into any other R0 where c1 is not first.
We guess the ranking R∗ ; then we introduce variables xiR for R ∈ {R∗ } ∪ {R0 |
c1 is not first in R0 } so that xiR is the number of swaps needed to transform Γi into R ,
splitting them into active and latent as before. Then, we introduce the necessary constraints:
P
xR =
for all R,
j6=k [sign|C| (xj − xk ) = sign|C| (rank(k, R) − rank(j, R)]
Pn
P
n
ai
ai
for R 6= R∗ .
i=1 xR >
i=1 xR∗
6

This solves Kemeny-Multi-Bribery in time 2O(|C|! ) n3 , and completes proving Theorem 1.
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Abstract
We determine the complexity of all constraint satisfaction problems over partial orders, in particular we show that every such problem is NP-complete or can be solved in polynomial time.
This result generalises the complexity dichotomy for temporal constraint satisfaction problems
by Bodirsky and Kára. We apply the so called universal-algebraic approach together with tools
from model theory and Ramsey theory to prove our result. In the course of this analysis we also
establish a structural dichotomy regarding the model theoretic properties of the reducts of the
random partial order.
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1

Motivation and the result

Reasoning about temporal knowledge is a common task in various areas of computer science,
including artificial intelligence, scheduling, computational linguistics and operations research.
Usually temporal constraints are expressed as collections of relations between time points
or time intervals. A typical computational problem is then to determine whether such a
collection is satisfiable or not.
A lot of research in this area concerns only linear models of time. In particular there exists
a complete complexity classification of satisfiability problems for linear temporal constraints
in [8]. However, many times more complex time models are helpful, for instance in the
description of distributed and concurrent systems. In his influential paper [21] Lamport
suggested to model time or, to be more precise, the precedence relation in such systems by a
partial order. Since then a lot research on distributed computing is based on his approach
(e.g. [22], [1], [17], [28]). Thus studying the satisfiability of constraints over partial orders is
not only of theoretical, but also of practical interest.
The complexity of a small subclass of these computational problems has already been
studied in [14]. We will provide a complete classification, showing that every constraint
∗
†
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satisfaction problems over partial orders is either solvable in polynomial time or is NPcomplete. In the following we give a more formal definition:
Let Φ be a finite set of quantifier-free formulas in the language consisting of a binary
relation symbol ≤. We define Poset-SAT(Φ) as the following computational problem:
Poset-SAT(Φ):
Instance: Variables {x1 , . . . , xn } and a conjunction ψ(x1 , . . . , xn ) of formulas that are
obtained from formulas φ ∈ Φ, by substituting the free variables of φ by variables from
{x1 , . . . , xn };
Question: Is there a partial order (A; ≤) such that ψ(x1 , . . . , xn ) is satisfied in A, i.e.,
ψ(a1 , . . . , an ) holds for some elements a1 , . . . , an ∈ A?
Our main result then states as the following complexity dichotomy:
I Theorem 1. Let Φ be a finite set of quantifier-free ≤-formulas. Then the computational
problem Poset-SAT(Φ) is in P or NP-complete.
For the sake of illustration, we give two examples of Poset-SAT problems:
I Example 2. Let x < y := x ≤ y ∧ ¬(y ≤ x). An instance of Poset-SAT({<}) consists of
a set of variables {x1 , . . . , xn } and a conjunction ψ of formulas xi < xj . An instance is a
yes-instance if and only if ψ does not contain formulas xi1 < xi2 , . . . , xin−1 < xin , xin < xi1 .
The existence of such cycles in ψ can be verified in polynomial time. So Poset-SAT({<}) is
in P.
It is not hard to see that an instance of Poset-SAT({<}) is satisfied in a partial order if
and only if it is satisfied in any extension of it to a linear order. However, this is not
true for general Poset-SAT problems; let us in the following denote by Temp-SAT(Φ) the
problem that asks, if there is a linear order satisfying a given instance of Poset-SAT(Φ). The
Temp-SAT problems were completely classified in [8] under the name of temporal CSPs. The
complexities of Temp-SAT(Φ) and Poset-SAT(Φ) can be different even for very simple Φ as
the following example shows:
I Example 3. For short let x ⊥ y denote the formula ¬(x ≤ y ∨ y ≤ x) that defines the
incomparability relation on partial orders, and let x 6⊥ y denote its negation. By our results,
in particular Theorem 17, Poset-SAT({⊥, 6⊥}) is an NP-complete problem. On the other
hand it is easy to see that Temp-SAT({⊥, 6⊥}) is solvable in polynomial time.
However, every Temp-SAT problem can be stated as a Poset-SAT problem: Let Φ be a
finite set of quantifier-free order formulas that are, without loss of generality, in conjunctive
normal form. Then, for every φ ∈ Φ, let φ0 be the formula obtained by exchanging every
negative literal ¬(x ≤ y) by y < x and let Φ0 be the collection of all such formulas φ0 . Thus
all formulas in Φ0 are positive in the language consisting of < and ≤. It is not hard to
prove that Temp-SAT(Φ) is the same problem as Poset-SAT(Φ0 ). Hence our complexity
classification for Poset-SAT problems can be regarded as a strengthening of the complexity
classification of temporal CSPs in [8].
Our complexity classification is based on the classification of reducts of the random partial
order in [23] and the techniques from universal algebra and Ramsey theory that have been
developed in [12].
An essential part of the proof is to determine all the model-complete cores of reducts of the
random partial. This allows us to sift out those problems that are covered by already known
complexity classifications. In other similar classification projects, such as the classification of
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phylogeny constraint satisfaction problems [6] or CSPs over Henson graphs [9], the authors
only had to deal with one model-complete core after this step. In the case of the Poset-SAT
problems, however, we saw us confronted with four such model-complete cores. We therefore
expected many tedious case distinctions in our proof. But, quite surprisingly, we were able
to handle them all in the same way. It turned out that the relation
Low(x, y, z) := (x < y ∧ x⊥z ∧ y⊥z) ∨ (x < z ∧ x⊥y ∧ y⊥z)
is in a certain sense the only source of NP-completeness in all these cases. The same strategy
could be helpful to simplify the proof of future classification results. We will explain the
details in Section 5.

2
2.1

Strategy and structural insight
Poset-SAT(Φ) as a constraint satisfaction problem

In this section we translate the Poset-SAT(Φ) problems to constraint satisfaction problems
(CSPs) of certain relational structures. Let Γ be a structure in a finite relational language τ .
A first order τ -formula is called primitive positive, if it is of the form ∃x1 , . . . , xn (φ1 ∧· · ·∧φk ),
where all φi are atomic τ -formulas or equations. The constraint satisfaction problem of Γ, or
short CSP(Γ), is the problem of deciding whether a given primitive positive sentence is true
in Γ. CSPs of finite structures are a well-studied topic in complexity theory. Feder and Vardi
famously conjectured in [16] that every constraint satisfaction problem of a finite structure
is either in P or NP-complete, which, under the assumption of P6=NP would make finite
CSPs to the biggest known class of problems in NP that avoid NP-intermediate problems.
However we are going to consider CSPs of structures with infinite domain. For infinite CSPs
the dichotomy does not hold; all possible complexities can appear, up to polynomial time [4].
However for Poset-SAT, the machinery developed by Bodirsky and Pinsker in [12] will allow
us to prove out result.
Every Poset-SAT problem can be restated as a constraint satisfaction problem of a
structure that is first-order definable in the random partial order P = (P ; ≤), a well-known
structure in model theory. The random partial order is the unique countable partial order
that is both
homogeneous, i.e., every isomorphism between finite substructures of P extends to an
automorphism of P, and
universal, i.e., it contains an isomorphic copy of every finite partial order.
As a countable homogeneous structure in a finite relational language, P has several nice
properties; in particular the theory of P has quantifier elimination and is ω-categorical, i.e.
it has a unique countable model up to isomorphism. For more model-theoretical background
on homogeneous structures we refer to [18].
Let Φ now be a given set of quantifier-free ≤-formulas. We define ΓΦ as the relational
structure that has P as a domain and contains for every φi ∈ Φ a relation Ri , consisting
of all the tuples in P satisfying φi . So all the relations of ΓΦ are first order definable in P.
Following an established convention [29, 11] we call ΓΦ a reduct of P. By the universality of
P it is straightforward to see that Poset-SAT(Φ) is essentially the same problem as CSP(ΓΦ ).
Also the opposite direction holds: By the quantifier elimination of P, every reduct Γ of
P can be defined by a set of quantifier-free formulas ΦΓ . It is not hard to see that CSP(Γ)
is the same problem as Poset-SAT(ΦΓ ). So the class of Poset-SAT problems corresponds
exactly to the CSPs of reduct of P.
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Note that the reformulation of Poset-SAT as constraint satisfaction problem would also
work with any other universal partial order. However, the choice of the random partial
order is not arbitrary, since the concept of homogeneity plays a central role in infinite valued
CSPs: On one hand the class of reducts of homogeneous structures is a wide generalisation
of the class of finite structures and CSPs of such structures appear often as natural problems
in many areas of computer science, e.g. in phylogenic analysis, computational linguistics,
temporal and spatial reasoning and many others (see [4] for reference).
On the other hand homogeneity helps to transfer the algebraic techniques from finitedomain constraint satisfaction problems to infinite structures.

2.2

The universal algebraic approach

Our new aim thus is to classify all CSPs of reducts Γ of the random partial order P. We
use the universal-algebraic approach to constraint satisfaction; in this section we explain its
basic principles and give an outline of the proof.
A relation R is primitive positive definable or pp-definable in Γ if there is a primitive
positive formula φ(x1 , . . . , xn ) in the language of Γ such that (a1 , . . . , an ) ∈ R if and only
if φ(a1 , . . . , an ) holds in Γ. If R is pp-definable in Γ, the CSP induced by the extended
structure (Γ, R) reduces to CSP(Γ) in polynomial time, as Jeavons observed in [19]. So we
have to study the reducts of P only up to pp-interdefinability.
We say a function f : P n → P preserves a relation R ⊆ P k if for all t̄1 , . . . , t̄n ∈ R also
the component-wise computed tuple f (t̄1 , . . . , t̄n ) lies in R. Otherwise we say f violates R.
By the polymorphism clone Pol(Γ) we denote the set of all finitary functions that preserve all
relations of Γ. This set is closed under composition and contains all projections. Furthermore
it is closed with respect to the topology of pointwise convergence, i.e. the topology on Pol(Γ)
given by basis open neighbourhoods of the form {g : P n → P : g|An = f |An } of f : P n → P ,
where A is a finite set. It is well-known that for ω-categorical Γ the relations preserved by all
elements of Pol(Γ) are exactly those that are primitive positive definable in Γ (see e.g. [10]).
So reducts with the same polymorphism clone induce CSPs of the same complexity. Hence
our aim is to understand the polymorphism clones of reducts of P.
The tools that we use to study those clones were invented by Bodirsky and Pinsker and
used to classify the phylogeny CSPs [6], the CSPs of reducts of the random graph [12], and
of all other homogeneous graphs [9]. A key component is the use of Ramsey theory and
the concept of canonical functions. A short introduction can be found in [26], an extended
survey in [4]; we will discuss this usage of Ramsey theory only very briefly in our paper.
We start in Section 3, by classifying the endomorphism monoids of reducts Γ of P (in
other words we study the unary part of Pol(Γ)). This step generalises the main result of [23],
which says that there are exactly five automorphism groups of reducts of P. By our proof we
also identify all the cases in which the complexity is already known from the classification
of temporal CSPs in [8]. After that, only CSPs of reducts whose automorphism group lies
dense in the endomorphism monoid are left unclassified.
The next proof step is to study in every such case which NP-hard relations can appear,
and to prove, with the help of the universal-algebraic approach, that these are the only ones.
Since already the proof of [23] was quite involved, it would be reasonable to expect that also
our proof splits up in many case distinctions. But quite surprisingly, in Section 5 we are
able to reduce several cases to the one where the relations < and ⊥ are primitively positive
definable. We can do so by fixing finitely many constants in the reduct and constructing a
pp-interpretation of (P ; <, ⊥) in this extended structure. This strategy could also be helpful
in other CSP classifications.
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As in previous results in [8], [12], [6] and [9], our complexity dichotomy corresponds to a
structural dichotomy expressible in the language of model theory and universal algebra:
I Theorem 4. Let Γ be a reduct of the random partial order and let ∆ be its model-complete
core. Then exactly one of the following cases applies:
There are polymorphisms f and endomorphisms e1 , e2 of ∆ such that
e1 (f (x, y)) = e2 (f (y, x))
or there are polymorphisms f and endomorphisms e1 , e2 , e3 such that
e1 (f (x, x, y)) = e2 (f (x, y, x)) = e3 (f (y, x, x))
holds for all x, y ∈ ∆. In this case CSP(Γ) is in P.
An extension of ∆ by finitely many constants pp-interprets all finite structures. In this
case CSP(Γ) is NP-complete.
The concept of pp-interpretability mentioned in Theorem 4 is a natural generalisation
of pp-definability: A pp-interpretation of a structure ∆ in Γ is a surjective partial map
I : Γn → ∆ such that the domain of I and the preimage of every relation of ∆ (including
equality) are pp-definable in Γ. If there is a pp-interpretation of ∆ in Γ, then CSP(∆) reduces
to CSP(Γ) in polynomial time.
By Theorem 4 our result is also in accordance with the algebraic dichotomy conjecture
for CSPs over finitely bounded homogeneous structure (see [2]). We will give a proof sketch
of Theorem 4 in the following sections; the complete proof can be found in the extended
version of this paper, which is available as arXiv preprint [20]. The sections in the extended
version correspond to the sections of the same name in the extended paper.

3

A preclassification by model-complete cores

By Aut(Γ) we denote the automorphism group and by End(Γ) the endomorphism monoid of
a structure Γ. Both are also topological objects with respect to the topology of pointwise
convergence. A countable structure Γ is called a model-complete core if Aut(Γ) is dense in
End(Γ). Every countable ω-categorical structure Γ is homomorphically equivalent to a unique
model-complete core ∆, meaning that there exists a homomorphism from Γ to ∆ and viceversa [3]. Since the CSPs of homomorphically equivalent structures are equal, one can work
with model-complete cores instead. In many complexity classification projects it has been
proven that working with model-complete cores is more manageable than non-model-complete
core structures. Moreover recently a dichotomy complexity conjecture for infinite-domain
CSPs has been stated in [2] that, as for finite CSPs, talks about the model-complete cores of
a structure.
In this section we sketch the proof of the following proposition, which essentially calculates
the model-complete cores of the reducts of the random partial order.
I Proposition 5. Let Γ be a reduct of P. Then at least one of the following cases applies:
1. End(Γ) contains a constant function,
2. End(Γ) contains an injection g< that preserves < and maps P onto a chain,
3. End(Γ) contains an injection g⊥ that preserves ⊥ and maps P onto an antichain,
4. The automorphism group Aut(Γ) is dense in End(Γ).
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In the first case the model-complete core of Γ contains only one element and CSP(Γ) is
trivial. In the second case, by taking the image of Γ under g< we obtain a structure that
is isomorphic to a reduct of the rational order (Q; <) (and homomorphically equivalent to
Γ). Hence CSP(Γ) belongs to the temporal CSPs classified in [8]. This applies for instance
to Example 2 from the introduction, where CSP(P ; <) is essentially the same problem as
CSP(Q, <). Case 3 similarly allows a reduction of CSP(Γ) to the CSP of a reduct of (Q; 6=).
These CSPs were already studied in [7] and are also part of the classification [8].
By Proposition 5 only the CSPs of the reducts in case 4 are left unclassified. There are
exactly five different possible automorphism groups of reducts of P. If we turn the random
partial order P upside-down, the obtained partial order is again isomorphic to P. Hence
there exists a bijection l: P → P such that for all x, y ∈ P we have x < y if and only if
l (y) < l (x). By : P → P we denote the rotation on a random filter, a bijective function
introduced in [23] and further studied in [24] that rotates the partial order, in a certain way,
around a generic upwards closed set.
Let F be a subset of the symmetric group of P . For short let hF i denote the smallest
closed group containing Aut(P) and the functions in F . Let F be the topological closure of
F in the topological space of all functions in P P . Then the reducts of P are classified up to
automorphisms by the following result:
I Theorem 6 (Theorem 1 in [23]). Let Γ be a reduct of P. Then Aut(Γ) is equal to Aut(P),
hli, hi or hl, i or the full symmetric group of P .
We define the following relations on P that can be seen as generalisation of the betweenness
relation, the cyclic ordering and the separation relation on the rational order (cf. [15]):
Betw(x, y, z) :=(x < y ∧ y < z) ∨ (z < y ∧ y < x),
Cycl(x, y, z) :=(x < y ∧ y < z) ∨ (z < x ∧ x < y) ∨ (y < z ∧ z < x)∨
(x < y ∧ x⊥z ∧ y⊥z) ∨ (y < z ∧ x⊥y ∧ x⊥z) ∨ (z < x ∧ y⊥z ∧ y⊥x),
Sep(x, y, z, t) :=(Cycl(x, y, z) ∧ Cycl(y, z, t) ∧ Cycl(x, y, t) ∧ Cycl(x, z, t))∨
(Cycl(z, y, x) ∧ Cycl(t, z, y) ∧ Cycl(t, y, x) ∧ Cycl(t, z, x)).
These relations allow us to describe the topological closures of the groups in Theorem 6
as endomorphism monoids:
I Lemma 7.
1. End(P ; <, ⊥) = Aut(P)
2. End(P ; Betw, ⊥) = hli
3. End(P ; Cycl) = hi
4. End(P ; Sep) = hl, i
Note that the topological closure of the symmetric group is the set of injective functions
on P , therefore it contains the function g⊥ . So in order to prove Proposition 5 we need to
show that whenever End(Γ) is not equal to one of the monoids in Lemma 7, it contains a
constant function, g< or g⊥ . This can be proven, similarly to Theorem 6, with the method
of canonical functions.
The type of a tuple ā of elements of Γ is the set of all the first-order formulas φ(x̄) such
that φ(ā) holds in Γ. A function from a structure ∆ to a structure Γ is called canonical if it
maps tuples of the same type in ∆ to tuples of the same type in Γ.
There is an extension of P by a linear order relation ≺ such that x < y implies x ≺ y
and (P ; ≤, ≺) is a homogeneous structure. We know from [25] that (P ; ≤, ≺) is a Ramsey
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structure. Without specifying the details, this fact together with results from [13], guarantees
the existence of canonical functions with helpful properties for our analysis of endomorphism
monoids:
I Lemma 8 (Lemma 14 in [13]). Let f : P → P and c1 , . . . , cn ∈ P . Then there exists a
function g : P → P such that
1. g is generated by f and Aut(P), i.e., g lies in the smallest closed monoid containing f
and Aut(P)
2. g(ci ) = f (ci ) for i = 1, . . . n.
3. Regarded as a function from (P, ≺, c1 , . . . , cn ) to P, g is canonical.
Proof sketch of Proposition 5. Let Γ be a reduct of P. Assume for example that End(Γ) is
not contained in hl, i. By Lemma 7 there is a tuple c̄ ∈ P 4 and a function f ∈ End(Γ) such
that c̄ ∈ Sep but f (c̄) 6∈ Sep. By Lemma 8 we can assume that f is canonical, when seen as a
function from (P ; ≤, ≺, c̄) to (P ; ≤). A combinatorial analysis of possible canonical functions
shows that then f generates g< , g⊥ or a constant. The details of this analysis of canonical
functions are quite technical and left out in this short version of the paper. Following this
strategy one can show that, whenever End(Γ) is not equal to one of the monoids in Lemma 7,
it has to contain g< , g⊥ or a constant.
J

4

The case where < and ⊥ are pp-definable

In this section we consider all reducts of P whose endomorphism monoids are equal to Aut(P),
trying to identify NP-hard relations that can appear. The following lemma will be of help in
this analysis.
I Lemma 9 (Bodirsky, Kára [8]). Let Γ be a relational structure and let R ⊆ Dk be a union of
at most m orbits (i.e. minimal invariant sets) of the component-wise action of Aut(Γ) on Dk .
If Γ has a polymorphism f that violates R, then Γ also has an at most m-ary polymorphism
that violates R.
By Lemma 9 the relations < and ⊥ are primitive positive definable in a reduct Γ of P if
and only if End(Γ) = Aut(P).
It is straightforward to see that CSP(P ; <, ⊥) and CSP(P ; ≤, ⊥) both are in P. They are
part of a bigger class of CSPs that can be computed in polynomial time. Let e< : P 2 → P
be an embedding of the structure (P ; <)2 into (P ; <); in other words e< is an injective
function such that e< (x, y) < e< (x0 , y 0 ) if and only if x < y and x0 < y 0 . Similarly let e≤
be an embedding of (P ; ≤)2 into (P ; ≤). A more general result in [5] implies that these two
operations can be used to characterised so-called Horn-tractable structures:
I Lemma 10. Let Γ be a reduct of P. Suppose that e≤ ∈ Pol(Γ). Then CSP(Γ) is in P and
every relation in Γ is equivalent to a conjunction of Horn formulas in (P ; ≤), i.e. formulas
of the form:
xi1 ≤ xj1 ∧ xi2 ≤ xj2 ∧ · · · ∧ xik ≤ xjk → xik+1 ≤ xjk+1 or
xi1 ≤ xj1 ∧ xi2 ≤ xj2 ∧ · · · ∧ xik ≤ xjk → ⊥.
Suppose that e< ∈ Pol(Γ). Then CSP(Γ) is in P and every relation in Γ is equivalent to a
conjunction of Horn formulas in (P ; <), i.e. formulas of the form:
xi1 C1 xj1 ∧ xi2 C2 xj2 ∧ · · · ∧ xik Ck xjk → xik+1 Ck+1 xjk+1 or
xi1 C1 xj1 ∧ xi2 C2 xj2 ∧ · · · ∧ xik Ck xjk → ⊥,
where Ci ∈ {<, =} for all i = 1, . . . , k + 1.
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A polynomial time algorithm for these Horn-tractable structures can be constructed
similarly to the algorithm for Horn clauses in Boolean SAT: By resolution, one can substitute
the input in polynomial time by a set of positive literals. The satisfiability of these literals
can then also be checked in polynomial time, as in Example 2.
We are now going to show that every reduct Γ of P with End(Γ) = Aut(P) that does not
have e< or e≤ as polymorphism induces an NP-complete CSP. Let us define the relation
Low(x, y, z) := (x < y ∧ x⊥z ∧ y⊥z) ∨ (x < z ∧ x⊥y ∧ y⊥z).
It is easy to see that every endomorphism of Low is injective and that Low is not preserved
by e< or e≤ . In fact Low can be used to characterise all reducts that do not have e< or e≤
as polymorphisms:
I Proposition 11. Let Γ be a reduct of P such that End(Γ) = Aut(P). Then either
the relation Low is pp-definable in Γ or,
one of the functions e< , e≤ is a polymorphism of Γ.
The proof of this result is quite technical and makes up a large part of the long version
of this paper. Here we only give a short proof sketch.
Proof sketch of Proposition 11. Assume that Low is not pp-definable in Γ. By Lemma 9
there has to be a binary f ∈ Pol(Γ) that violates Low. Using the homogeneity of P we
can even further assume that there are elements a, b, c ∈ P such that (a, b, c) ∈ Low, but
(f (a, a), f (b, c), f (c, b)) ∈
/ Low. We now make again use of canonical functions, however, with
the following generalisation of Lemma 8:
I Lemma 12 (Lemma 21 in [13]). Let f : P r → P and c1 , . . . , cn ∈ P . Then there exists a
function g : P r → P such that
1. g is generated by f and Aut(P), i.e. lies in the smallest closed clone containing f and
Aut(P);
2. the restriction of g to {c1 , . . . , cn }r is equal to f ;
3. regarded as a function from (P, ≺, c1 , . . . , cn )r to P, g is canonical.
By Lemma 12 we can assume that f is canonical, when seen as a function from the
structure (P ; ≤, ≺, a, b, c)2 to (P ; ≤). An analysis of all possible such canonical functions
shows that f together with End(Γ) has to generate e< or e≤ . For reasons of space, we omit
this combinatorial analysis here; it can be found in Section 7 of the extended paper [20]. J
We remark that one can even show that every f : P 2 → P preserving Low has to be
dominated, meaning that x < x0 implies f (x, y) < f (x0 , y 0 ) and x⊥x0 implies f (x, y)⊥f (x0 , y 0 ),
or that f satisfies the symmetric conditions for its second coordinate. This fact is proven in
the extended version of the paper. It only remains to show that CSP(P ; Low) is NP-complete
to prove the complexity dichotomy for the case where < and ⊥ are pp-definable.
The Boolean 3-satisfiability problem is a well-studied NP-complete problem [27]. It can be
written as CSP({0, 1}; XOR, 3OR) with XOR = {(0, 1), (1, 0)} and 3OR = {0, 1}3 \{(0, 0, 0)}.
In practice we often show the NP-hardness of CSP(Γ) by finding a pp-interpretation of
({0, 1}; XOR, 3OR) or another Boolean NP-complete structure in Γ. We remark that if such
a pp-interpretation exists, every finite structure has a pp-interpretation in Γ.
Also adding constants does not change the complexity of a CSP, by the following lemma:
I Lemma 13 (Corollary 3.6.25 in [4]). Let Γ be an ω-categorical model-complete core and
c1 , c2 , . . . , ck be constants of Γ. Then CSP(Γ) is polynomially equivalent to CSP(Γ, c1 , c2 ,
. . . , ck ).
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Thus to prove the NP-hardness of a CSP of a ω-categorical model-complete core we
often add sufficient constants to the structure and then construct a pp-interpretation of an
NP-hard structure in the resulting structure.
I Lemma 14. Let a, b ∈ P be constants such that a⊥b. Then there is a primitive positive
interpretation of ({0, 1}; XOR, 3OR) in (P ; Low, a, b). Hence CSP(P ; Low) is NP-complete.
Proof. Let D := {x ∈ P : Low(x, a, b)}, D0 := {x ∈ D : x < a} and D1 := {x ∈ D : x < b}.
We define I : D → {0, 1} by setting I(x) = 0 if x ∈ D0 and I(x) = 1 if x ∈ D1 . We claim
that I is a pp-interpretation of ({0, 1}; XOR, 3OR) in (P ; Low, a, b).
Clearly the domain D and also the sets D0 and D1 are pp-definable in (P ; Low, a, b). Let
Abv(x, y, z) := (y < x ∧ x⊥z ∧ y⊥z) ∨ (z < x ∧ x⊥y ∧ z⊥y)
be the, in a sense, dual of Low. The relation Abv is not preserved by e< and e≤ . By
Proposition 11 we know that Low is pp-definable in Abv. For symmetry reasons also Abv is
pp-definable in Low. The equation I(x) = I(y) holds if and only if ∃z Abv(b, x, z)∧Abv(b, y, z).
Hence the preimage of equality under I is pp-definable in (P ; Low). Furthermore
(I(x), I(y)) ∈ XOR ↔ ∃u, v ∈ D (I(x) = I(u) ∧ I(x) = I(v) ∧ Abv(a, u, v) ∧ Abv(b, u, v)).
Let R(x, y, z, t) := ∃u Abv(u, y, z) ∧ Abv(x, u, t). Then R(x, y, z, t) implies that x is
greater than at least one of the elements {y, z, t}. One can show the following equivalence:
I(x1 , x2 , x3 ) ∈ 3OR ↔ ∃y1 , y2 , y3 ∈ D (R(a, y1 , y2 , y3 ) ∧

3
^

I(xi ) = I(yi )).

i=1

So I is a pp-interpretation of ({0, 1}; XOR, 3OR) in (P ; Low, a, b) and CSP(P ; Low, a, b) is
NP-complete. Adding finitely many constants to a model-complete core does not increase the
complexity of the induced constraint satisfaction problem by a result in [3]. So CSP(P ; Low)
is NP-complete.
J
As an immediate consequence we get the following corollary of Proposition 11:
I Corollary 15. Let Γ be a reduct of P such that End(Γ) = Aut(P). Then
either the relation Low is pp-definable in Γ and CSP(Γ) is NP-complete,
or one of the functions e< , e≤ is a polymorphism of Γ and CSP(Γ) is in P.

5

Hardness of Betw, Cycl and Sep

By Proposition 5 we are left with the reducts Γ of P whose endomorphism monoids are
equal to hli, hi or hl, i. As it turns out, in all these cases the induced CSPs are NPhard. Interestingly, we can prove this fact for all three cases in the same way: After fixing
finitely many constants, which is a feasible reduction by Lemma 13, we can construct a
pp-interpretation of (P ; <, Low) in the structure. To be more precise the following holds:
I Proposition 16. Let Γ be a reduct of P such that End(Γ) is equal to hli, hi or hl, i.
Then there are elements c1 , . . . , cn ∈ P and a subset X ⊆ P such that
(X; ≤) is isomorphic to P;
X is pp-definable in (Γ, c1 , . . . , cn );
the restrictions of < and Low to X are pp-definable in (Γ, c1 , . . . , cn ).
Hence the identity mapping on X is a pp-interpretation of (P ; <, Low) in Γ, and CSP(Γ) is
NP-complete.
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Proof. We demonstrate the proof only for the case, where End(Γ) = hi. The other cases
are discussed in the extended paper [20]. Note that the relation Cycl is an orbit of hi on P 3 .
So Lemma 9 implies that Cycl is primitive positive definable in Γ. Without loss of generality
let Γ = (P ; Cycl).
Let c, d be two constants in P such that c < d and let X := {x ∈ P : c < x < d} =
{x ∈ P : Cycl(c, x, d)}. By a back-and-forth argument it is easy to show that P and
(X; ≤) are isomorphic. For x, y ∈ X we have that x < y is equivalent to Cycl(c, x, y). The
incomparability relation x⊥y is also pp-definable in X as follows:
∃a, b, c, d (x < a < c ∧ x < b < d ∧ y < c ∧ y < d)∧
(Cycl(x, a, y) ∧ Cycl(x, b, y) ∧ Cycl(y, c, b) ∧ Cycl(y, d, a) ∧ Cycl(b, d, c) ∧ Cycl(a, c, d)).
The two maps e< : P 2 → P and e≤ : P 2 → P do not preserve Cycl. By Proposition 11
we have that Low is pp-definable in (P ; <, ⊥, Cycl). So the identity on X gives us a ppinterpretation of (P ; Low) in (P ; Cycl, c, d), which concludes the proof.
J
We observed that in the already existing complexity classifications, certain proof parts
could have been simplified using the same principle, i.e. fixing finitely many constants in a
model-complete core reduct, to obtain the relations of the underlying homogeneous structure.
So it is natural to ask, if Proposition 16 works in general: Let ∆ be a homogeneous
structure and Γ be a reduct of ∆ that is a model-complete core. Can we then extend ∆
by finitely many constants c1 , . . . , cn such that the identity mapping on a definable subset
of (Γ, c1 , . . . , cn ) pp-interprets ∆? The answer to this question is negative: A non-trivial
counterexample is given by the random ordered graph ∆ = (G; E, <) and the random
tournament Γ = (G; T ) defined by T (x, y) := x 6= y ∧ (x < y ↔ E(x, y)).

6

Classification

We sum up the results of the last two sections:
I Theorem 17. Let Γ be a reduct of P in a finite relational language and a model-complete
core. Then exactly one of the following two cases holds:
One of the relations Low, Betw, Cycl, Sep is pp-definable in Γ. An extension of Γ by
finitely many constants pp-interprets all finite structures and CSP(Γ) is NP-complete.
Pol(Γ) contains e< or e≤ and CSP(Γ) is in P.
Proof. If Low is pp-definable in Γ, the statement holds by Lemma 14. Next, assume that
one of the relations Betw, Cycl or Sep is pp-definable in Γ. By Proposition 16 we have a
pp-interpretation of (P ; Low) in Γ. By the transitivity of pp-interpretations and Lemma 14
we can obtain a pp-interpretation of ({0, 1}; XOR, 3OR) in Γ, extended by finitely many
constants. Hence all finite structure are pp-interpretable in an extension of Γ by finitely
many constants. At last, assume that Low, Betw, Cycl, Sep are not pp-definable in Γ.
By Proposition 5 we have End(Γ) = Aut(P) and therefore, by Corollary 15, e< or e≤ is a
polymorphism of Γ and CSP(Γ) is in P.
J
Theorem 17 allows us to prove our main result.
Proof of Theorem 4. By Proposition 5 we know that the model-complete core of Γ is equal
to a one-element set, a reduct of (Q, <) or to Γ itself. In the first two cases the dichotomy
in Theorem 4 holds by the analysis in [8], see also Theorem 10.1.1. in [4]. If Γ itself
is a model-complete core, the dichotomy holds by Theorem 17 and the observation that
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there are endomorphisms α, α0 ∈ End(P) such that e< (x, y) = α(e< (y, x)) respectively
e≤ (x, y) = α0 (e≤ (y, x)).
J
We identified the problems Poset-SAT(Φ) with CSPs of reducts Γ of P, so also the
complexity dichotomy for Poset-SAT(Φ) in Theorem 1 is true.
We remark that also the “meta-problem” of deciding if Poset-SAT(Φ) is NP-complete
for a given finite set of formulas Φ, is decidable. The main result in [13] implies that
determining whether a quantifier-free formula in P is pp-definable in a given reduct Γ of P, is
a decidable problem. Hence it is also decidable to tell if Γ is a model-complete core. If Γ is a
model-complete core, the list of NP-hard relations in Theorem 17 allows us also to decide
whether CSP(Γ) is NP-complete. A similar list exists for the case where the model-complete
core of Γ is a reduct of the rational order in [8].
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Michael Pinsker for his many helpful comments on this paper. Also we would like to thank him and Manuel Bodirsky for giving us
counterexamples showing that Proposition 16 cannot be generalised to all homogeneous
structures.
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Abstract
Bounded expansion and nowhere dense graph classes, introduced by Nešetřil and Ossona de
Mendez [26, 27], form a large variety of classes of uniformly sparse graphs which includes the class
of planar graphs, actually all classes with excluded minors, and also bounded degree graphs. Since
their initial definition it was shown that these graph classes can be defined in many equivalent
ways: by generalised colouring numbers, neighbourhood complexity, sparse neighbourhood covers,
a game known as the splitter game, and many more.
We study the corresponding concepts for directed graphs. We show that the densities of
bounded depth directed minors and bounded depth topological minors relate in a similar way as
in the undirected case. We provide a characterisation of bounded expansion classes by a directed
version of the generalised colouring numbers. As an application we show how to construct sparse
directed neighbourhood covers and how to approximate directed distance-r dominating sets on
classes of bounded expansion. On the other hand, we show that linear neighbourhood complexity
does not characterise directed classes of bounded expansion.
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Introduction

Structural graph theory provides a wealth of tools and concepts that have proved to be
very powerful in the study of approximation, parameterized or classical polynomial time
algorithms for common NP-hard graph problems. The algorithmic properties of classes of
graphs of bounded tree width, of bounded genus – especially planar graphs – or which exclude
a fixed (topological) minor have been very well studied in the literature and powerful and
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very general algorithmic techniques for solving NP-hard problems on any of these classes of
graphs have emerged.
Initially, many graph theoretical concepts studied in this area were based on topological
aspects of graphs, such as tree width or excluded minors. In [26], Nešetřil and Ossona de
Mendez introduced the concept of classes of bounded expansion which properly generalise
classes of graphs excluding a fixed minor. Bounded expansion classes are defined in terms of
edge densities of bounded depth minors. Since their initial definition in [26] it was shown that
the concept of graph classes of bounded expansion as well as their generalisation to nowhere
dense classes of graphs can equivalently be defined in many other ways: by generalised
colouring numbers [38], low tree depth colourings [26], bounded neighbourhood complexity [33],
sparse neighbourhood covers [15, 16, 28] and a game known as the splitter game [16]. This
indicates that bounded expansion is a natural concept appearing frequently in different
contexts. This intuition is supported for instance by [32] where it was shown that many
types of real-world networks indeed are of bounded expansion.
One important consequence of the large number of different characterisations of bounded
expansion classes is that every new characterisation developed in the literature also provides
a different set of algorihmic techniques that can be used for different types of problems.
This has led to a growing number of algorithmic results on bounded expansion classes for
parameterized algorithms [8, 12, 16, 29], approximation algorithms [11], kernelization [9, 13]
and others.
Starting with Johnson, Robertson, Seymour and Thomas’ introduction of directed tree
width [17], several attempts have been made to generalise the successful theory of algorithmic
graph structure theory to the world of directed graphs. Most of these proposals were again
based on generalising topological properties, especially bounded tree width, to directed graphs
[1, 3, 4, 5, 25, 30, 34]. However, it was subsequently shown that many NP- or W[1]-hard
computational problems for directed graphs remain intractable on classes of bounded directed
tree width [21, 24]. In fact, it was even claimed in the literature that there cannot be any
algorithmically useful digraph width measure [14]. One important reason for these hardness
results is that these problems remain intractable even on acyclic or nearly acyclic digraphs
and most of proposed width measures have small width on acyclic digraphs.
To overcome these problems, Kreutzer and Tazari [23] initiated the study of generalisations
of bounded expansion and nowhere dense classes of graphs to the directed setting. In [23]
they studied a concept called nowhere crownful classes of digraphs, proved an equivalent
characterisation of these classes by uniformly quasi-wideness and showed that a variant
of the directed dominating set problem becomes fixed-parameter tractable on nowhere
crownful classes of digraphs. In the same paper, they defined the concept of directed bounded
expansion, but did not study it any further. The main and decisive difference between these
new approaches and the previous proposals of directed width measures is that nowhere
crownful and bounded expansion classes of digraphs do not contain the class of acyclic
digraphs as “low width” classes. Quite the contrary, they were specifically designed to
distinguish between “easy” instances of acyclic digraphs and computationally hard ones.
Contributions of this paper. The focus of this paper is to study in depth classes of digraphs
of bounded expansion. Intuitively, a class of digraphs has bounded expansion if there is
a function f : N → N such that for all G ∈ C and all r ≥ 1, every depth-r minor H of G
|E(H)|
has edge densitiy |V
(H)| ≤ f (r). While there is a clear and generally accepted concept of
undirected minor, there are various definitions of directed minors that have been studied
in the literature, among them butterfly minors [17] but also directed minors as used in [23]
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to define nowhere crownful classes. In Section 3 we show that the concept of bounded
expansion of digraphs is irrespective of the notion of directed minor used. In particular, a
class has bounded expansion with respect to the directed minors in [23] if, and only if, it
has bounded expansion with respect to topological minors, i.e. subdivisions. As subdivisions
are a canonical notion even in the directed setting, this yields a natural and undisputed
definition of bounded expansion.
We show next that classes of bounded expansion can also be characterised by generalised
colouring numbers (see Section 4). Generalised colouring numbers have proved to be an
extremely fruitful concept on undirected graphs, both structurally and algorithmically. The
characterisation of directed bounded expansion by colouring numbers allows us to employ
similar algorithmic techniques now also in the directed setting. We show in Section 6
that bounded expansion classes admit constant step winning strategies in a splitter game
(see Section 6) and also admit sparse neighbourhood covers (see Section 7).
The dominating set problem is one of the best studied NP-hard graph problems in the
literature and has served as benchmark for many different algorithmic techniques. It remains
NP-complete on many classes of graphs and is notoriously hard to approximate. In fact, Raz
and Safra [31] showed that approximating the domination number within any factor better
than O(log n) is already NP-hard. Computing dominating sets, or the distance-r variant of
it, is a graph theoretical abstraction of many real-life problems such as distributing facilities
such as routers or distribution centres to cover a given area or many other similar problems.
One of the main applications of dominating sets is to choose a small number of positions in
a graph or network so that every vertex in the graph can communicate with a member of
the dominating set. The radius r thereby determines the range that can be covered by a
single element of the dominating set.
Motivated by the application above where we want to choose vertices so that every vertex
of the network can communicate with an element of the dominating set within distance r,
we study the strong distance-r dominating set problem. Here we are asked to find a minimal
set X of vertices in a digraph G such that every vertex v ∈ V (G) is contained together with
some element of X on a closed directed walk of length at most 2r.1 We show in Section 8
that for every r ≥ 1 there is a constant factor approximation algorithm for the strong r
dominating set problem on any class of digraphs of bounded expansion.

2

Background from graph theory

In this section we fix our notation. We refer to [2] for background on digraph theory.
Digraphs, walks and neighbourhoods. A digraph G consists of a set V (G) of vertices and
a set E(G) ⊆ V (G) × V (G) of arcs. We assume that a digraph G has no loops, i.e. no edges of
the form (v, v) for v ∈ V (G). A walk of length k in a digraph G is a sequence W = v0 , . . . , vk
of vertices of G such that for each 0 ≤ i < k there is an edge (vi , vi+1 ) ∈ E(G). A walk is
closed if v0 = vk , and open otherwise. If W is open, then vertex v0 is the initial vertex of W ,

1

A different, perhaps more natural variant would be to require that for every vertex v ∈ V (G) there is
an x ∈ X such that G contains a directed path of length at most r from x to v and a directed path of
length at most r from v to x. We have opted for our notion of strong domination as it fits more nicely
with the concept of strong neighbourhoods in Section 2. But the same algorithmic techniques we use
in Section 8 could also be used to design a constant factor approximation algorithm for this different
definition of strong domination.
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vertex vk is its terminal vertex, and v0 and vk are end-vertices of W . If all vertices of W are
distinct, then W is a path from v0 to vk .
Let G be a digraph, let v ∈ V (G) and let r ≥ 0. The r-out-neighbourhood of v, denoted
+
by NG,r
(v), or just Nr+ (v) if G is understood, is defined as the set of vertices u in G such
that G contains a path of length at most r from v to u. We write N + (v) for N1+ (v) \ {v}.
−
The r-in-neighbourhood of v, denoted by NG,r
(v), or just Nr− (v) if G is understood, is
defined as the set of vertices u in G such that G contains a path of length at most r from u
to v. We write N − (v) for N1− (v) \ {v}.
The r-strong-neighbourhood of v, denoted by ÑG,r (v), or just Ñr (v) if G is understood,
is defined as the set of vertices u in G such that G contains a closed walk of length at most
2r containing u and v.
The out-degree of a vertex v ∈ V (G) is d+ (v) := |N + (v)|, its in-degree is d − (v) := |N − (v)|
and its degree is d(v) := |N + (v)| + |N − (v)|. The minimum out-degree of G is defined as
δ + (G) := min{d+ (v) : v ∈ V (G)}, minimum in-degree and minimum degree are defined
analogously.
If the edge relation of a digraph G is symmetric, i.e. if (u, v) ∈ E(G) implies (v, u) ∈ E(G),
then we speak of an undirected graph. If G is a digraph, we write Ḡ for the underlying
undirected graph of G, which has the same vertices as G and for each arc (u, v) ∈ E(G) it
holds that (u, v) ∈ E(Ḡ) and (v, u) ∈ E(Ḡ). Note that |E(G)| ≤ E(Ḡ) ≤ 2 |E(G)|.
Directed shallow minors. The theory of directed minors is by far not as established as its
undirected counterpart, in particular, there are several competing notions of directed minors.
I Definition 2.1. A butterfly contraction is the operation of contracting an edge e = (u, v)
where either u has out-degree 1 or v has in-degree 1. A graph H is said to be a butterfly
minor of a graph G, written H 4b G, if it can be obtained from G by a series of vertex and
edge deletions and butterfly contractions.
For undirected graphs, the notion of minors that are obtained by series of vertex and
edge deletions and edge contractions can equivalently be defined in terms of minor models.
In the directed setting these two notions are different (every butterfly minor is also a directed
minor but not vice versa) [23].
I Definition 2.2. A digraph H has a directed model in a digraph G if there is a function δ
mapping vertices v ∈ V (H) of H to sub-graphs δ(v) ⊆ G and edges e ∈ E(H) to edges
δ(e) ∈ E(G) such that
if v 6= u then δ(v) ∩ δ(u) = ∅;
if e = (u, v) and δ(e) = (u0 , v 0 ) then u0 ∈ δ(u) and v 0 ∈ δ(v).
S
For v ∈ V (H) let in(δ(v)) := V (δ(v)) ∩ e=(u,v)∈E(H) V (δ(e)) and out(δ(v)) := V (δ(v)) ∩
S
e=(v,w)∈E(H) V (δ(e)).
We furthermore require that for every v ∈ V (H)
there is a directed path in δ(v) from any u ∈ in(δ(v)) to every u0 ∈ out(δ(v));
there is at least one source vertex sv ∈ δ(v) that reaches every element of out(δ(v));
there is at least one sink vertex tv ∈ δ(v) that can be reached from every element of
in(δ(v)).
We write H 4d G if H has a directed model in G and call H a directed minor of G. We call
the sets δ(v) for v ∈ V (H) the branch-sets of the model.
I Definition 2.3. For r ≥ 0, a digraph H is a depth-r minor of a digraph G, denoted as
H 4dr G, if there exists a directed model of H in G in which the length of all the paths in
the branch-sets of the model are bounded by r.
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Finally, we consider the notion of directed topological minors.
I Definition 2.4. A digraph H is a topological minor of a digraph G if there is a function δ
mapping vertices v ∈ V (H) to vertices of V (G) and edges e ∈ E(H) to directed paths in G
such that δ(v) 6= δ(u) for all distinct u, v ∈ V (H), and if e = (u, v) ∈ E(H), then δ(e) is a
path from δ(u) to δ(v) in G which is internally vertex disjoint from all δ(e0 ) with e0 ∈ E(H),
e0 6= e. For r ≥ 0, H is a topological depth-r minor of G, written H 4tr G, if it is a topological
minor and all paths δ(e) have length at most 2r.
I Lemma 2.5. For all digraphs H, G and r ≥ 0 it holds that H 4tr G implies H 4dr G.
The key to relating the edge density of depth-r minors and depth-r topological minors in
the directed setting is based on a special requirement on directed bipartite graphs.
˙ E) whose vertex
I Definition 2.6. A directed bipartite graph is a directed graph G = (A∪B,
set is partitioned into two sets A and B and E ⊆ A × B.
The reason is that the branch sets of directed bipartite graphs can be chosen to have a
particularly simple form.
I Definition 2.7. An in-branching is an orientation of a rooted tree with all edges oriented
towards the root, an out-branching is defined analogously as a tree with all edges oriented
away from the root.
I Lemma 2.8 (see [23]). If H is a directed bipartite graph with H 4d G, we can choose the
branch-sets of the model of H in G to be in- or out-branchings. In this case H 4d G ⇔ H 4b
G.

3

Classes of bounded expansion

Following [26] (see [23] for the directed case), we define classes of digraphs of bounded
expansion by bounding the density of bounded depth minors.
I Definition 3.1. Let G be a digraph and let r ≥ 0. The greatest reduced average degree of
rank r (short grad) of G, denoted ∇r (G) is


|E(H)|
: H 4dr G
∇r (G) := max
|V (H)|
and its topological greatest average degree of rank r (short top-grad) is


|E(H)|
t
e
∇r (G) := max
: H 4r G .
|V (H)|
I Definition 3.2. A class C of digraphs has bounded expansion if there is a function f : N → N
such that for all r ≥ 0 it holds that ∇r (G) ≤ f (r) for all G ∈ C.
I Example 3.3. Every class of digraphs of bounded expansion has bounded edge density,
hence not every class of acyclic digraphs has bounded expansion. The class of subdivided
cliques with all edges oriented away from the subdivision vertices has bounded expansion.
The only directed (topological) minors of a graph G from this class are the subgraphs of G,
and hence it holds that ∇r (G) ≤ 2 for all r ≥ 0. The underlying undirected class is not even
nowhere dense in the undirected setting.
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In the undirected case, we can give an equivalent definition of bounded expansion classes
in terms of densities of topological depth-r minors, due to the following theorem proved by
Dvořák [10].
2

I Theorem (Theorem 3.9 of [10]). Let r, d ≥ 1 and let p = 4(4d)(r+1) . Let G be an
e r (G) ≥ d.
undirected graph. If ∇r (G) ≥ p, then ∇
A slightly worse bound can be given in the directed case, the only reason that we do
not achieve the same bounds is that we may loose more edges when going to a bipartite
subgraph than in the undirected case.
I Lemma 3.4. Every digraph G contains a bipartite subgraph H with d(v) ≥ 18 ∇0 (G), for
all v ∈ V (H).
We can now follow the lines of Dvořák’s proof to obtain the following theorem.
2

I Theorem 3.5. Let r, d ≥ 1 and let p = 32 · (4d)(r+1) . Let G be a digraph. If ∇r (G) ≥ p,
e r (G) ≥ d.
then ∇
I Corollary 3.6. A class C of digraphs has bounded expansion if and only if there is a function
e r (G) ≤ f (r) for all G ∈ C.
f : N → N such that for all r ∈ N it holds that ∇

4

Generalised colouring numbers

The colouring number col(G) of an undirected graph G is the minimum integer k such that
there is a linear order <L of the vertices of G for which each vertex v has back-degree at
most k − 1, i.e. at most k − 1 neighbours u with u <L v. It is well-known that for any graph
G, the chromatic number χ(G) satisfies χ(G) ≤ col(G).
Some generalisations of the colouring number of a graph have been studied in the literature.
These include the arrangeability [6] used in the study of Ramsey numbers of graphs, the
admissibility [19], and the rank [18] used in the study of the game chromatic number of graphs.
Three natural generalisation of the colouring number are the series admr , colr and wcolr
of generalised colouring numbers introduced by Kierstead and Yang [20] (see Dvořák [11]
for the general definition of admr ) in the context of colouring games and marking games
on graphs. As proved by Zhu [38], these invariants can be used to characterise bounded
expansion classes of graphs.
In this section, we define directed versions of the above invariants and show that also
directed classes of bounded expansion can be characterised by bounds on the generalised
colouring numbers.
I Definition 4.1. Let G be a digraph. By Π(G) we denote the set of all linear orders of
V (G). For L ∈ Π(G), we write u <L v if u is smaller than v with respect to L, and u ≤L v
if u <L v or u = v. Let u, v ∈ V (G). For a r ≥ 0, we say that u is weakly r-reachable
from v with respect to L, if there is a path P of length `, 0 ≤ ` ≤ r, connecting u and v (in
either direction) such that u is minimum among the vertices of P (with respect to L). By
WReachr [G, L, v] we denote the set of vertices that are weakly r-reachable from v w.r.t. L.
Vertex u is strongly r-reachable from v with respect to L, if there is a path P of length `,
0 ≤ ` ≤ r, connecting u and v (in either direction) such that u ≤L v and such that all internal
vertices w of P satisfy v <L w. Let SReachr [G, L, v] be the set of vertices that are strongly
r-reachable from v w.r.t. L. Note that we have v ∈ SReachr [G, L, v] ⊆ WReachr [G, L, v].
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I Definition 4.2. For a non-negative integer r, we define the weak r-colouring number
wcolr (G) of G and the r-colouring number colr (G) of G respectively as
wcolr (G) :=
colr (G) :=

min

max

L∈Π(G) v∈V (G)

min

max

L∈Π(G) v∈V (G)

WReachr [G, L, v] ,
SReachr [G, L, v] .

I Definition 4.3. For a non-negative integer r, the r-admissibility admr [G, L, v] of v w.r.t. L
is the maximum size k of a family {P1 , . . . , Pk } of paths of length at most r with one end v,
and the other end at a vertex w with w ≤L v, and satisfy V (Pi ) ∩ V (Pj ) = {v} for all
1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. As for r > 0 we can always let the paths end in the first vertex smaller
than v, we can assume that the internal vertices of the paths are larger than v. Note that
admr [G, L, v] is an integer, whereas WReachr [G, L, v] and SReachr [G, L, v] are vertex sets.
The r-admissibility admr (G) of G is
admr (G)

=

min

max admr [G, L, v].

L∈Π(G) v∈V (G)

As in the undirected setting, we can show that these measures are strongly related.
I Theorem 4.4. Let G be a digraph and let r ≥ 1. Then
colr (G) ≤ 2 · (admr (G) − 1)r + 1

and

wcolr (G) ≤ 2 · admr (G)r .

In the following, we will prove that the above invariants can also be used to characterise
bounded expansion classes of digraphs.
I Definition 4.5. Let G be a digraph, X ⊆ V (G), u ∈ V (G) \ X and r ∈ N. The r-projection
of u onto X is the set MrG (u, X) of all vertices v ∈ X such that there is a directed path
between u and v in G (in either direction) of length at most r with all internal vertices in
V (G) \ X.
The next lemma is proved as in the undirected case, compare e.g. to Lemma 2.9 of [9].
I Lemma 4.6. Let G be a digraph, r ≥ 0 and X ⊆ V (G). There exists a set clr (X) ⊆ V (G),
called an r-closure of X with the following properties. Let ξ := d2∇r−1 (G)e.
1. X ∩ clr (X) = ∅;
2. |clr (X)| ≤ (r − 1)ξ · |X|; and
G−clr (X)
3. |Mr
(u, X)| ≤ ξ for all u ∈ V (G) \ (X ∪ clr (X)).
Just as in the undirected case, we know how to find an optimal order for the r-admissibility
of a digraph (see [11], Algorithm 2, for a proof). For a set S ⊆ V (G) and v ∈ S, let br (S, v)
be the maximum number of directed paths from v of length at most r intersecting only in v
whose internal vertices belong to V (G) \ S and whose end-vertices belong to S.
I Lemma 4.7 (see [11]). Let G be a digraph and let L be the order of V (G) obtained
iteratively as follows. Let S := V (G). For i = n, n − 1, . . . , 1, choose vi ∈ S minimising
pi = br (S, vi ) and set S := S \ {vi }. Then L is optimal for admr (G).
Clearly, the admr -value of the computed linear order is max1≤i≤n pi . Hence, according to
the lemma, if admr (G) = c, then we can find a set S ⊆ V (G) such that every v ∈ S satisfies
br (v, S) ≥ c. Based on this obstruction for small admissibility, we are going to relate the
grad of G to its admissibility (compare with Lemma 3.4 of [38] and Theorem 3.1 of [15] for
the undirected case).
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I Theorem 4.8. For every digraph G and every r ∈ N it holds that admr (G) < 16r2 ∇r−1 (G)4 .
Proof. Let ξ := 2∇r−1 (G) and assume admr (G) ≥ c := r2 ξ 4 . According to Lemma 4.7,
there exists a set S ⊆ V (G) such that every v ∈ S satisfies br (v, S) ≥ c. We construct clr (S)
according to Lemma 4.6, which has size at most (r − 1)ξ · |S|. We now iteratively contract
short paths leading from S to clr (S). Define P0 as the set of paths between v ∈ S and
w ∈ clr (S) ∪ S of length at most r with all internal vertices in V (G) \ (clr (S) ∪ S) (if two
paths have the same initial and terminal vertex, we add only one of them). We hence have
|P0 | ≥ 2c · |S| by assumption.
As long as there exists P ∈ Pi , contract P to an edge and remove from Pi all paths which
G−clr (S)
intersect P to obtain Pi+1 . As every internal vertex u of P satisfies |Mr
(u, S)| ≤ ξ
2
0
by assumption, P can intersect with at most rξ many other paths P ∈ Pi . Hence, hence
after i + 1 contractions, we have |Pi+1 | ≥ 2c |S| − (i + 1)rξ 2 . Note that we are constructing a
graph H 4dr−1 G with vertex set S ∪ clr (S), that is, with at most ((r − 1)ξ + 1) · |S| vertices,
which by assumption on ∇r−1 (G) can have at most ξ/2 · ((r − 1)ξ + 1) · |S| many edges. This
gives a contradiction for c > 2rξ 2 ((r − 1)ξ + 1) · ξ/2, e.g. for c = r2 ξ 4 = 16r2 ∇r−1 (G)4 . J
To complete the characterisation, we show the following.
e r (G) ≤ 16(adm2r (G) +
I Theorem 4.9. For every digraph G and every r ∈ N it holds that ∇
1).
Proof. Let c := adm2r (G) + 1. Assume towards a contradiction that there is H 4tr G of
edge density 16c. Let H 0 ⊆ H be a bipartite graph with minimum degree at least 2c, which
exists by Lemma 3.4. Let L be an order of V (G) witnessing that adm2r (G) = c. Let v
be a principal vertex of H 0 and let {P1 , . . . , Pt } be the set of paths corresponding to the
edges connecting v with its neighbours in H 0 . At most c paths among P1 , . . . , Pt contain an
internal vertex that is smaller than v with respect to L, as otherwise, adm2r (G) ≥ c. Remove
all edges e from H 0 that correspond to a path Pe in G such that the principal vertex is larger
than some internal vertex of Pe to obtain a graph H 00 . By the above argument, H 00 has
minimum degree at least c. Hence every vertex v reaches in G at least c vertices by paths
that are internally vertex disjoint and contain no vertex smaller than c. Considering the
largest vertex of H 00 in G with respect to L, this is a contradiction to our assumption. J
I Corollary 4.10. A class C of digraphs has bounded expansion if, and only if, there is a
function f : N → N such that wcolr (G) ≤ f (r) for all G ∈ C and all r ≥ 1.
Finally, let us note that we can efficiently compute for every graph G from a bounded
expansion class C an order L of V (G) witnessing that the r-admissibility is small. The
following lemma, which follows from a simple colour coding argument (see [7, Chapter 5.2
and 5.6]), shows that we can efficiently compute the number br (S, v) for every S ⊆ V (G) and
every v ∈ V (G) if this number, or decide that the vertex will not be the next in the order.
I Lemma 4.11. There is an algorithm which, given a digraph G, a set S ⊆ V (G), a vertex
v ∈ S and numbers r, k, decides whether there are k disjoint paths from v to vertices in S
which are internally disjoint from S in time 2k+r · nO(1) .
I Corollary 4.12. Let C be a class of digraphs of bounded expansion. There is a function g
such that for all r ≥ 0 and all G ∈ C we can compute an optimal order for admr (G) in time
g(r) · nO(1) .
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Neighbourhood Complexity

Recently, a measure called distance-r neighbourhood complexity was used to characterise
classes of undirected bounded expansion [33]. Similar measures can be defined in the directed
setting.
I Definition 5.1. Let G be a digraph, let X ⊆ V (G) and let r ≥ 1. The distance-r
out-neighbourhood complexity of X in G, denoted ν + (G), is defined by
ν + (G, X) =

max
H⊆G,X⊆V (H)

{Nr+ (v) ∩ X : v ∈ V (H)} .

Analogously, one can define the distance-r in-neighbourhood complexity when using Nr− (v)
and the distance-r mixed neighbourhood complexity when using (Nr+ (v) ∪ Nr− (v)) in the
above definition.
Closure under subgraphs in the above definition is required to characterise sparse graph
classes. Classically, this closure is not part of the definition, when it is e.g. used to define
classes of bounded VC-dimension [35, 36, 37].
It was proved in [33] that a class C of undirected graphs has bounded expansion if and
only if for every r ≥ 1 there is a constant cr such that for all G ∈ C and all X ⊆ V (G) it
holds that ν(G, X) ≤ cr · |X|. The analogous statement for classes of directed graphs does
not hold, not even for r = 1, due to the simple fact that a directed bipartite graph does not
contain directed minors other than its subgraphs.
I Theorem 5.2. For every k ≥ 1 there exists a class Ck of digraphs such that for all G ∈ Ck
and all r ≥ 0 it holds that ∇r (G) ≤ k (hence Ck has bounded expansion) and for each G ∈ Ck
there exists X ⊆ V (G) such that ν1+ (G, X) = |X|k .
For every bounded expansion class of digraphs we do obtain polynomial bounds though.
To prove the following lemma, we use Lemma 4.6 to show that there are only few high degree
vertices in the r-neighbourhood of X ⊆ V (G).
I Theorem 5.3. Let C be a class of digraphs of bounded expansion. Then for all r ≥ 1 there
exists k ≥ 1 such that for all G ∈ C and X ⊆ V (G) we have νr+ (G, X) ≤ |X|k . The same
statement holds for in-neighbourhood complexity and mixed neighbourhood complexity.

6

A Splitter Game for Classes of Digraphs of Bounded Expansion

In this section we establish a very useful property of bounded expansion classes of digraphs
based on a directed version of a game, known as the splitter game, originally introduced as a
characterisation of nowhere dense classes of undirected graphs in [16].
Let G be a digraph and let `, m, r ≥ 0. The (`, m, r)-strong directed splitter game
on G is played by two players, Connector and Splitter, as follows. Let G0 := G. In
round i + 1 of the game, Connector picks a vertex vi+1 ∈ V (Gi ). Then Splitter chooses
a subset Wi+1 ⊆ V (Gi ) with |Wi+1 | ≤ m. Define Gi+1 as the induced subgraph of Gi
with V (Gi+1 ) = ÑGi ,r (vi+1 ) \ Wi+1 . Splitter wins if V (Gi+1 ) = ∅. Otherwise the game
continues to the next round. If Splitter has not won after ` rounds, then Connector wins.
A strategy for Splitter is a function f associating to every partial play (v1 , W1 , . . . , vs , Ws )
with associated sequence G0 , . . . , Gs and every move vs+1 ∈ As by Connector a move Ws+1 ⊆
V (Gs ) with |Ws+1 | ≤ m for Splitter. A strategy f is a winning strategy for Splitter if she
wins every play in which she follows the strategy f . If such a winning strategy exists, we say
that Splitter wins the (`, m, r)-directed splitter game on G.
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For undirected graphs the splitter game can be used to characterise nowhere dense classes
of graphs. This is not the case for directed graphs, however, short winning strategies can be
provided for bounded expansion classes (compare to [22]).
I Theorem 6.1. Let G be a graph, let r ∈ N and let ` = wcol4r (G). Then splitter wins the
(`, 1, r)-strong splitter game.
Proof. Let L be a linear order that witnesses wcol4r (G) = `. First note the following.
Let v ∈ V (G) and let m ∈ Ñr (v) be the L-minimal element of Ñr (v). Then for every
w ∈ Ñr (v), G[Ñr (v)] contains a directed path from w to m of length at most 4r. Hence,
m ∈ WReach(G, L, w) for every w ∈ Ñr (v).
We now describe a winning strategy for splitter in the (`, 1, r)-splitter game. Suppose in
round i + 1 ≤ `, connector chooses a vertex vi+1 ∈ V (Gi ). Let Wi+1 (splitter’s choice) be
the minimum vertex of ÑGi ,r (vi+1 ) with respect to L. Then for each u ∈ NGi ,r (vi+1 ) there
is a path between u and wi+1 of length at most 4r that uses only vertices of NrGi (vi+1 ). As
wi is L-minimal in NrGi (vi+1 ), wi+1 is weakly 4r-reachable from each u ∈ NrGi (vi+1 ). Now
let Gi+1 := Gi [NrGi (vi+1 ) \ {wi+1 }]. As wi+1 is not part of Gi+1 , in the next round splitter
will choose another vertex which is weakly 4r-reachable from every vertex of the remaining
r-neighbourhood. As wcol4r (G) = `, the game must stop after at most ` rounds.
J
Note that unlike the undirected case of nowhere dense classes of graphs, the strong
splitter game is not a characterisation of bounded expansion classes, as splitter wins the
(1, 1, 1)-strong splitter game on every acyclic digraph, but the class of acyclic digraphs does
not have bounded expansion.

7

Neighbourhood Covers

Neighbourhood covers of small radius and small size play a key role in the design of many
data structures for distributed systems. There is also a deep connection between sparse
neighbourhood covers of small radius and sparse graph spanners of low stretch. In this
section we will show that classes of digraphs of bounded expansion admit sparse strong
neighbourhood covers that can be computed by a fixed-parameter algorithm.
I Definition 7.1. Let r ∈ N. A strong r-neighbourhood cover X of a graph G is a mapping
X : V (G) → 2V (G) such that G[X (v)] is strongly connected and Ñr (v) ⊆ X (v). We call each
G[X (v)] a cluster of X .
The radius of a cluster C := G[X (v)] is defined as the minimal r ∈ N for which there is a
vertex w ∈ V (C) and for every w ∈ V (C), the cluster C contains a directed path of length at
most r from w to v and a directed path of length at most r from v to w. The radius rad(X )
of a cover X is the maximum radius of any of its clusters.
The degree dX (v) of v in X is the number of clusters that contain v. The maximum
degree ∆(X ) of X is ∆(X ) = maxv∈V (G) dX (v).
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
I Theorem 7.2. Let C be a class of digraphs of bounded expansion. There are functions f, h : N → N such that for all r ∈ N and all graphs G ∈ C, there exists a strong
r-neighbourhood cover of radius at most 4r and maximum degree at most f (r) and this cover
can be computed in time h(r) · nO(1) .
In the next lemma we use the weak colouring number to prove the existence of sparse
neighbourhood covers in bounded expansion classes of digraphs.
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I Definition 7.3. Let G be a digraph, let < be an ordering of V (G) and let r > 0.
For a vertex v ∈ V (G) we define Xr [G, <, v] as the set of vertices w ∈ V (G) such that
v ∈ WReachr [G, <, w].
I Lemma 7.4. Let G be a graph such that wcol4r (G) ≤ s and let < be an order witnessing this.
For v ∈ V (G), let m(v) be the minimum of Ñr (v) with respect to <. Then X : V (G) → 2V (G)
with X (v) = X4r [G, <, m(v)] is a strong r-neighbourhood cover of G with radius at most 4r
and maximum degree at most s.
Proof. Clearly, by construction of the sets X4r [G, <, v] the radius of each cluster is at most 4r.
Furthermore, for v ∈ V (G) we have Ñr (v) ⊆ X (v). To see this, let m(v) be the minimum
of Ñr (v) with respect to <. Then m(v) is weakly 4r-reachable from every w ∈ Nr (v) \ {m(v)}.
There is a path from w to v of length at most 2r (on the closed walk containing both w
and v) and a path from v to m(v) of length at most 2r (again on a closed walk containing
the two). Now the concatenation of the two paths is a walk of length at most 4r which
contains as a sub-walk which is a path of length at most 4r. As this path uses only vertices
of Ñr (v) and m(v) is the minimum element, we conclude that Ñr (v) ⊆ X4r [G, <, m(v)].
Finally observe that for every v ∈ V (G),
dX (v) = |{u ∈ V (G) : v ∈ X4r [G, <, u]}|
= |{u ∈ V (G) : u ∈ WReach4r [G< , v]}| = |WReach4r [G< , v]| ≤ s.

J

Now to prove Theorem 7.2 it suffices to note that the clusters X4r [G, <, v] can be
computed in the desired time. According to Corollary 4.12, we can compute an order < which
is optimal for adm4r (G) in time g(4r) · nO(1) . According to Theorem 4.4, this order also
satisfies |WReach4r [G, <, v]| ≤ f (r) for properly defined function f . We order the vertices of
G in order <. Now, to compute X4r [G, <, v] for a vertex v, we just have to perform the first
4r levels of a breadth-first search around v (where we follow paths either in the direction
of the edges or against the direction of the edges) which stops in every branch if a vertex
smaller than v is encountered. Defining g accordingly finishes the proof of the theorem.

8

Constant-Factor Approximation Algorithms for Strong Dominating
Sets

In this section we prove that strong dominating sets can be approximated up to a constant
factor on any class C of directed bounded expansion. Our approach is inspired by [11].
I Definition 8.1 (Strong r-Dominating Sets).
1. Let r ≥ 1 and let G be a digraph. A vertex v ∈ V (G) strongly-r-dominates a vertex
u ∈ V (G) if there is a closed walk of length at most 2r in G containing u and v.
2. A strong-r-dominating set is a set X ⊆ V (G) such that every vertex in G is strongly
dominated by a vertex in X.
3. The strong r-domination number of G, denoted sdomr (G), is the minimum size of a
strong r-dominating set of G.
I Theorem 8.2. Let C be a class of digraphs of directed bounded expansion. Let r ≥ 1. There
is a polynomial time constant factor approximation algorithm for strong r-dominating sets.
More precisely, for every value of r, there is an algorithm running in time g(r) · nO(1) for
some function g which, on input G ∈ C computes a strong-r-dominating set D ⊆ V (G) of
order at most wcol4r (G)2 · sdomr (G).
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In the remainder of this section we prove Theorem 8.2. Let r be given. An r-obstruction
set is a set X ⊆ V (G) such that for any distinct x, y ∈ X, there are no two closed directed
walks W1 , W2 ⊆ V (G), each of length at most 2r, such that W1 ∩ W2 6= ∅ and x ∈ W1 and
y ∈ W2 . Note that we do not require W1 6= W2 . We call a pair u, v of vertices which form an
r-obstruction set {u, v} r-separated. Otherwise, we call the pair u, v r-dependent.
For a set X ⊆ V (G), we define Sdomr (X) as the set of vertices v ∈ V (G) such that v is
strongly-r-dominated by a vertex in X.
As no two distinct vertices of an obstruction set lie on a closed walk of length at most 2r,
no two vertices from the set can be dominated strongly r-dominated by a single vertex.
Hence, if G contains an obstruction set of order k then sdomr (G) ≥ k.
I Lemma 8.3. There exists a polynomial time algorithm which, given a number r ≥ 1 and a
digraph G together with an ordering L witnessing wcol4r (G), computes an obstruction set
X ⊆ V (G) of order k, for some k, and an r-dominating set of order at most wcol4r (G)2 · k.
Proof. Let L be an ordering of G witnessing wcol4r (G). We greedily compute sets A, D, S ⊆
V (G) as follows. Start with A0 = D0 := ∅ and S0 := V (G). Now suppose Ai , Di , Si have
already been defined. If Si = ∅ then the construction stops here. Otherwise, let a be the
<L -minimal element of Si and define Ai+1 := Ai ∪ {a}, Di+1 := Di ∪ WReach4r (G, L, a).
Finally, we define Si+1 := Si \ Sdomr (WReach4r (G, L, a)).
Now let i be minimal such that Si = ∅. Such an index i exists as we add a vertex to A –
and remove it from S – at each iteration.
Clearly, D := Di is a strong r-dominating set of G and |D| ≤ wcol4r (G) · |A|. We will
1
show next that G contains an r-obstruction set X ⊆ A of order wcol4r
(G) · |A|. Hence, D is a
2
factor (wcol4r (G)) approximation of the strong r-domination number of G.
We construct a digraph H with vertex set A and edges (u, v) if u <L v and u and v are
r-dependent. We will show next that the maximal out-degree of H is < wcol4r (G). For
a ∈ A let a1 , . . . , al be the elements of A which are L-smaller than a and such that a and ai
are r-dependent, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l. We claim that l < wcol4r (G).
For every 1 ≤ i ≤ l let W1 := W1 (i) and W2 := W2 (i) be two closed directed walks in G
of length at most 2r which intersect each other and such that a ∈ V (W1 ) and ai ∈ V (W2 ).
Such walks exist as ai and a are r-dependent. Let z = z(i) be the L-minimal vertex in
V (W1 ∪ W2 ). Note that z ∈ WReach4r (G, L, a). For, W1 ∪ W2 form a strongly connected
subgraph on at most 4r vertices containing z and a and hence there is a directed path from a
to z of length at most 4r. As z is the L-minimal element of W1 ∪ W2 , this implies that
z ∈ WReach4r (G, L, a).
We claim first that z 6∈ V (W1 ). For otherwise, z would strongly r-dominate a and hence
in the i-th iteration of the algorithm, a would have been removed from Si , contradicting the
fact that a ∈ A. Thus, z(i) ∈ W2 (i) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l.
Now suppose z(i) = z(j) for some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ s. But then again aj , which is contained
in W2 (j), is strongly r-dominated by z(i) and hence aj would have been removed from Si at
step i. Hence, z(i) 6= z(j)for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ s. It follows that l ≤ |WReach4r (G, L, a)| − 1 <
wcol4r (G).
This shows that the maximum outdegree of any vertex in H is < wcol4r (G). Hence, H
is wcol4r (G) − 1-degenerate and therefore wcol4r (G)-colourable. Thus, the colour class C
1
of maximal size contains at least wcol4r
(G) · |A| elements of A and forms an r-obstruction
set, witnessing that the strong r-domination number of G is at least wcol4r1 (G)2 |A|. This
completes the proof of the lemma.
J
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Theorem 8.2 now follows immediately from the previous lemma together with Corollary 4.12. Note, however, that our algorithm runs in polynomial time for any fixed r but it
depends exponentially on wcol4r (C). The reason is that we currently do not know how to
compute a good approximation of the wcol-ordering in polynomial time.
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Abstract
We study the following computational problem: for which values of k, the majority of n bits
MAJn can be computed with a depth two formula whose each gate computes a majority function of at most k bits? The corresponding computational model is denoted by MAJk ◦ MAJk .
We observe that the minimum value of k for which there exists a MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit that
has high correlation with the majority of n bits is equal to Θ(n1/2 ). We then show that for a
randomized MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit computing the majority of n input bits with high probability
for every input, the minimum value of k is equal to n2/3+o(1) . We show a worst case lower
bound: if a MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit computes the majority of n bits correctly on all inputs, then
k ≥ n13/19+o(1) . This lower bound exceeds the optimal value for randomized circuits and thus
is unreachable for pure randomized techniques. For depth 3 circuits we show that a circuit with
k = O(n2/3 ) can compute MAJn correctly on all inputs.
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Keywords and phrases circuit complexity, computational complexity, threshold, majority, lower
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1

Introduction

In this paper we study majority functions and circuits consisting of them. These functions
and circuits arise for various reasons in many areas of Computational Complexity (see
e.g. [12, 14, 7]). In particular, the iterated majority function (or recursive majority) consisting
of iterated application of majority of small number of variables to itself, turns out to be of
great importance, helps in various constructions and provides an example of the function
with interesting complexity properties in various models [8, 11, 13, 9].
One of the most prominent examples to illustrate this is the proof by Valiant [17] that
the majority MAJn of n variables can be computed by a boolean circuit of depth 5.3 log n.
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The construction of Valiant is randomized and there is no deterministic construction known
achieving the same (or even reasonably close) depth parameter. The construction works as
follows. Consider a uniform boolean formula (that is, tree-like circuit) consisting of 5.3 log n
interchanging layers of AND and OR gates of fan-in 2. For each input to the circuit substitute
a random variable of the function MAJn . Valiant showed that this circuit computes MAJn
with positive probability. Note that AND and OR gates are precisely MAJ2 functions with
different threshold values. Thus this construction can be viewed as a computation of MAJn
by a circuit consisting of MAJ2 gates. There are versions of this construction with the
circuits consisting of MAJ3 gates (see, e.g., [5]).
In this paper we study what happens with this setting if we restrict the depth of the circuit
to a small constant. That is, we study for which k the function MAJn can be computed
by small depth circuit consisting of MAJk gates. We mostly concentrate on depth 2 and
denote the corresponding model by MAJk ◦ MAJk . For example, the majority of n = 7 bits
x1 , x2 , . . . , x7 can be computed with the following MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit for k = 5:
MAJ5
MAJ5

MAJ5

MAJ5

MAJ5

MAJ5

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

x1 x2 x5 x6 x7

x1 x3 x4 x6 x6

x2 x3 x3 x5 x6

x2 x4 x5 x7 x7

We study which upper and lower bounds on k can be shown.
More context to the problem under consideration comes from the studies of boolean
c 0 of boolean functions computable by polynomial
circuits of constant depth. The class TC
size constant depth circuits consisting of MAJ gates plays one of the central roles in this
area. Its natural generalization is the class TC0 in which instead of MAJ gates one can
use arbitrary linear threshold gates, that is analogs of the majorities in which variables
are summed up with arbitrary integer coefficients and are compared with arbitrary integer
threshold. It is known that to express any threshold function it is enough to use exponential
c 0 it is enough to show
size coefficients. To show that TC0 is actually the same class as TC
that any linear threshold function can be computed by constant depth circuit consisting
of threshold functions with polynomial-size coefficients (polynomial size can be simulated
c 0 by repetition of variables). It was shown by Siu and Bruck in [16] that any linear
in TC
threshold function can be computed by polynomial size depth-3 majority circuit. This result
was improved to depth-2 by Goldmann, Håstad and Razborov in [4]. More generally, it was
shown in [4] that depth-d polynomial size threshold circuit can be computed by depth-(d + 1)
polynomial size majority circuit, in particular establishing the class of depth-2 threshold
circuits as one of the weakest classes for which we currently do not know superpolynomial size
n3/2
lower bounds. The best lower bound known so far is Ω( log
3 n ) by Kane and Williams [10].
Note, however, that the result of [4] does not translate to monotone setting. Hofmeister
in [6] showed that there is a monotone linear threshold function requiring exponential size
depth-2 monotone majority circuit. Recently this result was extended by Chen, Oliveira and
Servedio [2] to monotone majority circuits of arbitrary constant depth.
Our setting can be viewed as a scale down of the setting of [4] and [6]. In [4, 6] exponential
weight threshold functions are compared to depth-2 threshold circuits with polynomial weights.
In our setting we compare weight-n threshold functions with depth-2 threshold circuits with
weights k. In this paper we consider monotone setting.
c 0.
Another context to our studies comes from the studies of lower bounds against TC
c 0 it is enough
Allender and Koucký in [1] showed that to prove that some function is not in TC
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to show that some self-reducible function requires circuit-size at least n1+ε when computed
by constant depth majority circuit. As an intermediate result they show that MAJn can
be computed by O(1)-depth circuit consisting of MAJnε gates and of size O(n log n). This
setting is similar to ours, however in this paper we are interested in the precise depth and we
do not pose additional bounds on the size of the circuit (however note that the bound on the
fan-in k of the gates and the bound on the depth d of the circuit naturally imply the bound
of O(k d ) on the size of the circuit).
We consider three models of computation of the majority function: computation on most
of the inputs (that is, high correlation with the function), randomized computation with
small error probability on all inputs, and deterministic computation with no errors. We
prove the following lower and upper bounds for our setting.
Circuits with high correlation. We observe that the minimum value of k for which there
exists a MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit that computes MAJn correctly on 2/3 fraction of all the inputs,
is equal to Θ(n1/2 ). A lower bound is proved by observing that a circuit with k = αn1/2
does not even have a possibility to read a large fraction of input bits when the constant
α is small enough. We show that in this case the circuit errs on many inputs. An upper
bound is proved for the following natural circuit: pick k = Θ(n1/2 ) random subsets of the n
inputs bits of size k, compute the majority for each of them, and then compute the majority
of results. Such a circuit computes MAJn correctly with high probability on inputs whose
weight is not too close to n/2. By tuning the parameters appropriately, we ensure that the
middle layers of the boolean hypercube (containing inputs where the circuits errs with high
probability) constitute only a small fraction of all the inputs.
Randomized circuits. We prove that for a probabilistic distribution C of MAJk ◦ MAJk
circuits with a property that for every input A ∈ {0, 1}n the probability that C(A) = MAJn (A)
is 1 − ε for a constant ε > 0, the minimum value of k is n2/3 , up to polylogarithmic factors.
A lower bound is proved by showing that a small circuit must err on a large fraction of
minterms/maxterms of MAJn . Roughly, the majority function have many inputs A ∈ {0, 1}n
with a property that changing a single bit in A changes the value of the function (these are
precisely minterms and maxterms of MAJn ). If k is small enough, a MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit
can reflect such a change in the value only for a small fraction of inputs. To show an upper
bound, we split the n input bits into blocks and for each block compute several middle layers
values of the bits of this block in sorted order. We then compute the majority of all the
resulting values. We show that by tuning the parameters appropriately, one can ensure that
this circuit err only on a polynomially small fraction of inputs.
Deterministic circuits. The trivial upper bound on k is k ≤ n. We do not have any
nontrivial upper bound on k for depth 2 circuits. We however have examples for n = 7, 9, 11
of circuits with k = n − 2. For depth 3 we have an upper bound O(n2/3 ) which coincides with
the optimal value for depth 2 randomized circuits up to polylogarithmic factor. We prove
this upper bound by extending the construction of upper bound for depth 2 randomized
circuits. We use an extra layer of the circuit to preorder the inputs. Regarding the lower
bound for depth 2 we observe that the following simple special case cannot compute MAJn :
each gate is a standard majority (that is, with threshold k/2) of exactly k = n − 2 distinct
variables. Next, we proceed to the main result of the paper. We show that the minimum
value of k for which there is a depth 2 circuit computing MAJn on all inputs is at least
n13/19 up to a polylogarithmic factor.
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Note that this lower bound exceeds the optimal value of k for randomized circuits. Thus,
despite the fact that randomized techniques is extensively used for studying majority and
circuits constructed from it and proves to be very powerful (recall for example Valiant’s
result [17]), in our setting using combinatorial methods we prove a lower bound that is
unreachable for a pure probabilistic approach. The proof of this result however is still
probabilistic: in essence we consider a circuit with k smaller than n13/19 and build a
distribution on inputs that fools this circuit. The catch is that the distribution is tailored to
fool this particular circuit: it is constructed via a non-trivial process that involves the values
of the gates of the circuit on various inputs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give necessary definitions
and collect technical statements. In Section 3 we study circuits computing the function with
high correlation. In Section 4 we give bounds for randomized circuits. In Section 5 we study
deterministic circuits. Finally, in Section 6 we give concluding remarks and state several
open problems.

2

Definitions and Preliminaries

In this section we will give necessary definitions and collect technical statements that we will
use throughout the paper.
We are going to study circuits computing the well known boolean majority function
Pn
defined as follows: MAJn (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) = [ i=1 xi ≥ n/2]. Here, [·] denotes the standard
Iverson bracket: for a predicate P , [P ] = 1 if P is true, and [P ] = 0 is P is false. To abuse
notation, we will also use [m] to denote the set {1, 2, . . . , m}.
It will be convenient to use X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } for the set of n input bits. For an
P
assignment A : X → {0, 1}, by w(A) we denote the weight of A, that is, x∈X A(x). For
a subset of input variables S ⊆ X, by wS (A) we denote the weight of A on X: wS (A) =
P
P
x∈S A(x). By MAJS (X) we denote the majority function on S: MAJS (X) = [
x∈S x ≥
|S|/2]. In particular, MAJX is just MAJn .
An assignment A : X → {0, 1} is called a minterm of MAJn if MAJn (A) = 1, but flipping
any 1 to 0 in A results in an assignment A0 such that MAJn (A0 ) = 0. A maxterm is defined
similarly with the roles of 0 and 1 interchanged.
Pn
The majority function is a special case of a threshold function: f (X) = [ i=1 ai xi ≥ t].
For such a function f and an assignment A : X → {0, 1}, let difference of f w.r.t. A be
Pn
diff(f, A) = i=1 ai A(xi ) − t. In particular, f (A) = 1 iff diff(f, A) ≥ 0.
The MAJk ◦ MAJk computational model that we study in this paper is defined as a depth
two formula (we will call it a circuit also) consisting of arbitrary threshold gates of the form
P
[ ci xi ≥ t] where ci ’s are positive integers (this, in particular, means that the model is
P
monotone) and
ci ≤ k. At the same time, abusing notation, by MAJn and MAJX we
always mean the standard majority function. We note that the coefficients in ci can be
simulated by repetition of variables (note that k upper bounds the sum of the coefficients).
So the generalization of the MAJk in the circuit compared to MAJn is that we allow arbitrary
threshold. We note however, that if we are interested in the value of k up to a constant
factor (which we usually do), it is not an actual generalization since any threshold can be
simulated by substituting constants 0 and 1 as inputs to the circuit.
For a gate G at the bottom level of a MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit, by X(G) we denote the set
of its input bits.
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Tail Bounds and Binomial Coefficients Estimates

We will use the following versions of Chernoff–Hoeffding bound (see, e.g., [3]).
Pm
I Lemma 1 (Chernoff–Hoeffding bound). Let Y = i=1 Yi , where Yi , i ∈ [m], are independ2
ently distributed in [0, 1]. Then for all t > 0, Pr[Y > E[Y ] + t], Pr[Y < E[Y ] − t] ≤ e−2t /m .
ε2
For all ε > 0, Pr[Y > (1 + ε)E[Y ]], Pr[Y < (1 − ε)E[Y ]] ≤ e− 3 E[Y ] .
We will also need the following well known estimates for the binomial coefficients (see,
e.g., [15, Section 4.2]):
I Lemma 2. The middle binomial coefficient is about n1/2 times smaller than 2n . To make
n
it smaller than
√ 2 by arbitrary polynomial factor, it is enough to step away from the middle
by about Θ( n ln n) (0 < c < 1 is a constant below):




1
c2
n
n√
n
−1/2
= Θ(1) · 2 · n
= Θ(2n n− 2 n− 2 ) .
and
(1)
c n ln n
n
n/2
2 +
2

2.2

Hypergeometric Distribution

The hypergeometric distribution is defined in the following way. Consider a set S of size
m and its subset S 0 of size k. Select (uniformly) a random subset T of size t in S. Then
a random variable |T ∩ S 0 | has a hypergeometric distribution. The values m, k and t are
parameters here. We will need the following basic properties of this distribution.
I Lemma 3. Suppose in hypergeometric distribution k = k(m) ≤ m/2 (that is, k may depend
on m). Let t = t(m) be a function with εm < t < (1 − ε)m for some constant 0 < ε < 1.
Then, for any integer l, Prob(|T ∩ S 0 | = l) = O(k −1/2 ), where O(·) is for m → ∞ and
the constant inside O(·) depends on ε, but does not depend on m, k and t. Moreover, if
−1/2
|l − tk
).
m | = O(1), then this probability is in fact Θ(k
I Lemma 4. Suppose in hypergeometric distribution k = k(m) ≤ m/2 (that is, k may depend
on m). Let t = t(m) be a function with εm < t < (1 − ε)m for some constant 0 < ε < 1.
Consider an arbitrary antichain A on S 0 (that is, a family of subsets of S 0 none of which is
a subset of some other). Then the probability Pr[T ∩ S 0 ⊆ A] = O(k −1/2 ), where O(·) is for
m → ∞ and the constant inside O(·) depends on ε, but does not depend on m, k and t.
I Lemma 5. For S, S 0 and T as above we have Prob{|T ∩ S 0 | ≥ l} ≤ (tk/m)l .

3

Circuits with High Correlation

In this section, we prove that the minimum value of k for which there exists a MAJk ◦ MAJk
circuit that computes MAJn correctly on, say, 2/3 fraction of all the inputs, is equal to
Θ(n1/2 ).

3.1

Upper Bound

I Theorem 6. For any ε > 0, there exists a circuit C in MAJk ◦ MAJk , where k = Oε (n1/2 ),
that agrees with MAJn on at least (1 − ε) fraction of the boolean hypercube {0, 1}n .
Proof Sketch. The required circuit is straightforward: we just pick k random subsets
S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk of X of size k, compute the majority for each of them, and then compute
the majority of the results: C(X) = MAJk (MAJS1 (X), MAJS2 (X), . . . , MAJSk (X)) . The
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resulting circuit has a high probability of error on middle layers of the boolean hypercube. We
however select the parameters so that all the inputs from these middle layers constitute only
a small ε/2 fraction. We then show that among all the remaining inputs (not belonging to
middle layers) there is only a fraction ε/2 (of all the inputs) where MAJn may be computed
incorrectly. Overall, this gives a circuit that errs on at most ε fraction of the inputs.
J

3.2

Lower Bound

I Theorem 7. Let C be a MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit that computes MAJn correctly on a fraction
1 − ε of all 2n inputs for a constant  ≤ 1/3. Then k = Ωε (n1/2 ).
Proof Sketch. Let k = αn1/2 for a small enough constant α = α(ε). Note that such a circuit
can read at most k 2 = α2 n of the input bits. This means that the circuit errs on a large
number of inputs.
J

4

Randomized Circuits

The upper bound from the previous section, however, is not enough to obtain a randomized
circuit since the construction in Theorem 6 has a very high error probability on the middle
layers of the boolean cube. By a randomized circuit here we mean a probabilistic distribution
on deterministic circuits computing the function correctly on every input with high probability.
It is not difficult to see that the existence of a randomized circuit is equivalent to an
existence of a deterministic circuit computing the function correctly on most of minterms
and maxterms.
I Lemma 8. If there exists a randomized circuit C in MAJk ◦ MAJk computing MAJn with
error probability ε, then there exists a deterministic circuit C in MAJk ◦ MAJk computing
MAJn incorrectly on at most ε fraction of minterms and maxterms. Conversely, if there
exists a deterministic circuit C in MAJk ◦ MAJk computing MAJn incorrectly on at most ε
fraction of minterms and maxterms, then there exists a randomized circuit C in MAJk ◦ MAJk
computing MAJn with error probability at most 2ε.
From now on instead of probabilistic circuits we study deterministic circuits with high
accuracy on two middle layers of {0, 1}n .

4.1

Upper Bound

I Theorem 9. There exists a randomized MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit computing MAJn incorrectly
on each input with probability at most 1/ poly(n) for k = O(n2/3 log1/2 n).
Proof Sketch. Partition the set of n input bits into n1/3 blocks of size p = n2/3 : X =
P
X1 t X2 t . . . t X np . For each block Xi , compute [ x∈Xi x ≥ m] for all m ∈ [ p2 − 2t , p2 + 2t ]
for t ≈ n1/3 log1/2 n, and return the majority of results. By selecting the right value of t, this
1
gives a circuit that computes MAJn incorrectly only on a fraction poly(n)
of inputs.
J

4.2

Lower Bound

In this subsection we show that the upper bound of the previous subsection is essentially
tight.
I Theorem 10. If a MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit computes MAJn on a 1 − ε fraction of minterms
and maxterms for ε < 1/10, then k = Ω(n2/3 ).
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Proof Sketch. The majority function have many inputs A ∈ {0, 1}n with a property that
changing a single bit in A changes the value of the function (these are precisely minterms and
maxterms of MAJn ). If k = αn2/3 for a small enough constant α, a MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit
can reflect such a change in the value only for a small fraction of inputs.
J

5

Deterministic Circuits

In this section, we consider MAJk ◦ MAJk circuits that compute MAJn correctly on all 2n
inputs.

5.1

Upper Bounds

5.1.1

Depth Two

In this section, we present MAJk ◦ MAJk circuits computing MAJn on all inputs for k = n − 2
when n = 7, 9, 11. These circuits were found by extensive computer experiments (with the
help of SAT-solvers). Though the examples below look quite “structured”, currently, we
do not know how to generalize them to all values of n (not to say about constructing such
circuits for sublinear values of k). In the examples below, we provide k = n − 2 sequences
consisting of k = n − 2 integers from [n]. These are exactly the input bits of the k majority
gates at the lower level of the circuit. That is, each gate computes the standard MAJk
function (whose threshold value is k/2).
n = 7:

n = 11:

n = 9:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 11
1 2 3 4 5 8 9 10 11
1 2 3 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 2 2 4 6 6 8 10 10
2 4 4 5 6 7 8 10 11
3 3 5 5 7 7 8 9 11
3 3 6 8 9 9 9 10 10
Note that in the examples above there is always a gate in the circuit having one variable
repeated more than once. Next we observe that this is unavoidable for k = n − 2.

1
1
1
2
3

2
2
4
2
4

3
3
5
4
5

4
6
6
5
7

5
7
7
6
7

1
1
1
1
1
1
2

2
2
2
4
3
2
3

3
3
3
5
5
4
4

4
4
6
6
5
6
5

5
5
7
7
7
6
6

6
8
8
8
9
8
7

7
9
9
9
9
8
8

I Lemma 11. For odd n there is no MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit for k = n − 2 with all gates being
standard majorities (that is, with the threshold n/2) and having exactly k distinct variables
in each gate on the bottom level.

5.1.2

Depth Three

In this section we extend the proof of the upper bound for randomized depth-2 circuits
(Theorem 9) to construct a circuit of depth 3 for k = O(n2/3 ) computing majority on all
inputs.
I Theorem 12. For k = O(n2/3 ) there is a circuit of depth 3 computing majority of n
variables on all inputs.
Proof Sketch. We adopt the strategy of the proof of Theorem 9. That is, we break inputs
into O(n1/3 ) blocks, compute majorities on each block on middle O(n1/3 ) layers and then
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compute the majority of the results. We use the third layer of majority gates to induce
additional structure on the inputs.
J

5.2

Lower Bound

In this section we will extend the lower bound on k above Ω(n2/3 ) for depth-2 circuits
computing MAJn on all inputs.
I Theorem 13. Suppose a MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit computes MAJn on all inputs. Then
k = Ω n13/19 · (log n)−2/19 .
We also show the following result for the special case of circuits with bounded weights.
I Theorem 14. Suppose a MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit computes MAJn on all inputs and uses
only weights at most W in the gates. Then k = Ω(n7/10 · (log n)−1/5 · W −3/10 ) .
In particular, we get the following corollary for circuits with unweighted gates.
I Corollary 15. Suppose a MAJk ◦ MAJk circuit computes MAJn on all inputs and each
variable occurs in each gate of the bottom level at most once. Then k = Ω(n7/10 · (log n)−1/5 ) .
The rest of this section is devoted to the unified proof of these lower bounds. To follow this
2
proof it is convenient to think that k = n 3 +ε for some small ε > 0. In the end it will indeed
be the case up to a logarithmic factor. In the proof we will calculate everything precisely in
terms of parameters n and k, but we will provide estimates assuming that k = n2/3+ε . This
is done in order to help the reader to follow the proof.
Let F be a MAJk ◦ MAJk formula computing MAJn on all inputs from {0, 1}n . Denote
by W the largest weight of a variable in gates of F .

5.2.1

Normalizing a formula

We start by “normalizing” F , that is, removing some pathological gates from F . We do this
in two consecutive stages.
Stage 1: removing AND-like gates. We will need that no gate can be fixed to 0 by
assigning a small number of variables to 0 (here and in what follows we consider gates from
the bottom level only). For this, assume that there is a gate that can be fixed to 0 by
assigning to 0 less than n/(100k) = n1/3−ε /100 variables. Take these variables and substitute
them by 0; this kills this gate (and might potentially introduce new gates with the property).
We repeat this process until there are no bad gates left. Recall that the number of gates
at the bottom level is at most k = n2/3+ε , so there are at most k = n2/3+ε steps in this
process and hence n is replaced by 99n/100. To simplify the presentation, we just assume
that |X| = n and that F has no bad gates.
Stage 2: removing other pathological gates and variables. The formula F contains at
4
most k 2 = n 3 +2ε occurrences of variables (counting with multiplicities). Let x∗ ∈ X be a least
frequent variable at the leaves. The number of occurrences of x∗ is at most k 2 /n = n1/3+2ε .
In the following we consider only assignments A with diff(MAJn , A) = −1 setting x∗ to 0:
A∗ = {A : X → {0, 1} | diff(MAJn , A) = −1 and A(x∗ ) = 0} .
We also focus on the gates from the first level that depend on x∗ , denote this set by G ∗
(hence |G ∗ | ≤ k 2 /n = n1/3+2ε ). The total number of variables in the gates from G ∗ (counting
with multiplicities) is at most k|G ∗ | ≤ k 3 /n = n1+3ε .
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We now additionally normalize the circuit. We get rid of the following bad gates and
variables:
1. gates in G ∗ that can be assigned to 1 by fixing less than n2 /(100k 2 ) = n2/3−2ε /100
variables in X \ {x∗ } to 1;
2. gates in G ∗ with the weight of the variable x∗ greater than 100k 3 /n2 = 100n3ε ;
3. variables with total weight in all gates in G ∗ greater than 100k 3 /n2 = 100n3ε .
We do this by the following iterative procedure. If on some step we have a gate violating
1 we fix less than n2 /(100k 2 ) = n2/3−2ε /100 variables of the gate among X \ {x∗ } to 1 to
assign the gate to a constant. If we have a gate violating 2 we fix all the variables of the
gate among X \ {x∗ } to 1 to assign the gate to a constant. If we have a variable violating 3,
we fix the violating variable to 1.
We note that if we fix all variables in G ∈ G ∗ except x∗ to 1, then the gate becomes
constant. Indeed, if it is not constant, then the gate outputs 0 on the input with x∗ = 0 and
the rest of the variables equal to 1. Due to the monotonicity of the gate this means that the
gate can be assigned to 0 by assigning a single variable x∗ to 0 and we got rid of the gates
with this property on the first stage of the normalization.
Since there are at most k 2 /n = n1/3+2ε gates in G ∗ we will fix at most n/100 variables
for case 1. Since the total weight of x∗ is at most k 2 /n = n1/3+2ε we will have case 2 at most
n/(100k) = n1/3−ε /100 times. Since each gate has at most k = n2/3+ε variables we will fix
at most n/100 variables for the second case. Since the total weight of all variables in G ∗ is at
most k 3 /n = n1+3ε we will fix at most n/100 of them for the case 3.
In particular, we have fixed all variables having weight greater than 100k 3 /n2 = 100n3ε
in some gate of G ∗ , so from now on we can assume that W ≤ 100k 3 /n2 .
Another important observation is that now in each gate there are at least n2 /(100k 2 )
inputs. Otherwise the gate falls under condition of case 1 above.
After this normalization n is replaced by 97n/100. To simplify the presentation, again,
we assume that |X| = n and the circuit F is normalized. Note that after redefining n the
threshold of the function MAJn we are computing is no longer n/2, but rather is cn for some
constant c close to 1/2. This does not affect the computations in the further proof.

5.2.2

Analysis

The key idea is that if we have an assignment A ∈ A∗ with diff(MAJn , A) = −1, then there
is a gate G ∈ G ∗ with −W ≤ diff(G, A) ≤ −1. Indeed, otherwise we can flip the variable x∗ ,
the value of MAJn changes, but none of the gates changes their value. The plan of the proof
is to construct an assignment that violates this condition. This will lead to a contradiction.
For an assignment A ∈ A∗ with diff(MAJn , A) = −1 and integer parameters s and d (to
be chosen later), consider the following process walk(A, s, d).
1: A0 ← A
2: for i = 1 to s do
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

if for each G ∈ G ∗ , diff(G, Ai−1 ) 6∈ {−d, −d + 1, . . . , −1} then
stop the process
else
Gi ← any gate from G ∗ such that −d ≤ diff(G, Ai−1 ) < 0
Xi ← set of variables Gi depends on that are assigned 1 by Ai−1
yi ← a uniform random variable from Xi
Ai ← assignment to X resulting from flipping the value of yi in Ai−1
end if
end for
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Clearly, this process decreases the weight of the initial assignment A by 1 at each iteration,
for at most s iterations. In particular, w(A) − w(Ai ) = i. We now consider three cases.
Case 1. There exists an assignment A ∈ A∗ with diff(MAJn , A) = −1 such that walk(A, s, d)
stops after less than s iterations for some choices of random bits. This means that after t < s
iterations, for all the gates G in G ∗ we have that either diff(G, At ) < −d, or diff(G, At ) ≥ 0.
We select randomly a subset T of t variables from Z = {x ∈ X \ {x∗ } : At (x) = 0}
and flip them. Denote the resulting assignment by A0 . Clearly, w(A) = w(A0 ) and so
diff(MAJn , A0 ) = −1. Therefore there must be a gate G in G ∗ such that −W ≤ diff(G, A0 ) <
0. Thus, before flipping t random variables, all the gates with negative difference has
difference less than −d, while after the flipping, at least one gate G has difference at least
−W . Let Z 0 = {x ∈ X(G) \ {x∗ } : At (x) = 0}. This means that the flipping changed the
values of at least r = (d − W )/W variables of G, that is, |T ∩ Z 0 | ≥ r.
Let p be the probability that |T ∩ Z 0 | ≥ r where the probability is taken over the random
choice of T . By choosing the parameters s and d we will make p small enough so that with
non-zero probability no gate from G ∗ satisfies this. Due to the discussion above this leads
to a contradiction since flipping x∗ changes the value of the function, but not the value of
0
∗
the circuit. The probability that no gate from G ∗ satisfies |T ∩
Z | ≥
 r isat least
 1 − |G |p.
The probability p can be upper bounded using Lemma 5: p ≤
0

t|Z 0 |
|Z|

r

≤

sk
n/2

r

where the

n
2.

second inequality follows since t < s, |Z | ≤ k and |Z| ≥
We want the probability 1 − |G ∗ |p to be positive. Since |G ∗ | ≤ k 2 /n = n1/3+2ε we get the
following inequality on s, d, and k: (k 2 /n) · (2sk/n)r < 1 . We can satisfy this if sk < n/4
2
2
and r ≥ log kn . Since log n > log kn for the latter it is enough to have d = W log n. Overall,
this case poses the following constraint for the considered parameters:
sk ≤ n/4 .

(2)

Case 2. For each assignment A ∈ A∗ (i.e., diff(MAJn , A) = −1) the process walk(A, s, d)
goes through all s iterations for all choices of random bits. We consider two subcases here.
Case 2.1. For each assignment A ∈ A∗ (i.e., diff(MAJn , A) = −1) there exists a choice
of variables y1 , . . . , ys at line 8 of the process walk(A, s, d), such that for each gate G ∈
{G1 , . . . , Gs } (recall that the gates G1 , . . . , Gs are selected at line 6 of the process) we have
diff(G, A) ≤ f , where f is again a positive parameter to be chosen later.
We estimate the expected number E of gates G from G ∗ that have −d ≤ diff(G, A) ≤ f
where the expectation is taken over the random choices of A. Note that a particular
gate G ∈ G ∗ may appear in the sequence G1 , . . . , Gs at most d times: the first time it
appears, it must have diff(G, A1 ) ≤ −1 for the current assignment A1 , the next time it
has diff(G, A2 ) ≤ −2 for the new current assignment A2 , and so on. If Ed < s we get a
contradiction: take an assignment A ∈ A∗ with diff(MAJn , A) = −1 such that the number
of gates G in G ∗ with −d ≤ diff(G, A) ≤ f is at most E, then we cannot have that for all of
G1 , . . . , Gs it is true that −d ≤ diff(Gi , A) ≤ f , there are just not enough gates with this
diff.
Now we upper bound E. Due to the normalization stage any fixed gate has at least
n2 /(100k 2 ) = n2/3−2ε /100 variables in it. Note that the set of inputs B to the gate G that
give diff(G, B) = i for any i form an antichain. Then due to Lemma 4 the probability for a
gate to attain a certain value is at most O(k/n) = O(1/n1/3−ε ).
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Hence
E ≤ |G ∗ | · (f + d) · O


 3 
 
 3
 
k f
k2
k
k (f + d)
k
=
O
,
=
· (f + d) · O
=O
n
n
n
n2
n2

where for the last equality we add the constraint
d = O(f ) .

(3)

Overall, this case poses the following constraint for the parameters:

O

k3 f d
n2



= O(f dn3ε ) < s .

(4)

Case 2.2. There exists an assignment A ∈ A∗ (i.e., diff(MAJn , A) = −1) such that for any
choice of variables y1 , . . . , ys , for at least one gate G ∈ {G1 , . . . , Gs } we have diff(G, A) > f .
Fix a gate G ∈ G ∗ with diff(G, A) > f . We are going to upper bound the probability
(over the random choices of variables y1 , . . . , ys ) that G appears among G1 , . . . , Gs during
the process. If this probability is less than 1/k, then by the union bound with a positive
probability no gate such gate appears among G1 , . . . , Gs which leads to a contradiction with
the case statement.
For G to appear among G1 , . . . , Gs , the process has to select a variable appearing in G
at line 8 many times. Indeed, if G appears in the process, then its diff with the current
assignment is negative. At the same time, in the beginning of the process diff(G, A) > f .
Each time when the process reduces a variable at line 8 (that is, changes its value from 1
to 0), the value of the linear function computed at G decreases by at most W (just because
W is the maximum weight of a variable in all the gates in G ∗ ). Thus, it is enough to upper
bound the probability that for a fixed gate G ∈ G ∗ with diff(G, A) > f , the process selects a
variable from X(G) at least f /W times.
Let Y1 , . . . , Ys be random 0/1-variables defined as follows: Yi = 1 iff the i-th reduced
Ps
variable appears in G (i.e., yi ∈ X(G)). Let Y = i=1 Yi . Our goal is to upper bound
Prob(Y ≥ f /W ).
Let H1 , . . . , Hl be all the gates that share at least one variable with G. Assume that on
step j we reduce a variable from Hi . Then
Prob(Yj = 1) = Prob(yi ∈ X(G)) =

|X(G) ∩ X(Hi )|
.
|{x ∈ X(Hi ) : Aj−1 (x) = 1}|
2

n
Due to the stage 2.1 of the normalization process, |{x ∈ X(Hi ) : Aj−1 (x) = 1}| ≥ 100k
2 − d.
To see this, assume the contrary. Recall that −d ≤ diff(Hi , Aj−1 ) < 0. This means that by
increasing at most d variables (i.e., changing their values from 0 to 1) from X(Hi ) in Aj−1
n2
results in an assignment of weight at most 100k
2 that sets Hi to 1. This, in turn, contradicts
to the fact that the circuit is normalized. Thus,

Prob(Yj = 1) ≤

|X(G) ∩ X(Hi )|
|X(G) ∩ X(Hi )|
≤
,
n2
n2
100k2 − d
200k2

where we add a constraint
d≤

n2
.
200k 2

(5)
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We are now going to use the fact that variables from a fixed gate Hi can be reduced
Ps
at most d times. We upper bound Y = i=1 Yi by the following random variable: Z =
Pl Pd
i=1
j=1 Zij . where each Zij is a random 0/1-variable such that
Prob(Zij = 1) =

|X(G) ∩ X(Hi )|
n2
200k2

,

and Zij are independent. That is, instead of reducing variables in some of Hi ’s in some
random order, we reduce d variables in each Hi . Thus we reduce maximal possible number
of variables in all gates. Clearly, for any r we have Prob(Y ≥ r) ≤ Prob(Z ≥ r).
Let us bound the expectation of Z. Since due to the normalization each variable of G
appear in other gates at most 100k 3 /n2 = 100n3ε times, we have
X
|X(G) ∩ X(Hi )| ≤ d · (100k 3 /n2 ) · |X(G)| ≤ 100 · d · k 4 /n2 = 100 · n2/3+4ε · W · log n.
i,j
4

2

6

/n
k
4
4
6ε
Overall we get EZ ≤ 100dk
· W · log n. Application of
n2 /200k2 = 4 · 10 · d n4 = 4 · 10 · n
Chernoff–Hoeffding bound (Lemma 1) immediately implies that the probability that Z is
6
6
twice greater than the expectation is exponentially small in d · nk 4 . Since d · nk 4 = W · log n · n9ε
grows asymptotically faster than log n for sure, we conclude that Prob(Z ≥ 2 · EZ) < n1 ≤ k1 .
Hence, if f /W ≥ 2 · EZ, then Prob(Y ≥ f /W ) ≤ Prob(Z ≥ 2 · EZ) < k1 as desired. Overall,
this gives us the following constraint:

f ≥ 4 · 104 · d · W ·

5.2.3

k6
= 4 · 104 · n9ε · W 2 · log n .
n4

(6)

Tuning the parameters

It remains to set the parameters so that the inequalities (2)–(6) are satisfied and k is as large
as possible. The inequality (4) sets a lower bound on s in terms of f , while (6) sets a lower
9
bound on f . Putting them together gives a lower bound on s: s ≥ 4 · 104 · nk 6 · W 3 · log2 n .
Combining it with the upper bound on s from (2),
 we can set the
 following equality on k

and n:

n
4k

= 4 · 104 ·

k9
n6

· W 3 · log2 n. Thus k = Ω

n7/10
(log n)1/5 W 3/10

and it is easy to see that

with this k we can pick other parameters to satisfy all the constraints (we set f so that (6)
3
turns into an equality, the inequalities (3) and (5) are satisfied since W ≤ nk 2 ).
This gives a proof of Theorem 14. For W = 1 we get k = n7/10 · (log n)−1/5 , which gives
3
a proof for Corollary 15. For unbounded W recall that we can assume W ≤ nk 2 and thus
k = n13/19 · (log n)−2/19 and Theorem 13 follows.

6

Conclusion and Open Problems

The most interesting question left open is whether one can prove non-trivial upper bounds
for k in the worst case. Currently, we do not know how to construct MAJk ◦ MAJk circuits
computing MAJn on all inputs even for k = n − 2 (though we have many examples of such
circuits for n = 7, 9, 11), not to say about k = nε for ε < 1.
Another natural open question is to get rid of the logarithmic gap between upper and
lower bound for depth-2 randomized circuits.
A natural direction is to extend our studies to the case of non-monotone MAJk ◦ MAJk
circuits.
Many of our results naturally translate to larger depth circuits. Indeed, note that in the
proofs of lower bounds we do not use the fact that the function on the top of the circuit is
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majority. In these proofs it can be any monotone function. Thus we can split a depth-d
circuit consisting of MAJk into two parts: bottom layer and the rest of the circuit. Then our
lower bounds translate to this setting straightforwardly. It is interesting to proceed with the
studies of larger depth majority circuits.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank the participants of Low-Depth Complexity
Workshop (St. Petersburg, Russia, May 21–25, 2016) for many helpful discussions.
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Abstract
We introduce and study Minkowski games. In these games, two players take turns to choose
positions in Rd based on some rules. Variants include boundedness games, where one player
wants to keep the positions bounded (while the other wants to escape to infinity), and safety
games, where one player wants to stay within a given set (while the other wants to leave it).
We provide some general characterizations of which player can win such games, and explore
the computational complexity of the associated decision problems. A natural representation of
boundedness games yields coNP-completeness, whereas the safety games are undecidable.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.3.1 Specifying and Verifying and Reasoning about Programs
Keywords and phrases Control in Rd , determinacy, polytopic/arbitrary, coNP-complete, undecidable
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.STACS.2017.50

1

Introduction

Minkowski games. In this paper we define and study Minkowski games. A Minkowski play
is an infinite duration interaction between two players, called Player A and Player B, in the
space Rd . A move in a Minkowski play is a subset of Rd . Player A has a set of moves A
and Player B has a set of moves B. The play starts in a position a0 ∈ Rd and is played
for an infinite number of rounds as follows. For a round starting in position a, Player A
chooses A ∈ A and Player B chooses a vector b in a + A, where + denotes the Minkowski
sum. Next, Player B chooses B ∈ B and Player A chooses a vector a0 in b + B. Then a new
round starts in the position a0 . The outcome of a Minkowski play is thus an infinite sequence
of vectors a0 b0 a1 b1 . . . an bn . . . obtained during this infinite interaction. Each outcome is
either winning for Player A or for Player B, and this is specified by a winning condition.
We consider two types of winning conditions. First, we consider boundedness: an outcome
a0 b0 a1 b1 . . . an bn . . . is winning for Player A in the boundedness game if there is a bounded
subset Safe ⊆ Rd such that the outcome stays in Safe, i.e. for all i ≥ 0, ai ∈ Safe and
bi ∈ Safe, otherwise it is winning for Player B. Second, we consider safety: given a subset
Safe ⊆ Rd , an outcome is winning for Player A if it stays in Safe, otherwise Player B wins.
In this paper A and B are finite sets {A1 , A2 , . . . , AnA } and {B1 , B2 , . . . , BnB }, and both
the moves and Safe in the safety Minkowski games are bounded. A long version [16] of this
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paper, providing comprehensive lemmas and proofs, relaxes these assumptions when possible
and gives counterexamples otherwise.
The Minkowski games are a natural mathematical abstraction to model the interaction
between two agents taking actions, modeled by moves, with imprecision as the adversary
resolves nondeterminism by picking a vector in the move chosen by the other player.1 Perhaps
more importantly, the appeal of Minkowski games comes also from their simple and natural
definition. We provide in this paper general results about these games and study several of
their incarnations in which moves are given as (i) bounded polyhedral sets, (ii) sets defined
using the first-order theory of the reals, or (iii) represented as compact or overt sets as
defined in computable analysis [17]. Our results are as follows.
Results. We establish a necessary and sufficient condition for Player A to have a winning
strategy in a boundedness Minkowski game with finitely many moves and give a simple proof
(in comparison with Borel determinacy) that these games are determined (Theorem 5). We
then turn our attention to computational complexity aspects of determining the winner of a
game, i.e. who has a winning strategy. The necessary and sufficient condition that we have
identified leads to a coNP solution when the moves are given as bounded rational polyhedral
sets and we provide matching lower bounds (Theorem 6). These results hold both for moves
represented by sets of linear inequalities and moves represented as the convex hulls of a
finite set of points. Additionally, we show that for every fixed dimension d, determining the
winner can be done in polynomial time (Corollary 11). When the moves are defined using
the first-order theory of the reals, determining the winner of a boundedness game is shown
to be 2ExpTime-complete (Proposition 12). Finally, in the computable analysis setting the
problem is semi-decidable (Proposition 14), and this is the best that we can hope for.
We characterize the set of winning positions in a safety Minkowski game as the greatest
fixed point of an operator that removes the points where Player B can provably win (in
finitely many rounds). We show that this greatest fixed point can be characterized by an
approximation sequence of at most ω steps (Proposition 17). This leads to semi-decidability
in the general setting of computable analysis (Proposition 18). Then we show that identifying
the winner in a safety Minkowski game is undecidable even for finite sets of moves that are
given as bounded rational polyhedral sets (Theorem 19).
Motivations and related works. Infinite duration games are commonly used as mathematical framework for modeling the controller synthesis problem for reactive systems [15]. For
reactive systems embedded in some physical environment, games played on hybrid automata
have been considered, see e.g. [9] and references therein. In such a model, one controller
interacts with an environment whose physical properties are modeled by valuations of d realvalued variables (vectors in Rd ). Most of the problems related to the synthesis of controllers
for hybrid automata are undecidable [9]. Restricted subclasses with decidable properties,
such as timed automata and initialized rectangular automata have been considered [11, 8].
Most of the undecidability properties of those models rely on the coexistence of continuous
and discrete evolutions of the configurations of hybrid automata. The one-sided version of
the model of Minkowski games (where B = {{0}}) can be seen as a restricted form of an
hybrid games in which each continuous evolution is of a unique fixed duration and space
independent (such as in linear and rectangular hybrid automata). It is usually called discrete
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time control in this setting. To the best of our knowledge, the closest models to Minkowski
games that have been considered in the literature so far are Robot games defined by Doyen
et al. in [7] and Bounded-Rate Multi-Mode Systems introduced by Alur et al. in [2, 1].
Minkowski games generalize robot games: there the moves are always singletons given as
integer vectors. While we show that the Safety problem is undecidable for bounded safety
objectives, it is easy to show that this problem is actually decidable for robot games. However,
in [7] they investigate reachability of a specific position rather than safety conditions as we
do here. Reachability was proven undecidable in [13] even for two-dimensional robot games.
Boundedness objectives have not been studied for Robot games.
Bounded-Rate Multi-Mode Systems (BRMMS) are a restricted form of hybrid systems
that can switch freely among a finite number of modes. The dynamics in each mode is
specified by a bounded set of possible rates. The possible rates are either given by convex
polytopes or as finite set of vectors. There are several differences with Minkowski games.
First BRMMS are asymmetric and are thus closer to the special case of one-sided Minkowski
games. Second, the actions in BRMMS are given by a mode and a time delay δ ∈ R while
the time elapsing in our model can be seen as uniform and fixed. The ability to choose delays
that are as small as needed makes the safety control problem for BRMMS with modes given
as polytopes decidable while we show that the safety Minkowski games with moves defined
by polytopes are undecidable. The discrete time control of BRMMS, which is more similar
to the safety Minkowski games, has been solved only for modes given as finite sets of vectors
and left open for modes given as polytopes. Our undecidability results can be easily adapted
to the discrete time control of BRMMS and thus solves the open question left in that paper.
Boundedness objectives have not been studied for BRMMS.

2

Preliminaries

Linear constraints. Let d ∈ N>0 , and X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xd } be a set of variables. A linear
term on X is a term of the form α1 x1 +· · ·+αd xd where xi ∈ X, αi ∈ R for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A
linear constraint is a formula α1 x1 +· · ·+αd xd ∼ c, where ∼∈ {<, ≤, =, ≥, >}, that compares
a linear term with a constant c ∈ R. Given a valuation v : X → R, amounting to a vector
in Rd , we write v |= α1 x1 + · · · + αd xd ∼ c iff α1 v(x1 ) + · · · + αd v(xd ) ∼ c. Given a linear
constraint φ ≡ α1 x1 + · · · + αd xd ∼ c, we write [[φ]] = {v ∈ Rd | v |= α1 x1 + · · · + αd xd ∼ c}.
The constraint is called rational, if c and all the αi are in Q.
Polyhedra, polytopes, convex hull. Given a finite set H = {φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φn } of linear
constraints, we note [[H]] = {v ∈ Rd | ∀φ ∈ H : v |= φ} the set of vectors that satisfies all the
linear constraints in H. Such a set is a convex set and is usually called a polyhedra. In the
special case that is bounded, then it is called a polytope. When a polytope is closed, then it
is well-known that it can not only be represented by a finite set of linear inequalities that
are all non-strict but also as the convex hull of a finite set of (extremal) vectors. The convex
hull of a subset of a R-vector space is noted and defined as follows:
( n
)
n
X
X
CH(V) :=
αi xi | n ∈ N ∧
αi = 1 ∧ ∀i(xi ∈ V ∧ αi ≥ 0) .
i=0

i=0

Carathéodory’s theorem says that for all V ⊆ Rd , every point in CH(V) is a convex combination
of at most d + 1 points from V. As a consequence, the n ranging over N in the definition of
the convex hull can safely be replaced with fixed d.
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Let P be a closed polytope. P has two families of representations: its H-representations
are the finite sets of linear inequalities H such that [[H]] = P , and its V -representations
are the finite sets of vectors V such that CH(V) = P . Some algorithmic operations are
easier to perform on one representation or on the other. In general there is no polynomial
time translation from one representation to the other unless P = NP. Nevertheless, such a
polynomial time translation exists for fixed dimension. (We denote by Ver(P) the extremal
points, i.e., the vertices of a polytope P . It is the minimal set whose convex hull equals P .)
I Theorem 1 ([4]). Let d ∈ N. There exists a polynomial time algorithm that given a
H-representation of a rational closed polytope P of dimension d, computes a V -presentation
of P , and conversely, there exists a polynomial time algorithm that given a V -representation
of P , computes a H-presentation of P .
Minkowski sum. For subsets A, B ∈ Rd their Minkowski sum A + B is defined as {a + b |
a ∈ A ∧ b ∈ B}. The Minkowski sum inherits commutativity and associativity from the usual
sum of vectors. The set {0} is the neutral element, but there are no inverse elements in
general. If A = {a} then A + B (resp. B + A) is written a + B (resp. B + a) in a slight abuse
of notation. It is straightforward to prove that CH(A) + CH(B) = CH(A + B). Especially, if
A and B are convex, so is A + B. While A + A may be a strict superset of 2A := {2a | a ∈ A}
in general, for convex A we find A + A = 2A.
Minkowski games – Strategies. We have described in the introduction how the players
interact in Minkowski games by choosing in each round a move and by resolving nondeterminism among the moves chosen by the other player. We now formally define the notions of
strategies for each player, and the associated outcomes. When playing Minkowski games,
players are applying strategies. In a game with moves A and B, strategies for the two players
are defined as follows. A strategy for Player A is a function
λA : (Rd )∗ → (A ∪ (Rd )∗ ) × B → Rd
that respects the following consistency constraint: for all finite sequences of positions
ρ ∈ (Rd )∗ that ends in v ∈ Rd , and moves B ∈ B, λA (ρ, B) ∈ v + B. Symmetrically, a
strategy for Player B is a function λB : (Rd )∗ → (B ∪ (Rd )∗ ) × A → Rd with the symmetric
consistency constraint. The play a0 b0 a1 b1 . . . an bn . . . induced by the strategies λA and λB
is defined inductively by (for all i ≥ 0)
bi := λB (a0 b0 a1 b1 . . . ai , λA (a0 b0 a1 b1 . . . ai )) and ai+1 := λA (a0 b0 . . . ai bi , λB (a0 b0 . . . ai bi )).
Winning conditions and variants of Minkowski games. By fixing the rule that determines
who wins a Minkowski play, we obtain Minkowski games. Here we consider three types of
Minkowski games, as below.
I Definition 2. A boundedness Minkowski game is a pair hA, Bi of sets of moves in Rd for
Player A and Player B. A play in a boundedness Minkowski game starts in some irrelevant
a0 ∈ Rd , and the resulting play a0 b0 a1 b1 . . . an bn . . . is winning for Player A if there exists a
bounded subset Safe of Rd such that ai , bi ∈ Safe for all i ∈ N, otherwise Player B wins the
game. The associated decision problem asks if Player A has a strategy λA which is winning
against all the strategies λB of Player B.
I Definition 3. A safety Minkowski game is defined by hA, B, Safe, a0 i, where A and B
are sets of moves for Player A and Player B, Safe ⊆ Rd (bounded unless stated otherwise),
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and a0 ∈ Safe is the initial position. A play in a safety Minkowski game starts in a0 , and
the resulting play a0 b0 a1 b1 . . . an bn . . . is winning for Player A if ai , bi ∈ Safe for all i ∈ N,
otherwise Player B wins the game. The associated decision problem asks if Player A has a
strategy λA which is winning against all the strategies λB of Player B.
A game is single-sided if B = {{0}}, i.e. if Player B has only one trivial move. We use
single-sided games to show that several of our lower-bounds hold for this subclass of games.

3

General results on the boundness problem

We first consider the special case of one-sided boundedness Minkowski games and provide
a sufficient (and necessary) condition for Player A to win. The proof showcases some ideas
that we use to fully characterize the general case. The general characterization in particular
implies that the condition for the one-sided case is necessary.
I Proposition 4. We consider a one-sided boundedness Minkowski game hA, {0}i where
A = {A1 , . . . , An } and such that 0 ∈ CH((xi )1≤i≤n ) for all tuples (xi )1≤i≤n in A1 × · · · × An .
Then Player A wins the boundedness game.
Proof. We describe the current state by some list of pairs (xi , αi )i≤n such that xi ∈ Ai and
αi ∈ [0, 1]. We keep two invariants satisfied throughout the play: First, it will always be
P
the case that the current position is equal to i≤n αi xi , which by boundedness of each Ai
implies that Player A wins. Second, we maintain the invariant that there is some k ≤ n with
αk = 0. Initially, the choice of the xi is arbitrary, and all αi are 0. This ensures that the
strategy we describe for Player A is well-defined.
On his turn, Player A plays some Ak for k with αk = 0. Player B reacts with some
x0k ∈ Ak , and we set xk := x0k and αk := 1.
If immediately after the move, no αi is currently 0, we write a convex combination
P
0 = i≤n βi xi , which is possible by assumption. Let r := maxi≤n αβii , and then update
P
αi = αi − r−1 βi . By the choice of the βi , this leaves i≤n αi xi unchanged. The choice of
r ensures that αi ∈ [0, 1] remains true, and more over, after the updating process, there is
some k ≤ n with αk = 0. Thus, the invariant is true again after the updating process. J
If 0 ∈
/ CH((xi )i≤m ) for some xi ∈ Ai , then Player B could win by playing xi as response to
a move Ai by Player A. If w is the shortest vector from 0 to CH((xi )i≤m ), then that strategy
ensures that after any round, the position has moved by at least |w| in direction w – thus,
the positions will leave any bounded region eventually.
We introduce some notation to state the general case. For a set of moves B let CH(B) :=
{CH(B) | B ∈ B} and B := {B | B ∈ B}, where B is the topological closure of B. We say
that a strategy for Player B in a Minkowski game is simple, if it prescribes choosing always
the same B ∈ B, and if the choice ai ∈ Ai depends only on the choice of Ai ∈ A by Player A.
I Theorem 5.
Boundedness Minkowski games are determined;
the winner is the same for hA, Bi and hCH(A), CH(B)i;
if Player B has a winning strategy, she has a simple one;
Player A wins iff 0 ∈ (CH{ai | i ≤ |A|}) + CH(B) for all (ai )i≤|A| with ai ∈ Ai and B ∈ B.
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4

Computational complexity of the boundedness problem

In Section 3, we have provided general results on boundedness Minkowski games. Here we
study the computational complexity of the associated decision problem 2 . To formulate
complexity results, we need to consider classes of games that are defined in some effective
way. Here we consider three ways to represent the sets of moves: by finite sets of linear
constraints (or convex hulls of finite sets of vectors), by formulas in the first-order theory of
the reals (that strictly extend the expressive power of linear constraints), and as compact
sets or overt sets (closed sets with positive information) in the sense of computable analysis.
Moves defined by linear constraints or as convex hulls. Here we prove the following by
reducing the 3-SAT problem to the complement of the boundedness Minkowski game problem.
I Theorem 6. Given a boundedness Minkowski game hA, Bi where moves in the sets of
moves A and B are defined by finite sets of rational linear constraints or as convex hulls
of a finite sets of rational vectors, deciding the winner is coNP-complete. The hardness
already holds for one-sided boundedness games.
First note that Theorem 5 implies the useful Corollary 7, where a simple strategy λB for
Player B is called a vertex strategy, if the ai ∈ Ai chosen by λB are always vertices of Ai .
I Corollary 7. If Player B has a winning strategy in a boundedness Minkowski game hA, Bi
with closed moves in A then she has a winning vertex strategy.
Proof. By Theorem 5 he has a simple strategy, and even a vertex one since CH(Ver(P )) = P
by definition.
J
An important ingredient of the reduction below is a consequence of Corollary 7 and the
determinacy of boundedness Minkowski games (Theorem 5): to show that Player A has a
winning strategy, it suffices to show that he can spoil all the vertex strategies of Player B.
I Lemma 8. There is a polynomial time reduction from the 3SAT problem to the complement
of the boundedness problem for one-sided Minkowski games with closed, polytopic moves.
Proof. Before going into the details of the proof, let us point out that the proof that we
provide below works for both the H-representation and the V -representation. This is because
the moves that we need to construct are all the convex hull of exactly three vectors. So the
H-representation of such a convex hull can be obtained in polynomial time.
Let Ψ = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cn } be a set of clauses with 3 literals defined on the set of Boolean
variables X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xm }. Each Ci is of the form `i1 ∨ `i2 ∨ `i3 where each `ij is either
x or ¬x with x ∈ X.
To define the set of moves A for Player A, we associate a move Ai with each clause Ci .
The move is a subset of Rd , where d = 2 · |X| = 2 · m, defined from Ci as follows. We associate
with each variable xk ∈ X two dimensions of Rd : 2k − 1 and 2k, and to each literals `ij a
vector noted Vect(`ij ) defined as follows. If the literal `ij = xk , then the vector Vect(`ij )
has zeros everywhere but in dimension 2k − 1 and 2k where it is respectively equal to 1 and
−1. If the literal `ij = ¬xk , then the vector Vect(`ij ) has zeros everywhere but in dimension
2k − 1 and 2k where it is respectively equal to −1 and 1. So, it is the case that for all literals

2

For all our complexity results, all the encoding of numbers and vectors that we use are the natural ones,
i.e. integer or rational numbers are encoded succinctly in binary.
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`1 and `2 , Vect(`1 ) + Vect(`2 ) = 0 if and only if `1 ≡ ¬`2 . Finally, the move associated with
the clause Ci = `i1 ∨ `i2 ∨ `i3 is
Ai = CH(Vect(`i1 ), Vect(`i2 ), Vect(`i3 )).
We now establish the correctness of our reduction. First, we show that if Ψ is satisfiable
then Player B has a winning strategy in the boundedness game.
Let f : X → {0, 1} be a valuation for the variables in X such that f |= Ψ. We associate
with f a vertex strategy λfB of Player B as follows. Because f |= Ψ, we know that in each
clause Ci , there is a literal `ij such that f |= `ij . Then whenever Player A chooses moves Ai ,
λfB instructs Player B to choose Vect(`ij ). We now claim that this strategy is winning for
Player B. The argument is as follows.
Because f |= Ψ and by definition of λfB , it is the case that all the vertices chosen by λfB
are not associated with opposite literals. As a consequence, none of the vectors that will
be played by Player B are opposite and so after k rounds in the game, at least one of the
dimensions in the current position (assuming we started in position 0) has absolute value
k
larger than m
and so there is no bounded set that can contain all the visited positions and
Player B wins the boundedness game.
Second, we show that if Ψ is not satisfiable then Player B has no winning strategy. By
Corollary 7, it is equivalent to show that Player B has no winning vertex strategies. We next
prove that all the vertex strategies of Player B can be spoiled by Player A.
Remember that moves A = {A1 , A2 , . . . , An } have been defined starting from the clauses
C1 , C2 , ..., Cn . Let λvB be a vertex strategy of Player B, i.e. for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
λvB (Ai ) ∈ Ver(Ai ). We claim that for all such vertex strategy λvB , there exists i1 and i2 ,
1 ≤ i1 < i2 ≤ n such that λvB (Ai1 ) = −λvB (Ai2 ). If this is the case, then if Player A always
alternates between move Ai1 and move Ai2 , then clearly the play remains in a bounded zone
that contains 0 as the value of all the dimensions is within the interval [−1, 1].
For the sake of contradiction, let us assume that it is not the case that there exists i1
and i2 , 1 ≤ i1 < i2 ≤ n such that λvB (Ai1 ) = −λvB (Ai2 ) and let us derive a contradiction.
To obtain the contradiction, we note that the choice of one vertex per move corresponds
to the choice of one literal per clause in the SAT problem. But if there is no i1 and i2 ,
1 ≤ i1 < i2 ≤ n such that λvB (Ai1 ) = −λvB (Ai2 ), this means that we can choose one literal
per clause so that we never choose two literals that are opposite. But this is only possible
when Ψ is satisfiable, so we obtain our contradiction.
J
I Lemma 9. Negative instances of the boundedness Minkowski games expressed with moves
defined as sets of linear inequalities or convex hull of finite sets of vectors can be recognized
by a nondeterministic polynomial time Turing machine.
Proof Sketch. To show that Player A has no winning strategy, by Theorem 5, it suffices to
exhibit a1 ∈ Ver(A1 ), a2 ∈ Ver(A2 ), . . . , anA ∈ Ver(AnA ), and one B ∈ B, such that
0 6∈ CH(a1 , a2 , . . . , anA ) + B.
Checking this can be done in polynomial time by reducing the testing to the satisfiability of
a set of linear constraints.
J
Fixed dimension and polytopic moves. Here we show that given d ∈ N, deciding the winner
of a boundedness Minkowski game with polytopic moves in Rd can be done in deterministic
polynomial time. It relies on quick (for a fixed d) translations from V -representations of
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(closed) polytopes into H-representations, and vice-versa (see Theorem 1), so w.l.o.g. we
focus here on the V -representation of polytopes. In this setting, by Theorem 5 it suffices
to consider games with finite moves, since the extremal points of a polytope are finitely
many. The degree of the polynomial (upper-)bounding the algorithmic complexity will be
2d + 2 in general, and d + 1 for single-sided games. By Theorem 5 again, Player B has a
winning strategy iff there exist a1 ∈ A1 , . . . , an ∈ An (the moves in A) and B ∈ B such
that 0 ∈
/ CH(a1 , . . . , an ) + CH(B). Trying out all the tuples (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ) is not tractable.
Instead we use a separation result.
I Theorem 10. Let hA, Bi be a Minkowski game with finite moves in Rd , and let C =
{e1 , . . . , ed } be the canonical basis of Rd . The game is won by Player B iff there exist B ∈ B
and affinely independent x1 , . . . , xd ∈ (∪A + B) ∪ C s.t. for all A ∈ A there exists a ∈ A s.t.
the affine hull of x1 , . . . , xd separates a + B from 0.
I Corollary 11. Deciding the winner of a boundedness Minkowski game with rational polytopic
moves in Rd that involve n vertices can be done in time O(n2d+2 ).
Moves defined in the first-order theory of the reals. Here we show that if the moves are
definable in the first-order theory of the reals, then so is the condition
0 ∈ (CH{ai | i ≤ n}) + CH(B) for all (ai )i≤n with ai ∈ CH(Ai ) and B ∈ B

(1)

from Theorem 5. As the first-order theory is decidable, so is the question of who is winning
a given boundedness Minkowski game with such moves.
We consider first-order formulas with binary function symbols + and ·, constants 0 and 1
and binary relation symbol <. A move A ⊆ Rd is defined by some formula φA with d free
variables x1 , . . . , xk iff A = {(x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ Rd | φ(x1 , . . . , xn )}. If φ defines A, then
φconv = ∃a11 , . . . , a1d+1 , . . . , add+1 , α1 , . . . , αd+1

d+1
^

φ(a1i , . . . , adi )

i=1

∧

d+1
X

αi = 1 ∧

i=1

d+1
^

0 ≤ αi ∧

i=1

d
^
j=1

xj =

d+1
X

!
αi aji

i=1

defines CH(A). Also, the formula
φcl = ∀ε

ε>0⇒

∃a1 , . . . , ad

φ(a1 , . . . , ad ) ∧

d
^

!
ai < xi + ε ∧ xi < ai + ε

i=1

defines A. It then follows that the condition (1) above is expressible as some formula φwin
obtained from the formulas φA , φB defining the moves in A and B. Moreover, the length of
the formula φwin is polynomially bounded in the sum of the length of the φA , φB .
I Proposition 12. Deciding the winner of a boundedness Minkowski game with moves
defined in the first-order theory of the reals is 2EXPTIME-complete.
Proof Sketch. Since by [3, 5] deciding truth in the first-order theory of the reals
is 2EXPTIME-complete.
J
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The computable analysis perspective. If we represent the sets involved in the boundedness
Minkowski games via polyhedra or first order formula, we have only restricted expressivity
available to us. Using notions from computable analysis [17], we can however consider
computability for all boundedness Minkowski games with closed moves – which is not
a problematic restriction. As the involved spaces are all connected, we cannot expect
decidability, and instead turn our attention to semidecidability, i.e. truth values in the
Sierpinski space S.
We do have to decide on a representation for the sets, though. Pointing to [14] for
definitions and explanations, we have the spaces A(Rd ) of closed subsets, K(Rd ) of compact
subsets and V(Rd ) of overt subsets available. In A(Rd ), a closed subset can be seen as being
represented by an enumeration of rational balls exhausting its complement. The space K(Rd )
adds to that some K ∈ N such that the set is contained in [−K, K]d . In V(Rd ), a closed
subset is instead represented by listing all rational balls intersecting it.
A relevant property is that universal quantification over compact sets from K(Rd ) and
existential quantification over overt sets from V(Rd ) preserve open predicates. We can use
the former to find that:
I Proposition 13. The Minkowski sum + : A(Rd ) + K(Rd ) → A(Rd ) is computable.
It was already shown in [10, Proposition 1.5] (also [18]) that convex hull is a computable
operation on compact sets, but not on closed sets. Put together, we find that:
I Proposition 14. Consider boundedness Minkowski games, where moves A ∈ A are given
as overt sets (i.e. in V(Rd )) and moves B ∈ B are given as compact sets (i.e. in K(Rd )). The
set of games won by Player B constitutes a computable open subset.

5

The safety problem

We now turn our attention to the safety Minkowski games. We want to understand which
initial positions a0 ∈ Safe give Player A a winning strategy in the safety game hA, B, Safe, a0 i.
In a minor abuse of notation, we speak of the safety Minkowski game hA, B, Safei, and call
the set of a0 such that Player A has a winning strategy the winning region W .
We give two general results below: first, the winning region is the greatest fixed point
of an operator that removes the points where Player B can provably win (in finitely many
rounds); second, for finite A this fixed point is approximated in a Kleene fixed-point style.
Let hA, B, Safei be a safety game. Given E a target set, f (E) is defined below as the
positions from where Player A can ensure to fall in E after one round of the game.
I Definition 15. For all E ⊆ Rd let g(E) := f (E) ∩ Safe, where
f (E) := {x ∈ Rd | ∃A ∈ A, ∀a ∈ A, ∀B ∈ B, ∃b ∈ B, x + a + b ∈ E}.
I Lemma 16. The winning region W is the greatest fixed point of g.
I Proposition 17. Let S0 := Rd , let Sn+1 := g(Sn ) for all n, and let Sω := ∩n∈N Sn . Sω is
the greatest fixed point of g.
Computable analysis perspective. We start our investigation of the computational complexity of determining the winner in safety Minkowski games by considering the general
setting of computable analysis, as we did in the end of Section 4 for the boundedness games.
We point again to [14] for notation and definition, and in particular make use of the characterizations of V(Rd ) and K(Rd ) via the preservation of open predicates under quantification.
We obtain:
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I Proposition 18. Given a safety Minkowski game hA, B, Safe, a0 i with finite A of overt
sets (i.e. from V(Rd )), finite B of compact sets (i.e. from K(Rd )), and closed Safe (i.e. from
A(Rd ), we can semidecide (recognize) if Player B has a winning strategy.
Undecidability for polytopic sets
I Theorem 19. There is d ∈ N, a convex rational polytope Safe and a finite family A of
closed convex rational polytopes all in Rd such that it is undecidable, whether Player A has a
winning strategy in the one-sided safety Minkowski game hA, Safe, a0 i, given a0 as a rational
vector.
To prove this theorem, we provide a reduction from the control state reachability problem
for two counter machines to the problem of deciding if Player B has a winning strategy in a
safety Minkowski game. As the first step, we introduce a slightly more general version of
one-sided Minkowski games, and show a reduction to one-sided safety Minkowski games:
I Definition 20. A safety-reachability one-sided Minkowski game is given by a tuple
hA, Safe, Goal, a0 i, where hA, Safe, a0 i is some d-dimensional safety one-sided Minkowski
game, and Goal ⊆ Safe. It is played like the safety Minkowski game, and if Player A wins
hA, Safe, a0 i, then he wins hA, Safe, Goal, a0 i. If the play enters Goal prior to leaving Safe for
the first time, also Player A wins. Else Player B wins.
I Proposition 21. Given a d-dimensional safety-reachability one-sided Minkowski game
hA, Safe, Goal, a0 i, we define the associated d + 1-dimensional safety one-sided Minkowski
game hA0 , Safe0 , a00 i as follows:
1. a00 := ha0 , 0i
2. Safe0 := CH ((Safe × {0}) ∪ (Goal × {1}))
3. A0 := {A × {0} | A ∈ A} ∪ {{(0, . . . , 0, 1)}, {(0, . . . , 0, −1)}}
Now Player A (resp. Player B) has a winning strategy in the original game iff he (resp. she)
has one in the associated game.
2CM and the control state reachability problem. A two-counter machine, 2CM for short,
is defined by a finite directed graph (Q, E) with labeled edges. Vertices have out-degree 0, 1
or 2. If the out-degree is 1, the corresponding edge is labeled with one of INCi , DECi for
i ∈ {0, 1}. If it is 2, one outgoing edge is labeled with isZero?i and the other with isNotZero?i
for some i ∈ {0, 1}. There is a designated starting vertex q0 ∈ Q.
A finite or infinite path through the graph is a valid computation starting from n0 and n1
if the following is true: the path starts at q0 . If one starts with c0 := n0 and c1 := n1 and
increments (decrements) ci by 1 whenever encountering a label INCi (DECi ), then at the
moment an edge labeled with isZero?i (isNotZero?i ) is passed, we find that ci = 0 (ci 6= 0).
I Theorem 22 ([12, Theorem Ia]). There is a 2CM such that it is undecidable whether there
exists an infinite valid computation starting from n0 and n1 (where n0 and n1 are the input).
We will slightly modify the 2CM to simplify the construction. We subdivide every edge
by adding another vertex on it. If the original edge was labeled INCi (DECi ), then the two
new edges will be labeled INCai and INCbi (DECai and DECbi ). If the original edge was
labeled isZero?i or isNotZero?i , we move the label to the newly-added vertex.
Now we are ready to reduce the non-halting problem of modified 2CM’s to the existence
of a winning strategy for Player A in a safety-reachability one-sided Minkowski game. The
general idea of the reduction is as follows. First, Player A is forced to simulate the computation
of the 2CM in order to avoid violating the safety condition of the safety Minkowski game.
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The value of each counter ci , i ∈ {1, 2}, is coded in some dimension yi such that when the
counter ci is equal to k ∈ N then the value of yi = 21k . The role of Player B is restricted to
assist Player A to multiply or divide the xi by 2. His failure to operate as intended will let
the play reach Goal. Additionally, each vertex Q is associated with one dimension that will
be non-zero iff the computation is currently in that vertex.
All the moves and invariants that we use are definable by finite sets of linear constraints.
Defining the reduction. We are given a modified 2CM with vertex set Q (called control
states) and edges E. The associated safety-reachability Minkowski game will be played in
R4+|Q| . The first 4 dimensions are (x0 , y0 , x1 , y1 ), where the yi encode the counter values,
and the xi are auxiliary values. The remaining |Q| dimensions are indexed with the states q.
Every instruction e ∈ E corresponds to some move Ae for Player A. The move Ae will
Q
Q
|Q|
always decompose as Ae = Axy
will
e × {ae }. If e is an edge from qi to qf , then ae ∈ R
have −1 at component qi , +1 at component qf and 0 elsewhere.
Label of e
INCa0
INCa1
INCb0
INCb1

Value of Axy
e
{(0, 0, 0, 0)}
CH{(0, 0), (1, −1)} × {(0, 0)}
{(0, 0)} × CH{(0, 0), (1, −1)}
CH{(0, 0), (−1, 0)} × {0, 0}
{0, 0} × CH{(0, 0), (−1, 0)}

Label of e

Value of Axy
e

DECa0
DECa1
DECb0
DECb1

CH{(0, 0), (1, 0)} × {(0, 0)}
{(0, 0)} × CH{(0, 0), (1, 0)}
CH{(0, 0), (−1, 1)} × {(0, 0)}
{(0, 0)} × CH{(0, 0), (−1, 1)}

It remains to define the sets Safe and Goal. For that, let Qiz be the set of states labeled
with isZero?i , and let Qin be the set of states labeled with isNotZero?i . Let Qo be the set of
unlabeled states with non-zero outdegree. Let eq be the |Q|-dimensional vector having 1 in
component q and 0 elsewhere.

 

[
[
Safe := CH[ 
[0, 1]4 × {eq } ∪ 
[0, 1] × [0, 0.7] × [0, 1]2 × {eq }
q∈Q0n

q∈Qo




∪

[

[0, 1]3 × [0, 0.7] × {eq } ∪ 

q∈Q1n


∪




[

[0, 1] × {1} × [0, 1]2 × {eq }

q∈Q0z


[

[0, 1]3 × {1} × {eq }]

q∈Q1z

Goal := Safe ∩ ({(x, y) ∈ R2 | y 6= x 6= 0} × R2+|Q| ∪ R2 × {(x, y) ∈ R2 | y 6= x 6= 0} × R|Q| )
The starting position of the game is as follows: (0, 2−n0 , 0, 2−n1 , 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , ), where
n0 and n1 are the starting values for the counters, and the unique 1 in the latter part is
found at the index corresponding to the starting state of the 2CM.
Correctness of the reduction. We claim that Player A has a winning strategy in the
constructed game, iff the (modified) 2CM has a valid infinite computation path. As moves
correspond to edges, every sequence of moves chosen by Player A in the game can be seen as
a sequence of edges for the 2CM.
First we argue that every sequence of edges which is not a path induces a losing strategy
in the game. As the values of the components associated with the control states must remain
between 0 and 1, and every move has components −1, +1 somewhere and 0 elsewhere it
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follows that every non-losing sequences of moves ensure that exactly one state-component qi
of the position is 1, and the others are 0. Every move coming from an edge not having the
initial state qi will lose immediately.
Next, we shall explain how the moves for INCai and INCbi together cause the desired
effect. If the current relevant part of the position is (0, 2−k ), then after the move INCai
Player B may pick any (x, y) ∈ (0, 2−k ) + CH{(0, 0), (1, −1)}, in other words, Player B picks
some t ∈ [0, 1] and sets the position to (t, 2−k − t). If Player B picks t = 0, then Player A can
repeat the same move. By the definition of Goal, the only other safe choice for Player B is to
pick t = 2−k−1 , i.e. to set the position to (2−k−1 , 2−k−1 ). The move associated with INCbi
follows, which means that Player B gets to pick some (2−k−1 − t, 2−k−1 ). Again, choosing
t = 0 lets Player A repeat her move, and the only other choice compatible with avoiding Goal
is to move to (0, 2−k−1 ).
The construction for DECai , DECbi is similar: starting at (0, 2−k ), Player B can only
remain, enter Goal or move to (2−k , 2−k ) if Player A plays a move corresponding to DECai .
The subsequent DECbi move allows Player B to remain, enter Goal or to move to (0, 2−k+1 ).
Finally, we need to discuss (conditional) halting: by the construction of Safe, if a vertex
with out-degree 0 is reached, or a vertex labeled with an unsatisfied condition, then the play
is loosing for Player A. Thus, winning strategies of Player A correspond exactly to infinite
non-halting computations of the 2CM.
Structural safety games. The above undecidability result for safety game with polytopic
sets motivates the study of structural safety Minkowski games. In a (one-sided) structural
safety game, there is no designated initial state and Player A is asked to be able to maintain
the system safe starting from any point in the safe region. It is not difficult to see that this
stronger requirement makes the game equivalent to a "one round" game. Indeed, if Player A
can maintain safety from all positions within Safe, then it means that after one round of the
game, the game is again within Safe, from which Player A can win for one more round, etc.
The complexity of the structural safety games for polytopic moves and Safe is below.
I Theorem 23. Given a one-sided structural safety Minkowski game hA, B, Safei where
moves and the set Safe are rational polytopic, it is coNP-Complete to decide if Player A
has a winning strategy from all positions in Safe.

6

Open questions

By comparing the results from Section 4 on linear constraints and fixed dimension, we
see that while deciding the winner in a boundedness Minkowski game is coNP-complete in
general, it becomes polynomial-time if the dimension of the ambient space is fixed. Thus, it
makes a good candidate for an investigation in the setting of parameterized complexity [6].
Is the problem fixed-parameter tractable? Is it hard for some W[n]-class?
We showed that from some dimension onwards, it is undecidable to determine the winner
in a safety Minkowski game defined via sets of linear constraints defining open and closed
convex polytopes. This immediately raises two questions: first, what happens for small
dimensions? Given that our construction uses essentially two dimensions per instruction, and
two per counter, an optimal value is presumably obtained by using universal machine having
more than 2 counters. Second, what happens if we restrict our attention to games defined
via sets of linear constraints that are all non strict (defining closed convex polytopes only)?
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Dr. Pritha Mahata and Prof. Jean Cardinal
for helpful and stimulating discussions related to a.o. convex polyhedra and linear algebra.
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Abstract
In this paper we investigate the sensitivity complexity of hypergraph properties. We present a
k-uniform hypergraph property with sensitivity complexity O(ndk/3e ) for any k ≥ 3, where n
is the number of vertices. Moreover, we can do better when k ≡ 1 (mod 3) by presenting a kuniform hypergraph property with sensitivity O(ndk/3e−1/2 ). This result disproves a conjecture of
Babai [9], which conjectures that the sensitivity complexity of k-uniform hypergraph properties
is at least Ω(nk/2 ). We also investigate the sensitivity complexity of other weakly symmetric
functions and show that for many classes of transitive-invariant Boolean functions the minimum
achievable sensitivity complexity can be O(N 1/3 ), where N is the number of variables. Finally,
we give a lower bound for sensitivity of k-uniform hypergraph properties, which implies the
sensitivity conjecture of k-uniform hypergraph properties for any constant k.
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1

Introduction

In order to understand the effect of symmetry on computational complexity, especially in
the decision tree model, Boolean functions with certain symmetry have been extensively
investigated. It is observed that symmetry usually implies high complexity or makes the
problem harder in the decision tree model. An illustrative example is the well known
evasiveness conjecture, which asserts that any non-constant monotone transitive Boolean
function is evasive, and it has attracted a lot of attention [29, 13, 25, 6]. Rivest and
Vuillemin [32] showed that any non-constant monotone graph property is weakly evasive.
Kulkarni et al. [26] showed an analogous result for 3-hypergraph properties. Black [10]
extended these results to k-uniform hypergraph properties for any fixed k.
Sensitivity complexity is an important complexity measure of Boolean functions in the
decision tree model, and sensitivity complexity of Boolean functions with certain symmetry
∗
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has also attracted a lot of attention. One of the most challenging problem here is whether
symmetry implies high sensitivity complexity. The famous sensitivity conjecture, which asserts
sensitivity complexity and block sensitivity are polynomially related, implies s(f ) = Ω(nα ) for
transitive functions with some constant α > 0 since it has been shown that bs(f ) = Ω(n1/3 )
for transitive functions [34]. Turan [38] initiated the study of sensitivity of graph properties
and proved that the sensitivity is greater than n/4 for any nontrivial graph property, where
n is the number of vertices, and this relation is also tight up to a constant factor. He also
pointed out that for symmetric functions, s(f ) ≥ n/2 ≥ bs(f )/2. Recently the lower bound
6
has been improved to 17
n by Sun [35], and further been improved to b n2 c for sufficient large
n by Karpas [24]. Gao et al. [18] investigated the sensitivity of bipartite graph properties as
well. In 2005, Chakraborty [14] constructed a minterm cyclically invariant Boolean function
whose sensitivity is Θ(n1/3 ), which answers Turan’s question [38] in the negative. He also
showed this bound is tight for minterm transitive functions.
For hypergraph properties, Biderman
et al. [9] present
√
 a sequence of k-uniform hypergraph
properties with sensitivity Θ( N ), where N = nk is
√ the number of variables. Babai
conjectures that this bound is tight, i.e., s(f ) = Ω( N ) for any nontrivial k-uniform
hypergraph property f .
Our Results. In this paper we disprove this conjecture by constructing k-uniform hypergraph
properties with sensitivity O(ndk/3e ).
I Theorem 1. For any fixed k ≥ 3, there exists a sequence of k-uniform hypergraph properties
f such that s(f ) = O(ndk/3e ), where n is the number of vertices.
Moreover, we can give better constructions when k ≡ 1 (mod 3).
I Theorem 2. For any fixed k ≥ 4 satisfying k ≡ 1 ( mod 3) , there exists a sequence of
k-uniform hypergraph properties f such that s(f ) = O(ndk/3e−1/2 ), where n is the number of
vertices.
More generally, we also investigate the sensitivity of k-partite k-uniform hypergraph properties. Actually, the constructions of k-uniform hypergraph properties are inspired by the
constructions of k-partite k-uniform hypergraph properties.
I Theorem 3. For any k ≥ 3, there exists a sequence of k-partite k-uniform hypergraph
k
properties f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} such that s(f ) = O(ndk/3e ).
I Theorem 4. For any k ≥ 4 satisfying k ≡ 1 ( mod 3) , there exists a sequence of k-partite
k
k-uniform hypergraph properties f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} such that s(f ) = O(ndk/3e−1/2 ).
Let G be an Abelian group, the fundamental theorem of finite abelian groups states that
Ql
∼
G = Cm1 × · · · × Cml , where Cm is the cyclic group of order m and |G| = i=1 mi .
I Theorem 5. Let G ≤ Sn be a transitive Abelian group, then there exists a Boolean function
f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} invariant under G such that s(f ) ≤ αn1/3 , where α is a number only
depending on l.
On the other side, Chakraborty [15] observed the following lower bound on k-uniform
hypergraph properties without showing the proof, which implies the sensitivity conjecture
of k-uniform hypergraph properties for any constant k. For the convenience of readers, the
proof will be given in the paper.
I Theorem 6. For any fixed k and any non-trivial k-uniform hypergraph property f , s(f ) =
Ω(n), where n is the number of vertices.
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Similar lower bound holds for the sensitivity of k-partite k-uniform hypergraph properties.
I Theorem 7. For any fixed k and any non-trivial k-partite k-uniform hypergraph property
f , s(f ) = Ω(n), where n is the number of vertices in one partition.
The sketch of the proof is as follows: we just pretend this function is a bipartite graph
property by dividing k partitions into two sets of size 1 and k − 1 respectively and then
follow the same argument in the proof of Theorem 2 in [18]. We omit the proof in this paper.
Related Work. Sensitivity complexity and block sensitivity are first introduced by Cook,
Dwork and Reischuk [16, 17] and Nisan [30] respectively, to study the time complexity of
CREW-PRAMs. Block sensitivity has been shown to be polynomially related to a number
of other complexity measures [12], such as decision tree complexity, certificate complexity,
polynomial degree and quantum query complexity, etc, except sensitivity. The famous
sensitivity conjecture, proposed by Nisan and Szegedy [31], asserts that block sensitivity
and sensitivity complexity are also polynomially related. On one side, it is easy to see
s(f ) ≤ bs(f ) for any Boolean function f according to the definitions. On the other side,
it is much more challenging to prove or disprove that block sensitivity is polynomially
bounded by sensitivity. Despite of a lot of effort, the best known upper bound is exponential:
bs(f ) ≤ max{2s(f )−1 (s(f ) − 13 ), s(f )} [3]. Recently, He, Li and Sun further improve the
upper bound to ( 89 + o(1))s(f )2s(f )−1 [23]. The best known separation between sensitivity
and block sensitivity is quadratic [4]: there exists a sequence of Boolean functions f with
bs(f ) = 23 s(f )2 − 13 s(f ). For an excellent survey on the sensitivity conjecture, see [22]. For
other recent progress, see [11, 2, 1, 5, 19, 36, 20, 21, 37, 8, 28, 33, 7].
Organization. We present some preliminaries in Section 2, and give the proofs of Theorem 1
and Theorem 2 in Section 3. We give the constructions of k-partite k-uniform hypergraph
properties (Theorem 3 and 4) and the proof of Theorem 5 in Section 4 and give the proof
of Theorem 6 in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper with some open problems in
Section 6.

2

Preliminaries

Let f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} be a Boolean function and [n] = {1, 2, · · · , n}. For an input
x ∈ {0, 1}n and a subset B ⊆ [n], xB denotes the input obtained by flipping all the bit xj
such that j ∈ B.
I Definition 8. The sensitivity of f on input x is defined as s(f, x) := |{i|f (x) 6= f (x{i} )}|.
The sensitivity, 0-sensitivity and 1-sensitivity of the function f are defined as s(f ) :=
maxx s(f, x), s0 (f ) = maxx∈f −1 (0) s(f, x) and s1 (f ) = maxx∈f −1 (1) s(f, x) respectively.
I Definition 9. The block sensitivity bs(f, x) of f on input x is the maximum number of
disjoint subsets B1 , B2 , · · · , Br of [n] such that for all j ∈ [r], f (x) 6= f (xBj ). The block
sensitivity of f is defined as bs(f ) = maxx bs(f, x).
I Definition 10. A partial assignment is a function p : [n] → {0, 1, ?}. We call S = {i|pi =
6 ?}
the support of this partial assignment. We define the size of p (denoted by |p|) to be |S|. We
call x a (full) assignment if x : [n] → {0, 1}. We say x is consistent with p if x|S = p, i.e.,
xi = pi for all i ∈ S.1
1

The function p can be viewed as a vector, and we sometimes use pi to represent p(i).
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I Definition 11. For b ∈ {0, 1}, a b−certificate for f is a partial assignment p such that
f (x) = b whenever x is consistent with p.
The certificate complexity C(f, x) of f on input x is the minimum size of f (x)-certificate
that is consistent with x. The certificate complexity of f is C(f ) = maxx C(f, x).
The 1-certificate complexity of f is C1 (f ) = maxx∈f −1 (1) C(f, x), and similarly we define
C0 (f ).
According to the definitions, it’s easy to see s(f ) ≤ bs(f ) ≤ C(f ), s0 (f ) ≤ C0 (f ) and
s1 (f ) ≤ C1 (f ).
I Definition 12. Let p and p0 be two partial assignments, the distance between p and p0 is
defined as dist(p, p0 ) = |{i|pi = 1 and p0i = 0, or pi = 0 and p0i = 1}|.
I Definition 13. Let f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} be a Boolean function and G be a subgroup of Sn ,
we say that f is invariant under G if f (x1 , · · · , xn ) = f (xσ(1) , · · · , xσ(n) ) for any x ∈ {0, 1}n
and any σ ∈ G.
A Boolean function f is called transitive (or weakly symmetric) if G is a transitive group2 .
A Boolean function f is called symmetric if G = Sn .
I Definition 14. A Boolean function f invariant under a transitive group G is called
minterm-transitive if there exists a partial assignment p such that f (x) = 1 if and only if x
is consistent with pσ := (pσ(1) , pσ(2) , · · · , pσ(n) ) for some σ ∈ G. We call p the minterm of f .
A Boolean string can represent a graph in the following manner: x(i,j) = 1 means there is
an edge connecting vertex i and vertex j, and xi,j = 0 means there is no such edge. Graph
properties are functions for which the value is independent with the labeling of vertices, i.e.
two isomorphic graphs have the same function value.
n
I Definition 15. A Boolean function f : {0, 1}( 2 ) → {0, 1} is called a graph property if for
every input x = (x(1,2) , · · · , x(n−1,n) ) and every permutation σ ∈ Sn ,

f (x(1,2) , · · · , x(n−1,n) ) = f (x(σ(1),σ(2)) , · · · , x(σ(n−1),σ(n)) ).
Similarly, we define k-uniform hypergraph properties.
n
I Definition 16. A Boolean function f : {0, 1}(k ) → {0, 1} is called a k-uniform hypergraph
property if for every input x = (x(1,2,...,k) , · · · , x(n−k+1,...,n−1,n) ) and every permutation
σ ∈ Sn ,

f (x(1,2,...,k) , · · · , x(n−k+1,...,n−1,n) ) = f (x(σ(1),σ(2),...,σ(k)) , · · · , x(σ(n−k+1),...,σ(n−1),σ(n)) ).
Let p be a partial assignment and σ ∈ Sn , we define σ(p) the induced shift of p by σ, i.e.,
σ(p)S = pσ(S) for any subset of [n] of size k S. Here σ(S) = {σ(i)|i ∈ S}.
k

I Definition 17. A Boolean function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is called k-partite k-uniform
hypergraph property, if for every input x = (x(1,1,··· ,1) , · · · , x(n,n,··· ,n) ) and every σ =
(σ1 , · · · , σk ) ∈ Sn⊗k ,
f (x(1,1,··· ,1) , · · · , x(n,n,··· ,n) ) = f (x(σ1 (1),··· ,σk (1)) , · · · , x(σ1 (n),··· ,σk (n)) ).
It is easy to see that any (k-partite) k-uniform hypergraph property is transitive.

2

A group G ≤ Sn is transitive if for every i < j, there exists a σ ∈ G such that σ(i) = j.
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In this section, we give the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
I Theorem 1 (restated). For any fixed k ≥ 3, there exists a sequence of k-uniform hypergraph
properties f such that s(f ) = O(ndk/3e ), where n is the number of vertices.
Proof. The function we construct is a minterm function. Let p be the minterm defining f ,
and it is constructed as follows:
First, let k1 and k2 be two integers such that k1 + 2k2 = k and bk/3c ≤ k1 , k2 ≤ dk/3e.
Let V = {v1 , · · · , vn } be the set of vertices and B = {vn , vn−1 , · · · , vn−k1 +1 }. For each
S
1 ≤ i ≤ 6, let Wi = {v(i−1)k2 +1 , · · · , vik2 }, and C = 1≤i≤6 Wi , D = V \ (C ∪ B).
For any S ⊆ C of size 2k2 , p(B ∪ S) = 0, except S = Wi ∪ Wi+1 for i ∈ [5] where
p(B ∪ S) = 1.
For any S of size 2k2 and k2 ≤ |S ∩ C| < 2k2 , p(B ∪ S) = 1, except W3 or W4 ⊆ S where
p(B ∪ S) = 0.
All the other variables are ?.
If f (x) = 1 then x is consistent
with some
σ(p), which implies C(f, x) ≤ |p|. Thus


P2k
k2
2 −k1
s1 (f ) ≤ C1 (f ) ≤ |p| = i=k2 2 6ki 2 n−6k
=
O(n
). If f (x) = 0, then s(f, x) is at most
2k2 −i
the number of shifts of p (i.e., σ(p)s) adjacent to x, thus according to the triangle inequality,
s0 (f ) is at most the maximum number of σ(p)s where the distance between any two of them is
at most 2. We claim that for any shift π(p), there are only O(1) σ(p)s satisfying π(B) = σ(B)
and dist(π(p),
σ(p)) ≤ 2. It is easy to see that this claim implies s0 (f ) = O(nk1 ) since there

n
are k1 = O(nk1 ) possible choices of the σ(B)s, and this will end the whole proof.
I Claim 18. For any π(p), there are only O(1) σ(p)s satisfying π(B) = σ(B) and
dist(π(p), σ(p)) ≤ 2.
Proof. It is easy to see that this claim is equivalent to show |{σ(p)|dist(p, σ(p)) ≤ 2 and
σ(B) = B}| = O(1). The case for k2 = 1 is a little special, and we discuss this case first.
Case for k2 = 1. We use Figure 1 to illustrate p. Note that the vertices in D are symmetric
and |C| = O(1), thus |{σ(p)|σ(C) = C and σ(B) = B}| = O(1). So we only need to consider
the set {σ(p)|σ(C) 6= C and σ(B) = B}, and we exclude each σ case by case:
1. σ(W3 ) or σ(W4 ) ∈ {W1 , W2 , W5 , W6 }.
W.l.o.g, assume σ(W3 ) = W1 , then
dist(p, σ(p))

≥ |{e ⊆ [n]|σ(p)(e) = 1, p(e) = 0, |e| = k, {W3 , B} ⊆ e}|
≥ |{e ⊆ [n]|σ(p)(e) = 1, |e| = k, {W3 , B} ⊆ e}|
−|{e ⊆ [n]|p(e) = {1, ?}, |e| = k, {W3 , B} ⊆ e}|
= |{e ⊆ [n]|p(σ(e)) = 1, |e| = k, {W3 , B} ⊆ e}| − O(1)
= |{e ⊆ [n]|p(e) = 1, |e| = k, {W1 , B} ⊆ e}| − O(1)
≥ n − O(1) ≥ 3.

T
2. σ(W3 ) or σ(W4 ) ∈ D, and {σ(W3 ), σ(W4 )} {W1 , W2 , W5 , W6 } = ∅.
W.l.o.g, assume σ(W3 ) ∈ D, note that for any v, p(B ∪ W3 ∪ v) 6= ?, and |{v 6= W4 |p(B ∪
W3 ∪v) = 1}| = 1. While |{v 6= W4 |σ(p)(B∪W3 ∪v}| = |{v 6= W4 |p(B∪σ(W3 )∪σ(v)}| = 4,
thus dist(p, σ(p)) ≥ 3.
3. σ(W3 ) = W3 and σ(W4 ) = W4 .
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W1

W2

W3

W4

W5

W6

···
D

Figure 1 The graph to illustrate p for k2 = 1.

a. σ(W5 ) 6= W5 and σ(W2 ) 6= W2 .
Since p(B ∪ σ(W2 ) ∪ σ(W3 )) = p(B ∪ σ(W4 ) ∪ σ(W5 )) = 0 and p(B ∪ σ(W3 ) ∪ σ(S)) =
p(B ∪ σ(W4 ) ∪ σ(S 0 )) = 1, for some σ(S) = W2 and σ(S 0 ) = W5 , thus dist(p, σ(p)) ≥ 4.
b. σ(W5 ) = W5 and σ(W2 ) = W2 .
Since σ(C) 6= C, W.l.o.g, assume σ(W1 ) ∈ D, then p(B ∪ σ(W1 ) ∪ σ(W5 )) = 1.
If σ(W6 ) ∈ D, then p(B ∪ σ(W2 ) ∪ σ(W6 )) = 1 and p(B ∪ σ(S) ∪ σ(W5 )) = p(B ∪
σ(S 0 ) ∪ σ(W2 )) = 0, for some σ(S) = W1 and σ(S 0 ) = W6 .
If σ(W6 ) = W6 , then p(B ∪ σ(W1 ) ∪ σ(W6 )) = 1, and p(B ∪ σ(S) ∪ σ(W5 )) =
p(B ∪ σ(S) ∪ σ(W6 )) = 0, for some σ(S) = W1 .
If σ(W6 ) = W1 , then p(B ∪ σ(W2 ) ∪ σ(W6 )) = 1 and p(B ∪ σ(W6 ) ∪ σ(W5 )) = 0.
Thus we always have dist(p, σ(p)) ≥ 3.
c. σ(W5 ) 6= W5 and σ(W2 ) = W2 .
Note that p(B ∪ σ(W4 ) ∪ σ(W5 )) = 0 and p(B ∪ σ(W4 ) ∪ σ(S)) = 1 for some σ(S) = W5 .
If σ(W5 ) ∈ D ∪ {W1 } , then p(B ∪ σ(W2 ) ∪ σ(W5 )) = 1.
If σ(W5 ) = W6 and σ(W6 ) ∈ D ∪ {W1 }, then p(B ∪ σ(W2 ) ∪ σ(W6 )) = 1.
If σ(W5 ) = W6 and σ(W6 ) ∈ W5 , since σ(C) 6= C, thus σ(W1 ) ∈ D and p(B ∪ σ(W1 ) ∪
σ(W5 )) = 1.
Therefore we always have dist(p, σ(p)) ≥ 3.
d. σ(W2 ) 6= W2 and σ(W5 ) = W5 .
Similar to the above one.
4. σ(W3 ) = W4 and σ(W4 ) = W3 .
Similar to the case where σ(W3 ) = W3 and σ(W4 ) = W4 .

Case for k2 ≥ 2. Similarly, since |{σ(p)|σ(C) = C and σ(B) = B}| = O(1), we only need
to consider the set {σ(p)|σ(C) 6= C and σ(B) = B}, and we exclude each σ case by case:
1. σ(W3 ) or σ(W4 ) ∈
/ {W3 , W4 }.
Assume σ(W3 ) ∈
/ {W3 , W4 }, note that for any S ∩ (B ∪ W3 ) = ∅, p(B ∪ W3 ∪ S) 6= ? and
there are only two such Ss to make p = 1. While no matter what σ(W3 ) is, it’s easy to
see there are at least five (actually many) such Ss to make p(B ∪ σ(W3 ) ∪ σ(S)) = 1,
thus dist(p, σ(p)) ≥ 3.
2. σ(W3 ), σ(W4 ) ∈ {W3 , W4 }
W.l.o.g, assume σ(W3 ) = W3 and σ(W4 ) = W4 .
a. σ(W5 ) 6= W5 and σ(W2 ) 6= W2 .
Now p(B∪σ(W3 )∪σ(W2 )) = p(B∪σ(W4 )∪σ(W5 )) = 0 and p(B∪σ(W3 )∪σ(S)) = p(B∪
σ(W4 ) ∪ σ(S 0 )) = 1, for some σ(S) = W2 and σ(S 0 ) = W5 . Therefore, dist(p, σ(p)) ≥ 4.
b. σ(W5 ) = W5 or σ(W2 ) = W2 .
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Assume σ(W5 ) = W5 , since σ(C) ∩ D 6= ∅, there exists some W ∈ {W1 , W2 , W6 } such
that σ(W ) ∩ D 6= ∅.
Moreover, for any S ⊆ W3 ∪ W4 ∪ W5 and S ∈
/ {W3 , W4 , W5 } with |S| = k2 , we
have σ(S) ⊆ W3 ∪ W4 ∪ W5 and σ(S) ∈
/ {W3 , W4 , W5 } , thus
 p(B ∪ W ∪ S) = 0 6=
p(B ∪ σ(W ) ∪ σ(S)) = 1, and note that there are at least 62 − 3 = 12 such Ss. Thus,
dist(p, σ(p)) ≥ 3.
J
I Theorem 2 (restated). For any fixed k ≥ 4 satisfying k ≡ 1 ( mod 3) , there exists a
sequence of k-uniform hypergraph properties f such that s(f ) = O(ndk/3e−1/2 ), where n is
the number of vertices.
Proof. We still use minterm functions here.
Let k = 3l + 1. Note that in the above construction for (3l + 1)-uniform hypergraph
√
properties, s1 (f ) ≤ |p| = O(nl ) and s0 (f ) = O(nl+1 ). Intuitively, we can pack n minterms
together to get a super minterm, expecting to decrease the number of shifts of p satisfying
the distance constraint (i.e., where any of two shifts of p have distance at most 2). However,
just packing minterms naively doesn’t work here, we need to do more.
Let p be the minterm defining f . p is constructed as follows:
The notions V , B, Wi , C and D are defined the same as in Theorem 1, where we let
k1 = k2 = l. Besides that, let D1 = {v6l+1 , v6l+2 , · · · , v6l+√n } and D2 = D \ D1 .
For any S ⊆ C of size 2l and any v ∈ D1 , p(B ∪ S ∪ v) = 0, except S = Wi ∪ Wi+1 for
i ∈ [5] where p(B ∪ S ∪ v) = 1.
For any S ⊆ C of size 2l and any v ∈ D2 , p(B ∪ S ∪ v) = 1.
For any S satisfying l ≤ |S ∩ C| < 2l, |S| = 2l + 1 and S ∩ D1 6= ∅, p(B ∪ S) = 1, except
W3 or W4 ⊆ S where p(B ∪ S) = 0.
All the other variables are ?.
It is not hard to see that |p| = O(nl+1/2 ), thus s1 (f ) ≤ C1 (f ) ≤ |p| = O(nl+1/2 ).
Similar to the argument in the proof of Theorem 1, we just need to show the following
claim to complete the proof.
√
I Claim 19. There are only O( n) σ(p)s with the same π(B) = σ(B) satisfying
dist(π(p), σ(p)) ≤ 2.
√
Proof. By contradiction, suppose there are C n such σ(p)s where C is a sufficient large
number, thus there must exist a vertex v such that σ(v) ∈ D1 for at least C such σ(p)s,
w.l.o.g, assume this set contains p. And we will argue that there are only O(1) such σ(p)s
satisfying dist(σ(p), p) ≤ 2, then it’s a contradiction, which completes the proof.
J
Since the vertices in D1 or D2 are symmetric, thus |{σ(p)|σ(C) = C and σ(D1 ) = D1 }| =
O(1).
If σ(C) = C and ∃v1 ∈ D1 , v2 ∈ D2 satisfying σ(v1 ) = v2 , then dist(σ(p), p) ≥ 3, since
almost all variables which contains v1 , C and B are 0 in p, while all these variable are 1 in
σ(p).
If σ(C) 6= C, since σ(v) ∈ D1 , then we find that p(S ∪ v) = p0 (S) where p0 is the
minterm defined in Theorem 1 for 3l-uniform hypergraph properties. Similarly, σ(p)(S ∪ v) =
p(σ(S) ∪ σ(v)) = p0 (σ(S)). We only consider those Ss satisfying v ∈
/ σ(S) ∪ S and follows
the similar proof of Claim 1 in Theorem 1. Finally we can obtain dist(p, σ(p)) ≥ 3.
J
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Table 1 The table to illustrate p of k-partite k-uniform hypergraph properties.

~b =
~a = ~z1
~z2
~z3
~z4
~z5
~z6
~z7
···

4

~z1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

~z2
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

~z3
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

~z4
1
1
0
?
?
?
?
?

~z5
1
1
0
?
?
?
?
?

~z6
1
1
0
?
?
?
?
?

~z7
1
1
0
?
?
?
?
?

···
1
1
0
?
?
?
?
?

k-Partite k-Uniform Hypergraph Properties and Abelian Groups

In this section, we give the constructions of k-partite k-uniform hypergraph properties first.
I Theorem 3 (restated). For any k ≥ 3, there exists a sequence of k-partite k-uniform
k
hypergraph properties f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} such that s(f ) = O(ndk/3e ).
Proof. The function we use here is also a minterm function. Let k1 and k2 be the integers
such that k1 + 2k2 = k and bk/3c ≤ k1 , k2 ≤ dk/3e. We divide the k partitions into three
sets, and each of them is of size k2 , k2 and k1 . And they are indicated by ~a, ~b ∈ [n]k2 and
~c ∈ [n]k1 respectively. Assume t is an integer, let ~zt (~ztc respectively) be the t-th smallest
vector in [n]k2 ([n]k1 respectively) in the lexicographic order. We use Table 1 to illustrate
the minterm p:
For ~b = ~z1 , ~z2 or ~z3 , p(~z1 , ~b, ~z1c ) = 0, otherwise p(~z1 , ~b, ~z1c ) = 1.
For ~b = ~z1 or ~z2 , p(~z2 , ~b, ~z1c ) = 0, otherwise p(~z2 , ~b, ~z1c ) = 1.
For ~b = ~z1 or ~z3 , p(~z3 , ~b, ~z1c ) = 1, otherwise p(~z3 , ~b, ~z1c ) = 0.
For ~a ∈
/ {~z1 , ~z2 , ~z3 } and ~b = ~z1 or ~z2 , p(~a, ~b, ~z1c )) = 1.
For ~a ∈
/ {~z1 , ~z2 , ~z3 } and ~b = ~z3 , p(~a, ~b, ~z1c ) = 0.
Otherwise p(~a, ~b, ~c) = ?.
It’s easy to see s1 (f ) ≤ C1 (f ) ≤ |p| = O(nk2 ). By discussing case by case, it can be verified
that for any pπ there are at most O(1) pσ s satisfying π(~c) = σ(~c) and dist(pπ , pσ ) ≤ 2.
Observe that there are nk1 choices of π(~c), thus there are at most O(nk1 ) pσ s such that the
distance between any two of them is at most 2. Similar to the argument in the proof of
Theorem 1, we can conclude s0 (f ) = O(nk1 ). The verifying procedure is straightforward but
tedious, and we omit it here.
J
In the following, we give the proofs of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5.
I Theorem 4 (restated). For any k ≥ 4 satisfying k ≡ 1 ( mod 3) , there exists a sequence of kk
partite k-uniform hypergraph properties f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} such that s(f ) = O(ndk/3e−1/2 ).
Proof. We still use minterm functions here. Let k = 3l + 1 where l ≥ 1. We divide the k
partitions into four sets of size l, l, l and 1, and each set is indicated by ~a, ~b, ~c ∈ [n]l and
d~ ∈ [n] respectively. Assume t is an integer, let ~zt be the t-th smallest vector in [n]l in the
lexicographic order. The minterm p is constructed as follows:
√
~ = p0 (~a, ~b, ~z1 ). Here p0 is the partial
For any d~ ∈ [d ne], and any ~a and ~b, p(~a, ~b, ~z1 , d)
assignment defined in the proof of Theorem 3.
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√
~ = 1.
For any d~ ∈
/ [d ne] and ~a, ~b ∈ {~z1 , ~z2 , ~z3 }, p(~a, ~b, ~z1 , d)
~
~
Otherwise p(~a, b, ~c, d) = ?.
It’s easy to see s1 (f ) ≤ |p| = O(nl+1/2 ). It is also not hard to verify that there are at most
√
d ne pσ s with the same σ(~c) and satisfying the condition that the distance between any two
of them is at most 2, thus s0 (f ) = O(nl+1/2 ).
J
I Theorem 5 (restated). Let G ≤ Sn be a transitive Abelian group, then there exists a
Boolean function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} invariant under G such that s(f ) ≤ αn1/3 , where α is
a number only depending on l.
Proof. First note that the transitive action of a group G on [n] is equivalent to the action of
G by left multiplication on a coset space G/Stab1 , here Stab1 is the stabilizer of the element
1 ∈ [n]. Since G is an Abelian group, Stab1 =· · · =Stabn , thus Stab1 ={e}. Therefore, the
action of G on [n] is equivalent to the action of G by multiplication on itself. So we can
relabel the variables (x1 , · · · , xn ) as (x(1,··· ,1) , · · · , x(m1 ,··· ,ml ) ) to make (σ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σl )(x) =
(x(σ1 (1),··· ,σl (1)) , · · · , x(σ(m1 ),··· ,σl (m2 )) ) for any σ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σl ∈ Cm1 × · · · × Cml .
Let pm be the minterm of f : {0, 1}m → {0, 1} defined by Chakraborty in Theorem 3.1
Ll
in [14]. We define the minterm p as p(i1 , · · · , il ) = j=1 pmj (ij ). Here ? ⊕ b = ?, for b = 0, 1,
Ql
or ?. It is easy to see s1 (f ) ≤ |p| = j=1 |pmj | ≤ γn1/3 , where γ is a number only depending
on l. Moreover, according to the construction of pm , it is easy to see that there are at most
βn1/3 σ(p)s where the distance between any two of them is at most 2. Here β is another
number only depending on l, thus s0 (f ) ≤ βn1/3 . This completes the proof.
J

5

Lower bounds

In this section, we give the proof of Theorem 6.
I Theorem 6 (restated). For any fixed k and any non-trivial k-uniform hypergraph property
f , s(f ) = Ω(n), where n is the number of vertices.
Proof. W.l.o.g we assume that for the empty graph Kn , f (K n ) = 0. Since f is non-trivial,
there must exist a graph G such that f (G) = 1. Let’s consider graphs in f −1 (1) = {G|f (G) =
1} with the minimum number of edges. Define m = min{|E(G)| : f (G) = 1}.
1
1
n, then s(f ) ≥ k+2
n. Let G be a graph in f −1 (1) and
We claim that if m ≥ k+2
0
|E(G)| = m. Consider the subfunction f where ∀e ∈
/ E(G), xe is restricted to 0, since G
has the the minimum number of edges, deleting any edges from G will change the values of
1
f (G), therefore, f 0 is an AND function. Thus, s(f ) ≥ s(f 0 ) = m ≥ k+2
n.
1
−1
In the following we assume m < k+2 n. Again let G be a graph in f (1) with |E(G)| = m.
P
k
Let us consider the isolated vertices set I, as v∈V deg(v) = k|E(G)| < k+2
n, we have
P
2
1
|I| ≥ n − v∈V deg(v) > k+2 n. Suppose s(f ) < k+2 n, we will deduce that there exists
another graph with fewer edges and the same value, against the assumption that G has the
minimum number of edges in f −1 (1), which ends the whole proof.
Pick a vertex u with deg(u) = d > 0. Suppose in the graph G vertex u is adjacent to
(k−1) (k−1)
(k−1)
(k − 1)-edges {e1
, e2
, · · · , ed
} and I = {u1 , u2 , · · · , ut }, where t = |I|.
Consider the t-variable Boolean function g1 : {0, 1}t → {0, 1}, where
(k−1)

g1 (x1 , · · · , xt ) = f (G + x1 (e1

(k−1)

, u1 ) + · · · + xt (e1

, ut )).

It is easy to see that g1 is a symmetric function. We claim that g1 is a constant function:
1
if not, we have s(g1 ) ≥ 12 t [38], which implies s(f ) > k+2
n since g1 is a restriction of f . In
Pt
(k−1)
particular, g1 (1, · · · , 1) = g1 (0, · · · , 0), i.e. f (G1 ) = f (G), where G1 = G + i=1 (e1
, ui ).
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Define Gi = Gi−1 +

(k−1)
, uj )
j=1 (ei

Pt

(i = 2, · · · , d). Similarly, we can show that

f (G) = f (G1 ) = · · · = f (Gd ).
(k−1)

(k−1)

(k−1)

Next we will delete all the edges between {u, u1 , · · · , ut } and {e1
, e2
, · · · , ed
}
from Gd by reversing the adding edge procedure of G → G1 → · · · → Gd . More precisely,
define H1 = Gd ; for i = 2, · · · , d, define
(k−1)

Hi = Hi−1 − (ei

(k−1)

, u) − (ei

(k−1)

, u1 ) − · · · − (ei

, ut ),

and
(k−1)

hi (y0 , y1 , · · · , yt ) = f (Hi + y0 (ei

(k−1)

, u) + y1 (ei

(k−1)

, u1 ) + · · · + yt (ei

, ut )).

1
Similarly, by the fact s(f ) < k+2
n we can show that all the functions h2 , · · · , hd are constant,
which implies f (H1 ) = f (H2 ) = · · · = f (Hd ). So we find another graph Hd with fewer edges
than G and f (Hd ) = 1.
J

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we present a k-uniform hypergraph property with sensitivity complexity
O(ndk/3e ) for any k ≥ 3 and we can do better when k ≡ 1 (mod 3). Besides that, we also
investigate the sensitivity complexity of other transitive Boolean functions with certain
symmetry. All the functions we constructed in this paper are minterm transitive functions.
On the other side, Chakraborty [14] proved that the sensitivity complexity of any minterm
transitive Boolean function f : {0, 1}N → {0, 1} is at least Ω(N 1/3 ). Kulkarni et al. [27]
pointed out that the existence of any transitive function f : {0, 1}N → {0, 1} with s(f ) = N α
where α < 1/3 implies a larger than quadratic separation between block sensitivity and
sensitivity. We conjecture that the examples here are almost tight.
I Conjecture 20. For any k ≥ 3 and for any non-trivial k-hypergraph property f , s(f ) =
Ω(nk/3 ), where n is the number of vertices.
I Conjecture 21. For any k ≥ 3, there exists a sequence of k-uniform hypergraph properties
f with s(f ) = O(nk/3 ), where n is the number of vertices.
A more general question is the following variant of Turan’s question proposed by
Chakraborty [14]: If f : {0, 1}N → {0, 1} is Boolean function invariant under a transitive group of permutations, then is it true that s(f ) = Ω(N c ) for some constant c > 0? We
conjecture that the inequality holds for c = 1/3, which would imply Conjecture 20 and the
sensitivity conjecture of transitive functions.
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Abstract
Myasnikov et al. have introduced the knapsack problem for arbitrary finitely generated groups.
In [19] the authors proved that for each graph group, the knapsack problem can be solved in
NP. Here, we determine the exact complexity of the problem for every graph group. While the
problem is TC0 -complete for complete graphs, it is LogCFL-complete for each (non-complete)
transitive forest. For every remaining graph, the problem is NP-complete.
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1

Introduction

In their paper [21], Myasnikov, Nikolaev, and Ushakov started the investigation of discrete
optimization problems, which are classically formulated over the integers, for arbitrary
(possibly non-commutative) groups. The general goal of this line of research is to study
to what extent results from the classical commutative setting can be transferred to the
non-commutative setting. Among other problems, Myasnikov et al. introduced for a finitely
generated group G the knapsack problem and the subset sum problem. The input for the
knapsack problem is a sequence of group elements g1 , . . . , gk , g ∈ G (specified by finite words
over the generators of G) and it is asked whether there exists a solution (x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ Nk
of the equation g1x1 · · · gkxk = g. For the subset sum problem one restricts the solution to
{0, 1}k . For the particular case G = Z (where the additive notation x1 · g1 + · · · + xk · gk = g
is usually preferred) these problems are NP-complete if the numbers g1 , . . . , gk , g are encoded
in binary representation. For subset sum, this is a classical result from Karp’s seminal paper
[15] on NP-completeness. Knapsack for integers is usually formulated in a more general form
in the literature; NP-completeness of the above form (for binary encoded integers) was shown
in [11], where the problem was called multisubset sum.1 Interestingly, if we consider subset
sum for the group G = Z, but encode the input numbers g1 , . . . , gk , g in unary notation,
then the problem is in DLOGTIME-uniform TC0 (a small subclass of polynomial time and
even of logarithmic space that captures the complexity of multiplication of binary encoded
numbers; see e.g. the book [25] for more details) [7], and the same holds for knapsack (see
Theorem 1). Related results can be found in [13]. Implicitly, the knapsack problem was also

∗
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Note that if we ask for a solution (x1 , . . . , xk ) in Zk , then knapsack can be solved in polynomial time
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studied by Babai et al. [3], where it is shown that knapsack for commutative matrix groups
over algebraic number fields can be solved in polynomial time.
In [21] the authors encode elements of the finitely generated group G by words over the
group generators and their inverses, which corresponds to the unary encoding of integers.
Another, more succinct encoding of group elements uses straight-line programs (SLP). These
are context-free grammars that produce a single word. Over a unary alphabet, one can
achieve for every word exponential compression with SLPs: The word an can be produced
by an SLP of size O(log n). This shows that knapsack and subset sum for the group Z
with SLP-compressed group elements correspond to the classical knapsack and subset sum
problem with binary encoded numbers. To distinguish between the two variants, we will
speak in this introduction of uncompressed knapsack (resp., subset sum) if the input group
elements are given explicitly by words over the generators. On the other hand, if these words
are represented by SLPs, we will speak of SLP-compressed knapsack (resp., subset sum).
Later in this paper, we will only use the uncompressed versions, and denote these simply
with knapsack and subset sum, respectively.
In our recent paper [19], we started to investigate knapsack and subset sum for graph
groups, which are also known as right-angled Artin groups in group theory. A graph group is
specified by a finite simple graph Γ and denoted with G(Γ). The vertices are the generators
of the group, and two generators a and b are allowed to commute if and only if a and b are
adjacent in Γ. Graph groups interpolate between free groups and free abelian groups and
can be seen as a group counterpart of trace monoids (free partially commutative monoids),
which have been used for the specification of concurrent behavior. In combinatorial group
theory, graph groups are currently an active area of research, mainly because of their rich
subgroup structure, see e.g. [4, 5, 9].
Contribution. In [19] we proved that for every graph group, SLP-compressed knapsack
(resp., subset sum) is NP-complete. This result generalizes the classical result for knapsack
with binary encoded integers. Moreover, we proved that uncompressed knapsack and subset
sum are NP-complete for the group F2 × F2 (F2 is the free group on two generators). The
group F2 × F2 is the graph group G(Γ), where the graph Γ is a cycle on four nodes. This
result leaves open the complexity of uncompressed knapsack and subset sum for graph groups,
whose underlying graph does not contain an induced cycle on four nodes. In this paper, we
completely settle this open problem for knapsack by showing the following results:
(i) Uncompressed knapsack and subset sum for G(Γ) are complete for TC0 if Γ is a complete
graph (and thus G(Γ) is a free abelian group).2
(ii) Uncompressed knapsack and subset sum for G(Γ) are LogCFL-complete if Γ is not a
complete graph and neither contains an induced cycle on four nodes (C4) nor an induced
path on four nodes (P4).
(iii) Uncompressed knapsack for G(Γ) is NP-complete if Γ contains an induced C4 or an
induced P4.
Overview of the proofs. The result 1 is a straightforward extension of the corresponding
result for Z [7]. The statements in 2 and 3 are less obvious. Recall that LogCFL is the closure
of the context-free languages under logspace reductions; it is contained in NC2 .
To show the upper bound in 2, we use the fact that the graph groups G(Γ), where Γ
neither contains an induced C4 nor an induced P4 (these graphs are the so called transitive

2

In the following, TC0 always refers to its DLOGTIME-uniform version.
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forests), are exactly those groups that can be built up from Z using the operations of free
product and direct product with Z. We then construct inductively over these operations a
logspace-bounded auxiliary pushdown automaton working in polynomial time (these machines
accept exactly the languages in LogCFL) that checks whether an acyclic finite automaton
accepts a word that is trivial in the graph group. In order to apply this result to knapsack,
we finally show that every solvable knapsack instance over a graph group G(Γ) with Γ a
transitive forest has a solution with polynomially bounded exponents. This result might be
of independent interest.
For the lower bound in 2, it suffices to consider the group F2 (the free group on two
generators). Our proof is based on the fact that the context-free languages are exactly those
languages that can be accepted by valence automata over F2 . This is a reinterpretation
of the classical theorem of Chomsky and Schützenberger. To the authors’ knowledge, the
result 2 is the first completeness result for LogCFL in the area of combinatorial group theory.
Finally, for the result 3 it suffices to show NP-hardness of knapsack for the graph group
G(P4) (the NP upper bound and the lower bound for C4 is shown in [19]). We apply a
technique that was first used in a paper by Aalbersberg and Hoogeboom [1] to show that the
intersection non-emptiness problem for regular trace languages is undecidable for P4.
Full proofs can be found in the long version [18].

2

Knapsack and Exponent Equations

We assume that the reader has some basic knowledge concerning (finitely generated) groups
(see e.g. [20] for further details). Let G be a finitely generated group, and let A be a finite
generating set for G. Then, elements of G can be represented by finite words over the
alphabet A±1 = A ∪ A−1 . An exponent equation over G is an equation of the form
h0 g1x1 h1 g2x2 h2 · · · gkxk hk = 1
where g1 , g2 , . . . , gk , h0 , h1 , . . . , hk ∈ G are group elements that are given by finite words
over the alphabet A±1 and x1 , x2 , . . . , xk are not necessarily distinct variables. Such an
exponent equation is solvable if there exists a mapping σ : {x1 , . . . , xk } → N such that
Pk
σ(x )
σ(x )
σ(x )
h0 g1 1 h1 g1 2 h2 · · · gk k hk = 1 in the group G. The size of an equation is i=0 |hi | +
Pk
±1 ∗
) representing g.
i=1 |gi |, where |g| denotes the length of the shortest word w ∈ (A
Solvability of exponent equations over G is the following computational problem:
Input: An exponent equation E over G (with elements of G specified by words over A±1 ).
Question: Is E solvable?
The knapsack problem for the group G is the restriction of solvability of exponent equations
over G to exponent equations of the form g1x1 g2x2 · · · gkxk g −1 = 1 or, equivalently, g1x1 g2x2 · · · gkxk =
g where the exponent variables x1 , . . . , xk have to be pairwise different. The subset sum
problem for the group G is defined in the same way as the knapsack problem, but the
exponent variables x1 , . . . , xk have to take values in {0, 1}.
It is a simple observation that the decidability and complexity of solvability of exponent
equations over G as well as the knapsack problem and subset sum problem for G does not
depend on the chosen finite generating set for the group G. Therefore, we do not have to
mention the generating set explicitly in these problems.
I Remark. Since we are dealing with a group, one might also allow solution mappings
σ : {x1 , . . . , xk } → Z to the integers. This variant of solvability of exponent equations
(knapsack, respectively) can be reduced to the above version, where σ maps to N, by simply
replacing a power gixi by gixi (gi−1 )yi , where yi is a fresh variable.
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Figure 1 P4 and C4.

3

Traces and Graph Groups

Let (A, I) be a finite simple graph. In other words, the edge relation I ⊆ A × A is
irreflexive and symmetric. It is also called the independence relation, and (A, I) is called an
independence alphabet. We say that a ∈ A depends on b ∈ A if (a, b) 6∈ I. We consider the
monoid M(A, I) = A∗ /≡I , where ≡I is the smallest congruence relation on the free monoid
A∗ that contains all pairs (ab, ba) with a, b ∈ A and (a, b) ∈ I. This monoid is called a trace
monoid or partially commutative free monoid. Elements of M(A, I) are called Mazurkiewicz
traces or simply traces. The trace represented by the word u is denoted by [u]I , or simply [u]
if no confusion can arise. The empty trace [ε]I is the identity element of the monoid M(A, I)
and is denoted by 1. For a language L ⊆ A∗ we denote with [L]I = {[u]I ∈ M(A, I) | u ∈ L}
the set of traces represented by L. Figure 1 shows two important indepedence alphabets
that we denote with P4 (path on four nodes) and C4 (cycle on four nodes). Note that
M(C4) = {a, c}∗ × {b, d}∗ . For more details on traces see [6].
With an independence alphabet (A, I) we associate the finitely presented group G(A, I) =
hA | ab = ba ((a, b) ∈ I)i. More explicitly, this group can be defined as follows: Let
A−1 = {a−1 | a ∈ A} be a disjoint copy of the alphabet A. We extend the independence
relation I to A±1 = A ∪ A−1 by (ax , by ) ∈ I for all (a, b) ∈ I and x, y ∈ {−1, 1}. Then
G(A, I) is the quotient monoid (A±1 )∗ / ∼I , where ∼I is the smallest congruence relation
that contains (i) all pairs (ab, ba) for a, b ∈ A±1 with (a, b) ∈ I and (ii) all pairs (aa−1 , ε)
and (a−1 a, ε) for a ∈ A.
A group G(A, I) is called a graph group, or right-angled Artin group3 , or free partially
commutative group. Here, we use the term graph group. Graph groups received a lot of
attention in group theory during the last years, mainly due to their rich subgroup structure
[4, 5, 9], and their relationship to low dimensional topology [2, 12, 26].

4

TC0 - and LogCFL-completeness

Let us first consider free abelian groups Zm . Note that Zm is isomorphic to the graph
group G(A, I) where (A, I) is the complete graph on m nodes. Our first result is a simple
combination of known results [7, 22].
I Theorem 1. For every fixed m ≥ 1, knapsack and subset sum for the free abelian group
Zm are complete for TC0 . Hence, knapsack and subset sum for G(A, I) are complete for TC0
if (A, I) is a non-empty complete graph.
We now characterize those graph groups where knapsack for G(A, I) is LogCFL-complete.
The class LogCFL consists of all problems that are logspace reducible to a context-free

3

This term comes from the fact that right-angled Artin groups are exactly the Artin groups corresponding
to right-angled Coxeter groups.
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language. It is included in the parallel complexity class NC2 and has several alternative
characterizations (see e.g. [24, 25]).
The comparability graph of a rooted tree t is the simple graph with the same vertices as
t, but has an edge between two vertices whenever one is a descendent of the other in t. A
graph (A, I) is a transitive forest if it is a disjoint union of comparability graphs of trees.
I Theorem 2. If (A, I) is a transitive forest and not complete, then knapsack and subset
sum for G(A, I) are LogCFL-complete.
If the graph (A, I) is the disjoint union of graphs Γ0 and Γ1 , then by definition, we
have G(A, I) ∼
= G(Γ0 ) ∗ G(Γ1 ). If one vertex v of (A, I) is adjacent to every other vertex
and removing v from (A, I) results in the graph Γ0 , then G(A, I) ∼
= G(Γ0 ) × Z. Therefore,
we have the following inductive characterization of the graph groups G(A, I) for transitive
forests (A, I): It is the smallest class of groups containing the trivial group that is closed
under taking
(i) free products and
(ii) direct products with Z.
Acyclic Automata. In both the upper and the lower bound proof for Theorem 2, we employ
the membership problem for acyclic automata, which has already been studied in connection
with the knapsack and subset sum problem [8, 16].
We define a finite automaton as a tuple A = (Q, Σ, ∆, q0 , qf ), where Q is a finite set
of states, Σ is the input alphabet, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, qf ∈ Q is the final state, and
∆ ⊆ Q × Σ∗ × Q is a finite set of transitions. The language accepted by A is denoted with
L(A). An acyclic automaton is a finite automaton A = (Q, Σ, ∆, q0 , qf ) such that the relation
{(p, q) | ∃w ∈ Σ∗ : (p, w, q) ∈ ∆} is acyclic. For a graph group G(A, I) the membership
problem for acyclic automata is the following computational problem:
Input: An acyclic automaton A over the input alphabet A ∪ A−1 .
Question: Is there a word w ∈ L(A) such that w = 1 in G(A, I)?
In order to show the upper bound in Theorem 2, we reduce knapsack for G(A, I) with
(A, I) a transitive forest to the membership problem for acyclic automata for G(A, I) (note
that for subset sum this reduction is obvious). Then, we apply Proposition 3 below. From
work of Frenkel, Nikolaev, and Ushakov [8], it follows that the membership problem for
acyclic automata is in P. We strengthen this to LogCFL by constructing inductively over the
operations of free product and direct product with Z a logspace-bounded auxiliary pushdown
automaton working in polynomial time (these machines accept exactly the languages in
LogCFL) that checks whether an acyclic automaton accepts a word that is trivial in G(A, I).
I Proposition 3. If (A, I) is a transitive forest, then the membership problem for acyclic
automata over G(A, I) is in LogCFL.

4.1

Bounds on knapsack solutions

As mentioned above, we reduce for graph groups G(A, I) with (A, I) a transitive forest
the knapsack problem to the membership problem for acyclic automata. To this end, we
show that every solvable knapsack instance has a solution where all exponents are bounded
polynomially in the size of the instance. The latter is the most involved proof in our paper.
Frenkel, Nikolaev, and Ushakov [8] call groups with this property polynomially bounded
knapsack groups and show that this class is closed under taking free products. However, it is
not clear if direct products with Z also inherit this property and we leave this question open.
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Hence, we are looking for a property that yields polynomial size solutions and is passed on
to free products and to direct products with Z. It is known that the solution sets are always
semilinear. If (A, I) is a transitive forest, this follows from a more general semilinearity
property of rational sets [17] and for arbitrary graph groups, this was shown in [19]. Note that
it is not true that the solution sets always have polynomial size semilinear representations.
This already fails in the case of Z: The equation x1 + · · · + xk = k has 2k−1
≥ 2k solutions.
k
We will show here that the solution sets have semilinear representations where every occuring
number is bounded by a polynomial.
For a vector x = (x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ Zk , we define the norm kxk = max{|xi | | i ∈ [1, k]}. For a
subset T ⊆ Nk , we write T ⊕ for the smallest subset of Nk that contains {0} ∪ T and is closed
under addition. A subset S ⊆ Nk is called linear if there is a vector x ∈ Nk and a finite set
F ⊆ Nk such that S = x + F ⊕ . Note that a set is linear if and only if it can be written
as x + ANt for some x ∈ Nk and some matrix A ∈ Nk×t . Here, ANt denotes the set of all
Sn
vectors Ay for y ∈ Nt . A semilinear set is a finite union of linear sets. If S = i=1 xi + Fi⊕
for x1 , . . . , xn ∈ Nk and finite sets F1 , . . . , Fn ⊆ Nk , then the tuple (x1 , F1 , . . . , xn , Fn ) is a
semilinear representation of S and the magnitude of this representation is defined as the
Sn
maximum of kyk, where y ranges over all elements of i=1 {xi } ∪ Fi . The magnitude of a
semilinear set S is the smallest magnitude of a semilinear representation for S.
I Definition 4. A group G is called knapsack tame if there is a polynomial p such that for
every exponent equation h0 g1x1 h1 g2x2 h2 · · · gnxk hk = 1 of size n with pairwise distinct variables
x1 , . . . , xk , the set S ⊆ Nk of solutions is semilinear of magnitude at most p(n).
Observe that although the size of an exponent equation may depend on the chosen
generating set of G, changing the generating set increases the size only by a constant factor.
Thus, whether or not a group is knapsack tame is independent of the chosen generating set.
I Theorem 5. If (A, I) is a transitive forest, then G(A, I) is knapsack tame.
Note that Theorem 5 implies in particular that every solvable exponent equation has a
polynomially bounded solution. Theorem 5 and Proposition 3 easily yield the upper bound
in Theorem 2.
We prove Theorem 5 by showing that knapsack tameness transfers from groups G to
G × Z (Proposition 6) and from G and H to G ∗ H (Proposition 10). Since the trivial group
is obviously knapsack tame, the inductive characterization of groups G(A, I) for transitive
forests (A, I) immediately yields Theorem 5.

4.2

Tameness of direct products with Z

In this section, we sketch a proof of the following result.
I Proposition 6. If G is knapsack tame, then so is G × Z.
Linear Diophantine equations. We employ a result of Pottier [23], which bounds the
norm of minimal non-negative solutions to a linear Diophantine equation. Let A ∈ Zk×m
be an integer matrix where aij is the entry of A at row i and column j. We will use
P
P
the norms kAk1,∞ = maxi∈[1,k] ( j∈[1,m] |aij |), kAk∞,1 = maxj∈[1,m] ( i∈[1,k] |aij |) and
Pm
kAk∞ = maxi∈[1,k],j∈[1,m] |aij | for matrices and kxk1 = i=1 |xi | for vectors x ∈ Zm . Recall
that kxk = maxi∈[1,m] |xi |. A solution x ∈ Nm \ {0} to the equation Ax = 0 is minimal if
there is no y ∈ Nm \ {0} with Ay = 0 and y ≤ x, y 6= x. The set of all solutions clearly forms
a submonoid of Nm . Let r be the rank of A.
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I Theorem 7 (Pottier [23]). Each non-trival minimal solution x ∈ Nm to Ax = 0 satisfies
kxk1 ≤ (1 + kAk1,∞ )r .
By applying Theorem 7 to the matrix (A | −b), it is easy to deduce that for each x ∈ Nm
with Ax = b, there is a y ∈ Nm with Ay = b, y ≤ x, and kyk1 ≤ (1 + k(A | −b)k1,∞ )r+1 . We
reformulate Theorem 7 as follows.
I Lemma 8. If B ∈ Z`×k has rank r and b ∈ Z` , then there exist c1 , . . . , cs ∈ Nk , C ∈ Nk×t
with kci k1 , kCk∞,1 ≤ (1+kBk1,∞ +kbk)r+1 such that {x ∈ Nk | Bx = b} = {c1 , . . . , cs }+CNt .
We want to apply Lemma 8 in a situation where we have no bound on kBk1,∞ , but only
one on kBk∞ . However, we will know that ` = 1, which allows us to bound magnitudes in
terms of kBk∞ in the following lemma. Then, Proposition 6 is straightforward to show.
I Lemma 9. If B ∈ Z1×k and b ∈ Z with kBk∞ , |b| ≤ M , then we have a decomposition
{x ∈ Nk | Bx = b} = {c1 , . . . , cs } + CNt where kci k1 and kCk∞,1 are at most (M + 1)4 .

4.3

Tameness of free products

This section is devoted to the proof of the following Proposition.
I Proposition 10. If G0 and G1 are knapsack tame, then so is G0 ∗ G1 .
Let G = G0 ∗ G1 . Suppose that for i ∈ {0, 1} the group Gi is generated by Ai , where
A−1
= Ai and let A = A0 ] A1 . Recall that every g ∈ G can be written uniquely as
i
g = g1 · · · gn where gi ∈ (G0 \ {1}) ∪ (G1 \ {1}) for each i ∈ [1, n] and where gj ∈ Gt iff
gj+1 ∈ G1−t for j ∈ [1, n − 1]. We call g cyclically reduced if either n ∈ {0, 1} or n ≥ 2 and
for some t ∈ {0, 1}, either g1 ∈ Gt and gn ∈ G1−t or g1 , gn ∈ Gt and gn g1 6= 1.
Every word w ∈ A∗ has a (possibly empty) unique factorization into maximal factors
+
from A+
0 ∪ A1 , which we call syllables. By kwk, we denote the number of syllables of w. The
word w is reduced if none of its syllables represents 1 (in G0 resp. G1 ). We define the maps
λ, ρ : A+ → A+ (”rotate left/right”), where for each word w ∈ A+ with its factorization
w = w1 · · · wm into syllables, we set λ(w) = w2 · · · wm w1 and ρ(w) = wm w1 w2 · · · wm−1 .
Consider a word w = w1 · · · wm ∈ A∗ , where for each i ∈ [1, m], we have wi ∈ A+
j for
[1,m]
some j ∈ {0, 1} (we allow wi , wi+1 ∈ A+
).
A
cancellation
is
a
subset
C
⊆
2
that
is
j
S
a partition: I∈C I = [1, m] and I ∩ J = ∅ for any I, J ∈ C with I 6= J.
consistent: for each I ∈ C, there is an i ∈ {0, 1} such that wj ∈ A∗i for all j ∈ I.
cancelling: if {i1 , . . . , i` } ∈ C with i1 < · · · < i` , then wi1 · · · wi` represents 1 in G.
well-nested: there are no I, J ∈ C with i1 , i2 ∈ I, j1 , j2 ∈ J and i1 < j1 < i2 < j2 .
maximal: if wi , wi+1 ∈ A+
j for j ∈ {0, 1} then there is an I ∈ C with i, i + 1 ∈ I.
Since C can be regarded as a hypergraph on [1, m], the elements of C will be called edges. It
is not hard to show that a word w admits a cancellation if and only if w = 1 in G.
Consider now an exponent equation
h0 g1x1 h1 · · · gkxk hk = 1,

(1)

of size n, where gi is represented by ui ∈ A∗ for i ∈ [1, k] and hi is represented by vi ∈ A∗ for
Pk
Pk
i ∈ [0, k]. Then clearly i=0 |vi |+ i=1 |ui | ≤ n. Let S ⊆ Nk be the set of all solutions to (1).
Of course, when showing that S has a polynomial magnitude, we may assume that gi 6= 1 for
any i ∈ [1, k]. Moreover, we lose no generality by assuming that all words ui , i ∈ [1, k] and
vi , i ∈ [0, k] are reduced. Furthermore, we may assume that each gi is cyclically reduced.
Indeed, if some gi is not cyclically reduced, we can write gi = f −1 gf for some cyclically
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reduced g and replace hi−1 , gi , and hi by hi−1 f −1 , g = f gi f −1 , and f hi , respectively. This
does not change the solution set because hi−1 f −1 (f gi f −1 )xi f hi = hi−1 gixi hi . Moreover, if
we do this replacement for each gi that is not cyclically reduced, we increase the size of the
instance by at most 2|g1 | + · · · + 2|gk | ≤ 2n (note that |g| = |gi |). Applying this argument
+
+ ∗ +
+ ∗ +
again, we may even assume that ui ∈ A+
0 ∪ A1 ∪ A0 A A1 ∪ A1 A A0 for every i ∈ [1, k].
Note that λ and ρ are bijections on words of this form.
Consider a solution (x1 , . . . , xk ) to (1). Then the word
w = v0 ux1 1 v1 · · · uxkk vk

(2)

represents 1 in G = G0 ∗ G1 . We factorize each vi , i ∈ [0, k], and each ui , i ∈ [1, k], into its
syllables. These factorizations define a factorization w = w1 · · · wm and we call this the block
factorization of w. This is the coarsest refinement of the factorization w = v0 ux1 1 v1 · · · uxkk vk
and of w’s factorization into syllables. The numbers 1, 2, . . . , m are the blocks of w. We fix
this factorization w = w1 · · · wm for the rest of this section.
Certified solutions. In the representation v0 ux11 v1 · · · uxkk vk = 1 of (1), the words u1 , . . . , uk
+
are called the cycles. If ui ∈ A+
0 ∪ A1 , the cycle ui is said to be simple and otherwise mixed
(note that ui = ε cannot happen because gi =
6 1). Let p be a block of w. If wp is contained
in some uxi i for a cycle ui , then p is a ui -blocks or block from ui . If wp is contained in some
vi , then p is a vi -block or a block from vi . A certified solution is a pair (x, C), where x is
a solution to (1) and C is a cancellation of the word w as in (2). An edge I ∈ C is called
standard if |I| = 2 and the two blocks in I are from mixed cycles. Intuitively, the following
tells us that in a cancellation, most edges are standard.
I Lemma 11. Let C be a cancellation and ui be a mixed cycle. Then there are at most
n + 3k + 1 non-standard edges I ∈ C containing a ui -block.
Mixed periods. From now on, for each i ∈ [1, k], we use ei to denote the i-th unit vector in
Nk , i.e. the vector with 1 in the i-th coordinate and 0 otherwise. A mixed period is a vector
π ∈ Nk of the form kuj k · ei + kui k · ej , where ui and uj are mixed cycles. Let P ⊆ Nk be
the set of mixed periods. Note that |P| ≤ k 2 .
We will need a condition that guarantees that a given period π ∈ P can be added to a
solution x to obtain another solution. Suppose we have two blocks p and q for which we
know that if we insert a string f1 to the left of wp and a string f2 to the right of wq and
f1 f2 cancels to 1 in G, then the whole word cancels to 1. Which string would we insert to
the left of wp and to the right of wq if we build the solution x + π?
Suppose p is a ui -block and q is a uj -block. Moreover, let r be the first (left-most) ui -block
ku k
and let s be the last (right-most) uj -block. If we add kuj k · ei to x, this inserts λp−r (ui j )
ku k
to the left of wp : Indeed, in the case p = r, we insert ui j ; and when p moves one position
to the right, the inserted string is rotated once to the left. Similarly, if we add kui k · ej to x,
ku k
we insert ρs−q (uj i ) to the right of wq : This is clear for q = s and decrementing q means
rotating the inserted string to the right. This motivates the following definition:
Let (x, C) be a certified solution and let ui and uj be mixed cycles with i < j. Moreover,
let r ∈ [1, m] be the left-most ui -block and let s ∈ [1, m] be the right-most uj -block. Then
the mixed period π = kuj k · ei + kui k · ej is compatible with (x, C) if there are a ui -block p
and a uj -block q such that
kuj k

{p, q} ∈ C and λp−r (ui

kui k

)ρs−q (uj

) represents 1 in G.

(3)
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With P(x, C), we denote the set of mixed periods that are compatible with (x, C). One
ku k
might wonder why we require an edge {p, q} ∈ C. In order to guarantee that λp−r (ui j )
ku
k
and ρs−q (uj i ) can cancel, it would be sufficient to merely forbid edges I ∈ C that intersect
[p, q] and contain a block outside of [p − 1, q + 1]. However, this weaker condition can become
false when we insert other mixed periods. Our stronger condition is preserved, which implies:
I Lemma 12. Let (x, C) be a certified solution. Then every x0 ∈ x + P(x, C)⊕ is a solution.
Let M ⊆ [1, k] be the set of i ∈ [1, k] such that ui is a mixed cycle and kxkm = maxi∈M xi .
I Lemma 13. There is a polynomial q such that the following holds. For every certified
solution (x, C) with kxkm > q(n), there exists a mixed period π ∈ P and a certified solution
(x0 , C 0 ) such that x = x0 + π, π ∈ P(x0 , C 0 ), and P(x, C) ⊆ P(x0 , C 0 ).
Proof. We show that the lemma holds if q(n) ≥ (n + 3k + 1) + kn2 . (Recall that k ≤ n.)
Let (x, C) be a certified solution with kxkm > q(n). Then there is a mixed cycle ui such
that xi > q(n) and hence uxi i consists of more than q(n) blocks. Let D ⊆ C be the set of all
edges I ∈ C that contain a block from ui . It is not hard to show that an edge can contain at
most one block per mixed cycle. Hence, we have |D| > q(n) and, by Lemma 11, D contains
more than kn2 standard edges. Therefore, there must exist a mixed cycle uj such that the
set E ⊆ D of standard edges I ∈ D that consist of one block from ui and one block from uj
satisfies |E| > n2 . Let Bi (resp., Bj ) be the set of blocks from ui (resp., uj ) contained in
some edge I ∈ E. One can show that Bi and Bj are intervals of size more than n2 .
We only deal with the case i < j, the case i > j can be done similarly. Let us take a
subinterval [p0 , p] of Bi such that p − p0 = kui k · kuj k ≤ n2 . By well-nestedness and since Bj
is an interval, the neighbors (with respect to the edges from E) of [p0 , p] form an interval
[q, q 0 ] ⊆ Bj as well, and we have p − p0 = q 0 − q = kui k · kuj k. Moreover, we have an
edge {p − `, q + `} ∈ E for each ` ∈ [0, p − p0 ]. In particular, wp0 wp0 +1 · · · wp−1 wq+1 · · · wq0
represents 1 in G.
Let r be the left-most ui -block and let s be the right-most uj -block. Then, as shown
before the definition of compatibility, we have
kuj k

λp−r (ui

kui k

) = wp0 wp0 +1 · · · wp−1 and ρs−q (uj
ku k

) = wq+1 wq+1 · · · wq0 .

ku k

Therefore, λp−r (ui j )ρs−q (uj i ) represents 1 in G and {p, q} witnesses compatibility of
π = kuj k · ei + kui k · ej with (x, C). Hence, π ∈ P(x, C).
Let x0 = x − π. We remove the factors wp0 · · · wp−1 and wq+1 · · · wq0 from w. Then, the
x0

x0

remaining blocks spell w0 = v0 u1 1 v1 · · · ukk vk . Indeed, recall that removing from a word y t
any factor of length ` · |y| will result in the word y t−` . Moreover, let C 0 be the set of edges
that agree with C on the remaining blocks. By the choice of the removed blocks, it is clear
that C 0 is a cancellation for w0 . Hence, (x0 , C 0 ) is a certified solution.
It remains to verify P(x, C) ⊆ P(x0 , C 0 ). First note that for every mixed cycle u` , all
u` -blocks that remain in w0 change their position relative to the left-most and the right-most
u` -block by a difference that is divisible by ku` k (if i 6= ` 6= j then these relative positions do
ku k
not change at all). Note that the expression λp−r (ui j ) is not altered when p − r changes
ku k
by a difference divisible by kui k, and an analogous fact holds for ρs−q (uj i ). Hence, the
edge in C 0 that corresponds to the C-edge {p, q} is a witness for π ∈ P(x0 , C 0 ). Moreover,
for all other mixed periods π 0 ∈ P(x, C) \ {π} that are witnessed by an edge {t, u} ∈ C, the
blocks t and u do not belong to [p0 , p − 1] ∪ [q + 1, q 0 ]. Therefore, the corresponding edge in
C 0 exists and serves as a witness for π 0 ∈ P(x0 , C 0 ).
J
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Repeated application of Lemma 13 now yields:
I Lemma 14. There exists a polynomial q such that the following holds. For every solution
x ∈ Nk , there exists a certified solution (x0 , C 0 ) such that kx0 km ≤ q(n) and x ∈ x0 +P(x0 , C 0 )⊕ .
We are now ready to prove Proposition 10 and thus Theorem 5.
Proof of Proposition 10. Suppose that p0 and p1 are the polynomials guaranteed by the
knapsack tameness of G0 and G1 , respectively. Recall that S ⊆ Nk is the set of solutions
to (1). We prove that there exists a polynomial p such that for every x ∈ S there is a
semilinear set S 0 ⊆ Nk of magnitude at most p(n) such that x ∈ S 0 ⊆ S. This clearly implies
that S has magnitude at most p(n). First, we apply Lemma 14. It yields a polynomial
q and a certified solution (x0 , C 0 ) with kx0 km ≤ q(n) such that x ∈ x0 + P(x0 , C 0 )⊕ . Let
x0
x0
w0 = v0 u1 1 v1 · · · ukk vk and consider w0 decomposed into blocks as we did above with w.
Let T ⊆ [1, k] be the set of all i ∈ [1, k] for which the cycle ui is simple. Since C 0
is maximal, for each i ∈ T , all ui -blocks are contained in one edge Ii ∈ C 0 . Note that
an edge may contain the blocks of more than one simple cycle. We partition T into sets
T = T1 ] · · · ] Tt so that i ∈ T and j ∈ T belong to the same part if and only if the ui -blocks
and the uj -blocks belong to the same edge of C, i.e. Ii = Ij .
For a moment, let us fix an ` ∈ [1, t] and let I ∈ C 0 be the edge containing all ui -blocks
for all the i ∈ T` . Moreover, let T` = {i1 , . . . , ir }. The words v̄j for j ∈ [0, r] will collect those
blocks that belong to I but are not uis -blocks for any s ∈ [1, r]. Formally, v̄0 consists of all
blocks that belong to I that are to the left of all ui1 -blocks. Similarly, v̄r is the concatenation
of all blocks belonging to I that are to the right of all uir -blocks. Finally, for j ∈ [1, r − 1],
v̄j consists of all blocks that belong to I and are to the right of all uij -blocks and to the left
of all uij+1 -blocks. By consistency of C 0 , for some s ∈ {0, 1}, all the words v̄j for j ∈ [0, r]
and the words uij for j ∈ [1, r] belong to A∗s and thus represent elements of Gs . Since Gs is
knapsack tame, we know that the set
z

z

z

S` = {z ∈ Nk | v̄0 ui1i1 v̄1 ui2i2 v̄2 · · · uirir v̄r represents 1 in Gs , zj = 0 for j ∈
/ T` }
has magnitude at most ps (n). Consider the vector y ∈ Nk with yi = 0 for i ∈ T and yi = x0i
for i ∈ [1, k] \ T (i.e. when ui is a mixed cycle). We claim that S 0 = y + S1 + · · · St + P(x0 , C 0 )⊕
has magnitude at most q(n) + p0 (n) + p1 (n) + n and satisfies x ∈ S 0 ⊆ S.
First, since y and the members of S1 , . . . , St are non-zero on pairwise disjoint coordinates,
the magnitude of y + S1 + · · · + St is the maximum of kyk and the maximal magnitude
of S1 , . . . , S` . Hence, it is bounded by q(n) + p0 (n) + p1 (n). The summand P(x0 , C 0 )⊕
contributes only periods, and their magnitude is bounded by n (recall that they are mixed
periods). Thus, the magnitude of S 0 is at most p(n) = q(n) + p0 (n) + p1 (n) + n.
The cancelling property of (x0 , C 0 ) tells us that x0 − y is contained in S1 + · · · + St . By
the choice of (x0 , C 0 ), we have x ∈ x0 + P(x0 , C 0 )⊕ . Together, this means x ∈ S 0 . Hence, it
remains to show S 0 ⊆ S. To this end, consider a vector x00 ∈ y + S1 + · · · + St . It differs
from x0 only in the exponents at simple cycles. Therefore, we can apply essentially the same
cancellation to x00 as to x0 : we just need to adjust the edges containing the blocks of simple
cycles. It is therefore clear that the resulting cancellation C 00 has the same compatible mixed
periods as C 0 : P(x00 , C 00 ) = P(x0 , C 0 ). Thus, by Lemma 12, we have x00 + P(x0 , C 0 )⊕ ⊆ S.
This proves S 0 = y + S1 + · · · + St + P(x0 , C 0 )⊕ ⊆ S and hence Proposition 10.
J

4.4

LogCFL-hardness

It remains to show the lower bound in Theorem 2. If (A, I) is not complete, then (A, I)
contains two non-adjacent vertices and thus G(A, I) contains an isomorphic copy of F2 , the
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free group of rank two. Hence, we will show that knapsack and subset sum for F2 are LogCFLhard. Let {a, b} be a generating set for F2 . Let θ : {a, b, a−1 , b−1 }∗ → F2 be the morphism
that maps a word w to the group element represented by w. A valence automaton over a
group G is a tuple A = (Q, Σ, ∆, q0 , qf ) where Q, Σ, q0 , qf are as in a finite automaton and ∆
is a finite subset of Q × Σ∗ × G × Q. The language accepted by A is denoted L(A) and consists
w1 ,g1
wn ,gn
of all words w1 · · · wn such that there is a computation p0 −−−→ p1 → · · · → pn−1 −−−−→ pn
such that (pi−1 , wi , gi , pi ) ∈ ∆ for i ∈ [1, n] and p0 = q0 , pn = qf , and g1 · · · gn = 1 in G.
Fix a context-free language L ⊆ Σ∗ with a LogCFL-complete membership problem; such
languages exist [10]. The Chomsky-Schützenberger theorem implies that there exists a
valence automaton A over F2 such that L = L(A). Moreover, analyzing the proof of the
Chomsky-Schützenberger theorem from [14] shows that there exists a constant c such that
for every w ∈ Σ∗ we have: w ∈ L(A) = L if and only if there exists an accepting run of
A for w of length at most c · |w|. Given the word w ∈ Σ, it is easy to convert the valence
automaton A into an acyclic automaton over {a, b, a−1 , b−1 }∗ that exhausts all computations
of A of length at most c · |w|. This yields the following:
I Proposition 15. For F2 , the membership problem for acyclic automata is LogCFL-hard.
I Proposition 16. For F2 , knapsack and subset sum are LogCFL-hard.
Proof. Let A = (Q, {a, b, a−1 , b−1 }, ∆, q0 , qf ) be an acyclic automaton. We construct words
∗
w, w1 , . . . , wm ∈ {a, b, a−1 , b−1 } such that 1 ∈ θ(L(A) if and only if θ(w) ∈ θ(w1∗ w2∗ · · · wm
) if
e1 e2
em
and only if θ(w) ∈ θ(w1 w2 · · · wm ) for some e1 , e2 , . . . , em ∈ {0, 1}. W.l.o.g. assume that
Q = {1, . . . , n}, where 1 is the initial state and n is the unique final state of A.
Let αi = ai ba−i for i ∈ [1, n + 2]. It is well known that the αi generate a free subgroup of
rank n + 2 in F2 [20, Proposition 3.1]. Define the embedding ϕ : F2 → F2 by ϕ(a) = αn+1 and
ϕ(b) = αn+2 . For a transition t = (p, w, q) ∈ ∆ let t̃ = αp ϕ(w)αq−1 . Let ∆ = {t1 , . . . , tm }
such that ti = (p, a, q) and tj = (q, b, r) implies i < j. Since A is acyclic, such an enumeration
must exist. Together with the fact that the αi generate a free group, it follows that 1 ∈ θ(L(A)
if and only if θ(α1 αn−1 ) ∈ θ(t̃∗1 t̃∗2 · · · t̃∗m ) if and only if θ(α1 αn−1 ) ∈ θ(t̃e11 t̃e22 · · · t̃emm ) for some
e1 , e2 , . . . , em ∈ {0, 1}.
J

5

NP-completeness

∼ F2 × F2 is NPIn [19], the authors proved that knapsack for the graph group G(C4) =
complete. Here we extend this result to all graph groups G(A, I) where (A, I) is not a
transitive forest. An acyclic loop automaton is a finite automaton A = (Q, Σ, ∆, q0 , qf ) such
that there exists a linear order  on ∆ having the property that for all (p, u, q), (q, v, r) ∈ ∆
it holds (p, a, q)  (q, b, r). Thus, an acyclic loop automaton is obtained from an acyclic
automaton by attaching to some of the states a unique loop. For a trace monoid M(A, I),
intersection nonemptiness for acyclic loop automata is the following computational problem:
Input: Two acyclic loop automata A1 , A2 over the input alphabet A.
Question: Does [L(A1 )]I ∩ [L(A2 )]I 6= ∅ hold?
Aalbersberg and Hoogeboom [1] proved that for the trace monoid M(P4), intersection
nonemptiness for arbitrary finite automata is undecidable. We use their technique to show:
I Lemma 17. For M(P4), intersection nonemptiness for acyclic loop automata is NP-hard.
Vm
Proof. We give a reduction from 3SAT. Let ϕ = i=1 Ci where for every i ∈ [1, m],
Ci = (Li,1 ∨ Li,2 ∨ Li,3 ) is a clause consisting of three literals. Let x1 , . . . , xn be the boolean
variables that occur in ϕ. Every literal Li,j belongs to {x1 , . . . , xn , ¬x1 , . . . , ¬xn }.
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Let p1 , p2 , . . . , pn be a list of the first n prime numbers. So, for each boolean variable xi
we have the corresponding prime number pi . We encode a valuation β : {x1 , . . . , xn } → {0, 1}
by any natural number N such that N ≡ 0 mod pi if and only if β(xi ) = 1. For a positive
literal xi let S(xi ) = {pi · n | n ∈ N} and for a negative literal ¬xi let S(¬xi ) = {pi · n + r |
n ∈ N, r ∈ [1, pi − 1]}. Moreover, for every i ∈ [1, m] let Si = S(Li,1 ) ∪ S(Li,2 ) ∪ S(Li,3 ).
Thus, Si is the set of all numbers that encode a valuation that makes the clause Ci true.
Tn
Hence, the set S = i=1 Si encodes the set of all valuations that make ϕ true.
Qm
We first construct an acyclic loop automaton A1 with L(A1 ) = i=1 {a(bc)Ni d | Ni ∈ Si }.
Note that ϕ is satisfiable iff [L(A1 )]I contains a trace from [{(a(bc)N d)m | N ∈ N}]I . We
will ensure this property with a second acyclic loop automaton A2 that satisfies the equality
L(A2 ) = b∗ (ad(bc)∗ )m−1 adc∗ . We claim that [L(A1 )]I ∩ [L(A2 )]I = [{(a(bc)N d)m | N ∈ S}]I .
First assume that w ≡I (a(bc)N d)m for some N ∈ S. We have w ≡I (a(bc)N d)m ≡I
bN (ad(bc)N )m−1 adcN and thus [w]I ∈ [L(A2 )]I . Moreover, since N ∈ S we get [w]I ∈
[L(A1 )]I . For the other direction, let [w]I ∈ [L(A1 )]I ∩ [L(A2 )]I . Thus
 m−1

m
Y
Y
Ni
N1
Ni Ni+1
w ≡I
(a(bc) d) ≡I b
adc b
adcNm ,
i=1

i=1

where Ni ∈ Si for i ∈ [1, m]. Moreover, [w]I ∈ [L(A2 )]I yields k0 , k1 , . . . , km−1 , km ≥ 0 with
 m−1

 m−1

 m−1

Y
Y
Y
bN1
adcNi bNi+1 adcNm ≡I bk0
ad(bc)ki adckm ≡I bk0
(adbki cki ) adckm .
i=1

i=1

i=1

Since every symbol depends on a or on d, this identity implies Ni = Ni+1 for i ∈ [1, m − 1].
Thus, [w]I ∈ [{(a(bc)N d)m | N ∈ S}]I .
J
For a graph group G(A, I) the membership problem for acyclic loop automata is the following
computational problem:
Input: An acyclic loop automaton A over the input alphabet A ∪ A−1 .
Question: Is there a word w ∈ L(A) such that w = 1 in G(A, I)?
It is straightforward to reduce the intersection emptiness problem for acyclic loop automata
over M(A, I) to the membership problem for acyclic loop automata over G(A, I).
I Lemma 18. For G(P4), the membership problem for acyclic loop automata is NP-hard.
We can now use a construction from [17] to reduce membership for acyclic loop automata
over G(P4) to knapsack for G(P4).
I Lemma 19. Knapsack for the graph group G(P4) is NP-hard.
I Theorem 20. If (A, I) is an independence alphabet, which is not a transitive forest, then
knapsack for the graph group G(A, I) is NP-complete.
Proof. If (A, I) is not a transitive forest, then P4 or C4 is an induced subgraph of (A, I) [27].
Thus, G(P4) or G(C4) ∼
= F2 × F2 is a subgroup of G(A, I). Hence, NP-hardness of knapsack
for G(A, I) follows from [19] or Lemma 19.
J

6

An open problem

In [19] the authors proved that (uncompressed) subset sum for G(C4) is NP-complete as
well. It remains open whether subset sum is NP-hard also for G(P4). Our proof for the
NP-hardness of knapsack for G(P4) makes essential use of exponentially large exponents and
hence cannot be used for subset sum.
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Abstract
We formulate the conditional Kolmogorov complexity of x given y at precision r, where x and
y are points in Euclidean spaces and r is a natural number. We demonstrate the utility of this
notion in two ways.
1. We prove a point-to-set principle that enables one to use the (relativized, constructive) dimension of a single point in a set E in a Euclidean space to establish a lower bound on the (classical)
Hausdorff dimension of E. We then use this principle, together with conditional Kolmogorov
complexity in Euclidean spaces, to give a new proof of the known, two-dimensional case of
the Kakeya conjecture. This theorem of geometric measure theory, proved by Davies in 1971,
says that every plane set containing a unit line segment in every direction has Hausdorff
dimension 2.
2. We use conditional Kolmogorov complexity in Euclidean spaces to develop the lower and
upper conditional dimensions dim(x|y) and Dim(x|y) of x given y, where x and y are points
in Euclidean spaces. Intuitively these are the lower and upper asymptotic algorithmic information densities of x conditioned on the information in y. We prove that these conditional
dimensions are robust and that they have the correct information-theoretic relationships with
the well-studied dimensions dim(x) and Dim(x) and the mutual dimensions mdim(x : y) and
Mdim(x : y).
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Introduction

This paper concerns the fine-scale geometry of algorithmic information in Euclidean spaces.
It shows how new ideas in algorithmic information theory can shed new light on old problems
in geometric measure theory. This introduction explains these new ideas, a general principle
for applying these ideas to classical problems, and an example of such an application. It also
describes a newer concept in algorithmic information theory that arises naturally from this
work.
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Roughly fifteen years after the mid-twentieth century development of the Shannon information theory of probability spaces [29], Kolmogorov recognized that Turing’s mathematical
theory of computation could be used to refine the Shannon theory to enable the amount of
information in individual data objects to be quantified [17]. The resulting theory of Kolmogorov complexity, or algorithmic information theory, is now a large enterprise with many
applications in computer science, mathematics, and other sciences [20]. Kolmogorov proved
the first version of the fundamental relationship between the Shannon and algorithmic theories
of information in [17], and this relationship was made exquisitely precise by Levin’s coding
theorem [18, 19]. (Solomonoff and Chaitin independently developed Kolmogorov complexity
at around the same time as Kolmogorov with somewhat different motivations [30, 6, 7].)
At the turn of the present century, the first author recognized that Hausdorff’s 1919
theory of fractal dimension [16] is an older theory of information that can also be refined using
Turing’s mathematical theory of computation, thereby enabling the density of information
in individual infinite data objects, such as infinite binary sequences or points in Euclidean
spaces, to be quantified [21, 22]. The resulting theory of effective fractal dimensions is
now an active enterprise with a growing array of applications [11]. The paper [22] proved
a relationship between effective fractal dimensions and Kolmogorov complexity that is as
precise as – and uses – Levin’s coding theorem.
Most of the work on effective fractal dimensions to date has concerned the (constructive)
dimension dim(x) and the dual strong (constructive) dimension Dim(x) [1] of an infinite
data object x, which for purposes of the present paper is a point in a Euclidean space Rn for
some positive integer n.1 The inequalities
0 ≤ dim(x) ≤ Dim(x) ≤ n
hold generally, with, for example, Dim(x) = 0 for points x that are computable and
dim(x) = n for points that are algorithmically random in the sense of Martin-Löf [Mart66].
How can the dimensions of individual points – dimensions that are defined using the
theory of computing – have any bearing on classical problems of geometric measure theory?
The problems that we have in mind here are problems in which one seeks to establish lower
bounds on the classical Hausdorff dimensions dimH (E) (or other fractal dimensions) of sets
E in Euclidean spaces. Such problems involve global properties of sets and make no mention
of algorithms.
The key to bridging this gap is relativization. Specifically, we prove here a point-to-set
principle saying that, in order to prove a lower bound dimH (E) ≥ α, it suffices to show
that, for every A ⊆ N and every ε > 0, there is a point x ∈ E such that dimA (x) ≥ α − ε,
where dimA (x) is the dimension of x relative to the oracle A. We also prove the analogous
point-to-set principle for the classical packing dimension dimP (E) and the relativized strong
dimension DimA (x).
We illustrate the power of the point-to-set principle by using it to give a new proof of a
known theorem in geometric measure theory. A Kakeya set in a Euclidean space Rn is a set
K ⊆ Rn that contains a unit line segment in every direction. Besicovitch [2, 3] proved that
Kakeya sets can have Lebesgue measure 0 and asked whether Kakeya sets in the Euclidean
plane can have dimension less than 2 [9]. The famous Kakeya conjecture asserts a negative
answer to this and to the analogous question in higher dimensions, i.e., states that every

1

These constructive dimensions are Σ01 effectivizations of Hausdorff and packing dimensions [13]. Other
effectivizations, e.g., computable dimensions, polynomial time dimensions, and finite-state dimensions,
have been investigated, but only the constructive dimensions are discussed here.
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Kakeya set in a Euclidean space Rn has Hausdorff dimension n.2 This conjecture holds
trivially for n = 1 and was proven by Davies [9] for n = 2. A version of the conjecture in
finite fields has been proven by Dvir [12]. For Euclidean spaces of dimension n ≥ 3, it is an
important open problem with deep connections to other problems in analysis [35, 32].
In this paper we use our point-to-set principle to give a new proof of Davies’s theorem.
This proof does not resemble the classical proof, which is not difficult but relies on Marstrand’s
projection theorem [26] and point-line duality. Instead of analyzing the set K globally, our
proof focuses on the information content of a single, judiciously chosen point in K. Given a
Kakeya set K ⊆ R2 and an oracle A ⊆ N, we first choose a particular line segment L ⊆ K
and a particular point (x, mx+b) ∈ L, where y = mx+b is the equation of the line containing
L.3 We then show that dimA (x, mx + b) ≥ 2. By our point-to-set principle this implies that
dimH (K) ≥ 2.
Our proof that dimA (x, mx + b) ≥ 2 requires us to formulate a concept of conditional
Kolmogorov complexity in Euclidean spaces. Specifically, for points x ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rn and
natural numbers r, we develop the conditional Kolmogorov complexity Kr (x|y) of x given y
at precision r. This is a “conditional version” of the Kolmogorov complexity Kr (x) of x at
precision r that has been used in several recent papers (e.g., [24, 4, 15]).
In addition to enabling our new proof of Davies’s theorem, conditional Kolmogorov
complexity in Euclidean spaces enables us to fill a gap in effective dimension theory. The
fundamental quantities in Shannon information theory are the entropy (information content)
H(X) of a probability space X, the conditional entropy H(X|Y ) of a probability space X given
a probability space Y , and the mutual information (shared information) I(X; Y ) between two
probability spaces X and Y [8]. The analogous quantities in Kolmogorov complexity theory
are the Kolmogorov complexity K(u) of a finite data object u, the conditional Kolmogorov
complexity K(u|v) of a finite data object u given a finite data object v, and the algorithmic
mutual information I(u : v) between two finite data objects u and v [20]. The above-described
dimensions dim(x) and Dim(x) of a point x in Euclidean space (or an infinite sequence x
over a finite alphabet) are analogous by limit theorems [27, 1] to K(u) and hence to H(X).
Case and the first author have recently developed and investigated the mutual dimension
mdim(x : y) and the dual strong mutual dimension Mdim(x : y), which are densities of the
algorithmic information shared by points x and y in Euclidean spaces [4] or sequences x and
y over a finite alphabet [5]. These mutual dimensions are analogous to I(u : v) and I(X; Y ).
What is conspicuously missing from the above account is a notion of conditional dimension.
In this paper we remedy this by using conditional Kolmogorov complexity in Euclidean space
to develop the conditional dimension dim(x|y) of x given y and its dual, the conditional strong
dimension Dim(x|y) of x given y, where x and y are points in Euclidean spaces. We prove
that these conditional dimensions are well behaved and that they have the correct information
theoretic relationships with the previously defined dimensions and mutual dimensions. The
original plan of our proof of Davies’s theorem used conditional dimensions, and we developed
their basic theory to that end. Our final proof of Davies’s theorem does not use them, but
conditional dimensions (like the conditional entropy and conditional Kolmogorov complexity
that motivate them) are very likely to be useful in future investigations.

2

3

Statements of the Kakeya conjecture vary in the literature. For example, the set is sometimes required
to be compact or Borel, and the dimension used may be Minkowski instead of Hausdorff. Since the
Hausdorff dimension of a set is never greater than its Minkowski dimension, our formulation is at least
as strong as those variations.
One might naïvely expect that for independently random m and x, the point (x, mx + b) must be
random. In fact, in every direction there is a line that contains no random point [23].
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the dimensions of
points in Euclidean spaces. Section 3 presents the point-to-set principles that enable us to
use dimensions of individual points to prove lower bounds on classical fractal dimensions.
Section 4 develops conditional Kolmogorov complexity in Euclidean spaces. Section 5 uses
the preceding two sections to give our new proof of Davies’s theorem. Section 6 uses Section 4
to develop conditional dimensions in Euclidean spaces.

2

Dimensions of Points in Euclidean Spaces

This section reviews the constructive notions of dimension and mutual dimension in Euclidean
spaces. The presentation here is in terms of Kolmogorov complexity. Briefly, the conditional
Kolmogorov complexity K(w|v) of a string w ∈ {0, 1}∗ given a string v ∈ {0, 1}∗ is the
minimum length |π| of a binary string π for which U (π, v) = w, where U is a fixed universal
self-delimiting Turing machine. The Kolmogorov complexity of w is K(w|λ), where λ is the
empty string. We write U (π) for U (π, λ). When U (π) = w, the string π is called a program
for w. The quantity K(w) is also called the algorithmic information content of w. Routine
coding extends this definition from {0, 1}∗ to other discrete domains, so that the Kolmogorov
complexities of natural numbers, rational numbers, tuples of these, etc., are well defined up to
additive constants. Detailed discussions of self-delimiting Turing machines and Kolmogorov
complexity appear in the books [20, 28, 11] and many papers.
The definition of K(q) for rational points q in Euclidean space is lifted in two steps to
define the dimensions of arbitrary points in Euclidean space. First, for x ∈ Rn and r ∈ N,
the Kolmogorov complexity of x at precision r is
Kr (x) = min{K(q) : q ∈ Qn ∩ B2−r (x)} ,

(2.1)

where B2−r (x) is the open ball with radius 2−r and center x. Second, for x ∈ Rn , the
dimension and strong dimension of x are
dim(x) = lim inf
r→∞

Kr (x)
r

and

Dim(x) = lim sup
r→∞

Kr (x)
,
r

(2.2)

respectively.4
Intuitively, dim(x) and Dim(x) are the lower and upper asymptotic densities of the
algorithmic information in x. These quantities were first defined in Cantor spaces using
betting strategies called gales and shown to be constructive versions of classical Hausdorff
and packing dimension, respectively [22, 1]. These definitions were explicitly extended to
Euclidean spaces in [24], where the identities (2.2) were proven as a theorem. Here it is
convenient to use these identities as definitions. For x ∈ Rn , it is easy to see that
0 ≤ dim(x) ≤ Dim(x) ≤ n ,
and it is known that, for any two reals 0 ≤ α ≤ β ≤ n, there exist uncountably many points
x ∈ Rn satisfying dim(x) = α and Dim(x) = β [1]. Applications of these dimensions in
Euclidean spaces appear in [24, 14, 25, 10, 15].

4

We note that Kr (x) = K(x  r) + o(r), where x  r is the binary expansion of x, truncated r bits to the
right of the binary point. However, it has been known since Turing’s famous correction [33] that binary
notation is not a suitable representation for the arguments and values of computable functions on the
reals. (See also [34].) Hence, in order to make our definitions useful for further work in computable
analysis, we formulate complexities and dimensions in terms of rational approximations, both here and
later.
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From Points to Sets

The central message of this paper is a useful point-to-set principle by which the existence of
a single high-dimensional point in a set E ⊆ Rn implies that the set E has high dimension.
To formulate this principle we use relativization. All the algorithmic information concepts
in Sections 2 and 6 above can be relativized to an arbitrary oracle A ⊆ N by giving the
Turing machine in their definitions oracle access to A. Relativized Kolmogorov complexity
KrA (x) and relativized dimensions dimA (x) and DimA (x) are thus well defined. Moreover,
the results of Section 2 hold relative to any oracle A.
We first establish the point-to-set principle for Hausdorff dimension. Let E ⊆ Rn . For
δ > 0, define Uδ (E) to be the collection of all countable covers of E by sets of positive
S
diameter at most δ. That is, for every cover {Ui }i∈N ∈ Uδ (E), we have E ⊆ i∈N Ui and
|Ui | ∈ (0, δ] for all i ∈ N, where for X ∈ Rn , |X| = supp,q∈X |p − q|. For s ≥ 0, define
Hδs (E)

= inf

X

s

|Ui | : {Ui }i∈N


∈ Uδ (E) .

i∈N

Then the s-dimensional Hausdorff outer measure of E is
H s (E) = lim+ Hδs (E) ,
δ→0

and the Hausdorff dimension of E is
dimH (E) = inf {s > 0 : H s (E) = 0} .
More details may be found in standard texts, e.g., [31, 13].
I Theorem 1. (Point-to-set principle for Hausdorff dimension) For every set E ⊆ Rn ,
dimH (E) = min sup dimA (x) .
A⊆N x∈E

Three things should be noted about this principle. First, while the left-hand side is the
classical Hausdorff dimension, which is a global property of E that does not involve the theory
of computing, the right-hand side is a pointwise property of the set that makes essential use
of relativized algorithmic information theory. Second, as the proof shows, the right-hand side
is a minimum, not merely an infimum. Third, and most crucially, this principle implies that,
in order to prove a lower bound dimH (E) ≥ α, it suffices to show that, for every A ⊆ N and
every ε > 0, there is a point x ∈ E such that dimA (x) ≥ α − ε.5
For the (≥) direction of this principle, we construct the minimizing oracle A. The oracle
encodes, for a carefully chosen sequence of increasingly refined covers for E, the approximate
locations and diameters of all cover elements. Using this oracle, a point x ∈ Rn can be
approximated by specifying an appropriately small cover element that it belongs to, which
requires an amount of information that depends on the number of similarly-sized cover
elements. We use the definition of Hausdorff dimension to bound that number. The (≤)
direction can be shown using results from [24], but in the interest of self-containment we
prove it directly.

5

The ε here is useful in general but is not needed in some cases, including our proof of Theorem 5 below.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let E ⊆ Rn , and let d = dimH (E). For every s > d we have
H s (E) = 0, so there is a sequence {{Uit,s }i∈N }t∈N of countable covers of E such that
Uit,s ≤ 2−t for every i, t ∈ N, and for every sufficiently large t we have
X t,s s
Ui
< 1.
(3.1)
i∈N

Let D = N3 × (Q ∩ (d, ∞)). Our oracle A encodes functions fA : D → Qn and gA : D → Q
such that for every (i, t, r, s) ∈ D, we have
fA (i, t, r, s) ∈ B2−r−1 (u)
for some u ∈ Uit,s and
gA (i, t, r, s) − Uit,s < 2−r−4 .

(3.2)

We will show, for every x ∈ E and rational s > d, that dimA (x) ≤ s.
Fix x ∈ E and s ∈ Q ∩ (d, ∞). If for any i0 , t0 ∈ N we have x ∈ Uit00 ,s and Uit00 ,s = 0,
then Uit00 ,s = {x}, so fA (i0 , t0 , r, s) ∈ B2−r (x) for every r ∈ N. In this case, let M be a prefix
Turing machine with oracle access to A such that, whenever U (ι) = i ∈ N, U (τ ) = t ∈ N,
U (ρ) = r ∈ N, and U (σ) = q ∈ Q ∩ (d, ∞),
M (ιτ ρσ) = fA (i, t, r, q) .
Now for any r ∈ N, let ι, τ , ρ, and σ be witnesses to K(i0 ), K(t0 ), K(r), and K(s),
respectively. Since i0 , t0 , and s are all constant in r and |ρ| = o(r), we have |ιτ ρσ| = o(r).
Thus KrA (x) = o(r), and dimA (x) = 0. Hence assume that every cover element containing x
has positive diameter.
Fix sufficiently large t, and let Uit,s
be some cover element containing x. Let M 0 be a
x
self-delimiting Turing machine with oracle access to A such that whenever U (κ) = k ∈ N,
U (τ ) = ` ∈ N, U (ρ) = r ∈ N, and U (σ) = q ∈ Q ∩ (d, ∞),
M 0 (κτ ρσ) = fA (p, `, r, q) ,
where p is the k th index i such that gA (i, t, r, q) ≥ 2−r−3 .
Now fix r ≥ t − 1 such that


∈ 2−r−2 , 2−r−1 .
Uit,s
x
Notice that gA (ix , t, r, s) ≥ 2−r−3 . Hence there is some k such that, letting κ, τ , ρ, and σ be
witnesses to K(k), K(t), K(r), and K(s), respectively,
M 0 (κτ ρσ) ∈ B2−r−1 (u) ,
for some u ∈ Uit,s
. Because Uit,s
< 2−r−1 and x ∈ Uit,s
, we have
x
x
x
M 0 (κτ ρσ) ∈ B2−r (x) .
Thus
KrA (x) ≤ K(k) + K(t) + K(s) + K(r) + c ,
where c is a machine constant for M 0 . Since s is constant in r and t < r, this expression is
K(k) + o(r) ≤ log(k) + o(r). By (3.1), there are fewer than 2(r+4)s indices i ∈ N such that
Uit,s ≥ 2−r−4 ,
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hence by (3.2) there are fewer than 2(r+4)s indices i ∈ N such that gA (i, t, r, s) ≥ 2−r−3 , so
log(k) < (r + 4)s. Therefore KrA (x) ≤ rs + o(r).
There are infinitely many such r, which can be seen by replacing t above with r + 2. We
have shown
dimA (x) = lim inf
r→∞

KrA (x)
≤ s,
r

for every rational s > d, hence dimA (x) ≤ d. It follows that
min sup dimA (x) ≤ d .
A⊆N x∈E

For the other direction, assume for contradiction that there is some oracle A and d0 < d
such that
sup dimA (x) = d0 .
x∈E

Then for every x ∈ E, dimA (x) ≤ d0 . Let s ∈ (d0 , d). For every r ∈ N, define the sets

Br = B2−r (q) : q ∈ Q and K A (q) ≤ rs
and
Wr =

∞
[

Bk .

k=r

There are at most 2ks+1 balls in each Bk , so for every r ∈ N and s0 ∈ (s, d),
X

0

|W |s =

W ∈Wr

≤

∞ X
X
k=r W ∈Bk
∞
X
ks+1

2

0

|W |s

0

(21−k )s

k=r
0

= 21+s ·

∞
X

0

2(s−s )k ,

k=r
0

which approaches 0 as r → ∞. As every Wr is a cover for E, we have H s (E) = 0, so
dimH (E) ≤ s0 < d, a contradiction.
J
The packing dimension dimP (E) of a set E ⊆ Rn , defined in standard texts, e.g., [13],
is a dual of Hausdorff dimension satisfying dimP (E) ≥ dimH (E), with equality for very
“regular” sets E. We also have the following.
I Theorem 2. (Point-to-set principle for packing dimension) For every set E ⊆ Rn ,
dimP (E) = min sup DimA (x) .
A⊆N x∈E

4

Conditional Kolmogorov Complexity in Euclidean Spaces

We now develop the conditional Kolmogorov complexity in Euclidean spaces.
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For x ∈ Rm , q ∈ Qn , and r ∈ N, the conditional Kolmogorov complexity of x at precision
r given q is
K̂r (x|q) = min {K(p|q) : p ∈ Qm ∩ B2−r (x)} .

(4.1)

For x ∈ Rm , y ∈ Rn , and r, s ∈ N, the conditional Kolmogorov complexity of x at precision r
given y at precision s is

Kr,s (x|y) = max K̂r (x|q) : q ∈ Qn ∩ B2−s (y) .
(4.2)
Intuitively, the maximizing argument q is the point near y that is least helpful in the task
of approximating x. Note that Kr,s (x|y) is finite, because K̂r (x|q) ≤ Kr (x) + O(1). For
x ∈ Rm , y ∈ Rn , and r ∈ N, the conditional Kolmogorov complexity of x given y at precision
r is
Kr (x|y) = Kr,r (x|y) .

(4.3)

I Theorem 3 (Chain rule for Kr ). For all x ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rn ,
Kr (x, y) = Kr (x|y) + Kr (y) + o(r) .
We also consider the Kolmogorov complexity of x ∈ Rm at precision r relative to y ∈ Rn .
A
Let Kry (x) denote Kr y (x), where Ay ⊆ N encodes the binary expansions of y’s coordinates.
The following lemma reflects the intuition that oracle access to y is at least as useful as any
bounded-precision estimate for y.
I Lemma 4. For each m, n ∈ N there is a constant c ∈ N such that, for all x ∈ Rm , y ∈ Rn ,
and r, s ∈ N,
Kry (x) ≤ Kr,s (x|y) + K(s) + c .
In particular, Kry (x) ≤ Kr (x|y) + K(r) + c.

5

Kakeya Sets in the Plane

This section uses the results of the preceding two sections to give a new proof of the following
classical theorem. Recall that a Kakeya set in Rn is a set containing a unit line segment in
every direction.
I Theorem 5 (Davies [9]). Every Kakeya set in R2 has Hausdorff dimension 2.
Our new proof of Theorem 5 uses a relativized version of the following lemma.
I Lemma 6. Let m ∈ [0, 1] and b ∈ R. Then for almost every x ∈ [0, 1],
lim inf
r→∞

Kr (m, b, x) − Kr (b|m)
≤ dim(x, mx + b) .
r

(5.1)

Proof. We build a program that takes as input a precision level r, an approximation p of x,
an approximation q of mx + b, a program π that will approximate b given an approximation
for m, and a natural number h. In parallel, the program considers each multiple of 2−r in
[0,1] as a possible approximate value u for the slope m, and it checks whether each such
u is consistent with the program’s inputs. If u is close to m, then π(u) will be close to b,
so up + π(u) will be close to mx + b. Any u that satisfies this condition is considered a
“candidate” for approximating m.
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Some of these candidates may be “false positives,” in that there can be values of u that
are far from m but for which up + π(u) is still close to mx + b. Thus the program is also
given an input h so that it can choose the correct candidate; it selects the hth candidate that
arises in its execution. We will show that this h is often not large enough to significantly
affect the total input length.
Formally, let M be a Turing machine that runs the following algorithm on input ρπση
whenever U (ρ) = r ∈ N, U (η) = h ∈ N, and U (σ) = (p, q) ∈ Q2 :
candidate := 0
for i = 0, 1, . . . , 2r , in parallel:
ui := 2−r i
vi := U (π, ui )
do atomically:
if vi ∈ R and |ui p + vi − q| < 22−r , then candidate := candidate + 1
if candidate = h, then return (ui , vi , p) and halt
Fix m ∈ [0, 1] and b ∈ R. For each r ∈ N, let mr = 2−r bm · 2r c, and fix πr testifying to the
value of K̂r (b|mr ) and σr testifying to the value of Kr (x, mx + b).
The proof is completed by the four following claims. Intuitively, Claim 7 says that no
point in B2−r (m) gives much less information about b than mr does. Claim 8 states that
there is always some value of h that causes this machine to return the desired output. Claim 9
says that for almost every x, this value does not grow too quickly with r, and Claim 10 says
that (5.1) holds for every such x.
I Claim 7. For every r ∈ N, Kr (b|m) = K̂r (b|mr ) + o(r).
I Claim 8. For each x ∈ [0, 1] and r ∈ N, there exists an h ∈ N such that
M (ρπr σr η) ∈ B21−r (m, b, x) ,
where U (ρ) = r and U (η) = h.
For every x ∈ [0, 1] and r ∈ N, define h(x, r) to be the minimal h satisfying the conditions of
Claim 8.
I Claim 9. For almost every x ∈ [0, 1], log(h(x, r)) = o(r).
I Claim 10. For every x ∈ [0, 1], if log(h(x, r)) = o(r), then
lim inf
r→∞

Kr (m, b, x) − Kr (b|m)
≤ dim(x, mx + b) .
r

The lemma follows immediately from Claims 9 and 10.

J

Proof of Theorem 5. Let K be a Kakeya set in R2 . By Theorem 1, there exists an oracle
A such that dimH (K) = supp∈K dimA (p).
Let m ∈ [0, 1] such that dimA (m) = 1; such an m exists by Theorem 4.5 of [22]. K
contains a unit line segment L of slope m. Let (x0 , y0 ) be the left endpoint of such a segment.
Let q ∈ Q ∩ [x0 , x0 + 1/8], and let L0 be the unit segment of slope m whose left endpoint is
(x0 − q, y0 ). Let b = y1 + qm, the y-intercept of L0 .
By a relativized version of Lemma 6, there is some x ∈ [0, 1/2] such that dimA,m,b (x) = 1
and
lim inf
r→∞

KrA (m, b, x) − KrA (b|m)
≤ dimA (x, mx + b) .
r
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(This holds because almost every x ∈ [0, 1/2] is algorithmically random relative to (A, m, b)
and hence satisfies dimA,m,b (x) = 1.) Fix such an x, and notice that (x, mx + b) ∈ L0 . Now
applying a relativized version of Theorem 3,
KrA (m, b, x) − KrA (b|m)
r→∞
r
KrA (m, b, x) − KrA (b, m) + KrA (m)
= lim inf
r→∞
r
A
A
K (x|b, m) + Kr (m)
= lim inf r
r→∞
r
KrA (x|b, m)
K A (m)
≥ lim inf
+ lim inf r
.
r→∞
r→∞
r
r

dimA (x, mx + b) ≥ lim inf

By Lemma 4, KrA (x|b, m) ≥ KrA,b,m (x) + o(r), so we have
KrA,b,m (x)
K A (m)
+ lim inf r
r→∞
r→∞
r
r
A,b,m
A
= dim
(x) + dim (m) ,

dimA (x, mx + b) ≥ lim inf

which is 2 by our choices of m and x. Since
dimA (x, mx + b) = dimA (x + q, mx + b) ,
there exists a point (x + q, mx + b) ∈ K such that dimA (x + q, mx + b) ≥ 2. By Theorem 1,
the point-to-set principle for Hausdorff dimension, this completes the proof.
J
It is natural to ask what prevents us from extending this proof to higher-dimensional
Euclidean spaces. The point of failure in a direct extension would be Claim 9 in the proof
of Lemma 6. Speaking informally, the problem is that the total number of candidates may
grow as 2(n−1)r , meaning that log(h(x, r)) could be Ω((n − 2)r) for every x.

6

Conditional Dimensions in Euclidean Spaces

The results of Section 4, which were used in the proof of Theorem 5, also enable us to give
robust formulations of conditional dimensions.
For x ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rn , the lower and upper conditional dimensions of x given y are
dim(x|y) = lim inf
r→∞

Kr (x|y)
r

and

Dim(x|y) = lim sup
r→∞

Kr (x|y)
,
r

(6.1)

respectively.
The use of the same precision bound r for both x and y in (4.3) makes the definitions (6.1)
appear arbitrary and “brittle.” The following theorem shows that this is not the case.
I Theorem 11. Let s : N → N. If |s(r) − r| = o(r), then, for all x ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rn ,
dim(x|y) = lim inf
r→∞

Kr,s(r) (x|y)
,
r

and
Dim(x|y) = lim sup
r→∞

Kr,s(r) (x|y)
.
r
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The rest of this section is devoted to showing that our conditional dimensions have the
correct information theoretic relationships with the previously developed dimensions and
mutual dimensions.
Mutual dimensions were developed very recently, and Kolmogorov complexity was the
starting point. The mutual (algorithmic) information between two strings u, v ∈ {0, 1}∗ is
I(u : v) = K(v) − K(v|u) .
Again, routine coding extends K(u|v) and I(u : v) to other discrete domains. Discussions
of K(u|v), I(u : v), and the correspondence of K(u), K(u|v), and I(u : v) with Shannon
entropy, Shannon conditional entropy, and Shannon mutual information appear in [20].
In parallel with (2.1) and (2.2), Case and J. H. Lutz [4] lifted the definition of I(p : q) for
rational points p and q in Euclidean spaces in two steps to define the mutual dimensions
between two arbitrary points in (possibly distinct) Euclidean spaces. First, for x ∈ Rm ,
y ∈ Rn , and r ∈ N, the mutual information between x and y at precision r is
Ir (x : y) = min {I(p : q) : p ∈ B2−r (x) ∩ Qm and q ∈ B2−r (y) ∩ Qn } ,

(6.2)

where B2−r (x) and B2−r (y) are the open balls of radius 2−r about x and y in their respective
Euclidean spaces. Second, for x ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rn , the lower and upper mutual dimensions
between x and y are
mdim(x : y) = lim inf
r→∞

Ir (x : y)
r

and

Mdim(x : y) = lim sup
r→∞

Ir (x : y)
,
r

(6.3)

respectively. Useful properties of these mutual dimensions, especially including data processing inequalities, appear in [4].
I Lemma 12. For all x ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rn ,
Ir (x : y) = Kr (x) − Kr (x|y) + o(r) .
The following bounds on mutual dimension follow from Lemma 12.
I Theorem 13. For all x ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rn , the following hold.
1. mdim(x : y) ≥ dim(x) − Dim(x|y).
2. Mdim(x : y) ≤ Dim(x) − dim(x|y).
Our final theorem is easily derived from Theorem 3.
I Theorem 14 (Chain rule for dimension). For all x ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rn ,
dim(x) + dim(y|x) ≤ dim(x, y)
≤ dim(x) + Dim(y|x)
≤ Dim(x, y)
≤ Dim(x) + Dim(y|x) .

7

Conclusion

This paper shows a new way in which theoretical computer science can be used to answer
questions that may appear unrelated to computation. We are hopeful that our new proof
of Davies’s theorem will open the way for using constructive fractal dimensions to make
new progress in geometric measure theory, and that conditional dimensions will be a useful
component of the information theoretic apparatus for studying dimension.
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Abstract
Cellular automata are a discrete, synchronous, and uniform dynamical system that give rise to a
wide range of dynamical behaviours. In this paper, we investigate whether this system can achieve
synchronisation. We study the cases of classical bi-infinite configurations, periodic configurations,
and periodic configurations of prime period. In the two former cases, we prove that only a
“degenerated” form of synchronisation – there exists a fix-point – is possible. In the latter case, we
give an explicit construction of a cellular automaton for which any periodic configuration of prime
period eventually converges to cycle of two uniform configurations. Our construction is based
upon sophisticated tools: aperiodic NW-deterministic tilings [7] and partitioned intervals [1].
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.1.1 Models of Computation
Keywords and phrases cellular automata, dynamical systems, aperiodic tiling, synchronisation
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.STACS.2017.54

Introduction
Complex systems are systems compound of many “simple” components whose interactions
give birth to a wide range of complex behaviours. To better grasp mechanisms behind such
emerging behaviours, a classical theoretical approach is to reproduce these behaviours on a
regular and simple model. Introduced to model self-replication [10], cellular automata are an
example of such a basic simple discrete dynamical system. They consist in a bi-infinite line of
cells endowed with a state chosen among a finite alphabet. The system evolves thanks to the
uniform and synchronous application of a local rule. This rule gives the new state of a cell
according to its previous state and the ones of its neighbours. Despite its apparent simplicity,
cellular automata can exhibit a wide range of complex behaviours [11]. In this paper, we
focus on one specific behaviour: synchronisation. as in biological cell synchronisation.
Section 1 is devoted to present the context, provide a formal definition, and give several
preliminary properties. Inspired by biological cell synchronisation, synchronisation is the
following: is it possible, starting from any configuration, to ensure that all cells eventually
enter the same state at the same moment? This notion has also strong connections with the
Firing Squad Synchronisation Problem [2, 8]. In this paper, the two main specificities are that
the system is fully deterministic (no randomness is provided) and we require synchronisation
for every configuration.
Results are presented in two parts: in Section 2, we prove that our framework does not
allow “real” synchronisation neither over the whole configuration space nor over periodic
configurations. Then, in Section 3, we present our main result: a detailed construction of a
cellular automaton that – over periodic configurations of prime period – always converges
toward a cycle consisting of two uniform configurations, solving the synchronisation problem
as studied in [5]. Finally, Section 4 gives some consequences of our main result.
© Gaétan Richard;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
34th Symposium on Theoretical Aspects of Computer Science (STACS 2017).
Editors: Heribert Vollmer and Brigitte Vallée; Article No. 54; pp. 54:1–54:13
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(a) No synchronisation

(b) Synchronisation
towards a fix-point

(c) Synchronisation
towards a cycle

Figure 1 Examples of partial space-time diagrams (time goes up).

1

Synchronisation

A cellular automaton (CA for short) is a pair (Q, f ) where Q is a finite set of states
and f : Q3 → Q is the local rule. The cellular automaton acts on elements of QZ
called configurations. The resulting action is called global function F : QZ → QZ and is
defined by, for any c ∈ QZ , i ∈ Z, F (c)i = f (ci−1 , ci , ci+1 ). The local function is extended
to finite words f : Qn → Qn−2 by, for any w0 w1 . . . wn−1 ∈ Qn , f (w0 w1 . . . wn−1 ) =
f (w0 , w1 , w2 )f (w1 , w2 , w3 ) . . . f (wn−3 , wn−2 , wn−1 ). A configuration c ∈ QZ is of period
p ∈ N+ if, for any i ∈ Z, ci+p = cp . Due to uniformity of global function, the image of a
periodic configuration is periodic and its period divides the original period. In the rest of
the paper, the periodic configuration made by the repetition of the non-empty word u ∈ Q∗
is denoted as ω uω . When the period is 1, the configuration is called uniform.
The evolution of a configuration c ∈ QZ is often depicted by piling up the successive
iterations (c, F (c), F 2 (c), . . .). Such a representation is called space-time diagram; examples
of such a representation can be seen in Figure 1. Intuitively, synchronisation is achieved
when, at some time, all cells reach an agreement, i.e. a uniform configuration (see Figure 1).
I Definition 1 (Synchronisation). A cellular automaton (Q, f ) is synchronizing if, for any
configuration c ∈ QZ , there exist nc ∈ N∗ and a ∈ Q, such that F nc (c) = ω aω .
Moreover, the cellular automaton is fully synchronizing if a does not depend on c – i.e.,
there exists a ∈ Q such that, for any configuration c ∈ QZ , there exists nc ∈ N∗ such that
F nc (c) = ω aω .
A careful reader may notice that our definition allows cases where the synchronisation
does not bring meaningful information: for example, when a configuration converges to
a uniform fix-point as in Figure 1b. The solution to exclude these cases is to forbid the
existence of such a fix-point.
I Definition 2. A synchronizing CA is strongly synchronizing if it is synchronizing and does
not have a uniform fix-point (formally, there does not exist b ∈ Q such that F (ω bω ) = ω bω ).
Intuitively, synchronizing CA correspond to CA whose attractors are a finite set of cycles
(a unique cycle for fully synchronizing). Strongly synchronizing CA are the specific case
where none of these attractors is reduced to a single configuration.
Several results are known in slightly different contexts. In particular, M. Delacourt’s
construction in [4] can be used to construct a cellular automaton which converges toward a
uniform cycle of length two for almost all configurations or for almost all periodic configurations [3]. In the case of probabilistic cellular automata, N. Fatès has shown a wide range of
rules displaying full strong synchronisation [5].
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On general and periodic configurations

We now show that, over the set of all configurations and over the set of periodic configurations, strong synchronisation is not possible. Moreover, in the general case, the notion of
synchronisation corresponds exactly to the well-known notion of nilpotency (see [7] for more
information about this notion).
I Lemma 3. A cellular automaton (Q, f ) is synchronizing over the set of all configurations
if and only if it is nilpotent (i.e., ∃a ∈ Q and N ∈ N such that, ∀c ∈ QZ , F N (c) = ω aω ).
Proof. Trivially, nilpotency implies (full) synchronisation and existence of a fix-point.
For the other direction, the basic idea is to consider a universe configuration cΩ ∈ QZ
containing all finite words of Q∗ as factors. By definition, if the automaton is synchronizing,
there exist nΩ ∈ N and a ∈ Q such that F nΩ (cΩ ) = ω aω . This implies that, for any
word u ∈ Q2nΩ +1 , it holds f nΩ (u) = a. Hence, for any configuration c ∈ QZ , we have
F nΩ (c) = ω aω .
J
I Lemma 4. Any synchronizing cellular automaton (Q, f ) over the set of periodic configurations has a fix-point.
Proof. Let us first consider the sequence of states (qn )n∈N defined by q0 = q1 = q2 =
q ∈ Q and for any n ≥ 2, qn+1 = f (qn−2 , qn−1 , qn ). Since Q is finite, there exists
x, y > 2, x =
6 y such that (qx−1 , qx , qx+1 ) = (qy−1 , qy , qy+1 ). Let us denote as σ : QZ →
Z
Q the shift defined by, for any c ∈ QZ and p ∈ Z, σ(c)p = cp+1 . By construction,
F (ω (qx qx+1 . . . qy−1 )ω ) = σ 2 (ω (qx qx+1 . . . qy−1 )ω ) and, ∀n ∈ N, F n (ω (qx qx+1 . . . qy−1 )ω ) =
σ 2n (ω (qx qx+1 . . . qy−1 )ω ). Since the cellular automaton is synchronizing, there exists a ∈ Q
such that ω (qx qx+1 . . . qy−1 )ω = ω aω which implies F (ω aω ) = σ 2 (ω aω ) = ω aω .
J
In fact, the previous proof can also prove the following: if a cellular automaton does not
have a fix-point, then there exists a non-uniform periodic configuration on which it behaves
as a power of the shift.
Using the uniform fix-point as an sink-hole, it is easy to construct a wide range of possible
behaviours including non fully synchronizing cellular automata. For example, the automaton
on Q = {e, 0, 1} with the rule f (0, 0, 0) = 1, f (1, 1, 1) = 0 and f outputs e for any other case
gives a synchronizing CA on periodic configurations which either stays in the cycle ω 0ω , ω 1ω
(starting from one of these configurations) or goes into ω eω otherwise.

3

Our main result

At this point, our goal is to find a fully and strongly synchronizing cellular automaton. Indeed,
we give in this section an example for the set of automata working over finite configurations
of prime period.
I Theorem 5. There exists a fully and strongly synchronizing cellular automaton over the
set of periodic configurations of prime period (or unit period).
The rest of the section is devoted to construct a cellular automaton (Q, f ) for which any
periodic configuration (of prime period) converges toward the length two cycle containing
the two configurations ω 0ω and ω 1ω (0, 1 ∈ Q).
The construction is done by using three layers of set of states Q = N × K × C. At first,
Section 3.1 gives a non-deterministic automaton (N, f ), on partially synchronized growing
intervals. This automaton is extended into a deterministic cellular automaton on set of
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Table 1 Set N of states. Symbol on top and left defines subset of the state set for convenience.
L (left border)
B (before)
Sr (right signal)
Sl (left signal)
Er (erasure)
A (after)
V (values)

,

I (interior)

,

,
,

R (right border)

D (dual)

,
,

,

,

,

,
,

0 , 1

states N × K × C where K and C are layers controlling which of the possible rules of f the
N -layer chooses from. In Section 3.2, we add the K-layer based on an aperiodic tiling to
ensure that any configuration will contain only full intervals. In Section 3.3, we define the
C-layer controlling disappearing behaviour of intervals, using (at last) primality, to achieve
the result.

3.1

Intervals

The central element of our construction is the notion of interval that contains an increasing
part of locally synchronized computation. In our cellular automaton, an interval is based
on a portion of the configuration between a left border depicted by symbol
, and a right
border
, containing interior. This interval is endowed with a signal going left Sl ( ,
and
) and right Sr ( ,
and
). To ensure that there is exactly one signal in each
interval, all cells in the interval, not containing the signal, indicate whether they are before
or after
the signal. The states resulting from the product of these two elements are
detailed in Table 1 alongside the subsets of states used in the rest of the paper.

T ∗
I Definition 6 (Interval). An interval is a word of the form LI ∗ R
B (Sl ∪ Sr ∪ Er)A∗
or an element of D.
The main idea of the construction is to divide the configuration into growing intervals
that will “compete” with each other until only one is left. In this section, we firstly assert
the behaviour of intervals on their own.
First and foremost, the transition rule is only defined on sequences of intervals separated
by portion of values. When the neighbourhood is not locally valid, the rule outputs a new
initial interval
.
To achieve growth (Figure 2a), the signal inside the interval goes back and forth three
times. The third time the signal reaches the left border, the interval grows of one to the left
by moving its left border.
Moreover, on conditions which will be detailed in Section 3.3, the signal can decide to go
into erasure mode (see Figure 2b) when bouncing on the right border. In this case, it goes
back to the left border using the
signal and then erases the interval from left to right by
pushing the left border with
and filling the liberated space with 0 or 1 . This last
event can also occur if a grow cannot be achieved due to an obstruction on the left on the
interval (see Figure 2c).
This behaviour is implemented with rules depicted in Table 2.
In this section, we will focus on the set of pre-image f −1 : N n → N n+2 of finite factors
of intervals.
I Lemma 7. Any pre-image of an interval, except the initial one

, contains an interval.
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Table 2 Local function of the cellular automaton (N, f ).
,
,
,

,
,

,

,
,
,
,

,

,
,

,
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

(a) When the central element is in I

,

,
,

,
,
,

,

,

,

,
,
,
,

,

(b) When the central element is in R
,
,

,
1
0

0

,

,

0 , 1

,

,

(c) When the central element is in L
0
0 , 1

0

0

0
0

0

(d) When the central element is in D
0
1

,

1

1
0

,

1

0
0

(e) When the central element is in V
c
r
.
l
f (l, c, r)
. When l or r is missing, it indicates all states locally valid that have not

The local function is given on the form

Any undefined case outputs
been defined elsewhere.
Green indicates when the central element is unchanged; red indicates when the status of the central
element is changed. Blue indicates non-deterministic transitions which will be treated in Section 3.2 for
dark blue and in Section 3.3 for light blue. Gray indicates cases which are in fact unused after the initial
step due to Lemma 10.
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1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0 0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

(a) Growth of an interval

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

1
00
11
00
1

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

111
000
1 1
0 0
1
0
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

(b) Erasure of an interval

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

(c) left blocked

Figure 2 Desired basic behaviour for interval and its implementation (note that this behaviour is
not currently deterministic).

Proof. Let (ci )1≤i≤n ∈ N n be an interval and (bi )0≤i≤n+1 ∈ N n+2 be one element of its
pre-image as depicted below. Cases where n = 1 (c =
or c = ) can be checked directly
looking at the Table 2. For the other cases, we must have c1 ∈ L, cn ∈ R and (ci )2≤i≤n−1 ∈ I.

b0

c1

c2

b1

b2

. . . cn−1 cn
. . . bn−1 bn bn+1

Since f (x)i ∈ R if and only if xi ∈ R ∪ D (see Table 2), then among b, only bn ∈ R.
Moreover, f (x)i ∈ L implies xi−1 , xi or xi+i ∈ L. At last, since c does not contain the state
, it must use the transitions explicitly defined in Figure 2 which force by construction the
word between the two latter positions to be an interval.
J
Now, let us focus on what happens in the pre-image of proper factors of intervals. The
basic idea is that any proper factor must be issued from a “bigger” factor in the pre-image.
To prove this, we first need to introduce a specific notion of size.
I Definition 8 (Size). Given a factor f ∈ N ∗ of an interval, the size s(f ) corresponds to the
number of symbols except counting only one half for symbol .
For example: s(

) = 1, s(

) = 2, s(

) = 2.5 and s(

) = 3.

I Lemma 9. Any pre-image of a proper factor of an interval contains a factor of strictly
greater size.
Proof. The first remark is that the pre-image can indeed be an interval. The proof is done
by refining the previous proof. Let us consider the case when the proper factor is a prefix of
an interval (the suffix case is similar). This implies that cn ∈ I. Looking at the transition
table, we have that bn must be in I and bn+1 is either in I or in R. Then we have s(b) > s(c),
unless the left border in b is b2 ; but this is only possible when c1 = , and then we have
s(b) = n and s(c) = n − 1 + 12 = n − 21 .
J
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(a) Rules outputting
Figure 3 Regions of

(b) Form of region in the space-time diagram.

(here,

denotes either

,

or

.)

At last, one can easily see that some words do not appear in any image:
I Lemma 10. 1

0

and 0

1

are not possible in the image.

Proof. Looking at Table 2, we can see that the only way to output a 1 are the cases:
1
0

1
0

1
0

Since outputting a 0 requires that there is no 0 in the neighbourhood and that neither
nor
can generate 0 , no 0 can occur next to a 1 .
J
With these first non-deterministic rules, any periodic configuration can be divided into
intervals or short-lived proper factors of them (since any letter is itself a proper factor)
separated by uniform spaces of 0 or 1. The only exception is when the configuration contains
ω
ω
only one periodic proper factor of an interval, which can only be of the form ω
or ω
.
As we want to keep only full intervals, the option selected is to add one layer to ensure the
two following properties: infinite configurations consisting only of interior will eventually
disappear ; proper factors of intervals cannot be created. This is done in the following section.

3.2

Ensuring intervals with an aperiodic tiling

To ensure the presence of at least one interval, we want to detect inside uniform
or
regions the periodicity without perturbing the normal behaviour of such regions. To do this,
we shall add a layer containing an aperiodic tiling over each region independently. In this
section, we shall only detail the case
since
is similar.
The first remark is that state
can only be generated by the rules depicted in Figure 3a
leading to a region in a bottom triangular form (see Figure 3b).
Then, we want to fill this region with a south-west deterministic tiling. Formally, a
Wang tile t is a square tile with coloured edges, as represented in Figure 4a. It is given by a
quadruplet (te , tw , tn , ts ) of symbols, called colours. A tile-set τ is a finite set of Wang tiles.
A tiling of the plane by τ is a map t from the discrete plane Z2 to τ such that two tiles that
share a common edge agree on its colour: For all integers i, j we have t(i, j)e = t(i + 1, j)w
and t(i, j)n = t(i, j + 1)s . A tile set is said to be south-west deterministic if there is at most
one possible tile for every possible (ts , tw ) (see Figure 4b). A tile-set τ is aperiodic if there
exists at least a valid tiling of the plane by τ but no periodic tiling.
In this paper, we shall use Kari’s tile-set [7] (or more precisely, its horizontal flip). This
tile-set is based on Robinson’s aperiodic tiling [9] and was introduced to study nilpotency
on cellular automata. It can be described with two layers (corresponding to a Cartesian
product). The first one is just a regular 4 coloured grid. The second one is usually depicted
using lines. The tiles are depicted in Figure 5.
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tn
tw

te
ts

(a) A Wang tile

(b) Catenation of tiles

Figure 4 Wang tiles.

(a) Background layer

(b) Signals layer

Only signal tiles whose both dark left and bottom lines (
appear above the background

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

) can

.

Figure 5 A simplified representation of the south-west deterministic aperiodic tile-set.

I Theorem 11 (J. Kari, 1992 [7]). The tile set in Figure 5 is aperiodic and south-west
deterministic.
This tiling can locally be implemented as a one-way cellular automaton g over τ by
associating, for t, t0 ∈ τ , the only tile g(t, t0 ) fitting (by south-west determinism). One can
thus use this to construct the layer in the inside of the region by enhancing the rules as
depicted in Figure 6. In case no such tile exists, the transition is defined as . It can be
noted that the additional rule is compatible with Table 2 and even more, it suppresses both
cases of non-determinism in case (a).
The previous idea is only valid for the inside and it leaves the case of borders open. For
those, we need another property which is the existence of a “regular” north-east quarter of
the plane. This is the case for the previous tiling, in particular we shall use the partial tiling
depicted in Figure 7. Due to the self-similarity of the tiling, one can see the highlighted
column (resp. line) consists of a periodic sequence of size 4 {c0 , c1 , c2 , c3 } (resp. {l0 , l1 , l2 , l3 })
with the possible exception of the common initial tile i. We can use this property to define
the last remaining cases of Figure 3a to ensure the filling of the region exists and is as
depicted in Figure 6.
Let us now prove that the additional layer does indeed do what we want: forbid uniform
configuration of
or
, and forbid proper prefix of intervals. This is done in the two
following lemmas.
I Lemma 12. On a periodic configuration of period N , after less than |τ |N steps of the
ω
ω
automaton, the projected configurations ω
and ω
cannot appear.
Proof. By construction, such configurations contain a layer with the aperiodic tiling for
every pre-image. By contradiction, if the configuration appears after |τ |N steps, we can
extract |τ |N configurations for the tiling layer. In this case, at least two of them are identical
and can be glued into a valid periodic tiling leading to a contradiction.
J
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t00
t

t0

When g(t, t0 ) = t00

cn+1

i
t

cn

t0

When g(t, t0 ) is not defined

c0

c0

c3

i

ln+1

l0

ln

l3

l0
i

Tiles i, ci and li are the specific tiles on the border in Figure 7. Tile i is the bottom-left corner. Sequence
c0 , c1 , c2 , c3 (resp. l0 , l1 , l2 , l3 ) is the periodic sequence in the leftmost column (resp. bottom line).

Figure 6 Additional aperiodic layer.

c3
c2
c1
c0
L

C

i

l0 l1 l2 l3

Figure 7 Valid quarter of the plan tiling with regular diagonals.

K
Let us call Tmax
(n) the bound in the previous lemma. This bound (which is independent
of the tiling) is exponential in N . For the specific tiling used here, a better study could
almost surely prove a quadratic bound.
More than just eliminating uniform configurations we do not want, this layer avoids the
creation of proper prefix of intervals.
K
I Lemma 13. On a periodic configuration of period N , after at most 2N + max(Tmax
(N ), 2N )
steps, the configuration does not contain any proper factor of interval.

Proof. By contradiction, assume there exists such a proper factor. We can look at its
sequence of pre-images.
If this sequence does not contain a full interval, by Lemma 9, it must increase in size
ω
ω
(and thus in length) and thus reaches one uniform configuration ω
or ω
in less than
2N steps which contradicts Lemma 12.
Let us consider now the step when the pre-image b is an interval and the image c is a
strict factor. The key point is that this case can only happen when there is an error in the
aperiodic layer outputting a symbol
, otherwise, the image of an interval is an interval.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that this error occurs over the symbol
.
In all cases, the error over
occurs in a triangle of such states. However, the transitions
are made so that any point of the triangle behaves as the tiling depicted in Figure 7.
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Thus there cannot be errors in the tiling. This implies that c is an interval, which is a
contradiction.
J
Since no proper prefix of interval may be created after a certain time denoted as TR (N ),
we can thus give a precise characterization of configurations which can appear after some
initial transient behaviour.
I Proposition 14. After TR (N ) steps, the configuration consists only of intervals possibly
separated by uniform portions of 0 or 1.
Proof. This result follows directly from the two previous Lemmas and Lemma 10.

J

Moreover, in this case, we have some additional very useful property.
I Lemma 15. After TR (N ) steps, no right border is created and the number of intervals in
the configuration is decreasing.
can
Proof. It is sufficient to remark, looking at Figure 2, that only transitions outputting
create a right border and that it cannot happen in the conditions depicted by the previous
lemma. Either because of the form of configurations (for the gray cases) or because there
cannot be an error (by the proof of Lemma 13).
J

3.3

Comparing intervals

The last point of the construction is to effectively synchronize. The idea is to keep the largest
interval by comparing any two adjacent intervals and suppressing the smaller one. Here,
we shall at last use the property of primality which will ensure, in some sense, that such a
largest interval exists.
For this last proof, we add a layer C which contains a new full speed signal ( ,
)
and two vertical markers ( ,
). This layer works in the following way (see Figure 8 for a
global view): Each time it encounters a new right neighbour (that is, when an interval on its
left has grown and reaches it), a comparison is started. This comparison launches the new
signal inside the left interval and adds a static marker to indicate a undergoing comparison.
The new signal makes a round trip around the left interval whereas the signal (
,
) makes a similar trip in the right interval. The result of the comparison is determined
according to which of these signals comes back first on the marker. If the new signal arrives
first (meaning the left interval is strictly smaller than the right one), then a mark is left to
call for the destruction of the left interval by ensuring that the next time a signal
,
or
arriving is transformed into
(lifting the last non-deterministic case). In the other
case, nothing is done since the right interval will erase itself if it cannot grow.
One notable property is that the signal takes some time to go back and forth so the
comparison is not immediate and synchronous.
Let us now prove the constructed cellular automaton achieves the desired synchronizing
behaviour. For a fixed period N , the number of possible configurations is finite and thus any
configuration eventually reaches a cycle. In this cycle, the number of intervals is constant.
Let us define as s∞ the maximal size of an interval inside this cycle.
I Lemma 16. The case s∞ = 1 is not possible.
Proof. By contradiction assume that s∞ = 1. Since all intervals are of maximal size 1, there
is no L, R or I states in the configuration. Thus, it only consists of states either in V or in
D. After some time, those are stable since no interval is created nor destroyed. Let us look
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0
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0
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(a) left neighbour is larger
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0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

1
0
1
0
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1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

(b) left neighbour is strictly smaller

Figure 8 Comparison of intervals.

at some state in D at this point. Looking at the transition rule, the only possibility for this
state to stay in D is to alternate the sequence , ,
over time. However, the transition
→
requires its left state to be in D whereas the one
→
requires it to be in V ,
which is not possible.
J
I Lemma 17. The case s∞ ≥ 2 is not possible.
Proof. By contradiction assume that s∞ ≥ 2. There exists a configuration with an interval
of size s∞ . This interval must be persistent over time and thus makes a cycle going from
up to an interval of size s∞ then erases itself to ,
and then goes back to . For the
proof, let us look at the moment the interval goes into erasing mode. This can be due to two
different cases: either because its growth was denied or because a comparison has produced
an erasing signal (see Figure 2). Let us review the two cases.
When the interval disappears because of left blocking. In this case, the first trivial
remark is that there must be an interval to the left. As right borders are persistent in this
case conditions, there must be an interval directly to the left. Let us now look at the moment
t0 our interval has grown to size s∞ . It has thus launched a comparison.
If the interval to the left is of size s < s∞ , then the comparison would have detected this
before instant t0 + 2(s − 1) which is the time for the signal to do a round trip. Moreover,
this comparison would have resulted, for the left neighbour, in the appearance of an erasure
signal after at most 2(s − 1) steps. At last, this results in the erasure of the left interval in
less than 2(s − 1) + 2 steps. Since our interval is alive for at least 6 ∗ (s∞ − 1) steps, the left
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interval would have disappeared before our interval even tries to grow which contradicts it
being blocked.
Thus we can assume that the interval to the left is of size s∞ when comparing. It implies
that it will also erase itself later which can only be for the same reason (blocked) as the
initial interval.
By iterating the proof, we can see that there is an infinite sequence of intervals which
are all of size s∞ . Even if this sequence is found at different times, since right borders do
not move, appear, or disappear, this means that the configuration has a right border every
s∞ cells. At last, since the period is a prime number, this implies that there is only one
interval (of size s∞ ). However, in this case, it is easy to see that it goes into the uniform
ω
configuration ω 0 at the end of the erasure, which contradicts s∞ > 0.
When the interval disappears because it is erased. This proof is very similar to the
previous one. This case is only possible if the interval is strictly smaller than its right
neighbour. This can indeed happen if the comparison was done just before an increase. In
this case, the right neighbour was of size s∞ (before). Moreover, since the erasure is, as
in the previous case, done before the right neighbour grows, it implies that the latter also
disappears because of erasure. Thus, we are in the same case, when the configuration is split
into intervals regularly spaced which can only mean there is only one interval. This leads to
the same contradiction as before.
J

4

Generalisation and extension

To summarise, this paper shows that synchronisation cannot be achieved in a spatially
uniform deterministic context with only local information. However, it gives one sufficient
and surprising global additional condition (primality) that can be exploited to achieve
synchronisation. Moreover, an anonymous referee has hinted that the proof can be extended
to the odd case by forcing the lifetime of an interval to be even. In that case, the contradiction
for Lemma 17 is achieved by the fact that at least two consecutive intervals should have a
even shift between which would results in their disappearance.
The construction done in the previous section can be extended to achieve one cycle of any
size. Once this is done, the same remark as in the end of Section 2 applies: using Cartesian
product, it is easy to add any additional distinct number of cycles of any length.
Nevertheless, our construction is quite complex and relies heavily on the fact that the
dimension is one. This opens immediately the question of the validity of this result in higher
dimension; especially since the extension of the primality condition is not clear. One other
extension is to consider robust computation by introducing in the transition rule a small
probability of error (see [6]). In this case, it may even be possible to get rid of the primality
requirement.
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Abstract
We solve a long-standing open problem on word equations by proving that if the words x0 , . . . , xn
satisfy the equation xk0 = xk1 · · · xkn for three positive values of k, then the words commute. One
of our methods is to assign numerical values for the letters, and then study the sums of the letters
of words and their prefixes. We also give a geometric interpretation of our methods.
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1

Introduction

We say that words x0 , . . . , xn commute if xi xj = xj xi for all i, j ∈ {0, . . . , n}. One of the early
results on word equations is the result of Lyndon and Schützenberger [13] that if xk = y m z n
for some words x, y, z and numbers k, m, n ≥ 2, then x, y, z commute (or, equivalently, x, y, z
are powers of a common word). Many generalizations have been studied, for example by
Lentin [11] and by Shyr and Yu [17]. We are interested in the generalizations where the
right-hand side can have more than two powers, but all exponents are equal (here k ≥ 1):
xk0 = xk1 · · · xkn .

(1)

In particular, we are interested in systems of equations where the words x0 , . . . , xn satisfy (1)
for many values of k. An even more general family of equations that could be studied is
formed by equations of the form
s0 xk1 s1 · · · xkm sm = t0 y1k t1 · · · ynk tn .

(2)

Let us briefly mention some connections and applications of the above equations (1) and
(2) (more details can be found in the references given). The first application is in the theory
of test sets. A subset K of a language L is called a test set if, for all morphisms f and g,
either f (x) 6= g(x) for some x ∈ K or f (x) = g(x) for all x ∈ L. This means that to check
whether f and g agree on L, it is sufficient to check whether they agree on K. Connections
between the above equations and test sets are explained, for example, in [7]. As a second
application, the equations come up when studying pumping properties of formal languages.
For example, in the article [3], pumping the computations of transducers in two places leads
to equations of the form (2) with m = n = 2. The equations naturally arise in many other
settings as well. As a third application, equations (1) are related to the construction of large
independent systems of word equations [9, 15]. In fact, a counterexample to Conjecture 1
(stated below and proved in this article) would have improved the best known lower bounds
for the size of independent systems. Our last example is that the pair of equations (1) for
© Aleksi Saarela;
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k = 1, 2 is connected to Sturmian words, and this connection leads to a large family of
interesting solutions [14].
The main question about equations (1) is when do they imply that x0 , . . . , xn commute.
Sometimes a single equation is enough: Appel and Djorup [1] proved that if k = n in
(1), then the words x0 , . . . , xn must commute. Their result was generalized by Harju and
Nowotka [5] for certain equations which have many different exponents k1 , k2 , . . . instead
of just one exponent k. On the other hand, there are many examples of words x0 , . . . , xn
such that xi xj 6= xj xi for some i, j, but (1) holds for two different values of k. For instance,
(ababa)k = (ab)k ak (ba)k for k ∈ {1, 2}. No such examples are known for three different values
of k. In fact, the following conjecture is well-known.
I Conjecture 1. If x0 , . . . , xn are words and k1 , k2 , k3 ≥ 1 are different numbers such that
(1) holds for k ∈ {k1 , k2 , k3 }, then x0 , . . . , xn commute.
In some form, this conjecture has been open for at least about two decades. The case
{k1 , k2 , k3 } = {1, 2, 3} appeared as a question (and was proved for n ≤ 5) in an article by
Hakala and Kortelainen [4], and as an explicit conjecture in an article by Plandowski [15],
and a prize for a proof was offered by Holub in 20091 . The case where one of k1 , k2 , k3 is 1
was asked as a question in [6], and the case k1 , k2 , k3 ≥ 2 was proved in [7] by Holub. If (1)
holds for k = 1, then the other equations can be replaced by
(x1 · · · xn )k = xk1 · · · xkn ,

(3)

so the conjecture often appears in the following form: If (3) holds for two values of k ≥ 2,
then x1 , . . . , xn commute.
For equations (2), we could ask the following question: For how many values of k
does (2) need to hold to guarantee that it holds for all k ≥ 0? This was first studied by
Kortelainen [10]. Currently it is known that m + n different values of k are sufficient [16].
Holub and Kortelainen [8] proved that a constant number of different values is sufficient in
some special cases, but it is not known whether this is true in general.
In this article, we will prove Conjecture 1. As mentioned above, it would be sufficient to
prove it in the case k1 = 1, but our proof works for all values. This also makes the paper
self-contained; to understand the proof, it is only necessary to be familiar with some basics
of combinatorics on words, see, e.g., [12]. The possibility of applying the techniques of this
paper to the more general equations (2) remains open.
The basic idea behind our proof is to assign numerical values for the letters in a specific
way (so that the sum of the letters of x0 is zero), and then study the sums of the letters of
words and their prefixes. We will also give a geometric interpretation of our methods; using
geometric intuition was crucial when trying to prove the result.

2

Preliminaries

Let Γ be an alphabet. We can assume that Γ is a subset of R. This allows us to define Σ(w)
to be the sum of the letters of a word w ∈ Γ∗ , that is, if w = a1 · · · an and a1 , . . . , an ∈ Γ,
then Σ(w) = a1 + · · · + an . The mapping Σ is a morphism from the free monoid Γ∗ to the
additive monoid R. Words w such that Σ(w) = 0 are called zero-sum words.

1
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The notation a1 · · · an of course means the word consisting of the letters a1 , . . . , an and
not a product of numbers. When we actually want to compute the product of two numbers,
it should be clear from context. If w1 , . . . , wn are words, we can also use the notation
n
Y

wi = w1 · · · wn

i=1

for their concatenation.
Whenever the symbol Γ appears in this article, it is always used to denote an alphabet.
Occasionally we will use other alphabets as well. All of them can be assumed to be subsets
of R. Alphabets are also assumed to be finite, unless otherwise specified.
Let a1 , . . . , ak ∈ Γ. The prefix sum word of w = a1 · · · ak is the word psw(w) = b1 · · · bk ,
where bi = Σ(a1 · · · ai ) for all i. Of course, psw(w) is usually not a word over Γ, but over
some other alphabet. The word psw(w) has the same length as w and the last letter is Σ(w).
The mapping psw is injective. It is not a morphism, but we can give a simple formula for
the prefix sum word of a product by using the notation pswr (w) = c1 · · · ck , where r ∈ R
and ci = bi + r for all i. Then, for w1 , . . . , wn ∈ Γ∗ ,
psw(w1 · · · wn ) =

n
Y

pswΣ(w1 ···wi−1 ) (wi ).

i=1

If w1 , . . . , wn are zero-sum, then we have the simpler formula
psw(w1 · · · wn ) =

n
Y

psw(wi ),

i=1

so in this case the mapping psw actually does behave like a morphism. For the nth power of
a word w, we get the formula
n

psw(w ) =

n
Y

psw(i−1)Σ(w) (w).

i=1

If w is zero-sum, then we have psw(wn ) = psw(w)n .
Because letters are real numbers, there is a natural order relation for them. The largest
and smallest letters in a word w can be denoted by max(w) and min(w), respectively. The
length of w is denoted by |w|, and the number of occurrences of a letter a in w is denoted by
|w|a . The size of a set S is denoted by |S|.
I Example 2. Let w = bbcaac, where a = 1, b = 2, and c = −3. We have |w| = 6,
max(w) = 2, and min(w) = −3. Because Σ(w) = 2 + 2 − 3 + 1 + 1 − 3 = 0, w is a
zero-sum word. The prefix sum word of w is psw(w) = 241230, and max(psw(w)) = 4 and
min(psw(w)) = 0.
When studying words from a combinatorial point of view, the choice of the alphabet is
arbitrary (except for the size of the alphabet). Therefore, we can assign numerical values to
the letters in any way we like, as long as no two letters get the same value. The next lemma
shows in a formal way that, given any word w, the alphabet can be normalized so that w
becomes a zero-sum word.
I Lemma 3. Let w ∈ Γ∗ . There exists an alphabet ∆ and an isomorphism h : Γ∗ → ∆∗
such that h(w) is zero-sum.
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•

max(psw(w))
•
•

•

•

•
min(psw(w))

(|w|, Σ(w))

•
•

Figure 1 Geometric representation of the word psw(w), where w = aaabbaa, a = 1, and b = −2.
We have |w| = 7, Σ(w) = 1, max(psw(w)) = 3, and min(psw(w)) = −1.

Proof. If w is the empty word, it is already zero-sum. Otherwise, let d = Σ(w)/|w|.
We can define an alphabet ∆ = {a − d | a ∈ Γ} and a morphism h : Γ∗ → ∆∗ by
h(a) = a − d for all a ∈ Γ. Clearly, h is a bijection and therefore an isomorphism, and
Σ(h(w)) = Σ(w) − d|w| = 0.
J
By the next lemma, every zero-sum word can be written as a product of minimal zero-sum
words in a unique way. Later we will use this to “compress” zero-sum words by replacing
these factors by letters. The free monoid in the lemma can be either trivial (just the empty
word) or infinitely generated.
I Lemma 4. The set of zero-sum words over Γ is a free monoid.
Proof. Clearly zero-sum words form a monoid. This monoid is right unitary, that is, if u
and uv are zero-sum, then so is v. It is well-known that a right unitary submonoid of a free
monoid is free. (The claim could easily be proved directly as well.)
J

3

Geometric intuition

In this section, we give some geometric intuition, which is not necessary for the proofs, but
it might be helpful in understanding them (at least it was helpful in inventing the proofs).
The above definitions have the following geometric interpretation: Let w = a1 · · · ak .
The word psw(w) (or the word w depending on the point of view) can be represented by a
polygonal chain by starting at the origin, moving a1 steps up and one step to the right, a2
steps up and one step to the right, and so on. If psw(w) = b1 · · · bk , then this curve is also
obtained by connecting the points (0, 0), (1, b1 ), . . . , (k, bk ). The last point is (|w|, Σ(w)). If
we start counting from the point (1, b1 ) instead of (0, 0), then the biggest y-coordinate is
max(psw(w)) and the smallest y-coordinate is min(psw(w)). See Figure 1 for an example.
The word pswr (w) could be represented in a similar way by starting at the point (0, r)
instead of (0, 0). The curve of psw(uv) consists of the curve of psw(u) followed by the curve
of psw(v) translated in such a way that its starting point matches the endpoint of the curve
of psw(u).
The geometric interpretation is similar to the relation between Dyck words and Dyck
paths, or the definition of Sturmian words as mechanical words. Representations of words as
paths (or paths as words) can also be used in discrete geometry. This can, for example, lead
to connections between word equations and tilings of a plane, see [2] for a survey.
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x0 , . . . , x n ∈ Γ∗
Lemma 3
Σ(x0 ) = 0
repeat with y0 , . . . , yn
in place of x0 , . . . , xn
∀i : Σ(xi ) = 0

∃i : Σ(xi ) 6= 0
Lemma 8

x0 ∈
/ 0∗

x0 ∈ 0∗

|K(x0 , . . . , xn )| ≤ 2

Lemma 6
∃y0 , . . . , yn :
K(x0 , . . . , xn )
= K(y0 , . . . , yn )
and |y0 | < |x0 |

∀i : xi ∈ 0∗ or
K(x0 , . . . , xn ) = ∅

Figure 2 Structure of the proof.

4

Idea of the proof

For x0 , . . . , xn ∈ Γ∗ , let
K(x0 , . . . , xn ) = {k ∈ Z+ | xk0 = xk1 · · · xkn }.
We are going to prove that either x0 , . . . , xn commute or K(x0 , . . . , xn ) contains at most two
numbers. This proves Conjecture 1.
Before the formal treatment in Section 5, let us outline the strategy (also illustrated in
Figure 2): First we use Lemma 3 to change the alphabet so that x0 becomes zero-sum. If all
xi are zero-sum, then either x0 is unary or we can use Lemma 6 to compress them so that
the set K(x0 , . . . , xn ) is preserved. The compression can possibly be repeated several times,
but only finitely many times. After that we end up either in the unary case, in which case
also the original words xi commute, or in the case where some xi is not zero-sum. If some xi
is not zero-sum, then we can use Lemma 8 to prove that K(x0 , . . . , xn ) contains at most two
numbers; this is the most complicated part of the proof. The idea in Lemma 8 is to compare
the number of occurrences of a certain letter in the words psw(xk0 ) and psw(xk1 · · · xkn ). If
these are different, then k ∈
/ K(x0 , . . . , xn ), because k ∈ K(x0 , . . . , xn ) is equivalent to
psw(xk0 ) = psw(xk1 · · · xkn ).
I Example 5. Consider the case x0 = abbaabbaab, x1 = abba, x2 = ab, and x3 = baab.
Our alphabet is {a, b}, and we can choose arbitrary numerical values for a and b. We
want x0 to be zero-sum, so let a = 1 and b = −1. Then also x1 , x2 and x3 are zero-sum. We
can do the compression, formalized in Lemma 6, by writing the words as products of the
zero-sum words ab and ba, and then replacing ab with a letter c and ba with a letter d. We
get the words y0 = cdcdc, y1 = cd, y2 = c, and y3 = dc, and K(x0 , . . . , xn ) = K(y0 , . . . , yn ).
Our new alphabet is {c, d}, and we can choose arbitrary numerical values for c and d.
We want y0 to be zero-sum, so let c = 2 and d = −3. Then y1 , y2 and y3 are not zero-sum.
Lemma 8 shows that |K(y0 , . . . , yn )| ≤ 2. The idea in Lemma 8 is to compare the number of
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occurrences of a certain letter in the words psw(y0k ) and psw(y1k · · · ynk ). In this particular
example, it is sufficient to look at the largest letters: We see that max(psw(y0k )) = 2 for all
k, but max(psw(y1k y2k y3k )) ≥ Σ(y1k y2k ) = k. Thus y0k = y1k y2k y3k can hold only for k ∈ {1, 2},
and it does hold for these two numbers, so K(x0 , . . . , xn ) = {1, 2}.

5

Proof of the conjecture

In this section we will prove our main result, Theorem 9. It is preceded by three lemmas:
Lemma 6 and Lemma 8 were already mentioned in Section 4, and Lemma 7 is needed in the
proof of Lemma 8.
I Lemma 6. Let x0 , . . . , xn ∈ Γ∗ be zero-sum words. If x0 is not unary (or equivalently,
if x0 contains a nonzero letter), then there are words y0 , . . . , yn such that |y0 | < |x0 |,
K(x0 , . . . , xn ) = K(y0 , . . . , yn ), and y0 , . . . , yn commute if and only if x0 , . . . , xn commute.
Proof. By Lemma 4, we can let Z be the basis of the free monoid of zero-sum words over
Γ, ∆ be an infinite alphabet, and h : Z ∗ → ∆∗ be an isomorphism. Let yi = h(xi ) for all
i. Because h is an isomorphism, the words y0 , . . . , yn satisfy exactly the same equations as
x0 , . . . , xn . In particular, y0k = y1k · · · ynk is equivalent to xk0 = xk1 · · · xkn , and yi yj = yj yi is
equivalent to xi xj = xj xi .
It remains to be shown that |y0 | < |x0 |. There are words z1 , . . . , zm ∈ Z such that
x0 = z1 · · · zm . Then h(zi ) ∈ ∆ for all i. The words zi cannot be empty, and at least one of
them contains a nonzero letter, because x0 is not unary. This means that at least one of
them has length at least 2. Thus |y0 | = m < |z1 | + · · · + |zm | = |x0 |.
J
In Lemma 8, we will study the words psw(xk0 ) and psw(xk1 · · · xkn ). If si = Σ(x1 · · · xi−1 )
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then
psw(xk1 · · · xkn ) =

n
Y

pswksi (xki ),

i=1

so we will also need to study the words pswksi (xki ) that appear in this product. The following
technical lemma will be used to analyze these words.
I Lemma 7. Let x ∈ Γ∗ , s ∈ R, and Σ(x) 6= 0 or s =
6 0. Let k1 , k2 , k3 ∈ Z+ and k1 < k2 < k3 .
k
Let wk = pswks (x ). Let a ≥ max(wk1 wk2 wk3 ). Then |wk1 |a ≥ |wk2 |a .
Proof. Before the actual proof, let us give the intuitive idea using the geometric concepts in
Section 3. The heights of the endpoints of the curve of pswks (xk ) are ks and ks + kΣ(x).
Their positivity or negativity does not depend on k, and at least one of them is nonzero
by the assumptions. If one of them is positive, then it becomes larger as k grows, and the
highest point on the curve becomes higher as k grows. This means that max(wk1 wk2 wk3 ) =
max(wk3 ) > max(wk2 ), and thus |wk2 |a = 0. If both of the heights of the endpoints are
negative, then they become smaller as k grows, and the highest point on the curve becomes
lower as k grows. This means that max(wk1 wk2 wk3 ) = max(wk1 ) > max(wk2 ), and thus
|wk2 |a = 0. If one of the heights of the endpoints is zero and the other is negative, then the
highest point on the curve remains the same as k grows, and also the number of times it
occurs remains the same, so |wk1 |a = |wk2 |a .
Let us now move on to the formal proof. For every k ∈ {k1 , k2 , k3 }, we have
wk =

k−1
Y
i=0

pswks+iΣ(x) (x)

(4)
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and thus
max(wk ) = max{ks + iΣ(x) | 0 ≤ i < k} + max(psw(x))
(
ks + max(psw(x))
if Σ(x) ≤ 0,
=
k(s + Σ(x)) − Σ(x) + max(psw(x)) if Σ(x) ≥ 0.

(5)

If Σ(x) ≤ 0 and s 6= 0 or if Σ(x) ≥ 0 and s + Σ(x) 6= 0, then (5) is strictly decreasing
or strictly increasing with respect to k, and either max(wk1 ) > max(wk2 ) or max(wk3 ) >
max(wk2 ). In this case, a > max(wk2 ) and thus |wk2 |a = 0, which proves the claim.
We still need to consider the case Σ(x) < 0 and s = 0, and the case Σ(x) > 0 and
s + Σ(x) = 0 (if Σ(x) = 0, then s = s + Σ(x) 6= 0 by the assumptions). If Σ(x) < 0 and s = 0,
then a can appear in the product (4) only in the term corresponding to i = 0, which is psw(x).
This does not depend on k, so |wk1 |a = |wk2 |a . Similarly, if Σ(x) > 0 and s + Σ(x) = 0,
then a can appear in the product (4) only in the term corresponding to i = k − 1, which is
psw−Σ(x) (x). This does not depend on k, so |wk1 |a = |wk2 |a . This completes the proof. J
Words u and v are called abelian equivalent if |u|a = |v|a for every letter a. (We could
replace abelian equivalence by equality in the next lemma; then the result would be weaker,
but still strong enough for our purposes.)
I Lemma 8. Let x0 be a zero-sum word, and let x1 , . . . , xn be words not all of which have
zero sum. There are at most two positive integers k such that psw(xk0 ) and psw(xk1 · · · xkn )
are abelian equivalent.
Proof. Let s1 = 0 and si = Σ(x1 · · · xi−1 ) for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}. Then
psw(xk1 · · · xkn ) =

n
Y

pswksi (xki ).

(6)

i=1

Let
I0 = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} | si = 0 and Σ(xi ) = 0}

and

I1 = {1, . . . , n} r I0 .

The set I1 is nonempty by the assumptions. We have
psw(xk0 ) = psw(x0 )k

and

pswksi (xki ) = psw(xi )k for all i ∈ I0 .

(7)

Let psw(xk0 ) and psw(xk1 · · · xkn ) be abelian equivalent for k ∈ {k1 , k2 , k3 } and k1 < k2 < k3 .
Before the actual proof, let us give the intuitive idea by using the geometric concepts in
Section 3. To simplify the explanation, we consider only the case x0 = x1 · · · xn here. Because
x0 is zero-sum, the curve of psw(xk0 ) consists of k copies of the curve of psw(x0 ), translated
horizontally but not vertically. If i ∈ I0 , then the curve of psw(xi ) appears here k times, also
translated horizontally but not vertically, by the definition of the set I0 . Similarly, the curve
of psw(xi ) appears k times in the curve of psw(xk1 · · · xkn ), again translated horizontally but
not vertically. Because we are only interested in abelian equivalence, we can cancel these
appearances out (in the formal proof, this corresponds to moving the sum related to I0 to
the left-hand side in (8)). Effectively, this means that we can assume that I0 is empty. Then,
let a be the largest letter appearing in psw(xk0 ). The letter a does not depend on k, and the
number of occurrences grows as k grows. The number of occurrences of a in psw(xk1 · · · xkn )
must be the same, but this leads to a contradiction with Lemma 7.
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Let us now move on to the formal proof. For k ∈ {k1 , k2 , k3 } and every letter a, we have
|psw(xk0 )|a = |psw(xk1 · · · xkn )|a , so it follows from (6) that
n
X

|psw(xk0 )|a =

|pswksi (xki )|a =

i=1

X

|pswksi (xki )|a +

i∈I0

X

|pswksi (xki )|a .

i∈I1

From (7) it then follows that
X
X
|psw(x0 )k |a =
|psw(xi )k |a +
|pswksi (xki )|a ,
i∈I0

i∈I1

k

and, because |w |a = k|w|a for all words w,

 X
X
k |psw(x0 )|a −
|psw(xi )|a =
|pswksi (xki )|a .
i∈I0

(8)

i∈I1

Consider the largest letter a which appears in pswksi (xki ) for at least one i ∈ I1 and one
k ∈ {k1 , k2 , k3 }. Such a letter must exist, because the set I1 is not empty. The right-hand
side of (8) is positive for this a and at least one k, so also the left-hand side must be positive
and thus
X
|psw(x0 )|a −
|psw(xi )|a > 0.
i∈I0

But then the left-hand side is positive for all k, and strictly increasing with respect to k. For
every i ∈ I1 , we can use Lemma 7 with x = xi and s = si . The assumption Σ(x) 6= 0 or
s=
6 0 is satisfied because of the definition of I1 , and the assumption a ≥ max(wk1 wk2 wk3 ) is
satisfied by the definition of a. It follows from Lemma 7 that the right-hand side of (8) cannot
be larger for k2 than for k1 . This contradicts the left-hand side being strictly increasing, and
this contradiction proves the claim.
J
Now we can state as a formal theorem and proof what was said at the beginning of
Section 4.
I Theorem 9. Let x0 , . . . , xn ∈ Γ∗ . If xk0 = xk1 · · · xkn for three positive integers k, then the
words x0 , . . . , xn commute.
Proof. We assume that xi xj 6= xj xi for some i, j and prove that |K(x0 , . . . , xn )| ≤ 2. We
can assume that x0 is minimal in the sense that there does not exist words y0 , . . . , yn such
that yi yj =
6 yj yi for some i, j, K(y0 , . . . , yn ) = K(x0 , . . . , xn ), and |y0 | < |x0 |. By Lemma 3,
we can assume that x0 is zero-sum.
If x0 ∈ 0∗ , then some xi ∈
/ 0∗ because of the assumption xi xj 6= xj xi , and thus
∗
K(x0 , . . . , xn ) = ∅. If x0 ∈
/ 0 and x1 , . . . , xn are zero-sum, then Lemma 6 contradicts the
minimality assumption. If at least one of x1 , . . . , xn is not zero-sum, then |K(x0 , . . . , xn )| ≤ 2
by Lemma 8. This completes the proof.
J

6

Conclusion

In this article, we have proved Conjecture 1. One possible direction for further research would
be to study equations of the form (2), or some subfamily of these equations (for example, the
equations with m = 1). Another direction would be to try to apply the methods used in this
paper (in particular, Lemma 3, prefix sum words, and the geometric intuition) to some other
entirely different problems on word equations. We hope and believe that, in addition to
the immediate impact of solving a major open problem, this article will also lead to further
advances in the future.
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Abstract
Consider an unweighted, directed graph G with the diameter D. In this paper, we introduce the
e ω ).
framework for counting cycles and walks of given length in matrix multiplication time O(n
The framework is based on the fast decomposition into Frobenius normal form and the Hankel
matrix-vector multiplication. It allows us to solve the following problems efficiently:
All Nodes Shortest Cycles – for every node return the length of the shortest cycle containing it.
e ω ) algorithm that improves Yuster [30] O(n
e (ω+3)/2 ) algorithm for unweighted
We give an O(n
digraphs.
We show how to compute all D sets of vertices lying on cycles of length c ∈ {1, . . . , D} in
e ω ) randomized time. It improves upon [9] where algorithm that computes a single
time O(n
set is presented.
We present a functional improvement of distance queries [32] for directed, unweighted graphs.
All Pairs All Walks – we show almost optimal Õ(n3 ) time algorithm for all walks counting
problem. We improve upon the naive O(Dnω ) time algorithm.
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Introduction

The All-Pairs Shortest Paths (APSP) problem asks to find distances between all pairs of
vertices in a graph. For a directed graphs with weights in R, there is a classical O(n3 ) time
algorithm Floyd and Warshall [12, 28]. Currently best upper bound for this problem is due
n3
to Williams [29] O( 2Ω(log
) algorithm. It is asymptotically faster than O(n3 / logc n) for
n)0.5
any c > 0 (see survey [6] for earlier algorithms). Showing any algorithm that would work in
O(n3− ) time for some  > 0 is a major open problem [29].
If we consider unweighted, directed graphs there are subcubic algorithms that exploit
e ω)
fast matrix multiplication. For the undirected graph Seidel [22] presented the optimal O(n
time algorithm, where ω < 2.373 is the matrix multiplication exponent [17]. For the directed
case Zwick [33] presented an O(n2.575 ) time algorithm that is based on the fast rectangular
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matrix multiplication. Moreover, if we are interested in small integer weights from the set
{−M, . . . , M } we have O(M 0.68 n2.575 ) algorithm [33].
e ω ), diameter, radius, shortest
Because APSP in undirected graphs can be solved in O(n
ω
e
cycle, etc. can be determined in O(n
) time as well. It is surprising that for a directed case,
2.575
e ω ) algorithms for determining
where merely O(n
) APSP is known there are also O(n
e
these properties. After a long line of improvements Cygan et al. [9] showed an O(M
nω )
time algorithms for finding minimum weight perfect matching, shortest cycle, diameter and
radius. Also, they showed an application of their techniques that improves upon Yuster [30]
e nω t) time algorithm for the following problem: determine the set of vertices that lie on
O(M
e
some cycle of length at most t. Cygan et al. [9] managed to solve this problem in O(M
nω )
time using Baur-Strassen’s theorem.
All of these algorithms are effective only in the case of a dense graphs. For graphs with
the small number of edges there are better algorithms (e.g., APSP in Õ(|V ||E|) time [26]).
But these algorithms are Θ(n3 ) when |E| = Θ(n2 ).

2
2.1

Related Work
Distance Queries

Yuster and Zwick [32] considered the weighted, directed graphs with weights in {−M, . . . , M }.
e nω ) preprocessing time. After preprocessing each
They showed an algorithm that needs O(M
distance δ(u, v) in the graph can be computed exactly in O(n) query time. In the special
e ω ) algorithm that solves Single Source Shortest Paths (SSSP).
case M = 1 they showed O(n
We will match their bounds (up to the polylogarithmic factors) using Frobenius normal
form. Next we will extend their algorithm so it will return more information about a graph
in the same query/preprocessing time.

2.2

Counting Cycles

For a given graph G determining whether G contains a simple cycle of length exactly k
is NP-hard (in particular determining whether a graph contains a Hamiltonian cycle is
NP-complete). However, if we fix k to be a constant this problem can be solved in polynomial
time.
Alon et al. [4] introduced a color coding technique. For a fixed k if a graph G(V, E)
e
contains a simple cycle of size exactly k then such cycle can be found in O(|V
|ω ) time.
Unfortunately, their algorithm depends exponentially 2O(k) on the length of the cycle and
in consequence is inapplicable for large k. In the next years, Alon et al. [5] showed (using
a different technique) that for k ≤ 7 it is possible to count the number of cycles of length
e
exactly k in a graph in O(|V
|ω ) time. In [31] it is shown that for any even k, cycles of
length k can be found in O(|V |2 ) time in undirected graphs (if they contain such a cycle).
Alon et al. [5] showed more methods that depend solely on a number of edges in a graph.
2
For example for odd k they showed O(E 2− k+1 ) algorithm for finding a cycles of length k.
However, for dense graphs these results are worse than Alon et al. [4].
It appears that to break the exponential dependence on the length of the cycle we can do
one of the following:
Consider non-simple cycles (the vertices can reoccur) of length exactly k,
Determine cycles of length at most k.
To detect whether a non-simple cycle of length exactly k exists one can use the folklore
e ω)
algorithm. It starts by taking the adjacency matrix A of a graph G. Subsequently, in O(n
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time compute Ak by repeated squaring. If Tr Ak > 0 then a non-simple k length cycle
exists1 .
Yuster [30] considered the following problem: for every vertex in a graph find a shortest
cycle that contains it. He called this problem All-Nodes Shortest Cycle (ANSC). He showed
a randomized
algorithm that solves ANSC for undirected graphs with weights {1, . . . , M }
√
e M n(ω+3)/2 ) time. He noted that for simple digraphs (directed graphs with no antiin O(
parallel edges) it is reduced to All-Pairs Shortest Paths problem. The fastest known APSP
algorithm for unweighted, directed graphs runs in O(n2.575 ) due to [33]. Here, we will show
e ω ) for general, unweighted, directed graphs. Unfortunately, our
how to solve ANSC in O(n
techniques will allow us only to find the length of such a cycle (not determining it). But
we can return the set of points, that lie on some cycle of a given length. Independently to
e ω ) for
our work Agarwal and Ramachandran [3] proved that ANSC can be solved in O(n
unweighted, undirected graphs using a completely different technique.
Yuster [30] also considered following problem: given a graph and an integer t. Let S(k)
denote the set of all vertices lying in a cycle of length ≤ k. Determine S(t). He considered
e
directed graphs with weights in {−M, . . . , M } and showed O(M
nω t) algorithm
Recently, Cygan et al. [9] improved his algorithm. They showed that for a fixed t ∈ [0, nM ]
e nω ) randomized time. We show, that for an unweighted
the set S(t) can be computed in O(M
e ω ) time with high
(M = 1) directed graphs we can compute sets S(1), S(2), . . . , S(D) in O(n
probability.

3

Preliminaries

Let T (n) be the minimal number of algebraic operations needed to compute the product
of n × n matrix by an n × n matrix. We say that ω is the exponent of square matrix
multiplication. For now the best known upper bound on ω is due to Le Gall [17]:
I Theorem 1 (Le Gall [17]). For every  > 0, T (n) < O(nω+ ) where ω < 2.37287.
In this paper, we will omit  in definition and will assume (like in many other papers)
that O(nω ) operations are needed to multiply two matrices. The best lower bound for the
exponent of matrix multiplication is ω ≥ 2. For convenience in this paper we will assume
that ω > 2. The Õ notation hides polylogarithmic factors in the complexity. We will use it
to emphasize that all our algorithms need the polylogarithmic number of calls to the fast
matrix multiplication algorithm.
I Theorem 2 (Storjohann [24]). The Frobenius canonical-form of a matrix can be computed
e ω ) field operations.
deterministically using O(n
The comprehensive description of Frobenius normal form will be presented in Section 4.
The properties of Frobenius normal form used in this paper are well known in literature [24,
e ω)
23, 10]. There are also probabilistic algorithms that compute this form in expected O(n
with high probability over small fields [11]. In this paper, all algorithms are deterministic
if we set the upper bound on the number of distinct walks W . Then, due to the time of a
single field operation we need additional O(log W ) factor in the complexity. However, if we
are only interested if cycle/walk of a given length exists in a graph, we can set sufficiently
small field Zp (p has O(log n) bits). This way when algorithm returns nonzero we are sure

1

Tr [A] denotes the trace of a matrix A, i.e., the sum of elements on main diagonal.
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that some walk exists there. If algorithm returns zero, then with high probability there is no
such walk.
In this paper, randomization occurs only because for some graphs number of walks can
be exponential (e.g., W = O(2n )) and the output requires to return them.
For matrices A ∈ Rn×k and B ∈ Rn×l the A ⊕ B ∈ Rn×(k+l) denotes the concatenation
of their columns. Ca,b ∈ Rn×(b−a) denotes a matrix constructed by concatenating columns
ca , ca+1 , . . . , cb of the matrix C ∈ Rn×m .

4

Consequences of Frobenius Normal Form

Let K be a commutative field. For any matrix A ∈ K n×n there exists an invertible U over
K such that:


C1
0


C2




−1
C3
U AU = F = 
.


.
.


.
Ck

0
2

and F is the Frobenius-canonical-form of A. The diagonal block Ci is called the companion
matrix:


0
...
0
−c0
1 0
0
−c1 




.
..


.
.
1
.
−c2 

Ci = 
∈ K r×r .
.. 
..


. 0

. 



1 0 −cr−2 
0
1 −cr−1
Each companion matrix corresponds to the monic polynomial Ci (x) = xr + cr−1 xr−1 +
. . . + c0 ∈ K [x] and is called the minimal polynomial of A. Each minimal polynomial has
a property that Ci (A) = 0. To guarantee that matrix has only one decomposition into
Frobenius normal form we require that every polynomial must divide the next one, i.e.,
Ci (x)|Ci+1 (x). The final list of polynomials is called the invariant factors of matrix A [24].

4.1

Cyclic Subspaces

Frobenius decomposition can be used to get the desired power of a matrix (analogously to
the diagonal decomposition):
Ak = (U F U −1 )k = U F (U −1 U )F · · · F (U −1 U )F U −1 = U F k U −1 .
Moreover, we will use the property that the power of block diagonal matrix F is block
diagonal:
 k

C1
0


C2k


k


k
C
3
F =
.


.
..


k
0
Cl
2

Sometimes called the rational-canonical form.
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Ck



 v1




v2

...

vk

...

C1

vn

vn+1

...

vk+n−1

...



v2n 



C n+1

Figure 1 Visualisation of the cyclic property (Definition 3).

Now, we need a property of companion matrices that will enable us to power them
efficiently.
I Definition 3 (Cyclic Property). Let v1 , . . . , vn be the columns of a matrix C ∈ K n×n . Let
vn+1 , . . . , v2n be the columns of matrix C n+1 . If, for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n the columns of matrix
C k are vk , vk+1 , . . . , vk+n then the C has a cyclic property.
I Theorem 4 (Folklore [14], see [18] for generalization). Every companion matrix has a cyclic
property.

5

Matching Distance Queries on Directed Unweighted Graphs

In this section, we will present a simple algorithm that matches the best known upper bounds
of Yuster and Zwick [32] distance queries in directed unweighted graphs.

5.1

Answering Distance Queries by Using Frobenius Normal Form

We take the adjacency matrix A of a graph G (i.e., n×n matrix with au,v = 1 when (u, v) ∈ G
and 0 otherwise). The k-th power of the adjacency matrix of the graph G holds the number
of walks, i.e., an au,v element of Ak is the count of distinct walks from u to v of length k in
the graph. The shortest path between vertices u, v is the smallest k such that Ak has nonzero
element au,v . For a brief moment, we will forget about graph theory interpretation and focus
only on finding such k.
We decompose matrix A into the Frobenius normal form. Storjohann [24] showed an
e ω ) time (note that matrix inverse
algorithm that returns U and F deterministically in O(n
e ω ) time).
can also be computed in O(n

5.2

Single Invariant Factor

To better explain the idea, for a start we will consider a simple case when a number of
invariant factors of A is exactly 1. In that situation, the matrix F is a companion matrix
C ∈ K n×n .
First, we compute the (n + 1)-th power of the companion matrix F n+1 . This can be
e ω ) time by repeated squaring (compute F, F 2 , F 4 , . . . , F n+1 with O(log n) matrix
done in O(n
multiplications)3 .

3

One can compute F n+1 even faster. Namely, in Õ(n2 ) time by applying the cyclic property (see
Definition 3)
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v1



U =


u1
u2
..
.

...

vk

...

vn

vn+1

...

vk+n−1

...

v2n







UFk

un
Figure 2 Construction of U F k from matrices U F and U F n+1 .

If the matrix U F has columns v1 , . . . , vn and the matrix U F n+1 has columns vn+1 , . . . , v2n ,
then the columns vk , . . . , vk+n−1 construct U F k (see Figure 2). It is because the matrix F
has the cyclic property.
This step takes just 2 matrix multiplications, because we need to multiply U times F
e ω ) time.
and F n+1 . The preprocessing phase takes only O(n
Now, if a user wants to know the number of distinct walks from vertices u to v of length
exactly k he takes:
The u-th row of matrix U F k (n numbers),
The v-th column of matrix U −1 ,
Multiplies them in O(n) time (dot product of n dimensional vectors).
This will give us the u, v element of matrix U F k U −1 = Ak . To get the length of the
shortest path (i.e., the minimal k that wu,v > 0), we will modify our matrices slightly to get
the number of walks of length ≤ k. At the end, we will fit in Õ(n) query time (by using
e ω ) preprocessing time.
binary search) and O(n
Basically, for a given k we need to get the u, v element of matrix A + A2 + · · · + Ak . It
suffices to add consecutive columns of matrix U F ⊕ U F n+1 = v1 ⊕ v2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ v2n in the
following manner 4 :
h
i
Pk
P2n
M 0 = v 1 v 1 + v 2 v 1 + v 2 + v3 . . .
∈ Rn×2n .
v
.
.
.
v
i
i
i=1
i=1
0
0
Now, to get A + A2 + · · · + Ak one needs to multiply Mk,k+n−1
U −1 and subtract M1,n
U −1
5
for a balance .
We can transform matrices U and F to matrix M 0 in O(n2 ) time during preprocessing.
0
During query, we need to compute 2 dot products (u-th row of Mk,k+n−1
times v-th column
−1
0
−1
of U
and u-th row of M1,n times v-th column of U ) and subtract them.
We have an algorithm that for a given vertices u, v ∈ G and integer k ∈ {1, . . . , n} can
answer: how many walks from u to v of length less or equal k are in the graph G in Õ(n)
e ω ) preprocessing.
query and O(n
Because the result of the query is increasing in k we can use binary search. We can
determine the first k for which the query will answer nonzero value in O(log n) tries. Hence,
in Õ(n) we can find the length of the shortest path. This generalized query can easily return
the number of walks of length exactly k, i.e., q(u, v, k) − q(u, v, k − 1).
For now, we only matched the result of Yuster and Zwick [32] for unweighted graphs with
a single, invariant factor. In the next section, we will show how to generalize our technique for

4
5

Operation ⊕ denotes concatenation.
Xa,b denotes a matrix constructed by concatenating columns xa , xa+1 , . . . , xb of a matrix X.
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graphs with any number of invariant factors. Then, we will extend the Yuster and Zwick [32]
e ω ) preprocessing time and Õ(n) query time we
algorithm. Namely, we will show that in O(n
1
2
D
i
can get D numbers (where D is the graph diameter): wu,v
, wu,v
, . . . , wu,v
. The number wu,v
tells how many walks of length exactly i are from vertex u to v.
With such an algorithm we can easily implement Yuster and Zwick [32] distance queries
by linearly scanning (see Section 6). Thus, for the multiple invariant factors we will skip
the description of algorithm that returns the number of walks of length smaller than k (the
technique is the same).

5.3

Multiple Invariant Factors

Now, we will consider a case when k ≥ 1, i.e., matrix F has multiple invariant factors. First
of all, we need to note that this generalization is not perfect and will allow only the walks of
length up to D (the longest distance in a graph, i.e., diameter).
In the real world applications of our framework (detecting cycles, determining distance
between nodes, etc.) we do not need walks longer than the longest possible distance in a
graph. It is natural that the diameter is considered to be a bound of an output in graph
problems [8, 9, 1, 2].

5.3.1

Relation of the Graph Diameter and Frobenius Normal Form

We begin with relating the graph diameter to the Frobenius normal form. It turns out that
the graph diameter is bounded by the degree of a smallest invariant factor.
I Theorem 5 ([7]). Given a directed, unweighted graph G with a diameter D. Let µ denote
the degree of the smallest invariant factor (i.e., the dimension of the smallest block in the
Frobenius matrix F ) of an adjacency matrix of the graph G. Then D ≤ µ.
The bounds of this inequality are tight. There are graphs with diameter D = µ and
graphs with µ = n and arbitrary small diameter [7]. Our algorithms are able to return walks
up to the length µ. We use the bound on D solely because it is easier to interpret diameter
than the smallest degree of the invariant factor.

5.3.2

Generalization to Multiple Invariant Factors

Let k denote the number of blocks in the Frobenius matrix F and µ be the number of
columns of the smallest block. To multiply matrix U by F we can start by multiplying strips
of matrix U by appropriate blocks of F and concatenate them later (see Figure 3).
We start by splitting the matrix U into k strips with rows corresponding to the appropriate
blocks of F (strip Ui has as many columns as block Fi ). Then we multiply U F and have k
strips: U1 F1 , U2 F2 , . . . Uk Fk (each with at least µ columns). Next, we multiply U F µ and we
keep k strips: U1 F1µ , U2 F2µ , . . . , Uk Fkµ . Our goal is to get a data structure such that if we
need U F k , we can quickly choose appropriate columns and append them.
The matrix Ui Fi has li columns: v1 , . . . , vli . Because Fi is a companion matrix, the Ui Fiµ
has the cyclic property (Definition 3). And the matrix Ui Fiµ has columns: vµ , . . . , vµ+li .
There are some duplicate columns in Ui Fi and Ui Fiµ , when µ < li . Hence, we only need to
keep columns v1 , . . . , vµ+li for this strip. We do this for all strips (see Figure 4).
We are left with a matrix that has at most 2n columns (because l1 +µ+l2 +µ+. . . lk +µ =
Pn
kµ + i=1 li = n + kµ ≤ 2n). To generate it we need to power F to µ and do multiplications
e ω ) time.
U · F and U · F µ . This can be computed in O(n
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F1
U −1

F2
F3

U1

U2

U3

U1 F1

U2 F2 U3 F3

Figure 3 Multiplication of the block matrix. Example for 3 invariant factors.

U1 F1

U1 F1µ

U2 F2

U2 F2µ

U3 F3

U3 F3µ

Figure 4 Combining strips into a single matrix.

5.3.3

Queries with Multiple Invariant Factors

When a query for the number of walks of length k from node u to v comes, we do:
1. For each strip i take the u-th row of Ui Fi ⊕ Ui Fiµ concatenate them (see Figure 5) into
vector ū,
2. Take v-th column of U −1 matrix and denote it v̄,
3. Return the dot product ū · v̄.
Because l1 + l2 + . . . + lk = n the vector ū ∈ K n . Query needs O(n) time.
Finally, this dot product is au,v element of the matrix U F k U −1 , for a fixed k ≤ µ.
Analogously to Section 5.2 one can extend this result to return the number of walks of length
less or equal k. This matches (up to the polylogarithmic factor) the result of Yuster and
Zwick [32]. However in the next section we will show a more general result.

6

Almost Optimal Query

e ω)
In the previous section, we showed how to preprocess a directed, unweighted graph in O(n
time in such a way that in O(n) query we can return a number of distinct walks of a length
k from vertex u to v. However, in linear time O(n) we return only a single number. Our
goal is to get far richer information in Õ(n) query time.
I Theorem 6. Let G = (V, E) be a directed, unweighted graph with n vertices and a diameter
D. There exists an algorithm that after some preprocessing can answer queries for any given
u, v ∈ V :
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U1 F1 ⊕ U1 F1µ

U2 F2 ⊕ U2 F2µ

i + l1

i

i

U3 F3 ⊕ U3 F3µ

i + l2

i

i + l3

Figure 5 Schema of obtaining vector ū for the cycles of length i.

Query returns {wi | 1 ≤ i ≤ D}, where wi is the number of distinct walks from u to v of
length exactly i,
e ω ) and query takes Õ(n) field operations.
Preprocessing takes O(n
The algorithm is deterministic (but there are O(log W ) factors in derandomized version,
see Section 3 for explication).
This algorithm is a significant improvement over Yuster and Zwick [32]:
One can use Theorem 6 to find the distance between u, v by linearly scanning the array
and returning the first k such that wk > 0,
Theorem 6 can count cycles. In contrast the Yuster and Zwick [32] cannot, because the
distance from u to u is always 0 (we will see that in the next section),
Theorem 6 is almost optimal (when D = O(n) its output and time are O(n)).
On the other hand, Theorem 6 is only a functional improvement and it does not break
e ω ) of the Single Source Shortest Paths (SSSP) for dense, directed graphs.
the O(n

6.1

Hankel Matrix

Now, we will focus on the proof of Theorem 6. First, we need to introduce the Hankel matrix
and its properties.



H=


c1
c2
..
.

c2
c3
..
.

...
...

cn

cn+1

...

cn



cn+1
..
.






c2n−1

Hankel matrix is defined by its first row and last column (2n − 1 numbers define n × n
Hankel matrix). The numbers from the previous row are left-shifted by one and the new
number is added at the end. Hankel matrices have some similarities with Topelitz and
Circulant matrices.
The basic property we need is that the product of Hankel matrix and vector can be
computed in O(n log n) time (see [16, 25]) even though explicitly writing the Hankel matrix
as n × n matrix takes O(n2 ) time. The algorithm takes 2n − 1 parameters that define the
Hankel matrix and n parameters that define the vector. The technique is based on the Fast
Fourier Transformation [16, 25].

6.2

Using Hankel Matrices to Return Number of Walks

The algorithm from Section 5.3.3 concatenates the strips Ui Fi and builds a single vector.
Subsequently, that vector is multiplied by a column of matrix U −1 . But we can also do
it in a different order: first we multiply the strip by a section of matrix U −1 and sum the
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U −1

U1 F1

U2 F2

Figure 6 Multiplication of strips by U
sections, that multiply only Ui Fi strips.

−1

U3 F3
matrix. As you can see, matrix U −1 can be split into

results at the end. Thus, we perform k (number of strips) dot products of smaller vectors
(see Figure 6).
Consider the query for a number of walks of length exactly k. The strips in the matrix
−1
U
do not depend on k (vector (u0 , . . . , ul )). However, the vector taken from Ui Fi (vectors
(xi , . . . , xi+l )) will be left shifted if we want to compute the next one.
 
(x0 x1 x2 . . .
xl )
u0
 
(x1 x2 . . .
xl
xl+1 )
 
.
(x2 . . . xl xl+1 xl+2 ) × 
 .. 
 
..
..
 
.
.
(xµ
...
xµ+l )
ul
As you can see, the subsequent rows can be written as the Hankel matrix (we need to
add some zeros and discard certain results to get square matrix, but it will not influence
asymptotic complexity). By using the fast Hankel matrix-vector multiplication we can
compute µ values for every strip i in time O(li log li ) (li was defined as the length of i-th
strip). At the end, we need to sum all results into a single array. The total complexity is
Pk
Pk
O( i=1 li log li )). Because i=1 li = n the algorithm needs O(n log n) field operations. It
proves Theorem 6.
We need to address some issues regarding field operations. As mentioned in the Section 3,
the Õ notation hides the polylogarithmic factors. Here, we silently assume that the number
of walks is bounded by W . It means that the complexity is multiplied by O(log W ) factor
because of the cost of arithmetic operations. If the number of walks is exponential in n then
the cost increases by a linear factor. However, at the beginning we could randomly select the
prime number p with O(log n) bits and do arithmetic operations in the field Zp . In some
applications we can use our algorithm to answer whether with high probability there exists a
walk of a given length. The problem of large number of distinct walks is more of a theoretical
issue than a practical one.

6.3

All Pairs All Walks (APAW)

Now we will show the application of Theorem 6. We begin with almost optimal algorithm to
compute the number of all walks between all pairs of vertices. We are not aware of any other
research concerning this problem.
I Definition 7 (All Pairs All Walks problem). Given a directed, unweighted graph G with a
diameter D. The task is to return an array A, such that for every pair of vertices u, v ∈ G
and every k ∈ {1, . . . , D} an element A[u, v, k] is the number of distinct walks from u to v of
length k.
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The only solution to this problem we are aware of needs O(Dnω ) time. The naive
approach: take the adjacency matrix A of graph G and save it in A[u, v, 1]. Then, square it
to get A2 and save it in A[u, v, 2]. Continue until you fill out complete table. In the worst
case this algorithm needs D = O(n) matrix multiplications, thus its complexity is O(Dnω ).
e 3 ) especially when ω > 2.
At the first glance it is surprising that we can improve it to O(n
3
The Õ(n ) algorithm works as follows. First, preprocess the algorithm from Theorem 6
e ω ) time. Then, for every pair of vertices u, v ask a query. A single query
which takes O(n
takes Õ(n) time. Then, save it in the table A[u, v] (query gives D numbers w1 , . . . , wD , such
that wi is the number of walks of length i and save it A[u, v, i] := wi ).
Because there are O(n2 ) pairs and for each pair we need Õ(n) time, the complexity of
our solution is Õ(n3 ). The algorithm is almost optimal because the output in the worst case
may be O(n3 ).

7

Counting and Determining the Lengths of Cycles

We will use Theorem 6 to solve All-Nodes Shortest Cycles (ANSC) problem efficiently.
I Theorem 8. There exists an algorithm that for a given unweighted digraph G with a
diameter D:
For every vertex u returns D numbers: c1u , c2u , . . . cD
u,
k
The cu is the number of non-simple cycles of length exactly k, that contain vertex u,
e ω log W ) time (where W is the maximum cku ).
Algorithm works in O(n
e ω ).
Proof. We will use Theorem 6. We start by preprocessing the graph G in time O(n
k
Theorem 6 allows us to ask for a number of walks from u to v and receive D numbers: wu,v
.
So, we ask for the number of walks from vertex u to the same vertex u. This is exactly the
number of non-simple cycles of a given length that contain vertex u.
Because we need to ask only n queries (it is the number of vertices in a graph) and each
e ω + n2 ) = O(n
e ω ) algorithm.
query takes Õ(n) time we have O(n
J

7.1

Solving ANSC Faster

e ω ) time and beat Yuster [30] O(n
e (ω+3)/2 ) algorithm we do the
To solve ANSC problem in O(n
linear search on the output. For every vertex we search for the first nonzero element linearly.
This with high probability is the length of the shortest cycle that contains it. Because the
e ω ).
output contains O(n2 ) numbers the complexity is equal to the preprocessing time O(n
Similarly, we can scan the output to compute the set S(c) that contains all vertices that
lie on some cycle of length ≤ c. Then, by linear scan we can return the sets S(1), . . . , S(D).
This improves upon Cygan et al. [9].

8

Conclusion and Open Problems

We introduced the framework based on Frobenius normal form and used it to solve problems
on directed, unweighted graphs in matrix multiplication time. The main open question is to
e ω ) or at least
use this framework to prove that APSP on such graphs can be solved in O(n
2.5
O(n ). The promising way is to use the algorithms that determine operators of matrices of
polynomials (e.g., determinant, solving linear system [19, 15]). Additionally, algorithms for a
black-box polynomial degree determination seem to be a promising path.
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Another interesting problem is to use this framework to obtain additive approximation
for APSP. Currently, the best additive approximation of APSP is due to [21]. However, none
e ω ) time.
of known additive approximation of APSP works in O(n
Application in dynamic algorithm also seems to be a promising approach. Frandsen and
Sankowski [13] showed an algorithm, that dynamically preserves Frobenius normal form in
O(kn2 ) time. Our algorithms use fast Hankel matrix-vector multiplication. The algorithm
behind fast Hankel matrix-vector multiplication is based on Discrete Fourier Transform
√
(DFT). Reif and Tate [20] presented an O( n) time per request algorithm for DFT. Can we
use those approaches to obtain a faster dynamic algorithm?
Finally, it remains open how to apply the Frobenius normal form in the weighted directed
graphs with small, integer weights {−M, . . . , M }. Cygan et al. [9] took degree M polynomials
e nω ) time. We suspect that similar technique
and used [19] to get radius and diameter in O(M
can be applied to Frobenius normal form framework.
Acknowledgment. We would also like to thank Agnieszka Ciepielewska for meaningful
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Abstract
Security of cryptographic applications is typically defined by security games. The adversary,
within certain resources, cannot win with probability much better than 0 (for unpredictability
applications, like one-way functions) or much better than 12 (indistinguishability applications for
instance encryption schemes). In so called squared-friendly applications the winning probability
of the adversary, for different values of the application secret randomness, is not only close to
0 or 12 on average, but also concentrated in the sense that its second central moment is small.
The class of squared-friendly applications, which contains all unpredictability applications and
many indistinguishability applications, is particularly important for key derivation. Barak et
al. observed that for square-friendly applications one can beat the “RT-bound”, extracting secure
keys with significantly smaller entropy loss. In turn Dodis and Yu showed that in squared-friendly
applications one can directly use a “weak” key, which has only high entropy, as a secure key.
In this paper we give sharp lower bounds on square security assuming security for “weak” keys.
We show that any application which is either (a) secure with weak keys or (b) allows for entropy
savings for keys derived by universal hashing, must be square-friendly. Quantitatively, our lower
bounds match the positive results of Dodis and Yu and Barak et al. (TCC’13, CRYPTO’11)
Hence, they can be understood as a general characterization of squared-friendly applications.
While the positive results on squared-friendly applications where derived by one clever application of the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality, for tight lower bounds we need more machinery. In
our approach we use convex optimization techniques and some theory of circular matrices.
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Introduction

When analyzing security of cryptographic primitives one typically assumes access to perfect
randomness. In practice, we are often limited to imperfect sources of randomness. An
important research problem is to understand when this “weak” randomness can be used to
substitute or extract ideal randomness.
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1.1

Key derivation

Ideal and real settings. For any cryptographic primitive (like encryption or signatures),
which needs a “random” m-bit string R to sample the secure key1 , we compare two different
settings:
(a) ideal setting: R is perfectly random: uniform and independent of any side information
available to the attacker
(b) real settings: there is only an imperfect entropy source X and the secure key R needs to
be derived from X. The attacker may have some side information about X, in particular
the additional randomness used to derive R from X.
The security of the primitive is parametrized by , which is the success probability (for
so called unpredictability applications) or the advantage (for so called indistinguishability
applications) of an attacker with certain resources2 .
Generic approach and the entropy loss. The general way to derive a secure key is to
“extract” the randomness from X by a seeded extractor. In particular, the Leftover Hash
Lemma implies that if the min-entropy of X is at least m + L then H(X), H, √
where H is
randomly chosen function from a universal family, is δ-close to uniform with δ = 2−L . This
means that if an application is -secure for uniform R, then the same application keyed with
R = H(X), and even published H, is 0 -secure with
√
0 6  + 2−L .
(1)
where the entropy loss L is the difference between the entropy of X and m. Note that from
Equation 1 it follows that we need L = 2 log(1/) to obtain (roughly) the same security
0 = 2. Unfortunately, if we want the security against all statistical tests, this loss is necessary
for any extractor, as implied by the so called “RT-bound” [6].
Need for better techniques for cryptographic applications. The RT-bound does not
exclude the possibility of deriving a secure key wasting much less than 2 log(1/) bits of
entropy for particular applications. Saving the entropy, apart from scientific curiosity, is a
problem of real-word applications. Minimizing the entropy loss is of crucial importance for
some applications where it affects efficiency (for example in the elliptic-curve Diffie-Hellman
key exchange) and sometimes the entropy amount we have is bounded (e.g. biometric data)
than the required length of a key; see also the discussion in [1]. Hence, better techniques than
simple extracting are desired. Below we discuss what is known about possible improvements
in key derivation for cryptographic applications.
Key derivation for unpredictability applications. It is known that unpredictability applications directly tolerate weak keys, provided that the entropy deficiency is not too big. More
precisely, any unpredictability application which is -secure with the uniform m-bit key, is
also 0 = 2d -secure for any key of entropy m − d. If we have a source X that has “enough”
entropy but its length is too big, we can condense it to a string of length m with almost full
entropy. Essentially, since we achieve a very good condensing rate: any X of m + log log(1/)
bits of entropy can be condensed to an m bit string with the entropy deficiency d = 3 which

1
2

In applications like block-ciphers, R is the key itself. In other applications like RSA encryptions, R is
used to sample public or secret keys. We will simply refer to R as the key.
For example bounded running time, circuit size or the number of oracle queries.
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is 0 = 23 -close to uniform3 , we are able to derive a key (roughly) equally secure as the
uniform key, with the entropy loss only L = O (log log(1/)), i.e. actually without entropy
waste [4].
Key derivation for indistinguishability applications. The situation for indistinguishability
applications is completely different. For the one-time pad which needs an m-bit uniform
key, a key of even m − 1 bits of entropy might be insecure[1]. For some applications we
can overcome this difficulty if the winning probability of the adversary, as a function of
the key, is not only close to 1/2 on average, but also concentrated around 1/2. Recall that
the advantage of an attacker, for a particular key, is defined as the difference4 between the
winning probability and 1/2. One introduces the following two interesting properties:
(a) strong security: the absolute advantage is small on average (close to the advantage)
(b) square security: the squared advantage is small on average (close to the advantage)
Property (a) provides basically the same bounds as for the unpredictability applications.
Namely, we can apply a weak key directly, losing a factor 2d in the security where d is the
entropy deficiency. Unfortunately, this holds only for a very limited class of applications.
Property (b) offers slightly worse bounds but is satisfied for a wide class of indistinguishability
applications, called “squared-friendly”. One can use√a “weak key” directly with a squaredfriendly application achieving security of roughly 2d  where  is the security with the
uniform key and d is the entropy deficiency [5]. Alternatively, if we want to obtain security
√
O() instead of O( ), one can use universal hashing to extract an -secure key with the
entropy loss reduced by half[1] , i.e. up to L = log(1/). The improvement in the security
analysis over the “standard” Leftover Hash Lemma (LHL) comes from restrictions on the
class of the test functions, imposed by the squared-friendly assumption.

1.2

Our results

In what follows we assume that P is an arbitrary indistinguishability application which
needs an m-bit uniform key. We give tight lower bounds on the amount of square security
(the expected square of the attacker’s advantage) or strong-security (the expected absolute
average of the attacker’s advantage) that is necessary for an application to be secure with
weak keys, that is keys with entropy deficiency. The notion of entropy here is either the
min-entropy or the collision entropy. Collision entropy is less restrictive than min-entropy
and is a natural choice to applications involving hash functions, like the LHL5 . It is equally
good for squared-friendly applications as min-entropy. Therefore, as remarked in [5], results
for collision entropy are more desired. Nevertheless, we provide bounds for both entropy
notions6 .
Summary of our contribution. We characterize squared-friendly applications by their “nice”
features. Namely, we show that square-friendly applications are precisely those applications
which are secure with weak keys or offers improvements in the entropy loss for a key derived

3
4
5
6

Thus, for condensing we lose incomparably less in the amount than for extracting.
In indistinguishability games, an adversary needs to guess a bit at the end of the game. Since he can
flip his answer, any bias indicates that his guess is better than a random answer.
For some applications we may prefer LHL over other extractors because of its simplicity, efficiency and
nice algebraic features[1].
Actually collision entropy is more challenging and our observations on strong security are known in
folklore, but we study also the min-entropy case for the sake of completeness.
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by the LHL. Hence the current state of art is optimal: we cannot do better key derivation
than for squared-friendly applications unless we build a theory on stronger than collision
entropy requirements for weak keys (which would be in some sense inconvenient because of a
natural connection between collision entropy and hash functions).
Any application secure with weak keys has large square-security.
was proved by Dodis and Yu:

The following results

I Theorem ([5]). Applications which are σ-square-secure with the uniform
key, i.e. when
√
the averaged squared advantage of any attacker is less than σ, are  = 2d σ-secure with any
key of collision entropy at least m − d.
The following question is therefore natural
Q: If P is secure for all keys of high (collision or min-) entropy, how much squaresecurity does it have?
We give an answer in the following two theorems. The first is actually trivial and perhaps
known in folklore.
I Theorem. Let d > 1. Suppose that P is -secure with any key of min-entropy at least
m − d. Then P is 0 -strongly secure with 0 = O().
The second one is more interesting
I Theorem (Informal). Let d > 1. If P is -secure with any key of collision entropy at least
m − d, then P is σ-square-secure with σ = O(2 ).
The bounds in both cases are tight. Note that if the entropy deficiency d is bounded then
our lower bound perfectly (up to a constant factor) matches the result of Dodis and Yu for
any P .
Square Security is necessary to improve key derivation by condensing collision entropy.
In the previous paragraph, we discussed the case when the entropy deficiency d is bounded
away from 0. However, sometimes we intentionally extremely condense collision entropy so
√
that this gap is close to 0, to achieve better than O( ) security at the price of starting
with more than m-bits of entropy. For -secure square friendly applications one can derive
by universal hashing a (roughly) -secure key from any source having m + log(1/) bits of
min-entropy (or even collision entropy) [1]. Let us briefly discuss this result. The proof of
the classical Leftover Hash lemma consists of two separate claims:
(a) Universal hash functions can extremely condense collision entropy.
(b) Distributions of extremely high collision entropy are close to uniform.
More precisely, in the first step one applies a random function from a universal family to
“condense” the collision entropy of X from m + L bits, where L  0, to an m-bit string with
m − log(1 + 2−L ) ≈ m − 2−L bits of collision entropy 7 . In the next step one shows that any
m-bit random variable with collision entropy at least m − 2 is -close to uniform. Thus,
L = 2 log(1/) is enough to obtain -security. As observed by Barak et al. [1], for -secure
applications which are in addition -square-secure, it suffices to start with m −  bits of the
collision entropy in step (b), which reduces by half, i.e. up to L = log(1/) (comparing to
the RT-bound), the entropy loss needed to achieve -closeness.
7

Conditioned on the choice of the function, which can be thought as a seed for the condenser.
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I Theorem ([1]). Suppose that P with a uniform m-bit key is -secure and σ-square secure.
Let R be any key of collision entropy at least m
p− d (possibly given some side information).
Then P keyed with R is 0 -secure with 0 =  + σ(2d − 1), even if the used hash function is
published. In particular, for σ = O() and d = O() we obtain 0 = O().
Applying this to R being X condensed by universal hashing we get
I Corollary ([1]). Suppose that P with a uniform m-bit key is -secure and σ-square secure
(that is, average squared advantage of attackers is not bigger than σ). Suppose that X has
min-entropy (or collision entropy) at least m + L and let R be an
√ m-bit key derived by
universal hashing. Then P keyed with R is 0 -secure with 0 =  + 2−L σ, even if the used
hash function is published. In particular, 0 = O() for σ = O() and L = log(1/).
The first result motivates the following question about weak keys with the entropy deficiency
close to 0.
Q: Suppose that an application P is secure for all keys of extremely condensed collision
entropy, possibly given side information. How much square-security does P have?
We give an answer in the following theorem
I Theorem (Informal). Let d  1 and suppose that P is -secure with all keys of collision
entropy at least m − d (possibly given side information, like the condenser’s seed). Then P is
σ-square secure with σ = O(max(d, 2 /d)).
Our theorem, applied for d = , shows the full converse of the observation of Barak et al. A
good illustrative example is the case of the Leftover Hash Lemma. As mentioned, universal
hash functions condense m + log(1/) bits of entropy into an m-bit string with m −  bits
of entropy. If we use universal hash functions only as a condenser (which is exactly how
we use them in the LHL), then we have a “black-box” equivalence between distributions of
collision entropy at least m −  and hashes of distributions having at least m + log(1/) bits of
entropy8 . If follows then that we want to reduce the entropy loss by half to L = log(1/) and
achieve -security, then our application must be -square secure. This lower bound matches
the positive result of Barak et al. [1] and, since is holds for any application, can be viewed as
a general characterization of squared-friendly applications.
Square security is necessary for reducing the entropy loss in the LHL. As remarked in the
discussion in the previous paragraph, we can heuristically identify the set of randomly “hashed”
high entropy distributions with the set of distributions of extremely high collision entropy
(conditioned on the choice of a hash function as the uniform “seed”). This “equivalence”, is
reasonable for the “black-box” use of hash functions. However, it is natural to ask if we can
prove it formally. That is, we ask if square security is necessary for improvements in the
entropy loss for key derived not by a general “black-box” collision entropy condenser but
precisely by hashing.
Q: Suppose that an application P is secure for any key derived by applying a randomly
chosen (almost) universal hash function to a min-entropy source, even if the hash
function is published. Suppose that the entropy loss vs security trade-off is significantly
better than (pessimistic) RT-bound. Is P square-secure?

8

Because the only information that a general condenser provides is about the entropy in its output.
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We give an affirmative answer and a lower bound that (almost) matches the results of [1] for
any application.
I Theorem (The improved LHL [1] is tight for any application, informal). Let  = 2−(1−β)m
where β is some small positive number. Then there exists an -universal family H of hash
functions from n to m bits, efficiently commutable and samplable with the use of n2 uniformly
random bits, with the following property: for any application P , if for every source X of
min-entropy at least k = m + log(1/) and H chosen randomly from H we have that P is
secure with the key H(X) and published H, then P must be σ-square-secure with σ = 

1−3β/2
1−β

.

This theorem for β close to 1 (exponential but meaningful security) shows that 1−o(1) square-security is necessary for saving log(1/) bits of entropy in deriving an -secure key by
universal hashing (which is almost tight since -square-security is enough.
Square-security bounds are generally optimal. The improved bound for applications which
are square-secure is generally optimal, as observed in [4]. We provide an alternative proof of
this result, using our techniques.
I Theorem 1 (Square-friendly bounds are generally optimal [4]). For any n, k 6 n, and
δ ∈ (0, 1) there exists an application which has δ-square
security
but for some key of Renyi
√

n−k
entropy at least k it achieves only security  = Ω
2
δ .
The proof appears in the full version. The advantage of our proof is that it abstracts a
general condition for this bound to be satisfied. In particular, similar bounds can obtained
for all so called “strongly secure” applications, where attacker’s advantage is nearly zero
except a tiny subset of “weak” keys where the attacker wins with heavy advantage.

1.3

Our techniques

Our main technical contribution is an explicit characterization of a distribution which
maximizes the expectation of a given function, subject to collision entropy constraints. We
show that the worst-case distribution has the shape similar to the function, up to a transform
which involves taking a threshold and scaling, as illustrated in Figure 1. We apply this
characterization to settings where we want to find the distribution of keys which maximizes
the attacker advantage. We stress that with our characterization one can compute optimal
security with weak keys. Previous works [5, 1] obtained good bounds with the CauchySchwarz inequality only, however these techniques cannot be extended to obtain optimal or
lower bounds, as we do.

1.4

Organization of the paper

In Section 2 we provide the basic notations and definitions for security, square-security and
entropy. In Section 3 we discuss the known positive result. Our key auxiliary result on
optimization problems with collision entropy constraints is presented in Section 4. The lower
bounds are given in Section 5.

2

Preliminaries

Basic notions. The min entropy of X is H∞ (X) = log(1/ maxx Pr[X = x]). The collision
P
probability of X is CP(X) = x Pr[X = x]2 , that is CP(X) = Pr[X = X 0 ] where X 0 is an
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D(r)

PR ∗

r

Figure 1 The shape of the best-advantage key distribution (under collision entropy constraints).
In application the function D(r) equals the advantage of an attacker on the key r.

independent copy of X. The collision entropy of X is H2 = CP(X) and the conditional
collision entropy H2 (X|Z) equals − log (Ez←Z CP(X|Z=z )). The statistical distance of X
P
and Y (taking values in the same space) is ∆(X; Y ) = x | Pr[X = x] − Pr[Y = x]|.
Security of indistinugishability and unpredictability applications. Consider any application whose security is defined by a security game between an attacker A and a challenger C(r),
where r is an m-bit key derived from Um in the “ideal” setting and from some distribution
R in the “real” setting. For every key r we denote by WinA (r) the probability (over the
randomness used by A and C) that the adversary A wins the game when challenged on the
key r. The advantage of the adversary A on the key r is defined, depending on the type of
the application (unpredictability, indistinugishability) as follows:
def

AdvA (r) = WinA (r),
1
def
AdvA (r) = WinA (r) − ,
2

(unpredictability)

(2)

(indistingusihability)

(3)

Now we define the security in the ideal and real models as follows:
I Definition 2 (Security in the ideal and real model). An application P is (T, )-secure in the
ideal model if
| E AdvA (r)| 6 
r←Um

(4)

for all attackers A with resources less than T . We say that P is (T, )-secure in the (m−d)-real2
if for every distribution R of collision entropy at least m − d
| E AdvA (r)| 6 ,
r←R

(5)

for all attackers A with resources less than T .
I Remark (Strong security in the ideal model). If Er←Um |AdvA (r)| 6  in the above setting
then we say that P is (T, )-strongly secure (in the ideal model).
Square security. Finally, we define the notion of square-security (in the ideal model)
I Definition 3 (Square security). An application P is (T, )-square-secure if
E AdvA (r)2 6 ,

r←Um

(6)

for all attackers A with resources less than T .
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Security in the presence of side information. Sometimes we need to consider stronger
adversaries, which has additional information S. For example, this is always the case where
the weak key has been derived from an entropy source using public randomness.
I Definition 4 (Security in the presence of side information). Given a side information S ∈ S,
an application P is (T, )-secure in the (m − d)-real2 model if for every distribution R such
that H2 (R|S) > m − d we have
max | E AdvA (r, s)| 6 ,
s∈S

r←R

(7)

for all attackers A with resources less than T . In the ideal model P is (T, )-secure if
maxs∈S | Er←Um AdvA (r, s)| 6  and (T, )-square-secure if maxs∈S | Er←Um AdvA (r, s)2 | 6 
for all attackers A with resources less than T .
I Remark. Note that in the nonuniform setting, security and square security in the ideal
model with and without side information coincide.

3

Square security – positive results

Improved key derivation for square-secure applications. Let D be an arbitrary real-valued
function on {0, 1}m and let Y be an arbitrary m-bit random variable with collision entropy
H2 (X) > m−d. By the Cauchy Schwarz Inequality one obtains [5, 1] the following inequalities
√
p
E D(Y ) 6 E D(Um )2 · 2d ,
(8)
p
p
E D(Y ) − E D(Um ) 6 VarD(Um ) · 2d − 1.
(9)
When the side information S is present, and H2 (Y |S) > m − d, we get
√
p
E D(Y, S) 6 E D(Um , S)2 · 2d ,
p
q
E VarD(Um , s) · 2d − 1.
E D(Y ) − E D(UY ) 6
s←S

(10)
(11)

These inequalities, applied to D = AdvA link the security in the real model with the entropy
deficiency of a weak key and the security in the ideal model. In particular, one obtains the
following results, already mentioned in Section 1.1.
I Theorem 5 ([5]). Suppose that P is (T, σ)-square
√ secure in the ideal model. Then it is
(T, ) secure in the (m − d)-real2 model with  = 2d σ.
I Theorem 6 ([1, 5]). Suppose that an application P in the ideal model is (T, )-secure
and
p
(T, σ)-square-secure. Then it is (T, δ) secure in the real (m−d)-model with δ = + (2d − 1)σ.
Theorem 5 states that a weak key can be used directly in a square-secure application provided
that the entropy deficiency is not too big. The second theorem deals with the case where the
deficiency is extremely small. It is essentially important when one notices that universal hash
functions condense collision entropy at a very good rate. Theorem 6 yields the following
important corollary
I Corollary 7 (Improved LHL, [1]). Suppose that P is as above. Let X be an n-bit random
variable of collision entropy at least m + L, let H be a 1+γ
2m -universal family of functions from
n to m bits and let H be a random member of H. Then P keyed with H(X) is 0 -secure with
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p
0 6  + σ (γ + 2−L ) against all adversaries with resources T and given H. In other words,
for all A with resources T we have
q
(12)
E
AdvA (r, h) 6  + σ (γ + 2−L ).
(r,h)←H(X),H

In particular, for γ 6  and σ 6 4 we achieve security 0 6 3 with only Ł = log(1/) bits of
the entropy loss.
Summing up, when we want to derive a secure key for an -square-secure application from a
source X, we have two options
(a) We condense (if necessary) X by hashing into a string with small entropy deficiency.
√
From a source which has m − O(1) bits of entropy we derive a O( )-secure key.
(b) If we want more security, we can condense X even stronger, with deficiency extremely
close to 0, sacrificing some entropy amount. From a source which has m + log(1/) − O(1)
bits of entropy we derive a O()-secure key.
In every case we obtain the meaningful security, in particular even if entropy amount we start
with is smaller than the length of the key we need. The application of a generic extractor in
such a case gives no security guarantee! For more examples and applications we refer the
reader to [5] and [1].
Security and square security – mathematical insight. It is worth of mentioning that
the idea behind square security is, conceptually, simple and natural. All we need is the
concentration of the adversary’s winning probability, which is guaranteed by the small first
central or second central moment.
What applications are square-secure? It is known that PRGs, PRFs and one-time pads
cannot have good square security[2]. In turn, many applications such as such as stateless
chosen plaintext attack (CPA) secure encryption and weak pseudo-random functions (weak
PRFs), can be proven to be “square-friendly” that is they have square-security roughly
the same as the standard security. The general method to prove that security implies
square-security is the so called “double run trick” [1, 5].

4

Optimization: auxiliary results

Our main technical tool is a characterization of a distribution that maximizes the expectation
of a given function under the collision entropy constraints. It has a nice geometrical interpretation, as the best shape is simply a combination of a threshold and scaling transformation,
see Figure 1.
I Lemma 8 (Maximizing the expectation subject to collision entropy constraints). Let D : S →
[0, 1] be a function on a finite set S and let Y ∗ be any optimal solution to the following
problem
maximize

E D(Y )

subject to

H2 (Y ) > k

Y

(13)

where the maximum is taken over all random variables Y taking values in S. Then there
exist numbers λ > 0 and t ∈ R such that Y ∗ satisfies the following condition
max(D(x) − t, 0) = λPY ∗ (x)

for all x ∈ S.

(14)
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2

0
λ
In particular VarD0 (U ) = |S|
2 where D (x) = max(D(x) − t, 0). Moreover, if values of D(·)
are all different, then we have λ > 0 and λ, t are unique.

I Remark. If values of D(·) are all different, then λ > 0 (see Appendix A).
I Corollary 9. We have the following identities E D0 (Um ) =
0

∗

E D (Y ) =

5

(1+θ)λ
|S|

∗

λ
|S| ,

E D0 (Um )2 =

1+θ
|S|2 λ2 ,

and

0

(D, θ, Y , λ, t and D are as in Theorem 8).

Square security – lower bounds

5.1

Weak keys with the entropy deficiency bounded away from 0

We start with the following results, which states that every indistinguishability application
which is secure with all keys of high min-entropy must be strongly secure. The proof is
relatively easy and appears in the full version.
I Theorem 10. Suppose that an indistinguishability application P , which needs an m-bit
key, is (T, )-secure in the (m − d)-real∞ model, for some d > 1. Then P is (T, 2)-strongly
secure. The bound 2 here is tight.
More challenging and more interesting is the case of an application secure with all keys of
high collision entropy.
I Theorem 11. Suppose that an indistinguishability application P , which needs an m-bit key,
is (T, )-secure in the (m − d)-real2 model, for some d > 1. Then P is (T, σ)-square-secure
with σ = 42
Note that for bounded d the level of square security perfectly matches the positive result of
Dodis and Yu (Theorem 5). We also show (see the end remark in the proof) that
this bound

2
d
is tight up to a constant factor and thus we cannot get the bound O  /2 , which would
exactly match to the positive result in Theorem 5 for all d. The proof is heavily based on
Theorem 8 and appears in the full version.

5.2

Weak keys with the entropy deficiency close to 0

Below we provide a lower bound when the entropy deficiency is close to 0.
I Theorem 12. Suppose that P , which uses an m-bit key, is (T, )-secure in the (m − d)real2 model (possibly
with σ 6 2 +
 with side information). Then P is σ-square-secure
2
2

max 2d − 1, 24
d −1 . In particular, if d  1 then σ 6 2 max(d, d ).
The proof is based on Theorem 8 and appears in the full version. From this we see that
Theorem 6 for d =  is tight.

5.3

Leftover Hash Lemma as a Key Derivation Function

Finally, we consider the case of a key derived by hashing.
I Theorem 13. Let α ∈ [1, 2] and let  > 0. Suppose that an application P , which uses
an m-bit secure key, has the following property: for every n-bit source X of min-entropy
k > m + α log(1/), and every efficient α -universal family H of hash functions from n to m
bits, we have
E AdvA (H(X), H) 6 C,
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for some constant C and all adversaries A with resources at most T . Then P is (T, σ)square-secure with


3
(15)
· max 2−m/2 α/2 , 4(C + 1)2 2m/2 2−α/2 .
2

For  > 2−m we get σ = O 2m/2 2−α/2 . In particular, if α = 1 and  = 2−(1−β)m for
 1−3β/2 

some β > 0 then σ = O 2−(1−3β/2)m = O  1−β . Thus, any application P which
σ6

allows deriving an 0 -secure key with 0 = O() and entropy loss L = log(1/) must be
σ = O 1−o(1) -square-secure. On the positive side we know that σ-square-security with
σ =  is enough (Theorem 7).
I Corollary 14 (The Improved LHL is tight for any application). For any application P , the
security guarantee in the improved Leftover Hash Lemma (Theorem 7) cannot be improved by
more than a factor o(1) . Note that we require H to be efficiently computable and samplable,
in order to exclude some (possible) “pathological” counterexamples.
The proof of Theorem 13 relies on some advanced facts from matrices theory. We briefly
sketch our approach, the full proof appears in the full version. The key technical fact we
prove is that the hashes of high-min-entropy distributions are really mapped onto high
collision entropy distributions (with quantitative parameters good enough for our purposes).
Once we have a such a correspondence, we reduce the problem to Theorem 12. To this end,
we consider the probability Pr[H(x) = y] that x is hashed into y as a matrix with rows
y and columns x and observe use this matrix to obtain a linear map which realizes that
correspondence. To obtain a map with a good behavior, we fill it using some special “pattern”
which ensures nice algebraic properties and simplifies inverting.

6

Conclusion

We show that the technical condition called square security introduced in previous works of
Dodis,Yu (TCC’13) and Barak et al. (CRYPTO’11), is not only sufficient but also necessary
for better security with weak keys used directly.
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A

Proof of Theorem 8

Proof. Our problem is equivalent to the following constrained maximization problem over
R|S|
X
maximize
D(x)p(x)
(p(x))x ∈R|S|

x

−p(x) 6 0 for all x ∈ S
X
p(x) = 1

subject to

(16)

x

X

p(x)2 6 2−k

x

The corresponding Lagrangian is given by
!
L((p(x))x ; (λ1 (x))x , λ2 , λ3 ) =

X

D(x)p(x) +

x

X

λ1 (x)p(x) − λ2

x

X

p(x) − 1

x

!
− λ3

X

p(x)2 − 2−k

(17)

x

Note that the equality constraint is linear, the inequality constraints are convex and, since
P
k < n, there exists a vector p = p(x) such that p(x) > 0 for all x,
x p(x) = 1 and
P
2
k
x p(x) < 2 . This means that Slater’s Constraint Qualification is satisfied and the strong
duality holds [3]. In this case the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions imply that for the
optimal solution p = p∗ we have
D(x) = −λ1 (x) + λ2 + λ3 p∗ (x)

(18)

where λ1 (x) > 0 for all x, λ3 > 0 and λ2 ∈ R are the Lagrange Multipliers, satisfying the
following so called “complementary slackness” condition
∀x

λ1 (x) = 0
λ3 = 0

if p∗ (x) > 0,
P ∗
2
−k
if
.
x (p (x)) < 2

(19)

The characterization in Equation 14 follows now by setting λ = λ3 and t = λ2 . Indeed, by
Equation 18, Equation 19 and λ1 (x) > 0 we get
max(D(x) − λ2 , 0) = max(−λ1 (x) + λ3 p∗ (x), 0) = λ3 p∗ (x).
Finally, note that if all values of D(·) are different then in Equation 18 we cannot have
λ3 = 0, because then Equation 19 implies that D is constant on the support of p∗ (which
has at least two points provided that k > 0). To proof the uniqueness part, observe that if
there exists a different pair (t0 , λ0 ) for the same optimal solution p∗ , then for all x such that
p∗ (x) > 0 we have
∀x ∈ supp(p∗ ) D(x) = t + λp∗ (x) + t0 = λ0 p∗ (x),
and, since the case λ = λ0 cannot happen because it implies t = t0 , we get p∗ (x) =

(20)
t−t0
λ−λ0 .
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Abstract
It is impossible to effectively modify a string in order to increase its Kolmogorov complexity. But
is it possible to construct a few strings, not longer than the input string, so that most of them
have larger complexity? We show that the answer is yes. We present an algorithm that on input
a string x of length n returns a list with O(n2 ) many strings, all of length n, such that 99% of
them are more complex than x, provided the complexity of x is less than n. We obtain similar
results for other parameters, including a polynomial-time construction.
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1

Introduction

The Kolmogorov complexity of a binary string x, denoted C(x), is the minimal description
length of x, i.e., it is the length of a shortest program (in a fixed universal programming
system) that prints x. We analyze the possibility of modifying a string in an effective way
in order to obtain a string with higher complexity, without increasing its length. Strings
with high complexity exhibit good randomness properties and are potentially useful because
they can be employed in lieu of random bits in probabilistic algorithms. It is common to
define the randomness deficiency of x as the difference |x| − C(x) (where |x| is the length
of x), and to say that the smaller the randomness deficiency is, the more random is the
string. In this sense, we want to modify a string so that it becomes “more” random. As
stated, the above task is impossible because clearly any effective modification cannot increase
Kolmogorov complexity (at least not by more than a constant): If f is a computable function,
C(f (x)) ≤ C(x) + O(1), for every x. Consequently we have to settle for a weaker solution,
and the one we consider is that of list-approximation. List approximation consists in the
construction of a list of objects guaranteed to contain at least one element having the desired
property. Actually, we try to obtain a stronger type of list approximation, in which, not just
one, but most of the elements in the list have the desired property. More precisely, we study
the following question:
Question. Is there a computable function which takes as input a string x and outputs
a short list of strings, which are not longer than x, such that most of the list’s elements
have complexity greater than C(x)?
Without the restriction that the length is not increased, the problem is easy to solve by
appending a random string (see the discussion in Section 2). The restriction not only makes
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the problem interesting, but also amenable to applications in which the input string and the
modified strings need to be in a given finite set. The solution that we give can be readily
adjusted to handle this case.
The problem of increasing Kolmogorov complexity has been studied before by Buhrman,
Fortnow, Newman, and Vereshchagin [3]. They show that there exists a polynomial-time
computable f that on input x of length n returns a list of strings, all having length n, such
that if C(x) < n, then there exists y in the list with C(y) > C(x) (this is Theorem 14 in [3]).
In the case of complexity conditioned by the string length, they show that it is even possible
to compute in polynomial time a list of constant size. That is f (x) is a list with O(1)-many
strings of length n and if C(x | n) < n, then it contains a string y with C(y | n) > C(x | n)
(this is Theorem 11 in [3]).
As indicated above we are after a stronger type of list approximation: We want on input
x and δ > 0 to construct a short list of strings not longer than x with the property that a
fraction of (1 − δ) of its elements have complexity larger than that of x. There are several
parameters to consider. The first one is the size of the list. The shorter is the list, the better
is the approximation. Next, the increasing-complexity procedure that we seek will not work
for all strings x. Recall that C(x) ≤ |x| + O(1) and if x is a string of maximal complexity at
its length, then there simply is no string of larger complexity at its length. In general, for
strings x that have complexity close to |x|, it is difficult to increase their complexity. Thus,
a second parameter is the bound on the complexity of x for which the increasing-complexity
procedure succeeds. The closer this bound is to |x|, the better is the procedure. The third
parameter is the complexity of the procedure. The procedure is required to be computable,
but it is preferable if it is computable in polynomial time.
We show the following three results, each one beating the other two with respect to one
of these three parameters. The first result exhibits a computable list-approximation for
increasing Kolmogorov complexity that works for any x with complexity C(x) < |x|.
I Theorem 1 (Computable list of polynomial size for increasing Kolmogorov complexity). There
exists a computable function f that on input x ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a rational number δ > 0, returns
a list of strings of length |x| with the following properties:
1. The size of the list is O(|x|2 )poly(1/δ),
2. If C(x) < |x|, then (1 − δ) fraction of the elements in the list f (x) have Kolmogorov
complexity larger than C(x).
In the next result, we improve the list size, making it linear in |x| (for constant δ). The
price is that the procedure works only for strings x with a slightly lower complexity.
I Theorem 2 (Computable list of linear size for increasing Kolmogorov complexity). There
exists a computable function f that on input x ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a rational number δ > 0, returns
a list of strings of length |x| with the following properties:
1. The size of the list is O(|x|)poly(1/δ),
2. If C(x) < |x| − log |x| − log log |x|, then (1 − δ) fraction of the elements in the list f (x)
have Kolmogorov complexity larger than C(x).
Further reducing the list size remains an interesting open question. We could not establish
a lower bound, and, as far as we currently know, it is possible that even constant list size
may be achievable.
In the next result, the complexity-increasing procedure runs in polynomial time in the
following sense. The size of the list is only quasi-polynomial, but each string in the list is
computed in polynomial time.
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I Theorem 3 (Polynomial-time computable list for increasing Kolmogorov complexity). There
exists a function f that on input x ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a constant rational number δ > 0, returns a
list of strings of length |x| with the following properties:
3
1. The size of the list is bounded by 2O(log |x|) ,
2. If C(x) < |x| − O(log3 |x|), then (1 − δ) fraction of the elements in the list f (x) have
Kolmogorov complexity larger than C(x), and
3. The function f is computable in polynomial time in the following sense: there is a
polynomial time algorithm that on input x, i computes the i-th element in the list f (x).
Note that the procedure in Theorem 3 can be readily converted into a polynomial-time
probabilistic algorithm, which uses O(log3 |x|) random bits to pick at random which element
from the list to return.
This paper is inspired by recent list approximation results regarding another problem
in Kolmogorov complexity, namely the construction of short programs (or descriptions) for
strings. We recall the standard setup for Kolmogorov complexity, which we also use here.
We fix an universal Turing machine U . The universality of U means that for any Turing
machine M , there exists a computable “translator” function t, such that for all strings p,
M (p) = U (t(p)) and |t(p)| ≤ |p|+O(1). For the polynomial-time constructions we also require
that t is polynomial-time computable. If U (p) = x, we say that p is a program (or description)
for x. The Kolmogorov complexity of the string x is C(x) = min{|p| | p is a program for x}.
If p is a program for x and |p| ≤ C(x) + c, we say that p is a c-short program for x. Using
a Berry paradox argument, it is easy to see that it is impossible to effectively construct a
shortest program for x (or, even a, say, n/2-short program for x). Remarkably, Bauwens
et al. [1] show that effective list approximation for short programs is possible: There is an
algorithm that, for some constant c, on input x, returns a list with O(|x|2 ) many strings
guaranteed to contain a c-short program for x. They also show a lower bound: The quadratic
size of the list is minimal up to constant factors. Teutsch [7] presents a polynomial-time
algorithm with similar parameters, except that the list size is larger than quadratic, but
still polynomial. The currently shortest list size for a polynomial time list approximation is
given by Zimand [10]. Closer to the stronger type of list approximation in this paper, are
the probabilistic list approximation results for short programs from Bauwens and Zimand [2]
and Zimand [11]. A polynomial-time probabilistic algorithm from [2], on input (x, k) returns
a string p of length bounded by k + O(log2 n) such that, if the promise k = C(x) holds,
then, with 0.99 probability, p is a program for x. In [11], it is shown that the promise can be
relaxed to k ≥ C(x). The survey paper [8] presents most of these results. In this paper, we
build on the techniques in [2, 11].

2

Techniques and proof overview

We start by explaining why an approach that probably first comes to mind cannot lead to a
result with good parameters, such as those obtained in Theorem 1 with a more complicated
argument.
Given that we want to modify a string x so that it becomes more complex, which in a
sense means more random, a simple idea is to just append a random string z to x. Indeed, if
we consider strings z of length c, then C(xz) > C(x) + c/2, for most strings z, provided c is
large enough. Let us see why this is true. Let k = C(x) and let z be a string that satisfies
the opposite inequality, that is
C(xz) ≤ C(x) + c/2 .

(1)
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Given a shortest program for xz and a self-delimited representation of the integer c, which
is 2 log c bits long, we obtain a description of x with at most k + c/2 + 2 log c bits. Note
that from different z’s satisfying (1), we obtain in this way distinct (c/2 + 2 log c)-short
programs for x. By a theorem of Chaitin [4] (also presented as Lemma 3.4.2 in [5]), for any
d, the number of d-short programs for x is bounded by O(2d ). Thus the number of strings z
satisfying (1) is bounded by O(2c/2+2 log c ). Since for large c, O(2c/2+2 log c ) is much smaller
than 2c , it follows that most strings z of length c satisfy the claimed inequality (the opposite
of (1)). Therefore, in this way we can obtain a list with a constant number of strings and
most of them have complexity larger than C(x). The problem with appending a random z to
x, is that this operation not only increases complexity (which is something we want) but also
increases length (which is something we don’t want). The natural way to get around this
problem is to first compress x to close to minimal description length using the probabilistic
algorithms from [2, 11] described in the Introduction, and then to append z. However, the
algorithms from [2, 11] compress x to length C(x) + O(log n), where n is the length of x.
After appending a random z of length c, we obtain a string of length C(x) + O(log n) + c,
and for this to be n (so that length is not increased), we need C(x) ≤ n − O(log n) − c. Thus,
in this way we cannot obtain a procedure that works for all x with C(x) < n, such as the
one from Theorem 1.
Our solution is based on a more elaborate construction. The centerpiece is a type of
bipartite graph with a low congestion property. Once we have the graph, we view x as a
left node, and the list f (x) consists of some of the nodes at distance 2 in the graph from x.
(A side remark: Buhrman et al. [3] use graphs as well, namely constant-degree expanders,
and they obtain the lists also as the set of neighbors at some given distance.) In our graph,
the left side is L = {0, 1}n , the set of n-bit strings, the right side is R = {0, 1}m , the set of
m-bit strings, and each left node has degree D. The graphs also depend on three parameters
, ∆, and t, and for our discussion it is convenient to also use δ = 1/2 and s = δ · ∆. The
graphs that we need have two properties. The first one is a low congestion requirement which
demands that for every subset B of left nodes of size at most 2t , (1 − δ) fraction of nodes
in B share (1 − δ) fraction of their right neighbors with at most s other nodes in B.1 The
second property is that each right node has at least ∆ neighbors.
Let us now see how to use such graphs to increase Kolmogorov complexity in the listapproximation sense. Suppose we have a graph G with the above properties for the parameters
n, δ, ∆, D, s, and t. We claim that for each x of length n and with complexity C(x) < t, we
can obtain a list with D · ∆ many strings, all having length n, such that at least a fraction
of (1 − 2δ) of the strings in the list have complexity larger than C(x). Indeed, let x be a
string of length n with C(x) = k < t. Consider the set B = {x0 ∈ {0, 1}n | C(x0 ) ≤ k}. Note
that the size of B is bounded by 2t . A node that does not have the low-congestion property
is said to be δ-BAD(B). By the low-congestion of G, there are at most δ|B| elements in B
that are δ-BAD(B). It can be shown that x is not δ-BAD(B). The reason is, essentially,
that the strings that are δ-BAD(B) can be enumerated and they make a small fraction of B
and therefore can be described with less than k bits. Now, to construct the list, we view
x as a left node in G and we “go-right-then-go-left.” This means that we first “go-right,”
i.e., we take all the D neighbors of x, and for each such neighbor y we “go-left,” i.e., we
take ∆ of the y’s neighbors and put them in the list. Since x is not δ-BAD(B), (1 − δ)D of
its neighbors have at most s = δ · ∆ elements in B. Overall, only 2δ · D · ∆ of the strings

1

More formally, for all B ⊆ L with |B| ≤ 2t , for all x ∈ B, except at most δ|B| elements, all neighbors y
of x, except at most δD, have degB (y) ≤ s, where degB (y) is the number of y’s neighbors that are in B.
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in the list can be in B, and so at least a fraction of (1 − 2δ) of the strings in the list have
complexity larger than k = C(x). Our claim is proved.
For our main results (Theorem 1, Theorem 2, and Theorem 3), we need graphs with
the above properties for different settings of parameters. Such graphs can be obtained
from randomness extractors, which have been extensively studied in the theory of pseudorandomness (for example, see Vadhan’s monograph [9]). The graphs required by Theorem 1
and Theorem 2 are constructed using the probabilistic method in Lemma 5, and the graph
required by Theorem 3 is obtained in Lemma 6 from a randomness extractor of Raz, Reingold,
and Vadhan [6].

3

Balanced graphs

We define here formally the type of graphs that we need. We work with families of graphs
Gn = (L, R, E ⊆ L × R), indexed by n, which have the following structure:
1. Vertices are labeled with binary strings: L = {0, 1}n , R = {0, 1}n−a , where we view L as
the set of left nodes, and R as the set of right nodes. The parameter a can be positive or
negative, and in absolute value is typically small (less than poly(log n)).
2. All left nodes have the same degree D, D = 2d is a power of two, and the edges outgoing
from a left node x are labeled with binary strings of length d.
3. We allow multiple edges between two nodes. For a node x, we write N (x) for the multiset
of x’s neighbors, each element being taken with the multiplicity equal to the number of
edges from x landing into it.
A bipartite graph of this type can be viewed as a function EXT : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}d →
{0, 1}n−a , where EXT(x, y) = z iff there is an edge between x and z labeled y. We want
EXT to yield a (k, ) randomness extractor whenever we consider the modified function
EXTk which on input (x, y) returns EXT(x, y) from which we cut the last n − k bits. Note
that the output of EXTk has k − a bits.
From the function EXTk , we go back to the graph representation, and we obtain the
“prefix” bipartite graph Gn,k = (L = {0, 1}n , Rk = {0, 1}k−a , Ek ⊆ L × Rk ), where in Gn,k
we merge the right nodes of Gn that have the same prefix of length k − a. Since we allow
multiple edges between nodes, the left degrees in the prefix graph do not change. However,
right degrees may change, and as mk gets smaller, right degrees typically get larger due to
merging.
The requirement that Gn,k is a (k, ) randomness extractor means that for every subset
B ⊆ L of size |B| ≥ 2k , for every A ⊆ Rk ,
|Ek (B, A)|
|A|
−
≤ ,
|B| × D
|Rk |

(2)

where Ek (B, A) is the set of edges between B and A in Gn,k .
We also want to have the guarantee that each right node in Gn,t has degree at least ∆,
where ∆ and t are parameters.
Accordingly, we have the following definition.
I Definition 4. A graph Gn = (L, R, E ⊆ L×R) as above is (, ∆, t)-balanced if the following
requierments hold:
1. For every k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let Gn,k be the graph corresponding to EXTk described above.
We require that, for every k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Gn,k is a (k, ) extractor, i.e., Gn,k has the
property in Equation (2).
2. In the graph Gn,t , every right node with non-zero degree has degree at least ∆.
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In our applications, we need balanced graphs in which the neighbors of a given node can
be found effectively, or even in time that is polynomial in n. As usual, we consider families
of graphs (Gn )n≥1 , and we say that such a family is computable if there is an algorithm that
on input (x, y), where x is a left node, and y is the label of an edge outgoing from x, outputs
z, where z is the right node where the edge y lands. If the algorithm runs in time polynomial
in n, we say that the family (Gn )n≥1 is explicit. For polynomial-time list approximation, we
actually need a stronger property which essentially states that going from right to left can
also be done in polynomial time (see the “Moreover...” part in Lemma 6).
The following two lemmas provide the balanced graphs that are used in the proofs of the
main result as explained in the proof overview in Section 2.
I Lemma 5.
(a) For every sufficiently large positive integer n, every rational  > 0, and every positive
integer constant ∆, there is a computable (, ∆, t)-balanced graph Gn = (L = {0, 1}n , R =
{0, 1}m , E ⊆ L × R), with left degree D = 2d = O(n2 · (1/)2 ), m = n + 2 log n, and
t = n.
(b) There exists a constant c, such that for every sufficiently large positive integer n,
every rational  > 0, and every positive integer constant ∆, there is a computable
(, ∆, t)-balanced graph Gn = (L = {0, 1}n , R = {0, 1}m , E ⊆ L × R), with left degree
D = 2d = O(n · (1/)2 ), m = n + d − 2 log(1/) − c, and t = n − log n − log log n.
The proof of Lemma 5 is by the standard probabilistic method, and is presented in
Section 5.1.
I Lemma 6. There exists a constant c such that for every positive integer n, every rational
 > 0, and every positive integer ∆ ≤ 2n , there is an explicit (, ∆, t)-balanced graph Gn =
(L = {0, 1}n , R = {0, 1}m , E ⊆ L × R), with left degree D = 2d , for d = O(log3 (n) log2 (1/)),
m = n − c · d, and t = n − max(0, log ∆ − c · d).
Moreover, there is an algorithm that on input (z, y) (and n), where z ∈ R = {0, 1}m and
y ∈ {0, 1}d computes a list of ∆ left neighbors of z reachable from z by edges labeled y, or
NIL if there are less than ∆ such neighbors. This algorithm computes the list implicitly, in
the sense that given an index i, it returns the i-th element in the list in time polynomial in n
and log i.
The proof of Lemma 6 is based on a randomness extractor of Raz, Reingold, and Vadhan [6]
and is presented in Section 5.2.
Let us now proceed to the proofs of Theorem 1, Theorem 2, and Theorem 3.

4

Proofs of Theorem 1, Theorem 2, and Theorem 3

The theorems have essentially identical proofs, except that balanced graphs with different
parameters are used. The following lemma shows a generic transformation of a balanced
graph into a function that on input x produces a list so that most of its elements have
complexity larger than C(x).
I Lemma 7. Suppose that for every constant δ > 0, there is t = t(n), a = a(n), and a
computable (respectively, explicit and satisfying the property stated in the “moreover” part
of Lemma 6) (δ 2 , (1/δ)∆, t)- balanced graph Gn = (Ln = {0, 1}n , Rn = {0, 1}n−a , En ⊆
Ln × Rn ), with ∆ = 2(1/δ 2 ) · D · 2a , where D is the left degree.
Then there exists a computable (respectively, polynomial-time computable) function f that
on input a string x and a rational number δ > 0 returns a list containing strings of length |x|
and
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1. The size of the list is 2(1/δ)3 D2 2a ,
2. If C(x) ≤ t, then (1 − 2δ) of the elements in the list have complexity larger than C(x).
Proof of Lemma 7. We can assume without loss of generality that 1/δ is sufficiently large
(for the following arguments to be valid) and also that it is a power of 2. Let  = δ 2 . Thus,
∆ = 2(1/) · D · 2a . Let x be a binary string of length n, with complexity C(x) = k. We
assume that k ≤ t. We explain how to compute the list f (x), with the property stipulated in
the theorem’s statement.
We take Gn to be the (, (1/δ) · ∆, t)-balanced graph with left nodes of length n promised
by the hypothesis. Let Gn,t be the “prefix” graph obtained from Gn by cutting the last n − t
bits in the labels of right nodes (thus preserving the prefix of length t − a in the labels).
The list f (x) is computed in two steps:
1. First, we view x as a left node in Gn,t and take N (x), the multiset of all neighbors of x
in Gn,t .
2. Secondly, for each p in N (x), we take Ap to be a set of (1/δ)∆ neighbors of p in Gn,t (say,
S
the first (1/δ)∆ ones in some canonical order). We set f (x) = p∈N (x) Ap (if p appears
np times in N (x), we take Ap in the union also np times; note that f (x) is a multiset).
Note that all the elements in the list have length n, and the size of the list is |f (x)| =
(1/δ)∆ · D = (1/δ)3 D2 2a .
The rest of the proof is dedicated to showing that the list f (x) satisfies the second item
in the statement. Let
Bn.k = {x0 ∈ {0, 1}n | C(x0 ) ≤ k},
and let Sn,k = blog |Bn,k |c. Thus, 2Sn,k ≤ |Bn,k | < 2Sn,k +1 . Later we will use the fact that
Sn,k ≤ k ≤ t.

(3)

We want to use the properties of extractors for sources with min-entropy Sn,k and therefore
we consider the graph Gn,Sn,k , which is obtained, as we have explained above, from Gn by
taking the prefixes of right nodes of length Sn,k − a. To simplify notation, we use G instead
of Gn,Sn,k . The set of left nodes in G is L = {0, 1}n and the set of right nodes in G is
R = {0, 1}m , for m = Sn,k − a.
We view Bn,k as a subset of the left nodes in G. Let us introduce some helpful terminology.
In the following all the graph concepts (left node, right node, edge, neighbor) refer to the
|B
|·D
graph G. We say that a right node z in G is (1/)-light if it has at most (1/) · n,k
|R|
neighbors in Bn,k . A node that is not (1/)-light is said to be (1/)-heavy. Note that
(1/) ·

2Sn,k +1 · D
|Bn,k | · D
≤ (1/) S
= ∆,
|R|
2 n.k · 2−a

and thus an (1/)-light node has at most ∆ many neighbors in Bn,k .
We also say that a left node in Bn,k is δ-BAD with respect to Bn,k if at least a δ fraction of
the D edges outgoing from it land in right neighbors that are (1/)-heavy. Let δ-BAD(Bn,k )
be the set of nodes that are δ-BAD with respect to Bn,k .
We show the following claim.
I Claim 8. At most a 2δ fraction of the nodes in Bn,k are δ-BAD with respect to Bn,k .
(In other words: for every x0 in Bn,k , except at most a 2δ fraction, at least a (1 − δ)
fraction of the edges going out from x0 in G land in right nodes that have at most ∆ neighbors
with complexity at most k.)
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We defer for later the proof of Claim 8, and continue the proof of the theorem.
For any positive integer k, let
Bk = {x0 | C(x0 ) ≤ k and k ≤ t(|x0 |)}.
P
Let Ik = {n | k ≤ t(n)}. Note that |Bk | = n∈Ik |Bn,k |. Let x0 ∈ Bk , and let n0 = |x0 |. We
say that x0 is δ-BAD with respect to Bk if in Gn0 , x0 is δ-BAD with respect to Bn0 ,k . We
denote δ-BAD(Bk ) the set of nodes that are δ-BAD with respect to Bk . We upper bound
the size of δ-BAD(Bk ):
|δ-BAD(Bk )|

P
= n0 ∈Ik |δ-BAD(Bn0 ,k )|
P
≤ n0 ∈Ik 2δ · |Bn0 ,k |
(by Claim (8))
P
= 2δ n∈Ik |Bn0 ,k |
= 2δ|Bk |
≤ 2δ · 2k+1 .

Note that the set δ-BAD(Bk ) can be enumerated given k and δ. Therefore a node x0 that
is δ-BAD with respect to Bk can be described by k, δ and its ordinal in the enumeration
of the set δ-BAD(Bk ). We write the ordinal on exactly k + 2 − log(1/δ) bits and δ in a
self-delimited way on 2 log log(1/δ) bits (recall that 1/δ is a power of 2), so that k can be
inferred from the ordinal and δ. It follows that if x0 is δ-BAD with respect to Bk , then,
provided 1/δ is sufficiently large,
C(x0 ) ≤ k + 2 − log(1/δ) + 2 log log(1/δ) + O(1) < k.

(4)

Now, recall our string x ∈ {0, 1}n which has complexity C(x) = k. The inequality (4) implies
that x cannot be δ-BAD with respect to Bk , which means that (1 − δ) of the edges going
out from x land in neighbors in G having at most ∆ neighbors in Bk . The same is true if
we replace G by Gn,t , because, by the inequality (3), right nodes in G are prefixes of right
nodes in Gn,t .
Now suppose we pick at random a neighbor p of x in Gn,t , and then find a set Ap of
(1/δ) · ∆ neighbors of p in Gn,t . Then with probability 1 − δ, only a fraction of δ of the
elements of Ap can be in Bk . Recall that we have defined the list f (x) to be
[
f (x) =
Ap .
p neighbor of x in Gn,t
It follows that (1 − 2δ) of elements in f (x) have complexity larger than C(x) and this ends
the proof.
J
It remains to prove Claim 8.
Proof of Claim 8. Let A be the set of right nodes that are (1/)-heavy. Then
|A| ≤ |R|.
|B

|·D

Indeed the number of edges between Bn,k and A is at least |A| · (1/) · n,k
(by the
|R|
definition of (1/)-heavy), but at the same time the total number of edges between Bn,k and
R is |Bn,k | · D (because each left node has degree D).
Next we show that
|δ-BAD(Bn.k )| ≤ 2δ|Bn,k |.

(5)
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For this, note that G is a (Sn,k , ) randomness extractor and Bn,k has size at least 2Sn,k .
Therefore by the property (2) of extractors,
|E(Bn,k , A)|
|A|
≤
+  ≤ 2.
|Bn,k | · D
|R|
On the other hand the number of edges linking Bn,k and A is at least the number of edges
linking δ-BAD(Bn,k ) and A and this number is at least |δ-BAD(Bn,k | · δD. Thus,
|E(Bn,k , A)| ≥ |δ-BAD(Bn,k )| · δD.
Combining the last two inequalities, we obtain
|δ-BAD(Bn,k )|
1
≤ 2 · = 2δ.
|Bn,k |
δ
End of the proofs of Claim 8 and of Lemma 7.

J

Theorem 1, Theorem 2 , and Theorem 3 are obtained by plugging into the above
lemma the balanced graphs from Lemma 5 and Lemma 6. More precisely, Theorem 1
is obtained by using Lemma 7 with the balanced graph promised by Lemma 5(a), with
parameters  = δ 2 , and ∆ = 2(1/δ 2 ) · D · 2−2 log n = O(1). Theorem 2 is obtained by
using Lemma 7 with the balanced graph promised by Lemma 5(b), with parameters  = δ 2 ,
and ∆ = 2(1/δ 2 ) · D · 2−(d−2 log(1/)−c) = O(1). Finally, Theorem 3 is obtained by using
Lemma 7 with the balanced graph promised by Lemma 6, with parameters  = δ 2 , and
3
∆ = 2(1/δ 2 ) · D · 2cd = 2O(log n) .

5
5.1

Construction of balanced graphs
Proof of Lemma 5

We prove part (b), where the relations between parameters are somewhat tighter. The proof
of part (a) is similar. We use the probabilistic method. For some constant c that will be fixed
later, we consider a random function EXT : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}d → {0, 1}n+d−2 log(1/)−c . We
show the following two claims, which imply that a random function has the desired properties
with positive probability. Since the properties can be checked effectively, we can find a graph
as stipulated in part (b) by exhaustive search. We use the notation from Definition 4 and
from the paragraph preceding it.
I Claim 9. For some constant c, with probability ≥ 3/4, it holds that for every k ∈ {1, . . . , n},
in the bipartite graph Gn,k = {L, Rk , Ek ⊆ L × Rk }, every B ⊆ L = {0, 1}n of size |B| ≥ 2k ,
and every A ⊆ Rk = {0, 1}k+d−2 log(1/)−c satisfy
|Ek (B, A)|
|A|
−
≤ .
|B| × D
|Rk |

(6)

I Claim 10. For every sufficiently large positive integer n, with probability ≥ 3/4, every
right node in the graph Gn,n−log n−log log n has at least ∆ neighbors in L.
Proof of Claim 9. First we fix k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and let K = 2k and N = 2n . Let us consider
B ⊆ {0, 1}n of size |B| ≥ K, and A ⊆ Rk . For a fixed x ∈ B and y ∈ {0, 1}d , the probability
that EXTk (x, y) is in A is |A|/|Rk |. By the Chernoff bounds,


2
|Ek (B, A)|
|A|
Prob
−
>  ≤ 2−Ω(K·D· ) .
|B| × D
|Rk |
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The probability that relation (6) fails for a fixed
some B ⊆ {0, 1}k of size |B| ≥ K and
 k,
N
K·D·2 ·2−c
−Ω(K·D·2 )
some A ⊆ Rk is bounded by 2
· K ·2
, because A can be chosen in

2 −c
N
2K·D· ·2 ways, and we can consider that B has size exactly K and there are K
possible
2
choices of such B’s. If D = Ω((n − k)/ ) and c is sufficiently large, the above probability is
much less than (1/4)2−k . Therefore the probability that relation (6) fails for some k, some
B and some A is less than 1/4.
J
Proof of Claim 10. We use a standard “coupon collector” argument. Let t = n − log n −
log log n. Let N = 2n and C = 2c , where c is the constant for which Claim 9 holds.. We work in
the bipartite graph Gn,n−log n−log log n = (L, R, E ⊆ L×R) in which every left node has degree
D = 2d , L = {0, 1}n , and R = {0, 1}m , where m = (n − log n − log log n + d − 2 log(1/) − c).
For a left node x, an edge labeled y ∈ {0, 1}d and a right node z, we say that (x, y) hits z if
the y-labeled edge outgoing from x lands in z. We want to show that with high probability
each z is hit at least ∆ times. Let us order {0, 1}n × {0, 1}d in, say, lexicographical order
{(x, y)1 < (x, y)2 < . . . < (x, y)N D }. We define ∆ groups of “shooting” at R by taking
(x, y)1 , . . . (x, y)r in the first group, (x, y)r+1 , . . . (x, y)2r in the second group, and so on with
r left nodes in each group, where r will be fixed later. The probability that a fixed z is not
hit by some (x, y)i is (1 − 1/|R|) ≤ e−1/|R| . The probability that a fixed z is not hit by any
element in a given group is at most e−r/|R| and the probability that there exists some z ∈ R
that is not hit by a given group is bounded by |R|e−r/|R| . We take r = |R|(ln |R| + ln(4∆)),
and the above probability is bounded by 1/(4∆). Therefore, the probability that some z in
R is not hit by some group in the set of ∆ groups is at most 1/4. Note that r · ∆ ≤ N D,
provided n is large enough, and thus all the groups fit into {0, 1}n × {0, 1}d .
J
End of the proof of Lemma 5.

5.2

J

Proof of Lemma 6.

The construction relies on the randomness extractor of Raz, Reingold, and Vadhan [6].
I Theorem 11 (Theorem 22, (2) in [6]). There exists a function EXT : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}d →
{0, 1}m , computable in time polynomial in n, with the following properties:
(1) d = O(log3 (n) log2 (1/)),
(2) m = n − c · d, for some constant c,
(3) For every k ≤ n, the function EXTk obtained by computing EXT and cutting the last
n − k bits of the output is a (k, ) extractor,
(4) For every y ∈ {0, 1}d(n) , the function fy (x) = EXT(x, y) is a linear function from
(GF[2])n to (GF[2])m (where we view x ∈ {0, 1}n as an element of (GF[2])n in the
natural way). In other words, EXT(x, y) = Ay · x, where Ay is an m-by-n matrix with
entries in GF[2], computable from y in time polynomial in n.
Note. Item (4) is not explicitly stated in [6], so we provide here a short explanation. The
construction given in [6] of EXT : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}d → {0, 1}m , views x as the specification of
a function ux (·, ·) of two variables (in a way that we present below), defines some functions
g1 (y), h1 (y), . . . , gm (y), hm (y), each one computable in time polynomial in n, and then sets
EXT(x, y) = ux (g1 (y), h1 (y)), . . . , ux (gm (y), hm (y)),

(7)

i.e., the i-th bit is ux (gi (y), hi (y)). Thus, it is enough to check that fv,w (x) = ux (v, w) is
linear in x. Let us now describe ux . The characteristic sequence of ux is the Reed-Solomon
code of x. More precisely, for some s, x is viewed as a polynomial px over the field GF[2s ].
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The elements of GF[2s ] are viewed as s-dimensional vectors over GF[2] in the natural way.
Note that in this view the evaluation of px at point v is a linear transformation of x, i.e.,
px (v) = Av x for some s-by-n matrix Av with entries from GF[2]. Finally, ux (v, w) is defined
as the inner product w · px (v) and therefore ux (v, w) = (wAv )x, and thus it is a linear
function in x. Now we plug hi (y) as w and gi (y) as v, and we build the matrix Ay , by taking
its i-th row to be hi (y)Agi (y) . Using the Equation (7), we obtain item (4) in the theorem.
Now let us proceed to the actual proof of Lemma 6. The function EXT from Theorem 11
defines the explicit bipartite graph Gn . Let t = n − max(0, log ∆ − c · d). By removing the
last n − t bits in each right node we obtain the graph Gn,t . We only need to check that in the
bipartite graph Gn,t = (Lt = {0, 1}n , Rt = {0, 1}mt , Et ⊆ Lt × Rt ) (where mt ≤ n − log ∆),
every right node with non-zero degree has degree at least ∆. This follows easily from the
linearity of EXTt (x, y) defined to be EXT(x, y) from which we cut the last n − t bits.
Indeed, let z in {0, 1}mt be a right node with non-zero degree. This means that there
exist x and y such that EXTt (x, y) = z. Since the function fy (x) = EXTt (x, y) is linear in
x, it follows that {x0 | EXT(x0 , y) = z} = {x0 | Ay · x0 = z} (i.e., the preimage of z) is an
affine space over GF[2] with dimension at least n − mt ≥ log ∆, and therefore z has degree
at least ∆. Moreover, given y, we can find ∆ preimages of z in time polynomial in n, by
solving the linear system.
J
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